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Intracellular Transport of Pigment Granules

in Fish Chromatophores

Masataka Obika

Department of Biology, Keio University, Yokohama 223, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Color of the integument of lower vertebrates is

expressed by three different types of chroma-

tophores, i.e. melanophores, brightly-colored

xanthophores or erythrophores, and light-

reflecting leucophores or iridophores. In response

to neurohumoral or hormonal stimulation, pig-

ment granules (pigmentary organelles) in chroma-

tophores migrate toward or away from the center

of the cell in a coordinate fashion. Centripetal

translocation of the organelles is termed pigment

aggregation, and if this occurs in melanophores,

body color becomes paler due to the reduction of

total pigmented area. On the other hand, cen-

trifugal migration of melanosomes (melanin

granules), defined as pigment dispersion gives a

dusky hue to the skin.

Since the pioneering works of Bikle et al. [1] and

Green [2] on melanophores of Fundulus heterocli-

tus, the mechanochemical basis of pigment trans-

location in chromatophores of teleosts has been

the subject of extensive research. Both in the

velocity and magnitude, pigment translocation is

most apparent in melanophores and some

erythrophores: therefore, investigations have been

carried out mainly on these cell types. Now
several lines of evidence indicate that cytoplasmic

microtubules are indispensable for a rapid trans-

port of pigment granules in fish chromatophores.

In current researches, emphasis is placed on the

elucidation of the mechanism of intracellular

transduction of chemical energy into the locomo-

tion of pigment granules. At the present time,

Received September 17, 1985

dynein-tubulin system and three-dimensional

fibrillar network (microtrabecular) system appear

to be the most likely candidates on which the

discussion of the present survey will be focused.

This fascinating subject of cell motility is also dealt

with in excellent reviews appeared lately [3, 4].

VELOCITY OF PIGMENT
TRANSLOCATION

The velocity and the way pigment granules

travel in cytoplasm may reflect the mechanism

involved, or at least provide some indirect sugges-

tions how the granules are transported. Pigment

aggregation in general is a unidirectional migration

of the organelles occurring with uniform velocity

while dispersion proceeds in rather slow but often

exhibiting shuttle motion of short distance (salta-

tion). The latter process, which is slow and irreso-

lute [5], may well be driven by a mechanism

different from centripetal transport of the parti-

cles. In angelfish Pterophyllum scalare melano-

phores, velocity measured as mass movement in

aggregation is about 1.3,«m/sec while the average

rate of movement in dispersion is 0.56/mi/sec [6].

Although slightly faster rate of melanosome

aggregation (2 to 6 ,um/sec) is reported in Fundulus

melanophores [2], mass melanosome movement

toward the centripetal direction occurs at 1 to 2

//m/sec in most cases. Thus, the velocity of

melanosome transport is significantly slower than

that of the vesicular transport reported in cytoplas-

mic streaming [7] where the motive force is

generated by actin-myosin interaction [8, 9], but

much faster than chromosome movement during

anaphase which ranges from 0.1 to 1.0/um/min
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[10], and roughly comparable with the fast axo-

plasmic transport which travels at the rate of 1.1 to

9.2/tfTi/sec or 10 to 80 cm/day [11]. A recent

investigation on axoplasmic transport in squid

giant axon has shown that the velocity of vesicular

transport along in situ microtubules is dependent

on the size of organelles. Small vesicles (0.2 //m in

diameter) move at fast rate (2.15//m/sec in antero-

grade and 1.75//m/sec in retrograde), medium-

sized vesicles (0.53 //m, which is almost compara-

ble to the size of melanosomes) move at intermedi-

ate velocity (l.l^m/sec) and large mitochondria

migrate at a rate of 0.4/im/sec. Along isolated

microtubules, however, all organelles travel at a

mean rate of 2.15/im/sec regardless of size [12].

In erythrophores of the squirrelfish Holocentrus

ascensionis, pigment granules migrate at a high

velocity (15 to 20 /^m/sec) during aggregation while

dispersal proceeds at a much reduced rate [13].

Pigment granules in this chromatophore are spher-

ical carotenoid droplets of varying diameters rang-

ing from 50 to 500 nm. Despite the enormous

difference in the volume, all the granules travel at

approximately the same velocity [3].

A characteristic pigmentary organelle of brightly

colored erythrophores and xanthophores, pterino-

some, does not seem to migrate appreciably. For

example, in goldfish Carassius auratus [14] and

medaka {Oryzias latipes), pterinosomes always

stay dispersed but carotenoid droplets selectively

respond to aggregative and dispersive stimuli.

Erythrophores of the swordtail Xiphophorus hel-

leri are the exception where both pterinosomes

and carotenoid vesicles migrate during pigmentary

responses [15].

CHANGE IN CELL SHAPE DURING
PIGMENT TRANSLOCATION

The morphology of chromatophores varies from

highly dendritic, stellate form to discoidal shape

not only depending on the cell type or animal

species but also on the loci where they reside

(Figs. 1 and 2). Isolated Oryzias melanophores

take different morphology depending on the sub-

stratum. Those on the flat, homogeneous surface

such as a cover slip or plastic tend to form discoidal

shape rather than stellate [16]. Recently, it is

Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of chroma-

tophores on a scale of Oryzias latipes. Overlying

epidermis and collagen layer have been removed by

a treatment with collagenase and HC1 hydrolysis.

Scale bar, 20 //m.

suggested that fibronectin in combination with

collagen determines dendritic morphology of

melanophores [17]. Isolated medaka melano-

phores suspended in a culture medium change

their shape retracting dendritic processes during

pigment aggregation, while the arms are reex-

tended during redispersion [16]. This response is

somewhat similar to the ameboid movement

observed in chromatophores of a sea urchin

Centrostephanus longispinus [18]. Melanophores

firmly attached to the substratum, both in vivo and

in vitro, do not alter their two-dimensional outline

during successive phase of pigment aggregation

and dispersion, but the central portion of melano-

phores with aggregated pigment becomes spherical

with the thickness of 10 to 20 pim while those with

dispersed pigment are more or less uniform in

thickness (Fig. 2). The marked increase in the

height of the cell with aggregated pigment is

primarily due to the accumulation of melano-

somes, although a morphometric analysis on

angelfish melanophores demonstrates that cyto-

plasmic constituents other than pigment granules
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Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrographs of Oryzias melanophores cultured on cover slip, a: A melanophore

with dispersed pigment, b: A cell with aggregated pigment. Bar, 10 //m.

also move toward the cell center during aggrega-

tive response [19]. Translocations of mitochondria

and structures indicative of internalization of

plasma membrane are observed in medaka mela-

nophores with aggregated pigment [20]. It is

generally assumed that the change in cell shape

before and after melanosome translocation is a

passive consequence that reflects intracellular dis-

tribution of cytoplasmic constituents. An alterna-

tive interpretation that the change in cell shape is

actively engaged in the generation of motive force

for intracellular movement [21] remains hypothe-

tical. Pigment transport in melanophores differs

from other intracellular organelle movements,

such as axoplasmic transport, chromosome move-

ment or cytoplasmic streaming, in a sense that a

large portion of cytoplasmic inclusion is trans-

ported unidirectionally at a time, hence it is

inevitably accompanied by a drastic change in cell

morphology. The response of Holocentrus

erythrophores appears to be more selectively

restricted to the movement of carotenoid vesicles

and fibrillar materials while mitochondria and

nuclei move only slightly in a passive manner [22].

ENERGY REQUIREMENT

In the presence of metabolic inhibitors such as

2, 4 dinitrophenol or cyanide, isolated chroma-

tophores tend to aggregate with time and become

insensitive to dispersive stimuli. From this

observation, it is deduced that pigment dispersion,

but not aggregation, requires energy [23-25].

However, a recent study of Clark and Rosenbaum

[26] has clearly shown that melanosome aggrega-

tion in Fundulus melanophores is also ATP-

dependent. Spontaneous aggregation of melano-

phores by metabolic inhibitors can be prevented by

the presence of a dispersive agent isobutylmethyl-

xanthine, therefore, the effect of the metabolic

inhibitors on pigment aggregation can be ex-

amined using this system. Nearly complete and

reversible inhibition of pigment aggregation is

observed following the treatment with 2, 4 dini-

trophenol (ImM) and sodium cyanide (0.5 mM).

In addition, detergent-permeabilized melanophore

preparations pretreated with the inhibitors do

respond to epinephrine with pigment aggregation

only in the presence of exogenous ATP (2 mM) in

the lysis buffer.

EFFECTS OF ANTIMITOTIC REAGENTS

Cytoskeletal framework and adhesive machin-

ery which operate in conjunction with plasma

membrane are responsible for the maintenance of

melanophore morphology (Fig. 3). The most

prominent cellular organelles in this architecture
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Fig. 3. Melanophores of Oryzias latipes (a) and Gambusia affinis (b, c). a: A horizontal section of a melanophore

in culture. Note numerous microtubules. Bar, 2/^m. b: A cross sectional profile of cellular cortex of a

melanophore dendrite with dispersed pigment. Microtubules (in cross section) and the lining support the plasma

membrane. Bar, 0.2 ^m. c: Cortical region of a cold-treated melanophore dendrite. Membrane without

underlying support becomes compliant. Bar, 0.2 fim.

are radially oriented microtubules by which pig-

ment granules are aligned in an orderly fashion

(Fig. 4). The involvement of microtubules in

melanosome translocation is deduced primarily

from pharmacological studies in which colchicine,

colcemid and other microtubule inhibitors are
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Fig. 4. Oryzias melanophores in culture. Bar, 20,«m. a: A melanophore in standard culture medium. Note

radially aligned melanosomes. b: A melanophore treated with nocodazole (3//M) for 1 hr at 2°C. c: A
melanophore incubated in 2.5% hexylene glycol for 1 hr. In b and c, distribution of melanosomes becomes more

or less random.

found effective in preventing pigment aggregation

[23, 27-29]. However, the effect of these drugs is

not always related to the disruption of cytoplasmic

microtubules. For instance, in medaka melano-

phores, colchicine at 5 mM produces a retardation

in pigment aggregation although a substantial

number of microtubules survive even after a

prolonged exposure to the drug. A derivative of

cholchicine, lumicolchicine, which has little bind-

ing activity to tubulin prevents pigmentary re-

sponse in the same manner as colchicine does [30],

suggesting that these alkaloids act at a site unre-

lated to microtubules. In contrast to the effect of

colchicine which inhibits only pigment aggregation

at relatively high concentrations, vinblastine pro-

duces crystals within cytoplasm and pigment move-

ments in both directions are potently arrested [23,

28-30]. Nocodazole applied at low temperature

[31, 32] and the treatment of the cells in the cold in

the presence of colchicine at low concentration

[30, 33] produce microtubule-deficient cells where

the alignment of melanosomes becomes random

(Fig. 4). A very slow, incomplete pigment aggre-

gation can be induced in these cells, implicating

the presence of microtubule-independent system

in intracellular motility [30, 31, 33]. This, at the

same time, indicates that microtubules are indis-

pensable for a rapid, normal pigment transloca-

tion.

CYCLES OF MICROTUBULE ASSEMBLY
AND DISASSEMBLY

It is a matter of dispute whether microtubules

undergo cycles of disassembly and reassembly

during pigmentary responses. Melanophores of

the medaka, as mentioned earlier, retract their

dendrites upon aggregative stimulus if they are

suspended in a culture medium without attaching

substratum. Cellular processes are reformed when

the cells are transferred into a dispersive medium

[16]. An ultrastructural study has not been carried

out on this response but the behavior of these

isolated cells suggests that rearrangement of cyto-

skeletal elements should be taking place during

pigment migration. In Fundulus melanophores,

the number of microtubules in dendritic processes

remains unchanged before and after pigment

withdrawal [29] while in angelfish, some 2,400

microtubules present in a melanophore with dis-

persed pigment reduce to 1,000 in a cell with

aggregated melanosomes [19]. Colchicine at 1 mM
does not disrupt microtubules nor inhibits pigment

translocation in melanophores when applied at

room temperature for several hours, but complete-

ly inhibits microtubule reassembly in the cells

which have been placed in the cold [30]. In the

presence of colchicine at this concentration, cycles

of pigment aggregation and dispersion proceed

normally at least for the first several times.

Therefore, it is unlikely that microtubule assembly

is required for the pigment dispersion. Similarly,

Holocentrus erythrophores are able to undergo
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cycles of pigment aggregation and dispersion in the

presence of colchicine or nocodazole [31].

Hexylene glycol which stabilizes microtubules in

mitotic apparatus [34, 35] strongly inhibits pigment

aggregation in medaka melanophores [32].

Numerous randomly oriented microtubules, bun-

dles of microtubules, and microtubules with a

central electron-dense core are found in the cells

incubated in the drug at 2.5%. It is inferred that

stabilization or disarrangement of cytoskeletal

element(s) restrains the mobility of cytoplasmic

organelles (Fig. 4). At higher concentrations, hex-

ylene glycol appears to interfere with pigment

movement through disruption of some microtu-

bules. Modification of microtubules by hexylene

glycol both in structure and arrangement some-

what resembles that observed in cells treated in

another microtubule-stabilizing agent, taxol [36,

37]. In Holocentrus erythrophores, taxol has little

or no inhibitory effect on pigment translocation

[31].

PARTICLE TRANSPORT ALONG
MICROTUBULES

It still remains uncertain whether microtubules

in collaboration with neighboring force transduc-

ing molecule provide motive force for pigment

movement or the microtubule system simply de-

fines the channel in which pigment granules

migrate. Assuming that microtubules actually

generate motive force, the most comprehensive

mechanism would be the sliding of the particles

along microtubules where the force is produced by

mechanochemical interactions between microtu-

bules and the surface of pigment granules [29, 38]

(Fig. 5). Some of the recent studies, however,

have shown that there are few, if any, close

contacts between microtubules and pigment gran-

ules. In the dendritic processes of angelfish

melanophores, microtubules are located predomi-

nantly near the cortex, forming microtubule "pali-

sade" lining within 100 nm of plasma membrane

[39]. Similarly, the majority of microtubules re-

side in the cortical area in marginal regions in

erythrophores of squirrelfish [13] whereas most of

pigment granules in these chromatophores are

more centrally oriented.

Fig. 5. Scanning electron micrograph showing close

association of cytoskeletal elements with melano-

somes. A glutaraldehyde and Os04-fixed melano-

phore of Gambusia affinis was critical point dried in

liquid C0 2 and a part of cell membrane was dis-

sected to expose internal structure. Bar, 2,«m.

The polarity of microtubules in angelfish mela-

nophores is shown to be oriented with their plus

ends (fast growing ends) distal to the cell center

[40]. When a dendritic process of this cell is

severed, the primary orientation of microtubules is

their minus ends toward the cut and melanosomes

aggregate at this proximal end. Several hours

later, the arrangement of microtubules is reorga-

nized in a way that the majority of microtubules

have their minus ends toward the center as in an

intact cell. Melanosomes then accumulate in the

center of the cytoplast upon an aggregative stimu-

lus [41]. These observations rule out the possibil-

ity that bidirectional pigment translocations in

melanophores rely on two different sets of micro-

tubules of opposite polarity.

In studies on axoplasmic transport, it has been

demonstrated that an isolated microtubule from

squid giant axon supports a bidirectional move-

ment of organelles in the presence of ATP.

Furthermore, evidence is given that single micro-

tubule contains multiple tracks for particle trans-

port and some organelles such as mitochondria

have multiple attachment sites [42]. Surprisingly,

a recent experiment conducted by the same au-

thors on a reconstituted system has revealed that in

vitro particle transport along purified, MAP-free

microtubules is unidirectional [43]. In this system,
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soluble protein(s) in axoplasmic supernatant and

ATP are required for the transport of endogenous

and artificial particles. Although the nature of the

soluble factors has not yet been clarified, the

transport system is sensitive to a dynein ATPase

inhibitor, vanadate. It is inferred that soluble

factors are adsorbed on the surface of particles and

those which have the right polarity relative to

microtubule can generate unidirectional sliding.

Experiments to reproduce pigment migration in

the isolated or reconstituted systems have not yet

been carried out.

Fluorescent polystylene beads microinjected

into cultured BS-C-1 and Pt Kl cells exhibit

saltatory motion which is sensitive to nocodazole.

Since adjacent particles move in an independent

manner, it seems unlikely that intracellular cur-

rents are responsible for this movement. Beads

injected into Fundulus melanophores also move

independently from their endogenous melano-

somes [44]. Situation appears to be different in

swordtail erythrophores where injected liquid

paraffin droplets move along endogenous pigment

granules [45]. The latter observation indicates that

paraffin droplets are transported passively by an

intracellular current, but it does not necessarily

mean that all the endogenous organelles move in

the same fashion.

EFFECTS OF DYNEIN ATPASE
INHIBITORS

Vanadate inhibits flagellar dynein ATPase activ-

ity at relatively low concentrations (0.1 to 10,«M)

[46, 47] while a higher dose (10 to 100 //m) is

required to inhibit cytoplasmic [48, 49] or mem-
brane associated [50] dyneins or chromosome

movement [46, 51]. In Fundulus and Oryzias

melanophores permeabilized by a detergent Brij

58, vanadate at 100 pM. inhibits melanosome

aggregation elicited by epinephrine [52, 53].

Erythro-9-[3-(2-hydroxynonyl)] adenine (EHNA),
another inhibitor of dynein ATPase [54] also

prevents pigment aggregation both in detergent

permeabilized and intact melanophores at concen-

trations ranging from 0.25 to 2mM [52, 53]. In

erythrophores of squirrelfish, microinjection of

vanadate at concentration more than 50 f/M causes

cessation of shuttling movements of the pigment.

Pigment aggregation in response to mechanical

stimulation which would normally occur in unin-

jected cells is also prevented partially [55]. In

erythrophore preparations permeabilized by sapo-

nin, vanadate at 0.4 to 10 /uM reversibly inhibits

saltatory movement of carotenoid droplets [56].

Exogenously applied EHNA (1 to 4 /uM) arrested

saltatory pigment movement and spontaneous

aggregation-dispersion cycles characteristic of this

erythrophore. However, epinephrine-induced pig-

ment aggregation is only partially inhibited [55].

As described here, there is some difference in

the sensitivity to dynein ATPase inhibitors be-

tween melanophores and erythrophores. In mela-

nophores, centripetal pigment translocation is

strongly inhibited whereas in erythrophores, salta-

tory motion of the pigment granules is more

sensitive to the inhibitors. This sensitivity of salta-

tory motion in erythrophores is inconsistent with

the observation that vanadate microinjected into

cultured ciliated epithelial cells inhibits ciliary

movement but not saltatory motion of intracellular

organelles [57]. Blockade of melanosome aggre-

gation by dynein ATPase inhibitors implies that

the process is energy driven.

MICROTRABECULAE

For the interpretation why pigment granules in

melanophores travel in a coordinate fashion,

Green [2] postulated that pigment granules are

embedded in an elastic, structural continuum

which contracts or collapses during aggregation.

This is a prototype or a classical version of the

current microtrabecular lattice theory proposed by

Porter and his associates based on the studies of

high voltage electron microscopy (HVEM). With

the use of this technique, three-dimensional cell

structure has been visualized with high resolution

in whole mount preparations of Holocentrus

erythrophores [13, 22, 25, 57, 58]. In cells with

dispersed pigment, pigment granules are intercon-

nected and suspended by three-dimensional

filamentous network (microtrabecular lattice) ex-

panding along microtubules. During aggregation,

trabeculae become shorter and thicker, and finally

they are closely packed together with the pigment.
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The majority of microtubules are detached from

the lattice, displacing into cellular cortex. In

redispersion, collapsed trabeculae elongate and

restore the original morphology of three-

dimensional network of fine filaments. Microtu-

bules appear to function as guide rails which help

to retain the memory by which each pigment

granule is relocated at a fixed position [22]. It is

suggested that the central cytoplast composed of a

contractile element, but not microtubules, pro-

vides the motive force. Actin is not involved in the

lattice (see below), but it is uncertain whether

dynein or some other molecules such as spasmin

are responsible for the movement [22, 59]. In

melanophores, HVEM has been undertaken only

in angelfish [60]. According to this observation,

microtrabecular system appears to be more im-

mensely developed in melanophores. Some con-

nections between microtubules and the lattice

remain even after pigment aggregation, and

mitochondria are also included in the network of

trabeculae.

Since the whole cell mount for HVEM is

prepared by glutaraldehyde and Os0 4 fixation

followed by alcohol or acetone dehydration and

critical point drying through liquid C0 2 , the reality

of observed structure has been discussed repeated-

ly [61-64]. Conventional electron microscopy on

chemically fixed, resin embedded thin section does

not reveal three-dimensional lattice structure,

although filamentous materials are occasionally

observed in association with cytoplasmic particles

and microtubules, but, needless to say, this proce-

dure can not be free from artefacts either. To

minimize^ fixation and dehydration artefacts, quick

frozen erythrophores of Holocentrus were

observed by freeze-etch electron microscopy [65].

The observation confirmed the presence of 2 to

6nm fibrils connecting pigment granules and mi-

crotubules in addition to the thicker, saponin-

extractable coherent granular ground substances.

In this quick frozen preparation, the diameter of

the fibrillar crosslinks does not change before and

after pigment aggregation, indicating that the

filaments are noncontractile. This result is inter-

preted that pigment aggregation is not accompa-

nied by an actual reduction in the volume of the

pigment mass but is a rearrangement of the whole

cytoplasmic mass from a disc to a sphere, so that

the three-dimensional meshwork may not be

necessarily contractile [65].

ROLE OF ACTIN

The presence of microtuble-independent motile

system has been suggested in angelfish, medaka

and Fundulus melanophores [30, 33, 66]. Later,

actin filaments have been identified by the HMM-
binding technique [67, 68] and by an immu-

nofluorescence study [68], but their occurrence

appears to be confined mainly in regions adjacent

to the cell membrane, without showing indications

of direct contact with pigment granules. Ohta [69]

has demonstrated that cytochalasin B treatment of

medaka melanophores produces an enhancement,

rather than inhibition, of melanosome movements.

It is obvious that a cytochalasin B-sensitive system

is involved in the maintenance of cell morphology

as visualized by the local translocation of pigment

granules following incubation in the drug which is

readily reversed by washing. Most typically,

melanosomes tend to aggregate toward the cell

center and at the distal end of each dendrite. Both

pigment aggregation and dispersion take place at

approximately normal velocity in the presence of

cytochalasin B [20, 70].

In Holocentrus erythrophores, there also exists a

nonmicrotubular cytoskeletal element responsible

for the development of the motive force which

leads a very slow, incomplete pigment aggregation

[31]. As in melanophores, cytochalasin B pro-

duces reversible morphological change but has no

effect on intracellular movement of pigment gra-

nules. DNase I, which disrupts F-actin [71], phal-

loidin, which stabilizes actin filaments [72] and

MEM-HMM, which competes with native myosin

for binding sites on actin [73] are all shown to be

without effect on pigment translocation [31]. Also

in detergent permeabilized erythrophores, NEM
and cytochalasin D do not interfere with pigment

transport [56]. From these results, it is reasonably

concluded that force-generating system in

Holocentrus erythrophores does not involve actin.

In swordtail erythrophores and in goldfish

xanthophores, actin takes part in force generation.

In swordtail, microinjection of antiactin antibody
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is found effective in blocking both pigment

aggregation and dispersion. DNase I and phal-

loidin also inhibit pigment translocation, especially

in pigment dispersal [74]. In goldfish xantho-

phores where the presence of cortical actin fila-

ments has been demonstrated by HMM-binding,

dispersion of carotenoid droplets is potently

inhibited by cytochalasin B [14, 75].

PERSPECTIVES

Ultrastructural and pharmacological evidence

indicates that the rapid intracellular transport of

pigment granules in fish chromatophores is a

microtubule-dependent process, but the mecha-

nism by which motive force is generated is still a

subject of controversy. Whatever the vehicle may

be, the proposed mechanism should explain some

unique characteristics of pigment movement, for

example, 1) microtubules are required for aggrega-

tion, while dispersion persists in the total absence

of microtubules. 2) Every pigment granule

appears to shuttle on a fixed track and, moreover,

every pigment granule may have its "permanent

address" [22]. The first mentioned property of

pigment movement is more easily interpreted by

taking dynein-tubulin mechanism than micro-

trabecular theory. If aggregation occurs by col-

lapse or disconnection of microtrabecular cross-

linkers from microtubules without consuming

energy, how microtubules could be essential in this

process? If dispersion is the restablishment of the

lattice, how pigments could stay dispersed in the

total absence of microtubules? The second char-

acteristic of pigment transport mentioned is, on

the other hand, readily explained by microtrabecu-

lar theory but dynein-tubulin interaction does not

seem to fit well.

There seems to be a general agreement that

pigment aggregation and dispersion rely on differ-

ent mechanisms, since the velocity and the pattern

of pigment locomotion are different in these

processes. Movements in two most extensively

studied cell types, melanophores and Holocentrus

erythrophores, may also be driven by different

mechanisms. Velocity of pigment transport is

about 10 times faster in erythrophores than in

melanophores, and movement appears to be very

specific to the carotenoid droplets which have no

limiting membrane while in melanophores, other

cytoplasmic inclusions such as mitochondria trans-

locate during pigment migration. This could be a

reflection that melanophores have more extensive

network of filamentous crosslinkers than erythro-

phores, but if mitochondria and other endogenous

particles are suspended in the structural con-

tinuum, it is expected that they translocate at

about the same velocity with pigment granules. It

appears likely that these slow-moving organelles

are transported passively by intracellular currents,

or they move by active sliding along microtubules

as has been shown in axoplasmic transport. From

its velocity and its dependency on microtubules,

melanosome movement has some resemblance to

axoplasmic transport but is different in the points

that pigmentary responses are accompanied by

drastic change in cell morphology, and pigment

movement is basically a shuttle motion between

cell center and dendrite.

Regarding to detergent-permeabilized chroma-

tophore model, pigment aggregation up to 60% of

intact cell is induced in response to epinephrine in

Fundulus [52]. However, in all the chromatophore

models examined, the response is always irreversi-

ble. Some essential factors must be lost during the

detergent treatment in addition to the fact that the

damage of membrane system including that of

endogenous particles is inevitable. There seem to

be many difficulties in reproducing pigment move-

ment in an in vitro system or in chromatophore

model, and it deserves some consideration that

particle movement in cytoplasm may be different

from the one that occurs in an in vitro system

where particles move rather freely in a liquid

whereas cytoplasm provides discontinuous en-

vironment in having much more complex

architecture such as cytoskeleton or intracellular

membrane system which certainly modifies the

motion of pigment granules. Nevertheless, the

exploitation of model systems doubtlessly provides

further information for the understanding of pig-

ment locomotion.
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different species of animals, even if their chromatic
I. INTRODUCTION , , . t ,. , . . . , ,

strategies form subjects of mere interest for us.

Spectacular color changes of animals have These changes of hue or of color patterns are

attracted many people as well as zoologists. It may due either to the motile activities of specialized

not be so difficult for the readers to suppose that integumentary colored cells, the chromatophores,

such changes and the resultant chromatic states or to the increase or the decrease in the number of

including color patterns should be of an extraor- those cells, or to speak more properly, in the net

dinary importance for the animals lacking the amount of pigmentary materials within them.

ability of vocal communication in protecting them- Including synthetic or metabolizing processes

selves or in the survival of the species. Apparent- for pigmentary materials inevitably, the latter

ly, many of such aquatic animals, including fishes, phenomena commonly develop much slowly.

use primarily the visual means of communication Being referred to as the morphological color

between or among individuals of the same or of changes, however, they are not the subjects of this

article. In contrast, the changes caused by the

Received October 1, 1985 chromatophore motility usually proceed much
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faster. Such reactions of animals are called the

physiological color changes. The present article is

primarily concerned with the regulatory mech-

anisms for those changes in teleosts.

The coordinating systems for the chromato-

phore movements existing among fishes show

great diversity. In some fish, endocrines are

thought to be predominantly responsible for the

motility of melanophores, while in others, nervous

mechanism seems to dominate. Between these

extremities, there are numerous examples of fishes

in which both hormonal and neural mechanisms

are functioning in various proportions. The first

part of the present article is devoted to the hor-

monal controlling mechanisms. Next, we will deal

with the problems involved in the neural regula-

tory systems of those chromatophores. In this

review, the control of light-reflecting chro-

matophores, comprizing leucophores and motile

iridophores will separately be treated in a later

section.

Vertebrate chromatophores may now be

appropriately classified into five categories accord-

ing to the colors displayed by them [1]. In con-

formity with this opinion, we shall adopt in this

review the following nomenclature; the melano-

phore (black), erythrophore (red), xanthophore

(yellow), leucophore (white) and iridophore

(reflecting). However, the readers should be re-

gardful of the fact that in earlier literature, for

instance, the term "lipophore" had frequently

been used to denote the erythrophore and the

xanthophore inclusively. In some descriptions, the

term iridophore is still being used to include both

the iridophore and the leucophore of the present

terminology. In this article, furthermore, the

following terms will be employed to designate

pigmentary organelles present in the above-

mentioned chromatophore species, respectively,

i.e. melanosome, erythrosome, xanthosome,

leucosome, and reflecting platelet. The last one

may be replaced with the new term, "iridosome,"

although it has seldom been employed to indicate

the thin, flat and transparent plate of purine

crystal. In addition, the term "chromatosome"

will be adopted to denote all these organelles

inclusively. It should be pointed out here that, in

earlier descriptions, the very same word had been

employed to designate a combination of two or

more chromatophore species occasionally found in

the dermis [2].

Relevant to the present subjects, Pickford and

Atz [3] have extensively reviewed the literature

concerning hypophyseal control of chromato-

phores widely over fish classes. Around the end

of 1960's and the beginning of 1970's, we have

published review articles under pertinent titles [1,

4, 5]. In addition, Bagnara and Hadley [6] dis-

cussed in their monograph the subjects in relation

to those of other classes of vertebrates. In this

article, therefore, a special emphasis may be laid

on the progress thereafter.

II. DIRECT CONTROL BY
PHYSICAL FACTORS

A number of internal or external environmental

factors, either naturally occurring or quite ex-

perimental, have been known to affect the state of

integumentary chromatophores of fish. Recently,

these problems have been reviewed and discussed

in separate articles [1, 7], to which readers may

refer. Complying with the subject of this article,

we shall not discuss here the effects of changes

in external chemical environment, which only

indirectly affect chromatophores.

In addition to the physiological ligands control-

ling the motile activities of these cells in vivo, i.e.

the hormones and the neurotransmitters, many

chemical factors around the cells have been known

to influence the cellullar movements. In conjunc-

tion with the hormonal and neural regulatory

mechanisms, with which the present article is

primarily concerned, some of such phenomena will

be dealt with in this article, too, since those

manipulated experimentally have apparently im-

portant cues for analyzing the problems presently

concerned. It may not be necessary, however, to

discuss further, although such trials in which one

or some of these factors may be changed in an aim

to analyse the chromatophore systems are extraor-

dinarily useful in experimental analyses.

Among physical factors affecting chroma-

tophore systems, i.e. temperature, hydrostatic

pressure, mechanical stimulus, electric current,

pH, tonicity of media, etc., light should be the
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most important, since it affects the cells in larval

forms rather generally and even in adults in some

fishes.

Color change responses of animals to light may

be distingushed into two types, i.e. the so-called

primary and the secondary chromatic responses.

The secondary response is the usual pattern of

chromatic adaptation of animals depending on the

light perception by eyes. Central processing

mechanisms in such adaptive colorations will be

dealt with later in relevant sections.

On the other hand, the primary chromatic re-

sponse is either the direct reaction of the pigment

cells to illumination or the process brought about

by light perception through some extraopic light

receptors like the pineal (III. B). Usually, this

type of response is seen in blinded fishes, embryos

or larvae in earlier stages, where dispersion of

chromatophore pigment usually takes place in

response to photic stimulation. Observing isolated

scales of the killifish, Fundulus heteroclitus, Spaeth

[8] denoted that the visible light has no direct

effects on melanophores. Later researchers, on

the other hand, reported dispersion of pigment in a

variety of fish species (cf. [2]).

A contradictory observation was later added by

Robertson [9] who reported that melanosomes in

the melanophores of live trout aggregated follow-

ing the exposure to light. Observing cultured

melanophores of the platyfish Xiphophorus macu-

latus, Wakamatsu [10] reported that some of them

responded to light by pigment aggregation. The

spectral sensitivity of this light-sensitive mela-

nophore was measured, and its peak was around

410nm [11]. Contrarily, Iga and Takabatake [12],

employing scale melanophores of an adult cyprinid

Zacco, reported recently that melanosomes aggre-

gated in darkness and dispersed in light either in

normally innervated or in denervated mela-

nophores. Based on their observations that the

responses were not affected by alpha and beta

adrenolytic agents, they concluded that the mela-

nophores themselves are light sensitive.

As for the light-reflecting chromatophores, Ohta

and Sugimoto [13] reported that Oryzias leuco-

phores responded to light by leucosome disper-

sion, suggesting possible protecting role of the

cells against harmful radiation. Further, Oshima

(unpublished observations) indicated that motile

iridophores of blue damselfish (cf. VI. B) became

strongly reflective to visible light (coloring re-

sponse) when placed under strong illumination.

In regard to the photoreceptive property of

chromatophores, it is interesting to learn the

finding that the cytoplasm of melanophores of the

coelacanth, Latimeria chalumnae, contained stacks

of membranes associated with intracellular spaces,

resembling the lamellae of the outer segment of

photoreceptor cells in the pineal organ and in the

retina [14]. Although the motile behavior of the

cells must have not been investigated, these mem-
branes might represent peripherally located photo-

receptive structures for physiological chromatic

reaction under direct stimulation of light.

The functional significance of the primary color

response has not been established. In case of

chromatosome dispersal at least, however, the

pigmented layer may be useful for protecting

deeper tissue components from harmful radiation

from the sun. That such responses are seen in

earlier stages of development, when the organisms

are small and their integument is thin, is rather

rational in view of this concept.

III. HORMONAL REGULATION

Pituitary control of fish chromatophores has

been dealt with by Pickford and Atz [3], who
reviewed relevant works from the four corners of

the world until that time (1957) very extensively

and almost completely. Thus, the readers are able

to consult the volume to find earlier descriptions

for certain. Later, Fujii has rather briefly treated

the problems in his review articles [1, 7]. Some
articles by Baker and her colleagues [15, 16] and

by Kawauchi and others [17] may also be utilized

conveniently for surveying more modern literature

concerned.

In this article, we will treat with the actions on

teleost chromatophores of hormonal substances

from not only the pituitary but the other endocrine

organs extensively. Before entering the main dis-

course of the section, a diagram summarizing the

results obtained up to the recent times on the

regulatory system for motile chromatophores is

presented in Figure 1, with the intention of facili-
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Sympathetic nervous system

Central

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the controlling system for motile activities of melanophores and other

light-absorbing chromatophores (erythrophores and xanthophores) in teleosts. Fundamentally the same
scheme may also be applicable to controlling system for chromatophores of the animals belonging to other

poikilothermal vertebrate classes. AS: adenosine, AS-R: adenosine receptor, CA: catecholamines, E:

epinephrine, IL: intermediate lobe, MCH: melanin-concentrating hormone, MCH-R: MCH receptor,

MIF: MSH-release inhibiting factor, MSH: melanophore-stimulating hormone, MSH-R: MSH receptor,

MT: melatonin, MT-R: melatonin receptor, NE: norepinephrine, NH: neurohypophysis, PDE:
phosphodiesterase, «-R: alpha-adrenoceptor, /?-R: beta-adrenoceptor. In teleosts, MIF is regarded to be

dopamine released from the terminals of the aminergic fibers to MSH-secreting cells.

tating readers' understanding of the depth of this

issue, although several renovations may certainly

be required with the advancement of investigations

hereafter.

A. Melanophore-stimulating hormone

It is well known that melanophore-stimulating

hormone (MSH) secreted from the intermediate

lobe of the pituitary is responsible for a body

darkening reaction in poikilothermal vertebrates,

including teleost fishes. Actually, the peptide hor-

mone has so frequently been reported to produce a

dispersion of pigmentary organelles within in-

tegumentary melanophores. Very recently, it has

clearly been demonstrated that in a siluroid catfish,

Parasilurus asotus, both the dermal and epidermal

melanophores were responsive to MSH [18].

The pigment dispersing action of MSH is not

restricted to the dark chromatophores [1, 3]: For

example, Rasquin [19] cited that MSH actually

dispersed pigment in xanthophores of some tele-

osts. Swordtail erythrophores in primary culture

also responded to MSH by pigment dispersion

[20]. Even in amelanotic melanophores, which

lack colored pigment, premelanosome dispersion

took place in response to MSH [21].

In a few instances, on the other hand, negative

results have been presented (cf. [3]), including a

latest one on Oryzias melanophores and xantho-

phores [22]. Meanwhile, it has become apparent

that the view that MSH plays an important role in

physiological color changes does not applicable at

all times. For instance, Baker et al. [23] showed

quite recently that the plasma level of the hormone
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changed rapidly in response to the change of

background coloration both in the eel (Anguilla

anguilla) and the rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri),

but the level did not change during background

adaptations in the flounder (Pleuronectes flesus).

In contrast, Rodrigues and Sumpter [24] main-

tained the opinion that alpha-MSH is not involved

in controlling color changes physiologically, but

may solely be concerned with the morphological

color change in the rainbow trout. Thus, the

establishment of the biological significance of the

hormone in this class of vertebrates must be

awaited in future studies.

Up to the present, a considerable amount of

information has become available on the structure

of MSHs in mammals [25]. Thus, it is now known

that these peptides can be classified into three

groups, i.e. alpha, beta and gamma ones, accord-

ing to their original locations in proopiomelano-

cortin as well as to their structural characteristics,

although only alpha ones are presently thought to

be physiologically functioning in many animals.

Until recently, on the other hand, very little is

known about the chemical structures of such hor-

monal peptides in lower vertebrates. Relevant few

reports are mostly concerned with those of elas-

mobranchs [26, 27]. It was only a few years ago

when Kawauchi and his colleagues [28-30], while

working exclusively on a teleost species, the chum

salmon Oncorhynchus keta, were able to prove at

least five molecular species of MSHs until the

present time, and could further determine their

amino acid sequences (Fig. 2A). Among them,

three bore close resemblance to alpha-MSH of

mammals or of the Squalus dogfish, while the

other two were quite similar to beta-MSHs of

Scyliorhinus dogfish and a few mammalian species

known to date. They further indicated that, like in

mammals, these peptides were derived from a

common precursor protein biosynthesized in the

brain, i.e. proopiomelanocortin [30]. No results

have been obtained to date on the amino acid

sequence of the peptides of this category in other

teleost species.

Recent analyses have indicated that the effect of

MSH on fish melanophores may be mediated by

the specific receptors on the effector membrane

[18] (cf. Fig. 1). It was further shown that Ca2+ is

indispensable for the action of this peptide hor-

mone [31, 32]. Such a Ca2+ dependence in the

MSH action was also shown in some non-melano-

phoral motile chromatophores, i.e. platyfish

erythrophores, xanthophores as well as leuco-

phores of the medaka [33]. Thus, the Ca2+ re-

quirement for the MSH action on chromatophores

may be a general property at least in the

Teleostei. It is noteworthy here that, among the

known signal transducers in chromatophores, the

salmon alpha-MSH I

:

1

CH 3CO-Ser-Tyr-Ser-Met-Gl
u-

H-Ser-Tyr-Ser-Met-Gl u-

r -active site

—

t

His-Phe-Arg-TrpfGly-Lys-Pro-Val-NH 2

Hi s-Phe-Arg-Trp}G1y°-Lys-Pro-Val -NH 2

salmon alpha-MSH II:

CH 3CO-Ser-Tyr-Ser-Met-Gl if-

salmon beta-MSH I:

H-Asp-Gly-Ser-Tyr-Lys-Met-Asn

salmon beta-MSH II:
1

His-Phe-Arg-TryfGly-Lys-Pro-Ile-Gly-His-OH

His-Phe-Arg-Trpj-Ser-Gly-Pro-Pro-Ala-Ser-OH

10 .15

B

H-Asp-Gly-Ser-Tyr-Arg-Met-Gly-[H^Ph_e-Arg-T_rpfGly-Ser-Pro-Thr-Ala-Ile-OH

salmon MCH:15 10 15
H-Asp-Thr-Met-Arg-Cys-Met-Val -Gly-Arg-Val -Tyr-Arg-Pro-Cys-Trp-Gl u-Val -OH

Fig. 2. Amino acid sequences of hormonal peptide affecting chromatophore movements
known hitherto from the teleost pituitary. A: MSHs from chum salmon. B: MCH from

chum salmon.
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MSH-receptor is the only one to require Ca2+ .

Presumably, the Ca2+-requirement is related to

the combination of the ligand molecule to the

active site of the receptor, a regulatory part of

adenylate cyclase system (cf. V).

In teleost pituitaries, it is rather difficult to

distinguish morphologically the so-called inter-

mediate lobe definitely. Several observations,

however, have revealed that the PAS-negative,

lead-hematoxylin positive cells (what is called

"type-2 cells") present in the meta-adeno-

hypophysis (corresponding to the intermediate

lobe) are the MSH-producing cells [34-37].

Information provided until the present about the

regulation of MSH release is scanty. Most of the

results, however, are in favor of the presence of an

inhibitory control by the higher center in the

central nervous system (Fig. 1). Olivereau [38]

reported that the depletion of granules from the

meta-type 2 cells and the pigment dispersion in

melanophores were brought about by reserpine in

the eel, Anguilla anguilla. Treatment with 6-

hydroxydopamine also caused degranulation of the

meta-2 cells in the mudsucker, Gillichthys mirabilis

[39]. These results indicate that MSH secretion is

under the inhibitory control of catecholamine-

releasing neurones. In fact, the fibers of aminergic

nature make synaptic contacts with the secretory

cells, the meta-2 cells [40]. These fibers probably

originate from the hypothalamus, since several

ultrastructual studies have shown that abundant

amine-producing structures are present in that

region. In other poikilothermal vertebrates, it has

rather well been established that the release of

MSH from the intermediate lobe is regulated by

the hypothalamus (cf. [41]).

B. Melatonin

Being situated just below the pigment-free por-

tion of the parietal, i.e. about the middle between

lateral eyes, the pineal body (epiphysis) of teleosts

is believed to be very easily accessible by environ-

mental light rays. Actually, it has long been

assumed to be a light-sensitive organ [42, 43]. A
sensory cell in the pineal consists of an outer

segment and a cell body, including inner segment,

supranuclear region and basal processes. Con-

taining a pile of superimposed disks very much

Light rays

Outer segment

Light

rays

Hypothalamus

'ituitar

MSH cell

*^X SG

(
C N S *Tt5~^

tna lamus r> m

PituitaryJ°) H"
MCH fol 1 -t '.-

ACC

MCH cell

v MCH >
i

i

MSH
'

Fig. 3. Diagram showing afferent and efferent systems

for chromatophore movements existing in common
teleosts. ACC: adrenal chromaffin cell, BB: bright

background, CNS: central nervous system, DB:
dark background, DR: dorsal retina, E: epineph-

rine, LE: lateral eye, MCH: melanin-concen-

trating hormone, MSH: melanophore-stimulating

hormone, NE: norepinephrine, SG: sympathetic

ganglion, VR: ventral retina.

resembling retinal sacs, the former apparently

fulfills the photoreceptive role. The excitation of

the sensory cells is transmitted from the basal

processes to dendrites of ganglion cells through

chemical synapses (Fig. 3). In the latter cells, the

excitation is digitalized to be sent to various parts

of the brain via afferent pineal nerves. Working

on the pineal of the rainbow trout Salmo gairdneri,

Morita [44] could demonstrate electrophysiologi-

cally that the ganglion cells were active in the dark,

while the firing rate decreased under light stimula-

tion. Similar electrophysiological results were

obtained in two trout species (S. fontinalis and S.

gairdneri) by Tabata et al. [45] and Hanyu et al.

[46].

The perikaryon of the sensory cell is considered

to have an endocrine function at the same time,

and has been shown to contain 5-hydroxy-

tryptamine (5-HT, serotonin) [47] and the hor-

mone, melatonin, which Lerner and his collabora-

tors [48] could already isolate in 1957 as a potent

body blanching factor for frog skin from bovine

pineal glands, identified chemically, and further

named after its action. Its chemical structure was

disclosed to be iV-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine.

Ever since, the substance is believed to be the
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hormonal principle secreted from the pineal of

vertebrate in general. Nowadays, suppression of

gonadal maturation is well known among its func-

tions, though its original nomination was apparent-

ly after its melanin aggregating action, as men-

tioned above. By means of thin-layer chroma-

tography, Fenwick [49] was the first to identify

melatonin in the teleostean pineal, who used the

Pacific salmon, Oncorhynchus tshawytscha. Re-

cently, a melatonin radioimmunoassay was vali-

dated for rainbow trout [50]. It was shown that

plasma melatonin levels were high during the

night, and became low during the day.

Through an electron microscope, a number of

synaptic ribbons were observed in the inner seg-

ment of the goldfish pinealocytes [51]. The size

and number of the synaptic ribbons, and also the

distance between the ribbons and the cell mem-

brane exhibited circadian rhythm. When the fish

was kept under constant darkness, the number of

both the synapses and dense-cored vesicle, pre-

sumably containing melatonin, increased. Work-

ing on two Salmo species, Omura and AH [52]

further demonstrated the dynamic plasticity of the

innervation to the pinealocytes and the synapses to

ganglion cells, indicating heightened sensory activ-

ity in the darkness. Melatonin is now known to be

synthesized from 5-HT by 7V-acetyltransferase

(NAT) and then hydroxyindole-O-methyltrans-

ferase (HIOMT). As has been shown in higher

vertebrates, the day-night changes in the activity of

NAT may directly be reflected to the production of

the hormone: The activity becomes higher in the

night, while it decreases in the daytime, leading to

a circadian change in the production and the

resultant release of the hormone, although some

earlier researchers expressed that HIOMT might

be a critical enzyme for this rhythm [53].

These data may clearly indicate that the pineal is

used as an extraoptic receptor for the entrainment

of circadian dark-pale changes of coloration to a

light-dark cycle in the environment. It is rather

commonly observable that fishes blanch at night

[54]. The fact that the circadian color changes of

trout and killifish disappeared upon pinealectomy

strongly supports the concept [55, 56].

Reporting its action on teleost chromatophores

for the first time, Fujii [57] recorded that melato-

nin applied to a split fin preparation effectively

aggregated melanophore inclusions in the glut-

tonous goby, Chasmichthys gulosus. The fact that

melanophores on an isolated skin piece was reac-

tive, and further that denervated cells are likewise

responsive to melatonin, led him to conclude that

the hormone acts on the cells directly, without in-

tervention of other endocrine or neural processes,

for instance, the liberation of neurotransmitter

from the nervous elements around the cells, as

seen in the ionic stimulation of the peripheral

chromatic nervous system [58]. Mira [59] then

observed a remarkable pigment aggregation in the

melanophores of the rudd, Scardinius erythroph-

talmus. Working on goldfish melanophores in cul-

ture, Hu [60] could detect its positive action.

Later, Healey and Ross [61], Scott [62] and Hafeez

[63] noted that injections of the agent gave rise to a

skin paling in the minnow, Phoxinus phoxinus , the

flatfish, Scophthalmus aquosus, and the rainbow

trout, Salmo gairdneri, respectively. Reed [54],

while working on the pencil fish, Nannostomus

beckfordi anomalus, disclosed that melanophores

of particular parts of the horizontal black band

were quite sensitive to melatonin. Lately, Ohta

[64] reported that melanophores in an isolated

scale of the medaka, Oryzias latipes, were respon-

sive to the hormone. Using a siluroid catfish

(Parasilurus asotus) in which melanophores were

endowed with muscarinic cholinoceptors instead of

usual alpha adrenoceptors to mediate peripheral

transmission (cf. IV. C), Fujii and Miyashita [65]

described lately that the indole amine aggregated

melanophore inclusions very effectively. They re-

ported further that both dermal and epidermal

melanophores responded to the hormone. In

addition, their pharmacological analyses indicated

that the melanin-aggregating action of melatonin

may be mediated by its specific receptors on the

melanophore membrane. Comparing the effec-

tiveness of some substances closely related to

melatonin, they came to a conclusion that 5-

methoxy group on the indole ring may be essential

for its action. Using isolated scales of the medaka,

Iwakiri [66] made similar analyses, and concluded

that melatonin and related amines act to aggregate

pigment through the mediation of melatonin

receptors. Fujii et al. [67] observed that melano-
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phores of translucent glass catfish (Kryptopterus

bicirrhi), another silurid having also choli-

noceptors to mediate neuronal excitation, re-

sponded to melatonin. Quite recently, Kasukawa

and Fujii [68] reported that melanophores of the

mailed catfish (Corydoras paleatus), which have

cholinoceptors and alpha-adrenoceptors to medi-

ate melanosome aggregation, were quite respon-

sive. Thus, the mechanism of action of melatonin

seems to be quite common among chroma-

tophores, even if the cells are endowed with

different species of receptors.

On the other hand, there have been some

negative reports on the effect of this hormone on

teleost chromatophores. For instance, the mela-

nophores of the killifish, Fundulus heteroclitus,

[69], the crucian carp, Carassius carassius, (per-

sonal communication from H. Etoh, 1962), and of

the guppy, Lebistes reticulatus (Fujii, unpublished

data), have been shown to be refractory to the

substance . Among other sorts of chromatophores,

the motile iridophores have lately been shown to

be irresponsive [70] (cf. VI. B). We presume that

there may be a good many buried observations, in

which melatonin was found to be without the effect

on teleost chromatophores. Probably, the species-

to-species difference in the responsiveness of the

pigment cells to the amine may somehow be

related to the ethology of these animals.

There may also be ontogenetical changes in the

responsiveness to melatonin. Fain and Hadley

[71] described that melanophores of the larval

killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus) were quite sensi-

tive to melatonin, while those of the adult forms

were not, as cited above. These authors thought

that the loss of responsiveness was related to the

acquisition of innervation to the cells during de-

velopment. Hypersensitivity to melatonin in de-

nervated goby melanophores may be a relevant

phenomenon to such a change [57]. The finding

that the store of pineal melatonin in immature

salmon was much higher than that in mature

salmon may have also an implication to this.

Upon reviewing these results, it seems that

melanophores under strong influence of nervous

system were less sensitive to the hormone, e.g. the

motile iridophore of damselfish which is known to

be solely controlled by sympathetics, was totally

refractory (cf. VI. B.), while either dermal or

epidermal melanophores of a siluroid Parasilurus,

which are under weaker influences of motor in-

nervation were extremely sensitive [65]. How-

ever, whether the cellular responsiveness to the

hormone is inversely proportional to the domi-

nancy of innervation remains to be surveyed

widely.

The quantitative studies on the in vitro effects of

melatonin on Chasmichthys melanophores indi-

cated that, even in its solutions of very high

strength, the average level of the melanosome-

aggregating response attained was not full, approx-

imating only about 70% of the maximal degree of

aggregation [57]. Our later observations revealed

that there was a differential responsiveness among

the melanophores even in a restricted area on an

isolated piece of skin [72]. That is, the above-

mentioned submaximal level was caused not only

by the individual variation, but also by averaging

different levels of the response attained among a

considerable number of cells under study. Recent

results obtained by a precise photometric record-

ing of a single Parasilurus melanophore have indi-

cated that, although all the melanophores are

sensitive, their responsiveness varies from one

another [65]. The existence of chromatophores

with differential responsiveness and sometimes

those entirely refractory to the amine in one and

the same individual seems to have bearing upon

the formation of various patterns displayed by

many species of ethological significance. As clearly

demonstrated in pencil fish Nannostomus, admin-

istration in vivo of melatonin causes modification

of color pattern [54] . Those results obtained either

in vitro or in vivo strongly suggest that the hor-

mone is deeply involved in the formation and

disappearance of various chromatic patterns dis-

played by many fishes. The phenomenon has only

sporadically been studied until the present. Thus,

further trials should certainly produce interesting

outcomes in this fascinating field of research.

Another point of interest in the characteristics of

the melatonin action is the slow rate of recovery

from the hormonal effects. Several times, this

phenomenon has been made good use of, when we

wanted to detect pigment-dispersing effects of

certain drugs and substances [18, 73, 74]. Perhaps,
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this character is responsible to its high affinity to

the cellular receptors involved, or to the limited

activity of the relevant metabolizing enzymes. As

generally known, biological processes controlled

by endocrine systems develop slowly, if compared

with the nervously controlled events. This is large-

ly due to the slow rate of production of a hormone.

Thus, the level of melatonin should fluctuate slow-

ly. We can therefore easily understand the slow

recovery from the action of melatonin, as being by

no means inexpedient in a live fish. The rapid

component of body blanching reactions is of

course controlled by the sympathetic system pri-

marily (cf. IV).

Chromatophores other than melanophores have

sometimes been reported to react to melatonin.

For instance, Matsumoto et al. [20] observed

pigment aggregation in swordtail (Xiphophorus

helleri) erythrophores in primary culture. Lately,

Satake [75] detected the same effect in goldfish

erythrophores after intracranial injection of the

principle.

C. Melanin-concentrating hormone

It has repeatedly been asserted that, in many

lower vertebrates including teleosts, color changes

are under dual pituitary hormonal control [3, 76].

One principle is of course melanophore-stimu-

lating hormone (MSH) treated in a foregoing

section, which gives rise to the darkening of ani-

mals. The other one, antagonistic in function, i.e.

to blanch skin color or to aggregate (concentrate)

pigmentary organelles in chromatophores, was

first substantially proven to exist in the pituitary as

well as in the hypothalamus of the siluroid catfish

Parasilurus asotus by Enami [77], who referred to

the effective principle as "melanophore-con-

centrating hormone" or "MCH". Although the

abbreviation of the term is the same, it may better

be spelled out as "melanin-concentrating hor-

mone", because what concentrate are intramel-

anophoral organelles. More properly, the use of

"melanin-aggregating hormone" ("MAH") is now

suggested, since the "aggregation" is being more

popularly employed to express the centripetal

displacement of pigmentary organelles into perika-

ryon of the pigment cell. All that time, the con-

ventional term of the antagonizing hormone,

MSH, may also be replaced with "MDH" or

"melanin-dispersing hormone". As will be men-

tioned below, chromatophores other than the

melanophores are likewise responsive to MCH.
Thus, "CAH" and "CDH" may more appropriate-

ly be put to use as the abbreviations of "chromato-

some-aggregating" and "c. -dispersing hormones",

respectively.

Enami [77] and then Imai [78] were able to

demonstrate that MCH was neither a catechol-

amine, acetylcholine, nor a substance known until

that time to induce pigment aggregation within

teleost melanophores. Recently, Baker and Ranee

[79], using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis,

showed that MCH was a small peptide of less than

2,000 daltons. Quite lately, Kawauchi et al. [80]

succeeded in purifying it from chum salmon

pituitaries, and have further determined its chem-

ical structure to be a cyclic heptadecapeptide of

shown amino acid sequence (Fig. 2B).

Enami [77] originally suggested that MCH might

have its origin in the nucleus lateralis tuberalis of

the hypothalamus from where it was transferred

for storage within the pituitary gland. Baker and

Ranee could also confirm the hypothalamic origin

of MCH [79, 81].

Using specific antiserum against synthetic MCH,
Naito et al. [82] showed that MCH may be synthe-

sized in neurones in the pars lateralis of nucleus

lateralis tuberalis in the basal hypothalamus.

These neurones project to neurohypophysis,

wherefrom the hormone is secreted. On the basis

of their observation that some processes of the

MCH neurones project to the pretectoral area,

where projections of both optic and pineal fibers

could be detected, they have further suggested a

possibe influence of light information applied to

photosensory organs in producing and/or releasing

the hormone concerned.

MCH was effective enough to induce pigment

aggregation in tilapia melanophores at 1 nM [83],

and in damselfish melanophores at 0.1 nM [84].

Wilkes et al. [83, 85] succeeded in synthesizing it,

and have found it effective on Gobeisox mela-

nophores at concentrations of the similar order.

Until the present, MCH has been shown to be

effective on melanophores in all teleost species

tested [80, 83-85].
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Working on the blue damselfish, Chrysiptera

cyana, Oshima et al. [84] have analyzed the

mechanism of action of this peptide on melano-

phores. Neither alpha- nor beta-adrenolytic drugs

blocked the MCH action. Calcium ions were

not required for its action. Being not mediated

through the action of adrenergic neurotransmitter

released from nerve terminals, therefore, it may

act directly on the cells through its specific recep-

tors on the effector cell membrane.

Oshima et al. (unpublished data) have further

shown that the peptide acts on other sorts of

chromatophores than the melanophore: Erythro-

phores of platyfish {Xiphophorus maculatus) and

of swordtail (X. helleri), xanthophores and amel-

anotic melanophores of medaka (Oryzias latipes)

responded quite similarly to the melanophores of

many fishes. Pharmacological analyses again indi-

cate that the peptide acts on its specific receptors

on the chromatophores. That the bright chroma-

tophores are responsive to MCH by pigment

aggregation can rather smoothly be understood,

because these cells usually showed reaction to

hormones or neurotransmitters in the same way as

the melanophores did [1, 3, 20]. When those

bright-colored chromatophores and melanophores

coexist, parallel centripetal or centrifugal move-

ments of pigmentary inclusions are normally seen,

being easily supposed to be an efficient phe-

nomenon for the dark-to-pale or the reverse

change of skin coloration.

Contrarily, the leucophores of medaka re-

sponded to MCH by pigment dispersion (Oshima

et al., unpublished data). Since MSH had also

been found to induce pigment dispersion in the

same sort of cells [84, 86, 87], the phenomenon

was rather unexpected. Incidentally, the leuco-

phores have been known to respond to neural

stimuli quite oppositely in terms of the direction of

pigment displacement (cf. VI. A). In addition,

this process required Ca2+ like MSH did. Presum-

ably, MCH acts on MSH receptors on the cell

membrane, resulting in the same effect. Thus, the

dual hormonal regulation hypothesis can not be

applied here to be exact.

In passing, it has also been indicated that, in

frogs and lizards, MCH and MSH acted not an-

tagonistically, both inducing melanin dispersion

[83]. Presumably, either of them, like in Oryzias

leucophores, acts on the common receptors, i.e.

those for MSH, leading to the organelle disper-

sion. We do not know whether MCH has any

significant role in chromatic behavior of am-

phibians and reptiles. In consideration of the dual

hormonal operation, however, significance of the

new peptide should be the most remarkable in

teleosts. We assume that it might have physiologi-

cal role only in fishes, and the occasionally found

peculiar responsiveness of frog or reptile mela-

nophores might be of only an experimental phe-

nomenon. Thus, MCH may be a hormone of

fishes, devoluting in higher animals.

The only chromatophore which has been shown

to be refractory to MCH was the motile iridophore

of blue damselfish Chrysiptera, which was found to

play a predominant role in coloration and its

changes (Oshima et al., unpublished data). This

unique chromatophore was disclosed to be solely

under the neural control [70] (cf. VI. B).

D. Other hormonal substances

Up to the present time, varieties of hormonal

substances, in addition to those discussed in fore-

going sections (III. A, B, C), and a number of

drugs and chemicals which might influence the

endocrine systems have been examined for their

possible effects on teleostean chromatophore sys-

tems. In the present section, recent advances in

this area will be dealt with, special emphasis being

laid on subjects currently considered to be of great

physiological importance.

The well-known pigment-dispersing action of

ACTH on melanophores [3] is by no means

strange, if we think of the fact that part of its

peptide chain has entirely common amino acid

sequence with MSH, and further that both hor-

mones have an identical active site with each

other. Not only the melanophores but other

bright-colored chromatophores were also respon-

sive to ACTH: For example, it dispersed pigment

within xanthophores of the mudsucker Gillichthys

mirabilis [89], those in culture of goldfish [90], and

erythrophores also in culture of swordtail

Xiphophorus helleri [20]. Very lately, Lo et al.

[91] have succeeded to obtain quantities of viable

xanthophores for biochemical analyses from
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goldfish scales, which were responsive to the pep-

tide.

Only sporadic reports are available on the

effects of other pituitary peptides. An interesting

case was that prolactin had a marked pigment-

dispersing action on xanthophores but not on

melanophores of the gobiid Gillichthys [89].

Analyses indicated that the peptide acted directly

on the yellow cells.

Thyroxine induced melanosome aggregation in

melanophores of some cichlids [6].

Working on angelfish melanophores in vivo,

Reed and Finnin [92] reported recently that a

transient pigment dispersion took place in re-

sponse to a synthetic beta agonist, isoproterenol,

injected intraperitoneally. They regarded their

observations as suggesting the presence of adre-

noceptors of a beta type in the melanophore . With

an in vitro pharmacological technique, Colley and

Hunt [93] could also demonstrate the beta recep-

tors in melanophores in an isolated fin piece of the

top minnow Gambusia affinis. Miyashita and Fujii

[94] found that a number of sympathomimetic

amines including biogenic ones, epinephrine and

norepinephrine, at low concentrations, gave rise to

a discernible and reversible dispersion of melano-

somes within split tail-fin melanophores of the

guppy Lebistes, although higher doses of the sub-

stances elicited the melanin aggregation as usual.

The dispersion responses could easily be antago-

nized by beta adrenolytic agents of beta type.

These results led them to conclude that the recep-

tors of this sort have an actual role in dispersing

melanosomes within the cells, i.e. the darkening

responses of fish. The same conclusion has later

been reached by Obika [95] and Iga [96], who used

melanophores on scales of the medaka fish, Ory-

zias latipes, and the dark chub, Zacco temmincki,

respectively. Quite recently, Morishita et al. [97]

reported that the beta receptor mediating melano-

some dispersion in Oryzias is classified into beta2

type. Matsumoto et al. [20] showed that erythro-

phores of the swordtail possess beta adrenoceptors

to mediate dispersion of included pigmentary

organelles. Probably, bright-colored chromato-

phores of many species may have them, too.

Komatsu and Yamada [98] succeeded lately in

seeing the distribution of beta-adrenoceptors

in Oryzias melanophores autoradiographically.

Radioligands were detected to be distributing

rather evenly on the surface of the cells.

The endogenous beta stimulating amine re-

sponsible for the darkening reaction of living fish

may be epinephrine. At this moment, we have no

experimental evidence as for the origin of the

catecholamine, but it may naturally been supposed

to be the chromaffin cells of adrenal tissues. Such

an idea may further lead to another speculation

that the "excitement darkening" which have sever-

al times been observed and reported in a variety of

fishes is caused by a sudden output of the amine

from the chromaffin cells followed by binding with

the beta-receptors possessed by the melanophores.

Between two types of adrenoceptors, alpha and

beta, however, former ones are dominative in

melanophores of most fish species. As described

later (IV. B.), adrenoceptors of this category are

definitely responsible for the sympathetic-chro-

matophore transmission.

Meanwhile, Enami [99] reported a peculiar case

of a teleost in which epinephrine applied either in

vivo or in vitro infallibly aroused a certain darken-

ing of the skin. The species was Parasilurus asotus,

belonging to the family Siluridae. Recent pharma-

cological analyses on the same species indicated

that adrenoceptors in both dermal and epidermal

melanophores seemed to be solely of the beta type

[74, 100]. It was further shown that the mela-

nophores of the translucent glass catfish, Krypto-

pterus bicirrhi, which is another silurid, have also

adrenoceptors of this category exclusively [67].

Incidentally, the nervous supply to the mela-

nophores of these silurids have lately been proved

to be cholinergic, mediated by cholinoceptors of

muscarinic type (cf. IV. C). We presume that a

fish with melanophores possessing alpha adre-

noceptors predominantly, as common fishes do,

displays the "excitement pallor", while one whose

melanophores possess only beta-receptors on the

melanophore membrane, like the silurids men-

tioned here, may show the "excitement darken-

ing", as explained above. Further correlated etho-

logical and physiological analyses are needed to

clarify these interesting phenomena.

The reported positive effects of adrenocortical

steroids may be attributable to the feedback inhibi-
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tion of the release of ACTH or MSH from the

pituitary. In addition, the effects of those steroids

may mostly be categorized into the morphological

color changes which are not the subjects of this

article. In some cases, however, apparent effects

on chromatophore motility have been observed:

Rasquin [19] reported that cortical steroids had

effects on melanophores and xanthophores of

some teleosts.

The results on sex steroid effects on chroma-

tophores have also been fragmentary. The latest

outcomes include one by Olivereau and Olivereau

[101], who injected 17 alpha-methyltestosterone

into freshwater male silver eels (Anguilla anguil-

la), and detected resultant skin darkening and

confirmed the dispersion of melanophore inclu-

sions as assessed by the melanophore index.

Recently a possible relation between endorphins

and MSH has been pointed out. In the chromatic

effector systems in fish, Satake [75] first described

that in goldfish an intracranial injection of nalox-

one, a known specific inhibitor of the opiate

receptor, induced pigment aggregation in xantho-

phores. The effect was antagonized by methio-

nine-enkephalin (met-E). Levina and Gordon

[102] observed that melanophores and xantho-

phores of the zebrafish, Brachydanio rerio, re-

sponded either to MSH or to met-E by pigment

dispersion, denoting further that the latter 's effect

developed later and faded more slowly. Naloxone

inhibited the met-E action. Their data indicated

that a central mechanism is involved in the met-E-

induced darkening of skin coloration. As com-

pared with the remarkable darkening action of

MSH, the action of met-E was much reduced in

the pearl danio, B. albolineatus [103]. This reduc-

tion may involve a partial lack of opiate receptors

in the cells which provide or stimulate MSH pro-

duction. In any case, endorphins are thought to be

important factors in the behavioral control of

animals, and their possible roles in chromatic

behaviors in fish should be analyzed intensively.

That both the pars distalis and neurointermediate

lobe of the eel pituitary actually contained substan-

tial levels of opiate activity was reported by Carter

and Baker [104].

Possible role of prostaglandins, a currently

watched group of physiologically active fatty acid

derivatives as local hormones affecting the neuro-

effector cells, will be touched upon in a later

section (IV. E).

IV. NEURAL REGULATION

The physiological processes involved in the nerv-

ous control of fish chromatophores will be discus-

sed under five subtitles. In seeing them, the

readers may wonder why such headings, especially

latter ones, have been adopted by the authors,

since those should not have appeared in the past

articles reviewing pertinent problems. The situa-

tion is undoubtedly responsible to the remarkable

advances attained of late in this field of study.

Apparently, they have necessitated the headings.

A. Central mechanisms

In every process of physiological adaptations,

the integrating mechanism in the center has always

been the most poorly understood, as weighed

against the understanding about the peripheral

mechanisms. This is also very true in the chroma-

tic physiology of vertebrates. In fact, only few

contributions until the present have been directly

concerned with the analyses of central processing

mechanisms for integrating various input signals

either from external or from internal environ-

ments. Among them is an earlier monumental

work by von Frisch [42] on the minnow Phoxinus

in which the Nobel laureate located the paling

center within the medulla, and further depicted the

chromatic nervous pathway far to the body surface

(cf. also IV. B). Partly related to the central

mechanisms, incidentally, feedback regulations for

an adequate secretion of chromatic hormones

mostly operating in the hypothalamus have been

touched upon in earlier sections (III. A, B and D).

In fish, too, the receptor for releasing chromatic

behaviors during ecological or ethological encoun-

ters is primarily the eye. Among such chromatic

reactions, those which are to adapt to background

colorations are popular and conspicuous. In has

naturally been assumed that there are differential

connections to the central nervous system from the

dorsal and ventral portions of the retina (Fig. 3).

On a dark background, only the ventral retina is

stimulated, whereas on a bright background both
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portions are hit by light rays. The integrating

machinery for those inputs was naturally conjec-

tured in the center, and the organized projections

of retinal fields onto the contralateral optic tectum

have clearly been shown by Akert [105] and

Schwassman and Kruger [106]. According to

them, the dorsal retina projects onto the latero-

ventral part of the tectum, while the ventral retina

onto its mediodorsal part.

Working on the crucian carp, Carassius caras-

sius, Iwata and Fukuda [107] gave a challenge to

elucidate the central mechanisms for background

adaptations. First, the paling and the darkening

areas in the optic tectum were surveyed by local

electric stimulation. The volleys on the median

part mostly caused darkening, while those on the

lateral side did paling. They further stimulated

inner parts of the brain, and found that tractus

tecto-bulbaris ventralis incruciatus (ipsilaterally),

tractus tecto-bulbaris ventralis cruciatus (contra-

laterally) and tractus tecto-spinalis were effective

points for paling, and that the first one was the

most effective site. Slight darkening was obtained

by stimulating the tractus tecto-bulbaris dorsalis.

The stimulation of a wide area of the reticular

formation of the medulla elicited a darkening or an

initial quiescence followed by a paling. Transec-

tion of the spinal cord resulted of course in a

complete darkening of the body, while its sus-

tained stimulation gave rise to a perfect paling.

The conclusion derived was that the systems con-

trolling the motility of melanophores are mono-

neuronic in the peripheral system, their function

being solely the paling of the integument, and

dineuronic in the central system, one division

being excitatory and the other inhibitory in their

final connections with the preganglionic efferent

neurones. When a fish adapts to a dark back-

ground, neurones running from the ventral retina

are solely activated, leading to the suppression of

the spontaneous discharge of the motor neurones

in the medulla and the spinal cord. If a fish is on a

white background, dorsal retina is likewise illumi-

nated, from which the excitatory system origi-

nates. Thus, the spontaneous discharge of the

motor neurones is augmented, leading to the pal-

ing of the integument.

During the course of above analyses, Iwata and

Fukuda [107] happened to find that electrical

stimulation of telencephalon affected the colora-

tion. Their results further indicated that both

whitening and darkening neurones were there in

this forefront portion of the brain. Their tests

justly designed revealed that odor stimuli by some

chemicals including cumarin and L-glutamate on

olfactory epithelium actually produced paling of

fish. Via telencephalon the odor information is

integrated in the brain to affect the coloration

through common efferent paths, the sympathetic

fibers.

It is needless to say that color patterns are of

utmost importance in social communication in

teleosts, in addition to varieties of colors or shades

exhibited by them rather homogeneously over

their covering. In recent years, indeed, quite a

many ethologists have been examining the phe-

nomena [108], and some of them are further trying

to explain the formation and the disappearance of

those patterns in terms of differential neuronal

control of chromatophores in a restricted area of

the skin. De Groot et al. [109] stated that various

color patterns exhibited by the common sole, Solea

solea, were released only by the patterned stimula-

tion of an area in the retina, and termed this part

the "P" (pattern) area. The authors apparently

favored the differential neural regulation of mela-

nophores in various parts of the skin.

Observing background adaptations of the tur-

bot, Scophthalmus maximus and the plaice,

Pleuronectes platessa, Lanzing [110] postulated the

existence of a limited number of "preset" color

patterns. From them, the fish may select one

closest to the current background patterning.

Such a simplified mechanism may greatly facilitate

changes in the color pattern. Similar situation may

also be existing in the sand flathead, Platycephalus

arenarius: Examining precisely their cryptic col-

orations, Douglas and Lanzing [111] have shown

that the form of the color pattern is largely a result

of the patterned distribution of erythrophores and

iridophores in the integument, enhanced by the

increased densities of melanophores within spots.

Changes in color and shade, however, appear to be

largely due to the motile activities of melano-

phores, such that adjacent and subjacent irido-

phores and erythrophores are masked or exposed.
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Erythrophore movements also appear to contri-

bute to changes in color of spots. In fact, these

workers distinguished four types of color patterns

exhibited by this species in terms of changes in the

constituent chromatophores: dark monotone, light

monotone, mottled pattern, and dark monotone

with bright white patches. They explain further

that those patterns of the flathead may be ascrib-

able to the differential neural control of the mela-

nophores in three parts of the color pattern: the

primary spots, the intermediate spots and the

inter-spot areas within the white patches, and the

intermediate spots and inter-spot areas outside the

white patches. Burton [112] made similar observa-

tions on the winter flounder, Pseudopleuronectes

americanus

.

Of numerous species of teleosts, cichlids are well

known for their ability of exhibiting various color

patterns [108]. During agonistic encounters, the

green sunfish, Lepomis cyanellus, and the blue gill,

L. macrochirus, display a characteristic pattern of

dark vertical bands [113]. The banding was

evoked by electrical stimulation of sites near the

midline in the preoptic area, ventral thalamic-

dorsal hypothalamic transition zone, the midbrain

tegmentum, in and near the torus semicircularis, in

the basal midbrain, and in the rostral basomedial

medulla. A "transition" zone was located basally

in the middle medulla, caudal to which only paling

was evoked. These observations led the authors to

postulate that the banding pattern is made up of a

separate, selectively controlled system of mela-

nophores in the dermis. Again, the conclusion

concurs well with the idea of the differential neural

control of melanophores.

A number of complicated color patterns shown

by a Japanese freshwater serranid, Coreoperca

kawamebari may also be due to the local difference

in the neural control of melanophores [114].

Using the common freshwater goby, Rhino-

gobius brunneus, Naitoh and his colleagues lately

discriminated, in addition to homogeneous shades

of various grades on monotonous backgrounds,

two striped patterns produced during adaptations

to black-and-white checkerboard backgrounds

[115]. Exchanging scales, one from dark and the

other from bright region, they transplanted them,

and observed the responses of melanophores on

those autografts. The melanophores behaved just

to match the shades of the region to which they

had newly been placed. These results clearly indi-

cate that not only homogeneous changes of shades

but also color patterning and depatterning phe-

nomena are also under the control of the central

nervous system from which numerous fibers distri-

bute widely over the body surface very systemati-

cally.

B. Adrenergic peripheral transmission

It has long been known that electrical stimula-

tion of fibers innervating melanophores gave rise

to an aggregation of pigment within the effector

cells. Anatomically, these fibers were shown to

belong to the sympathetic division of the auto-

nomic nervous system, and the motor connections

to melanophores were carefully followed by von

Frisch [42] first in the minnow Phoxinus. Running

posteriorly through the spinal cord, preganglionic

fibers flow out bilaterally through rami into the

symphathetic chains at the level of vertebra 15.

Then, they run either anteriorly or posteriorly,

finally reaching the effector cells distributed widely

over the integument via cranial or spinal nerves.

Working on the same or other teleost species, later

researchers have several times indicated that fun-

damentally the same scheme exists to control

melanophores [62, 107, 116-118]. As for the cen-

tral mechanisms integrating optical and other

inputs to regulate motor activities of chromato-

phores, we have already looked through in the

above section (IV. A).

At sympathetic ganglia, presynaptic activities

may naturally be relayed to postganglionic neu-

rones. The observations that hexamethonium or

presidal which are known to block cholinergic

transmission in the ganglia, effectively darkened

body coloration of the Phoxinus minnow concur

well with the righteous assumption [61].

Meanwhile, numerous observations have been

made on the action of norepinephrine or

epinephrine as a possible neurotransmitter of the

peripheral nerve supply to the melanophores and

other sorts of motile chromatophores. Excepting a

few instances where these catecholamines did in-

duce a reverse effect, i.e. pigment dispersion (cf.

III. D), the majority of results have conformed to
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a view that the amine has a very strong effect to

arouse pigment aggregation in the chromatophores

(for literature, cf. [1, 57, 119]). By making use of

its original pharmacological action for the first

time, Fujii [57] showed that dibenamine, a classical

adrenolytic, effectively antagonized the melanin-

aggregating effects of epinephrine and nor-

epinephrine as well as those of neural stimuli.

Until that time, it had been by no means certain

whether the peripheral transmission was truely of

an adrenergic nature. This pharmacological out-

come further ensured the earlier view that the

fibers concerned are indeed sympathetic postgan-

glionic. That norepinephrine is actually released by

stimulating neural elements has lately been proved

by Kumazawa and Fujii [120], who observed the

release of radiolabeled amine previously incorpo-

rated in response to [K+
]

elevation in the

medium. Since dibenamine has been known to

block alpha adrenoceptors, the sympathetic nerve-

to-melanophore transmission could deservedly be

regarded to be mediated by adrenoceptors of this

type (cf. Fig. 1). Using the same or more modern

blockers of the same category, a number of later

authors have reported similar observations on

varieties of fishes, indicating alpha adrenergic

nature of sympathetic peripheral transmission to

teleost melanophores [61, 69, 92, 119, 121-125]. It

has also been shown that adrenolytics of beta type

were without effects on this process [119].

Properties of the alpha adrenoceptors have been

studied to some extent: Since sulfhydryl blocking

agent, mersalyl, inhibited the receptor-mediated

pigment aggregation in Oryzias melanophores, Iga

[126] inferred that the receptor molecule might

contain SH-group(s) at or near the active site.

Fujii and Taguchi [72] further indicated that the

alpha receptor-mediated transmission did not re-

quire Ca ions. Takabatake and Iga [127] came to

the same conclusion, using the dark chub Zacco.

Very recently, Andersson et al. [128] claimed

that the alpha adrenoceptors mediating pigment

aggregation in the cuckoo wrasse (Labrus ossi-

fagus) melanophores could be characterized as of

an alpha2 subtype, because neurally controlled

aggregation was inhibited by yohimbine but not by

prazosin. In synapses such as in smooth muscles,

adrenoceptors existing on postsynaptic membrane

have generally been defined to be of alpha] sub-

type, while those on presynaptic nerve-terminals

are of alpha2 nature. Their conclusion, therefore,

appears to be somewhat odd. Further decisive

analyses are desirable for generalizing the prin-

ciple.

By making use of a histochemical fluorescence

method, Jacobowitz and Laties [129] and Falck et

al. [130] could demonstrate that fibers surrounding

melanophores actually contain catecholamines,

and have further demonstrated the pattern of

innervation to the effector cells. Working on rain-

bow trout melanophores, the latter authors have

further reported that dopamine and epinephrine

could not be detected. Quite recently, Yamada et

al. [131] were able to demonstrate the pattern of

innervation on Oryzias melanophores by means of

autoradiography of
3H-norepinephrine incorpo-

rated into the axons at the light microscopic level.

All these results indicate that a number of bran-

ches of adrenergic axons enclosed dendritic pro-

cesses as well as the cell body of a melanophore,

possibly making several synaptic contacts at vari-

cosities seen along the branches. Miyata and

Yamada [132], while using the same autoradio-

graphic technique as above, examined the pattern

of innervation to swordtail (Xiphophorus helled)

erythrophores, describing that, in individuals

where both erythrophores and melanophores were

present on a scale, innervation to the erythro-

phores was very sparse, whereas, in those only

erythrophores existed, quite a dense plexus could

been seen around the cells. By means of the zinc

iodide-osmium (ZIO) staining method and the
3H-norepinephrine autoradiography, Miyata [133]

followed the changes in the pattern of innervation

as well as the responsiveness of melanophores on a

regenerating Oryzias scale, indicating that a grad-

ual nervous regeneration took place following

the appearance of melanophores in the dermis.

The sequence resembled well that seen in develop-

ing melanophore system in rainbow trout (Salmo

gairdneri) embryos [134].

Electron microscopic observations on some tele-

osts have shown the presence of several unmyeli-

nated axons around the melanophores, some of

them actually forming junctions with the effector

cells [135-137]. In the varicosities, there were a
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number of small hollow synaptic vesicles along

with a few dense-cored ones. Presumably, the

latters were the storage packets for catecholamine

transmitter responsible for the pigment aggrega-

tion.

Physiological properties of the sympathetic post-

ganglionic fibers controlling melanophores adren-

ergically have been disclosed to be very similar to

those known on a wide spectrum of automonic

effectors such as smooth muscles. Current results

included those obtained on the melanophore-

controlling system in the killifish, Fundulus hetero-

clitus [138, 139], the medaka, Oryzias latipes [140],

and the guppy, Lebistes reticulatus [119]. It was

found that even a single electrical shock to the

nerves elicited a moderate aggregation of pig-

mented organelles in the melanophores. If the

stimulating pulses were applied iteratively, the

small reactions summated to become a larger

response. Based on the stimulus frequency-

effector response relationships obtained on a few

species in vitro, we have surmised that the dis-

charge of relatively low frequencies may control

the state of chromatophores in vivo [119, 139,

141]. Working on a live crucian carp, Iwata and

Fukuda [107] succeeded in detecting spontaneous

discharge on the sympathetic chain, and found that

the firing rate scarcely exceeded 20 impulses per

second, and that the body paling and the fre-

quency were well correlated.

Procaine, a local anesthetic [5], and tetrodotoxin

(TTX), an effective blocker of Na channels on

excitable membrane [138], blocked the conduction

of these chromatic fibers in Fundulus, as expected.

The lack of any effect of TTX on the melanophore

itself indicates that the process of neuro-melano-

phoral transmission as well as that of transduction

of signals to the cellular motility are entirely

independent of the Na channels. Electrical field

stimulation could induce the liberation of the

transmitter from the presynaptic region of nerves

even when the nervous conduction had been

blocked by TTX [137]. Namely, presynaptic nerv-

ous membrane maintained its responsiveness to

depolarizing current even when Na channels were

blocked. The pigment aggregating action of tyra-

mine was explained as being indirectly on the

nerve terminals to release adrenergic transmitter

there [121]. Latest results on tilapia melanophores

indicate that bretylium was effective enough to

interfere with the release of adrenergic transmitter

from the neural elements [120].

All these results may be regarded as indicating

rather distinctive physiological characteristics for

the presynaptic transmitter releasing portion of the

axons. Such a concept has been more clearly put

forward in an in vitro analysis of the pigment-

aggregating action of K ions [58, 142, 143]. Dener-

vated melanophores were unresponsive to K+
.

Thus, the presence of the peripheral nervous sys-

tem is indispensable for the ionic action. It was

further shown that the action is mediated through

the liberation of adrenergic transmitter, and that

the firing on axonal portion has no direct role in

the K+
action. Based upon these observations, it

was concluded that K +
acts not directly on the

melanophores themselves, but on the adrenergic

nerves innervating them to release the transmitter,

which in turn induces the melanosome aggregation

in the effector cells. Although the phenomenon

seemingly resembles the K-contracture of muscu-

lature, the sequence is entirely different: In mus-

cles, K +
-induced depolarization of effector mem-

brane is apparently the first step for the contrac-

tion. The indirectly acting mechanism of K +
in the

chromatophore system has further been substanti-

ated by observations that the K +
action was not

affected even when the nervous conduction was

completely blocked by TTX [138], while the action

could easily be blocked by applying alpha adre-

nolytics [57].

It was found that, in the goby Chasmichthys,

alkaline-earth ions are necessary for the transmis-

sion of excitation through the junction between the

adrenergic chromatic fiber and the melanophore

[5]. This was true either when axons were electri-

cally stimulated or when high K+ media were

applied to a skin preparation to release the trans-

mitter. Mg2+ partially replaced Ca2+ . Even in the

saline from which both Ca2+ and Mg2+ were

withdrawn, melanophores responded to nor-

epinephrine quite normally. Other alkaline earths

including Sr
2+ and Ba2+ were also found to restore

the transmission, whereas divalent ions belonging

to other groups were without this ability. The

conclusion derived was that the release of the
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transmitter from the nervous elements requires the

presence of alkaline-earths, and that Ca2+ must be

responsible in in vivo processes. Based on these

observations together with the current comprehen-

sion in pertinent fields, the sequence of the neuro-

transmission is thought to be as follows: Nerve

impulses invading presynaptic transmitter-re-

leasing portions depolarize the membrane

electrotonically. The voltage-dependent Ca2+

channels present in the presynaptic membrane

were opened to allow Ca2+ to penetrate the axo-

plasm. Ca ions might also be supplied by release

from mitochondria, elements of smooth endoplas-

mic reticulum, and even from synaptic vesicles

themselves.

The resultant increase in the cytosolic Ca2+

triggers the release of the transmitter, presumably

through the involvement of calmodulin either

associated with postsynaptic membrane or within

the axoplasm (Fig. 4). Then, C kinase might be

involved in the exocytotic release of transmitter

substances. The liberated transmitter molecules

diffuse across synaptic cleft to reach and then to

interact with their specific receptors on the post-

synaptic membrane to give rise to the pigment

aggregation within the effector cells.

Varicose-type
presynaptic element

Ca'
T

Agranular
endoplasmic
reticulum

Central

Synaptic vesicle

Fig. 4. Hypothetical model showing the possible

mechanism of the release of chromatosome-

aggregating transmitter with special reference to the

role of calmodulin. For detailed explanations see

text.

If a K +
-rich solution was employed to aggregate

chromatosomes, the sequence of transmission

would be the same, because K +
is known to lower

membrane polarization ubiquitously. The height-

ened Ca2+ level in the axoplasm may be reversed

to that before firing by excluding the ions from the

cytosol with the Ca pump either in the surface

membrane, the mitochondrial membrane or in the

cisternal membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum.

The signal transduction at the receptor-adenylate

cyclase system will be discussed later (cf. V).

By making use of the transmitter release-

blocking effect of alkaline-earth withdrawal men-

tioned above, Fujii and Taguchi [72] carried out an

experiment which provided some information

about the mode of the transmitter action. Using

split fin pieces of the goby Chasmichthys , they

found that, under the alkaline-earth deficiency,

melanosomes in the pigment cells kept their dis-

persed state even in the saline where Na + was

totally replaced by K+
. Surprizingly, the addition

to this K+
-rich medium of a melanin-aggregating

agent, norepinephrine, epinephrine or melatonin,

caused a rapid aggregation response as normally

seen in usual saline. Combining these obser-

vations with the demonstration that membrane

potentials of melanophores were practically

clamped to zero in K +
-rich saline, regardless of the

presence or the absence of pigment-motor sub-

stances [4], it may safely be deduced that the

action of catecholamines, either endogenous or

applied exogenously, or of transmitter substances

may be rather independent of the electrical phe-

nomena at the effector cell membrane. Therefore,

the earlier inference on the excitation-motility

coupling in chromatophores that negatively

charged pigmentary granules might move centrifu-

gally or centripe tally within the cellular projections

by intracellular electrophoresis [144] seems to be

at variance with the current view.

That we have been, and also will be able to

analyze physiologically or pharmacologically the

properties of the conductive and the transmitter-

releasing portions of peripheral fibers separately

may largely be due to the more convenient and

advantageous architectural characteristics intrinsi-

cally possessed by the chromatophore-containing

skin pieces than those of various smooth muscle

preparations, with which so many studies have

been performed on autonomic neural transmis-

sion. Namely, the dermal chromatophores, to

which studies are mostly directed, are very flat

cells and distribute two-dimensionally on a plane
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(usually just under subepidermal collagenous layer

or lamella [135, 145, 146]) receiving nervous sup-

ply distributing on the same level [131, 132]. By

contrast, in smooth musculatures, a number of

very small muscle cells are packed together to form

a bundle or a sheet, which is deeply penetrated by

fine ramifications of peripheral nerve-fibers. In

the latter system, stimulus, either electrical or

especially chemical, can not be applied at one's

will to a desired spot of the preparation or

homogeneously within the substance of the tissue.

Chromatophores are relatively large cells, and, if

we wish, behavior of a single cell can be easily

examined through the microscope. If we choose

an appropriate type of preparation, in which diffu-

sion barrier (epidermis) is lacking or can appro-

priately be removed without difficulty, very quan-

titative analyses can be performed [58, 147, 148]

(cf. also [7, 149]). In the split fin pieces [58], for

instance, which are being very frequently em-

ployed in this kind of research, chemical stimulants

or pharmacological agents readily reach the pig-

ment cell layer where nerve-fibers are also present,

because there is no need for the chemicals to

penetrate the epidermal layer. Being surrounded

by loose connective, the pigment cells in such a

preparation are semi-exposed to external medium.

Therefore, the strengths of the stimuli (current

density, concentration of a chemical, etc.) can be

transmitted to the effector cells or the nervous

elements nearby practically without decrements.

Thus, the cellular responses proceed very rapidly,

especially when a smaller fish is used where the

connective tissue is proportionally thin. The most

convenient feature of such preparation is, how-

ever, that the cellular responses to chemical stimuli

develop almost simultaneously among chromato-

phores. In quantitative studies these characteris-

tics are really advantageous. In common smooth

muscle preparations, chemicals had to diffuse deep

into the tissue. Thus, the researchers always en-

counter the difficulties in obtaining quantitative

data. For these reasons, sympathetic-chromato-

phore systems would more conveniently be utilized

hereafter for analyzing general autonomic peri-

pheral mechanisms or related problems.

As mentioned earlier, even a single electrical

shock to nerves in the central part of a split tail-fin

piece of Fundulus elicited a discernible pigment

aggregation in distally located melanophores [139].

The response was not of the all-or-none type, and

its amplitude increased when the stimulus intensity

was increased. It was thus concluded that more

than two nerve fibers may participate in the control

of pigment aggregation in a given melanophore.

The same conclusion was also attained in the

control system for melanophores of guppy [119],

and of a silurid (Parasilurus) [150]. Finding with

an electron microscope of several axons around a

melanophores [135, 137, 144] accords with the

results. However, the density of nervous supply

may differ species to species: Some cells may be

mononeuronally regulated, and others even lack

nervous supply. Indeed, much difficulty has been

encountered in finding neural elements around

chromatophores of some fishes such as melano-

phores of the catfish Parasilurus [151]. Neurally

evoked antidromic responses were observed when

the peripheral part of the fin preparation was

stimulated electrically. Such antidromic responses

are actually mediated through nervous activities,

because they are completely blocked by TTX. The

presence of the antidromic responses may indicate

that some nerves which have synaptic contact with

one melanophore extend peripherally to control

more distally located melanophores. It may there-

fore be concluded that some axons form actual

nerve endings on melanophores, whereas many of

them only pass close to the melanophores, releas-

ing transmitter substance along their length to

.control a number of melanophores. These results

agree well with electron microscopic and fluores-

cence histochemical observations on the nervous

supply to the melanophores mentioned above.

Erythrophores and xanthophores of many tele-

ostean species are also considered to be sympa-

thetically regulated. For instance, erythrophores of

the squirrel fish Holocentrus ascensionis and of the

sea robin Prionotus strigatus have been reported to

respond so swiftly that no melanophores known

hitherto could exceed them in their rate of re-

sponse [2]. A recent pharmacological study on

one of those species (H. ascensionis) has clearly

indicated that those red chromatophores were

under nervous control, because catecholamines

aggregated very effectively their pigmentary
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organelles, while the effect of amines was easily

antagonized by the alpha adrenolytic [152]. Matsu-

moto et al. [20] also showed that erythrophores

in primary culture of the swordtail Xiphophorus

helleri are responsive to catecholamines, being

probably under the control of adrenergic fibers. In

consideration of the established mode of action of

K+
, as described above, the observation that those

of another xiphophorine, the platyfish (X. macula-

tus), are quite reactive to K +
is also indicative of

the existence of nervous supply to these cells [153].

In most fishes, on the other hand, the motile

response of such bright-colored chromatophores

develops much slower, especially when compared

with that of melanophores existing together with

the formers. In some species, furthermore, the

cells were totally unresponsive to catecholamines

[3]. Believably, they are free from the nervous

supply. On electron micrographs, indeed, it is

rather difficult to find nervous elements around the

bright chromatophores of teleosts. Those ob-

servations are in accordance with those of histo-

chemical studies mentioned before [132], in which

erythrophores were observed rather sparsely in-

nervated. Participating in more gradual changes

of hue, those chromatophores may primarily be

under the endocrine controlling systems (III. A,

C).

Recent analyses on the bright-colored varieties

of the medaka Oryzias latipes indicated that even

amelanotic melanophores were quite normally

controlled by adrenergic fibers [21]. The workers

have further reasoned the strange existence of the

sound but purposeless controlling system for those

colorless cells. The system existed in the wild-type

individuals may have been remaining unchanged

ever since the time of the loss of active tyrosinase

activity in melanophores by mutation happened

many years ago.

Though being an in vitro phenomenon, the

pulsation has long been taken notice of for its rapid

and remarkable rhythmicity expressed by chroma-

tophores. Among inducers of such a pulsatile

activity, Ba2+ is widely known to be very effective.

At first, the chromatophore itself was presumed to

be the site of generation of the activity. Observing

melanophores of the crucian carp Carassius au-

ratus or of the medaka Oryzias latipes, Watanabe

[154], Katayama [155] and Nagahama and

Katayama [156] came to the same conclusion that

spontaneous and intermittent liberation of the

melanin-aggregating transmitter around the cells is

responsible. Revising the concept, Naitoh [157]

and Morimoto and Iwata [158], while working on

the bitterling, Acheilognathus lanceolata, have

lately put forward an idea that the phenomenon is

due to the intermittent group firing of peripheral

axons, leading to the synchronized pulsations

among a few melanophores within the same motor

unit. The fact that Ba2+ is the most effective may

suggest the importance of divalent cations in this

phenomenon. In view of the well-known stabiliz-

ing effect of Ca2+ on excitable membranes, we

assume that this ion must be the key one in this

physiological process.

C. Cholinergic peripheral transmission

Mainly based on his observations on killifish and

ictalurid (ameiurid) catfish melanophores, Parker

[2] put forward his belief in the existence of the

melanin-dispersing nervous system, which might

function to antagonize the established sympathetic

pigment-aggregating one (cf. IV. B). Rather

naturally, he thought the nerves to belong to the

parasympathetic division of the autonomic nervous

system. Von Gelei [159] actually portrayed the

pathway of this sort of fibers in the same Phoxinus

minnow, as that used by von Frisch [42], who

beautifully depicted the melanin-aggregating

nerves. According to von Gelei, the dispersing

fibers flow out of the spinal cord through the first

or second rami and proceed posteriorly through

the sympathetic chain. Passing through spinal

nerves they innervate melanophores in the skin.

Parker et al. [160] further reported that acetyl-

choline (ACh) could actually be detected in the

skin of the catfish (for earlier literature relevant to

this subject, cf. also [2]). Although they have not

tried to identify chemically the transmitter sub-

stance involved to be ACh, several later authors

have favored the view that the melanin-dispersing

fibers of this type might exist [117, 140, 161, 162].

Based on the observations that muscarinic as well

as nicotinic blockers retarded the melanosome

dispersion in a gobiid and two cichlid species,

Visconti and Castrucci [163] and Visconti et al.
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[125] recently stated that undifferentiated choli-

noceptors take part in mediating dispersing nerv-

ous excitation.

Currently, however, the existence of such a

nervous supply is not widely accepted: Although

being different from many other autonomic effec-

tor systems, which commonly receive reciprocal

double innervation, i.e. one excitatory and the

other inhibitory, depending upon the tissues, the

general trend favors the view that teleost chroma-

tophores may be singly innervated by sympathetic

postganglionics only (cf. IV. B). Indeed, a num-

ber of recent researchers have claimed that ACh
was ineffective or very weak in dispersing pigment

in teleost chromatophores, negating the presence

of such a nervous system [cf. 1, 94]. It is therefore

quite unlikely that ACh takes direct part in the

darkening responses of fish, although there may

still remain possible that ACh has some part in

adrenergic transmission [164]. The well-known

fact that atropine or scopolamine, either of them

being muscarinic cholinolytic, effectively disperses

melanosomes rather paradoxically by affecting

directly on the melanophores [165] may not con-

tradict the idea that ACh is not involved in dispers-

ing pigment in chromatophores.

There are some exceptional cases, in which

ACh, instead of the presumed dispersion of mel-

anosomes, did arouse their aggregation. Working

on the catfish Parasilurus, Enami [77] first pointed

out the melanin-aggregating effect of the substance

on melanophores. Fujii and Miyashita [150] then

described that both dermal and epidermal mela-

nophores of this species were responsive to ACh.

These authors further analysed the sequence of

this unusual case pharmacologically, and found

that electrical nervous stimulation could also elicit

the melanosome aggregation. Strangely, catechol-

amines failed to induce the same reaction. Atro-

pine and scopolamine abolished the effects of both

nervous and cholinomimetic agents, while an anti-

cholinesterase, physostigmine, augmented these

melanin-aggregating effects. The conclusion de-

rived was that in this siluroid species nervously

evoked pigment aggregation within melanophores

is strangely mediated by cholinoceptors of a mus-

carinic type.

Enami [116] reported that the melanin-aggre-

gating nerves of this species pursued an essentially

identical pathway to that originally depicted by

vonFrisch [42] in the minnow. The observation

has lately been confirmed on the same species by

Iwata (personal communication), who has further

shown that stimulation of the vagus did not bring

about the skin whitening. Therefore, the fibers

concerned may not belong to the parasympathetic

division, but to the sympathetic component of the

autonomic nervous system. All these observations

favor the view that the fibers liberate ACh as the

chemical transmitter, in spite that they are sym-

pathetic postganglionic. To the best of our knowl-

edge, such peculiar instances of chemical media-

tion exist only in the sympathetic postganglionic

fibers to the sweat gland and vasodilator fibers in

some smooth muscle tissues in mammals. Thus,

the study may be the first one to describe such an

unusual neuro-transmission in vertebrate classes

other than Mammalia.

Another instance of the peripheral melanophore

control of the same type has been described lately

[67]. The material was the translucent glass catfish,

Kryptopterus bicirrhi, which also belongs to the

family Siluridae. We therefore presume that at

least catfishes belonging to this family may possess

the same type of peripheral chromatic nervous

system.

Physiological characteristics of these postgan-

glionic fibers [67, 150] as well as the transmitter

releasing mechanisms [166] are quite similar to

those of usual adrenergic fibers of common fishes

examined thus far (cf. also IV. B).

Efforts have also been directed to find such a

cholinergic mechanism in regulating chroma-

tophores outside the family Siluridae. Thus, it was

found that melanophores of many catfish species

belonging to the genus Corydoras (family: Callich-

thyidae) possess cholinoceptors of the muscarinic

type [68]. Analyses have also disclosed that the

nervous transmission to melanophores giving rise

to the pigment aggregation is adrenergic, being

mediated by alpha-adrenoceptors. Thus, the re-

ceptors of two sorts coexist in Corydoras melano-

phores. These receptors have never been shown

to exist together in a same pigment cell. At this

moment, the physiological or functional assign-

ment of these cholinoceptors in Corydoras is un-
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known, although it might naturally be supposed

that they function as the modulator for adrenergic

transmission. As relics of the evolutionary transi-

tion of receptor sorts, they might otherwise lack

the function entirely.

Further comparative studies on the distribution

of cholinoceptors are being carried on by Kasu-

kawa and others (unpublished observations), in

which rather sporadic occurrence of them has been

shown, though restricted within the order Siluri-

formes.

In chromatophores other than melanophores,

ACh receptors have not been reported yet.

D. Adenyl compounds as cotransmitter

A number of instances in which adenosine or

adenine nucleotides are considered to take part in

the control of effector activities have been shown

currently [167]. In particular, the concept that

some neurones, which are non-cholinergic and

non-adrenergic, might release a purine compound

as a neurotransmitter, has become popular in

recent years [168], although it remains still in

dispute even after more than a decade from its first

advocacy.

The presence of such a system has also been

suggested in the neural control of fish chroma-

tophores for the first time by Fujii and Miyashita

[169]. During the course of studying the effects of

cyclic nucleotides on guppy (Lebistes reticulatus)

melanophores, they took notice of the fact that

various non-cyclic adenyl compounds added to the

perfusing media were even more effective than

cyclic adenosine 3', 5'-monophosphate (cAMP) in

dispersing melanophore inclusions (cf. V), and

have discussed a possible involvement of those

substances in the control of fish chromatophores.

Working on goldfish erythrophores in culture,

Ozato [170] also stated that some adenine deriva-

tives were pigment-dispersing. Using the guppy

and the siluroid catfish Parasilurus, Miyashita etal.

[73] have further analyzed the melanosome dis-

persing action pharmacologically. Since the

effects could easily be antagonized by methyl-

xanthines, specific blockers of the cellular recep-

tors for adenosine, they concluded that adenosine

receptors are present on the melanophore mem-
brane which may take some part in the darkening

reaction of fishes (cf. Fig. 1).

Using split-fin pieces of a tilapia, Sarotherodon

niloticus, Kumazawa et al. [171] made efforts to

determine whether ATP, the most probable purine

compound released from nervous elements, is

actually liberated from adrenergic melanosome-

aggregating nerves following their electrical

stimulation. By means of bioluminescence ATP-

assay method employing firefly lantern luciferine-

luciferase system, they were able to detect an

apparent release of the nucleotide in association

with the pigment-motor responses of the cells.

Thus, ATP may be liberated as a cotransmitter

from the postganglionic sympathetic fibers along

with the true one, norepinephrine. The concur-

rent releases of catecholamine transmitter and the

cotransmitter from the chromatic fibers have then

been substantiated by making use of the radio-

labeled compounds [120]. They showed that an

increase in K+
in the bathing medium was soon

followed by the releases from the nerves of nor-

epinephrine and purines, previously taken up as

14C-norepinephrine and 3H-adenosine, respective-

ly. The liberation of both kinds of substances was

effectively blocked by bretylium, a presynaptic

adrenergic blocking agent.

From accumulated evidence, the sequence of

the peripheral neural mechanisms controlling

melanophore movements may be considered to be

as follows (Fig. 5). Nervous excitation gives rise to

a release of norepinephrine, the true transmitter,

which quickly acts to induce a melanosome

aggregation through alpha-adrenoceptors on the

chromatophore membrane. The amine is then

rapidly taken off mainly by re-uptake into the

nerve-terminals. The remainder is either removed

by general circulation or inactivated by catechol

(O-)methyltransferase (COMT) and, to a lesser

extent, by amine-oxidase (MAO), metabolizing

enzymes for the amine. Meanwhile, ATP mole-

cules liberated concomitantly with the true trans-

mitter, are successively dephosphorylated by exo-

enzymes, i.e. ATPase, and 5'-nucleotidase, in the

synaptic cleft. Without being quickly inactivated,

the resultant nucleoside, adenosine, functions to

reverse the melanosome-aggregating effect of the

true transmitter, i.e. their re-dispersion, through

its specific receptors on the chromatophore mem-
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Fig. 5. Diagram illustrating dynamics of both true and

cotransmitters liberated from adrenergic chromatic

fibers of teleosts. AS: adenosine, AS-R: adeno-

sine receptor, COMT: catechol(0-)methyltrans-

ferase, MAO: monoamine oxidase, NE: norepi-

nephrine, a-R: alpha-adrenoceptor.

brane. Adenosine is also carried away gradually

mainly by uptake into nerve-terminals again, and

the remainder is transferred by the circulation.

What is important to stress here is that there

should be a substantial difference between the

time of the revelation of the true transmitter action

and that of the cotransmitter. The former sub-

stance acts first. In contrast with the quickly

disappearing norepinephrine, adenosine may last

longer, resulting in an effective reversal of the

action of norepinephrine soon after the cessation

of nervous excitation. In this way, adenine deriva-

tives or adenosine may function as a cotransmitter

to help melanophore disperse their pigment rapid-

ly thus enabling fish to change their color very

quickly.

Such a type of regulation, i.e. the induction and

its rapid reversal of a chromatic response by a

single sort of neurones through the time-differ-

ential actions of true transmitters and cotrans-

mitters, may also be existing in the controlling

system for bright-colored chromatophores of den-

dritic type, although further works are naturally

needed to prove this. Incidentally, the same ex-

planation has lately been presented by Kasukawa

et al. [70] in the control of motile iridophores of

blue damselfish (cf. VLB).

E. Possible roles of neuromodulators

A number of substances, either biogenic or

synthetic, have been tested on their possible in-

fluences on chromatophore systems in a variety of

teleostean fishes. If we except the descriptions

about the effects of established neurotransmitter

substances, i.e. catecholamines (IV. B), acetylcho-

line (IV. C) and adenyl compounds as possible

neuro-cotransmitter (IV. D), however, not so

many trials have been performed on the actions of

substances affecting neuro-chromatophoral junc-

tions. As for earlier literature, readers may con-

sult some past works with many references perti-

nent to the subjects [1, 2, 57, 61, 62, 69, 94, 119].

In this review, therefore, only a few current arti-

cles of importance may be cited in order to spare

the space.

Among biogenic monoamines other than the

established transmitters, some have been shown to

aggregate melanosomes within melanophores of a

few teleosts. Although it has never been proved to

be an actual neurotransmitter controlling chroma-

tophore movements, dopamine has repeatedly

been reported to aggregate effectively the pigment

in teleost melanophores [61, 62, 122]. The action

is possibly through the mediation of alpha-adreno-

ceptors [119]. In the siluroid catfish, Parasilurus,

which peculiarly have cholinergic chromatic in-

nervation (cf. IV. C), specific dopamine receptors

may exist to regulate melanophores, because

haloperidol and fluphenazine blocked the amine's

action [172]. In this case, however, the direction

of mediation was reversed, i.e. the dispersion of

melanosomes. On the other hand, tyramine has

been disclosed to act on presynaptic portion of

adrenergic nerves to liberate adrenergic transmit-

ter which in turn aggregates the melanophore

inclusions [121]. Histamine, an autacoid imidazole

amine, had only a slight pigment-aggregating

effect, while antihistaminic drugs produced

marked pigment dispersion in trout (Salmo gaird-

neri) melanophores [9]. Healey and Ross [61], on

the other hand, reported that it had no definite

action on Phoxinus minnow melanophores, when

injected. In guppy melanophores, histamine did
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not affect the pigment-dispersing process [94].

Among indoleamines, 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-

HT, serotonin) has several times been tested on its

action on the melanophore. Although its action

was relatively weak, repetitive application of the

amine to skin pieces of guppy induced progressive-

ly larger melanosome-aggregating responses [173].

However, the mechanism of action as well as that

of the facilitation have not been analysed yet. It

had no melanosome-dispersing action in guppy

melanophores [94]. The remarkable action in

chromatic physiology of melatonin has already

been dealt with before (III. B).

Amino acids, which have currently been paid

attention for their possible roles in inhibiting or

accelerating processes of neurotransmission, have

sometimes been studied. For instance, Miyashita

and Fujii [94] examined their possible actions to

aggregate or to disperse pigment in guppy mela-

nophores, respectively. None of those acids in-

cluding gamma-amino butyric acid (GABA) which

is an established inhibitory transmitter in mamma-
lian central nervous system as well as in crustacean

neuromuscular junctions, however, gave rise to an

aggregation or a dispersion of melanosomes.

However, further surveys are deservedly needed

for a possible existence of amino-acid neuromodu-

lators in the control of pigment cell movements.

In higher vertebrates, receptors for opioid pep-

tides have recently been clearly demonstrated to

be present in the brain as well as in the peripheral

tissues. In addition, recently, they have been

shown to inhibit liberation of transmitters from

nerve-terminals. The role of neuropeptides of this

sort, i.e. endorphins or enkephalins, in modifying

neurally evoked chromatophore responses as local

hormones or neuromodulators has naturally been

postulated. Although being not so reproducible, a

transient aggregation of melanosomes has some-

times been observed in guppy melanophores

(Fujii, unpublished data). A possible interven-

tion of enkephalins in increasing MSH release

from pituitary has been treated elsewhere [75] (cf.

III. A).

Intestinal hormones, such as gastrin and vasoac-

tive intestinal peptide (VIP), and various neuro-

peptides of other kinds, including substance P,

neurotensin and so on, have lately been disclosed

to affect neuronal activities. Further, local hor-

mones of other categories, comprizing angiotensin

II or bradykinin, have also attracted our attention

for their possible modulating influences on chro-

matophore motility. Trials to detect their effects

are therefore desirable, using this typical auto-

nomic effector system.

As early as in 1973, Abramowitz and Chavin

[174] already noted that prostaglandins (PGs) pro-

duced pigment dispersion in melanophores of

black goldfish in vitro. According to them, PGA2

and PGB 2 were the most effective. The presence

of C-9 carbonyl group was thought to be impor-

tant in the PG action. They further speculate that

the PG may induce the response by dissociating a

Ca-ATP complex in the membrane allowing to

serve as a substrate for adenylate cyclase. In view

of the current progress in the PG physiology,

which includes the demonstration on the role of

them as local hormones in a number of autonomic

effectors (PGE 1; PGD2 , PGI2 etc. have been

shown to induce cAMP increase in effector cells),

it is highly probable that these fatty acid analogues

take part in modulating chromatophore control.

Although the sequence of neuro-chromatophore

transmission, leading to chromatosome move-

ments has been clarified to some extent, possible

presynaptic inhibitory or acceleratory mechanisms

for the release of adrenergic (IV. B) as well as

cholinergic transmitters (IV. C) have not been

analysed yet. In consideration of the recent knowl-

edge on the neuro-effector transmission especially

in adrenergic peripheral systems, one may expect

that presynaptic alpha-adrenoceptors (presumably

of alpha2 type) may take part in inhibiting the

liberation of adrenergic chromatosome-aggre-

gating transmitter, while beta-ones presumably

present there may have a reverse effect. In addi-

tion, the involvement of presynaptic adenosine

receptors in blocking transmitter release has also

been assumed.

V. RECEPTOR-MOTILITY TRANSDUCTION

As for the motile mechanisms of the chroma-

tophores themselves, readers can refer to some

relevant review articles [1, 152, 175-177], although

they have still been poorly understood yet. We
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should allude here, however, to the link between

the reception of chemical messengers, i.e. hor-

mones and neurotransmitters, and the actual

mechano-chemical events occurring in the chroma-

tophores.

As described in foregoing sections (III, IV),

hormonal and neurotransmitter substances re-

sponsible for the rapid movements of chroma-

tophores may act on their respective and specific

receptors on the cellular surface membrane. The

receptors of some types may constitute an assem-

bly of regulatory subunits in the adenylate cyclase

system (cf. Fig. 1). When a certain ligand interacts

with its specific receptor, catalytic speed of the

catalytic subunit of the system is either accelerated

or decelerated, probably leading to the increase or

decrease in cyclic adenosine 3', 5'-monophosphate

(cAMP) levels in the cytosol of the chroma-

tophore, respectively. Thus, the second messen-

ger hypothesis originally put forward by Suther-

land and his colleagues [178] may be applicable

also to the control of fish chromatophores.

The cAMP involvement in the signal transduc-

tion in fish chromatophores was first shown by

Novales and Fujii [179], who detected pigment-

dispersing action of cAMP on Fundulus melano-

phores. Since then, there have appeared a number

of papers, in which exogenously applied cAMP,

although rather high concentrations were always

needed, was shown to bring about a discernible

dispersion of chromatosome in the pigmented cells

[87, 169, 170, 180, 181]. In these observations,

however, we can now enumerate some controver-

sial points. For example, Ozato [170] has shown,

working on goldfish erythrophores in culture,

that the minimal effective concentration of cAMP
(10~4 M) was lower than that of dibutyryl cAMP
(10~ 3 M). As is well known, the latter substance is

believed to penetrate the cells more easily than the

former, owing to its less polar property. In

goldfish melanophores, Abramowitz and Chavin

[180] reported that not only cAMP but also cyclic

guanosine 3', 5'-monophosphate (cGMP) added

into bathing media induced the pigment dispersal

although the potency of the latter was lower to

some degree. In addition, Negishi and Obika [87]

have lately shown that dibutyryl analogue of

cGMP was more effective in dispersing cellular

inclusions in Oryzias melanophores and xantho-

phores than cAMP, while the leucosomes in

leucophores were effectively dispersed by cAMP.

On the basis of these results, they have come to a

conclusion that cGMP might be the intracellular

messenger, instead of cAMP, for promoting cen-

trifugal movements of melanosomes as well as of

xanthosomes.

In regard to these problems, an important inter-

pretation has lately been put forward by Oshima

and Fujii [182]. That is, exogenously applied

cAMP may act on adenosine receptors on the

chromatophore membrane, inducing the same

response with that to adenosine or to adenine

nucleotides, including ATP (cf. IV. D). Working

principally on motile iridophores of blue dam-

selfish, they noticed that the blockade of adenosine

receptors with a methylxanthine resulted in the

ineffectiveness of the cyclic nucleotide. Cyclic

GMP was also shown to interact with adenosine

receptors on the iridophore membrane to give rise

to the same response. With the melanophores of

the same species of damselfish, they could also

confirm the acceleration of melanosome dispersion

in response to cAMP. Further, their preliminary

experiments showed the presence of adenosine

receptors even on the membrane of leucophores of

the medaka, Oryzias latipes. As expected, not

only adenosine but cAMP definitely induced the

leucosome dispersion probably interacting with the

same membrane receptors: Methylxanthines

effectively blocked the action of these substances.

Therefore, past descriptions showing the effective-

ness of cAMP or cGMP applied extracellularly

should be assessed even more critically.

Nevertheless, the fact that iontophoretically in-

jected cAMP actually gave rise to a remarkable

dispersion of melanophore pigment [169] clearly

supports the second messenger hypothesis for the

intracellular role of cAMP. The actual detection

by means of radio-immunoassay of the increase in

the cAMP content of Xiphophorus melanoma cells

in culture in response to theophylline [183] may

also provide a proof for the applicability of this

concept. Similar results have been provided by

Miyashita and Fujii [184] on melanophores frac-

tionated from dissociated guppy skin tissues; an

increase in the cAMP content within the cytosol
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was detected in melanophores incubated in a

medium containing alpha-MSH, N6-methyl-

adenosine or 2'-deoxyadenosine. However, part

of their observations seems to be inconsistent with

the current results by Oshima (unpublished data)

that 2'-deoxyadenosine which was reported to

cause an extraordinary increase in the cAMP
content in the foregoing paper had only a slight

effect in dispersing melanosomes or accelerating

clearing response in the blue damselfish melano-

phores or iridophores, respectively (cf. VI. B). In

a recent paper, Miyashita et al. [73] have also

reported that 2-deoxyadenosine had only a little

or no effect on melanophores in inducing melanin

dispersal, while N6-methyladenosine were as effec-

tive as adenosine. It is desired, therefore, that the

responsiveness of the guppy melanophores to 2'-

deoxyadenosine and the change in intracellular

cAMP content produced by the treatment with the

chemical are reconfirmed at this point of time.

Another support for the intracellular role of

cAMP is that methylxanthines, inhibitor sub-

stances of cyclic-nucleotide phosphodiesterase

which catalizes the conversion of cAMP into non-

cyclic inactive form (5'-AMP), had a pigment-

dispersing effect [87, 170, 180, 181, 185]. Even in

motile iridophores, an entirely different sort of

chromatophores in which the saltations of pigmen-

tary inclusions are not observable, methylxan-

thines accelerated their clearing response dose-

dependently [182] (cf. also VI. B). These results

may indicate that pigment dispersion in usual

chromatophores or the clearing response of the

motile iridophores is possibly mediated by the

heightened levels of cytosolic cAMP.
Contrary to the phenomena associated with the

possible increase in the cAMP levels, on the other

hand, those which might be coupled with the

decrease in the nucleotide concentration remain

still to be studied extensively. Thus, whether the

pigment aggregation in response to melatonin,

MCH or to alpha adrenergic stimuli is due to the

decrease in the intracellular cAMP concentration

is quite uncertain yet. Negishi et al. [183], how-

ever, recently showed a significant decrease of

cAMP in epinephrine-treated melanoma cells.

Furthermore, Andersson et al. [128] have just

reported that stimulation of alpha2-adrenoceptors

by norepinephrine was associated with a significant

reduction of the nucleotide content in the melano-

phores. It has found, on the other hand, general

acceptance with most receptor-workers that the

adrenoceptor possessed by the postsynaptic mem-

brane, with some exceptions, is of alpharsubtype.

The alpharadrenoceptors are considered not to be

coupled with adenylate cyclase system, but to be

connected with Ca2
"""-calmodulin regulatory sys-

tem, leading to the activation of several enzymes

such as phosphodiesterase and C-protein kinase.

Thus, also in fish chromatophores, Ca2+ is pre-

sumed to be an important intracellular messenger

in addition to cAMP, though the motility of the

cells per se does not require extracellular presence

of the ions. Recently, Luby-Phelps and Porter

[152] showed that the increase above a certain

level (5 X 10
-6 M) of the ion produced the pigment

aggregation in cultured Holocentrus erythro-

phores. The recent results on the cytochemical

localization of Ca2+ in Oryzias melanophores as

revealed by electron microscope are also consis-

tent with the idea that Ca2+-entry is coupled with

the aggregation of pigment within the chromato-

phores [186]. The similar result was obtained in

platyfish {Xiphophorus maculatus) erythrophores

in culture [187]. Quite recently, working on the

same teleost, we have confirmed the inhibitory

effect of W-7, the representative calmodulin in-

hibitor, on the aggregation of erythrosomes [187].

Oshima et al. [188] also observed that the coloring

response which was shown to be brought about

mediated by alpha-adrenoceptors as mentioned in

section VI-B was blocked by W-7 reversibly in

damselfish iridophores. These results imply the

participation of Ca2+-calmodulin system in the

reaction mediated by alpha-adrenoceptors in tele-

ost chromatophores (cf. Fig. 1). However, as for

the detailed interrelationship among cyclic nu-

cleotides, Ca2+ , calmodulin as the intracellular

Ca2+ mediator [189], and calmodulin-dependent

enzymes including cytocalbins which may have a

role in the so-called "flip-flop" control of cyto-

skeletal protein functions [190], nothing is practi-

cally known until the present. Thus, these prob-

lems will be the subjects for future research.

Among receptor species on chromatophore

membrane, only MSH-specific one has been
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known to require the extracellular presence of

Ca2+ . More exact sequence of the Ca2+-depend-

ence as well as the reason why only the MSH
receptor needs Ca2+ remain to be clarified.

It is generally accepted that, via stimulation of

cAMP-dependent protein-kinase, the heightened

levels of the nucleotide lead to phosphorylating

some proteins involved in the realization of the

cellular responses. In chromatophores, however,

neither the presence, nature nor the localization of

the relevant protein-kinase as well as of their

substrate proteins has not been clarified yet,

although we can rather easily expect some mech-

ano-chemical proteins as the substrates, which are

actually involved in the chromatophore motility.

As candidates, we may now enumerate actin,

tubulin, microtrabecular protein and so forth, as

discussed elsewhere [175, 176].

It is noteworthy to add here that the action of

ligands can be mediated intracellular^ without

active intervention of the electrical activities across

chromatophore membrane, since these substances

could affect quite normally in K +
-rich saline in

which the membrane must be clamped depolarized

[72], If potential fluctuations across chromato-

phore membrane could be detected following

ligand action, these may only be secondary phe-

nomena.

Although relatively little is known on other

kinds of chromatophores than the melanophores,

the same explanation of the cellular mechanisms

may be applied to them, since all of them are

structurally homologous paraneurones derived

from a common ontogenetical origin, i.e. the

neural crest.

VI. CONTROL OF LIGHT-REFLECTING
CHROMATOPHORES

Along with the recent development of the

studies on the light-absorbing chromatophores,

the understanding of light-reflecting cells has also

been deepened. In addition, the methods for

quantifying the response of such cells have been

much improved in recent years, thus enabling us to

provide more persuasive results [149, 191-194]. In

this section, we will deal with the latest results on

the controlling mechanisms of these cell types as

elucidated by current techniques.

A. Leucophores

Light-reflecting chromatophores are commonly

classified into two groups. As the first one, the

leucophore is commonly characterized as the

dendritic cell like the melanophore and other

chromatophores treated above, but contains light-

reflecting globular organelles, the leucosomes.

These organelles move centripetally or centrifugal-

ly within the cells in response to various stimuli.

Several times, the leucophores have been found to

locate just beneath some out of many melano-

phores concentrically in some fish species, e.g. the

killifish Fundulus heteroclitus and the medaka Ory-

zias latipes. In general, the direction of pigment

displacement in leucophores is opposite to that

observable in light-absorbing chromatophores, in-

cluding the melanophores. That is, the leucophore

and the melanophore behave quite oppositely in

response to, for instance, a heightened K+ concen-

tration in their external media [95, 191, 192, 195,

196], catecholamines [95, 197, 198] or to electrical

nervous stimulation [192, 199].

Though the reflected light from the leucophores

was very faint, Fujii and his colleagues succeeded

in recording accurately the response of a single

leucophore to chromatic nervous stimulation

photoelectrically on a dark-field epi-illumination

microscope, by adopting a photomultiplier tube

[192] or a precision photodiode [193] as a photo-

electric transducer. Stimulating tract in the cord,

Iga [199] could also observe leucosome dispersion.

Thus, the cells are apparently under the neuronal

control. Potassium ions were also found to dis-

perse organelles by acting through nervous ele-

ments around the cells, since the ions induced the

response only in innervated leucophores of the

medaka fish [196]. The observations that the

leucosome dispersion was likewise inducible by

norepinephrine or epinephrine in the killifish

(Fundulus heteroclitus) [198] and in the medaka

(Oryzias latipes) [95, 197] support the view that the

leucophores are under the control of adrenergic

nerves.

Iwata et al. [200], making use of a method

developed by themselves to plot alternately the

responses of the melanophores and the leuco-
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phores, examined the nature of the nervous

mechanism controlling those two sorts of chro-

matophores in the wild-type medaka. Monitoring

Ba2+ -induced pulsations of the chromatophores,

they could record motile reactions well synchro-

nized between those two chromatophore species,

but with reversed relationship in terms of the

direction of organelle translocation. By that time,

the pulsation of the chromatophores had been

shown to be due to rather regular, intermittent

chromatic nervous activities [154, 155, 201]. Thus,

the positive correlation observed in the pulsating

phases between the two kinds of cells may definite-

ly indicate that they are supplied with the same

efferent fibers belonging to the same motor unit.

Presence of such a nervous controlling system can

be smoothly understood in view of the existing

ability of the animal to change their hue so rapidly

and effectively.

Examining chromatophores on a scale of the

medaka, Oryzias latipes, Obika [95] found that

leucophores possess adrenoceptors of beta type for

their leucosome dispersion. Soon, Iga et al. [202]

have provided the similar results that the sym-

pathomimetic amines such as isoproterenol dis-

persed leucosomes by acting on the cell directly

and that adrenoceptors mediating this process are

of beta nature. The beta receptors have lately

been characterized to be of the beta] type [97]. In

addition to beta adrenoceptors, those categorized

as alpha type and mediating pigment aggregation

were described on the leucophore membrane in

the same species of teleost, Oryzias, based on the

observations on the material where beta adre-

noceptors had previously been antagonized [203].

Without the blockade, the effect of beta adre-

noceptor stimulation predominates that of alpha

receptor one, resulting in the dispersion of leuco-

somes. Thus, the circumstances seem to be just

opposite to the case of melanophores, in which

alpha adrenoceptors are dominant (IV. B).

Quite recently, Oshima and Fujii (unpublished

data) have found that Oryzias leucophores possess

adenosine receptors on their membrane. Exter-

nally applied adenosine and adenine nucleotides

effectively induced the leucosome dispersion,

which could be interfered with by methylxan-

thines, specific antagonists of adenosine receptors

of R-type [204]. In view of the current finding of

the role of cotransmitter, adenosine, in reversing

rapidly the pigment-motor effect of the true trans-

mitter, norepinephrine, as presented in the neural

regulation of tilapia melanophores [120, 171] (cf.

also IV. D), it seems to be rather irrational that

adenosine acts synergistically with norepinephrine

in giving rise to the centrifugal displacement of the

organelles. Since the rate of the response of leuco-

phores is generally lower if compared with that of

the melanophores, the lack of the quick reversing

mechanism may not be of much inconvenience.

Such a delayed response of light-reflecting chro-

matophores might otherwise have some effect of

ethological significance in live animals. In any-

case, possible roles of the leucophore in the man-

ifestation of subtle and delicate hues of the skin,

and also in protecting subcutaneous tissues from

harmful rays [13] have to be considered hence-

forth.

As for the hormonal regulation of leucophores,

Negishi and Obika [87] and Yamada [88], while

using the popular material, Oryzias, have recently

noted the pigment dispersion to alpha-MSH, in-

dicating the involvement of specific receptors for

the hormone. The latter author has further sug-

gested a possible sulfhydryl requirement for the

action of the hormone. In addition, Oshima and

Fujii [33] have lately confirmed the Ca2+ require-

ment for the MSH action, which had been demon-

strated in other chromatophores of fish (cf. III. A).

So far as the MSH receptors are concerned, there-

fore, the Ca2+-dependence for their transducing

function is of an entirely common characteristic

among chromatophore species.

The presence of melatonin receptors mediating

leucosome aggregation has also been put for-

ward by Obika [95] and Ohta [205]. On the basis

of his observations that caffeine-induced organelle

dispersion was enhanced by melatonin, on the

other hand, Takeyasu [206] holds fast to his opin-

ion that Oryzias leucophores do not have leuco-

some-aggregating melatonin receptors at all.

Unexpectedly melanin-concentrating hormone

(MCH) induced the dispersion of leucosomes (un-

published data). In no cases, did it give rise to the

centripetal movements of pigmentary organelles as

seen in other sorts of chromatophores (III. C).
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Further, the effect became apparent only in the

presence of Ca2+ (unpublished data). These char-

acteristics of the response to MCH resemble well

to those to alpha-MSH. It is thus conceivable that

there may be no MCH-specific receptors in the

leucophores, and that the hormone interacts with

the MSH receptors to induce organelle dispersion,

like MSH does. That is, the direction of leuco-

some movements is not always reversed to that of

light-absorbing chromatophores such as melano-

phores: In both kinds of Oryzias chromatophores,

one may find that, in response to a certain hor-

mone, chromatosomes migrate in the same direc-

tion, i.e. the dispersion to MSH and the aggrega-

tion to melatonin. In view of the effective coop-

eration of light-absorbing and reflecting chromato-

phores in chromatic adaptation of animals, such

responses seem to be rather queer. Thus, the

physiological or ethological meaning of this phe-

nomenon remains to be solved by future studies.

Incidentally, Yamada and Iwakiri [207] detected

recently the positive pigment-dispersing action of

methylxanthines on the leucophores deprived of

nervous supply, suggesting that leucosome dis-

placement may be controlled by changes in in-

tracellular levels of cAMP, like in chromatophores

of other sorts (cf . V). Fundamentally identical con-

clusion had been reached by several researchers

[87, 95, 208]. As yet, on the other hand, the

intracellular role of Ca2+ in the leucosome move-

ment has not been studied in detail. Further

elaborate analyses will certainly provide a more

profound understanding of the mechanisms of the

signal transduction through leucophore mem-
brane. ~"

B. Motile iridophores

The light-reflecting chromatophores belonging

to the other category than the leucophores are the

iridophores. Containing a stack or stacks of large

light-reflecting platelets, they are known to take

part in the manifestation of silvery or whitish

tones, and sometimes metallic colorations of ani-

mals [2, 209]. Being thin crystals predominantly

composed of purines, these platelets themselves

are transparent and colorless, but the pile of them

generates variously toned iridescence through a

phenomenon called "physical" or "structural" col-

oration [210, 211]. The multilayered thin-film in-

terference is its essence. Contrary to the common
chromatophore species of dendritic type, however,

those simply contoured cells have never been

considered to have cellular motility by which they

take active part in changing integumental tone.

Quite recently, however, the iridophores which

are endowed with the cellular motility have been

found in two teleost species; the neon tetra, Para-

cheirodon innesi [212] and the blue damselfish,

Chrysiptera cyanea [213]: The beautiful blue-

green tint of the longitudinal stripe in the neon

tetra, and the brilliant cobalt-blue seen widely over

body surface of the damselfish were shown to be

due to the presence of stacks of reflecting platelets

within iridophores, which arrange themselves just

beneath the epidermis. Further, it was shown

that, in those cells of either species, the distance

between adjoining platelets in the stack may

change, leading to the shift of spectral reflectance

of the skin. In fact, a progressive decrease in the

tonicity of bathing media resulted in a shift of the

reflectance spectra towards longer wavelengths

[212, 213].

Working on the blue damselfish, Oshima et al.

[213] showed that rapid color changes of the skin

observable on various ethological encounters are

certainly due to the rapid motile activities of the

iridophores. That such quick movements of the

round, non-dendritic iridophores are under the

control of sympathetic postganglionic fibers like

other chromatophores has been demonstrated by

Kasukawa et al. [70]. They designated the reac-

tion, in which the cells become reflective to light

rays of longer wavelengths, i.e. from the near-

ultraviolet region up to the green region, as the

"coloring response". The reverse process was

labeled the "clearing response". The coloring re-

sponse is induced either by nervous stimulation or

by adrenergic agonists, being mediated through

alpha adrenoceptors. On the other hand, the

clearing response was accelerated by adenosine,

while it was inhibited by theophylline. It may

safely be assumed, therefore, that adenosine, co-

transmitter, functions to reverse quickly the true

transmitter-induced colored state of the irido-

phores, thus enabling the fish to change the colora-

tion swiftly.
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It was further shown that alpha-MSH, synthetic

salmon MCH and melatonin had no effect on the

damselfish motile iridophores [70]. That is, the

cells may be regulated solely by nerves (Fig. 6).

The instantaneous changes of hue observable in

this species are predominantly due to the existence

of such special chromatic effector cells, exclusively

controlled neuronally. Fine structural features of

the iridophore itself are also smoothly understood

to be well adapted to the extraordinarily rapid

motility [213].

The chromatophore layer in the dermis of this

fish consists of a packed monolayered sheet of the

iridophores and an underlying network of melano-

phores [213]. Thus, the double strata consisting of

iridophores and melanophores may be regarded as

a simple dermal chromatophore unit. Electron

microscope observations revealed that a number of

nervous elements were there innervating both the

iridophores and the melanophores. It was found,

in addition, that some of the presynaptic varicosi-

ties even formed synaptic contacts with those two

cell types at the same time. By making good use of

Reflecting
platele

ridophore 'iZ

Mel anopho^eS ŝM MC"- R
l
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Fig. 6. Diagram showing the controlling organization

for the motile activities of the iridophore and the

melanophore which constitute a simple dermal chro-

matophore unit in the blue damselfish. AS: adeno-

sine, AS-R: adenosine receptor, E: epinephrine,

MCH: melanin-concentrating hormone, MCH-R:
MCH receptor, MSH: melanophore-stimulat-

ing hormone, MSH-R: MSH receptor, MT
melatonin, MT-R: melatonin receptor. NE
norepinephrine, ct-R: alpha-adrenoceptor, /?-R

beta-adrenoceptor.

the simultaneous recording method for light-

absorbing and reflecting chromatophores, fur-

thermore, it was clarified that the coloring re-

sponse of iridophores and pigment-aggregating

response of melanophores to nervous volleys were

well synchronized [70, 194]. These results indicate

that the two types of chromatophores within a

restricted area are innervated by adrenergic fibers

belonging to the same motor unit, like the melano-

phore-leucophore combination in the medaka (cf.

VI. A).

The physiologically active iridophores in the

iridescent stripe of the neon tetra responded to

light [212]. Actually, the color of stripe change in

vivo from green in the daytime to violet-blue at

night. Moreover, the shift to longer wavelengths

of the spectral reflectance was also observed when

the fish was disturbed in the darkness. The irido-

phores in other region of the skin of this animal

were shown to lack the motility, like the usual cells

of this category.

As for the controlling mechanisms for the active

iridophores of the neon tetra, however, only pre-

liminary observations have been made: No color

changes occurred in the stripe of fish kept alive in a

solution containing reserpine, suggesting catechol-

amine involvement in the control of this peculiar

cell type [212]. On the other hand, the light

caused a shift in the spectral reflectance to longer

wave lengths in living fish as well as in isolated skin

tissues. Therefore, further studies should be per-

formed to determine as to whether the light-

entrained color changes are due to the direct effect

on the effectors, or to the indirect one on nervous

components or on endocrine organs, because such

circadian chromatic changes have generally been

attributable to the rhythmic release of the pineal

hormone, melatonin (cf. III. B).

At least in blue damselfish, the motile activity of

the active iridophores is thought to be the function

of the intracellular cAMP levels, like shown in

chromatophores of other sorts [188] (cf. also V).

It was further suggested that microtubular tubulin-

dynein system may be involved in the cellular

motility [188].

We presume that such physiologically active

iridophores may exist at least in fishes closely

related to the two species mentioned above.
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Actually, preliminary surveys on species of dam-

selfish indicated the presence of active iridophores

resembling those of the studied species, Chrysi-

ptera cyanea. In addition, an earlier description

indicates the possible existence of the active light-

reflecting cells in the skin of the male of Fundulus

heteroclitus [214]. Comparative surveys of those

cells may certainly provide a more profound

understanding about the significance of the motile

iridophores in the chromatics of fishes and hope-

fully in other groups of animals.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

As reviewed in this document, a remarkable

progress has been made during the past decade or

two in this area of study on the control of motile

activities of teleostean chromatophores. It is

needless to say that such a progress has largely

been ascribable to the improvement as well as the

development of experimental techniques. Many

of them, the readers can find described in a

pertinent section of each original reference.

Among them, we may enumerate here only a few:

The (immuno-)cytochemical methods at electron

microscopical levels [82], radioimmunoassay of

circulating or deposited hormones [23, 24, 50,

215], accurate methods to assess chromatophore

responses, including a device to record simul-

taneously the responses of both light-absorbing

and -reflecting chromatophores [192-195], radio-

labeled tracer studies on the dynamics of chemical

transmitters [120], autoradiographic localization of

radioligands to chromatophores [131, 132], and

bioluminescence detection of a very small amount

of neuro-cotransmitter, ATP [171], and so forth.

By making good use of those techniques and

further of forthcoming ones by unceasingly de-

veloping technology and inventions sometimes

made by the researchers themselves, the under-

standing in this field of study will steadily be

promoted hereafter.

Teleostean chromatophores are normally under

the control of both endocrine and nervous systems,

as circumstantially dealt with in this record. In

addition, the readers, after getting through the

article, must have been astonished to find that so

many chemical substances, either biogenic or arti-

ficial, affect chromatophores, and that so many of

them actually interact with corresponding recep-

tors on a single chromatophore. Indeed, we are

not aware of the effector cells, excepting those we

have just dealt with, to have so many kinds of

receptors for controlling cellular motility.

The reason why such a large number of receptor

species are existing in a pigment cell may be asked

in the ethological significance of chromatic phe-

nomena in teleosts. That is, the cryptic coloration

as well as the visual communication through color

changes may be of utmost importance for fishes.

They apparently need very exquisite control of

integumental colored units, especially when com-

plicated color patterns are put to use for survival in

a broad sense. These explanations may also be

conformable with the common observations made

hitherto that melanophores usually possess more

receptor species than other cells, because this cell

type commonly plays the most important part in

revealing remarkable and yet subtle changes of

hues or shades as well as of color patterns.

Past ecological or ethological observations re-

lated to chromatic behaviors have mostly been

done by the naked eye, although some were

accompanied by histological or cytological con-

firmation of the states of chromatophores. This

may largely be responsible to the circumstances up

to the present time that the products of physiologi-

cal approaches to the pigment cell systems have

not become familiar yet and have been even more

unaccessible for the researchers engaged in the

behavioral biology. We hope that the descriptions

presented here may afford useful information

about physiological or cell biological bases for

those who are working on the animal chromatics at

organismal levels. It should also be pointed out

here that the pigment cell physiologists must in-

versely further their investigations in due consid-

eration of the ethological significance of the cells

on which they are studying, otherwise the out-

comes of their efforts would be rather meaningless

for the organismal biology.

In the chromatophore system, the comprehen-

sion about the mechanisms of ligand-receptor in-

teraction as well as those of signal transduction

through the cell membrane remains still in a

primitive stage. This is mainly because that the
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system is rather difficult to be approached with

biochemical techniques. On the other hand, a

considerable amount of information is now avail-

able on the related problems in some other effec-

tor systems. In the present stage of investigation,

therefore, we have to make use of these results for

a deeper understanding of the mechanisms in

chromatophores. Thus, the dynamic intracellular

sequences participated in by Ca2+ , calmodulin or

other Ca2+-binding proteins, leading to the chro-

matosome-driving mechano-chemical system, may

certainly be clarified in near future.

In one view, the chromatophore system has

many advantageous characteristics for a more pro-

found understanding of various biological proces-

ses. Perhaps, the fact that, by observing rapidly

responding chromatophores, the influence of a

hormonal substance can easily be pursued under

the microscope may be quoted in the first place.

That a single cell possesses ligand receptors of

several sorts, as mentioned before, may be cited as

another example. The integrating mechanisms for

those plural inputs may thus be studied by investi-

gating a paraneurone of this category. By making

use of those features in this way, many difficult

problems scattered widely in the fields of biology

may be solved with less difficulties. Finally, we

impetuously expect that the knowledges obtained

in the chromatophore controlling system would

facilitate the advances of study on motile mech-

anisms in chromatophores themselves, and further

the elucidation of the motile mechanisms of the

cells in general.
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Membrane Potential Controlling the Initiation of Feeding

in the Marine Dinoflagellate, Noctiluca

Tomoki Nawata 1 and Takao Sibaoka2
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ABSTRACT—Feeding behavior of the unicellular marine alga Noctiluca is induced by replacing the

normal artificial sea water (ASW) with S04
2
~-free ASW. Membrane potential changes were examined

before and during the S04
2~-mediated feeding. Noctiluca cells show a spontaneous, repeating,

transient potential change in the normal ASW. About 80% of the cells immersed in the S04
2_

-free

ASW quickly stopped the spontaneous potential change, and then showed a long-lasting hyperpolarizing

vacuolar potential (hVP). Feeding behavior appeared only when the hVP was — 80 mV or more

negative and lasted for a period of approximately 1 min or more. Both CI
-
(400mM or more) and Ca2+

(1 mM or more) in the S04
2
~-free ASW were needed to induce the hVP and feeding behavior. Mg2+

did not affect the hVP, but the S04
2
~-free ASW of 20mM Mg2+ or less failed to induce the feeding

behavior. The other ions (Na + , K + and H +
) were not needed to induce the hVP and feeding behavior.

Radiotracer experiments revealed that no significant increases in Ca2+ influx were found just before

feeding behavior was induced, but both Ca2+ influx and efflux increased significantly in association with

feeding. A possible ionic basis involved in the initiation of feeding is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The unicellular marine alga, Noctiluca, has an

organella system for feeding. The system consists

of a slender food-gathering tentacle, oral pouch,

cytostome, etc. The feeding behavior of the

organism can be divided into the successive four

steps: First, while the tentacle moves about spon-

taneously, many small food organisms are caught

in a layer of mucus covering the tip of the tentacle.

Secondly, the organisms are brought to the cyto-

stome through the oral pouch by a strong ten-

tacular bending. Thirdly, a vigorous cytoplasmic

streaming occurs and the cytoplasm aggregates

around the cytostome. Finally, the cytostome is

opened, perhaps by contractions in the aggregated

cytoplasm, and the food organisms are ingested

into the food vacuole by phagocytosis [1, 2]. We
can regard the third step as the initiation of

feeding.
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Electrophysiological events involved in the in-

itiation of feeding have not yet been examined,

because the feeding of Noctiluca was inhibited by

insertion of microelectrodes, even when many

food organisms were supplied in a medium. We
reported recently that the removal of extracellular

sulfate ions (S04
2-

) quickly induces the second

and third steps of the feeding behavior in almost all

cells, except for those lacking the organella feeding

system [1]. In this case, the presence of CI
-

, Ca
2+

and Mg2+ was indispensable in the medium.

Extension-flexion tentacular movements of Noc-

tiluca have been found to be regulated by mem-
brane excitation [3, 4]. The observation of the

strong tentacular bending toward the cytostome

suggests that the initiation of feeding is mediated

by the change in membrane excitation. On the

other hand, the cytoplasmic streaming observed at

the beginning of S04
2_

-mediated feeding seems to

resemble the cytoplasmic movements in Amoeba
and Physarum, especially with respect to the ionic

requirements. Many investigators show that a

particular rise of intracellular Ca2+ and/or Mg2+

concentrations is required for the cytoplasmic

movements of these two organisms [5-8].
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The purpose of the present study is to examine

the effects of external S04
2

, CI", Ca2+ and Mg2 +

on the membrane excitation and especially the role

of Ca2+ in S04
2~-mediated feeding.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Organisms

Cultures of Noctiluca miliaris and Dunaliella

tertiolecta (a marine green alga) as food of the

former were described previously [9], but in the

present culture artificial sea water instead of

natural sea water was used. The Noctiluca cells

were used 10-14 days after being transferred to the

new culture medium. They were quasi-spherical,

ranging from 400 to 600 jum in diameter. The

major portion of the cellular volume is occupied by

a floatation vacuole. The postero-ventral cell sur-

face is deeply incised in a wedge shape and forms

the oral pouch of about 180 /urn in depth. Cyto-

stome, which opens like a slit during the ingestion

of food, is in the deepest part of the oral pouch and

near the globular-shaped perinuclear cytoplasmic

mass (see photo a in Fig. 6). Fine radial cytoplas-

mic strands traverse radially the floatation vacuole

from the cytoplasmic mass to the thin peripheral

cytoplasmic layer. Just before feeding behavior

occurs the cytoplasmic strands and mass stream

toward the cytostome, and aggregate in a spindle-

shape around it (see photo b in Fig. 6). A food-

gathering tentacle of about 300 //m in length

projects from the soma at one end of the oral

pouch. More detailed descriptions can be found

elsewhere [1, 10].

Media

The artificial sea water (ASW) used as a

standard bathing medium for the present experi-

ments contains 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM KC1, 10 mM
CaCl 2 , 20 mM MgCl 2 , 30 mM MgS04 and 5 mM
Tris-HCl buffer (pH8.0). Cells were kept in the

ASW for at least 6hr before use. The medium

used for the experimental induction of feeding

(induction sea water, ISW) is a S0 4
2
~-free ASW.

MgS04 in the ASW was replaced with MgCl 2 . The

effects of Cr, Ca2+ and Mg2+ in ISW on

membrane potentials were examined by decreas-

ing the concentrations of each. Cl~ and Mg2+

were replaced with N0 3
~ and Na +

, respectively.

A decrease in Ca2+ was made by deleting CaCl 2

from the ISW. The Ca2+-free ISW contained

residual Ca2+ of about 10 //M, as measured with

an atomic absorption spectroscope. In certain

experiments, Ca2+-free ISW plus 0.1 mM EGTA
(ethylene glycol bis (/?-aminoethyl ether)-N, N'-

tetraacetate; a Ca2+ chelating agent) was used to

avoid the participation of the residual Ca2+ . This

medium contains approximately 1X10" 8 M of

free Ca2+ [11].

Electrical measurements

An experimental vessel (0.5 ml capacity) was

equipped with inlet and outlet tubes to exchange

the bathing medium. Medium exchange took

about 15 sec. The vessel was set on the stage of an

inverted microscope (X100) at 19-23°C. Before

insertion of microelectrodes, the cells were held

temporarily on the end of a glass pipette (100-^m

inner diameter) by means of slightly diminished

pressure. Membrane potentials were measured

through a 3 M-KCl-filled glass capillary microelec-

trode, the tip of which was usually put into the

vacuole. We refer to them, therefore, as vacuolar

potentials (VPs). The VPs were recorded with a

pen-writing chart recorder (WR 3001, Graphtec

Co., Ltd.) through an FET-input voltage follower

preamplifier.

Membrane resistances were measured in the

conventional way; a constant current pulse was

delivered through a second microelectrode in-

serted into the vacuole and the resulting electroto-

nic potential drops were recorded.

Calcium flux measurements

In these experiments, first many cells were

gathered from some culture dishes. Measurements

of Ca2+ uptake were started by immersing them

in
45Ca2+-containing ASW or ASWs of different

S04
2 ~ concentrations. The specific radioactivity

was 0.027 pmol/cpm. About 30 cells were taken

out of the radioactive media every one minute, and

washed quickly 5 times, each time with 2 ml of

unlabeled medium. They were then put into a vial

containing 5 ml of a toluene: nonion (3:7, by

volume)- based scintillation fluid (containing 20
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mg PPO) together with 20-//1 washing medium.

Then the vial was shaken vigorously to disrupt the

cells and stored about 4 hr at 4°C to minimize

chemiluminescence. The last 20-^1 washing

medium without cells was used for measuring the

background radioactivity. Radioactivity was deter-

mined with a Packerd 3310 Tri-Carb scintillation

spectrophotometer.

In order to measure Ca2+ release, we previously

kept many cells in ASW containing
45Ca2+ (7.2

/ud/m\) for two days. They were washed well with

unlabeled ASW. Some of them were used to

determine the radioactivity of the cell interior

before Ca2+-release treatment. The rest of the

cells was used to measure the release of
45Ca2+ .

After the cells were kept in ASWs of different

S04
2_

concentrations for lOmin, they were

washed three times, each time with 2 ml of

unlabeled ASW and then their radioactivities were

counted. An amount of
45Ca2+ released from the

cells was calculated from the decrements in radio-

activity of the cells before and after
45Ca2+-release

treatment.

RESULTS

VPs recorded in ASW
The VPs of Noctiluca cells change spontaneously

and recurrently in various manners. We describe

here the VPs recorded in ASW to compare them

with those in ISW.

The first negative potential shift could usually be

seen a few minutes after insertion of the microelec-

trodes. From then on, the VPs began to change

spontaneously. For the first few minutes the regu-

lar pattern of the VPs was similar to that of the

basic tentacle-regulating potential (TRP) observed

by Eckert and Sibaoka [3] (Fig. 1A). The VPs

showed a transient hyperpolarization (TR spike)

every one cycle. The TR spike appeared rapidly

at a level of —20 to — 30 mV, reached —75 to

—85 mV at its peak and returned to a quasi-stable

d.c. level of —40 to — 60 mV (post-spike level).

When the post-spike level increased positively and

exceeded a threshold of about — 40 mV, the VPs

shifted to the pre-spike level. The duration of one

cycle generally was 3-15 sec.

As shown in the successive recordings (Fig.

1B-D), the pattern of VPs deviated from the basic

one. Various patterns of the VPs could be seen,

but the peak values and time-course of TR spikes

were almost similar to those of the basic one (see

each of the lower traces in Fig. 1). No feeding

could be found as long as the VPs, particularly the

TR spikes, change in this manner.

VPs recorded in ISW

When the ASW in the experimental vessels was

replaced with ISW, the pattern of VPs changed

drastically and the vigorous cytoplasmic streaming

occurred. The changes in the pattern of the VPs

can be classified into three types (Fig. 2). In

type A (Fig. 2A) the VP stopped the rhythmic

changes to keep the post-spike level (about —50
mV), then suddenly hyperpolarized to — 90 mV,
and kept a very stable d.c. level at —80 mV. The

hyperpolarizing potential level was usually main-

tained for 3 to 7 min without any significant

potential fluctuations. The strong tentacular bend-

ing lasted during the membrane hyperpolarization.

Cytoplasmic streaming occurred after approx-

i-WWmmm+wjm»»
7-100L AAA 1

12
£ Or

1zsec

___Ur_

—

__U^T1- _ _ _1/"T~7_ _ ___V^T 80mV
-WO1- 0.2 sec

Fig. 1. Recordings of VP observed in ASW. The beginning of each upper trace (A-D) is 190,

270, 345 and 495 sec, respectively, after electrode insertion. A shows a basic oscillation of

VP and B-D show the various deviations from the basic oscillation. Hyperpolarizing spikes

(TR spikes) indicated by arrowheads are shown in each lower trace at a higher sweep rate

(X60).
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0.
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Fig. 2. Three typical recordings of VP observed before, during and after the ASW
was replaced with ISW. The replacement was made in the period between the two

arrows. Cytoplasmic streaming started at the point indicated by asterisks. The

lower trace of A is continued from the upper trace. The lower traces of B and C
are the higher sweep recordings of parts bracketed in each upper trace.

imately one minute (induction time). About 80%
of the cells examined showed a VP of this type.

The rest of the cells examined continued the

spontaneous potential changes. In type B (Fig.

2B) the VP showed a high frequency oscillation

and a train of prolonged TR spikes without the

post-spike level (see the high sweep trace). Both

the peak values of the prolonged TR spikes and

the pre-spike level were not affected. In typeC

(Fig. 2C) the VP showed a fairly complicated

fluctuation and contained the prolonged TR spikes

with an extreme shortening of the pre-spike level

(see the 2nd and 3rd depolarizations in the higher

sweep trace). When VPs of type B or C occurred,

the tentacle bent gradually and strongly toward the

cytostome as the tentacle repeated a small bending

in response to each TR spike. In both cases the

induction time of cytoplasmic streaming was

approximately one minute.

From comparisons between the VPs in ISW and

those in ASW, the removal of external S04
2 ~

appears to cause a long-lasting hyperpolarization

or prolonged TR spike to the VPs. Such a

hyperpolarized VP is hereafter referred to as hVP.

VP and current-evoked cytoplasmic streaming

To examine the relationship between the hVPs

and the initiation of cytoplasmic streaming, we

controlled the VPs by current injection of various

modes. All experiments were done in ASW. The

hVPs similar to type A as shown in Figure 2A were

induced by an injection of inward current (bath to

vacuole). The current intensity was regulated

manually as the resulting VPs were monitored.

The cytoplasmic streaming could be found when

the VP was kept for the induction time at each

level, ranging from —80 to — HOmV (Fig. 3A).

The time became shorter with the increased

negativity of the VPs. Cytoplasmic streaming was

not induced when the hyperpolarization was less

than -80 mV. In the case of a VP of - 120 mV or

more negative, the perinuclear cytoplasmic mass

was found to disperse into the vacuole.

The hVPs similar to type B as shown in Figure

2B were induced by injecting a train of inward

current pulses (Fig. 3B and C). The VP was
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Fig. 3. Electrical induction of cytoplasmic streaming. A shows the relation between vacuolar

negativity (abscissa) and the induction time of cytoplasmic streaming (ordinate). B shows

a recording when VP was repeatedly kept at — 100 mV by injection of inward current

pulses. The lower trace is the current monitor. The ratio of pulse duration (D) to interval

(T) is expressed as duty ratio (D/T). C shows the relation between different duty ratios

and induction time. The VP was repeatedly kept at — 100 mV. The data represent the

mean (solid circles) and standard deviation (bars).

— 100 mV when the current was injected. Pulse

duration (D) was changed against pulse interval

(T), ranging from 0.1 to 20 sec. Cytoplasmic

streaming was induced in the D/T range of 0.2 to

1.0 and the induction time was 50 sec. When the

ratio was 0.1 or less, the induction time became

longer and some cells did not respond.

Ionic dependence of h VPs

All experiments were started after the hVPs of

type A were induced by immersing the cells into

ISW. The effects of ions in the ISW on the hVPs

were examined by decreasing the ionic concentra-

tions stepwise. Cells were immersed in each test

medium for about 3min, as shown in Figure 4.

Na +
, K+ and H+

: The hVPs were not affected

even if about 90% of Na + was replaced with

choline ions. The deletion of K+ and pH variation

(6 to 11) also had no effects.

Cl~: A typical recording is shown in Figure 4.

1
r"a. -100L

Zjmmmd Ub^
-500
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>
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-
B 1-300

XJ

pUJUjOJULLJ-Jd^E^
-100L * L200 3 t-MO

Fig

WOmV
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4. A long recording of VP when the concentration of CI" in the ISW was decreased

stepwise. Parts with no remarkable changes are omitted from the trace for one or two

minutes. Figures on the trace are the Cl~ concentrations (mM) and the arrows indicate

the points when the media were replaced. Potential changes marked a-e are shown by the

higher sweep trace in the lower panel.
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When the external Cl~ concentration ([Cl~] ) was

decreased to 500 mM from 630 mM (that in ISW)

the hVPs depolarized by about 20 mV, then

showed a train of prolonged TR spikes similar to

type B (a in Fig. 4). In concentrations in the range

400-630 mM [Cl
_

]
the hVPs, which exceeded

— 80 mV at their peaks, could be found (b in Fig.

4). But the frequency of occurrence of their spikes

was low. In concentration of 300 mM or less the

hVP disappeared and their peak values decreased

with the decrease in [Cl~] (c, d, and e in Fig. 4).

Cytoplasmic aggregation could be seen only in the

range of 400 to 630 mM [CI
-

],,.

The average peak values of the hVP increased

negatively with a slope of about 40 mV per 10-fold

increase in [Cl~] , ranging from 100 to 500 mM, as

shown in Figure 5A. This suggests that the mem-

brane permeability of Cl~ dominates at these

peaks. On the other hand, the hVPs at 630 mM
[Cr] were smaller (2.5-7.5 mV) than those of

each curve extrapolated to 630 mM [CP] .

Ca2+ : The long-lasting hVPs kept on produc-

ing in the range of 1 to 10 mM [Ca2+
]

(Fig. 5B).

But the hVPs increased negatively with a slope of

about 10 mV per 10-fold decrease in [Ca
2+

]
.

With a decrease to 0.3 mM [Ca2+
]

or less, the TR
spikes similar to those in ASW were produced, and

the cytoplasmic aggregation could not be seen.

Mg2+ : The long-lasting hVPs were produced

without any changes in the entire range of [Mg2+
]

examined (Fig. 5C). In spite of the hVPs, cyto-

plasmic aggregation could not be seen in 20 mM
[Mg2+

]
or less.

Membrane resistance (Rm ) was measured in

ASW and ISW. Rm in ASW was about 1.8

Mf2 at the pre-spike level and about 3.5 Mfl at the

post-spike level. On the other hand, Rm in ISW
was about 0.3 MO during the hVPs (inset figures in

Fig. 5) and was appreciably lower than that in

ASW. Lowering of [Mg2+
]
had the curious effect

of decreasing the Rm in proportion to the logarith-

mic decrease of [Mg2+
]

(Fig. 5C).

>
E

Q.

>

-KW-

400 500 W 20 30 50

(Mgl-mM

Fig. 5. Dependence of VP and membrane resistance (R,„) on CI
-

(A), Ca2+ (B) and Mg2 +

(C) concentrations. Data obtained from five cells are shown in each ion. Average peak

values of TR spikes (O), prolonged TR spikes (3), and a long-lasting hyperpolarization

(#) are shown. Curve a in A is obtained from the cell shown in Fig. 4. Rm is measured

during the long-lasting hyperpolarization.
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Current-evoked cytoplasmic streaming in CI - and

Ca2+-deficient ISW

We could find neither hVPs nor the cytoplasmic

streaming, in ISW of 300 mM [Cl~] or less, or

1 mM [Ca
2+

]n or less (Fig. 5). To examine whether

external CI or Ca2+ is required to produce the

cytoplasmic streaming itself or not, we injected

inward currents in the cell to keep the VP at the

hVP level (
— 85 to —95 mV) in a similar way to

that described above (Fig. 3).

In CP-free ISW normal cytoplasmic streaming

and cytoplasmic aggregation around the cytostome

were induced (Fig. 6A and c).

Experiments were also carried out in Ca2+ -

deficient ISW, ranging from 100 to less than 0.01

/uM. It was possible to produce the cytoplasmic

streaming in all these media (Fig. 6B). The cur-

rent-evoked streaming was almost similar to that

induced in ASW, in respect to the velocity of

streaming and the current intensity injected for

keeping the VP at -85 to -95 mV. But a large

part of the cytoplasm streamed toward the distal

end of the apical trough, but not the cytostome.

Consequently, the cytoplasmic aggregation could

be seen at the apical trough rather than around the

cytostome (Fig. 6B and d).

Ca2+ uptake and release in ASW and ISW

The time-course of
45Ca2+ uptake for 10 min is

shown in Figure 7. The first sampling was done

one minute after exposing the cells to the radioac-
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6. Current-evoked cytoplasmic streaming in CI - (A) or CaJ+ -deficient (B) ISWs. Abscissa shows the

intensity of inward currents that was injected to keep the VP between —85 and —95 mV and to evoke the

cytoplasmic streaming. In each experiment 6-10 cells were used. The data represent the mean (circles) and

standard deviation (bars). Photo a shows the cell in ASW before current injection and photos b, c and d show

the current-evoked cytoplasmic aggregation in ASW, in Cl~-free ISW and in ISW of approximately 10~ 8M
Ca2+ , respectively. The two microelectrodes inserted into the vacuole are for current injection and the VP
monitor, gem stands for globular-shaped cytoplasmic mass, scm for spindle-shaped cytoplasmic mass (after

response), tn for tentacle, op for oral pouch, cy for cytostome, and at for apical trough.
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tive ASW and ISW. Their radioactivities were less

than 3 cpm/cell in both media. This initial increase

in radioactivity may be due to adsorption of
45Ca2+

on the cell surface. Almost no changes in the

radioactivity were seen for the next two minutes.

By this time the cytoplasm of all cells in ISW had

already aggregated around the cytostome, i.e., the

cells had been in the feeding behavior. From

4min after the exposure, significant increases in

45Ca2+ uptake could be found in both media. The

rate of uptake was linear, so the amount of Ca2+

entering the cells can be calculated from the slope

of each curve, the specific radioactivity in the

media and the average value of cell surface area

(ca. 1 X 10
-2 cm2

). The Ca2+ influx calculated was

0.068 in ASW and 0.126 pmol/cm2
/sec in ISW.

The 45Ca2+ uptake and release for 10 min were

measured in ASWs of different S04
2_

concentra-

tions (Fig. 8). The values of Ca2+ influx were

obtained by a calculation similar to the one above.
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Fig. 7. Time-course of
45Ca2+ uptake in ASW (open

circles) and ISW (three closed symbols). Each

measurement was made three times. The data in

ASW present the mean value of the three measure-

ments. The three arrows between one and two

minutes show the time when almost all cells in ISW
started cytoplasmic streaming.
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Fig. 8. Changes of Ca2+ influx and efflux with decreasing external S04

2 ~ concentrations. The
Ca2+ efflux is represented as relative values to that in ASW (30 mM S04

2 ~).

On the other hand, the values of Ca2+ efflux

(release) are represented in terms of the relative

values to that in 30 mM [SO 4
2 "] (that in ASW).

Both the Ca2+ influx and efflux increased by a

factor of two to three only in the range of to

3mM [SO 4
~~]

. Cytoplasmic streaming is induced

only in this [SO4
2 ~] range, as previously reported

[!]

DISCUSSION

Feeding behavior of the unicellular marine alga,

Noctiluca, is mediated by cytoplasmic streaming.

It can be induced by a removal of external S04
2_

[1]. The present study showed that the S04
2_

-

mediated cytoplasmic streaming is triggered by

membrane potential changes. In the normal arti-

ficial sea water (ASW) the vacuolar potential of

Noctiluca cells changes spontaneously and tran-

siently (Fig. 1), and this potential change (referred

to as TRP) regulates the extension-flexion cycle of

the food-gathering tentacle [3,4], When S04
2_

was removed from the ASW, in many cells the

TRP was drastically changed to show a long-lasting
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hyperpolarizing vacuolar potential (hVP) (Fig. 2).

After one minute or more of such a membrane

hyperpolarization, vigorous cytoplasmic streaming

took place. The cytoplasmic streaming was fol-

lowed by the initiation of feeding.

Very little is known about the ionic basis of the

TRP observed in ASW. Recently, Oami [12]

revealed using a voltage clamp technique that the

spike component consisting of the TRP (TR spike)

is produced by a transient increase in membrane

permeability for CI . The peak value of the TR
spike was close to the equilibrium potential for Cl~

(ca. — 90 mV) as determined by the measurement

of the Cl~ reversal potential. This finding shows

that the Noctiluca cell has Cl~ channels. The

long-lasting hVP observed in this study, also, was

close to the equilibrium potential for Cl~ (Fig.

5A). Therefore, the hVP is possibly produced by

the activation of Cl~ channels for a long period.

The removal of external S0 4
2 ~ might affect the

inactivation process of the Cl~ channels, and

consequently the channels might keep open for a

longer period. To generate the hVP, furthermore,

the cell required the presence of ImM Ca2+ or

more in the medium (Fig. 5B). A Ca2+-dependent

Cl~ potential has been observed in the immature

Xenopus oocyte [13].

The external Mg2+ seems to have some different

effects on the cell membrane from those of CI

and Ca2+ , because the hVP is not affected and

because the membrane resistance decreased loga-

rithmically with the decrease of Mg2+ concentra-

tion (Fig. 5C). But the effects on membrane

potential are still unclear.

On the other hand, the cytoplasmic streaming of

Noctiluca cells apparently resembles that of

Amoeba and Physarum. The regulation of their

cytoplasmic streaming is thought to be mediated

by changes in intracellular Ca2+ concentrations

[5-8]. It is highly possible that a similar mechanism

controls the cytoplasmic streaming of Noctiluca

cells caused by the membrane hyperpolarization.

But the increase in Ca2+ uptake could not be

found just before the cytoplasmic streaming starts

(Fig. 7). Although the rate of both Ca2+ uptake

and release was two to three times greater in ISW

than in ASW (Fig. 8), this shows that the increased

Ca2+ influx is balanced by a corresponding efflux.

Thus, significant changes in intracellular Ca2+

concentration could not be detected with a radio-

tracer. Further, it was possible to induce cytoplas-

mic streaming even in the ISW containing approx-

imately 1 X 10" 8M of Ca2+ , when the VP was kept

at the level of hVP by current injection (Fig. 6B).

These findings suggest that the external Ca2+ is not

required for the cytoplasmic streaming itself. In

this case, any changes in the intracellular Ca2+

concentration must be brought about by a Ca2+

release from some intracellular Ca2+-storage sites

into the cytosol. As such storage sites, mitochon-

dria, endoplasmic reticulum, Ca2+-binding sites of

the plasma membrane and vacuole have been

pointed out in Amoeba proteus and Physarum

polycepharum [6, 14, 15]. One of the candidates in

Noctiluca cells might be the floatation vacuole

containing about 6 mM of Ca2+ [9].

When cytoplasmic streaming was induced in

Ca2+-free ISW by current injection, the cytoplas-

mic aggregation could mainly be found at the

position of the apical trough away from the

cytostome (Fig. 8d). This observation implies that

the external Ca2+ is required to produce the

cytoplasmic aggregation around the cytostome.

Nuccitelli et al. [16] have detected a local electrical

current that enters the amoeba tail continuously.

The local current was carried at least in part by

external Ca2+ and played a part in the tail

movements. If in Noctiluca cells the external

Ca2
"""-dependent local electrical current could also

be observed only around the cytostome, the role of

external Ca2+ would be more clear.
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Time-Resolved X-Ray Diffraction Studies of Frog Skeletal

Muscle during a Twitch under Various

Mechanical Conditions
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ABSTRACT—Time-resolved studies on the equatorial X-ray diffraction pattern from frog skeletal

muscle were made during twitches under various mechanical conditions to give information about the

dynamic properties of the cross-bridges responsible for muscle contraction. During an afterloaded

isotonic twitch, the intensity ratio of 1,0 and 1, 1 reflections (I 1-0/I til ) first decreased to a minimum
value, and then started to return towards the resting value while the isotonic shortening was still in

progress. The minimum value of I, /Ii, i
attained during afterloaded twitches under moderate loads did

not differ significantly from that attained during isometric twitches. During afterloaded twitches under

small loads (<0.05 P ), the minimum value of IiV^li was about two times larger than that during

isometric twitches. The isovolumic behaviour of the myofilament lattice was observed in actively

shortening muscles. During twitches under inertial loads, IiVIi.i decreased to a minimum value at the

early shortening phase, and started to return rapidly towards the resting value; the time when Ii,o/Ii,i

was minimum roughly corresponded with that when the force was maximum. Based on the above

results, the factors affecting the values of Ii,o/Ii,i during muscle shortening are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
detectors and more intense X-ray sources has

made it possible to investigate the structural

Although it is generally believed that muscle changes taking place during contraction by the

contraction results from the cyclic interaction of technique of time-resolved X-ray diffraction [5].

the projections on the thick filaments, i.e. the When frog skeletal muscle contracts isometrical-

cross-bridges, with the sites on the thin filaments, ly, marked changes are known to take place in the

the molecular mechanism of contraction still re- two prominent equatorial reflections (1,0 and 1, 1)

mains a matter for debate and speculation [1-4]. arising from the hexagonal lattice of the thick and

Since the muscle proteins are assembled in a thin filaments; during the development of

regular manner in the thick and thin filaments isometric force, the intensity of 1,0 equatorial

which in turn constitute a regular hexagonal reflection (I10 ) decreases while that of 1, 1 reflec-

lattice, the X-ray diffraction diagrams are extreme- tion (I
ln x ) increases, each by a factor of two [6-9].

ly informative in studying these structures in living As the 1,0 plane consists only of the thick

muscle. Recent development of improved X-ray filaments while the 1,1 plane consists of both the

thick and thin filaments in the ratio of 1:2, these
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gesting that the attachment of the cross-bridges to

the thin filaments is an essential prerequisite for

the isometric force generation. This result has

been confirmed by other investigators with similar

techniques [12, 13]. The equatorial reflections

have also been recorded during isotonic shortening

[14, 15].

The present experiments were undertaken to

study the dynamic properties of the cross-bridges

in more detail by recording the intensity changes of

the equatorial reflections during twitches under

various mechanical conditions, including the

shortening under various isotonic and inertial

loads. Preliminary accounts of this work have

already appeared [13, 16].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimen preparation

All experiments were performed with freshly

dissected sartorius muscles from the bullfrog Rana

catesbeiana. The muscle was mounted vertically in

an experimental chamber with two Mylar windows

to pass X-rays through the middle of the muscle.

The pelvic end of the muscle was clamped to a

steel rod extending from a force transducer, while

the tibial end was connected to the lever of a

displacement transducer with a jeweller's chain

(Fig. 1). The lever was initially fixed in position to

keep the muscle isometric, the initial sarcomere

length being adjusted to 2.2-2.4 jum by the diffrac-

tion pattern of He-Ne laser light unless otherwise

stated. The chamber contained a multi-electrode

assembly consisting of eight platinum wires con-

nected as alternate anodes and cathodes. The

muscle was stimulated with supramaximal rec-

tangular current pulses of 2-5 msec duration.

Oxygenated Ringer solution (115 mM NaCl, 2.5

mM KC1, 1.8 mM CaCl2 ; pH adjusted to 7.2 by

NaHC03 ) was constantly circulated through the

chamber with a peristaltic pump. The temperature

of the solution was kept 2-4°C with a thermoelec-

tric device (Yamato, Coolnix).

The force transducer was a strain gauge (U-

gage, Shinko Tsushin, Tokyo). Its compliance and

natural frequency of oscillation were about 1 //m/g

and 150 Hz respectively. The displacement trans-

L1 rf?\ L2

Mechanical

Ground

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of experimental arrange-

ment. The pelvic end of the sartorius muscle prepa-

ration P was clamped to the force transducer F,

while the tibial end was connected to one lever arm

Lj of the displacement transducer D with a jewel-

ler's chain. The muscle was stimulated by current

pulses given through eight Pt wires connected as

alternate anodes and cathodes. In the case of

isometric contractions, the lever was fixed in posi-

tion with stops S, and S2 . In the case of afterloaded

isotonic twitches, the muscle was connected to L^ at

6cm from the pivot, and S] was removed to allow

the muscle to shorten under a load imposed by a

weight W attached to the opposite lever arm L2 at

1 cm from the pivot. In the case of twitches against

inertial loads, the muscle was connected to Lj at

2 cm from the pivot, while W was attached to L2 at

6cm from the pivot. Mechanical ground links the

elements with a common base. Precooled solution

enters into the chamber at I, and flows past the

muscle to the exit O as indicated by arrows.

ducer consisted of an alminium lever, which had

two arms of equal length (7 cm) and was pivoted

on bearings (equivalent mass, about 300 mg). A
differential transformer (demodulation frequency,

5.5 kHz, Shinko Tsushin, Tokyo) sensed the lever

angle.

Experimental procedures

Isometric twitches and tetani As shown in

Figure 1, the lever with arms L] and L 2 was fixed in

position with stops S] and S2 , and the length of the

muscle P connected to Li was varied with a

manipulator carrying the displacement transducer

D. Isometric twitches or tetani were produced by

stimulating the muscle with single or repetitive

(30 Hz) pulses. The extent of internal shortening
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of the muscle against the tendons and the whole

recording system including the connections be-

tween the muscle and the transducers was esti-

mated to be less than 1.5% of the initial muscle

length under the maximum isometric force PQ

(350-500 g).

Afterloaded isotonic twitches The muscle was

connected to Lj at 6 cm from the pivot, while a

weight W was attached to L2 at 1 cm from the pivot

to serve as an isotonic load. The stop Si was

removed to allow the muscle to shorten when

stimulated with a single supramaximal pulse. The

amount of isotonic load ranged from 0.02 to 0.30

P at the beginning of experiments.

Twitches under inertial loads The muscle was

connected to Lj at 2 cm from the pivot, while a

weight W was attached to L2 at 6 cm from the

pivot. The stop Si was also removed. In this

condition, W served as an inertial load because of

its large moment of inertia. Thus, when the

muscle was stimulated with a single pulse, the

force exerted by the muscle continued to rise after

the beginning of muscle shortening to reach a

peak, and then started to decay while the shorten-

ing was still in progress (see Fig. 9). The amount

of load was chosen such that the initial force peak

ranged from 0.3 to 0.5 Pa .

In all experiments, muscle shortening took place

within the range of lengths where the resting force

was negligible.

Time-resolved X-ray diffraction technique

X-rays were obtained from a Rigaku RU-200

and a Rigaku RU-1,000 (Rigaku Denki, Tokyo)

rotating anode generators with a fine focus (IX

0.1mm, take off angle 6°) on a copper target.

They were operated at 40 kV and 30 mA and at

50 kV and 65 mA respectively. A 6 cm long, gold-

coated glass mirror was placed at 16 cm from the

focus. The curved monochrometer was of Johan

type, and employed a 3°-cut germanium crystal

(111 plane) bent to a radius of 144 cm. The mono-

chrometer was positioned at 26.5 cm from the

X-ray source to give a focus at 41 cm from its

center. The specimen-to-detector distance was 36

cm.

The intensity distribution of the X-rays scattered

perpendicular to the muscle longitudinal axis

(equatorial diffraction pattern) was recorded by a

linear position-sensitive proportional counter [17]

using an external delay line for position sensing.

The detector was filled with a xenon mixed gas

(90% Xe plus 10% C02 ) at 2.6 atm providing a

linear spatial resolution of less than 0.15 mm and a

detection efficiency of 78% for CuK X-rays. The

output of the detector was fed into a data

collection system [17]; the whole period of data

collection (1 sec) was divided into 40 phases of

25 msec duration unless otherwise stated, and the

data in each phase were stored in the correspond-

ing separate memory segment to be displayed on

an X-Y plotter for analysis (see Fig. 7). To obtain

reasonable photon statistics for each phase, twitch-

es and the data collection were repeated 120-150

times at 10 sec intervals.

Data analysis

The integrated intensities of the 1,0 and 1,1

equatorial reflections (Ilj0 and IXj i) for each of the

40 phases were obtained by measuring the area

under the peaks of a diffraction pattern (see

Fig. 7), the background level under each peak

being drawn by eye. Both I, and IM were taken

as the mean value of the intensities on the left and

right sides of the diffraction pattern.

RESULTS

Experiments under isometric conditions

Figure 2 is an example of the change in the

intensity ratio I], /Ii,i during an isometric twitch.

In agreement with previous reports [10-12, 18],

the intensity ratio started to decrease on stimula-

tion, reached a minimum level during the rising

phase of isometric force, and started to return to

the resting value after the beginning of relaxation.

Similar results were obtained on four other mus-

cles studied. The value of Ii,o/Ii,i before stimula-

tion was 2.24+ 0.12 (mean + S.D., n= 6), while it

decreased to the minimum value of 0.52 + 0.05 (n

=6) during isometric twitches. The extent of

decrease in the peak twitch force after repeated

twitches was 12-15%.

Since the muscle changes its length in the

experiments to be described later, the effect of
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Fig. 2. Time course of the change in I, /I
, t

during an isometric twitch. Twitches

were repeated 120 times. The initial sarcomere length was 2.4 //m. Curves a

and b show the force changes in the first and the 120th twitches respectively.

sarcomere length on the minimum value of Ii, /Ii,i

for isometrically contracting muscle was examined

(Fig. 3). The data points were obtained from

different muscles; each muscle was tetanized ten

times with 1.5 sec trains of pulses at 20 Hz with an

interval of 1-2 min, so that the total period of data

collection during the plateau phase of tetani was

more than 10 sec. In agreement with previous

reports [7, 15, 19], the minimum value of Ii,o/Ii,i

1-0r

I 05
•-"• • •

2.0 2.2 2.4

Sarcomere length ( urn )

Fig. 3. Relation between 1 1 (>/1 1 i
for isometrically con-

tracting muscle and sarcomere length. The data

points were obtained from different muscles. Each

muscle was tetanized 10 times with 1.5 sec train of

pulses at 20 Hz with an interval of 1-2 min. The line

was fitted to the data points by the method of least

squares.

decreased with decreasing sarcomere length.

However, the relation shown in Figure 3 was much

less steep than that reported by Haselgrove and

Huxley [7], but was similar to that reported by

Podolsky et al. [15]. The above discrepancy may

be due to a much longer exposure time for

recording the diffraction pattern on a photographic

film than with the position sensitive counter: the

proportion of attached cross-bridges may decrease

considerably as the muscle is stimulated many

times, thus shifting Ii,rj/Ii,i towards the resting

value.

Afterloaded isotonic twitches

Moderate loads A typical example of the

change in the intensity ratio during an afterloaded

twitch under moderate loads is shown in Figure 4.

The value of Ii,o/Ii,i started to decrease on

stimulation, reached a minimum level during the

period of isotonic shortening, and then started to

return towards the resting value while the shorten-

ing was still in progress. Similar results were

obtained on seven other muscles, except that, in

two of them, the minimum level of the intensity

ratio was maintained until the beginning of relaxa-

tion. Figure 5 shows an example of the intensity

changes of the individual reflections, I li0 and I x jj

as with isometric contractions, the initial decrease

in the intensity ratio resulted from both a decrease

in Ij o and an increase in I^i, each by a factor of
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Fig. 4. Time course of the change in Ii -0/Ii,i during an afterloaded twitch under a moderate load.

Twitches were repeated 120 times. The load was 0.25 P at the beginning of the experiment,

and increased to 0.41 P at the end of the experiment due to a decrease in P . The initial

sarcomere length was 2.4 tim. Muscle shortening is expressed by the decrease in muscle

length. Curves a and b show the length changes in the first and the 120th twitches respectively.

about 2. In the present study, attention was

focused on the changes in Ii.oTi.i but not on the

changes in the individual Ilj0 and Ill5 since the

latter values can be affected by the changes in

muscle thickness and muscle shape during shorten-

ing [15].

In each experiment, the absolute amount of load

was kept constant, so that the amount of load

relative to P increased by a factor of about 2 due

to the decrease in P after repeated twitches.

Thus, the amount of load at the beginning of the

experiments ranged from 0.18 to 0.30 P , whereas

it ranged from 0.32 to 0.73 P at the end of the

experiments. Reflecting the above decrease in P ,

both the velocity and extent of isotonic shortening

decreased by 20-45% at the end of the experi-

ments.

In spite of the fairly large variation in the

amount of load relative to P in these experiments,

the minimum value of Ii, /Ii,i attained during

afterloaded twitches did not differ significantly

from that attained during isometric twitches; the

value of IiVIi.i was 2.26 + 0.07 (n=8) before

stimulation, while it decreased to the minimum

value of 0.52 + 0.02 (n= 8) during the twitches.

Small loads A typical example of the change in
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Fig. 5. Time course of the changes in I, n (filled circles)

and Ij
,
(open circles) during the afterloaded twitch

shown in Fig. 4. The intensities are expressed rela-

tive to the resting values.

the intensity ratio during an afterloaded twitch

under small loads (less than 0.05 P ) is shown in

Figure 6. Though Ii.rjTi.i also reached a mini-

mum level during the shortening phase, its value

was appreciably larger than that attained during

twitches under moderate loads; the value of

Ii.o/Ii, i
was 2.15 + 0.05 (n=5) before stimulation,

while it decreased to the minimum value of 0.88 +
0.01 (n= 5) during the twitches. The small extent

of the change in Ii,o/Ii,i resulted from the fact that
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Fig. 6. Time course of the change in IiVIi.i during an isotonic twitch under a small load.

Twitches were repeated 120 times. The load was 0.02 P„ at the beginning of the experiment,

and increased to 0.03 P due to a decrease in P . The initial sarcomere length was 2.4 pm.

Curves a and b show the length changes in the first and the 120th twitches respectively.

both the decrease in the 1,0 intensity and the

increase in the 1, 1 intensity were less conspicuous

during twitches under small loads than those under

moderate loads. The amount of load relative to P
was 0.02-0.03 P at the beginning of the experi-

ments and 0.03-0.05 P at the end of the experi-

ments, as P decreased by a factor of about 1.5

after repeated twitches. Both the velocity and

extent of isotonic shortening decreased by 12-35%

at the end of the experiments.

Constancy of the filament lattice volume during

shortening Figure 7 shows consecutive equatorial

diffraction patterns during the course of an isoto-

nic twitch under small loads. The change in the

lateral spacing between the myofilaments during

isotonic shortening was examined by measuring

the position of the 1 , reflection on each diffrac-

tion pattern. In Figure 8, the inverse square of the

1,0 lattice spacing is plotted against the corre-

sponding sarcomere length, assuming that the

sarcomere length change takes place in parallel

with the muscle length change. The regression line

starts from the origin within the experimental

error, indicating that the myofilament-lattice

volume remains virtually constant during isotonic

shortening. Since the lattice volume is known to

be constant when the sarcomere length of resting

muscle is varied [19, 20], the above result shows

100

Channel number

Fig. 7. Time-resolved equatorial diffraction diagrams

during an isotonic twitch. The initial sarcomere

length was 2.4 pm. The load was 0.02 PQ at the

beginning of the experiment, and increased to 0.03

P at the end of the experiment (after 120 twitches).

The vertical scale represents 200 counts/channel for

the second to the 39th diagrams. Note the change in

the peak positions of both 1,0 and 1,1 reflections

during the course of twitch.
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that the isovolumic behaviour of the myofilament-

lattice exists in both resting and actively shortening

muscles.

Twitches against inertial loads

Figure 9 illustrates a typical result of the experi-

ments in which twitches were produced against

inertial loads. In this condition, both the force and

the muscle length changed with time during the

course of a twitch; the force rose to a peak at the

early shortening phase, and then fell to a lower

level at the end of the shortening phase. The value

of Ii,o/Ii,i first started to decay almost linearly

with time to reach a minimum value, and then

started to return to the initial level, whereas the

shortening was still in progress. The time when

the intensity ratio was minimum roughly corre-

sponded with the time when the force was max-

imum. The above change in Ii,o/Ii,i also resulted

Fig. 8. Inverse square of the 1,0 lattice spacing d as a

function of sarcomere length during the shortening

phase of an isotonic twitch. The load increased from

0.02 to 0.03 P at the end of the experiment. The

regression line was drawn by the method of least

squares.
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Fig. 9. Time course of the change in IiVIi.i during a twitch against an inertial load. Twitches

were repeated 120 times. The initial sarcomere length was 2.4 //m. Curves a and b show the

length changes in the first and the 120th twitches respectively. The force changes in the first

(a') and the 120th (b') twitches are also shown by broken lines. The initial force peak in the

first twitch amounted to 0.38 P -
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from both a decrease in I1>0 and an increase in Ii
, i

.

Similar results were obtained from six other

muscles studied. The magnitude of the initial peak

force exerted by the muscles was 0.35-0.51 P at

the beginning of the experiments, and 0.46-0.70

P at the end of the experiments due to the

decrease in P after repeated twitches. The result-

ing decrease in the amount of shortening at the end

of the experiments was 16-24%. Ii.oTi.i was 2.25

+ 0.05 (n= 7) before stimulation, and decreased to

the minimum value of 0.51 + 0.04 (n=7) during

the twitches.

DISCUSSION

Time course of the change in the equatorial intensity

ratio during muscle shortening

The present experiments have revealed the

behaviour of the equatorial intensity ratio I1VI1.1

when frog skeletal muscles were allowed to short-

en in a twitch under isotonic or inertial loads

(Figs. 4, 6 and 9). In these conditions, the muscle

first contracts isometrically to develop a force

enough to lift the load, before it starts to shorten.

Thus, unless the load is very small, a substantial

time is used for the isometric force development

untill the beginning of shortening (Figs. 4 and 9),

and the initial decrease in Ii.oTi.i therefore

follows the same time course as that in an isometric

twitch (Fig. 2). During afterloaded twitches (Figs.

4 and 6), Ii,o/Ii,i continued to decrease after the

beginning of isotonic shortening to reach a mini-

mum level while the force exerted by the muscle

stayed virtually constant, indicating that the de-

crease in I^o/Ii.i does not always follow the time

course of force development. During twitches

against inertial loads (Fig. 9), on the other hand,

both the force development and the decrease in

IiVIi.i took place roughly in parallel with each

other after the beginning of shortening, and

I] /Ii,i reached the minimum value approximate-

ly when the force reached its peak.

One of the interesting features brought about in

the present study was that, Ii,o/Ii,i started to

return towards the resting value while the shorten-

ing was still in progress. In both types of twitches

with shortening (Figs. 4, 6 and 9), the recovery of

IiVIi.i was nearly 50% complete at the beginning

of relaxation. When the muscle shortens, the thin

filaments slide into the lattice of the thick fila-

ments, and the resulting increase in the X-ray

scattering massassociated with the 1, 1 plane may

be expected to cause an increase in I] , . As shown

in Figure 5, however, I, , started to decrease

sharply at the early phase of isotonic shortening,

while the corresponding increase in I, took place

with a much slower rate. It appears that the effect

of muscle shortening to increase Ijj may be

masked by some unknown factors related to

changes in the configuration and orientation of the

cross-bridges, and the same factors might also be

involved in the relatively small dependence of the

minimum value of Ii.oTi.i during isometric con-

traction on sarcomere length (Fig. 3).

The magnitude of isometric force is generally

believed to be proportional to the number of

attached cross-bridges [1]. In the present study,

IiVIi.i was found to decrease nearly in parallel

with the force development not only in the

isometric condition (Fig. 3), but also in the condi-

tion where both the force and muscle length

changed with time (Fig. 9), suggesting that the

changes in IiVIi.i during muscle shortening large-

ly reflects the changes in the number of attached

cross-bridges while muscle shortening per se has

only a small effect on the value of Ii.oTi.i- A
similar conclusion has been reached by Podolsky et

al. [20] who studied the equatorial diffraction

patterns in both isometric and isotonic condition.

On this basis, the fairly rapid recovery of Ii.oTi.i

starting during the shortening phase of afterloaded

twitches (Figs. 4 and 6) implies a substantial

decrease in the number of attached cross-bridges

during the late shortening phase in which the

muscle continues to shorten actively. Meanwhile,

the extremely rapid recovery ofl
l

/l XA starting at

the early shortening phase of twitches against

inertial loads (Fig. 9) may reflect a rapid decay of

activity during the subsequent shortening phase, as

the muscle is made to shorten rather passively by

the inertial lever movement.

Relation between the amount of isotonic load and

the minimum value of the equatorial intensity ratio

Podolsky et al. [15] studied the equatorial
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reflections during isotonic shortening under a load

of 0.14-0.40 P , and observed no appreciable

difference in Ii,o/Ii,i between the isotonic and

isometric conditions, suggesting that the propor-

tion of attached cross-bridges may not change

substantially when an isometrically contracting

muscle is allowed to shorten isotonically. The

present results that the minimum value of Ii, /Ii,i

during afterloaded twitches under moderate loads

did not differ significantly from that during

isometric twitches may also be taken to indicate

that, at low temperatures, the maximum propor-

tion of attached cross-bridges attained in a twitch

does not depend appreciably on whether the

muscle is kept isometric or allowed to shorten

under moderate loads.

The present experiments have shown, however,

that the minimum value of Ii,</Ii,i during after-

loaded twitches under small loads of less than 0.05

P is about two times higher than that during

isometric twitches, suggesting that a much smaller

number of attached cross-bridges are involved in

such conditions. In accordance with this, H. E.

Huxley [14] has reported that, during isotonic

shortening under a load of about 0.1 P , the value

of Ii,o/Ii, i
changes significantly towards the resting

value. These results may be taken to suggest that,

at very high speeds of shortening, the proportion

of attached cross-bridges is definitely smaller

compared to the isometric condition.

In the present study, the muscle was not allowed

to develop full isometric force before shortening

took place. It has been shown that the magnitude

of isometric twitch force at a given sarcomere

length decreases markedly if the isometric force

development is preceded by a period of shorten-

ing, probably due to some deactivation process

due as a result of shortening [21]. It seems possible

that the result shown in Figure 6 may be more or

less associated with the shortening deactivation.

In this connection, it would be of interest to study

the time course of the change in IiVIi.i when the

muscle shortens under zero or small loads after the

development of full isometric force.

The present work has revealed a number of

interesting features concerning the changes in the

equatorial reflection intensities during twitches

under various conditions. More detailed time-

resolved studies using high intensity synchrotron

radiation sources are now in progress in the hope

of giving information about the molecular mech-

anism of contraction.
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ABSTRACT— Stability of newly synthesized rRNA was examined in primary culture of Xenopus laevis

kidney cells. In logarithmically growing cells, rRNA was quite stable and half-life was calculated as

about 700 hr for both 18S and 28S rRNAs. By contrast, rRNA synthesized in the stationary phase was

unstable and half-life was about 48 hr for both 18S and 28S rRNAs.

INTRODUCTION

Synthesis and accumulation of rRNA is closely

related to cellular growth activity. Growing cells

contain significantly more RNA, especially rRNA,

than do resting cells [1-5]. The rate of the

accumulation of rRNA is much higher in the

logarithmic than in resting cells in cultured Xeno-

pus kidney cells [6, 7] as well as in other systems

[8-10].

Several mechanisms are involved in the control

of cellular rRNA content. One important factor is

transcription time [8]. Processing time of pre-

rRNA is also an important factor. The rate of

pre-rRNA processing was much reduced when

logarithmically growing cells of Xenopus kidney

cells entered the stationary phase [7, 11]. Another

important factor is the rate of the degradation of

rRNA [10]. Thus, there are many papers which

examined the stability of rRNA in various types of

cells in variously different physiological conditions

[2, 3, 5, 8, 12-21].

In Xenopus laevis cells, however, the stability of

rRNA has not been determined yet. Therefore,

we examined here the stability of rRNA in primary

cultures of Xenopus laevis kidney cells. Results
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obtained showed that both 18S and 28S rRNAs are

very stable during the logarithmic phase but

become unstable in the stationary phase and decay

with a half-life of about 2 days.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture

Primary cultures of Xenopus laevis kidney cells

were prepared and cultured as described by

Misumi et al. [7]. The growth medium was 75%
Eagle's minimal essential medium supplemented

with 10% fetal calf serum.

Extraction and fractionation of RNAs from labeled

cells

Cells were labeled with 5 /*Ci/ml of
3
H-uridine

(23 Ci/mmole) for 5 hr at the logarithmic and

stationary phases of growth. Radioactive medium

was exchanged with the culture medium ("con-

ditioned medium") of non-labeled culture, to

which was added non-radioactive uridine (10//g/

ml). Radioactivity in cells was then chased for 4

days at about 24 hr-intervals.

The labeled cells were homogenized in 0.1 M
sodium acetate buffer (pH5.0), containing 0.5%

sodium dodecylsulphate and 1 mg/ml of bentonite.

RNA was extracted by phenol methods, and then

electrophoresed on 0.5% agarose-2.2% polyacryl-

amide gels [6, 7]. Gels were sliced, treated with
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3 N ammonium solution and radioactivity counted

in Triton-toluene in a scintillation spectrometer.

During the chase period, the number of cells

per culture did not change in the stationary phase.

RESULTS

Primary kidney cells of Xenopus laevis grow

slowly for the first 3 days (the lag phase), began

active growth at around the day 4 (the logarithmic

phase), and finally entered the stationary phase by

day 8 of culture [6, 7]. Gel electrophoretic pat-

terns of RNAs labeled during the logarithmic and

stationary phases were all similar to each other:

Distinct peaks of 28S rRNA, 18S rRNA and 4S

RNA were obtained as in the previous experi-

ments [6, 7, 11]. Amounts of the radioactivity in

18S and 28S rRNA peaks were determined on the

basis of the profiles obtained and they were plotted

in Figure 1 according to the exact time schedule of

the labeling.

In the logarithmic phase cells (L in Fig. 1A), the

radioactivities in 18S and 28S rRNAs approximate-

ly doubled during the first 22 hr and thereafter

remained constant until it started to decrease when

cells entered the stationary phase (S in Fig. IB).

In the cells labeled during the stationary phase

amounts of radioactivity in 18S and 28S rRNAs
increased by about 4-fold during the first 22 hr, and

then rapidly decreased during the chase period

(Fig. IB).

In the logarithmic phase amount of
3
H-uridine-

label in the acid-soluble fraction of cells was almost

exhausted by 22 hr after the labeling. Therefore,

logarithmic phase cells did not contain enough

radioactive precursor pool to further label rRNA
during the chase period. In the acid-soluble frac-

tion of stationary phase cells, radioactivity in-

creased almost linearly for the first 22 hr of chase,

and thereafter remained at a steady state level.

Amounts of the radioactivity in 18S and 28S

rRNAs were plotted in Figure 2, taking the values
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Fig. 1. Pulse-chase experiments showing the accumulation and decay of
3H-uridine-labeled 18S

and 28S rRNAs in the logarithmic (L) and stationary (S) phases. Cells were labeled with

3
H-uridine for 5 hr on day 4 (the logarithmic phase) (A) and day 7 (the stationary phase) (B) of

culture, and then chased for about 4 days. RNAs were extracted and fractionated on

agarose-polyacrylamide gels and radioactivities in 28S and 18S rRNAs plotted according to the

exact time schedule of the experiments. Open and closed circles are for 28S and 18S rRNAs,

respectively, and solid and broken lines are for the logarithmic and stationary phases,

respectively.
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Fig. 2. Determination of the half-lives of 18S and 28S

rRNAs in the logarithmic and stationary phases.

The radioactivity shown in Fig. 1 was plotted, taking

the maximum value as 100%. Open and closed

circles are for 28S and 18S rRNAs, respectively, and

solid and broken lines are for the logarithmic and

stationary phase cells, respectively. Approximate

half-life is 700 hr and 48 hr for the logarithmic phase

cells and stationary phase cells, respectively.

at 22 hr of labeling as 100%. The decay curves for

18S and 28S rRNAs were quite similar both in the

logarithmic and stationary phases, although there

was a slight tendency of faster decay of 18S rRNA
in the stationary phase. From the decay curve a

half-life was calculated as about 700 hr for both 28S

and 18S rRNAs in the logarithmic phase. In the

stationary phase, however, a half-life was calcu-

lated as about 48 hr for both 28S and 18S rRNAs.

Since there was practically no reduction in cell

number in the stationary phase cultures, the

half-life determined here may not be biased by cell

death during the chase period.

DISCUSSION

Turnover rate of mature rRNA is an important

factor to control cellular content of rRNA. In the

present study, we found that the stability of mature

rRNA in Xenopus kidney cells decreased greatly

when cellular growth phase changed from the

logarithmic to stationary phase. These results

agree with those obtained in other systems [5, 12,

17].

In the present experiment both 18S and 28S

rRNAs decayed at a more or less similar rate,

although there was a very slight tendency of the

faster decay of 18S rRNA. In lymphocytes in

culture [14, 15] 18S rRNA has been reported to be

"wastaged" or selectively degraded. On the con-

trary, 28S rRNA has been reported to decay faster

than 18S rRNA in 3T6 cells [12] and in L-cells [19].

However, in the majority of the previous papers

18S and 28S rRNAs are reported to decay at

similar rates [5, 8, 13, 16, 17, 21].

The half-life determined here in the stationary

phase cells (58 hr) seems to be reasonable in the

light of the previous determinations. The half-

lives so far reported are 72 hr (human diploid

fibroblasts) [18], 50-72 hr (mouse fibroblast) [12],

65 hr (mouse L-cell) [17], 70 hr (embryonic chick

muscle) [20], 35-45 hr (chick fibroblast) [5] and

45 hr (muscle fiber) [8, 13].

As compared with those listed above, the

half-life of 700 hr (or 29 days) determined here in

the logarithmic phase cells is extremely long.

However, this corresponds to the half-life of 9-31

days that has been reported for rRNA in Xenopus

oocytes [22], a special group of cells that survive

for a extremely long time.
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ABSTRACT— Melanophores of the medaka, Oryzias latipes, were cultured on various substrata.

When the melanophores were cultured on a collagen-coated substratum in the presence of fibronectin,

the shape of melanophores became more dendritic than that in the scale. On the other hand, the

melanophores cultured on a fibronectin- or bovine serum albumin-coated substratum were less dendritic

than those in the scale. The shape of melanophores was quantified by use of the concept of

"complexity". By comparing the complexity of melanophores, specific concentrations of fibronectin and

collagen which show the same value of complexity as in the scale was estimated. In specific

concentrations of fibronectin and collagen, the shape of melanophores resembled that in the scale.

These results suggest that the shape of melanophores may be regulated by fibronectin and collagen in a

specific ratio in vitro. The process of dendrite formation was also observed by using a time-lapse video

recorder. The results showed that the elongation of dendrites and the occurrence of opening cause an

increase in the complexity of melanophores.

INTRODUCTION

Melanophores of fish show stellate shapes with

many dendrites in vivo. However, when mela-

nophores are isolated and spread on a cover slip,

many cells assume more or less discoidal shapes

[1]. The number or shape of the dendrites of

melanophores may be changed by circumstances,

especially the properties of substrata [2].

In the scale of the medaka, melanophores are

surrounded with numerous collagen fibers and

fibronectin [3]. Fibronectin is a high-molecular

weight glycoprotein which has been implicated in

cell adhesion and migration [4-6]. Previously, we
reported that fibronectin induced migration of

melanophores in the scale of medaka [7]. There is

a possibility that fibronectin or collagen may have

some effect on the shape of melanophores.

In the present study, different shapes of isolated
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melanophores cultured on various substrata were

compared and factors which may regulate the

shape of melanophores were discussed.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Culture of melanophores

The wild type of the medaka, Oryzias latipes,

kept in the Laboratory of Freshwater Fish Stocks

of Nagoya University, was used. Fish were steri-

lized with 0.4% sodium hypochlorite and 70%
ethanol. Scales were then removed and washed

with Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).

Melanophores were isolated from the scale by slow

stirring in PBS containing 1% collagenase (Sigma,

Type I) and 0.2mg/ml of hyaluronidase (Boehlin-

ger) for 1 to 2hr at room temperature. Dissoci-

ated cells including melanophores were collected

by centrifuging at l,000rpm for lOmin and then

resuspended in the culture medium. This proce-

dure was repeated twice, and the last suspension of

cells was seeded on cover slips, and incubated at

26°C for 1 to 2 days. The culture medium was

L-15 medium (GIBCO) supplemented with 100
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U/ml of penicillin, lOO^g/ml of streptomycin, 60

jug/m\ of kanamycin and 10% fetal calf serum

(GIBCO).

Substrata

Cover slips were coated by placing in solutions

of lOmg/ml of bovine serum albumin (BSA), 0.4,

10, 16.3 and 250/zg/ml of fibronectin, and 12, 60,

200 and 300,K/g/ml of collagen or some combina-

tion of collagen and fibronectin overnight at 4°C.

Acid soluble collagen extracted from a rat tail by

incubation at 4°C for 48 hr [8] or commercial

collagen (Cell matrix, Nitta Gelatin), adjusted to

pH 7.2 with sodium bicarbonate, was used. For

collagenase digestion, the culture dish coated with

collagen was further incubated in PBS containing

1 mg/ml of collagenase for 1 hr at 37°C.

Purification offibronectin

Fibronectin was isolated and purified from calf

plasma by the method of Engvall and Ruoslahti [9]

using gelatin-agarose affinity chromatography.

Microscopy

Melanophores were observed by an inverted

microscope (Nikon, Diaphot) and 10 to 20 photo-

graphs of melanophores in each experiment were

taken with Kodak Plus X film. Some melano-

phores were taken with a time-lapse video recor-

der (National, NV-8050). The periphery and the

area of each melanophore were measured with a

digitizer (Scientific Accessory, MP2).

RESULTS

The shape of melanophores in vivo and in vitro

Figure 1 shows the typical shape of melano-

phores in the scale. The melanophores have thin

dendrites which are branched in the radial manner.

Fig. 1. Melanosome-dispersed states of melanophores in the scale, showing a number of thin dendrites. X520.

Fig. 2. Phase contrast images of melanophores cultured on glass (a, b), plastic (c, d), BSA (10 mg/ml) (e, f) and

fibronectin (16.3/ug/ml) -coated substrata (g, h) in the presence of fetal calf serum. X520.
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Figure 2 shows the various shapes of melanophores

cultured on different substrata in the presence of

fibronectin. When the melanophores were cul-

tured on a glass plate, their shapes became less

dendritic than those in the scale and some of them

discoidal shapes (Fig. 2a, b). On a plastic plate,

the cultured melanophores had some dendrites,

though the number of dendrites was smaller than

that in the scale (Fig. 2c, d). When the melano-

phores were cultured on a BSA-coated substra-

tum, some of them had short dendrites, while

others were poorly dendritic (Fig. 2e, f). In the

case of fibronectin-coated substratum, the shape of

melanophores was similar to that on BSA (Fig. 2g,

f
Fig. 3. Phase contrast images of melanophores cultured on the substratum coated with collagen (a, b), col-

lagenase-digested collagen (c, d) and heat-denatured collagen (e, f) in the presence of fetal calf serum. Note the

network dendrites of superdendritic melanophores cultured on the collagen-coated substratum (a, b). X520.
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h). On the other hand, the melanophores cultured

on a collagen-coated substratum showed complex

shapes (Fig. 3a, b). A number of dendrites elon-

gated and each dendrite has so many branches that

they appeared to form a network of dendrites.

These melanophores are called "superdendritic

melanophores" in this paper. When the melano-

phores were cultured on the collagen-coated sub-

stratum which had been treated with collagenase,

the shapes of melanophores were no more com-

plex than those cultured on BSA (Fig. 3c, d).

Furthermore, when the substratum was coated

with heat-denatured collagen, no melanophores of

superdendritic shape were found (Fig. 3e, f).

Quantification of the shape of melanophores

In order to compare the shape of melanophores

cultured on various substrata, the concept of

"complexity" as defined by Ueda and Kobatake

[10] was introduced. Complexity was defined as

Fig. 7. Phase contrast images of melanophores in the scale (a, c, e) and melanophores cultured on the substratum

coated with 50/^g/ml of collagen and 16.3 /^g/ml of fibronectin (b, d, f). X520.
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P2
/A. in which P is the periphery of the cell and A

is the area of the cell. When complexity was

applied to melanophores, the values of complexity

reflected their shapes. The complexity of mela-

nophore cultured on the collagen-coated substra-

tum had the highest value, while the complexity of

melanophore cultured on the glass had the lowest

value (Fig. 4). The complexities of melanophores

cultured on the substrata coated with BSA.

fibronectin. collagenase-digested collagen and

heat-denatured collagen showed almost the same

low level.

Effect of fibronectin and collagen on the shape of

melanophores

Figure 4 shows that fibronectin and collagen

have the effect on the shape of melanophores.

The effect of fibronectin was the same, whether it

was added to the culture medium or was precoated

on the culture dish. The complexities of melano-

phores cultured on the substrata coated with both

collagen and fibronectin were examined by chang-

ing their concentrations. When the concentration

of coated collagen was constant, the superdendritic

melanophore was induced in a specific concentra-

tion of fibronectin (Fig. 5). When the concentra-

tion of fibronection was constant, the complexity

of melanophore increased in a collagen-dependent

fashion (Fig. 6). From the result of Figure 6. the

range of concentrations of fibronectin and col-

lagen, giving a similar value of complexity for

melanophores in the scale, was estimated. When
melanophores were cultured on the substratum

coated with 50//g/ml of collagen and 16.3/ig/ml of

fibronectin. a shape resembling that of the melano-

phores in the scale was obtained (Fig. 7).

Dendrites formation in the melanophores cultured

on the collagen-coated substratum

In order to study how melanophores acquire

dendritic shapes, changes in the shapes of melano-

phores cultured on the collagen-coated substratum

in the presence of fibronectin were recorded by a

time-lapse video recorder, and early changes in the

k

2 3 12 15 18

Time [hr]

Fig. 8. Changes in the complexity and area of melanophores. Phase contrast images recorded by a time-lapse

video recorder show the shape of melanophores at each time appearing on the graph. Note the appearance of

opening (arrows). The complexity increases, while the area remains constant over the course of time.
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melanophores were examind (Fig. 8). Dendrites

began to elongate 2 to 3 hr after the initiation of

culture. It was also observed that the melano-

phores lengthened dendrites by moving their tips.

The complexity of melanophores increased with

time while the area remained nearly constant

(Fig. 8).

In the course of culture, a space-like structure

appeared in the melanophore. The occurrence of

space-like structures and the elongation of den-

drites caused an increase in the complexity of the

melanophore.

DISCUSSION

Melanophores of the medaka presented dis-

coidal or less dendritic shapes on the BSA- or

fibronectin-coated substrata as well as on the glass

or plastic substrata. On the other hand, superden-

dritic shapes were seen on the collagen-coated

substratum in the presence of fibronectin, although

denatured collagen and collagenase-treated col-

lagen were not effective. These results indicate

that three dimensional organization of collagen

molecules may be necessary to induce the super-

dendritic melanophores. Without the addition of

fibronectin or fetal calf serum to the culture

medium, the melanophores did not spread on any

substrata except those coated with fibronectin.

Superdendritic melanophores may be induced by a

combination of native collagen and fibronectin.

To induce a superdendritic shape, a specific

concentration of fibronectin was required. This

may be^due to the property of fibronectin which

promotes cell-substratum adhesion in a dose-

dependent fashion [5], Stronger adhesion of mela-

nophores to the substratum in higher concentra-

tions of fibronectin may inhibit the formation of

superdendritic shape. By introducing the concept

of complexity, various shapes of melanophores

could be compared quantitatively. Specific con-

centrations of fibronectin and collagen yielded

cultured melanophores resembling those in the

scale. These results suggest that the shape of

melanophores may be regulated by collagen and

fibronectin. As fibronectin binds specifically to

collagen [9, 11], the melanophores may be con-

nected to collagen via fibronectin. Both cell-to-

substratum adhesion by fibronectin and activation

of melanophore to elongate and branch dendrites

by collagen may play roles in the regulation of cell

shape.

In the development of cornea, the organization

of basal network of microfilaments is mediated by

collagen and fibronectin [12]. In the morphogene-

sis of salivary gland, collagen and other extracellu-

lar components derived from the mesenchyme or

the basement membrane effect the microfilament

bundles of epithelial cells [13-16]. Also in mela-

nophores, there may be some relationships among

collagen, fibronectin and microfilaments or micro-

tubules.

In the present study, the process of elongation

and branching of dendrites was also observed with

a time-lapse video recorder. The area remained

constant in spite of the increase of complexity in

the course of culture of melanophores. This may

indicate that the total surface area of the cell

membrane increased. It seems that opening in

melanophores may be responsible for the bran-

ching of dendrites. Ultrastructural studies will

provide further details concerning the formation of

these structures.
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ABSTRACT—The tail of metamorphosing bullfrog tadpoles contains a thiol endoproteinase which

preferentially degrades actin at a specific point. Purification of this enzyme (tentatively named

actin-degrading enzyme) was attempted. The crude extract was subjected to the following purification

procedures successively: fractionation with acetone; gel filtration chromatography with Sephadex G-75;

affinity chromatography with Affi-Gel 501; and ion exchange chromatography with CM-cellulose. The

enzyme was purified 2,950-fold in the specific activity and characterized. The molecular weight was

determined as 26,000 by the gel chromatography. The enzyme was active in degrading actin in the

broad range of pH (5.5 to 7.5) with the maximum activity at pH 6.0. The isoelectric point ranged from

pH 7.1-7.6 as determined by analytical isoelectric focusing. Leupeptin and E-64-c were potent

inhibitors of the enzyme. High performance gel chromatographic analyses with a denaturing agent

suggested that the enzyme is composed of the two subunits with an apparent Mr= 13,000. The purified

enzyme hydrolyzed native actin, myosin H chain, troponin I and C, but the enzyme did not attack

myosin L chains, tropomyosin and troponin T at all. These characteristics strongly suggest that this

enzyme is a new thiol endoproteinase that attacks muscle proteins.

INTRODUCTION
rabbit skeletal muscle [3]; a Ca2

"""-activated neutral

protease from porcine skeletal muscle [4]; Ca2+ -

We have previously reported the presence of the activated neutral protease from chicken skeletal

actin-degrading enzyme in the amphibian tadpole muscle [5]. As indicated in the previous paper, the

tail [1]. The activity of the enzyme is inhibited actin-degrading enzyme does not seem to belong

by leupeptin and iodoacetate, requires a thiol to a group of cathepsins and does not show any

reagent, and has an optimum pH of 7.5. This Ca2+-sensitivity for its activity [1].

enzyme seems to be unique, as the enzyme In the present study, purification of this enzyme

preferentially attacks actin among the muscle has been attempted in order to further characterize

structural proteins and hydrolyzes at a specific it and to get information on its physiological

point. The actin-degrading enzyme appears to role(s) in the process of tail muscle degradation,

play some physiological role(s) in the degradation The enzyme has been purified 2,950-fold in the

of tail muscle tissue of the tadpole during meta- specific activity. The purified enzyme hydrolyzes

morphosis, because only metamorphosing tad- native actin and degrades myofibrils and muscle

poles contain this enzyme. tissues by attacking actin filaments [6].

A few thiol proteinases capable of degrading

muscle proteins have been known: cathepsin B
- i i i i m rt. i * MATERIALS AND METHODS
from rat skeletal muscle |2|; cathepsin L from

Tadpoles of bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana, were

Accepted September 24, 1985 obtained from a local animal supplier at Hama-

Received July 25, 1985 matsu City (Shizuoka) and were staged according

To whom reprints should be requested. to Taylor and Kollros [7]. Sephadex G-75 was
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purchased from Pharmacia Japan (Tokyo). An
ion exchange resin (CM32) was obtained from

Whatman Biochemicals Ltd. (Springfield Mill,

Maidstone, Kent, England). Affi-Gel 501 (orga-

nomercurial agarose gel) was purchased from

Nippon Bio-Rad Laboratories (Tokyo). A column

of TSK-G 3,000 SW was a product of Toyo Soda

Manufacturing Company, Ltd. (Tokyo). The car-

rier ampholytes (ampholine) for isoelectric focus-

ing were obtained from LKB Japan (Tokyo).

Molecular weight marker proteins were obtained

from Boehringer Mannheim GmbH (Mannheim,

Germany, F. R.). Bovine serum albumin and

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) were

purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis,

Mo). Pepstatin and leupeptin were products of

Peptide Institute, Inc. (Osaka). E-64-c was a gift

from Dr. K. Hanada of Taisho Pharmaceutical

Co., Ltd. (Tokyo). All other chemicals not listed

above were of highest grade available and were

purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries,

Ltd. (Tokyo) or Nakarai Chemicals, Ltd. (Kyoto).

Purification of the actin-degrading enzyme

All the procedure was performed at 0-4°C unless

specified otherwise. Muscle tissues were excised

from the tail of tadpoles at the climax stage (stage

XX through XXIV) and were homogenized in 5

volumes of an extraction buffer (0.1 M NaCl in

50 mM Tris-HCl, pH7.5). The homogenate was

centrifuged at 20,000 g for 60min and the super-

natant was saved. The extraction was repeated

twice.

Fractionation with acetone The extract was

subjected to fractionation with acetone. The frac-

tion was obtained which precipitated between 35%
and 55% of acetone concentration (v/v) at — 5°C to

— 10°C. The precipitate was dissolved in the ex-

traction buffer.

Column chromatography A column of

Sephadex G-75 (5.0x67 cm) was equilibrated with

the extraction buffer and was calibrated with

markers of molecular weights (bovine serum albu-

min, 68kDa; ovoalbumin, 45kDa; a-chymotrypsi-

nogen A, 24.5 kDa; and cytochrome C, 12.5 kDa).

A flow rate of the elution buffer was 4.8ml/cm 2
/hr

as controlled by a peristalytic pump (Atto Cor-

poration, Tokyo). A column of Affi-Gel 501 (1.0

X40cm) was equilibrated with a starting buffer

(0.1 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 50mM Tris-HCl,

pH 7.5 at 20°C) before applying the enzyme

extract. The column loaded with the sample was

extensively washed with the starting buffer and

was eluted with 0.1 M NaCl, lOmM 2-mercapto-

ethanol (2-ME), and 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 at

20°C, at a flow speed of 5.7ml/cm 2
/hr. A column

of CM-cellulose (Whatman CM 32; 1.4x26 cm)

was equilibrated with 10 mM phosphate buffer

pH 7.0 at 20°C. The column was eluted by increas-

ing a salt concentration in a stepwise manner

(0.1 M NaCl and 0.2 M NaCl in this sequence) at a

flow rate of 20ml/hr. High performance liquid

chromatography (HPLC) was carried out using a

column of TSK-G 3,000 SW (0.7x60 cm) cali-

brated with molecular weight markers (bovine

serum albumin, 68 kDa; trypsin inhibitor, 21.5

kDa; cytochrome C, 12.5 kDa; and aprotinin,

6.5 kDa). The column was equilibrated either with

0.2 M phosphate buffer (pH6.0 at 20°C) for a

native condition, or with 10 mM phosphate buffer

containing 4 M guanidine-HCl (pH 6.0 at 20°C) for

a denatured one, and was eluted at 10°C with the

solution used for the equilibration at a flow rate of

30ml/hr. All the chromatographies described

above were monitored by measuring absorbance at

280 nm. Protein concentrations were determined

according to Lowry et al. [8] using bovine serum

albumin as a standard.

Isoelectric focusing Analytic focusing experi-

ments were performed in a 5% acrylamide gel disc

(5x100 mm) containing 2% (v/v) ampholine pH
3.5-10 and 7-200 /ug of enzyme preparations. The

electrode solutions were 0.02 M H 3P04 for the

anode and 1 N NaOH for the cathode. The elec-

trophoresis was done for 1.5 hr at 200 V and then

for 2.5 hr at 400 V. Gels were cut in 5-mm pieces,

homogenized with distilled water (1 ml/piece) and

centrifuged for 30 min at 20,000 Xg. The enzymic

activity and pH were determined in each super-

natant.

Assay of the actin-degrading enzyme The

enzyme was incubated at 25°C with actin prepared

from rabbit skeletal muscles in 0. 1 M NaCl, 50 mM
Tris-HCl, pH7.5 (at 20°C), 1% 2-ME, and 1%
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The reaction was

terminated by bathing test tubes at 90°C for 5 min.

An aliquot of the reaction mixture was subjected
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to electrophoresis in 10% polyacrylamide gels in

the presence of SDS according to Laemmli [9].

The dried gel was scanned with a Shimadzu CS-910

scanner. The enzyme activity was quantified by

measuring decrease in the actin band (Mr=

43,000) or increase in a degradation product with a

Mr= 28,000 as described previously [1]. One unit

of the activity was defined as the amount that

hydrolyzes 1 mg of actin at 25°C for 60min.

Muscle proteins Actin, native tropomyosin

and myosin were kindly donated by Dr. T.

Nakamura, which were prepared as described

previously [1].

RESULTS

Purification of the actin-degrading proteinase

The enzyme activity was separated into two

fractions on a Sephadex G-75 column: the void

volume fraction and the fraction with a Mr=
26,000. The activity with a Mr= 26,000 was sub-

jected to further purification, because it had a

higher specific activity. The fraction was rechro-

matographed on the same column and then loaded

to an organomercurial-agarose gel column. The

actin-degrading enzyme was eluted with 10 mM
2-ME. On a column of CM-cellulose, the enzymic

activity was separated into two fractions: the

unadsorbed and the adsorbed fractions, the latter

12.0 r IM NaCI 2M NaCI

10 20 30 40 50

Fraction number

Fig. 1. Chromatography on a column of CM-cellulose.

A 7.2 ml concentrate from the Affi-Gel 501 was

loaded on the column of CM-cellulose (1.4x26 cm)

and was eluted as detailed in the text. Each fraction

contained 2.8 ml of the eluate, an aliquot (50 /A) of

which was used for determination of the enzyme

activity. The enzyme activity is expressed as the

ratio (%) of the amount of actin digested by each

fraction in 2hr of incubation to that of actin (2

jug) added to the reaction mixture. Sodium chloride

was added to the eluant as indicated by the arrows.

O O. Absorbance at 280 nm; # #. Actin-

degrading activity.

being eluted from the column with 0.1 M NaCI

(Fig. 1). More than 99% of proteins were recov-

ered in the unadsorbed fraction and the remaining

0.2% was in the adsorbed fraction, making this

Table 1. Purification of the actin-degrading enzyme

Fraction Protein Activity
Specific

activity
Recovery

Purifica-

tion

mg units unit/mg % -fold

Homogenate 24,000 4,916 0.2 100 1

10,000 Xg Sup. 6,569 4,637 0.7 94.3 4

Acetone (35-55%) 2,338 3,073 1.3 62.5 7

Sephadex G-75 489 1,781 3.6 36.2 18

Sephadex G-75

re-chromatography 260 1,814 6.4 36.8 32

Organomercurial-

agarose 169 1,570 9.3 31.9 47

CM-cellulose

unadsorbed 134 318 2.4 6.5 12

adsorbed 0.3 177 590.0 3.6 2,950
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step effective in purification of this enzyme. The

actin-degrading activity found in the unadsorbed

fraction was further separable into two forms on a

column of DEAE-cellulose.

Recovery and the specific activity of the enzyme

at each step of the purification are summarized in

Table 1. Ninety-five percent of the activity in the

homogenate was recovered in the supernatant.

The specific activity increased twice at the pre-

cipitation with acetone (35-55%). Sephadex gel

filtration and CM-cellulose ion exchange chroma-

tography were the main steps where significant

increase in the specific activity was attained.

Isoelectric points of these multiple forms of the

enzyme were determined as pl = 7. 1-7.6 for the

enzyme adsorbed to CM-cellulose and pi = 5.4-6.0

and pI=4.7-5.4 for those of the unadsorbed ones.

Characterization of the actin-degrading enzyme

The partial purification described above demon-

strated that the actin-degrading activity contains at

least three separable enzymes. Among these, the

enzyme that adsorbed to CM-cellulose was highly

purified (Table 1) and therefore, characterization

of this enzyme was performed.

1. Purity of the enzyme The enzyme was

subjected to electrophoresis in polyacrylamide gels

in the presence of SDS (Fig. 2). Four protein

bands were detectable, two around a Mr= 26,000

-160

-68

-39

— 21 5

-12.5

-6.5

Fig. 2. Purity of the enzyme. Two micrograms of the

enzyme was dissolved in 30 fA of a solution contain-

ing 1% SDS, 5% 2-ME, 10% glycerol and 0.01%
brome phenol blue and was bathed at 90°C for

2min. An aliquot (10 /u\) of the solution was sub-

jected to electrophoresis in 15% polyacrylamide gels

in the presence of SDS. Arabic numbers indicate

molecular weights (X 10
3
).

and the other two around a Mr= 13,000, the major

band having the lowest molecular weight. Accord-

ing to gel filtration chromatography, the molecular

weight of the enzyme was 26,000. Therefore, it is

strongly suggested that this enzyme has a subunit

structure with a Mr= 13,000.

2. Analyses with HPLC The possibility of the

subunit structure was investigated by HPLC analy-

ses (Fig. 3). When the column loaded with the

enzyme was eluted with 0.2 M sodium phosphate

buffer (pH6.0), one peak with absorbance at

280 nm was obtained which migrated before the

trypsin inhibitor (21.5 kDa) (Fig. 3B). The en-

zyme activity was found only in this peak. When
4M guanidine-HCl was included in the eluant, two

peaks were obtained: a small peak at the same

elution volume as in the elution with the phosphate

buffer mentioned above, and a large peak which

migrated between the trypsin inhibitor (21.5 kDa)

and cytochrome C (12.5 kDa) (Fig. 3D). The en-

zyme activity was found only in the large peak.

When the electrophoretogram of Figure 2 is com-

pared with the elution profile of HPLC (Fig. 3D),

it appears that the components around a Mr=
26,000 in Figure 2 correspond to the small peak in

Figure 3D which lacks enzyme activity. There-

fore, the two bands around a Mr =26,000 in

Figure 2 are non-enzymatic contaminants. These

considerations support the above-mentioned possi-

bility of the subunit structure of this enzyme.

3. SDS dependence As reported previously,

the crude enzyme preparation was not active in

attacking actin when SDS was absent in a reaction

mixture [1]. However, it was found that this

SDS-dependence was lost during process of the

purification. Thus the partially purified enzyme

could attack native actin (Fig. 4 IIIB). It was also

found that the degradation products of actin in the

native condition were different from those in the

denatured condition. In the absence of SDS, the

enzyme produced three major degraded poly-

peptides (38 kDa, 35 kDa and 28 kDa) and more

hydrolyzed fragments, while in the presence of

SDS, only one degraded polypeptide (28 kDa) was

promient.

4. pH dependence The enzyme had a broad

pH range (pH6 to pH7.5) for the high actin

degrading activity for both native and denatured
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10 12 14 16

Volume(ml)

18 20 22 24 26

Fig. 3 HPLC analysis of the enzyme. The enzyme (10 fig) dissolved in 100 [A of phosphate

buffer (pH 6.0) was analyzed on a column of TSK-G 3,000 SW as described in the text.

A and B represent the analyses in the native condition. C and D represent the analyses in

the denatured condition. A and C show elution profiles of marker proteins: I, bovine

serum albumin; II, trypsin inhibitor; III, cytochrome C; IV, aprotinin; I' is probably a

dimer of albumin. B and D show elution patterns of the enzyme. The arrow indicates the

elution position of trypsin inhibitor. The enzyme activity was found in the shaded peak.

conditions (Fig. 5).

5. Inhibitors Leupeptin and E-64-c were po-

tent inhibitors for the enzyme activity at the

concentration of 2 /ug of each inhibitor per one unit

of enzyme. On the other hand, pepstatin (2 //g per

one unit of enzyme) and 1 mM EDTA had no

effect. No activation was observed when Ca2+ was

added up to 1 mM (data not shown).

6. Substrate specificity Substrate specificity of

the enzyme was investigated in the absence and

presence of SDS (Fig. 4). (A) In a native condi-

tion. The enzyme attacked the myosin heavy

chain, producing 150 kDa and 90kDa degradation

polypeptides, but did not attack the myosin light

chains (Fig. 41). Tropomyosin and troponin T
were not digested by the enzyme, but troponin I

and C were sensitive to the enzyme (Fig. 411).

Bovine serum albumin was insensitive to the

enzyme (Fig. 4 IV). (B) In a denatured condition.

This enzyme showed a weak activity or did not

show any activity to myosin, tropomyosin, tropo-

nin T, I and C in the presence of SDS. Bovine

serum albumin became a substrate for the enzyme

in the presence of SDS.

DISCUSSION

In the previous study [1], characterization of the

actin-degrading enzyme was performed using a

crude preparation from the tadpole tail muscle.

The crude preparation attacked actin only when

SDS was present in a reaction mixture. This

SDS-dependence has been a major trouble when

the physiological roles of this enzyme are consi-

dered. The present investigation with a highly

pure enzyme preparation has shown that the

actin-degrading enzyme is capable of attacking the

native actin. Furthermore, we demonstrate that
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Fig. 4. Substrate specificity of the enzyme. Each sub-

strate was incubated with the enzyme in 14,^1 solu-

tion containing 0.1M NaCl, 1% 2-ME and 50mM
citrate buffer (pH5.75) at 25°C for 2hr. The

amount of the substrate and the enzyme in the

reaction mixture was as follows: myosin 14 jug/

enzyme 0.5 //g; native tropomyosin ll/zg/enzyme

0.5 //g; actin 8//g/enzyme 0.5 /ug; and bovine serum

albumin 8 jug/enzyme 0.5 /Leg. Three and a half mi-

croliters of each reation mixture was analyzed by

electrophoresis in 15% polyacrylamide gels in the

presence of SDS. I, myosin; II, native tropomyosin;

III, actin; IV, bovine serum albumin. A, substrate

alone; B, substrate + enzyme; C, substrate + enzyme

+ SDS (1%). Arabic numbers indicate molecular

weights (Xl0~ 3
).

the enzyme can degrade myofibrils and muscle

tissues in a unique manner [6]. As reported

previously, the enzyme activity is detectable only

when the tadpole tail shows degenerative changes

[1]. Considering these facts together, it is plausi-

ble that this enzyme possesses a critical function(s)

in the thyroid hormone-induced degradation of the

tail muscle.

Then, a question arises why the crude prepara-

tion shows the SDS-dependence for the expression

of the activity and the highly pure preparation used

in the present study does not. Preliminary studies

indicated that the enzyme is associated with some

inhibitor-like protein(s) and this protein is re-

moved from the enzyme preparation during the

purification procedures adopted in the present

study. Characterization of the inhibitor-like pro-

tein has been reported [10]. We have noticed that

muscle tissues do not burst into degradation at the

onset of metamorphosis, but degrade gradually

Fig. 5. pH Dependence of the enzyme activity. The

enzyme reaction was performed as in Fig. 4 III with

the same reaction mixture except buffer. Buffers

adopted were as follows: sodium citrate for pH3.0-

5.75; sodium phosphate for pH 5.75-7.0; and Tris-

HC1 for pH 7.0-9.0. At the overlapped points of

pH, enzyme activity was determined with both buf-

fers. The same enzyme activity was obtained with

the two different buffers at each point. The enzyme

activity is expressed as in Fig. 1. • • without

SDS; O O, with SDS (1%).

during metamorphosis which lasts more than a

week at room temperature. Table 1 shows that

24 g of muscle proteins contains about 5,000 units

of actin-degrading enzyme in the presence of SDS,

i.e. in the absence of the inhibitor(s). Taking

account of the fact that about 20% of muscle

proteins is actin [11], whole actin molecules of

muscle tissues of a metamorphosing tadpole tail

are completely digested by the endogenous actin-

degrading enzyme within an hour at 25°C. This

rate of actin degradation is too fast and does not

reflect an actual rate. Furthermore, we have

noticed that all the muscle tissues do not simul-

taneously get into a necrotic state, but they do so

randomly [12]. The tail of a tadpole continues to

function and contain some intact muscle tissues

through the late stage of metamorphosis. These

facts suggest that the degradation of muscle

proteins is progressing under a delicately control-

led manner. Presently we assume that the inhibi-

tors) for the actin-degrading enzyme is involved in

this controlled process.

According to its inhibitor specificity and the

mode of degradation of muscle proteins shown in
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electrophoresis in polyacrylamide gels, the actin-

degrading enzyme is grouped as a thiol endo-

proteinase. In addition HPLC analyses clearly

demonstrate the subunit structure of this enzyme.

Several proteinases which have similar molecular

weights as the actin-degrading enzyme (26kDa)

and degrade muscle proteins have been reported

as a thiol proteinase: cathepsin B (24-28 kDa) [2]

and cathepsin L (2 1-24 kDa) [3]. None of them

has been known as the enzyme with a subunit

structure.

Cathepsin B from rat liver degrades myofibrillar

proteins with such order of susceptibilities as

myosin-H;>troponin> tropomyosin ^>actin. The

tadpole actin-degrading enzyme is different from

the rat liver cathepsin B in the substrate susceptibi-

lities. Actin is the poor substrate for the latter

enzyme. Cathepsin B degrades troponin T and

tropomyosin, which the tadpole enzyme does not

attack. Troponin C can be a substrate for the

tadpole enzyme, but not for the cathepsin B.

Mode of degradation of myofibrillar proteins by

cathepsin L of rabbit skeletal muscle has been

extensively investigated [3], This enzyme degrades

a myosin H chain, L chains, actin, troponin T,

troponin I but not troponin C. These degradations

are most intense at pH 3-4. These characteristics

of the enzyme show that the tadpole enzyme is

quite different from cathepsin L in its nature. The

actin-degrading enzyme does not require Ca2+

for its activity, indicating that this enzyme has no

relationship to the "Ca2+ -activated proteases"

[4, 5], The actin-degrading tadpole enzyme seems

to be a unique and new thiol endoproteinase. The

action of this enzyme on myofibrils and muscle

tissues is described elsewhere [6].

This work was supported in part by Grants-in-Aid for

scientific research from the Ministry of Education,

Science and Culture of Japan (No. 57540423 and No.

60540470).
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Mode of Degradation of Myofibrils and Muscle Tissues
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ABSTRACT—Muscle tissues of the metamorphosing tadpole tail contain a thiol endoproteinase which

preferentially attacks actin among the muscle structural proteins. To get information on the physiologi-

cal role of this enzyme, myofibrils and muscle tissues were subjected to digestion with this enzyme and

mode of degradation was investigated biochemically and microscopically. The light microscopical

observations showed that the myofibrils were degraded into small fragments. An analysis by elec-

trophoresis in a polyacrylamide gel in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) demonstrated the

actin degradation product with a Mr=28,000, which is a specific polypeptide found when actin

molecules are hydrolyzed by this enzyme. The enzyme degraded a myosin heavy chain into

polypeptides with Mr= 150,000 and 90,000. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the

enzyme-treated muscle tissues revealed that the enzyme specifically attacks the I-bands.

INTRODUCTION

The regressing tail of tadpoles contains a unique

thiol endoproteinase which preferentially attacks

actin. The enzyme has been tentatively named

"actin-degrading enzyme". This enzyme has been

partially purified and characterized [1]. In the

previous paper, it was strongly suggested that the

actin-degrading enzyme is of physiological impor-

tance for the thyroid hormone-induced degrada-

tion of the tadpole tail muscle [1, 2],

To obtain further information on the physiologi-

cal role(s) of this enzyme, isolated myofibrils and

muscle tissues were digested with this enzyme and

their morphological changes were investigated by

light and electron microscopy. These studies

clearly demonstrated that the enzyme drastically

fragmentizes myofibrils and preferentially attacks

the I-band of the muscle tissue. The biochemical

analyses of the digested myofibrils revealed the
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degradation products of several muscle proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tadpoles of bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana, were

purchased from a local animal supplier at Hama-

matsu City (Shizuoka) and were staged according

to Taylor and Kollros [3].

Preparation of the actin-degrading enzyme

This enzyme was extracted from regressing tadpole

tails (stage XX to XXIV), was highly purified as

described previously [1] and was used throughout

the present study.

Preparation of myofibrils All manipulations

were carried out at 0°C. Muscle tissues were

excised from tails of three tadpoles at the premeta-

morphic stage with scissors and were immersed in

10 volumes of a solution A (0.025 M KC1, 5mM
EDTA, and 0.039M borate buffer, pH7.1)

according to Perry and Grey [4]. Blood vessels

were removed and myofibrils were loosened by

forceps under an anatomical microscope. The

tissues were centrifuged at 600 g for 15 min and the

precipitate was suspended in the solution A. The
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sediment obtained by centrifugation of the suspen-

sion was resuspended in 10 volumes of a solution B
(0.1M KC1, 5mM EDTA, and 0.039 M borate

buffer, pH7.1) using a Potter-Elvehjem homo-

genizer and was washed several times with the

solution B.

Digestion of myofibrils with the actin-degrading

enzyme The myofibrillar preparation de-

scribed above was washed three times with an

incubation medium (0.1 M KC1, ImM EDTA,
and 50mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.0). An aliquot

(0.3 ml) of the sediment was suspended in 3 ml of

the incubation medium. An aliquot (100 ju\) of the

myofibril suspension was mixed with an equal

volume of the enzyme preparation that contained

2.25 units of the enzyme in 0.1 M KC1, ImM
EDTA, and 5% 2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME) and

was incubated for 2hr at 25°C. The reaction

mixture was centrifuged at 600 g for 15min. The

precipitate was resuspended in 150 /^l of the

solution B and was viewed through a phase

contrast microscope (Nikon, TMD-2). For the

biochemical analysis, the reaction mixture was

centrifuged at 600 g for 15min. The sediment and

the supernatant were fractionated with elec-

trophoresis in 15% polyacrylamide gels in the

presence of SDS as described previously [1].

Protein concentrations were determined in the

supernatant according to Lowry et al. [5]. Frac-

tionation of the supernatant was carried out also

with trichloroacetic acid (TCA). To the super-

natant TCA was added to a final concentration of

5%. Protein concentrations were measured in the

TCA-supernatant.

TEM of muscle tissues One block of muscle

tissues (2x2x2 mm) was incubated in 50 jA of the

solution containing 1.14 units of the purified

enzyme, 0.1M NaCl, 0.1 M 2-ME and 0.05 M
phosphate buffer, pH6.0, for 4hr at 25°C. The

tissue was washed three times with 3 ml of 0.1 M
phosphate buffer, pH7.3, was fixed with 2.5%

glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.3,

and was post-fixed with 1% Os04 in 0.1 M phos-

phate buffer (pH 7.4) for 1 hr at 4°C. The fixed

tissue was dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol

and embedded in epoxy resin. Ultrathin sections

>^
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Fig. 1. Fragmentation of myofibrils by the actin-degrading enzyme. Procedures of the preparation and

enzymic degradation of myofibrils are detailed in the text. Myofibrils were severely fragmented by the

enzyme. A. Myofibrils without digestion with the enzyme. B. Myofibrils digested with 2.25 units of

the enzyme for 2hr at 25°C. The scale marker represents 20
1
«m.
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were stained with uranyl acetate and examined in a

JEOL-200 CX transmission electron microscope

(Japan Electron Optics Laboratory, Tokyo) at

80 kV.

RESULTS

Degradation of myofibrils

Myofibrils prepared from the tail muscle were

incubated with the actin-degrading enzyme and

were surveyed with a phase-contrast microscope

(Fig. 1). When compared with a control prepara-

tion, it is evident that the enzyme drastically

degraded the fibrils into small fragments. Deg-

radation of the myofibrils was demonstrated also

biochemically. Firstly, the quantity of proteins in

the supernatant of the reaction mixture increased

50% when the enzyme was present. Secondly, the

quantity of peptides in the TCA-soluble fraction of

the supernatant increased 2.2-fold by the presence

of the enzyme. Thirdly, protein banding patterns

in SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis demon-

strated degradation products of muscle proteins in

both the supernatant and the sediment of the

reaction mixture (Fig. 2). The supernatant con-

tained degradation products of myosin and actin.

The polypeptide with a Mr=28,000, which had

been demonstrated as a major degradation pro-

duct of actin by the enzyme [1], was also detected

("a" followed by arrow in Fig. 2). Interestingly,

the same 28kDa-protein was found also in the

sediment, together with other degradation pro-

ducts.

tissue, both the Z-disc and I-band completely

disappeared, while the M-lines, H-bands and

A-bands remained almost intact (Fig. 3b and c).

The sarcomere length of this case was 0.86 /um

(35% reduction as compared with that of the

untreated tissue). The boundary of the A-bands

was not clear and was electron-dense. All frag-

ments of the muscle investigated so far had the

A-bands at the edges, where some filamentous

structures frayed out amorphously (Fig. 3b, c and

d, double arrowheads). Cross views of myosin-

like filaments were obtained at the edge of the

A-bands (Fig. 3b and d, arrowhead). In some

cases, Z-disc like structures remained in the

ppt sup

b c a b c

ml
m2

M-

1
•160

90
68

•39

-21.5
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Digestin of muscle tissues with the enzyme

Mode of degradation of muscle tissues of the

tadpole tail was investigated by TEM (Fig. 3).

Figure 3a shows muscle tissues incubated without

the enzyme for the same period as the ex-

perimentals. Characteristic structures of the mus-

cle, i.e. the A-band, I-band, H-band, Z-disc and

M-line, were clearly distinguishable, although

some degradative changes were noticed: the Z-disc

diffused as compared with that of the fresh muscle.

The sarcomere length (the distance between the

M-lines) was 1.35 /mi, which is identical to that of

the intact muscles [8]. In the enzyme-treated

Fig. 2. Electrophoretograms of myofibrils in SDS-

polyacrylamide gels. Myofibrils of tadpole tails

were incubated with the enzyme and were centri-

fuged. Electrophoresis in SDS-polyacrylamide gels

was performed for both the sediment (ppt) and the

supernatant (sup). See the text for details of the

procedure, a. without incubation; b, incubated

without the enzyme; c. incubated with the enzyme.

Molecular weights ( X 10~ 3
) are shown in the right.

A and M represent the bands of actin and a heavy

chain of myosin, respectively, a followed by arrow

indicates a degradation product of actin with a Mr=
28,000. ml and m2 indicate degradation products of

a heavy chain of myosin.
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amorphous myosin-like filamentous structures

(Fig. 3b, arrows followed by Z). The presence of

the Z-disc like structure was strongly suggested by

the close location of the T-tubules (Fig. 3b, arrows

followed by T). The T-tubules were identified so

because of its diameter, 20 to 25 nm. The possibil-

ity that these structures are intermediate filaments

was excluded, because their diameters are known
to be about 10 nm (lOnm-filaments). In the case

of Figure 3c, an M-line like remnant was found in

the myosin-like filamentous area (double arrows

followed by M).

f
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Fig. 3. TEM observations of the enzyme-treated muscle tissues. Muscle tissues without treatment of the enzyme

are shown in a and the enzyme-treated muscles in b, c and d. Fig. 3c and d is in the facing page. The bars

represent l/<m. (a) Structures characteristic to the muscle remained almost intact, (b) The Z-discs and

Fbands were completely lost, leaving electron-dense zones between the A-bands (A). The M-lines (M)

remained intact. Myosin-like filamentous structures frayed out from the edge of A-bands (double arrow-

heads). Cross views of myosin filaments are recognized (arrowhead), probably resulting from turning up of

the filaments due to the overlapping of the A-bands (see also d). Z-disc-like structures (Z) are left near

T-tubules (T) in the amorphously frayed myosin filaments (double arrowheads), (c) A remnant of the M-line

(double arrows) is noticeable in the frayed myosin filaments (double arrowheads), (d) The M-line (M) and

the H-band (H) remained intact. Longitudinal and cross views of the frayed myosin filaments are shown and

are indicated by double arrowheads and single arrowhead, respectively. The A-bands (A) were discernible,

although they showed degenerative appearance, especially near the upper edge, where myosin-like thin

filamentous structures extented amorphously (double arrowheads). The Fbands were completely digested

and overlapping of the A-bands is suggested by arrows.
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Fig. 3c
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DISCUSSION

The present study clearly demonstrates that the

highly purified actin-degrading enzyme can use

myofibrils and muscle tissues as a substrate.

Therefore, there seems to be little doubt about the

physiological significance of this enzyme in degrad-

ing muscle tissues during thyroid hormone-induced

tail regression.

Myofibrils digested with the enzyme decom-

posed into small fragments. In this case elec-

trophoretic patterns in SDS-polyacrylamide gels

clearly demonstrate the presence of a polypeptide

with a Mr=28,000, which is a major degradation

product when native actin molecules are attacked

by this enzyme [1]. This result strongly suggests

that the enzyme attacks the muscle proteins in vivo

in a similar manner as in vitro. The protein with a

Mr =28,000 is found not only in the soluble

fraction, but also in the sediments (Fig. 2). This

suggests two possibilities: 1. the degradation prod-

uct is tangled nonspecifically and trapped in the
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myofibrils; 2. the degradation product is not

directly solubilized but is bound non-covalently to

some proteins in myofibrils at the initial step of the

degradation and then is solubilized.

Degradation experiments with muscle tissues

(Fig. 3) presented interesting facts regarding mode

of action of this enzyme. The most notable result

is the disappearance of the I-band. Few papers

have described changes in the electron microscopic

appearance of muscle tissues after treatment with a

purified proteinase. Noda et al. [6] noticed dis-

appearance of the Z-disc in the cathepsin En-

treated rabbit myofibrils, but the I-band remained

almost intact for up to a 60 min-digestion. The loss

of the I-band in the present study appears to be

reasonable when the substrate specificity of this

enzyme is taken into account. The enzyme pre-

ferentially attacks actin molecules and degrades

them into small peptide fragments through the

intermediate of degradation with a Mr= 28,000

[1]. The I-band is known to be composed of actin

filaments with the Z-disc in the middle.

The Z-disc disappears together with the I-band

in most cases investigated so far (Fig. 3c and d).

However, in some cases, there remains Z-disc like

structures which are connected to the frayed

myosin-like filaments (Fig. 3b). This structure has

been thought as the Z-disc, because the distance

between the structure and the edge of the A-band

is close to the expected length of the A-band. The

sarcomere length of the undigested muscle tissue is

1.35 /im and that of the digested one is 0.86 //m.

The length of the I-band is measured as 0.2-0.3

p.m (Fig. 3a). A simple calculation leads us to

assume^ that the A-band overlapps with the neigh-

boring A-bands after the I-band is removed by the

enzyme attack. The electron-dense zones between

the A-bands might correspond to this assumptive

overlapping (Fig. 3b, c and d; the overlapping is

indicated by arrows in Fig. 3d). Two possibilities

remain as to the fate of the Z-disc: the Z-discs are

removed together with the I-bands, or they remain

in the muscle but are not observed microscopical-

ly, because they are hidden in the electron-dense

area. The latter possibility appears plausible as

suggested by the presence of the Z-disc like

structure (Fig. 3b), which is identified so because

of the close location of the T-tubules.

The actin-degrading enzyme hydrolyzes myosin

molecules in both purified myosin preparation [1]

and isolated myofibrils (Fig. 2). However, the

digested muscles contain the A-band and all

fragmented muscles end with the A-band. These

facts suggest that myosin filaments are a weak

substrate in vivo for the actin-degrading enzyme.

Electron microscopic observations of the tail

muscles of a tadpole undergoing spontaneous

metamorphosis reveal the disappearance of both

the I-band and the Z-disc, while the overlapping of

the A-bands was not noticed [7, 8]. Therefore,

some observations of in vitro muscle degradation

by the purified enzyme reported in the present

study seem to correlate with the events occurring

in the muscle tissues of a metamorphosing tadpole

and some do not.

This study was supported in part by Grants-in-Aid

for scientific research from the Ministry of Education,

Science and Culture of Japan (Nos. 57540423 and

60540470).
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Polymerase II Reaction in Caenorhabditis elegans
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ABSTRACT—The author found possible regulating factors for chromatin-dependent RNA polymerase

II reaction in the homogenate of a nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans). The factors

repressed calf thymus DNA-dependent transcription catalyzed by all classes of C. elegans RNA
polymerases (I, II and III) at the stage of RNA chain initiation. However, the factors specifically

enhanced rat liver chromatin-dependent RNA polymerase II reaction at a high ionic strength. The

activities exhibited the apparent molecular weights at more than 100 kDa, 70 kDa and about 30 kDa in

Sephadex G-100 column chromatography. The largest activity was converted to 70 kDa activity by

endogenous or exogenous proteases and 70 kDa activity was shifted to the 30 kDa activity by a

sonication procedure. The factors were characterized to be heat-stable sugar-containing molecules and

similar to the factors reported previously by the author from rat liver.

INTRODUCTION

Previously, the author reported the possible

regulators for chromatin-dependent RNA poly-

merase II reactions from rat liver nuclei [1] and

cytoplasm [2]. The factors repress all classes of rat

liver RNA polymerase reactions at the stage of

RNA chain initiation and specifically stimulate

chromatin-dependent engaged RNA polymerase

II reaction. They are characterized to be 250 kDa

glycoprotein and 70 kDa sugar-containing mole-

cules and the former factor is converted to the

latter factor by protease actions [1, 2].

In this communication, the author describes the

presence of the similar factors in the homogenate

of a nematode, C. elegans. The biochemical and

biological properties of the factors were analyzed

and compared with the factors reported pre-

viously.
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Present Address: Lab. of Molecular Oncology, Insti-

tute of Physical and Chemical Research, Wako, Sai-

tama 351, Japan.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of RNA polymerases and the regula-

ting factors

C. elegans was cultured in agar plates as de-

scribed in the previous report [3]. A total number

of 2.5 xlO8 organisms were frozen at — 80°C and

thawed in 5 ml of TGED buffer (50mM Tris-HCl

pH 7.9, 20% glycerol, 0. 1 mM EDTA and 0.2 mM
dithiothreitol) containing 0.8 M ammonium sul-

phate. The cells were homogenized and centri-

fuged at 16,000 rpm for 15 min by a Hitachi RP 20

rotor. The supernatant was concentrated by salt-

ing out with two volumes of cold saturated

ammonium sulphate (pH 7.9) and the precipitate

was spun down at 16,000 rpm for 15 min and

dissolved into 2.5 ml of TGED buffer. After the

sample was dialyzed against TGED buffer contain-

ing 175 mM ammonium sulphate, it was applied on

a DEAE 52 cellulose column (Whatman, 1.5 X
3 cm) and eluted stepwisely with TGED buffer

containing 175 mM, 350mM and 800mM ammo-
nium sulphate. In this chromatography, a-amani-

tin resistant RNA polymerases (type I and III)

were eluted at 175 mM and RNA polymerase II
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was at 350 mM. RNA polymerase I and III were

further separated by DEAE Sephadex A-25 col-

umn (1x2cm) at 1ml per fraction, which was

stepwisely eluted with TGED buffer containing

175mM and 350mM ammonium sulphate. The

enzyme-free fraction at 800mM ammonium sul-

phate from DEAE cellulose column was concen-

trated with two volumes of saturated ammonium

sulphate. After centrifugation at 16,000 rpm for

15 min, the precipitate was dissolved with 2.5 ml of

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH7.2) and ap-

plied on a Sephadex G-100 column (Pharmacia,

1.8x24 cm) and eluted with PBS at 2.5 ml per

fraction.

Assay for RNA polymerase activity

Calf thymus DNA or rat liver chromatin-

dependent RNA polymerase activity was assayed

according to the previous method [1]. The assay

mixture contains 0.05 //moles ATP, GTP and

CTP, 0.001 //moles UTP and 0.5 ^Ci of
[

3H]UTP
(50Ci/mmole, Amersham, England) and calf thy-

mus DNA (10 //g) or rat liver chromatin {5 fig

DNA equivalent) in the presence of manganese

and magnesium ions at a final volume of 0.25 ml.

In this mixture, 50 /u\ enzyme solution and 50 /A of

test solution are included.

Analysis of biochemical and physicochemical prop-

erties

Enzyme treatment with bovine pancreas trypsin

(Sigma) and Turbo cornutus glycosidases (Seikaga-

ku Kogyo, Japan) were carried out at 25 //g/ml for

1 hr at 37°C. Heat treatment was performed at

80°C for 10 min and freezing at — 20°C and thawing

were repeated two times. The factor was treated

with 50mM acetate buffer (pH4.5) or Tris-HCl

buffer (pH 9.5) for 3 hr.
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Fig. 1. Analysis of the regulating activities for DNA-dependent RNA polymerase II reaction by Sephadex

G-100 chromatography. Eluates at 800mM ammonium sulphate from DEAE cellulose chromatogra-

phy were concentrated, fractionated by a Sephadex G-100 chromatography and regulating activity for

RNA polymerase II reaction in each fraction was assayed. The horizontal bar in the figure shows the

control activity of RNA polymerase II. Arrows in the figure show the elution positions of molecular

weight markers; blue dextran 2,000 (void volume), bovine serum albumin (67kDa), horseradish

peroxidase (40kDa), cytochrome c (13kDa) and bacitracin (1.5 kDa) from the left to the right.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The supernatant of C. elegans homogenate was

concentrated by salting out with saturated ammo-

nium sulphate and applied on a DEAE 52 cellulose

column. In this chromatography, two prominent

peaks of DNA-dependent RNA polymerase activi-

ties were detected (not shown). The activity at

175mM is derived from RNA polymerase I and III

and the other activity at 350mM is from RNA
polymerase II as judged by a-amanitin sensitivity

of eukaryotic RNA polymerase [4]. When the

enzyme-free fractions at 800mM were concen-

trated and applied on a Sephadex G-100 column,

the inhibitory activities for calf thymus DNA-
dependent RNA polymerase II reaction were

observed at void volume (more than 100 kDa),

70kDa and about 30kDa (Fig. 1). In addition,

when the crude fraction at 800mM ammonium

sulphate was incubated for 30 min at 37°C before

the chromatography, the activity at void volume

disappeared and 70 kDa activity considerably in-

creased (Fig. 2). Since such conversion from the

isolated largest activity to 70 kDa activity also

occurred by exogenously added trypsin (not

shown), the change on the molecular weights of

the activities in Figure 2 seems to be due to

endogenous protease action. Furthermore, some

of 70 kDa activity was migrated to the position at

about 30 kDa by a sonication procedure (Fig. 3a,

b), which indicates that 70 kDa factor contains

30 kDa component.

Next, the specificity of the factor's inhibitory

effect on RNA polymerase reactions was analyzed.

Seventy kDa factor suppressed all classes of C.

elegans RNA polymerases (I, II and III) (Table 1).

The inhibitory effect by this factor occurred when
it was added to the reaction mixture at the

beginning of the incubation, but not at 10 min later

after the beginning of the reaction (not shown).

These results suggest that the factor in this paper

inhibits on the stage of RNA chain initiation, but

not elongation. In addition, the inhibitory effect

by this factor was not so strong as compared with

the nonspecific inhibitors such as heavy metals.

For example, zinc and mercury exhibited more
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Fig. 2. Effect of the incubation on the regulating activities for RNA polymerase reaction. Eluates

at 800mM ammonium sulphate from DEAE cellulose chromatography were incubated for 1 hr

at 37°C and applied on a Sephadex G-100 column under the same conditions in Fig. 1. Arrows
in the figure are same as in Fig. 1.
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Effect of the sonication treatment of the 70 kDa factor. The 70 kDa factor in Fig. 2 was

treated with (a) none or (b) a sonication at 50 watts for 1 min by a Branson sonifier apparatus and

applied on a Sephadex G-100 column under the same conditions in Fig. 1. Arrows in the figure

are same as in Fig. 1.

Table 1. Effect of the 70 kDa factor on calf

thymus DNA-dependent RNA polymerase

reactions

RNA polymerase
[

3H]UMP Incorporation (CPM)

Control + Factor

I

II

HI

1532 ±89 869 ±148

2054 ±163 927 ±179

1319+112 531 + 72

C. elegans RNA polymerases were prepared as

described in Materials and Methods. The value

shows the mean and standard error of the tripli-

cate assays.

than 90% inhibition of DNA-dependent RNA
synthesis activity at a concentration of 1 mM (not

shown). However, the factor showed a plateau of

inhibitory activities (about 60% inhibition) in the

dose response curve in Figure 4. This observation

suggests that this factor is not a simple nonspecific

inhibitor for RNA polymerase-dependent reac-

tion.

VOLUME OF FACTOR'S FRACTION ( Jjl )

Fig. 4. Dose-dependent effect of the 70 kDa factor on

RNA polymerase II reaction. The fractions at 11

and 12 in Fig. 2 were combined and used for the

RNA polymerase assay. The abscissa shows the

volume of the factor's fraction in the total assay

mixture (0.25 ml).
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Table 2. Effect of the 70 kDa factor on chroma-

tin-dependent RNA polymerase reactions

pHJUMP Incorporation (CPM)

Control + Factor

a-amanitin sensitive

50mM (NH 4 ) 2S04 1892 + 217 1152+108

250mM (NH4),S04 4396 + 568 8573 + 463

a-amanitin resistant

50 mM (NH4 ) 2S04 1536+167 842 + 93

250mM (NH4 ) 2S04 2034 ±124 1961+230

70 kDa factor was derived from active fractions in

Fig. 2. Rat liver chromatin-dependent RNA
polymerase activity was assayed by the previous

method [lj. The value in the table represents the

mean and standard error of triplicate assays.

Furthermore, this factor exhibited an interesting

property for rat liver chromatin-dependent reac-

tions. As shown in Table 2, at a low ionic strength

(50mM ammonium sulphate), the 70 kDa factor

repressed a-amanitin sensitive and resistant reac-

tions. However, at a high ionic strength (250mM
ammonium sulphate), the factor specifically en-

hanced a-amanitin sensitive reaction and did not

change resistant reaction. On the other hand, an

alternative stimulating factor for DNA-dependent

RNA polymerase II reaction was found in fraction

9 in Figure 1. This factor's activity is sensitive to

trypsin or heat treatment and it has not an

inhibitory effect on the reaction of RNA chain

initiation (not shown). Therefore, this factor

seems to be a different factor from the factors

described here.

Then, the physicochemical and biochemical

properties of the 70 kDa factor were analyzed.

The factor was resistant to a heat treatment and

stable in an acidic (pH4.5) or basic (pH9.5)

environment (Table 3). Although the activity of

the factor was not changed by trypsin, glycosidases

considerably inactivated its activity (Table 3). The

results mentioned above indicate that 70 kDa

factor is a heat-stable sugar-containing material.

This property is similar to that of the factor from

rat liver nuclei [1]. In rat liver nuclei, 70 kDa

factor exhibited the dominant activity as compared

with 30 kDa activity [1]. However, in the homo-

genate of C. elegans, the considerable 30 kDa

Table 3. Physicochemical and biochemical

properties of 70 kDa factor

[

3H]UMP Incorporation

(CPM)

Control 1836+124

+ Factor treated with

none 927 + 156

heat (80°C, lOmin) 861 + 108

freezing and thawing 943 + 89

pH 4.5 906+163

pH 9.5 825 ±72

trypsin 895 ±55

glycosidases 1521 ± 194

Calf thymus DNA-dependent RNA polymerase II

activity was assayed. After trypsin digestion, soy

bean trypsin inhibitor (25,ug/ml) was added. The

glycosidases were inactivated by heat treatment

for lOmin at 80°C after the treatment. The value

shows the mean and standard error of triplicate

assays.

activity was detected (Fig. 1 and 2). Such differ-

ence of the ratio of these activities between rat

liver and C. elegans is not elucidated at present.

The largest factor at void volume in Sephadex

G-100 chromatography seems to be a glycoprotein

and derived from cytoplasm as judged by the

previous finding of cytoplasmic factor in rat liver

[2]-

These factors may play a significant role in

various physiological changes. Recently, the au-

thor found that 70 kDa factor considerably in-

creases in tightly-bound chromatin fraction of rat

liver by glucocorticoid injection [5]. Furthermore,

the similar factor is detected in murine lympho-

cytes and it increases in their nuclei during

lectin-induced lymphocyte activation [6]. These

observation suggest that such regulating factors

ubiquitously exist and have conservative functions

for chromatin-dependent RNA polymerase II

reaction during the evolution from invertebrates

and vertebrates.
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A Low-Molecular-Weight Inhibitory Peptide for DNA-dependent

RNA Polymerase II Reaction in a Nematoda,

Caenorhabditis elegans
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ABSTRACT—A low-molecular-weight factor for RNA polymerase reaction was found in the homoge-

nate of a nematoda Caenorhabditis elegans. This factor repressed DNA-dependent RNA polymerase II

reaction at the stage of RNA chain initiation, but not a-amanitin resistant reactions. The factor was

partially purified by ion exchange and gel filtration chromatography and characterized to be a

heat-stable peptide. Its molecular weight was estimated to be a few thousand daltons. The factor also

inhibited mRNA synthesis of T cell growth factor in lectin-induced lymphocyte activation. The
properties of the factor were compared with the factors reported previously.

INTRODUCTION

Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) is an excel-

lent multicellular organism for the study of the

developmental biology. The detailed studies of

"cell lineage" during the development of this

organism have been carried out [1,2]. However,

the molecular mechanism of gene expression

during the development has not been elucidated

completely. In this problem, the useful marker for

this study is required at present.

In this communication, the author describes the

factor repressing DNA-dependent RNA poly-

merase II reaction in C. elegans. Some biochemi-

cal and biological properties of this factor were

characterized and its significance is discussed from

the standpoint of transcriptional regulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of RNA polymerases and the factor

from C. elegans

C. elegans was cultured in agar plates according

Accepted July 12, 1985

Received June 11, 1985

Present Address: Lab. of Molecular Oncology, Insti-

tute of Physical and Chemical Research, Wako, Saitama

351, Japan.

to the previous report [3]. C. elegans, 2.5 x 10
8
in

number, were frozen at — 80°C and thawed in 5 ml

of TGED buffer (50mM Tris-HCl pH7.9, 20%
glycerol, 0.1 mM EDTA and 0.2mM dithio-

threitol) containing 0.8M ammonium sulphate.

After homogenizing by a Potter-type homogenizer

at 4°C, the homogenate was centrifuged at 16,000

rpm for lOmin by a Hitachi RP-20 rotor. The

supernatant was recovered, added with two

volumes of saturated ammonium sulphate (pH 7.9)

and kept one overnight at 4°C. The precipitate

was spun down at 16,000 rpm for 15 min, dissolved

with 2.5 ml TGED buffer and dialyzed against

TGED buffer containing 175 mM ammonium sul-

phate. The sample was applied on a DEAE 52

cellulose column (Whatman 0.8x2.5 cm) and

eluted stepwisely with TGED buffer containing

various ammonium sulphate concentrations (175

mM, 350mM and 800 mM). Alpha-amanitin resis-

tant RNA polymerases were eluted at 175 mM and

RNA polymerase II is at 350 mM. Enzymes resis-

tant to a-amanitin were further separated into

RNA polymerase I and III by a DEAE Sephadex

A-25 column (Pharmacia, 0.8x2.5 cm). The en-

zyme-free fraction eluted at 800mM ammonium
sulphate in DEAE cellulose chromatography was

applied on a Sephadex G-50 column (Pharmacia,

1.2x56 cm) and eluted with 10mM phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS, pH7.2).
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Fig. 1. Elution profile of RNA polymerase activities of

the homogenate from C. elegans in DEAE 52 cellu-

lose column chromatography. The supernatant of

the homogenate from C. elegans was concentrated

and applied on a DEAE 52 cellulose column and

eluted stepwisely by various ammonium sulphate

concentrations as indicated in the figure. Open and

closed circles show RNA polymerase activities in the

absence and presence of a-amanitin (1 ,ug/ml).

Assay for RNA polymerase activity

Calf thymus DNA-dependent C. elegans RNA
polymerase activity was assayed according to the

previous report [4]. For labelling the synthesized

RNA, 0.5 //Ci of
[

3H]UTP (50Ci/mmole, Amer-

sham, England) was added into each assay tube.

Alpha-amanitin sensitive and resistant activity was

determined in the absence and presence of 1

//g/ml of a-amanitin. The factor's activity affect-

ing RNA polymerase reactions was assayed in the

presence of constant amount of RNA polymerase

I, II and III in Figures 1 and 2.

Analysis of biochemical and physicochemical prop-

erties of the factor

The factor was treated with bovine pancreas

trypsin, DNase I or RNase A (Sigma, 50//g/ml) for

1 hr at 37°C. Heat-treatment was carried out at

56°C for 30 min and freezing at — 20°C and

thawing were repeated two times. The factor was

treated in 10mM acetate buffer (pH4.5) or 10mM
Tris-HCl buffer (pH9.5) for 1 hr at 4°C and

adjusted to neutral pH with 0.5 M phosphate

buffer (pH 7.4).

i0.2

FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 2. Separation of RNA polymerase I and III by DEAE Sephadex A-25 column chromatography. After the

enzyme fraction at 175 mM ammonium sulphate in Fig. 1 was dialyzed against TGED buffer containing

30mM ammonium sulphate, it was applied onto a DEAE Sephadex A-25 column and eluted with TGED
buffer containing 30 mM, 175 mM and 350 mM ammonium sulphate, stepwisely. The activity at 350 mM
(RNA polymerase III) was 50% inhibited by about 100^g/ml of a-amanitin and the activity at 175 mM
(RNA polymerase I) was insensitive to the same concentration. Open and closed circles represent calf

thymus DNA-dependent RNA polymerase activities in the absence of a-amanitin and the absorbance at

280 nm, respectively.
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Lymphocyte culture and preparation of mRNA of

T cell growth factor

C3H/He mice splenocytes (1x10s
cells) were

suspended in 2 ml of RPMI 1,640 medium (Nissui

Seiyaku Co., Tokyo) supplemented with 10% fetal

calf serum (FCS, Gibco Co.) in the absence or

presence of Concanavalin A (Con A, Sigma, 5

//g/ml) and cultured for 24 hr in 5% C02 and 95%
air at 37°C. Furthermore, Con A (5 jug/m\) and

the factor (concentrated active fractions of

Sephadex G-50 chromatography) or a-amanitin

(Boehlinger Mannheim, 5 jug/m\) were added to

the same splenocyte culture and incubated under

the same condition. The cultured splenocytes were

homogenized with 2 ml of 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH

9.0) containing 0.2% sodium dodesyl sulphate,

the homogenate was added with 4 ml of water-

saturated phenol containing 8-hydroquinolin and

mixed gently. This phenol treatment was repeated

once more and combined aquous phases were

mixed with two volumes of cold ethanol and kept

at — 20°C for 3hr. The precipitate was recovered

by a centrifugation and washed three times with

3M acetate buffer (pH5.5) to remove contami-

nant DNA. The recovered total cellular RNA was

dissolved into 10mM Tris-HCl and 0.5 M NaCl

(pH7.6) and applied onto a oligo (dT) cellulose

column (Sigma, 0.8x2.5cm). The column was

washed with the same buffer and bound RNA was

eluted with 10mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6). RNA con-

taining poly(A) recovered from 10
8

cells was

added to rabbit reticulocyte system (PL Co.) and

incubated for 90min at 37°C. After T cell growth

factor (TCGF) in the product of translation system

was dialyzed against PBS (pH7.2) and DNA
synthetic activity of thymocytes by TCGF was

assayed as described in the previous report [5].

C3H/He mice thymocytes (2.5 XlO5
cells) sus-

pended in RPMI 1,640 medium-5% FCS and each

test solution were mixed and cultured for 2 days

in 5% C0 2 and 95% air at 37°C. The cells were

labelled with 1 /uC\ of
[

3H]thymidine (5 Ci/mmole,

Radiochemical Centre, England) for last 24 hr and

the radioactivity was counted by a Beckman liquid

scintillation counter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The homogenate of C. elegans was concentrated

and applied on a DEAE cellulose column. In this

chromatography, two prominent activities for

DNA-dependent RNA polymerase reaction were

detected and the activity at 175 mM ammonium
sulphate was resistant in the presence of a-amani-

tin (l//g/ml), but the acitivity at 350mM was

sensitive under the same condition (open and

closed circles in Fig. 1). The former activity seems

to be derived from RNA polymerase I and III and

the latter activity is from RNA polymerase II as

judged by a-amanitin sensitivity of eukaryotic

RNA polymerases [6]. RNA polymerase I and III

were clearly separated by further chromatography

of DEAE Sephadex A-25 column (Fig. 2).

Then, the author found a suppressing activity for

DNA-dependent RNA polymerase II reaction in

the fraction eluted at 800mM ammonium sulphate

from DEAE cellulose chromatography. As indi-

cated in Figure 3, this activity was observed at a

few thousand daltons in Sephadex G-50 chroma-

tography as judged by the positions of molecular

1 I

Fig

FRACTION NUMBER

3. Elution profile of the inhibitory factor on

Sephadex G-50 column chromatography. The en-

zyme-free fraction eluted at 800mM ammonium
sulphate from DEAE cellulose chromatography was

applied on a Sephadex G-50 column and eluted as

described in Materials and Methods. Upper arrows

in the figure show the elution positions of the

markers; insulin (5.7 K daltons) and bacitracin (1.5

K daltons) from the left to the right.
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weight markers (insulin and bacitracin).

Furthermore, the specificity of the factor's ac-

tion on RNA polymerase reactions was analyzed.

As shown in Table 1, this factor specifically sup-

pressed DNA-dependent C. elegans RNA poly-

merase II reaction, but not affect the reactions

catalyzed by other RNA polymerases (I and III).

In addition, when this factor was added to the

RNA polymerase II-catalyzed reaction at the

beginning of the incubation, the considerable

inhibition was observed as compared with the

control experiment (open and closed circles in

Fig. 4). However, when added at lOmin later after

the start of the reaction, the significant effect was

not detected (triangles in Fig. 4). This observation

suggests that the factor causes the inhibitory effect

on the stage of RNA chain initiation, but not on

chain elongation.

Furthermore, the author analyzed biochemical

and physicochemical properties of this factor. As

indicated in Table 2, when this factor was treated

with trypsin, the factor's activity considerably

decreased. However, other enzyme digestions

(RNase A and DNase I) did not affect. This factor

was resistant to heat or freezing and thawing and

stable in an acidic or basic environment (Table 2).

On the other hand, the similar substance has

been reported from calf thymus extract, which is

characterized to be a peptide of less than 5,000

daltons and causes an inhibition on lectin-induced

mRNA synthesis in lymphocyte cells [7-9]. In

order to compare the biological property of the

factor in this paper with the factor reported

Table 1 . Specificity of the factor's effect on

RNA polymerase reactions

RNA polymerase
[

3H]UMP Incorporation (CPM)

Control + Factor

I

II

III

1890 ±176

2632 + 265

1561 + 145

1783 + 193

1219+108

1438 + 224

The value is expressed as the mean and standard

error of triplicate assays. RNA polymerase II was

derived from fraction 10-13 in Fig. 1. Further

experiments were performed by use of the same

enzyme preparation. I and III enzymes were from

fraction 9-12 and fraction 18-22 in Fig. 2.

previously [7-9], the author tried to analyze the

effect of the factor from C. elegans on specific

mRNA in lectin-induced lymphocyte activation.

In this experimental system, mRNA of T cell

growth factor (TCGF) [10] was induced by Con-

1NCUBATI0N TIME ( min )

Fig. 4. The kinetic study of RNA polymerase II reac-

tion on the factor's inhibitory actions. Regulating

activity by the factor in RNA polymerase II reaction

was assayed using calf thymus DNA. Open circles

(O) show the reaction in the absence of the factor.

Closed circles (#) and triangles (A) represent the

reactions in the presence of the active fraction in

Fig. 2 from the beginning and 10 min (arrow in the

figure) after the start of the reaction.

Table 2. Biochemical and physicochemical

properties of the inhibitory factor

[

3H]UMP Incorporation

(CPM)

Control

+ Factor treated with

none

trypsin

DNase I

RNase A
heat

freezing, thawing

pH 4.5

pH 9.5

2827+186

1621 + 145

2562 + 63

1753+176

1698+ 283

1548+109

1602+137

1724 + 89

1563 + 52

Exogenously added enzymes were removed by a

Sephadex G-50 column chromatography after the

treatment of the factor. The value shows the

mean and standard error of triplicate assays.
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canavalin A in 1 day after culture (Table 2). When
the factor in this paper was added to the lectin-

treated lymphocyte culture, the production of

TCGF mRNA was considerably decreased (Table

3). The similar effect occurred by an mRNA
synthesis inhibitor, a-amanitin (5,wg/ml) (Table 3).

These results suggest that this factor enters into

activated lymphocytes and modulates specific

mRNA synthesis.

Table 3. Effect of the factor on the production

of TCGF mRNA in lectin-induced lympho-

cyte activation

TCGF mRNA activity

[

3H]TdR incorporation/10
8

cells

none

Con A
Con A + Factor

Con A + a-amanitin

3391 ±502

75690 ±3681

42066 ±1869

37856 ±2037

Murine splenocytes were cultured as described in

Materials and Methods. The value represents the

mean and standard error of the triplicate assays.

The factors added to the culture correspond to

about a half portion of total activities from 2.5 X
10

K
C. elegans.

The results mentioned above show that the

factor in this paper repressed C. elegans RNA
polymerase II reaction at the stage of RNA chain

initiation and characterized to be a low-molecular-

weight heat-stable peptide. In addition, it causes

an inhibitory effect on the specific mRNA syn-

thesis in the other higher animal cells and has

a similar effect to that by the factor reported

previously [7-9].

On the other hand, recently, the author also

found different regulating factors for RNA poly-

merase II reactions. In contrast to the factor in

this paper, such factors repressed calf thymus

DNA-dependent reactions catalyzed by all classes

of C. elegans RNA polymerases at RNA chain

initiation and specifically enhanced chromatin-

dependent engaged RNA polymerase II reaction

[11]. In addition, the similar factors are observed

in rat liver nuclei [12] and cytoplasm [13]. Thus,

different two types of the regulating factors exist in

C. elegans and they regulate mRNA synthesis

catalyzed by RNA polymerase II reactions in

invertebrates and vertebrates during animal evolu-

tion. Since the preparation of C. elegans in this

paper is derived from the conventional culture of

agar plates, the change of the factor's activity in

the specific stage of the animal development is

unclear at present. These factors seem to be useful

and general markers for the further study of the

gene expression in the physiological and develop-

mental changes of animals.
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Karyotypes of Two Japanese Hynobiid Salamanders, Hynobius
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ABSTRACT—The chromosome numbers of two species of Japanese mountain-brook type Hynobius,

H. kimurae and H. boulengeri were both found to be 2n= 58 against those reported previously for H.

kimurae as 2n= 56 and 60, and for H. boulengeri as 2n= 56. Karyotypic variations were observed in

both of these species. There were two types of karyotypes in H. kimurae from 5 different localities. The

karyotype of H. boulengeri from Hongu-machi (Wakayama Prefecture) was similar to that of H.

kimurae from Mt. Rokko (Hyogo Pref.) and Hinode-machi (Tokyo Pref.) except for the No. 14

chromosome. The chromosome numbers of these two species, 2n=58, are different from most of the

pond type Hynobius (2n= 56).

INTRODUCTION

Members of the genus Hynobius are divided into

two types: the pond type and the mountain-brook

type. They are so classified according to breeding

habitat and the shape of their egg-capsules, eggs

and larvae, all of which are well adapted to either a

still or flowing water environment [1]. The two

species to be described in this paper are both of the

mountain-brook type.

According to Sato [1], the species boulengeri is

assigned to the genus Pachypalaminus , but recent-

ly it is often included in Hynobius due to its

morphological and ecological characters [2-4].

We prefer to use the name Hynobius boulengeri in

accordance with the karyological characteristics

observed in this study.

The chromosomes of H. kimurae and H.

boulengeri were first studied by the testis-

sectioning method in the 1930s. Sato reported the

diploid chromosome number of H. kimurae

obtained from Kyoto Prefecture to be 2n = 60 [5]

and that of Pachypalaminus boulengeri (H.
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This paper corresponds to "Cytogenetic Studies of

Hynobiidae (Urodela). III".

boulengeri) obtained from Ehime Prefecture as 2n

=56 [5, 6], while Makino reported the number as

2n= 56 for H. kimurae obtained from Gifu Prefec-

ture [7, 8].

We present in this paper, the chromosome

number and intra- and/or interspecific karyotypic

variations of these two species. We also discuss

their systematic relationships, comparing the pres-

ent data with previously published karyological

data of other Japanese species in the genus

Hynobius.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Eggs of H. kimurae in capsules were collected

for this study from five localities: Hinode-machi

(Tokyo Pref.), Ohkuwa-mura (Nagano Pref.),

Yatsuo-machi (Toyama Pref.), Mt. Hohdatsu

(Ishikawa Pref.) and Mt. Rokko (Hyogo Pref.).

Those of H. boulengeri were from Hongu-machi

(Wakayama Pref.). The known distribution ranges

of these two species and the collection sites for the

present materials are shown in Figure 1.

Chromosome preparations were made from

embryonal cephalic tissues as well as regenerating

larval tail-tips, in accordance with the method

previously described by Ikebe and Kohno [9].
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Table 1. Collection sites of the materials, and the number of metaphases and specimens

(embryos and larvae) analyzed

Species H. kimurae H. boulengeri

Collection Hinode Ohkuwa Yatsuo Mt. Mt. Hongu

site -machi -mura -machi Hohdatsu Rokko -machi

(Prefecture) (Tokyo) (Nagano) (Toyama) (Ishikawa) (Hyogo) (Wakayama)

No. of

metaphases

analyzed

11 12 10 20 14

No. of

specimens

analyzed

Specimens are all embryos.

Karyotype analyses were performed on 62

metaphases from 28 embryos and larvae of H.

kimurae from five localities. For H. boulengeri, 14

metaphases from 8 embryos and larvae were

examined in the study. (Table 1).

The chromosomes were designated according to

the nomenclature for centromeric position on

chromosomes by Levan et al. [10].

RESULTS

The chromosome analyses of H. kimurae and

H. boulengeri revealed that the diploid chromo-

some number was 2n=58 in both species. Our

results vary from those reported by Sato [5, 6] and

Makino [7, 8]. In both species, the 29 chromo-

some pairs could be divided into three groups: a

large-sized group (Nos. 1-9), a medium-sized one

(Nos. 10-13) and a small-sized one (Nos. 14-29).

There were two different karyotypes in H.

kimurae. As seen in Figure 2, the karyotype of the

specimens from Mt. Rokko and Hinode-machi,

which we designated as type 1 , is characterized by

three pairs of submetacentric medium-sized chro-

mosomes (Nos. 10-12), 6 pairs of meta- and sub-

metacentric small-sized chromosomes (Nos. 14-

19) and 10 pairs of acrocentric small-sized chromo-

somes (Nos. 20-29). The karyotype of those from

Ohkuwa-mura, Yatsuo-machi and Mt. Hohdatsu,

designated as type 2 (Fig. 3), is different from that

of type 1 by having one pair of subtelocentric and

two pairs of submetacentric medium-sized chro-

mosomes (Nos. 10-12), 9 pairs of meta- and

submetacentric small-sized chromosomes (Nos.

14-22) and 7 pairs of subtelo- and acrocentric

small-sized chromosomes (Nos. 23-29). As shown

in Figure 1 , populations of type 1 of H. kimurae

were found in two separate districts, whereas those

of type 2 were found in the center of their range.

The karyotype of H. boulengeri from Hongu-

machi (Fig. 4) resembles that of H. kimurae from

Mt. Rokko and Hinode-machi (type 1) except for

the No. 14 submetacentric chromosomes. While

chromosome No. 14 of H. kimurae is slightly smal-

ler than the medium-sized chromosomes, chromo-

some No. 14 of H. boulengeri is definitely small,

being almost the same size as the other metacentric

small-sized chromosomes. No differences were

observed among the remaining chromosomes

(Nos. 1-9 and 13) in these two species.

DISCUSSION

The results of our observations indicate that the

diploid chromosome number was 58 in all the

specimens of H. kimurae and H. boulengeri, and

that the karyotype of H. boulengeri from Hongu-

machi was similar to that of H. kimurae from

Mt. Rokko and Hinode-machi (type 1). These

findings suggest that close systematic relationships
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H. kimurae

H. boulengeri

100 200

Fig. 1. Distribution ranges of Hynobius kimurae and Hynobius boulengeri (from the final report of

reptiles and amphibians survey of the Second National Survey on the Natural Environment in Japan

1978, reproduced with some modifications through the courtesy of the Japan Environmental Agency),

and collection sites for the present materials. Nos. 1-5 are the collection sites of H. kimurae and the

types of karyotype are depicted as triangles (type 1) and circles (type 2). No. 6 is the collection site of

H. boulengeri. The names of the collection sites are 1: Hinode-machi, 2: Ohkuwa-mura, 3: Yatsuo-

machi, 4: Mt. Hohdatsu, 5: Mt. Rokko and 6: Hongu-machi.

exist between these two species, and support the

re-classification of H. boulengeri in conjunction

with morphological and ecological data [2-4].

The chromosome numbers and karyotypes of

H. kimurae and H. boulengeri were compared with

the published karyological data [9, 11-15] of other

Japanese species of the genus Hynobius. The

chromosome numbers of these two species, both

being 2n= 58, differ from the chromosome number

of the pond type Hynobius (2n= 56) by the

presence of an additional small-sized pair, with the

exception of H. retardatus (2n=40). According to

Seto and Matsui [16], both H.stejnegeri and

H. naevius, which were classified as mountain-

brook type by Sato [1], have 58 chromosomes as a

diploid set. Thus, the four mountain-brook type

Hynobius, H. kimurae, H. boulengeri, H. stejnegeri

and H. naevius, have been shown to have the

chromosome number 2n= 58 in common. This

coincidence in the diploid chromosome number of

these four species may suggest close systematic

relationships.

As for the morphology of the No. 14 chromo-

some, H. boulengeri is similar to other Hynobius

species except for H. kimurae and H. retardatus in

terms of the conventional Giemsa stained karyo-

logical data [9, 11-15].

The karyological differences between type 1 and

type 2 of H. kimurae, as well as H. kimurae and

H. boulengeri, should be investigated by chromo-

some banding in order to solve the mechanism of

morphological exchange in chromosomes. In our
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Fig. 2. A type 1 karyotype of Hynobius kimurae obtained at Mt. Rokko (collection site no. 5).

The specimens from Hinode-machi (no. 1) also showed the same karyotype. The No. 14

chromosome pair of this species (both types 1 and 2) is slightly smaller than the

medium-sized chromosome pairs (Nos. 10-13).

Fig. 3. A type 2 karyotype of Hynobius kimurae obtained in Ohkuwa-mura (no. 2). The

karyotypes of the specimens from Yatsuo-machi (no. 3) and Mt. Hohdatsu (no. 4) were

also of this type.

Fig. 4. A karyotype of Hynobius boulengeri obtained in Hongu-machi (no. 6). The No. 14

chromosome pair is definitely smaller than the medium-sized chromosome pairs (Nos.

10-13).

laboratory, chromosome analyses by C-banding results of these analyses should be available in the

[17] and R-banding methods are in progress. The near future.
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Evidence for the Incapacitation of Heterospecific Sperm in

the Female Genital Tract in a Pair of Closely Related

Ladybirds (Insecta, Coleoptera, Coccinellidae)
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ABSTRACT— In the crossing between two closely related phytophagous ladybirds, Henosepilachna

vigintioctomaculata and H. pustulosa, the estimated numbers of sperm preserved by the heterospecific

females were approximately one fifth to one tenth of those preserved by the conspecific females. It was

supposed that the majority of sperm in the heterospecific females were incapacitated due to the

incompatibility with the female reproductive tract and lost during the migration from the bursa

copulatrix to the sperm storage place. The sperm preserved by heterospecific females were motile, but

may also have incapacitated, and resulted in the low hatchability of eggs by the interspecific mating of

these beetles.

INTRODUCTION

In internally fertilizing animals, sperm happened

to be ejaculated in the body of a female of foreign

species may be inviable or less fertile due to the

incompatibility with the genital tract of the female.

If such incapacitation of alien sperm does occur,

this would result in a hinderance or prevention of

the formation of hybrid zygotes and, thus, func-

tions as one type of postmating reproductive

isolating mechanism. Patterson and Stone [1] and

Dobzhansky [2] reviewed various examples of the

incapacitation and resultant gametic isolation in

species of the genus Drosophila. However, our

knowledge on this and related phenomena in other

groups of animals is yet poor.

In the course of our studies on the reproductive

isolation in a pair of closely related phytophagous

ladybirds, Henosepilachna vigintioctomaculata

(Motschulsky) and H. pustulosa (Kono), we found

that the interspecific mating between these two

species resulted in the production of eggs with

extremely low hatching ratios relative to the

conspecific mating [3]. Since the F! larvae once

hatched grew normally afterward to become fully

Accepted July 17, 1985
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fertile adults of both sexes [3,4], we suspected that

the gametic isolation, rather than the death of

hybrid embryos, might be responsible for the low

hatchability [3]. In order to confirm this assump-

tion, the condition and number of sperm kept by

conspecific and heterospecific females, and their

relation to the hatchability were examined in 1983.

Based on the result obtained by this study, I

herewith describe the apparent reduction of the

number of sperm in the genital tract of foreign

female in this species pair and its probable relation

to the low hatchability by their interbreeding.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The materials used for the present study were

the so-called Hokkaido form (Form V-II [5]) of

H. vigintioctomaculata collected at Kitahiroshima

and the Sapporo form (P—III) of H. pustulosa at

Sankakuyama, both localities situated in the vicin-

ity of Sapporo. The beetles were collected from

their respective host plants (H. vigintioctomaculata :

the potato plant Solanum tuberosum L.; H. pustu-

losa: a thistle, Cirsium kamtschaticum Ledeb.) as

eggs or larvae, and reared on the foliage of the

potato plant or a herb, Solanum megacarpum

Koidz., planted in flower pots placed in a glass-

room. They were sexed soon after the emergence
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and afterward reared each sex separately with

fresh potato leaves until served for experiments.

All rearings after the emergence were made under

a constant temperature and daylength (23°C,

16L8D). In order to know the condition of pre-

served sperm, sperm storage organs of some

post-copulatory females were fixed, sectioned and

stained with Delafield's hematoxylin and eosin.

Further, the following three rearing series, each

including all four types of reciprocal crosses, were

prepared to assess the number of kept sperm and

its relation to the hatchability:

Single-mating-single-rearing series (Abbrevi-

ated as single-mating series in the following):

Virgin females were put together with males and

allowed to mate once. After the copulation, the

females were reared singly. In this series, each

female mated only once before singly reared.

Multiple-mating-single-r-earing series (Multiple-

mating series): Approximately ten individuals of

females were reared together with the same

number of males in mass for a week. Then, the

females were separated and singly reared. In this

series, each female is regarded to have mated a few

to several times before singly reared.

Pair-rearing series: Like the single-rearing

series, females were allowed to mate once with

males. After a female mated successfully with a

male, the female and male were reared in a pair

afterward. When the male died, a new male was

added. Thus, only the females of this series can be

supplied fresh sperm repeatedly from the paired

males during the experiment.

The numbers of eggs laid during the single- or

pair-rearing were counted and the hatching ratio of

these eggs were checked for each female or pair.

Number of eggs examined for the estimation of

hatching ratio was variable individually (Fig. 1).

In order to get unbiased estimate, more than 100

eggs were examined whenever possible. On the

average, approximately 190 eggs per female were

examined in H. vigintioctomaculata and 150 eggs

were examined for each female of H.pustulosa

(Fig. 1). After a sufficient number of eggs were

obtained, each female was dissected to count the

number of preserved sperm with the following

procedure: In the present species, sperm received

from males are preserved by the females in the

50 100 150

Number of

Fig. 1. Numbers of eggs examined to assess hatching

ratios. Open: H.pustulosa, (N = 54, mean = 152.2);

hatched: H. vigintioctomaculata, (N= 60, mean=
186.8).

seminal node located at the middle part of the

common oviduct [6]. The seminal node of intact

female was removed, placed in 1.0ml of saline

solution (0.75% NaCl in water), and torn with

forceps to make sperm suspension. After violently

stirred with the aid of a pippet, the sperm

suspension was loaded on a hemocytometer and

the number of sperm was counted following the

ordinary method for counting leucocytes (cf. [7])

under a phase-contrast microscope. This sperm

count was repeated twice for each female and the

average was used as the estimate of the number of

sperm kept by the female. As exemplified in

Figure 2, the results of two sperm counts on the

Fig

50 100 150 (X)

2. Relation of two sperm counts on the same

females of H. vigintioctomaculata mated with con-

specific males. Results of single-mating, multiple-

mating, and pair-rearing series were combined. Of

the results of two sperm counts for each individual,

the smaller value (Y) was plotted against the larger

value (X). Scale unit: X 10
4

.
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same specimen were generally not so different,

suggesting that the sperm were relatively evenly

distributed in the saline. Therefore, the method

employed was regarded as appropriate to estimate

approximate number of preserved sperm.

RESULTS

Post-coital observations on the sperm in the female

genital tracts

Examination of sectioned specimens revealed

that the amount of sperm preserved in the node-

like sperm storage place of the interspecifically

mated female was evidently smaller than that of

conspecifically mated one (Fig. 3). The seminal

node is composed of two lateral pauches and the

median part connecting them. In the conspecif-

ically mated females, sperm filled both the lateral

pauches and the median part (Fig. 3a, c), whereas

in interspecifically mated females sperm were

generally restricted to the lateral pauches alone

(Fig. 3b, d). Further, the preserved condition of

sperm in heterospecific females often appears to be

somewhat anomalous compared with that in con-

specific females. However, many, if not most, of

the sperm kept by heterospecific females were

motile in the saline solution like those by conspe-

cific females.

The results of sperm count were summarized in

Table 1. In both conspecific and interspecific mat-

ings, the average number of kept sperm was

smallest in single-mating series and largest in

pair-rearing series. Those of multiple-mating

series were intermediate between single-mating

and pair-rearing series, but much similar to the

former. Since females of single-mating series

mated only once, the average value of the sperm

number in single-mating series may be close to the

minimal level of the number of kept sperm. On
the other hand, the distinctly large sperm number

in the pair-rearing series, that was apparently

resulted from the repeated supply of new sperm

from paired males, may be regarded as near the

maximum. In the single-mating and multiple-

mating series, the relation between the number of

sperm and the days from the last mating to the

dissection, as well as between the number of sperm

and the number of eggs laid, were analysed. But,

no clear decrease in the number of preserved

sperm was observed with respect to the time from

the last mating, or to the increase of the number

of eggs laid. Females of H. vigintioctomaculata

mated with conspecific males possessed on the

average 32X104
(single-mating series) to 79xl04

sperm (pair-rearing series), and those of H.

pustulosa, llXlO4
(single-mating) to 51xl04

(pair-rearing). The conspecifically mated females

of H. vigintioctomaculata appear to have more

numerous sperm than those of H. pustulosa, sug-

gesting that amount of sperm ejaculated by the

male per copula is smaller in the latter species.

(This difference was highly significant in both

single- and multiple-mating series, but not signif-

icant in pair-rearing series as shown in Table 1.)

One conspecifically mated female of H. pustulosa

in each of single-mating and multiple-mating series

had no sperm. However, they must have received

sperm at the mating since a part of their eggs were

hatched. On the other hand, the numbers of

sperm kept by interspecifically mated females were

fewer, being only one fifth to one tenth of those by
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Fig. 3. Female sperm storage organs of H. vigintioctomaculata (a, b) and H. pustulosa (c, d) with conspecific (a, c)

and heterospecific sperm (b, d). sp: sperm.
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Table 1. Estimated numbers of sperm of H. vigintioctomaculata and H. pustulosa preserved by

conspecific and heterospecific females in three rearing series

Species of Estimated number of sperm (XlO4
)
preserved in

sperm Conspecific female Heterospecific female Difference*

and series N m±SD (range) N m±SD (range) (Con. vs Hetero.)

vigintioctomaculata

Single-mating 10 31.9 + 18.3 (12.8-70.3) 10 4.8±4.3 (2.1-16.8) + + +
Multiple-mating 7 52.7±39.4 (16.8-126.3) 8 5.1+3.5 (0.8-11.4) + + +
Pair-rearing 12 79.0±41.2 (16.1-152.8) 8 12.5 + 6.7 (3.4-26.1) + + +

pustulosa

Single-mating 12 11.1 + 11.7 (0-39.3) 10 2.3 + 2.0 (0.1-5.8) + +
Multiple-mating 8 12.5 + 10.0 (0-33.1) 10 3.3 + 3.0 (0.9-11.0) + +
Pair-rearing 8 51.0+ 30.4 (10.3-97.8) 11 11.7+ 5.1 (4.9-22.4) + + +

Difference*

(viginti. vs pustu.)

Single-mating

Multiple-mating

Pair-rearing

+ + +

+ + +
NS

+
NS

NS

N, number of females examined; m, mean.
* Mann-Whitney U-test: NS, not significant (PJ>0.1);

+ + +, P<0.01.

+ , 0.05<P<0.1; + +, 0.01<P<0.05;

Table 2. Hatching ratios of eggs laid by various combinations of crosses between H. vigintioctomacu-

lata and H. pustulosa

Species of
Hatching ratio (%)

female

and series N
Conspecific mating

m + SD (range)

Interspecific mating

N m + SD (range)

Difference*

vigintioctomaculata

Single-mating

Multiple-mating

Pair-rearing

pustulosa

Single-mating

Multiple-mating

Pair-rearing

10

7

12

12

8

8

42.8±28.7 (1.5-81.4)

38.7±17.4 (14.6-71.4)

50.9±18.6 (8.9-67.1)

52.4±27.0 (0.8-85.4)

33.6±31.2 (7.2-70.8)

60.0±18.3 (38.9-91.9)

10

10

11

10

8

8

4.5 + 10.3 (0-33.1)

0.4± 1.4 (0-4.3)

5.3± 9.8 (0-32.6)

0.2± 0.3 (0-0.7)

5.0+11.3 (0-32.6)

0.6+ 0.9 (0-2.5)

+ + +
+ + +
+ + +

+ + +
+ + +
+ + +

The results of three rearing series are separately given. N, number of females examined; m, mean.
* Mann-Whitney U-test: + + +, P<0.01.

conspecific mating. The average number of H.

vigintioctomaculata sperm kept by the female

H. pustulosa was 5 X 10
4
(single-mating) to 13 X 10

4

(pair-rearing), and that of H. pustulosa sperm in

the female H . vigintioctomaculata was 2 XlO4

(single) to 12 XlO4
(pair). There was no marked

difference between H. vigintioctomaculata and H.

pustulosa in the number of sperm preserved

by heterospecific females (Table 1). In all ex-

perimental series here examined, the numerical
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difference between the sperm preserved by the

heterospecific females and those by the conspecific

females was statistically significant (Mann-

Whitney U-test, cf. Table 1).

Correlation between preserved sperm numbers and

hatching ratios

The hatching ratios of various combinations of

crosses examined in the present study were given

in Table 2. Like the previously reported cases [3,

4], the hatching ratios by interspecific matings

were significantly lower (Mann-Whitney U-test,

P<0.01) than those by conspecific matings in all

experimental series (Table 2). However, the aver-

ages by conspecific matings in the present study

were very low compared with those previously

reported. This unusually low hatching ratios might

have resulted from inadequate rearing conditions

though exact reason was not clear.

The correlations between the sperm number and

IOOt

50

X 100t

50

*

Single rearing

o pgVtf

100

• • •

• •
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100t
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Fig. 4.

(0) 0.5 1 5 10 50 100 1

Estimated number of sperm preserved ( x 10 )

Relation between the number of preserved sperm and hatching ratio by the four reciprocal crosses

between H. vigintioctomaculata and H. pustulosa. Females mated with conspecific males were denoted by

solid circles, and those with heterospecific females by open circles. Results of single-mating and multiple-

mating series combined (left column), and those of pair-rearing series (right column) are separately shown.

Table 3. Correlation coefficients (rs) between the numbers of preserved sperm and the

hatching ratios in various combinations of crosses between H. vigintioctomaculata (V)

and H. pustulosa (P)

Combination of crossing

Series V? X vt v* x ps P# x ps P* X VS
N r N r N r N r

Single+ Multi 17 0.091 20 -0.163 20 0.205 18 -0.028

Pair 12 -0.323 11 0.210 8 0.175 8 -0.109

The data of single-mating and multiple-mating series were combined. Correlation coefficients

were not significant in all cases (P>0.1). N, number of females examined.
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hatching ratio were given in Figure 4. Both the

sperm number and the hatching ratio were quite

variable individually. But, the correlation coef-

ficient (r) between the sperm number and hatching

ratio was statistically not significant (P>0.1) not

only in the conspecific mating but also in the

interspecific mating (Table 3). Further, the differ-

ence of sperm numbers kept in conspecific and

heterospecific females could not explain the differ-

ence of hatching ratios of eggs laid by these

females. As shown in Figure 4, although the

sperm kept by heterospecific females were in

average fewer, the numbers themselves are in

many cases enough for keeping high hatching ratio

in conspecific females.

DISCUSSION

In the conspecific mating of these beetles, sperm

are ejected into the bursa copulatrix and later

transferred along the common oviduct to the

sperm storage place (Katakura, unpublished).

The migration of sperm in the heterospecific

females basically followed this process, and as far

as judging from the observation of sectioned

specimens, there was no marked difference in the

amount of semen ejaculated in the body of

conspecific and heterospecific females (Katakura,

unpublished). Nevertheless, the sperm eventually

preserved in the sperm storage place of heterospe-

cific females were difinitely fewer than those in

conspecific females as mentioned above. Evident-

ly, a, large proportion of sperm ejaculated in the

body of heterospecific females were lost in the

course of sperm migration from the bursa copulat-

rix to the sperm storage place. Although no direct

evidence was obtained, it is reasonable to regard

that they were incapacitated due to the incompati-

bility with the female reproductive tract, and failed

to reach the sperm storage place.

Since the sperm kept by the heterospecific

females were fewer than those by the conspecific

females, it is assumed that this few number of

heterospecific sperm affects, either directly or

indirectly, the low hatchability of eggs laid by the

interspecific mating. Although the present study

showed that the number of preserved sperm is

independent from the difference in the hatchability

between con- and interspecific matings (Table 3),

this fact does not necessarily mean that the nature

of heterospecific sperm in the female reproductive

tract is also independent of the hatching ratios.

Rather, the present result strongly suggests that

the incompatibility between the sperm and female

reproductive tract is the main factor that causes the

low hatching ratios by interbreeding between

H. vigintioctomaculata and H. pustulosa. As dis-

cussed above, the fewer number of sperm in

females of the foreign species is almost certainly

resulted from the incompatibility between the

sperm and female reproductive tract. Conse-

quently, it is reasonable to assume that the sperm

preserved in the seminal node of heterospecific

females were, though motile, also more or less

incapacitated. Namely, they may have suffered

reduction of fertility which resulted in the unferti-

lization of eggs (gametic isolation) as we previous-

ly postulated [3], or else, they may have retained

fertility but became physiologically or genetically

anomalous so that eggs fertilized by them died

during embryonic development (embryonic mor-

tality).
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ABSTRACT— Immunocytochemical staining of the endocrine pancreatic parenchyma of the Pacific

salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) revealed four cell types containing immunoreactivity for insulin,

somatostatin, glucagon and pancreatic polypeptide. Similar immunostaining patterns were seen near

the gallbladder in the large accumulation of endocrine cells, which are comparable to Brockman bodies

of higher teleosts, and also in cells clustered in small groups in mesenteric fat adjacent to the spleen and

to the pyloric caeca. The species-specific antisera developed against salmon insulin and salmon

somatostatin-25 stained B and D cells respectively in fish islets, and were effective at higher dilutions

than antisera raised against corresponding mammalian pancreatic hormones.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to localize

endocrine peptides in the pancreatic islet tissue of

the Pacific salmon, Oncorhynchus kisutch. Cells

containing immunoreactivity for insulin (INS),

glucagon (GLU), somatostatin (SS), and pan-

creatic polypeptide (PP) have been identified in

the pancreas of numerous teleost fishes [1-8]. It

has been generally believed that in phylogenetical-

ly "higher" teleost fishes, islet cells are concen-

trated in conspicuous and easily recognized

organs, the Brockman bodies [cf. 10-11], whereas

in the more primitive teleosts, such as salmonids,

the same cells are diffusely scattered and grossly

invisible [12-13]. This generalization is probably

partly responsible for the relative scarcity of

research on the islet tissue of salmonids.

Several studies have indicated, however, that

some islets in salmon and trout are organized into

a discrete structure located in the mesenteric tissue
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adjacent to the gall bladder [14-16]. The four

common islet cell types have been found in these

"principal islets" in the rainbow trout, Salmo

gairdneri [6]. Our recent investigations on the

isolation and purification of islet hormones from

the coho salmon [16, 17 and Kimmel et ai,

unpublished] revealed that these islets contain

substantial quantities of INS, somatostatin-25

(SS-25), GLU, glucagon-related peptide (GRP),

but much lower amounts of PP. This raises the

possibility that PP cells may be absent from those

portions of the pancreas that develop ontogeneti-

cally from the dorsal pancreatic primordia, as is

the case in mammals [18] and in the Brockman

bodies adjacent to the spleen in the daddy sculpin,

Cottus scorpius [5]

.

In the present study antisera to INS, GLU, SS

and PP were employed to localize endocrine cells

in the islet tissue of the coho salmon. The islet

tissue used was the major accumulation of endo-

crine pancreatic parenchyma (the "principal islet")

and the islets that are distributed in the mesenteric

adipose tissue adjacent to the curvature of the

spleen and close to pyloric caeca. In addition to

defining the morphology of the salmon islets, an

important goal of this study was to verify that the
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antisera to salmon INS and salmon SS-25 [16, 18]

are useful for immunocytochemical staining of

salmon islet cells.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The islet tissue was collected at Seattle,

Washington, from four sexually mature (2.0-2.5

kg) male and female coho salmon, Oncorhynchus

kisutch, in fresh water at the time of spawning.

The major aggregation of islets, as well as two or

three pieces of tissue that contained diffuse islets

located near the spleen or pyloric caecae, were

collected immediately after stunning the fish with a

blow to the head.

The tissue samples were fixed overnight in

Bouin's fluid, dehydrated in ethanol and embed-

ded in paraffin. Sections 5 jum in thickness were

mounted on gelatinized glass slides and immuno-

stained with a peroxidase-antiperoxidase complex

method, modified for heterologous primary anti-

serum, that has been used to detect islet peptides

of mammals [19-21]. The following primary anti-

sera and titers were employed: rabbit antisalmon

INS 1:800-1: 1,000 and rabbit antisalmon SS-25

1:1,000 [16, 17]. Guinea pig antiporcine INS

1:1,000 [20]; rabbit antiporcine GLU 1:1,000

and rabbit antiporcine PP 1 : 500 from Dr. Thomas

Paquette; rabbit antiporcine SS-14 1:2,000 from

Dr. Jennifer Stewart. Before immunization of

rabbits, salmon SS-25 was covalently bound to

bovine thyroglobulin (TG).

The controls for each antiserum included preab-

sorption of primary antiserum with its specific

homologous antigen: salmon INS and SS [16];

porcine INS (Lilly); SS-14 (Beckman); GLU
(Sigma); PP (Novo Laboratories). Additional

controls for staining of SS immunoreactive cells

were: preabsorption of primary antiserum with

bovine TG or with thyroxine, and substitution of

rabbit anti-salmon SS-25 with rabbit anti-bovine

TG (1: 1,000) [22]. Moreover, nonimmune rabbit

serum was incubated in place of primary antibody

simultaneously with all immune sera at the same

dilution. All sera were diluted with 0.05 M Tris

buffered saline (0.9%, pH7.6) plus 1% normal

sheep serum (TBS-NSS).

The deparaffinized sections were treated with

TBS-NSS for 30min at room temperature and

then incubated in a humid box with primary

antisera at 4°C overnight. Then sections were

rinsed with cold TBS and incubated in sheep

antirabbit immunoglobulin (1:200) (Antibodies,

Inc.) at room temperature for 30min, followed by

rinsing with cold TBS and incubation at room

temperature for 30min with rabbit peroxidase-

antiperoxidase complex (1:250) (Cappel labora-

tories). After washing with TBS, sections were

placed in freshly prepared 0.3% 3.3' diami-

nobenzidine-HCl plus 0.003% H2 2 in TB for

3-5 min, followed by TB, distilled water rinse and

light counterstaining in hematoxylin.

RESULTS

Most of the pancreatic islets of coho salmon

were clustered together and located adjacent to

exocrine tissue, forming a compact body. Some

small islets were scattered throughout the adipose

tissue that surrounds pyloric caeca and spleen.

That latter islets were anatomically closely associ-

ated with the acinar pancreatic parenchyma. The

islets were composed of cords of cells interspersed

with vascular sinuses. The shape and size of islets

in the principal body, as well as those associated

with adipose tissue, was highly variable; most were

elongated or spindle shaped. Some small islets

were almost circular in profile. Immunostaining

revealed four different cell types. INS immuno-

reactive cells were located mainly towards the

center of the islets (Fig. 1). The groups of B-cells

formed clusters separated by other cells, principal-

ly D-cells (Fig. 2). The immunostained B-cells

were angular in profile, often having an elongated,

tapering process (Fig. 3). Antiserum to porcine

INS revealed similar cells, but the staining was

weaker (Fig. 4). SS-immunoreactive cells, stained

either with anti-SS-25 or porcine anti-SS-14 were

located throughout the islets. They were the most

abundant islet cell type observed and they sur-

rounded the B-cells (Fig. 5). These D-cells were

tightly packed together in the islet parenchyma

(Fig. 6).

The GLU immunoreactive cells were distributed

mostly at the periphery of the islets (Fig. 7). These

A cells surrounded B, D and PP-cells (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 1. Salmon pancreatic islet located adjacent to the gall bladder. Immunostaining with anti-salmon

insulin serum, showing distribution of B-cells. X 100.

Fig. 2. Islet immunostained for insulin, showing clusters of B-cells surrounded by non-B islet cells. X250.

Fig. 3. Islet immunostained for insulin, showing angular shape of many islet B-cells, which are closely

aggregated. X400.

Fig. 4. Same islet as in Fig. 3, immunostained with anti-porcine insulin serum at same concentration as in

Fig. 3, showing reduced staining that was obtained. X400. Compare with Fig. 3.

A-cells were angular in shape, fitting between

other cell types.

Cells with immunoreactivity for PP were rare.

The anti-mammalian PP-serum revealed only a

few PP-positive cells at the periphery of small islets

(Fig. 9). Usually the PP-cells were surrounded by
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Fig. 5. Salmon pancreatic islet located adjacent to the gall bladder showing immunostaining for

somatostatin with anti-salmon somatostatin-25 serum. D-cells are distributed peripherally and

throughout islet. xlOO.

Fig. 6. Somatostatin-25 immunoreactive cells packed together, and separate from B-cells (B). X400.

Fig. 7. Small islets located in mesentery, revealed by immunostaining for glucagon with anti-porcine

glucagon serum. X 100.

Fig. 8. Islet immunostained for glucagon, showing distribution of A-cells at islet periphery. X400.

glucagon cells. The PP-cells were rounded in immunoreactive cell types were characteristic of all

shape with an elongated cytoplasmic process. individual islets regardless of location (adjacent

These immunostaining patterns of the four either to gall bladder, or spleen, or pylorus).
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Fig. 9. Same islet as shown in Fig. 8 immunostained for pancreatic peptide (PP) with anti-porcine PP serum.

A few PP-cells shown by arrows. High background staining of exocrine cells is an artifact of counterstain.

X800.

Fig. 10. Salmon islet immunostained with anti-bovine thyroglobuline serum, showing absence of staining of

any islet cells. (Same islet as in Figs. 1-6). X400.

Absorption controls with homologous antigens

blocked staining; non-immune rabbit serum also

did not yield stained cells. Anti-TG did not

produce immunostained islet cells (Fig. 10).

DISCUSSION

Immunostaining of the pancreatic islets of ma-

ture coho salmon revealed four different types of

immunoreactive islet cells. These four cell types

are similar to those of other teleosts [1, 5, 9],

including another salmonid (a trout) investigated

by the use of the same technique [6]. We have also

found that in juvenile coho salmon, in the parr-

smolt transitional stage of development, INS- and

SS-positive cells are located in the central part of

the islet, whereas GLU- and PP-cells are mostly

situated at the periphery (unpublished). Thus the

juvenile condition resembles that of the adult

salmon. The relative abundance of the INS-

positive cells that we found in salmon during the

period of sexual maturation corresponds well with

previous morphological observations. In such fish

there is a hyperplasia of B-cells and an increase in

the volume and density of cytoplasmic granules, as

shown by light and electron microscopy [23-25].

These observations are compatible with the high

yield of extractable insulin from the islet tissue of

sexually mature salmon [15, 16].

Similar conclusions can be made for SS-

producing cells. These were the most abundant

cell type in our study and were located throughout

the islets. These results fit well with the high yield

of extractable SS-25 from salmon islet tissue

(Kimmel et al., unpublished). We do not know,

whether different forms of salmon SS (SS-25,

SS-14, forms I and II), which are similar to

peptides reported recently for catfish and

anglerfish [26-28], are produced by one and the

same cell, and can crossreact equally with either

anti-salmon SS-25 or with anti-bovine SS-14 sera.

It is also unknown, whether fish GRP [29] pro-

duced by salmon islet cells (Kimmel et al., un-

published) could crossreact with antimammalian

glucagon serum.

The scarcity of PP-cells might be attributed to

low crossreactivity between antiporcine-PP serum

and salmon PP, because the poor crossreactivity
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appeared in radioimmunoassays of an extract of

salmon islet tissue [16]. The population of PP-cells

seems to be similarly reduced in actively feeding

trout [6]. This suggests that scarcity of PP-cells

found by us in the spawning salmon had not been

related to the natural fasting period, when the yet

unknown physiological role of PP might be neg-

ligible.

In the present study we did not identify any

structures resembling those of the daddy sculpin,

whose islets adjacent to the spleen do not contain

PP-cells [5]. In the salmon, as in the channel

catfish, Ictalurus punctatus, [7, 9] all four types

of immunopositive cells were found regardless of

anatomical location of the islets

Few studies on fish islets have employed homo-

logous anti-INS serum for immunostaining [9, 30],

but this is clearly important in view of the

unpredictable immunostaining resulting from use

of antisera raised against the related peptides from

different species [20]. Antimammalian INS serum

may reveal fish B-cells, albeit with reduced stain-

ing intensity, therefore the employment of homo-

logous sera is most desirable for immunostaining

of insulin-producing cells in lower vertebrates.

The present study is expected to provide the

morphological base for further isolation of islet

hormones as well as for physiological studies of

these hormones in salmon.
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ABSTRACT— Effects of prolactin (PRL) and sex steroids (estradiol: E2 and testosterone propionate:

TP) on the oviducal development and tail growth were studied in the hypophysectomized and

ovariectomized newts, Cynops pyrrhogaster. Incorporation of
14C-amino acids into proteins and of

14
C-glucose into acid mucopolysaccharides in the oviduct was markedly stimulated by PRL and E2 and

to some extent by PRL or E2 alone. Histochemical study revealed that without PRL, sex steroid (E2 or

TP) could neither induce a full structural development nor stimulate the synthesis of jelly substances. It

is concluded that PRL is essential for oviducal jelly secretion. On the other hand, tail height was

increased by PRL markedly. E 2 administered simultaneously with PRL blocked the PRL-induced

increase in tail height. Effect of TP on the tail was not conspicuous. PRL and estrogen seem to be

involved in the development of sexual character of the tail.

INTRODUCTION

Early investigators have performed experiments

to see whether prolactin (PRL) stimulates the

secretion of oviducal jelly in amphibians, de

Allende [1] and Houssay [2] reported that prolac-

tin injection induced the secretion of oviducal jelly

in anurans. On the other hand, Basu et al. [3]

claimed that the oviducal response to PRL did not

occur in Bufo americanus and Rana pipiens. In

urodeles, information about the effect of PRL on

the oviducts is lacking, although there are several

reports concerning the effect of sex steroids on

development of oviducts [4-6]. However, it has

been demonstrated that prolactin is involved in the

enhancement of secretory activity of cloacal glands

[7] and hedonic glands [8] of male urodeles.

Secretory products of these glands are known to

play important roles in reproduction [9].
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Present experiments were undertaken to study

the effect of PRL and sex steroids on the oviducal

development in female newts, Cynops pyrrhogas-

ter. Effects of these hormones on the growth of

the tail were also studied, since it is known that

PRL increases tail height in several species of adult

urodeles [10-12].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals Adult female newts, Cynops pyr-

rhogaster ensicauda (10-12 g B.W.) and Cynops

pyrrhogaster pyrrhogaster weighing (8-9 g B.W.)

which were collected in the main island and

Okinawa islands of Japan, respectively, were used.

They were hypophysectomized and ovariecto-

mized 5 and 10 days prior to the homone injec-

tions, respectively. Animals were kept in labora-

tory conditions and fed on Tubifex. Experiments

were carried out during December and January.

Hormonal treatment Bovine PRL (Teikoku

Hormone MFG. Co.) was dissolved in saline.

Estradiol (E2 ; Shering), testosterone propionate

(TP; Shering) and mixture of E2 and TP were

dissolved in ethanol and diluted with saline, final
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concentration of ethanol being 0.01%. Animals

received intraperitoneal injections of 2 IU PRL or

saline in combination with 2.5 pg E2 , 2.5 pg TP,

2.5 p.g E 2 plus 2.5 fxg TP, or their vehicle every

other day. Each injection volume was 0.02 ml.

All the animals were sacrificed 24 hr after the last

injection and oviducts were processed for histolo-

gical or biochemical study.

Histological study At the termination of the

experiment, oviducts were weighed and the seg-

ments of distal and middle portions were fixed in

Bouin's solution. Sections were cut in paraffin at

10 pm in thickness and stained with aldehyde

fuchsin (AF)-azan (without a prior oxidation of

sections), AF-hematoxylin or PAS.

Measurement of tail height Tail height was

measured with dial calipers through the broadest

part of the tail (the region approximately 2 cm

posterior to cloacal orifice) at the beginning and

the end of the experiment. The changes were

expressed as percent of the initial value.

Incorporation of
uC-amino acids into oviducal

proteins Middle and distal portions of the

oviduct of C. p. pyrrhogaster were cut into small

pieces and incubated in 2 ml of 66% Gey's medium

containing 0.2 pC\ of
14C-L-amino acid mixtures

(NEN) at 23°C. The labelled protein was precipi-

tated from the homogenate of the oviduct with 5%
TCA. The precipitate was washed as follows:

Twice with 5% TCA, once with 95% ethanol

saturated with sodium acetate and twice with

ethanol-ether (3:1). Then the precipitate was

dissolved in cone. NH4OH and dried on planchet.

Radioactivity was measured with a gas-flow coun-

ter (Aloka).

Incorporation of
14
C-glucose into oviducal muco-

polysaccharides Middle and distal portions of

the oviduct of C. p. pyrrhogaster were cut into

small pieces and incubated in 2 ml of Gey's

medium containing 0.2,«Ci of
14
C-glucose (Radio-

chemical Center, 36.5 mCi/mM) at 23°C. In the

medium non-labelled glucose was not present to

avoid dilutions of radioactivity. The labelled tis-

sues were tranferred to cold acetone and washed

twice. Then they were homogenized in cold ace-

tone. After centrifugation, precipitate was dried.

An aliquot of the precipitate was served for

measuring radioactivity. The remaining precipi-

tate in each group was pooled in order to separate

acid mucopolysaccharides according to the method

of Schiller et al. [13]. Each pooled sample was

homogenized in 0.1 M barbital buffer (pH 7.5) and

subjected to pronase digestion at 50°C for 36 hr.

Following digestion, supernatant and precipitate

(A) were obtained by centrifugation. To the

supernatant, TCA was added to a final concentra-

tion of 5%. After centrifugation, the precipitate

(B) was saved for measuring radioactivity. To the

supernatant, 3 volumes of ethanol saturated with

sodium acetate were added and kept over night at

4°C. The precipitate (C) which contains acid

mucopolysaccharides was separated from super-

natant (D) by centrifugation. Radioactivity of

each fraction was measured as described above.

RESULTS

Effect of PRL and/or sex steroid on the develop-

ment of oviduct

In hypophysectomized and ovariectomized

newts, PRL administered together with E2 and/or

TP increased oviducal weight markedly. In this

case, the effects of E2 and TP were cumulative. E2

or TP administered singly increased oviducal

weight in a less degree (Table 1).

Histological study revealed that in the newts

treated with PRL and E2 and/or TP, epithelial cells

of distal and middle portions of the oviduct

developed markedly and stained well with AF and

PAS, respectively. Without steroid hormones,

PRL somewhat stimulated epithelial growth but

did not increase the accumulation of AF-positive

or PAS-positive substances. Without PRL, the

steroid hormones had little influence on the distal

portion of the oviduct. On the other hand, both

Fig. 1. Cross section of distal potion of the oviduct of hypophysectomized and ovariectomized newts C.p.

ensicauda treated with PRL plus TP (A), PRL (B), TP (C) and vehicles (D) and of middle portion of the

oviduct of newts treated with PRL plus E2 (E), PRL (F), E2 (G) and vehicles (H) for 29 days (15 injections). A
and H were stained with AF-azan (without oxidation), B-D, with AF-hematoxylin and E-G, with PAS. X80.
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Table 1 . Effect of PRL and/or sex steroids on

the oviducal weight of hypophysectomized

and ovariectomized newts

mg/lOg body weight

Treatment Cynops Cynops

p. ensicauda p. pyrrhogaster

Vehicles 30.1±3.5 a 33.3±1.0a

PRL 36.2+1.5ab 47.1±2.2b

E2 43.2±4.5 bc 52.2±2.2b

TP 43.0±6.1 bc —
PRL+E2 53.4±2.5C 63.2±2.3C

PRL+TP 53.0 + 2.0
c —

PRL+ E2+TP 82.8±9.7d —

Intraperitoneal injections were performed every

other day for 29 days (15 injections). Each group

consists of 5-6 animals. Each value represents

mean of 5-6 determinations + SEM. Means with

the same superscript do not differ significantly

each other at 5% level (Student's f-test).

12 3 4

INCUBATION TIME (hr)

Fig. 2. Effect of time on incorporation of
I4C-amino

acids into proteins in the oviduct. Hypophysecto-

mized and ovariectomized newts were treated with

either PRL plus E2 or their vehicles for 5 days (3

injections). Isolated oviducts were incubated in the

medium containing 14C-amino acids over the period

of 4hr, and incorporation of amino acids into pro-

teins was determined. —•— , hormone-teated;

—O— , vehicle-injected. Each point represents

mean of 2 determinations.

E 2 and TP administered singly increased the

epithelial height of the middle portion of the

oviduct to some extent (Fig. 1). No difference was

noted in responsiveness of the oviduct to PRL
and/or E2 between C. p. ensicauda and C. p. pyr-

rhogaster.

Effect of PRL and/or E2 on the oviducal protein

synthesis

Incorporation of
14C-amino acids into oviducal

protein increased with time both in the oviduct

from the PRL+E2 treated newts and in the

oviduct from the vehicle-injected controls, but

much faster in the oviduct from the hormone-

treated than that from the controls (Fig. 2). The

changes in the rate of oviducal protein synthesis

during the successive treatment with PRL and E2

were examined. During the first 5 days of treat-

ment, protein synthesis was enhanced. Decline of

the synthesis was observed 11 days after the

treatment had started. In the oviduct from the

control animals, constant but lower rate of syn-

thesis was observed (Fig. 3). In the oviduct from

the newts treated with PRL and E2 , the rate of

protein synthesis was much higher than in the

oviduct from the PRL-treated, E 2-treated and

control newts (Fig. 4).
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3. Time course of protein synthesis in the oviduct.

Hypophysectomized and ovariectomized newts were

treated with either PRL plus E2 or their vehicles for

varying period (1-6 injections). Incubation of the

oviduct was performed for 4 hr and protein synthesis

in the oviduct was determined. —#— , hormone-

treated; —O— , vehicle-injected. Each point and

vertical line represent mean of 5 determinations and

SEM, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Effect of PRL and/or E2 on protein synthesis in

the oviduct. Hypophysectomized and ovariecto-

mized newts were treated with PRL, E2 , PRL plus

E2 or their vehicles for 5 days (3 injections). Incuba-

tion of isolated oviducts with
14C-amino acids was

continued for 4hr and protein synthesis was deter-

mined as described above. Each column and verti-

cal line represent mean of 5 determinations and

SEM, respectively. Means with the same super-

script do not differ significantly each other at 5%
level (Student's r-test).

Effect of PRL and/or E2 on the synthesis of acid

mucopolysaccharides in the oviduct

Incorporation of
14
C-glucose into acetone-

insoluble fractions in the oviduct from the PRL
and E2-treated newts and from the vehicle-injected

control newts increased with time. Incorporation

of the labelled glucose into the oviduct was much
faster in the oviduct from the hormone-treated

than in that from the controls (Fig. 5). The rate of

glucose incorporation into the acetone-insoluble

substances in the oviduct was enhanced during the

first 11 days of treatment. Then there was a

decline in the rate of incorporation when the

treatment was continued for 15 days (Fig. 6). In

the oviduct from the control newts, glucose incor-

poration was nearly constant and lower than in the

oviduct from the hormone-treated animals. The
incorporation of labelled glucose was significantly

higher in the oviduct from the PRL and E2-treated

newts than in the oviduct from the PRL- or

E2-treated when examined after the treatment

for 5 days (Fig. 7). Distribution of radioactivity

among fractions A, B, C and D as described in

"Materials and Methods" section was shown in

12 3 4

INCUBATION TIME (hr)

Fig. 5. Effect of time on incorporation of
14
C-glucose

into acetone-insoluble fraction of the oviduct. Hy-

pophysectomized and ovariectomized newts were

treated with either PRL and E2 or their vehicles for

5 days (3 injections). Isolated oviducts were incu-

bated in the medium containing 14
C-glucose over the

period of 4 hr and incorporation of
14
C-glucose into

acetone-insoluble fraction was determined. —#—

,

hormone-treated; —O— , vehicle-injected. Each

point represents mean of 2 determinations.
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Fig. 6. Time course of glucose incorporation into ace-

tone-insoluble fraction of the oviduct. Hypophysec-

tomized and ovariectomized newts were treated with

either PRL and E2 or their vehicles for varying

period (1-8 injections). Isolated oviducts were in-

cubated with l4
C-glucose for 4hr. Incorporation of

l4
C-glucose into acetone-insoluble fraction was

determined. —#— , hormone-treated; —O— , ve-

hicle-injected. Each point and vertical line repre-

sent mean of 5 determinations and SEM.
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Table 3. Effect of PRL and/or sex steroids on

the tail height of hypophysectomized and

ovariectomized newts

VEHICLES PRL E2 PHL+E 2

Fig. 7. Effect of PRL and/or E2 on incorporation of
14
C-glucose into acetone-insoluble fraction in the

oviduct. Hypophysectomized and ovariectomized

newts were treated with PRL, E 2 , PRL plus E2 or

their vehicles for 5 days (3 injections). Isolated

oviducts were incubated with l4C-glucose for 4hr

and incorporation of
14
C-glucose into acetone-

insoluble fraction was determined. Each column

and vertical line represent mean of 5 determinations

and SEM, respectively. Means with the same super-

script do not differ significantly each other at 5%
level (Student's f-test).

Table 2. Distribution of
14
C-radioactivity among

fractions obtained during the isolation of acid

mucopolysaccharides from 14
C-labelled oviduct

cpm/lOmg 14
C-labelled sample

tion Vehicle- PRL- En- PRL plus E2
-

injected treated treated treated

A. 28 20 23 24

B 12 14 14 20

C 304 442 601 1190

D 283 303 270 374

14
C-labelled acetone-insoluble fraction of each

group were pooled and utilized for fractionation

as described in "Materials and Methods".

Table 2. Incorporation of the labelled glucose into

acid mucopolysaccharides (fraction C) was en-

hanced by PRL and E2 markedly and by PRL or E2

in a less degree.

Effect of PRL and/or sex steroid on the tail height

Decrease in tail height was observed in the

% change in tail height

Treatment Cynops Cynops

p. ensicauda p. pyrrhogaster

Vehicles -14.5±4.0a -2.7±2.5ac

PRL 25.5 + 3.3
b

11.6 + 2.0
b

E2 -15.6±3.9a -10.0 + 4.8
C

TP -10.2±2.8a —
PRL+ E2 -1.0+ 4.2

C -0.2 + 1.0
3

PRL+TP 23.0±4.6b —
PRL+ E2 +TP 3.0 + 3.7

c —

Intraperitoneal injections were performed every

other day for 29 days (15 injections). Each value

represents mean of 5-6 determinations + SEM.
Means with the same superscript do not differ

significantly each other at 5% level (Student's

f-test).

control newts. On the other hand, tail height was

increased by PRL markedly. The PRL-induced

increase in tail height was suppressed by E2 but not

affected by TP. E2 and TP administered singly had

no effect on the tail height (Table 3). There was

no difference between C. p. ensicauda and C. p.

pyrrhogaster in responsiveness to the hormones.

DISCUSSION

In the present experiment, it was demonstrated

histologically and biochemically that PRL adminis-

tered together with sex steroid induces a marked

structural development and synthesis of substances

which are presumed to be the components of

oviducal jelly.

In the well-developed oviduct, the perikaryon of

epithelial cells of distal portion and that of middle

portion were stained differently. The former was

stained with AF and the latter was strongly stained

with PAS. According to Lison [14], acid muco-

polysaccharides are AF-positive without a prior

oxidation and neutral polysaccharides and mu-

coproteins are AF-negative and PAS-positive. By

the histochemical studies of the oviduct of C.

pyrrhogaster, Kambara [15] concluded that the

distal part contains acid mucopolysaccharides and
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the middle part contains neutral polysaccharides or

mucoprotein and that these two regions secrete

major portion of the egg jelly. In the in vitro

experiments, we used two regions altogether since

it was difficult to discriminate them from appear-

ances in hypophysectomized and ovariectomized

animals treated with hormones only for 5 days.

However, marked differences were noted in the

activities of both polysaccharide and protein syn-

thesis between the PRL+E2-treated group and

other three groups. It is noteworthy that for the

production of the jelly substances, both PRL and

sex steroids are necessary, although the epithelial

height in the distal part of the oviduct was

increased by PRL alone to some extent, and in the

middle part of the oviduct, by sex steroid or PRL
alone.

It has long been known that androgen stimulates

oviducal growth in urodeles [15, 16] as well as in

anurans [17, 18]. Recently, D'Istria et al. [19]

reported that in intact frogs of Rana esculenta,

testosterone was effective in stimulating the ovi-

duct, but not in the ovariectomized frogs. They

concluded that in the ovary of this species,

testosterone is converted to estradiol which is the

active hormone to induce oviducal development.

In the present experiment, however, androgen

(TP) administered together with PRL to ovariecto-

mized newts was still effective in inducing the

oviducal development. Moreover, TP was as

much effective as E2 . In female C. P. ensicauda,

plasma testosterone levels as well as E2 levels are

elevated in autumn when the oviducal develop-

ment takes place. In addition, specific binding of

both E2 and testosterone by the oviduct cytosol has

been demonstrated [20]. Therefore, it is probable

that in C. pyrrhogaster, testosterone itself acts

directly on the oviduct, although the possibility

that testosterone is converted to E2 in the ex-

traovarian tissue is not ruled out. Similar phe-

nomenon has been reported by Botte et al. [21] in

the lizards, Lacerta sicula. In ovariectomized

females, testosterone as well as E 2 stimulates the

oviduct and specific binding of both hormones to

oviduct cytosol has been observed.

It has been reported that the growth of the tail

fin is stimulated by PRL in adult newts [10-12] as

well as in larvae [22, 23]. In larvae, thyroid

hormone antagonizes that action of PRL on the

tail fin [22-24]. According to Dent [25], such an

antagonism is not observed in the adult red-

spotted newts Notophthalmus viridescens viri-

descens. Instead, he found that neurohypophyseal

hormone bloks the action of PRL on the tail. In

adult C. pyrrhogaster, the male possesses a broad-

er tail with well-developed fin as compared with

the female. This structure of the male is suitable

for vibrating the tail in front of the females during

courtship [26]. In the present experiment, tail

height of C. p. pyrrhogaster and C. p. ensicauda

was increased by PRL markedly and action of PRL
on the tail was suppressed by E2 . Therefore,

development of the sexual character in the tail

seems to be dependent on the interaction of

estrogen with PRL. In our experiment with C. p.

ensicauda, the effect of androgen (TP) on the tail

was not conspicuous. Singhas and Dent [12] have

also observed that in male red-spotted newts kept

in a laboratory condition, loss of tail height is not

affected by the administration of testosterone but

blocked by the administration of PRL. According

to Iwasawa [5], administration of testosterone to

intact female C. p. pyrrhogaster developed a

pointed tail-tip which is characteristic of the male.

In this species, androgen may induce this struc-

ture, although he has not studied the interaction of

androgen with PRL or estrogen on the tail tip.

In our previous paper [7], we have reported that

PRL administered together with TP to male newts

induces structural development of cloacal glands

and enhances the synthesis of their secretory

products. Secretory products of lateral glands of

the cloaca constitute spermatophore and those of

internal glands of the cloaca are presumed to be

discharged into water during courtship and affect

the female, as in the case of secretory products in

hedonic glands of which synthesis is also stimu-

lated by PRL and testosterone [8]. It was evi-

denced by the present experiment that PRL, acting

together with sex steroids, plays important roles in

reproduction of the female too.
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ABSTRACT—Age-related changes of ff-bungarotoxin (a-BGT) binding substance in the supraoptic

nucleus (SON) of male rats of the Wistar/Tw strain were investigated. By autoradiography, high

concentrations of silvers grains, showing 125I-a-BGT binding sites, were mainly localized on and around

the magnocellular neurons of the SON. Total specific binding of
125I-a-BGT in the SON increased

significantly in rats at 17-19 months of age showing polydipsia and polyuria as compared with that in the

3- or 9-month-old animals. The increase in total specific binding was correlated with the significant

increase of total protein content in the dissected SON in aged animals, and the binding of
125I-a-BGT

per mg protein in aged rats was not different from that in younger animals. Enlargement of the SON in

aged rats agreed with our previous histological observations. There was no significant difference in the

binding between 3-month-old and 9-month-old rats. From pharmacological and immunological bases,

a-BGT binding sites have been considered as nicotinic cholinergic receptor sites. Thus, present findings

suggest that nicotinic receptor sites in the SON neurons increased simultaneously with the occurrence of

polydipsia and polyuria.

INTRODUCTION

We have reported the development of polydip-

sia and polyuria during aging in male rats of the

Wistar/Tw strain [1, 2]. Histological study re-

vealed a malfunction of the kidney in these rats

[3]. While, the neurosecretory activity of the

hypothalamo-neurohypophysial system, including

the supraoptic nucleus (SON) and the paraven-

tricular nucleus (PVN), was enhanced in aged

polydiptic rats [4].

There were reports demonstrating that nicotinic,

cholinergic input in the SON was involved in

vasopressin release [5, 6]. Several investigators

have isolated a-bungarotoxin (a-BGT) binding

substance from the rat brain [7, 8]. This substance

has the biochemical and pharmacological prop-

erties similar to those of the nicotinic acetylcholine
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(ACh) receptor and is assumed to be identical with

the physiological nicotinic ACh receptor in the

central nervous system (CNS) [9, 10].

In the present experiments, age-related changes

of a-BGT binding in the SON of the Wistar/Tw

strain male rats were investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

a-BGT was purified from the venom of Bun-

garus multicinctus (Miami Serpentarium) by

Sephadex G-50 and CM Sephadex C-25 and

labeled with 125
I as described by Seto et al. [11].

Di-iodotoxin separated from mono-iodotoxin by

the method of Vogel et al. [12] was used in the

present study.

Autoradiography of
U5I-a-BGT bound to the SON

Three-month-old male rats of the Wistar strain

were killed by decapitation and the hypothalamic

area was fixed for 7hr at 4°C in 4% paraformal-

dehyde in 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer at

pH7.4. The tissue was then washed with 0.01 M
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sodium phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.2)

and frozen in a compound medium (OCT com-

pound, Lab-Tek Products) which had been cooled

with dry ice-ethanol. Sections were cut at 10 /j.m

thickness on a cryostat and mounted on gelatin-

coated glass slides. They were incubated with

5nM 125I-a-BGT (specific activity, 120Ci/mmole)

in PBS containing bovine serum albumin (BSA,

2mg/ml) at 23°C for 60min. After the incubation,

the sections on the glass slide were washed six

times (lOmin each) with PBS, followed by post-

fixation with 95% ethanol. The sections were then

coated with nuclear track emulsion Sakura NR-M2
and stored at 4°C for 4 weeks. After the exposure,

the slides were developed, fixed and stained with

cresyl violet. Sections incubated in a solution

containing both labeled toxin and excessive

amount of nicotinic antagonist (10~ 4M d-tubo-

curarine) served as controls for nonspecific silver

grains.

Assay of
l25I-a-BGT binding to homogenates of

the SON

Prior to assay, water intake and urinary volume

for a period of 24-hr were measured using an

aluminum metabolic cage in each rat at the age

of 3 (n= 8), 9 (n= 9), and 17-19 (n=9) months.

They were killed by decapitation and small pieces

of the hypothalamus were frozen in isopentane

cooled with dry ice-acetone. Serial sections were

cut at 100 fxm thickness on a cryostat. The SON in

sections could clearly be demarcated under a

dissection microscope, and the SON areas were

bilaterally dissected out from the sections with a

fine knife made of a steel needle. The SON areas

were pooled in each rat and stored at — 20°C until

being assayed.

Assay samples were homogenized in 250//1

of PBS at pH 7.2 containing phenylmethylsul-

fonylfluoride (200 //M), NaN3 (0.02%) and EDTA
(1.25 mM) in a glass homogenizer. Reaction mix-

ture consisted of 10 /A of BSA (2mg/ml) in 0.01 M
PBS, at pH 7.4, and 60 //l of the SON homogenate.

Reaction mixture was preincubated for 15min at

37°C, and then 30 /A of 80 nM 125I-«-BGT was

added. The mixture was incubated for 60min at

37°C, and the reaction was stopped by adding 1 ml

of ice-cold PBS-BSA solution, followed by im-

mediate filtration in vacuo through a wet cellulose

acetate filter (Millipore, EGWP 25 mm in dia-

meter, 0.2 //m of pore size). The reaction tube was

washed twice with 1ml of ice-cold PBS-BSA and

the filter was finally washed 4 times with 2 ml of

ice-cold PBS-BSA. Radioactivity of the filter was

measured with a Beckman gamma 8,000 counter

(total binding). Nonspecific binding was deter-

mined by the addition of 100 pM unlabelled

a-BGT to the complete reation mixture and

specific binding was calculated. Protein concentra-

tions of the homogenates were determined by the

method of Lowry et al. [13] with a slight modifi-

cation. The statistical comparison of binding

between two groups was performed by Mann-

Whitney's U-test. The statistical analyses for

other parameters were carried out by Student's

Mest.

RESULTS

Autoradiography of
n5I-a-BGT bound to the SON

Figure 1 shows a darkfield autoradiograph of a

section of a part of the rat hypothalamus. High

concentrations of silver grains, showing 125
I-a-

BGT binding, were observed on and around the

magnocellular neurons of the SON. In the hypo-

thalamus, slightly higher concentrations of silver

grains were observed in the suprachiasmatic nu-

cleus than in other hypothalamic nuclei, such as

the PVN and the arcuate nucleus. In the optic

chiasma and the blood vessel lumens only small

number of silver grains were encountered.

Water intake and urinary volume

Water intake per 100 g body weight was about 2

times greater in 17-19-month-old rats than 3-

month-old rats (Table 1). Urinary volume per

100 g body weight was about 6 times greater in

17-19-month-old rats than younger rats.

Assay of
l25I-a-BGT binding to the SON homo-

genates

Specific binding was about 40% of total binding.

Total specific binding of
125I-a-BGT per SON

increased significantly in rats at 17-19 months of

age as compared with that in 3- or 9-month-old
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animals (Fig. 2a). However, the binding of
125

I-

a-BGT per mg protein in aged rats was not

different from those in younger animals (Fig. 2b).

The increase in total specific binding was corre-

lated with the significant increase of total protein

content in the dissected SON in aged animals
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Fig. la and b. Photographs showing the supraoptic nucleus (SON) of hypothalamus in a 3-month-

old male rats. OC, optic chiasma. X 100.

Fig. la: A darkfield autoradiogram incubated with I25
I-a-bungarotoxin. Fine silver grains

show the
125I-a-bungarotoxin binding sites. Large spots in the tissue and the reaction on blood

vessel wall were similarly observed in the control sections incubated with excess amount of

nicotinic antagonist.

Fig. lb: A photograph of the same section as shown in Fig. la after being stained with cresyl

violet following the exposure for autoradiograph.
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Table 1. Water intake, urinary volume and protein content in the supraoptic nucleus

(SON) during aging

(months)

No. of

rats

Body

weight (g)

Water

intake"

Urinary

volume"

SON protein

content (/ug)

3 8 358 ±7b
9.9 + 0.6 1.6 + 0.2 15.5 + 1.5

9 9 459+10" 6.4 + 0.2** 1.6 + 0.2 16.3 + 2.5

17-19 9 394 + 9* 18.4 + 0.7** 10.2 + 0.4** 22.3+1.3*

a ml/100 g body weight/day.
b Mean + standard error.

Difference from 3-month-old rats: P<0.01, ** P<0.001. (Student's /-test)
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Fig. 2a and b. Changes with age of
125

I-a-bungarotoxin (a-BGT) binding in the supraoptic nucleus

(SON) of the Wistar/Tw strain male rats. Vertical bars indicate the standard errors of the

means. Numbers of rats used are given in each column.

Fig. 2a: Total specific binding of
125I-«-BGT per SON. Statistical comparison: 3-month-old vs

9-month-old; n.s., 3-month-old vs 17-19-month-old, P<0.01.

Fig. 2b:
I25I-a-BGT binding per mg protein in the SON. No significant difference among

groups was observed.

(Table 1). There was no significant difference in

binding between 3- and 9-months-old rats.

DISCUSSION

The present results by autoradiography showed

that the SON contained high concentration of

a-BGT binding sites, which agreed well with the

previous reports [10, 14].

The substrain of Wistar rats used has the unique

characteristic in showing polydipsia and polyuria at

over 16 months of age [1, 2]. The present results

on water intake and urinary volume confirmed it.

The enlargement in the volume of SON in 17—18-

month-old rats, which was 1.4 times as large as that

in 3-month-old animals, has previously been re-

ported [4]. This is consistent with the present

result that protein content per SON was also about
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1.4 times more in specimens from 17-19-month-

old rats than in those from 3-month-old animals.

Recent investigations have shown that nicotinic,

cholinergic input causes the antidiuretic effect by

stimulating the hypothalamo-neurohypophysial

system and thereby triggering the release of

vasopressin from the neurohypophysis. In vitro

[15] or intracarotid [5] application of nicotine has

shown to increase the electrical activity of the SON
neurons. In addition, regardless of the route of

application, nicotine-induced increase of electrical

activity was blocked by prior treatment with a

nicotinic blocking agent. Sladek and her co-

workers [6, 16] observed the vasopressin release by

ACh application on the SON in vitro and demon-

strated pharmacologically that the response was

mediated by nicotinic receptors.

Although the use of a-BGT as a ligand for

nicotinic receptors in the CNS has been debated

[17], several investigators have demonstrated that

a-BGT binding substance in the rat brain shows

various pharmacological and biochemical prop-

erties similar to those of the peripheral nicotinic

ACh receptors [7-10]. In addition, the immuno-

logical similarities between the a-BGT binding

substance of the rat hypothalamus and the Tor-

pedo nicotinic ACh receptors were shown [18].

Therefore, it is probable that the silver grains in

autoradiograms in the present study show the sites

of nicotinic ACh receptors, and that the increase in

total a-BGT binding in the SON in aged rats

indicates the increase of nicotinic ACh receptor

sites during aging. The age-related changes in the

number of nicotinic receptors in the SON have not

so far been reported.

Histological studies on the hypothalamo-neu-

rohypophysial system during aging showed that

neurosecretory activity of this system was greater

in 17-18-month-old Wistar/Tw rats showing poly-

dipsia and polyuria than that in 3-5-month-old

animals [4]. In fact, plasma vasopressin concentra-

tion increased during aging in this strain (unpub-

lished observation). The increase in ACh recep-

tors may constitute one of the causes for the

age-related hyperactivity of vasopressin-producing

neurons in aged Wistar/Tw rats.

Furthermore, we have observed a decrease in

ACh esterase (AChE) activity in the SON of

22-month-old male rats of the Sprague-Dawley/Tw

strain (unpublished observation). The rats of this

strain also showed a slight but significant change in

water metabolism from 17 months of age [4]. As

AChE in the CNS is concerned with the cho-

linergic innervation [19, 20], the reduction in

AChE activity in the SON in aged rats may

indicate the hypersensitivity of AChE-containing

neurons to ACh.

In rats of the Wistar or other strains kept in

other laboratories, there was a discrepancy on

plasma vasopressin concentration during aging.

Agreed with our observation, higher plasma

vasopressin levels were reported in male Wistar

rats by Fliers and Swaab [21]. On the contrary,

lower plasma vasopressin was reported in male

Wistar rats by Turkington and Everitt [22] or male

Fisher 344 rats by Zbuzek et al. [23]. Therefore, it

is not clear whether the changes in the SON of

Wistar/Tw strain represents general age-related

phenomena in the rat.
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ABSTRACT—Larvae of Sarcophaga peregrina can not pupate in a wet medium. The pupation of

anteriorly wet larvae was delayed remarkably, but severance of the nerve innervating into the anterior

end of body eliminated the effects of wet signals on the anterior end. Electrocauterization of the

terminal organ resulted in an earlier pupation than cautery of other sensory organs. Glycerol also

induced the delayed pupation, but propylene glycol did not. Therefore, the signal of wet may be caused

by the hydroxyl group of compounds without a non-polar group near it, and this stimulus may prevent

the release of ecdysone from the ring gland through a sensory terminal in the terminal organ and the

neuroendocrine systems.

INTRODUCTION

Mature larvae of Sarcophaga peregrina can not

pupate as long as they are in contact with water.

After they are transferred to a dry condition, their

ring glands begin to secrete ecdysone and then the

larvae undergo puparium formation followed by

pupation [1]. In nature, larvae of this species

usually grow in liquid night-soil. If the posterior

spiracles are covered by the liquid, they occa-

sionally bend their trunks to make the posterior

end of body upward. Then, to push out the liquid

they close the posterior cavity by shutting the

elongated body wall. Next the cavity is opened

again to expose the spiracles to fresh air. After the

pupariation, the body wall becomes immobile.

Therefore, delayed pupation caused by contact

with water is a very important physiological

mechanism, because, if the larvae would pupate in

liquid, they would be drowned by the prevention

of respiration.

It has been reported, in cyclorrhaphan Diptera,

that carbon dioxide prevents the pupation of the

fruit fly [2] and that exposure to an intense

desiccation or a high temperature between 35 and

37°C, or making larval body contact with some
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surface causes a delayed pupation of the blowfly

species [3]. In the delayed pupation induced by

contact with water in Sarcophaga peregrina,

however, the environmental stimuli which are

responsible for this phenomenon have not yet been

characterized and it remains to be clarified what

kind of receptor transmits the environmental

signals to the neuroendocrine systems.

It has been reported that there are several kinds

of sensory organs on the body surface of the fly

larvae which are receptive to chemical, mechani-

cal, temperature and humidity stimuli [4, 5].

Humidity or temperature stimulus is not involved

in this delayed pupation, because mature larvae

can pupate in 100% humidity [1] and between 16

to 37°C without any detectable abnormality. In

the present study, I tried to find out what kind of

stimulus causes the delayed pupation, and to

specify the sensory organ receptive to this stimu-

lus. In this paper, I used the term "pupation" to

describe the process by which the puparium

becomes hard and dark colored.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Larvae of Sarcophaga peregrina were reared by

the method described in the previous reports [1,

6]. Four or five days after the larvae matured, they

were stored in a PVC plastic container to which a
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small amount of water was added to maintain a wet

condition. The wet larvae then blotted by tissue

paper and used immediately for the tests.

First, only either the anterior tip or the posteroir

end of the larval body came in contact with water

so as to specify the location of the receptor which is

responsible for the delayed pupation. A fine pin

(Insect pin : No. 0) was put through the cuticle of

either the anterior tip or the posterior end on the

dorsal side of larval body. Then, the pins with

larvae were fixed to a large rubber cap. The

rubber caps with the pinned larvae were placed on

the center of large glass containers and water was

added to a certain level. The water level was

adjusted so that the upper side of the body could

not touch the water, but the opposite side occa-

sionally touched the water when the larvae twisted

their bodies.

In the next series of experiments, extirpation or

cautery of the sensory organs was performed

under a light anaesthesia with diethylether. Re-

moval or other surgical treatment of sensory

receptors were carried out using sharpend forceps

and iridectomy scissors under a dissecting micro-

scope. Cauteries of the sensory receptor was

performed by a high-frequency monopolar elec-

trocauterization apparatus (Hyfrecator-Birtcher

Corp., Calif.). The operated animals were then

returned to the PVC containers which contained

enough water to prevent the pupation of an intact

animal.

Polyalcoholic compounds used for specifing the

nature of a wet stimulus which causes the delayed

pupation; ethylene glycol, glycerol and propylene

glycol (1, 2-propanediol) of special fine grade were

purchased from Merck & Co., Inc. (Darmstadt,

Germany) or Wako Pure Chemical Industry (Osa-

ka, Japan).

The number and time of pupation of thus

treated animals were recorded for 120 hr. All

experiments were done at 25°C.

RESULTS

1. Anterior or posterior end dipping tests

Four groups of 30 larvae were used in this

experiment. The first group of larvae was pinned

at the anteroir end of body, and the second group

was pinned at the posterior end of body. The third

one was first ligated between the 2nd and 3rd

segment and then hung from the posterior end.

The last group was used as a dry control.

The pinned larvae which were placed in the dry

condition pupated about 17 hr later as the same

time to that of the intact dry control. As shown in

Figure 1, however, pupation of the posteriorly

hooked larvae, of which the anterior ends touched

water occasionally, was delayed remarkably; 50%
pupation time was about 66 hr. More than 30% of

these animals did not pupate during the 120 hr

observation period. When ligatures were applied

between the 2nd and 3rd segment of larvae pinned

at the posterior end, they pupated at a much

earlier time even with their heads being wet. Fifty

percent pupation of the ligated larvae was only 2 hr

behind that of the dry control. Pupation of ante-

riorly pinned larvae, of which the posterior ends

touched the water, were delayed considerably;

50% pupation took place after about 38 hr.

2. Extirpation and cautery of the sensory organs

in the anterior lobes

From the results mentioned above, it seems

likely that the sensory organ located on the

anterior end of larval body prevents the release of

ecdysone by receiving the wet signal. There are

several sensory organs on the cephalic lobes which

extrude forward from the thoracic segments when

the larvae are creeping. As shown in Figure 2, the

terminal organs and the dorsal papillae are con-

spicuous among the sensory terminals in the

cephalic lobes, and are thought to be chemorecep-

tor (or olfactory receptor) and tactile receptors [4].

First, pairs of the terminal organs or dorsal

papillae were cut off from 20 larvae each, and the

operated larvae were returned to the wet condi-

tion. As an experimental control, a sensory cone

on the posterior end of body was removed from

each of 20 larvae. Figure 3 shows the time of

pupation of the operated animals in the wet

condition and intact controls in the dry condition.

None of the intact animals pupated in the wet

condition during the observation period of 120 hr.

When the sensory cone was removed, some 20%
of the operated animals pupated during the
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Fig. 1. Percent pupation after the pinned larvae were transferred to experimental conditions.

#. dry control. , hung from the anterior end. A, hung from the posterior end. O, hung

from the posterior end with ligature between the 2nd and 3rd segments.

Fig. 2. Scanning electronmicrographs of the anterior lobes {upper, T: terminal organ, D: dorsal

papilla, X 200), terminal organ (right, X 500) and dorsal papilla [left, X350).
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observation period. Removal of the terminal

organs and the dorsal papillae caused the larvae to

pupate at an earlier time and more in number.

Particularly, removal of the terminal ograns re-

sulted in 90% pupation during the observation

period.

Fig. 3. Percent pupation after larvae were operated and transferred to experimental conditions.

#, dry control. O, removal of the terminal organ. , removal of the dorsal papilla. A,
removal of the sensory cone in the posterior end of body. Pupation of anaesthetized control

(not operated) took place almost at the same time as that of larvae of which the sensory cone

was removed.

Fig. 4. Percent pupation after the sensory organs were cauterized and the operated larvae were

transferred to experimental conditions. O, dry control. , the terminal organs were

cauterized. O, the sensory cones were cauterized. A, anaesthized control (not operated) in

a wet condition. Pupation of dorsal papilla cauterized larvae took place almost the same time

as that of the anaesthetized control.
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Fig. 5. Percent pupation after larvae were transferred to propylene glycol (O), glycerol (z\),

ethylene glycol (A.), 5% sucrose solution () and dry place (•). + indicates total death

of not pupated larvae.

In the next experiment, after the terminal organ,

the dorsal papillae or sensory cone on the posterior

end of body, was cauterized, the treated larvae

were then transferred to the wet containers. As

shown in Figure 4, burning of the terminal organ

resulted in earlier pupation than other treatments.

Here again, the terminal organ was suggested to

have an important role in the delayed pupation

caused by a wet signal.

3. Delayed pupation in the polyalcoholic com-

pounds

Five groups of 20 mature larvae were transferred

to the glass vessels which contained 5% sucrose

solution, ethylene glycol, glycerol, propylene gly-

col or distilled water. Amount of the test liquids in

each vessel was adjusted to a level just covered the

larval bodies, and the vessel was covered by a tight

lid. Another 20 larvae were used as dry controls.

Ethylene glycol, glycerol and propylene glycol

possess a strong hygroscopicity. Therefore, the

larvae in these compounds gradually reduced their

body size by loosing water. All of the larvae that

did not pupate died within 40 hr. Even in these

circumstances, the results obtained are very clear.

In the less polar substance, propylene glycol, 85%
of the larvae pupated within 20 hr and the remain-

der died at 21 hr (Fig. 5). In glycerol, 60% of the

animals pupated within 40 hr, but 8 animals died

without forming puparia. Most of the larvae in

ethylene glycol did not pupate and died within

37 hr except for 2 larvae which pupated at 18 and

23 hr. In both distilled water and 5% sucrose

solution, pupation was retarded remarkably.

DISCUSSION

The previous report described that water in a

liquid state, but not vapor, prevents pupariation

followed by pupation of the fleshfly, Sarcophaga

peregrina [1]. In the present study to identify the

sensory organ responsible for the delayed pupa-

tion, it was found that there is a considerable

difference in the time of pupation between ante-

riorly wet larvae and posteriorly wet ones. For

50% pupation of the former it took about 66 hr,

that was more than 4 times of dry control, but that

of the latter was 38 hr, only twice as long as the

control group. These results suggest that the

sensory organ responsible for the delayed pupation

should be located in the anterior end of body,

although a possibility of the posterior part of body

to participate in the delayed pupation could not be

excluded. This idea was further supported be-
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cause when the nerve from the sensory organ to

the CNS was severed by ligation, the "wet signals"

given to the anterior part of body did not prevent

pupation. However, the data obtained here are

not conclusive enough to specify the location of the

sensory organ. For instance, the posteriorly wet

larvae pupated later than the dry control, and

more than half of the anteriorly wet larvae pupated

in the observation period. The reason why the

posteriorly wet larvae did not pupate in the same

time as that of the dry control, but later, may be

explained by the fact that when the larvae touched

the water with their posterior ends and moved

vigorously, the water spreaded on the body surface

from the posterior part of body to the anterior,

because of the hydrophilic nature of the cuticle.

If the sense organ in the anterior end of larval

body is responsible for the delayed pupation,

anteriorly wet larvae should not pupate as larvae

of the wet control did not. Pupation of anteriorly

wet larvae that took place within 66 hr in half of

the animals might be caused by standing the larvae

on a dry place during the operation.

In Experiment 2, about 20% of the larvae, of

which the sensory cones were cut off, pupated in

50 hr in wet condition (Fig. 3). The time course of

pupation of this case is almost the same as that of

the wet control, in which larvae were anaesthe-

tized and placed in a dry condition until they were

recovered (Fig. 4). Considering these findings

altogether, it is highly probable that the posterior

part of body or sensory cone in the posterior end is

not involved at all in the physiological mechanisms

responsible for the delayed pupation in wet condi-

tion. The results of cautery of the sensory organs

are rather clear and lead us to draw the conclusion

that the terminal organ is the most important

receptor for the delayed pupation. The terminal

organ consists of many papillae, nipple shape

sensory terminals, and sensory hairs covered by

cuticles with a small hole (Fig. 2). The sort of

sense in each papilla of the terminal organ has yet

been specified, although the dorsal papillae has

been proven to be an olfactory sense organ [5].

However, fly larvae have lost the ability to react

to smell after they matured. I used mature larvae

as the experimental materials. Therefore, water

should not be active as an olfactory stimulus.

In Experiment 3, ethylene glycol is shown to

possess a strong toxicity. Glycerol is thought to be

a compound familiar to organisms, but it has a

strong hygroscopic nature. The larvae placed in

glycerol survived for a while and pupated gradu-

ally, showing that glycerol could act as a "wet

signal". Propylene glycol also has a strong hygro-

scopicity, but in this diol the larvae pupated

without distinguishable delay when compared to

the dry control. Therefore, propylene glycol does

not act as a "wet" stimulus. Signals of "wet" may

be induced by the hydroxyl group, but this signal

may be eliminated by an adjacent methyl group.

It should be mentioned, however, that for a

definite identification of the sensory terminal

responsible for the delayed pupation in wet condi-

tion and clarification of what acts as "wet" stimulus

requires further detailed studies.
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ABSTRACT—We have previously reported that the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster , cultured in

constant darkness (D series) for more than 38 generations, became to react more actively to sudden

illumination than the fly kept in normal daylight (L series) and this changed character had a hereditary

nature. The fly strain which had a similar hereditary change of character, reacting more actively to

sudden illumination, was created by selecting fast moving individuals (F series) to sudden illumination

through more than 11 successive generations. For other characters than movement were also tested if

there occurred any parallel changes in both treatments mentioned above, and the following results were

obtained. The pattern of the daily emergence rhythm showed similar change, namely, relatively high

emergence rate at night was seen in the strain of F series as well as in the strain of D series when

compared with the strain of selected slow moving individuals (S series) as well as the strain of L series.

However, for the fecundity and the developmental rate, which were found some differences among the

strains of D and L series, were not found any difference between the strains of F and S series. The cause

of inducing these changes of characters was discussed and it was pointed out that the explanation only by

pre-adaptation processes was insufficient for understanding whole phenomena.

INTRODUCTION

Mori and others have reported in several papers

that Drosophila melanogaster which had been kept

during 38, 107, 201 or 581 generations in constant

darkness reacted more actively to sudden illumina-

tion than the flies kept under normal daylight

condition [1-6]. Recently Yamamoto et al. [7]

reported that the change in behavior for selecting

different wave lengths of light was observed in the

strains kept in constant darkness during 630

generations.

As for this change of active reaction to sudden

illumination had a hereditary nature was demon-

strated by the experiments using the flies returned

to normal daylight after being maintained in

constant darkness during 38 generations [2] and 81

generations [6]. In the former experiment the
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changed character lasted in normal daylight about

20 generations in male and 10 generations in

female, whereas in the latter experiment it lasted

more than 117 generations in both sexes.

Then, what is (or are) the cause(s) of this

hereditary change in photic reaction? What is the

cause and effect relation between the environmen-

tal change and the behavior change?

We think this is one of the most important

problems in biology and seems to be a very difficult

problem to get the perfect solution at present.

However, considering the execution of some kinds

of selection experiments may be important first

step for approaching to the mechanisms existing in

above problems, we began the experiments as

described below.

Furthermore, besides the change in activity

reacting to sudden illumination, several other

changes in characters were found to occur in the

flies maintained in constant darkness [3, 4, 8-10].

Considering of these points we planned also in the

present experiments to see if there occurred some

changes in some other characters in the flies
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selected as to photic reaction. The characters

taken up in this concern were fecundity, rate of

development and daily emergence rhythm.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

reacted by slow movement to the sudden illumina-

tion were selected and the selected flies were

mated and the same procedure was repeated

through following generations. These flies were

designated as belonging to S series.

Outline of the experimental procedure Pro-

Materials

One pair of Drosophila melanogaster; Oregon-

RS strain, were taken up from the stock strain

which had been reared in our laboratory by the

Pearl's medium for more than several tens genera-

tions, and were propagated, and separated into

four independent strains-a, /?, 7 and 8-

Methods

Several kinds of experiments were performed.

This is because, as we have reported, diverse

changes occurred through the life in constant

darkness.

The kinds of the experiments performed are; I.

Basic selection experiment, II. Discontinuing

selection experiment, III. Fecundity experiment,

IV. Experiment on developmental rate, V. Ex-

periment on daily emergence rhythm. The de-

tailed explanations of these methods are described

below.

/. Basic selection experiment

Selecting fast or slow moving individuals

through successive generations up to 40 genera-

tions, the change in the reaction activity to sudden

illumination was tested at intervals of several

generations. This series of experiment is called as

the basic selection experiment.

Maintenance of stock strains Four strains as

described above were divided into two groups, a

and /? group and y and 8 group. The former group

(a and /?) was the fast moving group; the newly

emerged flies of this group were subjected to

selection experiment as described below and about

half number of flies reacted by fast movement to

the sudden illumination were selected and selected

flies were mated and the same procedure was

repeated through successive generations. These

flies were designated as belonging to F series.

The latter group (y and 8) was the slow moving

group; in this case about half number of flies
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Fig. 1. Procedure of the experiment, which is illus-

trated taking two strains (<*F and 7S) as examples

out of four segregated strains. Two of these (aF and

/?F) were selected strains of fast moving flies and the

rest (7S and SS) were those of slow moving flies, a
,

/?, y, d: Symbols for independent strains. F: Series

of selected fast moving individuals. S: Series of

selected slow moving individuals. L: Individuals

grown up under normal daylight condition without

subjecting to selection treatment. Figures written

beside F, S or L show numbers of generations; e.g. a

F6L, indicates the fast moving flies of a strain having

been selected successively through 6 generations and

then, at the following test generation (underlined),

were grown up under normal daylight without con-

ducting selection procedure.
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cedure of the experiment is illustrated in Figure 1.

Method used for selection The method used

for selecting fast or slow moving individuals is

schematically illustrated in Figure 2, and the actual

procedures are described below.

-@»

-<£5

u

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the method used

for selecting fast or slow moving individuals.

1

.

The apparatus used for selecting fast or slow

moving individuals is shown in Figure 2A. This is

principally the same one as is illustrated in

Figure 3, and as for the detailed explanation of the

parts refer to that figure. The most important

difference from Figure 3 is that, the main tube was

cut into two parts (a and b) just at the basal part of

one arm (1) as is shown in Figure 2A. This part

was connected with adhesive tape. The other

difference was this apparatus had no black painted

end as is shown in Figure 3.

2. Ten male or female flies were introduced

into the apparatus through the side arm (refer to

Fig. 3) and placed in a dark room, whose air

temperature was maintained at nearly 25°C.

3. After 20 minutes' dark adaptation, the

connected tape was carefully taken off, preventing

escape of the flies, but the cut place was still tightly

connected by using hand.

4. Then, after gathering the flies (3) to one end

of the tube (b), the 100 watt bulb (2) was suddenly

lighted from the other end of the tube (a), as is

shown in Figure 2B.

5. Almost all flies reacted to lighting, moved

toward the light source, some individuals rapidly

and others slowly. Just when about half number of

individuals (that is 5 individuals) passed through

the middle part of the connected tube, two tubes (a

and b) were quickly seperated and the mouth of

the tube located near the light source was stopped

with cotton covered with cloth (4). Thus only the

flies moved comparatively fast were captured,

which were used for maintaining F series and the

method is schematically shown in Figure 2C-i).

The collection of moving slow individuals, which

was the case for maintaining S series, was per-

formed as shown in Figure 2C—ii) . This time the

part of the tube catching the flies (part a) was

situated to the opposite position to the light source

and just when about half number of individuals

passed through the middle part of the connected

tube, two tubes were quickly separated and the

part a of the tube was most quickly turned 180°, so

making the closed end to face the light source (this

made it possible to prevent escaping of the flies

collected) and stopped the open end with cotton

stoppers. In this way, individuals moving com-

paratively slow were collected.

These procedures had to be executed most

quickly and two cooperative operators were always

necessary.

6. In these ways, 20 males and 20 females were

collected for each of moving comparatively fast

strains and slow strains. These flies belonging to

the same strain were crossed and the same

operation was repeated at the next generation.

Procedure of the test and the apparatus used for

the test

1. When the test of the sensitivity of sudden

illumination was scheduled to perform at the xth

generation, it was necessary to get a lot of

individuals in advance at the (x-l)th generation

(refer to Fig. 1).

After executing usual selection procedure on the
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flies of (jc-l)th generation, selected flies were

made to lay eggs on the feed medium (Pearl's

medium) spreaded on the slide glass placed in a

glass tube. One hundred first instar larvae of the

jtth generation were picked up by a needle and put

into 5 small glass bottles containing the Pearl's

medium—equal number of individuals (20 indi-

viduals) in each bottle.

The emerged flies were separated into males and

females, and 10 individuals of each sex were put

into a small glass tube containing a small quantity

of the Pearl's medium. Two to four days after

emergence the sensitivity test was executed.

Always three sets of 10 individuals, male and

female respectively, were used with regard to all

2

tit
5

-Tz=^_^f? ~^^zA-Z1-^

w* *ji » H/ ^^
— — - —

!<-*-7 O) ?^>,

Mil f.Mill
Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the experimental

equipment (from Mori and Yanagishima, 1959 [1]).

A: Side view, when illuminated longitudinally by a

parallel beam from a 100 watt bulb (5). Illumination

intensity at about the middle of the test tube was

ca. 440 Lux. 1, test tube of 3.5cm diameter and

40cm length. 2, side arm of the test tube (diameter

L5cm, length 9cm), having a cylindrical, hollow

glass stopper, the upper end of which was opened

and the lower end perforated so as to insure aeration

of the test tube. Through this side arm, the flies

were introduced into the test tube. 3, end of the test

tube coated with black lacquer, from where the flies

started toward the light source. Ten animals, ? or

J, were used at each trial. 4, center line; the

number of flies moving toward the light source

across this line were counted at every 15 sec (for

1 min) after the flies started from the black end (3).

These numbers were considered to indicate degrees

of "phototaxis+ photokinesis". 5, light source. 6,

thermostat with water at 25°C. B: Top view, when

illuminated from lateral side with diffused light (ca.

550 Lux) (8). The number of flies moving across the

three quarterly lines marked on the test tube (4 and

7) within 1 min were considered to indicate degrees

of "photokinesis".

strains (a, /?, y and £).

2. Experimental equipment used for the test

mesuring the moving activity to sudden illumina-

tion is schematically represented in Figure 3.

//. Discontinuing selection experiment

In order to ascertain if the changed character

had a hereditary nature or not, this experiment

was attempted.

After conducting selection treatment for 28

generations, the flies were returned to the normal

non-selecting condition and maintained under

normal daylight environment or under constant

dark environment, both for 14 generations. The

reaction activity to sudden illumination was tested

with the flies of the next generation which were

grown up under normal daylight condition. All

procedures were executed under 25°C. The ex-

periment was performed in June, 1960.

///. Fecundity experiment

Newly emerged test flies, from 4 stock strains

(«F, /?F, 7S and dS) of the 20th, 25th and 40th

generations, were put into a glass tube (diameter

3.5 cm, length 14cm) and were made to deposite

eggs on the Pearl's medium spread on a glass slide

placed in a glass tube. Three tubes were prepared

for each strain and each tube had 5 females and 5

males, and the glass slide was renewed everyday

for 7 days and the number of eggs deposited on it

was counted. All procedures were executed under

normal daylight condition maintained at 25°C.

The dates of the experiment performed are shown

in Table 7.

The similar experiment was done with the flies

which were discontinued selection procedure at

the 28th generation and afterward reared under

normal daylight environment or under constant

dark environment during 15 generations. The

experiment was performed in June, 1960.

IV. Experiment on developmental rate

One hundred newly hatched larvae for each

strain were divided into 5 groups and each 20

larvae group was put into a small glass bottle,

having 15 ml of the Pearl's medium in it. Thus 5

glass bottles were used for rearing the larvae for

each strain. Twice a day, at 09 : 00 and 17 : 00, the
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larvae were observed with a binocular microscope

and the numbers pupated were recorded. Then

the newly pupated individuals were transferred to

another small glass bottle with a small quantity of

the Pearl's medium and their emergence was

observed at 09 : 00 and 17 : 00 everyday. All proce-

dures were executed under normal daylight and

25°C. The dates of the experiment performed are

shown in Table 8.

V. Experiment on daily emergence rhythm

Fifty newly hatched lervae from each strain

shown in Table 9 were planted in a small glass

bottle (diameter 3.5 cm, height 7.5 cm) on the

Pearl's medium. Twenty bottles were prepared, so

that 1,000 individuals were used, for each strain.

These bottles were placed in normal daylight,

under the temperature of 25°C. The numbers of

emerging flies were counted every 3 hr, and the

ratio of the number of flies emerged from 18 : 00 to

03 : 00 (that is at night) to the total number of flies

emerged was used as one of the indices showing

the pattern of the daily emergence rhythm. The

experiments were performed from April 27 to May

4, 1960.

RESULTS

/. Basic selection experiment

Tables 1 and 2 show the results obtained for

male flies and Tables 3 and 4 show those obtained

for female flies.

Male flies

It is clearly shown from Table 1 that, after the

successive selection for 16 generations, the distinct

difference occurred in the "phototaxis+ photo-

kinesis" behavior between the flies of F and S

series. Namely, the male flies belonging to the F

series—selected fast moving series—moved far

quickly than those belonging to the S series

—selected slow moving series, and this difference

did not become clear until the 11th generation

which seems to indicate that the repeated selection

at least more than 12 generations was necessary to

establish the difference.

It can be concluded from Table 2 that there were

also differences in "photokinesis" behavior be-

tween the male flies of two series (F and S) after

the 16th generation. That is, the flies belonging to

the F series showed mostly more active random

movement than those belonging to the S series.

However, the statistical difference between them

was not so significant, and in this case also it did

not become observable until the 16th generation.

Female flies

It is clearly seen from Table 3 that the female

flies of F series moved more actively to the light

source than those of S series after the successive

selection through 16 generations. This difference

may be said significant statistically. In this case

also, the difference is not clear during less than the

11th generation.

In Table 4 the difference between F and S series

seems to be slightly observable but not so clear.

Statistical examination did not show the significant

difference.

It can generally be said that the degree of

difference between F and S series is small in the

"photokinesis" experiment than in the "phototaxis

+ photokinesis" experiment both in male and

female flies, and also those differences are large in

male flies than in female flies at both experiments.

The facts described above seem to indicate an

important relation between the effects caused by

the selection for photic reaction and by culturing

under constant darkness. In other words, the flies

cultured successively under constant darkness

(called as D series) became reacting more quickly

and vigorously to sudden illumination and the

similar phenomena were found in the flies sub-

jected to fast moving selection (F series) when

compared to the flies subjected to slow moving

selection (S series). For this relation it will be

taken up in discussion.

//. Discontinuing selection experiment

Table 5 shows the results with male flies, in

which, (a) shows the results of "phototaxis+
photokinesis" experiment and (b) shows those of

"photokinesis" experiment.

It may be said that, after selection through

successive 28 generations, the difference between

F and S series of male flies was fairly settled
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Table 1. Comparison of the photic reaction ("phototaxis + photokinesis" experiment) of

male flies of the strains of selected fast moving individuals (aF and /?F) with those of

selected slow moving individuals (7S and <$S)

F series

F6 L, «(0, 1, 1) 0.7

P(l, 5, 3) 3.0

3.7

FnL, a (3, 3, 5) 3.7

/?(3, 8, 7) 6.0

9.7

F 16L, « (6, 1, 3) 3.3

Hh 2, 3) 2.0

5.3

F20L1 a (8, 9, 1) 6.0

P(9, 9, 7) 8.3

14.3

F25L, «(2, 3, 2) 2.3

0(3, 3, 0) 2.0

4.3

F34L1 «(3, 8, 5) J.J

P(2, 10, 9) 7.0

12.3

F40L1 a (5, 8, 10) 7.7

0(8, 6, 8) 7.3

15.0

S6 L,

Sn Li

816^1

S20L1

S25L-1

S34L1

S40L,

S series

7(1, 4, 3)

d(6, 1, 6)

2.7

4.3

7.0

7(5, 10, 5) 6.7

S(2, 4, 3) 3.0

9.7

7(2, 0, 0) 0.7

$(0, 1, 0) 0.3

1.0

7(2, 8, 5) 5.0

d{9, 5, 0) 4.7

9.7

7(0, 0, 0) 0.0

d(0, 0, 0) 0.0

0.0

7(0, 8, 0) 2.7

S(3, 0, 2) 1.7

4.4

7(2, 5, 6) 4.3

d(0, 1, 4) 1.7

6.0

64.6 37.8

Figures in parentheses show the numbers of individuals (out of 10) which crossed the central

mark line of the test tube (refer to Fig. 3) toward the light source during the first 30 sec after

exposure to light. The lamp was turned on after 20 minutes' dark adaptation. Three values in a

parenthesis are obtained with different sets of 10 male flies and the averages of these sets are

indicated by italics. Gothic letters show the total sums of 2 strains (a and /? or 7 and d) of each

generation or of each series. F=91.6; n, = l, n2 =12; P<0.001.

genetically, except one case between F28D6L! and

S28D6Li in both (a) and (b) experiments. General-

ly, the male flies of F series, selected through

successive 28 generations, moved more actively

than those of S series, even after rearing 6 or 14

generations without conducting selection treat-

ment. The effect of different environmental treat-

ment, maintaining the male flies during 6 or 14

generations under normal daylight or under con-

stant darkness without conducting selection treat-

ment after 28 generations of conducting successive

selection, was not clearly shown.

Table 6 shows the results with female flies, in

which (a) shows the results of "phototaxis+
photokinesis" experiment and (b) shows those of

"photokinesis" experiment.

In the female flies also, after selecting successive

28 generations, the difference between F and S

series was fairly settled genetically, except one

case between F28L7 and S28L7 of the "photokine-

sis" experiment (b). Generally, female flies of F

series, selected successive 28 generations, moved
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Table 2. Results of the "photokinesis" experiment using male flies

157

F series S series

F6 L, a (13.7, 22.0, 13.3) 16.3 S6 L, 7(4.0, 16.0, 22.7) 14.2

0(17.0, 19.7, 19.7) 18.8

35.1

5(26.3, 23.3, 18.0) 22.5

36.7

F,,L, a (5.7, 9.7, 16.3) 10.6 SnLj 7(10.3, 11.3, 16.0) 12.5

0(5.0, 17.0, 11.0) 11.0

21.6

5(2.0, 14.0, 14.3) 10.1

22.6

F,«L, a (2.0, 1.7, 11.7) 5.1 S16L1 7(0.0, 1.0, 2.3) 1.1

0(7.3, 9.3, 19.7) 12.1

17.2

5(0.0, 3.0, 7.7) 3.6

4.7

F20L1 a (30.7, 39.3, 20.3) 30.1 S20L1 7(30.3, 45.7, 36.7) 37.6

0(60.3, 42.3, 29.0) 43.9

74.0

5(37.7, 26.3, 27.0) 30.3

67.9

F25L, a (7.3, 16.3, 16.0) 13.2 S25L1 7(1.3, 3.7, 5.3) 3.4

0(21.0, 18.7, 6.3) 15.3

28.5

5(2.3, 11.7, 6.3) 6.8

10.2

F34L1 a (5.0, 8.7, 5.7) 6.5 S34L1 7(3.3, 15.0, 4.0) 7.4

0(4.0, 27.3, 14.3) 15.2

21.7

5(17.7, 17.0, 12.3) 15.7

23.1

F40L1 a (0.3, 5.7, 7.7) 4.6 S40L, 7(2.0, 0.7, 12.3) 5.0

0(4.0, 6.7, 19.0) 9.9

14.5

5(2.6, 0.3, 8.3) 3.7

8.7

212.6 173.9

The experiments were executed immediately after the experiments shown in Table 1 had been finished.

Each value in parentheses shows an average of 3 connective readings of the number of individuals

passing across the 3 marked lines of the test tube during 1 min (refer to Fig. 3). Three values in a

parenthesis are obtained with different sets of 10 male flies, and the averages of the sets are indicated by

the italics. The gothic letters show the total sums of 2 strains (a and or 7 and 5) of each generation or

the sums of each series. F=2.62; nt
= l, n2 =12; 0.1<P<0.25.

more actively than those of S series, even after

rearing 6 or 14 generations without conducting

selection treatment. The effect of different en-

vironmental treatment, maintaining the female

flies under normal daylight or under constant

darkness after 28 generation of successive selec-

tion, seemed to be generally recognizable in the

"photokinesis" experiment (b) which was a little

different from the case of male flies (Table 5), that

is, the female flies kept in constant darkness

moved generally more actively than those main-

tained in normal daylight. However, in the

"phototaxis+ photokinesis" experiment, this effect

was not clear as in the case of male flies.

///. Fecundity experiment

Table 7 shows the results of fecundity experi-

ment. Generally speaking, there was no remark-

able difference of the number of eggs laid between

the flies of F and S series.

We have already reported that the flies which

had been kept under constant darkness during 94

generations laid more eggs than those of normal

flies [4]. The present results obtained with the flies

subjected to selection for photic reaction differ

clearly from those obtained in the previous experi-
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Table 3. Results of experiments similar to those described in Table 1, but using female

flies ("phototaxis+ photokinesis" experiment)

F series

F6 L, «(3, 0, 1) 1.3

0(3, 1, 1) 1.7

3.0

F„L, a(0, 0, 2) 0.7

0(1, 1, 2) 1.3

2.0

F16L, «(2, 2, 1) 1.7

0(1, 5, 4) 3.3

5.0

F20L-1 «(3, 3, 1) 2.3

0(5, 8, 2) 5.0

7.3

F25L, <*(0, 1, 3) 1.3

0(4, 7, 9) 6.7

8.0

F34L1 « (2, 2, 4) 2.7

0(6, 7, 9) 7.3

10.0

F40L1 a (4, 3, 6) 4.3

0(5, 10, 9) 8.0

12.3

S6 L,

Sum

S16L-1

S20L-1

S-^L,

S34L1

S40L1

S series

7(1, 4, 3)

5 (5, 2, 0)

2.7

2.3

5.0

7(0, 1, 1) 0.7

5(0, 3, 0) 1.0

1.7

7(1, 3, 1) 7.7

5(1, 1, 0) 0.7

2.4

7(2, 0, 0) 0.7

5(1, 4, 1) 2.0

2.7

7(0, 1, 3) 7.3

5(2, 4, 1) 2.3

3.6

7(5, 10, 2) 5.7

5(1, 5, 4) J.J

9.0

7(2, 4, 7) 4.3

5(1, 0, 2) 1.0

5.3

47.6 29.7

F=3.37; n, = l, n2 =12; 0.05<P<0.1.

merit, the cause of which will be discussed in the

following chapter.

IV. Experiment on developmental rate

Table 8 shows the results of experiments on

developmental rate. It can be said that there was

no difference of the developmental rate between

the flies of F and S series. The pupal developmen-

tal period of the flies of the 20th generation was

remarkably short when compared to other cases,

but this seemed to be caused by an accident of

temperature regulation mechanism of incubator.

We reported previously about the flies reared

for 118 generations under normal daylight and

constant darkness that the larvae developed faster

in normal daylight than in dark, and also, if the

environmental light conditions during the experi-

ment were the same, the developmental rate was

faster in the progeny of normal flies than in that of

dark flies [4]. As for the cause of the difference

between the results of these previous experiments

and the present experiment will be discussed in the

following chapter.

V. Experiment on daily emergence rhythm

Ordinarily, the flies emerge most vigorously

from before sunrise till noon and only in small

numbers during the night. What happens when

they are subjected to successive selection or kept

in dark for a long time?

Table 9 shows the results of the experiment on

daily emergence rhythm. It can be concluded that,
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Table 4. Results of experiments similar to those explained in Table 2, but using female flies

("photokinesis" experiment)

F series S series

F6 L, a (15.3, 10.0, 10.0) 11.8 S6 L, 7(16.0, 10.3, 9.0) 11.8

0(7.7, 10.0, 13.3) 10.3

22.1

5(16.3, 11.7, 14.7) 14.2

26.0

F„L, a (3.3, 11.0, 8.0) 7.4 SnL] 7(0.7, 8.3, 9.3) 6.1

0(16.3, 9.7, 8.3) 11.4 5(6.7, 9.0, 13.0) 9.6

18.8 15.7

F16L]
a (1.0, 2.3, 7.0) 3.4 S 16L, 7(13, 4.7, 7.7) 4.6

0(2.3, 11.7, 12.3) 8.8 5(3.3, 6.7, 8.3) 6.1

12.2 10.7

F20L1 a (20.0, 21.7, 12.7) 18.1 S20L1 7(0.7, 15.7, 9.3) 8.6

0(24.3, 46.7, 19.7) 30.2

48.3

5(17.7, 25.0, 10.3) 17.7

26.3

?isU a (6.7, 13.0, 13.0) 10.9 S25L1 7(6.0, 18.3, 23.0) 15.8

0(10.0, 24.0, 24.3) 19.4

30.3

5(13.3, 19.3, 15.0) 15.9

31.7

F34L1 a (1.3, 1.3, 6.0) 2.9 S34L1 7(11.0, 10.0, 1.3) 7.4

0(13.7, 13.3, 14.7) 13.9

16.8

5(1.3, 8.7, 20.7) 10.2

17.6

F40L1 a (2.7, 4.7, 3.0) 3.5 S40L1 7(2.0, 5.0, 12.3) 6.4

0(8.3, 12.3, 9.0) 9.9

13.4

5(0.7, 2.3, 6.3) 3.1

9.5

161.9 137.5

F=1.08; n, = l, n2= 12; P>0.25.

the flies of F series showed high emerging rate at

night (18:00-03:00) than those of S series, and

also the flies kept under constant darkness for 12

generations showed high emerging rate at night

than those maintained under normal daylight.

We think these results seem to be closely related

to those published before. The flies kept under

constant darkness during 26, 39, 51, 112, 124 and

135 generations showed not only higher rate of

emergence at night [3, 4], but also moved more

actively to sudden illumination [1, 4]. These facts

coincide very well with the present results, namely,

the pattern of daily emergence rhythm of the flies

belonging to F series corresponds entirely to the

pattern of those maintained in constant darkness.

This may contribute to the consideration of the

cause of provoked variation of character with

environmental change which will be discussed in

the next chapter.

DISCUSSION

We have reported in the previous papers that,

when the fruitfly, Drosophila melanogaster (Ore-

gon-RS strain), was reared in constant darkness

for a long time (more than 38 generations) the

reaction movement to sudden illumination became

accelerated in comparison with that maintained in

normal daylight and this acceleration was also

clarified having a genetic nature [1-6]. The same

kind of phenomenon seemed to have been found

long ago by Payne [11], though he did not state
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Table 5. Results of "phototaxis + photokinesis" experiment (a) and "photokinesis" experiment

(b) using male flies

F28L7 a(l, 3, 0)

/?(2, 6, 1)

3.3

3.0

6.3

S28L7 7(0, 4, 1)

5(3, 1, 0)

1.7

1.3

3.0

F28D hL, a (3, 6, 0)

0(1, 6, 3)

3.0

3.3

SixI-^L-i 7(1, 3, 5)

8(4, 4, 2)

3.0

3.3

(a)
6.3 6.3

F28L15 a (5, 0, 7)

0(0, 2, 8)

4.0

3.3

7.3

S28L15 7(0, 6, 4)

8(1, 3, 3)

3.3

2.3

5.6

F2gD 14L 1
«(6, 2, 6)

/9(3, 9, 1)

4.7

4.3

9.0

S28D1.1L] 7(0, 1, 4)

8(2, 1, 7)

1.7

3.3

5.0

F28L7 a (19.0, 20.C , 5.0) 14.7 ^28^7 7(1.0, 15.3 11.7) 9.3

/J(2.7, 23.7, 0.0) 8.8 5(21.7, 3.3 0.0) 8.3

23.5 17.6

F28D6L, a (6.7, 23.0, 2.3) 10.7 S28Df.Li 7(4.0, 19.0 10.0) 11.0

/?(8.0, 15.0, 6.7) 9.9 5(14.0, 11.7, 10.0) 11.9

(b)
20.6 22.9

^28^ 15
a (4.7, 2.3, 16.7) 7.9 S28L-15 7(1.0, 11.3 1.3) 4.5

0(2.3, 8.0, 13.3) 7.9

15.8

5(6.7, 0.7, 10.3) 5.9

10.4

F28D !4L, a (10.3, 5.3, 15.3) 10.3 S28Di4L, 7(0.0, 5.7, 4.3) 3.3

0(6.0, 14.7, 10.3) 10.3

20.6

5(3.0, 0.0, 18.0) 7.0

10.3

They were maintained under normal daylight or under constant darkness during 6 or 14 generations

without conducting selection after conducting selection for photic reaction during successive 28

generations.

clearly, and also Durrwachter [12] reported later

that Drosophila melanogaster which had been kept

in constant darkness for several generations

showed stronger phototaxis and a greater sensitiv-

ity to geotactic orientation than the flies reared

normally.

As this change of photic reaction is clearly

brought about through the life in constant dark-

ness, then the problem may arise about the

processes causing this phenomenon. Was it in-

duced directly by the change of environmental

light condition, that is, through some directional

change of character provoked by the change of

environment, or was it caused through some kinds

of selection processes among preexisted mutants

related with the change of environment, that is,

one of the pre-adaptation phenomena?

This seems to be one of the biggest biological

problems at present and it may probably be wise

way to refrain from drawing any impatient conclu-

sion. However, to pay efforts to drill into this

important problem should not always be refrained,

and the present report is one of the results of such

efforts.

The purpose of the present report was to

ascertain whether or not the moving activity of

Drosophila fly reacting to sudden illumination

could be changed by successive selection through

many generations. The answer was "yes" and the

changed behavior seemed to be genetically estab-
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Table 6. Results of "phototaxis + photokinesis" experiment (a) and "photokinesis" experiment

(b) using female flies

(b)

F2KL7 a (2, 1, 2) 1.7 S28L7 7(0, 3, 3) 2.0

0(5, 5, 1) 3.7

5.4

8(1, 0, 0) 0.3

2.3

F28D6L, a (4, 1, 2) 2.3 ^28^61-1 7(3, 6, 3) 4.0

0(5, 6, 7) 6.0 8(0, 5, 3) 2.7

(a)
8.3 6.7

F2xL 15
a(0, 4, 3) 2.5 S28L-15 7(2, 6, 0) 2.7

0(8, 8, 10) 8.7

11.0

8(0, 6, 4) 5J

6.0

F28D14L1 «(2, 7, 2) 3.7 S28D14L1 7(1, 9, 3) 4.3

0(5, 4, 8) 5.7

9.4

8(0, 3, 2) 1.7

6.0

F2HL7 a (2.0, 1.7. 14.7) 6.1 S28L-7 7(11.3, 13.3, 20.0) 14.9

0(13.3, 9.3 1.7) 8.1 8(4.0, 6.0, 0.0) 3.3

14.2 18.2

FjsDftL, a (5.3, 6.3, 10.0) 7.2 S28D6L.I 7(8.0, 13.3, 5.7) 9.0

/3(10.7, 9.7 9.3) 9.9 8(1.3, 9.3, 5.3) 5.3

F28L 15 a (0.3, 3.0, 6.0)

0(7.3, 6.0, 9.7)

FjsDhL, a (4.3, 8.0, 3.3)

17.1

3.1

7.7

10.8

5.2

0(16.0, 10.0, 16.3) 14.1

S28L 15 7(3.3, 3.7, 0.7)

8(1.1, 7.3, 2.0)

S28D,4L, 7(1.7, 12.0, 9.0)

8(3.1, 7.3, 1.0)

14.3

2.6

3.7

6.3

7.6

4.0

19.2 11.6

For other explanations refer to Table 5.

lished. In other words, the strain of fast moving

individuals was produced by selecting fast moving

individuals through successive many generations as

well as by rearing under constant darkness through

many generations. On the other hand, by select-

ing slow moving individuals through successive

many generations the strain of slow moving flies

was settled.

Furthermore, as the several other characters

were found being changed through the life in

constant darkness, the experiments on those char-

acters were executed with these selected flies.

The principal results obtained by the present

experiments, in comparison with the previous

experiments, can be summarized as follows (Table

10).

Examining Table 10 it can be pointed out that

the mode of the movement reaction to lighting

have a similar feature both in the flies selected

successively by fast movement (F series) and

maintained in constant darkness (D series as

mentioned in the previous papers), or on the other

hand, both in the flies selected successively by slow

movement (S series) and reared under normal

daylight (L series as mentioned in the previous

papers). The similar results are seen with the

experiment on daily emergence rhythm.

What are then the causes of these similarities

observed between the flies of F series and D series

or of S series and L series?

One way of the explanation may be that, some

kinds of pre-existed genetic factors related to the

fast or slow movement might be selected through

the life in darkness and this selection occurred in
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Table 7. Results of oviposition experiments

Date

1959-III F6L, a 22.4 S6L, 7 20.5

P 26.7 S 23.4

Average 24.5 Average 21.9

1959-VII F20L] a 22.1 S20L1 7 22.0

P 15.4 S 21.0

Average 18.7 Average 21.5

1959-X F26L, a 29.3 S26L1 7 29.1

P 31.1 S 30.4

Average 30.2 Average 29.7

1960-V F40L1 a 22.6 S40L.1 7 13.2

P 18.7 S 17.1

Average 20.6 Average 15.1

1960-VI F28L1 a 16.2 ^2sLi 7 17.3

P 19.8 S 20.0

Average 18.0 Average 18.6

F28D14L1 a 18.1 ^D^L, 7 15.3

P 17.4 d 15.6

Average 17.7 Average 15.4

The number of eggs laid during 7 days just after the emergence by the flies subjected to successive

selection for 6, 20, 26 and 40 generations were counted. Also those by the flies reared during 14

generations under normal daylight or constant darkness without conducting selection after selection for

photic reaction for 28 generations were counted.

one way—directionally—in relation to dark en-

vironment. Thus the degree of the genetical

establishment of the group of flies went parallel

with the number of generations passed in dark or

with^ the number of generations subjected to

selection. If this explanation is correct, the results

obtained may be taken as one of the pre-

adaptation phenomena.

Really, it is well established fact that in geneti-

cally heterogeneous populations of Drosophila

selection for phototactic behavior can be very

effective [13]. So that an explanation basing on

the pre-adaptation theory can be taken as of the

possible explanations.

This explanation may be that prevailing at

present in the world, as is widely adopted by the

authors in the "Origin and Development of

Adaptation" edited by Evered and Collins [14]. If

this hypothesis is correct, then the important point

to be emphasized may be that the life in constant

darkness should have selected fast moving indi-

viduals as dominant ones, in other words, there

occurred a directional change of the character of

the fly assemblage in accompany with the environ-

mental change.

However, there remains some other important

problems which seem to raise objections to the

above explanation. As for the fecundity and the

developmental rate, no remarkable difference was

seen between the flies of F and S series, whereas

there was clear difference between D and L series.

Several causes may be considered for bringing

about these results. First, there was delicately

different nature of physiological character relating

to movement between the flies subjected to selec-

tion and those reared in dark. Then, there may be

probability that some internal coordinative proces-

ses, which Whyte [15] laid an impotance strongly,

were partaken in. The other cause is, the number

of generations during which selection was per-
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Table 8. Results of experiment on developmental rate

163

Date
Larval development

Hours Average

Pupal development

Hours Average

1959-VII F20L1 a

P

93.2

94.5

(99)

(79)
93.8

87.6

82.4

(97)

(78)
85.0

S20L1 7

d

93.1

94.1

(99)

(94)
93.6

86.3

83.6

(98)

(89)
84.9

1960-V F40L-1 a

P

93.7

92.9

(95)

(93)
93.3

93.4

95.6

(92)

(93)
94.5

S40L-1 7

d

93.9

94.8

(97)

(97)
94.3

92.5

93.3

(96)

(96)
92.9

1960-VI F28L15 a

P

93.5

91.4

(90)

(99)
92.4

93.6

93.4

(90)

(98)
93.5

S28M5 7

8

92.0

91.4

(88)

(94)
91.7

92.4

92.4

(85)

(94)
92.4

1960-VI F28D 14L, a

P

94.4

91.7

(95)

(95)
93.0

93.1

93.6

(92)

(95)
93.3

S28D14L1 7

d

93.0

92.8

(93)

(90)
92.9

90.7

92.5

(91)

(89)
91.6

Both larval and pupal developmental rates of the flies being conducted selection for 20 and 40

generations were measured. Also, those of flies reared under normal daylight or constant darkness

during 14 generations without selection after conducting selection for photic reaction during successive

28 generations are shown under the broken line. Figures in parentheses are the numbers of the flies

examined.

Table 9. Results of experiment on daily emergence rhythm

3-6

Time of day

Daytime

6-9 9-12 12-15 15-18

Nighttime

18-21 21-24 0-3

Total no.

of flies

Emergence

rhythm

index (%)

F28L13

F28D12L1

$28^13

S28D 12L ]

102

134

104

114

201

214

197

191

168

127

161

125

141

93

153

155

136

133

112

121

41

61

19

31

18

41

21

34

17

31

24

27

824

834

791

798

9.2

15.9

8.0

11.5

Figures show total number of individuals emerged during 3 hr of day, as indicated above, through the

designated generation.

r- , ., . , No. of individuals emerged at night (18:00-03:00)
Emergence rhythm index= - e ^ L—

Total no. of individuals emerged

formed was too small when compared to number

of generations passed in dark. However, thinking

that the selection for photic reaction was con-

ducted to two antagonistic, fast and slow moving,

directions at the same time, and that the number of decisive reason.

generations during which selection was performed

was not necessarily so small when compared with

the number of generations passed in constant

darkness, the latter supposed cause seems to lose a
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Table 10. Comparison of the principal results obtained by the selection experiments of Drosophila flies

with those obtained by the experiments rearing in constant darkness

Items of

experiments

Present experiments

(selection experiments)

Previous experiments [1-5]

(keeping in constant darkness)

Fast moving
series

(F series)

Slow moving
series

(S series)

Dark series

(D series)

Normal series

(L series)

Movement reaction

to lighting

(phototaxis+ photo-

kinesis behavior)

Reacted by quick Reacted by slow

movement movement

(Difference was observed when

selected more than 16 generations.

Selection less than 1 1 generations

caused no difference.)

Reacted by quick

movement

(When the flies were

reared in dark more

than 38 generations.

No experiment was

executed at less than

38 generations.)

Reacted by slow

movement

Fecundity

(number of eggs laid

during 7 days after

emergence)

No remarkable difference between two

series

(at 20 and 40 generations)

Laid more eggs Laid less eggs

(at 92 generations)

Developmental rate

(larval and pupal)

No remarkable difference between two

series

(at 20 and 40 generations)

Larvae developed Larvae developed

more slowly more quickly

(at 118 generations, no difference with

pupal development)

Daily emergence High emerging rate Low emerging rate

rhythm at night at night

(After conducting selection for photic

reaction during 28 generations, the flies

were reared for 12 generations without

conducting selection.)

High emerging rate Low emerging rate

at night at night

(at 26, 39, 51, 112, 124 and 135 genera-

tions)

However, there is another experiment per-

formed by Markow [16]. The results of which

seem, to be different from our results. Namely,

both in Drosophila melanogaster and D.

pseudoobscura, the flies of selected photopositive

line laid more eggs in constant light than in

constant darkness, while the flies of selected

photonegative line oviposited more in constant

darkness than in constant light. On the other

hand, the unselected strains was fairly photoneu-

tral and the number of eggs deposited did not

differ in constant light or darkness. This seems to

indicate the selection procedure for photic reaction

can produce a difference in ovipositing ability, and

we don't know at present the causes which induced

different results between Markow's experiment

and our experiment.

There is another kind of phenomenon which

seems to be worth to discuss. When we examine

Tables 1 to 4, a fair degree of variation in values of

experiments can be noticed even among the same

series—within F or S series. The degree of varia-

tion is so large that, at first glance, the conclusion

mentioned above, insisting the existence of differ-

ence between F and S series, seems to be doubtful.

However, this kind of variation or fluctuation in

characters of animals through many generations is

widely recognized and Mori discussed already on

this matter in details [17]. This phenomenon has

been called as "waves of decline of vigour" by

McDougall [18] or "fluctuation of real nature of

species" by Mori [17] or expressed by using the

term "vigor rating" by Shelford and Flint [19].

This phenomenon can usually be observed when

some organisms have been kept for a long time

covering many generations even under the same
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environmental conditions. The cause of occur-

rence of this kind of fluctuation is not clear at

present, but it should principally be originated in

the physiogenetical nature of species populations.

The important point here is that this kind of long

term fluctuation of characters belongs to another

category of natural phenomena from the phe-

nomenon taken up in this paper and so the

conclusion described above is not affected at all by

this kind of variation.

Returning to the main theme, after considera-

tion of all results, it may safely be said that any

cause and effect relation can not be given definitely

at present. At least, it is too early to give any

decisive conclusion on the importance of pre-

adaptation processes or of adaptive processes or of

internal coordinative processes or others for caus-

ing the change of characters of the fly with the

change of its environments.
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ABSTRACT—The small copper butterfly, Lycaena phlaeas daimio has 5 generational populations a

year in the City of Yamaguchi in Japan. The population size is found to exhibit peculiar fluctuations

seasonally.

In order to clarify environmental and internal factors changing the size of L. phlaeas populations in

the field, fluctuating patterns in the population size were investigated for four years by field

observations. Besides some experiments about the mortality of insects in the laboratory, the mass of the

L. phlaeas food plant (Rumex acetosa) was also examined every two weeks for two years.

As a result, the population size of the butterfly fluctuated with a significant correlation to the mass of

the food plant in the field. Besides, inferior quality of leaves of R. acetosa after flowering (May) may
also cause the size of population to be small. Because leaves of inferior quality seem to raise the ratio of

yellowish green larvae, which do not undergo larval-pupal metamorphosis.

INTRODUCTION

The small copper butterfly, Lycaena phlaeas

daimio Seitz, has several generational populations

a year in the City of Yamaguchi in Japan, 34°N and

131°E. The generational population classification

was based on the population size and its sex ratio

fluctuating with generation [1]. Composition of

the adult seasonal morphs, spring and summer

morphs, varies among the 5 (spring, summer-1,

summer-2, summer-3 and autumn) generational

populations [2]. The seasonal morphs are shown

to be determined fundamentally by photoperiod

and temperature during the larval period [3, 4].

Furthermore, when pupae have been exposed to a

low-temperature (5°C), the adult phenotype be-

comes similar to typical spring morph [5] . Besides,

the population size showed peculiar fluctuations in

the field; either spring or summer-1 generational

population is the largest of the five, whereas
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1
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saki Medical College, Kurashiki, Okayama 701-01,

Japan.

summer-2 or summer-3 population is the smallest

[!]•

Hence, for clarifying the environmental or

internal factors changing the population size of

L. phlaeas daimio, field observations and labora-

tory experiments were performed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Field observations

Counting of the number of insects Obser-

vations were carried out in a farm at Yamaguchi

University, 34°N and 131°E, around 1 : 00 p.m. on

fine days from March to December for four years

(1981-1984).

Butterflies were mostly caught with nets along

the observation route. Numbers of males and

females were counted, respectively.

Quantitative estimation of the L. phlaeas food

plant Observations of the L. phlaeas food

plant, Rumex acetosa, comprised two series.

First, to assess annual replacement of R. acetosa

in the field, five quadrates were provided on a

bank of Yamaguchi's Fushino River in February
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1983. The plants found in each quadrate were

classified into old and young groups based on a

criterion—whether or not the plants aged more

than one year. Thereafter, the number of the

plants of each group was counted in each quadrate.

The same observation was made again in February

1984.

Then, to show how the mass of the food leaves

changes seasonally in the field, four plants were

selected at random from the bank of the river.

The leaves and young stems were harvested

together with those of three plants growing in close

vicinity. Then, the mass of the leaves was weighed

together with the stems. The same observations

were repeated at two-week intervals for two years

(1983-1984).

Laboratory experiments

Animals Eggs of L.phlaeas daimio laid in

laboratory were divided into groups so as to make

each group amount to about 200 insects. Then,

each group of eggs and larvae were exposed to

either a long-day (16-hr light and 8-hr dark

periods) or a short-day (8-hr light and 16-hr dark

Fig. 1. Normal and yellowish green (abnormal) larvae

of L. phlaeas daimio. Upper specimens arranged

side by side show normal larvae of the 3rd and 4th

instars (right and middle) in addition to normal pupa

(left), whereas lower specimens show yellowish

green larvae of the 3rd and 4th instars (right and

left), respectively.

periods) condition. Temperature was constant at

20°C, 25°C or 30°C. Each photoperiod-controlled

box (62x39x1 10 cm 3
) was equipped with two

20-watt fluorescent tubes, which were controlled

by a 24-hr time-switch. In the light period, illu-

mination was provided at about 500 lux on the

transparent plastic containers (09 x5 cm3
) where

the eggs or larvae were put.

Classification ofyellowish green larvae Back-

ground color of the body in L. phlaeas larvae is

usually semi-translucent green. However, the

body color sometimes turned yellowish green in

the 2nd, 3rd or 4th instar (Fig. 1). Even when the

the body color turned yellowish green, the larvae

developed into the 4th instar as normal larvae did.

Thereafter, the yellowish green larvae survived

more than two weeks and reached a size twice that

0.4

0.3

fo.2

><
o
om

10 20

Days after 3rd molting

Fig. 2. Growth curves of the normal and yellowish

green larvae. Solid triangles show the mean weight

of the normal 4th instar larvae and the straight line

shows SD of about 100 insects each. Solid circles

show the increment of body weight in each yellowish

green larvae of the 4th instar.
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of normal larvae (Fig. 2). However, the yellowish

green larvae rarely underwent larval-pupal meta-

morphosis. Then, when several portions in close

vicinity to the abdominal legs turned yellowish

green, they were regarded as yellowish green.

RESULTS

Seasonal fluctuations in number of the butterfly in

the field

To clarify how the population size of the

butterfly fluctuates seasonally in the field, field

observations were carried out for four years

(1981-1984).

As is summarized in Figure 3A-D, this lycaenid

butterfly has 5 generational populations a year in

Yamaguchi. The first (spring) population formed

a large/sharp peak in April and May. The second

(summer-1) population appeared in June. The

size of this population was the largest of the five

in 1981 and 1984. While, the third and fourth

(summer-2 and summer-3) populations, which

were dealt with as one population in our previous

study [1] formed small peaks in August and

September, respectively. The last 5th (autumn)

population showed a low/broad peak in October,

November and December.

Fluctuating patterns in the population sizes

varied during each year of the four years. The

patterns may be classified into two types: the first

type is characterized by a conspicuously large size

of summer-1 population as observed in 1981 and

1984, whereas, in the second type (1982 and 1983),

the size of summer-1 population is as small as that

of the spring population (Fig. 3). Furthermore, in

Aa
]
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Fig. 3. Seasonal fluctuations in the number of butterflies, L. phlaeas daimio, and in the ratio of males/females

(upper panels of A-D), and fluctuations in the number of red scales in a wing spot of male specimens besides

several meteorological data in the City of Yamaguchi (lower panels of A-D). Upper panels of A-D: Solid and
open circles show the number of butterflies and the ratio of males/females in each observation, respectively.

Histograms capped with thin bars indicate the number of butterflies counted in 5 generational populations,

respectively. Lower panels of A-D: Open circles show mean number of red scales in a wing spot (CL IV) of

male specimens. Histograms and a curved thin line show rainfall for every 10 days and daylength, respectively.

Two thin edgy lines indicate maximal and minimal temperatures on the day of each observation.
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the first type, the size of autumn population seems

to form a greater peak than that of the second

type.

These observations indicated that L.phlaeas

daimio in Yamaguchi has 5 generational popula-

tions, whose sizes considerably fluctuate with

season. The pattern of fluctuations varies from

year to year and may be classified into two types

based on the size of summer-1 populations.

Seasonalfluctuations of the mass of L. phlaeas food

plant

Observations of the L. phlaeas food plant com-

prised two series. The first series was designed to

assess the replacement in R. acetosa from year to

year, numbers of young and old plants grown in

five quadrates were counted respectively. The

second series was aimed at clarifying the fluctuat-

ing patterns in the mass of the food plant. Leaves

and young stems of the plants were reaped and

weighed at two-week intervals.

The number of the plants in each quadrate as

well as the ratio of young plants aged less than one

year (15-25%) did not change significantly from

1983 to 1984. However, one fourth of the old

plants seem to die in each quadrate in summer and

new germs appearing in September or October

may fill up the vacancies.

Furthermore, the mass of the food plant exhib-

ited clear seasonal fluctuations in the field. That

is, mean weight of the food plants reached a peak

in April or May. Then the plants flowered and the

leave§ dried up early in June. In summer (July and

August), most plants were in diapause except for a

few plants growing near swamps or brooklets. In

September, they terminated diapause and pro-

duced new leaves again. Thereafter, the mass of

the food plant increased gradually to March

(Fig. 4).

Two weeks before the peak of each generational

population, most insects may be in the 4th instar.

At this stage, the insects must feed on a large mass

of the food plant corresponding to almost two

thirds of which the insects should feed on during

post-embryonic development. Therefore, the pop-

ulation size was examined in relation to the mass of

the food plant at two weeks before the peak of

each butterfly population by the rank correlation

Fig. 4. Two types of the fluctuating patterns in L.

phlaeas populations (upper panels of A and B) and

fluctuations in the mass of the food plant (R. aceto-

sa) (lower panels of A and B). Upper panels of A
and B: Histograms of solid and broken lines indi-

cate the sizes of generational populations. Middle

bars of A and B: Dotted, hatched and closed bars

show the season, when maximal temperature ex-

ceeded 20°C, 25°C and 30°C, respectively. Open

bars show the periods, when the maximal tempera-

ture was lower than 20°C. Lower panels of A and B:

Edgy lines show fluctuations in the mass of the food

plant in 1983 and 1984, respectively.

method.

The population size of the butterfly was found to

fluctuate with a significant correlation to the mass

of R. acetosa (Rs= 0.794, Table 1), which can be

considered to reflect the fluctuation in the mass of

the L.phlaeas food plant. However, reproductive

rate of each generational population (quotient

dividing the population size of offspring by that of

the parents) did not show significant correlation

with the mass of the food plant.

This evidence indicated that replacement in

R. acetosa occurs every year in 20% of the plants.

The mass of the food plant fluctuates seasonally in

the field and it may be one of the significant factors

determining the population size of the butterfly in

the field.
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Table 1. The number of the butterflies counted in each generational population and mean

weight of the food plants weighed at two weeks before the peak of each generational

population

1983 1984

Generational

populations No. of Weight of the No. of Weight of the

insects food plant (g) insects food plant (g)

Spring 459 ( 2) 8.5 ( 5) 274 ( 3) 27.0 ( 2)

Summer-1 219 ( 4) 18.5 ( 3) 908 ( 1) 38.0 ( 1)

Summer-2 90 ( 7) 5.5 ( 7) 94 ( 6) 12.0 ( 4)

Summer-3 56 ( 9) 6.0 ( 6) 44 (10) 2.0 (10)

Autumn 62 ( 8) 4.5 ( 9) 152 ( 5) 5.0 ( 8)

Figures in parentheses show ranks of the population sizes or ranks of mean weights of the food

plants, respectively. Rs=0.794.

Mortality of insects under controlled photoperiodic

and controlled temperature conditions

In L. phlaeas daimio, the size of generational

population is supposed to be determined by the

amount of eggs laid by maternal population,

number of adults developing from the eggs and life

span of adults.

The number of eggs laid by females and hatch-

ability of the eggs were examined for each popula-

tion in the laboratory. Mean numbers of eggs laid

by females varied significantly among the gener-

ational populations: females of the summer gen-

erations (summer morphs) laid significantly great-

er numbers of eggs (120 + 23) than those of the

spring or autumn generations (spring or intermedi-

ate morphs, 80 + 22). Hatchability of the eggs was

almost constant (80-95%) through these 5 genera-

tions.

The results indicated that females of the summer

generations may reproduce greater numbers of

offspring than those of the spring and autumn

generations, when they are kept in the laboratory.

However, in the field, mean numbers of eggs laid

by females and hatchability of the eggs may be

decreased differently among generational popula-

tions by environmental factors.

Secondly, to know the ratio of offspring growing

to adults under controlled photoperiodic and

controlled temperature conditions in the labora-

tory, newly hatched larvae were provided for each

generational population and were subjected to

long-day or short-day conditions at 20°C, 25°C or

30°C. On the day of emergence, the number of

emerged adults was counted as the number of the

survivors.

In most generational populations except for

summer-1 generation, more than 70% of the

offspring developed into adults under the long-day

and short-day conditions at three temperatures.

However, when the offspring of summer-1 popula-

tion were subjected to long-day or short-day

conditions at 30°C, 53% or 31% of larvae turned

yellowish green in the 2nd, 3rd or 4th instar

(Fig. 5). Thereafter, the yellowish green larvae

developed into the 4th instar as the normal larvae

did, but, thereafter, no larvae underwent larval-

pupal metamorphosis. They all died in the 4th

instar. At 30°C, the mortality reached 72% under

the long-day conditions or 63% under the short-

day conditions. However, when the rearing

temperature was at 20°C or 25°C, small propor-

tions of yellowish green larvae appeared, but

the majority of the larvae remained in semi-

translucent green and accomplished metamor-

phosis.

The results suggested that a certain internal or

environmental factor may exert itself in the

summer-2 generation or in leaves of the food plant

collected in mid-July. If the factor acts on larvae

under high-temperature conditions, larval body

color may turn yellowish green in the 2nd, 3rd or

4th instar. Once the body color changes into

yellowish green, the larvae develop into the 4th
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Spr Su-1 Su-2 Su-3 Aut Spr Su-1 Su-2 Su-3 Aul

Population ol parents

Fig. 5. Appearance of yellowish green larvae under

controlled photoperiodic and controlled tempera-

ture conditions. Spr, Su-1, Su-2, Su-3 and Aut

indicate generational populations of spring,

summer-1, summer-2, summer-3 and autumn, re-

spectively.

instar as it is, but they rarely undergo metamor-

phosis. However, effect of the factor may not be

affected by the photoperiod to which the larvae

were subjected.

DISCUSSION

Factors determining the size of population in the

field

Our present study clarified that L.phlaeas

daimio has 5 generational populations (spring,

summer-1, summer-2, summer-3, and autumn) a

year in the City of Yamaguchi in Japan. The

population size fluctuates seasonally in the field

[l]:4he largest (spring or summer-1) population

appears in May or June, whereas the smallest

(summer-2 or -3) population appears in August or

September (Figs. 3 and 4).

The population size of the butterfly is found to

fluctuate with a significant correlation to the mass

of the food plant in the field (Rs= 0.794). There-

fore, the mass of the food plant can be regarded as

a significant factor affecting the size of the butterfly

population in the field. That is, large generational

populations (spring and summer-1) appear in the

luxuriant season of the food plant (April, May and

June). On the other hand, when the plants are

mostly in diapause in summer (August and

September), small populations (summer-2 and -3)

appear.

If the mass of the food plant is one of the major

environmental factors changing the size of

summer-1 population from year to year in the field

(Fig. 4), the fluctuation may be explained: when

temperature rises slowly in spring and R. acetosa

flowers early in June, summer-1 population may
take a sufficient amount of the food plants in

the 4th instar in mid-June. Then, the size of

summer-1 population may be large (1981 and

1984). On the other hand, when temperature rises

early in spring and the food plants flower toward

the end of May, leaves of the plants may mostly

dry up in mid-June. In this season, summer-1

population may be in the 4th instar. Then, the size

of summer-1 population may be small in these

years (1982 and 1983).

Besides, mortality of the offspring varied among

the generational populations in the laboratory. A
high mortality was observed, when offspring of

summer-1 population (summer-2 population)

were subjected to the long-day or short-day

conditions at 30°C. In these groups, large propor-

tions of the larvae turned yellowish green in the

2nd, 3rd or 4th instar (Fig. 5) and hardly under-

went larval-pupal metamorphosis. The yellowish

green larvae were often found in the field in

mid-July as just had appeared in the laboratory.

Moreover, the summer-1 population showed the

smallest reproductive rate of the five.

Taking this evidence into consideration with the

evidence of the field observations, a considerably

large proportion of L.phlaeas larvae may turn

yellowish green in mid-July in the field as observed

in the laboratory. Appearance of the yellowish

green larvae may cause a rise in the mortality of

insects during the post-embryonic development

and reduce the size of summer-2 population in the

field.

What is the yellowish green larva?

Our present evidence may not be enough to

solve two questions about the yellowish green

larvae: why L.phlaeas larvae turn yellowish green

in the 2nd, 3rd or 4th instar and why they do not

undergo larval-pupal metamorphosis. But, we

considered that the yellowish green in the larvae

was a mildew disease but not in summer diapause.

Because, the yellowish green larvae often appear
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in mid-July, when most leaves of the food plants

may be inferior in quality. If the leaves of inferior

quality were collected and incubated with the

larvae at 30°C, the leaves may be much more

inferior in quality on the next day. Then, the

larvae must feed on the leaves of inferior quality,

which sometimes are mildewed. Additionally,

when they died, the bodies were sometimes

covered with white mold.

Once some species of white mold catches the

larvae, the mold may turn the larvae into yellowish

green and allow the growth to the 4th instar.

Then, the mold may act on the larvae and inhibit

the larval-pupal metamorphsis, even if the larvae

received 20-hydroxyecdysone (0. 1-1.0 /^g/insect)

by an injection (unpublished data). Therefore,

after turning yellowish green, the larvae developed

into the 4th instar as it was, survived more than

two weeks and reached a size twice that of normal

larvae. Then, they died without undergoing lar-

val-pupal metamorphosis.

Based on our present evidence, these considera-

tions may be consistent. However, we could not

exclude the case that some extraordinary endo-

crine secretion occurs in the yellowish green

larvae and inhibits the larval-pupal metamor-

phosis. Because, there is a report that when larvae

of Bombyx mori are subjected to high temperature

conditions, an secretion of juvenile hormone (JH)

occurs extraordinarily in larvae and a large propor-

tion of the larvae cannot produce cocoons and

cannot accomplish pupal-adult metamorphosis [6].

These interesting points are questions deserving

further study.
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ABSTRACT—The relationship between the morphological differentiation of hindgut epithelial cells

and the timing of an infection of intestinal protozoa was examined. Third instar termites were infected

with intestinal protozoa which rapidly increased in number during the growth of the termites. A
morphological change in the hindgut epithelial cells of the termite also took place with its growth and

was characterized by many infoldings of the plasma membrane and a cup-shaped depression in the

cuticle covering the cell apex in the paunch. These changes also appeared at the 3rd instar of the

termite. These results show that the infection of intestinal protozoa takes place at a time which

corresponds to nutritional activity in the young termite.

INTRODUCTION

The paunch of the hindgut in the xylophagous

termite (worker-caste) is large, with a large num-

ber of symbiotic protozoa (flagellates) residing

there. The young termite is infected with intesti-

nal protozoa through the proctodeal food of the

mature worker-caste termite [1-3]. Although the

infection must have occurred at a young stage in

the termite, its timing remains to be clarified. It

has been reported that the epithelial cells of the

hindgut in the mature worker-caste, especially in

the paunch, have a characteristic and differenti-

ated ultrastructure [4-6]. Yamaoka and Nagatani

[6] observed that many infoldings of the plasma

membrane were found in the cell apex and that the

cell apex was covered with a cuticle having a

characteristic ultrastructure and histochemical na-

ture. They also suggested that the infoldings

played an important role in the passage of nutri-

ents. However, the ultrastructural changes in the

epithelial cell during the growth of the termite

have not been observed. In this report, the rela-

tionship between the morphological differentiation

of epithelial cells and the timing of an infection of

intestinal protozoa was elucidated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ground nests of the lower termite, Reticu-

litermes speratus (Kolbe), were collected from the

forest in the city of Yamaguchi and stored at 25°C.

Several individuals of a supplementary reproduc-

tive-caste were separated and maintained with the

worker-caste in Petri dishes. A few months after

the separation, several eggs were obtained and

individuals were hatched in the following month.

Each instar stage in the growing termite was

determined by measurement of the head-width.

The number of intestinal protozoa was determined

according to a method previously reported [7].

For electron microscopic examination, the hind-

guts (especially paunch) taken from each stage

were fixed in 2% (v/v) glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M
cacodylate buffer (pH7.4), and washed in the

same buffer. After post-fixation in 1% (v/v)

Os04 , the tissues were dehydrated through a

graded series of alcohol and acetone, and embed-

ded in Luveak 812. Ultrathin sections were cut

using a Porter-Blum MT-2 ultramicrotome (Ivan-

Sorvall), stained in uranyl acetate and lead citrate,

and examined with a JEM-100C electron micro-

scope (JEOL).
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had five clear modes and two slightly clear modes

as described previously [7]. In this report, the

former five were described as stages I to V. No
Infection with intestinal protozoa intestinal protozoa were observed in stages I and

The head-width values of the maturing termites II. The protozoa appeared for the first time in the

Table 1. Composition of flagellates in each stage

Stage
nl

(XlO4
)

n2 Dl D2 D3 D4 D5

III 31 — — — — —
(HW= 0.1-1.1 21 1520 1250 510 670 70

0.63) ( + 590) (±300) (±100) (±200) (±40)

IV 0-2 30 3290 2660 1700 1590 390

(HW= ( + 740) (±430) (±390) (±300) (±150)

0.80) 2-4 26 9920 4920 2790 3350 550

( + 1830) (±680) (±740) (±530) (±220)

4-7 9 23020 8540 4580 5320 480

(±6140) (±2580) ( + 1240) (±1020) (±300)

V 4.5-6.5 31 18610 7600 5070 6020 1700

(HW= (±3020) ( ± 1080) (±900) ( + 1040) (±390)

1.0) 6.5-8.5 18 29870 11080 6300 6210 1150

(±4000) ( ± 1530) (±1510) (±1500) (±390)

8.5-12 16 50590 13720 5600 7160 2090

(±5300) (±2190) (±950) (±1670) (±500)

D6 PI P2 H *

III

0.1-1.1 520 250 950 100 40

(±180) (±110) (±310) (±50) (±30)

TV 0-2 680 930 2620 460 60

(±230) (±160) (±480) (±130) (±50)

2-4 1250 1950 3920 520 120

(±330) (±490) (±580) (±220) (±70)

4-7 2110 2420 5820 740 20

(±750) (±930) ( ± 1330) (±310) (±50)

V 4.5-6.5 3250 3390 8800 980 180

(±640) (±870) (±1510) (±250) (±150)

6.5-8.5 4650 4080 9400 820 130

(±1990) (±1050) (±3200) (±380) (±160)

8.5-12 5220 6140 7390 770 470

( + 1670) (±1400) (±1710) (±310) (±420)

HW: head width (mm), nl: range of protozoa number, n2: number of termites, Dl: Dinenympha exilis,

D2: D. rugosa, D3: D. nobilis, D4: D. leidy, D5:D.parva, D6: D. porteri, PI: Pyrsonympha modesta,

P2: P.grandis, H: Holomastigotes elongatum, *: unidentified. Values are means (±SE).
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stage III. The number of intestinal protozoa

observed in each stage is shown in Table 1. Each

value was divided into two or three ranges. In

stage III, the maximum number of protozoa was

about 11,000. It was much smaller in comparison

with a maximum of about 120,000 individuals in

stage V, which constitutes a mature worker-caste.

The proportions of each species of flagellate are

shown in Table 1 (except Teratonympha mirabilis

and Trichonympha agilis). Dinenympha exilis was

the dominant species in all stages and ranges, and

its number increased according to the increase in

each range.

In stages IV and V, D. exilis increased dramati-

cally and four other species of protozoa (Pyrso-

nympha modesta, D. leidy, D. rugosa and D.

parva) increased slightly. Another four species of

intestinal protozoa (P. grandis, D. nobilis, D. par-

va and Holomastigotes exitiosus) scarcely increased

at all with the increase in range.

infrastructure of the epithelial cell

In the alimentary canal of insects, the surface of

the hindgut facing the lumen is coated with cuticle.

In termites just after hatching, the epithelial cell

was covered with a thin cuticle which had a slightly

irregular projection on the surface (Fig. 1). The

epithelial cell of the paunch consisted of a simple

squamose cell. The nucleus, ellipsoidal in form,

was situated in the cell center. The cytoplasm

was narrow and contained a small number of

mitochondria and a large amount of glycogen-like

granules. In stage II (Fig. 2), the cell height

slightly increased, and the lumen of the hindgut

partly folded. Any ultrastructural change in the

cuticle was not observed. The cytoplasmic area of

the supra-nuclear region and also the number of

mitochondria increased. The nucleus showed an

irregular shape.

In stage III, the fold of the epithelium became

hardened, and the cuticle layer began to have

a characteristic structure (cuticle-cup; arrows in

Fig. 3). The cuticle-cup was situated in the apical

portion of the epithelial cell and differed from the

other one. The plasma membrane facing the

cuticle layer became slightly invaginated (Fig. 4).

In stage IV, a highly differentiated cell occupied

the epithelium. The cuticle-cup increased in thick-

ness and electron density. The infoldings of the

plasma membrane under the cuticle-cup increased

in number and depth, and were arranged regularly

(Fig. 5). The elongated mitochondria were ar-

ranged regularly amid numerous infoldings of

the plasma membrane. Differentiation of the

epithelial cell was coming to an end in stage IV;

therefore the epithelial cells of stage IV showed a

similar structure to those of stage V.

DISCUSSION

Intestinal protozoa of the xylophagous termite

play an important role in the digestion of cellulose

eaten by host [8-11]. The intestinal protozoa of

Reticuliterm.es speratus have been classified into 5

genera and 11 species [12]. However, the timing

of infection with intestinal protozoa has remained

unclear. It has been reported that several species

of termite were devoid of intestinal flagellates

during ecdysis [2, 3, 13]. In Cryptotermes [2],

almost all flagellates and in Zootermopsis [3] , some

species of intestinal flagellates disappeared from

the hindgut during ecdysis. In each case, these

termites were reinfected with flagellates through

the proctodeal foods of the worker-caste. It is

known that nutritive material for young larvae is

provided through proctodeal foods by the mature

worker-caste of the termite [14]. Proctodeal food

consists of the contents of the hindgut, which

contains many symbiotic flagellates. It can be

expected that the timing of infection with intestinal

protozoa occurs in the early period after hatching.

In the young termite (Stage III), the fauna of

intestinal protozoa differed from that of the

mature worker-caste, but with an increase in the

total number of flagellates, the fauna held constant

at 11 species of flagellates. The number of intesti-

nal flagellates increased with the growth of the

termite; the ratio of increase of D. exilis was

especially higher than that of other species. Final-

ly (stage V), the total number of the protozoa

reached 120,000 individuals, and D. exilis ac-

counted for about 50% of them. Another species

of Dynenympha increased slightly, but no increase

was apparent in the other genera. The limitation

of increases may be related to the physiological

environment in the hindgut.
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A large number of intestinal flagellates may be

relative to high nutritive activity in each individual

of termite. The hindgut of xylophagous termites

expands greatly, with the expanded region labeled

"paunch". Most of the intestinal protozoa live

there. The hindgut of the termite is derived from

the proctodaeum during embryogenesis and is

lined with cuticle continuous with that covering the

surface of the body as in the other insects [15].

Yamaoka and Nagatani [6] showed that the cuticle

layer of the hindgut may differ from that of the

other insects in physiological activity, and reported

on the fine structure and histochemical nature of

the cuticle-cup in the cell apex. They suggested

that these characteristics were related to the

absorptive function of the epithelial cell. It has

also been reported that invaginations in a finger-

like form appeared just under the plasma mem-
brane and that mitochondria arranged were be-

tween these invaginations [4-6, 14]. Breznak and

Pankratz [5] named this part the "epithelial cup".

Further, Bloodgood [4] and Breznak and Pankratz

[5] reported that some species of protozoa and

bacteria adhered to the surface of the cuticle layer.

The morphological bases of the cuticle- and

epithelial-cup agree in several types of termites.

In our study, we have shown that the differentia-

tion of both cups began in stage III (third instar).

Further, we have also determined that these

differentiations agree with the timing of the

infection of intestinal flagellates. These results

suggest that the base of the symbiotic relationship

between the termite and the intestinal flagellates

begins in the third instar after hatching.

The authors are indebted to Dr. Yoshimi Nagatani for

his encouragement.
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Figs. 1 to 5. Electron micrographs of the paunch in each stage of termites.

Fig. 1. Stage I (x5,000). The epithelial cell consists of a simple squamose cell and is covered with a thin layer

of cuticle. Fig. 2. Stage II (X5,000). Cells increase in height and have a slightly wider cytoplasmic area.

Fig. 3. Stage III (X5,000). The cytoplasm increases in area and contains a large number of mitochondria.

The cuticle-cup (arrows) appears on the cell apex. Fig. 4. A higher magnification ( X 10,000) of a section of

Fig. 3. Small invaginations of the cell membrane appear in the cell apex. Fig. 5. Stage IV (X 10,000),

showing a highly developed cell apex. C: cuticle. M: mitochondria. N: nucleus.
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ABSTRACT

—

Pseudodactylogyroides gen. n. (Monogenea) is erected to include P. apogonis (Yama-

guti, 1940) comb. n. (syn.: Dactylogyrus apogonis Yamaguti, 1940) as type and only species. The new

genus is closely related to Pseudodactylogyrus Gussev, 1965, but differs from it in having a second pair

of hamuli and in arrangement of the marginal hooks. The presence of the second pair of hamuli in the

new genus suggests its relatedness to the family Ancyrocephalidae. Pseudodactylogyrinae subf. n. is

created in Ancyrocephalidae to allocate Pseudodactylogyrus (type genus) and Pseudodactylogyroides

gen. n. on the basis of the characteristic features of the opisthohaptor and male terminal genitalia. It is

speculated that this group has evolved from an ancyrocephalid ancestor of marine origin and gradually

lost a pair of hamuli with osmotic change experienced by their hosts.

INTRODUCTION

Almost all Dactylogyrus species occur on cypri-

niform fish [1], with an exception of D. apogonis

Yamaguti, 1940, which is found on a Japanese

coastal fish, Apogon semilineatus (Apogonidae).

D. apogonis has many peculiar structures like

supplementary pieces of hamuli ("supporting

rods" according to the original author), a bulla-like

base of cirrus, a semi-annular plate at the genital

pore and a narrow duct arising from receptaculum

seminis [2]. On the other hand, detailed informa-

tion was not given in the original description on

some important structures like maginal hooks.

This paper is intended to make a more detailed

description of the parasite and give special consid-

eration to the systematic position, based on freshly

collected specimens. As a conclusion, this parasite

is not included in the genus Dactylogyrus, and

represents a new genus Pseudodactylogyroides.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A total of 37 specimens of the host, Apogon

Accepted July 9, 1985
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semilineatus (5.9-9.5 cm in body length) were

examined, 15 of which were infected with the

parasite (prevalence of infection 41%) with the

intensity of infection ranging from 1 to 6. About

half of the fresh parasite specimens were fixed in

Schaudinn's solution or AFA under slight pressure

and stained with Heidenhein's iron haematoxylin

or alum carmine for description of general struc-

tures. The other half were fixed in ammonium

picrate-glycerin for description of hard parts.

Drawings were made with the aid of a camera

lucida. Measurements are given in /um.

REDESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES

Pseudodactylogyroides apogonis (Yamaguti, 1940)

gen. et comb. n.

(Figs. 1-7)

Habitat: On gill filaments of Apogon semi-

lineatus Temminck et Schlegel (standard Japanese

name: Nenbutsu-dai).

Dates of collection: 25 May 1981, 11 June 1982

and 18 July 1984.

Locality: Aburatsubo, Kanagawa Prefecture,

Japan.

No. of specimens examined: 19.
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Specimens: Deposited in the Meguro Parasito-

logical Museum, Tokyo, M. P. M. Coll. No. 19414

and in the author's collection.

Redescription: Body elongate, 690-1140 long

by 190-290 wide at about middle, with truncated

anterior end. Three pairs of head organs opening

subterminally on both anterior sides, the gland

cells lying on both sides of pharynx. Eye spots in

two pairs, very often diffused, anterodorsal to

pharynx.

Opisthohaptor (Fig. 2) 115-215 in diameter, a

little wider than posterior end of body proper.

Hamuli (Fig. 3) stout with points directing ventral-

ly; 43-48 in total length, 37-41 in base length,

15-17 in point length. Internal processes of hamu-

li, 11-14 long, indistinctly demarcated from exter-

nal ones which are 5-6 long, forming approximate-

ly a right angle with the latter. A pair of sup-

plementary pieces, 23-26 long ("supporting rods"

according to the original author), irregularly nod-

ulated basally and tapering anteriorly, attached to

anterior ends of internal processes of hamuli. Bar,

45-53 long by 6-8 wide, almost straight, with a

notch in the middle, lying ventrally to hamuli.

Marginal hooks (Fig. 4), of larval type, all

arranged on the margin of haptor (Fig. 2), measur-

ing 10-12 long. A pair of "needles" (Fig. 5), 16-17

long, distant from each other, and posterior or

parallel to hamuli. Each "needle" consisting of

root and point part; root part unifrom in width

with blunted end and point part slightly curved

with sharp end. Tendon loops guarding needles

approximately from middle of basal part to almost

tip of point. "Needles" having no connection with

any pair of marginal hooks. No bar present,

connecting each pair of "needles". Cement gland

very well developed, originating in posterior body

proper, opening on opisthohaptor, sometimes

forming cement vesicles near and around hamuli.

Mouth opening just in front of pharynx. Latter

57-81 long by 45-64 wide. Esophagus relatively

long, about 30-60 in length, with well developed

postpharyngeal gland on each side. Intestine

united posterior to testis.

Testis elliptical, in posterior body proper,

89-125 long by 61-97 wide. Vas deferens emerg-

ing at the top of testis, looping around left

intestinal limb and turning back to form vesicula

seminalis which lies in left interintestinal region

just posterior to bifurcation. Vesicula seminalis

fusiform, 52-95 long by 21-47 wide, opening into

cirrus through prostatic reservoir (Fig. 6). Latter,

rounded, 46-68 in diameter, directly attached to

the base of cirrus. Prostatic cells distributed in

interintestinal region from the level of vesicula

Fig. 1. Whole worm of Pseudodactylogyroides apogo-

nis gen. et comb, n., ventral view. Scale in fim.
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Figs. 2-5. Attaching apparatus of Pseudodactylogy-

roides apogonis gen. et comb. n.

2: Opisthohaptor, ventral view. 3: Ventral hamuli

and bar. 4: Marginal hooks. 5: "Needles". Scales

in fim.

seminalis to that of anterior ovary. Cirrus tubular,

curved and gradually widened basally, guarded by

a sheath which is always a little longer than cirrus

tube (Fig. 6). Cirrus 120-130 long by 1 wide at

middle with widened proximal end (5-8 in width).

Accessory piece rod-shaped, 53-74 long, flanged

on the other side of cirrus. At distal end of cirrus

sheath is a semi-circular fan-shaped hard part

(23-28 long by 10-14 wide) with a thin, finely

serrated outer and a thick smooth inner margin.

Genital pore, 22-90 from pharynx, surrounded by

well developed circular muscle fibers firmly con-

nected with cirrus accessory piece (Fig. 1).

Ovary elliptical, just in front of or slightly

overlapping testis, 104-147 long by 42-73 wide.

Figs. 6-7. Genital organs of Pseudodactylogyroides

apogonis gen. et comb. n.

6: Male terminal genitalia. 7: Vaginal hard part.

Scale in //m.

Oviduct emerging at the top of ovary, soon

receiving receptaculum seminis (37-95 long by

17-55 wide) and Mehlis' gland lying about midway

between receptaculum seminis and prostatic reser-

voir. Vagina opening on right side in interintesti-

nal region in front of ovary, consisting of a thin,

irregularly serrated outer expansion (23-50 in

diameter) with vaginal pore in the center and a

somewhat hardened and curved tube (20-31 long

by 9-14 wide) which is connected with recepta-

culum seminis (Fig. 7). Vitellaria well developed,

co-extensive with intestine.

DISCUSSION

There has been no descriptive report on Dacty-

logyrus apogonis since Yamaguti [2] reported it as

a new species. The present redescription of the

parasite includes many new findings; 1) The opis-
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thohaptor and the hamuli direct ventrally. 2) The

marginal hooks are all of larval type. No addition-

al tendon ligaments [3] ("additional hooks" after

Mizelle and Price [4]) were observed. Instead, a

pair of "needles" were present, which were over-

looked in the original description. They are dif-

ferent in shape and size from marginal hooks and

additional tendon ligaments of any lower mono-

geneans (not only of Dactylogyrus, but also of

Anacanthorus Mizelle et Price, 1965 and Trian-

choratus Price et Berry, 1966). The "needles" are

quite similar in shape to hamuli, especially to those

commonly observed in lower monogeneans in their

early developmental stages and also similar to the

undeveloped hamulus of Heteronchocleidus (see

[1]). They are regarded as another pair of hamuli,

since they do not correspond to any other opistho-

haptoral structures. It appears that they have

worked no more as attaching apparatus. Early

developmental stages of the hamuli were not

observed probably because the specimens were all

fully grown adults. 3) There is the only one

prostatic reservoir, which was originally described

as a bulla-like base of cirrus. The two reservoirs in

the original description were no more than a mass

of prostatic cells and the accumulation of the

prostatic secretions around the real prostatic reser-

voir. This was reconfirmed by an examination of

the type specimens of Dactylogyrus apogonis

deposited in the Meguro Parasitological Museum.

4) Unlike the original description, no duct was

found arising from the junction of the receptacu-

lurrkseminis with the oviduct.

From these features, the new genus Pseudodac-

tylogyroides is erected, with P. apogonis comb. n.

as type species. Pseudodactylogyroides is closely

related to Pseudodactylogyrus in the orientation of

the opisthohaptor and ventral hamuli, the pre-

sence of the supplementary pieces of the ventral

hamuli, larval type marginal hooks, the absence of

additional tendon ligaments and the single prosta-

tic reservoir, but differs from it in possessing

another pair of hamuli and in arrangement of the

marginal hooks; in the present new genus they are

all marginal, while in Pseudodactylogyrus , two of

them are central. Gussev [5] assigned some genera

with no, two or three hamuli to the family

Ancyrocephalidae, typical ones of which have four

(two pairs of) hamuli, on the theory that the

members of these genera have lost some or all of

the hamuli secondarily. The presence of four

hamuli in Pseudodactylogyroides suggests the re-

latedness of the new genus and Pseudodactylogy-

rus to the family Ancyrocephalidae rather than

Dactylogyridae or any other existing families with

two hamuli. Protogyrodactylus Johnston et Tiegs,

1922 in Ancyrocephalidae may be closely related

to these genera in having supplementary pieces of

ventral hamuli and single prostatic reservoir, etc.

Pseudodactylogyroides and Pseudodactylogyrus

should be included in Ancyrocephalidae. They are

quite unique in the family in the structures of the

opisthohaptor and the genital organ and it is

reasonable to create a new subfamily for them.

Pseudodactylogyrinae subf. n.

Subfamily diagnosis Ancyrocephalidae: Head

truncated. Opisthohaptor with one or two pairs of

hamuli, one connecting bar and 14 marginal

hooks. One pair of hamuli well developed, direct-

ing ventrally, provided with a pair of sup-

plementary pieces at their roots. Second pair of

hamuli, if present, vestigial, without a connecting

bar. Marginal hooks, of larval type. Two pairs of

eye spots present. Pharynx well developed. Intes-

tinal limbs without diverticula, united posteriorly.

Testis rounded or elongated, median. Vas de-

ferens looping around left intestinal limb. Vesicu-

la seminalis present. Prostatic reservoir single,

directly attached to cirrus. Cirrus tubular with

accessory piece. Genital pore median at level of

bifurcation. Ovary rounded or elongated, at about

middle of body, immediately pretesticular. Vagi-

na opening dextral, armed or unarmed. Recepta-

culum seminis present. Vitellaria co-extensive

with intestine. Parasites of freshwater and marine

teleosts.

Type genus: Pseudodactylogyrus Gussev, 1965

Other genus: Pseudodactylogyroides gen. n.

Pseudodactylogyroides gen. n.

Generic diagnosis Ancyrocephalidae, Pseu-

dodactylogyrinae: Body elongated with three pairs

of head organs. Opisthohaptor armed with two

pairs of hamuli, one connecting bar and 14
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marginal hooks. Ventral hamuli well developed,

provided with a bar and a pair of supplementary

pieces. Another pair of hamuli vestigial without

any connecting bar. Marginal hooks all periph-

eral. Cement gland well developed. Cement

vesicles usually present in opisthohaptor. Cirrus

tubular, with rod-shaped accessory piece and a

hard plate near its distal end. Vagina armed.

Other characters are as in the subfamily diagnosis.

Type and only species: P. apogonis

(Yamaguti, 1940) comb. n.

(syn.: Dactylogyrus apogonis

Yamaguti, 1940)

Apogon semilineatus, the host for P. apogonis

gen. et comb, n., is a coastal fish. Pseudodacty-

logyrus has been recorded from the Japanese

goby, Acanthogobiusflavimanus , in brackish water

and from Anguilla spp. in freshwater localities [6].

The goby and eels are quite distant phylogenetical-

ly from each other, but it should be noted that they

both are of marine origin, having changed their

habitat from sea water to brackish or fresh water.

Since the "needles" in the present new genus are

thought to be rudiments of the dorsal hamuli in

ancyrocephalids, the new subfamily Pseudodacty-

logyrinae has evolved, presumably, from a marine

ancyrocephalid ancestor (probably Protogyrodac-

tylus-type) and gradually lost a pair of hamuli

secondarily during the evolution with osmotic

change experienced by their hosts.
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Chimarrogalobia yoshiyukiae gen. n., sp. n. (Acarina, Myobiidae)

Parasitic on Chimarrogale (Insectivora, Soricidae)

KlMITO UCHIKAWA

Department of Parasitology, Shinshu University School of

Medicine, Matsumoto 390, Japan

ABSTRACT— Chimarrogalobia gen. n. is erected for the new mite, Chimarrogalobia yoshiyukiae sp. n.

parasitic on Chimarrogale himalayica platycephala. The adult, larva deuto- and trito-nymphs are

described and figured.

It is expected on the basis of available data that

each genus of the family Soricidae is associated

with myobiid mites of two different genera, one

being represented by rounded and smaller forms

that are rather conservative in speciation and the

other by larger and multiplicate forms, and that

information on the taxonomy of Soricidae can be

deduced from a set of smaller and larger myobiids

specific to a given genus or species of insectivores,

although a larger portion of such mites is to be

studied thoroughly [1]. A renewed study of

Myobiidae infesting insectivores is carried on to

record mites and their hosts and localities, con-

forming to the above anticipations.

Of the genera composing the subfamily Croci-

durinae of the family Soricidae [2], Nectogale,

Crocidura, Diplomesodon, Suncus and Anowro-

sorex already yielded respective mites of the

genera represented by larger forms [1,3]. The

present paper deals with a new mite parasitic on

Chimarrogale, the sixth genus of the subfamily

Crocidurinae as hosts of mites of the family

Myobiidae.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Alcoholic specimens of Chimarrogale hima-

layica platycephala deposited in the collection of

the National Science Museum, Tokyo, were ex-

amined for parasitic mites under the dissecting
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microscope, combing hair with forceps, usually at

a magnification X 10.

Chimarrogalobia gen. n.

Idiosoma ovoid. Leg I consisting of trochanter,

femur, genu and tibio-tarsus complex, and lacking

claws; venter of tibio-tarsus complex (= tibia)

entirely striated. Lags II—IV each bearing a strong

claw and a very thin and seta-like one. Male

idiosomal setae comprizing ve, vi, sc e, sc i, d4

and /4 dorsally, and /ci_ 3 , cxl
x , cxl 2 , cxll 3 and /5

ventrally. Male genital area bearing 5 pairs of

genital setae and distinct penis sheath; penis long.

Female propodosomal and ventral setae as in

male, with additional genital setae g2 and g3 on

venter; hysterosomal setae, d
x , d2 , d4 , lx , l3 , l4 and

84-

Type species: Chimarrogalobia yoshiyukiae

sp. n.

Chimarrogalobia yoshiyukiae sp. n.

(Japanese name: Kawanezumi-O-Kemochidani)

Male (Figs. 1-3): Measurements in jum for

holotype. Body (gnathosoma and idiosoma) 272

long by 120 wide at a level between legs II and III.

Setae ve, sc e and /j thick and long, gaining length

in this order; vi, sc i, d4 and /4 minute, ranging

from ca. 3 to 8 in length. Genital opening on basal

level of setae l
x

. Five pairs of genital setae: 2 pairs

of fine setae anterior to genital opening; 2 pairs of

conspicuous setae, measuring ca. 10 long, with

external ones setiform and internals clavate and

striated, almost on level of genital opening; paired
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Figs. 1-3. Chimarrogalobia yoshiyukiae gen. n., sp. n., male. 1-Dorsal view, 2-Ventral

view, and 3-Genital region.

Figs. 4-6. Chimarrogalobia yoshiyukiae gen. n., sp. n., female. 4-Dorsal view,

5-Ventral view, and 6-Genito-anal region.
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Figs. 7-12. Chimarrogalobia yoshiyukiae gen. n., sp. n., body and leg I of immature

stages. 7-Larva, dorsum, 8-Larva, venter, 9-Deutonymph, dorsum, 10-Deuto-

nymph, venter, 11-Tritonymph, dorsum, and 12-Tritonymph, venter.
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vestigial setae antero-interiad from clavate and

striated setae (Fig. 3). Penis sheath sclerotized

and curved distally in length of ca. 22; penis long

and coiled trebly. Leg I bulky; 80 long from base

of trochanter to tip and 50 wide at level of

trochanter. Leg chaetotaxy and setal nature as in

Table 1 and Figures 1-2.

Female (Figs. 4-6): Measurements in jum for

allotype and, in parentheses, for other 3 paratypes.

Body 400 (410, 420, 430) long by 255 (260, 275,

260) wide at a level between legs II and III. Setae

ve, sc e and l
x
long; vi ca. 30 (28, 30, 32) long; sc i

20 (23, 20, 20) long; d, 23 (25, 33, 25) long; d2

weak, 5 (7, -, 6) long; dA 15 (11, 13, 13) long; /3

7 (8, 8, 8) long; /4 7 (6, 7, 8) long. Genito-anal

region as in Figure 6; genital setae g4 on dorsum

and g2 and g3 on venter more conspicuous than d2 ,

/3 , l4 and ventral setae on coxal regions II and III.

Leg I 85 (87, 90, 88) long from base of trochanter

to tip and 55 (55, 60, 58) wide at level of

trochanter; leg chaetotaxy as in male.

Immature stages

Larva (Figs. 7-8): Outline elongate oval;

length from tip of leg I to caudal end of idiosoma

265-250 (//m, n = 2) and width at a level between

legs II and III 150-138. Three pairs of setae, ve, sc

e and sc i, dorsally on propodosoma and 6 pairs,

du d2 , d3 , d5 , /, and /4 on hysterosoma. Ventral

setae consisting of a single pair of ic series of setae,

ic-i, and a pair of long caudal setae, l5 . Leg 4-

segmented; leg chaetotaxy and nature of setae on

leg I as in Table 1 and Figures 7 and 8.

Protonymph: No specimen was available, but

a newly formed body with shell-form setae, cd],

and forth legs was seen through cuticle of the

smaller specimen of the above two larvae. Thus, it

is reasonable to remark that the protonymph is

Table 1. Leg chaetotaxy and, in parentheses, solenidiotaxy of Chimarrogalobia

yoshiyukiae gen. n., sp. n.

leg segment larva deutonymph tritonymph adult

trochanter — — —

I

femur 2 4 4 5

genu 5 6 6 8 (1)

tibo-tarsus 5 (1?) 5 (2) 5 (2) 8 (?)

trochanter — 1 1 2

II

femuro-genu 2 (1) 4 (1) 4(1)
5

6 (1)

femur

genu

tibia 5 6 6 6

tarsus 6 (1) 6 (1) 6 (2) 6 (2)

trochanter — 1 1 3

femuro-genu 2 2 2
2 femur

III 5 genu

tibia 4 4 5 6

tarsus 6 6 6 6

trochanter — 1 3

femuro-genu 2
2 femur

IV 5 genu

tibia 4 5 6

tarsus 6 6 6
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octopodal, and that idiosomal setation and setal

nature are the same as those of the deutonymph

ventrally.

Deutonymph (Figs. 9-10): Regions between

legs II and III expanded; length 290, 310, 240, 270,

238 (/mi, n=5) and width at level between legs II

and III 200, 190, 160, 162, 150. Dorsal setae on

idiosoma consisting of ve, sc e, sc i, d5 , l
x
and /4 ;

setal nature as in Figure 9; setae k\, shell-form

cx\\, ic2 and l5 on venter. Leg segments as in larva;

leg chaetotaxy and setal nature on leg I as in

Table 1 and Figures 9 and 10.

Tritonymph (Figs. 11-12): Outline as in deu-

tonymph; length 420-310 (//m, n= 2) and width at

level between legs II and III 300-190. Dorsal

setae on propodosoma as in deutonymph, and a

single pair of setae, /], on hysterosoma. Setae

/c"i_3, shell-form cxl]_ 2 , cxll] and /5 ventrally on

idiosoma. Leg segments as in larva; leg chaetotaxy

and setal nature on leg I as in Table 1 and

Figures 11 and 12.

Material examined: Holotype male, allotype

female, 3 paratype females, an aberrant female, 2

tritonymphs, 5 deutonymphs and 2 larvae ex

Chimarrogale himalayica platycephala, Kyoto,

Japan, 19-VIII-1984.

The holotype, allotype and another paratype are

deposited in the collection of the National Science

Museum, Tokyo, with the registration Nos. NSMT
Ac-9711, -2 and -3, respectively, and all the other

specimens in the collection of the author.

[4]); and only long d^ and l
x

in Grymnomyobia

(Fain and Lukoschus, 1976, fig. 69 [3]). The

genera Chimarrogalobia and Gymnomyobia,

which are characterized by four-segmented leg I,

that is, by the presence of the tibio-tarsus complex

on leg I, and by weak, setiform second claw each

on legs. II-IV, are morphologically closer to each

other than to the genus Placomyobia which has

five-segmented leg I and 2 subequal claws each on

legs II-IV. This might suggest phylogenetic rela-

tions among the three host genera.

Lukoschus and Driessen [5] suggested that a

common setation pattern with phylogenetic signi-

ficance is observed on the idiosoma of larvae of

some insectivore-infesting mite genera. The

idiosomal setation of larva of Chimarrogalobia

yoshiyukiae sp. n. is proved to be the same as that

of Amorphacarus parvisetosus Lukoschus and

Driessen, although the ontogenetic change in the

setation is different between C. yoshiyukiae and

A. parvisetosus. Setae dorsally on the hystero-

soma remarkably decrease in number on the

deutonymph and 2 pairs more on the tritonymph in

C. yoshiyukiae.
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DISCUSSION

Chimarrogalobia gen. n. is allied to the genera

Placomyobia Jameson and Gymnomyobia Fain et

Lukoschus associated with Anourosorex and Nec-

togale, respectively, of the subfamily Crocidrinae

in having the male genitalia, inclusive of genital

setae, of the same type. These three genera are

separated from one another by the difference in

dorsal setation on the female hysterosoma; d\, d2 ,

dn, l\, h, U present in Chimarrogalobia; d4 , l
x
and

U in Placomyobia, although d4 and l4 are missing in

the original description (Jameson, 1970, fig. 2A
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A New Genus and Species of the Subfamily Amphilochinae

(Amphipoda, Gammaridea, Amphilochidae) Found

in the Japan Sea
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ABSTRACT— Paramphilochus parachelatus n. gen. et n. sp. (Amphipoda, Gammaridea, Amphilochi-

dae, Amphilochinae) was found in the Japan Sea. This new genus was considered closely related to the

genus Amphilochus , but unique for its parachelate gnathopod 2.

INTRODUCTION

A remakable gammaridean amphipod clearly

assignable to the subfamily Amphilochinae was

collected in the middle coastal area of the Japan

Sea. This species quite differs from all of the

previously known genera of the subfamily. A new

genus is established for this new species in the

present paper. In Japan, Amphilochinae has been

represented by only one genus, Gitanopsis. The

present new genus is the second genus known from

Japan.

Abbreviations of legends so, setae (or spines)

omitted; ds, dorsal view; vt, ventral view; ant,

anterior view; post, posterior view; inn, inner

view; out, outer view; R, right part; L, left part.

DESCRIPTION

Family Amphilochidae

(Japanese name: Chibiyokoebi-ka, new)

Subfamily Amphilochinae

(Japanese name: Chibiyokoebi-aka, new)

Paramphilochus n. gen.

(Japanese name: Hasami-chibiyokoebi-zoku, new)

Diagnosis Labrum incised. Mandibular mo-
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lar narrow, conical, and not sclerotized. Maxilla 1,

palp normal, biarticulate, outer plate with single

tooth on inner margin. Maxilla 2 not reduced,

inner plate slightly broader than outer, both plates

sparsely setose apically. Maxilliped normal.

Gnathopod 1, article 5 with a long and broad

posterior lobe, article 6 expanded, triangular,

palm transverse. Gnathopod 2 parachelate, larger

than 1, posterior lobe of article 5 very short.

Telson entire, coniform, about as long as uroso-

mite 3.

Type-species Paramphilochus parachelatus n.

sp.

Paramphilochus parachelatus n. sp.

(Japanese name: Hasami-chibiyokoebi, new)

(Figs. 1-3)

Type-series Holotype: ov£, 3.7 mm, among

drifting seaweeds Sargassum horneri (Turner) C.

Agardh, The Japan Sea (35°25.8'N, 132°19.7'E),

21-IV-1983, Ikehara coll. Allotype and para-

types: £, 2.5mm; 3 ov£?, 3.7, 3.5, 3.4mm, data

same as holotype. Type-series are deposited in the

Zoological Institute, Faculty of Science, Hokkaido

University.

Female (holotype) Body 3.7mm long. Head

(excl. rostrum) as long as pereonite 1. Rostrum

(Fig. 1-B) long, reaching distal margin of

peduncular article 1 of antenna 1, with blunt apex.

Lateral cephalic lobe truncate. Superior antennal
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Fig. 1. Paramphilochus parachelatus n. gen. etn.sp. Female (holotype): A, habitus; B, head;

C, pleon; D, antenna 1 (R, inn); E, accessory flagellum; F, antenna 2 (R, out); G,

epistome; H, mandible (R, inn); I, incisor (R, inn); J, incisor and lacinia mobilis (L, inn);

K, labium (vt); L-M, maxillae 1-2 (L, vt); N, maxilliped (R, vt); O, palp articles 3-4 of

maxilliped (R, vt; so); P, inner plate of maxilliped (R, vt). Bar scales 0.05mm if not

mentioned.

sinus deep. Inferior antennal sinus absent. Eye

large, oblong, consisting of black-pigmented core

and thick and clear circumference. Body (Fig.

1-A) without dorsal cusps. Epimeron 1 (Fig. 1-C)

spatulate; epimera 2-3 subquadrate, with slightly

convex posterior margin, without tooth at pos-

teroventral corner, provided with some marginal

spines along ventral margin. Urosomite 1 as long

as urosomites 2-3 (incl. posterior tooth of uroso-

mite 3) combined; urosomite 3 with a pair of

posterior teeth beneath telson.

Antenna 1 (Fig. 1-D): Peduncular article 1 a

little shorter than article 2. Primary flagellum 1.2

times as long as peduncle, 8-articulate, provided

with 1 or 2 long aesthetascs at posterodistal edge

of each article (except terminal article); articles

(except terminal article) longer than its width,

whose length is almost consistent though width is

gradually lessened; terminal article very long, 1.8

times as long as penultimate one. Accessory

flagellum (Fig. 1-E) uniarticulate, conical, about

half as long as first flagellar article. Antenna 2

(Fig. 1-F) extended to reach apex of antenna 1.

Gland cone weak, represented by low expansion

scarcely reaching half length of peduncular article

3. Peduncular article 3 armed with a hood-like

tooth at anterodistal edge, and with a long spine

near the tooth. Peduncular articles 4-5 of about
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the same length, laterally flattened, furnished with

several setae. Flagellum as long as peduncle,

9-articulate, bearing fine setules on each article.

Midanterior keel of head (Fig. 1-B) strongly

produced forward. Epistome (Fig. 1-G) short,

rounded apically. Labrum lost through manipula-

tion. Mandible (Fig. 1-H, I, J): Incisor 10-dentate

(right) and 9-dentate (left). Lacinia mobilis on

left mandible, 10-dentate. Spine row consisting of

13 serrulate spines. Molar not sclerotized at all,

represented by narrow conical process. Palp as

long as body of mandible; article 2 twice as long as

article 1; article 3 lanceolate, 1.3 times as long as

article 2, lined with a row of bristles, without any

seta. Labium (Fig. 1-K): Both inner lobes indis-

tinct, fused with each other. Outer lobe with a

small conical process and a notch on shoulder.

Maxilla 1 (Fig. 1-L): Inner plate small, oval, with a

minute apical setule. Outer plate armed with a

ventral and a dorsal row, each consisting of 3 and 4

simple spines; single tooth located at lower angle,

around which long bristles are arising from inner

face. Palp biarticulate; article 2 narrowing distal-

ly, provised with 3 spatulate apical teeth. Maxilla

2 (Fig. 1-M): Both plates fused with each other at

base, suture invisible. Inner plate with a relatively

thick plumose seta and 2 sparsely setal rows.

Outer plate extended beyond inner plate, 60% as

thick as inner, with a few apical setae. Maxilliped

(Fig. 1-N): Both bases separate from each other,

distal margin angular, with a few facial setae.

Inner plate (Fig. 1-P) narrow, half as broad as

outer plate, extended beyond base of palp, armed

with 2 stumpy apical teeth, and with 2 thick spines

on inner face. Outer plate oval, not excavate, not

reaching distal margin of palp article 1, armed with

a strong apical spine and a few marginal setules.

Palp article 1 slightly expanded outward, with

small extension at distal edge of outer margin,

provided with 3 to 4 marginal spines along distal

half of outer margin. Palp article 3 (Fig. 1-0) with

4 finger-like processes on dorsal face near inner

distal margin. Palp article 4 bearing a nail.

Coxae with smooth ventral margins. Coxa 1 half

as long as coxa 2, softly tapering. Coxa 4 narrow-

ing distally.

Gnathopod 1 (Fig. 2-A): Article 2 sparsely

setulose along anterior margin. Article 5 with

setulose posterior lobe guarding about 60% length

of posterior margin of article 6. Article 6 triangu-

lar, distally expanded, with right-angled palmar

angle; palm (Fig. 2-B) subtly convex, delimited by

a pair of short spines; palmar margin finely

pectinate, lined with a row of minute setules.

Article 7 fitting palm, not pectinate, with a middle

tooth. Gnathopod 2 (Fig. 2-C) parachelate. Arti-

cle 2 almost bare. Article 5 very narrow; posterior

lobe very short, guarding only base of article 6,

apparently expanded forward beneath hinge of

articles 5-6. Article 6 large, as long as article 2,

with both anterior and posterior margins parallel

to each other; palm (Fig. 2-D) almost straight but

weakly convex only at apicalmost region, deli-

mited by a pair of spines; palmar margin as in

gnathopod 1. Article 7 fitting palm, not pectinate,

with a middle tooth.

Pereopods 3-4 (Fig. 2-E, G): Article 2 setu-

lose along anterior margin. Articles 4-6 spinulose

along posterior margin and setulose along anterior

margin. Article 6 slightly tapering. Article 7 (Fig.

2-F) with a short distal nail and a prominent

mammilliform bulb proximal to nail. Pereopods

5-6 (Fig. 2-H, I): Article 2 with posteroproximal

region of posterior lobe smoothly rounded, fringed

with a row of spines along anterior margin,

accompanied with submarginal row of spines

obliquely near anterior margin. Article 4 spinose

along both anterior and posterior margins. Arti-

cles 5-6 spinose along anterior margin and setulose

along posterior margin; article 6 slightly narrowing

distally. Article 7 as those of pereopods 3-4.

Pereopod 7 (Fig. 2-J): Article 2 a little broader

than those of pereopods 5-6, with posteroproximal

region of posterior lobe apparently extended

posteriorly and slightly angular.

Pleopods 1-2 (Fig. 3-A): Both rami 1.5 times

as long as peduncle; 10 articles on outer ramus and

8 on inner ramus; first article furnished along outer

margin with a row of plumose setae, which are

radially spreading. Coupling spines (Fig. 3-D)

with 3-4 teeth along each side. Pleopod 3 (Fig.

3-B) a little shorter than others. Peduncle bearing

a long spine (Fig. 3-C) on posterior face near

coupling spines. Outer margin of first article of

outer ramus lacking marginal setae.

Uropod 1 (Fig. 3-E): Peduncle lined with a
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Fig. 2. Paramphilochus parachelatus n. gen. et n.sp. Female (holotype): A, gnathopod 1 (R,

out); B, palm of gnathopod 1; C, gnathopod 2 (R, out); D, palm of gnathopod 2; E,

pereopod3 (R, out); F, articles 6-7 of pereopod 3; G-J, pereopods4-7 (R, out). Bar scales

0.1 mm if not mentioned.

Fig. 3. Paramphilochus parachelatus n. gen. et n. sp. Female (holotype): A-B, pleopods 1 and

3 (R, ant; so); C, spine on peduncle of pleopod 3 (R, ant); D, coupling spines of pleopod

1; E-F, uropods 1-2 (R, ds); G, uropod3 (L, ds); H, telson (ds). Female (paratype: 3.5

mm): I, telson (ds); J, labrum. Bar scales 0.05 mm if not mentioned.
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row of densely arranged small spines along outer

dorsal ridge, and with a few middle and an apical

longer spine along inner ridge. Inner ramus 80%
as long as peduncle, lanceolate, with a few

marginal spines along both dorsal ridges. Outer

ramus 80% as long as inner. Uropod 2 (Fig. 3-F)

reaching distal margin of peduncle of uropod 3 in

situ view. Peduncle 60% as long as that of uropod

1, spinose along outer margin and bearing an

apical spine on inner margin. Inner ramus 1.3

times as long as peduncle. Outer ramus 60% as

long as inner ramus. Uropod 3 (Fig. 3-G): Pedun-

cle as long as that of uropod 1, bare along inner

ridge, with outer dorsal ridge lined with a row of

densely arranged small spines. Outer ramus 80%

as long as inner.

Telson (Fig. 3-H): short, scarcely exceeding

apex of posterior teeth of urosomite 3 in situ view,

coniform, subacuminate at apex.

Female (paratype: 3.5 mm). A few parts dam-

aged or lost in the holotype are described below.

Labrum (Fig. 3-J) asymmetrically incised.

Telson (Fig. 3-1) as in holotype, twice as long as

its width, with rounded proximal margin.

Male (allotype: 2.5 mm) very similar to female,

except his smaller size.

DISCUSSION

The narrow and nontriturative mandibular mo-

lar of the present new genus is common with other

three genera of the subfamily Amphilochinae,

namely, Amphilochoides, Paramphilochoides, and

Amphilochus . Among the above three genera and

the present new genus, Amphilochoides and Par-

amphilochoides are closely allied to each other in

several characteristics such as reduced maxilla 2,

longer telson, and toothed inner plate of maxilla 1

whose distal palp article is expanded and sculp-

tured. The new genus is very similar to the rest,

Amphilochus, in having basic maxillae 1-2, and

shorter telson. Despite the similarity of most body

parts, the new genus is markedly distinguishable

from Amphilochus by the shorter posterior lobe of

article 5 and the parachelate article 6 of gnathopod

2; particularly, the latter characteristic is not

hitherto found among the family Amphilochidae.

The inner plate of maxilla 1 of the new genus

shows a condition similar to Paramphilochoides

(and probably Cyclotelson) rather than Amphi-

lochus; with a single tooth at the distal edge of

inner margin. But this does not necessarily mean

closer affinity of the present new genus to Par-

amphilochoides, because one species of Amphi-

lochus (A. planierenis Ledoyer [1]) has the inner

plate of maxilla 1 similar to the new genus, and the

detailed structure of the inner plate is still un-

known in many species of Amphilochus. Taxo-

nomic importance of this character as a generic

character should be reevaluated in the future.

The present new species has the mammilliform

process on the article 7 of pereopods 3-7. Such a

mammilliform process is also seen on pereopods

3-7 in Amphilochus kailua J. L. Barnard [2] and

on pereopods 3-4 in Gitanopsis pusilla K. H.

Barnard [3]. This structure is rare in Amphilochi-

nae. But it is generally thought to be of low

taxonomic importance as a generic character [2],

because it is sporadically found in several species

of separate genera as above.
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ABSTRACT—Membrane fraction which contained

nuclear membrane-DNA polymerase a complex was

prepared from sea urchin embryos and DNA synthesiz-

ing activity of the fraction was examined using single-

stranded circular DNA of fd phage as a template. The

fraction catalyzed ribonucleotides-dependent DNA syn-

thesis. The maximum amount of DNA synthesized was

33 ng/26°C/15 min/20 //g of protein of the fraction. Prod-

uct analysis by alkaline agarose gel electrophoresis

showed that 100-500 base-DNA fragments were synthe-

sized for 15 min and that the products were not covalent-

ly linked to the template DNA. The product DNA
migrated between fd single-stranded and double-

stranded DNA in neutral agarose gel electrophoresis.

These results indicate that the membrane fraction cata-

lyzes de novo DNA synthesis with single-stranded DNA
as a template, quite efficiently.

In vitro DNA synthesizing system with a defined

single-stranded DNA as a template has been

developed to analyze the mechanism of DNA
replication, especially to analyze processes of

priming and elongation of DNA synthesis, in

prokaryotes [1]. However, in eukaryotes, many

efforts to develop the in vitro DNA synthesizing

system have been devoted in vain, because of

nuclease activity and low efficiency of DNA
synthesis. Only in a few kinds of eukaryotes, such

a system has been described [2-4].

Although DNA replication takes place on the

nuclear matrix in several kinds of eukaryotes [5], it

has been shown to occur preferentially on the
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nuclear membrane by recent biochemical [6] and

autoradiographic [7, 8] studies in sea urchin

embryos. DNA polymerase a is thought to par-

ticipate in DNA replication in sea urchin embryos

[9] and we have reported an association of the

enzyme with the nuclear membrane in the embryos

[10]. These reports suggest that DNA replication

machinery exists on the nuclear membrane in sea

urchin embryos.

In the present report, we prepared the nuclear

membrane-DNA polymerase « complex fraction

from sea urchin embryos and examined DNA
synthesizing activity of the fraction in vitro. It is

described that the fraction catalyzes de novo DNA
synthesis, efficiently, suggesting that this fraction

provides an efficient in vitro DNA synthesizing

system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Blastulae (developed for 15 hr after fertilization

at 20°C) of the sea urchin, Hemicentrotus pulcher-

rimus, were washed three times with sea water and

three times with 1.0M glucose and were used for

experiments. dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP, ATP,

CTP, GTP and UTP were purchased from

Boehringer Mannheim.
[

3H]dTTP (96.8 Ci/mmol)

and
[

35S]dATPaS (1,015 Ci/mmol) were obtained

from New England Nuclear. Calf thymus DNA
was obtained from Sigma and activated as de-

scribed previously [11]. DNA of fd phage was a

gift from Dr. T. Yagura (Saitama Cancer Center

Research Institute).
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Membrane fraction which is associated with

DNA polymerase a was prepared from the blastu-

lae of the sea urchin according to our previous

report with some modifications [10]. The two

peaks at buoyant densities of 1.18 and 1.14g/cm 3

(corresponding peaks I and II in Fig. 1 of ref. [10])

were pooled and the concentration of sucrose of

the pooled fraction was adjusted to 25% (w/v) by

adding distilled water. The fraction (5 ml) was

centrifuged at 115,000xg for 4hr with 0.2ml of

60% sucrose cushion containing 20mM potassium

phosphate buffer (pH7.9), 5mM EDTA and

5mM 2-mercaptoethanol. After centrifugation,

membrane fraction on 60% sucrose cushion was

pooled and added with one third of volume of 90%
glycerol. This fraction was designated crude nu-

clear membrane-DNA polymerase a complex,

tentatively in the present report, because this

fraction contained the nuclear membrane-DNA
polymerase a complex as characterized previously

[10].

For assay of DNA synthesis, the complex

fraction was incubated at 26°C for 15min (unless

otherwise stated) with reaction mixture in a total

volume of 25 ju\. After incubation, 25 fA of 200

mM Tris-HCl (pH8.0), 0.5M NaCl and 50mM
EDTA was added and acid insoluble radioactivity

was determined as described previously [12]. The

reaction mixture contained 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH

7.5), 50,«M each dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP,

10mM MgCl 2 , 40 mM NaCl, 5mM 2-mercapto-

ethanol, 400//g/ml bovine serum albumin, 10%
glycerol, 2.0 jug fd phage single-stranded circular

DNA (6.4 kb) and 1.0 ^Ci
[

3H]dTTP (200 cpm
= 1.0pmol dTMP) (unless otherwise stated).

For determination of ribonucleotides-dependent

(NTP-dependent) DNA synthesis, assays were

carried out with NTPs (1 mM ATP, 500 juM each

CTP, GTP and UTP) and without NTPs.

After incubation and extraction of DNA, the

DNA product was subjected to agarose gel elec-

trophoresis. For autoradiogram,
[

3H]dTTP was

replaced with 1.0 ^Ci
[

35S]dATP„S in the reaction.

To assure precipitation of DNA, 20 jug yeast tRNA
was added after incubation. Electrophoreses were

performed with 0.7% neutral and 1.4% alkaline

agarose gel at 100V for 3 hr and 80V for 4.5 hr (gel

size; 14 X 13.5x0.37 cm) according to the methods

of Sugden et al. [13] and Ikeda et al. [14],

respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The amount of DNA synthesized was increased

linearly, depending on the amount of the crude

nuclear membrane-DNA polymerase a complex in

the presence of NTPs, while little DNA synthesis

was detected in the absence of NTPs (Fig. 1).

These results indicate that NTP-dependent DNA
synthesis takes place with single-stranded circular

DNA as a template. Maximum amount of DNA
synthesized in this experiment was 33ng/26°C/15

min/20^g protein of the fraction. This amount of

DNA corresponds to about 2. 1 x 10
4
diploid of sea

urchin nuclear DNA, assuming that the diploid

nuclear DNA is 1.54 pg [15]. This amount is also

comparable to that of Xenopus in vitro DNA
synthesizing system reported by Mechali and

Harland (1.1-1.5 ^g DNA/22°C/lhr/100^1 Xeno-

pus egg extract) [4].

About 90% of the NTP-dependent DNA syn-

thesis was inhibited by 20/ug/ml aphidicolin, sug-

Fig

Amount of Nuclear Membrane-DNA
Polymerase <X (ul)

1. NTP-dependent DNA synthesis with the nucle-

ar membrane-DNA polymerase a complex fraction.

DNA synthesis in the presence of NTPs (O) and

absence of NTPs (•). One /A of the fraction con-

tained 2.0 jxg protein determined by the method of

Lowry et al. [17], after 1.0M NaOH treatment for

1 hr at 37°C and neutralization with HC1.
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gesting that DNA polymerase a participates in this

DNA synthesis.

To characterize the DNA product in the NTP-

dependent DNA synthesis, the product was ana-

lyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 2). In

alkaline agarose gel electrophoresis, almost all of

1 2 3

IE-

Fig. 2. Agarose gel analysis of the products in the

NTP-dependent DNA synthesis. (A), 0.7% neutral

agarose gel electrophoresis. Lane 1, incubation

time Omin with NTPs; lane 2, incubation time 15

min without NTPs; lane 3, incubation time 15min

with NTPs. (B), 1.4% alkaline agarose gel electro-

phoresis. Lanes 4 and 7, incubation time min with

NTPs; lanes 5 and 8, incubation time 15 min with-

out NTPs; lanes 6 and 9, incubation time 15 min with

NTPs. Lanes 1-6, autoradiogram. Lanes 7-9, ethi-

dium bromide staining. O, origin of gel. II, replica-

tive form II of fd DNA. ssc and ssl, single-stranded

circular and linear DNA of fd phage, respectively.

Numbers of ordinate indicate DNA size (kilobase)

calculated. Hind III fragments of A DNA and Hae

III fragments of 0X174 DNA were used as size

markers.

detected in the region of small DNA. These

results indicate that the membrane fraction con-

tains little nuclease activity. In the alkaline gel,

the DNA product separated from template DNA
and migrated to the region which corresponds to

about 500-100 base-DNA (Fig. 2B), suggesting

that the synthesized DNA is not covalently linked

to the template DNA. In neutral agarose gel

electrophoresis, the DNA products migrated with

fd single-stranded DNA for 15 min-incubation

(Fig. 2A). For further incubation, the products

elongated and migrated between fd single-

stranded and double-stranded (replicative form II)

DNA. These results suggest that the products are

synthesized on fd single-stranded DNA as a

template.

From these results, it is concluded that the crude

nuclear membrane-DNA polymerase a complex

fraction from sea urchin embryos catalyzes de novo

DNA synthesis with single-stranded DNA as a

template. It is also suggested that the fraction is

useful to analyze the mechanism of DNA replica-

tion, because of its high efficiency of DNA
synthesizing activity and little nuclease activity.

Recently, We have reported that DNA poly-

merase a-primase has self-priming and elongation

activities of DNA synthesis and that it catalyzes

NTP-dependent DNA synthesis with single-

stranded DNA as a template [16]. Our prelimi-

nary experiments showed that the membrane

fraction in the present report contains DNA
polymerase a-primase. However, the DNA syn-

thesizing activity of the fraction was higher than

that of the solubilized DNA polymerase a-primase

from the fraction (Shioda, in preparation). There-

fore, we consider that the de novo DNA synthesis

is catalyzed by the DNA polymerase a-primase as

well as other replication factors. Further analysis

on this in vitro DNA synthesizing system of sea

urchin embryos is in progress.

template DNA migrated in the position of intact

fd single-stranded DNA (6.4 kb) for 15 min-

incubation (Fig. 2B). For, at least, 2hr-incu-

bation, similar result was obtained. But when

equal amount of 10,500 Xg supernatant of the

embryos was incubated under the same conditions,

almost all of the templates degraded and were
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ABSTRACT—To investigate whether there is a factor in

testes essential for spermatocyst development a "precul-

tured medium" was prepared by cultivating intact

diapausing Mamestra pupal testes in it for 5 days. The

presence of the factor was assayed by observing whether

diapausing spermatocysts placed in test media elongated

and developed into spermatids. It was found that the

basic medium did not support development of spermato-

cysts, while medium I, medium III and medium IV which

were "precultured media" promoted spermatogenesis.

The result suggested that an unknown testicular factor

which promote spermiogenesis was released from the

testes of Mamestra brassicae.

INTRODUCTION

The pioneer studies on insect tissue culture were

carried out by culturing larval testes from Samia

cecropia in insect hemolymph [1-3]. Afterwards

Schmidt and Williams [4] cultured the testes from

the diapausing pupae of Platysamia cecropia and

Samia walked, and the effects of hemolymph on

spermatogenesis were examined. The hemolymph

obtained from postspinning fifth-instar larvae and

that from adult moths stimulated spermatogenesis,

while that from diapausing pupae of late stage

delayed spermatogenesis. Williams and Kam-
bysellis [5] have reported that spermatocytes ex-

cised from Samia walked testes differentiated into

sperm in Grace's medium [6] containing the

macromolecular factors (MF) in hemolymph.

These results indicated that some hormonal sub-
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stances in the hemolymph might be involved in

stimulation of spermatogenesis.

On the other hand, Yagi et al. [7] reported that

spermiogenesis of the diapausing rice stem borer,

Chilo suppressalis was promoted directly by the

addition of 20-hydroxyecdysone in an insect

hemolymph-free medium, CSM-2F, although this

medium contained chemically unknown substances

such as fetal bovine serum instead of the insect

hemolymph. Afterwards Fukushima and Yagi [8]

found that spermiogenesis in Mamestra brassicae

testes was observed in Grace's medium containing

ecdysone. Furthermore, Shimizu and Yagi [9]

reported that spermiogenesis occurred in Grace's

medium without ecdysone or MF if cultivated with

an intact testis, and that the "naked" spermato-

cysts could develop into an elongated form in

medium in which the testis had been pre-cultured.

Kuroda [10] has cultured testicular fragments

obtained from 48-hr old pupae of Drosophila

melanogaster in medium K-17 supplemented with

0.1//g/ml fetuin and 15% fetal calf serum, and he

concluded that the process of spermiogenesis may

be completely independent of ecdysone.

Up to date, there is no chemically defined

medium for the observation of spermatogenesis in

Lepidopteran diapausing pupal spermatocysts. In

the present study, by the use of Grace's medium

which is chemically defined and contains neither

insect hemolymph nor mammalian serum, I fur-

ther investigated the factors and preparation

methods of media for inducing spermiogenesis in

vitro.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Insect The cabbage armyworm, Mamestra

brassicae were reared on an artificial diet under

12L-12D photoperiods at 20°C. Testes were taken

from diapausing pupae right after pupation.

Pre-culture of intact testes The culture

methods used in these experiments were the same

as those reported previously [7]. As the pre-

culture medium of intact testes, Grace's medium

was used. In each culture vessel, containing 10 /*1

of the medium, one testis was incubated for 5 days

at 26°C in an incubator. After cultivation, this

medium was used as the basic medium for the

culture of the spermatocysts.

Preparation of medium To investigate the

essential factor in testes for spermatocyst develop-

ment, the following four media were prepared

based on the basic medium described above.

Medium I Each pre-culture medium (— 10 /ul)

in which an intact testis had been cultivated was

transferred with a capillary tube to a separate

culture vessel (i.e. the pre-culture medium was not

mixed with other pre-culture medium).

Medium II All the pre-culture media in which

intact testes had been cultivated were collected

and placed in a sterile micro test tube (i.e. the

pre-culture media were mixed together).

Medium HI As shown in Figure 1 , this medium

consisted of medium II which was heated at 100°C

for 3min to precipitate the proteins. The precipi-

tate was discarded by centrifuging at 3,500 r.p.m.,

culture of an intact testis for 5 days

in 10 jj1 G-M/ring

collecting medium

» (medium II

)

heat treatment at

100 °C for 3min

C5 centrifuged at 3,500 rpm

res. sup.

(medium III)

Fig. 1. Preparation methods of medium II and medium

III.

and the supernatant (medium III) was assayed by

adding spermatocysts.

Medium IV This medium was prepared by

adding lO^g/ml of 20-hydroxyecdysone to the

medium I.

Assay-culture of spermatocysts development

Testes were dissected from diapausing pupae (just

at pupation) and placed in 10 jul each prepared

medium (medium I-IV) to examine the essential

factor from testes for spermatocyst development.

The new spermatocysts were cultivated for 7 days,

and development took place according to the

classification of Schmidt and Williams [4] and

Kambysellis and Williams [11].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The spermatocysts degenerated within 3 days

from the onset of cultivation in Grace's medium

only, and showed no trace of development. In

medium I the spermatocysts survived for 5-6 days

and elongation of the spermatocytes (early sper-

matids) into mature spermatids occurred rapidly

within 24 hr. Spermatocysts became pyriform

spermatocysts (Table 1). When the cyst envelope

(cyst wall) was not developed well, the shape of

the spermatocysts became jellyfish-like (Fig. 2).

Five out of 6 cultures showed pyriform spermato-

cysts and the one remained spherical but with the

tails of the spermatids. They corresponded with

Figure 1-D, E and Figure 4-D, E of Kambysellis

Table 1. Effects of prepared media on elonga-

tion of spermatocytes in vitro

Media3
No. of

exp.

Elongation of

spermatocytes'
1

Medium I

Medium II

Medium III

Medium IV

6 (5)

6 (1)

8 (3)

3 For detailed explanations see preparation

methods of medium in Materials and Methods

and Fig. 1.

b Number in parentheses indicates the number of

culture vessels in which normal pyriform sper-

matocysts developed. Cysts as a whole have

begun to elongate.
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Fig. 2. Developing spermatocysts.

Upper figure shows a starfish-like spermatocyst in

shape, and middle and bottom figures show jellyfish-

like cysts. X 140.

and Williams' report [11].

In medium II, the added spermatocysts became

gradually brownish. This medium is not suitable

for spermatocyst culture. In the heat treated

medium II(medium III) , spermatocysts survived

for 5 days in good condition, and elongation of the

spermatocyst into mature pyriform spermatocysts

was observed (Fig. 3).

In medium IV (containing 20-hydroxyecdysone),

no remarkable changes were observed, indicating

no direct effect of the hormone on spermatocysts.

From these experiments it was found that

medium I, III and IV have the ability to promote

the elongation of spermatids. The MF is heat-

Fig. 3. Elongation of spermatocytes.

Mature pyriform spermatocyst was observed 3 days

after the onset of culture. X 141.

labile substance(protein), but medium III did not

contain heat-labile substances or MF like proteins.

Unknown factors released from the testis may be a

heat-stable substance.

In the previous experiments, it was found that

medium I contains some proteins and small

amounts of ecdysteroids which were released from

cultivated testes [12-14]. Furthermore, there may
be a testicular factor released from testes for

the development of spermatocysts. In a good

medium, however, spermatocytes (spermatids)

themselves may be autonomous to develop into

spermatozoa when maintained under suitable con-

ditions. The results of the experiment in medium I

show that the elongation of the spermatid-

flagellum occurred without the artificial addition of

ecdysone (10/ig/ml). Similarly, some investigators

have reported that the addition of ecdysones into

culture medium is not required for the differen-

tiation of spermatocysts into spermatozoa [10, 15,

16].

From the earlier experiments it was found that

spermatocysts failed to elongate formed abnormal

elongated cysts envelop (wall) in the medium I,

and normally the spermatocysts began sper-

miogenesis about 3 days or later [9]. This suggests

that the development of the cyst wall might need a

considerable lag time in good in vitro conditions or

further unknown substances might be necessary

for the development of cyst envelopes.
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In Vitro Muscle Formation from the Cultivated Spermiduct

of the Cabbage Armyworm, Mamestra brassicae

(Lepidoptera: Noctuidae)

TOSHIAKI SHIMIZU

Laboratory of Insect Physiology and Toxicology, The Institute of

Physical and Chemical Research, Wako, Saitama 351, Japan

ABSTRACT—When spermiducts of diapausing Mame-
stra pupae were cultivated for 5 to 7 days in Grace's

medium containing lO^g/ml of 20-hydroxyecdysone, the

muscle-layer of the spermiduct wall developed and

exhibited peristaltic movements. Muscles, derived from

the muscle-layer of the spermiduct, formed on the glass

surface of the culture vessel and they, too, showed

peristaltic movements.

Nowock [1] reported contractility of the spermi-

duct (seminal duct) of Ephestia kuhniella and

Danilova [2] has made similar observations on the

imaginal duct muscle-layer in Bombyx mori. A
contractile response to ecdysone has been reported

for both the Ephestia spermiduct [1] and the Samia

spermiduct [3] in vivo and in vitro. Szollosi and

Landureau [3] have investigated the morphological

basis of this hormone-induced contractility at the

ultrastructural level. However, at present there

are few reports on the occurrence of myogenesis

and muscle differentiation by cultured tissue de-

rived from the cultivated spermiduct.

In the present experiments, muscle differentia-

tion from the external muscle-layer of the culti-

vated spermiduct was observed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Insects Larvae of the cabbage armyworm,

Mamestra brassicae, were reared on an artificial

diet at 22°C under a 12 hr light and 12 hr dark

Accepted July 11,

Received June 12,

1985

1985

photoperiod to obtain diapausing pupae. Day-3 to

day-7 pupae were used in the present experiments.

Culture The general culture methods used in

the experiments were the same as those described

previously [4, 5]. Spermiduct, connected to a

testis, was cultivated and observed for 7 to 14 days.

The developmental status of the spermiduct was

examined with an inverted phase contrast micro-

scope.

Medium 20-Hydroxyecdysone and ecdysone

were used in the experiments. 20-Hydroxy-

ecdysone was dissolved directly in Grace's medium

and the hormone concentration was adjusted to 10

^g/ml. This concentration is apparently above

physiological values, but high doses of ecdysteroid

have been reported necessary for the elicitation of

a contractile response from the spermiduct [3].

Ecdysone was dissolved in 99% ethanol and added

to the Grace's medium to make the final concen-

tration of the hormone 5 ^g/ml. The amount of

each medium in each vessel was 20 //l.

Peristaltic movements The number of peri-

staltic movements per minute of the newly formed

muscles on the surface of the glass was measured.

The duration of ten peristaltic movements was also

measured. Measurements were carried out three

times on the same sample and the mean peristaltic

number per minute was obtained from four sepa-

rate preparations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The thin spermiduct developed progressively in
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Fig. 1. A spermiduct cultivated for 3 days in Grace's medium containing 20-hydroxyecdysone. The spermiduct is

surrounded by a thin muscle coat. Te: testis. X161.

Fig. 2. Widening of a duct and enlargement of a spermiduct cultivated for 7 days in Grace's medium containing

ecdysone. x74.

vitro culture in Grace's medium containing 10

fjLglm\ of 20-hydroxyecdysone. Figure 1 shows a

spermiduct cultured for 3 days. After 3 to 7 days

from the onset of cultivation, the lumen of the duct

began to widen. Even in the low concentration of

hormone, a conspicuous change in the shape of the

spermiduct was observed in Grace's medium con-

taining S^g/ml of ecdysone (Fig. 2). The muscle-

layer of the duct rarely showed peristaltic move-

ments. This phenomenon confirms the results of

Szollosi and Landureau [3] who reported that in

the presence of hormone the diapausing spermi-

duct of Samia cynthia differentiates in vitro.

Muscles, apparently derived from the muscle-

layer of the spermiduct, formed on the surface of

the glass (Fig. 3). Well differentiated muscles

formed after 7 days in the Grace's medium

containing 20-hydroxyecdysone. The terminal of

the -muscle bundles exhibited a palm-like shape

and adhered to the surface of the glass (Fig. 4).

The entire process by which muscle differentiates

from the external muscle-layer can be observed

under these conditions. It is not clear, however,

.W

afetf^s^^-vs

Fig. 3. Muscles derived from the peripheral muscular

layer of the spermiduct. The lumen of the duct has

enlarged. The external cell layer, consisting of the

muscles and duct, is observed to move rhythmically.

L: lumen, W: wall. X152.

why the muscle derived from the spermiduct in

vitro. The mean number of peristaltic movements

of the newly formed muscles was 10.5 + 6.1 per

minute (Table 1). This peristalsis did not exhibit a

regular rhythmicity for an extended time.

Although L-glutamic acid has been proposed as a

Sp

V '

I

v.

Fig. 4. Well differentiated muscles on the surface of the glass. Sp: spermiduct. X60.
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Table 1 . The number of peristaltic movements

per minute of the newly formed muscles on

the surface of the glass

Example
Number of peristaltic

movements per min

20.2 + 1.7*

8.1+0.2

8.1+0.2

15.6 + 3.4

* Mean + S.D.

candidate for the excitatory transmitter at the

neuromuscular junctions of insects [6, 7] and

Grace's medium contains 60mg/100ml of L-

glutamic acid, the newly formed muscles do not

have neuromuscular junctions. Therefore, peri-

stalsis seems to be a myogenicity. Peristalsis is

clearly an important function in the normal sper-

miduct, as it is required to propel the mature,

elongated cysts of spermatozoa into the storage

organs [3].
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Responses to Unfamiliar Excretion Marks in Siberian Chipmunks

Eutamias sibiricus asiaticus

TOMOMICHI KOBAYASHI and MUNETAKA WATANABE

Department of Biology, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Okayama

University, Okayama 700, Japan

ABSTRACT—The importance of excretion marks in the

social lives was indicated in Siberian chipmunks Euta-

mias sibiricus asiaticus, whose scent marking behaviours

have been little reported so far. Followings were found.

(1) Siberian chipmunks tended to discharge urine and

feces in definite sites in small cages and large outdoor

enclosures. (2) Chipmunks distinguished their own ex-

crement from unfamiliar conspecific's by olfaction. (3)

Chipmunks responded by excretion markings to unfamil-

iar excretion. (4) Male chipmunks responded more

intensely to unfamiliar excretion than females. The

meaning of their excretion marks and the importance of

scent marks in the solitary animals were discussed.

Leyhausen [1] stressed that social life of solitary

animals is frequently more complex than we

realize. This statement seems to mean partially

that solitary animals exchange much information

between conspecifics to maintain their solitary

organization. Scent marking with excretion and

secretion in the home range is supposed to be a

good manner to exchange information especially

for solitary species as they do not have so many

chances of direct contact. Henry's study [2] on the

urine marking of red foxes suggests the importance

of research of scent marking in solitary animals in

understanding their lives.

In rodents, detailed researches about odor-

concerning interaction of mice [3-6] and rats [7-9]

have been carried out,but little is studied about

scent marking in wild solitary rodents.

Siberian chipmunks (Eutamias sibiricus) are

solitary and inhabit woodland [10]. Though a lot

Accepted September 5, 1985

Received August 16, 1985

of ecological and behavioural studies have been

performed in some species of chipmunks, scent

marking with excretion has not been reported

except the description by Dobroruka [11] in

Siberian chipmunks.

Recently we found some facts in Siberian

chipmunks which suggest their usage of feces and

urine as scent mark, and its importance in their

social life, as follows; (1) When chipmunks were

introduced into new cages (35x90x50 cm) from

home cages (35x70x50 cm) through a passage,

they intensely discharge feces and urine on the

floors of the new cages. (2) Chipmunks frequently

deposited feces and urine together in a definite site

in their home cages (35x70x50 cm, 100 X 100

X

100 cm). This phenomenon was seen in five out of

six males, but in females in only one of four. (3)

Under the condition that a plastic and wood-made

corridor (8x8x30 cm) with an opaque scent-

permeable partition inserted in its center was set

between two cages (150x150x100 cm), and a

chipmunk in each cage could smell the scent of

unfamiliar conspecific in the other cage through

the partition, chipmunks in both cages discharged

a lot of feces and urine just in front of the partition

(Fig. 1). This behaviour was seen only in male

chipmunks. (4) In naturalistic outdoor enclosures

(10x10x2m, 4x8x2m) chipmunks deposited

feces and urine on their resting or feeding places

such as wood stumps or knobs of branches. In one

enclosure (4x8x2m) where only one male was

reared, we found a pile of feces at one place on a

big branch which was most often used a resting

place by him (Fig. 2).
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1. Feces deposited in both sides of partition of

corridor by two male chipmunks (see text for detail

explanation). The chipmunks discharged urine with

feces in the corridor, therefore the floor of the

corridor was always wet of urine. In the right side-

part of the partition, shells of sunflower seeds which

were given as food, leaves and small stones were

carried into.

These observations suggest that feces and urine

marks in Siberian chipmunks have some important

meaning in their social interactions.

In the present study we presented male and

female Siberian chipmunks with feces and urine of

their own and unfamiliar males to examine : 1)

how do chipmunks respond to excretion from an

unfamiliar male, 2) whether the responses to

unfamiliar excretion are different from those to

their own excretion, 3) whether there are differ-

ences between male's and female's responses.

Four adult chipunks (2 males and 2 females)

born in captivity were examined during a period

from^ September till November in 1984. Each

sexual pair of chipmunks was kept for more than

one week before the tests in an experimental

apparatus consisting of a cage (1.5xl.5xlm) and

a glass box (2 X 1 X 1 m) which were combined

through a transparent plastic corridor (8x8x
30 cm) with a plastic partition by which an ex-

perimenter could control chipmunk's movement

between the cage and the glass box. Test excretion

of their own (OE) was prepared by collecting feces

soaked with urine in a cage (35 X 70 X 50 cm) where

each chipmunk had been reared before transfer-

ring to the experimental apparatus. Unfamiliar

excretion for tests (UE) were gotten from an

unfamiliar adult male in the same manner as OE.

OE and UE were preserved at — 10°C until the

test. A part (ca. 1 g) of OE or UE was put on a

plastic board (6x6 cm) and presented in the floor

of the glass box. After the presentation of test

excrement, the partition of the corridor was

opened and one chipmunk was allowed to enter

the glass box. The test trial was begun with

chipmunk's entering into the glass box and finished

when the chipmunk left the glass box. The order

of OE and UE presentations was decided at

random, and at least four days intervened between

trials for each chipmunk to avoid the habituation

to the test excretion. The responses to excretions

were recorded by Sony video camera (HVC-F1)

and video recorder (SL-F1) from a distance of

about 5 m.

Table 1 shows the responses of male and female

chipmunks to OE and UE. In most cases male

chipmunks responded to UE with significant be-

havioural changes; after sniffing at it, they excited-

ly discharged urine and/or feces in the following

Fig. 2. A male chipmunk which was reared in outdoor large enclosure often excreted feces and urine in the

definite site of a big branch (a), where he rested and fed by preference (b).
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Table 1. Responses by chipmunks to UE and OE
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Trial

number

UE OE

Individual Sniffing

time (sec)

Number of excretion Sniffing

time (sec)

Number of excretion

Dl D2 D3 Dl D2 D3

1 33 1 2 1 6

Male A
2

3

28

19

1 2

1 1

4

7

4 31 1 — — — —

1 17 5

Male B 2 22 1 1 5

3 — — — — 8

1 7 5

Female C 2 9 3

3 13 1 1 7

Female D
1

2

21

10

1 9

4

UE: excrement of an unfamiliar male, OE: excrement of their own. Dl, D2, and D3: three types of

excretion responses (see text for details). One time of response means one bout of discharging act with some

duration.

sites; 1) on or near the UE (we referred as Dl to

discharging within 15cm from UE), 2) at definite

excretion sites of their own which were formed in

the glass boxes (D2) (a definite excretion site was

made only by males, with one site for one male), 3)

in other places in the glass boxes (D3). These

discharging acts were performed in a peculiar

posture with body lowered and tail a little lifted

lasting 4-50 sec, or with another activity such as

grooming or locomotion. On the other hand these

discharging responses were not performed to OE
at all (Table 1).

Male chipmunks also sniffed UE significantly

longer than OE (n= 6, U=0, P= 0.002, Mann-

Whitney U test, Table 1).

In female chipmunks, discharging responses to

UE after nosing it were observed only two times,

although the sniffing time of UE was significantly

larger than OE (n= 5, U= 2, P=0.032).

These results indicate that Siberian chipmunks

distinguish their own excrement from unfamiliar

conspecific's by olfaction and the males respond

more intensely to UE than females. The discharg-

ing response to UE, which was mainly performed

by males, suggests that their excrement marks are

used for social messages, such as threat to conspe-

cifics. Gathered from the observation in a large

naturalistic enclosure (10 x 10 x 2 m) and field

observation, Siberian chipmunks in the natural

habitat probably deposit urine and feces at several

definite sites used preferably for resting and

feeding. It is likely that the excretion mark in

these sites would influence conspecific's behaviour

giving threat effect or other informations.

It is reported that Columbian ground squirrels

{Spermophilus columbianus) respond to scent

mark of unfamiliar conspecifics by the scent

marking with the oral gland [12]. The authors of

the study think, like our conjecture, that this

response suggests that their scent marks act as a

threat to intruders or serve as a site for information

exchange in the field. Keevin et al. [13] indicate

that Eastern chipmunks (Tamias striatus) can

discriminate individual differences in conspecific

odors coming from mainly urine and feces. Sibe-

rian chipmunks also seem to have such individual-
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recognition ability, and this ability will make it

possible for their excrement marks to exert in-

fluence also in the direct meetings between conspe-

cifics.

The ethological meanings of different discharg-

ing manners (Dl, D2, D3) are unclear, but

frequent performances of D2 in one male (Table 1)

indicate his persistence to the definite excrement

site, and suggest the importance of the site in

communication. If the excrement markings are

often performed on or near another conspecific's

excrement like D2 in the field, such an excrement

site will be able to serve effectively as a site for

information exchange as stated on the excrement

marking of some carnivores [14, 15].

Less responsibility of females to OE than males

may reflect some difference in the behavioural

manner between both sexes. It is suggested by

Bullard [16] that fermentation products in gland

secretion and excretion of prey animals provide

potential odor cues for the predators in their

hunting. Since a female Siberian chipmunk nurses

her litter by herself for about two months from the

birth [17], her attenuated marking-related be-

haviour may be a compromising strategy to protect

litter and herself from detection by predators.

Henry [2] stated that a social organization of

solitary species does not always represent a primi-

tive state, but rather in many cases may represent

highly evolved strategy that is ingeniously adapted

to occupy certain niches where a highly social

species could not be maintained. Future studies of

scent-related activity in Siberian chipmunks from

such a viewpoint may make more clear the

importance of scent mark in maintaining their

solitary organization and ecological niches.
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How Do Tadpoles Lose Their Tails during Metamorphosis?

REVIEW

Katsutoshi Yoshizato

Developmental Biology Laboratory, Department of Plastic Surgery,

Kitasato University School of Medicine, Sagamihara,

Kanagawa 228, Japan

Several animal species have a period of meta-

morphosis in their life span as a transition time

from larva to adult form. Insects and amphibia are

such animals. During metamorphosis anuran tad-

poles show conspicuous transformation of their

bodies, losing their tails and gills, and acquiring

hind and fore legs.

Scientific descriptions on the process of regres-

sion of the tail go back to the late 19th century [1].

Since then, many papers have been published,

presenting morphological, biochemical and endo-

crinological aspects of the tail resorption.

The whole process is quite complex and we have

not had an answer to the question of "How do

tadpoles lose their tails?". In this review the

author summarizes the present status of the

research in this interesting area, focusing on work

developed in his laboratory and discusses the

problems to be answered in clarifying the mecha-

nism of regression of the tail.

TRIGGERING OF REGRESSION OF
THE TAIL

The tail of anuran tadpoles is composed of the

notochord, epidermis, muscle and connective tis-

sues (Fig. 1), all of which respond to thyroid

hormone and start to regress. The initial signal for

the regression must be the binding of thyroid

hormone to these tissues. Skin and muscle have

been demonstrated to contain specific binding sites

for the hormone (thyroid hormone receptor) [2,

3]. The tail tissues contain two types of receptors:

cytosol receptors and nuclear receptors.

Amphibian cytosol receptors for thyroid hor-

mones are unique as compared with those of

mammals in that the receptors of amphibia require

divalent cations for the binding to the hormone,

and the difference of biological activity between

triiodothyronine (T3) and thyroxine (T4) is corre-

lated with that of the binding capacity of the

receptors for T3 and T4 , but not with that of the

binding affinity of the receptors to them.

The physiological function of the cytosol recep-

tors for triggering regression of the tail tissues

Received November 26, 1985

Fig. 1. A schematic representation of a cross section of

the tadpole tail [9]. DTF, dorsal tail fin; CT, con-

nective tissue; NC, nerve cord; E, epidermis; M,
muscle; N, notochord; VTF, ventral tail fin.
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remains to be clarified. From observations on

morphologic changes, it is generally believed that

connective tissues are more sensitive to thyroid

hormone than muscle tissues and are the first to

start regression. In accordance with this, connec-

tive tissues (tail fin) contain more than 10 times the

thyroid hormone binding sites in the cytosol than

do muscle tissues [2].

Nuclear receptors for thyroid hormone have

been considered to play a crucial role in the initial

step of the hormone action by investigators in both

mammalian and amphibian endocrinology al-

though direct evidence for this has not yet been

obtained. There have been a few lines of circum-

stantial evidence that support this concept: tail

connective tissues contain about two times more

nuclear receptors for T3 than for T4 , which is in

good correlation with their biological activity [4];

nuclear binding sites for thyroid hormone increase

with the progression of tail regression [5].

AN EPIDERMAL FACTOR

Is thyroid hormone the only trigger of resorption

of the tail tissues? Our study suggests the presence

of another necessary factor [6]. Both the hormone

and the factor are required for regression of

connective and muscle tissues. It has been well

established that the tail fin tissues, which are

composed of the epidermis and mesenchyme,

regress in vitro in response to a physiological

concentration of thyroid hormone [7]. We pre-

pared the "nude tail fin", which lacks epidermis,

by treating the tissues with EDTA and trypsin.

The nude tail fin fails to respond to thyriod

hormone, suggesting that some factor derived

from the epidermis is necessary for interactions of

the mesenchyme with the hormone.

This possibility was tested by coculturing the

nude tissue with the skin or by culturing it in the

conditioned medium in which the skin had been

cultured for a few days (skin conditioned medium)

[8]. Thyroid hormone-dependent regression of the

mesenchyme was observed in both cultures. Char-

acterization of this factor was performed using the

skin conditioned medium. The factor is dialyzable

and can be separated by Sephadex G-10 chroma-

tography. Digestion of the factor with trypsin or

pronase does not abolish its biological activity.

The factor is heat-stable.

All these data indicate that the epidermis-

derived factor is a nonproteinous substance with a

low molecular weight. Purification of the factor is

now in progress. This factor is required not only

for regression of the tail mesenchyme, but also for

regression of the tail muscle tissues. At present,

there is speculation on the physiological role of this

low-molecular-weight factor. It has been well es-

tablished that thyroid hormone activates a variety

of hydrolytic enzymes that degrade substances of

the tail. Biochemical analyses of mesenchymes of

the tail show that this tissue contains collagen [9]

and hyaluronic acid [10] as major components of

its extracellular matrices. Therefore, it is quite

conceivable that collagenase and hyaluronidase,

both discovered and purified by Gross and his

colleagues [11, 12], play crucial roles in the

regression of the tissue. The activity of these

enzymes is under the control of thyroid hormone

[13]. The mechanism of activation of collagenase

is complex and is still under debate. There have

been many papers reporting the presence of

activators or inhibitors of this enzyme [14]. One

plausible role of the epidermal factor that triggers

regression of the mesenchyme in cooperation with

thyroid hormone is that the factor functions as an

activator of the enzymes or a suppressor of their

inhibitors.

CONTROL OF REGRESSION OF
MUSCLE TISSUES

As illustrated in Figure 1, mesenchymal and

muscular tissues occupy most of the space in the

tail. Enzymes responsible for degradation of the

mesenchyme have been well characterized as

mentioned above. In contrast enzymes participat-

ing in the process of muscle degradation have been

poorly understood. Most investigations on this

process have been confined to morphological

description with light and electron microscopy.

The reliable and useful information on this process

presently available originates from these studies

[15].

Recently the author and his colleagues have

described a unique thiol endoproteinase, which
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preferentially hydrolyzes actin molecules [16-18].

Protein banding patterns of muscle tissues as

revealed by electrophoresis in polyacrylamide gels

in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)

were compared among the various stages of

metamorphosis. Lack of the band of actin was the

most prominent feature noted at the climax of

metamorphosis. The author postulates that mus-

cle tissues of the tail at the climax contain a

proteinase that preferentially attacks actin mole-

cules.

Extraction and purification of this enzyme were

attempted using actin prepared from the thighs of

the rabbit skeletal muscle as a substrate. Gel

chromatography on Sephadex G-100 separated

the actin-degrading activity into two peaks, a

70-kDa enzyme and a 26-kDa enzyme, respective-

ly. Both enzymic activities were inhibited by

E-64C, leupeptin and iodoacetate and required

the presence of an SH reagent, indicating that the

enzymes belong to a class of thiol proteinases.

These enzymes digested actin molecules in the

presence of SDS, but not in its absence. Degrada-

tion products of actin by the 70-kDa enzyme were

similar to those by the 26-kDa enzyme: the major

product had a molecular weight of 28 K. The

70-kDa enzyme is not an aggregated form of

26-kDa enzyme. The former enzyme was adsorbed

to Con A-Sepharose, but the latter was not,

indicating that the 70-kDa enzyme is a glycopro-

tein. Both enzymes were active in a broad range

of neutral pH with the optimum near pH 6.0.

The enzyme with a Mr=26K was purified

further. Affinity chromatography with a organo-

mercurial resin and ion exchange chromatography

with CM-cellulose produced the highly purified

enzyme. Two characteristic features became ap-

parent when the enzyme was purified. The elution

position of the enzyme in high pressure liquid

chromatography in a native condition was different

from that in a denatured condition, where the

enzymic activity was eluted after trypsin inhibitor

with a molecular weight of 13 K. Considering this

fact together with the protein banding pattern of

the purified enzyme in a SDS-polyacrylamide gel,

it was concluded that the 26-kDa enzyme has an

identical subunit structure with a molecular weight

of 13 K. The other feature is that the purified

enzyme is capable of attacking native actin mole-

cules: the enzyme hydrolyzes actin in the absence

of SDS.

What is the relationship between the 70-kDa

and the 26-kDa enzymes?: do they belong to

different classes of enzymes or is the 70-kDa

enzyme a precursor of the 26-kDa enzyme?. At

present, the latter possibility seems more likely for

the following reasons: both enzymes are thiol

endoproteinase; optimum pH for the degradation

of actin is the same for the two enzymes; and the

major degradation products by the 70-kDa enzyme

in a denatured condition are identical to those by

the 26-kDa enzyme.

It is of importance to emphasize that the 26-kDa

actin-degrading enzyme shows its activity in the

premetamorphic and climactic stages but not in the

prometamorphic ones. Many hydrolytic enzymes,

such as acid phosphatase, cathepsin D and B and

collagenase, which were believed to play impor-

tant roles in the thyroid hormone-induced regres-

sion of the tail, have been reported [19]. Howev-

er, these enzymes express their hydrolytic activity

even in the prometamorphic stages, during which

the tail does grow. In contrast, the activity of

26-kDa enzyme can not be detected in the pro-

metamorphic tadpoles even when denatured actin

molecules are used as a substrate. Therefore, it is

suggested that the synthesis and activity of this

enzyme are strictly and exclusively controlled by

thyroid hormone.

AN INHIBITOR OF THE ACTIN
DEGRADING ENZYME

As mentioned above, a crude preparation of the

26-kDa enzyme hydrolyzes actin in the presence of

SDS, but does not digest native actin molecules.

However, the native substrate is digested when the

enzyme is highly purified. This suggests the pres-

ence of an inhibitor, which hinders the enzyme

from hydrolyzing the native substrate, in the crude

preparation. This possibility was confirmed by the

fact that the purified enzyme did not attack the

native actin when the crude preparation was added

to an assay mixture [20]. Characterization of this

inhibitor was performed with the crude extract of

muscle tissues. The inhibitor was dialyzable.
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stable for heat treatment (120°C for 20min), and

lost the activity by treatment with pronase but not

with trypsin. The inhibitor is separable from the

26-kDa enzyme on a column of CM-cellulose at

pH 7.4, to which the enzyme adsorbs. These

findings indicate that the inhibitor is a polypeptide

with a relatively low molecular weight.

IN VITRO DEGRADATION OF
MUSCLE TISSUES BY THE
PURIFIED 26-kDa ENZYME

The physiological role of the 26-kDa enzyme

was investigated by observing biochemical and

morphologic changes in myofibrils and muscle

tissues after digesting them with this enzyme [18].

Myofibrils prepared from the tail muscle of the

premetamorphic tadpole were digested with the

enzyme and examined under a phase contrast

microscope. The enzyme extensively fragmen-

tized the myofibrils. More interesting and impor-

tant morphologic changes were revealed electron

microscopically when muscle tissues were digested

with the purified enzyme. This enzyme preferen-

tially attacks the I-band of the muscle. The I-band

was found to be disorganized at an early period of

the digestion (5min). Actin filaments were friz-

zled, while the A-band was intact and the Z-discs

were discernible. With a 4-hr digestion, the I-

bands and the Z-discs completely disappeared

(Fig. 2). The A-bands were intact and were over-

lapped, resulting in appearance of electron-dense

zones between them. In another view the A-bands

were frayed out in a deltaic form. Even at this

stage of disorganization, myosin filaments seemed

to be intact.

These changes induced by the purified enzyme

are identical to those found in the tail muscle in

vivo during metamorphosis: disappearance of the

I-band; overlapping of the A-band; fraying out of

the A-band. Furthermore, the present observa-

tions reveal the fate of the Z-disc, which has been

controversial among the literatures [15]. The Z-

disc structures seem to be removed from the

muscle at an early stage of degradation, because

the enzyme preferentially attacks the actin fila-

ments, which support the structural integrity of the

Z-disc. The mode of action of this enzyme on the

muscle is shown in Figure 3. The fact that the

purified 26-kDa enzyme induces the identical

control

t • I

Fig. 2. TEM observations of muscle tissues treated with the 26 kDa-enzyme [18].

a, Control tissues; b, Digested tissues. A, A-bands; M, M-lines; double

arrowheads, Myosin-like filamentous structures fraying out from the edge of

the A-bands. The bars represent 1 //m.
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Fig. 3. A schematic representation of the process of muscle degradation induced by the

26 kDa-enzyme. a, actin filaments; m, myosin filaments; M, M-lines; Z, Z-discs.

Dotted lines show the structures split by the enzyme.

changes in the muscle of the spontaneously meta-

morphosing tadpole strongly suggests the physio-

logical significance of this enzyme in the early stage

of muscular degradation.

THE MECHANISM OF MUSCLE
DEGRADATION

A plausible process of muscle degradation dur-

ing metamorphosis is considered to be as follows.

The tail of tadpoles starts to synthesize the

precursor of the actin degrading enzyme with 70

kDa at the premetamorphic or early climactic

stages in response to thyroid hormone. The

proenzyme is processed to the 26-kDa enzyme,

which forms a complex with a specific polypeptide

inhibitor and is inactive. In some region of the

muscle tissues, the enzyme is freed from the

inhibitor by a still unknown mechanism and

attacks the I band of the muscle, leading to

disintegration of the tissue. At later stages of

degradation, myosin filaments could be degraded

by the same enzyme, because this enzyme is

capable of hydrolyzing the H chains of myosin. At

present, it is not known which cell is synthesizing

this enzyme. However, it has been accepted that

the initial degradation of muscle is not an autolysis

but a heterolysis [21]. This suggests that the

enzyme might be produced by the surrounding

mesenchymal tissues.

CELLULAR BASIS OF DEGRADATION
OF THE TAIL

There have been many investigations of en-

zymes involved in the process of breakdown of the

tail. In contrast, there has been little progress in

understanding the process at the cellular level. All

the tissues of the tail are to be lost in a well

organized fashion under the influence of thyroid

hormone. Therefore, at least two kinds of cells are

present, and they should respond to thyroid

hormone in an opposite mannner: one will die (cell

death; apoptosis) and the other will survive to

scavenge the dead cells and substances degraded

by hydrolytic enzymes (phagocytic cells; macro-

phages).

To approach the mechanism of the tail degrada-

tion at the cellular level, we have tried to isolate

and culture cells from the tail and characterize

them focusing on the response to thyroid hor-

mone. Until now, three kinds of cells have been

isolated and characterized: epidermal cells, fibro-

blastic cells, and macrophages. In these investiga-

tions it has been important to use thyroid hor-

mone-deprived serum, because normal fetal calf

serum (FCS), which is usually added to medium

for cell culture, contains a physiological concentra-

tion of thyroid hormone. The thyroid hormone-

free serum is prepared by treating FCS with

charcoal and called CTS (chacoal-treated serum).
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Usually CTS is deprived of thyroid and steroid

hormones, but contains normal protein consti-

tuents in FCS.

1. Epidermal cells [22, 23]. Epidermal cells

are prepared from the tail by the treatments with

EDTA and trypsin. They are cultured in media

containing FCS, CTS or CTS with thyroid hor-

mone. Epidermal cells proliferate and survive in a

healthy state for more than 2 weeks in medium

with CTS. However, they cannot survive for more

than a week in media with thyroid hormone,

indicating that thyroid hormone shortens the in

vitro life span of the cell. The rate ot DNA
synthesis markedly decreased at the 3rd day of

exposure to the hormone. The extent of the

inhibition is related to the concentrations of the

hormone in medium. The author interprets these

results as the hormone-induced in vitro cell death.

It has been generally believed that thyroid hor-

mone induces the eventual death of cells in the tail

. (apoptosis) [24], although there has been no direct

evidence for this assumption. The findings men-

tioned above support the idea that thyroid hor-

mone directly sentences the cells to death. The

mechanism of the hormone-induced cell death

remains to be solved.

Collagenase has been known to be secreted from

the epidermis of the tail [25], and its activity is

under the control of thyroid hormone [13]. The

isolated epidermal cells were cultured on a gel of

reconstituted collagen lattices prepared according

to Elsdale and Bard [26]. Epidermal cells attached

to and spread on the surface of the gel. Colla-

genolysis was noticed in the gel around the cells

and spread to the gel as a whole. This has been the

first direct demonstration that the isolated tail

epidermal cells synthesize and secrete a collage-

nolytic enzyme or enzymes. The nature of this

enzyme remains to be investigated, although the

enzyme is most probably collagenase described by

Gross and his associates [11]. The extent of lysis of

the gel is easily quantified by measureing the

height of the gel or the quantity of hydroxyproline

in the medium. Involvement of thyroid hormone

in this lysis of a gel is suggested: the collagenolytic

activity of epidermal cells was more than five times

higher in FCS-containing medium than in CTS-

medium.

2. Fibroblastic cells [27]. Fibroblastic cells

were isolated by treating epidermis-free tail fin

with collagenase and hyaluronidase and were

cultured as epidermal cells. The cells were active

in collagen biosynthesis. The in vitro life span of

the cell was shorter in the FCS medium than in the

CTS medium. It was demonstrated that thyroid

hormone is responsible for this shortening of the

life span: fibroblastic cells were maintained in CTS

medium with different amounts of T3 ranging from

1(T U)M to 1CT
7 M. A concentration of 1(T

9 M
was enough to induce the shortening. As in

epidermal cells, thyroid hormone appears to

directly control the time of death of fibroblastic

cells.

3. Macrophages [27]. A fraction rich in mac-

rophages was obtainable from the epidermis-free

tail fin by treating it with dispase, indicating that

macrophages are located near the basal lamina.

They were identified as macrophages by the

morphologic resemblance to peritoneal macro-

phages isolated from guinea pigs and by the fact

that they were active in ingesting latex beads

(phagocytosis). Macrophages have attracted many

investigators, especially morphologists, who seek

for the cell participating in degradation and

scavenging the tail tissue. Several electron micros-

copists detected the macrophages which were

phagocytosing degradation products of fibers of

muscle [15] and collagen [28]. However, there has

been no study that succeeded in isolation and

cultivation of the cell. Macrophages isolated in the

author's laboratory have several characteristic

features: they are very sticky on plastic or glass

surfaces; EDTA and trypsin do not work to detach

macrophages from the plastic surface once after

they attach to it; they are prone to fuse to each

other, which results in formation of multinuclear

giant cells; intense activity of acid phosphatase is

found around the perinuclear region of the cyto-

plasm; and their in vitro life span is shorter in

thyroid hormone-free medium than in thyroid

hormone containing medium. The last feature is

worthy of being emphasized in relation to their

physiological role. Macrophages should play their

role (phagocytosis) in the climax of metamorpho-

sis, where the level of thyroid hormone concentra-

tion is high [29] and necrotic changes in the tail are
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prominent. As mentioned above, other types of

cells in the tail cannot survive in the presence of

thyroid hormone. In contrast and as expected,

macrophages survive in its presence, even requir-

ing the hormone for maintaining themselves in

vitro in a healthy state. At present, it is not known

if they phagocytose fibers of muscle and collagen in

vitro as in vivo. What is the relationship between

their phagocytotic activity and thyroid hormone?

This is an important and fascinating question to be

answered.

At present, it is difficult to prepare a pure

population of epidermal cells or fibroblastic cells.

Macrophages contaminate preparations of both

types of cells used in the investigations described

above. Therefore, another possibility concerning

the hormone-induced death of the cells remains.

Macrophages under the influence of thyroid hor-

mone might secrete some factor that induces death

of the cells. It is possible to prepare a pure

population of epidermal cells or fibroblastic cells,

taking advantage of their differences in adhesive-

ness to the surface of plastic dishes.

EPILOGUE

Regression of the larval tail of anurans is a

complicated process as described above: action of

thyroid hormone; involvement of several types of

cells (epidermal cells; muscle cells; mesenchymal

cells; and macrophages); cell death; activation of

hydrolytic enzymes; and interactions between

epidermis and mesenchyme. The whole process

progresses in a well-organized manner under the

control of several hormones. There is no doubt

about the central role of thyroid hormone. Thy-

roid hormone acts directly on each type of the cell

and induces two different events: death for epider-

mal cells, mesenchymal fibroblasts and probably

muscle cells and activation for macrophages. How
does thyroid hormone induce the opposite effects

among the cells? This question should be an-

swered at both the molecular and cellular levels,

because it is known that thyroid hormone in

metamorphosis exerts apparently contradictory

actions on different types of cells in several

experimental systems. Therefore, an answer to

this question seems to be essential for understand-

ing the phenomenon of metamorphosis.

At some stage of embryonic and larval devel-

opment of the frog, cells of the presumptive tail

are determined to be the cells of the "tail". This

determination means that the cells will go into

apoptosis later when thyroid hormone in the body

reaches to an appropriate level. Recently, Kino-

shita et al. [30] confirmed that the determination

occurs between the late neurula and early tail bud

stage. They transplanted the skin of the tail or

presumptive tail to the back of the same animal.

The fate of the transplants was observed morpho-

logically to the climax of metamorphosis. Trans-

plants from tadpoles that had developed beyond

this stage (the stage of the determination) showed

necrotic changes when the host tissues started to

regress and they disappeared completely later.

This experiment clearly demonstrates the two

important aspects of degradation of the tail:

determination of the fate of being the "tail" and

triggering by thyroid hormone. The above-men-

tioned authors also showed that the determination

occurs in the mesenchyme, but not in the

epidermis [31]. What changes take place at the

time of determination in the presumptive tail cells?

And how do these changes lead to the eventual

breakdown of the tissue upon exposure to the

hormone?

The present review makes us realize that there is

still a big gap to be overcomed between the present

knowledge and answers to these questions. One
fruitful way to approach this matter seems to be

from the standpoint of immunology. It is reason-

able to assume that there are some crucial differ-

ences between cells that will be lost during

metamorphosis and those that will survive it. A
recent work by Kaiho and Ishiyama [32] shows that

these differences in the cell are discernible by

immunological methods. They tried to histo-

logically detect blood group antigen A by the

indirect immunoperoxidase technique using anti-

sera for human antigen. The epidermis of the

larval body was negative until the prometamorphic

stage, becoming positive at the beginning of the

climax. In contrast, the same tissue of the tail

remained negative consistently. This excellent

demonstration encourages us to detect early

changes in the presumptive tail cells at the deter-
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mination or early changes in the determined cells

upon exposure to thyroid hormone.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, in keeping with the rapid progress in

various fields of life sciences, the basic knowledge

on biological aging has been accumulated. The

theories on the mechanism of aging so far pro-

posed may be divided into two types, control and

random theories [1]. Random theories claim that

the random cell damage is crucial for aging of an

organism. According to the somatic mutation

theory, if random mutation in the DNA of somatic

cells are cumulated, the errors are introduced to

the coded information, resulting in unfavorable

protein synthesis [2]. Error catastrophe hypothesis

of Orgel [3] is a closely related theory which

assumes that an error in the enzyme, amino acid

synthetases, leads to a cytoplasmic error catas-

trophe in protein synthesis and induces eventual

pathological changes.

In contrast, in control theories the emphasis is

laid on the significance of control over error

accumulation, mutation and other cellular changes

during aging. Everitt [4] stated that some of these

theories are suitable to explain how genetic ex-

pression may be regulated by environmental fac-

tors, both internal and external. In higher organ-

isms like mammals, regulatory systems, such as

nervous and endocrine systems and immunological

surveillance surrounding the cells are extremely

Received January 13, 1986
1 To whom requests for reprints should be addressed.

important for the function of cells and their

alteration may influence the progress of genetic

aging program of the cells [5]. As many of these

environmental factors act on the organism through

the hypothalamus, its deterioration is competent

for the retardation of adaptability to the internal

and external environment and causes homeostatic

failure.

In this paper, special attention is paid on the

age-related changes in the hypothalamo-neurohy-

pophysial system, since it regulates water and

electrolyte homeostasis which is certainly central

to life of mammals.

CHANGES IN WATER AND ELECTROLYTE
METABOLISM DURING AGING

Age-related changes in water and electrolyte

metabolism in the rat have been reviewed by

Turkington and Everitt [6]. Progressive shift of

intracellular water to extracellular spaces, which is

well correlated with the redistribution of sodium

and potassium, serves to maintain the normal

plasma concentrations of these cations. The water

turnover rate (ratio of urine production/water

intake) is increased in aged rats. However, net

urine production per unit body weight does not

change in rats until about 24 months of age [7, 8].

Only at about 32 months a statistically significant

increase in water intake and urinary output is

noted in male Wistar rats used by Everitt [7].

However, we found the development of polydip-
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sia and polyuria in male rats of the Wistar/Tw

strain maintained in our laboratory at the age of 16

months [9, 10]

1) Water intake and urinary output

In our Wistar/Tw male rats a decrease in the

water intake was observed from the age of 3

months to the age of 9 months. However, the

urinary output did not show any significant change

during this period (Fig. la). Marked increases of

both the water intake and the urinary output were

detected after the animals reached the age of 16

months. In the rats at the age of over 16 months,

the average water intake was 1.8 times as much as

that at 3 to 4 months, while the urine production

was 5.7 times.

The ratio of the urinary volume to the water

intake increased slightly at the age of 12 to 13

months as compared with that at the age of 3 to 4

or 7 to 9 months (Fig. lb). The water turnover
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Fig. 1. Changes in water metabolism during aging in male rats of the Wistar/Tw strain. Vertical

bars indicate SEs. Numbers of rats are given in parentheses, (a) Water intake and urinary

volume, (b) Water turnover rate (ratio of urinary volume to water intake), (from Kobayashi,

Y. and Kawashima, S. [10] Reprinted with permission from Pergamon Press.)
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rate of the rats at the age of 7 to 9 months was not

significantly different from that at the age of 3 to 4

months, notwithstanding the water intake of the

former rats was considerably decreased. The ele-

vated water turnover rate at 16 months indicates a

preferential increase in the urinary output after

this age.

In contrast to these results in Wistar/Tw rats,

male rats of the inbred Sprague-Dawley/Tw strain

similarly maintained in our laboratory showed a

decrease in the water intake but no change in the

urinary production at the age of 17 months [11].

Thus, the induction of polydipsia and polyuria in

aged male Wistar/Tw rats was not due to the

condition of maintenance but to the substrain

specific nature. Similar to the results in Sprague-

Dawley/Tw rats, Friedman et al. [12] reported that

in 24-month-old rats of the Wistar strain, the water

intake per body weight was smaller than that in

4-month-old animals, but that the urinary produc-

tion was approximately the same as that in younger

rats. Everitt [7] reported a decrease in the daily

water intake per metabolic body size of the Wistar

rats at the age of 17 months compared with that at

8 months, but he found a senile change on the

water metabolism in rats at about 32 months of

age, the water intake being 1.1 times and the

urinary production being 1.3 times as much as

those in rats at about 8 months of age . Friedman et

al. [12] and Turkington and Everitt [6] observed

the increase in the water turnover rate at the age of

about 24 months in male Wistar rats. Accordingly,

the increase in the water turnover rate seems to be

a common parameter of aged rats. The age-

related changes observed in the water intake and

the urinary output, as well as water turnover rate,

seem to appear earlier and more clearly in our

Wistar/Tw rats than that in the animals of the same

strain kept in other laboratories or in our Sprague-

Dawley/Tw rats.

2) Circadian rhythm of water intake

Circadian rhythm of water intake was noted in

both young and aged rats. The water intake was

generally greater during the dark period than

during the light period [9]. The water intake of

young rats for the middle 8 hr of the light period

(8:00-16:00) was 9+1% (n = 7) of the total

intake during a 24-hr-period, and that of the aged

rats was 18 +2% (n=6). Althouth the circadian

rhythmicity of water intake was maintained in aged

rats, difference in magnitude between the light and

dark periods was smaller in aged rats than in young

animals [9]. These findings indicate that greater

amount of water is needed in aged rats due to their

greater loss of water from the urine than young

animals.

3) Urinary electrolytes

As shown in Figure 2, a significant decrease of

the urinary concentrations of sodium and chloride

ions was detected in the rat at the age of 7 to 9

months as compared with those at 3 to 5 months,

although the increase of urine production was not

observed at 7 to 9 months. Further decrease of the

urinary concentrations of sodium, potassium and

chloride ions was found in rats at the age of 12 or

13 months and over 16 months compared with

younger animals.

Calculated total daily excretion of sodium and

chloride ions decreased significantly until the age

of 9 months, and that of potassium ion showed a

similar tendency. Total daily excretion of all three

ions at 12 or 13 months of age was not significantly

different from that at 7 to 9 months, but at the age

more than 16 months, it increased to the level of 3

to 4-month-old animals.

The significant reduction in urinary electrolyte

concentrations as well as the increase in water

turnover rate at the age of 12 to 13 months in

Wistar/Tw strain suggests that the mode of water

and electrolyte metabolism begins to change ear-

lier than the apparent occurrence of polydipsia and

polyuria. Furthermore, the reduction of the uri-

nary electrolyte concentrations at 7 to 9 months

indicates that the initial change in electrolyte

metabolism may be traced as early as at this age in

our Wistar/Tw males, although there is a possibil-

ity that the reduction of the urinary electrolyte

concentrations at 7 to 9 months of age compared

with those at 3 to 4 months is a physiological

maturational change and cannot be considered to

be the initial sign of polydipsia [10]. Friedman et

al. [12] reported the reduction in the urinary

concentrations of sodium ion to about 74% (calcu-

lated from their data) and potassium ion to about
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Fig. 2. Changes in urinary concentrations of electrolytes in male rats of the Wistar/Tw

strain. Vertical bars indicate SEs. Numbers of rats are indicated in parentheses. The

sodium and potassium ions were determined by an atomic absorption spectropho-

tometer, and that of chloride ion by a Bucher digital chloridometer. (from Kobayashi,

Y. and Kawashima, S. [10] Reprinted with permission from Pergamon Press.)

72% in Wistar male rats at the age of 17-24 months

in comparison with those at 4-7 months. It is

apparent that the changes in the urinary electrolyte

concentration in aged males of the Wistar/Tw

strain were more pronounced than in the animals

used by these authors.

SEX DIFFERENCE IN WATER
METABOLISM DURING AGING

It is well known that the female generally

outlives the male in rats as well as in a number of

other species [13]. Comfort [14] has stated that the

consistent sex difference in life span implies a

common basic mechanism which is unrelated to

the lack of redundancy of genes on the Y-

chromosomes. Among a number of important

physiological parameters of aging, water metabo-

lism will be considered here.

Water intake was greater at 1 to 3 months of age

than at 5 months in both sexes of Wistar/Tw rats.

The age of 1 to 3 months corresponds to the

rapidly growing period. During 5 to 11 months of

age, water intake was almost constant in both

sexes. In contrast to male rats, female rats did not

show any elevation in water intake at 16 to 17

months of age. Water intake of female rats in-

creased significantly only after 19 months [15].

The urinary output in female rats was almost

constant during 3 to 16 months of age. A marked

increase in the urinary output was observed in

female rats at the age of 24 months. At 24 months,

the urinary output was 3.9 times as much as that in

3-month-old rats, while the water intake was 1.5

times. Therefore, the water turnover rate was

significantly increased at the age of 24 months as

compared to those at 3 to 16 months.

The definite sex difference may be due to the

difference in onset of degenerative changes of the

kidney, because the frequent occurrence of de-

generated glomeruli and enlargement of Bow-

man's capsule was observed in male rats at 17-18

months of age, while these changes were not

detected in female rats of the same age. This will

be dealt with in the next section.

Although the changes in water metabolism in

female rats of the Wistar/Tw strain were noted

later than those in male rats, the senile change in
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water metabolism in female Wistar/Tw rats

appears still earlier than males of the Wistar strain

maintained in other laboratories. A significant

increase in water turnover not accompanied by

polydipsia and polyuria was found in male rats at

about 24 months in other laboratories [6-8], while

in our Wistar/Tw females polydipsia and polyuria

were apparent at 24 months of age.

The mortality rate increased after 16 months of

age in males and after 19 months of age in females

in the Wistar/Tw strain. These periods appear to

coincide with the time of development of polydip-

sia and polyuria. It is possible that life span may

be shortend by harmful changes in water and

electrolyte metabolism in rats [15]. In fact, an

improvement in the condition of senility and a

significant lengthening in life span was found by

the administration of posterior pituitary extract

[16, 17] or oxytocin [18]. These results together

with ours lead us to conclude that changes in water

and electrolyte metabolism have a close relation to

the life span of rats.

GLOMERULAR DEGENERATION
DURING AGING

Spontaneous kidney disease is common in

laboratory rats at advanced ages. Arataki [19] has

reported a decline in kidney weight and the

number of glomeruli, and the enlargement of

glomeruli during aging in Wistar rats. Since then,

morphological and functional changes during aging

in the kidney of rodents have been extensively

studied [20-26]. In man the loss in renal weight

according to age was between 20-30% [25]. In our

Wistar/Tw male rats, the absolute weight of the

kidney increased continuously during the course of

aging. However, the weight per 100 g body weight

did not change until 9 months. At the age of 17-18

months, the absolute weight of the kidney in-

creased to 1 .5 times as much as that of 3-month-old

animals and the weight per 100 g body weight

increased to 1.4 times. The enlarged kidney was

dull grayish brown and presented a granular to

cystic surface. The lesion was hydronephrosis. It

consisted of a variable degree of cystic tubular

dilation with eosinophilic material in the tubular

lumen lined by a flattened epithelium [27]. The

area of the renal cortex increased in rats at the age

of 17-18 months as compared with that of 3-

month-old animals. The density of renal corpus-

cles in the cortex showed a significant decrease at

17-18 months of age.
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Fig. 3. Age-related increase in percentage of degener-

ated glomeruli in total glomeruli. Vertical bars indi-

cate SEs. Number of rat is given in each column,

(from Kobayashi, Y. and Kawashima, S. [27])
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Kobayashi, Y. and Kawashima, S. [27])
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The other striking histological changes in the

aged rat kidneys were the degeneration of

glomeruli (glomerulonephritis). In some renal

corpuscles, glomeruli completely disappeared and

only a cavity of Bowman's capsule was left. A
marked increase in degenerated glomeruli was

found in about 70% of total glomeruli in the

kidney of rats at the age of 17-18 months (Fig. 3).

The age-related decrease in the density of

glomeruli supports the findings of Arataki [19].

Berg [21] also found in male Sprague-Dawley rats

that some glomeruli were involuted at 8 and 12

months, which corresponded with severe pro-

teinuria, hyperglobulinemia and hypercholester-

olemia. According to Sladek et al. [28], male

Fisher 344 rats at 30 months of age similarly

showed some indication of reduced renal function

and glomerulonephritis. The diameter of Bow-

man's capsule increased significantly in Wistar/Tw

rats at the age of 17-18 months as compared with

that of 3-month-old animals (Fig. 4). In aged rats,

thickening and fraying of Bowman's capsule and

adhesions between tufts and capsules were en-

countered. In the mouse Goyal and Chatterjee

[26] reported the glomerular enlargement. Using

histological criteria. Sworn and Fox [23] found that

there was a significant correlation between age and

the number of abnormal glomeruli in man, 95% of

glomeruli being normal at 40 years of age and 63%
at 90 years. Therefore, glomerular enlargement

and degeneration of glomeruli during the course of

aging were considered to be general age-related

changes, although the changes are exaggerated in

our Wistar/Tw rats, which show polydipsia and

polyuria at advanced ages.

MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN

NEUROSECRETORY SYSTEM

A number of hypothalamic functions decline

with age. In order to understand the aging process

of hypothalamic functions, it is important to know

whether the decline of function is due to the

decrease in neuron number or to impaired function

of individual neurons. Concerning the hypothala-

mic neuron number in the rat, Hsu and Peng [29]

reported that in old female rats at 24-30 months of

age loss of neuron occurred in the medial preoptic

and anterior hypothalamic areas and the arcuate

nucleus as compared with the neuron numbers in

young rats and that no neuronal loss was observed

in the supraoptic, paraventricular, ventromedial

and dorsomedial nuclei. They concluded that the

areas of detected neuronal loss coincided with the

area regulating gonadotropin secretion and central

thermoreceptor, and that decrease in antidiuretic

response to osmotic stimuli in old rats was due to

the decreased sensitivity of each neuron or to

changes in neuronal organization. However, Lin

et al. [30] found a decrease in the nuclear volume

of neurons in the supraoptic nucleus (SON) in old

male and female rats.

Several investigators reported that in old rats at

12-24 months of age the hypothalamus and the

pars nervosa (PN) contained similar or rather

increased amount of neurosecretory material

(NSM) and antidiuretic hormone [31-33]. On the

other hand, at the age of more than 24 months a

decrease of NSM was reported in the hypothala-

mus and PN by Rodeck et al. [32]. In view of the

importance of water metabolism in life of mam-

mals, the problems on the changes with age in

the hypothalamo-neurohypophysial neurosecre-

tory activity will be discussed. The questions to be

asked include the histoquantitative changes in the

hypothalamus and PN, such as nuclear volume of

neurons, neuron number and size of SON and the

paraventricular nucleus (PVN), immunohistochem-

ical reactions, and neuronal-glial interactions.

1) Neurohypophysis

The neurohypophysis is divided into the median

eminence (ME) and PN. The weight of pituitary

gland and volume ratio of each lobe of the gland

are shown in Table 1. The weight increased in

aged rats of both Wistar/Tw and Sprague-Dawley/

Tw strains. In Wistar/Tw rats, relative volume of

PN became larger as age advanced, about one-

fourth of the whole gland being occupied by PN in

17-18-month-old rats. Relative volume of the pars

distalis steadily decreased until 17-18 months of

age, but that of the pars intermedia remained

almost constant. In the Sprague-Dawley/Tw

strain, volume ratios in aged rats were not affected

by aging [11].

ME consists of three layers, i.e., internal,
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Table 1. Pituitary weight and relative volume of each lobe of the pituitary gland during aging

Strain and Pituitary Pars Pars Pars

age No. of rats weight distalis intermedia nervosa

(months) (mg) (%) (%) (%)

Wistar/Tw

3 6 8.9±0.7a)
82.2+ 0.5 6.9 + 0.5 10.9 + 0.7

5 6 8.8±0.4 78.3+1.5** 5.8 + 0.6 15.9 + 1.1*

9 6 10.6+1.1 74.3 + 0.8** 8.6 + 0.4 17.1+0.7**

17-18 7 12.8 + 1.0* 66.7 + 1.4** 8.3 + 0.5 25.0+1.5**

Sprague-Dawley/Tw

5 5 12.3 + 0.2 85.4 + 0.6 8.3 + 0.7 6.3 + 0.8

17-18 5 15.4 + 0.8 86.0 + 1.5 8.4+1.5 5.6+ 0.2

a) Mean ± standard error. Difference from 3-month-old rats in the Wistar/Tw strain and from

5-month-old rats in the Sprague-Dawley/Tw strain: * P<0.05, ** P<0.01.

(From Kawashima, S. and Kobayashi, Y. [11]).

intermediate and external layers [34]. The internal

layer is composed mainly of ependymal and glial

cells and is devoid of aldehyde-fuchsin (AF)-

positive material and the material immunoreactive

to anti-vasopressin (AVP) or anti-oxytocin (OXT)

serum. The intermediate (or fiber) layer is rich in

neurosecretory axons which pass this layer and

terminate at PN. The external layer is palisade-

fashioned and contains a few AF positive axons.

The stainability of the intermediate layer to AF and

anti-AVP and-OXT sera decreased during aging in

Wistar/Tw rats, but there was no age difference in

Sprague-Dawley/Tw rats. Characterization of both

antisera raised in our laboratory has been reported

elsewhere [36]. Age-related difference in the

amount of AF-positive material and AVP or OXT

Fig. 5. Vasopressin (AVP) and oxytocin (OXT) immunoreactive material in the pars nervosa of young

(3 months) and aged (18 months) rats of the Wistar/Tw strain. Bar: 100 /*m.

(a) AVP, 3-month-old rat. (b) OXT, 3-month-old rat.

(c) AVP, 18-month-old rat. (d) OXT, 18-month-old rat.
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immunoreactivity in PN was also noted in the

Wistar/Tw strain (Fig. 5), but not in the Sprague-

Dawley/Tw strain. Marked decrease in stainabil-

ity and increase in size of PN were observed in

17-18-month-old Wistar/Tw rats, the histological

feature resembling the long term water-deprived

rats [35, 37]. In young rats AF-positive material

was present mostly as fine granules with a few

Herring bodies in PN and ME of both strains of

rats. At the age of 17-18 months AF-positive

material in the scanty PN of Wistar/Tw rats was

present mainly as coarse granules with a number of

lightly stained Herring bodies. These Herring

bodies are reactive to both AVP and OXT antisera

(Fig. 5).

The decrease of AVP and OXT immunoreactive

materials was also apparent in the intermediate

layer of ME in aged mice [38]. In 19-month-old

C57BL/Tw female mice AVP and OXT im-

munoreactive nerve fibers were stained less strong-

ly than those in 3-month-old mice. However,

immunoreactive Herring bodies markedly in-

creased in number and size in aged mice. The

reduced immunoreactivity of AVP and OXT fibers

and the increased number and size of Herring

bodies in aged rats and mice, together with the

previous findings of Sladek et al. [39], seem to

suggest a decline of axonal transport to PN in aged

animals. However, this is not the case at least in

Wistar/Tw rats which showed an elevated plasma

level of AVP at 16-18 months of age (see next

section).
~"

2) Hypothalamus

SON is situated lateral to the nucleus sup-

rachiasmatics and ventral to the nucleus hypotha-

lamics lateralis. In the extension of SON toward

the nucleus suprachiasmatics, neurons form a

densely packed mass. This portion of SON which

thrusts dorsally by the lateral growth of the optic

chiasma is the principal region of SON and

designated the nucleus supraotics pars dorsolatera-

lis. Another group of cells encountered at the

more caudal level near the anterior ME is called

the nucleus supraoptics pars ventromedialis [34].

In Wistar/Tw rats at the age of 3, 5 and 9

months, AF-positive material was present mostly

as fine granules in the perikarya and a few strongly

AF-positive Herring bodies were encountered in

nearby axons. However, in rats at 17-18 months

of age the amount of AF-positive material in the

perikarya and axons was decreased. The axons

were loaded with a small amount of secretory

material and a few lightly stained Herring bodies in

aged rats. The results of AVP and OXT im-

munoreactivity are generally the same as those of

AF stainability (Fig. 6).

The pars lateralis of PVN is the principal region

of PVN and is triangular in shape in frontal

sections. This region is situated laterally to the

third ventricle, extending dorsolateral^ toward

the columna fornicis. The neurons of PVN have a

large spherical nucleus and contain fine AF-

positive granules in the perikarya in Wistar/Tw

rats at 3, 5 and 9 months of age. The axons were

loaded with a large amount of secretory material.

However, in rats at 17-18 months of age, the

AF-stainability of the perikarya and axons was

decreased. Figure 7 clearly shows the age differ-

ence in AVP and OXT immunoreactivity.

In Sprague-Dawley/Tw rats, significant age-

related changes were not detected in both SON
and PVN on the basis of stainability [11]. Histo-

logical results in Sprague-Dawley/Tw rats, not

showing polydipsia and polyuria at 17-18 months,

are in agreement with the findings by Rodeck et al.

[32]. They found that neurosecretory neurons and

PN of 3-month-old and 12-24-month-old Dussel-

dorf strain rats contained similar amount of

neurosecretory material. But a decrease was

noted at the age more than 24 months in Diissel-

dorf rats [32]. In contrast to these results, increase

in neurosecretory material in the hypothalamo-

neurohypophysial system was reported by Morri-

son and Staroscik [31] in 14-19-month-old male

Wistar rats and by Frolkis et al. [33] in 24-month-

old rats in comparison with younger animals.

They suggested these changes correlated with the

progressive increase in antidiuretic hormone con-

tent of rat PN. A similar suggestion was made by

Davies and Fotheringham [40] based on ultra-

structural stereological analysis in mice at 8 and 26

months of age. They found an increased volume

fraction of neurosecretory granules and lipofuscin

in the cell. Because an increase in volume fraction

of the Golgi-rich zone did not take place, they
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Fig. 6. Vasopressin immunoreactive neurons in the supraoptic nucleus of Wistar/Tw rats.

Bar: 100 fxm. OC: optic chiasm.

(a) 3-month-old rat. (b) 18-month-old rat.

have suggested that a potential increase in the

hormone content in SON indicates a reduced rate

of transport of neurosecretory granules to PN.

These inconsistent results may be due to the

species and strain differences of experimental

animals.

However, general trends seem to be toward a

decrease in neurosecretory activity. In mice of the

C57BL/Tw strain maintained in our laboratory,

AVP and OXT immunoreactive neurons in both

SON and PVN were less strongly stained at 19

months of age than at 3 months [41]. The staina-

bility to anti-AVP and -OXT sera was more
variable among different neurons in old mice than

in young mice, being particularly evident in SON.
The immunohistochemical stainability to anti-

AVP serum was more severely affected than that

to anti-OXT serum in old mice. These results

accord well with those reported by Sladek et al.

[42] in rats at 20 and 30 months of age. While,

Watkins and Choy [43] reported that stainability of

OXT neurons was affected with age in PVN more
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Fig. 7. Oxytocin immunoreactive neurons in the paraventricular nucleus of Wistar/Tw rats.

Bar: 100 ^m.

(a) 3-month-old rat. (b) 18-month-old rat.

intensely than in SON.

3) Histoquantitative analysis of the hypothalamus

Frolkis et al. [33] reported that the neuronal

nuclei of SON were smaller in rats at 24 months of

age than at 10 months. Measurement of nuclear

volume was also carried out by Lin et al. [30] in a

number of hypothalamic neurons in male and

female rats at 5 and over 22 months of age.

Nuclear volume of many areas of the hypothala-

mus including SON and PVN of female rats

decreased in old age. Young adult female rats had

larger nuclear volume of neurons than males in all

measured areas except for the suprachiasmatic

and arcuate nuclei. At 22 months of age sex

difference in neuronal nuclear volume disappeared

in most areas. The decrease in nuclear volume

may be regarded as a sign of reduced functional

activity of neurons. Then, a question arises

whether the same can be seen in Wistar/Tw rats

showing polydipsia and polyuria.

The mean maximum diameters of neuronal

nuclei were significantly larger in aged Wistar/Tw

rats than in young rats in both SON and PVN [11].

On the contrary, the vertical diameters on the

maximum diameters in the neurons of SON were

smaller in old than young rats, but those of PVN in

old rats did not deviate from those in young rats.

These results are due to the coexistence of

neuronal nuclei of elongated elliptic shape and

hypertrophied ones in 17-18-month-old rats.

Nuclear volume of neurons of SON calculated as

rotary ellipsoid was not significantly different

between young and old rats. However, the dis-
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tribution pattern of nuclear volume of neurons is

noteworthy (Fig. 8). The pattern for SON was

statistically different between the two age groups

(P<0.001). A significant increase in heterogenei-

ty with age was also detected in PVN [11]. These

findings indicate that the neurosecretory function

was enhanced in some neurons, while some

neurons became atrophic.

Concerning the age-related changes in neuron

number, Inukai [44] observed a loss of Purkinje

cells in rats. Johnson and Erner [45] found a loss

of neuronal population in the whole brain in mice.

But, neuron density does not decreae in aged rats

[46, 47]. More recently, Hsu and Peng [29] re-

ported that in female Sprague-Dawley rats at

24-30 months of age a loss of neuron occurred in

medial preoptic area, anterior hypothalamic area

and arcuate nucleus, ranging from 23 to 50% of

those of rats at 3.5-5 months. However, no

age-related neuronal loss was observed in SON
and PVN. Based on these results, Hsu and Peng

[29] suggested that decreased antidiuretic response

to osmotic stimuli in old rats could not be caused

by a change in the number of neurons, but due to

the decreased function of individual neurons.

The total neuron number in SON of 17-18-

month-old Wistar/Tw male rats failed to show any

significant decrease as compared with that of

3-month-old animals. The volume of SON was

larger in aged rats than young rats, and conse-

quently this indicates that neuron density is de-

creased during aging [11]. Likewise, in C57BL/Tw

mice, there were no statistically significant differ-

ences in the total number of neurons of SON and

PVN between 3-month-old and 19-month-old mice

[41]. However, the number of AVP immunoreac-

tive neurons in SON and PVN in C57BL/Tw mice

showed a marked reduction at 19 months of age as

compared with that at 3 months. OXT im-

munoreactive neurons were also decreased, but

the magnitude was less pronounced than that of

AVP immunoreactive magnocellular neurons [41].

Sladek et al. [39, 42] already reported a marked

reduction in the number of immunoreactive

neurons and a significant increase of Herring

bodies in rats and monkeys. Their findings

together with ours in mice afford evidence to the

suggestion of Hsu and Peng [29] that decreased

antidiuretic response at old ages is due to the

decreased function of neurons.

4) Glial cells

Several investigators have reported that en-

hanced release of neurohypophysial hormones

from PN is paralleled with morphological changes

in pituicytes in rats and mice. If animals were

subjected to water deprivation or given a hyper-

tonic salt solution to drink, pituicytes showed

hypertrophy [48, 49], an increased rate of prolif-

eration [50-52], an enhanced incorporation of
3
H-uridine [53], release of axons from pituicyte
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enclosure [54], increased lipid contents and a

number of lipid droplets [55-57], elevated activity

of cholinesterase [58], and enhanced endocytosis

[59]. Other stimuli such as parturition and suck-

ling were also effective in causing a significant

decrease in the number of pituicytes enclosing

neurosecretory axons in their cytoplasm [60].

Rehydration following osmotic load induced the

reappearance of pituicyte enclosure of the

neurosecretory axons [54], and the recovery of

pituicyte size to the control level [49]. These

results seem to suggest that pituicytes were in-

volved in the control of neurohypophysial hormo-

nal secretion.

However, as most of these studies have been

restricted to rats, we have examined the ultra-

structural changes of pituicytes during water dep-

rivation and rehydration in mice [37]. Water

deprivation for three days brought about a sig-

nificant increase in the number of electron-dense

bodies (lysosomes) in pituicyte perikarya and their

processes. The frequency of pituicytes enclosing

neurosecretory axons in their cytoplasm signif-

icantly decreased as compared with that of the

controls. Twelve-hr rehydration following dep-

rivation for three days induced extensive develop-

ment of rough endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi

apparatus and an increase in frequency of

neurosecretory axons enwrapped by pituicytes.

However, at two days of rehydration the structure

of pituicytes was no more different from that of the

controls [37]. The reappearance of enclosed axons

after rehydration following deprivation was in

good accordance with the findings of Tweedle and

Hatton [54].

From these findings, we can conclude that the

appearance of many lysosomes indicates the pha-

gocytosis and subsequent digestion of some sub-

stance originating from the neurosecretory axons,

and that the cytoplasmic processes of pituicytes

play a regulatory role in the release of neurohy-

pophysial hormones.

Changes during aging were reported by

Kawashima and Kobayashi [11] in Wistar/Tw rats,

showing polydipsia and polyuria. In these rats at

17-18 months of age, hypertrophied pituicytes

were commonly observed in their PN (Fig. 9) [11].

We have also reported hypertrophy of pituicytes

in reorganized miniature PN in the hypophysial

stalk region after hypophysectomy or posterior-

lobectomy [61, 62]. The presence of hypertro-

phied pituicytes in these operated rats and aged

rats indicates an increased demand for antidiuretic

hormone.

Fig. 9. Part of the pars nervosa of young and aged Wistar/Tw rats. AF preparation. X170.

(a) 3-month-old rat. (b) 18-month-old rat. Note the hypertrophied pituicytes.

(from Kawashima, S. and Kobayashi, Y. [11])
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CHANGES IN VASOPRESSIN SECRETION

1) Vasopressin concentration

Immunohistochemical study of the neurosecre-

tory system has certainly afforded semiquantitative

data on the amount of immunoreactive material,

however, direct measurement of hormones is

needed. It is only recent that AVP contents in the

hypothalamus and PN and plasma concentrations

have been measured by radioimmunoassay [28, 63,

64].

Zbuzek and Wu [63] reported that in Sprague-

Dawley male rats total AVP content in PN
increased with age, reflecting large glandular size

at advanced ages, but that AVP concentration was

similar in the three age groups. Plasma AVP level

in the Sprague-Dawley strain was undetectable at

30 months of age. In Fischer 344 rats, Sladek et al.

[28] found that AVP content of PN in 30-month-

old animals was the same as that in young rats.

The weight of PN increased concomitantly with

body weight increase, but PN of old rats had a

significantly lower tissue concentration of AVP
than the young. Serum AVP level was not signif-

icantly different between young (3 months) and

old (30 months) Fischer 344 rats. According to

Dorsa and Bottemiller [64], AVP content of PN in

26-month-old Long-Evans rats was slightly lower

but the difference from that in 3-month-old rats

was statistically not significant. Although there

are thus considerable strain differences, the neuro-

secretory system of old rats may produce a level of

AVP sufficient for the maintenance of a baseline of

water balance, because polydipsia and polyuria do

not occur in these rats. In contrast, Brattleboro

rats heterozygous for diabetes insipidus showed a

very low content of AVP in PN [64]. AVP was not

detectable in rats homozygous for diabetes insip-

idus, supporting the known genetic inability to

synthesize AVP [64, 65].

On the other hand, in 16-18-month-old Wistar/

Tw rats, we found a significant increase in serum

level of AVP as compared to 3-month-old rats.

AVP content and concentration of PN were

decidedly lower in the middle-aged rats than

younger 3- or 7-month-old-rats (unpublished

observations). It is considered that the enhance-

ment of neurosecretory activity in aged rats of the

Wistar/Tw strain is caused by the increased de-

mand for AVP associated with the occurrence of

polyuria.

Table 2. Comparison of age-related changes on vasopressin levels in the pars nervosa (PN)

and serum in male rats of various strains

Young (3 months) vs.
Reference

Strain
Adult

(7-12 mo
Middle-aged

) (16-18 mo.) (26-

Old
-30 mo.)

No.

PN (per gland)

Sprague-Dawley t — t 64

Fischer 344 — — * 28

Wistar/Tw * — *

PN (per unit weight)

Sprague-Dawley * — * 64

Fischer 344 — — 4 28

Long-Evans — — * (n.s.) 65

Wistar/Tw * * — *

Serum

Sprague-Dawley * — * 64

Fischer 344 — — * 28

Wistar/Tw t t — *

n.s.: Tended to decrease but statistically not significant, -f: increase, 4: decrease.
* From our unpublished data (Kobayashi, Y., Lederis, K. and Kawashima, S.).
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Table 2 summarizes the comparison of age-

related changes in various strains of rats.

2) Response to osmotic stress

Friedman et al. [66] reported that the response

of PN to hypertonic NaCl solution was weaker in

rats at more than 20 months than in young

6-month-old rats. Similar conclusion was drawn

by Turkington and Everitt [6] based on their

results that urinary and plasma levels of antidiure-

tic hormone decreased in old Wistar rats at 23 and

30 months and that there was no evidence of any

loss of sensitivity of the renal tubules to antidiure-

tic hormone in old rats. Sladek et al. [28] found

that following chronic exposure to water depriva-

tion the increase in serum AVP was absent in old

(30 months) Fischer 344 rats. As AVP content in

PN was significantly reduced, this reduced AVP
pool may contribute to the inability of old animals

to attain elevated serum AVP level during chronic

stimulation. None of the old rats were in renal

failure, but they all showed some indication of

reduced antidiuretic response to dehydration. On
the contrary, Dicker and Nunn [67] claimed that

smaller antidiuretic response after the injection of

hypertonic NaCl solution or vasopressin in aged

rats (about 12 months) was due to decreased

sensitivity of the kidney to vasopressin, because

the aged rats failed to concentrate their urine to

the same degree as young rats at about 3 months of

age after vasopressin injection.

In our study, when aged Wistar/Tw rats were

given vasopressin injection, their water intake and

urinary volume were significantly reduced, but the

antidiuretic effect of vasopressin was smaller in

aged rats (17 or 18 months) than in young animals

(3, 5 or 7 months) [9]. By chronic water depriva-

tion, a significant reduction in the urinary output

was induced in aged rats. However, the magni-

tude of decrease was less than that at 3 or 7

months, indicating a retarded responsiveness to

osmotic stress at advanced ages. Aged Wistar/Tw

rats are probably releasing AVP at a maximum
rate into the blood without any exogenous source

of osmotic stress and contain limited amount of

AVP in PN. Therefore, they cannot augument

AVP release in response to the additional osmotic

stimuli by water deprivation. The decreased re-

sponse to osmotic stress in Wistar/Tw rats may

primarily be due to the decreased concentrating

ability of the kidney. Whether the number of

binding sites for AVP is reduced in their kidneys

needs to be studied.

CHANGES IN REGULATORY SYSTEM
OF AVP RELEASE

There were reports demonstrating that cho-

linergic input in SON causes the antidiuretic effect

by stimulating the hypothalamo-neurohypophysial

system and thereby triggering the release of

vasopressin from PN. In vitro [68] or intracarotid

[69] application of nicotine has shown to increase

the electrical activity of SON neurons. In addi-

tion, regardless of the route of application, nico-

tine-induced increase of electrical activity was

blocked by prior treatment with a nicotinic block-

ing agent. The administration of cholinergic anta-

gonists inhibits osmotically stimulated AVP
release [70], and nicotinic-cholinergic blocking

agents, such as hexamethonium and trimethapan,

blocked AVP release from cultured hypothalamo-

neurohypophysial system subjected to osmotic

stimulation [71]. These in vivo and in vitro experi-

ments indicate that cholinergic synapses transmit

signals from the osmoreceptors to acetylcholine

(ACh) receptors in AVP-producing neurons in

SON and PVN.

Although the use of a-bungarotoxin (a-BGT) as

a ligand for nicotinic receptors in the central

nervous system has been debated [72], several

investigators have demonstrated that a-BGT bind-

ing substance in the rat brain shows various

pharmacological and biochemical properties simi-

lar to those of the peripheral nicotinic ACh
receptors [73-76], and assumed to be identical

with the physiological nicotinic ACh receptor in

the central nervous system [75, 76]. Therefore, we

studied the age-related changes of a-BGT binding

in SON of male rats of the Wistar/Tw strain [77].

By autoradiography, high concentrations of silver

grains, showing 125I-a-BGT binding sites, were

mainly localized on and around the magnocellular

neurons of SON. Total specific binding of
I25

I-

a-BGT in the dissected SON increased significant-

ly in rats at 17-19 months showing polydipsia and
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polyuria as compared with that in young 3- or

9-month-old animals. The increase in total specific

binding was correlated with the significant increase

of total protein content in the dissected SON in

aged animals, and the concentration of binding of
125I-a-BGT per mg protein in aged rats was not

different from that in younger animals [77]. As

plasma level of AVP was increased in aged

Wistar/Tw rats, the increase in ACh receptors may

constitute one of the causes for the age-related

hyperactivity of their AVP-producing neurons.

In addition, we found a decrease in ACh
esterase (AChE) activity in SON of 22-month-old

male rats of the Sprague-Dawley strain (unpub-

lished observation). The rats of this strain showed

a slight but significant increase in water turnover

rate from 17 months of age [11]. Because AChE in

the central nervous system is concerned with the

cholinergic innervation [78, 79], the reduction in

AChE activity in SON in aged rats may imply the

hypersensitivity to ACh of AChE-containing

neurons. The increase in ACh receptors and the

decrease in AChE activity in SON may be caused

simply by a reduction in ACh synthesis and/or

cholinergic innervation to SON. However, this

assumption might be refuted by the finding of

Valcana et al. [80] that choline acetyltransferase

activity remained unchanged in all brain areas

studied until very old age. In order to resolve this

issue, studies on the changes of cholinergic system

in individual hypothalamic nuclei during aging are

needed.

AVP-producing neurons in SON and PVN
receive dense catecholamine termini, arising from

brain-stem neurons [42]. Sladek et al. [81] re-

ported that norepinephrine interfered with ACh-

stimulated AVP release from cultured hypotha-

lamo-neurohypophysial system. But, norepine-

phrine did not significantly alter AVP release

stimulated by an increase in osmolality [81]. They

concluded that depolarization of AVP-producing

neurons by hypertonicity overrides the effects of

norepinephrine and induces AVP release. In old

Fischer 344 rats (20 and 30 months), Sladek et al.

[42] detected a marked decrease of terminal

innervation fields in SON and PVN in catechol-

amine histofluorescence preparations. The reduc-

tion occurred in the regions primarily containing

AVP neurons, and the regions which primarily

contain OXT neurons failed to show a reduction.

From these findings they suggested that the re-

duced fluorescence innervation indicates a less

active neuronal system at the synapses on AVP
neurons, but the neurosecretory system in old rats

is capable of releasing a level of AVP sufficient to

maintain the baseline water balance, if not capable

of meeting the challenge of continued stressful

stimuli like chronic water deprivation. Of course,

the decline of catecholaminergic innervation with

advancing age is not restricted to AVP system, and

it occurs widely in the hypothalamus. A 25-40%

decline in dopamine concentrations in the medial

basal hypothalamus and the external layer of ME
has been reported in rats and mice by two years of

age [82]. In the rat hypothalamus norepinephrine

levels have been reported to decrease with age by

Simpkins et al. [83]. Norepinephrine turnover is

also significantly decreased in old rats. From these

findings Simpkins [82] arrived at a conclusion that

the decline in catecholaminergic activity in senes-

cent animals may contribute to the age-related

decline in the efficiency of numerous autonomic

control mechanisms.

Age-related decline in AVP-producing neuronal

activity may be assessed by various ways. Recent-

ly we found the retarded axonal plasticity and

neuronal reponse to injury in C57BL/Tw mice [38,

41]. The results will briefly be mentioned, because

no similar experiments have been reported in rats.

In these experiments the capability of axonal

rearrangement in the process of regeneration of a

miniature PN after hypophysectomy is regarded as

a characteristic for the plasticity of the neurons. In

19-month-old hypophysectomized mice, the in-

crease in the number of fibers containing im-

munoreactive AVP in the regenerated PN was less

than that observed in 3-month-old hypophysecto-

mized mice. However, no difference with age was

detected for the plasticity of fibers containing OXT
[38]. Rate of regeneration seems to be more

conspicuous in AVP than OXT fibers.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Changes with aging in the hypothalamo-neuro-

hypophysial system and the kidney are reviewed,
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based mainly on our studies in Wistar/Tw and

Sprague-Dawley/Tw rats, and in C57BL/Tw mice.

Age-related changes of neurosecretory activity

are different between the two strains of rats. In

Wistar/Tw males, neurosecretory activity is en-

hanced at over 16 months of age, concomitantly

with development of polydipsia and polyuria.

Similar changes, however, did not occur in Spra-

gue-Dawley/Tw rats. Water intake and urinary

volume were markedly greater in male rats over 16

months than young male rats of the Wistar/Tw

strain, and the urinary concentrations of electro-

lytes were lower in aged polydiptic rats than young

males. After the injection of vasopressin, water

intake and urinary volume of aged rats were

significantly lowered, but the effect of vasopressin

was less in aged rats. This might suggest that

polydipsia and polyuria were, at least partly, the

consequenses of the insufficiency of vasopressin

secretion. However, the plasma level of vasopres-

sin in the aged Wistar/Tw rats was markedly higher

than that in young rats. By chronic water depriva-

tion, a reduction in urinary output was induced in

aged rats, but the magnitude of reduction was less

than young rats, indicating a retarded responsive-

ness to osmotic stress at an advanced age. The

decreased response to osmotic load in Wistar/Tw

rats is closely related to renal failure.

The changes in water intake in females until 12

months of age were in general not different from

those in male rats. In female rats the increase of

water intake was not detected at 16 months, and it

occurred after 19 months, about 3 months later

than the males. There was a definite sex difference

in water metabolism at the age of 16 months. The
life span was longer in females than males. These

sex differences may be closely related to the

difference in onset of degenerative changes of the

kidney, and hence, in water and electrolyte

homeostasis. The frequent occurrence of degene-

rated glomeruli and the enlargement of Bowman's
capsule was obvious in male Wistar/Tw rats at

17-18 months, while these changes were not

detected in females of the same age.

Vasopressin content of PN was reduced in

polydiptic rats as compared with that in young rats

of the Wistar/Tw strain. The amounts of AF-
positive material and AVP and OXT immuno-

reactive materials in PN were also less in aged rats.

However, Sprague-Dawley/Tw rats failed to show

these changes. The increase in neurosecretory

activity was apparent in SON and PVN of polydip-

tic rats. Elevated neurosecretory activity may be

secured by increased sensitivity to cholinergic

influence and retarded inhibitory action of

catecholaminergic influence on SON and PVN.

Partly supporting this hypothesis, we found that

125I-«-BGT binding to SON was increased, while

the activity of AChE in SON was reduced in aged

rats.

Karyometry of SON and PVN neurons in

Wistar/Tw rats revealed an increase in hetero-

geneity of neuronal nuclear volume in 17-18-

month-old rats as compared with 3-month-old

animals. These findings indicate that the neuro-

secretory function was enhanced in some neurons,

while some neurons became atrophic. Disregula-

tion is expressed heterochronically by diverse

changes of the function of individual structures of

the hypothalamus [33]. Our morphometric study

pointed out the development of heterogeneity

even in a single neural structure and provides an

evidence of cellular heterogeneity. We will pro-

pose a hypothesis that the increase in hetero-

geneity is a general feature of aging covering every

level of organismal architecture.

During aging the reduction in catecholaminergic

innervation occurs preferentially in the regions

primarily containing AVP neurons rather than

OXT neurons in rats [42], and the rate of

preferential regeneration of AVP fibers was less in

aged mice than young ones [38]. To conclude,

these changes in concert with other changes in the

hypothalamus, extrahypothalamic areas and the

kidney are responsible for the establishment of a

'shifted' homeostasis of water and electrolyte

balance characteristic of aged animals.
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ABSTRACT—Group effects on oxygen consumption of the angelfish, Pterophyllum scalare in relation

to either growth stage or aggressive behavior were investigated with a polarographic oxygen electrode,

using continuous flow respirometry. The oxygen consumption of an isolated male or female in the

respirometer, which had grown from juvenile to adult in the aquarium, and a female which had mated

with its own male increased markedly when the fish were placed in visual contact with conspecific males

or females and a non-mated male, respectively. However, not only when an isolated female, which had

mated with its own male, was placed in visual contact with either a conspecific female or a mated male,

but also when an isolated male, which had mated with its own female, was placed in visual contact with

either a conspecific male or both a mated and a non-mated female, the oxygen consumption did not

change. Such an excitatory group effect on oxygen consumption seems to be established depending on

both the habit of aggressive behavior and the bonds of pair found in the female in the breeding period,

while a soothing group effect seems to be caused by unknown change in a behavioral habit (presumably,

a resisting behavior) after the periods of spawning and breeding.

INTRODUCTION

Umezawa et al.[l, 2] stated that group effects on

oxygen consumption of fishes are displayed in one

or both of the ways, a soothing and an excitatory

group effect. A soothing group effect is shown by

the fact that aggregating fish have a lower rate of

oxygen consumption per fish than those in isola-

tion [3-13]. The so-called soothing group effect

was also reported even when the rate of oxygen

consumption of fish does not change according to

group composition [1, 14-16]. On the contrary, an

excitatory group effect is shown by the fact that the

oxygen consumption of an isolated fish increases

markedly, when the fish is placed in visual contact

with not only conspecifics, but also heterospecifics

having a feeding habit similar to that of the fish

being tested [1, 17-20]. The soothing group effect

on oxygen consumption seems to be exhibited

during schooling, while the excitatory group effect

seems to be observed if the fish displays solitary

living and/or aggressive behavior [1].
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The purpose of the present experiment is to

examine the group effect on the oxygen consump-

tion of the angelfish, which exhibits changes in

behavioral patterns with growth stages: i.e., as-

sembling and schooling behaviors in the juvenile

stage, and approach and aggressive behaviors in

the later young stage and in the breeding period in

the adult stage [21-23].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Aquarium-bred angelfish, Pterophyllum scalare,

weighing between 0.05 and 25.5 g were used. In

the beginning about 50 juvenile fish were pur-

chased from a local commercial breeder and

transferred into aquaria (30x60x35 cm deep)

which were well-aerated and kept at a constant

25°C. When these juvenile fish grew 3 to 5 cm
standard length, 2 to 6 fish were kept together

in each aquarium into which aquatic plants were

planted in the pebble bottom. The fish were fed a

manufactured preparation (Tetra Min, staple

food) twice a day. Then some pairs of adults

spawned and angelfish which were bred in our

laboratory were used.
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The apparatus used to determine oxygen con-

sumption in relation to the group effect of conspe-

cific fish, was a continuous flow respirometer as

described in Umezawa et al. [20]. This apparatus

consisted of a respirometer kept horizontally on

the bottom of an open container (20x36x21 cm

deep) which was filled with water to a depth of

about 17 cm at a constant 25°C and separated by

transparent septa into three compartments, a

shelter which could cover the respirometer placed

between these septa (Fig. 1), and a polarographic

oxygen electrode in a cuvette with an oxygen

analyser (Monitor System, Beckman) (not shown),

etc. Determination of oxygen consumption was

made on an isolated fish kept in a respirometer in

different gauges according to the body size. The

fish was alternately placed in either one of two

states, one in isolation from surrounding fish by

lowering the shelter over the respirometer (iso-

lated) and the other in visual contact with two

surrounding conspecifics, one on each side sepa-

rated by both septa, excluding one surrounding

conspecific fish was placed in one side in the

measurements indicated in Figure 7, by raising the

shelter (grouped) (Fig. 1), using a miniature

motor. No marked signs of respiratory responses

of the fish were found after raising and/or lowering

the shelter, independent of the presence of the

surrounding fish.

Determinations of oxygen consumption in rela-

tion to group effect were made on the same fish in

isolated or grouped state. The average values of

oxygen consumption were obtained each from

successive measurements of at least 30min dura-

tion, excluding the initial 15min after the fish had

been placed either in visual contact with the

surrounding fish or with no fish.

Normally the measurements were made during

the afternoon (12:00-19:00) to standardize ex-

perimental time and the metabolic state of the fish.

About 24 test fish were used in each experiment,

excluding the measurements shown in Figure 7, in

which 8 fish were used. If the fish were used in

subsequent experiments, these experiments were

conducted at least 3 days after the previous

experiment. The same surrounding fish were used

two or three times in each experiment, then

allowed to rest for several days.

The results were analyzed statistically according

to Snedecor and Cochran [24] and Ishii [25].

To hoist To hoist

Respirometer

Isolated Grouped

Fig. 1. Diagram of the experimental apparatus used to determine oxygen consumption of the angelfish in

relation to the effect of visual images of surrounding conspecifics under constant water flow rate and

temperature conditions (25°C). For further explanation, see text.
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RESULTS

Some observations on the habit

An attempt to observe the appearance of aggres-

sive behavior of the angelfish was made on about

50 juvenile fish which were kept together in an

aquarium (30x45x30 cm deep). In the beginning

they continued to swim separately in all directions,

excluding they flocked together when they were

fed on the surface, and then tended to form a kind

of school in a corner of the aquarium. The school

continued to move in a particular direction until it

was altered by some influence, which could be

either extrinsic or intrinsic. When the fish grew to

about 0.5 g in body weight and 2 cm in standard

length (about 3 months after hatching) and began

to swim actively, it was found that larger fish

attacked another smaller fish. When they grew to

about 8g in body weight and 6 cm in standard

length (about 7 months after hatching), some of

them showed signs of sexual behavior.

Another attempt to observe the appearance of

spawning behavior of the angelfish was made on 4

fish (one pair which chose their own mates in a

community aquarium and other two fish) grown 5

to 7 cm standard length. They were kept together

in an aquarium (30x60x35 cm deep) in which

aquatic plants were planted in the pebble bottom.

The male and female which had mutually mated

(mated male and female) could be identified in a

community aquarium when they occupied a corner

or a large leaf and remained out of the group of

other fish. It was observed that the male's tube is

small, tapered and pointed slightly forward and the

female's tube is broad, blunt and rough-edged

[26]. For about a week preceding spawning mated

male and female scrubbed alternately the spawn-

ing site, and sometimes attacked other fish with

aggressive behavior patterns (e.g. spread vertically

dorsal and anal fin, and lay askew the fish body).

About two days before actual spawning the chosen

spawning site became clean. Spawning occurred at

any time of the day, and the mated male and

female alternately made sweeps over the site

chosen and deposited eggs in small groups and

milted (Fig. 2). The spawning behavior continued

for about 2hr. Then the parents took part in

brood protection, guarding the eggs and fanning

them. It was occasionally found that the parents

chewed the eggs, after the other two fish were

removed, since they were sharply attacked by the

mated male and female.

Fig. 2. Spawning behavior pattern of fish observed

when 4 fish (one pair of fish which had been mated
and other 2 fish) were kept together in an aquarium

(30x60x35 cm deep) in which aquatic plants were
planted in the pebble bottom, a: Paired female

passed over the spawning site and deposited eggs

which adhered to the surface, b: Alternating spawn-
ing run with the female, the mated male followed in

the same situal position and released milt. When
the spawning had been continued the parents attack-

ed the other fish.

An attempt to breed artificially was performed

on newly hatched fry. In the beginning, mated

male and female in a community were simul-

taneously placed together in an aquarium (30x60
X35cm deep) in which a cylindrical tube of 12 cm
in length with diameter of 2.5 cm, which was made
of gray acrylic acid resin, in addition to some
aquatic plants planted, was placed on the pebble

bottom. They cleaned the chosen spawning site on
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the cylindrical tube and then spawned eggs in the

same manner described above (Figs. 2 and 3).

After they have spawned, only the tube with the

eggs was transferred into a rearing aquarium (30 x

45x30 cm deep) in which gentle aeration propels a

continuous stream of fresh water over the eggs.

The aquarium was kept at about 27°C under the

ordinary laboratory conditions (Fig. 3). The de-

veloping eggs remained clear, but those that have

died turned white. The dead eggs were sucked out

with a pipette [27]. The larvae hatched about 46 hr

after spawning. On the day of hatching their

bending movement was extremely frequent. The

larvae at first still remained hanging by short

filaments, and about 76 hr later they removed from

the spawning site to shallow pits on the sand

bottom. The fry started trying to swim at 4 days of

age. Occasionally, some of them died from some

unknown cause at this time. Fortunately, the

other fry which accepted fine food, such as brine

shrimp nauplii, after trying to swim, grew up and

began to swim actively. They gradually more and

more strayed from their community, but finally

tended to form a kind of school. An aggressive

behavior was first observed in the larger juvenile

fish of the community at about 3 months after

hatching.

Relationship between oxygen consumption and

body weight

Measurements were performed on oxygen con-

sumption of the isolated fish in the respirometer

(cf. Fig. 1) in relation to growth stage. The results

obtained were shown in Figure 4, where resting

oxygen consumption (Vo2 ) and Vo2/body weight

were plotted for the fish against body weight. The

plots indicate that the mean Vo2 of larger fish is

higher than that of smaller ones. There was a

statistically significant regression line (P< 0.025).

Since the value for oxygen consumption was

related to body weight, it was found that the

weight specific oxygen consumption of smaller fish

is greater than that in larger ones. There was a

statistically significant regression line (P< 0.025).

Unfortunately, neither measurement of ventila-

tory frequency nor of stroke volume was made.

Thus, it cannot be suggested whether the increase

in weight specific oxygen consumption of smaller

angelfish is related to an increase in stroke volume

as well as ventilatory frequency or not.

The standard oxygen consumption is in the

range 70-200 ml/kg/hr at 25°C with average flow

rates (about lOOcm/hr in smaller fish and 40cm/hr

in larger ones) (cf. Fig. 4). The oxygen consump-

tion of the fish seems to decrease with increase in

flow rate (unpublished data).

Group effect on oxygen consumption

Response of different sized test fish Measure-

ments were made of oxygen consumption of the

isolated fish in relation to size of the test and

surrounding fish. The results expressed in percen-

tage of oxygen consumption rate of the fish in

isolated state (Fig. 5) indicate that the means of

oxygen consumption of the smaller, middle-sized

and larger test fish increased when they were either

placed in visual contact with smaller surrounding

conspecifics or with both equal-sized and larger

a b

Fig. 3. Diagram of the experimental arrangement used for the angelfish to spawn (a) and

breed (b). For further explanation, see text.
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Body weight (g) Body weight (g)

Fig. 4. Bi-logarithmic plots of (a) resting oxygen consumption (Vo2) and semi-logarithmic plots of (b) Vo2/body

weight for the same 33 means at a temperature of about 25°C, against body weight. Each mean is obtained

from 8 fish. Bars indicating 95% confidence limits for the regression line in (a) are shown for body weights

of 0.9 and 9g and those in (b) are shown for 3 and 8g. Flow rate, 100-140 cm/hr in the smaller fish and

about 40 cm/hr in the larger fish.

Relative body size of the surrounding fish to the test fish

Fig. 5. Changes in oxygen consumption of different sized test fish in the respirometer (isolated

state), when the fish was placed in visual contact with different sized surrounding conspecifics

(grouped state). The test fish used were grouped into three classes in body weight (BW), the

smaller (S: 0.2-0.79g BW), middle-sized (M: 0.8-2.9g BW) and larger fish (L: 3-7g BW).
The surrounding fish used were grouped, by comparison with the size (body weight) of test

fish, into further three classes. The surrounding fish sS, sM and sL were smaller than the

smaller (S), middle-sized (M) and larger test fish (L), respectively; the fish eS, eM and eL, and
IS, 1M and 1L, were equal to and larger than the test fish S, M and L, respectively. Each open
circle (O) is the mean of 24 determinations and indicates statistically significant difference

between the mean in grouped state and that in isolated ones. Bars indicate standard deviation

and each level of significance is given on the lower side. Temp., 25°C.
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ones (grouped state). There were statistically sig-

nificant differences between the grouped and

isolated states (P<0.001-0.01).

Response of test fish of different motile activity

Measurements were performed on oxygen con-

sumption of the isolated fish in relation to motile

activity of the test fish. The results obtained in

percentage of oxygen consumption rate of the fish

in isolated state (Fig. 6) showed that the means of

oxygen consumption of the more active, active and

inactive test fish increased when they were placed

in visual contact with the surrounding conspecifics

(grouped state). Comparisons between the means

in oxygen consumption of the fish of different

motile activity in grouped and isolated states

revealed in a statistically significant difference (P<

0.001-0.05). However, the increases in the ox-

ygen consumption of the inactive fish were lower

than those of both the more active and active fish.

The values of statistics were P<0.05 and 0.01 in

the former and P<0.005 and 0.001 in the latter,

respectively.

Thus, it is surmised that the increase in the

oxygen consumption of the angelfish placed in

visual contact with conspecifics is independent of

its motile activity.

Response of mated male and female fish Meas-

urements were made of oxygen consumption of the

isolated fish which had its own mate. The results

obtained from test fish which had mated with its

own female (mated male) and with its own male

(mated female) placed in visual contact with one

surrounding mated or non-mated fish of the same

or opposite sex were shown in Figure 7. Figure 7

indicates that the rate of oxygen consumption in

the mated male showed no difference between

grouped and isolated state, independent of either

having the own mates or sex of the surrounding

fish, giving no statistically significant difference

between the means (P>0. 1-0.5). However, the

rate of oxygen consumption in the mated female

was higher in grouped state than in isolated state,

only when she was placed in visual contact with

surrounding non-mated male, whereas it did not

change when placed with either surrounding mated

male or female. There was a statistically signif-

Bodv size of the test fish

Fig. 6. Changes in oxygen consumption of smaller, middle-sized and larger test fish of different

motile activity in the respirometer (isolated state), when the fish were placed in visual contact

with surrounding conspecific active fish (grouped state). The activities of test fish used were

grouped, according to their movement, into three classes, more active (a), and active (/?) and

inactive (7). The size of test fish (S, M and L) had the same specifications as denoted in Fig. 5.

Each open circle (O) is the mean of 24 determinations and indicates statistically significant

difference between the means in the grouped and the isolated states. Bars indicate standard

deviation and each level of significance is given on the lower side. Temp., 25°C.
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Fig. 7. Changes in oxygen consumption of fish which had mated with their own female (mated

male) or with their own male (mated female) in the respirometer (isolated state). Each fish

was placed in visual contact with one surrounding mated or non-mated fish of the same or

opposite sex (grouped states). Temp., 25°C.

icant difference in the former (P<0.025) while no

statistically significant difference in the latter two

cases (P>0.5 and 0.1).

Thus, it is suggested that the increase in the

oxygen consumption of the mated female placed in

visual contact with surrounding non-mated male is

caused from either her bonds of mate or aggressive

behavior and that no change in the oxygen

consumption of both the mated male and female

results from unknown change in a behavioral habit

(presumably, a resisting behavior) after the peri-

ods of spawning and breeding.

DISCUSSION

According to Umezawa et al. [1, 2], the group

effects on oxygen consumption of fishes are dis-

played in one or both of the ways, a soothing and

an excitatory group effect. A soothing group

effect is shown by the fact that aggregating fish

have either a similar rate or a lower rate of oxygen

consumption per fish than those in isolation [1,

3-16]. On the contrary, an excitatory group effect

is shown by the fact that the oxygen consumption

of an isolated fish increases markedly, not only

when the fish is placed in visual contact with

conspecifics, but also with heterospecifics having a

feeding habit similar to that of the fish being tested

[1, 17-20]. The soothing group effect on oxygen

consumption seems to be exhibited during school-

ing, while the excitatory group effect seems to be

observed if the fish displays a solitary living habit

and/or an aggressive behavior [1].

As mentioned previously, the angelfish exhibits

changes in behavioral patterns with growth stages

in breeding environments: i.e., assembling and

schooling behaviors in the juvenile stage, and

approach and aggressive behaviors in the later

young stage and in the breeding period in the adult

stages [21-23].

In the present experiments an isolated angelfish

was kept in the respirometer and placed in visual

contact with surrounding conspecifics. The results

obtained indicated that the oxygen consumption of

the fish was affected or not affected by changes in

visual conditions in relation to growth stages. The
fish which had grown from juvenile to adult

consumed more oxygen when placed in visual

contact with surrounding conspecifics, independ-

ently they showed signs of either active move or

not. It was also found that the oxygen consump-

tion of the mated female increased markedly only
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when placed in visual contact with a conspecific

non-mated male. However, not only when the

mated female was placed in visual contact with

either a conspecific female or mated male, but also

when the mated male was placed in visual contact

with either a conspecific male or both a mated

female and a non-mated female, their oxygen

consumption did not change.

These results give evidence that angelfish show

substantial differences in oxygen consumption

according to growth stages, especially breeding

period in the adult stage, when they are placed in

visual contact with surrounding conspecifics.

Thus, it is surmised that an excitatory group

effect shown by an increase in oxygen consumption

of both the angelfish in the stages from juvenile to

adult which had not mated and the mated females,

only when placed in visual contact with the

non-mated male, is caused from their aggressive

behavior at those stages and her bonds of mate in

the period of breeding in the latter case, respec-

tively, and that a soothing group effect indicated

by no change in the oxygen consumption of both

the mated male and female results from unknown

changes in a behavioral habit (presumably, a

resisting behavior) after the periods of spawning

and breeding.
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ABSTRACT— In order to investigate the mechanism of barrel-shaped spindle (B-spindle) induction by

T-l, we examined the in vitro polymerization of bovine brain tubulin with viscometry, then the in vivo

spindle microtubule assembly in eggs of sea urchin, Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus, with polarizing

microscopy. T-l inhibits tubulin polymerization and induces microtubule depolymerization in vitro at

concentrations ranged from 10~ 5
to 10

_4
M. Though T-l also suppressed spindle microtubule assembly

in vivo at concentrations such as 1 X 10
_6 M, no significant reduction of birefringence (BR) accompanied

the induction of B-spindle at the concentration of 4.2 XlO -7M of T-l. This means that the disassembly

of spindle microtubules did not occur during the process of B-spindle formation. An examination of

isolated B-spindles showed that the polar regions have spread, indicating that the spatial arrangement of

microtubule organizing centers (MTOCs) in centrosomes may have been changed by T-l. We believe

that the inhibitory effect of T-l on tubulin polymerization may only be remotely related to the induction

of B-spindle. T-l should be a useful molecular probe for examining MTOCs associated with

centrosomes.

INTRODUCTION

Many attempts have been made to dissect the

process of mitosis by using chemical and physical

agents which directly modify spindle microtubule

assembly.

One class of drugs that has been used includes

the mitotic poisons such as colchicine and its

derivatives and the Vinca alkaloids. These mole-

cules can bind directly to tubulin both in vivo and

in vitro and dissociate microtubules [1, 2]. Taxol,

which is capable of enhancing microtubule poly-

merization both in vivo and in vitro, has been used

to examine the effects of suppressing microtubule

disassembly on mitosis and other cellular events in

living and dividing eukaryotes (e.g., see the review

by Dustin [3]). D 20, a representative physical

agent, has also been used to investigate spindle

assembly because it can reversibly enhance spindle

microtubule assembly [4]. This effect is due to the
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direct involvement of D 2 in tubulin polymeriza-

tion [5].

In some cases, there is a discrepancy between

the effects of these agents in vivo and in vitro. This

suggests that some essential factors which partici-

pate in microtubule assembly within the spindle

might be missing in the in vitro system. Thus, we

believe that further surveys to find adequate

molecular probes, whose efficacy can be inter-

preted on a molecular basis, may play an impor-

tant role in identifying and analyzing the mode of

action of missing factor(s) in microtubule assembly

and disassembly and their regulation during the

mitosis.

Recently, Kobayashi et al. [6-8] have isolated a

T-series and a K-series of compounds from the

culture media of a soil bacteria, Pseudomonus sp.

The function of these compounds is of mitotic

arresters [6-9]. Among them, we know that T-l

has the best efficacy and induces a typical birefrin-

gent B-spindle in fertilized sea urchin eggs [9].

This molecule affects spindle assembly in a differ-

ent manner from other mitotic poisons and is
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expected to be a good probe for physiological

studies of mitosis.

We used sea urchin eggs for this work because

they show synchronous spindle assembly which is

associated with fast development and also allow us

to detect the mitotic spindles directly by polarizing

microscopy. In this paper, we report on the

polymerization of brain tubulin in the presence of

T-l, and also on the effect of T-l on spindle

microtubule assembly in sea urchin eggs as meas-

ured by spindle BR. We shall also describe the

effects of T-l on the spindle polar regions.

Abbreviations used

DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; DTT, dithiothreitol;

EGTA, ethyleneglycol-bis-(2 aminoethyl ester)-/V,

N, -N', N'-tetraacetic acid; GTP, guanosine 5'-

triphosphate; MES, 2-(/V-morpholino) ethane-

sulfonic acid; PIPES, piperazine-7V, yv'-bis(2-

ethanesulfonic acid); PMSF, phenylmethylsulfonyl

fluoride; TAME, p-tosyl-L-arginine methylester

HC1; B-spindle, barrel-shaped spindle; BR, bire-

fringence; ASW, artificial sea water; FSW, filtered

sea water; RAB, reassembly buffer; CB, column

buffer; MAPs, microtubule associated proteins;

MTOCs, microtubule organizing centers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals

T-l was dissolved into DMSO at a concentra-

tion of 8.4 x 1CT 2M as a stock solution and stored

at -20°C until use. PIPES, MES and EGTA were

obtained from Dojin Kagaku Kenkyujo, Kuma-
moto, Japan. GTP was purchased from Seikagaku

Kogyo K. K., Tokyo, Japan. ATP, PMSF, TAME
and papain were obtained from Sigma Chemical

Co., Missouri, USA. DTT was purchased from

Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Osaka, Japan.

DEAE-Sephacel was obtained from Pharmacia

Fine Chemicals, Uppsala, Sweden. All other

chemicals were of certified regent grade.

Preparation of brain tubulin

Tubulin was prepared by the modified method
of Murphy and Borisy [10] using DEAE-Sephacel.
At first, microtubule proteins were obtained from

bovine brain tissue by a cycle of reversible temper-

ature dependent assembly and disassembly proce-

dure using a glycerol buffer solution containing

0.1 M MES (pH6.5), ImM EGTA, 0.5 mM
MgS04 , ImM DTT, ImM ATP, O.lmM PMSF
and 3.4M glycerol [11]. Then, the pellet of micro-

tubule was suspended in cold column buffer (CB)

containing 20mM PIPES (pH6.9), ImM EGTA,
0.5 mM MgS04 , 0.1 M NaCl, O.lmM PMSF.

After ultracentrifugation at 100,000 Xg for 30min

at 4°C, the supernatant was applied to a DEAE-
Sephacel column (1.5x30 cm) equilibrated with

CB at 4°C. Ten to 20 mg of protein was applied

per ml of gel. The gel was washed with 3-4 bed

volumes of CB, then the MAPs fraction was eluted

with CB containing 0.3M NaCl. The tubulin

fraction which was obtained with CB containing

0.7 M NaCl was dialyzed against CB containing

4M glycerol, ImM DTT and O.lmM GTP for

8-10 hr to desalt it and concentrate it by differ-

ences in osmotic pressure. After adding ImM
GTP, this fraction was warmed at 37°C and

incubated for 40min. Due to the presence of

glycerol, tubulin polymerized at this step [12].

Polymerized microtubules were harvested by

ultracentrifugation at 100,000 Xg for 60min at

30°C and re-suspended in cold reassembly buffer

(RAB) which consisted of 0.1 M PIPES (pH 6.9),

2mM EGTA, 0.5 mM MgS04 and ImM GTP.

Then the microtubule was depolymerized by chill-

ing and the contaminants were removed by

ultracentrifugation at 100,000 Xg for 20min at 4°C.

Tubulin was stored at — 80°C until use.

Assay procedure

The purity of tubulin preparation was examined

by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, stain-

ing with Coomassie brilliant blue R, according to

the method of Laemmli [13].

The protein concentration was determined by

the method of Lowry et al. [14] using bovine serum

albumin as the standard.

The process of the tubulin polymerization was

followed by viscometry [15, 16] and polymerized

microtubules were examined with electron micro-

scopy. All in vitro experiments were performed in

RAB. Viscometry was determined at a given

temperature (37°C) with an Ostwald type capillary
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viscometer whose outflow time for 0.5 ml of buffer

solution ranged from 50 to 56 sec. Samples for

electron microscopy were prepared by negative

staining with 2% uranyl acetate on Collodion-

and carbon-coated 400-mesh grid. Grids were

examined with an electron microscope (JEM-

1200EX, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operated at 80 kV.

Sea urchin eggs

Fertilized eggs of the Japanese sea urchin,

Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus, were used in the in

vivo experiments. Mature eggs and sperm were

obtained by electrical stimulation (5 V) or by

intracoelomic injection of ImM acetylcholine

chloride which was dissolved in filtered sea water

(FSW). Spawned eggs were washed several times

with FSW, then fertilized by adding drops of

diluted sperm suspension. These eggs were cul-

tured at the optimum temperature for normal

development (16-18°C). After the fusion of pro-

nuclei (30min after fertilization), the eggs were

transferred to an artificial sea water (ASW; MBL
formula V, Woods Hole, Mass.) containing var-

ious concentrations of T-l.

Determination of the T-l dose response of spindle

Mitotic spindles in metaphase of first division

were stabilized by immersing eggs in the isolation

medium for the spindle. This medium was made

according to Sakai et al. [17] with a slight modifica-

tion and consisted of 10mM PIPES (pH6.9),

5mM EGTA, ImM MgS04 , ImM TAME, 20%
glycerol and 1% Nonidet P^0.

For polarizing microscopy and BR measure-

ments, a modified Ortholux Pol polarizing micro-

scope (E. Leitz, Inc.. Rockleigh, N.J., USA)

equipped with rectified strain-free optics (Nippon

Kogaku K.K.,Tokyo, Japan) and Osrum HBO
200 W L-2 mercury arc lamp (Osrum GmbH,
Berlin-Munchen, West Germany) was used. De-

tails concerning the polarizing microscope are

described by Sato et al. [9]. BR was determined

according to the formula described by Sato et al.

[18]. Photomicrographic records were used to

measure the dimensions of the metaphase spindle.

Isolation of mitotic spindle

The egg fertilization membrane was removed by

a modification of the method of Tyler and Spiegel

[19]. A half milliliter of wet pack eggs were

suspended in 10 ml of FSW and inseminated in a

conical centrifuge tube, then quickly collected by

hand centrifugation. One minute after insemina-

tion, the supernatant was replaced with 10 ml of

papain sea water (0.02% papain and 1 mM DTT in

ASW). The eggs were kept suspended for several

minutes and then gently centrifuged. After the

supernatant was discarded, Ca2+ , Mg2+-free ASW
was vigorously poured into the tube to remove the

fertilization membrane by mechanical agitation

with water flow. The eggs were allowed to develop

in Ca2+-free ASW containing various concentra-

tions of T-l.

At metaphase, eggs were re-transferred to a

conical tube then collected. The supernatant was

replaced with 5-8 ml of the isolation medium. The

isolation medium was made according to the

method of Paweletz et al. [20]. The mixture was

vigorously shaken then isolated mitotic spindles

were collected by slow centrifugation at 500 Xg for

3min. Spindles were examined with a polarizing

microscope and a phase contrast microscope

(Nikon OPTIPHOTO, Nippon Kogaku K.K.,

Tokyo, Japan).

RESULTS

Tubulin polymerization in the presence of T-l

Tubulin isolated and purified from bovine brain

was essentially free from MAPs and other pro-

teins. In this preparation, we could not detect

contaminating proteins other than tubulin mole-

cules by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

When T-l is added to the buffer solution, the

turbidity of the solution immediately increases as

T-l forms crystalloid precipitates. The poor solu-

bility of T-l in aqueous solution causes inaccurate

turbidimetric measurement of tubulin polymeriza-

tion. For this reason, we employed viscometry to

examine the efficacy of T-l on tubulin polymeriza-

tion.

Because the stock solution of T-l was prepared

using DMSO as a solvent, we initiated tubulin

polymerization by adding prewarmed DMSO
which contained various concentrations of T-l to
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Time(min)

Fig. 1. Effects of T-l on tubulin polymerization and depolymerization. a: Polymerization of tubulin in

the presence of various concentrations of T-l. The concentrations are OM (#), 2.1xlO~ 5 M (O), 6.8

X 10
-5M () , 1 .4 x 10~ 4M () and 2. 1 x 10~ 4M (A.) , respectively. The polymerization reaction was

initiated by adding warmed DMSO containing various concentrations of T-l to the tubulin solution

(1.5mg/ml) in RAB after pre-incubation at 37°C for 5min. b: Depolymerization of microtubules

induced by T-l. Polymerization was initiated by adding DMSO to prewarmed tubulin solution

(1.35mg/ml) in RAB. After the viscosity attained a steady state, T-l was added to make the final

concentration I.lxl0
-4M (arrow i) and then 2.2xlO~ 4 M (arrow ii).

adjust the final DMSO concentration to 8% for the

pre-incubated tubulin solution (1.5mg/ml) [21].

As shown in Figure la, both the initial rate of

polymerization and the final extent of polymers

were reduced by T-l progressively as the added

drug concentration increased. Only a slight sup-

pression of the increase in viscosity was detected in

the presence of 2.1xlO" 5M of T-l. The steady

state level of microtubule decreased to about a half

of the control at 1.4xlO
_4M of T-l. Further

reductions were observed up to 2.1xlCT 4M of

T-l (lass than 30% of control). T-l also induced

the depolymerization of microtubules. After add-

ing T-l (l.lxlO
_4M and 2.2xl(T 4 M, respec-

tively) to pre-polymerized microtuble solution

(1.35mg/ml), the viscosity of the solution de-

creased and attained a new steady state depend-

ing on the T-l concentration (Fig. lb). Electron

microscopy showed that microtubules polymerized

in the presence of T-l possessed an identical

morphology and dimensions as compared with

control (Fig. 2). These results demonstrate that

T-l inhibits tubulin polymerization in vitro.

However, the range of T-l concentrations that

inhibit tubulin polymerization (10
5

to 10~ 4 M)
is much higher than the minimum effective dose

Fig. 2. Electron micrograph of microtubules poly-

merized in the presence of 1.4xl0
_4M of T-l.

scale bar=0.2/im.

(10
7

to 10~ 5 M) which inhibits cell division as

reported previously [9].

The T-l dose dependence for the B-spindle induc-

tion in H. pulcherrimus eggs

Figure 3 shows stabilized first division meta-

phase spindle in fertilized sea urchin eggs which

developed in ASW with various concentrations of

T-l. Eggs developed in ASW containing 1% of

DMSO were used as controls. We confirmed that
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Fig. 3. The dose dependent effect of T-l on spindles in metaphase of H . pulcherrimus eggs at first division.

Thirty minutes after fertilization, eggs were transferred to ASW containing various concentrations of T-l and

allowed to develop. At metaphase (70min after the fertilization), spindles were stabilized. T-l concentra-

tions: a, control; b, 1.3xl(T 7 M; c, 2.1Xl(T 7 M; d, 4.2xlO" 7 M; e, 8.4xlO" 7 M; f, 2.1x10~ 6 M; g,

4.2xlO
_6 M; respectively. One div. = 10//m.

this concentration of DMSO did not affect normal

development as well as spindle assembly in sea

urchin eggs. As shown on the photomicrograph,

for example in Figure 3d, a B-spindle means a

spindle with (i) shorter pole to pole distance, (ii)

straight spindle fibers, (iii) widely spread polar

regions and (iv) a tiny aster at each pole [9]. The

reduction of overall length of the spindle and the

degree of spreading of each pole were gradual and

proportional to the increase in T-l concentration.

The size of aster was also reduced as the T-l

concentration was increased. Typical B-spindles

were induced in H. pulcherrimus eggs by 4.2 X

1(T 7M of T-l. However, no significant delay of

the time course from fertilization to metaphase

was observed in T-1-treated eggs as compared

with the control.

To quantitate the T-l dependent change in

spindle structure, we measured BR of the stabi-

lized metaphase spindle as well as the dimensions

of the spindle on the photomicrographic records.

As shown in Figure 4a, the pole to pole distance of

the spindle, which was estimated to be about 26-27

//m in control eggs, was decreased to 45% of its

normal size in the presence of 4.2 X 1CT 7 M of T-l.

However, further reduction of the spindle length

was not observed in increased concentrations of

T-l. On the other hand, the width of spindle was

scarcely changed in the presence of T-l but tended

to decrease in higher concentrations such as 2.1 X
10~ 6M or above (85% of the original width)

(Fig. 4b). These observations suggested that the

formation of B-spindle might be caused by the

spreading of the polar regions of spindle and the

reduction of the spindle length, and not by the

induced widening of the spindle.

BR of spindle was decreased when the concen-

tration of T-l was increased (Fig. 4c). BR, which

was measured at around 4 nm in control spindles,

decreased very slightly at a concentration of 4.2 X
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Fig. 4. T-1 dose dependence of the dimensions and the retardation of the spindle in metaphase of

H . pulcherrimus eggs at first division. Parameters of the dimensions were measured from photomi-

crographic records. Each dot corresponds to the mean value of 15-20 spindles in one survey, a: The

length of spindles determined as the pole to pole distance, b: The width of spindles measured at the

metaphase plate, c: Retardation of spindles.

10
_7M of T-1, the minimum dose which induced

B-spindle. However, the reduction of BR without

altering the spindle morphology was inversely

proportional with the further increase of T-1

concentration up to 4.2xlO
_6

M. The spindle

itself could hardly exist in more than 1 X 10
-5M of

T-1. This indicates that T-1 can inhibit spindle

microtubule assembly in vivo because the BR of

the spindle reflects the amount of oriented micro-

tubules within the spindle [18]. We should note

that the effective concentration of T-1 that de-

creased in vivo spindle size was lower than the

concentration which initially inhibited in vitro

tubulin polymerization by a factor of two.

The polar regions of the B-spindle

A light microscope survey was made to examine

the polar regions of B-spindle. The isolation

Fig. 5. An isolated barrel-shaped spindle induced by 4.2x 10
_7M of T-1. a: Phase

contrast micrograph. Arrows indicate the dark beads which may correspond to

MTOCs. b: Polarizing micrograph. Arrowheads indicate spindle fibers with

strong birefringence terminating at the dark beads. Birefringent fibers of the

astral microtubules are also observed as the dark contrast fibers generated from

the beads perpendicular to the spindle axis. One div. = 10,um.
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medium which was designed by Mazia and his

co-workers preserved the framework of the spin-

dle, and is well suited for investigations on

modified centrosomes. The centrosome in the half

spindle in metaphase was seen as a dark dot in the

middle of the spindle pole by phase contrast

microscopy [20, 22].

In the isolated B-spindle, strands of dark beads

were found which were aligned parallel to the

metaphase plate along the spread polar regions

(Fig. 5a). These dense regions could correspond

to spread MTOCs [23] which were formerly

associated with centrosomes but dispersed by T-l,

because the birefringent spindle fibers terminated

at these dark beads. Birefringent fibers which run

perpendicular to the spindle axis along these

stranded beads also existed in the same spindle

(Fig. 5b). The birefringent fibers perpendicular to

the spindle axis are presumably aggregated astral

microtubules. These results suggest that T-l

affects centrosomes and alters the distribution

pattern of MTOCs during spindle assembly caus-

ing the spindle poles to take on a spread state.

DISCUSSION

T-l is known to be a drug which induces B-

spindle in dividing sea urchin eggs [6-9]. In this

work, we attempted to examine the physiological

bases of B-spindle induction in terms of microtu-

bule polymerization both in vivo and in vitro and

the effect of drug on the spindle polar regions.

Because spindle microtubules are in a dynamic

equilibrium with dissociated subunits, tubulin [24],

it was expected that the modification of tubulin

polymerization kinetics might be involved in the

B-spindle induction. Thus, we at first examined

the effect of T-l on microtubule polymerization in

vitro.

The turbidimetric measurement has been widely

used for in vitro tubulin polymerization due to the

merit of applicability for the quantitative analysis

of the kinetics of microtubule assembly [25].

However, it is not suitable to investigate molecules

with poor solubility to water for their possible

involvement in tubulin polymerization because

precipitates cause inaccuracy of the measurement.

Indeed, in our experiments, the crystalloid precipi-

tates of T-l formed in buffer solution greatly

disturbed the precision of the turbidimetry. We
thought that we should be deliberate in the

excessive dependence on the turbidimetry to mea-

sure the tubulin polymerization, especially with

molecules such as T-l which possesses the low

solubility to water. Thus, we intensely employed

the viscometry to determine the effect of T-l on

tubulin polymerization.

We found that T-l suppressed the increase in

viscosity which reflects the order of tubulin poly-

merization in association with the elevation of the

given concentration of T-l . The drug also depoly-

merized microtubules and reduced the viscosity in

steady state dependent on the amount of the drug.

Despite of data which indicate that T-l possesses

the inhibitory effect on the in vitro tubulin poly-

merization, the exact concentration of the drug for

the suppression of microtubule assembly is ob-

scure. Because T-l tends to form the crystalloid

precipitates, the accurate concentration of solubil-

ized T-l could be lower than the directly calculat-

ed concentration from the amount of the drug.

The concentration range sufficient to inhibit the

in vitro tubulin polymerization, lO
-3

to 10~ 4 M,

might be overestimated.

As the next step, we verified the relationship

between the T-l dependent modification of micro-

tubule polymerization in vivo and B-spindle induc-

tion in sea urchin eggs. So, we examined the T-l

concentration dependence of the change of spin-

dle structure, revealing that the minimum dose

required for the induction of B-spindle in H. pul-

cherrimus eggs was 4.2xlO~ 7 M. At this concen-

tration, typical B-spindle was obtained constantly.

The reduction of the pole to pole distance occur-

red, the ratio being estimated as 45% of the length

of control spindle. However, the BR was not

altered during the formation of B-spindle. In

association with the elevation of the T-l concen-

tration, the spindle BR gradually decreased with-

out the change of spindle morphology, suggesting

that higher concentration of drug also suppressed

the in vivo microtubule assembly. These results

indicated that the induction of B-spindle can not

be attributed to the inhibitory effect of T-l for

microtubule assembly, though the reduction of the

aster size may be ascribed to the slight suppression
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of tubulin polymerization.

Sluder [26] reported that the pulse treatment of

sea urchin eggs by 1 X 10
-6M of Colcemid induced

the 'diminished spindle' which reduced in length

and BR but not in width. This 'diminished spindle'

apparently has some resembrance to our B-

spindle, and evokes impetuous assumption that the

suppression of microtubule assembly or the de-

crease of the amount of polymerizable tubulin

could result in the induction of B-spindle. Howev-

er, little decay of BR was detected in the present

experiments. This indicates that the T-l depend-

ent B-spindle formation is free from the dissocia-

tion of microtubules because the spindle BR
reflects the microtubules oriented within spindle

[18]. Thus, B-spindle induction by our drug

should be distinguished from the effect of mitotic

poisons. Indeed, spindles of the dividing cells of

eukaryotes gradually disassembled and disap-

peared by the application of mitotic poisons such

as Colcemid, vinblastine or griseofulvin [24, 27,

28]. In these cases, the rapid decay of the spindle

BR was always accompanied with the shortening

of the spindle itself.

Because the induction of B-spindle can not be

simply ascribed to the modification of microtubule

polymerization kinetics, we examined carefully the

altered spindle structure. The spreading of the

polar regions is one of the characteristic features of

B-spindle. A possible supposition to interpret the

cause of this spreading is that the centrosomal

segregation may be forced to occur in prolonged

metaphase. Mazia et al. [29] reported that the

centrosomal separation was induced by the treat-

ment with mercaptoethanol in developing sea

urchin eggs. Paweletz et al. [20] reported as the

splitted or separated centrosomes could be de-

tected by phase contrast microscopy as the dots

with dark contrast in the polar region of the

barrel-shaped half spindle in mercaptoethanol-

treated sea urchin eggs. The induction of this

"barrel-shape" was occurred after the completion

of usual metaphase spindle. Because centrosomal

cycle was moved ahead with respect to the

chromosomal cycle in mercaptoethanol, the split-

ting of centrosomes should occur as replicated

chromosomes were arrested in metaphase plate. If

T-l dependent B-spindle formation caused with

similar manner, barrel-shape should be induced

after the establishment of metaphase and we can

certainly detect the normal metaphse spindles.

Thus, we surveyed the isolated B-spindle induced

by our drug with light microscopy. Compared with

the control, usual metaphase spindle was not

observed in the T-1-treated eggs, and no signif-

icant delay of the formation of B-spindle in

metaphase was detected. In the isolated B-spindle

pre-treated with T-l, we found no morphological

profile corresponding to the image of splitted

centrosomes. Rather, we always found dark

stranded beads which distributed on a plane in the

polar regions. These beads could be the dispersed

aggregates of MTOCs because birefringent spindle

fibers were terminated at these beads. It is con-

ceivable that the induction of B-spindle by T-l

should not be similar phenomena to that of the

mercaptoethanol spindle. We believe that the

cause of the induction of B-spindle can not be

attributd to the simple segregation of centrosomes.

Our results of the examination of isolated

spindles suggest that the spreading of the polar

regions of B-spindle could be the result of the

change of spatial arrangement of MTOCs. The

alteration of the distribution pattern of MTOCs
could be due to the forced dispersion of the

pericentriolar materials which are actually MTOCs
[30-32]. Though we can not predict about the

detailed physiological involvements of T-l in the

rearrangement of kinetic centers in polar regions,

it is conceivable that T-l could affect the distribu-

tion pattern of MTOCs which are formerly asso-

ciated with centrosomes. We consider that T-l is

a good molecular probe to examine spindle assem-

bly and the roles of MTOCs associated with

centrosomes. Further investigations are in pro-

gress in our laboratory.
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Studies on the Fine Structure of the Lingual Dorsal

Surface in the Frog, Rana nigromaculata

Shin-ichi Iwasaki, Ken Miyata and Kan Kobayashi

Department of Anatomy, Nippon Dental University Niigata, Niigata 951, Japan

ABSTRACT—Scanning electron microscopy was used to investigate the ultrastructure of the lingual

dorsal epithelial cells and sensory organs in the frog, Rana nigromaculata. The specimens were

prepared by a method involving osmium postfixation and acid treatment to remove extracellular

material adhering to the surface of the tongue. Over the almost entire dorsal surface except the anterior

margin, filiform papillae consisting of a large number of non-ciliated cells with microridges and a very

small number of ciliated cells were compactly distributed. Fungiform papillae were scattered among

these filiform papillae. A round sensory disk was located on the top of each fungiform papilla. The

surface of the disk was widely covered with a honeycomb structure, and a small number of cells with

surface microvilli were scattered amongst this structure. Each sensory disk was encircled by a ciliated

cell band. A series of long ridges were aligned antero-posteriorly about 1 mm from the anterior margin

of the dorsal surface of the tongue. The surface of the long ridges was occupied by sensory disks and

ciliated cells.

INTRODUCTION

There have been many studies performed on the

ultrastructure of the lingual taste organs, the

sensory papillae, of frogs [1-8]. However, among

these papers, only a few describe the tridimension-

al ultrastructural appearance of the lingual epithe-

lial surface as revealed by scanning electron

microscopy [3, 6, 8].

In vertebrates, including amphibians, it has

proved difficult to observe the actual surface of the

oral epithelial cells using scanning electron micros-

copy because of the mucus which covers them.

However, it has recently become possible to

examine the intact cell surface of the mammalian

tongue by scanning electron microscopy under

much better conditions due to advances in the

removal of extracellular material by acid hydroly-

sis [9, 10]. In the present study, this method was

applied to the lingual dorsal epithelial cells and

sensory organs of the frog, Rana nigromaculata, in

order to reveal their ultrastructures by scanning

electron microscopy.

Accepted November 13, 1985

Received April 25, 1985

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tongues from nine male and nine female adult

frogs, Rana nigromaculata, were used in the

present study. These frogs were collected in the

area near the city of Niigata in June and July of

1984. The animals were perfused from the heart

with Karnovsky fixative containing glutaraldehyde

and paraformaldehyde [11] under MS-222 anes-

thesia. The tongues were then removed and re-

fixed in the same fixative. After rinsing in 0.1M
cacodylate buffer, some of the materials were

postfixed in phosphate-buffered 1% osmium te-

troxide solution [12] at 37°C for 2hr, and treated

with 8N hydrochloric acid at 60°C for 30min to

remove extracellularly attached substances by acid

hydrolysis. For controls, some specimens were

postfixed in 1 % osmium tetroxide solution at 37°C

for 30min and treated with 8N hydrochloric acid

at 60°C for lOmin. Some specimens, however,

were not given the hydrolysis treatment. All of

these specimens were then dehydrated, critical-

point dried and coated by gold-ion sputtering, in

that order. Finally, the specimens were observed

under a scanning electron microscope (Hitachi

S-500).
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Fig. 1. The central area of the dorsal surface of the tongue without osmium-postfixation and acid treatment. The
lingual surface is covered with attached mucous substances. Fu: Fungiform papillae.

Fig. 2. Higher magnification of a fungiform papilla from Fig. 1 . A latticework pattern showing the outline of each
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RESULTS

The tongue of this species is flat and round in

shape with bilateral posterior protrusions. The

anterior part of the frog tongue is fixed to the

mandibular mucosa, and when the tongue pro-

trudes from the opened mouth, the posterior

protrusions reverse and come out. Filiform and

fungiform papillae are distributed on the dorsal

surface when the tongue lies within the oral cavity.

A round sensory disk is located on the top of each

fungiform papilla, and each disk is encircled by a

ciliated cell band.

In specimens not undergoing osmium-postfixa-

tion and acid treatment, the lingual surface of

the frog was covered with attached mucous sub-

stances, and the actual surface of the tongue could

not be observed. However, in some regions of the

lingual surface, there was a relatively small amount

of mucous substances (Fig. 1). In the fungiform

papillae covered with only a small amount of

mucus, a latticework pattern was recognized in

some areas of the sensory disk located in the center

of the head (Fig. 2). Mucous substances formed

fine protrusions on the framework of the hon-

eycomb structures (Fig. 3). The surfaces of the

filiform papillae were also covered by mucous

substances. Sometimes, the true cell surface could

be observed in areas where the accumulated

substances were cracked. Microridges were recog-

nized on these epithelial cell surfaces (Fig. 4).

Figure 5 shows effluence of the mucous substances

from the pores on the filiform papillae.

In the specimens postfixed in 1% osmium

tetroxide at 37°C for 30 min and treated with 8 N
hydrochloric acid at 60°C for 10 min, a major part

of the mucus was removed from the lingual

surface. However, small amounts of mucus were

still observed on the surface (Fig. 6). At higher

magnification, the fungiform papillae showed fine-

ly protruding mucous material on the framework

of the honeycomb structures (Fig. 7).

In the specimens postfixed in 1% osmium

tetroxide at 37°C for 2hr and treated with 8N
hydrochloric acid at 60°C for 30 min, extracellular-

ly attached substances were removed almost com-

pletely. Over a major part of the dorsal surface,

except for the anterior margin and posterior

protrusions, filiform papillae were compactly dis-

tributed, and fungiform papillae, 150-250 /um in

diameter, were scattered among these filiform

papillae (Fig. 8). At higher magnification, almost

the entire surface appeared as honeycomb struc-

tures among which were scattered a small number

of cells bearing microvilli (Figs. 9 and 10). No
mucus was detected on any part of the sensory disk

or among the surrounding cilia (Fig. 10). The

filiform papillae were columnar in form with round

heads, 20-50 jum in diameter. A major part of

these papillae consisted of non-ciliated epithelial

cells, and a very small number of ciliated cells were

scattered among the non-ciliated cells. Small pits

related to mucus secretion were scattered among

these epithelial cells (Fig. 8). At higher magnifica-

tion, fine plicated structures, microridges, were

found to be closely distributed on the non-ciliated

cell surface, and the margin of each cell was

slightly thickened. Mucus was almost entirely

absent from the filiform papillae (Fig. 11). A
series of long ridges was aligned antero-posteriorly

about 1 mm from the anterior margin of the dorsal

surface of the tongue (Fig. 12). Structures similar

to the sensory disks found on the tops of fungiform

papillae were distributed on the surface of these

ridges. Such disks were about 50 /mi in diameter.

A latticework pattern showing the outline of each

cell was recognized on the surface of each disk.

Other surfaces of the long ridges near the anterior

cell boundary can be recognized in some areas of the surface of the sensory disk (SD) on the fungiform papilla.

Ciliated cells (thick arrows) circularly enclose the disk. Attached mucous substances (thin arrows) are also

observed.

Fig. 3. Higher magnification of the sensory disk in Fig. 2. Some mucous substances from fine protrusions on the

honeycomb framework structure. (In facing page)

Fig. 4. Higher magnification of the surface of a filiform papilla from Fig. 1. The surface of the papilla is covered

by mucous substances (thick arrows). Sometimes the true cell surface can be observed in areas where the

accumulated substance has cracked. Microridges (thin arrows) can be recognized on these epithelial cell

surfaces. Curved arrows: Red blood cells. (In facing page)
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Fig. 5. Micrograph showing the effluence of mucous substance from the pore on the filiform papilla (arrow).

Fig. 6. The central area of the dorsal surface of the tongue with osmium-postfixation at 37°C for 30min and acid

treatment at 60°C for lOmin. Most, but not all of the mucus has been removed from the lingual surface. Fi:
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margin were almost entirely occupied by ciliated

cells. Filiform papillae could not be found in this

area (Fig. 13). At lower magnification, the bilater-

al posterior protrusions exhibited almost the same

surface appearance as that in the fore-region

(Fig. 14).

DISCUSSION

Hydrolysis of extracellular connective tissue

components with hydrochloric acid has often been

used in combination with enzymatic digestion to

visualize the basal aspect of tissues and cells

[13-15]. Uehara [16] indicated that hydrochloric

acid treatment without collagenase digestion could

hydrolyze both connective tissue and basal lamina.

Recently, it has become possible to remove the

mucous substance from the lingual dorsal surface

in mammals without damage to the epithelial cells

by employing osmium postfixation and acid hy-

drolysis [9, 10]. The procedure is almost identical

to that developed by Uehara [16] for removing

connective tissue components. In the present

study, this acid hydrolysis method was applied to

the frog tongue, and the results clearly showed that

fixed mucus was removed almost completely from

Fig. 9. Higher magnification of the sensory disk in Fig. 8. Almost the entire surface is seen to be occupied by a

honeycomb structured cell surface. No mucus can be detected on any part of the sensory disk. Arrow: cell

with microvilli.

Fig. 10. Higher magnification of the sensory disk and the surrounding cilia zone (Ci) in Fig. 8. No mucus can be

detected on any part of the sensory disk or among the surrounding cilia. A small number of cells with microvilli

(arrows) are scattered among the honeycomb structured cells.

Filiform papillae. Fu: Fungiform papilla. SD: Sensory disk.

Fig. 7. Higher magnification of the sensory disk in Fig. 6. Finely protruding mucous materials (arrows) are

recognized on the honeycomb structured framework. (In facing page)

Fig. 8. Lower magnification of the central area of the dorsal surface of the tongue with osmium-postfixation at

37°C for 2hr and acid treatment at 60°C for 30min. Extracellularly attached substances have been removed

almost completely. Filiform papillae (Fi) are compactly distributed, and fungiform papillae (Fu) are scattered

among these filiform papillae. (In facing page)
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Fig. 11. Higher magnification of the filiform papillae. Fine plicated structures, microridges, are seen to be closely

distributed on the epithelial cell surface, and the margin of each cell (arrows) is slightly thickened.

Fig. 12. The anterior margin of the dorsal surface. Long ridges (arrows) are arranged closely and aligned in an

antero-posterior direction.

the lingual cell surface, while there was no distinct

damage to the cell surface itself. We conclude,

therefore, that the acid hydrolysis method is

effective not only in mammals but also in frogs.

The tongue of the frog plays an important role in

food intake and sense of taste. Physiologists pre-

fer to use the frog tongue in their studies because

of the many taste organs or sensory disks distrib-

uted among the filiform papillae. The present

study demonstrated that organs similar to the

sensory disks on the fungiform papillae are closely

distributed on the anterior ridges of the tongue.

The structure of the sensory papillae has been

studied previously using scanning electron micros-

copy by various investigators [3, 6, 8]. All of these

researchers have indicated that the surface of the

sensory disk was covered widely with microvilli.

However, in our specimens, from which the mucus

was almost completely removed, the greater part

of the surface of the sensory disk was found to be

covered with a honeycomb structure. In the for-

mer studies, complete removal of the mucus

covering the lingual surface was not achieved and

the remaining mucus might have been transformed

into various crystal structures during the drying of

the specimens. However, it is also necessary to

consider whether the above discrepancy may be

related to differences in the species or ages of

animals. The honeycomb structure could play a

role in the retention of water and other mucus fluid

on the sensory disk.

In previous papers dealing with the frog tongue,

the fine structure of the filiform papillar cells was

almost completely ignored. The present study

reveals that clear microridges are present on the

non-ciliated cells of the filiform papillae. As

pointed out by Sperry and Wassersug [17], micro-

ridges may be important in holding mucus on the

cell surface. The present results also suggest that

the microridges on the dorsal surface of the frog

tongue may be adaptive in holding mucus. The

histological features of such epithelial cells with
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Fig. 13. Higher magnification of the apical margin in Fig. 12. Structures similar to the sensory disks (SD) found

on the top of the fungiform papillae are distributed on the long ridges. A latticework arrangement (thin

arrows) which shows the outline of each cell can be recognized on the surface of the disk. Densely packed

ciliated cells (thick arrows) enclose the disk.

Fig. 14. Bilateral posterior protrusions showing almost the same features as the fore-region of the dorsal surface.

microridges must be studied in further detail.
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ABSTRACT— Several inhibitory activities for murine lymphocyte DNA synthesis were observed in the

serum-free culture medium conditioned by human embryo fibroblasts. These factors exhibited the

heterogeneous molecular weights at void volume (larger than 160 kDa), 70-80 kDa, 10-20 kDa, 5 kDa
and 1 kDa in Sephadex G-100 or Sephadex G-25 chromatography. Furthermore, exogenously added

trypsin inhibitor caused an increase of the larger inhibitory activities and a decrease of 10-20 kDa
activities. In addition, the ratio of 5 kDa to 1 kDa was affected by exogenously added trypsin inhibitor

and 5 kDa factor was converted to 1 kDa activity by trypsin action. The larger and 10-20 kDa factors,

but not 5 kDa or 1 kDa considerably bound to Concanavalin A-Sepharose. These results strongly

suggest that two conversion pathways of the inhibitory factors for lymphocyte DNA synthesis by

endogenous trypsin-like protease(s) exist. The biological significance of this finding is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Endogenous inhibitory factors for DNA synthe-

sis have been known from mammalian lympho-

cytes and fibroblasts. However, these regulatory

factors reported previously exhibited the heter-

ogeneous molecular weights as described in the

previous review [1]. Namba and Waksman [2]

reported that rat lymph nodes produce about

80 kDa and 160-200 kDa glycoproteins. Houck et

al. [3] described 1-10 kDa peptides from fibro-

blasts or lymphocytes, which are complexed with

RNA and become larger molecular weight factors.

After then, Steck et al. [4] analyzed 10 kDa and

13 kDa inhibitory peptides from 3T3 fibro-

blasts. Recently, the author found a low-molecu-

lar-weight peptide (1 kDa) in the serum-free cul-

ture medium conditioned by murine splenocytes

[5] or 3T3 fibroblasts [6].

In this communication, in order to study the

Accepted September 28, 1985
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1 Present Address: Lab. of Molecular Oncology, Insti-

tute of Physical and Chemical Research, Wako, Sai-

tama 351, Japan.

relationship between heterogeneous molecular

weight inhibitory factors, the author analyzed the

inhibitory activities for lymphocyte DNA synthe-

sis in the medium conditioned by human embryo

fibroblasts. Some experimental results strongly

indicated that such inhibitory factors can be

divided into two groups and that two conversion

pathways by endogenous trypsin-like protease(s)

exist.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture and preparation of the inhibitory

factors

The human embryo fibroblast cell line (YH-1)

was generously gifted from Dr. S. Gotoh (Univer-

sity of Occupational and Environmental Health,

School of Medicine), which was established as

described in the previous report [7]. Briefly, this

cell line is derived from dermal tissue of 2 months

old female embryo and showed diploid karyotype

and has a finite life span of about 100 generations.

The cells are grown in Eagle's minimum essential

medium (MEM, Nissui Seiyaku Co., Tokyo)
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supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS,

Gibco, Grand Island Biological Lab., New York)

in 5% C02 and 95% air at 37°C. The cells (25

generation times) are split by a 1:4 ratio and

become confluent (saturation cell density : 4.6 X
10

4
cells/cm

2
) in 4 days. The confluent cells are

cultured for 2 days in serum-free MEM in order to

remove serum-derived materials and changed

fresh serum-free MEM and further cultured for 2

days in 5% C02 and 95% air at 37°C in the absence

or presence of soy bean trypsin inhibitor (SBTI,

Sigma) at a final concentration of 2/^g/ml. The

culture medium (500 ml) was recovered, mixed

with an equal of saturated ammonium sulphate

(pH 7.5) and kept for one overnight at 4°C. After

a centrifugation at 16,000 rpm in a Hitachi RP 20

rotor, the precipitate was dissolved into 5 ml of

lOmM phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH7.2),

applied on a Sephadex G-100 column (Pharma-

cia, 1.8x48cm) and eluted with PBS at 5ml

per fraction. Low-molecular-weight fractions in

Sephadex G-100 chromatography of untreated or

SBTI-added culture medium were combined, con-

centrated by a rotary evaporator and applied on a

Sephadex G-25 column (Pharmacia, 1.5x40 cm),

which were eluted with PBS at 2.5 ml per fraction.

Each active fraction of gel filtration chromatogra-

phy was applied on a Concanavalin A-Sepharose

column (Phamacia, gel bed volume : 2ml), which

had been equilibrated with PBS and eluted with

PBS in the absence and presence of 0.2M a-

methyl-D-mannoside (Sigma).

Assay for lymphocyte DNA synthesis

Assay for murine lymphocyte DNA synthesis

was carried out according to the previous paper

[6]. Splenocytes of C3H/He mice (2.5 X 10
5

cells)

were suspended in 0.1 ml of RPMI 1,640 medium

(Nissui Seiyaku Co., Tokyo) supplemented with

10% FCS (Gibco) in the presence of Concanavalin

A (Con A, Sigma, 5 ,«g/ml) in a Falcon microtiter

well. Then, the test solution (0.1 ml) was added to

the splenocyte culture and incubated for 3 days in a

5% CO z and 95% air at 37°C. The splenocytes

were labeled with 1/^Ci of
[

3H]thymidine (5 Ci/

mmole, Radiochemical Centre, England) for last 1

day. After the cells were harvested on GF/C
membrane filter (Whatman Co.) by the addition of

cold 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA), the mem-

brane was washed with 5% TCA and ethanol

successively and dried. The radioactivity was

counted by a Beckman liquid scintillation counter.

RESULTS

Conversion pathway from larger factors to 10-20

kDa factors by endogenous trypsin-like protease(s)

The serum-free culture medium conditioned by

human embryo fibroblasts was concentrated and

applied on a Sephadex G-100 column. As shown

in Figure la, several inhibitory activities for Con

A-induced lymphocyte DNA synthesis were ob-

served in the absence of SBTI. Weak activities

were detected at more than 160 kDa (void

volume), 70-80 kDa and strong inhibitory activi-

ties were found at 10-20 kDa and less than 10 kDa.

Then, in order to analyze whether such heter-

ogeneous activities are associated with endogenous

protease actions or not, SBTI was added to the cell

culture. As indicated in Figure lb, the chromato-

graphic pattern of the inhibitory activities was

considerably changed by the addition of SBTI.

The larger activities at void volume and 70-80 kDa

were markedly increased, but 10-20 kDa activities

disappeared. However, the smaller activities at

less than 10 kDa remained. These findings suggest

that 10-20 kDa factors were derived from the

larger activities by the action of endogenous

trypsin-like protease(s) and that the smaller activi-

ties at less than 10 kDa are not associated with

the larger activities. Furthermore, the partially-

purified larger activities from Sephadex G-100

chromatography (fraction No. 6-11 in Fig. lb)

were concentrated, incubated at 37°C for 30min in

the absence and presence of SBTI and applied

again on a Sephadex G-100 chromatography.

Figure 2b showed that the larger activities were

degraded and converted to the positions at 10-20

kDa by the incubation in the absence of SBTI.

However, such conversion by the incubation was

blocked by the exogenously added SBTI (Fig. 2a).

These results indicate that endogenous trypsin-like

protease(s) play an important role in the conver-

sion from the larger factors to the 10-20 kDa

factors.
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Fig. 1. The inhibitory activities for lymphocyte DNA synthesis of the culture medium in the absence or

presence of SBTI. The culture medium of human embryo fibroblasts in the (a) absence or (b) presence of

SBTI was prepared and applied on a Sephadex G-100 column as described in Materials and Methods.

Upper arrows in the figure indicate the elution positions of molecular weight markers; immunoglobulin G
(160 kDa), bovine serum albumin (67kDa), cytochrome C (13kDa) and bacitracin (1.5 kDa) from the

left to the right.
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Fig. 2. Conversion by endogenous protease actions from the larger factors to the 10-20 kDa factors and its

blocking by SBTI. The larger activities in Fig. lb (fraction No. 6-11) were concentrated and divided into

two equal portions. Each half portion was incubated at 37°C for 30 min in the (a) absence or (b) presence

of SBTI. Upper arrows in the figure are the same in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Sephadex G-25 column chromatography of inhibitory activities for lymphocyte DNA synthesis at less

than lOkDa in the absence or presence of SBTI. The active fractions (fraction No. 20-28) at less than

lOkDa in (a) Fig. la or (b) Fig. lb were concentrated and applied on a Sephadex G-25 column. Upper

arrows in the figure show the positions of molecular weight markers ; cytochrome C (13kDa), insulin

(5.7 kDa), bacitracin (1.5 kDa) and NaCl from the left to the right.

Conversion pathway from 5 kDa factor to 1 kDa

factor by trypsin or trypsin-like protease(s)

On the other hand, the apparent activities at less

than 10 kDa in the presence of SBTI were not

changed significantly, but exhibited a slightly

narrow chromatographic pattern as compared with

the untreated medium (Fig. la and b). In order to

analyze more precisely this phenomenon, the ac-

tive fractions at less than 10 kDa in Figure la and b

were concentrated and applied on a Sephadex

G-25 column, respectively. As can be seen in

Figure 3a, the two major activities were observed

at 5 kDa and lkDa in the untreated medium.

However, a dominant activity at 5 kDa was found

in the presence of SBTI (Fig. 3b). In addition, the

inhibitory activities at fraction No. 24-26 in Figure

3a and b were derived from the contaminant salts

(NaCl). Furthermore, 5 kDa factor in Figure 3b

was digested by exogenously added trypsin and

considerable activity was shifted to the position of

1 kDa (Fig. 4b), but the incubation in the absence

of trypsin did not cause significant effects (Fig. 4a).

These observations show the existence of the

conversion pathway from 5 kDa factor to 1 kDa

factor by endogenous trypsin-like protease(s).

Different lectin-binding properties of the inhibitory

factors

Previously, some suppressing factors for lym-

phocyte DNA synthesis have been characterized to

be glycoproteins [1, 2]. In order to study the sugar

components of the factors in this paper, the author

researched binding property of the factors to

lectin. Figure 5 a and b showed that the consider-

able activities at void volume and 70-80 kDa or

10-20 kDa were bound to Con A-Sepharose.

However, 5 kDa and 1 kDa factors did not bind

significantly to the same column (Fig. 6a and b).

Therefore, the inhibitory factors for lymphocyte

DNA synthesis are divided into two groups as

judged from lectin-binding property.

Thus, results mentioned above strongly indicate

the existence of two conversion pathways of the

inhibitory factors for lymphocyte DNA synthesis

by endogenous trypsin-like protease(s). One is
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Fig. 4. Conversion from 5kDa factor to 1 kDa factor by exogenously added trypsin. The active fractions

(fraction No. 13-15) of Sephadex G-25 chromatography in Fig. 3b were divided into two equal portions.

Each portion was incubated at 37°C for 30 min in the (a) absence or (b) presence of trypsin (25 /ig/ml) and
applied on a Sephadex G-25 column. The upper arrows are the same in Fig. 3.

FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 5. Binding properties of the larger and 10-20 kDa
factors to Con A-Sepharose column, (a) Larger

fractions (fraction No. 6-11 in Fig. 2a) and (b) 10-20

kDa factors (fraction No. 17-21 in Fig. 2b) were

applied on a Con A-Sepharose column as described

in Materials and Methods. The upper arrow repre-

sents the elution with PBS (left) or PBS containing

a-methyl-D-mannoside (right), respectively.

FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 6. Binding properties of 5 kDa and lkDa factors

to Con A-Sepharose column, (a) 5 kDa factors

(fraction No. 13-15 in Fig. 3b) and (b) 1 kDa factors

(fraction No. 19-21 in Fig. 4b) were concentrated
and applied on a Con A-Sepharose. The upper
arrows are the same in Fig. 5.
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from more than 160 kDa and 70-80 kDa and the

other is from 5 kDa to 1 kDa.

DISCUSSION

Previously, endogenous inhibitory factors for

DNA synthesis have been reported from fibro-

blasts and lymphoid cells and they show hetero-

geneous molecular weights as described in the

previous review [1]. However, the relationship of

the heterogeneous molecular weight factors has

not been elucidated completely. Houck et al. [3]

described that partially-purified large activities are

converted to the smaller factors by RNase and they

concluded that the smaller factors are tightly

complexed with RNA. However, the considerable

endogenous protease(s) are contained in partially-

purified larger factors as described above in this

paper. In their report, the control experiment for

this problem (endogenous protease) was not per-

formed. In the author's other experiment, the

larger factors are not converted to the smaller

factors by the incubation with RNase in the

presence of SBTI (data not shown). Therefore,

the conclusion by Houck's group does not seem to

be complete. Then, the author postulates an

another possibility as judged by the experimental

results in this paper; heterogeneous molecular

weight factors are derived from the conversion

mechanism by endogenous protease(s). Results

mentioned suggest that two qualitatively different

groups ofthe factors and their conversion path-

ways by endogenous protease(s) exist. Interest-

ingly, such heterogeneous inhibitory factors were

also detected in the culture medium conditioned

by insect fibroblastic cell line. Previously, the

author suggested a coversion from 5 kDa inhibi-

tory peptide to 1 kDa factor by trypsin-like pro-

tease^) [8]. In addition, the coversion pathway

from larger activities to 10-20 kDa factors by

endogenous protease(s) was also detected in the

culture medium conditioned by insect fibroblastic

cells (data not shown). These observations indi-

cate that heterogeneous molecular weight inhibi-

tory factors for DNA synthesis and their conver-

sion pathways by endogenous protease(s) ubiqui-

tously exist during animal evolution.
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ABSTRACT— Rat liver chromatin was mechanically sheared and fractionated into transcriptionally

active and inactive chromatin fractions by glycerol gradient centrifugation. The high mobility group

(HMG) proteins 14 and 17 were markedly enriched in the active chromatin as determined from the

ratios of these proteins to histones. HMG 14 and 17 were 5 to 7-fold and 3-fold more enriched,

respectively, in the active chromatin than in the whole unfractionated chromatin. The present results

strongly indicate that the enrichment of HMG 14 and 17 in the transcriptionally active chromatin is not

an artefact which has been suggested to occur during the fractionation of chromatin by nuclease

digestion procedure.

In addition, HMG 14/17-like proteins which seemed different from HMG 14 and 17 were also found

almost exclusively in the transcriptionally active chromatin.

INTRODUCTION

Among many chromosomal proteins, high mo-

bility group (HMG) proteins 14 and 17 have been

believed to play an important role in the transcrip-

tional activity of chromatin. It has been reported

that these proteins are essential for the mainte-

nance of the DNase I-sensitivity of active chro-

matin [1-3], and have a high affinity for nucleo-

somes containing genes being actively transcribed

[4, 5].

In spite of the evidence suggesting the involve-

ment of HMG 14 and 17 in the regulation of gene

expression, there are some debates on the localiza-

tion of these two HMG proteins within chroma-

tins. Many reports showed that HMG 14 and 17

were concentrated in the regions of chromatin

highly sensitive to digestion by DNase I or micro-

coccal nuclease, suggesting that these proteins are

localized in the active chromatin [1, 6-8]. How-

ever, contrary to these reports, some investigators

presented the evidences which deny the specific
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localization of HMG 14 and 17 in the transcrip-

tionally active regions of chromatin [9-12]. These

discrepancies may be due to the possible rear-

rangement of chromosomal proteins during diges-

tion of chromatin by nuclease, as suggested by

several workers [13-15]. Therefore, it is meaning-

ful at present to examine the distribution of HMG
proteins in the chromatin fractionated by the

method other than nuclease-digestion.

In the present investigation, we studied the

distribution of HMG 14 and 17 in rat liver

chromatins which were mechanically sheared and

fractionated by glycerol gradient centrifugation

and obtained the results which strongly suggest

that both HMG 14 and 17 are enriched in the

transcriptionally active regions of rat liver chroma-

tin. The presence of HMG 14/17-like proteins in

the transcriptionally active regions of chromatin

was also detected.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of chromatin

Livers excised from male Wistar rats (200-250 g)

were homogenized in ice-cold 0.25 M sucrose/
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TKM buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.5/25mM
KCl/5mM MgCl2 ) containing 0.5 mM phenyl-

methylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF). All subsequent

operations were performed at 4°C in the presence

of 0.5 mM PMSF. Nuclei were purified from the

homogenate by the modified method of Blobel and

Potter [16] in which crude nuclei were sedimented

through 2.2M sucrose/TKM buffer/0.1% Triton

X-100. Chromatin was prepared from the isolated

nuclei as described by Garrard and Hancock [17].

Shearing of chromatin

The chromatin solution was adjusted to 2mM
with respect to 2-mercaptoethanol and homoge-

nized in an ice-bath with a Polytron PT10/35

homogenizer (Kinematica GmbH, Switzerland) at

the maximal speed for 15 sec. The homogeniza-

tion was repeated four times with 1 min intervals,

carefully keeping the sample temperature below

10°C.

Fractionation of sheared chromatin

The sheared chromatin preparation was centri-

fuged at 10,000 Xg for 10 min. The supernatant

and the pellet were designated as "soluble" chro-

matin and "insoluble" chromatin, respectively. For

further fractionation, the "soluble" chromatin was

layered on the top of 30 ml of a 7.6-76% glycerol

gradient in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6)/0.5 mM
PMSF and centrifuged at 25,000 rpm for 14 hr in a

SW 28 rotor at 4°C.

Extration of proteins

The total acid-soluble proteins were extracted

with 0.4 N H2S04 from the chromatin solutions

essentially by the procedures of Bonner et al. [18].

In some cases, the extraction was performed with

5% perchloric acid. The acid-soluble proteins

were precipitated by adding 7 vols, of ice-cold

acetone after the extract was made 0.35 M with

respect to HC1 as described by Nicolas and

Goodwin [29].

Determination of proteins and nucleic acids

The amount of protein was determined accord-

ing to Lowry et al. [19] with calf thymus histones

(Sigma Chem. Co., type II-S) as a standard. The

amounts of DNA and RNA were determined

according to Burton [20] and Schneider [21],

respectively.

Poly'aerydamide gel electrophoresis of proteins

HMG proteins were analyzed by electrophoresis

on the acetic acid-urea polyacrylamide slab gels

containing 2.5 M urea and 20% acrylamide [22].

The gels were stained with 0.25% Coomassie

brilliant blue R-250. For further analysis of the

proteins, the stained bands of the acid-urea gels

were re-electrophoresed on 15% SDS gels of

Laemmli [23] essentially by the procedure of

Albright et al. [15]

RESULTS

The relative amounts of "insoluble" and "solu-

ble" chromatin prepared from rat liver were

estimated from the absorbance at 260 nm. Ap-

proximately 60-75% of the total chromatin was

recovered in the "insoluble" and 25-40% in the

"soluble" chromatin. When the soluble chromatin

was further fractionated by glycerol gradient cen-

trifugation, 70-80% of the "soluble" chromatin

was pelleted at the bottom of the tube, while

20-30% was recovered as two separate peaks at

the lighter and the heavier regions of the gradient

(Fig. 1). The amount of the chromatin sediment-

ing at the lighter region (slowly-sedimenting chro-

matin) was about 5% of the total "soluble"

chromatin, and that of the chromatin sedimenting

at the heavier region (rapidly-sedimenting chroma-

tin) was about 15-20%.

The contents of the acid-soluble proteins (most-

ly histones) and RNA relative to DNA in the

"insoluble", "soluble" rapidly-sedimenting, and,

slowly-sedimenting chromatins were shown in

Table 1. The content of the total acid-soluble

proteins in the slowly-sedimenting chromatin was

about 3/4 of that of the rapidly-sedimenting chro-

matin, while the content of RNA in the slowly-

sedimenting chromatin was higher by 5-fold than

that of the rapidly-sedimenting chromatin.

The template activities of the chromatin frac-

tions obtained by centrifugation in a glycerol

gradient were determined using Escherichia coli

RNA polymerase. As repeatedly reported [24-

26], the template activity of the slowly-sedimenting
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Fig. 1. The template activity of chromatin fractionated

by glycerol gradient centrifugation. The "soluble"

chromatin was further fractionated by centrifugation

in a 7.6-76% glycerol gradient. The template activ-

ity of the chromatin in each fraction was assayed in

the presence of E. coli RNA polymerase according

to the method of Berkovitz and Doty [25] with a

slight modification. The reaction mixture (200 ,ul)

contained 40mM Tris-HCl (pH8.0), 0.1M KC1,

4mM MgCl2 , ImM MnCl2 , 0.1 mM each of ATP,
CTP, GTP and UTP, 0.5 //Ci of [5-

3H]UTP (24 Ci/

mmol, The Radiochemical Centre, Amersham,

UK.), 0.8 fig of chromatin and 9.5 ^g of RNA
polymerase which was prepared by the method of

Burgess [36]. The incubation was performed

at 37°C for 15min. The activity was expressed

as the radioactivity (cpm) incorporated into RNA
( A ). The region of rapidly-sedimenting

chromatin (RF) and slowly-sedimenting chro-

matin (SF) are shown in the figure. Absorbance at

260 nm was shown by a solid line with open circles

(—O
).

chromatin was much higher than that of the

rapidly-sedimenting chromatin (Fig. 1). The tem-

plate activity at the peak of the slowly-sedimenting

chromatin (6.7xl03 cpm of
[

3H]UTP incorpo-

rated/0.8 jj.% DNA/15 min) was about 8 times high-

er than that of the rapidly-sedimenting chromatin.

When MgCl2 solution was added to a final

concentration of 1.8mM to each fraction obtained

by glycerol gradient centrifugation, the rapidly-

sedimenting chromatin was precipitated, while

the slowly-sedimenting chromatin remained solu-

ble (Fig. 2). The rapidly-sedimenting chromatin

which easily condenses in the presence of Mg2+

ions corresponds to the transcriptionally inactive

region of chromatin [27, 28].

When DNase I was added to the chromatin

fractions separated by glycerol gradient centrifuga-

tion, it was found that the slowly-sedimenting

chromatin was susceptible to digestion by DNase I

than the rapidly-sedimenting chromatin (Fig. 3).

The gradual increase in UV absorbance of the

chromatin incubated in the presence of DNase I

may be due to the effect of 3mM Mg2+
in the

reaction mixture which would precipitate chroma-

tin as observed in Figure 2.

To study the distribution of HMG 14 and 17

among these chromatin fractions, the acid-soluble

proteins were extracted with 0.4 N H2S0 4 from the

"insoluble" chromatin, the rapidly-sedimenting

chromatin, and the slowly-sedimenting chromatin,

and were analyzed by acid-urea gel electrophoresis

(Fig. 4). HMG 14 and 17 were identified from the

banding pattern of calf thymus HMG proteins

Table 1. Contents of acid-soluble proteins and RNA in various fractions of rat liver

chromatin

Fractions Acid-soluble proteins RNA

'Insoluble" chromatin

'Soluble" chromatin

Rapidly-sedimenting

chromatin

Slowly-sedimenting

chromatin

1.85 ±0.03 (3)

1.42+0.10 (6)

1.30 + 0.23 (3)

0.95 + 0.11 (3)

0.105 + 0.006 (3)

0.085+0.014 (7)

0.025 + 0.004 (3)

0.124+ 0.017 (3)

Weight ratios of acid-soluble proteins and RNA to DNA in the various chromatin fractions

were determined. The results were expressed in terms of mean + S.E. Numerals in paren-

theses show the number of experiments.
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Fig. 2. Effect of Mg2+ ions on the solubility of chroma-

tin. The "soluble" chromatin was fractionated by

centrifugation in a 7.6-76% glycerol gradient as in

Fig. 1. A 0.4 ml aliquot of each fraction was mixed

with 2 ml of either 0.01 M Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5)

containing 2.25 mM MgCl 2 or the buffer without

MgCl2 , stood for 30min on ice, and centrifuged

at l,500xg for 60min at 4°C. The amounts of

chromatin remained soluble after treatment with

( D ) or without MgCl2 ( O ) were

determined by absorbance at 260 nm. The regions

of rapidly-sedimenting (RF) and slowly-sedimenting

(SF) chromatin are shown in the figure.

SF (.DNase I)

RF (.DNase I)

-• SF (-DNase I)
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Fig. 3. Sensitivity of chromatins to digestion by DNase
I. The fractions of rapidly-sedimenting and slowly-

sedimenting chromatins were pooled after glycerol

gradient centrifugation, and dialyzed to remove

glycerol. Then, each pooled fraction was diluted

with 0.01 M Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5) to DNA con-

centration of 25 /ug/ml, and incubated at 37°C in the

presence of 3 mM MgCl 2 with or without 5 ^g/ml of

DNase I (Worthington Biochem. Corp., USA).

The extent of digestion of chromatin was monitored

by the relative increase in A26() due to hyperchromic

effect, and was plotted against incubation time.
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Fig. 4. Electrophoresis on acid-urea gels of HMG proteins extracted from fractionated chromatins. (A).

Acid-soluble proteins which were extracted with 0.4 N H2S04 from the "insoluble" chromatin (lane 1

and 2), the rapidly-sedimenting chromatin (lane 3 and 4), and the slowly-sedimenting chromatin (lane 5

and 6) were electrophoresed on 20% acid-urea slab gels containing 2.5 M urea. The amounts of proteins

applied to sample wells were 20 fig in lane 1, 3 and 5, and 4/zg in lane 2, 4 and 6. (B). HMG 14/17-like

minor proteins which were detected around the bands of HMG 14 and 17 in lane 5 of Fig. 4A were

schematically demonstrated and designated as HL 1, 2, 3 and 4. HL 2 and 3 that were shown by solid

lines were detectable in every sample of the acid-soluble proteins of the slowly-sedimenting chromatin,

and HL 1 and 4 that were shown by dashed lines were not always detectable. Similarly to HMG
proteins, HL proteins were stained red-purple by Coomassie brilliant blue.
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Table 2. Distribution of HMG 14 and 17 in rat liver chromatin
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Whole Chr (3) IF (4) RF (4) SF (4)

HMG 14X100

core histones

HMG 14X100
whole histones

0.53 + 0.15

0.45±0.13

0.47 + 0.16

0.40 + 0.13

0.61 + 0.19

0.51+0.15

2.82 + 0.39

2.69 + 0.15

HMG 17x100
core histones

HMG 17x100
whole histones

0.75 + 0.09

0.64 + 0.08

0.63 + 0.25

0.53 + 0.20

0.77 + 0.15

0.64 + 0.11

2.23 + 0.18

1.68 + 0.13

HMG 14

HMG 17
0.70 + 0.16 0.78 + 0.14 0.77 + 0.14 1.63 + 0.13

Acid-soluble proteins were extracted by 0.4N H 2S04 from the whole chromatin (Whole Chr), "insoluble"

chromatin (IF), rapidly-sedimenting chromatin (RF) and slowly-sedimenting chromatin (SF). The extracts

were electrophoresed on acid-urea gels, and the amount of protein in each band was quantified by scanning

the stained gel at 550 nm , and determining the weight of the tracing paper cut-out of the peak area. For the

determination of HMG proteins and histones, 30 fj% and 3 p% of the total acid-soluble proteins were loaded

on the gel, respectively. A linear relationship was observed between the weight of the paper cut-outs and

the amounts of the protein in the bands, when less than 4/zg of HI histone was electrophoresed as a

standard. The ratios of HMG proteins to core histones or to whole histones and the ratios of HMG 14 to

HMG 17 were estimated. The ratios of HMG proteins to histones are represented by 100-fold multiplied

values. The results are expressed in terms of mean weight ratio + S. E. Numerals in parentheses show the

number of experiments.

12 3 4 5 6 7 8

Fig. 5. Electrophoresis of HMG 14/17-like proteins on

15% SDS gels. The bands of HL 2, 3 and 4 on the

acid-urea gel stained with Coomassie brilliant blue

(Fig. 4B) were excised and reelectrophoresed on a

15% SDS gel of Laemmli [23] according to the

method of Albright et al. [15]. Lane 1, H4 histone

lane 2, a mixture of histones (H2A, H2B and H3)

lane 3, HI histone; lane 4, HMG 14; lane 5, HL 2

lane 6, HL 3; lane 7, HL 4; lane 8, HMG 17.

extracted according to the method of Nicolas and

Goodwin [29]. As can be seen from Figure 4, the

contents of HMG 14 and 17 relative to histones

were clearly higher in the slowly-sedimenting

chromatin than in the rapidly-sedimenting chro-

matin.

The weight ratios of HMG 14 and 17 to core

histones and whole histones were shown in Table

2, which indicate that HMG 14 was 5-7 times more

enriched in the slowly-sedimenting chromatin than

in the rapidly-sedimenting chromatin and in the

whole chromatin, and that HMG 17 was about

three times more enriched in the slowly-sedi-

menting chromatin than in the other chromatins.

Any significant differences in the contents of HMG
14 and 17 were not found between the rapidly-

sedimenting chromatin and the whole chromatin.

HMG 14 was more abundant than HMG 17 in the

slowly-sedimenting chromatin, while the content

of HMG 14 was little lower than the content of

HMG 17 in the other chromatin fractions.

Another characteristic of the acid-soluble pro-

teins of the slowly-sedimenting chromatin was

the presence of HMG 14/17-like proteins which

banded near HMG 14 and 17 (Fig. 4a, b; HL1 to

HL4). HL1 protein was not always detectable

in the slowly-sedimenting chromatin. The elec-

trophoretic mobilities of HL proteins on a 15%
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SDS-gel were lower than those of HMG 14 and 17

(Fig. 5). HL proteins were stained red-purple just

like HMG 14 and 17 by Coomassie brilliant blue

R-250.

DISCUSSION

The slowly-sedimenting chromatin fraction sat-

isfied all the criteria examined here for the

identification of the transcriptionally active chro-

matin [24-27, 30] such as the low histone and high

RNA contents (Table 1), the high template activity

(Fig. 1), the high Mg2+
-solubility (Fig. 2), and the

high sensitivity to DNase I (Fig. 3). Thus, it was

concluded that the slowly-sedimenting chromatin

corresponds to the transcriptionally active chroma-

tin, and that the rapidly-sedimenting chromatin

corresponds to the transcriptionally inactive chro-

matin.

As shown in Table 2, HMG 14 and 17 were

remarkably enriched in the transcriptionally active

chromatin, as compared with the inactive chroma-

tin and the unfractionated whole chromatin. Even

though the possible overestimation of the HMG/
histone ratio in the transcriptionally active chro-

matin may arise from the lower ratio of histone/

DNA in this chromatin fraction than in the other

chromatin fractions, it is clear that HMG 14 and 17

are selectively enriched in the transcriptionally

active regions of chromatin.

Because the isolated chromatin was mechanical-

ly sheared keeping the sample temperature below

10°C in the absence of divalent cations, the

possible rearrangement of HMG proteins within

chromatin which was suggested to occur in the

nuclease-digested chromatin [15] was eliminated in

the present experiments.

The present results are slightly different from

the results of Gabrielli et al. [31] who showed that

HMG 17 was more concentrated in the transcrip-

tionally inactive chromatin than in the active

chromatin, while HMG 14 is localized only in the

active chromatin. Since Gabrielli et al. sheared

chromatin in a Dounce homogenizer and fraction-

ated the sheared chromatin by counter current

distribution in a polyethyleneglycol/dextran mix-

ture, their chromatin fragments contained DNA
as large as 3,000 base pairs [32]. Thus, the size of

their chromatin was much larger than that of the

chromatin obtained in the present experiment.

Therefore, it is likely that the inactive chromatin of

Gabrielli et al. contains the significant amounts of

the active chromatin regions, and this might have

led them to a different conclusion.

Though the nature of HMG 14/17-like proteins

is not certain, the presence of similar proteins has

been reported previously [7, 33-35]. Since these

proteins are larger than HMG 14 and 17 as judged

from their electrophoretic mobilities in an SDS-

gel, and since no increase of these proteins was

observed when nuclei were preincubated at 37°C

prior to the extraction of the acid-soluble proteins,

it seems that these proteins are not artefacts

derived from nonspecific proteolysis of nuclear

proteins. It is of interest that these minor proteins

are concentrated in the transcriptionally active

regions of chromatin.
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ABSTRACT—We obtained hybrids between Oryzias melastigma and Oryzias javanicus Singapore by

artificial insemination. The hybrids developed normally up to hatching but their vertebral columns bent

laterally and dorso-ventrally during growth. Differences in meristic characters and electrophoretic

mobility of several proteins were detected between parent and hybrid adults. In hybrids, two complete

sets of muscle proteins derived from the parents were recognized. Analyses of these data indicated that

the meristic measurements and counts of hybrids tended to be high (resembling O. melastigma) in

comparison with the parental species rather than intermediate between the parental species. In hybrids,

sexual dimorphism was recognized in the fins, resembled that of O. melastigma. The reduced develop-

mental rate and deformity in hybrids seemed to be caused by genetic incompatibility between the parent

genomes.

INTRODUCTION

So far, the genus Oryzias belonging to the

suborder Cyprinodontoidei, family Oryziatidae [1]

has been divided into ten species [cf. 2, 3] on the

basis of their distributions and morphological

characteristics. O. javanicus inhabits the brackish

water of mangrove regions and rivers in Singapore,

Jakarta, West-Kalimantan and Bari-island [4].

O. melastigma is seen in fresh-water streams in the

southern area of India. Embryological, morpho-

logical and biochemical investigations of the two

species and their hybrids should be valuable in

clarifying the evolutionary and phylogenetic rela-

tionships of the two species. Studies using ex-

perimental hybridization have actually revealed

the phylogenetic relationships of the two species of

frogs [5, 6]. In the present paper, we describe

artificially produced laboratory hybrids between

O. melastigma and O. javanicus. Our observations

indicate that electrophoretic patterns of proteins
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from hybrid fish show both parental traits, but

morphology is not intermediate to that of two

species.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oryzias melastigma has been in our laboratory

since collection from Chidambaram (Tamil Nadu,

N°12) in India (Oct. 1981). Oryzias javanicus

collected from Mandai-River in Singapore (North

area, Mar. 1984) has been also bred in our

laboratory.

To obtain hybrids between O. melastigma and

O. javanicus and the reciprocal, unfertilized eggs

isolated from the ovarian lumen after laparotomy

were artificially inseminated in a saline (NaCl

650 mg, KC1 40 mg, CaCl2 H2 15 mg, MgS04
-

7H2 15 mg dissolved in 100 ml of distilled water,

adjusted to pH 7.4 with M/10 NaHC0 3 ), although

spawning was sometimes observed in natural

mating between both species. Fertilized eggs were

incubated in diluted saline (50%) at 26°C and

reared in a glass vat (350mm in diameter, 100mm
deep, 27-28°C) under continuous light.
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Fresh muscle for electrophoresis was prepared

by peeling the skin off the body after decapitation

of fish (six months after hatching) numbed by

placement on flasked ice. The liver was obtained

by dissecting the numbed fish. The samples were

rinsed three times in cold saline after all fins were

cut off, then homogenized in 0.5-1 volume of

distilled water. Following centrifugation (3,000 X
g for 15min, 4°C), the supernatant was subjected

to vertical polyacrylamide slab-gel electrophoresis.

Enzymes (esterase and lactate dehydrogenase,

LDH) and muscle proteins were analysed in all the

samples. The gel sheet (1mm thick) was com-

posed of a 7.5-12% acrylamide, 0.2-0.3% bis-

acrylamide separation gel and a 2% acrylamide,

0.3% bis-acrylamide stacking gel. Anodal elec-

trophoresis was carried out at a constant voltage of

100 V for 8hr at room temperature. Electropho-

retic buffers and staining methods were those of

Allendorf et al. [7]. After electrophoresis, gels

were stained for 3hr with 0.2% Coomassie bril-

liant blue R-250 in 50% trichloroacetic acid

solution, and destained with repeated exchanges of

a mixture of 10% acetic acid and 25% methanol.

Fifteen meristic characters from O.javanicus,

O. melastigma and their hybrids allowed meaning-

ful comparisons. The following meristic counts

were taken: each fin ray, gill-rakers on the lower

first branchial arches, branchiostegal rays, and

vertebrae. Vertebrae were counted in dissected

vertebral columns, and counts do not include the

vertebrae in the urostyle.

The distributions of counts for each meristic

character were tested for statistical significance

with the Mest.

RESULTS

Development of hybrids

O.javanicus eggs (1077 + 8 jum, 51 eggs/3 fe-

males) were large in diameter than O. melastigma

eggs (1013 + 5 /um, 43 eggs/7 females). When hyb-

rid eggs between O. melastigma and O. javanicus

were activated, they could develop until the

morula stage. Most of the O. melastigma eggs that

were inseminated with O. javanicus sperm de-

veloped beyond the stage of embryonic body

formation, while the majority of the reciprocal

hybrids ceased development before this stage

(Table 1). In O. melastigma eggs activated by

O. javanicus sperm, hatchability was low (greater

than 49%), compared to the control embryos. Fry

still possessed a large yolk mass just after hatching

(Fig. la). Twenty-three percent of them de-

veloped to mature fish. Before sexual maturation,

all hybrids exhibited a wavy vertebral column

(Fig. lb). Under the present experimental condi-

tions, most of the O.javanicus and O. melastigma

eggs inseminated by homologous sperm developed

normally to fry.

Electrophoretic identification ofproteins in hybrids

Some of the loci of muscle LDH, liver-esterase

and muscle proteins including parvalbumin could

be used to distinguish O. javanicus, O. melastigma

and their hybrids (Fig. 2). Electrophoretic pat-

terns of LDH and esterase were different for

O.javanicus and O. melastigma. These enzymes

from hybrids showed an intermediate pattern

containing both parental components. Electro-

phoresis of muscle extracts of O. javanicus and

Table 1. Development of interspecific hybrids between O . melastigma and O. javanicus

Parent
No. of

eggs used

(females)

% of eggs undergoing

Activation Morula

formation

Embryonic body

formation (normal)

Hatching

(%)

O. javanicus X O. javanicus

O. javanicus X O. melastigma

O. melastigma X O. javanicus

O. melastigma X O. melastigma

17 (3) 94 94 88 (82) 82

14 (3) 93 93 29 (29) 7

131 (5) 90 90 80 (79) 49

82 (5) 97 97 97 (94) 94
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Fig. 1. Larval and adult hybrids between O. melastigma (?) and O.javanicus ($). (a)

Just hatched larvae with large yolk spheres and normal notocords. X32. (b) A
mature female hybrid with a dorso-ventrally waved spinal column. X 1.9.

O. melastigma revealed a common parvalbumin

component (Mp 2, Sakaizumi [8]). A faint band

(Fig. 2C, arrow 1) at the anodal side of parvalbu-

min was recognized in all individuals of O.

melastigma but no in O.javanicus. Differences

between other detectable, high molecular weight

proteins (Fig. 2C, arrows 2-5) of the two species

were also recognized. These bands were observed

in the hybrids.

Meristic comparisons

All adult hybrids obtained in the present experi-

ment had a laterally twisted vertebral column

around the 8th vertebra, and a dorso-ventrally

waved vertebral column at the 1 1—12th, the

18-19th and the 23-24th centra (Fig. lb).

Significant differences in proportional measure-

ments and counts for O. javanicus and O. melastig-

ma were found in lengths of tail, body depth,

longest caudal fin ray and pectoral fin ray, anal fin

base, as well as numbers of fan-shaped neural

spines, and numbers of dorsal and anal fin rays.

The majority of the remaining characters tended to

be larger in O. melastigma but not significantly so.

The hydrids meristically resembled O. melastig-

ma, except in the case of one (gill-rakers on the

first lower branchial arches) of the 15 characters

examined (Table 2). The distributions of three

meristic characters (ray number in caudal and

ventral fins, sunken type of pit organs and gen-
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Fig. 2. Electrophoretic patterns of the LDH, esterase and parvalbumin in the muscle and liver

of O. melastigma, O. javanicus and their hybrids. Slab PAGE was carried out with 7.5%

gel for muscle LDH (A), 10% gel for liver esterase (B), and 12% gel for soluble muscle

extracts (C), using the buffer system of Davis [22] (Gel buffer; 375 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8,

Electrode buffer; 5mM Tris and 38mM glycine, pH8.3). j: O. javanicus S., mj: O.

melastigma javanicus , m: O.melastigma.

italium type in anal fin) were not significantly

different between parental species or hybrids.

Melanophores (black pigments) were distributed

along the 9th ray (from the dorsal side) in the

caudal fin of the hybrids, as seen in O. melastigma.

For three of the remaining 11 characters, num-

bers of fan-shaped neural spines, branchiostegal

rays and pectoral fin rays, the hybrids had some-

what higher distributions than either of the paren-

tal species. There was no significant difference

between all three groups in the other two charac-

ters, numbers of rays in ventral and caudal fins.

Ten of the hybrids were sterile.

Sexual dimorphisms

O. javanicus and O. melastigma had apparent

sexual characteristics (7 in Table 3). For five

(longest dorsal fin ray, anal fin rays branched,

nodes in the anal and dorsal fins and urinogenital

eminence) of these (7) characters, the male hy-

brids were different from the females as in the

parent species. In both parent fishes the males had

a significantly larger number of anal fin rays

branched, ray nodes in an anal and a dorsal fin

than the females. In addition, O. javanicus had

rays with small papillar processes in the genitalium

type anal fin of the male, but O. melastigma did

not. The anal fin of hybrids (Fig. lb), however,

was more similar to that of O. melastigma. In the

male, the anal fin was genitalium type in which the

anterior fin rays (first 10 rays) were markedly

longer than the remaining rays, as in the parental

species and O. celebensis (Fig. 4 in [9]).

DISCUSSION

Recently, phylogenetic relationships among

several species of the genus Oryzias have been

considered on the basis of morphology [10],

karyotype [11] and electrophoretic studies of

proteins [8, 12]. The present electrophoretic data

indicate that two species, O. javanicus and O.

melastigma, which have geographically different

distributions, are somewhat divergent in muscle

proteins. However, differences in loci of isozymes

such as LDH and esterase must be carefully
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Table 2. Proportional measurements and counts of fixed specimens of O. javanicus, O. melastigma and

their hybrids

Species O. javanicus O. melastigma
O. melastigma

javanicus

No. of specimens 16 38 10

Total length (mm) 27.0 + 0.4 24.6 + 0.6 26.3 + 0.5

(Length)
1

Head 24.1 25.1 28.6*

Tail 57.2 52.9* 71.3*

Body depth 25.8 23.7* 38.1*

Longest caudal fin ray 25.3 28.9* 32.8*

Longest pectoral fin ray 24.1 26.7* 30.9*

Longest dorsal fin ray 18.4 17.6 19.7

Longest ventral fin ray 11.0 11.7 15.8*

Anal fin base 32.7 30.9* 33.6

Dorsal fin base 7.6 6.2 —
(Numbers) 2

Vertebrae 26.5 + 0.2 (26-28) 27.3 + 0.1 (27-28) 27.2+ 0.3 (26-28)

Vertebrae with rib 8.8 + 0.1 (3-4) 9.7 + 0.2 (8-11) 10.0 (10)*

Pterygium 3.9 + 0.1 (3-4) 3.2 + 0.3 (2-4) 3.1+0.1 (3-4)

Fan-shaped neural spine 4.8 + 0.2 (4-6) 6.5 + 0.1 (5-8)* 7.0+ 0.2 (6-8)*

Branchial sieve cartilage 10.1+0.2 (9-13) 12.2 + 0.2 (11-14) 11.0 + 0.3 (10-12)

Branchia 25.9 + 0.6 (23-32) 32.0 + 0.3 (29-38) 36.8+1.6 (28-42)*

Branchiostegal ray 5.0 + (5) 4.8 + (4-5) 5.3 + 0.2 (5-6)

Longitudinal scale 27.9 + 0.3 (27-28) — 28.1+0.4 (27-29)

Pectoral fin ray 10.9 + 0.3 (10-11) 11.0 + (11) 11.1+0.1 (11-12)

Dorsal fin ray 6.6 + 0.2 (6-7) 5.4 + 0.2 (5-6)* 6.6 + 0.2 (6-7)

Caudal fin ray 20.1+0.1 (20-21) 20.1+0.1 (20-21) 20.0 + 0.3 (19-22)

Anal fin ray 20.9 + 0.6 (18-22) 22.3 + 0.2 (21-23)* 21.1 + 1.0 (14-24)

Ventral fin ray 6.0 + (6) 6.0 + (6) 6.0+ (6)

1 Expressed as a percentage of the standard length.
2 Numbers in parentheses are ranges.

* Significant difference (P<0.05) against O. javanicus.

evaluated, since a variety of isozymes and other

proteins within one species, O. latipes, has been

reported [13, 14]. The high meristic counts and

deformity in hybrids may be due to genetic

incompatibility between the two species. The

apparent sterility of the hybrids probably also

indicates that there is genetic incompatibility

between these species. As suggested by Wilson et

al. [15], evolutionary loss of the ability of two

species to hybridize probably results from the

accumulation of incompatibilities between two

systems that regulate the expression of genes

during embyronic development. Thus it is ex-

pected that hybrids between very distantly related

species could not develop because the breakdown

in gene regulation would be so extensive. Thus,

the closer the taxonomic relationship between the

parental species, the further the development of

their hybrids advances. Systematic relationships

of pairs of Oryzias species can thus be discussed

from the view point of developmental ability of the

hybrids. The species-relationship between O.

javanicus and O. melastigma is closer than the

relationship of O. javanicus to O.minutillus [11]

and O. latipes (Iwamatsu, unpublished data), since

the former hybrids developed further than the
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Table 3. Sexual differences in O.javanicus, O.melastigma and O . melastigma javanicus

Species

Sex

O. javanicus

females males

O. melastigma

femals males

O. melastigma

javanicus

females males

No. of specimens

Standard length (mm)

8

22.3±0.4

8

22.8 + 0.3

19

19.7±0.6

19

19.2 + 0.7

9

20.8 + 0.2

1

22

(Length)*

Longest dorsal fin ray 16.4 19.5** 15.2 20.3** 18.2 20.7

Longest ventral fin ray

Anal fin base

11.4

31.4

11.0

33.1**

11.7

30.1

11.7

31.9

15.2

32.7

15.0

(Numbers)

Anal fin rays branched 0.64** 0.11 0.92** 0.17 0.97 0.17

Rays with papillar processes

Ray nodes in an anal fin ray 9.5

9.3**

13.4** 8.9 13.1** 10.0 13.0

Ray nodes in a dorsal fin ray 8.9 13.3** 8.6 12.5** 11.3 15.8

Urinogential eminence large small large small slightly

large

small

Expressed as a percentage of the standard length.

Significant difference (p<0.05) between female and male.

latter. Similarity in developmental events in hy-

brids between O. javanicus and O. melastigma was

consistent with the results of a karyological analy-

sis [16, 17], the types of large pit organs [18] and

the electrophoretic pattern of parvalbumin [12].

Hybrids between O. melastigma and O. javani-

cus developed most of meristic characters similar

to O. melastigma, except for the ratio of the

number of anal fin rays to the length of the anal fin

base, which is consistent with in O. javanicus. This

may mearrthat hybrids with large meristic counts

tend to develop to adults, and/or that genes which

express large meristic counts originating from

O. melastigma are probably dominant, except for

these control papillar process in anal fin rays and

the pterygium. Abnormality of vertebrae in hy-

brids may reveal a different mechanism for regula-

tion of gene expression during vertebra formation

of the two parents. Aida [19] and Takeuchi [20,

21] reported a wavy mutant of O. latipes, which is a

simple recessive and is expressed in the presence of

the principal modifier (autosomal) genes. This

morphological feature is quite similar to that of the

hybrids produced in the present experiment. The

body length of hybrids is shorter than those of the

parental fish. This is due to the wavy vertebral

column, judging the length of the caudal fin. After

comparing the length of vertebral columns in the

wavy fish with those in the normal ones, Takeuchi

[20] pointed out the possibility that the mechanism

causing wavy formation is an imbalance of de-

velopment between the somites and the vertebral

column. In hybrids from parental species that

possess significantly different tail lengths, a possi-

ble cause of formation of the vertebral deformity

seems to be different muscle proteins that partici-

pate probably in muscle development and are

electrophoretically detectable.
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ABSTRACT— Bovine serum albumin is known to support the survival and the development of the

acrosome reaction of hamster spermatozoa in vitro. As commercially available bovine serum albumin is

commonly contaminated with other unidentified substances, we have studied whether further purified

albumin preparations retain their acrosome reaction-promoting action and whether contaminants

themselves are responsible for the action normally attributed to albumin.

The results obtained indicated that the albumin purified by affinity chromatography is about eight

times more effective than the commercial albumin preparation. While high concentration of the

commercial albumin preparation (i.e., 15mg/ml) can promote the acrosome reaction, the purified

albumin at such a high concentration was detrimental to spermatozoa. Contaminants themselves tested

at 1.5 to 15 mg/ml had adverse effects on sperm survival as well as on the acrosome reaction. The results

clearly indicated that it is the albumin itself, not the contaminants, that supports the survival and the

development of the acrosome reaction of spermatozoa in commercial albumin preparation.

INTRODUCTION

Prior to fertilization, mammalian spermatozoa

must undergo a series of physiological changes

such as capacitation and the acrosome reaction [1].

In the hamster, capacitation and the acrosome

reaction can occur in physiologically balanced salt

solutions containing detoxified serum [2] or follicu-

lar fluid [3]. Capacitation and the acrosome reac-

tion are also possible in chemically defined media

with albumin and neurotransmitter chemicals such

as taurine and epinephrine [4-6]. The importance

of albumin for the survival and for the acrosome

reaction of spermatozoa of several species has

been documented [7-12]. In most of the previous

studies, crude preparations of serum albumin

(e.g., Cohn fraction V) were used in preparing

media. As commercially available albumin prepa-

rations are commonly contaminated by various

serum components and that the amount and nature

Accepted October 7, 1985

Received July 22, 1985

of the contaminants vary greatly from one prepa-

ration to another even if a particular type of

albumin is obtained from the same manufacturer,

it has not been firmly established whether albumin

itself or a contaminant is supporting the survival

and promoting the acrosome reaction of spermato-

zoa. In the present study, we separated albumin

from its contaminants and their effects on the

spermatozoa were investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents used

Blue Sepharose CL-4B was bought from

Pharmacia Fine Chemicals (Uppsala, Sweden).

HEPES (N-2-hydrooxyethyl-piperadine-N'-2-ethane

sulfonic acid), Na-lactate, L-epinephrine and

taurine were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co.

(St. Louis, USA). Na-pyruvate was obtained from

C. F. Boehringer & Soehne GmbH. (Mannheim,

FRG) and Penicilin G from Meiji Seika Kaisha

Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). Bovine serum albumin pre-
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parations were from Reheis Chemical Co.

(Phoenix, USA), Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis,

USA) and Wako Chemicals Co. (Osaka, Japan).

The other chemicals used were guaranteed rea-

gents.

Purification of bovine serum albumin

The commercially supplied crude bovine serum

albumin (fraction V; C-BSA) was purified by

affinity chromatography on Cibacrone Blue F3GA
Sepharose (Blue Sepharose CL-4B) at 4°C. Five

hundreds mg of C-BSA were dissolved in 5 ml of

0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 (PB), and applied

to the Sepharose column (40x400 mm) pre-

equilibrated with PB. Non-absorbed materials

were washed out with buffer until the absorbance

at 280 nm became negligible. The elution of BSA
was performed with 0.05 M phosphate buffer

containing 1.5 M NaCl, pH7.4 (Fig. 1). Fractions

40 to 60 were pooled, dialyzed thoroughly against

distilled deionized water, and then lyophylized.

SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of albu-

min samples before and after the purification was

made according to the method of Laemmli [13].

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

FrNo
Affinity chromatography of BSA on BlueFig. 1.

Sepharose CL-4B.

The arrow indicates the beginning of elution with

0.05 M phosphate buffer containing 1.5 M NaCl.

Sperm incubation medium

The medium used was HEPES/NaHC03-buf-

fered modified Tyrode's solution with following

composition; 124.8 mM NaCl, 2.68 mM KC1, 1.8

raM CaCl 2 , 0.49 mM MgCl 2 , 0.36 mM NaH 2P04 ,

10mM HEPES, 11.9mM NaHC03 , 4.5 mM D-

glucose, 0.09 mM Na-pyruvate, 9mM Na-lactate,

0.05mM L-epinephrine, 100 I. U./ml Penicilin G.

Immediately before use, 1.9-15 mg/ml of albumin

or the contaminant(s) of albumin were dissolved in

the medium. The pH of all the media was adjusted

to 7.4 by adding small quantities of 1 M NaOH.

Incubation and examination of spermatozoa

Spermatozoa collected from the distal cauda

epididymis of mature golden hamster were washed

with albumin saline (0.9% NaCl containing 1 mg/

ml of BSA) at 25°C and a population of the motile

spermatozoa was isolated according to Lui et al.

[14] with the modification by Yanagimachi [15].

An aliquot (20 ^1) of the sperm suspension was

introduced into a test medium (300/^1), which has

been previously placed under mineral oil in a

plastic petri dish (30 x 10 mm), mixed thoroughly

and incubated at 37°C in air up to 5 hr. The final

concentration of spermatozoa in the mixture was

approximately 2xl06
cells/ ml. At various inter-

vals, the dish was placed on the stage of a

microscope with dark field optics and a percentage

of actively motile spermatozoa in the entire popu-

lations was visually estimated. Then a drop of

sperm suspension was mounted with a glass slide

and a cover slip, and examined with a phase

contrast microscope ( X 100-400) to determine the

percentage of acrosome-reacted spermatozoa

among motile spermatozoa. The motile spermato-

zoa without their acrosome cap were counted as

the acrosome-reacted spermatozoa. The percent-

age of acrosome-reacted spermatozoa in the entire

population was calculated by using the following

formula: (percentage of motile spermatozoa in

the entire population) X (percentage of acro-

some-reacted spermatozoa among motile ones)X

1/100.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the SDS polyacrylamide gel

electrophoretograms of whole bovine serum (a),

C-BSA from Reheis (b), Sigma (d) and prepara-

tions purified from b (c) and d (e). All C-BSA

preparations including that from Wako (data not
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a d e
Fig. 2. SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of

crude and purified BSA.

Gel (7% in acrylamide) was stained with Coomassie

brilliant blue.

a) Bovine whole serum.

b) BSA: Reheis Chemical Co.

c) BSA purified from b).

d) BSA: Sigma Chemical Co.

e) BSA purified from c).

shown) were contaminated by 10% (w/w) of

miscellaneous serum components. Beside the ma-

jor albumin band, the C-BSA samples contained

some minor bands which varied from sample to

sample. Purification through Blue Sepharose sig-

nificantly decreased the amounts of contaminants

with molecular weights above and below BSA.

Table 1 shows the effects of C-BSA from Reheis

on the motility and acrosome reaction of ham-

ster spermatozoa. The percentage of acrosome

reacted spermatozoa raised as C-BSA in the

incubation medium increased. At 7.5mg/ml, C-

BSA gave a similar rate of reaction as that caused

by the usual concentration (15 mg/ml). No adverse

effect was observed even in the presence of

30 mg/ml. On the other hand, purified BSA,

P-BSAs (Reheis and Sigma), promoted the de-

velopment of the acrosome reaction (Table 2) at

much lower concentrations. Even the presence of

only 1.9 mg/ml of P-BSA yielded a rate of acro-

some reaction comparable to that obtaind with

15 mg/ml of C-BSA. However 8-fold higher con-

centration of P-BSA suppressed sperm motility.

Similar results were obtained with P-BSA purified

from Sigma's C-BSA which was poor in promoting

the acrosome reaction (data not shown). Sperm

motility was also improved following albumin

purification. Medium containing 1.5 mg/ml of con-

taminants obtained from Reheis's C-BSA, which

corresponds to the amount found in 15 mg/ml of

the C-BSA, could not support the development of

the acrosome reaction. In addition, contaminants

Table 1. Effects of crude BSA(C-BSA) on motility and acrosome reaction of hamster spermatozoa

Cone, (mg/ml)

of BSA

% Motile sperm (%
after

acrosome reacted

adding capacitation

sperm) 3
at various

medium
times

in medium lhr 2hr 3hr 4hr 5 ra-

1.9 67.5 + 5.0 52.5 + 5.0 42.5 + 5.8 25.0+ 5.8 il.3+6.3
(2.1 + 1.2) (2.8 + 2.0) (4.7 + 2.6)

3.8 75.0±5.8 67.5 + 5.0 62.5 + 5.0 50.0+ 8.2 32.5 + 5.0

(10.7 + 3.2) (16.4 + 5.1) (20.8 + 1.9)

7.5 85.0 + 5.8 77.5 + 5.0 77.5 + 5.0 70.0 + 8.2 67.5 + 5.0

(20.2 + 2.6) (37.6 + 7.9) (50.1 + 1.8)

15.0 91.3 + 4.8 91.3 + 4.8 85.0+ 4.1 81.3 + 2.5 78.8 + 2.5

(29.8 + 4.3) (62.4 + 3.7) (66.2 + 4.9)

30.0 83.2+10.5 85.0+ 5.7 82.5 + 5.0 77.5 + 5.0 73.8+ 4.8

(25.3+3.5) (54.3+1.3) (62.3 + 4.7)

a Mean + S.D. of four experiments.
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Table 2. Effects of purified BSA (P-BSA) and contaminants on motility and acrosome reaction of

hamster spermatozoa

Cone, (mg/ml)

of BSA or
% Motile sperm (% acrosome reacted i

after adding capacitation

>perm)
a

at various

medium
times

contaminants

in medium lhr 2hr 3hr 4hr 5hr

P-BSA 1.9 88.8 + 2.5 85.0 + 5.8 78.8 + 6.3

(26.5 + 5.6)

76.3 + 7.5

(58.2 + 7.2)

65.0 + 5.8

(55.1+7.8)

3.9 86.3±4.8 85.0+ 5.8 80.0 + 4.1

(26.3 + 3.2)

77.5 + 5.0

(59.7 + 5.6)

67.5 + 5.0

(56.1+5.6)

7.5 81.3±2.5 77.5 + 5.0 72.5 + 5.0

(23.1+2.8)

67.5 + 5.0

(50.4 + 4.9)

65.0+ 5.8

(53.4 + 4.6)

15.0 46.3 + 4.8 35.0 + 5.8 20.0 + 8.2

(1.9+1.2)

6.3 + 4.8

(N.D.) b (N.D.)
h

Contaminants

1.5 27.5 + 9.6 13.8 + 4.8 6.3 + 2.5

(N.D.) b
1.3 + 2.5

(N.D.)
b

(N.D.) b

a Mean + S.D. of four experiments.
b Not detected.

even reduced sperm motility as compared with the

results obtained with C-BSA and P-BSA. Similar

results were obtained when the contaminants were

raised up to 15 mg/ml (data not shown). In the

absence of BSA or contaminants, sperm motility

was less than 2-3% after 3 hr of incubation.

DISCUSSION

Yanagimachi [2, 3] first reported that both

bovine follicular fluid and serum contained two

major components promoting the capacitation

and the acrosome reaction of spermatozoa in vitro.

One of them is albumin or an albumin-like

molecule which can be replaced by commercially

available preparations of bovine serum albumin,

the other being the heat stable small molecules,

which were later identified as epinephrine, taurine

and hypotaurine [4-6, 16]. The present results as

well as those obtained by others [7-12] have clearly

indicated that commercial bovine serum albumin

is an important extracellular component for the

capacitation and the acrosome reaction of sperma-

tozoa in vitro.

Sprmatozoa preincubated for several hours with

a commercial BSA poor in acrosome reaction-

promoting activity could undergo a relatively high

percentage of acrosome reaction after further

addition of another commercial BSA with high

activity (unpublished data). The present study

revealed that the C-BSA contained 10% of con-

taminants (Fig. 1) and their composition varied

among C-BSAs from different sources (Fig. 2).

The elimination of contaminants enhanced the

acrosome reaction-inducing activity of BSA at

lower doses, although P-BSA exerted adverse

effects at higher doses. The contaminants them-

selves had little effect on the survival and the

development of the acrosome reaction of sperma-

tozoa (Table 2). This implies that the contami-

nants in C-BSAs had a suppressing effect on the

acrosome reaction. However, it seems that the

contaminants neutralize the toxic effect of high

doses of P-BSA. In other words, these results

suggest that the acrosome reaction-promoting

activity resides in BSA itself and that BSA
contaminants may modify the effects of BSA.

Thus, it is likely that the differences in the

acrosome reaction-promoting activity of various

commercial preparations reside in the difference in

contaminant concentration in each BSA prepara-

tion.
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ABSTRACT—Ecdysteroid in haemolymph was detected at the time of pupation and ecdysteroid titer

continued to increase until the end of day 3, and then proceeded to decrease linearly until day 8. An
injection of 3.2 jug 20-hydroxyecdysone into a neck ligatured pupa induced normal development of the

wing tissue. Mitosis in the wing tissue was observed 16-48 hr after pupation, and a high level of DNA
synthesis was found at the stage of 12-40 hr. The scale and adult cuticle began to form at 60 and 96 hr,

respectively. Notable elongation of scales occurred from day 4. The specific incorporation of
3H-

thymidine into the scale cell nuclei was detected 84-96 hr after pupation followed by the enlargement of

scale cell nuclei. These results suggest that DNA synthesis and mitosis in the wing tissue begin just after

pupation at low levels of ecdysteroid, endomitosis and scale formation in the scale cell are induced by a

high titer of ecdysteroid, and the formation of the adult wing occurs under conditions of decreasing

ecdysteroid titer.

INTRODUCTION

Several investigators have reported that in Bom-

byx mori the ecdysteroid titer in haemolymph

increased after pupation, reached a maximum at

about day 3 and then decreased to undetectable

levels toward adult eclosion [1-3]. It was also

observed that wing disc cells underwent mitoses

after pupation, then differentiated to scale cells,

socket cells and general epidermal cells in Lepi-

dopteran insects [4, 5], but little is known about

the relationship between the ecdysteroid titer and

adult development.

Many experiments have shown imaginal disc

development in the last larval instar. These ex-

periments demonstrated that ecdysteroids stimu-

late tracheole migration and elongation of wing

discs in Lepidoptera [6] and evagination in Diptera

[7]. The morphogeneses occurring at metamor-

phosis need RNA synthesis [6-8] and protein

synthesis [7, 10] which were stimulated by ecdy-
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steroids. In Bombyx, the rapid growth of the wing

disc in the last larval instar is due to the disappear-

ance of juvenile hormone (JH) and an increase in

ecdysteroid titer [11, 12].

It was demonstrated that DNA synthesis in the

wing tissue occurred before adult development in

the Cecropia pupa [13, 14] and in the early pupal

stage in Bombyx [15]. Thereafter, mitoses for

differentiation occurred and the scale and socket

formation followed. In this paper, ecdysteroid

titer and wing development were observed in order

to better understand the correlation between

imaginal development and ecdysteroid titer at the

stage of pupal-adult transformation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental animals

The racial hybrid N124XC124 of Bombyx mori

was used. Larvae were reared on fresh mulberry

leaves at about 25°C under continuous light condi-

tions. After spinning, larvae were maintained at

about 25°C under a 12L: 12D photoperiod.
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Ecdysteroids quantification

Every 12 hr at the change of the photophase, 3

samples of haemolymph (10 ftl) were taken from

3 animals. Each sample was extracted with 300 //l

of absolute methanol, vortexed briefly and then

centrifuged. Aliquots of the supernatant fluid

were assayed for ecdysteroid by radioimmunoas-

say procedure (RIA) described by Horn et al. [16]

and Gilbert et al. [17]. Since ecdysone was used as

a standard, the RIA activity was expressed as ng of

ecdysone equivalent/ml of haemolymph. We con-

firmed that the minimum detectable amount of

ecdysone using this assay was about 30 pg.

Wet weight of wing tissue

Wing tissues of male and female pupae were

dissected out and weighed in the wet condition

every day from day pupae to adult eclosion. The

recorded value was the mean of 10 samples.

^H-thymidine incorporation

Ten fid of (methyl-
3H)-thymidine (sp. act. 40-

60Ci/mmol, Amersham) was injected into the

abdomen of male pupae every 4 hr for first 72 hr,

and then at 96, 120 hr after pupation. Two hours

after injection, pupae were dissected and wing

tissues were removed. Incorporation was stopped

by the addition of 5% cold perchroric acid (PCA).

After homogenization in 5% PCA, tissue sedimen-

tation was filtered with a milipore filter (0.45 /urn).

Tissue sedimentation together with filter was

placed in the bottom of counting vial containing

liquid scintilation fluid (toluene: 2, 5-diphenyloxa-

zole: 1, 4-bis-2-(5-phenyloxazol)-benzene; 1 liter:

4 g: 0.1 g) and counted.

Autoradiographic study was performed to as-

certain whether or not
3H-thymidine was really

incorporated into the nuclei of wing tissue cells.

Paraffin sections of 5 fim were prepared as de-

scribed below in the histological study, and the

slide glasses were coated with autoradiographic

emulsion (Sakura NR-M2). After exposure for

two weeks the autoradiograms were developed in a

developer D-19 for 5min.

Histological study

Wing tissues were removed and fixed in Car-

noy's fixative solution for 2hr. The tissues were

then dehydrated and embedded in paraffin. Ten

/Jim sections were cut and stained with either

haematoxylin-eosin or Feulgen's reaction-aniline

blue. For whole mount observation, the fixed

wing tissues were transferred into successively

lower levels of alcohol, and finally into running

water. After Feulgen's reaction was completed,

they were dehydrated and embedded in Canada

balsam. The diameters of wing tissue nuclei were

determined by a photograph of the whole mount

wing tissue stained by Feulgen's reaction. The

length of the scales was determined either on the

whole mounted or 10 fim sections of wing tissue.

Ligation and 20-hydroxyecdysone injection

The fresh pupae were ligatured between the

head and prothorax. Two days after ligation,

pupae were administered 20-hydroxyecdysone in

the amounts of 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, and 6.4 fig/

pupa; then the wing tissues were removed and

prepared for histological observations.

RESULTS

Haemolymph ecdysteroid in the pupal stage

The concentration of ecdysteroid was 563 ng/ml

in the female and 470 ng/ml in the male at pu-

pation, and then it increased drastically in both

sexes (Fig. 1). The peak of ecdysteroid titer in the

female was observed at the beginning of day 4,

while that of the male lasted for as long as two

days, from day 3 to day 4. The maximum level was

3,526 ng/ml in the female and 2,713 ng/ml in the

male.

Quantification of wing tissue

The wet weight of the wing disc increased from

day 1 to day 8 (Fig. 1). This term coincides with

the detectable period of haemolymph ecdysteroid.

Rapid increases occurred from day 1 to day 2 and

from day 3 to day 5. The maximun wet weight

appeared on day 8. The changes in weight occur-

red in both sexes in the same manner, although the

weight of the female wing tissue was greater than

that of the male through all sample stages.
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Figs.

Fig.

2-4. Wing tissues of neck ligatured pupae in-

jected with ecdysterone.

2. Wing tissue injected with 0.2 n% ecdysterone

after ligation. Differentiation of wing cells and

apolysis of the pupal cuticle were not affected by a

low titer of ecdysterone. PC: pupal cuticle. Bars

equal 10 ^m in Figs. 2-4. and Figs. 6-10.

Fig. 3. Wing tissue injected with 3.2 //g ecdysterone

after ligation. Complete adult development was

observed in the wing tissue. S: scale.

Fig. 4. Wing tissue injected with 6.4 ^g ecdysterone

after ligation. Thick adult cuticle was formed, but

scales were rarely observed. AC: adult cuticle; S:

scale.
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Neck ligation and injection of ecdysterone

The development of the wing tissue was not

affected by injection of ecdysterone ranging from

0.2 to 0.8/ig/pupa (Fig. 2). On the other hand,

injections of 1.6 and 3.2//g/pupa induced wing

tissue differentiation such as cuticle formation and

scale development (Fig. 3). In wing tissue injected

with 6.4,«g/pupa, thick adult cuticle was secreted,

but scale formation could be rarely observed

(Fig. 4). These results agree well with the report

of Ohsawa and Tsujimura [18]. The injection of

3.2 fig ecdysterone/pupa induced mitoses in the

wing tissue 12 hr after injection and scale forma-

tion 48 hr after injection.

iH-thymidine incorporation

The incorporation of
3H-thymidine increased

from 12 hr after pupation, and remained at a high

level from 20 to 36 hr after pupation. It dropped

gradually from 40 hr (Fig. 5).

Histological study

The mitoses were found from 16 hr to 48 hr after

pupation both in males and females from the

observation of the whole mount tissues (Fig. 6).

Degenerated nuclei were observed from 32 hr after

pupation. The scale formation of wing tissue in

both males and females was observed from 60 hr

z'

©
w m

mm
Figs. 6-7. Whole mount wing tissue stained by

Feulgen's reaction.

Fig. 6. Mitoses were observed from 16 hr after pupa-

tion. Many mitoses were observed in the wing tissue

(arrows). Each cell nucleus seems to be the same

size.

Fig. 7. Enlarged nuclei of scale cells having clear sock-

ets were observed in the general epidermal cells

(arrows).
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after pupation. As indicated in Figure 8, the nu-

clei of scale cells moved to the basal region and the

projection of scale cells was observed. Adult

cuticle deposition was observed from 96 hr after

pupation (Fig. 9).

Polyploidy of scale forming cell

Specific
3H-thymidine incorporation into the

M&'JH&l'

SN®

Fig. 8. Scale formation was observed from 60 hr after

pupation. Arrows indicate the scales. H: haemo-

cyte; W: wing cavity; T: trachea.

9. Adult cuticle was observed from 96 hr after

pupation (arrow). Scales protruded from the cells

containing large nuclei. H: haemocyte; SC: scale

cell.

10.
3H-thymidine incorporation observed speci-

fically in the scale cells (arrows). Wing tissue was

observed 84 hr after pupation. S: scale; SN: scale

cell nucleus.

Fig.

Fig.

Table 1 . The incorporation of
3H-thymidine in the

wing tissue and the diameter of wing tissue cell

nuclei

Hours after
CPM Diameter of nuclei (/^m)

pupation
per

wing Epidermal eel Scale cell

5.34+ 0.64

24 6.61 + 0.80

48 5.73 + 0.82

72 17.3+ 8.1 5.55 + 0.64 8.66+ 3. 73
b

84 110.0 + 25.4

96 63.0±63.6 6.00+ 0.64 15.50±2.23c

108 35.0
a

120 29.5+2.1 5.25 + 0.45 15.00+ 1.68
c

CPM represents the mean + S.D. of 2 samples and

the diameter of nuclei represents the mean + S.D. of

10 nuclei from 3 samples.
a One sample.

b
Significant at P<0.05, c

Significant at P<0.01.

scale cell nuclei was observed at 84 and 96 hr after

pupation (Table 1, Fig. 10). The nuclei of scale

cells were large and stained densely (Fig. 7). The

diameters of the nuclei of general epidermis from

24 to 96 hr after pupation were longer than at other

times (Table 1). The diameter of scale cell nuclei

became distinguishable from that of other cells

from 72 hr after pupation.

Scale length

The lengths of the scale at the peripheral region

were 12.3, 61.4, 114.2, 245.6, 368.4, 491.2, and

491.2 fjm, corresponding to day 3, day 4, day 5,

day 6, day 7, day 8 and day 9, respectively.

DISCUSSION

The ecdysteroid titer in pupae has been reported

in many insects, and it has been revealed that the

peak of ecdysteroid titer existed in the first half of

the pupal stage, as confirmed in this report. The

clear differences in ecdysteroid titer between male

and female have been reported in whole body

samples, i.e., where the second ecdysteroid peak

was observed on day 5 in the female, and the

source of female specific ecdysteroid was revealed

to be the ovary [3]. However, the differences of

haemolymph ecdysteroid titer between males and

females obtained in our experiments make further
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investigation necessary.

DNA synthesis of wing tissue after pupation

increased from 12 hr after pupation. This first

phase of DNA synthesis from 12 hr to 24 hr is

thought to correspond to the first phase of mitosis

found around 16-20 hr in the report of Kawasaki

and lwashita [15]. We supposed that DNA syn-

thesis of proliferative epidermal cells took place

during this period. The second phase of DNA
synthesis was observed between 28-40 hr after

pupation, which we thought should include the

DNA synthesis of the scale stem-cell-1, the scale

stem-cell-2, and proliferative epidermal cell.

Wolbert and Kubbies [19] reported two peaks of

DNA synthesis in Galleria pupal mesonotum. The

first peak may correspond to the second phase of

our result, and the second one to the polyploidy of

the scale cell. They revealed that many cells were

arrested in G2 at pupation in Galleria, thereby

explaining why Galleria lacked the first phase of

DNA synthesis obtained in our study.

The rate of DNA synthesis dropped at 44 hr

after pupation, and mitosis could not be found

from 48 hr after pupation. Meanwhile, the ecdy-

steroid titer rose to about 2//g/ml at this stage.

The increase in ecdysteroid titer is supposed to

synchronize the differentiation of wing tissue,

because DNA synthesis of wing tissue is inhibited

by high concentration of ecdysteroid [20; Kawa-

saki, unpublished].

DNA synthesis increased again 84 and 96 hr

after a long low DNA synthesis phase. During this

inactive phase of DNA synthesis, scale and socket

cells become distinguishable from other epidermal

cells [15].
3H-thymidine incorporation observed at

84 and 96 hr was shown histologically in the nuclei

of scale cells specifically (Fig. 10). The diameter of

the nuclei of wing tissue cells began to lengthen

from 24 hr after pupation because the G2 cells

after DNA systhesis were included. In addition,

the nuclei of 72 and 96 hr after pupation are

supposed to include scale and socket cell nuclei.

From 72 hr after pupation, the nuclei of the scale

cells were distinguishable from those of general

epidermal cells and they specifically developed to

96 hr after pupation. This polyploidy occurred

accompanied by cuticle deposition when the ecdy-

steroid titer was highest. Adult cuticle was ob-
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served from 96 hr after pupation, following the

appearance of the ecdysteroid titer peak.

The increase in wet weight of wing tissue in the

first half of the pupal stage is due to the increase in

cell number and in the latter half to scale growth.

We conclude from this that wing tissue grows while

ecdysteroid exists in the haemolymph. Further-

more, the organogenesis of adult organs general-

ly require the existence of ecdysteroid as observed

in the wing tissue in this experiment. Figure 11

shows the relationship between ecdysteroid titer

and wing development during the pupal-adult

transformation in Bombyx mori.

DNA synthesis is thought to be unnecessary for

the commitment of larval epidermal cells to pupal

cuticle deposition [21, 22]. It has been reported

that ecdysteroid stimulates the activity of RNA
polymerase [23] and RNA and protein synthesis

[24, 25] in pupal wing tissue. DNA synthesis and

mitosis are necessary for the differentiation and

adult wing development after pupation and these

were induced by haemolymph ecdysteroid as

shown in our results.

At the pupal stage, the histolysis of larval organs

and histogenesis of imaginal organs occur under

the haemolymph ecdysteroid level obtained in this

experiment. There have been reports on the

development of the ovary [26], the metamorphosis

of fat body cells [27] and the movement of the

storage protein between haemolymph and fat body

and the vitellogenin synthesis [28] after pupation

in Bombyx mori. In these reports, rapid ovarial

development, vitellogenin synthesis and aggrega-

tion of dissociated fat body cells occurred from day

4. These changes before and after day 4 are

presumed to have correlation with the peak of

ecdysteroid at day 4 of the pupal stage. Conse-

quently, the developments in the pupal stage are

closely related to DNA synthesis, mitosis, dif-

ferentiation and interaction with other organs

being controlled by ecdysteroid.
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Culture of the Peritoneal Sheath from the Diapausing Cabbage

Armyworm (Mamestra brassicae) Pupal Testis
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ABSTRACT—Diapausing Mamestra pupal testis was cultivated in the Grace's medium containing

20-hydroxyecdysone for 7 days, and it formed a cell sheet on the glass surface from the testicular

peritoneal sheath. This cell sheet from the testis could be cultivated for one month by alternating old

medium with fresh medium. Diapausing pupal "naked" spermatocysts were added to the cell sheet

culture in order to investigate whether the conditioned medium has an ability for spermatocysts-

development. As the result, the spermatocysts developed to elongated spermatocysts on the cell sheet,

using the medium in which the cell sheet remaining after the degenerating testis was removed had been

cultivated for 5 days.

INTRODUCTION

In Mamestra brassicae, some of the factors from

the testis which have a role in development of the

spermatocysts or in maintenance of spermio-

genesis in vitro, are known to be proteins [1] and

ecdysteroids [2, 3]. Loeb et al. [4] suggested that

the testis sheath may be a site of ecdysteroid

synthesis in larvae of the tobacco budworm,

Heliothis virescens. This phenomenon suggests

that the testicular sheath plays an important role in

the development of spermatocysts.

To investigate the role of testicular sheath in the

development of spermatocysts, an attempt was

made to culture the testicular epithelium so as to

open a new avenue for the study of development of

testes and spermatocysts. If a structure which is

three-dimensional in vivo is re-built up on the glass

surface as a flat-structure in vitro, we can observe

the development of spermatocysts under an in-

verted phase contrast microscope. In the present

report, the author describes cell sheet-culture of

the peritoneal sheath of the testis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Insect
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Testes taken from the diapausing pupae (im-

mediately after pupation) of Mamestra brassicae

which were reared on an artificial diet under

12L-12D photoperiods at 20°C were used for

cultures.

Culture of the peritoneal sheaths

The culture methods used in the experiments

were the same as those described previously [5,6].

Testicular epithelium (wall) consists of the peri-

toneal sheath and epithelium of follicle. Testicular

peritoneal sheaths extending from the testis were

cultivated in Grace's medium containing 10

,«g/ml of 20-hydroxyecdysone. In each culture

vessel containing 20^1 of the medium, one testis

was cultivated for 7 days at 22°C in an incubator.

Alternation of medium

Seven days after the intact testis was placed in

the culture medium a cell sheet developed from

testicular peritoneal sheath. The cell sheet with

degenerated testis was successively cultivated by

adding fresh medium. The medium was renewed

every 3 days. The medium which had been used

for the above mentioned cultures (medium I) was
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again used as an assay medium of spermiogenesis-

induction.

Culture of spermatocysts on the cell sheet

The cell sheet of the testicular peritoneal sheaths

was cultivated for 7 days following removal of the

testis. The testes degenerated during the experi-

ments. Testis taken from the other diapausing

o o o o o
o o o o o o o

*r* J* ^K 3* "a. *T* *r *p S_

Fig 1 . The method for spermatocyst-culture on the cell

sheet. A: cover glass, B: ring, C: medium II in

which the cell sheet alone has been cultivated for 5

days, D: spermatocyst, E: cell sheet.

pupae (immediately after pupation) was dissected

with a pair of fine needles in the culture which

contained newly formed cell sheet in medium II

(Fig. 1). The medium II is the medium in which

the cell sheet alone has been cultivated for 5 days.

Subsequently the spermatocyst development was

observed.

RESULTS

Culture of peritoneal sheath

Testis was surrounded by two thin layers, the

inner (epithelium of follicle) and outer testicular

sheaths (peritoneal sheath). The testicular sheaths

cultivated in the Grace's medium containing 20-

hydroxyecdysone grew and became transparent.

No granules were observed with a scanning elec-

tron microscope on the testicular sheath (Fig. 2-a),

?v

H

Fig. 2-a. The surface of a testis with a scanning electron microscope. Revolving tracheoles and their pole are

observed. X29.

Fig. 2-b. The surface of a testis which has been cultivated for 3 days. The tracheoles well developed up to the

extremity are observed. Many granules on the surface of the testis are scattered. X 128.

Fig. 2-c. The surface of a testis which has been cultivated for 7 days. When the testis is cultivated in the presence

of hormone, a part of testis well enlarges and the granules appeared surrounding nuclei. X 124.

Fig. 2-d. The surface of a testis which has been cultivated for 7 days. An extrusion is formed from the testicular

peritoneal sheath on the surface of the glass. The testis shown in Fig. 2-b changed to Fig. 2-c or -d in vitro.

Te: testis. X 158.
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Fig. 3-a. Outflow of peritoneal sheath from the culti-

vated testis. As shown in figure, tracheole pulled

out on the surface of the glass is observed. Te:

testis. X 108. (10 days after culture)

Fig. 3-b. Outflow of peritoneal sheath from the culti-

vated testis and the granules in a cell sheet. It is

clear that the granules in a newly formed cell sheet

originated from the testicular peritoneal sheath. Te:

testis. X124. (15 days after culture)

but in testes cultivated for 3 days they were

observed with an inverted phase contrast micro-

scope (Fig. 2-b). With further cultivation (5 to 7

days), the granules appeared surrounding nuclei of

the peritoneal sheath cells (Fig. 2-c). The peri-

toneal sheath extended itself on the glass surface of

the culture vessel (Fig. 2-d), and from it a cell

sheet developed over the glass (Fig. 3-a, b). The

cell sheet contained many granules (Fig. 4-a, b).

If the degenerated testis was removed from the cell

sheet on the glass, the cell sheet was maintained in

Grace's medium containing 20-hydroxyecdysone

and was cultivated for one month by replacing the

medium with fresh medium every 3 days.

Spermatocysts-culture in the conditioned medium

When the diapausing pupal "naked" spermato-

cysts were cultivated for 3 days in conditioned

medium (medium I in which cell sheets from the

a

I
1

Fig. 4. A cell sheet formed on the surface on the glass

(a) and enlarged figure of the granules (b). Large

and small granules are observed, (a) X112, (b)

X283. (20 days after culture)

Table 1. Spermiogenesis-induction of the sper-

matocysts cultivated in each medium

Medium 3 No. of

exp.

Development

spermatid to spermatozoa

I

II

Control

9

10

(4)
b

(9) [9]
c

(0)

a Medium I: The spermatocysts were cultivated in

the conditioned medium in which the cell sheet

from the testicular epithelium and degenerated

testis were cultivated for 7 days.

Medium II: The spermatocysts were cultivated on

the developed cell sheet using the conditioned

medium in which the cell sheet after removal of

degenerated testis was cultivated for 5 days.

Control: Grace's medium containing 20-hydrox-

yecdysone.
b Formed pyriform cysts,

c formed elongated

cysts. The pyriform cysts appeared 3 days after

the onset of culture.

peritoneal sheath and degenerated testis had been

cultivated for 7 days), they developed into pyri-

form spermatocysts and consequently became
elongated spermatocysts (Table 1), while the

spermatocysts cultured in the Grace's medium
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Fig. 5. Well differentiated spermatocysts cultured on

the cell sheet. X 196. (5 days after culture)

containing only 20-hydroxyecdysone degenerated

within 3 days.

Spermiogenesis in the conditioned medium

After removing the testis the cell sheet was

cultivated for 5 days. Medium II in which the cell

sheet alone had been cultured was collected, and

"naked" spermatocysts were cultivated in this

medium with the cell sheet. Subsequently, sper-

matids were formed and spermiogenesis was

observed (Table 1) (Fig. 5). This medium seemed

to be the best medium for spermatocysts culture.

DISCUSSION

The evidence to date suggests that the testicular

membrane plays an important role in the dif-

ferentiation of spermatocysts in vitro. Indeed,

spermiogenesis could be induced at any time by

adding spermatocysts to cultures of newly formed

cell sheets. Since we could observe spermiogenesis

both in the heat treated conditioned medium and

in the absence of hormones (unpublished data), it

is not clear whether spermiogenesis requires a

macromolecular factor [7] from the testis. In the

presence of fat body or brain, the spermatocysts

survived for maximum of 4-6 days in Grace's

medium, but showed no development [5]. As

above mentioned, the testicular sheath produces

some ecdysteroids and proteins in vitro. There-

fore, the testicular sheath seems to be different

from fat body and brain. However, maintenance

factor of the spermatocysts in the medium seems to

be important for spermiogenesis.

Peritoneal sheath (Peritonealhulle) is the outer

membrane which covers the epithelium of follicle

in the testis. Since the testes fuse with each other

and become a single capsule before pupation, the

membrane seems to have an important role. Since

the peritoneal sheath can now be cultivated in

vitro, we can easily investigate the role of the

testicular epithelium in this process and ignore the

blood-testis barrier problem [8-12].
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Cause of Low Hatchability by the Interspecific Mating in a

Pair of Sympatric Ladybirds (Insecta, Coleoptera,

Coccinellidae): Incapacitation of Alien Sperm

and Death of Hybrid Embryos

Haruo Katakura and Yumi Sobu

Zoological Institute, Faculty of Science, Hokkaido University,

Sapporo 060, Japan

ABSTRACT—To know the cause of low hatchability by the interspecific mating in a pair of closely

related ladybirds, Henosepilachna vigintioctomaculata and H. pustulosa, the embryonic development of

eggs laid by interspecifically mated females was examined. In the crossing vigintioctomaculata ? X
pustulosa $ , most eggs were fertilized but died before the hatching, whereas in the reverse combination,

pustulosa # X vigintioctomaculata J , approximately a half of unhatched eggs were not fertilized and the

other half died. The results given in this and a previous paper strongly suggest that both the failure of

fertilization and the death of embryos were resulted from the interspecific incompatibility between the

sperm and the female genital tract.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that in certain species of the

genus Drosophila, alien sperm received by inter-

specific matings are incapacitated and killed in the

female genital tracts [1, 2]. As a result, the

fertilization of eggs with the alien sperm was

effectively prevented in these species. A similar

phenomenon was recently reported on a pair of

closely related phytophagous ladybirds, Henosepi-

lachna vigintioctomaculata (Motschulsky) and H.

pustulosa (Kono) [3]. In this sympatric species

pair, the sperm ejaculated in the body of a

heterospecific female were considered incapaci-

tated during the migration from the bursa copula-

trix to the sperm reservoir due to the incompati-

bility with the female reproductive tract. Conse-

quently, only a part of them were able to reach the

sperm reservoir and to be preserved there. These

preserved sperm were motile but probably more or

less incapacitated. Katakura [3] explained the low

hatchability of eggs laid by the interspecific mating

between these two species as the unfertilization

due to the reduced fertility of the heterospecific
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sperm, or the death of zygotes during embryonic

stages because of the fertilization with the in-

capacitated anomalous sperm. However, whether

the low hatchability is caused by the unfertilization

or by the death of embryos is yet not confirmed.

In the present paper, fertilization ratios and

embryonic mortality of eggs laid by conspecifically

or interspecifically mated females of these two

species are reported on the basis of the crossing

experiments, which were made in 1984 in order to

solve this problem.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Eggs and larvae of the so-called Hokkaido form

(form V-II [4, 5]) of H. vigintioctomaculata were

collected from the potato plant Solanum tuber-

osum L. at Fujino and those of the Sapporo form

(P—III) of H. pustulosa from a thistle species,

Cirsium kamtschaticum Ledeb., at Ichinosawa,

both localities in the vicinity of Sapporo. Reared

during the larval stage on the foliage of potato

plants planted in flower pots placed in a glass-

room, they were sexed soon after the emergence

and afterward kept each sex separately with fresh

potato leaves as food. After assuring the sexual

maturity, the following two rearing series, each
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including all four types of reciprocal crosses, were

prepared:

Single-rearing series: Virgin females were put

together with males and allowed to mate once.

After the copulation, the females were reared

singly.

Pair-rearing series: Like the single-rearing

series, unmated females were allowed to mate

once with males. After a female mated successful-

ly with a male, the female and the male were

reared in a pair afterward. When the male had

died, a new male was added to the female.

All the rearing after the emergence was made

under a constant temperature and daylength

(23°C, 16L8D). Eggs that were laid in mass were

collected once everyday. About a half of egg

masses laid by each female were used for the check

of the hatching ratio. The other half of egg masses

were used for examining the fertilization ratio.

The numbers of eggs examined for the estimation

of hatching ratios or fertilization ratios were

variable individually (Fig. 1), and were not spe-

cifically mentioned in the results given below. On
the average, approximately 210 eggs for the

hatching ratio and 260 eggs for the fertilization

ratio were examined for each female of H.

vigintioctomaculata , and 160 eggs for the hatching

and 130 eggs for the fertilization were examined

for that of H.pustulosa (Fig. 1). Further, the

number of sperm kept by each female was counted

by the method described in a previous paper [3] for

50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Number of eggs

Fig. 1 . Numbers of eggs examined to assess fertilization

ratios (A) and hatching ratios (B). Hatched (V),

H. vigintioctomaculata (N= 39); open (P), H. pustu-

losa (N=49). The mean values were given in the

figure.

the pair-rearing series when the female was still

alive after a sufficient number of eggs were

obtained. Since the females used in the single-

rearing series were subsequently used for other

experiments, the results of which will be reported

elsewhere, the number of sperm kept by them was

not examined.

The fertilization ratio was examined by the

following procedure: Egg masses were fixed with

Carnoy's solution four days after the collection.

This is because the eggs usually hatch 5 to 6 days

after the collection under the present rearing

conditions. After removal of the chorion, eggs

were stained with carbol-thionin, dehydrated with

alcohol, cleared with benzene and mounted with

cedar oil. Then, the numbers of fertilized and

unfertilized eggs were counted for each female.

Eggs without any trace of embryo were regarded

as unfertilized in the present study. Since zygotes

died in the very early stages of embryonic develop-

ment could not be detected by this method, the

fertilization ratio given in the present study may be

underestimated.

RESULTS

Fertilization ratio

Fertilization ratios of various combinations of

crosses examined in the present study are given in

Table 1. The fertilization ratios of eggs laid by

conspecifically mated females were somewhat low-

er in H.pustulosa than in H. vigintioctomaculata.

By both conspecific and heterospecific sperm,

almost all eggs of H. vigintioctomaculata were

fertilized. Although the fertilization ratios of eggs

of H. vigintioctomaculata by the heterospecific

sperm appear to be slightly lower than those by the

conspecific sperm, the difference in the fertiliza-

tion ratios between the con- and the heterospecific

sperm was not significant. On the other hand, the

difference in the fertilization ratios between the

con- and the interspecific matings was statistically

significant in H. pustulosa, in which more than

40% of eggs laid by the interspecific matings were

unfertilized.

Successive changes of the fertilization ratio per

egg mass by interspecifically mated females of both
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Table 1. Fertilization ratios (%) of eggs laid by conspecific and interspecific matings of H.

vigintioctomaculata and H.pustulosa

Species of Fertilization ratio (%)
female Conspecific mating Interspecific mating Difference*

and series N Mean + SD (range) N Mean±SD (range)

vigintioctomaculata

Single 4 97.4+ 0.8 (96.4-98.3)

Pair 13 95.1+ 3.0 (89.4-98.2)

Single 8 94.3+ 4.9 (85.9-98.7)

Pair 16 87.7 + 12.4 (50.7-98.1)

8 90.2 + 14.8 (54.3-100)

14 93.7+ 3.4 (86.8-97.8)

10 53.5 + 38.5 (0-95.7)

15 57.6+ 23.6 (11.0-96.1)

NS

NS

Results of single-rearing and pair-rearing series are separately given.

Mann-Whitney U-test: NS, not significant (P>0.1); ++, 0.01<P<0.05; +H-, P<0.01.

10 11 12 13

D^T

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Order of egg mass
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Order of egg mass

Fig. 2. Successive changes of fertilization ratios (solid lines) and hatching ratios (broken lines)

of egg masses in the interspecific matings between H. vigintioctomaculata and H. pustulosa.

The results of single-rearing and pair-rearing series are separately shown. A, vigintiocto-

maculata %-Xpustulosa $, single-rearing; B, ditto, pair-rearing; C, pustulosa ZXvigin-

tioctomaculata t , single-rearing; D, ditto, pair-rearing.

H. vigintioctomaculata and H. pustulosa are given

in Figure 2, together with those of the hatching

ratio. The fertilization ratios of the eggs of H.

vigintioctomaculata by the heterospecific sperm

were consistently high and no remarkable change

with respect to the order of oviposition was noticed

(Fig. 2 A, B). On the other hand, the fertilization

ratios of the eggs of H. pustulosa by the sperm of

H. vigintioctomaculata remarkably changed suc-

cessively; in some cases in the single-rearing series,

the fertilization ratios apparently decreased with

the oviposited order of the egg mass became later

(Fig. 2C), whereas in the pair-rearing series, the

fertilization ratios did not gradually decrease but
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considerably fluctuated (Fig. 2D).

Hatching ratio

We previously reported that the hatching ratios

by the interspecific matings between H. vigintiocto-

maculata and H.pustulosa were definitely lower

than those by the conspecific matings [3, 6-8]. In

the present study, too, the hatching ratios by the

interspecific matings were significantly lower

(Mann-Whitney U-test, P<0.01) than those by the

conspecific matings in all experimental series

(Table 2). In the interspecific matings between

females of H. vigintioctomaculata and males of

H. pustulosa, the hatching ratios were considerably

higher in the pair-rearing series than in the

single-rearing series. The reason of this difference

is not known, but may be a sampling error or may

be related in some ways to the repeated supply of

fresh sperm in the pair-rearing series. The hatch-

ing ratios of vigintioctomaculata ? X pustulosa $ in

the pair-rearing series were also remarkably higher

than those we already obtained [3, 6-8]. Since the

provenance of the material was different between

the present and the previous studies, this discrep-

ancy indicates that the hatchability by the inter-

specific matings between H. vigintioctomaculata

and H. pustulosa may be variable according to the

combination of populations used in experiments.

Successive changes in the hatching ratios of egg

masses laid by interspecifically mated females were

different between two reciprocal combinations

(Fig. 2). In the egg masses of H. vigintioctomacu-

lata, the hatching ratios considerably fluctuated

but no clear trend could be detected in the

successive change (Fig. 2A, B), whereas in those

of H. pustulosa, the hatching ratios appeared to

decrease, especially in the pair-rearing series, as

the order of oviposition became later (Fig. 2C, D).

Table 2. Hatching ratios of eggs laid by various combinations of crosses between H. vigintioctomaculata

and H. pustulosa

Species of

female

and series N

Hatching ratio (%)
Conspecific mating Interspecific mating

Mean + SD (range) N Mean + SD (range)

Difference*

vigintioctomaculata

Single 4

Pair 13

pustulosa

Single 8

- Pair 16

89.0+ 4.6 (83.7-93.8)

82.3 + 10.4 (63.4-94.3)

75.9+12.9 (55.0-91.2)

66.7 + 20.5 (10.6-96.0)

8 2.7+ 4.0 (0-10.1)

4 24.3 + 25.3 (0-67.0)

1.4+ 2.6 (0-8.3)

5 1.3+ 1.9 (0-5.6)

Results of single-rearing and pair-rearing series are separately given.

* Mann-Whitney U-test: +H-, P<0.01.

Table 3. Embryonic viability (=percentage of fertilized eggs hatched) in conspecific and heterospecific

matings of H. vigintioctomaculata and H. pustulosa

Species of

female

and series

Embryonic viability (%)
Conspecific mating Interspecific mating

Mean + SD (range) N Mean + SD (range)

Difference*

vigintioctomaculata

Single 4 91.3+ 4.8 (85.2-95.9) 8 2.8+ 4.0 (0-12.8)

Pair 13 86.6+11.7 (63.0-99.5) 14 26.3 + 27.6 (0-71.0)

pustulosa

Single 8 81.0+15.9 (55.7-102.0) 9 2.6± 4.6 (0-12.8)

Pair 16 75.3+19.6 (14.9-97.2) 15 3.1± 6.2 (0-24.0)

+H-

* Mann-Whitney U-test: ++, P<0.01.
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Embryonic viability

The difference between the fertilization ratio

and the hatching ratio of eggs laid by each female

is attributed to the death of embryos. Then, the

embryonic viability, here defined as the percentage

of fertilized eggs hatched, was calculated for each

female by dividing the hatching ratio by the

fertilization ratio (Table 3). In the conspecific

matings, the embryonic viability was high, and on

the average 75-90% of fertilized eggs hatched,

though it was somewhat higher in H. vigintiocto-

f *

Fig. 3. Conditions of eggs (approximately 4 days old) laid by four reciprocal crosses between H. vigintioctomacula-

ta and H.pustulosa, showing variation in embryonic development within egg masses. A, B, pustulosa £ x
pustulosa t; C, D, vigintioctomaculata %-Xvigintioctomaculata J; E—H, pustulosa ? Xvigintioctomaculata

t ; I—L, vigintioctomaculata * Xpustulosa S . Unfertilized eggs and various shapes of embryos were seen in E
—L. Scale bar: 1 mm.
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Table 4. Estimated numbers of sperm of H . vigintioctomaculata and H.pustulosa preserved by

conspecific and heterospecific females in the pair-rearing series

Species

of

sperm

Estimated number of sperm ( X 10
4
)
preserved by

Conspecific female Heterospecific female

Mean±SD (range) N Mean±SD (range)

Difference*

vigintioctomaculata 13

pustulosa 5

65.1+30.0 (28.3-134.5) 6

53.2±42.1 (19.3-124.9) 14

15.8± 8.4 (5.8-25.3)

8.1+ 3.2 (2.6-13.6)

Mann-Whitney U-test: +H-, P<0.01.

maculata than in H. pustulosa by unknown reason.

On the other hand, the embryonic viability is

extremely low in the interspecific matings, being

only a few percents except for the pair-rearing

series of vigintioctomaculata $ x pustulosa J

(26%).

Figure 3 exemplified the conditions of eggs laid

by the four reciprocal crosses between H. vigintioc-

tomaculata and H.pustulosa. As shown in this

figure, the condition of hybrid embryos was

definitely different from that of the non-hybrid

embryos. The majority of conspecifically fertilized

embryos were developing normally and the stage

of embryos in an egg mass was synchronous

(Fig. 3A-D). On the other hand, hybrid embryos

in an egg mass were quite variable in shape, and

included many anomalous ones (Fig. 3E-L).

These abnormal embryos appeared to stop their

development and apparently could not hatch.

Remarkably, the death (or the termination of

embryonic development) of hybrids was not re-

stricted Xo any particular developmental stage

(Fig. 3E-L). Even in a single egg mass, the shapes

of embryos were quite variable. But, hybrids

between the female of H. pustulosa and the male

of H. vigintioctomaculata generally died in earlier

stages than those between the female of H.

vigintioctomaculata and the male of H. pustulosa

(compare E-H vs. I-L in Fig. 3).

Number of preserved sperm

Numbers of sperm kept by females were ex-

amined for only the pair-rearing series, and the

results were summarized in Table 4. As in the

previous study [3], the numbers of sperm kept by

the conspecific females were significantly larger

than those by the heterospecific females. The
former was approximately four (H. vigintioctoma-

culata sperm) or seven (H. pustulosa sperm) times

larger than the latter. The correlation between the

number of preserved sperm and the hatchability,

as well as between the number of sperm and the

fertilization ratio, were analysed, but in all pair-

wise combinations studied, correlation coefficients

were statistically not significant.

DISCUSSION

As we repeatedly reported [3, 6-8], the hatching

ratios of eggs produced by the interspecific matings

between H. vigintioctomaculata and H. pustulosa

were considerably lower than those by the conspe-

cific matings. The present study revealed that the

cause of the low hatchability by the interspecific

matings was remarkably different according to the

direction of crosses. Namely, in the crossing vigin-

tioctomaculata $ X pustulosa I , most eggs were

fertilized but died before the hatching, whereas

in the reverse combination, i.e., pustulosa £x
vigintioctomaculata I , approximately a half of

unhatched eggs were unfertilized and the remained

half died during embryonic development (Fig. 4).

In a previous paper, Katakura [3] reported that

in this species pair the numbers of sperm preserved

by the heterospecific females were far smaller than

those preserved by the conspecific females, being

approximately one tenth to one fifth of the latter.

In the present study, too, the numbers of sperm

preserved by the heterospecific females were

significantly fewer than those preserved by the

conspecific ones (Table 4). In both of the previous

and the present case, preserved alien sperm were

motile, but were assumed to be more or less

incapacitated. Although no correlation between

the number of preserved sperm and the hatchabil-

ity could be detected, Katakura [3] attributed the
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Vgx V6

P? x PS

V* x Ps

P9 x VS

StIO) W////A
P(15) y/////////,

50 100

Fig. 4. The proportion of eggs hatched (Crosshatch), died during embryonic

stages (hatch), and unfertilized (open) in four reciprocal combinations of

crosses between H. vigintioctomaculata and H. pustulosa. Averages for sin-

gle-rearing (S) and pair-rearing (P) series are separately shown. Numerals in

parentheses indicate the numbers of individuals examined.

low hatchability of eggs by the interbreeding

between H. vigintioctomaculata and H. pustulosa

to the incapacitation of alien sperm. That is, he

explained the low hatchability of eggs as resultant

from the unfertilization due to the reduced fertility

of preserved heterospecific sperm, or from the

death of zygotes during embryonic development

because of the fertilization with incapacitated

anomalous (but not necessarily heterospecific)

sperm.

The results obtained by the present study seem

to support this interpretation. The failure of ferti-

lization observed in the eggs laid by interspecifical-

ly mated females of H. pustulosa can be explained

by the reduced fertility of H. vigintioctomaculata

sperm in the sperm reservoir of H. pustulosa

female, though "the failure of fertilization" in the

present study might involve the death of zygotes in

the very early stage. On the other hand, death of

hybrids during embryonic development (a case of

hybrid inviability) is usually explained as the result

of the disharmonious interaction between two

different gene systems coexisted in the hybrid

individual, a set of genes from the mother and the

other from the father [2, 9]. In the present case,

too, the substantially high mortality of hybrid

embryos might have involved the death due to

such direct interaction of incompatible gene sys-

tems. However, judging from the results given

above and those in the previous paper [3], most, if

not all, cases of the death of embryos in the

present study are more reasonably interpreted as

the result of the incapacitation of alien sperm, i.e.

,

the death due to the fertilization of eggs with the

sperm that were weakened in the genital tract of

the heterospecific female [3].

Katakura [3] postulated that in this species pair

the alien sperm were incapacitated in the body of

the female during the migration from the bursa

copulatrix to the sperm reservoir. However, the

incapacitation of alien sperm may have proceeded

even after the sperm had been preserved in the

sperm reservoir, since the fertilization ratios of

eggs laid by some single-reared females of H.

pustulosa apparently decreased successively (Fig.

2). If so, the remarkably fluctuated fertilization

ratio in the pair-rearing series of interspecifically

mated H. pustulosa (Fig. 2) may be interpreted as

resulted from this gradual decrease of fertility in

preserved older sperm and the repeated supply of

fresh and more fertile sperm. On the other hand,

the fertility of H. pustulosa sperm kept by H.

vigintioctomaculata females was consistently high

(Fig. 2). This indicates that the incompatibility

between the sperm and the female genital tract

may be stronger between sperm of H. vigintiocto-

maculata and females of H. pustulosa than the

reverse combination.

Thus, the present study suggested that not only

the unfertilization, but also the major part of

embryonic mortality in the crossing between H.

vigintioctomaculata and H. pustulosa was resulted

from the incompatibility between the sperm and

the female genital tract. As mentioned above,
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hybrid inviability has been often ascribed to the

incompatibility of parental gene systems. How-

ever, caution must be paid in determining whether

the hybrid mortality is really caused by the

incompatibility of parental gene systems, because

such cases might involve the death of hybrids due

to other factors as demonstrated in the present

paper.
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ABSTRACT—The outermost layer of the fertilization envelope (FE) in eggs of the fish, Salmo gairdneri

and Tribolodon hakonensis , was shown to be different in ultrastructure and ultracytochemistry from that

of the vitelline envelope (VE). Purified FEs were processed in order to extract the outermost layer

material overnight at 4°C in 5mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.0) containing 8mM /?-mercaptoethanol, 2mM
EDTA, 0.3 M a-lactose, 0.3 M glucose and 0.9% NaCl. The extracts from the FEs of both fish species

contained two kinds of lectins; one agglutinated human B-type erythrocytes and the other isogeneic

spermatozoa, and both extracts had a strong bactericidal effect on Aeromonas hydrophila which has

been found at a high frequency in fish culture farms. However, the extract from purified VEs of

unfertilized eggs of the rainbow trout had no bactericidal effect on the bacteria examined.

INTRODUCTION

The dramatic formation of the fertilization

envelope (FE) by the egg after normal fertilization

has been the subject of intensive study. Its forma-

tion requires both the vitelline envelope (VE) and

contribution of material from the cortical granules.

The developing FE undergoes a hardening process

that renders it tough so that it serves as a

protective envelope over the developing embryo.

Much of these details have come from studies on

sea urchin eggs [1-4]. However, the functions of

the FE, other than it being a physically protective

envelope, are not known [5].

Various kinds of bacteria, viruses and fungi are

present in the sea or fresh water surrounding the

FE, and these would be expected to release

different kinds of enzymes, some of which might

efficiently digest the FE, even though this would

be only a partial digestion different in nature from

that of a hatching enzyme. There is no evidence

that the FE is digested by a hatching enzyme

alone. Nevertheless, the FE must protect the

embryo until it hatches out. Under the assumed

conditions described above, if the FE did not
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actively protect the embryo, it would not maintain

its role as a protective envelope until the time of

hatching. We have therefore attempted to clarify

whether or not a mechanism of active defense is

present in the FE. The FE of the common carp

egg is formed as a result of both clearance of the

outermost layer (consisting of glycoproteins) of the

VE and simultaneous deposition of material from

the cortical alveoli [6]. Such phenomena have also

been demonstrated in the process of FE formation

in the eggs of the fish, Tribolodon hakonensis [7].

It would be very interesting to clarify the role of

such newly deposited material on the FE surface,

and in order to do this, we have designed studies

aimed at revealing any bactericidal or bacterio-

static effect of FE material. The present report

provides evidence for a bactericidal effect of FE
extract.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

FEs were obtained from 4-10 hr postfertilized

eggs of the fish, Salmo gairdneri and Tribolodon

hakonensis. Fertilized eggs were homogenized in

5mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH7.0) containing 2mM
ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid disodium salt

(EDTA) and FEs were accumulated on gauze by

filtering the homogenate through it. The FEs were
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purified by repeated washing with the same buffer,

until the final supernatant became clear after

centrifugation. Purified VEs were also obtained

from unfertilized eggs of rainbow trout by the

same method, except for the addition of a trypsin

inhibitor, N-a-p-tosyl-L-lysine chloromethyl ke-

tone (20>g/ml) and 5mM EDTA to the buffer.

The purified FEs or VEs were processed to extract

the outermost layer material overnight at 4°C in

5mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH7.0) containing 8mM
/?-mercaptoethanol, 2mM EDTA, 0.3 M a-lac-

tose, 0.3M glucose and 0.9% NaCl. The extract

was centrifuged at 12,000 Xg for 30 min after which

the clear supernatant was dialyzed against 5 mM
Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.0) and lyophilized. Some of

the VEs and FEs before and after extraction were

processed for electron microscopy. Phosphotung-

stic acid (PTA) staining was carried out as de-

scribed in a previous paper [6].

Three species of bacteria, Vibrio anguillarum,

Aeromonas hydrophila and Escherichia coli, were

employed. Except for E. coli, the bacteria had

been isolated from diseased cultured fish. The

following procedures were used to determine the

effect of FE or VE extract in inhibiting the growth

of the bacteria. The bacteria were inoculated into

broth and incubated at 30°C for 18-24 hr. Cells

were washed several times in sterile phosphate-

buffered saline (pH 7.2). Dilutions of the bacterial

suspension were prepared for enumeration by

plate counting, mixed with FE or VE extract (1 mg
in dry weight/ml PBS) for testing, and then

incubated at 37°C. The mixtures were plated on

agar (0.1 ml/plate), incubated at 30°C, and col-

onies were enumerated after 48 hr to determine if

inhibition had occurred. Controls were obtained

by incubating bacteria in sterile PBS under the

same conditions.

For the agglutination test, an aliquot of the VE
or FE extract solution (2 mg in dry weight/ml PBS)

was dropped onto a hollow glass on which human
erythrocytes or isogeneic spermatozoa had been

placed, followed by adequate mixing. Twenty

minutes later, the mixture was examined at 24°C

for the presence of agglutination under a light

microscope.

RESULTS

The morphology of the outermost layer of the

VE differed from that of the FE in the two species

studied. The VE of the eggs of rainbow trout was

ultrastructurally divided into three layers. These

will be referred to as the first (outermost), second

and third layer from the exterior of the VE in the

present paper. Staining revealed the VE to be

PTA-positive in two regions: the surface of the first

layer and the upper part of the second layer

(Fig. 1). In the FE, however, no subdivision of the

outermost layer could be distinguished by PTA
staining, and the whole first layer alone was more

weakly stained than in the VE (Fig. 2). The VE of

Tribolodon eggs was ultrastructurally divided into

five layers, only the outermost (first) layer of which

was stained by PTA (Fig. 3). In the FE of Tribolo-

don eggs the outermost layer was thicker than in

the VE and was PTA-negative, except for scat-

tered PTA-positive granular or shortly anasto-

mosed elements which seemed to represent the

remainder of the outermost layer of the VE
(Fig. 4).

Preparation of the FEs extract by the present

technique resulted in clearance of the outermost

layer material (Fig. 5). The lyophilized extract

contained two kinds of lectins: one agglutinated

human type B erythrocytes (Fig. 6), and the other

agglutinated isogeneic spermatozoa (Fig. 7). The

agglutination of erythrocytes, but not that of

spermatozoa, was completely inhibited by the

existence of D-galactose (less than 30 jug) (Fig. 8),

the latter agglutination was considerably inhibited

by the existence of N-acetyl neuraminic acid or

colominic acid (60 //g or more) (Fig. 9). The ex-

tract did not agglutinate types A and O erythro-

cytes. These characteristics were common to FE
extract in the present two species. VE extract

from rainbow trout eggs showed no agglutination

activity. The FE and VE extracts prepared for the

present experiments were then used for determin-

ing the presence or absence of any antibacterial

action.

The extract incubated with viable A. hydrophila

cells for 1 hr before plating inhibited the growth of

the organism by about 100% relative to that of the

same organism incubated with PBS. However, no
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Fig. 1 . The PTA-stained VE of a rainbow trout egg before extraction. The VE consists of three layers (1,2 and 3)

and the outermost layer is subdivided into two layers: the superficial layer is PTA-positive and the other

PTA-negative. The upper part of the second layer is also PTA-positive. Staining by PTA alone. X 34,000.

Fig. 2. The PTA-stained FE of a rainbow trout egg before extraction. The whole of the outermost layer is weakly

PTA-positive and is not subdivided into layers. Compare with the outermost layer of the VE in Fig. 1.

Staining by PTA alone. x34,000.

Fig. 3. The PTA-stained VE of a Tribolodon egg before extraction. The outermost layer alone is stained by PTA.

X 34,000.

Fig. 4. The PTA-stained FE of a Tribolodon egg before extraction. PTA-positive granular elements are scattered

in the outermost layer which is thicker than that of the VE. X 34,000.

Fig. 5. The FE of a rainbow trout egg after extraction. The outermost layer material has been removed. U-Pb

staining. X 34,000.
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Fig. 6. Agglutination of human type B erythrocytes in the presence of the FE extract from Tribolodon eggs.

X65.

Fig. 7. Agglutination of Tribolodon spermatozoa in the presence of the FE extract from Tribolodon eggs. X300.

Fig. 8. Inhibition of erythrocyte agglutination by the presence of D-galactose. X65.

Fig. 9. Considerable inhibition of agglutination of Tribolodon spermatozoa by the presence of N-acetyl

neuraminic acid (60 jug). X300.

other organisms tested showed restricted growth conditions. Figures 10 and 11 indicate a direct

when incubated with the FE extract under these relationship between time of incubation and sur-
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Fig. 10 (left). The relationship between time of incubation and survival rate of bacteria in the

presence of FE extract from rainbow trout eggs. A: Aeromonas, Ac: Control of Aeromonas,

E: Escherichia, V: Vibrio.

Fig. 11 (right). The relationship between time of incubation and survival rate of bacteria in the

presence of FE extract from Tribolodon eggs. The abbreviations A, Ac, E and V are the

same as those in Fig. 10.
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vival rate of the organisms. The extract from the

present two species had a similar effect on the cells

of the three kinds of bacteria employed, but the

VE extract from rainbow trout eggs showed no

antibacterial effect on any of the three species

(Fig. 12). These results suggest that the FE not

only protects the embryo by acting as a physical

barrier but is also involved in active defense

against bacteria.

DISCUSSION

The present results indicate that the outermost

layers of the VE and FE differ from each other not

Fig. 12. The relationship between time of incubation

and survival rate of bacteria in the presence of

extract from the VE of rainbow trout eggs. The
extract has no bactericidal effect on any of the three

kinds of bacteria tested. The abbreviations A, Ac,
E and V are the same as those in Fig. 10.
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only in ultrastructure and cytochemistry but also in

their bactericidal effects and cell agglutination

properties. These differences are probably the

result of the contribution to FE formation of

cortical alveolar contents discharged during the

cortical reaction. Such a phenomenon has been

demonstrated in the eggs of Tribolodon which is

one of the two species used in the present study

[7]. The cause of these morphological and

cytochemical alterations can be deduced from the

formation process of the FE of the common carp

egg: clearance of the outermost layer of the VE
and the simultaneous deposition of cortical alveo-

lar contents onto the FE surface [6].

Extracts from both the VE and the FE of

rainbow trout eggs are different in nature from

each other, as demonstrated by their agglutination

activity with human type B erythrocytes and

isogeneic spermatozoa. These agglutination activ-

ities are caused by two separate agglutinins (or

lectins): one is inhibited by the presence of

D-galactose, and the other by the presence of

N-acetyl neuraminic acid or colominic acid. The

presence of lectins with a similar nature has

already been demonstrated in the surface sub-

stance of the FE in carp eggs [8]. Extracts from

the FEs of several species of teleostean eggs

examined to date have shown a similar nature with

regard to cell agglutination, irrespective of species

differences (Kudo, unpublished data). Purifica-

tion and characterization of substances agglutinat-

ing humafi type B erythrocytes or fish spermatozoa

are therefore in progress. On the other hand, the

extract from the VE of rainbow trout eggs had no

ability to agglutinate these cells. This suggests not

only that there is a difference in the components

constituting both the VE and FE, in addition to

morphological characteristics, but also that the FE
has acquired a materially new character. It is

therefore very important to elucidate the function

of the new character present in the FE. The

relationship of this character to the bactericidal

effect observed in the present study thus deserves

further investigation, as some lectins are known to

inhibit the growth of bacteria or fungi [9, 10].

The presence of a bactericidal effect of the FE
extract on A. hydrophila is a significant finding in

the present study. This species of bacterium is the

organism which has been found most frequently in

fish farms [11] and is a causative agent of bacterial

hemorrhagic septicemia in fish. It is not yet clear

why the FE extract had no bactericidal effect on

V. anguillarum which is an epizootic agent of

vibriosis characterized by erosion, hemorrhage

and ulceration of the fins and epidermis in fish,

though it was isolated from diseased freshwater

teleosts carrying V. anguillarum. However, if one

hypothesizes that the former bacterium releases a

factor which might be very injurious to the

development and well-being of fish embryos and

which might be not released from V. anguillarum,

then it would be necessary for the FE to actively

defend the embryo against A. hydrophila until the

time of hatching. Apart from the question of

whether or not this hypothesis is correct, the

necessity of active FE defense against the bacte-

rium, A. hydrophila deserves further study.
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ABSTRACT—The blood-testis barrier (BTB) of the fish Oryzias latipes was studied using the electron

opaque tracers, horseradish peroxidase and lanthanum chloride. These tracers were administerd to the

testes via blood vessels in vivo or incubation media in vitro. The testis is composed of cysts containing

germ cells, and the differentiation of the germ cells proceeds synchronously in each cyst. The walls of

the cysts were consisted of flat Sertoli cells. The tracers penetrated the cysts containing spermatogonia,

spermatocytes, and early spermatids, and were observed in the intercellular spaces of germ cells.

Sometimes the tracers did not, however, panetrate cysts containing the latest spermatids, and in the

efferent ducts containing spermatozoa, the tracers were never noticed. Therefore, the BTB of O. latipes

was formed at the wall of cysts containing spermatids at the latest stage of spermiogenesis.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of a blood-testis barrier (BTB) has

been established in mammals [1, 2]. Tight junc-

tions between Sertoli cells prevent the blood-born

substances from penetrating into the lumen of

seminiferous tubules; spermatocytes, spermatids,

and spermatozoa therefore become isolated from

blood plasma.

Recently, the existence of a BTB was also

demonstrated in various animals [3-11]. In birds

and a reptile [3, 4], the position of the BTB was

similar to that in mammals; however, in lower

vertebrates [5-9], substances from the blood ves-

sels could reach the germ cells at more advanced

stages of spermatogenesis than in mammals.

In the present study, we administered electron

opaque tracers to the testes of the teleost, Oryzias

latipes, and ascertained the existence of a BTB
from a morphological viewpoint.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sexually mature, one year old male himedaka,
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an orange-red variety of the medaka, Oryzias

latipes, were used. They were maintained in an

air-conditioned room at 27±1°C under a long

photoperiod (14 hr light, 10 hr dark).

Experiment I: The fish were anesthetized with

MS 222, and horseradish peroxidase (HRP, Sigma,

type II) was injected into the heart lumen of the

fish with a glass micropipette. HRP was dissolved

in Yamamoto's salt solution [12] at a concentration

of 50mg/ml. The volume of HRP solution admi-

nistered varied between individuals, but at least 10

jug/g body weight of HRP was injected. Sixty

minutes after HRP injection, the testes were

dissected out and fixed in a formaldehyde-

glutaraldehyde-picric acid combination fixative

[13], adjusted to pH7.3 with 0.1M phosphate

buffer, for 90min at room temperature. After

washing in buffer for 60min, the four controls

(injected with salt solution) and six experimental

tissues were immersed in DAB reaction mixture

[14]. The tissues were postfixed in a 1% solution

of osmium tetraoxide, dehydrated in ethanol, and

embedded in epoxy resin. Thin sections were cut,

stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and

examined with a H-300 electron microscope

(Hitachi Japan). Injections of lanthanum chloride

(La) were also attempted, however, all fish died
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immediately.

Experiment II: HRP and La penetration into

testicular tissue was examined by immersing the

testes in incubation media containing the tracers.

HRP was added to physiological saline for the

medaka [15] at a concentration of 5% (weight/

volume). Seven testes were dissected out and

incubated for 60min at 25°C in asepsis. La was

dissolved in NaHC03-free Yamamoto's solution

[12] at a concentration of 3-5%. The incubation

was performed with 10 testes in asepsis for 30 min

at 25°C. Both media contained 100 IU/ml penicillin

potassium and 100/ig/ml streptomycin sulfate.

The specimens were fixed and processed for

electron microscopy as described above.

RESULTS

The testes of Oryzias latipes were composed of

cysts containing germ cells (Fig. 1). Spermatogo-

nia were situated at the most peripheral region.

At least two types of spermatogonia could be

distinguished, types A and B. Type A spermato-

gonia were separated from each other by the

cytoplasm of the Sertoli cells, whereas type B
spermatogonia, spermatocytes, and spermatids

were organized into cysts. The germ cells packed

in the cysts were connected to each other by

Fig. 1. A cross-section of a testis of Oryzias latipes.

Type A spermatogonia (Ga) are at the most

peripheral region. The efferent duct (Ed) is in the

center of the testis. The germ cells develop synchro-

nously in cysts. Gb, type B spermatogonia; Sc,

spermtocytes; Sde, early spermatids; Sdl, late sper-

matids; *, blood vessel; Lc, Leydig cells. X825.

Figs. 2-4. The testes of O. latipes which were injected

with HRP. Fig. 2a and b. The reaction product of

HRP is not observed between type A spermatogonia

(Ga), but it can be seen in a blood vessel (bv),

intercystic space (arrow heads), and in a cyst con-

taining early spermatids (Sd) or type B spermatogo-

nia (Gb). As Marcaillou and Szollosi [9] have indi-

cated, type B spermatogonia show micropinocytotic

vesicles (arrows). 2a, X6,000. 2b, X5,750. Fig. 3.

In a cyst containing spermatocytes, HRP products

are seen in the intercellular spaces between germ

cells. X 6,000. Fig. 4. HRP penetrated the cyst

containing early spermatids and some are visible

attached to the germ-cell surface (arrow heads),

f, flagellum. X 13,000.
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Fig. 5. HRP products are seen in a cyst containing the latest spermatids (a and upper side of c); however

another cyst which contains spermatids at the same stage as those shown in a and c (upper side) was not

penetrated by HRP (b). In the efferent duct (Ed), reaction products were not noticed (c). a, X 3,500. b

andc, X 6,500.

intercellular bridges and were at a synchronous

stage of spermatogenesis or spermiogenesis. The

cyst wall was built of a single layer of flat Sertoli

cells. Mature spermatozoa were released from

cysts into the efferent ducts at the central part of

the testis.

Experiment I: In blood vessels and intercystic

spaces, the reaction products of HRP were seen

(Fig. 2a). Though tracers were hardly visible in

the intercellular spaces between type A spermato-

gonia, they could be observed on the surface of the

germ cells as well as in the intercellular space in

cysts containing type B spermatogonia, spermato-

cytes or spermatids (Figs. 2b, 3, 4 and 5a). HRP
penetrated into the great majority of the cysts

containing the latest spermatids which apparently

completed the spermiogenesis; however, we also

noticed a few cysts with the latest spermatids

devoid of reaction products (Fig. 5b). In the effer-

ent duct which contained spermatozoa, no reaction

product could be seen (Fig. 5c).

Experiment II: When HRP was used, the reac-

tion products were observed at positions similar to

those observed in experiment I. La was clearly

seen between type A spermatogonia (Fig. 6). It

was also observed in the cysts of germ cells at

various stages of spermatogenesis (Figs. 7 and 8),

though we more frequently observed cysts of late

spermatids which were not penetrated with La

(Fig. 7). La never reached the lumen of the

Figs. 6-8. Penetration of La. Fig. 6. La is seen in the intercellular spaces of type A spermatogonia (x3,500).

Fig. 7. A cyst containing spermatocytes (Sc) that was penetrated by La and a cyst with late spermatid (Sd) that

was not. White arrows: synaptonemal complex. (X42.000). Fig. 8. A cyst containing early spermatids. La

can be seen (arrows). X 3,500.
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Fig. 9. La penetrated between the Sertoli cells (white arrow) that constitute the wall of the efferent duct (Ed), but

was stopped within the wall (inset, between arrows) and did not reach the lumen of the efferent duct. Sz,

spermatozoon; (arrow heads), Sertoli cells are phagocytizing La as shown by Szollosi and Marcaillou [10].

X 12,000; inset X 52,500.

efferent duct (Fig. 9).

DISCUSSION

In mammals, the BTB subdivides the seminifer-

ous tubule into two compartments; the basal

compartment extends from the basal lamina to

Sertoli tight junctions, and the adluminal compart-

ment from the junctions to the tubule lumen [16].

Types A and B spermatogonia and leptotene

spermatocytes reside in the basal compartment,

while the more mature spermatocytes and sperma-

tids are in the adluminal compartment [17]. Only

germ cells in the basal compartment have direct

access to blood-born substances. The composi-

tion of the testicular fluid is different from that of

blood plasma [18, 19]. From these facts, we have

determined that the BTB exists between leptotene

and zygotene spermatocytes.

In some birds [3, 4], a reptile [3], and an insect

[10], the barrier also exists between spermatogonia

and spermatocytes. However, in some amphibians

[5-7] and a species offish Poecilia reticulata [9], the

barrier was between spermatocytes and sperma-

tids. Furthermore, in the nematode, Dipeta-

lonema dessegae [9], the amphibian, Salamandra

salamandra [5], and the fish, Aphanius dispar [8],

the barrier is established between early and late

spermatids. In the present experiments, the trac-

ers penetrated into germ cell cysts containing

spermatogonia, spermatocytes, and spermatids.

Thus, these germ cells had direct access to blood-

born substances. Among cysts of spermatids at the

latest stage of spermiogenesis, we noticed a few

cysts which were not penetrated by the tracers.

The spermatozoa in the efferent duct were also

isolated from the blood plasma. Therefore, the

BTB in O. latipes is established in the wall of the
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cysts with very late stage of spermatids. When we

changed the method of administration or the

tracer, we obtained consistent results.

In mammals, the following functions of the BTB
are suggested: 1) to create stable and favorable

conditions for the production of spermatozoa, and

2) to isolate haploid cells immunologically from

the rest of the body [1]. However, in many lower

vertebrates including Oryzias latipes, spermato-

cytes and spermatids also have direct access to

blood-born substances. In other words, the BTB
in these animals exists after meiosis. Thus, a

special milieu for the meiosis is not able to be

provided by the BTB. Permentier et al. [20]

produced monoclonal antibodies that recognize

membrane determinants of spermatozoa of the

carp, Cyprinus carpio [20]. However, they re-

ported that most of their antibodies reacted not

only with spermatozoa but also with the precursor

sperm cells, and were not sperm-specific. The

sperm specific antigens developing during sper-

matogenesis in fish have not reported so far. If

antigens specific to haploid germ cells are absent in

fish, the immunological isolation of haploid cells

are not indispensable. From these informations,

including the present observations, the BTB in

lower vertebrates is thought to be a permeability

barrier to the lumen of the efferent duct which

directly leads to the outside of the body through

the urogenital pore.
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Control of Melanogenesis in Interspecific

Reconstituted Cells
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ABSTRACT— In order to investigate the control mechanism involved in melanogenic expression in

mouse melanoma cells, reconstituted cells were formed from nucleoplasts of mouse B16 melanoma cells

and cytoplasts of chick embryonic cells. The reconstituted cells showed specific cell morphology. Most

of the reconstituted clones exhibited the suppressive melanogenic activity. It seems that chick

cytoplasmic factors are effective in suppressing the tyrosinase activity. However, in a part of

reconstituted clones melanin contents did not always depend on tyrosinase activities. This suggests that

post-tyrosinase regulating factors are involved in melanogenesis.

INTRODUCTION

There have been various approaches to regula-

tion mechanism of cellular differentiation. Among
them, cell reconstitution and cybridization are

effective methods to study the nucleo-cytoplasmic

interactions in the phenotypic expression. Several

studies showed that suppression [1] and expression

[2, 3] of differentiated function followed reorgan-

ization of cells. The pigmentary expression, a

widely used phenotypic marker, in somatic cell

hybrids resulted in being extinguished [4, 5], being

expressed normally [6], or being superexpressed

[7]. In cell reconstitution and cybrid formation, on

the other hand, pigmentation was expressed de-

pending on nuclei [8] or superexpressed by cyto-

plasmic factors [9]. These results suggest the

involvement of several regulatory factors including

repressors and activators.

We investigated the cytoplasmic control of

pigmentation with interspecific reconstitution

formed from mouse melanoma nucleoplasts and

chick embryonic cytoplasts. Embryonic cells are

useful in preparing various kinds of cytoplasts from

different tissues with the same genetic constituent.

In our study, pigmentation and morphological

characteristics of the reconstituted cells were
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affected by chick cytoplasts. We also observed the

suppression of pigmentation in reconstituted cells.

Tyrosinase activity and melanin content are not

controlled in the same manner by foreign cytoplas-

mic factors, indicating the presence of post-

tyrosinase regulating factors.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Cell and culture condition

TG14 used in this study was 6-thioguanine

(6-TG) resistant mouse melanoma clone, and was

moderately pigmented [10]. TG14 was maintained

as monolayer cultures on plastic dishes (Falcon

3002) in Eagle's minimum essential medium

(MEM, Nissui) with 10% calf serum (Flow Lab.),

5 ^g/ml of 6-TG, 60 //g/ml kanamycin. The

medium was changed twice a week.

Chick embryonic cells were obtained from 10-

day chick embryo. Then neural retina was dis-

sociated by treating with 0.1% trypsin-0.02%

EDTA at 37°C for 20min. After removing neural

retina, the rest of eye tissue was treated with 0.1%

EDTA at 37°C for 40 min, and the pigmented layer

was torn off. The pigment epithelium was dissoci-

ated by the same treatment used in neural retina.

The dissociated cells were washed with Ca2+ - and

Mg2+-free phosphate buffer saline (CMF-PBS),

and were plated on 90 mm glass dishes in MEM
with 10% calf serum. Medium was changed every
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two days.

All cultures were incubated at 37°C in a

humidified incubator with the atmosphere of 5%
C0 2 . Cells were harvested with 0.025% trypsin-

0.02% EDTA except the pigment epithelium

which required the additional treatment with 0.1%

collagenase.

Preparation of cell fragments

Cells were enucleated with cytochalasin B (CB)

by a method modified from Weinstein et al. [11].

To prepare single-cell, the harvested cells were

filtered through two or three sheets of lens paper.

The cell suspension in 10% Ficoll was layered on

Ficoll gradients (in MEM) at 2-5 xlO7
cells/

gradient. All Ficoll solutions contained 10 figl

ml of CB. After centrifugation at 35,000 rpm

(Hitachi RPS-50 rotor, approx. 100,000 Xg) for

1 hr at 32-35°C, bands rich with cytoplasts or

nucleoplasts were collected and washed three

times with CMF-PBS. The yields of cytoplasts or

nucleoplasts varied according to the types of cells.

The crude nucleoplasts material was purified by a

method modified from Kates et al. [12]. Briefly,

nucleoplasts in MEM were layered on Ficoll-paque

(Pharmacia). Following centrifugation at 800 rpm

30min, a band rich with living nucleoplasts was

purified by two successive 2hr incubations in tissue

culture plastic dishes with culture medium. Also

chick cytoplasts needed purification because of

those fragmentation through the enucleation. The

bands ricrTwith cytoplasts and free of nucleoplasts

were layered on Ficoll-paque gradient (discon-

tinuous gradient made up with Ficoll-paque and

MEM). After the centrifugation at 500 rpm for

30min, relatively large cytoplasts were collected

and washed with CMF-PBS three times.

Fusion and selection

Cell fragments were fused in polyethylene glycol

(PEG) solution consisting of 45% PEG 1000, 10%
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and 45% MEM. Cell

fragments were pelletted by centrifugation fol-

lowed by the addition of 1 ml PEG solution. After

1 min, PEG was quickly removed by washing three

times with CMF-PBS.

Reconstituted cells were formed by the fusion of

nucleoplasts of melanoma cells with cytoplasts of

chick embryonic cells. One day before enuclea-

tion and reconstitution, red 1.03 /urn or fluorescent

0.73 /um polystyrene beads (Warrington Polysci-

ences Inc.) were added to the chick cells one drop

per 1 ml of culture medium as a cytoplasmic

marker. Nucleoplasts, 5 XlO5
in number, and

approx. 10
5
cytoplasts were fused to form recon-

stituted cells. Following the fusion, cells were

dropped on plastic dishes and cultured for 4 hr in

normal medium. The debris and contaminating

polystyrene beads were removed by rinsing three

times with CMF-PBS. The 5//g/ml 6-TG medium

was added, and them changed every day. Starting

the following day, cells were examined by phase

contrast microscopy to ascertain the reconstitu-

tion. Only reconstituted cells contained poly-

styrene beads, and were able to grow in 6-TG

medium.

Colonies of reconstituted cells were isolated

clonally by the cylinder method. The harvested

cells were transferred to plastic dishes (Falcon

3001).

Tyrosinase activity and melanin content

Tyrosinase activity was assayed as dopa-oxidase

activity with a modification of the method of

Wrathall et al. [13]. The cells were washed with

CMF-PBS, dissolved with 1 ml of 0.5% sodium

deoxycholate and then were kept at 0°C for 30 min.

The enzyme activity was assayed spectropho-

tometrically by the oxidation of L-dopa to

dopachrome at 475 nm with Hitachi spectropho-

tometer 577 at 37°C. The reaction mixture con-

sisted of 3.0ml of 0.1% L-dopa in 0.1 M phosphate

buffer pH6.8 and 0.5 ml of cell extract. The rate

was measured during the first few minutes of the

reaction. Correction for dopa autooxidation was

made.

Melanin content was assayed by the method of

Whittaker [14]. After three continuous extrac-

tions with 5% trichloroacetic acid, two continuous

extractions with ether-alcohol (1:3) and extraction

with absolute ether, the dried extracted residue

was dissolved in 3.0ml of 0.85 N KOH and was

heated at 100°C for 10 min, then cooled to room

temperature. Absorbance was measured at 400

nm.
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Chromosome analysis

Colchicine-treated cells were swollen in 0.75 M
KC1, fixed in 3: 1 ethanol-glacial acetic acid and

were spread on chilled slide glasses. The prepara-

tions were stained with diluted Giemsa solution.

The chick chromosomes were identified by the

lower stainability than the mouse chromosomes.

RESULTS

Clonal isolation and their morphology

The reconstituted cells from nucleoplasts of

melanoma cells and cytoplasts of chick cells began

to proliferate two to four days after the fusion.

After the first or the second division, cells were

examined for the presence of polystyrene beads,

and those which contained several beads were

marked as reconstituted cells. Unfused chick cyto-

plasts were gradually attenuated and subsequently

detached from the dishes. 6-TG selection medium

was changed every day until the reconstitution was

ascertained to avoid contamination of polystyrene

beads from unfused chick cytoplasts. Ten to 20

reconstituted cells were recognized per 5xl05

melanoma nucleoplasts. Among those, however,

very few (0 or 1) cells were capable of proliferating

and forming colonies three weeks after the fusion.

We obtained 7 clones of reconstituted cells from

TG14. Each isolated reconstituted cell showed

specific cell morphology (Fig. 1). TG14-chick neu-

ral retina reconstituted clones 14N1, 14N3 and

14N4 were characterized, respectively, by round

shape and increased refraction, by tendency to

form epithelial sheets, and by fibroblast-like cell

morphology. These specific cell shapes began to

attenuate about 5 months after the clonal isola-

tion, becoming similar to the parental cell mor-

phology.

Chromosome analysis was performed within 5

weeks of clonal culture. Table 1 shows chromo-

some numbers of the parental melanoma and

reconstituted cells. Although chick chromosomes

can be identified by their shape and lower stain-

ability than the mouse chromosomes, no chick

derived chromosome was detected in any reconsti-

tuted clones. Some of the reconstituted clones

14N1, 14N4 and 14P2 had almost twice the number

of chromosomes as parental melanoma cells.

Tyrosinase activity and melanin content

Tyrosinase activity and melanin content were

measured between 5 weeks and 10 weeks after the

clonal isolation (Fig. 2). Most of (6/7) the recon-

stituted cell clones were found to decrease in

tyrosinase activity. The pigmentation was express-

ed to some extent in 14N1 reconstituted clone in

spite of the decrease in tyrosinase activity. In

contrast, 14P2 reconstituted clone increased in

tyrosinase activity, b.ut not in melanin content.

There are tendencies, however, that TG14-chick

neural retina reconstituted cells (14N1, 14N3,

14N4, 14N5) exhibited decrease tyrosinase activi-

ties and that TG14-chick pigment epithelium

(14P2, 14P3, 14P4) exhibited decreased melanin

contents.

DISCUSSION

The experiments presented in this paper were

undertaken in an attempt to isolate interspecific

reconstituted cells using mouse melanoma cells

and chick embryonic cells in order to study the

regulation mechanism of melanogenesis. Moder-

ately pigmented mouse melanoma cells (6-TG

resistant) were used as the source of nucleoplasts,

while polystyrene-bead-incorporated chick em-

bryonic cells were used as cytoplasmic donors. As
the consequence of the procedure, the contami-

nated chick embryonic cells were not capable of

growing in 6-TG selective medium. Chromosome
analysis within early cell passages (before the

detection of differentiated function) confirmed

that the reconstituted cells did not contain chick-

derived chromosomes. To avoid cybrid formation,

nucleoplasts were purified to the extent that the

retrieval ratio of living nucleoplasts was under 1%
of input cells in our experiment. Although re-

generating mouse melanoma nucleoplasts arose to

a certain degree (15-40 colonies per 5xl05
nu-

cleoplasts), they contained no polystyrene beads in

their cytoplasms. Polystyrene beads were not in-

corporated into the nucleoplasts probably because

of the low uptake activity of nucleoplasts and the

small number of contaminating beads (those were
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Fig. 1. Morphologies of parental melanoma cells, parental chick embryonic cells and reconstituted cells. (A)

TG14 melanoma cell. (B) Chick neural retina cell. (C) Chick retinal pigment epithelium cell. (D) 14N1, (E)

14N3, and (F) 14N4 were reconstituted cells from nucleoplasts of TG14 and cytoplasts of chick neural retina

cells. (G) 14P2 and (H) 14P3 were reconstituted cells from TG14 nucleoplasts and chick pigment epithelium

cytoplasts. Bar indicates 200 pm.
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Table 1 . Modal number of chromosomes in paren-

tal melanoma cell and reconstituted cells

Cell lines
Number of chromosomes (range)

Mouse-derived Chick-derived

Melanoma cell

TG14 52 (48-54)

Reconstituted cells

14N1 96 (78-105)

14N3 N.D.

14N4 86 (67-99)

14N5 44 (42-52)

14P2 91 (73-100)

14P3 46 (43-52)

14P4 44 (32-48)

cleaned out with medium every day). Regenerat-

ing nucleoplasts began to proliferate about 6 days

after the enucleation [12]. Whereas the reconsti-

tuted cells began to multiply two to four days after

the fusion. Therefore, within four days after the

fusion, it was not difficult to identify reconstituted

cells as those containing several polystyrene beads

and also proliferating. Smaller number of beads in

reconstituted cells, as in the case of the previous

reports [15-17], is probably due to the fragmenta-

tion of the cytoplasts and the smaller size of chick

embryonic cells. Incorporation of excess number

of beads seems to decrease viability of cells [18],

and is likely to cause cell death in chick cells.

Formation of reconstituted cells was also sup-

ported by the fact that the respective reconstituted

clones exhibited specific cell shapes, and that such

cell morphology was not seen in the clonal variants

derived from parental melanoma cells.

A half (3/6) of reconstituted clones possessed

increased number of chromosomes. It seems

probable that they were formed either by the

fusion of two nucleoplasts or by the disturbance of

cytokinesis with foreign cytoplasm. The latter case

seems more likely because we did not detect any

binuclear cells after the fusion.

Results of our study seem to indicate that the

cytoplasmic factors derived from chick embryonic

cells are responsible for the suppression of mela-

nogenesis in the reconstituted cells. Appearance

of 14N1-5 (nucleoplasts of TG14 and cytoplasts of

chick neural retina) reconstituted cells with de-

creased tyrosinase activity was probably the result

of the suppression of either the enzyme activity or
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stituted cells. The cells were harvested at subconfluent stages. Reconsti-

tuted cells were formed from the nucleoplasts of TG14 (14—) and

cytoplasts of neural retina (14N-), retinal pigment epithelium (14P-).
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synthesis of tyrosinase. This cytoplasmic factor

seems to be similar in its nature to the factors

reported by Davidson et al. [4] and Silagi [5].

As to the mode of action on these cytoplasmic

factors, we must take it into consideration that the

effect persists over 20 passages. Therefore, the

factors seem likely to alter phenotypic expression

of the cells via alteration of chromatin. Precise

effect of the cytoplasmic factors remains to be

elucidated. On the other hand, as seen in the case

of 14P2, the melanin content did not always

depend on the tyrosinase activity. Cytoplasmic

factors derived from chick pigment epithelium

seem to suppress melanogenesis independent of

their tyrosinase activities. These results indicate

that post-tyrosinase regulating factors [19] are

involved in melanogenesis in addition to the

regulating factors on tyrosinase.
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ABSTRACT—An in situ hybridization technique was applied to detect changes in vasopressin (AVP)

mRNA levels in the hypothalamic neurosecretory neurons of water-deprived rats. A 22mer synthetic

deoxyoligonucleotide complementary to the rat AVP mRNA was labeled radioactively with 32P and

used as a probe for in situ hybridization. Autoradiographic silver grains were localized distinctly over

the loci occupied by AVP-immunoreactive neurons in the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei.

Labeled neurons were sparsely found in the region rich in oxytocin-immunoreactive ones. Magnitudes

of autoradiographic signals in rats deprived of drinking water for 4 days were significantly higher than

those in the untreated rats. This result indicates that the AVP mRNA levels in the magnocellular AVP
neurons were extensively elevated by osmotic stress within 4 days after the commencement of water

deprivation.

INTRODUCTION

A recently developed in situ hybridization tech-

nique, a histochemical procedure for the localiza-

tion of specific polynucleotide sequences, has been

used to examine the regulation of gene expression

in individual cells. This method can visualize a

particular mRNA with a labeled cDNA probe and

yields information concerning a pattern of gene

expression. Since the use of the hybridization

technique entirely depends on availability of

cDNA probes, we recently attempted to apply

synthetic deoxyoligonucleotides to in situ hybri-

dization with mRNA on paraffin sections of the rat

brain, and successfully demonstrated the mRNA
of arginine vasopressin (AVP) in the magnocellu-

lar neurosecretory neurons of the paraventricular

(PVN) and the supraoptic (SON) nuclei [1]. The

nucleotide sequence of cloned cDNA encoding the

ternary precursor of AVP had been determined in
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the bovine [2] and the rat [3].

AVP, a neurohypophysial nonapeptide hor-

mone, is involved in osmotic and cardiovascular

regulation [4]. The plasma level of AVP was

elevated by drinking hypertonic saline in the rat

[5]. Concomitant increase in the amount of AVP
mRNA in the rat hypothalamus in response to

chronic osmotic stimuli has been shown by the use

of the Northern blot technique [6] and the liquid

hybridization assay method [7]. These authors

measured values of AVP mRNA 2 or 3 weeks after

the commencement of drinking hypertonic saline.

However, cytological changes in the rat mag-

nocellular neurosecretory neurons at both light-

and electron-microscopic levels were induced with-

in a few days after the start of osmotic stimuli

[8-10]. Therefore, using the in situ oligo-

nucleotide-mRNA hybridization method, we stud-

ied changes in the levels of vasopressin mRNA in

the magnocellular neurosecretory neurons of the

rat PVN and SON following 4 days of water

deprivation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue preparation

Young male Wistar-Imamichi rats were de-

prived of drinking water for 4 days. Control

animals were allowed free access to water. Body

weights of the untreated animals were 258.5 + 1 .9 g

(n= 3), while those of the water-deprived rats were

reduced to 180.5±3.1g (n= 4). The animals were

killed by decapitation. The hypothalami were

rapidly taken out and immersed in a fixative

containing 2% paraformaldehyde, 1% glutaral-

dehyde and 1% picric acid in 0.01 M phosphate

buffer at 4°C overnight. Tissues were washed in

70% ethanol overnight, dehydrated through

graded ethanols, and embedded in paraplast.

Transverse sections were cut serially at 10 //m,

separated into several treatment groups for in situ

hybridization and for immunohistochemical de-

monstration of AVP and oxytocin, and were

mounted on gelatinized slides.

Preparation of the synthetic oligonucleotide probe

A 22mer deoxyoligonucleotide probe, the

nucleotide sequence of which is (3')GAAGGT-
CTTGACGGGTTCTCCT(5'), complementary to

rat mRNA encoding amino acid residues of AVP
(3-9) was synthesized by use of the phosphorami-

dite method [11] and was purified by polyacry-

lamide gel electrophoresis. The nucleotide se-

quence of the probe was confirmed by the chemical

degradation method [12]. The probe was then

labeled at the 5' end with T4 polynucleotide kinase

using [7-
32P]ATP (Amersham, >5,000Ci/mmol)

[12] to a final specific activity of 3-4xl05 cpm/

pmol. Radioactivity of the labeled probe was

measured by aqueous liquid scintillation counting

of Cerenkov radiation.

In situ oligonucleotide-mRNA hybridization

After rehydration, tissue sections were treated

with proteinase K (1/zg/ml; Sigma, type XI) in

0.1 M Tris buffer (pH 8.0) containing 50 mM
EDTA at 37°C for 30min, briefly washed in

distilled water at room temperature, and treated

with 0.25% acetic anhydride in 0.1 M triethanol-

amine buffer (pH 8.0) for lOmin. They were then

washed in double fold (2 X ) SSC ( 1 X SSC contains

0. 15 M NaCl and 0.015 M sodium citrate), preincu-

bated in a hybridization buffer (0.9 M NaCl, 6mM
EDTA, 0.2% bovine serum albumin (BSA), 0.2%

Ficoll, 0.2% polyvinylpyrrolidone and lOO^g/ml

denatured salmon sperm DNA in 90mM Tris

buffer, pH 7.5) at room temperature for 1 hr, and

then placed in a moist chamber. The oligonu-

cleotide probe was diluted to Ixl04
cpm///1 in

hybridization buffer, and was applied to tissue

sections. Sections were coverslipped, and were

incubated at 30°C overnight. After removing cover-

slips in cold 6xSSC, the sections were washed in

cold 6xSSC for 5 min, in 6XSSC at room tem-

perature for 15 min twice, again in cold 6xSSC for

5 min. The sections were then dehydrated through

graded ethanols (70, 90 and 100%) containing

0.6 M ammonium acetate and air-dried. Thereaf-

ter, the sections were dipped in Sakura NR-M2
emulsion diluted 2: 1 with 0.3 M ammonium ace-

tate, air-dried for 30 min, and exposed for 3 weeks.

After development in Kodak D-19 and fixation,

they were counterstained with Kernechtrot.

Specificity of hybrids was tested by the following

methods: (a) an excess amount of unlabeled probe

(9/ug/ml) was added to the hybridization medium

(competition test), (b) an excess amount of tem-

plate to the probe (6/ig/ml), the nucleotide se-

quence of which is (5)ACTTCCAGAACTGC-
(3'), was added to the hybridization medium

(absorption test). In both competition and absorp-

tion tests, there was no specific localization of

silver grains above background levels in the

hypothalami. These results show that the synthet-

ic oligonucleotide probe hybridized specifically

with AVP mRNA in the magnocellular neurose-

cretory neurons.

Immunohistochemistry

Tissue sections for immunohistochemistry were

stained by the avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex

(ABC) method using Vectastein ABC kit (Vec-

tor). Primary antisera were used as follows: rabbit

anti-AVP (Bioproducts) was diluted 1 : 32,000 with

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.5%

BSA; and rabbit anti-oxytocin (a gift from Prof.

S. Kawashima, Hiroshima Univ.) was diluted 1:

25,600 with PBS (for details of the staining
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procedure, see Takami et al. [13]). These values

for dilution of the antisera, with which tissue

sections from normal rats were stained half-

maximally in serial dilution experiments, were

adopted to obtain quantitative staining results. As
controls, tissue sections were treated by exposure

to (1) nonimmune normal rabbit serum substituted

for anti-AVP and anti-oxytocin, (2) a medium
prepared by addition of synthetic AVP (Peptide

Inst., 1-100 //g/ml) to diluted anti-AVP serum and

synthetic oxytocin (Peptide Inst., 1-100 //g/ml) to

diluted anti-oxytocin serum at 4°C for 24 hr prior

to incubation, (3) a medium prepared with omis-

sion of the primary antiserum, and (4) omission of

the primary and secondary antisera. These tests

confirmed the specificity of immunohistochemical

staining in the present study. Immunohistochem-

ical staining of tissue sections from Brattleboro

rats in another independent study also confirmed

the specificity of the anti-AVP and anti-oxytocin.

Measurement of autoradiographic signals

In each rat, tissue sections including unilaterally

the widest cross-sectional area of the PVN or the

SON were taken as representative samples, and

the density of silver grains was measured over the

magnocellular neurons by use of a microcomputer-

aided image analyzer with a computer program

developed by Dr. T. Ishimaru, the Ocean Re-

search Institute of the University of Tokyo. Then,

a sum of individual cell areas in which the density

of silver grains was above a certain threshold level

was calculated for both the PVN and the SON. In

this experiment, the threshold level was defined to

determine a summed cell area of moderately to

strongly labeled neurons. Significance of the

difference between the water-deprived and the

control rats was determined by use of the

Mann-Whitney U-test, a non-parametric statistic

method.

RESULTS

Silver grains representing specific oligonu-

cleotide-mRNA hybrids were densely localized

over the neurons of the PVN and the SON
(Figs, lb, d and 2b, d). Densely labeled neurons

coincided closely with regions that included many

AVP-immunoreactive neurons (Figs, la, c and 2a,

c). Peripheral portions of the PVN and the dorsal

region of the SON, where oxytocin-immuno-

reactive neurons are predominant, contained very

few hybridized cells (figure not shown). Other

hypothalamic loci were not labeled autoradio-

graphically above background levels.

Autoradiographic signals over the PVN and

SON neurons in the water deprived rats (Figs. Id

and 2d) were markedly denser than those of

control animals (Figs, lb and 2b). Both the num-

ber of labeled cells and the magnitude of the label

were increased by 4-day dehydration. The micro-

densitometric analysis of both the PVN and the

SON showed that the summed cell areas where the

autoradiographic signals were above a certain level

were significantly wider in the dehydrated rats than

in controls (Table 1). The increase in moderately

to strongly labeled cell areas was about 40-fold in

both the PVN and the SON.
Immunohistochemical staining for AVP showed

that the PVN included faintly to weakly im-

munoreactive neurons (Fig. la), while the SON
neurons demonstrated various degree of im-

munoreactivity, from faint to very strong (Fig. 2a).

Although we did not examine systematically an

effect of dehydration on cytological features and

immunoreactivity of the AVP neurons, water

deprivation induced hypertrophy of the mag-

nocellular neurons. The AVP-immunoreactive

perikarya did not show notable changes in their

immunoreactivity in both the PVN and the SON
(Figs, la, c and 2a, c). Immunoreactive stainabil-

ity of AVP in the median eminence was also

similar in both the 4-day dehydrated and control

rats, except for an increase in Herring body-like

structures in some hydrated rats.

The suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) included

AVP immunoreactive neurons in the dorso-medial

portion as noted by Defendini and Zimmerman
[14]. Nonetheless, a density of silver grains over

the SCN neurons was only slightly above back-

ground, and was not notably altered by water

deprivation.

DISCUSSION

The present in situ oligonucleotide-mRNA hy-
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Kite-

Fig. 1. AVP-immunoreactive neurons and in situ hybridization of AVP mRNA in the PVN of normal (a,

b) and 4-day water-deprived rats (c, d). Autoradiographic signals of
32P-labeled synthetic oligonu-

cleotide probe for AVP mRNA (b, d) are distributed parallel to AVP-immunoreactive neurons (a, c) in

adjacent tissue sections. Note the density of silver grains over the PVN of water-deprived rats (d) is

higher than in control rats (b). Scale bar, 50 /um.

Table 1 . Increase in densely labeled cell areas with

a probe for AVP mRNA over the PVN and the

SON in water-deprived rats

Normal (3)
a Water deprivation

for 4 days (4)
a

Paraventricular

nucleus

Supraoptic

nucleus

191.7 + 122.4" 8525.8+1421.4*

53.0+ 35.3 1939.5 + 1295.6*

a Number of rats is indicated in parentheses.

" Mean and standard error (arbitrary pixel unit).

* Significantly larger than controls. (P<0.05 by

Mann-Whitney U-test)

bridization study in the rat hypothalamus demon-

strates a significant increase in the amount of

autoradiographic silver grains in the PVN and the

SON after 4 days of water deprivation. This result

shows that the levels of AVP mRNA in the

magnocellular neurosecretory cells were elevated

by dehydration by following reasons. The oligo-

nucleotide probe is expected to be able to discrim-

inate a single nucleotide substitution. The probe

for AVP mRNA applied in this study hybridized

slightly to vasotocin mRNA in the toad brain [1].

Complementary sequence of which mismatch with

AVP probe at only two positions (Nojiri et al.,

unpublished data). This observation confirms that

the silver grains represent the presence of hybrids

of the synthetic probe with the AVP mRNA,
however not with the oxytocin mRNA, since its

nucleotide sequence differs from the AVP mRNA
at six positions [3]. Little change in the AVP
mRNA levels in the SCN agrees well with the

findings of Burbach et al. [7]. Our result thus

strongly supports the presence of functionally

separate vasopressin systems within the central

nervous system [5]. One of them, composed of

magnocellular PVN and SON neurons, is exten-

sively responsible for dehydration stress, and the
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Fig. 2. AVP-immunoreactive neurons and in situ hybridization of AVP mRNA in the SON of control (a, b)

and 4-day water-deprived rats (c, d). Autoradiographic signals of the synthetic probe (b, d) are distributed

parallel to AVP-immunoreactive neurons (a, c) in adjacent tissue sections. Note the density of silver grains

over the SON of the water-deprived rat (d) is higher than that of the normal rat (b). OC, optic chiasma.

Scale bar, 50 /j.m.

expression of the vasopressin gene in this system

may be regulated by osmotic stimuli. While the

expression of the AVP gene in rat parvocellular

PVN neurons was modified by adrenalectomy [15].

Russel [16] reported that the nucleolar sizes of

immunocytochemically identified oxytocin- and

vasopressin-containing neurons in the SON were

increased by water deprivation for 3 to 5 days.

Our results show that a chronic dehydrating

stimulus initiates transcription of the vasopressin

gene within 4 days after the onset of the stimulus,

although previous studies by use of the Northern

blot technique [6] and the liquid hybridization

assay method [7] reported a rise in the AVP
mRNA level in the hypothalamus after 2 to 3

weeks of dehydration. Rechardt [9] showed that

cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum in the

neurosecretory cells were vacuolated, and the

number of free ribosomes increased after 3 days of

dehydration. Furthermore, incorporation of
35
S-

cysteine or
3
H-tyrosine into AVP in hypothalamic

slices of guinea pigs deprived of water for 4 days

increased 2-5 times compared to the slices from

control animals [17]. These studies indicate that

synthesis of AVP precursors was elevated rapidly

by water deprivation. Therefore, it is highly prob-

able that, in the present study, active translation of

AVP mRNA to the AVP precursor increased

concomitantly with translation of AVP gene. The

slight change in immunoreactive stainability of

magnocellular AVP neurons in the present study,

which coincides with the change in vasopressin

content in the PVN and the SON following oral

hypertonic saline [5], can be accounted for by a

rapid release of newly synthesized hormone.

The magnitude of increase in the level of AVP
mRNA in the present study was far larger than

that of a previous study by Burbach et al. [7] in

which the levels of AVP mRNA were raised 5-fold

and 2-fold in the SON and PVN, respectively, after
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2 weeks of dehydration. Majzoub et al. [6] re-

ported a 20-fold increase in the levels of AVP
mRNA in the rat hypothalamus after drinking 2%
saline for 3 weeks, comparable with our result.

Possible explanations for the above discrepancy

may be differences in the techniques and the

probes utilized for the hybridization and the

procedure of dehydration. Thus, an accumulation

of experimental facts obtained by the hybridization

method is required to understand further the

expression of the AVP gene. Such information

will enable us to compare results of hybridization

experiments with many immunohistochemical [10,

18] and radioimmunoassay studies [5]. To facili-

tate such comparison for understanding molecular

neurobiological aspects of the neurosecretory

neurons, a development of a staining method for

simultaneous demonstration of the AVP mRNA
and AVP immunoreactivity appears crucial.
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ABSTRACT—To clarify when and how long larval exposure to a certain daylength is required for the

induction or inhibition of diapause in Papilio xuthus, larvae were raised from the egg stage under

short-day (8L-16D) or long-day (16L-8D) conditions. They were exposed to the adverse photoperiods

in relation to induction of diapause and then returned.

Fifty per cent of diapause pupae was induced by the exposure to 8 short days. When the short-day

exposure was continued for 12 days, the majority of insects entered diapause. Besides, in induction of

non-diapause pupae, 50% and 100% were reached by the exposure to 5 and 10 long days, respectively.

When a same length of exposure to daylength was made on larvae during the stages between the day

of the 2nd instar and the middle day of the 5th instar, insects were found to show a large response almost

corresponding to the maximum response to the cycles of long or short days. The response became small

when the exposure was started before the first larval ecdysis or continued after the middle day of the 5th

instar.

The results indicated that the responsive stage of P. xuthus to daylength covers about 13 of 20-21 days

required for larval development at 25°C. The sensitive stage begins on the day of the 2nd instar and

ends on the middle day of the 5th instar. Long days and short days have opposite effects on the

induction of diapause, but may have almost the same efficiency in the determination of diapause.

INTRODUCTION

Seasonal dimorphism and diapause of insects are

controlled by photoperiod and temperature dur-

ing certain developmental stages [1-4]. The

mechanism underlying the photoperiodic control is

thought to involve components functioning for

time-measurement of photoperiods and integra-

tion of photoperiodic information [5-9]. During

the responsive stage to photoperiod, each insect

measures the length of light period every day. If

the light period is shorter than the critical day-

length, the day is regarded as short and the effect is

summed up in the integration component presum-

ably located in the brain determining pupae

non-diapause [9-12].

It is easy to show whether a plant regards a given
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day in experiments as long or short, because

flowering is sometimes induced at considerably

high rates by the exposure to one long day or one

short day [13]. But in insects, the one-day expo-

sure is seldom effective; 50% induction (or preven-

tion) is usually achieved after the exposure of

several days [8].

In the swallowtail butterfly, Papilio xuthus L.,

pupal diapause and seasonal morphs are controlled

by photoperiod and temperature during the larval

period. The critical daylength is a little longer

than 13 hr [14-15]. Thus, under the long-day

condition, larvae all developed into non-diapause

pupae, but under the short-day condition they

developed into diapause pupae. However, with

respect to the determination of diapause, the

photoperiod-sensitive stage as well as the number

of required long or short days is not clarified in this

butterfly.

The present study focused on showing when and
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how many cycles P. xuthus larvae require to be

exposed to defined daylength for the prevention or

induction of diapause.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals Eggs and larvae of P. xuthus were

held in transparent plastic containers (©9 x5 cm or

19x13x5 cm) and were exposed to either a

long-day (16L-8D) or a short-day (8L-16D) condi-

tion at 20 and 25°C. The larvae were fed on leaves

of Fagara ailanthoides renewed every day.

The rearing containers were placed in a box (62

X 39 X 110 cm) and illuminated by two 20-watt

white fluorescent tubes, which were controlled by

a 24-hr time-switch. In the light period (starting

8:00 a.m.), the light intensity was provided at

about 500 lux on the container.

Exposure to the adverse photoperiods Larvae

reared under long-day or short-day conditions

were grouped (n= 150-200) and exposed to the

adverse photoperiods. The treatments comprised

three series. In the first series, the number of short

or long days required for diapause or non-diapause

determination was examined at 20°C and 25°C. In

this series, the exposure was made on the 4th and

5th instar larvae for zero to 8 days by changing the

beginning stage of the exposure. The second

series was designed to assess how the sensitivity of

larvae to daylength changes according to the

developmental stages at 25°C. Length of the

exposure was changed from zero to 7 days. At the

same time, the beginning stage of the exposure was

changed at day intervals from the day of the 4th

instar (IV-D0) to 2 days after the 5th instar

(V-D2). In the third series aimed to show when
the photoperiod-sensitive stage began and ended,

the long-day exposure was continued for 5 days,

whereas the short-day exposure was continued for

7 days. Furthermore, the beginning time of expo-

sure was changed from one group to the next at

day intervals from hatching (I-D0) to 4 days after

the 5th instar (V-D4). Effect of the long days was

represented by percentage of non-diapause pupae

in 80-180 insects, whereas effect of the short days

was represented by percentage of diapause pupae

in 100-180 insects.

Criterion for larval selection To investigate the

effect of daylength on larvae of the same develop-

mental stages, newly ecdysed larvae were selected

from a stock culture. The selection of larvae was

based on the span of developmental stages, which

were 3 days for the egg and the first instar, 2 days

for the 2nd instar, 3 days for the 3rd instar, 4 days

for the 4th instar and 7-8 days for the 5th instar at

25°C, respectively. When insects did not attain the

next stage on the day calculated from the above

mentioned spans, they were elliminated.

Criterion for diapause Pupae were kept at 25°C

for one month and observed to see if they

developed into adults. If the pupae showed signs

of adult development—the apolysis of wing epi-

dermis or the appearance of eye spots—within one

month, they were classified as non-diapausing and

other pupae were classified as diapausing.

RESULTS

Response curves to the number of long-day or

short-day cycles for preventing or inducing di-

apause

To investigate how the effect of daylength was

integrated and represented on the pupal diapause,

photoperiodic conditions of 16L-8D or 8L-16D

under which larvae were raised were interrupted

by the introduction of adverse conditions. The

interruption was carried out in the 4th or 5th instar

larvae for zero to 8 days depending on the group

(n= 150-200).

Broken and solid lines "A" (Fig. 1) show the

percentages of non-diapause pupae plotted against

the length of exposure to long days at 20°C and

25°C, whereas broken and solid lines "B" (Fig. 1)

show the percentages of diapause pupae in the

exposure to short days. As is clear here, only one

cycle of long-day prevented diapause in 5% of

insects (4/90 at 20°C and 8/162 at 25°C) and 50%

(54/104 at 20°C and 81/152 at 25°C) was attained

when the exposure continued for 5 days. How-

ever, for inducing diapause, more cycles of short

days were necessary to eliminate the effect of long

days at 20°C and 25°C. Thus, diapause pupae were

obtained at about 50% (57/101 at 20°C and 86/232
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100

'§ 50-

Length of larval exposure to daylength (days)

Fig. 1. Induction of non-diapause or diapause pupae represented against the number of

long-day or short-day cycles. Broken and solid lines "A" showed the percentage of

non-diapause pupae at 20°C and 25°C, whereas lines "B" showed the percentage of

diapause pupae, respectively.

at 25°C) by 8 short days; shorter than 3 short days

was ineffective.

Photoperiodic sensitivity in larvae

To examine whether or not photoperiodic sensi-

tivity fluctuates during the developmental stage,

groups of larvae (n= 150-200) were exposed to the

adverse photoperiods in the same manner as

mentioned above. In this experiment, the start of

the exposure was delayed at day intervals from one

group to the next so that the different groups

received exposure at different developmental

stages.

Percentage of non-diapause or diapause pupae is

represented by lines in Figure 2. Each line con-

nects the groups receiving the same length of

100-

- 50-

0-1

t
-* A^^A

1 1 1 1
1

-
-u -3 -; -l

Day of transfer ( day = day of 4th molting )

Fig. 2. Percentage of diapause pupae in insects of short-day (O and #) or long-day

(Z^ and A) background which were exposed to the adverse photoperiodic

conditions. Each line connects the groups receiving a same span of exposure to

adverse photoperiod at different stages. Each figure in close vicinity to each line

indicates the number of long-day cycles to which the groups of insects were

exposed.
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Fig. 3. Percentage of non-diapause (O) or diapause (#) pupae induced by the

exposure to 5 long-day or 7 short-day cycles, of which the start was delayed at day

intervals from one group of insects to the next from hatching (I-DO) to the 2nd day

of the 5th instar (V-D2).

exposure to daylength at different stages. It looks

as if the lines, although showing some fluctuations,

run horizontally and almost parallel.

The horizontal parallelism may indicate that

responsiveness of larvae to daylength for prevent-

ing or inducing diapause is almost constant during

the stages between the day of the 4th instar

(IV-DO) and the middle (4th) day of 5th instar

(V-D4).

The start and the end ofphotoperiod-sensitive stage

To acertain when the photoperiodic sensitivity

arises and disappears in this butterfly, groups of

larvae were raised from the egg stage under either

the long-day or short-day conditions and were

exposed to the adverse photoperiods. The short-

day larvae were exposed to long days for 5 days,

whereas those of the long-day were exposed to

short days for 7 days. Then, they were returned to

the original conditions. The start of the exposure

was delayed at day intervals one after another so

that each group (n= 150-200) received the expo-

sure at different stages between hatching (I-D0)

and gut-purge (V-D6 or V-D7).

When the 5-day exposure to long days was

delayed at day intervals, induction of non-diapause

pupae fluctuated in a trapezoid pattern. Maximum
efficiency of the exposure to 5 long days (42-61%

of non-diapause in Fig. 1) was attained, when the

exposure was started within the stages from the

day of the 2nd instar (II-D0) to the day of the 5th

instar (V-D0) (Fig. 3). However, when the expo-

sure was begun earlier than II-D0 or later than

V-D0, the induction of non-diapause became

smaller (0-20%). Besides, in the short-day expo-

sure, induction of diapause pupae also fluctuated

in a trapezoid pattern (Fig. 3). But, the maximum

percentage of diapause pupae was low (10%) as

compared with the case in Figure 1 (43-51%).

Furthermore, the induction of diapause pupae

decreased one or two days earlier (IV-D3) than

the induction of the non-diapause pupae (V-D0 or

V-Dl).

The results indicate that photoperiod-sensitive

stage for preventing or inducing diapause may start

on the day of the 2nd instar (II-D0) and end on

the middle day of the last (5th) instar (V-D4).

Diapause prevention (or induction) was lowered

when the exposure was started from days following

V-D0 (or IV-D2). The lowering may be due to

the fact that the sensitive stage finishes before the

end of exposure time.

DISCUSSION

Number of required long-day or short-day cycles

for preventing or inducing diapause

In P. xuthus, each insect shows an almost "all or
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nothing" response to photoperiod in relation to

diapause determination [14, 15]. However, the

number of photoperiodic cycles required for pre-

venting or inducing diapause showed a wide range

of diversity as has been demonstrated in several

other insects [8] including Sarcophaga angrystoma

[11]; the range is one to 10 (mean 5) long days for

preventing diapause, whereas 4 to 13 (mean 8)

short days for inducing diapause in P. xuthus.

This 3-day difference in efficiency between long

and short day can be considered to be due to the

fact that short day (diapause inducing factor) is less

effective than long day (diapause preventing fac-

tor) as already demonstrated in several other

insects [8]. Further, another explanation that

short day (diapause inducing factor) has a large

efficiency almost corresponding to long day (di-

apause preventing factor) may be available. When
the larvae are given one-cycle short-day exposure

in addition to 7-cycle short-day exposure, the one

short day caused the largest increment (20%) in

percentage of diapause pupae. The maximum

efficiency of one short day is great almost corre-

sponding to that of one long day (20% decrement

in diapause pupae) (Fig. 1). This view may be

applicable to the response curves at 20°C (broken

lines in Fig. 1). Each curve obtained at 20°C is

almost coincident with those observed at 25°C,

although the length of photoperiod-sensitive stage

for the determination of diapause may be extended

about 1.5-fold (19 days) at 20°C as compared with

the case (13 days) at 25°C.

Responsiveness of larvae to daylength

When the exposure to the adverse photoperiods

was made for zero to 7 days in larvae of various

stages (IV-DO to V-D3), each group showed a

response (diapause or non-diapause) correspond-

ing to the length of the exposure (Fig. 2). How-

ever, the response decreased, when the exposure

to the adverse photoperiods was continued on days

following V-D4. The horizontal parallelism in the

response curves may be based on the constant

responsiveness of larvae to photoperiods during

the stages examined (IV-DO to V-D3). The re-

sponsiveness to photoperiods may disappear on

days following V-D4.

A similar explanation may be available to the

start of photoperiod-sensitive stage. When the

5-day exposure to long days was begun on days

following II-DO, diapause was prevented at high

ratios (40-60%). However, when the exposure to

long days was started before II-DO, the prevention

became small. This tendency was also observed in

induction of diapause by the 7-day exposure to

short days, although the induction of diapause

pupae was low (10%) (Fig. 3) as compared with

the case in Figure 1 (40-50%). Thus, the photo-

period-sensitive stage for preventing or inducing

diapause may begin on II-DO and end on V-D4
in P. xuthus.

Based on our present evidence, the photo-

period-sensitive stage covers about 13 (II-DO to

V-D4) of 20-21 days required for larval develop-

ment at 25°C. The length of photoperiod-sensitive

stage varies with rearing temperatures, increasing

to 19 days at 20°C and decreasing to 10 days at

30°C. But, the number of long or short days

required for preventing or inducing diapause may

be almost constant, even when the rearing temper-

ature differs, as was shown in several other insects

[8]. Therefore, 80% of insects enter diapause

under short-day conditions at 30°C [15]. The ratio

(80%) in induction of diapause is achieved, when

the exposure to short days is continued for 10 days

(the whole length of the photoperiod-sensitive

stage at 30°C).

However, larvae of P. xuthus may not always

show a constant days response to photoperiods;

that is, the 7-day exposure to short days induced

diapause in 40-60% of insects in Figure 1, where-

as, in Figure 3, diapause was induced in only 10%.

Here, we could not exclude the possibility that the

fluctuation is based on the nature of insects which

are selected from the stock culture. Because, in

most groups, 50-60% of larvae developed into

pupae 20 or 21 days after hatching at 25°C (Figs. 1

and 2). However, in some groups (Fig. 3), only

10% of insects were in pupae on these days and

most (50-60%) of them took 23-24 days for larval

development. The extension of the larval stages is

supposed to be caused by quality of the food leaves

which change with the season.

Our present study could not provide sufficient

evidence to explain how the photoperiodic in-

formation is summed up and represented on the
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prevention or induction of diapause. However, we

may conclude that the one long day shows the

maximum efficiency on diapause determination,

when the one-day exposure is added to the

long-day exposure for 4 days. In the short-day

exposure, the maximum efficiency of one short day

is obtained, when the one-day exposure is made in

addition to the 7-day exposure to short days. At

its maximum, 20% of insects respond to one

long-day or one short-day cycle and change the

developmental phenotype (diapause or non-

diapause).
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Two New Subspecies of Synchelidium (Crustacea: Amphipoda:

Oedicerotidae) from the Sea Shore

of Northeast Japan

Akira Hirayama

Laboratory of Biology, Department of Liberal Arts, Asia University,

5-24-10 Sakai, Musashino-shi, Tokyo 180, Japan

ABSTRACT—Two new subspecies of gammaridean Crustacea, Synchelidium americanum latipalpum

and S. miraculum lenorostralum, are described and illustrated from specimens collected from the surf

zone in Otsuchi Bay, Iwate Prefecture, Northeast Japan. The former belongs to the group that is

characterized by tiny dactyls of pereopods 1-2; it differs from S. americanum Bousfield, 1973 in the

shape of the coxa 3, mandible and telson. The latter belongs to the group that bears elongate dactyls of

pereopods 1-2; it is distinguished from S. miraculum Imbach, 1967 by the antenna 1, mandible, pleonal

epimeron 2, uropods and telson.

INTRODUCTION

During an ecological study of marine benthic

animals in the shallow water of Otsuchi Bay,

Northeast Japan, Dr. A. Tamaki collected many

gammaridean specimens which were made avail-

able to me for study. This collection contains

some undescribed species and here is taken an

opportunity to describe two new subspecies of

Synchelidium.

All the type-specimens here described are de-

posited in the collection of the Amakusa Marine

Biological Laboratory, Kyushu University, Kuma-

moto.

Synchelidium americanum Bousfield, 1973

latipalpum n. subsp.

(Figs. 1-4)

Description

Body: Body comparatively slender. Rostrum

strongly deflexed. Eyes feebly fused middorsalLy,

occupying most of forehead. Pereon flexible.

Pleonal epimeron 1 rectangular, anterior margin

densely pubescent on upper half part and setose on
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lower half part; pleonal epimeron 2 weakly and

broadly produced posteroventrally. Urosome sub-

equal to pleomite 3 when measured in dorsal

midline; urosomite 1 pectinate dorsally in 2 oppo-

site longitudinal rows, posteroventral part of both

lateral sides with 1 spine; urosome 3 mostly

concealed beneath telson.

Antennae in male: Antenna 1 1/4 as long as

body length; segment 1 of peduncle reaching end

of rostrum, stubby, segment 2 compressed prox-

imally, unusually setose; flagellum 8-articulate,

segment 1 longer than segment 3 of peduncle,

ventrally setose in transverse rows, bearing 1

terminal spine, following 4 segments ventrally

provided with 1 terminal spine, segments 4-5

distally with 1 aesthetasc. Antenna 2 subequal to

body length; peduncle shorter than antenna 1,

gland cone small, segment 3 with 1 distodorsal pair

of spines, segment 4 twice as long as segment 3,

with 2 dorsodistal pinnate setae, segment 5 2/3 as

long as segment 4, ventrally provided with 1

median row of 5 spines and 2 pinnate setae, distally

with many simple and 1 pinnate spines.

Antennae in female: Antennae less than 1/4 as

long as body length. Antenna 1 slightly shorter

than antenna 2, similar to that of male; flagellum

5-articulate, each segment with terminal setae.

Peduncle of antenna 2 similar to that of male,

segment 4 with 1 distal row of 8 simple setae,
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Fig. 1. Synchelidium americanum latipalpum n. subsp. Holotype: Male, 2.75 mm.

ventrally provided with 1 row of 7 simple setae,

distally with long setae, all these setae bifid

apically; flagellum 6-articulate, each segment with

a few terminal spines except for ultimate.

Mouthparts : Apical margin of upper lip broad,

pectinate medially. Oval outer lobes of lower lip

almost coalescent into inner lobe and obliquely

sitting on it. Inner lobe of maxilla 1 with 1

terminal pinnate seta; outer lobe distally pro-

vided with 2 bifid, 3 pectinate and 2 stout simple

spines, all tooth-like; palp biarticulate, distal

segment elongate, with 3 pairs of setae on distal 1/3

part of length. Inner lobe of maxilla 2 semioval,

apically with 1 pinnate and 5 unplumose setae;

outer lobe apically with 6 unplumose setae. In-

cisor of mandible broad, two-toothed; lacinia

mobilis bifid on left mandible, and broad and with

5 blunt teeth on right mandible; 4 accessory blades

pectinate; molar process pseudotritulative, with 1

longer, distally pinnate and 1 naked teeth; palp

well developed, segment 2 with 2 pairs of simple

setae at 1/3 from proximal part, segment 3 as long

as segment 2, bristly, bearing fringe of 16 simple

setae on apical margin and distal 3/4 part of inner

margin. Inner lobe of maxilliped distally provided

with 4 tooth-like spines; outer plate reaching

midlength of palp segment 2, provided with 6

tooth-like spines on inner margin; palp segment 3

rectangular, terminal segment falcate, as long as

segment 3.

Gnathopod 1 : Relatively small. Coxa 1 rec-

tangular, posteriorly with 1 spine at 1/3 from

ventral angle, posteroventral setae elongate.

Merus scale-like, contiguous to posteroproximal

part of carpus. Carpus thin; lobe overreaching

propod, slender, taper, posterior margin with 1

distal seta and another at 1/3 from distal end,

anterior margin concave, with 1 spine near apex

and 3 setae on distal 1/3 part of length. Propod

subrectangular; palm defined by 1 spine, trans-

verse, with 11 chisel-like teeth, and 1 pinnate and 3

unpinnate setae on outer side, and 7 unpinnate

setae on inner side; half part from anterodistal end

pectinate and the other smooth. Dactyl fitting on

palm when closed.

Gnathopod 2: Chelate, slender. Coxa 2 twice

as deep as coxa 1, posteriorly provided with 2

different-sized spines on half part from ventral

angle. Merus scale-like, about twice as long as

ischium, fitting proximal concavity of carpus.

Carpus and propod fused, almost as long as basis,

coalescent scar obscure; palm finely pectinate,

with 4 pairs of short setae and about 7 small

spine-like setae, apex hooked inward, pointed,

with 1 inner spine. Dactyl apically hooded, fitting

opposite concavity of palm.

Pereopod 1 : Coxa 3 1.5 times as broad as coxa

2, ventral half part of posterior margin with 4

spines gradually decreasing in size, and 4 short,

equal-sized setae. Basis 2/5 as long as whole

length of pereopod 1, with 1 posterodistal slender

spine. Merus 2/3 as long as basis, posterior short

setae mostly curved distally. Carpus 2/3 as long as

merus, 6 or 7 posterior paired setae distally curved

as in preceding segment. Propod about half as

long as merus, subcylindrical, flattened posterior-

ly, outer surface with 7 fine setae along posterior

margin, posterodistal margin with 14 stout, long

setae, all bifid and curved distally. Dactyl vesti-

gial.

Pereopod 2 : Very similar to pereopod 1

.

Coxa 4 produced posteriorly, with 4 anteroventral

fine and 5 ventromedial short setae.

Pereopod 3: Anterior lobe of coxa 5 minutely
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Fig. 2. Synchelidium americanum latipalpum n. subsp. Holotype: Male, 2.75 mm. A: Head. B: Antenna 1 of

male. C: Antenna 2 of male. D: Upper lip. E: Lower lip. F: Maxilla 1. G: Maxilla 2. H: Right mandible.

I: Left mandible. J and K: Maxilliped. L: Antenna 1 of female (Paratype, 3.50mm). M: Antenna 2 of

female (Paratype, 3.50mm). N: Gnathopod 1. O, O-l and 0-2: Gnathopod 2. P: Pereopod 1.
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Fig. 3. Synchelidiwn americanum latipalpum n. subsp. Holotype: Male, 2.75 mm. A and A-l:

Pereopod 2. B: Pereopod 3. C: Pereopod 4. D: Pereopod 5 (Paratype, female, 3.50mm). E:

Pereopod 5 (Holotype). F: Urosome. G: Uropod 1. H: Uropod 2. I: Uropod 3.
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Fig. 4. Synchelidium americanum latipalpum n. subsp. Holotype: Male, 2.75 mm. A:

Pleonal epimeron 1. B: Pleonal epimeron 2. C: Pleonal epimeron 3. D: Pleopod 1.

crenulate anteroventrally. Basis about half as

large as coxa 5, nearly square. Merus shorter than

basis, widened distally, widest portion nearly twice

as wide as proximal part, anterior bifid setae

distally curved, anterodistal setae 5, thick and

various in length, posterodistal end feebly pro-

duced, with 3 spines and 1 simple seta extending

far beyond dactyl. Carpus shorter than merus,

anteriorly with 6 spines. Propod 2/3 as long

carpus, slightly dilated medially, posterodistal

extension with 1 seta. Dactyl 2/3 as long as

propod, spine-like, pectinate in 2 opposite longitu-

dinal rows along posterior margin.

Pereopod 4: Similar to pereopod 3, but larger.

Anterior lobe of coxa 6 produced anteroventrally,

with 5 anterior spines, ventral margin of posterior

lobe with 5 short setae. Thick posterior setae

formula on merus 1-2-3-3-2-1
,
posterodistal end

with 4 spines and 2 very long setae of which one is

pinnate. Carpus posterodistally provided with 2

elongate, bifid spines and 1 long seta. Propod with

3 groups of 1 elongate, bifid spine and 1 unplumose

long seta, and 2 distal short setae.

Pereopod 5: About twice as long as pereopod

4. Coxa 7 semioval. Basis pubescent and provided

with 6 spines on proximal muscular part. In

merus, posterior process somewhat more promi-

nent than anterior one, both processes with 1

pronounced and 4 additional small spines. Merus,

carpus and propod equal in length. Dactyl slightly

shorter and slenderer than propod, truncate,

distally provided with 2 spines, apical seta stiff,

measuring about half length of dactyl.

Pleopods: Pleopods well developed, very simi-

lar; proximal segment of outer ramus with 3 bifid

and 2 simple setae, these setae pinnate; terminal

swimming setae less than half as long as rami.

Uropods: Uropods slender, rami lanceolate,

pectinate on one side margin. Peduncle of uropod

1 longer than rami, outer lateral side bearing 1

proximal long and 8 short setae on proximal 2/3 of

length; outer ramus slightly longer than inner

ramus, with 3 equidistant spines, inner ramus with

2 spines. Rami of uropod 2 equal-sized, each with

2 median spines. Peduncle of uropod 3 produced

distoventrally into lobe of semioval shape; rami

equal-sized, outer ramus with 2 medial spines,

inner ramus with 1 median spine.
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Telson: Telson oval, with 1 pair of pinnate

setae at 1/3 from posterior end.

Remarks

The gnathopod 1 with both a prolonged carpal

lobe and the transverse palm bearing 11 denticles

and the dactyl of the pereopod 5 shorter than the

propod, all characteristic of Synchelidium america-

num Bousfield from the northeast coast of Canada

[1, 2], are also shared with the present form.

However, this form may be distinguished by the

following particulars: (1) the mandibular palm of

the present form is stouter than that of 5.

americanum; (2) the telson is gently rounded on

the posterior margin in the present form, while it is

truncate and feebly emarginate in 5. americanum ;

(3) the coxa 3 is about 2/3 as broad as the coxa 4 in

this form whereas in S. americanum it is about half

as broad as my interpretation form from the

figure of Bousfield [1]; and (4) the molar process of

the mandible bears 2 tooth-like spines, 1 small and

the other pinnate in the present form instead of a

single pinnate one as in S. americanum. I believe

that the above-listed differences may be of less

than specific importance, and here is proposed a

new subspecies, Synchelidium americanum latipal-

pum, for the Japanese population.

Material examined

Holotype: Male, 2.75mm. Type-locality: Surf

zone in Otsuchi Bay, Iwate Prefecture. Date:

April 9th, 1978. Paratype: 3 specimens collected

with the holotype (Female; 3.50mm, 4.25 mm,
3.50mm). Collector: Akio Tamaki. Collection

No.: AMBL-Amph. 44.

Synchelidium miraculum Imbach, 1967

lenorostralum n. subsp.

(Figs. 5-7)

Description

Body: Large, spotty and somber, coxae 1-6

and pereopod 5 well developed, especially coxae

4-5 prominent. Rostrum gently deflexed, meeting

apex of peduncular segment 1 of antenna 1. Eyes

largely coalescent to each other. Posteroventral

angle of pleonal epimeron 2 slightly produced

backward, acute. Lateroventral margin of uro-

somite 1 with 1 anterior pair of setae and 1

posteroventral small spine; ventrodistal end of

urosomite 3 producing to apex of telson.

Antennae: Antenna 1 subequal to peduncle of

antenna 2 in length; peduncle setose, segment 1

stubby, segment 2 about half as long as segment 1,

segment 3 longer than segment 2, with 2 proximal

spines; flagellum 9-articulate, segment 1 a little

shorter than peduncular segment 3, distally with 1

or 2 spines and several setae. Peduncular segment

2 of antenna 2 rectangular, gland cone medium,

upper distal part of segment 3 produced, with 1

transverse row of setae, segment 5 longer and

slenderer than segment 4, ventrodistally provided

with 1 spine and 1 plumose and 3 unplumose setae;

Fig. 5. Synchelidium miraculum lenorostralum n. subsp. Holotype: Female, 4.75 mm.
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Fig. 6. Synchelidium miraculum lenorostralum n. subsp. Holotype: Female, 4.75 mm. A: Head. B:

Antenna 1. C: Antenna 2. D: Upper lip. E: Lower lip. F: Maxilla 1. G: Maxilla 2. H: Right

mandible. I and 1-1: Left mandible. J: Maxilliped. K and K-l: Gnathopod 1. L and L-l: Gnathopod

2. M: Oostegite. N and N-l: Pereopod 1. O: Pereopod 2.
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0.2mm:ABCDEFGHIJKLM
0.1mm:A-l

0.05mm:B-1

Fig. 7. Synchelidium miraculum lenorostralwn n. subsp. Holotype: Female, 4.75mm. A and A-l:

Pereopod 3. B and B-l: Pereopod 4. C: Pereopod 5. D: Pleonal epimeron 1. E: Pleonal epimeron 2.

F: Pleonal epimeron 3. G: Peduncle of pleopod 3. H: Pleopod 1. I: Urosome. J: Uropod 1. K:

Uropod 2. L: Uropod 3. M: Telson.

flagellum subequal to peduncular segments 4-5

combined in length, proximal segment shorter

than 1/3 as long as peduncular segment 5.

Mouthparts : Inner plate of lower lip coalescent

on base, pubescent; mandibular process weak.

Inner plate of maxilla 1 apically with 1 pinnate
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seta; outer plate provided with 5 teeth medially

armed with 1 stout tooth, and 4 teeth pectinated in

2 longitudinal rows; palp biarticulate, distal seg-

ment elongate, distal half part of length with 1

oblique row of 3 slender spines, 1 row of setae

along inner margin and 5 marginal spines on inner

side, apex provided with 1 slender and 2 stout

spines. Inner plate of maxilla 2 apically provided

with 6 pairs of spine-like setae; outer plate distally

provided with 4 pairs of setae and 4 proximal setae

on inner side, and 6 setae on outer side. Lacinia

mobilis of mandible broad, serrate apically on

right mandible and provided with 5 conical teeth

on left mandible; from apex to molar process

pubescent, with 3 or 4 accessory teeth pectinated

in 2 opposite rows; molar process pseudotritura-

tive, with 1 bifid, broad rugose tooth plus 1 falcate

tooth on right mandible and plus 2 falcate teeth on

left mandible, these falcate teeth pectinate in 2

longitudinal rows; palp triarticulate, segment 2

about 3 times as long as proximal segment, on

inner margin with 3 very long spines and many

short and longer spines in 3 rows, distal segment

finely spinose on inner margin, on half margin

from distal end with 2 rows of 4 longer and 7 short

spines, and 5 apical short spines. Inner plate of

maxilliped with 8 apical spines, inner side of basal

segment with 3 short spines and 1 distal set of 2

very long and 2 short spines; outer plate with 12

teeth and 3 short setae on inner side, and 3 longer

setae on outer side, basal segment with 3 inner-

median stout spines; 3rd segment of palp bulbous,

not produced outer-distally, provided with 1 longi-

tudinal row of 14 spine-like setae on upper side,

and 1 row of 6 spines and 4 small spine-like setae

on inner-distal margin.

Gnathopod 1 : Coxa 1 posteriorly armed with 2

spines. Basis pectinate anteroproximally, with

many short and long spines on an anterodistal

outer side and 6 short spines on posterodistal inner

side. Merus about twice as long as ischium.

Posterior lobe of carpus overreaching palm, broad,

provided with 3 longitudinal rows of spines

throughout and 1 apical spine on inner side.

Propod oval, continuously rounded on posterior

margin and palm; palm twice as long as posterior

margin, defined by 1 stout spine and cusp, finely

pubescent, with 3 rows of 7 longer stiff setae and

about 23 pairs of short stout setae. Dactyl fitting

on palm when closed, grasping margin provided

with 10 pit organs.

Gnathopod 2 : Chelate , slender , elongate . Coxa

2 posteriorly with 2 ventral and 1 median spines.

Basis shorter than propod, distal 2/3 of anterior

length with 4 stiff setae. Merus put in concavity of

propod distally. Carpus and propod almost coales-

cent, but split in distal part, extending beyond

dactyl, evenly cut on upper-distal part, apex

clow-like and hooked, distally provided with 1

spine; palm finely pectinate on proximal 2/3 part,

with 6 longer and many small setae, these small

setae curled distally. Dactyl meeting distal con-

cavity of propod, hooded, grasping margin

smooth.

Pereopod 1: Coxa 3 similar to coxa 2, poste-

riorly with 3 ventral and 1 median long spines.

Basis about 2/3 as long as pereopod 1, anterodistal

expanding part with 1 row of 9 setae. Merus

gradually expanding forward to twice as wide as

proximal part, anterodistal rounded margin with 1

longitudinal row of 9 long setae. Posterior setae

on carpus arrayed in transverse rows, distal half

part of these setae slenderer than proximal half,

bifid apically. Propod as long as carpus, posterior-

ly with 10 short setae, setae formula on anterodis-

tal end 8-7-5. Dactyl 2/3 as long as propod.

Pereopod 2 : Coxa 4 slightly produced postero-

ventrally, posteriorly with 4 short and 1 ventral

long spines. Pereopod 2 very similar to pereopod

1 except for basis distally with 1 long plumose seta.

Pereopod 3: Basis long oval, 1/3 as long as

pereopod 3, setose marginally, else outer side

provided with 2 plumose setae on distal 1/3 of

length. Merus shorter than basis, anteriorly

setose, posteriorly with 10 rows of several long

unplumose setae. Carpus semicylindrical, ob-

liquely cut anterodistally, posterodistally provided

with 1 transverse row of 10 long setae and apically

with about 10 short and long setae. Propod about

half as long as basis, on distal half part of anterior

length with 5 spines. Dactyl about half as long as

propod, foliaceous, apically provided with 1 gland

cone.

Pereopod 4: Very similar to pereopod 3 in

form, but longer. Coxa 6 2/3 as broad as coxa 5,

anteriorly provided with 1 proximal and 1 ventral
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spines, half part of posterior margin from distal

end crenulate, with 14 setae and spines. Muscular

part of basis marginally with many short and long

plumose setae. Merus distally provided with

several short and long setae.

Pereopod 5: Prolonged, but shorter than body

length. Coxa 7 semioval, expanding on posterior

half part. Posterior thin plate of basis producing

far beyond ischium, rectangular distally, muscular

part posterodistally provided with 1 long plumose

setae. Merus as long as basis, produced postero-

distally, with 8 posterodistal spines. Carpus, pro-

pod and dactyl continuously decreasing in thick-

ness, former two equal to merus in length, dactyl

longer than them, attenuated off, anteriorly pro-

vided with 9 plumose setae.

Pleopods: Posterior margin of peduncle on

pleopod 1 with supernumeral plumose setae, but

setae on pleopods 2-3 unplumose; proximal seg-

ment of outer ramus with 3 bifid and 2 simple

setae, these setae plumose; apical swimming setae

1/3 as long as rami.

Uropods: Uropods slender, rami lanceolate.

Uropod 1 not reaching apex of uropod 2; proximal

2/3 part of outer ventral length submarginally with

1 longitudinal row of 12 setae; rami slightly turned

up apically. Peduncle of uropod 2 shorter than

rami, outer lateral side with 3 proximal setae.

Peduncle of uropod 3 longer than half as long as

rami, a little produced ventrodistally; rami equal-

sized.

Telson: Telson short, oval, distinctly emargi-

nate, naked.

Remarks

Present form has the long dactyls of pereopods

1-2. These characteristics in Synchelidium has

been, hitherto, known only in two species, S.

miraculum Imbach from South China Sea and

5. londigitatum Ruffo from Mediterranean Sea [3].

However, the present form has the following

characteristics which Imbach pointed out to dis-

tinguish S. miraculum from S. londigitatum; dis-

tinct posterior lobe on basis of pereopod 5, longer

and more inflated merus of pereopods 1-4, shorter

carpus of pereopod 4 and unarmed telson.

Moreover, the present form and S. miraculum

have all other characteristics in common except for

the following differences; in S. miraculum, 1)

rostrum perpendicularly deflected, 2) palp of

mandibles less spinose, 3) posteroventral angle of

pleonal epimeron 2 not acute, and 4) telson slightly

emarginate. As I think that these differences are

not presumably important to distinguish the pres-

ent form from 5. miraculum in species level the

new subspecies, Synchelidium miraculum lenoros-

tralum, is allocated to the present form.

Material examined

Holotype: Female, 4.75 mm. Type-locality:

Surf zone in Otsuchi Bay, Iwate Prefecture. Date:

April 9th, 1978. Paratype: 4 specimens collected

with the holotype (Female; 3.00mm, 3.75 mm,
4.50mm, 5.00mm). Collector: Akio Tamaki. Col-

lection No.: AMBL-Amph. 45.
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ABSTRACT— Seven (including six new) species and two unidentified juveniles of the hymenolepidid

and the anoplocephalid cestodes were obtained through the examination of 83 vespertilionid bats

belonging to two genera and two species, 28 molossid bats belonging to two genera and two species and

130 phyllostomid bats belonging to ten genera and 16 species, collected in nine regions of Bolivia

between July 31 and October 13, 1984. Vampirolepis longisaccata sp. n. from Molossus molossus is

related to but differs from V. christensoni (Macy, 1931) Spassky, 1954, in the shape of rostellar hooks.

Vampirolepis santacurzensis sp. n. from M. molossus differs from V. longisaccata in the form of rostellar

hook handle, the number and length of rostellar hooks, and the shape of ovary. Vampirolepis

crassihamata sp. n. from M. molossus differs from V. santacurzensis in the size and shape of rostellar

hooks. Vampirolepis bihamata sp. n. from Micronycteris minuta differs from all the known species of

the genus Vampirolepis from Chiroptera in bearing rostellum armed with a double row of rostellar

hooks. Vampirolepis pandoensis sp. n. from Eptesicus furinalis differs from V. christensoni, in the

thickness of the outermost chorion of eggs and the size of embryonic hooks. Vampirolepis phyllostomi

(Vaucher, 1982) from Phyllostomus hastatus is first recorded from Bolivia. Mathevotaenia boliviano sp.

n. from Glossophaga soricina differs from M. cubana Zdzitowiecki et Rutkowska, 1980, in the size, the

number of proglottids, and the size of suckers. Unidentified juvenile Vampirolepis and Cycloskrjabinia

are reported from Artibeus planirostris and Phyllostomus hastatus, respectively.

INTRODUCTION

The helminth fauna of the Bolivian bats has very

little been studied. As far as we know, only

Vampirolepis christensoni (Macy, 1931) Spassky,

1954 [1] has been reported from Chiroptera in

Bolivia [2], but its morphological characteristics

are known only from the original description [3],

which is deficient in some details. Many of the

cestodes from Neotropical Chiroptera in the

present collection are reported from Bolivia for

the first time.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Total 241 bats composed of 20 species were

collected from various parts in Bolivia between

July 31 and October 13, 1984, by the second author

(Fig. 1), and were examined for cestodes by the

first author. The bats were autopsied immediately

Accepted October 2, 1985

Received August 7. 1985

Fig. 1. A sketch map showing the collecting sites of

the bats in Bolivia. For the locality number, see

Table 1.
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after capture at the collecting sites. The specimens

of cestodes as well as a part of the gut were fixed in

Carnoy's fluid, and were brought to Japan. After

being soaked in 45% acetic acid for about 30min

for expanding, the gut was stored in 70% alcohol.

Cestodes obtained from these alcohol-preserved

guts were rinsed in water for 12 hr. Then they

were stained with Haidenhain's hematoxylin,

dehydrated in alcohol, cleared in xylene, and

mounted in Canada balsam. Interference contrast

light microscope was used when sufficient speci-

mens were available. Measurements are given in

millimeters.

RESULTS

The bats and cestodes obtained are shown in

Table 1. The cestodes found were as follows:

Vampirolepis longisaccata sp. n.; V. santacurzensis

sp. n.; V. crassihamata sp. n.; V. phyllostomi

(Vaucher, 1982), comb, n.; V.bihamata sp. n.;

V. pandonensis sp. n.; Mathevotaenia boliviana sp.

n.; juveniles of Vampirolepis and Cycloskrjabinia

species.

Vampirolepis longisaccata sp. n.

(Figs. 2-6)

Of the nine specimens of the bat, Molossus

molossus, captured in a house at Buena Vista,

Santa Cruz, on July 31, 1984, two were found

infected ^with two specimens each of this new
species.

Description: Medium-sized hymenolepidid;

strobila length 52-98; maximum width 1.8-2.3.

Metamerism distinct, craspedote, margins serrate.

Proglottids wider than long. Scolex 0.350-0.630

long and 0.455-0.560 wide, slightly set off from
neck. Rostellum 0.210 long by 0.105-0.133 wide,

armed with a single row of 36-38 spanner-shaped

hooks 0.035 long. Hook handle long and curved

against guard; guard round at its end, making a

right angle with handle; blade remarkably curved

and slightly round at its end. Rostellar sac oval

when the rostellum is invaginated, 0.322-0.413

long by 0.217-0.231 wide. Suckers round, 0.140-

0.168 by 0.105-0.126. Neck absent.

Genital pores unilateral, located a little anterior

0.05

Figs. 2-6. Vampirolepis longisaccata sp. n.

2: Scolex with rostellum invaginated. 3: Scolex with

rostellum evaginated. 4: Rostellar hooks. 5: Mature

proglottid. 6: Egg. Scales in mm.

to middle of proglottid margins. Cirrus sac pyri-

form, 0.140-0.182 long by 0.035-0.043 wide,

extending anterolaterally beyond longitudinal

excretory canals. Internal seminal vesicle 0.070-

0.112 by 0.035-0.042, enlarging to fill proximal

portion of cirrus sac. External seminal vesicle

oval, 0.105-0.168 by 0.035-0.070. Testes three in

number, subspherical, 0.070-0.098 by 0.067-

0.070, situated in posterior field of proglottid

and arranged in a transverse row, one poral and

two aporal. Testes not in contact with longitudinal

excretory canals laterally. Vagina opening in

genital atrium vental to orifice of male duct,

extending to median field, posterior to cirrus sac,

then enlarging, forming large seminal receptacle.

Seminal receptacle 0.112-0.140 by 0.056-0.084,

situated anterior to poral testis. Ovary transverse-

ly elongated, 0.210-0.315 wide. Vitelline gland

weakly lobed, 0.091-0.128 by 0.035-0.063. Ute-

rus arising directly from ovarian lobe as a lobed

sac, gradually enlarging, filling all available space
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in senile proglottids. Eggs spherical or ellipsoidal,

0.042-0.046 by 0.039-0.042, surrounded by four

envelopes; outermost chorion thick and with

smooth surface. Onchospheres spherical, 0.032-

0.035 in diameter; embryonic hooks 0.011 long.

Type host: Molossus molossus (Pallas, 1766).

Site of infection: Small intestine.

Type locality and date: Buena Vista, Santa

Cruz, Bolivia; July 31, 1984.

Type specimen: Holotype: NSU Lab. Coll.

No. 8502. Paratypes: No. 8503.

Remarks: The present new species closely

resembles Vampirolepis christensoni from Tada-

rida laticaudata and Molossidae sp. [1] in the

number and length of rostellar hooks. However, it

differs from V. christensoni in the longer strobila

(52-98 vs. 29-46) and the shape of rostellar hooks

(guard and blade round at its end, and guard

slightly shorter than blade vs. guard and blade

sharp at its end, and approximately equal in

length).

Vampirolepis santacruzensis sp. n.

(Figs. 7-10)

Of the nine specimens of the bat, Molossus

molossus, captured in a house at Buena Vista,

0.3

Figs. 7-10. Vampirolepis santacruzensis sp. n.

7: Scolex. 8: Rostellar hooks. 9: Mature proglottid. 10:

Egg. Scales in mm.

Santa Cruz, on July 31, 1984, one contained a

specimen of the present new species.

Description: Medium-sized hymenolepidid;

mature strobila 65 in length and 1.2 in maximum
width. Metamerism distinct, craspedote, margins

slightly serrate. All proglottids wider than long.

Scolex 0.420 long by 0.476 wide, distinctly set off

from neck measuring 0.9 long by 0.4 wide.

Rostellum 0.231 long by 0.175 wide, armed with a

single row of 23 hooks measuring 0.046 long.

Hook handle long; guard thick and round at its

end; blade remarkably curved and shape at its end.

Rostellar sac spherical when the rostellum is

invaginated, 0.315 by 0.345, extending posterior

to suckers. Suckers round, 0.147-0.161 by

0.126-0.161.

Genital pores unilateral, situated at middle of

proglottid margins, not protruding. Testes three

in number, oval, 0.105-0.119 by 0.070-0.084,

arranged in a transverse row, one poral and two

aporal. Cirrus sac pyriform, 0.154-0.175 long by

0.035 wide, extending anterolatelally beyond lon-

gitudinal excretoy canals. Internal seminal vesicle

0.070-0.084 by 0.028-0.053, enlarging to fill

proximal portion of cirrus sac. External seminal

vesicle oval, 0.070-0.084 by 0.028-0.053, extend-

ing to poral testis and dorsal to seminal receptacle.

Vagina opens in genital atrium, extending to

median field, posterior to cirrus sac, then enlarg-

ing, forming voluminous seminal receptacle

measuring 0.105-0.154 by 0.084. Ovary trans-

versely elongated, frequently irregularly lobate in

anterior half of proglottid. Vitellarium compact,

directly posterior to ovary, 0.140 by 0.077-0.084.

Eggs oval or spherical, 0.046-0.056 by 0.035-

0.046; outermost chorion thin, with smooth sur-

face. Onchospheres spherical, 0.028-0.039 by

0.025-0.028, embryonic hooks 0.014 long.

Type host: Molossus molossus (Pallas, 1766).

Site of infection: Small intestine.

Type locality and date: Buena Vista, Santa

Cruz, Bolivia; July 31, 1984.

Type specimen: Holotype: NSU Lab. Coll.

No. 8504.

Remarks: Vampirolepis santacruzensis sp. n.

most closely resembles the foregoing V. longisac-

cata in the shape and size of scolex, and the size of

eggs. The rostellar hooks of V. santacruzensis.
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however, characteristically differ in the form of

hook handle (curved toward the guard vs. curved

against the guard). It can also be separated from

V. longisaccata by that it possesses fewer rostellar

hooks (23 vs. 38), longer rostellar hooks (0.046

vs. 0.035), the longer neck (0.9 vs. absent), longer

embryonic hooks (0.014 vs. 0.011) and in the shape

of ovary (irregularly lobated vs. bilobed).

Vampirolepis crassihamata sp. n.

(Figs. 11-13)

Of the nine specimens of the Molossus molos-

sus, from Buena Vista, Santa Cruz, collected on

July 31, 1984, one was found infected with a

specimen of this new species. It was fully mature,

but not gravid.

Description: Small-sized hymenolepidid; stro-

bila length 32; maximum width 0.5. Metamerism

distinct, margins serrate. Proglottids wider than

long. Scolex 0.560 by 0.476, not distinctly set off

from neck. Rostellum 0.189 long by 0.161 wide,

armed with a single circle of 22 hooks. Hooks

measuring 0.053 long; hook handle long and thick,

guard prominent, bluntly round at its end, slightly

longer than blade; blade sharp at its end. Rostel-

lar sac spherical, 0.245 in diameter, extending

posterior to suckers. Suckers discoidal, 0.133-

0.140 by 0.154.

Genital pores unilateral, situated in middle

Figs. 11-13. Vampirolepis crassihamata sp. n.

11: Scolex. 12: Rostellar hooks. 13: Mature proglottid.

Scales in mm.

or a little posterior to middle of proglottid mar-

gins. Testes three in number, round to oval,

0.084-0.091 by 0.067-0.084, medullary, forming a

transverse row in posterior field of proglottid.

Internal seminal vesicle measuring 0.070-0.105 by

0.028, gradually enlarging to fill proximal portion

of cirrus sac. Cirrus sac 0.140-0.175 by 0.028,

positioned anteromedially to genital atrium, ex-

tending beyond longitudinal excretory canals. Ex-

ternal seminal vesicle 0.091-0.098 by 0.028, direct-

ly dorsal to seminal receptacle in anterior half of

proglottid. Vagina initially posterior to cirrus sac,

passing beneath cirrus sac just prior to crossing

longitudinal excretory canals, gradually expanding

into voluminous seminal receptacle measuring

0.063-0.077 by 0.035. Ovary medial, transversely

elongated, frequently irregularly lobate, in ante-

rior half of proglottid. Vitelline gland compact,

lobed, 0.049 by 0.021-0.028, located at posterior

to ovary.

Type host: Molossus molossus (Pallas, 1766).

Site of infection: Small intestine.

Type locality and date: Buena Vista, Santa

Cruz, Bolivia; July 31, 1984.

Type specimen: Holotype: NSU Lab. Coll.

No. 8505.

Remarks : The present new species most close-

ly resembles Vampirolepis santacruzensis in the

number of rostellar hooks and the shape of scolex.

However, it differs from that species in the size

and shape of rostellar hooks (0.053 vs. 0.046;

handle and guard strong vs. handle and guard

attenuate).

Vampirolepis phyllostomi (Vaucher, 1982)

comb. n.

(Figs. 14-17)

Hymenolepis phyllostomi Vaucher, 1982 [4], pp.

457-459, fig. 5.

One Phyllostomus hastatus captured in a garden

of a hotel at Chive, Pando, on September 15, 1984,

contained five mature specimens and 27 juveniles

of this species. Phyllostomus hastatus was the

most heavily parasitized bat, one specimen having

two species of cestodes, V. phyllostomi and Cyclo-

skrjabinia sp., which amounted to a total of 68

worms. Since the original description of V.phyl-
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0.4

Figs. 14-17. Vampirolepis phyllostomi (Vaucher, 1982)

14: Scolex. 15: Rostellar hooks. 16: Mature proglottid.

17: Egg. Scales in mm.

lostomi (Vaucher, 1982) was based on immature

specimens in which gravid and senile proglottids

were undeveloped, morphological characteristics

of the egg and onchosphere were not included.

Description: Worms 25-75 in length and 0.8-

1.2 in maximum width. Edges of proglottids

serrate, genital pores unilateral, and located at

middle of lateral margins of proglottids. Scolex

0.315-0.420 long by 0.420-0.532 wide, not set off

from neck. Rostellum 0.112-0.119 long by

0.119-0.140 wide, armed with a single circle of 50

hooks measuring 0.012 long. Suckers round, un-

armed, 0.119-0.140 by 0.105-0.119. Testes three

in number, arranged in a transverse row, and

measuring 0.091 by 0.084. Cirrus sac club-shaped,

attaining to a size of 0.196-0.210 long by 0.042-

0.049 wide, occupied by internal seminal vesicle

measuring 0.119-0.147 by 0.049. External seminal

vesicle 0.084 by 0.042-0.056. Ovary transversely

elongated, 0.245 wide, lobed, in anterior half of

proglottid. Vagina opening in genital atrium, ex-

tending medially, then enlarging, and forming

seminal receptacle. Seminal receptacle 0.077-

0.112 by 0.053-0.060, extending medial to midline

of proglottid. Vitelline gland weakly lobed, 0.042

by 0.049. Eggs 0.116-0.129 by 0.105-0.116, sur-

rounded by four envelopes; outermost chorion

thick, with smooth surface. Onchospheres spher-

ical, 0.081-0.084 by 0.077-0.084; embryonic hooks

0.035 long.

Remarks: Spassky [5] created the genus Vam-

pirolepis for the systematic classification of those

hymenolepidid species which possess a rostellum

armed with more than 20 Y-shaped hook, parasi-

tize Chiroptera and have three testes arranged in a

line. Since subdivision into further genera of the

species, which are originally placed in Hyme-

nolepis Weinland, 1858, is deemed necessary by

this time, the generic name Vampirolepis should

be widely adopted.

The present authors hold the view that Hyme-
nolepis phyllostomi Vaucher, 1982, should be

placed in the genus Vampirolepis Spassky, 1954.

Vampirolepis bihamata sp. n.

(Figs. 18-21)

Of two Micronycteris minuta captured in a

garden of a hotel at Chive, Pando, on September

16, 1984, one was found infected with two speci-

mens of this cestode.

Description: Medium-sized hymenolepidid;

mature strobila 35-52 in length and 0.6-0.8 in

0.2

Figs. 18-21. Vampirolepis bihamata sp. n.

18: Scolex. 19: Rostallar hooks. 20: Mature proglottid.

21: Egg. Scales in mm.
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maximum width. Metamerism distinct, proglottid

margins serrate. Scolex 0.350-0.385 long and

0.441-0.455 wide, not set off from neck. Suckers

round, 0.140-0.161 by 0.126-0.133. Rostellum

0.210-0.244 long by 0.154-0.203 wide, armed with

a double row of 88-90 hooks measuring

0.063-0.070 long. External hooks, handle and

guard approximately equal in length; guard round

at its end; blade sharp at its end. Internal hooks,

handle attenuate; guard round at its end, longer

than blade; blade shape at its end. Rostellar sac

0.371-0.420 by 0.210-0.231.

Genital pores unilateral, located a little anterior

to middle of proglottid margins. Testes three in

number, oval, 0.084-0.105 by 0.049-0.070,

arranged in a form of triangle. Cirrus sac vase-

shaped, 0.175-0.224 long and 0.035-0.042 wide,

extending anterolaterally beyond longitudinal

excretory canals. Internal seminal vesicle 0.084-

0.098 by 0.035, enlarging to fill proximal portion

of cirrus sac. External seminal vesicle oval,

0.070-0.084 by 0.035-0.042, extending to the

posterior part of poral testis. Vagina opens in

genital atrium, extending medially, then enlarging

and forming seminal receptacle. Seminal recepta-

cle oval, 0.077-0.084 by 0.056. Ovary transversely

elongated and frequently irregularly lobate. Vitel-

line gland 0.035-0.056 by 0.035, directly posterior

to ovary. Eggs oval or spherical, 0.056 by

0.042-0.046, surrounded by four envelopes; out-

ermost chorion thin, with smooth surface.

Onchospheres spherical, 0.028 in diameter;

embryonic hooks strong, 0.018 long.

Type host: Micronycteris minuta (Gervais,

1856)

Site of infection: Small intestine.

Type locality and date: Chive, Pando, Bolivia;

September 16, 1984.

Type specimen: Holotype: NSU Lab. Coll.

No. 8506. Paratypes: No. 8507.

Remarks: So far as is known, the rostellum of

Vampirolepis species previously known from Chi-

roptera [6-12] is armed with a single row of hooks,

but that of the present form is armed with a double

row of characteristic hooks. This character is

sufficient for recognizing a new species for which

the name Vampirolepis bihamata sp. n. is proposed

herewith. This is the first cestode to be reported

from the bat belonging to the genus Micronycteris.

Vampirolepis pandoensis sp. n.

(Figs. 22-25)

Of the 11 specimens of the bat, Eptesicus

furinalis (d'Orbigny, 1947), collected in a garden

of a hotel at Cobija, Pando, on September 30,

1984, one was found infected with a specimen of

this new species.

Description: Medium-sized hymenolepidid;

mature worm 106 long and 1.8 wide. Metamerism

distinct, craspedote, margins serrate. All proglot-

tids wider than long. Scolex 0.346 long by 0.526

wide, not sharply demarcated from strobila. Ros-

tellum nut-shaped, 0.180 long, armed with a single

circle of 41 spanner-shaped 0.035 long. Hook

handle long and attenuate; guard round at its end,

longer than blade; blade sharp at its end. Rostel-

lar sac elongated, 0.318 long and 0.180 wide,

extending posterior to suckers. Suckers round,

0.152-0.166 by 0.138-0.152. Neck absent.

Genital pores unilateral, situated in middle of

proglottid margins. Testes three in number,

0.084-0.098 by 0.105-0.126, oral to round, form-

ing a transverse row in the posterior field

22 23

Figs. 22-25. Vampirolepis pandoensis sp. n.

22: Scolex. 23: Rostellar hooks. 24: Mature proglottid.

25: Egg. Scales in mm.
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of proglottid. External seminal vesicle oval,

0.098-0.112 by 0.056, directly dorsal to seminal

receptacle in anterior half of proglottid. Internal

seminal vesicle 0.126 by 0.035, gradually enlarging

to fill the proximal portion of cirrus sac. Cirrus sac

0.203-0.210 long and 0.035 wide, extending

beyond longitudinal excretory canals. Vagina in-

itially posterior to cirrus sac, passing beneath

cirrus sac just prior to crossing longitudinal excre-

tory canals, gradually expanding into voluminous

seminal receptacle 0.063-0.084 by 0.154. Ovary

0.330-0.371, medial transversely elongate, fre-

quently irregularly lobate, in the anterior field of

proglottid. Vitelline gland lobate, 0.105-0.140 by

0.070-0.098, posterior to ovary. Eggs spherical,

0.039-0.042 by 0.046, surrounded by four en-

velopes; outermost chorion thick and with smooth

surface. Onchospheres spherical, 0.028-0.032 in

diameter; embryonic hooks 0.011 long.

Type host: Eptesicus furinalis (d'Orbigny,

1947).

Site of infection: Small intestine.

Type locality and date: Cobija, Pando, Bolivia;

September 30, 1984.

Type specimen: Holotype: NSU Lab. Coll.

No. 8507.

Remarks: From bats of the genus Eptesicus,

seven species of the genus Vampirolepis have

hitherto been registered; V. decipiens (Diesing,

1850) [12]; V.christensoni (Macy, 1931) [1]; V.

balsaci (Joyeux et Baer, 1934) [13]; V. skrjabina-

riana (Skarbilovic, 1946) [14]; V. roudabusch

(Macy et Rausch, 1946) [15]; V. rysavyi (Tenora et

Barus, 1960) [16] and V. lasionycteridis (Rausch,

1975), comb. n. [17, 18]. The present new species

most closely resembles V. christensoni in the num-

ber, length and shape of rostellar hooks. How-

ever, it differs from that species in the thickness of

the outermost chorion of eggs (0.004 vs. membra-

nous) and the shorter embryonic hooks (0.011

vs. 0.017).

Mathevotaenia boliviano sp. n.

(Figs. 26-28)

One Glossophaga soricina captured in a garden

of a hotel at Cobija, Pando, on September 11,

1984, contained two specimens of this new species.

26

0.3

Figs. 26-28. Mathevotaenia boliviano sp. n.

26: Scolex. 27: Mature proglottid. 28: Egg. Scales in

Description: Small-sized anoplocephalid;

length of strobila including scolex 1.6-3.9 and

maximum width 0.6-0.7. Scolex 0.761 long by

0.802 wide. Rostellum absent. Four unarmed

suckers 0.332-0.346 by 0.290. Single set of repro-

ductive system. Posterior borders of proglottids

overlapping the anterior borders of the succeeding

ones, giving a denticulate appearance of strobila.

Genital pores, alternating irregularly, situated in

the anterior part of proglottid.

Testes 16-20 in number, situated in posterior

field of a proglottid, and measuring 0.049-0.063 by

0.035-0.042. Cirrus sac 0.119-0.140 long by

0.049-0.063 wide. Cirrus unarmed, cylindrical.

Behind cirrus sac, in the antero-medial field of

proglottid, there is strongly coiled vas deferens.

Vagina running transversely along posterior bor-

der of cirrus sac to midline. Vitelline gland,

irregular in shape, measuring 0.070-0.081 by

0.105-0.140. Lobed ovary almost symmetric,

measuring 0.259 wide. Eggs oval or spherical,

0.032-0.035 by 0.028-0.032. Onchospheres spher-

ical, 0.021-0.028 by 0.025-0.028; embryonic hooks

0.011 long.
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Type host: Glossophaga soricina (Pallas,

1766).

Site of infection: Small intestine.

Type locality and date: Cobija, Pando, Bolivia;

September 11, 1984.

Type specimen: Holotype: NSU Lab. Coll.

No. 8508. Paratypes: 8509.

Remarks: Mathevotaenia boliviano sp. n.

closely resembles M. cubana Zdzitowiecki et Rut-

kowska, 1980, from Phyllonycteris poeyi and

Erophylla sezekorni sezekorni [19], in the number

of testes and the shape of ovary. However, it

differs from M. cubana in the following characters:

1) shorter strobila (1.6-3.9 vs. 6.20); 2) fewer

number of proglottids (16-19 vs. more than 30);

and 3) larger suckers (0.332-0.346 by 0.290 vs.

0.168-0.180).

Cycloskrjabinia sp.

One of the specimen of Phyllostomus hastatus

(Pallas, 1767) collected in a garden of a hotel at

Chive, Pando, on September 15, 1984, was

infected with 36 minute juvenile cestodes belong-

ing to the genus Cycloskrjabinia.

Anoplocephalidae; worms 7-9 long by 0.7-0.8

wide. Scolex 0.940-0.968 by 0.845. Rostellum

absent. Suckers round, 0.221-0.235 by 0.194-

0.207. Neck absent. Mature and gravid pro-

glottids unknown.
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Vampirolepis sp.

(Figs. 29-30)

Eight specimens of Artibens planirostris (Spix,

1823) were collected in a house and forest at

Handerman, Santa Cruz, on October 9, 1984.

One of them harbored two minute juvenile ces-

todes belonging to the Vampirolepis.

Worms 8-13 long by 0.5-0.7 wide. Scolex 0.490

by 0.490. Rostellum 0.084 by 0.105, armed with a

single row of 24 hooks 0.018 long. Rostellar sac

0.189 by 0.154. Suckers round, 0.140-0.154 by

0.126-0.140. Neck slender, 1.38-1.81 long by

0.263-0.437 wide. Mature and gravid proglottids

unknown.

Figs. 29-30. Vampirolepis sp.

29: Scolex. 30: Rostellar hooks. Scales in mm.
10
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ABSTRACT—Throughout the year, the sensitivity of

melanophores of Zacco temmincki to melatonin, which

induced aggregation of melanosomes within the mela-

nophores, was investigated. The sensitivity of mela-

nophores to melatonin varied markedly with the season,

being high during the winter and low during the summer
months. In summer, the drug had only a partial agonist

activity.

Lerner et al. [1] isolated a potent melanosome-

aggregating agent from beef pineal glands in 1958

and named this compound "melatonin" after its

action on amphibian melanophores. Ever since,

participations of this hormone on color change in

lower vertebrates have been enthusiastically dis-

cussed [2]. On teleost fishes, some problems have

been pointed out: (1) melatonin has not always a

certain pigment-aggregating effect on their mela-

nophores [2-4], (2) the sensitivity of the mela-

nophores changes during the developmental stage

[5, 6], and (3) the sensitivity varies among mela-

nophores of different sites of the body [7].

However, we have as yet little information about

the mechanism by which melatonin acts on pig-

ment cells.

In the course of studying receptor mechanisms

of melatonin, using melanophores of the fresh-

water teleost Zacco temmincki, a species known to

be extremely sensitive to melatonin [8], we ob-

served a marked decrease in this sensitivity in

summer. The present paper describes briefly the
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seasonal variation in the sensitivity of the mela-

nophores of Zacco temmincki to melatonin.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The material used was the cyprinid fish Zacco

temmincki (10-15 cm in body length), collected

from a brook in the vicinity of Matsue every

experimental month. The fish were maintained in

an aquarium for at least one week prior to

experimental use. Melanophores in scales isolated

from an area within the dark band running along

the body were employed [8]. Denervated prepara-

tions were obtained by an intraperitoneal injection

of 6-hydroxydopamine [9]. An isolated scale was

held with the dermal side down under a cover

glass, which was mounted on a perfusion chamber

filled with a physiological solution of the following

composition: 128mM NaCl, 2.6mM KC1, 1.8mM
CaCl2 , 5mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH7.2). Methods

for photoelectric measurements of melanophore

responses were the same with those described in a

previous paper [8]. The drugs used were norepi-

nephrine hydrochloride, melatonin and 6-hydroxy-

dopamine hydrobromide, which were purchased

from Sigma Chemical, St Louis. The experiments

were performed at a room temperature between 17

and 26°C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Melatonin was extremely effective in inducing

melanosome aggregation of melanophores of Zac-

co temmincki and the effect continued for at least
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lOmin even after the cells were washed with

physiological solution [10]. It was found that the

aggregating response of the melanophores to

melatonin, however, varied greatly with the sea-

son: The sensitivity of the melanophores to mela-

tonin was high in winter and low in summer.

Figure 1 shows a typical recordings of the response

of the melanophores to 10~ 6M melatonin in

winter (January) and summer (July). In January,

melatonin induced a rapid, maximal aggregation of

melanosomes and the state was continuous (Fig.

1A), whereas in July, it produced only an incom-

plete aggregation of melanosomes, being followed

by redispersion (Fig. IB). Norepinephrine, how-

ever, caused maximal aggregation of melanosomes

in the melanophores in the summer season as well.

Figure 2 demonstrates the dose-response rela-

tions of the melanophores to melatonin obtained

throughout one year. From the late fall to spring,

melatonin sensitivity of the melanophores was high

and a concentration of 10~ 8M of melatonin was

sufficient to produce nearly a maximal response.

The concentration of melatonin required to give

50% of the maximal response (ED50) was 1.8X
10~ 9M in November, 7xlO~ 10M in December,

1.1 X 10~ 9M in January and 1.9x 10
_9M in April.

On the other hand, in summer, July and August,

20 Time (min)

Melatonin PS NE

Fig. 1. Typical recording of the response of Zacco

melanophores to melatonin (10
-6 M) and to norepi-

nephrine (10
-6

M), showing the difference in the

response of melanophores to melatonin between a

winter month (A, January) and a summer month
(B, July). PS; physiological solution. NE; norepi-

nephrine.

even a concentration of 10~ 6M failed to induce a

half of the maximal response and higher concen-

trations of melatonin resulted in a reduction of the

degree of aggregation (data not shown). In this

season, the sensitivity to melatonin was character-

istically different among melanophores. Similar

changes in the sensitivity were observed in dener-

vated melanophores throughout the year.

100 r

5 50

Concentration of melatonin (M)

Fig. 2. Seasonal variation in concentration-response relationships for the action of melatonin on

Zacco melanophores. The solutions at various concentrations were applied for 5 min cumula-

tively. The maximal level of the response was obtained by application of 10~ 6M norepinephrine

at the end of a series of measurement. Each point is the mean of 10 measurements. Vertical

lines indicate standard deviations.
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It has been pointed out that the pigment-

aggregating action of melatonin on fish mela-

nophores varies from species to species [4, 8, 11,

12]. In addition, the present experiments revealed

that in the same species, the hormone sensitivity of

melanophores clearly fluctuated with the seasons.

In summer, melatonin had only a partial agonist

activity, as indicated by the reduced maximal

response. This may show that participation of the

pineal gland on the color change differs with the

species of fish and also with the seasons in the same

species. McNulty [13] reported that the structure

of the pineal organ of the goldfish varied with the

seasons and that the morphological changes were

related to the functional changes in the pineal

organ. In the present fish species also, morpholog-

ical changes in the pineal organ were observed

between winter and summer by Takabatake et al.

(unpublished data).

The sensitivity of the melanophores to norepi-

nephrine, which has a potent aggregating action

on fish melanophores, could not be largely in-

fluenced throughout the year. If both intracellular

mechanisms of melanosome aggregation of mela-

nophores induced by melatonin and by norepi-

nephrine are the same, a possible mechanism of

the seasonal variation to melatonin may be related

to a change in some property of the membrane

binding sites for melatonin. The changes of mela-

tonin secretion in the pineal organ may influence

the hormone receptors of melanophores.
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ABSTRACT—Twenty isofemale lines of Drosophila

simulans were examined for variability in the number of

ventral larval denticles. As representative of all larval

segments, the third thoracic and first abdominal ones,

which have a different pattern of denticle distribution,

were analyzed. A significant but small correlation was

found between the number of denticles in both larval

segments. Intrapopulational genetic variation in denticle

number was found. The greatest variation occurred,

however, between larvae within isofemale lines. The

role that denticles can have on larval foraging behaviour

is stressed.

INTRODUCTION

Larvae of Drosophila have several rows of

denticles in each segment. In D. melanogaster and

D. simulans, denticles are of importance and well

developed in the ventral side of the third thoracic

and 1-7 abdominal segments, in which they appear

as black spiculas with different sizes and orienta-

tions (Fig. 1). Denticles seem to play a fundamen-

tal role in larval locomotion. In Drosophila, some

works reported the occurrence of different larval

behaviours which have a genetic basis and which

are related with food acquisition by means of

several kinds of larval displacement [1-3].

D. simulans is a colonizer species in Japan [4]

partially displacing its sibling D. melanogaster in

number. It is of great interest to reveal the factors

accounting for the relative abundance of the two

species. Some factors have already been suggested
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Fig. 1. Ventral side micrograph of a third instar D.

simulans larva showing denticle belts in each seg-

ment.

[5-8]. Sturtevant [9] noticed that old, dry cultures

were more favourable for D. simulans than for

D. melanogaster which might explain the relative

success of the former. The number of larval

denticles is greater in D. simulans that in D.

melanogaster [10] suggesting a relation between

the abundance of denticles and larval ability to use

hard, dry foods.

The present work shows data on the variability

in the number of larval denticles in a population of

D. simulans, and on the influence of two different

culture media upon the number of denticles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two sets of ten isofemales lines from the same

D. simulans population, caught in Asturias, Spain,

were the biological material. From their capture

up to the onset of the experiments, two years later,

one set of lines was reared in medium H and the
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other in medium S. Both foods had, in common,

baker's yeasts (10%), sucrose (10%), salt (0.05%)

and propionic acid (0.05%). They differed in agar

content, it being 1.5% in H and 1.2% in S.

Medium H is harder, more consistent, and drier

than medium S. First instar larvae had some initial

difficulties for eating and working this food, but as

their development progressed, they succeeded in

breaking up the medium and achieving a certain

level of food tunnelling. Medium S, the usual one

in our laboratory, is soft, easy for working and

tends to liquify as larvae develop, which does not

permit tunnelling to occur. The use of these two

different media was thought to prove whether the

type of food imposes some kind of selective

pressure over larval food acquisition which might

be reflected in the number of larval denticles.

Around 100 eggs were taken from each line,

transferred into vials, and developed in highly

nutritive food (20% yeast, 5% sucrose, 1.2% agar,

and 0.05% of salt and propionic acid each).

Before pupating, third instar larvae were removed

from vials, fixed in Farmer's fluid for 6 hr and

stored in 70% ethanol. Ten larvae from each line

were examined for number of denticles. Larvae

were placed dorsally over a slide, a drop of lactic

acid (20%) was added, and a coverslip was

applied. A slight pressure on the cover gave a

smooth larval surface which was examined in a

microscope and then photographed. Two of us did

independent counts of each photograph by means

of conveniently enlarged transparencies. The

number of denticles found inside an area (200 X

Fig. 2. Ventral side micrograph of a third instar D.

simulans larva showing denticle pattern distribution

of the third thoracic (a) and first abdominal (b)

segments. Bar represents 300 //m.

200 pim2
) of the third thoracic segment and another

area (300 X 300 /um
2
) of the first abdominal (Fig. 2)

were estimated for each larva. Attempts were

made by each observer so that areas were centred

with respect to larval bilateral plane of symmetry.

The above counts constitute the basic measure-

ments for the analyses.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data were tested for adjustment to normal

distribution. Deviations were not significant (X
2=

10.3 for thoracic and £
2= 14.5 for abdominal

segments, with 13 d.f. each). Data were then

subjected to a mixed model of nested analysis of

variance [11]. Food was the highest factor, (two

levels), with fixed effects. The other factors, with

random effects, were isofemale lines (10 levels),

larvae within lines (10 levels), and counts within

larvae (2 levels).

A fixed effect might be originated by each

observer, in this way increasing the residual

variance. To prove this, the mean differences

between counts of each observer were obtained,

namely, 2.01 + 0.38 denticles for the thoracic and

2.18 + 0.46 for the abdominal segments. Both

values were significantly different from zero. In

consequence, the SS (sum of squares) between-

observers was computed (with 1 d.f.) and sub-

stracted from the SS residual in the analyses of

variance. Table 1 shows the results of the analysis

of variance for each segment, together with the

expected MS (mean squares). No effect derived

from the treatment was detected. Thus, the num-

ber of denticles was not affected by the hardness

and food accessibility of the culture media em-

ployed. However, the MS for lines and larvae

were significant for both larval segments. These

MS were partitioned for obtaining the genetic

components due to lines and larvae, and the

contribution of each component to the total

population variance. Results are also shown in

Table 1 at bottom. The between-lines component

explains the 13% variation in the thoracic segment

and the 23% in the abdominal one. The greatest

variation (75% around) occurs between larvae,

which can partially reflect differences in size as

well as differences caused during the microscope
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Table 1 . Nested analysis of variance for the number of denticles of the third thoracic and first abdominal

segments in D. simulans larvae

Source of

variation
d.f. Expected MS

Thoracic segment Abdominal segment

MS F
% of

variation
MS F

% of

variation

media 1 <7
2 + 2a!+20erA +2002;ff2 524.5 0.8 — 1849.0 0.7 —

lines 18 o 2+2ol+ 20o\ 625.3 2.6 13.2 2505.0 4.0 22.7

larvae 180 c 2+2c 2
238.9 16.3 76.8 620.7 28.7 72.1

residual* 199 a 2
14.6 10.0 21.6 5.2

The SS between-observer (with 1 d.f.) was substracted from the SS residual.

Za 2=component of variation due to treatments. <rA= component of variation due to isofemale

lines. <TB= component of variation due to larvae. <r
2= component of variation due to error plus

intralarval variation.

assembly. The residual component of variance

only represents 5% and 10% of the total variance

for the thoracic and abdominal segments respec-

tively. This component includes, among others,

the error variation and the intra-larva variation

appearing when the observer chooses a given area

of denticles over the total area provided by each

photograph. The above components of variation

allow estimation of heritabilities for the number of

denticles, as 2 {a2
between)/(<x

2 between + a 2

within) [12]. Results were 26% and 45% for the

thoracic and abdominal segments respectively.

These values are overestimates of narrow heritabi-

lities and must therefore be taken as a first rough

estimate on the degree of genetic determination of

the character.

The average number of denticles for every one

of the 20 isofemale lines and the population means

are given in Table 2.

The intra-individual correlation between the

third thoracic and the first abdominal segments has

also been computed, using the midvalue of those

obtained by the two observers. Correlation was r

=0.35 with 198 d.f. (P<0.001). This value is low

but similar to other correlations found in Dro-

sophila between morphological traits such as wing

width and thorax length [13]. This small correla-

tion does not agree with shared developmental

processes for both classes of segments. In relation

with the latter, there are homeotic mutations in

which the characteristic pattern of denticle rows of

the abdominal segments is replaced by the thoracic

pattern, and the reverse is also known [14].

Isofemale lines are analogous to families of a

Table 2. Mean number of larval denticles in the third thoracic and first abdominal segments

of each isofemale line in the D. simulans population

Lines developed

in the medium H Thoracic Abdominal
Lines developed

in the medium S
Thoracic Abdominal

1 93.5 163.6 1 98.5 164.0

2 89.1 154.7 2 94.6 185.8

3 96.1 171.2 3 97.6 167.0

4 99.7 190.0 4 104.2 185.5

5 93.5 160.7 5 102.3 151.1

6 104.2 156.7 6 96.0 168.1

7 88.9 157.8 7 92.6 168.4

8 100.1 165.7 8 107.2 168.9

9 109.5 183.4 9 98.9 170.0

10 96.4 154.6 10 102.0 172.5
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population. So, differences between lines are

genetic rather than environmental. Our results

therefore reveal genetic variation in the D. simu-

lans population for the number of larval denticles.

These have a locomotion function, but they can

also serve as an "anchor" for larvae developing in a

semi-fluid food, making it easy for larvae to go

forwards and backwards. The latter finds support

in the orientation of denticles. Most of denticles in

the thoracic and 1-4 abdominal segments point

posteriorly whereas most in 5-7 abdominal seg-

ments point anteriorly.

The existence of intrapopulational variation for

this character will enable us to find out whether

there is a relation between the number of denticles

and the variety of larval behaviours, such as

foraging behaviour. In connection with this is the

finding that an important Drosophila fitness trait,

such as egg-to-adult viability, is affected by larval

feeding behaviour in D. simulans and D. melano-

gaster [15].
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ABSTRACT—Three-month-old male frogs of Rana nig-

romaculata after metamorphosis were injected with 8.9

fig/g BW/day of testosterone at 17°C for 45 days, and the

effects of testosterone on spermatogenesis and sperm

preservation were examined. Numerous spermatogenic

cells and spermatozoa seen in the initial control were no

longer seen in the final control. In testosterone-treated

frogs, on the other hand, a number of spermatozoa were

seen, though earlier stages of spermatogenesis were

hardly observed. The results suggest that a sufficient

amount of testosterone is needed for the advance of later

stages of spermatogenesis and sperm preservation, and

that the disappearance of spermatozoa in young frogs

during hibernation is caused by testosterone deficiency.

INTRODUCTION

A considerable number of studies have been

performed on the regulation mechanism of sper-

matogenesis in anurans, but the results reported

have not always agreed in details [1]. To analyze

this machanism, it is desirable that thorough

studies are carried out in one and the same species

from the morphological and physiological points of

view. For such studies, young and subadult frogs

seemed to be as useful materials as adults.

In young autumn frogs of Rana nigromaculata, a

fairly active spermatogenesis is observed in one

year, while no spermatogenesis is seen in another

year [2, 3]. It is conceivable that this difference is

caused by the growth rate of the body affected

mainly by weather conditions in each year. When
active spermatogenesis was seen before hiberna-
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tion, neither germ cells in spermatogenesis nor

spermatozoa were observed in the testes of young

frogs just after hibernation [3]. Of course, in adult

frogs, numerous later spermatogenic cells and

spermatozoa were seen in all the seminiferous

tubules before hibernation, and numerous sperma-

tozoa after hibernation [4, 5]. Furthermore, A 5-

3/?-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase activity in the

interstitial cells and serum testosterone levels were

extremely low in young frogs and very high in adult

frogs before and after hibernation [6, 7]. It seems,

therefore, that the cessation of spermatogenesis

and the disappearance of spermatozoa which

occurred in young frogs were caused by the

testosterone deficiency. The present study was

designed to examine this hypothesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Young male frogs of Rana nigromaculata col-

lected at Kanazuka, Niigata Prefecture, in early

October, were used. These frogs, 43.8 mm in body

length and weighing 3.5 g on the average, were ca.

3 months old after metamorphosis. As shown in

Table 1, the frogs were divided into 4 groups,

A-D. There were 7 frogs in both groups A and B,

and 6 in groups C and D. Room temperature was

maintained at 17±2°C, and an artificial photo-

period of 12L: 12D was used. As food, pieces of

bovine liver were offered every 3 days. In groups

C and D, testosterone, in the form of an aqueous

suspension of crystals, was injected intraperi-

toneally every 3 days. The dose of testosterone

administered to each frog in group D corresponds
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Table 1. Effect of testosterone on spermatogenesis and sperm preservation

Number of germ cells in each stage

Group Treatment

Sperma-

Primary Secondary Primary Secondary „ . .^"'"L

,

/ » . t c t -j Sperma- Index (%)
spermato- spermato- spermato- spermato- Spermatids

^
*• >

gonia gonia cytes cytes

A Initial control

(fixed at the 8.6±1.7bI 2.6+ 1.

beginning)

Final control

B (0.7% NaCl 12.5 + 1.5

solution)

Testosterone

C (1.9/zg/gBW/ 10.8 + 3.2

dayc
)

Testosterone

D (8.9/ug/gBW/ 11.4 + 2.1

dayc

)

.7 + 3.1 7.3 + 2.1 19.0 + 6.7 6.4 + 3.2 70.3+16.2

3.4+1.2 1.5+1.1 15.8+ 6.4
2

7.0 + 2.0
3 2.0+1.0 20.2+11.4

14.8 + 4.1 19.9 + 4.1 49.6+ 14.9
4

a See text.

b Mean + SE.
c
Treble of this dose was injected intraperitoneally every 3 days.

1 P<0.05 as compared to group B, 2 P<0. 01 as compared to group A, 3 P<0. 05 as compared to group B,
4 P<0.01 as compared to group B. (Duncan's new multiple range test)

to the minimum dose of exogenous testosterone

required for the full development of male sexual

characters in castrated subadult frogs of this

species [8]. The experimental period was 45 days,

and at the end of this period, the testes of each frog

were fixed in Bouin's solution. Then the testes

were embedded in paraplast, serial sections were

cut sagittally at 8^m and stained with Mayer's

hematoxylin and eosin. The degree of spermato-

genic process was judged quantitatively as follows.

The total number of seminiferous tubule sections

seen in 5 sagittal planes, i.e., the midsagittal plane

and the 10th and 20th parasagittal planes on both

sides of the midsagittal plane (a), was counted.

The number of seminiferous tubule sections con-

taining secondary spermatogonia and/or germ cells

at more advanced stages was also counted (b), and

spermatogenic indexes were calculated with the

following formula: Spermatogenic Index (SI) = b/a

X100. The number of germ cells in each sper-

matogenic stage seen in the 5 sagittal planes was

counted and the average value for each stage per

one section of the seminiferous tubules was calcu-

lated. Furthermore, at the end of the experiment,

the forelegs and the lower part of the Wolffian

ducts were fixed in Bouin's solution. These were

serially sectioned transversely, stained with

Mayer's hematoxylin and eosin, and used to

compare the sexual character-inducing effect of

testosterone administered in the present study with

that of the previous one [8]. The results obtained

were tested statistically for significance by Dun-

can's new multiple range test.

RESULTS

In group A, active spermatogenesis was ob-

served (Fig. 1A), and SI was 70.3% (Table 1).

Pycnotic substances were frequently seen. The

number of primary spermatogonia was significant-

ly smaller than that in group B. In group B, SI

decreased significantly as compared with group A,

i.e., very few spermatids and spermatozoa were

seen (Fig. IB). In group C, no secondary sper-

matogonia or primary and secondary spermato-

cytes were seen. The number of spermatids in-

creased significantly and spermatozoa tended to

increase (Table 1). In group D, SI was significant-

ly larger than in group B. A few secondary sper-

matocytes and numerous spermatids and sper-
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Fig. 1. Testicular histology. (A) Group A. Active

spermatogenesis is seen, p: pycnotic substances,

arrow: testis-ovum. Occurrence of testis-ova is com-

mon in this species. (B) Group B. Few spermatids

and spermatozoa are seen. (C) Group D. Numer-

ous spermatids and spermatozoa are seen. Scale:

100 fjm. Magnification of insets is 1.6 times that of

main micrographs.

matozoa were observed (Fig. 1C). No difference

in the number of primary spermatogonia was

found among groups B, C and D. These results

showed that a suitable amount of testosterone

advanced later stages of spermatogenesis and

prevented the degeneration of spermatozoa,

although it did not induce new spermatogenesis.

The effects of exogenous testosterone on the

development of male sexual characters are shown

in Table 2. The development of thumb pads was

not found at all, and the development of the

ampullar portion of the Wolffian ducts was poor in

groups A and B. In group C, thumb pads de-

veloped slightly, i.e., epidermal thickness and

dermal gland height increased significantly as

compared with those in groups A and B, though

papillary formation was not observed. The ampul-

lar portion of the Wolffian ducts was significantly

thicker than that in groups A and B, and some

papillary formation was seen on the surface of the

inner wall of the ampullae. In group D, more

advanced development of the thumb pad and

ampullar portion was seen, and the degree of

development of these male sexual characters was

almost equal to that in the previous experiment in

which a similar dose of testosterone was employed

[8].

DISCUSSION

On the basis of previous observation [6, 7], it

was suggested that the disappearance of spermato-

genic cells and spermatozoa in hibernating young

frogs was caused by androgen deficiency. In the

present study, the disappearance of spermatogenic

cells in late autumn frogs (group B) was prevented

by the administration of the minimum dose of

testosterone required for the full development of

male sexual characters in group D. It has been

known in anurans that exogenous testosterone

inhibits the onset of spermatogenesis [9], and

spermiogenesis is not completed without androgen

[10]. Judging from the number of germ cells in

each stage shown in Table 1, it may be said that

the start of spermatogenesis, i.e., the appearance

of secondary spermatogonia, was not induced by

the administration of testosterone, but the prog-

ress of spermatogenesis was not interrupted, and,

as a result, numerous spermatozoa were newly

formed. Although there is still little knowledge of

the mechanism which controls the function of the

Sertoli cells in anurans [11, 12], the present study

suggested the possibility that exogenous testoster-
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Table 2. Developmental degree of male sexual characters

Thumb pad Wolffian duct

Group3

Epidermal thickness

(H
Heigh!: of dermal gland Outer diameter of ampullar

portion (/<m)

A 49.5 + 5.

2

b 39.0± 6.1 146.4+ 20.3

B 56.1+3.2 53.9+ 2.7 142.7+10.6

C 70.6 + 4.5
c 78.7+ 11.5

C 169.3+ 10.4
C

D 91.9 + 1.6

(9.9)
d

136.8±16.0 276.0 + 29.0

a See Table 1.

b Mean±SE.
c P<0.05 as compared to groups A and B. (Duncan's new multiple range test)

d Height of papillae.

one activates the ability of the Sertoli cells to

preserve spermatozoa in young frogs.
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ABSTRACT—Transmission and scanning electron mi-

croscopy was applied to the labrum gland of Cypridina

hilgendorfii. The labrum gland is composed of three

types of cells, which differ from one another in diameter

and/or in electron density of granules present in them.

Each cell, irrespective of the difference of their types,

has three structurally different portions, connecting one

after another from the apical portion to the basal ends.

Distribution of granules clarified the characteristic func-

tion of each portion. A labrum gland has five protuber-

ances and opens to the exterior through 42 openings, and

each opening was equipped with a valve-like structure.

Cypridina hilgendorfii stores three kinds of granules in

the gland cells and squirts them into the sea water

through separate openings.

INTRODUCTION

The labrum gland, the luminous gland on the

upper lip, of the Cypridina hilgendorfii has been

morphologically studied by many workers [1-6]

only with a light microscope. The results involve

some uncertainties or disagreements with one

another in the description of the morphology of

the labrum gland cells. The discrepancy on the

morphology of the labrum gland so far obtained is

presumably due to the technique used for the

studies.

The present work was undertaken to study the

morphology of the labrum gland with transmission

and scanning electron microscopy, demonstrating

three kinds of granules in the gland.

Accepted October 25, 1985

Received July 2, 1985

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cypridina hilgendorfii were collected at Abura-

tsubo near Misaki Marine Biological Station of the

University of Tokyo. Specimens were prefixed by

2.5% glutaraldehyde in Dulbecco's phosphate

buffered saline (pH7.4) for 2hr at 4°C, followed

by postfixation with 1% osmium tetroxide in the

phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.4) for 2 hr at 4°C.

Some of these specimens were embedded in Epon

812, and sectioned with a Poter-Blum ultramicro-

tome. The ultrathin sections were stained with

uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and were examined

with a JEM 100B (JEOL) electron microscope.

The specimens postfixed by osmium tetroxide were

coated with gold using ion spatter JFC-1,100

(JEOL) and examined with a JSM-T200 (JEOL)

scanning electron microscope.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Yatsu [4] examined the morphology of the

external part of labrum gland with a light micro-

scope and described the existence of five protuber-

ances arranged as one at the anterior and two pairs

at the posterior position. Existence of five pro-

tuberances was also confirmed by the present work

using the scanning and transmission electron mi-

croscopy (Fig. 1). However, the arrangement of

protuberances, three anterior tubercular processes

and a pair of posterior columnar ones, explicitly

differs from his description. The detailed mor-
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Fig. 1 . Diagrammatic schema of labrum gland of Cypri-

dina hilgendorfii. A: the cell with small electron

dense granules, B: the cell with large and homo-

geneous granules, C: the cell with large granules

containing small electron dense granules, D: ante-

rior tubercular, E: posterior columnar, M: muscle,

ERTendoplasmic reticulum.

phology of the external part of labrum gland shows

that the three anterior tuberculars have 22 open-

ings and the two posterior columnars have 20

openings. Furthermore, it is noted that each

opening, 10-12 /*m in diameter, is equipped with a

valve-like structure (Figs. 2 and 3).

Using a light microscope, Dahlgren [3] in 1916

has observed four different types of gland cells in

the labrum gland of Cypridina hilgendorfii, while

Yatsu [4] recognized only two. Contrary to the

above findings, the present results obtained with

the electron microscopy show clearly that the

labrum gland has three types of cells; the cell with

small dense granules (0.3-0.7 /xm in diameter)

(Fig. 4A), with large and homogeneous granules

Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrograph of the apical sur-

face of labrum gland. O: opening, V: valve-like

structure.

V -

!

Fig. 3. Transmission electron micrograph of the apical

portion of labrum gland cells. A: the cell with small

electron dense granules, B: the cell with large and

homogeneous granules, C: the cell with large gran-

ules containing small electron dense granules, O:

opening, V: valve-like structure.
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(4-7 /urn in diameter) (Fig. 4B), and with large

granules (4-7 //m in diameter) containing small

dense granules (Fig. 4C), respectively. The cell

consisted of the small granules (2-3 /um in dia-

meter) described by Dahlgren [3] or Yatsu [4]

appears to correspond to that demonstrated by us

(Fig. 4A). However, two kinds of cells consisted

of large granules (4-7 ^m in diameter) shown in

our study appear to correspond essentially to one

type of cells containing large yellow granules

described by Yatsu [4] and three types of cells

classified with histochemistry by Dahlgren [3].

Such a difference in number of types of cells

between the earlier and the present results is

mainly attributed to the difference between light

and electron microscopy used.

The labrum gland is composed of several spin-

dle-shaped cells, 400-700 jum in length. Each

gland cell is divided into three portions from the

apical to the basal end of it. They differ from one

another in size; diameter of the portions gradually

increases from the apical to the basal region. The

characteristic feature of the portion in the apical

region is the abundance of granules existing in line

at the cell opening. The portion in the intermedi-

ate region also contains a great number of granules

which are apparently migrating toward the apical

region. The portion in the basal region is mainly

characterized by the distribution of rough endo-

plasmic reticulum (Fig. 5). Thus, these portions

may be assingned for the apical portion, the transit

portion and the biosynthesis portion, respectively,

according to their structural and/or functional

differences described above.

In addition, the apical portion of labrum gland

cell was examined by electron microscope. It is

packed with many ball-like granules with low

electron density and some irregular dense granules

attached to them (Fig. 3C). These two types of

granules presumably similar or identical to "C"

granules are shown in Figure 4.

In conclusion, the labrum gland possesses three

types of granules in the corresponding labrum

gland cells. Each cell transports them from the

biosynthesis portion into the apical portion passing

through the transit portion in the cell, and finally,

squirts them into the sea water through 42 open-

ings with valve-like structure on five protuberances

arranged on the exterior surface of the labrum

gland. However, the projection mechanism of

Fig. 4. Transmission electron micrograph of the intermediate region of labrum

gland cells. A: the cell with small electron dense granules, B: the cell with

large and homogeneous granules, C: the cell with large granules containing

small electron dense granules.
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ER

1 H
m

Fig. 5. Transmission electron micrograph of the basal region of labrum gland

cells. A: the cell with small electron dense granules, B: the cell with large and

homogeneous granules, C: the cell with large granules containing small

electron dense granules, ER: endoplasmic reticulum.

these granules still remains unsolved. In this

respect, the innervation of the gland has to be

elucidated by the examination of nerve fibers.
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ABSTRACT—As a step in approaching the sound-

producing and underlying neural mechanisms of the

calling behavior in the Japanese toad, Bufo japonicus,

electromyograms (EMGs) of intrinsic laryngeal muscles

[m. dilatator laryngis (DL), m. hyo-laryngeus (HL) and

m. sphincter anterior (SA)] and abdominal muscles [m.

obliquus internus and externus (OB)], which were con-

sidered to be involved in this behavior, were recorded

from freely moving animals and analyzed. EMGs of

these muscles were recorded simultaneously during the

release call of the male. They were also recorded during

respiration of both sexes and during the release vibration

(silent, release call-like movements of the body) of the

non-gravid female. From EMGs obtained, it was found

that a brief activity of HL and OB preceded each call.

The EMG activity of DL started slightly after the

beginning of each call and ceased slightly after its end.

No EMG activity of SA was observed during the release

call. The EMG pattern during the release vibration of

the female was essentially the same as that during the

release call of the male. During respiration, only DL
showed a periodic activity which corresponded to the

respiratory cycle, while the other muscles (OB, HL and

SA) showed no specific activity. The motor pattern of

the calling behavior of the Japanese toad was thus

characterized in the present study. These results were

discussed with special reference to the sound-producing

mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

Analyses, using soundspectrography and oscil-

lography, of the phonetic character of the calling

of anurans have revealed marked interspecific

differences [3, 4, 10, 19]. In several species of

anurans, the sound-producing mechanisms which

Accepted October 30, 1985

Received September 27, 1985

underlie such a phonetic character have been

studied. It has generally been considered that the

fundamental frequency and the harmonics of the

calls are directly determined by physical properties

of the larynx as a vibrator and the buccal cavity as

a resonator [8-10, 12]. On the other hand, tempo-

ral patterns, fequency modulation, and/or ampli-

tude modulation have been thought to be con-

trolled mainly by related muscles. Such basic

mechanisms for sound production have also been

inferred from several electromyographic (EMG)
analyses of this behavior [11, 16, 17].

Many anurans have several types of calling

behavior, such as 'mating call' and 'release call'

[11, 19, 21]. It has been considered that the

mating call is produced by males to attract conspe-

cifics in breeding aggregations, while the release

call is produced when a male or non-gravid female

is clasped by a sexually active male.

In the Japanese toad, the calling behavior

(especially, the release call) consists of repetitive,

simple action patterns [6, 8, 15], which are easily

released by simple key stimuli: tactile stimuli

applied on the back [5, 6, 15]. Moreover, there is

no phonetic difference between the mating call and

the release call [8, 15, 21]. Therefore, the

Japanese toad is a suitable animal for the study of

the calling behavior. In the present study, the

calling behavior of the Japanese toad was analyzed

using EMG technique in order to characterize the

motor pattern of this behavior as a step in

approaching its sound-producing mechanisms and

the underlying neural mechanisms.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Twenty-five Japanese toads, Bufo japonicus (20

males, 1 15-260 g in body weight, and 5 females,

240-300 g in body weight), were used. Surgical

operations were carried out under an MS-222

anesthesia (20mg/100g body weight). Functions

of four muscles which were deduced to be relevant

to calls from anatomical examinations were stud-

ied: three laryngeal muscles [m. dilatator laryngis

(DL), m. hyo-laryngeus (HL) and m. sphincter

anterior (SA)] and one abdominal muscle [m.

obliquus intemus and externus (OB)] 1

(Fig. 1).

Pairs of polyurethane-coated copper wires (40

fxm in diameter), whose hooked tips were exposed

for 250-300 //m, served as bipolar electrodes. The

tips of the wires were implanted in the exposed

muscles. The successful implantation in an oper-

ated muscle was confirmed by muscular contrac-

tions evoked by an electrical stimulation through

the implanted electrodes (see Results). Then, the

wires were fixed at their terminal portions with

cyanoacrylate tissue glue to the mucous membrane

covering the muscles and were tied either to the

lower jaw in the case of recording from the

laryngeal muscles or to the back skin in the case of

recording from the abdominal muscle. One to

three days after the operation, EMGs were re-

corded simultaneously from three or four muscles

of a freely moving toad.

5 mm ant.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of laryngeal muscles in the

Japanese toad. DL: m. dilatator laryngis, HL: m.

hyo-laryngeus, SA: m. sphincter anterior.

1

Since the membranous m. obliquus externus overlies

the membranous m. obliquus intemus and closely

apposed to the latter, it was difficult to record the

EMGs from these two muscles separately. Therefore,

we treated them collectively as one muscle, OB.

The release call of the male and the release

vibration (silent, release call-like behavior) [18] of

the female both could be evoked by grasping the

toad's sides or back with experimenter's fingers.

EMGs were recorded on magnetic tapes through

differential AC-amplifiers (frequency response,

0.16-10 kHz; gain, x 1,000) and the calling sounds

were recorded simultaneously on the same mag-

netic tapes through a microphone and an AC-
amplifier (frequency response, 0.16-10 kHz). Lat-

er, they were displayed on an oscilloscope and

photographed for analyses.

RESULTS

The laryngeal musculature of the Japanese toad

consists of three muscles (DL, HL, SA) from

which EMGs were recorded in the present experi-

ments, lacking the m. sphincter posterior (SP) [13,

14, 20] (Fig. 1). Anatomically, it has been consid-

ered that DL is the glottis opener, while both HL
and SA are the glottis closers in both toads and

frogs [2, 20]. The function of these muscles was

confirmed in the present experiments, in which the

laryngeal muscles of one side were directly stimu-

lated through implanted electrodes (frequency,

100 Hz; pulse duration, 5ms; intensity, 5-10V).

When DL was stimulated, the arytenoids were

pulled laterally by the contraction of DL, and

consequently the glottis was opened. The

arytenoids were pulled posteroventrally during the

contraction of HL and they were pulled antero-

ventrally during the contraction of SA. This re-

sulted in pulling the arytenoids toward the hyoid

and consequently closed the glottis. When OB
was stimulated, a local contraction of OB oc-

curred. Since OB is a large muscle covering the

entire side of a toad, the contraction evoked by

direct electrical stimuli was restricted within a local

region near the stimulation electrodes. However,

the contraction of most part of OB can be expected

to compress the abdominal cavity and raise the

pulmonary pressure [1, 11].

Stable EMGs were obtained from 24 DL (19

males, 5 females), 13 SA (10 males, 3 females), 18

HL (16 males, 2 females), and 17 OB (13 males, 4

females). Typical examples of EMGs obtained

from 2 males during the release call are shown in
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Fig. 2. Examples of EMG recordings. Uppermost traces (call) show the calling sound

oscillograms. The first call in Aa is shown above the trace in an expanded time scale

(x5). The lower three traces are the EMGs recorded from the respective muscles

indicated at the left. A. Examples of the EMGs recorded from one male during the

release call (RC). B. Examples of EMGs recorded from another male during the RC
(Ba) and during respiration (Bb). Arrowheads indicate the weakly sounding calls.

Vertical calibrations: 1 mV.

Figure 2 Aa, Ab, and Ba. These calls had pulsa-

tile forms which were characteristic of the calls of

the Japanese toad [8]. As is shown in Figure 2Aa

(dots above the trace in an expanded time scale),

pulsation is clearly seen at the initial phase of the

call. The initial pulsatile phase was later replaced

by the non-pulsatile phase, which somewhat re-

sembled the non-pulsatile weak calls (see below).

The activity of DL started 10-50 ms after the

beginning of each call and ceased 20-50 ms after its

end. HL was active only for a short period (about

20ms), 30-50 ms before each call. OB was also

active for only a short period (about 30 ms),

30-50 ms before each call. The activity of OB was

almost simultaneous with that of HL. In a few

cases, there was weak HL activity 10-30 ms after

the end of the DL activity (Fig. 2Aa). No activity

of SA was observed during the call (Fig. 2Ab).

Basically similar EMG patterns were obtained

during the release vibration in the female (not

shown).

Next, we compared EMG patterns during the

release call with those during respiration. Figure

2Ba and Bb shows EMGs of a male during the

release call and respiration, respectively. During

respiration, DL showed a periodic activity which

corresponded to the periodic respiratory move-

ments of the larynx and the abdomen, while HL

and OB scarcely showed activity. SA also scarcely

showed activity during respiration (not shown).

The sounds emitted during the respiration (arrow-

heads in Fig. 2Bb) were non-pulsatile weakly-

sounding calls (weak calls), which could clearly be

distinguished from the release call.

DISCUSSION

The present experiments have revealed the basic

EMG patterns during the release call: a brief

periodic activity of HL and OB which preceded

each call, and a periodic activity of DL which

started with some delay after the beginning of each

call and ceased shortly after its end. A periodic

activity of DL was also observed during respiratory

cycles.

From these results, the vocalization in the

Japanese toad may be explained as follows. First,

the pulmonary pressure is raised by the constric-

tion of the body cavity caused by the contraction of

OB, and, at the same time, HL closed the glottis

and prevents air leakage. Then, the HL becomes

inactive so that the air flows through the larynx

down the pressure difference between the lungs

and the buccal cavity. The vibrations of both the

vocal cords and the arytenoids due to this air

current produce the initial 'pulsatile' part of the
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call
2

. Thus, the phonetic characteristics of the

calling sounds seem to be determined by the

structures of both the vocal cords and the

arytenoids, as in other anuran species [9, 10, 12].

Next, the glottis is opened by the contraction of

DL during the call; pulsation of the call disappears

in the later part of the call. After the call, while

the glottis is opened by the contraction of DL,

some air sent out from the lungs may be forced

back from the buccal cavity to the lungs [cf. 1, 11].

The EMG patterns during the release vibration

of the female were basically similar to those during

the release call of the male. This suggests that the

female toad also has neural mechanisms similar to

those involved in the calling behavior in the male.

It has recently been shown that a larynx dissected

out from the buccal cavity in the female Japanese

toad could not produce any sound when the air was

sent from the tracheal side [7, 8]. Moreover,

laryngeal muscles of the female Japanese toad are

less developed than those of the male [14].

Therefore, it is conceivable that the female

Japanese toad cannot call because of its poorly

developed larynx, though they have basic neural

circuits for calling.

During respiration, the air current through the

larynx may be mainly in the inward direction; it is

produced by the cyclic 'pumping' movement of the

buccal floor. There seems to be no outward

current because of the absence of OB activity,

which counteracts the buccal pumping activity [1,

11]. However, the air in the lungs will occasionally

flow backward in the outward direction through

the glottis opened by the contraction of DL, when

the pressure in the lungs becomes higher than that

in the buccal cavity (e.g., during the resting phase

of the buccal pumping cycles). The weak call will

be produced if this air current is strong enough to

vibrate the vocal cord.

EMGs during calling behavior have been re-

ported in both Rana pipiens [17] and Bufo valliceps

[11]. In Rana pipiens, the EMG patterns are more

2 From recent high-speed cinematographic analyses of

the movements of the larynx dissected out from the

buccal cavity, we have shown that the vibration of the

arytenoids, which is elicited passively by air currents

through the glottis, underlies the amplitude modula-

tion of the calling sound [8].

complicated because of the presence of an addi-

tional laryngeal muscle, m. sphincter posterior (SP:

tentative vocal cord opposer), and they are some-

what different from those in the Japanese toad

revealed in the present experiments [17]. In Bufo

valliceps, sound-producing mechanisms have been

proposed to be basically similar to those of the

Japanese toad, though the former have vocal sacs

and its EMG patterns are somewhat complicated

[11].

The simplicity of the EMG patterns as well as

the lack of the vocal sac in the Japanese toad

suggests that the calling behavior in the Japanese

toad is less developed than in other anurans. This

view is further supported by the observation that

there is no phonetic difference between the 'mat-

ing call' and the 'release call' in the Japanese toad

in contrast to other anuran species [8, 15, 21].
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REVIEW

Ovarian Ecdysteroids of Bombyx mori: Retrospect

and Prospect

Eui Ohnishi

Department of Biology, Faculty of Science, Nagoya University,

Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464, Japan

INTRODUCTION

The basic endocrine mechanism underlying

matamorphosis was clarified in the late 1940s and

the principle is now called the "classical theory" or

"classical scheme". According to the theory, the

prothoracic glands synthesize and secrete the

"molting hormone", which induces ecdysis and

imaginal differentiation, while "juvenile hor-

mone", produced in and secreted from the corpora

allata, acts to maintain juvenile characteristics.

Contrary to what the theory might predict, a rather

high molting hormone activity was found in the

eggs of the silkworm, Bombyx mori, in 1971 [1].

This finding heralded now approaches in the

endocrinology of the molting hormones, now

called ecdysteroids.

In the present article, discussions are based

mostly on the results obtained with the Bombyx
silkworm. This seems to be justifiable for the

following reasons. First, several comprehensive

reviews covering the ovarian ecdysteroids of var-

ious insects have been published recently [2-4].

Second, the status of ovarian-embryonic ecdyster-

oids seems to differ from one species to another, so

that it is premature to try to find a general principle

that holds in this field and it is sometimes confusing

to discuss results obtained with various intermin-

gled species. Third, the domestic silkworm Bom-
byx mori has long been the subject of endocrino-

logical studies since the time of Bounhiol and

Fukuda. Hence it would be worthwhile to compile

endocrinological information obtained with this
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unique species.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

In 1964, Karlson and Shaaya [5] devised a simple

procedure for estimating the molting hormone

activity (ecdysone titer) of insect samples. The

method was a simplified version of the preparative

isolation procedure of ecdysone and consisted of

extracting the samples with methanol or water,

partitioning between n-butanol and water, and

bioassaying the n-butanol phase by use of the

Calliphora test. Shaaya and Karlson [6] estimated

the activity during the course of development of

several insect species including Bombyx mori and

found that imagos of the silkworm, especially

females, exhibited considerable molting hormone

activity. Since the prothoracic glands were con-

sidered to disintegrate before the emergence of

imagos, they pointed out the possibility that some

organs other than the prothoracic glands produce

the molting hormone and suggested the ovary as a

possible candidate.

Unaware of the above suggestion, we had

bioassayed the molting hormone activity of silk-

worm embryos at various developmental stages

including diapause [1]. The idea was that the

molting hormone might be involved in embryonic

development, and we expected that the level of the

molting hormone would be low during diapause.

Although our results showed a quite high molting

hormone activity during development and a low

activity in diapause, as we expected, the data were

sometimes variable. Upon critical re-examination

4 years later, the cause of this fluctuation was
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clarified. The bulk of the active substances was

quite hydrophilic and therefore partly lost during

the partitioning of the materials between «-butanol

and water [7]. As for molting hormone in insect

eggs, Boohar and Bucklin [8] were the first to find

such activity in the embryos of the locust, Melano-

plus differentialis . It was unfortunate that they

reported their findings only in the form of an

abstract, which lacked any data.

In order to determine the origin of the molting

hormone activity in embryos, we examined the

activity in whole insects during the pupal and

pharate adult periods [9]. In contrast to male

pupae, in which the molting hormone activity

reached a peak at the early pupal stage and then

showed a constant decline, female pupae exhibited

a second rise of activity in the later stage of the

pharate adult period. This latter activity was

mostly confined to the ovaries. At first, we con-

sidered the possibility that the ecdysteroids in the

ovaries were derived from the prothoracic glands

and were transported into the ovaries, as the

classical theory indicated. However, it soon be-

came apparent that the above assumption could

not be reconciled with the absence of the second

peak in ovariectomized females. As alternative to

the above scheme was that the ovaries synthesize

and accumulate the ecdysteroids. This hypothesis

was subsequently examined using isolated pupal

abdomens [10]. When abdomens were isolated

within 15min after larval-pupal ecdysis, ovaries in

the abdomens remained in an immature state.

Upon injection of 20HOE*, however, the ovaries

were induced to grow and develop. Injected

ecdysteroid was inactivated rapidly and could not

be detected after 2 days. The molting hormone

activity then reappeared and increased along with

the growth of the ovaries. The accumulated ecdy-

steroids were shown to consist mostly of 2DE and

an unknown apolar ecdysteroid, which was later

identified to be a mixture of 2D20HOE and

2, 22DD20HOE. These results clearly supported

the second alternative: viz., the ovary is the site of

Abbreviations—ecdysone: E, 2-deoxyecdysone: 2DE,

2-deoxy-20-hydroxyecdysone: 2D20HOE, 2, 22-dide-

oxy-20-hydroxyecdysone: 2, 22DD20HOE, 20-hy-

droxyecdysone: 20HOE, bombycosterol: BOL, 3-

epiecdysone: 3epiE

ecdysteroid biosynthesis.

The 15th International Congress of Entomolo-

gy, held in Washington D.C. in August of 1976,

was a historical event with respect to insect

endocrinology. Reports were presented from

three laboratories concerned with ovarian ecdy-

steroids using three different insect species: the

mosquito Aedes aegypti (Hagedorn's group), the

migratory locust Locusta migratoria (Hoffmann's

group) and the silkworm Bombyx mori (Ohnishi's

group). Hagedorn and his group were the first to

establish that the ovary of an insect is the second

site of ecdysteroid synthesis [11]. Up to the

present, the list of insect species which have been

shown to possess ecdysteroids in ovaries or eggs

has been growing steadily.

CHARACTERIZATION OF
OOECDYSTEROIDS

As mentioned earlier, a high proportion of the

ecdysteroids in the ovaries and eggs of Bombyx

mori exist as hydrophilic conjugated forms. Upon

incubation with snail juice, which is a rich source

of hydrolytic enzymes, free ecdysteroids were

liberated [7]. We have recognized several charac-

teristics in these ovarian-embryonic ecdysteroids

which are not seen in those present at post-

embryonic stages, and for this reason we coined

the term ooecdysteroids to designate those of

ovarian-embryonic origin and to distinguish them

from prothoracoecdysteroids found at post-

embryonic stages [12]. The occurrence of a high

proportion of conjugated forms is one of the

characteristics of the ooecdysteroids. The second

characteristic is their accumulation in high

amounts in the ovaries and eggs, while the third is

the coexistence of several molecular forms in the

ovaries and eggs. In most insect species so far

examined, ooecdysteroids have been reported to

be composed of E, 20HOE and, in some cases,

2DE [4]. The ovary of Bombyx mori is rather

exceptional in this respect. Six major ecdysteroids

occur in free as well as conjugated forms [13, 14].

Free forms have been isolated and their chemical

structures have been identified. These are 2DE,

E, 2D20HOE, 2,22DD20HOE, 20HOE and

BOL (Fig. 1). Although the relative amounts of
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BOMBYCOSTEROL

R=0H, R2
= OH.Rf OH 20-HYDROXYECDY5ONE

RfOH, RfH, R,= OH ECDYSONE

Rj=H, RfH, RfOH 2-DEOXYECDY50NE

RrH, RfOH,R3=OH 2-DEOXY-20-HYDROXYECDYSONE

R,= H, RfOH, RfH 2.22-DIDEOXY-20-HYDROXYECDYSONE

Fig. 1. Structures of major ooecdysteroids of Bombyx
ovaries.

these compounds vary among strains, these 6

ecdysteroids are always present. With regard

to ecdysteroids in commercial hybrid strains,

such as Taihei-Choan, 2DE, 2D20HOE and 2,

22DD20HOE have been shown to be predomi-

nant, followed by E and BOL, with 20HOE being

present in the smallest amount.

Except for the recently identified BOL, 5

ooecdysteroids found in Bombyx mori could be

arranged in a manner suggesting the sequence of

hydroxylation in the biosynthetic pathway (Fig. 2).

Coexistence of 2DE and 2, 22DD20HOE sug-

gested that the order of hydroxylation at C-20 and

C-22 can be reversed. Ability of hydroxylation at

C-20 could also be demonstrated by the use of

cultured ovaries with
[

3H]ecdysone [15]. This

characteristic differentiates the ovary from the

other ecdysteroid-synthesizing organ, the protho-

racic gland, which is known to lack this capacity.

BOL has a peculiar structutre (Fig. 1). It lacks

OH-groups at C-14 and C-22, both of which have

been considered essential for molting hormone

activity. Even stranger features are a-hydroxyl

groups at C-5 and C-6. The a-hydroxyl group at

C-5 produces a trans configuration between the A
ring and the B ring. The carbonyl group at C-6,

which is also considered essential for the biological

activity of ecdysteroids, is substituted by a hy-

droxyl group. This structure could not easily be

fitted into the simple picture of the biosynthetic or

degradative pathway of ecdysteroids. One possi-

ble explanation for the raison d'etre of BOL
suggested by my colleagues was that BOL might be

derived from some unstable intermediate such as

5a, 6a-epoxide during the course of the extraction

or purification procedure [14].

Analysis of the structures of conjugates from

Bombyx ovaries remains for future study. Several

phosphate esters of ecdysteroids have been iso-

lated and identified from the ovaries of Schis-

tocerca gregaria and Locusta migratoria [4, 15].

The presence of the same or similar phosphate

esters in Bombyx might therefore be expected.

DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES

The mode of accumulation of these ooecdyster-

oids in ovaries during the pupal-pharate adult

period of Bombyx mori has been studied using

high-performance liquid chromatography and

radioimmunoassay [16]. Unexpectedly, it was

found that the ecdysteroids initially detected in the

immature ovaries at early pupal stage were E
and 20HOE in their free and conjugated forms.

Following the growth and maturation of the

ovaries, three other ecdysteroids lacking an OH-
group at C-2 appeared and increased in amount in

both the free and conjugated forms. In this

experiment, BOL was not estimated since it did

not react with antisera raised against 20HOE. At

the middle of the pupal stage, the rate of accu-

mulation of free forms decreased, while that of

conjugated forms increased steadily up to the

2-DE0XYECDYS0NE ECDYSONE 20-HY0R0XYECDYS0NE

2,22-DIDEOXYECDYSONE

2,22-DIDE0XY-20-HYDR0XYECDYS0NE 2-DEOXY-20-HYDROXYECDYSONE

Fig. 2. Possible biosynthetic pathway of ecdysteroids in Bombyx ovaries as deduced from the

sequence of hydroxylation at C-2, C-20, and C-22.
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2,22DD20HOE (from left to right). The figure is a modified version of that produced by Watanabe

and Ohnishi ([16], loc. cit. Fig. 6).
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emergence of imagos (Fig. 3). The reason why E
and 20HOE appear first may be explained by the

hypothesis that these ecdysteroids originate from

the prothoracic glands and transported into the

ovaries. This hypothesis is supported by experi-

ments using tritium-labeled E injected into pupae

[17] or incubated in vitro with isolated ovaries [18].

At the early pupal stage, the concentration of E in

the hemolymph exceeds 10~ 6M at peak [9]. This

high concentration enables a sizable amount of E
to be transported into the ovaries and part of this

transported E will be converted into 20HOE and

conjugated forms. After acquisition of ecdyster-

oid biosynthetic capacity, these two ecdysteroids

are replaced by the ooecdysteroids synthesized in

situ.

The embryogenesis of a hybrid (Nichi 106 X
Daizo) takes place over about 10 days at 25°C. A
somewhat constant level of free ecdysteroids has

been observed up to the 5th day after egg-laying,

the level dropping to about half thereafter [19].

The content of the conjugated forms was shown to

fluctuate several times, but none of the peaks

corrensponded with the formation of membranous

structures, including serosal membrane and the

first larval cuticle. The free ecdysteroids were

composed mostly of 2DE, 2D20HOE and 3epiE,

while the steroid moieties of the conjugated forms

were 2DE, 2D20HOE, E, and 20HOE. The

content of 2, 22DD20HOE was low for both free

and conjugated forms in this strain. BOL was not

estimated in this experiment because of the reason

mentioned previously. When embryos had been

conditioned to enter diapause, the level of free

ecdysteroids decreased at the initation of diapause,

while that of the conjugated forms remained

unchanged. At the termination of diapause, the

level of free ecdysteroids recovered. The composi-

tion of the ecdysteroids did not change appreciably

before or after diapause. In newly hatched larvae,

no ecdysteroid was detected either in a free or in a

conjugated form.

From the above data, it is likely that ecdyster-

oids synthesized in the ovary of the mother moth

are transported into the oocytes and are slowly

consumed up to the time of larval hatching.

Except for 3epiE, which first appeared at the

middle of embryogenesis, the composition of

ecdysteroids did not change appreciably, and 2DE
and 2D20HOE could be detected at the end of

embryogenesis. This fact might mean that these

are mostly storage precursors stored in excess in

eggs, only a part of them apparently being em-

ployed at some stages before the formation of

functional endocrine organ, after conversion into

the active form(s).

DISCUSSION

We started our study on Bombyx ooecdysteroids

in order to examine the hypothesis that ecdyster-

oids might have some function in embryonic

development or embryonic diapause. Hirn and his

colleagues [20] confirmed our result that ecdyster-

oid level was low during diapause and recovered at

the termination of diapause. Experiments per-

formed by Gharib and his colleagues further

supported this hypothesis. They soaked partly

dechorionated diapausing eggs in 10~ 4M 20HOE
and obtained developing embryos [21]. However,

the relationship between ecdysteroids and em-

bryonic diapause is not simple. As described

above, the content of free ecdysteroids was low in

comparison with that in the pre- or post-diapause

period. However, the content of the conjugated

form, which reacted poorly with most antisera

raised against E or 20HOE in radioimmunoassay

systems, was almost the same throughout the

pre-diapause, diapause and post-diapause periods.

Furthermore, no sharp rise in free ecdysteroids

was found at the termination of diapause. These

facts seem to suggest that no clear-cut relationship

exists between ecdysteroids and the development

or diapause of silkworm embryos. More elaborate

experiments will clearly be needed before any

conclusion can be drawn.

In the mosquito, Aedes aegypti, Hagedorn and

his collaborators [11] proposed that ecdysone

synthesized in and secreted from the ovaries

stimulates the fat body to synthesize vitellogenin.

In Bombyx mori, there is no evidence that ovaries

secrete ecdysteroids in an amount sufficient to

induce vitellogenin synthesis in the fat body.

Instead, vitellogenin synthesis seems to be induced

by the ecdysteroids secreted during the prepupal

period (Yamashita, personal communication). In-
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volvement of ecdysteroids in some phase of ova-

rian development in the silkworm is suggested by

the fact that exogenous ecdysteroids exert gona-

dotropic action on ovaries when administered to

isolated pupal abdomens [22]. Experiments to

prove this hypothesis are hampered by the fact that

the site of ecdysteroid biosythesis is difficult to

separate from the site of its action.

What are the active forms among the ecdyster-

oids found in ovaries and embryos? This question

is also a difficult one. In relation to the embryonic

ecdysteroids of the locust, Locusta migratoria,

Hoffmann and Lagueux suggested that E, 20HOE
and 2DE are the active forms [4]. In the silkworm,

2DE, 2D20HOE and 2, 22DD20HOE predomi-

nate over E and 20HOE in the free as well as

conjugated forms throughout most of the period of

oogenesis and embryogenesis. Gharib and De-

Reggi [23] considered that 20HOE is the only

active form in Bombyx embryos. In order to

determine the active form(s), it is necessary to

evaluate the biological activity of these ecdyster-

oids using ovarian or embryonic systems. By

examining the gonadotropic activity of ecdyster-

oids on immature ovaries of isolated abdomens,

we have devised a bioassay system and estimated

the activities of ooecdysteroids found in Bombyx

ovaries [24]. The activities relative to that of E can

be summarized as follows: 2DE 1/5, 2D20HOE
1/3, 2, 22DD20HOE quite low (less than 1/100),

BOL quite low, 2HOE 2. These values are at

variance with those obtained by bioassay system

using isolated larval abdomens of the fleshfly,

Sarcophaga peregrina, viz., 2DE 1, 2D20HOE 1,

2, 22DD20HOE 1/10, BOL negative, 20HOE 1.

The result obtained using the Bombyx ovarian

system seemed to suggest that the ooecdysteroids

lacking OH-groups at C-2 and C-22 are precursors

with relatively low activities, while the active forms

are E and 20HOE.

As to the functions of ecdysteroids in embryonic

development, it has been repeatedly suggested

that the free ecdysteroids, especially E and

20HOE, are involved in embryo cuticulogenesis

[4]. The reasoning behind this proposal was based

on the fact that the peaks of ecdysteroid titer

coincided with the timing of embryonic moltings.

It should be noted, however, that this does not

prove, but only suggests, the relationship between

ecdysteroids and embryonic molting.

In vertebrates, it is well-known that fetal steroid

hormones have different functions from those

working after puberty. For instance, testosterone

secreted during the fetal period is essential for the

differentiation of sexual characteristics, whereas

the same hormone is responsible for the mainte-

nance and proper functioning of the differentiated

characteristics [25]. By analogy, ecdysteroids func-

tioning at ovarian-embryonic stages may have

different roles from those working at post-

embryonic stages.

The advantage of an ovarian system over one

involving the prothoracic glands for metabolic

studies of ecdysteroids is the accumulation of the

biosynthetic intermediates. 2-Deoxyecdysone was

suggested by Horn's group in 1970 to be a possible

immediate precursor of E [26]. However, this only

became generally accepted after its isolation from

Bombyx ovaries and eggs [27]. Isolation of several

precursor molecules suggested a possible biosyn-

thetic pathway of ecdysteroids in the ovaries [12].

The enigmatic structure of BOL, however, was a

vexing problem for a couple of years. A possible

explanation for the raison d'etre of this compound

has been mentioned earlier. Another explanation

may be that it is an inactivation product of

overproduced ecdysteroid precursor. Or is it an

abortive product of "molecular tinkering" [28]?

Although 15 years have now elapsed since we

found high molting hormone activity in the eggs of

Bombyx mori, our knowledge of ooecdysteroids is

still largely centered on chemical aspects and little

is known about their biological function. In order

to clarify the biological activities of these interest-

ing molecules, we will have to devise new meth-

odologies and to adopt new approaches.

One possible way which might provide a direct

answer to the question of ecdysteroid function in

oogenesis and embryogenesis would be to obtain

temperature-sensitive mutants lacking the ability

to synthesize ecdysteroid at non-permissive

temperature. A mutant of this kind had already

been obtained in Drosophila melanogaster [29].

Another approach might be to isolate from Bom-

byx ovaries cell lines retaining ecdysteroid biosyn-

thetic capacity. The system would consist of
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homogeneous cells, allowing the possibility of

manipulation by adding precursors or inhibitors to

the media, and perhaps also isolation of intermedi-

ates from mass-culture. Furthermore, it would be

helpful to obtain variants or mutants having

aberrant genes for the ecdysteroid metabolic

and regulatory systems. For metabolic studies,

administration of radiolabeled cholesterol to lar-

vae on an artificial diet would yield fruitful results.

However, the pool size of cholesterol seems to be

quite large, so that it would be necessary to feed

relatively large doses of labeled cholesterol to

overcome the extensive dilution of the radiolabel.

Systems utilizing the silkworm Bombyx mod are

quite versatile and elaborate studies on this unique

species are eventually expected to yield a deep

insight into the biological functions of ooecdyster-

oids in oogenesis and embryogenesis.
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ABSTRACT—Pheromone responses of the deutocerebral neurons of the male silkworm moth were

recorded extra- and intracellularly. The neurons were morphologically identified by Lucifer yellow

intracellular staining. Two types of interneurons (Type la and lb), which ran from the deutocerebrum

to a higher olfactory center, namely the protocerebrum, were morphologically and physiologically

identified. The interneurons of both types had arborizations in the macroglomerulus which was a

specific glomerulus for males, and they always responded to pheromone stimuli with a fixed response of

the phasic-tonic-inhibition (PTI) type. The dose-response curve of Type la neurons was a relatively

simple, steep line compared to Type lb neurons. It is suggested that the PTI-type spike carried by the

Type la and lb neurons represents one of the most significant pieces of pheromone information carried

from the deutocerebrum to the protocerebrum. In addition, local interneurons which were restricted to

the glomeruli in the deutocerebrum were morphologically identified.

INTRODUCTION

In insects, olfaction is closely related to be-

haviors such as mating, feeding, and oviposition,

which are all very important to maintaining the

species. The neurophysiological mechanisms of

behaviors triggered by odors have been studied

vigorously in the field of olfactory receptor cells,

and much knowledge about the range and

threshold of sensitivity has been elucidated [1-4].

However, the processing mechanisms of odor

information in the central nervous system, espe-

cially in the brain, are not clearly understood.

Nevertheless, there have been a few reports on the

responses of the neurons in the brain to odors and

the neuronal pathway [5-8].

Sexual pheromone, which initiates mating be-

havior, is one of the most important odors in

insects. The pheromone of silkworm moths, Bom-
bykol (t-10, c-12-hexadecadien-l-ol), was deter-

mined and synthesized by Butenandt et al. [9].

Male silkworm moths show frequent wing vibra-
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tions, walking, and abdomen curvature in their

so-called 'mating dance' when the receptor cells in

their antennae receive the sexual pheromone

(Bombykol) emitted from females [1, 10]. The

mating dance can even be initiated by synthetic

Bombykol.

The axons of these receptor cells enter the

deutocerebrum as a first-order olfactory center and

many of them terminate in the glomeruli [11, 12].

Generally, in insects which use the pheromone

odor as a signal between males and females, the

male has a large glomerulus called a 'macro-

glomerulus' while the female lacks this structure

[13]. The silkworm moth also has such a sexually-

dimorphic structure [8]. The macroglomerulus is

considered to be a very important structure in the

transmission of pheromone information from the

receptor cells to the deutocerebral neurons [11,

12].

In order to determine how pheromone informa-

tion is processed in the deutocerebrum of the male

silkworm moth brain, we examined in this study

the pheromone responses of the deutocerebral

neurons and morphologically identified them by

intracellular staining.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

We used male silkworm moths, Bombyx mori,

which were reared in a laboratory on an artificial

diet (Silkmate IS, Nihon Nohsankoh). After

pupation they were kept in a refrigerator (5°C).

Before the experiment, they were taken out and

kept at room temperature (22-25°C), where they

emerged within two weeks. The animals which

showed wing vibrations in response to pheromone

were selected and used for the experiment. After

light anesthesia with C0 2 , the head was immobi-

lized by placing the neck into a thin slit in a fixed

chamber made of acrylic plastic. Wings and legs

were fixed to the chamber with wax (Soft plate

wax, G-C Dental Industrial Corp.). Under a

binocular microscope, the scales, cuticle and

tracheal sacs of the head were carefully removed to

expose the brain. The entire exposed region was

continuously superfused with Bombyx saline

(147.50mM NaCl, 1.34mM KC1, 3.00mM CaCl2 -

2H 20, 1.67 mM Na2HP04
- 12H20, 1.67 mM

KH2P04 , pH6.5). Muscles moving the antennae

were removed.

A glass microelectrode filled with 5% Lucifer

yellow CH solution was used as a recording

electrode. The resistance of the electrode was 100

to 150Mohm. A silver ground electrode was

placed in the thorax. The microelectrode was

intracellularly inserted into the medial region of

the deutocerebrum. Electrical responses of the

deutocerebral neurons to pheromone were

observed with an oscilloscope and were simul-

taneously stored on an FM tape recorder. Spike

frequency and spike interval time were measured

by computer (APPLE II, Apple Corp.).

After recording the responses to pheromone,

the neuron was stained by iontophoretical injec-

tion of Lucifer yellow CH with hyperpolarizing

current (-InA, DC, 2-5 min). Then the brain

was isolated and fixed for 30 min in fixative

solution (4% paraformaldehyde, pH. 7.2, 0.1 M
sodium cacodylate buffer). After dehydration

with ethanol and clearing with methyl benzoate,

the structure of the intracellularly stained neurons

was observed with a fluorescence microscope

(VANOX-S, Olympus) and photographed. The

neuron was also drawn with a camera lucida. If it

was necessary, the brain was sectioned (20 //m)

with a cryostat (Coldtome model CH-41, Sakura-

seiki Corp.) and the fine structures of the neuron

were observed.

Synthetic Bombykol (t-10, c-12-hexadecadien-l-

ol) was used as an odorant. The pheromone was

synthesized by Dr. Y. Kuwahara, University of

Tsukuba. The standard solution (10
1

) contained

10 jug Bombykol in 1 ml n-hexane. By diluting the

standard solution with n-hexane, odorants were

used at various concentrations from 10~ 6
to 10

1

.

Onto a piece of small filter paper (2x1 cm2
) 50 /A

of the odorant was put and this was then placed in

a glass cartridge. The odorant was transmitted for

1.5 sec to the recording side of the antenna by a

deodorized air puff (2 ml/sec) using a motor

(Reversible motor, Oriental Motor Corp.). Dur-

ing the experiment, air in the shield room was

exhausted through a duct with a ventilator.

RESULTS

Histology of the deutocerebrum

The deutocerebrum of the male silkworm moth

exists on the anterior side of the brain. The

antennal nerves, as in most Lepidopterous insects,

enter the deutocerebrum from the dorsal part.

Most of them terminate in the glomeruli. Each

hemisphere of the deutocerebrum shown in Figure

1A and IB contained two large groups of cell

bodies, in the medial region (medial cell group:

MCG) and in the lateral region (lateral cell group:

LCG), a large glomerulus called the macro-

glomerulus in the dorsal region and 50 to 60 small

glomeruli called microglomeruli in the ventral

region. The diameter of the cell bodies was 10 to

20 /urn, that of the macroglomerulus was 150 to

200 /um and that of the microglomeruli was 30 to 40

fim. The macroglomerulus existed only in the

male deutocerebrum; females lacked the structure,

making it sexually-dimorphic. The tractus olfac-

torio-globularis (TOG; Fig. 1A), which ran to the

protocerebrum, originated in the posterior region

of the MCG. The TOG ran through the posterior

region of the /?-lobe and it divided into two

bundles at the ventral part of the calyx. One

bundle entered the calyx and the other projected
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Fig. 1 . The brain of the male silkworm moth stained by Bodian's methods. A: A fronto-horizontal section of the

right brain. CA: Calyx of the mushroom body, CB: central body, KC: cell bodies of Kenyon cells, LCG:
lateral cell group, LPL: lateral protocerebral lobe, MAGL: macroglomerulus, MCG: medial cell group,

TOG: tractus olfactorio-globularis. Thick arrow: A small bundle separated from the TOG in the lateral part of

the central body. •: Microglomerulus. Scale bar: 100 /um. B: A transversal section of the right deutocere-

brum. Each hemisphere of the deutocerebrum contains one macroglomerulus in the dorsal and 50 to 60

microglomeruli in the ventral region. Females lack the macroglomerulus. Scale bar: 100 //m.

into the lateral protocerebral lobe (LPL) [8]. A
small bundle (thick arrow in Fig. 1A) which

separated from the TOG at the lateral part of the

central body was observed.

Pheromone responses of the deutocerebral neurons

By carefully inserting a glass microelectrode into

the MCG portion, remarkable responses to the

pheromone were recorded in the surface region

(20-150 fim). Spikes were clearly observed either

extracellularly or intracellularly. In the intracellu-

lar recording, the activity of the neurons was

influenced by hyperpolarizing current ( — InA),

which inhibited firing, and depolarizing current

(1 nA), which increased the firing of action poten-

tials. The resting potentials were usually —40 to

—60 mV. The frequency of spontaneous dis-

charges was less than 30 Hz and the amplitude of

the spikes was 20 to 50 mV. Remarkable pher-

omone responses were recorded from more than

200 deutocerebral neurons, with 24 of them

morphologically identified by intracellular stain-

ing.

Most of the deutocerebral neurons showed
stable and fixed response patterns. They were

divided into the three main types shown in

Figure 2. The first type shows high frequency

spikes just after the beginning and lasting through-

out the stimulus. Then this type has an inhibition

for 1 to 2 sec or more just after the end of the

stimulus (phasic-tonic-inhibition (PTI) type). The
second type shows phasic or phasic-tonic responses
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Fig. 2. A: Three types of responses to the pheromone

(10
-1

) in the deutocerebral neurons of the male

silkworm moth brain. (A): Phasic-tonic inhibition

(PTI) type, (B): on-off type, (C): inhibition type.

Horizontal lines under each record indicate stimu-

lus. B: Spike frequency histograms of the three

types of responses shown in Fig. 2A. Each bar

indicates the frequency of spikes for 0.2 sec. Hori-

zontal lines under each histogram indicate stimulus.

at the beginning and the end of the stimulus

(on-off type). Spontaneous spikes of the third

type are continuously suppressed during stimulus

(inhibition type), and excitatory responses are

sometimes observed after the end of the stimulus.

The neurons of each type invariably showed the

same type after repeated stimuli under the same

conditions (more than a concentration of 10~ 4
).

Most of the deutocerebral neurons which re-

sponded to the pheromone also responded to pure

air (Figs. 3C, 4B, and 5A), but the response

patterns were different from each other. After the

recording of pheromone responses, the structure

and projection of the neurons was observed by

iontophoretical injection of Lucifer yellow into the

neuron. As a result, interneurons, which had

arborizations in the macroglomerulus, were mor-

phologically identified. The axons of the inter-

neurons ran to the lateral protocerebral lobe

(LPL) and the calyx of the mushroom body in the

protocerebrum. Moreover, local interneurons,

which were restricted to the macroglomerulus and

the microglomeruli in the deutocerebrum, were

morphologically identified.

Interneurons branching in the macroglomerulus

The neurons which had arborizations in the

macroglomerulus and whose axon ran to the LPL
and the calyx of the mushroom body were morpho-

logically divided into two types (Type la and Type

lb; Figs. 3A and 4A). Three Type la and four

Type lb neurons were morphologically identified.

The Type la neuron shown in Figure 3A and 3B

had a cell body (diam. ca. 10 ptm) in the LCG and

had arborizations throughout the macroglomeru-

lus. No arborizations were observed in the micro-

glomeruli. The axon left the deutocerebrum

through the TOG and reached the protocerebrum.

In the lateral region of the central body, it

separated from the TOG and projected into the

LPL. In the LPL, it branched profusely and

projected partly into the calyx beyond the LPL.

The pathway may correspond to the bundle which

separated from the TOG shown by the thick arrow

in Figure 1A. Terminals in the macroglomerulus

were morphologically smooth but were thick and

blebbed in the LPL.

Pheromone responses and the dose-response

curve of the Type la neuron are shown in

Figure 3C and 3D. The frequency of spikes

showed an abrupt increase at the concentration of

10~ 4
. When the pheromone concentration was

increased from 10~ 4
to 10

1

, the frequency in-

creased steeply. This Type la neuron showed an

inhibitory response to pure air.

{continued from p. 413)

Numerals (10~ 6-10') indicate relative concentrations of the stimulants, air: Pure air stimulus. Horizontal lines

under each record indicate stimulus. D: Dose-response curve of the Type la neuron shown in Fig. 3C. X-axis

represents the relative concentrations of the stimulants. Y-axis represents the frequency of spikes during

stimulation.
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Fig. 3. Morphological structure and pheromone responses of a Type la neuron. A: A drawing of a Type la

neuron stained intracellular^ with Lucifer yellow. Frontal view. AN: Antennal nerve, CA: calyx of the

mushroom body, CB: cell body, LPL: lateral protocerebral lobe, MAGL: macroglomerulus, TOG: tractus

olfactorio-globularis. Scale bar: 100 jum. B: Photomontage of 20,0m frontal sections of a Type la neuron.

Arborizations in the LPL (upper) and in the macroglomerulus (lower). Scale bar: 100 ^m. C: Pheromone
responses of the Type la neuron shown in Fig. 3A. (Continue top. 412)
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Fig. 4. Morphological structure and pheromone responses of a Type lb neuron. A: A drawing of a Type lb

neuron. Frontal view. Two Type lb neurons were stained at the same time. These two neurons had very

similar pathways. Scale bar: 100 ^m. B: PTI-type pheromone responses of a Type lb neuron. C:

Dose-response curve of the Type lb neuron shown in Fig. 4B. For abbreviations see Fig. 3.

The Type lb neuron is shown in Figure 4. It had

a cell body (diam. ca. 10,«m) in the MCG and had

arborizations in the macroglomerulus. The arbo-

rizations existed in several small areas in the

macroglomerulus. No arborizations were ob-

served in the microglomeruli. The axon left the

deutocerebrum through the TOG and entered the

protocerebrum. The axon then divided into two in

the ventral region of the calyx. One branch ran to

the LPL through the ventral part of the calyx and

branched out there. The other projected into the

calyx where it also branched out. A similar path-
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way was observed in the silver-stained preparation

shown in Figure 1A. That is, the TOG divided

into two bundles at the ventral part of the calyx

and one bundle entered the calyx and the other

bundle branched out into the LPL. As shown in

Figure 4A, two Type lb neurons were stained at

the same time; however, these two neurons had

very similar pathways. The terminals in the mac-

roglomerulus seemed to be smooth like those of

the Type la neuron.

Pheromone responses and the dose-response

curve of the Type lb neuron are shown in Figure

4B and 4C. The neuron showed a PTI-type

response at 10~ 6 and the frequency of spikes

abruptly increased at 10~ 6
. The dose-response

characteristic of the Type lb neuron was different

from that of the Type la neuron (Fig. 3C).

Local interneurons branching in the macro-

glomerulus

Fourteen local interneurons which were re-

stricted within the glomeruli in the deutocerebrum

were morphologically identified. The local inter-

neuron shown in Figure 5A had a cell body (diam.

ca. 20 /um) in the MCG and had a short process

extending into the ventral part of the macro-

glomerulus. The projection area was narrow and

restricted, as compared with that of Type la and

Type lb neurons. The other process, moreover,

divided into two, and each of these entered two

different microglomeruli in the ventral region of

the deutocerebrum and branched throughout each

one. The pheromone responses of this local inter-

neuron are shown in Figure 5A. This neuron

showed a PTI-type response to pure air stimulus

but inhibition-type responses to the pheromone.

When the pheromone concentration was in-

creased, it was observed that the inhibitory effect

tended to become weak.

In addition, neurons which did not have arbo-

rizations in the macroglomerulus were observed.

For example, the following two neurons were

identified. One was an interneuron which showed

on-off-type responses (Fig. 2) to the pheromone

but phasic-tonic responses to pure air. This inter-

neuron had a cell body in the MCG and had

©

Fig. 5. Morphological structure and pheromone responses of a local interneuron. A: Pheromone responses of the

local interneuron shown in Fig. 5B. B: Photomontage of 20 //m frontal sections of a local interneuron in the

deutocerebrum. Scale bar: 100 /j.m. For abbreviations see Fig. 3.
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arborizations in many microglomeruli. The axon

projected into the LPL and the calyx of the

mushroom body in the protocerebrum. Another

was a local interneuron which showed PTI-type

responses to the pheromone but inhibition type to

pure air. This neuron had a cell body in the MCG
and had arborizations in the two microglomeruli in

the ventral part of the deutocerebrum. Upon
increasing the concentration of the pheromone,

the spike frequency of these two neurons gradually

decreased.

DISCUSSION

Pheromone responses of the deutocerebral

neurons Pheromone responses recorded from

deutocerebral neurons of the male silkworm moth

could be divided into three main response types

(PTI type, on-off type, inhibition type) shown in

Figure 2A and 2B. Each type was frequently

recorded in the same preparation. The same type

was consistently recorded for repeated stimuli (

>

10
-4

). Moreover, the pathways of the neurons

which showed the same response type resembled

those found among animals. These three response

types to the pheromone were never recorded from

protocerebral neurons in the higher olfactory

center. Most protocerebral neurons showed tonic-

type responses with high frequency spikes lasting

until after the end of the stimulus [14, 19]. There-

fore, it is thought that the three response types

shown+n Figure 2 may be specific to deutocerebral

neurons.

The structure of the interneurons branching in the

macroglomerulus The deutocerebrum of the

male silkworm moth contained two groups of cell

bodies in the lateral (LCG) and medial (MCG)
regions, the macroglomerulus in the dorsal region,

and the microglomeruli in the ventral region

(Fig. 1A and IB). The macroglomerulus was a

structure specific to the males. Namely, the

deutocerebrum showed a sexually-dimorphic

structure [8]. Such dimorphic structure was also

reported in Periplaneta [6, 15], Antheraea [5] and

Manduca [7, 12]. The macroglomerulus has been

considered to be an important structure to the

transmission of pheromone information from re-

ceptor cells to deutocerebral neurons because the

axons of the pheromone receptor cells terminate in

the macroglomerulus [11, 12]. In this study, two

types of interneurons (Type la and Type lb)

shown in Figures 3A and 4B were morphologically

and physiologically identified. Neurons of both

these types had arborizations in the macro-

glomerulus and projected their axons into the

protocerebrum as a higher olfactory center.

Some morphological differences between Type

la and Type lb neurons were observed in the

location of the cell body, the pathway, projection

area in the protocerebrum and the distribution of

arborizations in the macroglomerulus (Figs. 3A,

3B, and 4A). The cell body of the Type la neuron

was located in the LCG and that of the Type lb

was in the MCG. Passing through the TOG, the

axon of Type lb projected directly into the calyx

and the LPL and then branched out from there.

However, the axon of the Type la neuron sepa-

rated from the TOG in the lateral region of the

central body. Then, the axon branched out mainly

into the LPL and partly into the calyx. The

arborizations of the Type la neuron extended

throughout the entire volume of the macro-

glomerulus. On the other hand, the arborizations

of the Type lb neuron existed in several restricted

regions in the macroglomerulus. It was reported

that Manduca [7] and Antheraea [5] also had

interneurons which had arborizations in the mac-

roglomerulus; however, the pheromone responses

and structures of these neurons are not clearly

understood. It is believed that these neurons

correspond to the Type la or Type lb neurons of

the male silkworm moth.

Pheromone responses of the interneurons

branching in the macroglomerulus Type la and

Type lb neurons showed the PTI-type responses

shown in Figures 2A, 4B, and 3C. Thus, Type la

and lb neurons transmit the PTI-type spikes as

pheromone information from the deutocerebrum

to the protocerebrum. However, each piece of

pheromone information will be transmitted to

different protocerebral neurons because their pro-

jection areas in the protocerebrum are different

from each other (Figs. 3A and 4A). Similar re-

sponse patterns to the pheromone were also
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recorded by Olberg [16] in the deutocerebrum of

the male silkworm moth, but the neurons were not

identified. Probably, these responses would be

recorded from either Type la or Type lb neurons.

The PTI-type response was recorded only in

the deutocerebrum because most of the proto-

cerebral neurons in the higher olfactory center

showed tonic-type responses with high frequency

spikes even after the end of the stimulus [14, 19].

This strongly suggests that the PTI-type response is

a fixed response pattern to the pheromone stimu-

lus in the Type la and Type lb neurons.

Other interneurons which had no arborization in

the macroglomerulus were identified. They con-

nected the deutocerebrum to the protocerebrum.

The spike frequencies of some of these inter-

neurons gradually decreased with an increase in

pheromone concentration, while others did not

respond to the pheromone. On the other hand,

Type la and Type lb neurons showed remarkable

excitatory responses of the PTI type to the

pheromone, and their spike frequencies, especially

for the Type la neuron, abruptly increased with an

increase in pheromone concentration (Fig. 3C and

3D). Moreover, these neurons had arborizations

in the macroglomerulus. This suggests that the

spike of the PTI type carried by the Type la and

Type lb neurons is one of the most important

piece of pheromone information being passed

from the deutocerebrum to the protocerebrum.

The macroglomerulus plays a role in transmitting

the pheromone information to these interneurons.

Dose responses of a few Type lb neurons to the

pheromone were recorded. The responses in

Figure 4B were recorded from a Type lb neuron

judging from recording position and the PTI-type

response. This neuron showed a PTI-type re-

sponse even at 10~ 6
but a marked increase in spike

frequency was not observed between 10~ 4
to 10

1

.

Such characteristic dose responses were frequently

recorded extracellulaly in a certain region of the

deutocerebrum. On the other hand, the Type la

neuron shown in Figure 3A showed an abrupt

increase in the frequency of spikes with an increase

in concentration. This poses the very interesting

question of whether there is any difference in the

dose-response characteristics between Type la and

Type lb neurons. There is the possibility that

differences in the distribution of arborizations in

the macroglomerulus may produce some differ-

ences in the characteristics of the dose-response

curves. It is necessary to study this relationship in

further detail in the near future.

Most of the deutocerebral neurons which re-

sponded to the pheromone also showed an excita-

tory or inhibitory response to pure air. Some of

them showed excitatory responses to pheromone

and inhibitory ones to pure air. Others showed

inhibitory responses to pheromone and excitatory

ones to pure air. Since the pheromone receptor

cells respond only to the pheromone and never

respond to pure air [17], it is thought that

pheromone and pure air informations which enter

the deutocerebrum separately may converge on

deutocerebral neurons directly or indirectly. Lo-

cal interneurons (Fig. 5A and 5B) may be related

to the convergence of pure air and pheromone

information. Moreover, there is the possibility

that these local interneurons may play a role in

forming the fixed response patterns to the pher-

omone shown in Figure 2A and 2B. This converg-

ence was also reported by Olberg [16] in the

deutocerebral neurons of male silkworm moths,

but these neurons were not identified. In Man-

duca [7], Antheraea [5] and Periplaneta [6, 18],

deutocerebral neurons which responded to pher-

omone and other odors were reported, but those

which responded to different modalities, such as

pure air and pheromone odor, were not observed.
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ABSTRACT—A telobiotic chain of newt embryos was constructed from portions of two or three

embryos. The posterior end of a normal St. 22 embryo (neural fold closure) was fused to the anterior

end of a second, nerve-free St. 22 embryo, and cultured. After two days in culture, stimulation of the

nerve-free portion produced a visible flexion response only in the normal portion of the chain. The

percentage of flexion responses of the normal portion of the chain following tactile stimulation of the

nerve-free portion parallels the decrement in sequential changes of the epidermal slow action potentials

during normal development. Epidermal slow action potentials are conducted between two embryonic

epidermal cells in all portions of the telobiotic chain. We have shown also that from stage 28-34,

epidermal slow action potentials induced by intracellular depolarizing current (10~ 9 A, 20 msec) evoke

action potentials in the cervical spinal cord and myotomes.

INTRODUCTION

Epidermal cells of amphibian embryos at a

certain limited time ranging from the tailbud stage

to the tadpole (larve) stage are excitable, the cells

being capable of generating large overshooting

slow potentials, composed of a fast spike action

potential followed by a slow component [1]. These

epidermal action potentials (EAPs) or skin im-

pulses [2, 3] are elicited by tactile or electrical

stimulation, and propagate from cell to cell over

the entire surface of the embryo. Roberts [3] has

hypothesized that skin impuleses function in early

stages of amphibian development to conduct ex-

citation from the noninnervated body surface to

innervated cells which feed into the central nerv-

ous system (CNS). Interneuronal pathways within

the CNS then conduct information about stimuli

applied to the skin surface to the motor system,

which effects responses.

Roberts and coworkers have since used various

stimuli to investigate the modalities of receptive

fields on the skin; the behavioural responses in

association with activities of the myotome muscle
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[4, 5]; the activity of spinal neurones, particularly

Rohon-Beard cells [4, 6, 7], motonerves [5], and

motoneurones with inhibitory interneurones [8];

and the pharmacological effects on motoneurones

[9, 10].

Investigations in which suction electrodes were

used to record from the dorsal region of the spinal

cord of Xenopus tadpole embryos (stage 37-39)

showed that Rohon-Beard cells elicit responses to

touch or stoking with a fine hair in regions of the

skin surface where peripheral neurites are present

[6]. Skin impulses were not evoked by similar

tactile stimulation. Thus, Rohon-Beard cells do

not appear to be activated by skin impulses.

However, in these studies simultaneous recordings

from Rohon-Beard cells of the spinal cord and

from the contiguous epidermal tissue were

obtained by means of a suction electrode. Efforts

to record only skin impulses were not made [6].

Clark et al. [7], using intracellular microelec-

trodes, also showed that Rohon-Beard cells are

not excited by skin impulses. One unanswered

problem emerges from these results. Although

skin impulses evoke flexion of the embryos, they

do not excite Rohon-Beard cells. The mechanism

by which skin impulses enter the CNS, remains

unknown [7]. However, appropriate experiments
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directed towards the elucidation of this mechanism

have not yet been undertaken. The objective of

the present paper is to elucidate whether the EAP
(which appears transiently during a certain

embryonic stage) is capable of evoking CNS
activity. The means by which the EAP evokes

spinal cord activity (identification of sensory fibers

or interneurones) is now under investigation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fertilized newt (Cynops pyrrhogaster) eggs were

obtained by injection of chorionic gonadotropin

(Teikoku-Zoki Pharmacy Ltd.) into adult females

which had mated naturally with males in the field.

The eggs were incubated in tap water at a constant

temperature of 23°C until use.

Preparation of nerve-free embryos and telobiotic

chains

After removal of the jelly envelope with De
Wecker's scissors, the embryos, enclosed by the

vitelline membrane, were washed and sterilized in

0.65mg/ml chloramine T (sodium p-toluene-

sulfonchloramide, Wako Chemicals Ltd.) dis-

solved in Steinberg's saline for 60 sec, then trans-

ferred to fresh Steinberg's saline, where, sub-

sequently, the vitelline membrane was removed.

Telobiotic chains were prepared by fusion of

parts of three embryos as follows: The posterior

end of a normal embryo ranging from St. 22

(neural fold closure) to St. 26 (appearance of gill

anlage) was fused with the anterior end of a second

nerve-free embryo whose posterior end was also

fused to the anterior end of a third nerve-free

embryo (Fig. 1). The nerve-free embryos used

were at St. 22. The first embryo to be tested for

the flexion response was prepared by removing the

tail region from the body, so as to create an

epidermal bridge to the second nerve-free embryo.

The second and third nerve-free embryos to be

stimulated were prepared by cutting away the

anterior end of the head, including the eye anlage,

the brain and spinal cord, along with the dorsal

midline of the epidermis at the trunk body. The

posterior end of the second embryo was cut from

the body, so as to make close contact with the cut

edge of the third nerve-free embryo.

After the operation, the three embryos were

aligned in a row within a slit (1 mm width) cut in an

agar plate, so as to make close contact with each

other. After one day in culture, flexion of the

normal, anterior portion, which was capable of

natural flexion responses following tactile stimula-

tion, was examined following tactile stimulation of

the middle or posterior nerve-free portions of the

chain. Fifty four preparations were used to test for

a telobiotic chain consisting of three embryos. The

body surface (somite or belly regions) of the

second or third portion was lightly poked twice at

5-10 sec intervals with a fine hair mounted into a

glass tubing. The preparation was then examined

for flexion responses in the anterior portion of the

telobiotic chain.

In some cases epidermal bridges did not form

between individual embryonic portions. Prepara-

tions in which formation of an epidermal bridge

between the middle and the posterior nerve-free

embryos did not occur were used as telobiotic

chains consisting of two embryos (24 prepara-

tions).

Preparation for electrical measurements

To record the transmission of EAPs in the

telobiotic preparation, an epidermal cell of the

anterior and middle portions was impaled with a

microelectrode filled with 3M KC1. One mi-

croelectrode (E, in Fig. 3A; resistance 30-50 Mfi)

was connected to a bridge-balance circuit allowing

simultaneous injection of current and recording of

the resulting voltage. The second microelectrode

(E2 in Fig. 3A; resistance 30-50 Mfi) was used to

impale an epidermal cell of the middle portion and

record the voltage. Electrical stimulation of single

epidermal cells was carried out with the first

electrode (Ej) by injection of outward or inward

square current pulses (2-3 nA, 20 msec). The re-

ference electrode was an Ag-AgCl wire immersed

in 3M KC1 solution in a glass tube which was

connected via an agar-bridge immersed in Stein-

berg's saline.

Normal embryos at stages ranging from St. 28 to

34 were removed from their jelly capsules. Ten to

twenty embryos which showed flexion responses to

external stimuli were used for examination of

spinal cord activity or somite muscle activity in
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response to an EAP. In order to investigate the

spinal cord activity or the somite action potentials

following an EAP induced by an intracellular

outward current pulse (l-2nA, 20 msec), small

areas of the skin covering the midbrain, hindbrain

and spinal cord or somite regions just behind the

gill anlage were removed from the body surface.

Removal of this skin eliminates the direct current

flow between these tissues and the epidermal cells.

It also facilitates insertion of the electrolytically

sharpened platinum electrodes which were used

for extracellular recording and for current passing,

respectively. Suction electrodes for extracellular

recording were not convenient due to the fragility

of the tissue. The embryo was placed into a square

plastic chamber, the bottom of which was coated

with Sylgard. The embryo positioned dorsal side

up, was immobilized within a narrow slit cut into

the Sylgard layer. The preparation was then posi-

tioned vertically to aid in the insertion of these

platinum electrodes into the embryo. One of the

electrodes, the extracellular electrode, was in-

serted into the cervical spinal cord or myotome

muscle just behind the gill anlage. Two other

electrodes were inserted into the head region

positioned from midbrain to hindbrain (see Fig.

6A, electrode arrangement). These electrodes

were used to apply current (10~ 7 A, 1 or 10msec

duration, the current was isolated from the

ground) in order to evoke spinal cord discharges.

These three electrodes were prepared by pulling

out a fine platinum wire (020 or 25 /urn) within a

glass microcapillary on an electrode-puller. The

tips of the electrodes were electrolized to a tip

diameter of 1-2 /um and to a diameter of 20-25 /um

some 100-150 /um beyond the point at which the

wire protruded from the glass sheath. The plati-

num electrode was then filled with 3M KC1, and

connected to Ag-AgCl wire via 3M KC1.

The extracellular recording electrode was con-

nected to a Biophysical amplifier (AVB-2, Nihon

Kohoden Ltd.). Signals were amplified and dis-

played on a storage oscilloscope for photography

and for observation.

RESULTS

Flexion responses in the telobiotic chain

The telobiotic chains consisting of two or three

embryos were cultured and then examined for

flexion responses during 5-6 day cultures. The

anterior portion of the telobiotic chain after two

days in culture developed to the corresponding

stage 34 of a normal embryo (Fig. 1).

When the middle nerve-free portion was stimu-

lated after one or two days in culture, no response

was observed in the stimulated region. But the

normal anterior portion showed a flexion response

after a time delay (within a second) following

tactile stimulation of either the middle portion or

the posterior portion, as observed previously [11].

This flexion response was not seen when the

connection between the two embryonic portions

was made by either mesodermal or endodermal

yolky tissues without the epidermal bridge.

As shown in Figure 2, the percentage decrease

of flexion responses observed in the anterior

portion following tactile stimulation of the middle

or posterior portion closely parallels the decreas-

ing capacity to generate EAPs during embryonic

development [1, 12].

Transmission of the EAP between two

epidermal cells in such a telobiotic chain has been

confirmed in the present experiments (Fig. 3).

The transmission velocity (2.4-3.0 cm/sec) from

the anterior portion to the middle portion corre-

sponds to values measured in a single embryo [1].

These results indicate that EAPs produced in the

nerve-free portion are related to the flexion

response of the anterior portion. Presumably,

EAPs of the nerve-free portion evoke EAPs in the

normal portion which, in turn, excite the CNS and

ultimately result in muscle contraction. This infer-

ence is corroborated by the following electrical

interaction between epidermal cells and the CNS.

Epidermal action potentials evoke spinal cord

activity

Insertion of an extracellular recording electrode

into the cervical spinal cord just behind the gill

anlage of the stage 28-34 embryos often causes the

transient appearance of action potentials caused by
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Fie. 1. Photomicrograph of the side view of a telobiotic chain consisting of three embryos (A) and a

scanning electron micrograph of the epidermal bridge (C) of the encircled part in (A). Inset (B) shows

a dorsal view of the epidermal bridge between the anterior (right side; tail region) and the middle (left

side; gill anlage) portions. C. Scanning electron micrograph showing a lateral view of the epidermal

bridge just opposite (A). Upper part of the right side: Caudal fin of the first portion. Left side: Gill

rudiment.

injury (Figs. 4A and 5A). Following the confirma-

tion of such electrical activity and the absence of

background discharges when stimulation was ter-

minated, we inserted a microelectrode into an

epidermal cell of the gill anlage in order to record

EAPs. In some cases, stimulation of the spinal

cord failed to evoke activity in the spinal cord,

presumably because appropriate loci for insertion

of the platinum electrode could not be identified.

Sequential events of the electrical activity re-

corded from the spinal cord and the related EAPs

measured for the same preparation at stage 32 are

presented in Figure 4. Upon penetration of the

extracellular electrode into the spinal cord, trains

of spike impulses are generated transiently (Fig.

4A), and then cease in the absence of continued

stimulation (Fig. 4B). When orthodromic (Fig.

4C) or antidromic (Fig. 4D) current pulses (5x
10~ 7 A, 1msec) are applied anterior-posteriorly,

small electrical responses preceded by a stimulus

artifact are observed. A microelectrode was then

penetrated into a gill epidermal cell by transiently
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Fig. 2. Percentage changes in the flexion response of the anterior normal portion of the

telobiotic chain during culture. The flexion responses caused by natural tactile stimula-

tion (Di for 9 days after laying) and by tactile stimulation with a hair rod of the posterior

nerve-free portion (#) of a telobiotic chain consisting of two embryos; and the middle

nerve-free portion (O) and the posterior nerve-free portion (<§>) of a telobiosis consisting

of three embryos. The flexion response of the anterior portion was lost after 5 days in

culture. The flexion curve coincides with the genesis of the EAP during normal

embryonic development.

turning up the negative capacitance to apply an

oscillating current through the electrode. These

electrodes recorded negative membrane potentials

ranging from 40 to 60 mV. EAPs were elicited by

passing depolarizing threshold current pulses (1-2

nA, 20 msec) through these electrodes and into an

epidermal cell (Fig. 4E). During the falling phase

of the EAP and, after the restoration of the resting

potential level, characteristic larger burst impulses

were observed in the spinal cord. The uniform

magnitude of the burst impulses in both the

epidermal cell and the spinal cord for a given

intensity of repeated current pulses (0.8-0.9 Hz)

was ascertained by superimposing several sweeps

on a storage oscilloscope. The delayed responses

(20-100 msec from the peak level of the EAPs to

the start of the CNS discharges) were consistently

observed in each experiments of 10 trials at the

stage 32-33 embryos.

Conversely, spinal cord impulses evoked by

injection of current (5xlO~ 7 A, 1msec) into the

same preparation did evoke delayed EAPs in the

gill anlage (Fig. 4F). This result is in contrast to

that anticipated. It seems unlikely that reciprocal

transmission between epidermal cells and CNS
would occur via sensory neurones or some as yet

unknown mechanism.

Figure 5A-H show that the EAPs evoked by

depolarizing current pulses (upper trace in 0-line in

figures) are accompanied by discharges of electri-

cal signals or trains of impulses from the spinal

cord of younger (St. 28-30, Fig. 5B and D) and

older (St. 32-34, Fig. 5E-G) embryos. In these

examples, the onset of spinal cord activity is

preceded by the rising phase of the EAP. As
shown in Figure 5E and F, electrically induced

EAPs evoke spinal cord discharges which ultimate-

ly result in somite contracture, and withdrawal of

the microelectrode tip from the epidermal cell.

Figure 5G and H show reciprocal responses of the

EAP and spinal cord activity in a stage 34 embryo.

Impulses in the spinal cord also evoke delayed
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Fig. 3. Transmission of an EAP between the anterior and middle portion of the telobiotic chain (A),

stage 31, two days post operation. E, and E2 indicate the electrode positions for recordings B and C.

B. Epidermal action potentials (V, and V,) recorded from E, and E2 , respectively. A depolarizing

current pulse was applied through E,. C. Hyperpolarizing current pulse applied through E,.

Calibration: 10 mV, 100msec, 10 nA. Distance between E, and E2 : 6.0mm.

EAPs when a current pulse (10~ 7 A, 1msec) is

delivered from paired platinum electrodes and

passed through the brain tissue (Fig. 5H). In

summary, an EAP elicited by an intracellular

depolarizing current pulse eventually evokes spinal

cord activity.

In the additional experiments, the epidermal

fast spike potential (anodal break response) which

was elicited by applying a hyperpolarizing current

pulse to the stages ranging from St. 33 to St. 42

embryos before and after hatching did not evoke

discharges in the spinal cord.

Epidermal action potentials induce muscle excita-

tion and contraction via the CNS
Investigation of muscle activity was accom-

plished by placing an extracellular recording elec-

trode into the myotome muscle bundles just

behind the gill anlage and paired stimulating

platinum electrodes into the brain region. Figure 6

shows the electrode arrangement for a stage 32

embryo (Fig. 6A) and the sequential events of two

typical recordings obtained from two preparations,

respectively (Fig. 6B-D and 6E-H). Upon ap-

plication of an orthodromic or antidromic current

pulse (as indicated by the artifact deflection in the

top trace in Figure 6B, E and F) delivered from

one platinum electrode to the other platinum

electrode, action potentials were recorded from

the myotome muscle (Fig. 6B, E and F). These

action potentials were correlated with myotome

muscle contraction for each stimulation period.

These responses can only be attributed to both

muscle cell activity per se and the motonerve

ending of the innervated muscle. Epidermal cell

excitation by threshold current stimulation (not
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Fig. 4. Sequential recordings of action potentials from

the cervical spinal cord and the related EAP mea-

sured for the newt embryo at stage 32. A. Trains of

spike impulses caused by insertion of an extracellu-

lar platinum electrode into the cervical spinal cord.

B. Absence of discharge for the same preparation

during the recovery phase. C. Minute electrical

responses induced by an orthodromic current pulse

(5xl07 A, 1msec). D. Similar responses induced

by an antidromic current pulse (5xlO_7 A, 1msec).

E. Spinal cord activity (channel 2) preceded by an

EAP (channel 1) induced by an intracellular current

pulse (1.2xlO~ 9 A, 20msec). F. Spinal cord activ-

ity (Channel 2) induced by applying an extracellular

orthodromic current pulse (5xlO~ 7 A, 1msec)

which evoked an EAP (channel 1).

displayed on the top trace in Fig. 6C and G) is thus

capable of inducing muscle excitation via CNS
activity. Firing of the myotomes begins during the

falling phase of the EAPs and increases following

repolarization of the epidermal cell. Conversely,

electrical stimulation of the CNS also evokes

muscle impulses accompanied by the EAP (Fig.

6D and H).

DISCUSSION

The present investigation of the functional role

of epidermal action potentials in newt embryos

was prompted by two experiments presented

previously by Chuang and Dai [11] and Roberts

Fig 5. Spinal cord activity (channel 2) evoked by an

EAP (channel 1) at various developmental stages.

The EAP was evoked by an intracellular depolariz-

ing current pulse(i) indicated on the line. A. Train

of spike impulse caused by insertion of a platinum

extracellular recording electrode into the cervical

spinal cord of a stage 28 embryo. B. CNS activity

evoked by an EAP of a gill epidermal cell of a stage

28 embryo. C. Trunk spinal cord activity induced by

an EAP of a gill epidermal cell of a stage 28 embryo.

D. Cervical spinal cord responses evoked by an EAP
of a trunk epidermal cell of a stage 30 embryo. E.

Cervical spinal cord responses evoked by an EAP of

a gill epidermal cell of a stage 32 embryo. The

intracellular recording electrode (channel 1) came
out following the flexion response. F. Cervical spi-

nal cord responses evoked by an EAP of an

epidermal cell of the eye anlage of a stage 34

embryo. G. and H. Reciprocal responses between

the EAP of a gill epidermal cell and the cervical

spinal cord activity of the same embryo at stage 34.

Magnitude of the spinal cord impulse: 100 ^V scale

indicated in (A) is applicable to (B)-(F).

[3]. From experiments on telobiotic chains of

nerve-free newt (Cynops orientalis) embryos,

Chuang and Dai [11] concluded that amphibian
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Fig. 6. Two typical recordings of myotome muscle activity and the related EAP obtained from two

embryos, one at stage 32 (A-D), the other, stage 34 (E-H). A. Electrical arrangement for the

recordings of EAPs (E,: channel 1), myotome muscle action potentials (E2 : channel 2) and paired

stimulating electrodes (ST) inserted into the hind brain of a stage 32 embryo. B. Somite activity via

CNS activity evoked by an orthodromic current pulse (1 X 1CP 7 A, 10msec). C. The EAP was evoked

by intracellular current injection (not indicated) which in turn induced the muscle excitation. D.

Muscle excitation via CNS activity evoked by an orthodromic current pulse is accompanied by an

EAP. E and F. Muscle excitation via CNS activity evoked by an antidromic (E) and orthodromic (F)

current pulse. G. The EAP evoked by an intracellular current injection induced the muscle excitation.

H. Antidromic current injection into the spinal cord induced muscle excitation followed by an EAP.

embryonic epithelium at a certain developmental

stage is able to conduct excitation which elicits the

embryonic flexion response. Such epithelial con-

ductivity was shown to be related to the age of the

larva; the response was lost by stage 38 [11].

However, no quantitative data were presented on

the relationship between the sequential genesis of

epidermal slow action potentials and flexion re-

sponses of the anterior, normal portion of the

telobiotic chain [13].

From circumstantial evidence it appears that the

decline of the flexion response in the anterior part

of the telobiotic chain is closely related to the

sequential disappearance of slow EAPs [1, 12]. It

is concluded that flexion movements that appear

early in development before hatching are attrib-

uted to the transmission of EAPs. It has been

shown that CNS activity, which is elicited by

propagation of EAPs, is indispensable for the

flexion movement of newt embryos.

The necessity of skin impulses and the CNS for

movement of Xenopus embryos was further cor-

roborated by the observation that when early

embryos (St. 27), from which a ring of skin was

removed around the trunk region, were pricked in

the tail region behind the removed skin ring, the

embryos evoked a muscle response in the part

rostral to the skin ring [3]. However, if the spinal

cord was cut at the level of the skin ring, the

muscular response was abolished despite the fact

that some of the myotome was left intact between

the two parts. This indicates that CNS activity,

which precedes the rostral muscular response, is

induced by skin impulses originating in the tail

region behind the skin ring. Roberts [3] concluded

that the skin impulse is a part of the normal

response to stimulation, and that the impulse is

probably necessary for excitation of the CNS and

the consequent behavioural response. These two

experiments show that the transmission of slow

action potentials in the epidermis and from

epidermal cells to the CNS is indispensable for the

flexion response of amphibian embryos before the

establishment of peripheral innervation. There is

no direct evidence, however, that excitation of

epidermal cells reaches the CNS during these

stages.

Our discussion of EAPs is limited to the
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developmental stages of younger amphibian

embryos (before hatching) enclosed within jelly

capsules. Embryos used in the present investiga-

tions correspond to younger Xenopus embryos

(St. 28-31) which have an over-all sensitivity to

strong stimuli (pokes, pinches or pin-pricks); their

skin sensitivity for stroking (light touch) spreads

over the entire skin surface [4], which might be due

to the outgrowth of neurites of the sensory

neurones. The more gentle stimulation of stroking

at this stage is thought to excite neurites of

Rohon-Beard cells without the preceding skin

impulses. Ultimately flexion movements do occur

[6].

In the present experiments, extracellular elec-

trodes were used to record spinal cord activity. At

stage 28-30 responses were small and irregular; at

stage 32-34 they became trains of brief impulses.

Presumably, this change in electrical response is

due to an increase in number of excitable cells and

an excitability change (from a Ca-dependent chan-

nel to a Na-dependent channel) of the neurones

during development [14-17]. These responses are

always preceded by EAPs elicited by intracellular

current injection. The observed result that the

EAPs also induce muscular activity, coincides with

previously reported data that skin impulses induce

rhythmical potential activity (E.P.S.P.) of

myotome muscle fibers [5]. The difference be-

tween our results and those of Roberts and Hayes

[6] may be due to the recording techniques and

methods of response amplification.

Assuming that the current spread from an

epidermal cell injected with sufficient current

(1-2 nA, 20 msec) to elicit an EAP would activate

the CNS in the absence of interneurones, EAPs

and CNS activation would occur nearly simul-

taneously. This was not observed in the present

experiments. The appearance of CNS activity

preceded by an EAP is evidence that the EAPs

elicited by intracellular current injection induce

spinal cord activity which, in turn, results in

muscular contraction.

That electrical stimulation to the CNS is fol-

lowed by an EAP is unexpected result. It is

possible that the CNS activity initiated by electrical

stimulation travels to the epidermal cells by some

unknown mechanism, thereby exciting them.

Alternatively, excitation of the myotome muscles

via spinal cord activity may induce epidermal

excitation. Both possibilities are of interest in

terms of understanding the responses of the

functionally undifferentiated embryos, although

neither appears likely. EAPs are known to elicit

spinal cord activity. If the spinal cord, in turn, can

elicit EAPs, there would be an interaction of

excitation between epidermal cells and the spinal

cord which would continue until excitation of one

would cease. Such a loop of excitation would not

appear to be functionally significant.

The appearance of EAPs after CNS activity may

be due to the transmission of excitation from the

head epidermal cells which were directly excited

by current spreading from the applied extracellular

current pulse (which is too strong as compared

with the intracellular current for EAP) into the

contiguous brain tissue. The investigations to sup-

port this possibility are now carried out.
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ABSTRACT—Simultaneous measurements of H +
secretion rate (J

H
), transepithelial potential differ-

ence (PD), short-circuit current (Isc) and tissue resistance (Rt) were performed in the isolated stripped

stomach of the eel to examine effects of three secretagogues, pentagastrin, acetylcholine (Ach) and

histamine. Pentagastrin did not affect any of these parameters, but both Ach and histamine stimulated

the J
H

. However, effects of these two secretagogues were different, especially in the response of Isc and

Rt: Ach enhanced CP-sensitive Isc and diminished Rt, whereas histamine had no significant effects on

these two parameters. These results suggest that the latter two secretagogues do not act through a

common pathway in stimulating Isc and reducing Rt. Independent actions of Ach and histamine were

more clearly demonstrated by using atropine, an Ach antagonist, and metiamide, a histamine

antagonist. In the presence of metiamide, Ach enhanced J
H

, Isc and PD, accompanied by reduction in

Rt, indicating that Ach acts independently from histamine action. By comparing these results with

those reported in frog or mammalian stomach, a possible role of Ach in regulating HC1 secretion in the

eel stomach is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In mammalian or amphibian stomach, it is well

known that H +
secretion is regulated by at least

three agents; acetylcholine (Ach), histamine and

gastrin [1]. Code [2] has proposed that histamine

is the final common mediator of the other two

agents. This hypothesis has been accepted be-

cause histamine H2-receptor antagonists, such as

metiamide and cimetidine, inhibit effects of Ach or

gastrin [3-8]. In the frog stomach Rangachari [9]

and Ekblad [10] have observed an increase in

histamine release immediately after treatment with

Ach in vitro; thus, Code's hypothesis has been

supported in this tissue.

In teleosts, however, similar studies are lacking

except for work on the cod stomach [11, 12].

Using cod stomach in vivo, Holstein [11, 12]

demonstrated that metiamide inhibits the stimula-
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tory effects of carbachol, an Ach agonist, and

concluded that Ach stimulates H +
secretion

through histamine, as in the case of frog stomach.

However, in his in vivo experiments, it is not clear

whether these chemicals act directly on the stom-

ach or act on other sites. Especially, metiamide

is known to induce occasional bone marrow

depression, a side effect, in vivo [7].

In the present study, the isolated eel stomach

was used to examine the effects of these three

secretagogues on HC1 secretion. The observed

results indicate that Ach stimulates HC1 secretion

independently from histamine action.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Japanese cultured eels, Anguilla japonica,

weighing about 230 g, were kept in freshwater

aquaria for more than 5 days before use. After

decapitation, the stomach was removed, and exter-

nal muscle layers were stripped off according to

the method described by Ando and Kobayashi [13]

for the eel intestine. The stripped stomach was

opened by cutting longitudinally and mounted as a
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flat sheet in an Ussing-Rehm chamber with ex-

posed area of 3.14cm2
. The serosal side of the

stomach was bathed with Krebs bicarbonate Rin-

ger (8 ml) and the mucosal side was bathed with

unbuffered Ringer solution (6 ml) where HC03

~

was replaced with CI (standard condition). Both

solutions containing 5mM glucose were kept at

20°C and circulated continuously by lifting with

95% 2-5% C02 gas mixture. The pH of serosal

and mucosal fluids were 7.2 and 5.2, respectively.

The H +
secretion rate (J

H
) was calculated from

the amount of 10mM NaOH titrated automatically

to clamp the mucosal fluid pH at 5.2 by using a pH
stat (Toadempa, HMS-10A) as described pre-

viously [14]. The transepithelial potential differ-

ence (PD) was recorded with a polyrecorder

(Toadempa, EPR-10A) as the serosal potential

with respect to the mucosa through a pair of

calomel electrodes (A. H. Thomas Co.). If the

PD was less than 7.5 mV, the preparation was

discarded. The PD was short-circuited every 5 min

for less than 10 sec and the tissue resistance (Rt)

was calculated from the ratio of the PD to the

short-circuit current (Isc). Under short-circuit

conditions, current flow from mucosa to serosa is

reported as a positive Isc. The fluid resistance was

18.8 ohm -cm 2 and this factor was used to correct

each Isc and Rt value as usual.

After the PD reached a steady state, acetylcho-

line chloride (Daiichi Seiyaku, Tokyo), histamine

dihydrochloride (Sigma), pentagastrin (I.C.I.

Pharmr), atropine sulphate (Hoeiyakko, Osaka)

or metiamide (a gift from Prof. Y. Muneoka) was

added to the serosal fluid.

RESULTS

Effect of pentagastrin

Figure 1 shows the effect of pentagastrin on J
H

,

PD, Isc and Rt. When the PD reached a steady

level, although J
H

still tended to decrease, 10
_5M

pentagastrin was added to the serosal fluid. After

addition of pentagastrin, no stimulatory effects on

these four parameters were observed. Similarly no

effects were observed with 3.3x10 6M pentagas-

trin. At 5xlO~ 5 M, pentagastrin inhibited J
H and

Isc. Even after application of the mucosal extract

Fig. 1. Effects of pentagastrin (PG) on the J
H

(•), PD
(), Isc (A) and Rt () across the eel stomach.

After incubating the stomach under standard condi-

tion for more than 60 min, 10~ 5 M pentagastrin was

added to the serosal fluid (arrows at time zero).

Open symbols (Q, , A and v) indicate controls

for the respective parameters where 1 ml normal

Ringer solution is substituted for an equivalent

volume of serosal fluid. Each point represents the

mean value obtained from 6 or 5 preparations for

experimental or control, respectively. Vertical bars

indicate standard error (se) of the mean.

from eel stomach, the J
H and Isc were not

stimulated. To demonstrate that the lack of a

gastrin effect on eel stomach was not a consequ-

ence of our in vitro preparation, the response of

the frog (Rana nigromaculata) stomach to penta-

gastrin was examined. In this tissue 3.3xlO~ 6M
pentagastrin stimulated J

H
, PD and Isc, accompa-

nied by a decrease in Rt (data not shown). Thus, if

gastrin had been capable of influencing acid

secretion in eel stomach, the effects would have

been measurable in our preparation. The time

course of these four parameters after application

of pentagastrin in the eel stomach was closely

similar to those in control tissues where 1 ml of

normal Ringer solution was replaced with equiva-

lent serosal fluid at time zero. The isolated eel

stomach secreted H+ spontaneously under stand-

ard conditions, whereas the isolated frog stomach
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stopped H +
secretion under the same conditions.

Effects of acetylcholine

Figure 2 shows the effects of Ach on the J
H

, PD,

Isc and Rt of the eel stomach. After incubating

the stomach under standard conditions for more

than 60min, 10~ 4M Ach was added to the serosal

fluid. Although the J
H

fell gradually during the

control period, it increased slowly after addition of

Ach, accompanied by an elevation in Isc (mucosa

to serosa) and by a decrease in Rt. These effects

of Ach were maintained for more than 1 hr. After

washing out Ach, these parameters did not

promptly return to the original levels. Although

similar effects were induced by various Ach

concentrations (10~ 6-10~ 3 M), maximum effects

were observed at 10~ 4 M.

Since the short-circuit current in the frog stom-

ach may represent a higher Cl~ secretion rate than

that of H +
[14-17], effects of Cl~ substitution on

the Isc was examined in the next experiment

Time (min)

Fig. 2. Effects of acetylcholine on the J
H
(•), PD (),

Isc (O) and Rt () in the eel stomach. 10~ 4M
acetylcholine (Ach) was added to the serosal fluid at

time zero (arrows). Each point and vertical bar

represent the mean value and se of the mean,

respectively (n = 7).

(Fig. 3). When NaCl in both mucosal and serosal

fluids was replaced with NaCH 3S0 4 , the optimal

substitute for CI
-

in the eel intestine [18], the Isc

and PD decreased promptly to zero, indicating

that the Isc is mainly due to CI" secretion from

serosa to mucosa. Therefore, it is reasonable to

conclude that Ach stimulates Cl~ secretion more

potently than H +
secretion, accompanied by de-

crease in Rt. During CI" substitution, the J
H

also

decreased but the response was much slower than

those in PD and Isc.

CHaSOt

Fig. 3. Effects of CI
-
on the Isc (O) and PD () across

the eel stomach. After preincubation with CI" con-

taining Ringer solution (standard condition), NaCl
in both mucosal and serosal fluids was replaced with

NaCH^SO,}. Reintroduction of CI" resulted in re-

covery of the Isc and PD to their original levels.

In the next experiment, effects of Ach were

examined after pretreatment with an Ach antago-

nist (Fig. 4). When 4xlO~ 6M atropine, a musca-

rinic receptor antagonist, was added to the serosal

fluid, no stimulatory effects were observed on any

of the parameters measured. In the presence of

atropine, Ach did not affect the J
H

, Isc and Rt.

Althouth the J
H tended to increase immediately

after Ach, this was not considered significant

because the J
H

at 5 min after all treatments tended

to be enhanced, including control additions of

Ringer.

Effects of histamine

Figure 5 illustrates the effects of histamine on

the J
H

, PD, and Rt. After addition of 1(T 4M
histamine, J

H was enhanced gradually until 20 min,

and then declined gradually to near the initial

level. In contrast to the effects of Ach, histamine
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(min) (min)

Fig. 4. Effects of acetylcholine (Ach) on the J
H

(#), Fig. 6. Effects of histamine on the J
H

(#), PD () Isc

PD (), Isc (O) and Rt (A) in the presence of

atropine. After pretreatment with 4xlO _6M atro-

pine (Atr) for 30 min, 10~ 4M Ach was added

(second arrows). Each point is the mean value (n=
7), vertical bar being se.

(O) and Rt (A) in the presence of metiamide. After

pretreatment with 1.5 X 10
_5 M metiamide (Met) for

30 min, 10~ 4M histamine (His) was added (second

arrows). Each point and vertical bar indicate mean

value and se, respectively (n= 7).

His

Time (mm)

Fig. 5. Effects of histamine on the J
H
(•), PD (), Isc

(O) and Rt (A). 10~ 4 M histamine (His) was ap-

plied to the serosal fluid at time zero (arrows). Each

point and vertical bar indicate mean value and se,

respectively (n= 8).

60 120

Time (min)

Fig. 7. Effects of acetylcholine on the J
H

(#), Isc (O),

PD () and Rt (A) in the presence of metiamide.

After pretreatment with 1.5xl0~ 5 M metiamide

(Met) for 40 min, 10~ 4M Ach was added to the

serosal fluid (second arrows). Each point is the

mean (n = 7), vertical bar being se.
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did not significantly affect the PD, Isc and Rt.

Although similar results were obtained by various

histamine concentrations (10~ 7-10~ 3 M), the max-

imum effect was observed at 10~ 4 M.

When 1.5xlO~ 5M metiamide, a histamine H2
-

receptor antagonist, was applied under standard

conditions, J
H was abolished quickly, while both

the PD and Isc decreased gradually after a latent

period of 15 min (Fig. 6). The tissue resistance was

not affected significantly during the initial 30 min.

In the presence of metiamide, 10~ 4M histamine

was added to the serosal fluid. After addition of

histamine, significant effects were not observed on

J
H

, PD or Isc. Although histamine seems to

increase the tissue resistance gradually (Fig. 6),

this phenomenon is presumably due to "delayed

effects" of metiamide, since the Rt began increas-

ing 20-30 min after treatment with metiamide (see

bottom graph, Fig. 7).

Interrelation between effects of acetylcholine and

histamine

Since responses induced by Ach and histamine

are variable between individuals, especially in

their time course, the peak responses after treat-

ment with Ach or histamine were compared

(Table 1). Confirming the data shown in Figures 2

and 5, Table 1 shows that Ach increased J
H

, PD,

and Isc while reducing Rt, whereas histamine

stimulated J
H

only.

Figure 7 demonstrates the action of Ach inde-

pendent from that of histamine. After blocking

histamine receptor almost completely by treatment

with 1.5xl0
-5M metiamide for 40 min, 10" 4M

Ach was added to the serosal fluid. Acetylcholine

enhanced the J
H

, Isc, PD and tissue conductance

(1/Rt) gradually, even in the presence of

metiamide, and the enhancement was maintained

for more than 80 min. Peak responses induced by

Ach in the presence of metiamide are presented in

Table 2. Highly significant effects of Ach on the

four parameters measured were observed even

after blocking histamine receptors completely by

metiamide, indicating that Ach acts independently

of the histamine receptor.

On the other hand, after blocking Ach receptor

completely by treatment with 4x 10
_6M atropine,

10~ 4M histamine enhanced only the J
H

significant-

ly without significant effects on other three elec-

trical parameters (Table 2), as observed in the

absence of atropine (Fig. 5).

Table 1. Peak responses of H +
secretion rate (J

H
), transepithelial potential difference (PD),

short-circuit current (Isc) and tissue resistance (Rt) after treatment with acetylcholine (Ach) or

histamine (His)

Secretagogues
No. of J

H
?

PD
eels ( //eq/cm

2
• hr) (raV)

Isc

( ^A/cm
2
)

Rt
(kOhmcm 2

)

Control 7 0.81±0.07a
13.4+ 2.6 10.6+1.8 1.30+ 0.13

Ach (1(T 4 M) 1.99 + 0.13** 19.7+ 2.6* 36.0 + 7.6* 0.58 + 0.09**

(Time in min) (37 ±4) (41+7) (45 + 6) (36 + 5)

Difference
6 1.17+0.10 6.4+1.6 25.4 + 6.3 -0.71+0.07

Control 8 1.51+0.23 13.3+1.6 11.5+ 1.3 1.16 + 0.06

His (10" 4 M) 3.02 + 0.39** 16.8+1.6 15.6 + 2.3 1.12 + 0.11

(Time in min) (28 + 3) (36 + 4) (31+2) (33 + 2)

Difference 1.51+0.24 3.5 + 1.6 4.1 + 1.6 -0.03 + 0.07

The time to reach the peak for each parameter after addition of secretagogue is indicated in

parentheses. Control values represent those of the period preceding the adition of secretagogues

(time zero in Figs. 2 and 5).

*** Significantly different from control values at 1 or 0.1% level, respectively (paired t-test).

aMean±SE
b
Difference between the values before and after treatment with secretagogues

(secretagogue - control)
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Table 2. Peak responses of H +
secretion rate (J

H
), transepithelial potential difference (PD),

short-circuit current (Isc) and tissue resistance (Rt) after treatment with acetylcholine (Ach) or

histamine (His) in the presence of metiamide (Met) or atropine (Atr)

Drugs
No. of

eels

J
H

( /^eq/cm
2

• hr)

PD
(mV)

Isc

(/(A/cm2
)

Rt
(kOhm • cm 2

)

Met (1.5xKT 5 M) 7 0.06 + 0.03" 7.7+1.2 4.2+1.0 2.09 + 0.23

+ Ach (10~ 4 M)
(Time in min)

1.43 + 0.23***

(59 ±9)
16.5 + 2.1**

(16 + 2)

18.8 + 2.8***

(56+13)
0.76 + 0.11***

(60 ±6)

Difference
b

1.37 + 0.23 8.7 + 2.1 14.6 + 2.0 -1.33 + 0.15

Atr (4X10~ 6 M) 6 0.96 + 0.23 11.7+ 1.6 6.1 + 1.2 2.11+0.27

+ His (10" 4 M)
(Time in min)

1.43 + 0.37*

(33 + 4)

11.7+1.8

(34 + 5)

6.6+1.4

(23 ±4)
1.92 + 0.26

(26 ±3)

Difference 0.47 + 0.15 0.0 + 0.8 0.5 + 0.4 -0.07 + 0.14

After pretreatment with metiamide or atropine for 40 min or 30 min, respectively, each

secretagogue was added to the serosal fluid. The time to reach the peak for each parameter after

addition of secretagogue is indicated in parentheses.
****** Significantly different from each initial value at 5, 1 or 0.1% level, respectively (paired

t-test).

aMean + SE
b
Difference between the values before and after treatment with secretagogues

(secretagogue - antagonist).

DISCUSSION

The present study is the first report of in vitro

measurement of J
H and electrical parameters in

the teleost stomach, and demonstrates some in-

teresting responses to application of three secreta-

gogues; Ach, histamine and pentagastrin. In con-

trast to the stomach of higher vertebrates, eel

stomach was not stimulated by pentagastrin. A
lack of effect or inhibitory effect of pentagastrin

has been reported in dogfish [19] and cod [11]

stomachs. Therefore, it is likely that gastrin in the

lower vertebrates is largely different from penta-

gastrin, since the amino acid sequences of gastrin

vary even within mammalian species [20], or that

other factors, such as food and age, may be

involved in gastrin action, since gastrin release and

formation are regulated by a meal [21] and gastrin

sensitivity in rat stomach disappears before wean-

ing [22, 23].

Ach and histamine stimulated H +
secretion, but

the time courses were different: the maximum
response with Ach occurred around 40 min follow-

ing its addition and was maintained thereafter;

with histamine, the maximum was reached within

30 min and subsequently declined. More apparent

differences between the responses by these secre-

tagogues were observed in Isc and Rt. Ach en-

hanced Isc and reduced Rt remarkably, whereas

histamine had no significant effect on these two

electrical parameters. These different responses

by Ach and histamine suggest that these two

secretagogues do not act through a common

pathway, at least in regard to the Isc and Rt.

In the present study, actions of Ach independent

from histamine are clearly demonstrated by using

antagonists for these secretagogues. After treat-

ment with atropine, an Ach muscarinic receptor

antagonist, effects of Ach are blocked completely;

but, the effect of histamine is still retained,

suggesting that Ach acts through a muscarinic

receptor and histamine acts independently of the

muscarinic receptor. Conversely, in the presence

of metiamide, a histamine H 2-receptor antagonist,

the effects of histamine are completely blocked but

those of Ach are retained, suggesting that hista-

mine acts through an H 2-receptor and Ach acts

independently of the H2-receptor. This contra-

dicts Code's hypothesis that Ach acts through

histamine release [2]. Similarly, no effect of 5x
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10
-3M metiamide on the Ach-induced J

H
has

been reported in the kitten stomach [24].

Although Holstein [11, 12] concludes that hista-

mine is the final common mediator of Ach stimula-

tion of H +
secretion across fish stomach, the

present study demonstrates clearly that Ach

stimulates HC1 secretion independently from hista-

mine action, at least in eel stomach. The discrep-

ancy between these results may result from the

different methods used; Holstein used an in vivo

preparation and injected all agents intramuscularly

whereas our study used an in vitro preparation.

Since in vivo system is complicated by indirect

effects of drugs, it may be difficult to assign

unequivocally direct effects of these drugs. Espe-

cially metiamide is known to have side effects in

vivo [7].

The finding that metiamide by itself inhibits

spontaneous H+
secretion implies that basal re-

lease of endogenous histamine maintains the spon-

taneous H +
secretion observed in the isolated eel

stomach, assuming metiamide acts on the hista-

mine receptor specifically. Indeed, metiamide

appears to block the histamine receptor primarily,

since it inhibits initially only J
H
without significant

effects on other electrical parameters, indicative of

typical histamine action observed in this study.

Although metiamide starts to depress Isc and PD
and to increase Rt after a latent period, these

"delayed effects" may be due to secondary effect

induced by inhibition of H +
secretion or to an

undetermined side effect.

The tissue resistance of the eel stomach was

decreased by Ach, but not by histamine. This

suggests that Ach may increase the apical mem-
brane area of the oxyntic cells, since enlargement

of that area is observed electronmicroscopically,

accompanied by a decrease in the tissue resistance,

after application of histamine to frog [25] or piglet

[26-28] stomach. Moreover, in the cod stomach,

intramuscular application of histamine or car-

bachol induces enlargement of the gland lumen

[29].

In mammalian or amphibian stomach, histamine

appears to play a major role in regulating HC1

secretion since histamine stimulates H +
secretion

as well as Isc and decreases Rt in frog [16, 30] and

piglet [26, 31, 32] stomachs. In the eel stomach.

Ach may play similar role in stimulating HC1

secretion as does histamine in the higher verte-

brates. Ach stimulates both the J
H and Isc, accom-

panied by decrease in Rt, whereas histamine

enhances only the J
H
without significant effects on

other electrical parameters. These results imply

that Ach may be a major secretagogue of HC1

secretion across fish stomach. Interestingly, it has

been reported recently in the rat stomach that Ach

agonists stimulate acid secretion on day 15 after

birth, whereas histamine and gastrin do not stimu-

late acid secretion until day 20 [33, 34], implying

that in mammalian stomach Ach action is

ontogenetically more primitive than histamine or

gastrin action. From these results, although highly

speculative, it is tempting to suggest that in

vertebrates regulation by Ach of HC1 secretion in

the stomach may be the most primitive.
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ABSTRACT—By means of slow retraction or rapid contraction of axopodia, large heliozoan cells

capture and ingest small protozoans and metazoans as food. To examine how they recognize the prey

organisms especially with axopodia, various factors such as cation exchanger (CM-Sephadex), anion

exchanger (DEAE-Sephadex and DEAE-Sepharose), several cations (H +
, Na +

, K +
, NH4

+
, Mg2 +

,

Ca2+ , and Mn 2 +
), amino acids, and sugars were extracellularly applied to stimulate the axopodia as

substitution of the prey. Axopodial contraction was found to occur in response to the anion exchanger,

monovalent cations and amino acids, while cation exchanger, divalent cations and sugars hardly induced

the axopodial contraction. Among these agents, especially H + was most effective to evoke the

axopodial contraction. The results suggest that the rapid axopodial contraction occurred prior to food

capture might be triggered by monovalent cations such as H + and Na + which are attracted to negatively

charged axopodial membrane of heliozoans.

INTRODUCTION

As the given name indicates, a heliozoan Echi-

nosphaerium akamae [1] is characterized by

numerous needlelike axopodia radiating from the

surface of spherical cell body. Every axopodium is

supported ordinally by an axoneme composed of

double-coild array of several hundreds of micro-

tubules [2]. In the neighborhood of axoneme,

moreover, there is located a bundle of contractile

tubules which was originally termed as the X body

[3] and thereafter suggested as a contractile

organelle [4-7]. When small prey organisms

happen to attach to the axopodial membrane, not

only slow retraction or rapid contraction of the

axopodium but also the so-called axoplasmic flow

toward the cell body surface are induced to capture

and ingest them [7]. Following that, the prey

organism is engulfed by an outgrowth of the

plasma membrane, i.e., by formation of a food
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cup. During the rapid contraction of axopodia,

two fundamental phenomena always occur simul-

taneously; (i) folding or fragmentation of axone-

mal microtubules [6] and (ii) shortening of con-

tractile tubules possibly by coiling [5].

Except for the prey organisms the following

factors have been reported also to induce the rapid

contraction of axopodia [6]; activated charcoal,

carmine particles coated with albumin, anion

exchanger, and glass particles coated with poly-L-

lysine. From these results, Shigenaka et al. [6]

have suggested that the rapid axopodial contrac-

tion may be related with activation of chemorecep-

tors and/or negatively charged sites of the axopo-

dial membrane. The latter possibility was already

elucidated by Matsuoka et al. [8]. However, the

former problem of what kinds of chemical sub-

stances activate the putative chemoreceptors has

still remained to be solved. Present investigation,

therefore, aimed to solve this problem by applying

various stimulants such as cations, amino acids and
sugars to the axopodia.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Live samples of heliozoan Echinosphaerium

akamae [1] were originally collected from a pond

at Mitaki Districts in Hiroshima City, which were

thereafter called strain HM. They were cultivated

at 20±1°C in 0.01% Knop solution containing

0.24mM Ca(N03)2 , 0.14mM KN0 3 , 0.058 mM
MgS04 , and 0.11 mM KH2P04 , being supplied by

1 or 2 grains of wheat per 10-20 ml of the culture

medium. Small ciliates and flagellates were added

to the medium as food organisms. Prior to every

experiment, 7- to 10-day-old heliozoans were

washed with the fresh culture medium (approx-

imately pH6.0) and kept for 1-2 hr to acclimate

themselves to the new surroundings. When the

culture medium turned to acidic, pH was adjusted

to the optimum range by adding a few droplets of

IN NaOH solution.

A holotrichous ciliate Paramecium caudatum,

which was used as a stimulant for inducing

axopodial contraction of heliozoans, was cultured

in 0.01% (W/V) cerophyl infusion at about 25°C.

The cultured paramecia were collected by an

application of their own negative galvanotaxis and

washed with the heliozoan culture medium. After

paramecia were homogenized with a Teflon

homogenizer under the cold conditions of 1-2°C,

homogenates were washed 5 times by giving cen-

trifugation for lOmin each at 7,000 g. Homoge-

nates were coated to silica gel particles (20-100 jum

in diameter) as follows: particles were suspended

in the homogenate-containing solution for 5 min,

collected by filtration, and finally dried at room

temperature.

To stimulate the heliozoan axopodia, liquid

agents were applied directly to the tips of axopodia

from one side of the organism using a 1-ml syringe

with a fine needle which was equipped to the

micro-manipulator apparatus. In the cases of solid

substances, they were placed on the tip of glass

needle and supplied to the axopodia by dropping

them without disturbing the axopodia as possible.

Prior to these experiments, DEAE-Sephadex

A-50, DEAE-Sepharose CL-6B, and CM-
Sephadex C-50 were washed 50 times with culture

medium after they were suspended in 1 M NaCl.

Amberlite CG-120, Type 3, was washed 10 times

with culture medium after the particles were

suspended in IN HC1, and then suspended in

various salt solutions (1M). Following that, the

particles were washed 5 times with the culture

medium in every case.

A video cassette recorder (Victor, BR-6400)

and its control unit (Victor, RM-53) were used to

record and measure the contraction speed of

axopodia. These apparatuses were attached to the

phase contrast light microscope (Nikon, Diaphoto

TMD).

RESULTS

In Echinosphaerium akamae (strain HM), the

rapid axopodial contraction occurs immediately

after a certain kind of stimulant is given to the

surface of axopodial membrane, especially at the

tip of well-extended axopodium. Figure 1 shows

the feature of rapid contraction of axopodia caused

by a DEAE-Sepharose particle. After the particle

was withdrawn by the axopodial contraction to-

ward the cell body surface, it was engulfed by an

outgrowth of the plasma membrane of cell body

surface. Although this was an experimentally in-

duced phenomenon, the heliozoan usually cap-

tured and ingested small-sized food organisms in a

similar manner.

How does the heliozoan cell recognize the food

organisms? To answer this question, we tried to

stimulate axopodia with various agents and sub-

stances. At first, whether or not mechanical

stimulation alone induced the axopodial contrac-

tion was examined by applying glass or silica gel

particles to the axopodia, or by touching the

axopodia directly with a fine glass needle (Table

1). In every case, axopodial contraction was not

induced, implying that mechanical stimulation

alone could not trigger the axopodial contraction.

On the other hand, silica gel particles coated with

crude homogenate of paramecia were found to

induce the axopodial contraction (Table 1). As

the results, axopodial contraction was likely to be

triggered by some chemical stimulation.

Paramecium homogenates were found to be

attracted toward the anode when they were placed

in DC electric field as described previously [8],

revealing that the homogenates were charged
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Table 1. Effects of solid substances on the rapid

contraction of axopodia

Fig. 1. Rapid axopodial contraction induced by a parti-

cle of DEAE-Sepharose. Each photograph was

reproduced from several continuous images of TV
monitor taken at 1/30 sec intervals; A, B and C
correspond to 0, 1/30 and 1/5 sec, respectively.

Arrowheads indicate the just withdrawn particle.

negatively as a whole. To examine whether or not

the surface charge of the stimulant was involved in

axopodial contraction, positively charged anion

exchanger (DEAE-Sephadex, DEAE-Sepharose)

and negatively charged cation exchanger (CM-

Stimulant
Contrac-
tion*

Maximum Con-
traction Speed**

(//m/sec)

Glass beads

(40-60 fxmti)

Glass needle

Silica gel (20-100 //m0)

Silica gel coated with

Paramecium homogenate

Sephadex (50-100 /um&)

DEAE-Sephadex
(50-300 //m0)

DEAE-Sepharose
(50-150^1110)

CM-Sephadex
(50-300 //m0)

(10)

+ +

+ + +

+ + +

(10)

(8)

650 (5)

(8)

960 (4)

850 (3)

(14)

The marks + and — demonstrate the degree of

frequency of axopodial contraction.

Mean value of the maximum speed of axopodial

contraction. Number of tested cells is shown in

parenthesis.

DEAE-Sephadex
/ 2 3

dextran gel-O-CH-CH-N -H

CM-Sephadex

Amberlite

iextran gel-O-C-COO
H

polystyrene-SO,

Fig. 2. Structures of functional groups of DEAE-
Sephadex, CM-Sephadex and Amberlite.

Sephadex) were applied independently to the

axopodia. DEAE-Sephadex and CM-Sephadex

are dextran gels bound by diethylaminoethyl group

(-DEAE) and carboxymethyl group (-CM), re-

spectively (Fig. 2). Moreover, DEAE-Sepharose

is an agarose gel with DEAE group. Prior to the

experiments, every exchanger was suspended in

1 M NaCl and washed 5 times with the culture
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medium, 0.01% Knop solution. In this case, both

anion and cation exchangers were found to induce

the axopodial contraction. However, the cation

exchanger (CM-Sephadex) had no effect on the

contraction when it was washed more than 50

times with the culture medium, while anion ex-

changer (DEAE-Sephadex, DEAE-Sepharose)

still caused the remarkable response even after

they were washed more than 50 times (Table 1).

The disappearance of CM-Sephadex-induced re-

sponse by washing seems to imply that surface

cations attracting CM group (-OCH2COO~) of

the cation exchanger may be related to the

activation of receptor sites of axopodial membrane

and that negative charge of the CM group may not

trigger the axopodial contraction.

These results indicate that the positive charge

seems to be involved in the axopodial contraction.

If so, in Paramecium homogenates, the already

bound cations may also induce the axopodial

response. To examine what kinds of cations could

cause the axopodial contraction, the particles

(20-100 //m in diameter) of Amberlite (Fig. 2)

which were previously combined with cations were

applied as stimulants to the heliozoan axopodia

(Table 2). Monovalent cations such as H +
, Na +

,

K + and NH4
+ showed conspicuous effects on the

axopodial contraction, while divalent cations,

Ca2+ and Mn2+
, could not induce the response.

Table 2. Effects of various cations bound to

Amberlite particles on the rapid contraction of

axopodia

Maximum Contraction
Speed (^m/sec)***

ation* Contraction

H + + + +
Na + + + +
K + + +
NH4

+ + +
Ca2+ —

Mg2 + +

Mn2+ _

870 (4)

980 (4)

660 (3)

710 (3)

(7)

1010 (3)

(6)

All cations are of chlorides.

The marks + and — demonstrate the degree of

frequency of axopodial contraction.

Mean value of the maximum speed of axopodial

contraction. Number of tested cells is shown in

parenthesis.

Only Mg2+ seldom caused response. To know the

minimum concentration at which the response

occurred in more than 50% cells, the chlorides of

various cations were applied to stimulate the

axopodia. As shown in Table 3, NaCl, KC1, and

NH4C1 caused remarkable axopodial contraction

Table 3. Effects of various solutions on the rapid

contraction of axopodia

Stimulant
Minimum

Concentration
(M)

Maximum Con-
traction Speed*

(,«m/sec)

NaCl lO" 2
1140 (3)

KC1 i<r2 770 (3)

**NH4C1 lO" 2
1220 (4)

CaCl2
10~ 2

degradation (5)

MgCl2
10- 2

degradation (5)

MnCl 2 lO" 2
degradation (5)

L-Proline 10- 1 1130 (4)

**L-Glutamine 10
1 1450 (3)

Glycine 10- 1 1490 (3)

Dextrose 10- 1

degradation (9)

Sucrose lO" 1

degradation (5)

Distilled water 1460 (4)

Sucrose (1.5 mM)
water

in distilled
1090 (3)

* Mean value of the maximum speed of axopodial

contraction. Number of tested cells is shown in

parenthesis.

** NaOH or HC1 concentrations for adjusting the

pH to 6.0 was kept at below 10
4 M.

Table 4. Effects of various pHs on the rapid con-

traction of axopodia

PH
Contrac-

tion*

Maximum Con-
traction Speed *"

( //m/sec)

NaOH or

HC1***
(M)

8 + + 880 (3)

7 + 950 (3)

6 - (12)

5 + + 1490 (4)

4 + + + 1380 (4)

1.8X10" 4

1.0X10~ 4

5.0X10- 5

1.2X10- 4

The marks + and — demonstrate the degree of

frequency of axopodial contraction.

Mean value of maximum speed of axopodial

contraction. Number of tested cells is shown in

parenthesis.

NaOH or HC1 concentration used for changing

the pHs of 0.01% Knop solution.
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at the level of 10
_2 M, while such response

scarcely occurred at less than 10~ 3 M concentra-

tion. The Mn2+
or Ca2+ could not cause the

contraction at 10~ 2 M, although the degradation of

axopodia was induced. In the case of Mg2
'", the

response was seldom seen.

Table 4 showed whether or not the axopodial

contraction was induced by applying fresh culture

medium at various pH. The pH of surrounding

medium was previously adjusted to 6.0. In this

case the stimulation was given directly to the

axopodial tips using micropipettes. In particular,

it was found that H + showed the conspicuous

effect on the rapid contraction of axopodia and

caused the response even at the level of 10
-5

M.

In addition, amino acids such as glycine, L-

proline and L-glutamine were found to induce the

axopodial contraction at lCP'M (Table 3),

although all of other amino acids caused the

contraction just like in glycine. In this case, it is

noteworthy that such concentration of amino acid

was not too high for the heliozoan cells because

they were at good health after the axopodial

contraction. At the concentrations higher than

10
_I M, application of amino acids resulted in

axopodial degradation and the subsequent cytoly-

sis instead of showing the axopodial contraction.

Dextrose and sucrose occasionally induced rapid

axopodial contraction accompanied by axopodial

degradation, although it was not the apparent

response just as induced with monovalent cations.

At the present, it is difficult to conclude whether or

not such sugars induce the response by mediating

the receptor sites of axopodial membrane, because

the axpodial degradation was followed occasional-

ly by the experimentally-induced rapid contraction

of axopodia.

Distilled water was also found to induce the

rapid axopodial contraction as it was applied

directly to the axopodia with a needle of syringe.

The 1.5 mM sucrose in distilled water (pH6.0)

whose osmotic pressure corresponds nearly to that

of 0.01% Knop solution (culture medium) was

applied to the axopodia as the next step. In this

case, the axopodial contraction was also observed

to occur.

DISCUSSION

In heliozoan cells, rapid contraction of axopodia

is one of the most important cell functions because

they must capture and ingest the food organisms

which have been actively swimming around the

organism. By analyzing the images recorded by

video tapes, the speed of axopodial contraction

was demonstrated to be faster than several hun-

dreds of micrometers per second as shown in

Tables 1 to 4. Such rapid contraction of axopodia

might be enforced by the contractile tubules [5, 6]

which were formerly termed as the X bodies [3].

However, it has not been well established what

kind of stimulation can induce the axopodial

contraction. In the present study, mechanical

stimulation with glass beads, glass needle or silica

gel particles was found not to cause the rapid

contraction of axopodia. On the other hand, once

the silica gel particles were coated with Para-

mecium homogenate, they turned to the stimulants

for the axopodial contraction. These results indi-

cate that some chemical stimulations are necessari-

ly required for cell recognition before the axopo-

dial contraction.

The present study demonstrated that the

monovalent cations (H +
, Na +

, K + and NH4
+

)

caused the rapid contraction of axopodia, although

that the divalent cations (Ca2+ , Mg2+ and Mn2+
)

showed less effect as compared with the monova-

lent cations. This suggests that the condition of

positive charge itself may not affect the receptor

sites for axopodial contraction. That is to say,

somewhat specific receptor sites for the monova-

lent cations might exist on the axopodial mem-
brane. Furthermore, proton pump and Na +

, K+

and/or CT~ channels can be expected likewise,

although they belong to the next problem to be

solved.

In the case of DEAE-Sephadex or DEAE-
Sepharose, it is presumed that monovalent

charged site of DEAE group may act on the

receptor sites of axopodial membrane. On the

other hand, amino acids (glycine, L-proline and

L-glutamine) which were electrically neutral at

pH 6.0 induced the axopodial contraction at the

level of 10~'M. In this case, the positively

charged sites of amino acids such as —NH3
+

are
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considered to be effective for the response. In

general, however, the axopodia respond quite

poorly to amino acid solution, appearing to be

attributed to almost uncharged molecules in toto

because amino acid molecules cannot bind to

receptor sites.

Amberlite particles, which are of polystyrene

with sulfonic group (—S03 ~), attract various

cations. However, all of —S03
~ are not neutral-

ized electrically by binding of cations, but free

sulfonic group remains when the particles are

washed several times. In the present study,

Amberlite particles binding Ca2+ or Mn2+
could

not cause axopodial contraction, indicating that

not only Ca2+ or Mn2+
but also —S03

~ cannot

affect the receptor sites. Carboxymethyl group

( —OCH2COO~), moreover, also caused no re-

sponse. In consequence, it is concluded that nega-

tively charged functional groups such as — S03
~ or

—OCH2COO~ are not involved in the response,

although the other negatively charged molecules

or anions such as Cl~ remain to be further

examined.

In general, the cell membrane is believed to be

charged negatively especially at neutral pH.

Therefore, such cell membrane is naturally con-

sidered to attract various cations existed in the

surrounding medium. In food organisms such as

ciliates or flagellates, the cell membranes are also

negatively charged. Consequently, it is considered

that they also attract and bind various cations. On
the other hand, the axopodial membrane in

Heliozoa has been reported to be charged nega-

tively [8]. Judging from these points, the axopo-

dial contraction might be triggered by the cations

located on the cell membrane of food organisms

and by transbinding to the negatively charged

receptor sites of the axopodial membrane of a

heliozoan cell. The present study revealed that

even a low concentration of H + (10~ 5 M) could

cause the axopodial contraction. Among the cat-

ions binding to the membrane, the H +
is con-

sidered to be most effective to affect the receptor

sites for initiating the axopodial contraction.

Finally, gustatory cells of vertebrates are already

known to respond to H +
[9], various monovalent

or divalent cations [10], sugar [11] and distilled

water [12]. Similarly to this, the present heliozoan

cells also revealed that the conspicuous contraction

of axopodia occurred in response to H + and other

monovalent cations and distilled water. In gusta-

tory neuroblastoma cell, moreover, surface poten-

tial changes by H+ or polyvalent cations by

binding to the receptor sites, followed by a change

of membrane potential [13, 14]. In a heliozoan,

the axopodial contraction occurred in response to

slight increase and decrease in H +
concentrations.

In this case, it is likely that, as well as gustatory

system, the response is induced by a change of

surface potential of axopodial surface which is

probably caused by binding or elimination of H+

to or from the receptor sites, respectively.
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ABSTRACT— In order to learn the nature of nucleolus organizer regions (NORs) of metaphase

chromosomes, we examined a specific chromosome of the Chinese hamster cell carrying a marked

terminal NOR by both transmission (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In most cases, a

large silver dot representing the terminal NOR was located between the tips of chromatids of the short

arm. By TEM, some fine fibrous material was observed in the terminal NOR of this chromosome and

silver deposition was found to occur on this material. Distinct fibers were frequently observed through

the material. SEM of this chromosome showed characteristic horn-like protrusions at the terminal

NOR and some of 30 nm fibers were seen in this region. These distinct fibers observed by both TEM
and SEM seemed to correspond to the core of NOR which had been reported by some authors.

Chromosome associations examined by TEM showed the presence of argyrophilic material on the

connective for association. SEM images revealed that 30 nm fibers were also observed between the

terminal NORs of two chromosomes involved in the association.

INTRODUCTION

It is now well established that in eukaryotes the

rRNA genes are present in more than one hundred

copies per haploid genome, clustering in a few

chromosomal loci. Heitz [1] and McClintock [2]

showed that secondary constrictions observable in

specific metaphase chromosomes are the sites of

nucleolus formation in the following stage, and

designated such a constriction site "nucleolus

organizer region" (NOR). Direct evidence that

NORs are the sites of clustered rRNA genes was

obtained in situ molecular hybridization experi-

ments using radioactively labeled rRNA or cDNA
[3-5]. In addition, the development of silver

staining methods [6-7] led to the easy identifica-

tion of NORs as the sites of black deposits of

reduced silver in the metaphase chromosomes

by the conventional air-drying method. These

methods revealed that NORs occur not only at

secondary constriction sites but at terminal or

telomeric sites. Miller et al. [8, 9] elucidated that

Accepted January 13, 1986

Received November 25, 1985

positively silver-stained NORs are confined to

NORs that were functionally active during the

preceding interphase. Silver staining has been also

localized to interphase nucleoli [10, 11]. Attempts

have been made to identify the NOR-specific silver

staining protein(s). Phosphorylated nonhistone

proteins, protein B23 and C23 have been isolated

from the nucleolus of Novikoff hepatoma and

known to be responsible for silver staining at the

NORs [12, 13].

The first electron microscopic examination of

the NORs was carried out by Hsu et al. [14], in

which the NORs was found to be not a real

constriction but a filamentous mass with the same

width as the rest of the chromosomes. The recent

application of the osmium impregation technique

[15] to scanning electron microscopy of chromo-

somes made it possible to examine uncoated

surface detail of chromosomes prepared by the

conventional air-drying method [16]. By mod-

ifying this procedure, we examined the secondary

constriction of Vero cell (African green monkey in

origin) chromosomes and demonstrated the pres-

ence of 30 nm fibers running in the constriction

[17].
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Because the Chinese hamster (CH) cell of an in

vitro line maintained in our laboratory possesses a

chromosome with a marked terminal NOR, we

attempted to characterize the NOR by both TEM
and SEM for further understanding of the nature

of NORs of metaphase chromosomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chinese hamster cells (lung in origin) were grown

in the medium of Eagle's MEM supplemented

with 5% fetal calf serum. Colchicine (0.5/ug/ml)

was added to the cultures 2 hr prior to harvest and

the arrested metaphases were treated with 0.075 M
KC1, fixed in methanol-acetic acid (3:1) four to

five times, and air-dried. Silver staining was car-

ried out according to the one-step method of

Howell and Black [7].

Preparation for TEM Cells suspended in the

fixing solution were dropped onto plastic-coated

glass slides and dried. The plastic films for coating

slides were made by dipping a slide into 0.5%

plastic (obtained from Petri dished, Falcon Plastic-

ware) in chloroform and allowing the chloroform

to evaporate from the slide. The chromosomes

spread on the plastic films were refixed in 3%
glutaraldehyde in 1/15 M Sorensen's phosphate

buffer (pH7.4) at 4°C for 60 min, dehydrated

through a graded ethanol series (50 to 100%) and

dried at room temperature. Prior to this glutaral-

dehyde refixation, some of the slides were sub-

jected ~to silver staining. The plastic films with

chromosomes were, then, separated from the

slides by being floated on water surface, attached

to grids and dried. Chromosomes were observed

and photographed with a Hitachi HU-12A elec-

tron microscope at 75 kV.

Preparation for SEM Chromosome prepara-

tions were made by a modification of the conduc-

tive method based on thiocarbohydrazide (TCH)-

mediated osmium binding [15]: chromosomes pre-

pared on glass slides by the air-drying method were

immersed in 1/15M phosphate buffer solution

(pH 6.8) for about 1 hr at room temperature, fixed

in 3% glutaraldehyde in the same phosphate buffer

for 60 min, and washed three times in the buffer.

Then, preparations were fixed in 1% osmium

tetroxide in the buffer for 20 min, washed three

times in distilled water, immersed in aqueous

saturated solution of TCH for 20 min, and washed

three times in distilled water. The procedure of

osmium fixation followed by TCH incubation was

repeated more than three times. The preparations

were then dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol

(30 to 100%) and dried at the critical point in a

JCPD-5 apparatus using liquid C0 2 as the in-

termediate fluid with three changes of amyl acetate

as the transitional fluid. Some of the osmium-

TCH processed preparations were coated with

gold (about 3nm thick) using the ion sputtering

apparatus (Eiko) for increasing contrast.

RESULTS

As seen in Figure 1, the metaphase cell of our

CH line used here possessed 8 to 9 chromosomes

with NORs. Most of these chromosomes had

single terminal NORs, but two biarmed chromo-

somes showed NORs at their both arm ends. A
biarmed chromosome pointed with an arrow had a

highly marked terminal NOR as well as a charac-

teristic interstitial NOR and was exclusively ex-

amined in the present paper. Because this

chromosome is the 5th largest in the karyotype of

Fig. 1. Metaphase cell of Chinese hamster (CH) in vitro

line. Silver-stained. Arrow indicates chromosome 5

which possesses a marked terminal NOR and a

characteristic interstitial NOR. Bar represents 10

jum.
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this line, we tentatively refer to this as chromo-

some 5 in this paper. Because of the morpho-

logical characteristics of chromosome 5, we were

able to identify this chromosome without silver

staining in the electron microscope.

Among the chromosomes prepared for TEM,
we selected highly extended chromosomes since

condensed chromosomes gave actually no informa-

tion for TEM. Chromosome 5 seen in Figure 2a is

fairly extended and the chromatids show remnants

of major spirals. At the distal portion of the short

arm there is some fine fibrous material connecting

the separated ends of the sister chromatids. Such a

material was found to exist in most chromosome 5

observed by TEM. In preparations for light mi-

croscopy, silver deposition on the terminal NOR
of chromosome 5 occurs very frequently as a single

large dot between the sister chromatids even when

small silver dots of the intermediate NOR appear

separately on both chromatids. Therefore, the

connecting material observed by TEM seems to

correspond to the material of NOR to which silver

deposition occurs. The material seemed to consist

of very fine fibrous substances but occasionally

appeared rather ambiguous. As seen in Figure 2b,

however, distinct fibers were often observed to run

through the connecting material. In such a case,

the ends of the chromatids were usually located

Fig. 2. Chromosome 5 photographed by TEM. Bars represent 5,um in a, c, d and 2//m in b. a: Unstained
chromosome. Terminal NOR material is observed between the chromatid tip (arrow), b: Distinct fiber

(arrowhead) can be seen in the material of terminal NOR (arrow), c: Marked silver deposition in the terminal

NOR (large arrow) and also in the interstitial NORs (small arrows). Arrowhead indicates a distinct connecting

fiber, d: SEM image of the same chromosome as shown in c after gold-sputtering. 45° tilt. Silver deposits

(arrow) and the connecting fiber (arrowhead) are seen.
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close to each other. Figure 2c shows an extremely

expanded chromosome 5 which was treated for

silver staining. One large terminal NOR and small

interstitial ones are clearly identified by black

silver deposits. Comparing the appearance of sil-

ver deposition with the image seen in Figure 2b,

silver grains seem to distribute exactly over the

NOR material. A distinct fiber is also seen which

connects the silver mass to one chromatid end.

This connecting fiber is shown clearly when the

same chromosome was photographed by SEM
after gold coating (Fig. 2d). The thickness of this

fiber appears similar to that of some of the

chromatin fibers constituting the rest of the

chromosome.

In SEM preparations to which the osmium-TCH

technique was applied to make them electrocon-

ductive, most chromosomes showed a characteris-

tic three-dimensional appearance without aid of

any metal-coating or tilting of the sample, appear-

ing to consist of entangled but fairly uniform fibers

30 nm in diameter (Fig. 3a), although slight gold-

coating to these treated chromosomes made their

fiber appearances much more evident (Fig. 3b).

Chromosome 5 shown in Figure 3a possesses a

round horn-like protrusion at the tip of each

chromatid of the short arm. Similar protrusions

are observed in most of the chromosome 5

examined. Partly because of the existence of

them, there appears to be a interchromatid space

at the distal portion of the chromosome. Such a

interchromatid space was often found to be rather

a conspicuous feature of the short arm of chromo-

some 5. Considering the location, these protru-

sions seem to be associated with the terminal

NOR. As far as 30 nm fibers are concerned,

however, there is no distinct difference between

these protrusions and the rest of the chromosome.

As seen in Figure 3a, the small interstitial NOR of

chromosome 5 is recognized as a narrow and

shallow groove in which 30 nm fibers appear

slightly less compact, but this NOR is not usually
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Fig. 3. Chromosome 5 photographed by SEM. Bars represent 1 /*m. a: Horn-like protrusions are seen at the end

of the short arm (arrows). Arrowhead indicates the interstitial NOR. b: The same chromosome after slight

sputtering with gold, c: Highly extended chromosome. Interchromatid space is prominent and some connect-

ing fibers are seen in it (arrow).
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identified as a secondary constriction by light

microscopy of Giemsa stained preparations. Fig-

ure 3c is an example of chromosome 5 of which

30 nm fibers are highly less compact. The inter-

chromatid space of the short arm is prominent and

between the tips of both chromatids there are

some connecting fibers which appear identical to

30 nm chromatin fibers. Such connecting fibers in

the terminal NORs were also frequently observed

in chromosome 5 by SEM.

Some of the chromosomes subjected to the

osmium-TCH technique did not appear neat be-

cause of their too compact or somewhat sticky

fiber states. When chromosome 5 happened to be

in such a state of preparation, some fine fibrous

material was observed at the end of the short arm

Fig. 4. Some fine fibrous material (arrow) seen at the

end of short arm of chromosome 5. Bar represents

ljum.

Fig. 5. Associations of chromosome 5 with other chromosome, a: Unstained TEM image. Connectives of

somewhat low electron density are seen (arrows). Bar represents 5,«m. b: TEM after silver staining.

Connectives are silver-positive (arrow) and bar-like protrusion is also silver-positive (arrowhead). Bar

represents 10 /^m. c: SEM image of association. Distinct connecting fibers are seen (arrow). Bar represents 1

/im. d: The same chromosome enlarged. Connecting fibers appear to be 30 nm fibers (arrow). Bar represents

1 fxm.
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(Fig. 4). This material seemed to correspond to

the material to which silver deposition occurs.

Chromosome 5 was frequently seen to associate

with other chromosomes. Figure 5a shows a TEM
image of associating chromosomes; the association

occurs at the terminal NOR as a double bridge of

somewhat low electron dense material. Figure 5b

shows another example of chromosomes with

NOR association which have been subjected to

silver staining; a chromosome 5 and a smaller

acrocentric chromosome are associated with a

highly elongated connection, although such a long

connection is rather exceptional. It is interesting

to note that silver deposition occurs on two

connectives extending from the tips of chromatids

of the chromosome 5 and on a short bar-like

structure extending from the end of the smaller

chromosome. When observed by SEM, the NOR
association appeared to consist of some of distinct

fibers almost identical to the 30 nm fibers which

construct the chromosome body (Fig. 5c, d).

DISCUSSION

Since the work of Goodpasture and Bloom [6],

some acidic proteins have been reported to be

responsible for the affinity to silver of nucleoli and

of NORs on metaphase chromosomes, and among

them protein C23 has been claimed as the most

potent candidate [12, 18-20]. Electron microscop-

ic examinations on the localization of the silver

staining protein in interphase nucleoli have been

carried out [10, 11, 21, 22].

On the other hand, electron microscopic studies

on NORs of metaphase chromosomes seem rather

scant. Schwarzacher et al. [23] reported that the

Ag-stainable substance in NORs of human

metaphase chromosomes was located on the out-

side of NORs or around them but not in the

chromosomes themselves. As seen in Figure 2, in

the terminal NOR of CH chromosome 5, the

silver-stainable material is located between the tips

of sister chromatids, and in this context, our

observation seems coincident with the case quoted

above.

In the TEM study of rat kangaroo NORs, Hsu et

al. [14] revealed that the NOR mainly consisted of

filaments 5-7 nm in diameter. Humphrey and

Brinkley [24] showed the presence of the electron

opaque core in NOR of the rat kangaroo chromo-

some. A similar structure with condensed cores

and decondensed fibers was observed in the NOR
of plant metaphase chromosome [25]. Recently

we studied Vero cell chromosomes using the

osmium-TCH technique for SEM, found that the

chromosomes appeared to consist of 30 nm fibers

and that some of such fibers were seen to run

across the marked secondary constriction which

had been identified as the NOR by silver staining,

and suggested that most, if not all, of these fibers

present in the NOR are elementary chromatin

fibers [17]. It seems likely that the 30 nm fibers

found in the Vero NORs correspond to the

electron dense chromatin cores observed in the

thin sectioned materials mentioned above.

In the present SEM study on chromosome 5 of

CH cells, we also observed some 30 nm fibers

between the ends of the sister chromatids. Similar

situations were found in the TEM study of the

NOR as mentioned previously. These connecting

fibers also seem to be the elementary chromatin

fibers. In such a terminal NOR, the presence of

the core of NOR may be less important than in the

case of the interstitial NOR. Therefore, the

occurrence of the connecting fibers between the

ends of the sister chromatids may simply be the

result of entanglement of the chromatin fibers.

However, if it is not the reflection of a preparative

artifact, the occurrence of such entanglement may

happen to be the mechanism to make a skeletal

structure of the NOR which consequently play a

role for maintaining the less condensed hence

fragile chromatin mass of NOR through dynamic

processes of mitosis.

As seen in Figure 3a, SEM observations of the

terminal NOR of CH chromosome 5 showed the

presence of small protrusions which were not

recognizable by light microscopy. Although any

constriction-like structure is not seen, they may be

special chromatin segments differentiated at the

tips of the short arm chromatids. Similar images

were shown by Hsu et al. [14] in the TEM
photograph of a rat kangaroo chromosome

assumed to possess the terminal NOR. Each

"terminal body" in this photograph appears to

consist of a mass of fine filaments and a protrusion
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of compact chromatin. The fine fibrous material

shown in our Figure 4 may correspond to the mass

of fine filaments in the "terminal body".

Some acrocentrics among the human chromo-

some complement are known to be often associ-

ated with their satellites and such a phenomenon is

termed "satellite association" [26]. Using the in

situ hybridization technique, Henderson et al. [27]

revealed the presence of subvisible labeled strands

which connected the satellite regions of different

acrocentric chromosomes. Schmid et al. [28] re-

ported that the homologue with the longer sec-

ondary constriction shows the higher frequency of

association. Denton et al. [29] used the silver

staining method to estimate precisely the occur-

rence of single and multiple satellite associations.

In the present study, associations involving the

terminal NOR were confirmed by electron micros-

copy. The TEM image shown in Figure 5b reveals

some silver-stainable material on the connective.

On the other hand, Figure 5c and d obtained by

SEM shows the involvement of some of 30 nm
fibers in the association. Therefore, satellite asso-

ciations seem to consist of both silver positive

materials and 30 nm fibers. However, whether the

30 nm fibers exactly belong to the NOR itself or

whether they occur from the adjacent chromatin

fiber mass is not clear.
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ABSTRACT—A massive lymphocyte aggregation was found in the central region of intestinal valve of

four species of sharks, Mustelus manazo, Mustelus griseus, Heterodontus japonicus and Scyliorhinus

torazame, whereas rather few lymphoid tissues were observed in other part of intestinal valve. The

lymphoid tissue also occurred in later stage embryos of M. manazo and M. griseus. It was proven by an

immunocytochemical study that certain lymphocytes of Scyliorhinus torazame were immunoglobulin-

forming cells, confirming our previous findings in M. manazo, M. griseus and H. japonicus. More
developed lymphoid tissues than that of sharks were found in rays, Dasyatis akajei and Myliobatis

tobijei, in which even lymphoid nodule-like structure with pale centers was present. These lymphoid

tissues may represent a primitive form of Peyer's patches which are common in mammals.

INTRODUCTION

Gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) which

comprises tonsils, Peyer's patches and appendix in

human is assumed to be one of the most important

lymphoid tissues responsible for local immunogical

reactions. This lymphoid tissue, consisting of sub-

epithelial accumulation of lymphocytes, plasma

cells and phagocytes is not constrained within a

connective tissue capsule. Uncapsulated lymphoid

tissue is presumed to form a separate intercon-

nected system, the mucosal-associated lymphoid

tissue within which cells committed to immuno-

globulin synthesis may circulate.

A phylogenetic survey of vertebrate lymphoid

tissues was widely and extensively performed by

Good et al. [1] who found that lymphoid tissue in

the gut of elasmobranchs was less developed than

more highly evolved vertebrates such as amphib-

ians, reptiles, birds and mammals. Although

Corbel [2] reviewed the immune system of fishes,

no information on gut-associated lymphoid tissue

of elasmobranchs was available, and recent re-
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views of the vertebrate immune system [3-5] also

provide little information. Thus, little is known

about the structure and function of gut-associated

lymphoid tissue in elasmobranchs.

We recently studied immunoglobulin-forming

cells in several species of elasmobranchs and found

that the spleen is the major site for immunoglobu-

lin production [6, 7]. However, organs such as the

intestine, the epigonal organ and Leydig organ

of the esophagus also contain immunoglobulin-

forming cells to some extent [6, 8]. This forced us

to investigate in more detail lymphoid tissues other

than the spleen by histological and immunocyto-

chemical characterizations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fishes Four species of sharks, Mustelus man-
azo (10 embryos of about 40 g body weight (b.w.),

5 youngs of about 300 g and 6 adults of 1.5-5.5 kg

b.w.), Mustelus griseus (5 embryos of 33-58 g b.w.

,

5 youngs of about 300 g b.w., and 6 adults of

2.9-3.4 kg b.w.), Heterodontus japonicus (4

youngs of 150-450 g b.w. and 6 adults of 2.4-4.5

kg b.w.) and Scyliorhinus torazame (5 youngs of
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150-170 g b.w.) were examined. Two species of

rays, Dasyatis akajei (10 adults of 0.6-6 kg b.w.)

and Myliobatis tobijei (2 adults of 200 and 700 g

b.w.) were also examined. All fishes were caught

in the coast of Japan Sea except Heterodontus

japonicus, which was caught in Sagami Bay of the

Pacific side, Japan. Embryos of M. manazo and

M. griseus were removed from the uteri of female

fishes on 26th April, 1983. The embryos were

considered to be fully developed and ready to be

delivered, with regard to their weight and size [9].

Routine histology Intestines of fishes were

fixed in 10% formalin for one to several days.

Paraffin embedded tissue sections, about lO^m,

were stained with hematoxylin and eosin.

Immunocytochemistry of immunoglobulin-form-

ing cells of Scyliorhinus torazame Fluorescein

isothiocyanate (FITC) labeled (Fab') 2 of rabbit

IgG which is specific for Heterodontus japonicus

immunoglobulin was used for the detection of

Ig-forming cells of Scyliorhinus torazame, since

immunoglobulin of 5. torazame was immunologi-

cally cross-reactive with anti-//. japonicus im-

munoglobulin antibody as shown in Figure 1.

Purification of immunoglobulin and preparation of

Fig. 1. Immunological cross-reactivity of anti-Heter-

odontus japonicus high molecular weight immuno-
globulin (a-H. H) with immunoglobulin of Scy-

liorhinus torazame (S). H. H and H. L represent

Heterodontus high and low molecular weight im-

munoglobulin respectively.

FITC labeled antibody was described elsewhere

[8]. Formalin-fixed tissues of intestine were frozen

and cut into about 15 //m sections on a cryostat,

Bright OT/FAS (England), at -20°C. Tissue sec-

tions were incubated at 20-25°C for 1-3 hr in a

PBS diluted solution of FITC-anti-//. japonicus

immunoglobulin.

RESULTS

Lymphoid tissues in shark intestine

A massive lymphocyte aggregation was consist-

ently observed in the central area of the intestinal

valves in all sharks examined (Fig. 2).

Embryos of both M. manazo and M. griseus

already had lymphoid tissues in central areas of

intestinal valves (Fig. 2A, B), while no lymphocyte

aggregation was found in any other valvular

regions. Although the major cellular constituents

appeared to be lymphocytes, reticular cells with

rather ovoid nuclei were also encountered. Mitot-

ic figures often occurred suggesting lymphocyte

proliferation. Rather numerous lymphocytes were

observed in the epithelial layer covering the

lymphoid tissue when compared to other regions

of the valves. In young and adult Mustelus (both

species), more developed lymphoid tissue of larger

size was generally observed (Fig. 2C, D). Intesti-

nal epithelial cells around lymphoid tissue were

often less tall than other parts of the valve, and a

large number of lymphocytes appeared to migrate

therein. Similar structure as seen in the two

species of Mustelus was found in other species of

sharks, H. japonicus (Fig. 2E, F) and S. torazame.

Immunoglobulin-forming cells in the intestine of

Scyliorhinus torazame

Some population of lymphoid cells was proved

to be immunoglobulin-containing cells by immuno-

fluorescence staining using FITC labeled anti-

Heterodontus immunoglobulin antibody as shown

in Figure 3. Most of them were considered to be

lymphocytes. Although a small number of cells

had larger amounts of cytoplasm, typical Mars-

chalko type plasma cells were rare in the intestine

of S. torazame.
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Fig. 2. Intestine of sharks: embryo of Mustelus manazo (A, B), adult Mustelus manazo (C, D) and adult

Heterodontus japonicus (E, F). B, D and F are enlarged views of A, C and E respectively. Hematoxylin and

eosin stain. X9 (A, C, E), X183 (B, D, F).

Lymphoid tissues in the intestine of rays

Intestine of two rays, Dasyatis akajei and

Myliobatis tobijei, were examined. In these rays,

massive lymphoid tissue was observed not only in

the central area of the valve, but also in many

other valvular sites (Fig. 4). A spherical and pale-

stained structure, which consists mainly of large or

medium size lymphocytes and reticular cells, and

apparently resembles the lymphoid follicle or

germinal center commonly found in avian and

mammalian lymphoid tissues, was often observed

in these sites (Fig. 4). Such structures were also

seen in the white pulp of spleens of both species

(not shown).

DISCUSSION

In the present study, massive lymphoid tissue

occurred consistently in subepithelial regions of

the gut of four species of sharks, Mustelus manazo,

M. griseus, Heterodontus japonicus and Scyliorhi-

nus torazame. A more developed lymphoid tissue

than that of the above species was found in rays,
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Fig. 3. A fluorescence micrograph of intestinal lymphoid tissue from Scyliorhinus torazame. Stained with FITC
labeled anti-Heierodontus japonicus immunoglobulin. X616.

Dasyatis akajei and Myliobatis tobijei. The occur-

rence of typical Marschalko type plasma cells was

rather limited in intestinal mucosa of sharks and

rays. However, at least a certain population of

lymphoid cells was defined in shark intestinal

lymphoid tissues as immunoglobulin-forming cells

[8]. It is not certain whether immunoglobulin

negative cells are precursors of immunoglobulin-

forming cells or mixed populations of B cell

precursors and cells of other lineages such as

thymus derived cells (T cells), a question which

can only be answered by defining appropriate T
cell markers in elasmobranches.

It is noteworthy that the intestinal lymphoid

tissue was already developed in embryos of Muste-

lus manazotand M. griseus, which are considered

to be antigen free. However, there is a possibility

of migration of precursor cell from the thymus

and/or the spleen to the intestine, since it is known

that differentiation of lymphoid tissue in the

thymus and spleen precedes that in the intestine [7,

10]. Moreover, our recent observation on the

spleen of Aleutian skate embryos, Bathyraja

aleutica, in which double production of two classes

of immunoglobulins occurs in single cells, strongly

suggests that the spleen is the primary lymphoid

organ for B cell differentiation [7]. To define the

origin of lymphocytes in the intestinal lymphoid

tissue of sharks and rays requires further ex-

perimental analyses.

Occurrence of interepithelial lymphocytes and

their immunobiological significance were reviewed

by Fichtelius et al. [11] and recently by Ernst et al.

[12]. We also described interepithelial lympho-

cytes in the hagfish [13] and in elasmobranchs (this

report). It is interesting to note that some of the

interepithelial lymphoid cells contain immuno-

globulin in their cytoplasm, although it does not

provide by itself any conclusive evidence to evalu-

ate the origin and function of the interepithelial

cells. It is known that interepithelial lymphoid

cells in mammals contain a variety of morphologi-
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Fig. 4. Intestine of a sting ray, Dasyatis akajei. Arrows indicate a lymphoid follicle-like structure. B and C are
enlarged views of A. Hematoxylin and eosin stain. X9 (A), X46 (B), X 183 (C).

cal and functional subpopulations [12, 14, 15].

Finding lymphoid follicle-like structures in rays

is also interesting when considering the phyloge-

netic development of lymphoid tissues, since it is

generally known that lymphoid follicles are de-

veloped only in higher vertebrates, with one

exception, the marine toad [16]. To prove whether

it is an equivalent to mammalian lymphoid follicle,

further analyses including a search for localization

of antigen and/or antibody in that tissue is being

progress in our laboratory.

Since the digestive tract is frequently exposed to

viruses, bacteria and other foreign substances, the

development of lymphoid tissues in the mucosa

seems to be one important step in the evolution of

vertebrate immune system. The lymphoid tissue,

which we described here, may represent a primi-

tive form of Peyer's patches common in mammals,

and it may play an important role in the mucosal

immunological defense mechanism in elasmo-

branchs.
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ABSTRACT—Cortical granule lectin, the major secreted component of Xenopus laevis cortical

granules, is an optimal biochemical marker for cortical granules. A radioimmunoassay, which detected

as little as 10" 14
moles of cortical granule lectin, was used to determine the kinetics of the cortical

reaction using dejellied eggs activated with the ionophore A23187. The ionophore caused a rapid

release of the cortical granule lectin; threshold concentrations of 0.1-0.2//M A23187 induced the

cortical granule release, while the greatest rates, as well as the maximum extent, of exocytosis occurred

at 1-5 /uM A23187 concentrations. Ionophore (1-5 juM) induced release of the lectin had a t50%=
4.1 min, was independent of external Ca2+ , and was not influenced by a range of inhibitors of cellular

metabolism or modifiers of cytoskeletal elements. Procaine reversibly blocked exocytosis, while

urethane irreversibly blocked exocytosis. Fluorescein, eosin B, eosin Y, erythrosin B, and phloxine B at

100 //M had no effect on cortical granule exocytosis. However, rose bengal, the most lipohilic of the

fluorescein related dyes, induced a cortical reaction analogous to that caused by A23187. The

ionophore could apparently substitute for the jelly requirement in Xenopus laevis fertilization as

addition of A23187 treated sperm to dejellied eggs produced a cortical reaction.

INTRODUCTION

The cortical reaction has been observed in the

eggs of most animal species [1, 2]. Typically,

pericytoplasmic cortical granules fuse with the egg

plasma membrane and release their contents into

the perivitelline space (for review, see [3]). In the

anuran Xenopus laevis, substances from the corti-

cal granules produce physical and chemical mod-

ifications of the adjacent vitelline envelope (VE)

and the innermost jelly coat layer (Jj), thereby

giving rise to the fertilization envelope (FE) [4-7].

The FE is composed of a fibrous VE component

(VE*) and an electron dense amorphous fertiliza-

tion (F) layer [4, 5]. The F layer is formed by a

calcium dependent reaction between a ligand,

located in the innermost aspect of jelly coat J! and

the VE [8], and a lectin released from the cortical

granules, the cortical granule lectin (CGL) [4].
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Immunocytochemical studies have shown that

CGL is located in cortical granules prior to

fertilization, while post-fertilization it is found in

the perivitelline space and as a component of the F
layer [9]. Although these and other experiments

have provided a molecular model for the VE to FE
conversion, the molecular mechanism of the cor-

tical reaction is incompletely understood [3].

Earlier attempts to monitor the cortical reaction

in X. laevis involved morphological observations

or nonspecific measures of released material, as

defined biochemical markers of the cortical reac-

tion were not available [5, 10-12]. The availability

of purified CGL and antibodies specific for CGL
provided the opportunity to re-investigate the

cortical reaction in X. laevis eggs. We report here

the kinetics of the cortical reaction induced by the

ionophore A23187 and the effects of potential

inhibitors of the cortical reaction.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of eggs for assay

Eggs were obtained from X. laevis females as

previously described [13] and the eggs were dejel-

lied with 0.045 M mercaptoethanol [14]. Lysed,

activated or abnormally pigmented eggs were

removed and the eggs extensively washed with

DeBoers solution [15] adjusted to pH 7.3 by the

inclusion of 0.1M Tris-HCl (Tris-DeBoers). For

kinetic studies of the cortical reaction, approx-

imately 100 eggs (0.25 ml wet volume) were

incubated in 5 ml of Tris-DeBoers. The eggs were

first washed until the incubation medium was clear

and free of yolk from lysed eggs. After a lOmin

preincubation in fresh medium, 50 /A of the cal-

cium ionophore A23187 dissolved in ethanol was

added to give a final concentration of 2 /jM A23187

unless specified otherwise. The incubation was

then continued for up to 18min. The eggs were

gently swirled and 50 /A samples of the incubation

medium removed at various times. The samples

were diluted to 1.0 ml with 0.1M sodium phos-

phate buffer, pH7.5, containing 1 mg/ml bovine

serum albumin and duplicate 50 /A samples of this

mixture were analyzed by the radioimmunoassay

for CGL. At the end of each timed experiment,

the eggs were homogenized in the incubation

medium and the concentration of trichloroacetic

acid precipitable protein determined by the

method-.of Lowry et al. [16]. The results were

normalized by determining the fig of CGL per mg
of total egg protein. This approach overcame the

difficulty of dispensing equivalent numbers of

X. laevis eggs.

For the preparation of CGL, dejellied eggs were

incubated in an equal volume of Tris-DeBoers and

treated with 2 fiM A23187 for 15min. The ex-

udate and egg wash were centrifuged to remove

lysed eggs and lipid material; CGL was then

isolated by the affinity chromatography procedure

of Nishihara et al. [17].

Antibodies against CGL

Antibodies were raised in rabbits against a

homogeneous preparation of CGL and an anti-

CGL IgG fraction prepared from serum [9]. The

IgG fraction was monospecific for CGL as a single

precipitin line was observed using cortical granule

exudate in immunodiffusion of immunoelectro-

phoretic experiments.

l25
I-Labeling of CGL

Purified CGL (1 mg/ml) was labeled with 125
I

(1 mCi/ml) using a modification of the lactoperox-

idase method of Phillips and Morrison [18]. The

substrate, 6.2mM H2 2 , was added in three equal

portions at 20min intervals. In some experiments

the reaction was terminated by the addition of

10% mercaptoethanol; in other experiments the

incubation was continued after the third addition

of H2 2 for a further 40 min to allow exhaustion of

substrate. Free iodine was removed by chroma-

tography on Sephadex G-25 superfine in the

presence of 1 mg/ml of bovine serum albumin in

0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH7.5. Material

eluted in the void volume contained up to 90% of

the added label and greater than 90% of the void

volume counts were precipitable with 5% trichlo-

roacetic acid.

Radioimmunoassay for CGL

To each polystyrene tube was added 200 /A of a

1:300 dilution of the anti-CGL IgG fraction

(12 mg protein/ml) in 0.07M barbital buffer, pH
8.7. After overnight incubation at 0-4°C the tubes

were washed three times with 0.5 ml portions of

0.9% NaCl, 0.01% sodium azide. Added to the

tubes in a total volume of 400 /A was: 0. 1 M sodium

phosphate buffer pH7.5, 0.4mg acetone washed

bovine serum albumin, 10 ng
125I-CGL and up to

200 ng of purified cold (unlabeled) CGL or an

appropriate aliquot of the fraction to be assayed.

The tubes were incubated for 24 hr at room

temperature, washed three times with saline-azide

and the
125I-CGL bound to the tubes estimated by

scintillation counting. Unless otherwise specified,

each data point is the mean of duplicate deter-

minations. The inclusion of 1 mg/ml bovine serum

albumin (washed with 90% acetone to remove

lipids), in the assay was important in minimizing

nonspecific adhesion of CGL to glass or poly-

styrene. In addition, bovine serum albumin pre-

vented lipids from interfering with the interaction

of the antibody and the polystyrene tubes.
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RESULTS

Optimization of the radioimmunoassay for CGL

To determine the equivalence point for the

interaction between antibody and the antigen, the

results presented in Figure la were obtained.

Varying concentrations of the anti-CGL IgG were

incubated overnight in polystyrene tubes. After

washing the tubes to remove free antibody, the

ability of the tube-bound antibody to interact with

10 ng of
125I-CGL was tested. Optimum binding of

the radioactive CGL occurred between 1 : 300 and

1 : 3,000 dilution of the IgG fraction. In this region

of the binding curve, about 35% of the available

counts remained bound to the tube via the

antibody. In subsequent experiments, 200 //l of a

1:300 dilution of the antibody fraction was

routinely bound to the tubes.

Figure lb shows the time course of CGL binding

to the absorbed antibody. Optimum antibody

specific binding occurred within 24 hr at room

temperature; this incubation time was used in

subsequent experiments. Nonspecific binding

occurred at about 10% of the level of total

125I-CGL binding. Figure lc demonstrates that

unlabeled CGL competed with
125I-CGL for the

tube bound anti-CGL IgG. In the presence of

50 ng labeled CGL about 60% of the
125I-CGL

normally bound to the antibody was displaced; the

addition of a further 150 ng of unlabeled CGL
displaced 75% of that bound. For quantitation of

lectin under the conditions described, about 75 ng

of added CGL provided optimal precision. The

lower limit of detectability was about 10 ng (10~ 14

moles) of CGL.

The kinetics and extent of CGL release

The A23187 concentration dependency of the

cortical reaction was determined. In the absence

of added A23187, little or no CGL was released

from the eggs (a few eggs spontaneously acti-

vated). Barely detectable amounts of CGL were

found using 0.1 /uM ionophore, a threshold effect

was observed at 0.2 /uM A23187, while a rapid

release occurred at 1-5 ^M. At these "optimal"

concentrations, the cortical reaction had an aver-

age t50%=4.1min while lower A23187 concentra-

tions (0.2-0.5 //M) had a t50%=7min. The time

for the release of CGL to half (50%) the final value

was defined as t50%.

As shown in Figure 2, when eggs were exposed

to ionophore in calcium free medium, a slight

increase in the rate of CGL release was observed,

but there was no increase in the total amount of

CGL released. Thus, extracellular calcium was

not required for the A23187 induced cortical

reaction.

A B * 1 C
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1 1 1 1 1

•
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•*•"*!

ANTIBODY DILUTION

Fig. 1. Optimization of the radioimmunoassay for CGL. Experimental conditions were as described in

the text. A) Antibody concentration dependence of
12SI-CGL binding. Aliquots of the indicated

concentrations of anti-CGL IgG were bound to polystyrene tubes in triplicate and assayed for their

ability to bind 100 ng of
125I-CGL. B) Time-course of

125I-CGL binding to tube adsorbed antibody.

The period of incubation indicated was ended by washing the tubes three times with saline-azide. The
tubes were preincubated with either: O anti-CGL IgG in barbital buffer. • barbital buffer. C)

Radioimmunoassay standard curve. A, nonspecific binding of
125I-CGL in the absence of bovine

serum albumin; B, nonspecific binding of
125I-CGL in the presence of 1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin.
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Table 1. List of potential inhibitory reagents

tested

Fig. 2. Kinetics of CGL release in Ca2+ free medium.

Eggs were prepared and assayed as described in the

text, except those incubated in Ca2+ free medium
were washed three times and dispensed into Ca2+

free Tris-DeBoers containing 2 mM EGTA. X Tris-

DeBoers, no A23187 added. • Tris-DeBoers,

A23187 added. Ca2+ -free Tris-DeBoers, A23187

added.

In experiments designed to quantify the extent

of CGL release, egg homogenates and the cortical

granule exudate obtained by A23187 treatment of

the eggs were carefully analyzed for their CGL
content. Averages were taken from 7 egg samples

treated with 2//M A23187 derived from 10 frogs.

The unactivated eggs contained 1.9 + 0.2 //g CGL/
mg egg protein while the cortical granule exudate

contained 1.3 + 0.2,«g CGL/mg egg protein.

Screening of potential inhibitors of the cortical

reaction

Table 1 lists the inhibitors of cellular function

and other reagents and the conditions which were

used to evaluate the possible involvement of

various cellular processes and components in the

cortical reaction. In each case, dejellied eggs were

pretreated for lOmin with the indicated concentra-

tions of inhibitors or reagents before the A23187
was added. None of the compounds tested acti-

vated the cortical reaction prior to the addition of

A23187 or significantly altered the rate or extent of

CGL release.

Anesthetics

Figure 3 shows the effects of the anesthetics

urethane and procaine on the ionophore induced

cortical reaction. CGL release induced by the

Reagent Concentration Site of Action

NaF
+ Rotenone

Cycloheximide

Cytochalasin B

Colchicine

N6
,

2I
-Dibutyryl-

adenosine 3', 5'-

cyclic

monophosphate

Phenylmethylsulfonyl
fluoride

Polymixin B
sulfate

CGL

ImM
1 /ig/ml

100>g/ml

50,«g/ml

^//g/ml

10>M

Energy metabolism

Protein synthesis

Microfilaments

Microtubules

Cyclic nucleotide

metabolism

0.5 mM Serine proteases

100^g/ml

5//g/ml

Plasma membrane

FE formation

Fig. 3. Effect of urethane and procaine on the cortical

reaction. Eggs were prepared and assayed for CGL
as described in the text. Eggs were either briefly

exposed to the anesthetic for the first 3 min of the

preincubation period and then resuspended in fresh

Tris-DeBoers for an additional 7 min or they were

continuously exposed to the anesthetic (10 min of

preincubation plus being present when the

ionophore was added at zero time). # Control, no

anesthetic. 4% urethane, brief exposure. 4%
urethane, continuous exposure. A 1% procaine,

brief exposure. 1% procaine, continuous expo-

sure.

ionophore was completely blocked by 4%
urethane. A similar inhibition was observed when

eggs were exposed to this concentration of

urethane for just 3 min and then removed by

washing the eggs; thus, urethane inhibition seemed
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to be irreversible. A 2% urethane solution partial-

ly inhibited the rate of CGL release if exposure

was for 3 or lOmin while 1% urethane was almost

without effect (data not shown). A 1% procaine

solution partially inhibited the cortical reaction

provided exposure to this reagent was continuous.

Eggs briefly exposed to procaine and then washed

free of the reagent, underwent a "normal"

ionophore induced cortical reaction. Thus, pro-

caine, in contrast to urethane, appears to rever-

sibly inhibit the ionophore induced cortical reac-

tion.

The effects of inhibitors of gamete fusion

Carroll and Levitan [19] reported that fluores-

cein and related dyes act as inhibitors of gamete

fusion in sea urchin eggs. One of the these dyes,

erythrosin B was an effective inhibitor of gamete

fusion using gametes from 5 different phyla includ-

ing X. laevis [20]. Experiments with sea urchin

eggs [21] suggested that the dyes caused resistance

changes in the egg plasma membrane without

inducing parthenogenetic activation. We observed

that fluorescein, eosin B, eosin Y, erythrosin B
and phloxine B at 100 pM neither induced the

cortical reaction nor affected the rate or extent of

ionophore induced CGL release. However, rose

bengal (Fig. 4), which is known to be the most

-

X X

-

v

/

X X X •

/,

X

:/
i // i

1 1 1
1 1

1

Fig

MINUTES

4. The rose bengal induced release of CGL. Eggs

were prepared and assayed for CGL release as

described in the text. • Control, A23187 activated.

X 100 /jM rose bengal added at — lOmin.

lipophilic [30] and effective inhibitor amongest the

fluorescein dyes, induced a cortical reaction in

X. laevis eggs. Further investigation of the kinetics

of rose bengal induced release of CGL (Fig. 5)

showed that the compound caused an exocytosis

reaction equivalent to that caused by A23187.

Induction of the cortical reaction by rose bengal

was not due to photodynamic effects as egg

activation was not significantly different in the light

as in the dark.

Fig. 5. Kinetics of the rose bengal induced CGL re-

lease. Eggs were prepared and assayed for CGL
release as described in the text. Either A23187 (2

fM) or rose bengal (100 fM) was added at Omin.

O -A23187, -rose bengal. • +A23187. x +rose
bengal.

Treatment of sperm with A23187

Since jelly is required for fertilization in X. laevis

[10], it is not possible to follow the cortical reaction

induced by sperm using dejellied eggs. However,
A23187 is known to induce the acrosome reaction

in some sperm [32] and, hence, A23187 could
possibly substitute for the jelly effect on X. laevis

sperm. When sperm were exposed to 2/uM
A23187, and then immediately added to dejellied
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Fig. 6. The kinetics of sperm induced CGL release. A
single testis was macerated in 2 ml of DeBoers

solution and the tissue allowed to settle for 10 min at

room temperature. The sperm suspension was col-

lected and divided into two portions. To one por-

tion A23187 was added to 2 /iM final concentration

and the sperm were added immediately to the eggs.

The dejellied eggs were prepared as described in the

text except that they were washed with and dis-

pensed into 5 ml of 0.1 X Tris-DeBoers instead of

IX Tris-DeBoers to allow maximal sperm motility.

Portions (100 fA) of untreated () or ionophore

treated () sperm were added at Omin and CGL
release determined.

eggs, the release of CGL was observed (Fig. 6).

Undef" the experimental conditions used, the

residual A23187 concentration (0.04 pM) carried

over in the sperm suspension was too low to induce

the cortical reaction. The sperm induced cortical

reaction was somewhat slower than that caused by
1-5 /M A23187, but the extent of the reaction was
similar.

DISCUSSION

The kinetics of the ionophore induced cortical

reaction in dejellied X. laevis eggs (t50% =4.1 min)

are in reasonable agreement with those previously

reported for the sperm induced cortical reaction

produced by fertilization of jellied eggs. From a

first order kinetic plot of the data (determined by

microscopy) from Grey et al. [5], the t50% estimate

for the sperm induced cortical reaction was 3.9 min

after subtracting the lag time due to sperm

penetration of the egg integuments (2 min). Per-

forming the same type of analysis using the data

(determined using envelope solubility changes and

by microscopy) from Wolf et al. [31] the t50% was

5.3 min. The agreement of cortical reaction ki-

netics between fertilized jellied eggs and A23187

activated dejellied eggs is perhaps surprising.

Sperm initiate the cortical reaction at a single site

on the egg surface. The ionophore A23187, on the

other hand, initiates the reaction at several sites on

the egg surface [35, 38]. However, it is possible

that at the A23187 concentration used here (2

fjM), only one or a few initiation sites actually

occurred.

The observation that A23187 treated sperm can

activate dejellied eggs (Fig. 6) suggests that a

possible role for jelly in X. laevis fertilization may

be as an inducer of the sperm acrosome reaction.

The difference in the kinetics between the sperm

induced reaction (Fig. 6) and the A23187 induced

reaction (Fig. 2) may be due to a single site of

cortical reaction intiation in the case of sperm

versus multiple initiation sites in the case of

A23187, as mentioned above. In Bufo bufo japo-

nicus, it has been suggested that the jelly functions

in providing the correct divalent cation environ-

ment for sperm, including a proper Ca2+ concen-

tration [36]. However, we have not yet been able

to replace jelly by a salt mixture which includes

Ca2+ and obtain fertilization of dejellied eggs in X.

laevis. Additional experiments are required to

determine the role of jelly in X. laevis fertilization

and to determine the effect of A23187 on X. laevis

sperm (does A23187 induce the acrosome reaction

in sperm?; do A23187 treated sperm induce the

cortical reaction at single or multiple initiation

sites?; do A23187 treated sperm actually fertilize

eggs in contrast to activating eggs?).

The ionophore A23187 did not cause all of the

cortical granules to fuse and release their contents,

e.g., 1.9 fig CGL/mg egg protein in the extracted

egg versus 1.3 ^g CGL/mg egg protein in the

cortical granule exudate. The persistence of cor-

tical granules after fertilization has been reported

in Rana temporaria eggs [22] and also in X. laevis

eggs [5, 23, 24]. In addition, cortical granules
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persist in X. laevis eggs after activation by pricking

[25]. It was suggested by Ikenishi [24] that some

cortical granules are not in sufficiently close

contact with the egg plasma membrane and,

therefore, do not participate in the cortical reac-

tion at fertilization.

Although the cortical reaction in eggs [33, 34]

shares the involvement of Ca2+ with other ex-

ocytotic processes [26] , it may differ from some of

these of processes in terms of susceptibility to

inhibitors of cellular function. Inhibition (activa-

tion) of energy metabolism had no effect on the

cortical reaction. However, it is possible that the

energy requirements for the reaction are met from

stored energy forms unaffected by the inhibitors

used here. Cytoskeletal elements were not impli-

cated as having a definitive role in the cortical

reaction by the observations reported here.

However, pigmentation and/or the shape of eggs

treated with cytochalasin B or colchicine appeared

abnormal following A23187 activation. The in-

volvement of cytoskeletal elements in rearrange-

ment of the egg cortex and interior after the

cortical reaction has been clearly established [37].

The ionophore induced cortical reaction of

X. laevis eggs was inhibited by both procaine and

urethane. Procaine inhibition was reversible while

urethane inhibition was not reversible even after

only a short exposure (3 min). The action of

procaine observed here is consistent with that

reported for sea urchin eggs [27] and may involve

the ability of procaine to block Ca2+ binding to

membranes. Our observations on the effect of

urethane are not consistent with those reported by

Wolf [11, 12]. Wolf noted that urethane induced

the cortical reaction in X. laevis eggs to the extent

of 30% of that obtained by prick activation. We
cannot explain this apparent discrepancy but the

method used by Wolf to measure the cortical

reaction (fluorescence of released protein) is not

specific for the cortical reaction, e.g., a small

amount of egg lysis and release of yolk platelets

could cause significant light scattering. The inhibi-

tion by urethane observed here agrees with the

observations reported by Longo and Anderson

[28] and Longo [29] using sea urchin eggs.

Perhaps development of specific cortical granule

component assays, such as the one for CGL

reported here, will permit a search for cortical

granule components and for mechanisms of activa-

tion common to eggs from different species and

phyla.
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In Vitro Maturation of the Brittle-Star Amphipholis kochii

Oocytes Induced by Cyclic AMP
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ABSTRACT—Oocyte maturation in the brittle-star Amphipholis kochii was induced in vitro by an

external application of cyclic AMP (cAMP). The oocytes isolated from the ovaries by collagenase were

devoid of the follicle layer and the vitelline coat. The isolated oocytes were treated with acid sea water

(pH 3.0) containing 10mM cAMP for 2min. After being transferred to normal sea water, the oocytes

underwent germinal vesicle breakdown (GVBD) 15-20 min posttreatment. The percentage of GVBD
varied in batches, but over 50% GVBD was always obtained. GVBD induced by cAMP was not

inhibited by protein synthesis inhibitors (emetine and puromycin), but was inhibited by energy

production inhibitors (dinitrophenol and potassium cyanide) and cyclic GMP. Within 30 min posttreat-

ment, the oocytes entered the first meiotic metaphase, at which time meiosis was arrested until

insemination. Except for the absence of the formation of the fertilization membrane and polar bodies,

the in vitro matured oocytes underwent a similar fertilization process to that of the in vivo matured ones:

the cortical reaction, sperm penetration, separation of the egg chromosomes corresponding to the first

and the second meiotic division, male and female pronucleus formation, DNA synthesis in the

pronuclei, and recondensation of the pronuclei into mitotic chromosomes. However, the embryonic

development of the in vitro matured eggs was abnormal because of polyspermy and multiploidy of the

female pronucleus. Although the present system using cAMP cannot be used for studying normal

development of the brittle-star, it is useful for analyzing the maturational process of brittle-star oocytes.

INTRODUCTION

Until immediately before spawning, fully grown

oocytes of most animals are arrested at the first

meiotic prophase. They are characterized by the

presence of a large nucleus, the germinal vesicle

(GV), except for some species, such as sea urchins,

in which the oocytes complete meiosis before

spawning. Although insemination can induce

oocyte maturation, i.e., reinitiation of meiosis

accompanied with the breakdown of GV (GVBD),

in some invertebrates such as annelids and

bibalves, it is usually induced by an internal

(hormonal) system. Maturing oocytes are then

rearrested at specific stages of meiosis, where

normal insemination occurs. These stages are,

typically, the first meiotic metaphase in inverte-

brates and the second meiotic metaphase in
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vertebrates [1]. Mechanisms by which oocyte

maturation is induced, advanced and rearrested

have been well analyzed in several species of

vertebrates, especially in amphibians and mam-
mals, since methods for inducing oocyte matura-

tion in vitro have been established in these animals

[2]. In invertebrates, however, detailed studies

have been confined to starfishes, so that a com-

parative study of oocyte maturation in inverte-

brates is not possible at the present time. More-
over, oocyte maturation in starfishes is somewhat
atypical amongst invertebrates in that meiosis of

the maturing starfish oocytes is not arrested before

insemination [3, 4]. Therefore, a comparison of

mechanisms of oocyte maturation in starfishes and
other invertebrate species showing a more typical

pattern is of interest and importance.

Brittle-stars have a typical process of oocyte

maturation amongst invertebrates. The oocytes

undergo GVBD immediately before spawning,

and the spawned oocytes remain at the first meiotic
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metaphase until inseminated [5]. In addition, brit-

tle-stars are phylogenically very close to starfishes

[6]. Thus, they seem to be one of the best

candidate for comparison with starfishes. At

present, however, there is no established in vitro

method for inducing oocyte maturation in brittle-

stars, which is a requisite to analyze oocyte

maturation in detail, although induction of

maturation in vivo, i.e., artificial induction of

spawning, has been developed [5, 7].

The present study, therefore, attempts to de-

velop a method for inducing maturation of the

brittle-star Amphipholis kochii oocytes in vitro,

and demonstrates that cyclic adenosine 3', 5'-

monophosphate (cAMP) induces oocyte matura-

tion in the brittle-star. Cytological changes in the

in vitro maturing oocytes and in the fertilization

process are also observed both by light and

electron microscopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The brittle-stars Amphipholis kochii were col-

lected at Abuta on the Pacific coast of south-

western Hokkaido, Japan, during their breeding

season in June and July [8, 9]. They were kept in

cold sea water (10-15°C). The sea water used in

this study was artificial sea water (Jamarin U;

Jamarin Lab.) and all experiments were carried

out at room temperature (22-25°C).

To isolate the oocytes, the ovaries severed from

the disk were torn with the aid of a pair of

watchmaker's forceps in sea water containing

0.01% collagenase (152 U/mg; Sigma Chemical

Co.). About 30-60 min later, the isolated oocytes

were gently pipetted into enzyme-free sea water

and washed three times by centrifugation. The

isolated oocytes were immersed in sea water of

varying pH which contained varying concentra-

tions of cAMP (Kohjin Co.). After an appropriate

period, the oocytes were washed three times in

normal sea water. Besides cAMP, the following

chemicals were also used to induce maturation of

the brittle-star oocytes: 1-methyladenine (1-MA;

Sigma Chemical Co.); dithiothreitol (DTT; Wako
Pure Chemical Ind. Ltd.); cyclic guanosine 3',

5'-monophosphate (cGMP; Sigma); adenosine 5'-

monophosphate (AMP; Sigma).

The following chemicals were used to inhibit

cAMP induced GVBD: the protein synthesis

inhibitors, emetine hydrochloride (Nakarai Chem-

icals Ltd.) and puromycin dihydrochloride (Makor

Chemicals Ltd.); the energy production inhibitors,

dinitrophenol (DNP; Wako) and potassium

cyanide (KCN; Kanto Chemical Co. Inc.); cGMP
as an antagonist to cAMP. DNP was first dis-

solved in ethanol and then diluted in sea water,

and the other chemicals were directly dissolved in

sea water at an appropriate concentration. The

oocytes immediately after the cAMP treatment

were transferred to the test solution, and the

percentage of GVBD was measured 30 min later.

For cytological observations, the oocytes were

prefixed in 5% glutaraldehyde in 50% sea water

and postfixed in 1% Os04 in 50% sea water. The

fixed oocytes were embedded in Epon and cut into

thick sections (l-2,«m thick) for light microscopy

and ultrathin sections for electron microscopy. In

order to observe the ultrastructural changes in very

small objects such as sperm nuclei and egg

chromosomes, Epon thick sections that had been

already observed under light microscope were

further cut into ultrathin sections according to the

method previously described [7].

To examine the DNA synthesis in pronuclei, the

inseminated oocytes were cultured in sea water

containing 1 /iCilm\ of
3H-thymidine (specific

activity, 20Ci/mmol; New England Nuclear). The

oocytes were fixed with glutaraldehyde and Os0 4

and embedded in Epon. Autoradiographs were

prepared according to the method previously

described [10].

RESULTS

Induction of GVBD by cAMP

The isolated oocytes were arrested in the first

meiotic prophase, having an intact GV with

nucleolus (Figs. 1 and 3A). There was no follicle

layer on the surface of the isolated oocytes (Figs. 1

and 3A). The vitelline coat was also removed

during the isolation procedure (Fig. 5A).

1-MA (l//M-0.1mM) and DTT (0. 1-100 mM),

which induce maturation of starfish oocytes [11,

12], did not induce maturation of brittle-star
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Fig. 1. GVBD induced by cAMP. Successive micro-

graphs of the isolated oocyte treated in pH 3.0 sea

water containing 10mM cAMP for 2min and trans-

ferred to normal sea water. Numerals in each

micrograph indicate time in minutes after the cAMP
treatment. Scale, 20 /im.

oocytes. However, cAMP did induce GVBD in

brittle-star oocytes (Fig. 1). To determine the

optimum conditions for cAMP treatment, the

percentage of GVBD was measured under various

treatment conditions. The optimum pH of the

medium, the concentration of cAMP and the

treatment time were investigated. The induction

of GVBD by cAMP was highly dependent on the

pH of the medium. Figure 2A shows the result of

experiment in which the oocytes were treated with

sea water of varying pH containing 10 mM cAMP
for 2min. When the pH of the treating medium

was higher than 4.5, the oocytes underwent little

GVBD even in the presence of high concentration

of cAMP. The optimum pH for inducing GVBD
was 2.5-3.0. Acid sea water of pH 3.0 without any

cAMP had no effect on GVBD. Figure 2B shows

the relationship between the concentration of

cAMP and GVBD at pH 3.0. The maximum rate

of GVBD was obtained when 10 mM cAMP was

used. The relationship between the treatment

time and GVBD is shown in Figure 2C. Even

when the cAMP treatment (pH3.0, 10 mM) was

very brief (15 sec), the oocytes underwent GVBD
at some extent. Treatments longer than 2min

yielded more constant and effective result. Treat-

ments longer than 5min, however, tended to lyse

the oocytes. Therefore, the optimum conditions

for the cAMP induced GVBD was 2min treatment

at pH3.0 sea water with 10mM cAMP. The

treatment of the oocytes with cGMP (2raM) or

AMP (2 mM) under similar condition had no effect

on GVBD. Figure 2D shows the percentage of

GVBD as a function of time after the cAMP
treatment. The oocytes always underwent GVBD
15-20 min after the treatment. In the experiment

shown in Figure 2D, about 100% GVBD occurred.

The percentage of GVBD in oocytes induced by

Table 1. Inhibition of GVBD induced by cAMP

Chemicals Concentration % GVBD

Control — 100

Ethanol* 1% 97.5±8.9

Emetine

hydrochloride
150/ig/ml 102.4±17.7

Puromycin

dihydrochloride
800>g/ml 76.3 + 13.8

Dinitrophenol ImM 7.3 + 1.8**

Potassium cyanide ImM 67.7 + 31.5

10mM 8.6+ 4.2**

Cyclic GMP ImM 87.1 + 4.5**

2mM 22.0 + 8.0**

The oocytes treated with cAMP (pH3.0, lOmM,
2 min) were transferred to the test solution and the

extent of GVBD was measured 30 min after the

cAMP treatment. The extent of GVBD is expres-

sed as percentage to that obtained in the control.

Mean ± standard deviation for random three mi-

croscopic fields. *, Vehicle control for dinitrophe-

nol. **, P<0.05 (Student's r-test).
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Fig. 2. The percentage of the cAMP induced GVBD under various treatment conditions. The percent-

age was measured 30min after the cAMP treatment and expressed as mean (D) and mean ± standard

deviation (A-C) for random three microscopic fields. A: Treatment in sea water of varying pH with

10mM cAMP for 2min. B: Treatment in pH3.0 sea water with varying concentrations of cAMP for

2 min. C: Treatment in pH 3.0 sea water with 10mM cAMP for varying times. D: The cAMP induced

GVBD as a function of time after the treatment (pH 3.0, 10 mM, 2 min).

cAMP varied from batch to batch, but all the

batches examined showed over 50% GVBD by

cAMP treatment.

Table 1 shows the inhibitory effect of various

chemicals on the cAMP induced GVBD. The

protein synthesis inhibitors, emetine (150//g/ml)

and puromycin (800/ig/ml), had little inhibitory

effect on GVBD, whereas the energy production

inhibitors, DNP (ImM) and KCN (lOmM), inhib-

ited GVBD significantly. cGMP (1, 2mM) also

inhibited GVBD.

Cytological changes of the in vitro matured oocytes

During the early stages of GVBD, the nuclear

envelope became convoluted (Figs. 3B and 5B),

and then ruptured by vesiculation at several places

(Fig. 5C). After rupture of the nuclear envelope,

the contents of the GV extruded into the cyto-

plasm and created a 'clear' region devoid of yolk

and lipid granules (Fig. 3C-E). Immediately after

the rupture of the envelope, the nucleolus became

less visible and gradually disappeared (Fig. 3C and

D). The chromosomes appeared at the center of

the clear region (Fig. 3E) and were associated with

spindle within 30 min after the cAMP treatment

(Fig. 3F). Migration of the spindle to the animal

pole of the oocyte, which probably occurs in the in

vivo matured oocytes, was not observed in the in

vitro matured oocytes. The spindle, together with

the chromosomes, remained at the center of the

oocyte (Fig. 3F).

As with in vivo matured oocytes, meiosis of the

in vitro matured oocytes was arrested at the first

metaphase until inseminated. In some oocytes it

proceeded without insemination. Via fusion of the

membrane of the acrosomal process and the egg

plasma membrane, the sperm nucleus, together

with its mitochondrion and centrioles, invaded the

oocyte cytoplasm through the fertilization cone

(Fig. 6A and B). Sperm penetration was usually

polyspermic. The cortical reaction was induced by

the sperm penetration (Fig. 3F). Following the

cortical reaction, the hyaline layer formed around

the in vitro matured oocytes, but the fertilization

membrane did not form (Figs. 3F and 4A), unlike

the in vivo matured oocytes. Within 5 min postin-
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Fig. 3. Epon thick sections of the isolated oocytes before (A) and after (B-F) cAMP treatment. Scale, 20 pm. A:

The oocyte isolated from the ovary by collagenase. The oocyte was devoid of the follicle layer and had an

intact germinal vesicle (GV) with nucleolus (NO). B: The oocyte immediately before GVBD. Note the

convoluted nuclear envelope of the GV (arrowhead). C: The oocyte immediately after the rupture of the

nuclear envelope. The expulsed contents of the GV created a clear region in the cytoplasm (arrowhead). Note

the decrease in density of the nucleolus as compared with that in Fig. 3B. D: A more advanced stage of GVBD
than that in Fig. 3C, showing a faint nucleolus (arrowhead). E: The oocyte after GVBD. The egg

chromosomes (arrowhead) are seen in the center of the cytoplasm. F: The oocyte matured by cAMP in vitro.

The cortical reaction had occurred after insemination. Arrowhead indicates the egg chromosomes associated

with the spindle.

Fig. 4. Phase-contrast micrographs of the fertilized egg (A) and ciliated blastula (B) obtained from the in vitro

matured oocytes. The fertilized egg exhibited a hyaline layer (HL) but not a fertilization membrane.

Scale, 20 fxm.
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semination, the sperm nuclear envelope degener-

ated by vesiculation (Fig. 6C). In concert with the

degeneration of the nuclear envelope, the sperm

nucleus began to decondense at its lateral surface

changed its shape from ellipsoidal to circular

within lOmin postinsemination (Fig. 6D), showing

'the first dispersion process' as described in the in

vivo matured oocytes [10]. The decondensed nu-

(Fig. 6C). During the decondensation, the nucleus cleus was then surrounded by a new nuclear

A^slsr

fci i

Fig. 5. Electron micrographs of the oocytes isolated from the ovary (A) and treated with cAMP (B, C). Scale, 1

fim (A, C), 2fxm (B). A: The cortical region of the isolated oocyte, showing the absence of the vitelline coat.

CG, cortical granule; Y, yolk granule. B: The nuclear envelope of the germinal vesicle (GV) immediately

before GVBD. Note the convoluted appearance of the envelope. C: The nuclear envelope during GVBD,
showing rupture of the envelope by vesiculation at several places (arrowheads).

Fig. 6. Electron micrographs of the spermatozoa incorporated into the in vitro matured oocytes (A-E) and of the

egg chromosomes (F). Scale, 1 /mi. A: The earliest stage of the sperm penetration. Fusion of the acrosomal

process membrane and the egg plasma membrane is shown by arrowheads. M, sperm mitochondrion; N,

sperm nucleus. B: The sperm nucleus (N) incorporated into the oocyte through the fertilization cone (FC).

Following the cortical reaction induced by the sperm penetration, the hyaline layer (HL) formed. C: The

incorporated spermatozoon, showing the degeneration of the sperm nuclear envelope by vesiculation (large

arrowheads). The sperm nucleus began to decondense at its lateral surface (small arrowheads). D: A
spermatozoon which had undergone the first dispersion process. The nucleus became circular during

decondensation. E: The decondensed sperm nucleus, i.e., male pronucleus surrounded by a new nuclear

envelope with nuclear pores. F: Egg chromosomes undergone two meiotic divisions. The chromosome on the

right was surrounded by a nuclear envelope with nuclear pores and began to decondense (small arrowhead).

The chromosome on the left was partially associated with the nuclear envelope (large arrowhead).
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envelope and decondensed further (the second male pronucleus synthesized DNA (Fig. 7G).

dispersion process'), to form a male pronucleus Separation of the chromosomes, corresponding

45min postinsemination (Fig. 6E). The resulting to the first meiotic division, occurred in the in vitro
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matured oocytes 15min postinsemination (Fig. 7A

and B), but the subsequent formation of the polar

body did not occur. Therefore, the two sets of the

chromosomes both remained in the cytoplasm.

Spindles formed around the two sets of the

chromosomes. The axis of the two spindles varied

in oocytes (Fig. 7C). In some oocytes, the two

spindles partially fused, showing a tripolar appear-

Fig. 7. Epon thick sections of the meiotic chromosomes (A-F), pronuclei (G) and mitotic chromosomes (H) in the

in vitro matured oocytes. Scale, 5 /xm. A: The first meiotic anaphase, showing separation of the chromosomes

(arrowheads). B: The first meiotic telophase. Arrowheads indicate the separated chromosomes. C: The

spindles of the second meiotic division. Two spindles are seen. The axis of one spindle is parallel to the section

plane and that of the other is at a right angle to the plane. D: The spindle of the second meiotic division. Two
spindles were partially fused to form a tripolar spindle. Arrowheads indicate the poles. E: The second meiotic

metaphase. Separation of the chromosomes is seen (arrowheads). F: The second meiotic anaphase. Separa-

ting chromosomes are indicated by arrowheads. G: Autoradiograph of the male (MP) and the female (FP)

pronucleus, showing DNA synthesis in the pronuclei: H: Autoradiograph of the mitotic chromosomes. Note

the grains on the chromosomes, showing that the DNA synthesizing pronuclei had recondensed into

chromosomes.
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ance (Fig. 7D). Separation of the chromosomes,

corresponding to the second meiotic division,

occurred 30min postinsemination (Fig. 7E and F),

but formation of the second polar body, i.e.,

extrusion of the chromosomes, was inhibited as in

the first division. The chromosomes undergoing

these two successive divisions were surrounded by

nuclear envelope (Fig. 6F). The chromosomes de-

condensed and fused together to form a female

pronucleus 45 min postinsemination. The result-

ing female pronucleus synthesized DNA (Fig. 7G).

The female pronucleus was usually larger than that

of the in vivo matured oocyte.

The male and female pronuclei fused at the

center of the oocytes and recondensed into

chromosomes, which were associated with the

spindle (Fig. 7H). The spindle was usually mul-

tipolar, so that the cleavage was also multipolar,

probably due to polyspermy. The successive cleav-

age produced a ciliated blastula (Fig. 4B), at which

stage the development stopped.

DISCUSSION

The present study demonstrates that oocyte

maturation is induced in isolated brittle-star

oocytes by cAMP. The observations that cGMP
and AMP do not induce oocyte maturation and

cGMP inhibits the cAMP induced oocyte matura-

tion suggest that oocyte maturation is caused by

the direct action of cAMP. A surprising finding is

that the optimum pH of the treating medium is

very low (pH 2.5-3.0). Although the mechanism

of low pH for the cAMP induced oocyte matura-

tion is uncertain at present, it may be concerned

with the permeability of cAMP through the oocyte

plasma membrane. Further investigations using

dibutyryl cAMP will clarify the mechanism of low

pH.

Participation of cAMP in oocyte maturation has

been well studied in amphibians and starfishes. In

amphibians, a decrease of cAMP level in oocytes

has been observed after hormonal treatment [13].

This cAMP decrease plays an important role in

induction of oocyte maturation through a cAMP-

dependent protein kinase [2]. On the other hand,

in starfishes, no change in cAMP level during

oocyte maturation has been shown [14-16], and a

decrease of cGMP has been reported [16]. In-

creases in cAMP levels during oocyte maturation

have not yet been observed. The present result,

however, suggests that a transient increase of

cAMP level is necessary to induce oocyte matura-

tion in the brittle-star, although it is uncertain at

present whether the cAMP level in the cytoplasm

is actually increased by an addition of external

cAMP. Further studies to clarify the cAMP
mechanism of action in inducing oocyte matura-

tion in the brittle-star will be of interest in

comparison with the mechanism used in other

species.

The present experiment using inhibitors shows

that the protein synthesis inhibitors have no

inhibitory effect on GVBD induced by cAMP. It

has been confirmed that the concentration of the

inhibitors used in this study causes a 95-99%

inhibition of protein synthesis in the isolated

brittle-star oocytes immediately after the treat-

ment (Yamashita, unpublished). Therefore, it is

likely that new protein synthesis is not required for

GVBD. This agrees with the notion reported in

other invertebrates (starfishes [17-21], annelids

[18, 22]) and in mammals [23, 24], and contradicts

the result obtained in amphibians that GVBD, as

well as the subsequent maturation processes, is

inhibited when protein synthesis is suppressed

[25-31]. The difference in dependence of GVBD
upon new protein synthesis may be related to the

speed of oocyte maturation; namely, relatively

rapid oocyte maturation in invertebrates, as com-

pared with that in amphibians, requires minimum

protein synthesis during oocyte maturation. An
inhibitory effect of the energy production inhibi-

tors on GVBD was also observed. This suggests

that energy supply is required for GVBD, consist-

ent with the situation in amphibians [2, 31].

Although the nature of the energy-requiring pro-

cesses) required for GVBD has not been char-

acterized in the brittle-star, one of the most likely

process is phosphorylation of proteins, since it

occurs before GVBD in several animals (amphib-

ians [32, 33], starfishes [34, 35], and annelids

[36-38]).

The time lag between the cAMP treatment and

the entrance into the first meiotic metaphase

(25-30 min) is slightly shorter than that between
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the treatment (temperature shock) and the spawn-

ing (30-40 min) [5]. cAMP seems to act directly

on the oocyte on the basis of the present results.

On the other hand, temperature shock supposedly

acts on nerves thereby releasing the gonad stimu-

lating substance (GSS). Therefore, the time dif-

ference required for oocyte maturation in vitro and

in vivo may correspond to the process with which

the follicle cells are concerned. In starfish, this

process includes synthesis and secretion of matura-

tion inducing substance (MIS), 1-MA, by the

follicle cells stimulated by GSS [4, 11]. At present,

however, there is no certain evidence that oocyte

maturation and spawning in the brittle-star is

controlled by a mechanism similar to that of

starfishes. Actually, the present study suggests

that if MIS is synthesized and secreted by the

brittle-star follicle cells, it is not 1-MA. Thus,

further investigation of in vitro oocyte maturation

by the nerve extracts or the follicle cell products is

necessary.

After insemination, the in vitro matured oocytes

show basically similar changes to the in vivo

matured one, except the absence of fertilization

membrane and polar body formation. The ab-

sence of the fertilization membrane is probably

due to the fact that the isolated oocytes are devoid

of the vitelline coat which is one of the structural

elements of the fertilization membrane [39]. In-

hibition of the polar body formation is probably

due to the central location of the spindle. The

absence- of the fertilization membrane and the

inhibition of the polar body formation cause

polyspermy and multiploidy (4n) of the female

pronucleus, respectively, leading to abnormal de-

velopment. Therefore, this in vitro maturation

system is not useful for studying the normal

embryonic development in brittle-star. However,

this system should be useful for studying the

mechanism of brittle-star oocyte maturation.

Moreover, since in vitro matured oocytes retain

their nuclear cycle, this system should also be

useful for examining cell cycle mechanisms during

oocyte maturation. Indeed, the timing and man-

ner of appearance of factor(s) concerning the

decondensation of the sperm nucleus during

oocyte maturation has been analyzed recently

using this system [40].
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ABSTRACT— In order to clarify the mechanism of the epithelial branching of embryonic mouse

submandibular glands, the detailed process of the initial branching was investigated in vitro by using the

bacterial collagenase and the collagenase inhibitor from bovine dental pulp. Before the formation of

distinct clefts in the epithelium under the normal culture condition, several shallow indentations,

"preclefts", were formed, among which two on the average deepened to distinct clefts and the rest

disappeared during the subsequent cultivation. However, the collagenase inhibitor in the medium
stabilized such preclefts, which mostly grew to clefts within 2 to 4 hr. Whereas, Clostridial collagenase

erased them and no distinct clefts were produced for 24 hr.

To further support above observations and also to show that local variations of collagen turnover at

specific sites are intimately related to the regulation of epithelial branching, ball-like chips of Elvax 40P

with the diameter of 0.15 mm, containing either the bacterial collagenase or the collagenase inhibitor,

were prepared and implanted in the mesenchyme of 12-day submandibular glands in vitro. The Elvax

chip containing the collagenase inhibitor facilitated in culture the formation of characteristic lobules

with clefts at the site close to the plastic. On the contrary, the bacterial collagenase-containing Elvax

chip abolished the preclefts and brought about the delayed formation of new clefts at the epithelial site

faced the implanted plastic. These results suggest that the local changes of collagen turnover at the

specific sites could be one of the possible mechanisms operating in vivo during early branching

morphogenesis of mouse embryonic submandibular epithelium.

culture by 2.5-fold, however, a highly purified
INTRODUCTION , . .

, „ . . . ..?./. T
bacterial collagenase completely inhibited branch-

Shape change of the epithelial layer in individual ing when included in the culture medium for

organ rudiment is an essential process during early 12-day glands [3]. Furthermore, scanning electron

morphogenetic movement. Experimental data microscopic observation showed that the fibrillar

concerning with the morphogenesis of mouse architectures consisting of collagen are localized at

embryonic submandibular gland indicate that the the specific sites of epithelial-mesenchymal inter-

collagen turnover is closely related to the degree of face, where epithelial branching is going on [4],

cleft formation in the epithelium [1-3]. For in- These results suggested the view that local varia-

stance, a collagenase inhibitor obtained in a pure tions in the deposition of collagenous fibrils

state from the culture medium of the bovine dental regulate cleft formation,

pulp increased the number of clefts formed in In order to evaluate this hypothesis, we have

attempted to implant tiny plastic particles contain-

Accepted January 24, 1986 ing either the collagenase inhibitor or the bacterial

Received November 19, 1985 collagenase into the mesenchyme of 12-day mouse
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embryonic submandibular glands. For this pur-

pose, we utilized Elvax 40P consisting of ethylene-

vinyl acetate copolymer originally developed for

the sustained release of proteins and other macro-

molecules without causing any inflammation [5].

The Elvax 40P containing testicular hyaluronidase

had been successfully applied for the study on

mouse mammary ductal development in vivo [6].

In the present study, we will report that the

epithelial branching is preceeded by the appear-

ance of preclefts which do not necessarily grow to

distinct clefts and also that the locally released

collagenase inhibitor from the Elvax chips pro-

moted the cleft formation in the epithelial sites

close to the plastics and, conversely, the localized

bacterial collagenase prevented the cleft formation

at the epithelial sites close to the plastics from

taking place.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals

A collagenase inhibitor (abbreviated as CI),

which is known to inhibit the interstitial collage-

nases, was purified to homogeneity from the

culture medium of bovine dental pulp by the

method of Kishi and Hayakawa [7].

A highly purified bacterial collagenase from

Clostridium histolyticum (abbreviated as BCase)

devoid of caseinolytic, chondroitinase and hyalu-

ronidase activities was provided by Dr. T. Ohya

and Dr. N. Yokoi of Amano Pharmaceutical Co.,

Japan.

Elvax 40P, an ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer

(40% vinyl acetate by weight), was a product of

DuPont Chemical Co., California, U.S.A. Azo-

coll and bovine serum albumin (Type IV) were

from Calbiochem, California, and from Sigma,

Missouri, U.S.A., respectively.

Preparation of Elvax pellets containing bacterial

collagenase and collagenase inhibitor

Elvax pellets containing proteins were prepared

essentially as described by Rhine, Hsieh and

Langer [8]. Elvax 40P was extensively washed for

one week in several changes of 95% ethanol with

continuous stirring at room temperature. After

washing, it was dissolved in methylene chloride so

as to make 10% solution (w/v). When either CI or

BCase was incorporated into Elvax pellet, bovine

serum albumin (BSA) was used as a filler to avoid

the difficulty of handling minute amount of CI or

BCase and to increase the rate of release of the

proteins from the Elvax particles [9]. Briefly, a

0.5 ml aqueous solution containing 2.5 mg of

purified BCase and 13.5 mg of BSA was lyophi-

lized and the dried material was ground to powder

with a diameter of approximately 10 /mi. The

powder was dispersed in 0.245 ml of the Elvax

solution with brief sonication and the glass tube

containing the suspension was frozen quickly in an

acetone-dry ice bath for lOmin. The frozen pellet

was kept for 2 days at — 20°C and then dried

completely under vacuum. When CI was embed-

ded in Elvax, 0.1ml solution containing 9.5 fig of

CI and 2.1mg of BSA was lyophilized and the

lyophilizate was ground as above. The powder

was dispersed in 0.032 ml of the Elvax solution by

mixing with a spatura. The glass tube containing

the suspension was frozen and dried as above. The

control Elvax pellet containing only BSA (66 mg/

ml of the suspension) was also prepared. Before

implantation, the dried pellet was cut into tiny

ball-like chips with the diameter of 0.15 mm (0.002

/A). For determining the amounts of collagenase

and BSA released from chips, cubes of much

larger volume (1 fi\) were used to make the assays

reliable.

Determination of the amount of bovine serum

albumin and the collagense activity released from

Elvax chips

Collagenase activity was assayed with the

method described by Peterkofsky [10] by using

Azocoll as substrate. Briefly, four l-fil Elvax chips

were cut out under microscope (the volumes

deviated at least 10%), placed in a vial containing

200 [A of sterile Tyrode's solution and incubated at

37°C for up to 23 hr. At each indicated time in

Figure 1 , a 10-//1 aliquot was withdrawn and

replaced with 10 fA of fresh Tyrode's solution. The

removed aliquot was assayed for the collagenase

activity, which was expressed as fig of the collage-

nase preparation originally used for preparing the

Elvax pellets (Fig. 2).
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The amount of BSA released from the Elvax

chips incubated as above was determined with the

Coomassie Blue method [11] by using the same

BSA preparation as standard (Fig. 1).

Organ culture

Submandibular glands were dissected from 12-

day DDY mouse embryo (plug date= 0) in

Tyrode's solution. Organ culture was routinely

carried out on ultrathin Millipore filter (THWP,
0.45 /um pore size) assemblies [12] in BME
medium (KC Biological, Kansas) supplemented

with ascorbic acid (50/^g/ml) and 10% fetal calf

serum. When CI or BCase was included in the

culture medium, the final concentration was 5

jug/ml each.

For the implantation of Elvax chips, an

iridectomy knife was employed to insert them into

the mesenchymal tissue of 12-day submandibular

glands.

Living cultures of the glands on Millipore filter

assemblies were monitored by taking photographs

at appropriate intervals on an Olympus light

microscope BH-2 equipped with an automated

exposure unit.

RESULTS

Bacterial collagenase and bovine serum albumin in

Elvax chips are released within 3 hr

The rates of release of BSA and BCase from

Elvax chips were determined. Although the

volume of ball-like chips used for the implantation

experiment was 0.002^1 as described below, four

1-/A chips were cut out and assayed for either BSA
or BCase released into Tyrode's solution to take

over the difficulty in determining minute amounts

of BSA and BCase in the chips. As evident in

Figure 1, approximately 70% of the total amount

of BSA at the plateau level was released within 1

hr and the increment ceased after 3 hr of incuba-

tion. Judging from the amount of BSA released

from the chips, the volume of the dried Elvax was

calculated to be approximately one fifth of that of

the initial Elvax solution used. It should be

described here that in some other Elvax pellets the

amount of released BSA from the chips was
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release rate might be much larger than that

described above, according to the data that the

rates of protein release from Elvax particles

become larger as the particle sizes decrease [8].

The total amount of BCase released from one 1-

/A chip was determined to be 2.6 /ug of the

collagenase preparation (Fig. 2), which was 3% of

the added collagenase activity, considering the

shrinkage of the plastic-protein suspension after

drying. This low recovery of BCase in fabricating

the Elvax pellets could be attributed to relatively

unstable property of the enzyme protein [10].

Nevertheless, the released activity from the im-

planted chips was shown to be sufficient for

modulating the branching pattern (see below). As

for the Cl-containing Elvax pellet, we attempted

to make it so as to contain 1.5 //g of CI//A of chip,

because the effective concentrations of CI and

BCase in the culture of 12-day glands are compara-

ble [3]. Although we did not determine the CI

activity in the chip because of small amount of the

material available, the implantation experiments

demonstrated that they had enough activity to

stimulate braching at the restricted area (see

below). This shows that CI was not drastically

inactivated during the course of preparation of the

Elvax pellet, consistent with the previous finding

that CI used here is stable protein with the

molecular weight of 36 K [7].

Distinct cleft formation is preceeded by precleft

formation

When late 12-day glands were cultured in the

normal medium, several indentations appeared 2

to 4 hr before the clefts became evident (compare

the lobular surface of the gland at the top row with

the smooth one of the gland at the middle row in

Fig. 3). They were, however, absorbed except the

candidates for the distinct clefts (Fig. 3), consistent

with the earlier observation by Nogawa [13].

When BCase was included in the culture

medium, no preclefts were formed and the lobule

altered from a distorted shape to completely round

or oval one with smooth contour (Fig. 3, also see

ref. [3]), showing no constraint on the epithelial

surface. On the contrary, CI acted as a stabilizer

of such preclefts. Thus, in the presence of 5 //g/ml

of CI in the culture medium, most of the shallow

48 (hr)

Fig. 3. Time course studies of effects of bacterial collagenase and collagenase inhibitor on cleft formation in

epithelia of 12-day submandibular glands cultured in vitro. Each gland was cultured on Millipore filter

assembly in the standard medium containing either bacterial collagenase (middle) or animal collagenase

inhibitor (bottom) except control (top). Each medium was replaced with fresh normal one at 23 hr of

cultivation and each culture was continued for another 25 hr. Numbers indicate time (hr) after the onset of

cultivation. Bar= 0.2mm.
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indentations, if not all, did not fade away but

deepened to distinct clefts, suggesting that the

stimulatory effect by CI, an opposite phenomenon

to that by BCase, was a consequence of strength-

ened interaction between collagens and the mesen-

chyme facilitating the cleft formation.

By the replacement of the media with fresh

normal ones at 23 hr of cultivation, submandibular

glands affected by the reagents could resume their

normal branching morphogenesis (Fig. 3).

However, the numbers of new stalks in the glands

cultured for 48 hr in the normal, BCase- and

Cl-containing media were three, two and five,

respectively, indicating that the fundamental

skeleton of the growing submandibular gland is

determined by the initial branching pattern reg-

ulated by the collagen turnover. Furthermore,

the result showed that effects by CI and BCase

were not due to the irreversible damages to the

glands. Light microscopic observation of the sec-

tions of glands cultured for 6 and 11 hr under the

conditions as in Figure 3, followed by the treat-

ment with Bouin's fixative, indicated that there

were no differences in cell morphology among

control, CI- and BCase-treated glands (data not

shown).

Locally released bacterial collagenase inhibits

epithelial branching

Figure 4 shows a typical effect of BCase-

containing chip on the epithelial branching of a

cultured submandibular gland (Fig. 4, middle). At

lhr before implantation of the chip, many pre-

clefts were visible, among which two facing the

mesenchyme to be implanted were deeper (indi-

cated by smaller white arrows). However, within

3hr after implantation, these two preclefts,

together with those on another side, disappeared

and several, probably different ones reappeared

untill 7hr of cultivation. At this time period, the

preclefts on the opposite side to the Elvax (indi-

cated by larger white arrows) were more obvious

than those on the Elvax side and one of the two

former preclefts grew to distinct cleft (larger black

arrows), accompanied by the delayed formation of

a shallow cleft (smaller black arrow) (Fig. 4).

Further cultivation brought about the growth of

that shallow cleft on the Elvax side. The same

phenomena took place in 78% cases of the affected

glands, resulting in the production with the

appearance of almost normal lobules. Similarly,

even when the glands, appearing just like 3hr's

-1 1 11 13(hr)

-9,

V /

e

% t

Fig. 4. Local effects of Elvax chips containing either bacterial collagenase (middle), animal collagenase inhibitor

(bottom) or bovine serum albumin only (top). Numbers indicate time (hr) before and after implantation of

chips in the mesenchyme (time 0). For various arrows, see the text. Bar= 0.2mm.
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stage of the top row in Figure 4, were treated with

BCase-carrying chips, a shallow but distinct cleft

disappeared but another one did not. The dis-

appeared cleft reappeared at the same epithelial

site within another 5 hr. The effectiveness of the

implanted chips containing either BCase and BSA
or BSA only was presented in Table 1 . Approx-

imately 83% cases of the experimental glands were

modified by chips containing BCase and BSA as

described above, in contrast to 26% by chips

containing only BSA. The latter value was not

likely to be a consequence of the released BSA,

because abnormal branching was often observed in

such a frequency even under the normal culture

condition.

Table 1. Local effects of Elvax chips containing

either bacterial collagenase, collagenase in-

hibitor or bovine serum albumin implanted

into the mesenchyme of 12-day mouse embryo

submandibular glands in vitro

No. of

Treatment glands

implanted

No. of glands

Affected
3

(%)
Not affected

b

(%)

BSA only 27 7 (26) 20 (74)

BCase + BSA 40 33 (83) 7 (17)

CI + BSA 17 12 (71) 5 (29)

For the details, see the text.

3 The number of glands modified by the implanta-

tion of the corresponding chips in terms of abnor-

malities of disappearance and appearance of

preclefts or clefts compared with control glands

cultured at the same time.
b The number of glands not modified by the im-

plantation of the corresponding chips on the

criteria described above.

Locally released collagenase inhibitor stimulates

epithelial branching

On the contrary to the effect induced by

BCase-containing chips, those containing CI en-

hanced the cleft formation in the epithelium where

they were implanted. The shape of the lobules

formed in the treated glands was characteristic

(Fig. 4, bottom) and stayed for at least another

24 hr. The implanted chips were, however, effec-

tive when they were inserted into the mesenchyme

before the preclefts in the epithelium disappeared,

suggesting that the temporarily released CI might

stabilize the preclefts by promoting the accumula-

tion of collagenous fibrils on the epithelial-

mesenchymal interfaces [3]. The frequency of

inducing characteristic lobules in the treated

glands was presented in Table 1, in which 71%
cases of the total implants treated at the precleft

stage were affected, indicating that the epithelial

branching of mouse embryonic submandibular

gland is under the influence of collagen degrading

system.

DISCUSSION

The mechanism of branching morphogenesis of

mouse embryo submandibular gland has been

studied and considerable amounts of evidence

have accumulated, suggesting that it is closely

related to the turnover of collagenous compounds

[1, 2, 14-16]. These observations, together with

our recent finding that Cl-treated glands have a

increased number of collagen fibrils on the epithe-

lial-mesenchymal interfaces compared with those

of normal cultures [3], have strongly suggested that

the local inhibition of collagenase action leads to

the shape change of the epithelial layer at a

specified site where collagen accumulation takes

place. The results described here further support

the hypothesis. Thus, the locally administered

BCase with the use of Elvax 40P abolished

preclefts and inhibited the cleft formation on the

Elvax side. However, clefts appeared on the

opposite side within 5 hr. In contrast to the effect

by BCase, CI released from Elvax chip enhanced

the epithelial branching on the implanted plastic

side and the opposite side of the lobule expanded

and formed a characteristic lobule (Fig. 4).

These unique effects induced by tiny plastic

chips could be explained in two different ways.

Maximal concentrations of CI and BCase in the

Elvaxes assumed to be 1.5 and 2.6f/g//A chip,

respectively. As reported previously, the effective

concentration of CI and BCase in culture are 2 and

5ng/,«l, respectively [3]. When a ball-like chip

with the diameter of 0.15 mm, 0.002^1, is im-

planted in the mesenchyme, the introduced

amounts of CI and BCase are 3 and 5 ng,
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respectively, and the assumed concentrations after

a rapid release of the protein (Figs. 1 and 2) into a

sphere with the radius of 0.2 mm, 0.033 /A, which

could cover approximately the half volume of the

gland containing lobule, are to be 91 and 152 ng//d,

respectively. These values are far higher than the

effective concentrations and could be sufficient to

modulate epithelial branching for a limited period.

However, once diffusion starts, the concentrations

are calculated to decrease quickly to one hun-

dredth within half an hour to 4hr, provided that

the proteins have diffusion constants of 10
-6

to

10
_7 cm 2

/sec at 25°C [18] and that they do not have

any specific interactions with environmental fac-

tors. It is, therefore, reasonable that the preclefts

or clefts reappeared within 5hr after their dis-

appearance by the function of BCase. Since the

volumes of Elvax chips employed for implantation

were about one five-hundredth of those used for

the determination of release rates of proteins

(Figs. 1 and 2), the effective concentrations could

be maintained for less than 4 hr. Thus, the tiny

chips containing bioactive molecules would be an

excellent probe to give a pulse effect to various

experimental systems.

Another important feature of branching mor-

phogenesis of submandibular gland is concerned

with absorption of the preclefts. In any cases

described here, clefts were formed accompanied

by a concomitant absorption of preclefts. When
glands were cultured in the normal medium, clefts

were produced so as to make relatively uniform

lobules and preclefts located between the clefts

disappeared, followed by an equal expansion of

each lobule (Figs. 3 and 4). However, in glands

cultured with the implanted chips containing CI,

preclefts to deepen were not distributed uniformly

but localized and lobules grow unequally, exhibit-

ing the characteristic shape never seen before

(Fig. 4). This expansion is probably due to the

inner pressure caused by the active cell prolifera-

tion [3] and the constraint induced possibly by the

traction force of mesenchymal cells [19-22].

The major difference between the actions of

BCase- and Cl-containing chips was the duration

time (Fig. 4). When BCase was introduced local-

ly, the formation of preclefts or clefts were

prohibited. They were, however, produced within

several hours of cultivation. On the contrary, CI

promoted the local cleft formation and further-

more, clefts formed stayed in statu quo for at least

24 hr. As had been reported previously [7], the

collagenase inhibitor used in this experiment re-

sembles to that from human skin fibroblasts in its

molecular nature [23]. Therefore, one can assume

that CI introduced with a chip might form a stable

and insoluble ternary complex with endogenous

collagen and collagenase, resulting in a prolonged

action of CI in contrast to the shorter duration

time of the soluble BCase (Fig. 4).

It should be emphasized here that the formation

of not only distinct clefts but also shallow preclefts

could be regulated in vivo by elaborate mechanism

of synthesis and degradation of collagens. The
plastic chip carrying bioactive molecules would

give us relevant information on the molecular basis

of the branching mechanism of mouse subman-

dibular glands. However, an important attempt to

compare the sensitivities to Elvax chip of the

different sites of the lobular surface was unsuccess-

ful partly because the size of chips was too big to

allow the precise comparison. The development

of techniques to handle much smaller volume of

chips than those used here is an essential step to

resolve the problem.
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ABSTRACT—The process of pharynx induction produced by repeated incisions of the nerve cords in

Dugesia japonica japonica was studied histologically. The operations brought about three kinds of

histological changes in the body portion posterior to incised levels of the nerve cords: ventral protrusion

of the intestinal wall, fibrous tissue formation in mesenchyme and formation of a pharynx. These

changes appeared, sometimes independently and sometimes in conjunction with one another. In

control animals, which were incised repeatedly in the body portion between the two nerve cords,

intestinal wall protrusion and fibrous tissue formation in the mesenchyme were observed, though

pharynx formation did not appear. From these results, it was suggested that repeated incisions of tissues

caused intestinal wall protrusion and fibrous tissue formation in the mesenchyme, and the severance of

nerve cords initiated the process of building up the pharyngeal structure through reorganization of partly

dedifferentiated intestinal cells and transdifferentiated mesenchymal cells.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that in freshwater planarians if

the head piece is transplanted into posterior body

regions, reorganization of the host tissue con-

tiguous to it occurs. In such cases, pharynges are

induced in the host tissue by a head graft trans-

planted into the postpharyngeal region, but not by

one transplanted into the prepharyngeal region

[1-6]. Although body pieces isolated from the

pharyngeal or the postpharyngeal region produce a

pharynx in the reorganizing stem tissue, those

from the prepharyngeal region develop a pharynx

in the regenerating posterior new tissue, not in the

old stem [7]. These facts appear to show that the

prepharyngeal region itself may not possess the

competence to form a pharynx. Schilt [8-12],

however, carried out a series of transplantation

experiments on Dugesia lugubris, in which rec-

tangular pieces of the respective prepharyngeal,

pharyngeal or postpharyngeal regions were in situ

transplanted with rotation of their polarity or in
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which pharyngeal pieces were transplanted into

the prepharyngeal region with various orienta-

tions. His experiments showed that a pharynx

developed as the result of reorganization of the

tissue in the prepharyngeal region. He considered

that pharynx induction by heteropolar grafts

should be attributed to the severance of nerve

cords; that is, pharynx induction is brought about

by discontinuity between nerve cords of the host

and those of the graft. Then, he repeatedly

incised nerve cords in the prepharyngeal region of

worms and produced the pharynx induction there

[13]. Taking into the consideration of importance

of Schilt's experiments on understanding a mech-

anism of the pharynx formation in planarians, we
have conducted similar experiments and confirmed

the inductive formation of the pharynx in the

prepharyngeal region of Japanese planarian,

Dugesia japonica japonica [14]. This phenomenon

is significant from three points of view. First, it

may give us a clue to the role of the nerve cord in

pharynx formation. Secondly, it may offer some

new information about the part of body cells other

than neoblasts to the fabrication of a new pharynx,

because it occurs without development of new
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tissue formed by migrating neoblasts. Thirdly, it

may cast new light on the formation of the

structural pattern of the planarian body.

From the above considerations, histological

events occurring during pharynx formation caused

by means of repeated incisions of the nerve cords

in the prepharyngeal region were followed up in

the present experiment.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The freshwater planarian, Dugesia japonica

japonica, used in this experiment were collected

from a stream in the Konko district, Okayama
Prefecture. The collected specimens were main-

tained for about two years in a large glass dishes

containing aerated tap water placed in the labora-

tory and regulated at a constant temperature of

20-21°C. They were fed small pieces of raw beef

liver twice a week. During cultivation in such

conditions, worms grew from about 10 mm to

20-30mm in length. Animals of 20-25 mm in

length were selected for the experiment.

The animals used were starved for 7 to 10 days

before the operation. They were immobilized by

placing a piece of wet filter paper on an ice-plate

which was frozen in a plastic dish. The worm was

placed with its ventral surface upward in order to

recognize the situation of nerve cords which are

noticeable as two pigmented streaks running longi-

tudinally in the ventral epithelium. Operative

incision of nerve cords in the prepharyngeal region

was performed with the fine ophthalmologic scal-

pel under the dissecting microscope.

In our previous experiment [14], in which

incisions of nerve cords were made once a day, it

was noted that the appearance rate of induced

pharynges was very low in Dugesia japonica

japonica. We considered that such a low rate of

the pharynx induction may be due to remarkable

healing ability of this species. In fact, since the

epithelium injured by an incision healed without

leaving any traces of a cicatrice during 10 to 24 hr

and came to be unable to distinguish in most

operated-on worms, repeated incisions in the

exactly same position turned out to be impossible.

Then, in the present experiment, incisions of nerve

cords were performed twice a day.

Animals operated on were reared in conditioned

solution for planarian cultivation prepared by

Kanatani and Sakagishi [15]. In a control experi-

ment, worms were incised at the portion between

two nerve cords twice a day.

On the 7th, 10th, 12th, 14th and 17th days after

beginning of the operation, worms were fixed in

Helly's solution, and serial Paraplast sections of

5-7 ^m thick were made and stained with haema-

toxylin and eosin.

RESULTS

Animals whose nerve cords were incised twice a

day for 7 days showed complete severance of nerve

cords at incised positions, but no other histological

changes were observed. In some worms operated

for 10 to 17 days, however, it was observed that

tissue reorganization and/or cell-transdifferenti-

ation were caused in various degrees. These histo-

logical changes could be classified into the follow-

ing three types.

1. Protrusion of the intestinal wall: A part of

the ventral wall of the anterior main intestinal tract

protruded into mesenchyme in the region posterior

to the incised level of nerve cords (Fig. 1). In the

protrusion of intestinal wall, phagocytic cells of the

intestine were devoid of the phagosomal vacuoles

which are usually observed under ordinary condi-

tions; they also carried a compact cytoplasm which

was stained well with eosin. In most cases, the

intestinal protrusion shifted posteriorly along the

ventral intestinal wall within the mesenchyme as

slender sheet of cells (Fig. 2). In some cases, the

posterior end of the intestinal protrusion reached

the anchored region of the original pharynx of the

worm.

2. Fibrous tissue formation in mesenchyme:

On the ventral side of operated animals, the

mesenchyme between intestinal wall and muscle

layer was transformed into mass of fibrous cells

which elongated anteroposteriorly (Fig. 3). This

change occurred in the area posterior to the region

in which nerve cords were severed. These fibrous

cells possessed an ellipsoidal nucleus and a slender

cytoplasm and were arranged in several cell layers.

This tissue looked like a muscular cell mass,

though it could not be ascertained light-
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Fig. 1. Protrusion (pr) of the ventral intestinal wall (iw) caused by means of repeated incisions of nerve

cords for 10 days. X600.

Fig. 2. Posterior shifting of protrusion (pr) of the ventral intestinal wall (iw) observed on the 12th day of

operations. X300.

Fig. 3. Formation of fibrous tissue (f) occurring in mesenchyme posterior to the incised level of nerve

cords on the 10th day of operations. X600.
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microscopically.

3. Formation of pharynx : Pharynges in vari-

ous degrees of development were induced. 1) A
hole enclosed by the single layer of cells which

carried a large clear nucleus in ovoid shape and

voluminous cytoplasm was observed in fibrous cell

mass of the mesenchyme (Fig. 4). 2) Two holes

were observed in the ventral mesenchyme under

the intestine (Fig. 5). The small anterior hole of

them can be regarded as the primitive pharyngeal

lumen and large posterior one as the primitive

pharyngeal cavity. A small group of mesenchymal

cells, which seem to be the initial aggregate of

parenchyme of the developing pharynx, was pres-

ent between these two holes. 3) The pharynx in

rudimentary form developed (Fig. 6). The pharyn-

geal parenchyme which was an accumulation of

small basophilic cells was enclosed by the narrow

pharyngeal cavity and was perforated in its central

part by the pharyngeal lumen. The pharyngeal

cavity and the lumen were lined by single layer of

epithelium. This pharynx was oriented dorso-

Fig. 4. Initiation of the pharynx formation on the 14th day of operations. The hole lined with single cell

layer appears in mesenchyme under the ventral intestinal wall (iw). x600.

Fig. 5. Two holes, probably the primitive pharyngeal lumen and cavity, developing under ventral

intestinal wall (iw) on the 14th day of operations. X600.
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ventrally and its dorsal side, i.e., the anchored

region of this pharynx, contacted with the ventral

wall of the intestine. 4) The pharynx developed, in

which differentiation of the muscle layer was seen

under the outer epithelium in the anchored region,

though it was not cylindrically elongated but oval

in shape (Fig. 7). This pharynx also was oriented

dorsoventrally, but was inclined in a slightly

anterior direction. The inner epithelium in the

anchored region of the pharynx encroached into

the intestinal wall and its lumen was about to open

into the intestinal cavity. 5) An almost complete

pharynx was formed (Fig. 8). This pharynx was

cylindrical in shape as in a normal pharynx and was

oriented anteroposteriorly, but its anchored region

was directed dorsally contacting with the intestinal

wall. The pharyngeal wall consisted of several cell

layers, that is, the outer epithelium, the layer

containing many small nuclei, the eosinophilic

layer with few nuclei, and the inner epithelium.

The outer epithelium, which should be of the

insunk-type in a completely constructed pharynx,

still bore considerable number of nuclei showing

that it was in an incomplete state. The eosinophilic

Fig. 6. Rudimentary pharynx (p) induced under the ventral intestinal wall (iw) on the 14th day of

operations. X300.

Fig. 7. New pharynx induced between incised level (arrow) of nerve cords and the original pharynx (o) on

the 14th day of operations. Induced pharynx is of oval shape. x60.

Fig. 8. Well-developed pharynx (p) induced on the 12th day of operations. X 150, o: original pharynx.
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Table 1. Histological changes induced by repeated incisions of nerve cords

Operated No. of

speci-

mens

Histological changes

periods

(days)
i f i + f P i+ p f+p i + f+p Total

number
Appearance
rate (%)

7 9

10-12 15 1 1 1 1 4 27

14 24 4 1 5 1 1 1 4 17 71

17 7 6 1 7 100

Control

(10-14)
15 3 2 3 8 53

i: protrusion of intestinal wall, f: fibrous tissue formation in mesenchyme, p: pharynx

formation.

basement lammella, however, was observed clear-

ly under the outer epithelium. Although the

pharyngeal lumen did not pierce into the intestinal

cavity, the intestinal wall contacting with the

pharyngeal base had become thin.

These three types of histological changes

appeared, sometimes independently and some-

times in company with one another. Appearance

rate of these histological aspects tended to increase

with augmentation of the period of operation as

shown in Table 1; 0% in worms operated for 7

days, 27% for 10 to 12 days, 71% for 14 days and

100% for 17 days. It should be noted, however,

that developmental process of induced pharynges

does not seem to be intimately correlated to the

length of periods of operation, because the well-

developed pharynx with cylindrical shape was

formed already in the worms operated on for 12

days, while all of the induced pharynges observed

in worms operated on for 17 days were of only

rudimentary forms.

The histological observation of control animals

which were operated for 11 to 14 days showed that

the ventral intestinal wall and mesenchyme were

injured, but in most cases the nerve cords were

not. In 6 out of 16 cases, the ventral intestinal wall

in the region posterior to the injured portion

protruded and elongated posteriorly, and in 5 such

cases, fibrous tissue formation of mesenchyme was

observed under the ventral intestinal wall. In one

case, the primitive pharyngeal lumen was induced

in company with intestinal wall protrusion and

fibrous tissue formation in mesenchyme. How-

ever, this case was excluded, because it was

ascertained that nerve cords were injured.

DISCUSSION

Three kinds of histological changes, ventral

protrusion of the intestinal wall, fibrous tissue

formation in mesenchyme and formation of the

pharynx, were caused by repeated incisions of the

nerve cords and the changes appeared to be

accompanied by one another in some cases. For

example, formation of a hole lined with flat

eosinophilic cells deriving from cells of the pro-

truded intestinal wall, probably an initiative sign of

pharynx formation, was certain to appear within

the fibrized mesenchymal cell mass. This observa-

tion suggests that fibrous tissue formation in

mesenchyme and ventral protrusion of the intes-

tinal wall are preliminary changes of tissues tend-

ing towards the pharynx formation. It can not

necessarily be said, however, that repeated in-

juries of the nerve cords were the exclusive factor

to induce these histological changes, as this opera-

tion cannot technically avoid an attendance of

destruction, in some degrees, of tissue other than

the nerve cords. Actually, control experiments in

which the median body region without nerve cords

was repeatedly injured, induced fibrous tissue

formation in mesenchyme and ventral protrusion

of the intestinal wall in spite of the uninjured nerve

cords, but no pharynx developed. These results

suggest that induction of these two changes can be

caused even by repeated injuries of the tissue other

than nerve cords, but the pharynx formation can

be induced only by operations involving repeated
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injuries of the nerve cords. From these facts, a

deduction as to mechanism of the pharynx induc-

tion by repeated incision of the nerve cords may be

proposed as follows : First, repeated injuries of the

mesenchyme and intestinal wall caused histological

changes such as fibrous tissue formation in mesen-

chyme and protrusion of the intestinal wall. Then

injury of the nerve cords causes reorganization of

these transdifferentiated tissues into a pharynx.

From our previous experiment [16] in which the

head piece was transplanted into nerve-cordless

postpharyngeal region, we concluded that nerve

cords had the capacity of reorganizing the neigh-

bouring tissue into a single pharynx system. The

present experiment also denoted a reorganizing

role of nerve cords for the neighbouring tissues.

It is certain from histological observation in this

study that cells constituting tissues of the new

pharynx are derived from mesenchymal cells and

intestinal cells, that is, epithelial cells lining the

lumen and the cavity of new pharynx come from

intestinal cells which are apparently partly dedif-

ferentiated. Their muscles and cells of the mesen-

chyme are supplid with intact or transdifferenti-

ated fibrous cells from the mesenchyme of the

body. This fact suggests that formation of new

organs in planarians does not depend solely on

neoblasts, but also on dedifferentiated or trans-

differentiated cells of other tissues. Kido [17]

pointed out that cells contributing to pharynx

formation in the regenerating body piece, or in the

implantation experiment of the head piece into the

postpharyngeal region, are partially derived from

the intestinal cells. Besides, he considered that

regenerating new tissue was prerequisite to

pharynx formation from his observation that the

new tissue always developed prior to the pharynx

formation [18]. Since pharynx formation, how-

ever, occurred without the presence of new tissue

in the present experiment, it can be defined that

there is no direct relation between formation of

new tissue and pharynx formation. There is some

evidence that fibrous tissue formation in the

mesenchyme, observed in this experiment, may

include transdifferentiation of mesenchymal cells

to muscle cells. Schilt [13] described that repeated

incisions of nerve cords induced muscular dif-

ferentiation in the mesenchyme, in some cases.

On the other hand, it has been a well-known fact in

regeneration of amphibian limb that when frog's

limbs, which are ordinarily impossible to regener-

ate, were treated with NaCl solution or were

injured repeatedly by piercing with a needle, they

came to exhibit the regenerative capacity [19, 20].

Recently, Kurabuchi and Inoue [21] pointed out

that in subadults of Rana brevipoda porosa ampu-

tated forelimbs could be regenerated after treating

the injured surface with NaCl solution, followed

by puncturing with a needle, and such artificially

induced regenerates were characterized by the

development of muscular tissue. Moreover, Dear-

love and Dresden [22] have reported that repeated

amputations of urodelean limbs induce an abnor-

mal regenerate and they speculate that such events

may be brought about by mistaken programming

in the redifferentiation of cells which were dedif-

ferentiated by repeated amputations. In planari-

ans also, it is probable that poorly differentiated

mesenchymal cells of this worm are promoted to

transdifferentiate into muscle cells through

erroneous programming by repeated injuries at

short intervals and as the result, the formation of

pharynx is led in the prepharyngeal region which is

not capable of development of the pharynx under

ordinary conditions. But now, in order to deter-

mine whether or not fibrous tissue formation

observed in mesenchyme in the present experi-

ment actually includes muscular differentiation of

mesenchymal cells, electron microscopic or his-

tochemical studies will be essential.

Repeated incisions of nerve cords could not

change the disposition of the intestinal tracts and

consequently induced pharynx was formed under

the ventral side of the single anterior intestinal

tract. This means that the pharyngeal region

involving two intestinal tracts between which the

pharynx is positioned was not induced by trans-

formation of the prepharyngeal region, but the

pharynx itself was formed in the prepharyngeal

region. Namely, the process of pharynx induction

by means of repeated incisions of nerve cords is

different from the process in which the pharygeal

region was induced, and the pharynx was formed

there by self-differentiation, as Sengel [23] had

held in his transplantation experiment of the head

piece into the postpharyngeal region. It is possi-
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ble, however, that the prepharyngeal region pos-

terior to the region injured by repeated incisions,

aquired the similar physiological activity as the

pharyngeal one [24], that is, its positional value

became equivalent to that of the pharyngeal level,

though morphological aspects remain prepharyn-

geal. On the other hand, Ansevin and Wimberly

[25] and Asai and Kishida [26] have postulated

pre-existence of pharyngeal mRNA for pharynx

formation in the postpharyngeal region in their

experiments. Although there is no evidence of

such mRNA in prepharyngeal region, it is prob-

able that the pharyngeal mRNA becomes free by

repeated incisions of tissues other than nerve cords

causing histological changes of the intestine and

the mesenchyme, and ultimately the nerve cords

reorganize them into the pharyngeal construction.

Further experiment in which actinomycin treat-

ment and repeated incisions of nerve cords used in

combination must be performed.
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ABSTRACT—The changes of testicular responsiveness to FSH in mice with age and after

hypophysectomy were studied in order to substantiate our recent findings that the density and the total

number of FSH binding sites were decreased after puberty and increased after hypophysectomy in adult

mice. The testicular responsiveness to FSH was verified by the accumulation of cAMP, which was

higher in 18-day-old mice than 80-day-old animals. The testicular responsiveness to FSH markedly

increased 14 days after hypophysectomy in adult mice. While, hypophysectomy markedly decreased the

responsiveness to LH. Histological examinations of the testis revealed that hypophysectomy induced

only 1.4-fold increase in Sertoli cell density. From the present results together with our previous

findings that in hypophysectomized mice the increase in the density of FSH binding sites was 5.5-fold as

compared with those in intact mice, it is concluded that the stimulation of testicular responsiveness to

FSH by hypophysectomy may be due to the increase in the density of FSH binding sites per Sertoli cell,

rather than the increase in Seroli cell density.

INTRODUCTION

FSH stimulates various kinds of Sertoli cell

functions, such as protein kinase activity, an-

drogen binding protein formation, and estradiol

synthesis [1-3]. These biochemical responses to

FSH increase during prepubertal life and decrease

after puberty in the rat [4, 5]. Since these re-

sponses are mediated by cyclic adenosine 3',

5'-monophosphate (cAMP) which is produced by

the activation of adenylyl cyclase after ligand-

receptor binding, the age-related changes may be

due to the changes in the capacity of FSH

receptors in Sertoli cells [6, 7] or to those in

adenylyl cyclase activity to respond to FSH-

receptor complex [5]. Recently, we have found in

mice that the density and the total number of

testicular FSH binding sites were increased at the

initial phase of testicular development and

decreased after puberty, and further that hy-
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pophysectomy of adult mice induced an increase in

the density and the total number of FSH binding

sites, and that injections of FSH to hypophysecto-

mized mice reduced the number of FSH binding

sites [8, 9]. From these findings, it is expected that

the testicular responsiveness to FSH as determined

by the accumulation of cAMP is lower in adult

mice than prepubertal mice and the low respon-

siveness of adult mice will be modified by

hypophysectomy. For comparison the effect of

hypophysectomy on testicular responsiveness to

LH was also studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Male mice of the C57BL/6NCrj strain were
used. They were housed in a temperature-

controlled room (24±0.5°C) under daily photo-

periods of 12hr-light and 12hr-dark cycle (lights

on from 0600 hr), and were given laboratory chow
and water ad lib.

In Experiment 1, mice were killed by decapita-

tion at 18, 32 and 80 days of age. Combined two
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testes each from four mice were used at each age

for the assay of cAMP. For histological examina-

tion, the left testes from four other mice were used

at 20, 35 and 87 days of age. In Experiment 2,

hypophysectomy was performed at 90 days of age

by the method described previously [9]. The

completeness of hypophysectomy was verified at

autopsy and confirmed by measuring plasma FSH
levels. The right testes each from four hypoph-

ysectomized mice 14 days after the operation and

four intact mice of the same age were used for the

assay of cAMP and the left testes of four intact and

four hypophysectomized mice were processed for

histological observation.

The testes were placed in the ice-cold incubation

medium (Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer (KRB,

pH 7.2) containing 2 mg of glucose/ml) and cut into

small pieces (ca. lmm wide, 1-2mm long and

1 mm thick). Testis pieces were washed twice with

KRB, preincubated in KRB for 30min at 37°C in

an atmosphere of 95% 2 and 5% C0 2 , and

washed again. The tissue amount was adjusted to

about 4mg per 250 /A KRB, to which were added

750 fA KRB containing 25, 100 or 400 ng of highly

purified rat FSH (NIADDK-rat FSH-I-4) or 12.5,

50 or 200 ng of highly purified rat LH (NIADDK-
rat LH-I-5) and 3-isobutyl-l-methylxanthine at the

final concentration of 0.002 M. KRB containing

no hormone was used as the control incubation

medium. The reaction mixture was incubated with

shaking at 37°C for 1 hr in an atmosphere of 95%

2 ancL5% C02 . At the end of incubation, testis

pieces were homogenized in 1.0 ml of ice-cold 6%
trichloracetic acid and centrifuged at 2,000 Xg for

lOmin at 4°C. The supernatant was used for the

radioimmunoassay (RIA) of cAMP, and the sedi-

ment, for protein determination by the method of

Lowry et al. [10]. For the RIA of cAMP, a

Yamasa cAMP kit (Yamasa Shoyu Co., Ltd.) was

used. After succinylation of cAMP in the aqueous

phase at room temperature, the aqueous phase

was incubated with
[

125
I]succinyl cAMP-tyrosine-

methyl ester and antiserum to cAMP for 17 hr at

4°C. Free and antiserum-bound ligands were sepa-

rated by Dextran-coated activated charcoal. Un-
adsorbed part of the sample was counted for

radioactivity.

For histology the left testes were fixed in Bouin's

fluid and embedded in paraplast. Sections of 6//m

in thickness were stained with hematoxylin and

eosin. In each testis 180 seminiferous tubules were

selected at random and the number of Sertoli cells

were counted. The cross sectional area of the

seminiferous tubules was measured with the aid of

a tablet digitizer (Mutoh Industry Ltd.). The

density and the total number of Sertoli cells in the

left testis were calculated from the measurements.

RESULTS

Experiment 1 Age difference in cAMP accu-

mulation in the testis by FSH stimulation is show in

Table 1. The concentration of cAMP was signif-

icantly increased by the highest dose of FSH
(400ng/tube) in the testes of 18- and 32-day-old

mice. At this dose of FSH, the increase in cAMP
concentration was about 2.0-fold in 18-day-old

mice and about 1.8-fold in 32-day-old mice as

compared with matched control levels. However,

in the testes of 80-day-old mice the highest dose of

FSH tended to induce an increase in cAMP
concentration, but the difference from the control

value was statistically not significant. In the basal

level of cAMP, age difference was also evident (18

vs. 80 days, P<0.01). The total number of Sertoli

cells in the left testis was significantly greater in

35-day-old mice than 20-day-old mice, and the

number in 87-day-old mice was the same as that in

Table 1 . Effects of FSH (NIADDK-rat FSH-I-4)

in vitro on cAMP concentration in the testicu-

lar pieces of mice at different ages

Age
in

days

cAMP concentration (pmol/mg protein)

without
FSH

(control)

with FSH (ng/tube)

25 100 400

18 10.4 + 0.8
3

9.8 + 0.4 13.6+1.0 21.3+1.7*

(94+ 4)
b

(130 + 9) (204+16)*

32 13.6+1.5 15.3+1.2 16.5 + 0.8 23.7+1.6*

(113 + 9) (121 + 6) (175 + 12)*

80 18.9+1.5 18.9 + 0.6 19.9 + 0.4 21.9+1.4

(100 + 3) (105 + 3) (116 + 7)

a Each value represents the mean + SEM of four

determinations.
b

Ratio (%) of cAMP concentration to the con-

trol value is given in parenthesis. Difference

from the control: *P<0.05. (paired t test)
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Table 2. Density and total number of Sertoli cells in the testis of mice at different ages
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Age in

days
No. of

mice
Weight of left

testis (mg)
Density of Sertoli cells

(X1(T4
cells/mm 3

)

Total No. of Sertoli

cells in left testis

(XlfJ- 7
cells)

20 4 15.0 + 0.8
3

148.1 ±15.6 2.23 + 0.29

35 4 38.8+ 1.5** 97.9 + 5.6* 3.82 + 0.35*

87 4 79.5 + 2.5** + + 49.2 + 4.0** + 3.94 + 0.44*

Mean + SEM.
Difference from 20-day-old mice: *P<0.05, **P<0.01.

Difference from 35-day-old mice:
+ P<0.05, ++ P<0.01. (Duncan's multiple range test)
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Fig. 1. The accumulation of cAMP in the testis pieces

of intact mice (open circle, n = 4) and hypophysecto-

mized (Hypox) mice 14 days after the operation

(solid circle, n= 4). Testis pieces were incubated

with NIADDK-rat FSH-I-4 (25-400 ng/ml) (Fig. la)

or NIADDK-rat LH-I-5 (12.5-200 ng/ml) (Fig. lb)

in KRB at pH7.2 containing 0.002 M 3-isobutyl-l-

methylxanthine for one hour in an atmosphere of

95% 2 and 5% C0 2 - Vartical bars depict standard

errors of means from quadruple determinations.

Difference from the basal level (without FSH and

LH); *P<0.05, **P<0.01 (paired t test).

35-day-old animals (Table 2). The density of Ser-

toli cells in the testis of 20-day-old mice was the

highest among the three age groups (Table 2).

Experiment 2 Figure 1 shows the effects of

hypophysectomy on testicular responsiveness to

FSH and LH. FSH (25-400 ng/ml) failed to stimu-

late the accumulation of cAMP in the testicular

tissue of 104-day-old intact mice. In contrast, a

marked increase in the concentration of cAMP
occurred in the testicular tissue of hypophysecto-

mized mice by 400 ng/ml of FSH (Fig. la). This

increase in hypophysectomized mice by FSH was

about 2.5-fold as compared with the basal level

given no FSH. Testicular response to LH in intact

and hypophysectomized mice was different from

that to FSH. Stimulation of cAMP accumulation

by LH (200 ng/ml) was evident in intact adult mice

(Fig. lb). Table 3 shows that the density of Sertoli

cells was significantly increased in mice 14 days

after hypophysectomy, but total number of Sertoli

cells was significantly decreased by hypophysec-

tomy.

DISCUSSION

The present results show that the testicular

responsiveness to FSH as revealed by the changes

in cAMP concentrations was much lower in 80-

day-old mice than 18-day-old mice. Histometric

observations showed that the density of Sertoli

cells in 87-day-old mice was significantly decreased

as compared with that in 20-day-old mice. How-
ever, the decrease in Sertoli cell density was not so

great as that in responsiveness to FSH. Van Sickle

et al. [5] and Steinberger et al. [11] have already

reported the lowered responsiveness to FSH of
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Table 3. Effects of hypophysectomy on density and total number of Sertoli cells in the

testis of adult mice

Group
, . Weight of left

No. of mice ^ (mg)

Intact

Hypophy-
sectomized

Density of Sertoli Total No. of Sertoli

cells (X 10" 4
cells in left testis

cells/mm 3
)

(xUT 7
cells)

71.7+1.5 3

34.5+0.7*

52.0+ 4.1

74.6 + 4.5*

3.73 + 0.30

2.57 + 0.16*

a Mean±SEM.
Difference from intact mice: *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. (/ test)

Sertoli cells in adult rats.

The following two possibilities may account for

the lowered responsiveness of adult mouse testes

to FSH: (1) the decrease in the number of FSH
binding sites per Sertoli cell, and (2) the decrease

in the activity of adenylyl cyclase system led by

FSH-receptor complex. Recently, we have found

in the mouse that the density of FSH binding sites

in the testis reached a peak at 10-20 days of age

and rapidly decreased thereafter [8, 9]. The adult

level of the density of binding sites was about

one-sixth as compared with the prepubertal level.

It was reported that the number of FSH binding

sites per Sertoli cell in rats at 10 and 16 days of age

was greater than that at 60 days of age [6, 7].

Similar change in FSH receptors has been reported

in photostimulated birds [12]. Results of the pre-

sent and our previous experiments give support to

the first possibility that the number of FSH binding

sites per Sertoli cell is less in adult than immature

mice. On the other hand, Van Sickle et al. [5]

reported in the rat the response of adenylyl cyclase

system in testicular homogenates to FSH was

decreased with advancing age and the age-related

decrease in FSH responsiveness of adenylyl cyclase

system was uncovered either by preparation of

membrane fractions or by addition of guanosine-

5'-triphosphate (GTP) analogue to testicular

homogenates. They concluded that the receptor

per se is not inactive and that a factor capable of

regulating receptor activity or GTPase activity may

be present in the cytosol. If this holds in adult

mice, the second possibility is also plausible.

Further study in the mouse preparations is needed.

The highest dose of FSH (400 ng/ml) induced a

marked increase in cAMP concentration in the

testes of hypophysectomized mice, although the

same dose of FSH failed to induced an increase in

cAMP concentration in intact mice (Fig. la). The

increase in the density of Sertoli cells in

hypophysectomized adult mice may not be the

main reason of the increase in the testicular

responsiveness to FSH, because it increased only

1.4-fold as compared with the density in intact

mice. These results correlate well with our recent

findings that mice 16 days after hypophysectomy

showed an increase in the density of FSH binding

sites (5.5-fold) as well as the total number of

binding sites (1.8-fold) as compared with those in

intact mice [8, 9]. The present results suggest that

an increase in FSH binding sites per Sertoli cell in

hypophysectomized mice is the main cause of the

increase in the testicular responsiveness to FSH.

We also found in the mouse that the administra-

tion of FSH reduced the number of its own

receptors in the testes of hypophysectomized mice

[9]. These findings seem to show that the down-

regulation of FSH receptors in adult mice brings

forth a lowered responsiveness to FSH in their

testes. However, the possibility of desensitization

of adenylyl cyclase system can not be ruled out by

the present study.
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ABSTRACT—Gonadectomized male Swiss mice were given daily i.m. injections of estradiol-17/? at

doses of 0, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0//g/day for 7, 14 or 28 consecutive days. Separate categories were

subsequently assessed for their attack performances in the individual housing (3 weeks) induced social

aggression test, the predatory aggression test, the electroshock-induced attack test and the tube-

restraint-induced attack on a metal target paradigm. Tests employing rodent opponents all used docile

group-housed, anosmic 'standard opponents'. Estradiol- 17/3 replacement restores social aggression and

electroshock-induced attack in gonadectomized subjects but locust killing (predatory aggression) and

activation of the metal target in the tube-restraint situation were uninfluenced by any dose of this sex

steroid for any treatment duration. These data provide convincing evidence that different models of

aggression yield different hormone-behaviour relationships even in the same strain of mouse under the

same laboratory conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The term 'aggression' has been applied to a wide

range of phenomena in studies on infrahumans and

clinical situations. There is much evidence empha-

sizing the diversity of the term 'aggression' [1-6].

Indeed, many workers have claimed that aggres-

sion is not a unitary behavioural concept [7-10]. A
number of recent studies [7, 11-13] have success-

fully assessed the diversity of different models of

aggression that employ laboratory mice. The

models used include the; (1) social aggression; (2)

electroshock-induced attack; (3) predatory aggres-

sion (locust-killing); and (4) tube-restraint-induced

attack.

The putative role of steroid hormones in mod-

ifying aggressiveness has been much reviewed [11,

14-16]. Many workers have studied the effects of

hormones on infrahuman aggression using differ-

ent models and species. Many of these reports

are, however, limited to one or two models of
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aggression (especially social aggression).

Although the role of androgens in aggression are

well documented, only recently have people

showed an interest in other steroids. Estrogens

are of interest as (a) they have been used clinically

to suppress aggression (reviewed in [15]) and (b)

there is a claim that androgens exert their effects

on the motivation for masculine behaviours after

being neurally converted to estrogens (the aroma-

tization hypothesis).

The effects of estrogen on different models of

aggression have been investigated independently

by different laboratories and the literature reveals

few parallels in manipulated variables. It was

consequently thought important to undertake a

series of experiments assessing the effects of

various doses of estradiol injected daily for a

number of different durations on a variety of

models of aggression in Swiss albino mice. This, it

was thought, would provide a fairer way of

comparing the influences of estrogen on behaviour

in these different situations (which seem to involve

a mixture of offensive, defensive and predatory

motivations).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental animals

Male Swiss-Webster strain albino laboratory

mice, 9 week old, were used in the present studies

and maintained under controlled conditions with a

reversed lighting schedule (white fluorescent lights

on from 22:30 to 10: 30 hours). Husbandry and

behavioural observations were generally per-

formed under red lighting to minimise interference

with the animals and the ambient temperature was

maintained between 18 and 22°C. The animals

were kept in wire-topped type 'MI' plastic cages

(North Kent Plastics, Essex, U.K.) measuring 30

X 12x11 cm. The filtered sawdust substrate was

regularly changed. Food (Pilsbury's breeding diet)

and water were generally available ad libitum.

Surgical procedure

Gonadectomy was performed under ether

anaethesia. Testes, along with the epididymis and

associated connective tissue, were removed

through a mid-line incision in the scrotum.

Preparation and administration of hormones

Estradiol- 17/? (E2) used in these studies were

obtained from Sigma London (Poole, U.K.).

Solutions for injection were prepared by dissolving

the required amount of hormone in 5 ml of

spectroscopic grade ethanol (B.D.H., Poole,

U.K.) and making the resultant solution up to a

volume of 100 ml with myristic acid isopropyl ester

(Sigma London, Poole, U.K.). The solution was

injected intramuscularly (i.m.) into the thigh

(alternate legs were used on successive days) and

the volume used in all experiments was 0.1 ml.

Experiment 1: Effect of estradiol-17ft replace-

ment of gonadectomized male on social aggression

induced by individual housing

One hundred and forty-four mice were indi-

vidually-housed for 3 weeks before being sub-

jected to bilateral castration. The subjects were

returned to individual housing after the surgery

and 3 days later, one third of them were allocated

to categories given 7, 14 or 28 days of E2

injections. Commencement of injection schedules

were staggered such that all animals were tested 31

days after surgery. For each injection duration, a

quarter (N=12) of the subjects received 0, 0.1, 0.5

or 1.0 fig E2 per day. At the termination of their

injection schedule, all animals were given a lOmin

aggression test with an anosmic 'standard oppo-

nent' (as described in Brain and Al-Maliki [17]).

Behavioural measures used in these tests were

recorded using electromechanical counters and

they included: i) The latency of attack. The inter-

val (in seconds) from the introduction of the

'standard opponent' to the first biting attack on it

by test animal. Mice failing to attack within 10 min

were alloted a maximal score of +600 sec. ii) The

accumulated attacking time (AAT). The total

time (in seconds) the test animal spent biting it's

opponent, iii) The total number of attacks. The

total number of discrete biting attack bouts

directed toward the opponent (these separated by

periods of grooming, exploration etc.). and iv)

The proportion of animals attacking the opponent.

Experiment 2: Effects of estradiol-17ft replace-

ment of gonadectomized individually-housed male

mice on locust killing (predatory aggression)

The animals used in this experiment were those

that had been used in experiment 1 (social aggres-

sion). It has been repeatedly shown that social

aggression and predatory aggression in laboratory

mice are controlled by separate mechanisms and

prior experience with one form of 'aggression' has

no effect on performance of the other [17, 18]. A
day after their social aggression tests the animals

employed in experiment 1 were given a test with an

adult locust which was introduced into their cage

(as described in Brain and Al-Maliki [17]). Adult

locusts were introduced in the cages of ex-

perimental animals and were observed continuous-

ly for the first 10 min and subsequently, cages were

checked 1 and 6hr after commencement. The

behavioural measure obtained was simply the

proportion of animals that had killed their locust

by the various time intervals.

Experiment 3: Effects of estradiol-1 7ft replace-

ment of gonadectomized, individually-housed male

mice on electroshock-induced attack

Animals were prepared and hormone treated as
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described in experiment 1, except that these

animals were exposed to the electroshock-induced

attack test as described in Brain et al. [19].

Behavioural measures recorded were similar to

those of social aggression tests (latency of attack,

accumulated attacking time, total number of

attack and the proportion of animals attacking the

opponent).

Experiment 4: Effects of estradiol-1 7(3 replace-

ment of individually-housed, gonadectomized male

mice on tube-restraint-induced attack

Animals were prepared and hormone treated as

described in experiment 1 . A 10 min tube-

restraint-induced attack test (as described in Brain

et al. [20] was given to all the subjects. The

behavioural measures, recorded during these

observations were: i) The proportion of animals

activating the counter; ii) The latency (in seconds)

to the first bite on metal target that activated the

counter; and iii) The number of automatically-

recorded bites on the target.

Statistical analysis

Non-parametric Mann-Whitney 'U' tests and

Fisher's exact probability tests [21] were used

where appropriate to contrast behavioural data in

the different treatment groups. The measures are

generally presented as median scores.

RESULTS

Data for social aggression and locust killing are

presented in Table 1 and for electroshock-induced

and tube-restraint-induced attacks are in Table 2.

All doses of E2 tested (0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 ^g)
produced increases in fighting in social aggression

(Table 1) and electroshock-induced attack (Table

Table 1. Effects of 7, 14 or 28 days of injection with different doses of estradiol- 17/? (E2 ) on

social aggression and locust-killing (predatory aggression) in castrated, individually-housed

Swiss male mice

Social aggression Locust killing

Duration

of

injection

(days)

Daily

dose of

E2 (fig)
Proportion

attacking

Latency .

of attack

(sec)
a

Accumulated VT ,

, . Number
, fa of attacks"

time (sec)

Proportion killing

locusts within the

following time intervals

10 min lhr 6hr

0/12 600 2/12 4/12 7/12

7
0.1 5/12

b 600 e e e
1/12 2/12 7/12

0.5 7/12
c 381

f
2.9

f
6

f
3/12 3/12 8/12

1.0 7/12
c 378 f

3.4
f

8.5
f

2/12 3/12 7/12

0/12 600 1/12 2/12 6/12

14
0.1 5/12

b 600 e e e
2/12 2/12 7/12

0.5 8/12
d 344 f

6.7
f

10
f

1/12 1/12 6/12

1.0 7/12
c 338

f
6.1

f
9

f
1/12 3/12 7/12

0/12 600 2/12 3/12 7/12

28
0.1 7/12

c 354.5
f

3.1
f

7 f
2/12 2/12 7/12

0.5 8/12
d 361

f
5.2

f
7

f
1/12 3/12 8/12

1.0 8/12
d 288 f

6.4
f

ll
f

2/12 4/12 7/12

a Median score.
b Different from fx% category, P< 0.025. (Fisher's test)

c Different from 0^/g category, P<0.01. (Fisher's test)

d Different from 0,ug category, P<0.005. (Fisher's test)

e Different from pig category, P<0.05. (Mann-Whitney 'U' test)

f
Different from 0^g category, P<0.01. (Mann-Whitney 'U' test)
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Table 2. Effects of 7, 14 or 28 days of injection with different doses of estradiol- 17/? (E2) on

electroshock-induced attack and tube-restraint-induced target biting in castrated, individually-

housed Swiss male mice

Daily

dose of

E2 (//g)

Electroshock-induced attack Tube-restraint-induced attack

Duration

of

injection

(days)

Proportion

attacking

Latency

of attack

(sec)
a

Accumulated
attacking

time (sec)
a

Number
of attack

3

Proportion

activating

counter

Latency

to first

bite

(sec)
a

Number
of

bites
3

0/12 600 12/12 143 216

7
0.1 7/12

b 209
d

3.8
d

6.5
d

11/12 119 234

0.5 10/12
c

187
d

9.6
e

18
e

12/12 152.5 201

1.0 8/12
c

190
e

8.3
e

14.

5

e
12/12 133.5 217

0/12 600 12/12 108 243

14
0.1 8/12

c 177 d
6.4

d 7d
12/12 141 209

0.5 10/12
c

195.

5

e
10.2

e
16.5

e
12/12 117 237.5

1.0 8/12
c

231
d

8
d

ll
d

12/12 128.5 231

0/12 600 12/12 175 238.5

28
0.1 8/12

c
231

d
7.4

d
11.5

d
12/12 168 203

0.5 10/12
c

199
e

8
e

9
e

12/12 170.5 225

1.0 10/12
c 208 e

7.9
e

14
e

12/12 130 199

Median score.

Different from 0//g category, P<0.01. (Fisher's test)

Different from 0,«g category, P<0.005. (Fisher's test)

Different from 0/^g category, P<0.01. (Mann-Whitney 'IT test)

Different from 0^g category, P< 0.001. (Mann-Whitney 'LP test)

2) compared with vehicle injection controls in all

treatment durations used.

However, none of the doses of E 2 tested at any

treatment duration used, had any effect on locust-

killing~(Table 1) and tube-restraint-induced attack

(Table 2). As found in Brain et al. [20], in tube-

restraint-induced attack, a high incidence of biting

was recorded in subjects given all doses and for

any duration.

DISCUSSION

The results confirm the finding that E2 restores

social aggression in castrated, individually-housed

male mice (as in Brain and Poole [22]) and are also

in agreement with the results of Brain and Bowden

[23] in that doses of E2 as low as 0.1 /ug were

capable in restoring social aggression in castrated

'TO' mice.

Treatment with E 2 has also been found to

restore fighting in castrated Swiss-Webster mice

and CD-I mice. Conversely, Luttge [26] was

unable to demonstrate any action of E2 in CD-I

mice. In the last-mentioned study, however, the

animals received repeated testing and were used

for all doses tested, which increases both the

duration of isolation and confounds interpretation

of the hormonal effects with fighting experience.

The results support the observation of Brain and

Bowden [23] that on the basis of the dose that must

be injected for behavioural effectiveness, E2 is

more potent than testosterone in restoring social

aggression in mice.

Results for experiment 3 suggest that E 2 also

influences electroshock-induced attack in mice.

This provides further support for the view that, in

mice, electroshock-induced fighting has strong

affinites with social aggression [7]. It has been

shown by Brain and Kamis [11] and Kamis and

Brain [13] that testosterone- and 5a-dihydrotestos-

terone-replacement restored electroshock-induced

attack and social aggression in castrated mice. It
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has also been revealed by Brain [7] that factors

such as sex, housing and food deprivation appear

to have similar influences on both responses in

mice.

Unlike social aggression and electroshock-

induced attack, locust killing and tube-restraint-

induced attack are not augmented by E2 in

individually-housed, castrated male mice.

The present results confirm the view that these

behaviours have few affinities with social aggres-

sion [7].

This study shows that there are few affinities

between the diverse models of rodent aggression

even within the same species. One may not

assume a common underlying physiology for

'aggression' even in a simple, commonly-used

infrahuman species. The fact that biting occurs is

not sufficient to characterise a behaviour as aggres-

sion. Brain [27] has emphasized that biting may

serve different function even within the same

species being related to offense, defense or preda-

tion. One has to understand something of the

function of behaviour, a feature only appreciated

by ethological analyses. Not only is 'aggression' a

complex heterogenous set of phenomena but a

variety of factors influence attempts to relate

behaviour to particular physiological system.

The data do suggest that clearly 'masculine'

forms of attack are augmented in gonadectomized

mice by estrogens as well as testosterone (see

Brain and Kamis [11]), suggesting that neural

aromatization of androgens to estrogens may play

a role in all such activities, whereas these com-

pounds have little effect on defensive/predatory

forms of attack. They provide no support for the

use of estrogens as anti-aggression agents.
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ABSTRACT— In order to clarify the fecundity and the number of eggs actually deposited of the yellow

swallowtail butterflies, Papilio xuthus and P. machaon, females were captured in the wild and dissected.

Forewing length was not correlated with age in any of the two species. Multiple matings suggested by

spermatophore counts were found for P. xuthus but not for P. machaon in both spring and summer
generations. Eggs in the ovaries were classified into three categories according to their degree of

maturation. The fecundity, which was a total number of eggs, was 500-600 eggs irrespective of

generation and species. The small body size of individuals belonging to the spring generation seemed to

affect not the fecundity but the number and the size of mature eggs in the abdomen. Oviposition in the

spring generation of P. xuthus took place mainly at noon but that of the summer generation in the

morning. Considering the oviposition period of both species, the number of eggs deposited in each

generation in each species was about 300 eggs, which was about a half of the fecundity.

INTRODUCTION

One of the yellow swallowtail butterflies, Papilio

xuthus, has been most intensively studied for its

population ecology among Japanese swallowtail

butterflies [1-2]. Its oviposition activity in the

summer generation has been studied by Yamanaka

et al. [3]. Few studies on the number of eggs

deposited by the female during her reproductive

life, however, have yet been published. This may

be due to her longer longevity, and partly due to

the difficulty in obtaining eggs under laboratory

conditions. In addition, no reports have been

published on the population ecology in spring

generation because of their low abundance com-

pared to summer generation of P. xuthus.

Beside the work on P. xuthus, few studies on the

population ecology of P. machaon hippocrates

have been reported in Japan, though many of such

studies have been published elsewhere [4].

The present study deals with the number of eggs

in the ovaries of P. xuthus and P. machaon counted
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by dissection and estimates the fecundity and the

number of eggs actually deposited by each female

during her life span.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The data in this study were obtained from

P. xuthus and P. machaon, mainly in Kanagawa,

Mie and Kochi Prefectures, warm-temperate zone

in Japan. Both species have more than four

generations per year and overwinter in the pupal

stage [5]. The imago of each species in spring has

characteristic wings different from that in the other

seasons. Since the adults found in summer are not

clearly identified its generation belonged in both

species [2], females collected in this study were

divided into two, spring (April to early June) and

summer (late June to October) generations. Their

habitats consist of margins of forests and open

lands with nectar plants and with host plants of

larvae. The latter is Rutaceae (mainly Zanthoxy-

lum ailanthoides) for P. xuthus and Umbelliferae

for P. machaon. Females were collected on var-

ious occasions such as feeding, roosting, coupling

and ovipositing, from April to October during
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1981 to 1984. When the females were caught, their

abdomens were immediately fixed into 50% ethyl

alcohol and their wing conditions and sizes were

recorded. The ages were classified into five de-

grees from tearing conditions of the wings, as

suggested by Nozato et al. [6].

All females were dissected to determine how

many times they had mated, as indicated by the

number of spermatophores in their bursa copula-

trix, and to determine the number of eggs remain-

ing in the abdomen.

Eggs in the ovaries were classified into three

categories: mature, submature and immature eggs.

The mature eggs, which were determined by the

criterion of Hidaka and Aida [7], were mainly

found in the oviducts. They were large enough to

be ready for oviposition and colored in yellow.

The submature eggs were mainly found in vitellar-

ium of the ovaries. They were small and colored

lighter than the mature ones. The immature eggs

which include oocytes filled the terminal filament,

germanium and a part of vitellarium of the

ovarioles. The eggs in ovarioles decreased in size

toward the tip of the terminal filament filled with

oocytes. Since both immature eggs and oocytes

contain no yolk, they look like white.

The number of mature and submature eggs were

directly counted. For the immature eggs, their

number was assessed for one ovariole on each side,

and the total number was estimated by multiplying

by the number of ovaries.

RESULTS

In the course of the dissection, we observed a

phenomenon which was common to both species.

As shown in Figure 1, the newly emerged or fresh

female (age 0) had the most abundant fat body

which filled in the cavity of the abdomen, while the

oldest female (age IV) had the smallest one.

Contrary to this, the volume of the air sac

increased in size with ageing of the females.

Fig. 1. Photographs of the abdomens of P.xuthus, re-

moving off the cuticle. The age class was classified

mainly by the wing conditions, i.e. 0: newly

emerged females with no visible damage and lus-

trous scales; I: fine tears with less lustrous scales;

Age

Age I

Age II

Age III

Age IV

II: tears with frayed scales; III: notched tears with

frayed scales; IV: broken or extensive tears with

frayed scales. The abundant fat body without air sac

inhibits to observe the eggs in the age 0, while some

large mature eggs can be seen in the age IV due to

less fat body with a large air sac.
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It is generally known that the forewing length is

a good index of the size of a butterfly. The mean

lengths derived from different study areas were

not significantly different from each other. All

females from different areas were then pooled: 64

and 205 in P. xuthus, and 22 and 44 in P. machaon,

in spring and summer generations, respectively.

The size of butterflies in the spring generation

was significantly smaller (P< 0.005) than that of

summer one (Fig. 2). The wing length was not

correlated with their longevities in any of the

species. This suggests that there is no apparent

relationship between the body size and the longev-

ity in each generation, as in the case of the black

swallowtail butterflies (Watanabe et al., unpub-

lished).

Figure 3 shows that many females of P. xuthus

mated more than once. Some females of the

oldest age (IV) mated maximum five times in both

spring and summer generations. The females of

age have single spermatophore in most but or 2

in a few. Therefore, females of P. xuthus mated

soon after emergence and seemed not to mate

Fig

I II III IV I II III IV

Spring Summer

2. Mean forewing length of females in P. xuthus

and P. machaon of respective ages in both spring

and summer generations with the maximum and

minimum length. Total number of females ex-

amined was 64 and 198 in P. xuthus and 21 and 42 in

P. machaon, in spring and summer generation, re-

spectively.

again during the age 0. The number of times that

the females had mated increased significantly with

their age (P<0.05). On the other hand, most

females of P. machaon seemed to mate once.

The diameter of mature eggs in the oviducts is

shown in Figure 4. It remained constant irrespec-

Fig

I II III IV I II III IV

j^-T^*.

oL
j

I II III IV I II III

Spring Summer

3. Mean number of spermatophores in P. xuthus

and P. machaon of respective ages in both spring

and summer generations ( + S.E.). Total number of

females examined was 46 and 143 in P. xuthus and 16

and 34 in P. machaon in spring and summer genera-

tion, respectively.

1.2- H-f-H

10>—

I II

Spring

I II III IV

Summer

Fig. 4. Mean egg diameter in P. xuthus and P. machaon
of respective ages in both spring and summer gen-

erations ( + S.D.). Total number of eggs examined

was 44 and 480 in P. xuthus and 30 and 110 in

P. machaon in spring and summer generation, re-

spectively.
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tive of age in P.xuthus but increased with age in both generation, while those in age III and IV in

the summer generation of P. machaon (P<0.01). the spring generation were smaller than those in

Mean mature egg size in the spring generation of the summer generation (P<0.05). The fecundi-

P.xuthus was slightly smaller than that in the ties, which were obtained from the total number of

summer generation (P<0.01), while such a differ- eggs, of both spring and summer generations in P.

ence was not found in P. machaon. xuthus were at 570-600, suggesting that the small

The change in the number of eggs found in the body of spring generation may affect not the

abdomen of both species are shown in Table 1. fecundity but the number and the mature egg size

The numbers of submature, immature and total in the ovaries.

eggs decreased with the age except the summer In P. machaon, the number of mature eggs of

generation of P. machaon. However, the number spring generation was smaller than that of summer

of mature eggs seemed not to decrease with the generation in age 0(0.05<P<0.1) and age I (P<

age in all the generations. 0.005). Although the numbers of submature eggs

In P. xuthus, the numbers of mature eggs in age were significantly different between both genera-

to III of the spring generation were smaller than tions in ages 0, I and IV, those of immature egg in

those of summer generation (P< 0.01). However, both were not significantly different each other

the numbers of submature and immature eggs in with probabilities less than 0.05. Thus, the fecun-

age to II were not significantly different between dities of P. machaon in both generations seemed to

Table 1. Number of eggs in P. xuthus and P. machaon in relation to the age (Mean + S.E.)

(Spring generation)

Age I II III IV

P. xuthus No. females examined 17 19 15 8 5

No. mature eggs 17.8+ 4.9 25.6+ 4.8 23.9+ 3.5 17.8 + 3.3 16.0+ 9.3

No. submature eggs 54.9+ 6.2 55.5+ 6.8 31.4+ 7.6 14.1 + 1.8 8.6+ 1.9

No. immature eggs 525.6+ 49.7 443.8 + 41.2 280.3+ 38.2 186.0+ 41.6 128.0+ 19.4

No. total eggs 602.9 + 51.0 524.8+ 40.7 335.6+ 44.8 217.9+ 41.6 152.6+ 19.9

P. machaon No. females examined 6 8 5 1 2

No. mature eggs 43.5 + 11.9 47.4+ 6.8 43.2+ 6.6 ( 26) 13.5+ 6.5

No. submature eggs 38.0+ 5.9 22.4+ 6.4 32.6+ 6.0 ( 19) 8.5+ 2.5

No. immature eggs 394.7 + 31.5 407.5 + 51.0 428.8+110.0 (136) 244.0 + 148.0

No. total eggs 476.2+19.7 477.3 + 52.2 504.6 + 119.2 (181) 266.0+157.0

(Summer generation)

Age I II III IV

P. xuthus No. females examined 37 64 50 30 24

No. mature eggs 46.8+ 4.6 58.3+ 4.0 47.4+ 3.4 36.9+ 3.2 24.7+ 3.7

No. submature eggs 48.4+ 3.3 48.0+ 3.6 38.9+ 3.0 28.0+ 2.4 17.2+ 1.6

No. immature eggs 475.0+ 21.4 460.2+19.7 367.7+21.8 359.8+35.2 274.5+26.4

No. total eggs 569.7 + 21.4 567.2+17.2 453.9+21.8 426.0+35.9 316.5+28.9

P. machaon No. females examined 15 18 6 3 2

No. mature eggs 75.9+9.2 88.7+6.6 40.2+ 9.9 66.0+28.5 72.5+23.5

No. submature eggs 48.7+ 3.8 57.3+ 8.5 36.2+ 3.9 42.3+ 12.3 48.0+ 2.0

No. immature eggs 500.8 + 31.2 480.1+32.5 362.0+43.3 391.7+130.1 538.0 + 234.0

No. total eggs 626.2 + 30.7 626.1+32.6 438.3+42.2 500.0+140.4 658.5 + 208.5
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11 13 15 17

III . IV
hr

Fig. 5. Change in mean number of mature eggs in a day of P. xuthus of respective ages in

spring generation (±S.E.). The time means a median of 2hr, e.g. 9 means from 8: 00

to 10:00, 11 does from 10:00 to 12:00 and so on. The number of females examined in

each age was 17, 19, 15 and 12 in age 0, I, II and III+ IV, respectively.

Fig. 6. Change in mean number of mature eggs in a day

of P. machaon of respective ages in spring genera-

tion ( + S.E.). The number of females examined in

each age was 14 and 8 in age 0-1 and II-IV,

respectively.

be similar at 500-600, suggesting that the small

body of spring generation may also affect not the

fecundity but the number of mature eggs in the

ovaries.

Females of the oldest age (IV) in both species

had a considerable number of eggs, which mainly

consisted of submature and immature eggs. Since

such female was not considered to deposit all of

her eggs remained, the female seemed to have

more eggs than actually deposited.

In order to estimate the number of eggs depos-

ited in a day, we took no account of the number of

eggs developed from submature to mature in a

daytime. When the females were classified in each

two-hour intervals according to the time of cap-

ture, the time of decrease in mature egg number

may be the oviposition time.

In P. xuthus of the spring generation, as shown

in Figure 5, the number of mature eggs decreased

toward evening in all age classes. Steep declina-

tion was found in 11-13, 13-15, 9-11 and 11-13 in

age 0, I, II and III+ IV, respectively. Thus, the

females seemed to deposit eggs mainly at noon.

The mean number of eggs deposited in a day was

estimated by the difference of the egg number

between morning and evening: 30, 25, 20 and 20 by

a female of age 0, I, II and III+ IV, respectively.

Because of the relatively small number of the

females collected in the spring generation of

P. machaon, Figure 6 shows the change in numbers

of mature eggs in two pooled ages in a day. The

oviposition time in younger females was not

detected, while that in the older ones were

considered to deposit about 30 eggs in the

morning.

In the summer generation of P. xuthus, the

younger females had clear tendency that they

deposited eggs mainly in the morning (Fig. 7).

However, the older females had obscure one, and

they seemed to deposit fewer eggs than the

younger females. It might be estimated that the

females of P. xuthus in summer generation depos-

ited 25, 25, 25, 15 and 20, in age 0, 1, II, III and IV,

respectively, in a day.

In the summer generation of P. machaon , the

obscure oviposition time was also found as in the

case of the spring generation (Fig. 8). The mean

number of eggs deposited in a day was 25 and 30 in

younger and older females, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Change in mean number of mature eggs in a day of P. xuthus of respective ages in summer
generation ( + S.E.). The number of females examined in each age was 32, 63, 48, 30 and 24 in age 0,

I, II, III and IV, respectively.

13

0-1

13 15

- IV

Fig. 8. Change in mean number of mature eggs in a day

of P. machaon of respective ages in summer genera-

tion (+ S.E.). The number of females examined in

each age was 33 and 10 in age 0-1 and II-IV,

respectively.

DISCUSSION

It is clear that many females of P. xuthus mated

more than once with age, while that of P. machaon

did once. A number of recent studies show the

multiple matings in many butterfly species such as

the checkerspot butterfly, Euphydryas editha [8].

The role of multiple matings in butterfly species

has been discussed on sperm competition [9-10]

and on energy for females [11]. In general, a

single insemination may be usually sufficient to

fertilize all of eggs. Thus, the difference in the

number of matings in P. xuthus and P. machaon

suggests that each has its own characteristic repro-

ductive strategy. Further analysis may be neces-

sary for comparison between these two species.

As shown in the Result, there is no difference in

survival rates with relation to body sizes between

two species. The female size seemed not also to

influence the number of eggs in the ovaries. The

same has been observed in the black swallowtail

butterflies (Watanabe etal., unpublished).

Number of deposited eggs decreased with age in

P. xuthus. The estimated number of eggs depos-

ited in a day by a female was larger than that

observed in a laboratory condition [1]. However,

Yamanaka et al. [3] proposed about 40 eggs

actually deposited by a female of P. xuthus in a

day, but they did not show any age structure of the

females sampled.

It has been still unknown when the number of

mature eggs recovered after oviposition. In P.

xuthus of summer generation, the younger females

clearly showed oviposition time in the morning to

noon, while the older ones did not show a

particular oviposition pattern. Figure 7 suggests

that the recovery of the mature egg number had

began from late-afternoon or evening. Although

the egg maturation during evening and night was

not clarified, the diurnal oviposition activity pat-

tern disappeared with age. In the spring genera-

tion, on the other hand, the oviposition time

shifted to noon instead of morning. Lower
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temperature in the spring than the summer may

affect her diurnal oviposition activity. This

tendency may probably be similar to that in

P. machaon.

Few comparative studies between spring and

summer generations of the swallowtail butterflies

were reported. Badawi [12] observed longer and

shorter longevities of P. demoleus in winter and

summer generations, respectively. In this study,

the fecundity in each species of spring generations

was similar with that in summer generations,

though their eggs were relatively smaller than

those of summer generations. Wiklund and Pers-

son [13] clarified that smaller eggs were not in any

way inferior to larger eggs within a same butterfly

species, Pararge aegeria.

It is still unknown whether the longevities of

females are similar with those of the conspecific

males. According to Abu Yaman [14], adult

females of P. demodocus survived for 7-12 days

and males for 5-10 days. The males of the

Japanese black swallowtail butterflies also survived

for 13-18 days [6]. Thus, it is likely to assume that

the longevities of the adult swallowtail butterflies

were about two weeks. If the longevity coincides

with the duration of oviposition, P.xuthus would

deposit 345 and 330 eggs in spring and summer

generations and P. machaon did 450 and 420 eggs,

respectively, by multiplying the estimated egg

number deposited a day by the duration of each

age (about 3 days in each). However, there must

be some bad weather days during their oviposition

periods, such as rainy, windy and cool cloudy, all

of which inhibit females from oviposition. Then,

about 300-400 eggs were estimated to be actually

deposited by the spring and summer generations of

both species. This was considered to be a so-called

realized fecundity. Thus, such value was a half of

the fecundity in P. xuthus and P. machaon.
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ABSTRACT—Analysis of sex ratios in various populations and laboratory rearing of virgin females

from some populations revealed occurrence of thelytoky in two Japanese harvestmen, Leiobunum

manubriatum Karsch and L. globosum Suzuki. Circumstantial evidence suggests that thelytoky in these

species is automictic and facultative. The ratio of males in each population tends to decrease with the

increase of latitude and altitude in L. manubriatum. The presence of a similar trend is also suggested in

L. globosum. Ecological and evolutionary implications of this geographic trend of thelytoky are

discussed. No evidence which favors the models based on the "Red Queen" hypothesis or frequency-

dependent selection was obtained. Alternatively, significance of low vagility in the evolution and

maintenance of parthenogenesis is suggested.

INTRODUCTION

In the past several years there has been increas-

ing interest in ecological and genetical features of

thelytokous species, namely parthenogenetic spe-

cies whose virgin mother produces female prog-

eny. This is because such information on parthe-

nogenetic species is useful to test various hypoth-

eses proposed for the evolution and adaptive value

of sexual reproduction [1-4]. However, our know-

ledge on the biology of thelytokous species,

especially those in animals, is still rather poor.

During the course of my study on the taxonomy

and biology of opilionids belonging to the Leiobu-

num curvipalpe-group, I ascertained the occur-

rence of thelytoky in the two species with the most

northerly distributional ranges for the group,

L. manubriatum Karsch (formerly L. platypenis

Suzuki) and L. globosum Suzuki. This discovery is

based on laboratory experiments and a survey of

their sex ratios in the field. Remarkable features

of thelytoky found in these species are: 1) their

modes of thelytoky suggested to be facultative; 2)
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geographic variation of the sex ratio suggesting

the pattern of "geographic parthenogenesis"; 3)

occurrence of tetraploid forms (including males!)

accompanied by some aneuploids; 4) occurrence

of gynandromorphs in high frequency in some

populations of L. globosum.

In the present paper, I will present evidence for

thelytoky in these species and describe some

aspects of their life cycles in the vicinity of

Sapporo, Hokkaido. Further, evolutionary im-

plications of their geographical trend of thelytoky

which concerns both sexual and asexual modes of

reproduction will be discussed. Details on the

cytological feature of these two thelytokous spe-

cies will be reported in another paper to be

published later.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Leiobunum manubriatum is widespread in

northern Japan from Hokkaido south to Chubu
district of Honshu and Is. Ullung-do off the

Korean Peninsula. On the other hand, L. globo-

sum is known only from Hokkaido and Tohoku
district of Honshu [5]. They constitute the manu-
6n'afu/n-subgroup (amended name for the platype-

nw-subgroup in Tsurusaki [5]; L. platypenis

Suzuki, 1957, was regulated to a junior synonym of
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L. manubriatum Karsch, 1881 by Suzuki [6]) of

the Leiobunum curvipalpe-group. Although the

occurrence of parthenogenetic reproduction in

northern populations of Leiobunum curvipalpe or

its relatives had been suggested by Suzuki [7, 8],

confirmation of actual conditions of thelytoky in

this group has been retarded since females of the

curvipalpe-group are very difficult to identify

unless they are accompanied by males. Recently,

however, it was found that females of L. manu-

briatum and L. globosum can be identified by the

combination of two characters, i.e., abdominal

maculation pattern and shape of labrum [5, 9].

Thus, accurate estimation of sex ratio in each

species has become easy even though they are

sympatric.

Sex ratios in various populations, covering

almost all portions of the ranges of the two species,

were surveyed chiefly during summers of 1978—

1982. I attempted to collect more than 30 indi-

viduals irrespective of sex or age of each popula-

tion.

To study the seasonal trends of life cycles and to

ascertain whether seasonal changes of sex ratios

are present, weekly samplings of L. manubriatum

and L. globosum were made in 1979 at two

localities (i.e., Maruyama and Nopporo) located in

the vicinity of Sapporo, Hokkaido. At these local-

ities, both the species are sympatric, though

relative frequencies of the two species are different

between the two localities (see Fig. 1).

Female specimens preserved in 80% ethanol

were dissected later and notes were made about

the state of ovarian development, the number of

mature eggs retained in the egg reservoir (
=

uterus internus; for the usage of this term, see [10])

and ovary, and the presence or absence of internal

parasites. Ovarian conditions were classified into

four stages: Stage I (immature ovary) -oocytes

without yolk, Stage II -yolks are accumulated in

oocytes but mature eggs are not formed yet, Stage

Ilia -mature eggs are retained in ovary, not in the

egg reservoir. Stage Illb- mature eggs are re-

tained in both ovary and the egg reservoir. When
the experience of oviposition was clearly inferred

from the wrinkles of skin at lateral sides of her

body, the female was assigned to stage Illb even if

no mature eggs were present.

To ascertain whether L. manubriatum and L.

globosum reproduce parthenogenetically, penulti-

mate females (with sealed genital opercula and

thus virgin) of these two species were collected

from Maruyama and Nopporo in 1979 and kept

singly in the laboratory. Two types of rearing

containers, i.e., unglazed flower pots (20cm inside

diameter x 19 cm high) and transparent plastic

cases (24cm i.d. xl2cm high) were used. Soil

was laid about 10 cm in thickness on the bottoms of

the former containers and about 3 to 4 cm in the

latter. No significant difference was observed be-

tween the results obtained by these two types of

containers. Food (pieces of sausages) and water

were provided. Moderate moisture was kept

throughout the rearing. The eggs, which were laid

in the soil usually within 1cm in depth, were

counted immediately after the death of the female.

The eggs were then returned to the soil and

maintained at outdoor temperature with moderate

moisture.

RESULTS

Rearing experiment

On 27 October, the eggs laid by unmated

females were removed from the soil and examined

under a binocular microscope. Most of these eggs

had already reached the last embryonic stage (for

the diagnosis of embryos in Opiliones, see [11]).

These eggs were again returned to the soil, and

kept at outdoor temperature until late November.

They were kept at indoor temperature from

December onwards to avoid covering with snow.

These eggs hatched during January and February

of the next year.

Results are summarized in Table 1. Although a

total of 27 females of L. globosum and 16 of

L. manubriatum were observed, eggs were ob-

tained only from seven and three females, respec-

tively. Further, the numbers of eggs laid by each

female averaged: globosum= \2.1', manubriatum

—4. However, results clearly showed that both

species can reproduce parthenogenetically.
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Table 1. Results from virgin females of Leiobunum globosum and L. manubriatum

Indiv.

No.
Locality

No. of eggs
laid

No. of eggs
examined on

27 Oct.

No. of eggs
at hatching

stage*

Ratio of eggs
at hatching
stage (%)*

No. of eggs
finally

hatched

L. globosum

1 Nopporo 16 14 14 100 14

2 Nopporo 3 3 3 100

3 Nopporo 17 15 9 60.0 7

4 Nopporo 16 15 13 86.7

5 Nopporo 5 2 2 100 5

6 Nopporo 7 5 5 100 2

7 Maruyama 28 22 18 81.8 18

Total 92 76 64 84.2 46

L. manubriatum

1 Maruyama 4 1 1 100 4

2 Maruyama 8 8 8 100 6

3 Nopporo 3 3 3 100 3

Total 15 12 12 100 13

Asterisked: Based on the inspection made on 27 October 1979.

Seasonal trend of life cycles of L. manubriatum and

L. globosum

Phenology of L. manubriatum and L. globosum

was comparatively studied in Maruyama and Nop-

poro in 1979. Both species showed a similar life

cycle being univoltine with hibernation as eggs

(Fig. 1). Juveniles emerged from early May.

Adults were collected from early or mid July to

late September. The only difference observed in

phenology between these two species is that the

emergence of adults was slightly earlier (ca. five to

seven days) in L. globosum than in L. manu-

briatum. This difference was consistently observed

not only in Maruyama and Nopporo but also in the

Daimyo Oak (Quercus dentata Thunberg) forest

on the Ishikari coast located in the vicinity of

Sapporo.

Examination of ovarian development revealed

the following facts: 1) It takes about ten days from

final molting to the maturation of the ovaries; 2)

The number of mature eggs per female reaches the

maximum at the end of July or early August and

gradually decreases from late August (Fig. 2),

suggesting the activity of oviposition is high in

early to mid August. These trends in ovarian

development do not considerably differ between

the two species.

The mean numbers ( + SD) of mature eggs per

mature female (stage Illa+b) were as follows:

L. manubriatum in Maruyama, 10.5 + 10.3 (n=
159, maximum= 81); L. globosum in Maruyama,

11.0+ 7.8 (n= 20, max. = 30); L. globosum in Nop-

poro, 11.9 + 9.7 (n=375, max. = 55).

Many specimens of L. globosum from Nopporo

were infested by a gregarine species (Protozoa)

(Fig. 2). Percentage parasitism changed seasonal-

ly; that is, it was less than 20% in mid to late July

and gradually increased and amounted to as much

as more than 90% in mid September. On the

other hand, at Maruyama no gregarine was found

in either L. globosum or L. manubriatum. Mer-

mithid nematodes were also found in both the

species, but the percentage parasitism by the

nematodes was far lower than that by the gregarine

(cf. Table 5).

No significant difference was observed in the

habitat preferences between sympatric populations

of L. globosum and L. manubriatum. Young
juveniles of both the species were taken from

beneath litter, logs and stones on the ground in

early summer. They gradually migrated onto the

plant layer and trunks of trees as they grew older

(Fig. 3).
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No.

indiv. MARUYAMA
1 -a^^zL'x^*^.-*-

L. globosum

Fig. 1. Phenology of Leiobunum manubriatum and L. globosum at Maruyama (above) and Nopporo

(below), both located in and near Sapporo, Hokkaido, shown by seasonal fluctuation of individual

_^ number collected during the periodical survey in 1979. Juveniles of both species collected from May to

early June are represented in a bundle, because their identification was impossible. Nopporo

population of L. globosum contains males.

Although 569 adults of L. manubriatum and 56

adults of L. globosum were collected at Maruyama

during 1978 and 1979, none of these were males.

On the other hand, the Nopporo population is

among the few populations which contain males of

L. globosum. The sex ratio (percentage of males)

of L. globosum at Nopporo was consistently low

throughout the active season of adults, being ca.

1-12% (Fig. 1).

Geographic variation of sex ratio

Sex ratios in various populations of L. manu-

briatum and L. globosum are given in Tables 2 and

4, and visualized in Figures 4 and 5. Detailed

collection data on which present results were

based, are listed in Suzuki and Tsurusaki [9] and

Tsurusaki [5].

Leiobunum manubriatum: A south-to-north

cline of the sex ratio was observed (Fig. 4). That

is, males are very rare in Hokkaido and the

northernmost part of Honshu. Especially in Hok-

kaido, males are known only from three localities

(Aoyama-chuo, Mt. Hakkenzan, and Tomakomai

Exp. Forest of Hokkaido Univ.) out of 36

localities where this species was recorded. On the

other hand, most populations in Chubu district of

Honshu contained many males. The sex ratio also

varied altitudinally. Table 3 shows the sex ratios
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Fig. 2. Seasonal changes of number of mature eggs

retained by females in stage III (bar diagrams) and

percentage parasitism by gregarine (dotted line) in

Leiobunum manubriatum (Maruyama) and L. glo-

bosum (Nopporo) based on the specimens collected

during the periodical surveys in 1979. No gregarine

was found in Maruyama population of L. manu-

briatum .

at various altitudes in three localities in central

Honshu: Mt. Shirouma (Nagano Pref.), Mt. Hari-

noki (Nagano Pref.), and Mt. Hiuchi-ga-take

(Fukushima Pref.). There is an obvious trend that

the percentage of males decreases with the in-

crease of altitude.

Leiobunum globosum: In this species, too,

males are rare in northern populations (Fig. 5,

Table 4). The localities in Hokkaido, from which

males of this species were collected, and per-

centage of males in these populations are as

follows: Mt. Hakkenzan, 33.3%; Mt. Teine,

28.6%; Aoyama-chuo, 26.7%; Kuromatsunai,

11.4%; Wakasakanai, 6.7%; Nopporo, 5.5%.

From two of these localities, i.e., Mt. Hakkenzan

and Aoyama-chuo, males of L. manubriatum were

also collected. Survey on the sex ratio of this

species in northern Honshu is insufficient. Howev-

er, in this area, males were more frequently

encountered than in Hokkaido, and the number of

localities containing both sexes reached about half

of all the known localities. Further surveys may
reveal the presence of a cline in sex ratio as in

L. manubriatum.

It must be noted that in these surveys, mainly

made during the most active periods of adults of

the two species, percentages of males are generally

overestimated because of the outstanding colora-

tion of the adult males. The possible differences in

microhabitat preferences between the sexes in

adults could also alter the percentages. This is

exemplified in the discrepancy of sex ratios in

L. manubriatum at site II population of Lake

Misuzu, Nagano Pref., which were surveyed in

different seasons (27.7% males in early July and

85.7% males in early August: X
2= 130.2, P<

0.001). The cause of this discrepancy is probably

ascribed to the fact that the majority of the former

sample was juveniles whereas those of the latter

were adults.

DISCUSSION

Type of thelytoky in L. manubriatum and L.

globosum

The chromosomal survey has revealed that

L. manubriatum consists of an all-female tetra-

ploid race (TR) with 2n=4x= ca. 48 (46-49), as

well as a diploid race (DR.) with both sexes having

2n=24. The DR was found only in three popula-

tions in Chubu district, central Honshu. On the

other hand, I have found that chromosome num-
bers of males and females of L. globosum are 2n=
ca. 48 (46-52). Observations on the chromosomes

of these species will be dealt with in detail

elsewhere.

As already mentioned, it was confirmed that

females of L. manubriatum and L. globosum from

Maruyama and Nopporo can reproduce parthe-

nogenetically. Whether or not DR females of

L. manubriatum can reproduce parthenogenetical-
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MAY J U N J U L AUG S E P

J u v e n i I e Adult

MARUYAMA

NOPPORO

Juvenile Adult

Mo. indiv

Fig. 3. Seasonal transition of microhabitat preference of L.manubriatum (Lm) and L. globosum (Lg) at

Maruyama and Nopporo, based on the specimens collected during the periodical surveys in 1979. Each circle

shows frequency distribution of individuals found on the ground, on herbs and on trunks of trees, respectively.

ly is unknown. However, existence of polyploid

race per se suggests that DR females also possess

ability to reproduce parthenogenetically, since it is

generally considered that establishment of poly-

ploid race is difficult to occur unless ancestral

diploid female can reproduce parthenogenetically

[12, 13]. On the other hand, DR of L. manubri-

atum and L. globosum contains functional males

at least in some populations, although usually in a

minority. Accordingly, it is likely that females of

both species are facultatively thelytokous, thus

producing male and female offspring when eggs

are fertilized and only female offspring when eggs

are not fertilized. The TR of L. manubriatum is an

exception because a tetraploid male has not been

found in this species.

Against the supposition mentioned above, the

possibility that DR of L. manubriatum and L.

globosum each consists of a mixture of sexual

individuals and obligate thelytokes cannot be ruled

out. However, in these two species the transition

of sex ratios among different populations occurs in

a clinal manner, namely the ranges of the two

species are not separable into an area occupied by

populations having normal sex ratio and that

occupied by all-female populations by a distinct

boundary. This fact favors the view that they are

facultative thelytokes, since coexistence of obli-

gate thelytokes and its obligatorily bisexual rela-

tives is a rare phenomenon [3, 14]. The possible

reasons why coexistence is difficult in obligate

thelytokes are discussed in detail by Lynch [4].

Precise mechanism of thelytoky in these species

is yet unknown. It is, however, very likely that it is

of an automictic type, where meiosis is normal and

restoration of 2n chromosome number is achieved

by fusion of the egg nucleus and the second polar

body nucleus. The fact that numerous gynandro-

morphs have been found in L. globosum ([15],

Tsurusaki, unpubl.) supports this interpretation,
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Table 2. Number of individuals collected and sex ratio in Leiobunum manubriatum

Site (Sampling date) Male Female Total
Pprrent C1°Se relativeS«" test*

HOKKAIDO
1) Higashiyama, Iwamizawa (20-VIII-78)

2) Umaoi-kyuryo, Yuni-cho(20-VIII-78)

3) Aoyama-chuo, Tobetsu-cho (1978-1979)

4) Ishikari 5-sen (1978-1979)

5) Nopporo, Ebetsu (1978-1979)

6) Maruyama, Sapporo (1978-1979)

7) Mt. Teine, Sapporo (6-IX-1985)*

8) Tsukisamu, Sapporo (1978)

9) Mt. Moiwa, Sapporo (26-VII-78)

10) Mt. Hakkenzan, Sapporo (1978-1979)

11) Yunosawa, Sapporo (27-VII-78)

12) Poropinai, Lake Shikotsu (24-VIII-79)

13) Shikotsu-Maruyama (24-VIII-79)

14) Tomakomai Exper. Forest, Site I (1-4-VIII-78)

15) Tomakomai Exper. Forest, Site II (19-VIII-80)

16) Katsuraoka, Otaru (18-VIII-78)

17) Shioya, Otaru (18-VIII-78)

18) Utasai, Kuromatsunai-cho (7-IX-79)

19) Onuma Park (6-7-IX-78)

AOMORI PREF.

20) Asamushi, Hachiman-gu (1980-1982)

21) Sukayu Spa (1975, 1978)

22) Nenokuchi-Oirase (1975-1982)

AKITA PREF.

23) Hakka, Lake Towada (1975-1982)

24) Haruyama, Lake Tazawa (25-VIII-80)

YAMAGATA PREF.

25) Kawairi, Mt. Iide (29-VIII-80)

26) Nukumidaira, Mt. Iide (30-VIII-80)

FUKUSHIMA PREF.

27) Urabandai, Goshiki-numa (l-IX-80)

28) Mt. Hiuchi-ga-take, 1500-2300 m (2-4-IX-80)

NIIGATA PREF.

29) Tsuchitaru (27-VIII-82)

NAGANO PREF.

30) Hasu-ike, Shiga-kogen (25-VII-82)

31) Sugadaira-kogen (23-VIII-82)

32) Togakushi, Bokujo (24-VII-80)

33) Togakushi, Nenbutsu-ike (24-VII-80)

34) Togakushi, Koshimizugahara (24-VII-80)

35) Togakushi, Shinrin-koen (24-VII-80)

36) Lake Hijiri, Hijiri-kogen (19-VIII-81)

23 23 Lg

49 49 Lg

1 7 8 12.5 Lg

30 30 Lg

30 30 Lg

694 694 Lg

10 10 Lg

10 10 Lg

48 48 Lg

1 21 22 4.5 Lg

32 32 Lg

47 47 Lg

44 44 Lg

54 54 Lg

2 28 30 6.7 Lg

12 12 —
19 19 Lg

27 27 Lg

85 85 Lg

112 112 Lt

17 17 Lg

2 35 37 5.4 Lg, Lt

1 102 103 0.97 Lg, Lt

1 3 4 25.0 Lt

11 11 Lg

2 27 29 6.9 Lg

1 15 16 6.3 Lg

5 101 106 4.7 Lh

35 35

1 11 12 8.3 —
17 1 18 94.4 Lc

12 8 20 60.0 Lh

1 36 37 2.7 —
34 34 Lh

13 13 —
7 7 14 50.0
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Table 2 (Continued)

Site (Sampling date) Male Female Total
p.™., Close relatives

5SB *E3»*
37) Lake Misuzu, Site I (13-VII-77)

38) Lake Misuzu, Site II (2-VIII-80)

38') Lake Misuzu, Site II (6-VII-82)

39) Lake Misuzu, Site III (6-VII-82)

40) Shiojiri-toge (1981-1982)

41) Mt. Shirouma, 1250-1800 m (26-27-VII-80)

42) Mt. Harinoki, 1440-1700 m (31-VII-80)

43) Mt. Ontake, Hakkaisan (29-VII-81)

TOYAMA PREF.

44) Mt. Tateyama, Bijodaira (30-VII-80)

ISHIKAWA PREF.

45) Hakusan-ichirino (28-VII-80)

46) Chugu Spa, Mt. Hakusan (29-VII-80)

21 71 92 22.8

78 13 91 85.7

28 73 101** 27.7

3 84 87** 3.4

132 132

19 168 187** 10.2

76 73 149** 51.0

4 20 24 16.7 Lh

23

4

13

30

5

17

23.3

20.0

23.5

Samples composed of only females with less than 10 individuals are excluded. Detailed collecting data for

each sample are in "Specimens examined" presented in Suzuki and Tsurusaki [9] and Tsurusaki [5]. Some
samples newly collected (marked with an asterisk) are also incorporated. 1) **: Sample in which sex was

also determined from juvenile specimens. 2) Other species of Leiobunum curvipalpe-group which are

sympatrically found at each site. Lg=L. globosum, Lt = L. tohokuense Suzuki, Lc= L. curvipalpe Roew-

er, Lh= L. hiraiwai (Sato and Suzuki).

L. manubriatum

130°E 135°E 140°E
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Table 3. Number of individuals collected and sex ratio of Leiobunum manubriatum in

various altitudes of three localities in central Honshu

Locality and date

collected
Altitude (m) tt *S Total"

Sex ratio

(% SS)

Mt. Shirouma 1700-1800 1 1*

(Sarukura-

Yari Spa)

26-27-VII-80

1600-1700

1500-1600

1

1

36

44

37*

45*

2.7

2.2

1400-1500 10 48 58* 17.2

1300-1400 6 36 42* 14.3

1250-1300 4 4

Total 18 169 187 9.6

Mt. Harinoki 1600-1700 3 29 32* 9.4

(Ogisawa-
Osawa Hiitte)

31-VII-80

1500-1600

1440-1500

45

28

28

16

73

44

61.6

63.6

Total 76 73 149 51.0

Mt. Hiuchi-ga-take 1900-2000 36 36

(Miike route)

2-4-IX-80
1800-1900

1700-1800

4

3

4

3

1600-1700 3 3

1500-1600 5 55 60 8.3

Total 5 101 106 4.7

1) Asterisked: Sample in which sex was also determined from dissection of juvenile

specimens.

because a binucleate egg which is normally pro-

duced as a result of the restoration of 2n chromo-

somes, would be apt to produce a gynandromor-

phic individual through the double fertilization by

X-bearing and Y-bearing spermatozoa or partial

fertilization by a Y-bearing one. Actually many
cases of intersex or gynandromorphism have been

reported in parthenogenetic insects having an

automictic mechanism such as the bagworm moth

Solenobia triquetrella or the phasmid Clitumnus

extradentatus [16-18]. Further, the fact that no

anisoploid (3x, 5x,...) races have been found in

these two species favors this assumption that these

females are automictic thelytokes.

Why are males rarer in the north and at higher

altitudes ?

As mentioned earlier, males tend to become

rarer in the north in the two species. Furthermore,

there was an altitude-linked trend of sex ratio in

L. manubriatum. Thus, we can conclude that the

higher in latitude and altitude, the more both the

species depend on the thelytokous mode of repro-

duction. It is well known that a thelytokous

species (or form) tends to occupy more northerly

ranges than its close relatives of sexual reproduc-

tion. Similar geographical phenomena have been

observed in diverse groups of animals and are

collectively called "geographic parthenogenesis"

by Vandel [19]. Since the species showing the

Fig. 4. Geographic variation of sex ratio in Leiobunum manubriatum based on samples mainly collected during

1978-1982. The populations in which at least one male has been found are denoted by solid dots. Because of

high density of sampling sites, sex ratios in Hokkaido populations are represented by only some principal ones.

Detailed sex ratio in each population is tabulated in Table 2. (In facing page)
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Table 4. Number of individuals collected and sex ratio in Leiobunum globosum

Site (Sampling date)
Percent

Close relatives

Male Female Total . , sympatrically

found 1
'

HOKKAIDO
Mt. Rishiri, Is. Rishiri (7-8-VIII-85)*

Wakasakanai, Toyotomi-cho (6-VIII-85)*

Higashiyama, Iwamizawa (20-VIII-78)

Umaoi-kyuryo, Yuni-cho (20-VIII-78)

Aoyama-chuo, Tobetsu-cho (1978-1979)

Ishikari 5-sen (1978-1979)

Ishikari-ohama (29-VII-78)

Nopporo, Ebetsu-shi (1978-1979)

Maruyama, Sapporo (1978-1979)

Mt. Teine, Sapporo (5-6-IX-1985)*

Mt. Hakkenzan, Sapporo (1978-1979)

Yunosawa, Sapporo (27-VII-78)

Nakayama Pass (24-VII-78)

Shikotsu-Maruyama (24-VIII-79)

Tomakomai Exper. Forest, Site I (1-4-VIII-78)

Shioya, Otaru (18-VIII-78)

Utasai, Kuromatsunai-cho (7-IX-79)

Onuma Park (6-7-IX-78)

AOMORI PREF.

Sukayu Spa (1975-1982)

Nenokuchi-Oirase (1975-1982)

AKITA PREF.

Hakka, Towada (1975-1977)

Mt. Hachimantai (1975-1981)

YAMAGATA PREF.

Kawairi, Mt. Iide (29-VIII-80)

Nukumidaira, Mt. Iide (30-VIII-80)

31 31 —
1 14 15 6.7 Lm

99 99 Lm
12 12 Lm

8 22 30 26.7 Lm
134 134 Lm
46 46 Lm

54 920 974 5.5 Lm
56 56 Lm

2 5 7 28.6 Lm
6 12 18 33.3 Lm

23 23 Lm
43 43 Lm
13 13 Lm
22 22 Lm
22 22 Lm

4 31 35 11.4 Lm
11 11 Lm

4 102 106 3.8 Lm
6 42 48 12.5 Lm, Lt

2 12 14 14.3 Lm, Lt

1 10 11 9.1 Lt

1 1 2 50.0 Lm
1 11 12 8.3 Lm

Explanations are in Table 2. 1) Lm= L. manubriatum Karsch, Lt= L. tohokuense Suzuki.

geographic parthenogenesis offers useful informa-

tion in testing various models proposed for ex-

plaining the "maintenance of sex", it has received

considerable attention by numerous authors [e.g.,

3, 4, 14, 20, 21].

At present, one of the most persuasive explana-

tions for the phenomenon would be one which

invokes Van Valen's "Red Queen" hypothesis [2,

22]. In the Red Queen hypothesis [23], it is

assumed that each species in a rich ecosystem must

evolve continuously if it is to avoid extinction,

because each evolutionary change by any one

species causes a deterioration of the environment

for the other species. In this context, incapability

of response to selection means an extinction. If

this is true, we can expect that thelytokous species

with little genetic variance can survive only in a

less competitive community. Since species diversi-

ty is, in general, higher in tropical environments

than in temperate and subarctic ones, the fact that

thelytokous species has a more northerly distribu-

tion in the Northern Hemisphere than its sexual

relatives does not conflict with the prediction from

this hypothesis.

Alternatively, some workers such as Jaenike

[24], Hamilton [25], Hamilton etal. [26] and Price
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40°N

135°E

Fig. 5. Geographic variation of sex ratio in Leiobunum globosum based on samples collected mostly during

1978-1980. Detailed sex ratio in each population is tabulated in Table 4. Solid dots without a pie chart

indicate localities from which males are recorded in Suzuki [53]. Further explanation in Fig. 4.

and Waser [27J have derived superficially similar

conclusion from the model based on frequency-

dependent selection. According to the frequency-

dependent hypothesis, one evolutionary advantage

of sexual reproduction is that it produces rare

genotypes with a frequency-dependent advantage

mediated by biotic enemies such as parasites or

predators. Some empirical (predator-prey interac-

tion in the parthenogenetic cave-cricket: [28]) and

experimental [29] data have been obtained in

concordance with the expectations of the hypoth-

esis.

Are the hypotheses outlined above also appli-

cable to the cases in L. manubriatum and L.

globosum? Explanation by the Red Queen

hypothesis, based on the presence or absence of

sympatric bisexual relative(s) which may be com-

petitors), cannot be used in these cases; because

species diversity of close relatives (species belong-

ing to the L. curvipalpe-group) is not higher in the

south than in the north. Usually, L. manubriatum

is sympatric with both L. globosum and L. toho-

kuense in Tohoku district, northern Honshu.

However, in the southernmost part of the range of

this species, Chubu district of Honshu, it is found

singularly or with at most one species of its

bisexual relatives (e.g., L. hiraiwai, L. curvipalpe,

etc.) at each locality (Table 2).

On the other hand, as already stated in the

"Results", by the dissection of periodically col-

lected females, I have found a high incidence of

parasitism by gregarines (Protozoa) in the Nop-

poro population of L. globosum where males exist.

Contrary to this, gregarines were not found in

either L. manubriatum or L. globosum from

Maruyama where no males have been found

(Table 5). These facts suggest that the Red Queen
hypothesis or the frequency-dependent hypothesis

can be applied to the maintenance of sex in some

populations of the two species. Therefore, to
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Table 5. Frequency of parasitism by gregarines and mermithid nematodes in various populations of

Leiobunum manubriatum and L. globosum

Site Sampling date
No. spec,

examined

Percentage
parasitism

gregarine
1 '

Percentage
parasitism

Mermithidae 2 '

Sex ratio"

(% J J)

L. manubriatum

Umaoi-kyuryo (Hokkaido) 20-VIII-78 49* 77.6

Maruyama (Hokkaido) 1979 215* 0.47

Mt. Hiuchi-ga-take (Fukushima)

1900-2000

m

3-IX-80 36? 2.8i** o f
1500-1600

m

2-4-IX-80 1J55* 69.6
^

8.3
J

Togakushi-kogen (Nagano)

Bokujo 24-VII-80 8* 12.5i* 60.0 f*
Nenbutsu-ike 24-VII-80 36* 72.2^ 2.7

J

Shinrin-koen 24-VII-80 13* 76.9 15.4

Mt. Harinoki (Nagano)

1600-1670

m

30-VII-80 23*6 juv. 3.4," 9.4/*

1440-1600

m

30-VII-80 26S64* 15.6
J

62.4
^

Lake Misuzu (Nagano)

Site II 6-VII-82 7 $26* 68 juv. 19.7," 27.7
f>**

Site III 6-VII-82 2$39*46 juv. 26.0
^

3.4
J

Shiojiri Pass (Nagano) 31-VII-81 73* 11.0

L. globosum

Higashiyama (Hokkaido) 20-VIII-78 99* 80.1

Nopporo (Hokkaido) 1979 433* 54.3 f* 0.46 5.5]-

Maruyama (Hokkaido) 1979 28* J J

1) X
2
-test for each pair: — =not significantly different at 0.05 level; '= significantly different, * P<

0.01, ** P<0.001.

2) This is the first record of mermithid nematodes in Leiobunum (cf. [43]).

3) Sex ratio in samples collected on 6-VII-1982.

determine whether sex ratios are correlated with

the incidence of parasitism in these species, per-

centage parasitism by gregarine or other internal

parasites was examined by dissecting individuals

from several other populations with different sex

ratios. Since the percentage of parasitism by

gregarines varies considerably with season (Fig. 2)

and because samples consisted of collections from

different times during the adult stage, it is difficult

to obtain meaningful data from such a method.

However, it may offer some suggestion for the

problem. Results are summarized in Table 5. If

males have disappeared completely in a popula-

tion, the sex ratio cannot reverse even if environ-

mental conditions change, and because of this it

might be better to ignore the discrepancy between

the result and the expectation in an all-female

population. However, even if data from all-female

populations were excluded, no significant correla-

tion between sex ratio and percentage parasitism

was found. Therefore, it seems that the geo-

graphical trend of sex ratio in these two species

cannot be ascribed to the presence or absence of

parasites.

An alternative hypothesis to the above is that

the possible reduction of active period and de-

crease of vagility due to lower temperature in the

regions of high latitude or altitude produce the

conditions that promote the evolution of thely-

toky. That is, as discussed also in the next section,

the advantage of sexuality that renders offspring of

varied genotypes would not compensate the "cost
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Table 6. List of parthenogenetic species of Opiliones

Species Locality Type of thelytoky
1 References2 '

Suborder Laniatores

Superfamily Travunioidea

Family Pentanychidae

1) Pentanychus bilobatus Briggs

2) Isolachus spinosus Briggs

Superfamily Gonyleptoidea

Family Phalangodidae

3) Proscotolemon s. sauteri Roewer

Family Assamiidae

4) Bandona boninensis Suzuki

Suborder Palpatores

Superfamily Caddoidea

Family Caddidae

5) Caddo agilis Banks

6) Caddo pepperella Shear

7) Acropsopilio boopis (Crosby)

Superfamily Ischyropsalidoidea

Family Ischyropsalididae

8) Crosbycus dasycnemus (Crosby)

Family Sabaconidae

9) Sabacon sp.

Superfamily Phalangioidea

Family Phalangiidae

Subfamily Phalangiinae

10) Platybunus pinetorum (C. L. Koch)

11) Megabunus lesserti Schenkel

12) Megabunus diadema (Fabricius)

Subfamily Leiobuninae

13) Leiobunum manubriatum Karsch

14) Leiobunum globosum Suzuki

USA
USA O (male unknown)

Japan O (male unknown)

Bonin Is. (Japan) O (male unknown)

[44]

[44]

Suzuki, pers. commun.

[45]

USA, Japan O (male extremely rare: [9, 46-49]

1J-USA; 2 J -Japan)

USA, Japan O (male unknown) [47, 49]

USA, Japan O (male unknown) [47, 49]

USA, Japan O (male unknown)

USA (California) O (male unknown)

[50]

Cokendolpher,

pers. comm.

Europe L [51]

Europe (Austria) L [51]

UK, Iceland, O (male extremely rare: [51, 52*]

West Europe 1 1 -UK; 1 1 -France)

Japan

Japan

O-L

O-L

This work*

This work*

1) Type of parthenogenesis with previous records of male. O: Obligatory parthenogenesis in the sense that all

populations are maintained by usually only females, males are very rare or unknown. L: Local parthe-

nogenesis, i.e., usually bisexual but males are not found in some populations.

2) * Report with confirmation of parthenogenesis by rearing.

of meiosis" [1, 30] or "cost of producing males" [2,

31] if (1) each environment is highly stable in time

and is highly predictable for its inhabitants and (2)

inhabitants in each environment do not disperse

[2, 18, 32]. The fact that many thelytokous species

have been found in caves, islands and island-like

habitats where mobility of organisms may be

limited [14, 21] suggests the validity of this

hypothesis. Whether mobility of these harvestmen

is reduced in the north latitude or higher altitude is

uncertain. The relationship between ability to

parthenogenesis and influence of temperature or

weather conditions on vagility of organisms is

worthy of future investigation.
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Thelytoky in other Opiliones

Correlation of low vagility and the incidence of

thelytoky in animals has often been noted by

various authors [4, 18, 22, 33]. White [18] sug-

gested that thelytokous species must be so inca-

pable of reacting to environmental changes, due to

the lack of evolutionary plasticity, that they can

only survive within an extremely narrow and

predictable environment. As already suggested in

the previous section, if an environment is heter-

ogeneous in space but is homogeneous in time, a

newly emerged thelytokous form may be more

liable to be established within species of limited

vagility than in highly mobile animals. If this

hypothesis is correct, we can expect a high

incidence of thelytokous species in harvestmen

because they lack functional means of dispersal

such as wings or ballooning.

Table 6 is a compilation of known records of

thelytokous species in Opiliones. Although many

of these reports are not accompanied with con-

firmation by rearing experiments or cytological

studies, these species have been regarded as

thelytokous because of the virtual absence of

males at least in some populations.

Thelytoky in Opiliones ranges over seven fami-

lies belonging to two suborders. The frequency of

thelytoky is 0.31% (calculated as the ratio of the

number of thelytokous species to that of all the

species so far known in the Order, 14/4500: [34]).

This figure is approximately equal to that of the

frequency of thelytokous species estimated in

Diplopoda (0. 18% -21/11500: [35-38]) in which

occurrence of relatively numerous thelytokes has

been suggested by Enghoff [35]. I believe that

further studies on the biology of harvestmen will

reveal the occurrence of far more numerous

thelytokous species. Almost no biological data are

currently available on the vast majority of Opi-

liones species.

In contrast, there is no record of thelytoky in

spiders having relatively vagrant life history with

ballooning, except one reported in a species of

African Ochyroceratidae, Theotima feminia [39]

which inhabits forest floor litter. The percentage

ratio of thelytokous spider species is 0.003%

(1/35000: [40]) which is significantly lower than

that of opilionids (*
2= 99.5, P<0.001). These

observations are consistent with the prediction

derived from the hypothesis.

Lynch [4] proposed an alternative hypothesis,

called destabilizing hybridization hypothesis, in

explaining this uneven phylogenetic distribution of

thelytoky. According to him, a high degree of

mobility may provide an insurmountable barrier to

the permanent establishment of thelytoky, since

the isolation of newly arisen parthenogen from its

sexual ancestors is one of the significant require-

ments for such a transition when parthenogen is

of apomictic and obligate type. However, his

hypothesis is not applicable to cases in automictic

and facultative thelytoky. Although I agree with

the contention that we need a further understand-

ing of the barriers to parthenogenesis and of the

evolutionary dynamics of the transitional process

[4, 30, 41, 42], it appears that the White's

hypothesis [18], which is outlined above, has

broader explanatory power than the destabilizing

hybridization hypothesis.
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The Megalopal Stage in the Leucosiidae (Decapoda, Brachyura)
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ABSTRACT—The megalopal stage of five leucosiid species is compared with previously published

accounts in order to examine the relationships within this group, and to assess an identification at this

planktonic stage. The number of carapacial spines, the armature of outer flagellum of antennule and

that of the sternum, with the addition of other features (i.e. , presence or absence of uropods, setation of

exopod of third maxilliped) are regarded here as useful characters for these purposes. Some
peculiarities of megalopal appendages are also commented, and a key for identification of so far

reported leucosiid megalopas is presented for the first time for this group.

INTRODUCTION

The zoeal and megalopal stages of a number of

leucosiid crabs proved to be important compo-

nents in the meroplankton of Tosa Bay, Shikoku,

Japan [1], and probably in other areas, but our

knowledge of larval forms of this group is still

deficient. Although some reports have been pub-

lished on larvae of leucosiid species, most of them

deal with zoeal stages [2-6]. Fortunately, recent

papers have reported the megalopal stage in some

leucosiid species [7-9], recording seven species in

total. In this paper I therefore attempt to summa-

rize the available information, with the addition of

observations on the other five species (four of

them reported for the first time), covering the

subfamilies Ebaliinae, Philyrinae, and Leuco-

siinae. Detailed descriptions and illustrations of

early post-larval stages of a number of leucosiid

species will be promptly published in a separate

paper.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Megalopal stages were collected from the plank-

ton at Tosa Bay (Shikoku, Japan) and reared

under laboratory conditions; the following species

were examined from this material: Nucia laminata

Accepted December 27, 1985

Received November 22, 1985

(Doflein, 1904), Arcania undecimspinosa De

Haan, 1841, Myra coalita Hilgendorf, 1878, Phily-

ra platycheira De Haan, 1841 and Leucosia cra-

niolaris (L., 1758). Dissections of appendages

were made from exuviae and fixed specimens,

stained with methylene blue. Some specimens

were selected for examination of external mor-

phology using a scanning electron microscope

(JEOL, JSM-T20) at gun potential of 20 kV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Carapacial spines

As in zoeal stages [9], several combinations of

carapacial spines are exhibited in leucosiid megalo-

pas. Carapace with no rostrum is shown in mega-

lopa belonging to N. laminata in the present

material (Fig. 1A) but the same condition is

present in E. tuberosa [7] and apparently in A.

undecimspinosa elongata [8]. A rudimentary ros-

trum is exhibited by megalopas belonging to

A. undecimspinosa and to the genus Myra (Fig.

IB, C, H). All reported megalopas belonging to

the genera Philyra and Leucosia exhibit a pointed

rostrum, normally produced medially beyond the

orbits (Fig. 1D-E, J-L).

In most of representatives of the genera Ebalia,

Nucia and Arcania, the carapace is smooth, with

dorsal regions slightly swollen, but never projected

as stout spines. The fine spinulation of N. laminata
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(Fig. 1A) and the fine tomentum observed in

A. undecimspinosa seem to be an exception be-

cause the remaining species have almost complete-

ly smooth carapace. Although the carapace of

M. fugax, figured briefly by Terada [8], seems to be

smooth, in my material of M. coalita, the gastric

and cardiac regions are evidently inflated dorsally.

and although short, a stout spine, directed back-

ward emerges from the intestinal region (Fig. 1C,

Cj). The carapace of the Philyra species is more

complex, with a pair of mesogastric protuberances

and a conspicuous dorso-posterior spine. In my
material of P. platycheira, additional protuber-

ances were observed on hepatic and mesobranchial

Fig. 2. Sternal projections in megalopas of leucosiid species. A, sternum of Nucia laminata; B, longitudinal half

of the sternum of Arcania undecimspinosa; C-D, Myra coalita: C, whole sternum; D, detail of the right half

of sternum; E, cornua and setae in the sternum of Philyra platycheira; F-G, Leucosia craniolaris: F, frontal

view of carapace, showing the proportion of sternal cornua; G, ventral detail of sternal cornua and inner basal

setae. Figures not drawn to scale. Numerals indicate the sternites (first, second,...) and arrows indicate a

detail of the preceding illustrations.

Fig. 1. Diversity of carapace morphology among leucosiid megalopas. A, Nucia laminata (Doflein); B, Arcania

undecimspinosa De Haan; C, Myra coalita Hilgendorf; D, Philyra platycheira De Haan; E, Leucosia

craniolaris L. A-E, dorsal view (fine carapacial tomentum present in B not drawn); A,-E], lateral view.

(A-E, present study). F, Ebalia tuberosa (Pennant) (after Salman, 1982); G, Arcania undecimspinosa

elongata Yokoya; H, Myra fugax (Fabr.); I, Philyra pisum De Haan; J, Philyra syndactyla Ortmann; K,

Leucosia anatum (Herbst); L, Leucosia obtusifrons De Haan. (G-L, after Terada [8]). Not drawn to scale.

(In facing page)
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regions. The more developed carapace is exhib-

ited in all Leucosia species (Fig. IE, K, L), with

long postero-lateral and dorso-posterior spines and

shorter branchial and mid-dorsal spines.

Structure of the sternum

The sternum of megalopal stage has received

traditionally poor attention and rarely has been

illustrated. Salman [7] observed a prominent tooth

on each of sternites 2-5 in Ebalia tuberosa, and

"about 4 setae on each side" (sic: 266), but no

figure is shown. No comments on this respect are

in descriptions or illustrations given by Terada [8]

for five leucosiid megalopas.

In the present material, although it is difficult to

assess the function and significance of sternal

armature, most of the species exhibited spines and

processes. These are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

N. laminata presents the simplest sternum, with-

out projections, only setae on first and second

sternites; the abdominal groove in this species is

markedly deep, different from that of remaining

species examined. A. undecimspinosa exhibits a

different sternal pattern, with 2 stout projections

on each sternite, evidently paired on the segments

2-3, separated on segments 4-5, and rigid setae on

edge of abdominal depression, arranged into

2-3-4-3 major setae on sternites 1-4 respectively;

several small tubercles are ventrally on first ster-

nite. In M. coalita, the abdominal depression is

shallower, and 2 broad protuberances are present

on sternites 2-4; additional setae on sternites 2-4,

as shown in figure.

The sternal projections of P. platycheira and

L. craniolaris are evidently well-developed cornua

("horns") (Figs. 2 and 3). In the former species,

cornua are present on the sternites 2-5, progres-

sively shorter backwardly, first cornua armed

basally with 2 rigid setae, and second and third

cornua each with a single seta basally, last cornua

unarmed. In L. craniolaris, cornua are reduced to

one pair, emerging from second sternite, strikingly

long (0.62mm length), slightly convergent, armed

each with 2 minute setae proximally.

Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of sternum of leucosiid megalopas. A, Philyra platycheira; B, Leucosia craniolaris.

Arrows indicate basal setae. Scale bar= 50//m for A and 200 mm for B.
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Antennular armature

The antennule in all observed leucosiid species

(Fig. 4) normally is composed of a 3-segmented

peduncle, with a basal segment globose; there are

an inner flagellum unsegmented, setose, and an

outer flagellum, segmented; the latter bearing few

or numerous aesthetascs, arranged in tufts, and

some additional fine setae. Although difficult to

dissect and further prepare an acceptable mount-

ing for a detailed observation and counting of

aesthetascs to light microscope, this appendage

revealed to be an important character for iden-

tification in several leucosiid megalopas (Quinta-

na, unpublished manuscript). An analysis of the

present material and other published accounts

showed a high correspondence in segmentation

and armature of the outer flagellum of this

appendage.

Table 1 shows the morphological differences on

this respect within 12 species, and Figure 5 is an

attempt to show the pattern of outer flagellum in

Fig. 4. A typical antennule of leucosiid megalopal stage

(Myra coalita Hilgendorf). Asterisk indicates the

outer flagellum.

leucosiid megalopas. From these, a clear corre-

spondence may be traced with regard to segmenta-

tion and position of the aesthetascs, which is

consistent with the current taxonomical arrange-

ment of adult forms (e.g., Sakai [10]). Thus, the

subfamily Ebaliinae (Ebalia, Nucia) exhibits a

peculiar combination of characters: an outer flagel-

lum 5-segmented and no aesthetascs on the distal

segment. The subfamily Philyrinae (Arcania,

Myra, Philyra) is composed of two "groups": the

Arcania-Myra species exhibit invariably a 4-

segmented flagellum, and the aesthetascs, present

on distal segment, are medial in position; further-

more, this group shows the highest total number of

aesthetascs, 16-17, with the exception of A.

undecimspinosa elongata, with 14 aesthetascs. The

another group within this subfamily is composed of

all Philyra species, exhibiting a 3-segmented flagel-

lum, and aesthetascs terminal in the distal seg-

ment, with a single exception of P. syndactyla

which are subterminal. The total number of aes-

thetascs in Philyra species is evidently lower than

the previously mentioned species, ranging from 5

to 8. The subfamily Leucosiinae (Leucosia) shows

a 3-segmented flagellum and aesthetascs -except-

ing L. craniolaris- are terminal in position on the

distal segment. Moreover, this group shows com-

paratively the greater reduction in the total num-

ber of aesthetascs, 4 as in L. obtusifrons [8], but

normally 6 as in other Leucosia megalopas.

Secondary characters

Besides the three main characters already men-

tioned (carapace, sternum, outer flagellum of

antennule), there are other characters I have

referred here as "secondary" in the sense of being

complementary for identification of megalopas.

A comparative list of setation in several mega-

lopal appendages is shown in Table 2. Because

there are differences in most of them, no clear

separation is possible to trace, but nevertheless,

one of these characters should be the marginal

setation (outer margin) of the exopod of third

maxilliped. Normally, this number is 3 in most of

examined species, but in the group Arcania-Myra

is presented the highest number: 7 setae in Arcania

species and 14 in Myra species.

On the other hand, the absence of uropods is
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Table 1. Main differences on the outer antennular flagellum of the known leucosiid megalopas

Species
Number of

segments

Aesthetascs on

distal segment

med. subt. ter.

5

5

4 +

- -

4 + - -
4 + - -
4 + -

3 - - +
3 - +
3 — + -

3 — +
3 - +
3 — - +

Total number
of aesthetascs

Reference

Ebaliinae

Ebalia tuberosa

Nucia laminata

Philyrinae

Arcania undecimspinosa

A. undecim. elongata

Myra fugax

Myra coalita

Philyra pisum

Philyra platycheira

Philyra syndactyla

Leucosiinae

Leucosia craniolaris

Leucosia anatum

Leucosia obtusifrons

13

12

16

14

16

17

5

6

med.: medial; subt.: subterminal; ter.: terminal; +: present; —
: absent; * present work

EBALIINAE
PHILYRINAE

LEUCOSIINAE

Fig. 5. Different types of outer flagellum of antennule

in leucosiid megalopal stage (drawn schematically).

A, present in the species Ebalia tuberosa and Nucia

laminata; B, exhibited by the species of the genera

Arcania and Myra; C, exhibited by the species

Philyra syndactyla and Leucosia craniolaris; D, ex-

hibited by the species Philyra pisum, P. platycheira,

Leucosia anatum and L. obtusifrons.

evident in all the Philyra and Leucosia species; in

the remaining species bearing uropods, the highest

number of plumose setae on each uropod is

exhibited by Myra species.

With regard to the setation of mandibular palp,

all Philyra species show the lowest number of setae

(4-5), in contrast with 11-12 in Myra species; a

constant number of 6 setae was observed in all

species of the genus Leucosia. The basipod of

maxillule revealed also to be an important sec-

ondary character in discriminating megalopas at

lower taxonomical level.

The present material and the available descrip-

tions for megalopal stage of leucosiid species can

be distinguishable according to the following key.

Morphological features easy to observe have been

selected; secondary elements have been incorpo-

rated to the key for specific entry, and detailed

observation of appendages different in one or 2

setae have been omitted when possible; some

internal appendages have been included when two

species revealed to be very similar, as in Myra and

Philyra species.

Key to the Known Leucosiid Megalopas

1 (12) Carapace without rostrum or with

rudimentary rostrum; surface smooth or

regions moderately swollen, normally

without long spines {Ebalia, Nucia, Arca-

nia, Myra).
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2(5) Outer flagellum of antennule 5-seg-

mented, distal segment with no aesthe-

tascs (Ebalia, Nucia).

3(4) Carapace smooth; uropods present; max-

illary scaphognathite fringed with 42-44

setae Ebalia tuberosa (Pennant)

4(3) Carapace completely spinulose; uropods

absent; scaphognathite with 67 setae

Nucia laminata (Doflein)

5(2) Outer flagellum of antennule 4-seg-

mented, distal segment with numerous

aesthetascs (14-17) medial in position

{Arcania, Myra).

6(9) Outer margin of exopod of 3rd maxil-

liped with 7 setae; mandibular palp with

9 setae on distal segment.

7(8) Uropods with 8 marginal setae; total

number of aesthetascs, 16; scaphogna-

thite fringed with 76 setae

Arcania undecimspinosa De Haan

8(7) Uropods with 9 setae; 14 aesthetascs;

scaphognathite with 62 setae

.... A. undecimspinosa elongata Yokoya

9(6) Outer margin of exopod of 3rd maxil-

liped with 14 setae; mandibular palp with

11-12 setae on distal segment.

10 (11) Carapace smooth, no spines; basipod of

maxillule with 28 setae; epipod of 1st

maxilliped with 4 long setae

Myrafugax (Fabr.)

11 (10) Carapace with a blunt spine and stout

-spines on metagastric and intestinal re-

gions respectively; maxillular basipod

with 23 setae; epipod of 1st maxilliped

with 8-9 long setae

Myra coalita Hilgendorf

12 ( 1 ) Carapace with a short, medially-pointed

rostrum, and dorsal protuberances and

stout dorsal spines {Philyra, Leucosia).

13 (18) Carapace with paired dorsal protuber-

ances and a single, stout, postero-dorsal

spine.

14 (17) Aesthetascs of distal segment terminal in

position, total number 5 or 6, but never

8; hepatic and branchial regions ex-

panded or not.

15 (16) Hepatic and branchial regions expanded

laterally, each with a seta; basipod of

maxillule with 13 setae

Philyra platycheira De Haan

16 (15) Hepatic and branchial regions not ex-

panded; maxillular basipod with 9 setae

Philyra pisum De Haan

17 (14) Aesthetascs of distal segment subtermi-

nal, total number 8; regions not ex-

panded; maxillular basipod with 13 setae

Philyra syndactyla Ortmann

18 (13) Carapace with conspicuous postero-

lateral spines and secondary shorter

spines.

19 (22) Carapace with 9 spines in total; basipod

of maxilla with 5 setae.

20 (21) Distal group of aesthetascs subterminal

in position, total number 6; scapho-

gnathite with 44 setae

Leucosia craniolaris (L.)

21 (20) Distal group of aesthetascs terminal, 4

in number; scaphognathite with 49 setae.

Leucosia obtusifrons De Haan

22 (19) Carapace with 3 carapacial spines; basi-

pod of maxilla with 7 setae; scapho-

gnathite with 38 setae

Leucosia anatum Herbst

Megalopal characters and relationships within the

Leucosiidae

The megalopal stage provides valuable informa-

tion to support the relationships in some groups.

Although megalopas of primitive groups (i.e.,

Dromioidea, Homoloidea, Raninoidea and Tymo-
loidea) revealed to be probably less useful than

zoeas in indicating relationships in these groups

[10], the present paper supports in a great extent

the relationships within the Leucosiidae; the char-

acters here selected are consistent in distinguishing

several leucosiid megalopas at lower taxa.

Carapacial morphology and spinulation, as well

as the development of the rostrum showed a clear

trend from the simple condition exhibited by the

genera Ebalia and Nucia to a greater complexity,

as in the Leucosia species. With regard to the

sternum, this trend seems not so clear since

setation associated to sternal processes becomes

progressively reduced from Nucia to Leucosia, and

the length of cornua gradually becomes apparent,

from the simplest condition exhibited by Nucia
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laminata to the longest cornua of Leucosia cra-

niolaris (Fig. 2F-G). With regard to segmenta-

tion of outer flagellum of antennule, a 5-seg-

mented condition is considered here as a primitive

character; consequently, a 3-segmented flagellum,

as exhibited in the genera Philyra and Leucosia

would then be a more advanced character. The

total number of aesthetascs seems to be not

significant since this varies in the compared trend

Ebalia-Leucosia (Table 1), although there is a

tendency to be reduced both in Philyra and

Leucosia species. Some appendages listed in Table

2 vary much less than the mentioned, and although

useful for identification of megalopas, these are

regarded here rather as conservative characters.

If I assume that the characters exhibited by

megalopas belonging to Ebalia and Nucia are

plesiomorphic, then the subfamily Ebaliinae

should represent the most primitive leucosiid

group. Consequently, the Leucosia species should

be the apomorphic group, at least in my material,

consistent roughly with the morphological com-

plexity degree exhibited by leucosiid megalopas in

Terada's [8] material. Similarly, these megalopal

characters support the current classification in this

group based on adult characters, as presented in

Sakai [11] and Miyake [12], at least for leucosiids

commonly inhabiting the Japanese waters.

The significance of antennular armature seems

to be not clear, but proved to be consistent at the

subfamily level, with two "subgroups" within the

subfamily Philyrinae, indicating that the Philyra

species are closely related to those of the genus

Leucosia (Table 1).

The modification and reduction of maxillary

endites in all leucosiids examined have been

discussed by Van Dover [13]; it seems to be a

generalized pattern in the leucosiid megalopas, but

a more complete view on this respect should be

desirable if larval descriptions are available for

other leucosiids. At present, megalopal descrip-

tions are known only for 12 species, so that any

conclusions drawn from this study must be viewed

with some caution, until descriptions of more

genera and species become available. Zoeal and

megalopal stages of species of the subfamily

Cryptocneminae remain so far unknown.
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Parasites of Toads from Singapore, with a Description of Balantidium

singaporensis sp. n. (Ciliophora: Balantidiidae)
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ABSTRACT—A report on the parasitic fauna of the toad Bufo melanostictus of Singapore was

presented. Six protozoans, one trematode, one cestode, five nematodes and one acanthocephalan were

recorded. Previous studies documented only helminths from the same host of this region. The

specimens belonging to the genus Balantidium were different from other balantids described previously.

These spcimens, therefore, were named as Balantidium singaporensis. Bufo melanostictus was a new

host for Nyctotherus macropharyngeus, and Singapore was a new locality record for five protozoans and

one acanthocephalan.

INTRODUCTION

Bufo melanostictus Schneider, 1799 is a toad

commonly found in Singapore. The parasitic

fauna of toads has received little attention from

local research workers. Sandosham [1] and Yuen

[2, 3] reported only helminths from Bufo melano-

stictus of this region. Apart from these reports

there is no other information available. This paper

reports parasites found in Bufo melanostictus, with

the description of a new species of the genus

Balantidium.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A total of 50 toads were examined for parasites.

The gastro-intestinal tract, buccal cavity, blood

and other tissues (lungs, liver, urinary bladder and

gall bladder) were examined thoroughly. The

methods of Cable [4] were adopted for the

collection, fixation and staining of the parasites.

In order to understand infraciliature, the speci-

mens were fixed and stained by the method of

Corliss [5]. Drawings were made with the aid of

camera lucida.

Accepted February 17, 1986
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RESULTS

The parasites, obtained from the different tis-

sues of the hosts examined, are listed in Table 1.

Of these, 13 were known species belonging to

various genera, whereas one was a new species

belonging to the genus Balantidium Claparede and

Lachmann, 1858.

Balantidium singaporensis sp. n.

(Figs. 1 and 2)

Of 50 toads, six were found to be infected with

Balantidium singaporensis. They were found in-

habiting the rectum of the host.

Diagnosis : Body ovoid, 54.60-98.80 (76.51) x
39.00-70.20 (50.93) Mm: a length to width ratio

1.5: 1, maximum width at the middle of the body;

no contractile vacuole; vestibulum extended upto

one third of the body length from the anterior end.

Description: Balantidium singaporensis was

ovoid with narrower anterior end. The posterior

end was broadly rounded. The body was covered

with longitudinal rows of cilia. This ciliate was

found to possess 34 kineties. These kineties

appeared as dark beaded longitudinal lines (Fig.

2). Kinetosomes that formed dark beaded longitu-

dinal row were spherical. The distance between

two kinetosomes of each row was 0.26 /um. Vesti-

bulum, instead of running as a single groove, was
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Fig. 1. Balantidium singaporensis sp. n. Lateral view

of the specimens fixed in Schaudinn's fluid and

stained with Heidenhain's haematoxylene. a: Entire

specimen, b-c: Shape and position of macronu-

cleus. CI: Cilia, FV: Food vacuole, VE: Vestibu-

lum, MA: Macronucleus, MI: Micronucleus.

X
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Fig. 2. Somatic ciliature and macronucleus of Balanti-

dium singaporensis sp. n. seen in organism fixed in

Champy fluid and DaFano fluid, and stained with

3% Silver Nitrate solution. Scale bar, 30 //m.

found to possess slight folds on the right and left

lips of vestibulum (Fig. la, b, and c). Vestibulum

extended upto one third of the body length from

the anterior end but never reached to the middle of

the body. The nucleus position was variable. The

characteristic position of the macronucleus was in

the posterior third of the body (Fig. la), but

occasionally can be observed in the middle (Fig.

lb) as well as in the anterior half (Fig. 2). The

macronucleus was kidney shaped, sometimes sub-

spherical (Fig. lc). The spherical micronucleus

was located in the concavity of the kidney shaped

macronucleus. Food vacuoles were present in the

endoplasm. Contractile vacuole was absent. The

ratio of length to width was 1.5: 1 with maximum
width recorded at the middle of the body.

The measurements were made from 25 stained

specimens and recorded as minima and maxima

with average in parenthesis. The specimens were

measured in micrometer. Length of body:

54.60-98.80 (76.51), width of body: 39.00-70.20

(50.93), average size: 76.51 X50.93, macronucleus:

13.00-20.80 (17.60) in length, 7.80-15.60 (11.70)

in width, 17.60x11.70 in average size, micronu-

cleus: 1.90-2.90 (2.60) in diameter.

Type host: Bufo melanostictus

.

Locality: Singapore.

Habitat: Rectum.

Type specimen : Deposited in the Parasitology

Laboratory, Department of Zoology, National

University of Singapore, Singapore.

Remarks : Bhatia [6] listed Balantidium bicava-

ta Bhatia and Gulati, 1927 as symbionts in the

rectum of Bufo melanostictus. The new species

Balantidium singaporensis resembled Balantidium

bicavata in the presence of folds in the vestibulum

and in the absence of contractile vacuole. They

also shared the same host species. However, it

differed markedly from Balantidium bicavata in

the size and shape of the body, the shapes of

macro- and micro-nuclei and the extension of

vestibulum. The folds observed in the vestibulum

of the new species were not as deep as found in

Balantidium bicavata [6]. The new species resem-

bled Balantidium amygdalli Bhatia and Gulati,

1927 in the shape of body, but can be differenti-

ated from the same by the larger body size,

absence of contractile vacuole and the form of
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vestibulum, including the shape of lips and depth

of vestibulum. The new species was also similar to

Balantidium coli var. bovis Cooper and Gulati,

1926, described from the intestine of catties, in the

general body outline with greatest width in the

middle of the body. However, it can be distin-

guished from the same by the smaller body size,

absence of contractile vacuole, absence of ribbon-

shaped macronucleus [6], and the form of vestibu-

lum. The present species can also be distinguished

from other balantids, Balantidium duodeni Stein,

1867, Balantidium elongatum Stein, 1867, Balanti-

dium giganteum Bezzenberger, 1904, Balantidium

gracile Bezzenberger, 1904, Balantidium helenae

Bezzenberger, 1904 and Balantidium sushilii Ray,

1932, described from the gut of frogs, by the body

size, absence of contractile vacuole and the form of

vestibulum.

DISCUSSION

The present investigation represents a report on

the parasitic fauna of Bufo melanostictus in Singa-

pore. The data presented in Table 1 show an

overall picture of the parasites recorded from

different tissues and organs of the hosts examined.

Although helminth parasites have earlier been

reported by Sandosham [1] and Yuen [2, 3] from

the same host, the information collected by the

present authors on Protozoa and Acanthocephala

is new to this region. The list of helminths

reported here is very similar to that of Yuen [2, 3]

except for the nematode, Africana singaporensis,

which was first described as a new species by

Sandosham [1] from the same host in Singapore.

Singapore was a new locality record for a

number of parasites (Table 1). Bufo melanostictus

was also a new host record for Nyctotherus

macropharyngeus. The specimens belonging to

the genus Balantidium were clearly distinguished

from the allied species described from the same or

different hosts. They were, therefore, designated

as a new species. Since it was reported from

Singapore, the name Balantidium singaporensis

Table 1 . List of parasites recorded from B. melanostictus in Singapore

Parasites recorded Habitat Remarks

Protozoa

1. Haemogregarina nucleobisecans Blood New locality record

2. Opalina ranarum Rectum New locality record

3. Opalina triangularis Rectum New locality record

4. Nyctotherus cordiformis Rectum New locality record

5. Nyctotherus macropharyngeus Rectum
New locality and
new host record

6. Balantidium singaporensis Rectum New species

Trematoda

Mesocoelium sociale

Cestoda

Intestine

Nematotaenia dollfusi

Nematoda

Intestine

1. Rhabdias brachylaimus Lungs

2. Oswaldcruzia hoepplii

3. Oxysomatium macintoshii

4. Amplicaecum communis

5. Africana singaporensis

Intestine

Rf*ptnmI\H. LUlll

TntPQtinp1 I 1 1 L.M 1 II I,

Rectum

Acanthocephala

Pseudoacanthocephalus bufonis Intestine New locality record
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was proposed.

Pseudoacanthocephalus bufonis was also re-

corded for the first time from Singapore. This

species has a wide range of distribution and occurs

in many amphibian hosts. Van Cleave [7], Yama-

guti [8, 9], and Yamaguti and Mitunaga [10] also

reported this species from frogs (Rana nigromacu-

lata, Rana tigrina) and toads {Bufo asper, Bufo

melanostictus, Bufo penangensis, Bufo viridis) of

China, Indochina, Formosa, Russia and Japan.

The acanthocephalans were found firmly attached

to the intestinal wall by the proboscis. The max-

imum worm burden per host was about 50.

Sometimes the intestine was found completely

blocked during heavy infestation by these para-

sites.
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ABSTRACT—A new genus Carpoporoides was established on two Japanese crabs of the family

Xanthidae, one of which is a new species, C. distinctus, found in refuges from the lobster net at Koza,

the Kii Peninsula, Central Japan. The type species is C. orientalis (Sakai, 1935) which has ever been

considered to be congeneric with Carpoporus papulosus Stimpson from the West Atlantic. The new

genus differs from Carpoporus most remarkably in having the hepatic region gouged out to form a deep

cavity which forms a larger cavity together with two cavities of carpus and palm of the cheliped.

INTRODUCTION

Several years ago, the junior author found a

crab in refuges from the lobster net at Koza,

southeastern place of the Kii Peninsula, Central

Japan. Its appearance of the subpentagonal cara-

pace with a dull color was not so conspicuous, but

it was characteristic in having an ovoid deep cavity

at each anterolateral part of the carapace. It was

readily understood that the crab is related to, but

apparently distinct from Carpoporus orientalis

Sakai of the family Xanthidae.

The genus Carpoporus Stimpson is composed of

only two species from the West Atlantic and West

Pacific Oceans; the type species, C. papulosus

Stimpson, 1871, ranging from North Carolina to

Mexico, and C. orientalis Sakai, 1935, from Japan.

In describing the specimen from the Kii Peninsula

as a representative of a new species, we suspected

that the West Atlantic and West Pacific species are

not really congeneric with each other. Unfortu-

nately, the additional specimens referable to the

new species were not obtained in spite of the

extensive research by diving and dredging, and

also by examination of refuges at the adjacent

regions, but the sole specimen at hand is fortunate-

ly a mature male of good size and enough to depict

the specific and generic characters. The close

comparison of the holotype of the new species and

Accepted January 16, 1986

Received December 4, 1985

some available specimens of C. orientalis with the

literature about C. papulosus [1, 2] revealed that

the establishment of a new genus to accomodate

two Japanese species is reasonable.

MATERIAL EXAMINED

A male found in refuges from the lobster net set

in a depth of 40-50 m; Koza, northeast of Kushi-

moto, the Kii Peninsula; Feb. 15, 1978. It is

designated as the holotype and deposited at the

National Science Museum, Tokyo (registered

number NSMT-Cr 9163). Length and breadth of

carapace are 10.6 and 14.3 mm, respectively. For

comparative study, a young female (6. 1x7.7 mm)
infested by a bopyrid parasite from Kushimoto in

the junior author's collection, and a female (8.2

x

10.8 mm) from Tomioka, Amakusa Islands, re-

corded by Miyake [3] and now preserved in the

Zoological Laboratory, Faculty of Agriculture,

Kyushu University (registered number ZLKU
9193), both of which have been identified with

"Carpoporus orientalis Sakai," were examined at

present.

SYSTEMATIC ACCOUNT

Genus Carpoporoides nov.

Diagnosis: Carapace subpentagonal in outline;

gastric, cardiac and branchial regions distinct, but

not sharply demarcated. Front projecting and
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bilobed. Orbit almost complete, with a closed

fissure on supraorbital margin. Antennule folded

obliquely. Basal segment of antenna touched with

ventral prolongation of supraorbital margin, filling

orbital hiatus; flagellum small. Hepatic part be-

hind external orbital angle deeply excavated.

Inner distal part of carpus and inner proximal part

of palm are also excavated and make a larger

cavity together with the hepatic cavity, when the

cheliped is tightly folded against the carapace.

Male abdomen with five pieces, with third to fifth

segments fused together. Male first pleopod weak-

ly curved outward, bearing a bundle of some long,

rather stiff hairs at its inner subterminal part

behind the small beak.

Type species: Carpoporus orientalis Sakai,

1935.

Remarks: The new genus is differentiated

from Carpoporus Stimpson by the different forma-

tion of cavity aside each anterolateral part of the

carapace; in Carpoporus the anterolateral border

of the carapace is quite entire, and thus a cavity is

merely formed by two cavities of the cheliped,

while in the new genus the hepatic excavation of

the carapace behind the external orbital angle is

joined with two cavities of the cheliped to form a

larger cavity.

The male first pleopod of the new genus is closer

to those of the Hypocolpus species figured by

Guinot-Dumortier [4] rather than to that of

Carpoporus papulosus figured by Williams [2],

having some long rather stiff, simple hairs at the

subterminal part instead of many long, silky

feathered hairs.

The type species, Carpoporoid.es orientalis

(Sakai), is rather rare and endemic to Japanese

waters, being known only from Sagami Bay, the

vicinity of the Kii Peninsula, and the west of

Kyushu, 80-120 m deep. It seems, however, un-

necessary to re-describe it in the present paper

except for the short notes and photographs for

comparison with the new species, as the original

author has repeatedly described and figured [5-8].

In the following lines the new species is to be

Fig. 1. a, b. Carpoporoides distinctus sp. nov., holotype, J- (NSMT-Cr 9163; 10.6x 14.3mm). c, d. C. orientalis

(Sakai), ? (ZLKU 9193; 8.2X 10.8mm).
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described as the second representative of the new

genus.

Carpoporoides distinctus sp. nov.

(Fig. la, b)

Description: Carapace subpentagonal in its

outline, with a deep cavity at each anterolateral

part characteristic for the genus; dorsal surface

uneven and rather flattened as a whole, being

thickly covered with numerous small pits to form a

reticulation; in reality, the reticulation consists of

beads of minute pearly granules, that are visible

only on high magnification and worn out to be

smooth for most parts of gastric region; dorsal

surface divided into regions and armed with eight

tubercles arranged symmetrically, i.e., one on

each supraorbital region, one on each protogastric

subregion, and two on each branchial region;

tubercles surmounted with clustered minute gran-

ules; supraorbital region thickened and separated

from protogastric subregion by a wide depression;

protogastric subregion occupied by a tubercle for

its median part, being separated from anterior

extension of mesogastric subregion by a small line

which is not grooved; gastric region as a whole

separated from branchial and cardiac regions by a

wide and deep depression; cardiac region trans-

versely elliptical and convex for and aft, being

indistinctly delimited at each side from branchial

region, but completely confluent posteriorly with

flattened intestinal region; branchial region occu-

pied by two tubercles for its most part.

Front developed so as to be rather triangular as

a whole; in the holotype the right lobe is broken,

so that the details of madian indentation are

obscure. Orbit small and completely occupied by

stout eyestalk and cornea; eyestalk with several

pearly granules along distal margin; inner part of

supraorbital margin longitudinal or only slightly

oblique, and almost entire except for possible trace

of a closed fissure; external orbital angle not

developed, being directly continuous with antero-

lateral margin of carapace. Main part of antero-

lateral margin of carapace deeply excavated to

form a cavity; upper margin of the cavity is thick,

but its anterior and lower margins thin and crested;

its lower margin fringed with several granules, one

or two of which are developed as outgrowths into

the cavity; bottom of the cavity is eroded and

provided with some granules. Posterolateral mar-

gin of carapace behind the cavity is continuous

with lower margin of the cavity, fairly strongly

convergent posteriorly and fringed with a line of

pearly granules, its anterior end being distinctly

angulated in dorsal view; the line of pearly

granules curved inward at the middle of margin of

carapace behind the cavity, and then changes its

direction to lateral end of posterior margin of

carapace; thus, a small, rather concave facet is

formed at each posterolateral part of carapace,

and the fourth ambulatory legs are folded onto

them.

Antennule folded obliquely under each frontal

lobe. Antennal basal segment wide and oblique,

its antero-inner angle truncated and widely

touched with well developed prolongation of

supraorbital margin; antennal flagellum feeble,

arising from inner half of distal margin of basal

segment. Third maxilliped thickly covered with

truncated pearly granules and scattered setae;

ischium oblong, its inner margin being fringed with

prominent granules and short setae; merus about

two-thirds as long as ischium with its distal margin

oblique; exopod also granulated and rapidly nar-

rowed distally, reaching just to antero-outer angle

of merus.

In the holotype male the chelipeds are slightly

unequal, the right being the larger, although the

formation is almost identical with each other.

Merus short and almost disguised under carapace;

upper margin thin and beaded with conical gran-

ules of variable sizes, and outer subdistal part with

a granulated ridge along distal margin. Carpus

large, and its outer surface very uneven with

minute pits, irregular reticulation and grooves;

distal part of outer surface thickened; distal half of

inner margin obliquely cut off, its surface being

smoothly continuous with outer surface, and its

distal margin being granulated. Outer surface of

palm also uneven and thickly covered with minute

granules, with about three lows of larger granules;

upper margin of palm strongly crested and rather

directed inward, its inner half being excavated

together with proximal upper part of inner surface

of palm; inner surface of palm granulated much
sparsely than outer surface, but granules near the
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excavation are larger. Fingers granulated on outer

surfaces, pointed at tips, and meet throughout the

whole lengths of fingers; some blunt teeth on

cutting edges.

In the holotype the first two ambulatory legs are

missing. Last two pairs comparatively short and

thickly covered with pearly truncated granules on

upper surfaces; granules variable in size, but those

on posterior margins of merus and propodus are

apparently larger; anterior margins of carpus and

propodus fringed with several and some conical

granules, respectively.

Thoracic sternum and abdomen thickly covered

with truncated granules, being more or less

eroded. Male abdomen with five pieces; third to

fifth segments fused into one piece, with indication

of vestigial segments by interruption of granules

and lateral indentations. Male first pleopod with

six long hairs at inner subterminal part behind

short beak; subterminal outer surface thickly

covered with conical teeth directed toward base.

Remarks: The new species is distinctly differ-

ent from the type species of the genus, Carpopor-

oides orientalis (Sakai), most remarkably in the

armature of the carapace. In C. orientalis the

gastric, epibranchial and cardiac regions are pro-

tuberant, but not tuberculated at all (Fig. lc, d).

In addition, the hepatic cavity is apparently much

smaller in the type species, so that the general

contour of the carapace is different from each

other.
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ABSTRACT—The goby, Odontobutis obscura, became

pale in association with predatory activity. Sympathecto-

mized fish lacked this ability. A change of internal

psychological state induced by the desire to capture the

prey seems to cause the color change through the

mediation of efferent nerves in the pigmentary system.

understanding the mechanisms of color change of

the fish. No reports on the subject seem to be

available except for the brief note by Townsend [9]

that there is coloration caused by excitement when

food is thrown into tank.

INTRODUCTION

A freshwater goby or the dark sleeper, Odonto-

butis obscura (Temminck et Schlegel), has three

dark stripes in the dorsal side. Variegated pat-

terned skin with dark lines or patches is usually

exhibited in the lips, opercular covers, ventral half

of the flanks and fins. The species is able to change

the body coloration in physiological manner. The

shade of the background affects the shade of body

coloration [1] as is true in many other fishes, which

have well summarized in many outstanding mono-

graphs and reviews [2-8]. Though precise study

has not been done, background pattern may also

be significant to determine the body pattern.

Darkening reaction to the abrupt increase of

illumination intensities is known [1]. Some other

factors, however, are supposed to have some roles

in the color change of the fish because the fish in

the aquaria frequently show the varied colorations

even on the similar kind of backgrounds. Re-

cently, we noticed that the fish became pale in

association with predatory activity. In the present

paper, we report this phenomenon in an aid of
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Twelve specimens, ranging between 8 and 15

cm in total length, of Odontobutis obscura were

used. Five of them were chemically sympathecto-

mized fish which were prepared 1.5 to 3.5 days

after an intraperitoneal injection of 80 /ug 6-

hydroxydopamine per lg body weight [10, 11].

Sympathectomy, thus denervation of melano-

phores, was confirmed by the treatment with

isotonic K.C1 solution and 10
4M noradrenaline

[12]; the former did not induce melanophore

aggregation, while the latter did. The fish were

sufficiently fed on small fish one or two times a

day, but were starved for 3 to 14 days before use.

A test aquarium (33x9x15cm) was divided

into two compartments of 1 : 3 in volume with a

transparent plastic plate. Water was aerated. The

bottom of the aquarium was covered with grains of

black, white, gray, brown and so on. Sides except

for the frontal one for observation were white,

blue, green, black, or left transparent. O. obscura

was transferred from the stock aquarium into the

larger compartment of the test aquarium with a

net. Handling of the normal fish caused observ-

able darkening for 10 to 20min. Before long,

however, the fish adapted to the shade of the new
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surroundings. In 1 to 4hr after the transfer of the

fish, 1 to 7 prey was put into the other, small

compartment. Prey was mostly young fry of the

rose bitterling, Rhodeus ocellatus, of 1.7 to 2.5 cm
in total length and of the dark chub, Zacco

temmincki, 3.1 to 5.0cm.

Coloration of O. obscura was observed with

naked eyes. Photographs were taken to supple-

ment the observations and relative darkness of fish

that appeared in the negative films was plotted.

Fish was illuminated from 40 cm above with a 15W
fluorescent lamp or both a 15W fluorescent lamp

and a 60W tungsten lamp. Water temperature

ranged between 19 and 22°C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Intact fish of Odontobutis obscura was dark in a

black-sided aquarium, intermediate in a blue- and

a green- sided, and fairly pale in a white-sided. A
transparent-sided aquarium had the effect similar

to the blue- or green-sided aquarium. Fish stayed

quietly on the bottom. Occasional movement did

not induce color change. When 1 to 7 prey was put

into the smaller compartment, O. obscura lowered

the head, depressed the second dorsal fin, and bent

a bit the posterior part of the body stem to be

ready to attack the prey. Caudal fin and pectral

fins were half-closed but sometimes opened. In

accordance with taking this posture, dark stripes

and background skin of the fish including

variegated patterns in the lips, lower jaw, opercula

and ventral half of the flanks began to pale. The

peak of this color reaction was attained in 30 sec to

a few minutes, which ranged from a strong pallor

to a weak one, possibly depending on individual

variations and/or surrounding conditions. The fish

frequently came near the partition and knocked it

to attack one of prey. When the partition was

removed, the fish usually captured a prey by a

single attack and swallowed it immediately. Then

another capturing frequently occurred in succes-

sion. Occasionally O. obscura was allowed for

several to more than 30min to attack each prey.

During this period, coloration fluctuated;

approach of the prey to O. obscura strengthened

both paling reaction and body bending, and

withdrawal weakened them. Three to 15 min after

the capture of one to three prey, skin recovered

the original coloration determined by the environ-

mental hue even if some prey was left to swim

freely. Second dorsal fin was raised again.

Figures 1 and 2 show a series of the color change

described above. A strong darkening following

capture of prey was often detected for about a

minute in two of the 7 fish. Removing prey from

the aquarium, instead of victimizing them, also

,
..."
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Fig. 1. Photographs showing the paling reaction of O.

obscura in association with the predatory activity.

Obtained from the same individual. A: coloration

of the fish adapted for 3 hr to the test aquarium with

green-sides. B and C: coloration in 2 min and 10 min

respectively after one prey was introduced into the

smaller compartment separated with a transparent

partition. D: coloration in 10 min after capture of

prey. When the fish was offered a prey, coloration

shifted from intermediate hue (A) to pale one (B),

and was maintained (C). After capture and swallow

of prey, the fish recovered the coloration of in-

termediate hue determined by the surrounding con-

dition (D).
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Fig. 2. Graphic representation of paling phenomenon

of O. obscura. Mean reaction of 7 fish is shown.

The darkness of skin on the black background is

taken as 100%, while on the white background, 0%.

Top line indicates the reaction of the dark stripe

region as is shown in the solid circle of the fish, and

bottom line, the background region of skin shown in

the open circle of fish. Vertical lines indicate SD.

A: offer of prey. B: removal of partition. C: cap-

ture of prey. Interval between B and C ranged a few

seconds and 5 min 54 sec in 6 of 7 specimens, and

was 31 min 40 sec in the rest. When a prey was

introduced into the aquarium, coloration of O.

obscura changed from intermediate hue to a paler

one. After capture of prey, body coloration re-

turned to its starting level.

resulted in the recovery of the original coloration.

When prey was put into the compartment where

O. obscura resided, it was captured at once. There

were only a few occasions when paling was

observed.

Yamagishi et al. [13] stated that O. obscura was

of ambush-typed in the feeding behavior. This

may be basically true. However, when O. obscura

in the stock aquarium was offered prey, the fish

deliberately chased the prey on many occasions.

When the prey was within a distance of several

centimeters, O. obscura attacked it with a dash. If

the fish failed to capture the prey by one or two

attacks, following attacks were prudently done. In

any case, while O. obscura were chasing the prey,

body coloration became palish. In particular,

when the fish was watching the prey near by after

several attacks in vain, paling reaction was con-

spicuous.

Color change or marking related to the behavior

in fish is one of the important subjects of study

[14]. Many kinds of activities of fish are associated

with particular colorations which are called emo-

tional response [15] or are the response due to

"inner mood" [16], as is exemplified in the recent

studies on a freshwater serranid fish, Coreoperca

kawamebari [17-20]. Such colorations may have a

signal value between individuals. The spotted

patterns in one or two rudderfish, Kyphosus

elegans, among feeding schools is also the case

[21]. The paling reaction of O. obscura associated

with predatory activity, however, seems to be a

mere expression of raised internal tension, or

excitement, apparently resembling the paling phe-

nomenon of fish which are evoked by excitement

stimuli [22-25]. Probably, the paling of O. obscura

has no serious ethological meanings. The pallor

following excitation, which was first noticed by von

Frisch [22] and has since been termed excitement

pallor (p. 140 of [2]), was a response to stress [25].

It is likely that capture or miss of prey led to the

soothing of fish, resulting in the cease of paling

reaction in the present fish.

Paling response of the denervated area occurs

when excitement stimuli are given [22-24]. This

implies that the paling phenomenon in association

with excitement is due to a substance, adrenaline-

like, liberated into the blood [22-24]. In contrast

to this, paling reaction of O. obscura may be

mediated by the efferent nerve pathways because

any sign of the phenomenon was not observed in

the fish with denervated melanophores. Predatory

activity of the fish which was administered 6-

hydroxydopamine for the denervation of mela-

nophores was seemingly the same as that of the

intact one.

The previous [1] and present studies inform us

that background, change of light intensity and

internal change in association with predatory

activity cause color change of O. obscura. The

effect of the change of light intensity may partly be

of the category of internal psychological factor.

Therefore, it is suggested that factors of two

categories at least, background and psychological

factors, are seriously concerned with the color

change of O. obscura. We, however, do not yet

have the precise information on the principles

which explain the entire color change of the fish.
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In order to understand the color change mech-

anism of O. obscura, further analysis of colorations

exhibited by the fish would be needed.
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ABSTRACT—Three forms of DNA polymerase seg-

mented at about 8.4 S, 6.6 S and 3.4 S by the sucrose

gradient centrifugation of 10,500 Xg supernatant from

sea urchin eggs and embryos. The 8.4 S and 6.6 S forms

were sensitive to both aphidicolin and N-ethylmaleimide

but resistant to dideoxythymidine triphosphate, while the

3.4 S form was resistant to both aphidicolin and N-

ethylmaleimide and sensitive to dideoxythymidine

triphosphate. These results indicate that the 8.4 S and

6.6 S forms correspond to DNA polymerase a and the

3.4 S form to DNA polymerase /?. Only the 8.4 S form

was capable of catalyzing ribonucleotides-dependent

DNA synthesis, using single-stranded DNA as the

template. Thus, DNA primase is suggested to be associ-

ated with 8.4 S DNA polymerase a.

INTRODUCTION

Three kinds of DNA polymerase (a, /? and 7)

are present in eukaryotes [1]. Among them, DNA
polymerase a, distinguished from the others as an

aphidicolin-sensitive DNA polymerase, is essential

to nuclear DNA replication [1]. Multiple forms of

this enzyme have been reported, but the bio-

chemical properties distinguishing them from each

other are not known [2].

Recently, the association of DNA primase with

DNA polymerase a was reported in a variety of

eukaryotes [3-6]. The primase was shown to be a

subunit of DNA polymerase a in Drosophila [7].

Accepted December 17, 1985
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We separated two forms DNA polymerase a and

found only one of them to be associated with the

primase in Xenopus laevis [4]. Similar results were

also obtained for several kinds of vertebrates [6,

8]. On the other hand, only a single form of DNA
polymerase a with DNA primase was found in

Drosophila [3].

In sea urchin embryos, the heterogeneity of

DNA polymerase a [9, 10] and DNA primase

activity [6] has been described. In the present

study, we found that two different molecular sizes

(8.4 S and 6.6 S) of DNA polymerase a are present

in sea urchin eggs and embryos, and that DNA
primase is associated only with the 8.4 S form.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials The unfertilized eggs and blastulae

(embryos developed for 15 hr at 20°C after ferti-

lization) of the sea urchin, Hemicentrotus pulcher-

rimus, were washed three times with sea water and

three times with 1.0M glucose prior to use.

Unlabelled deoxyribonucleotides and ribonu-

cleotides were obtained from Boehringer Mann-

heim.
[

3H]dTTP (96.8 Ci/mmol) and
[

3H]dGTP
(42.9 Ci/mmol) were purchased from New Eng-

land Nuclear. Calf thymus DNA was obtained

from Sigma and activated as described previously

[11]. Poly(dC) was from P-L Biochemicals. Sin-

gle-stranded DNA of phage fd and aphidicolin

were kindly provided by Dr. T. Yagura (Saitama
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Cancer Center Research Institute) and Dr. S.

Ikegami (Department of Applied Biochemistry,

Hiroshima University), respectively. 2', 3-Di-

deoxythymidine 5'-triphosphate (ddTTP) and

N-ethylmaleimide were the products of P-L

Biochemicals and Wako Pure Chemicals, respec-

tively.

Sucrose gradient centrifugation The unferti-

lized eggs (lXlO5
) and blastulae (lXlO5

) were

homogenized in 1.0 ml of a solution containing

0.25 M sucrose, 20mM potassium phosphate buf-

fer (pH7.9), 5mM 2-mercaptoethanol and 10 mM
EDTA and centrifuged at 10,500 Xg for 30min.

To the resulting supernatant (1.0 ml) were added

2mg of bovine serum albumin and 58 mg of NaCl,

followed by the addition of 0.3 ml of distilled

water. An aliquot (0.4 ml) of the supernatant was

applied onto a 4.6 ml of 10-20% (w/v) sucrose

gradient containing 20mM potassium phosphate

buffer (pH7.9), 5mM EDTA, 5mM 2-mer-

captoethanol, 0.25 M NaCl and 1 mg/ml bovine

serum albumin. Centrifugation was carried out at

48,000 rpm for 21 hr, using a Hitachi swinging-

bucket rotor RPS55T. The fractions (0.28 ml)

were then collected from the bottom of the

centrifuge tube. To determine sedimentation

coefficients of the DNA polymerases, beef catalase

(11.3 S), yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (7.6S) and

horse hemoglobin (4.4 S) were centrifuged in a

same run.

Assay of DNA polymerase activity The en-

zyme solution (5//1) was incubated for 60min at

26°C in the standard reaction mixture (25 fA)

containing 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH7.5), 50 /uM each

of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP (containing 1.0

//Ci
[

3H]dTTP), 10 mM MgCl2 , 50mM NaCl, 100

/xg bovine serum albumin, 10% glycerol and 4.0

fj.% of activated DNA. Following incubation, the

radioactivity incorporated into the acid-insoluble

fraction was determined as described previously

[12]. DNA polymerase activity was defined as the

pmol dNMP incorporated into the acid-insoluble

fraction/60 min/26°C. To distinguish DNA poly-

merase a from /?, the assays were conducted

simultaneously with and without inhibitors.

Assay of DNA polymerase a-primase activ-

ity To determine the activity of the DNA
polymerase a-primase complex, the ribonu-

cleotides-dependent (NTP-dependent) DNA syn-

thesizing activity and the poly(dC)-dependent

DNA synthesizing activity were measured. Each

was defined as pmol dNMP incorporated into the

acid-insoluble fraction/60 min/26°C.

An NTP-dependent DNA synthesis was carried

out as described in assay of DNA polymerase

activity, except that 1.0 //g single-stranded DNA of

phage fd was added, instead of activated DNA, in

the presence and absence of NTPs (ImM ATP,

500 ,*M each of CTP, GTP and UTP). The differ-

ence in activity with and without NTPs was

designated NTP-dependent DNA synthesizing

activity.

Poly(dc)-dependent DNA synthesis was carried

out as described in assay of DNA polymerase

activity, except that, instead of dATP, dCTP,

dTTP and activated DNA, 1.0 fig poly(dC) and

1.0/^Ci
[

3H]dGTP were used in the presence and

absence of 200 /jM GTP. The difference in activity

with and without GTP was designated poly(dC)-

dependent DNA synthesizing activity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The DNA polymerase separated by sucrose

gradient centrifugation showed three peaks of

activity (Fig. 1). The two major peaks of activity

corresponded to 8.4S (S.D. = ±0.6S from 8 ex-

periments) and 6.6 S (S.D. = + 0.4 S from 8 experi-

ments) and the minor peak to 3.4 S (S.D. = +0.2S

from 8 experiments). The major two activities

disappeared almost completely in the presence of

20mM N-ethylmaleimide which is an inhibitor of

DNA polymerase a and 7 [1], while the 3.4

S

activity remained unaffected. These results sug-

gest that the 8.4 S and 6.6 S peaks correspond to

DNA polymerase a or 7 The 3.4 S peak seems to

correspond to DNA polymerase /? in agreement

with the previous report [13]. Nearly all the DNA
polymerase 7 localized in the mitochondrial frac-

tion and little activity of the enzyme was detected

in the 10,500 Xg supernatant (unpublished re-

sults). Ninety-one percent and 94% of the 8.4 S

and 6.6 S activities, respectively, were inhibited by

20/^g/ml aphidicolin, a specific inhibitor of DNA
polymerase a [1]. Both activities were almost

completely resistant to 100 /uM ddTTP, an inhibi-
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Fraction Number
Fig. 1. Separation of DNA polymerase activity by sucrose gradient centrifugation.

The 10,500 Xg supernatant of the egg homogenate was centrifuged isokinetically

in the sucrose gradient and an aliquot of each fraction was assayed for DNA
synthesizing activity, as described in Materials and Methods. DNA polymerase
activity with activated DNA as the template was determined with ( • ) and without

(O) 20 mM N-ethylmaleimide. NTP-dependent DNA synthesizing activity with fd

single-stranded DNA as the template was shown by closed triangles (A.). The
arrows indicate the positions of yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (7.6 S) and horse

hemoglobin (4.4 S).

Table 1. Effects of inhibitors on DNA polymerase

DNA synthesizing activity (%)

Conditions

8.4 S
c

6.6 S
c

3.4 S
c

DNA synthesis with activated DNA a

+ none

+ aphidicolin (20//g/ml)

+ ddTTP (lOO^M)

+ N-ethylmaleimide (20 mM)

NTP-dependent DNA synthesis
b

+ none

+ aphidicolin (20/zg/ml)

100d 100
d

100
d

9 6 95

90 93 19

1 2 91

20 1 1

5 1 1

DNA polymerase activity was assayed as described in Materials and Methods using

activated DNA as the template in the absence (-fnone) and presence of inhibitors.

NTP-dependent DNA synthesizing activity was assayed as described in Materials and

Methods using fd single-stranded DNA as the template in the absence ( + none) and

presence of aphidicolin.

Fractions (number 4, 8 and 12) in Fig. 1 were used as the 8.4 S, 6.6 S and 3.4 S enzyme
sources, respectively.

100% represents 6.0, 10.2 and 3.0pmol dNMP incorporated/60 min/26°C in the 8.4 S, 6.6 S

and 3.4 S fractions, respectively.
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tor of DNA polymerase /? and 7 [1]. On the other

hand, the 3.4 S activity was resistant to aphidicolin

and sensitive to ddTTP (Table 1). Therefore, both

the 8.4 S and 6.6 S peaks correspond to DNA
polymerase «.

NTP-dependent DNA synthesizing activity was

measured so as to detect the DNA primase activity

according to our previous report [4]. It was

detected in the 8.4 S fraction by as much as 20%
that of the control. Little activity was detected in

the 6.6 S and 3.4 S fractions, when the DNA
synthesizing activity, with activated DNA as the

template, was 100% in each fraction (Table 1).

The NTP-dependent DNA synthesizing activity

co-sedimented with only 8.4 S form of DNA
polymerase a (Fig. 1). These results suggest that

the DNA primase is associated with only 8.4 S

form of DNA polymerase a.

Essentially the same results were obtained for

the blastulae.

Sea urchin DNA polymerase a was thus clas-

sified as DNA polymerase a, 8.4 S with DNA
primase, and DNA polymerase a, 6.6S without

DNA primase.

In sea urchin embryos and eggs, the heter-

ogeneity of DNA polymerase a activity has been

reported in terms of sedimentation coefficients,

7.8S and 6.3S [9], 7.6S and 5.8S [10], and 7.3S

and 6.8 S [6]. Such fluctuation in the value of

sedimentation coefficient in those previous reports

might possibly result from the relatively poor

separation of the two forms of DNA polymerase

a. The results of those reports may thus be

considered essentially the same as ours. Yagura et

at. [6] reported an activity for DNA primase

sedimenting at 7.1 S in the sea urchin, Anthocidaris

crassispina, although there were DNA polymerase

a activities corresponding to 7.3 S and 6.8 S, when
DNA primase activity was determined from

measurement of poly(dC)-dependent DNA syn-

thesizing activity. Hence we measured poly(dC)-

dependent DNA synthesizing activity in the

present fractions according to their report. We
obtained 110%, 49% and 5% activities of the

control in the 8.4 S, 6.6 S and 3.4 S fractions,

respectively, where the DNA synthesizing activity

with activated DNA was expressed as 100% in

each fraction as a control. These results indicate

that 6.6 S DNA polymerase a also catalyzes

poly(dC)-dependent DNA synthesis by about 45%
that with 8.4 S DNA polymerase a. Thus, the

7.1 S activity apparently represents mixed activities

of the 7.3 S and 6.8 S forms and do not seem to

show an actual molecular size of DNA primase in

the report of Yagura et al. [6]. Judging from the

results of the NTP-dependent DNA synthesis,

contamination of the 6.6 S fraction with DNA
primase activity seems to be at least less than 5%
(Table 1). Therefore, we consider DNA primase

to be associated with only the larger form of the

two DNA polymerase a.

The form of DNA polymerase a associated with

DNA primase may participate in formation of

Okazaki fragments in vivo, since it catalyzes

primer RNA synthesis, followed by DNA chain

elongation using single-stranded DNA as the

template in vitro [3-6].

Little information is available on the function of

DNA polymerase a without DNA primase.
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ABSTRACT—Isozymic patterns of lactate dehydro-

genase in skeletal muscles of 9 laboratory mutant strains,

a wild population and a commercial orange-red strain

of the medaka, Oryzias latipes, were studied by poly-

acrylamide gel electrophoresis. The skeletal muscle

polypeptide subunits are encoded by the Ldh-A and -B

loci. Seven laboratory strains were found to be mono-

morphic i.e. without variation of isozyme pattern within

the strain. Five of the monomorphic laboratory stocks

(br-2, Da, fs, BR-1 and BR-2) had 5-isozyme pattern and

they were homozygous for the normal allele of the

Ldh-A locus (designated Ldh-A c
). Another monomor-

phic laboratory strain (orange-red bR-2) had 5 bands

which were more widely spaced and was probably

homozygous for the variant allele (Ldh-A a
). The white

(br-1) monomorphic laboratory strain with 3 very closely

spaced bands was homozygous for another variant allele

designated Ldh-A d
. At alkaline pH, the Ldh-Aa

subunit

was more negatively charged than the normal subunit

Ldh-Ac while the reverse was found for Ldh-Ad
.

The pi mutant strain was polymorphic for the Ldh-A c

and Ldh-A d
alleles. The heterogeneous orange-red

(bR-1) laboratory and the outbred commercial orange-

red (bR-comm) strains had LDH patterns varying from 3

to 9 bands, probably due to heterozygosity involving the

3 codominant alleles (Ldh-Ac
, Ldh-A", Ldh-Ad

). Thus

polymorphisms in these medaka strains were due to

variants at the Ldh-A locus.

INTRODUCTION

Isozyme patterns of lactate dehydrogenase in

fishes have been extensively studied. Virtually all
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teleosts have 3 gene loci specifying polypeptide

subunits A, B and C. Unlike birds and mammals,

teleost fishes exhibit extremely variable LDH
isozyme patterns with as few as 2 isozymes in some

species to complex patterns in salmonids and many

species of cyprinids [1-4].

Genetic polymorphisms of LDH isozymes have

been reported in natural populations of many fish

species. Most of these polymorphisms represent

variant forms of the B subunit as seen in the silver

hake, Merluccius bilinearis [1], herring, Clupea

harengus harengus [5], cod, Gadus morhua [6, 7],

sockeye salmon, Oncorhynchus nerka [8], long-

nose dace, Rhinichthys cataractae [9], rainbow

trout, Salmo gairdneri [10] and killifish, Fundulus

heteroclitus [11]. Genetic variants of A subunit

have been reported in the northern anchovy,

Engraulis mordax [12], Pacific hake, M.productus

[13], F. heteroclitus [14], "Motsugo", Pseudoras-

bora parva [15], grass pickerel, Esox americanus

vermiculatus [16] and Poeciliopsis monacha [17].

In a comprehensive study by Sakaizumi [18, 19] on

wild populations of the medaka, Oryzias latipes, in

Japan, muscle Ldh-A locus showed complex poly-

morphisms with at least 4 alleles being present. In

general, however, fewer A variants than B have

been reported. Mutant alleles of the C, also called

E locus, have been reported in F. heteroclitus [20]

and S. gairdneri [21].

So far, there have been few studies on LDH
variation in domesticated or laboratory strains of

fish. Novak [22] found 3 distinct LDH isozyme

patterns in 11 domesticated strains of brook trout,

Salvelinus fontinalis. Morrison and Wright [23]
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reported polymorphism at the B locus, with 2

codominant alleles B and B' present within a

number of domesticated stocks of S.fontinalis.

The study by Wu and Schroder [24] on 10

laboratory strains of Poecilia reticulata showed that

all were monomorphic for LDH isozymes.

Nakano and Whiteley [25] in an intensive study

of the distribution of 4 dehydrogenases during

development and in adult tissue of orange-red

variety of the medaka, O. latipes, reported at least

3 LDH isozyme patterns in skeletal muscle (2, 3 or

4-banded). The Laboratory of Freshwater Fish

Stocks at Nagoya University has been keeping

about 60 laboratory strains of the medaka for more

than 30 years, most of which arose as spontaneous

mutations [26]. These strains are maintained as

closed colonies with limited population size. The

present article examined LDH isozyme variation

in 9 of these strains and compared with those in a

wild population from the Seto area and a commer-

cial strain cultured by fish farmers near Nagoya.

The distribution of LDH isozymes in the heart,

testis, ovary, gill, liver, skeletal muscle and eye of

each strain was studied. However, this paper

describes the LDH variation in skeletal muscles

only since there was no variation of LDH pattern

in other tissues.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The 9 laboratory strains of the medaka,

obtained from Dr. H. Tomita of the Laboratory of

Freshwater Fish Stocks, Nagoya University, were

as follows: 2 wild type strains (BR-1, BR-2), 2

orange-red strains (bR-1, bR-2), 2 white strains

(br-1, br-2), pi. no pectoral fins throughout life,

Da: double anal fins and fs: fused interhaemal and

interneural spines, small dorsal and anal fins. The

wild type population (BR-wild) was collected from

a small stream in the Seto area near Nagoya and

the commercial orange-red strain (bR-comm) was

obtained from a fish dealer in Nagoya.

Skeletal muscles were dissected from individual

fish and homogenized by the Potter-Elvehjem

homogenizer with teflon pestle in one volume

Tris-glycine buffer, pH 8.6, at 4°C. At least 10

individuals from each strain or population were

sampled. Homogenates were centrifuged at

10,000 Xg for 20min at 4°C. The supernatants

were immediately subjected to electrophoresis.

The electrophoresis and staining procedures were

the same as previously described [25].

RESULTS

LDH zymograms of skeletal muscles of different

strains are shown in Figure 1. Skeletal muscle

LDH is encoded by Ldh-A and -B loci. Of the 9

laboratory strains examined, 7 were monomorphic

in that all individuals sampled within the strain

showed no variation in isozyme banding pattern.

However there was variation between these mono-

morphic strains with 6 of them having 5 bands and

one {br-1) with 3 bands (Table 1). The A4 tetram-

er with the greatest electrophoretic mobility was

designated LDH-1. The 5 bands in strains BR-2,

br-2, Da, fs and BR-1, were rather narrow and

closely spaced (Fig. la, b, c, d, f). These strains

could be considered to be homozygous for the

most frequent Ldh-A allele designated Ldh-A c
. In

all of them the LDH-1 band was the most darkly

stained indicating greatest enzyme activity. There

was variability in staining of the other isozymes.

The wild type (BR-1) strain could be mistaken to

have 4 bands since LDH-2 was very faintly stained.

The 5 LDH isozymes of the homogeneous orange-

red (bR-2) strain had equal staining intensity and

1
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Fig. 1. Electrophoretic patterns for LDH isozymes of

laboratory strains, commercial strain and wild

population of O. latipes. a= wild type (BR-2); b=
white (br-2); c= Da; d=fs; e= orange-red (bR-2);

f=wild type (BR-1); g= wild pop. (BR-wild); h=
white (br-1); \=pi, j= one polymorphic form of

orange-red commercial (bR-comm). Similar pattern

was found in orange-red strain (bR-1).
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Table 1. Summary of LDH isozyme patterns in skeletal muscles of monomorphic labora-

tory strain and wild population of O. latipes

Fish stock
No. of

isozymes

Isozyme

activity

Proposed

genotype

Wild type (BR-2) 5 1>3=4=5>2 Ldh-A c/Ldh-Ac

White (br-2) 5 1>5>2=3=4 Ldh-AcILdh-Ac

Da 5 1>2=3=4=5 Ldh-AcILdh-Ac

fs 5 1>2=3=4=5 Ldh-AcILdh-A c

Orange-red (bR-2) 5 1=2=3=4=5 Ldh-A"ILdh-A"

Wild type (BR-1) 5 1>5>3=4>2 Ldh-A cILdh-A c

Wild pop. (BR-wild) 5 1>3=4=5=>2 Ldh-AcILdh-Ac

White (br-1) 3 1 =5>3 Ldh-AdILdh-Ad

Isozymes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 correspond to LDH-1 to LDH-5 respectively. In wild type strain (BR-1)

and wild population (BR-wild), the LDH-2 band was very faint, and thus gave the impression

of 4-isozyme pattern.

> indicates more intense isozyme staining and = indicates comparable isozyme staining.

were more widely spaced due to the variant A'

subunit encoded by the Ldh-Aa gene which had

greater electrophoretic mobility than the normal A
subunit (Fig. le). This strain was homozygous,

with Ldh-A aILdh-Aa
genotype. None of these

stocks with 5 bands show patterns suggesting a

binomial distribution among the isozymes. The

wild population (BR-wild) was homogeneous with

5 bands, although like the BR-1 laboratory strain,

LDH-2 was rather faintly stained (Fig. lg).

The monomorphic white strain (br-1) had only 3

very closely spaced bands (Fig. lh). This 3-

isozyme pattern was probably due to homozygosity

for another variant allele, designated Ldh-Ad
.

These 3 bands correspond to the B4 and A"4

tetramers with the intermediate one being the

heteropolymer B2A"2 .

In the heterogeneous pi strain, some fish had 3

very closely spaced bands, as in the br-1 white

strain, while 5 bands were observed in others.

Some individuals gave the impression of having 4

bands due to LDH-2 being very faint. The pi fish

with the normal 5-isozyme pattern were probably

homozygous for the Ldh-A c
allele (Fig. li) while

those with 3 bands were homozygous for Ldh-A d

allele.

The polymorphic orange-red (bR-1) laboratory

strain had at least 6 LDH isozyme patterns ranging

from 3 to 6 or more bands. In some individuals,

the bands were so close that it was difficult to make

out the exact number. These patterns also showed

variability in isozyme staining. The 6-isozyme

pattern was probably due to heterozygosity at the

LDH-A locus, with genotype Ldh-A c
ILdh-Ad

.

The Ldh-A" allele was not observed in this strain.

The commercial orange-red strain (bR-comm)

was highly polymorphic (Fig. lj). Fish with 3, 4, 5,

6 and 9 bands were observed. Here again the

multiplicity of bands could be due to segregation of

the Ldh-Aa
, Ldh-A c and Ldh-A d codominant

alleles. This observed variability was not surpris-

ing since the fish were obtained from large outbred

stocks cultured by fish farmers in the Nagoya area.

DISCUSSION

Of the 9 laboratory strains of O. latipes, 1 were

found to be homogeneous for skeletal muscle

LDH isozymes, which was expected in closed

colonies. There was variation between these 7

monomorphic strains in number and differential

staining of isozymes. Inter-strain variation could

be due to genetic drift and gene fixation in

restricted populations. Homogeneity of the wild

population (BR-wild) was not unexpected since it

was with difficulty that few individuals were

collected from a small secluded stream in the Seto

district. The study by Sakaizumi [19] on 10 wild

populations of O. latipes from different parts of

Japan showed half of them to be monomorphic
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and the other half polymorphic for genes at the

Ldh-A locus in skeletal muscle.

The more widely spaced 5-isozyme LDH pattern

in the orange-red (bR-2) laboratory strain was

probably due to the variant Ldh-A a
allele. In

contrast, the 3 closely spaced isozymes in the

homogeneous white (br-1) laboratory strain was

probably due to another Ldh-Ad
variant. Thus

these medaka strains showed 2 allelic variants at

the A locus. B variants were not detected Inves-

tigations of LDH in many fish species showed

predominance of B instead of A variants.

In the polymorphic orange-red bR-1 strain, 2

alleles of the A locus (Ldh-A c and Ldh-A d
) were

observed. However 3 codominant alleles, Ldh-

Aa
, Ldh-A c and Ldh-A d were segregating in the

orange-red bR-comm strain. Heterozygosity at

the A locus gave rise to the observed 6 and

9-isozyme patterns instead of the expected 15

bands. This deviation from the expected number

could be due to non-random association, identical

electrophoretic mobilities of some isozymes, faint-

ness in staining of some bands or other reasons.

Similar results have been observed in ¥\ hybrids of

crosses between the speckled trout and lake trout

[27] and longnose dace and blacknose dace [11].

Thus most of the mutant laboratory strains we

examined were monomorphic for skeleted muscle

LDH, probably due to restricted population size,

although there was considerable inter-strain varia-

tion.
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ABSTRACT— In order to characterize the motor pattern

of the sexual behavior in the hime salmon (Oncorhyn-

chus nerka), electromyographic (EMG) activities were

recorded from three trunk muscles [Musculus lateralis

profundus (epaxial division: LPe, and hypaxial division:

LPh), and M. lateralis superficialis: LS] under freely

swimming conditions. It was shown that characteristic

EMG activities accompanied each of the sexual-behavior

patterns (e.g., "quivering" in males, "digging," "cover-

ing" and the "prespawning act" in females, and the

"spawning act" in both sexes). (1) At "quivering" and

the "spawning act" in males, all three trunk muscles

(LPe, LPh, and LS) showed rhythmic discharges, alter-

nating on the two sides of the body, although the

discharge frequencies and durations at "quivering"

(12.7-19.7 Hz and 0.7-1.4 sec respectively) differed from

those at the "spawning act" (8.7-15.0 Hz and 4.7-8.5 sec

respectively). (2) At the "spawning act" in females, both

the LPe and the LPh discharged for a long time

(3.4-6.0sec), without any rhythmicity, while some rhyth-

micity (6. 1-6.6 Hz) was observed in the discharges of the

LS. (3) At the "prespawning act" in females, no activity

was observed in the LPe and the LPh. (4) At "digging"

and "covering" in females, all three muscles showed

rhythmic activities (frequencies: 6.5-7.5 Hz and 2.7-5.0

Hz respectively) which corresponded to the tail move-

ment. Thus, the motor pattern of the hime salmon

sexual behavior has been accurately described in terms of

EMG activities.

Ethological observations have shown that the

sexual behavior of salmonid fish is composed of a

sequence of fixed-action patterns (e.g., courting in
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males, nest-building in females, and spawning in

both sexes), with similar action patterns found

among different species [1-7]. These fixed-action

patterns have been described by simply observing

them by the naked eye or by using cinemato-

graphic methods. For a further description of

these action patterns, more accurate methods such

as electromyographic (EMG) recordings are use-

ful, since each of the action patterns is produced by

the cooperative activities of the trunk and other

related muscles. For example, EMG recordings

from the chum salmon revealed characteristic

discharges of trunk muscles at some points in the

spawning sequence [8-10]. However, the activity

patterns at other points in the sexual behavior

sequence have not been fully examined. In this

study, the EMG activities of trunk muscles have

been analyzed during a variety of points in the

sexual behavior sequence in the hime salmon.

Preliminary results have appeared elsewhere [11].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

EMG recordings Fourteen male and eight

female hime salmon (landlocked form of the

sockeye salmon, Oncorhynchus nerka, known as

kokanee salmon in North America), which were in

full maturity, were used. The body length of these

animals ranged from 27.0 to 31.0 cm. The EMG
activities were recorded under freely swimming

conditions from the following three trunk muscles:
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M. lateralis profundus epaxial division (LPe), M.

lateralis profundus hypaxial division (LPh), and

M. lateralis superficialis (LS) (Fig. lBd; the termi-

nology follows Greene and Greene [12]). After

the animal was anesthetized with 0.03% m-

aminobenzoate methanesulfonate (MS-222), bipo-

lar electrodes made of enamel-insulated copper

wire (diameter: 200 /xm; bared tip length: 1mm)
were implanted into the muscles (cf. [8-10, 13,

14]). The positions of implantation were generally

at the level of the anterior edge of the dorsal fin.

After the recovery from the anesthesia, the oper-

ated-on male (or female) was put into an aquarium

with an intact female (or male). The animals

began sexual behavior 10-180 min after being

paired in the aquarium. The electromyograms

(EMGs) were simultaneously recorded from two

muscles in all experiments. The EMG signals were

amplified through AC-coupled amplifiers (gain:

X 200-X 2000; time constant: 3 msec) and stored

in a magnetic tape recorder. The behavior of the

animals was recorded by means of a video tape

recorder. In order to synchronize the EMG re-

cords and the behavior, the corresponding time

signals (rectangular voltage pulses and light

flashes) were simultaneously supplied to these

B
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Fig. 1. Electromyograms (EMGs) recorded from the trunk muscles during sexual behavior in hime

salmon. A: Illustrations of sexual behavior patterns, a: "Quivering" in the male, b: "Spawning

act" in both sexes. B: Examples of EMG records from 2 males (a, b) and one female (c). a:

Rhythmic discharges of right (r-) and left (1-) LPe at "quivering" in a male, b: Long-lasting

rhythmic discharges of right LPe and LPh during "spawning act" in another male, c: Long-lasting

arrhythmic discharges of left (1-) and right (r-) LPe during "spawning act" in a female, d:

Schematic illustration of the trunk muscles (transverse section of the body at the anterior end of

the dorsal fin). LPe: M. lateralis profundus epaxial division, LPh: M. lateralis profundus hypaxial

division, LS: M. lateralis superficialis.
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recorders.

Sexual-behavior patterns The aquarium ob-

servation of the sexual behavior of the hime

salmon has been reported previously [2, 3]. The

sexual behavior starts from courting by the male

and nest-building by the female, leading to the

synchronous release of gametes by both sexes.

The male courts the partner female by ap-

proaching her from downstream and vibrating his

body on her side ("quivering": Fig. lAa). The

female digs the nest by flipping her tail ("dig-

ging"). At the time of gamete release, both male

and female sink into the nest depression, side by

side, open their mouths wide, and strongly vibrate

their bodies ("spawning act": Fig. lAb). The male

and female "spawning acts" have so close a

resemblance to each other that they are hardly

distinguishable by the naked eye, except that the

male releases milt while the female releases eggs.

Prior to the "spawning act," the female sometimes

shows a behavioral pattern (the "prespawning

act," which corresponds to the "false orgasm" in

Atlantic salmon [5]) when the partner male is

absent or does not approach the female. The

"prespawning act" somewhat resembles the

"spawning act"; in the case of the "prespawning

act," however, the female alone sinks into the nest

depression, opens her mouth, and vibrates her

body, and then she swims away from the nest

without releasing the eggs. After the egg release,

the female covers the fertilized eggs with gravel

using her tail ("covering").

RESULTS

In 11 males, the EMG activities of the trunk

muscles were analyzed at two points in the

sexual-behavior sequence ("quivering" and the

"spawning act"). At "quivering," rhythmic dis-

charges (frequency: 12.7-19.7 Hz; duration:

0.7-1.4 sec) were observed in all three trunk

muscles: LPe, LPh, and LS. The discharges of the

ipsilateral muscles synchronized with one another

and alternated with those of the contralateral

muscles. Figure IBa shows a typical example of

the discharges of the right (r-) and the left (1-) LPe.

In the "spawning act," these trunk muscles showed

rhythmic discharges similar to those at "quiver-

ing"; the discharges of the ipsilateral muscles

synchronized with one another, while alternating

with those of the contralateral muscles. Figure

lBb shows a typical example of the discharges of

the LPe and LPh on the right side. Some parts of

the traces are shown in the lower traces with a time

scale 10 times faster than the upper traces. The

rhythmic discharges started shortly (0.6 sec in this

case) before the beginning of the mouth-opening

and ceased before its end. When these discharge

patterns were compared with those at "quivering,"

the frequency was found to be a little lower

(8.7-15.0 Hz) and the duration, much longer

(4.7-8.5 sec). At "quivering," only portions ante-

rior to the dorsal fin showed rhythmic discharges,

whereas in the "spawning act" more posterior

portions also showed rhythmic discharges. In the

"spawning act," the rhythmic discharges were

propagated caudally along the body axis; each of

the burst discharges appeared, after a short delay,

at more posterior portions (not illustrated).

In 6 females, the EMG activities of the trunk

muscles were analyzed at four points in the

sexual-behavior sequence ("digging," "covering,"

the "prespawning act," and the "spawning act").

At "digging" and "covering," the trunk muscles

discharged rhythmically (frequencies: 6.5-7.5 Hz
at "digging" and 2.7-5.0 Hz at "covering"). The

discharges of the ipsilateral muscles synchronized

with one another, while alternating with those of

the contralateral muscles (not illustrated). Each of

these discharges corresponded to one of the

flipping movements of the tail. In the "spawning

act," the LPe and the LPh discharged for a long

time (3.4-6.0 sec) without showing any rhythmic-

ity. Figure lBc shows an example of the dis-

charges of the left (1-) and the right (r-) LPe. The
arrhythmic discharges started long (4.9 sec in this

case) after the beginning of the mouth-opening

and ceased before its end. These discharge pat-

terns were clearly distinguished from those of the

male "spawning act," although the female and

male "spawning acts" closely resembled each other

when observed by the naked eye. On the other

hand, rhythmic discharges of 6. 1-6.6 Hz, which

were often superimposed on arrhythmic dis-

charges, were observed in the LS (not illustrated).

In the "prespawning act," the LPe and LPh
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remained inactive (not illustrated).

Rhythmic discharges were also observed in

natural swimming and turning movements in both

males and females. In slow swimming, only the LS

showed rhythmic discharges, whereas in faster

swimming and turning movements the LPe and the

LPh also discharged rhythmically. In both cases,

each of the muscle discharges corresponded to one

of the flection movements of the body. When
these discharge patterns were compared with those

of the "quivering" or the "spawning act" in males,

the discharge frequency was found to be lower and

the duration of each burst, longer. The discharges

of the corresponding muscles on both sides alter-

nated, but the synchronism among ipsilateral

muscles was less clear.

DISCUSSION

Uematsu and his colleagues [8-10] first recorded

the EMG activities of the trunk muscles during the

sexual behavior in chum salmon (Oncorhynchus

keta). They reported that all three trunk muscles

(LPe, LPh, and LS) showed long-lasting arrhyth-

mic activities during the female "spawning act"

[8-10]. They also reported that, in the male

"spawning act," the LS showed long-lasting

arrhythmic activities similar to those in females

[10]. Some differences were observed, however,

in EMG activities between the hime salmon and

the chum salmon, e.g., rhythmic LS activities in

the hime salmon vs. arrhythmic LS activities in the

chum salmon in the "spawning act" in both males

and females. These differences may reflect some

behavioral differences between them at the "EMG
level," although the behavior ("spawning act")

appears very similar to the naked eye.

In the present study, we have characterized each

of the sexual-behavior patterns in the hime salmon

in terms of the EMG activities of the trunk

muscles. The coopertive activities of the trunk

muscles during the sexual behavior are summa-

rized as follows. (1) At "quivering" in males,

short-lasting rhythmic activities occurred only in

the anterior portions of the three trunk muscles.

(2) In the male "spawning act," long-lasting

rhythmic activities also occurred in the more

posterior portions of the three muscles. (3) In the

female "spawning act," long-lasting arrhythmic

activities occurred in LPe and LPh in addition to

the rhythmic activities in the LS. (4) In the

"prespawning act" in females, no activities were

observed in both the LPe and the LPh. The results

(3) and (4) support the suggestion by Uematsu et

al. [8-10] that the strong contractions of the main

trunk muscles are needed to increase the inner

pressure of the body cavity and to squeeze the

ovulated eggs out from it. (5) During "digging"

and "covering" in females, rhythmic activities of

the three trunk muscles occurred, which corre-

sponded to the tail-flipping movements.

All of these EMG activity patterns were distinct

from those during non-sexual behavior, e.g.,

during the swimming and turning movements.

Such a characterization of the EMG activities of

the trunk muscles may serve as a basis for future

ethological/neuroethological analyses of the sexual

behavior in hime salmon.
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[COMMUNICATION]

Lepocreadium misakiense sp. n. and Neopechona olssoni (Yamaguti,

1934), comb. n. (Trematoda: Lepocreadiidae), Parasites of

a Japanese Marine Fish, Scomber japonicus

Takeshi Shimazu

Nagano-ken Junior College, 49-7 Miwa 8-chome, Nagano 380, Japan

ABSTRACT—Lepocreadium misakiense sp. n. from the

intestine of Scomber japonicus taken in Aburatsubo Bay,

Misaki, Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan, is most closely

similar to L. bimarinum Manter, 1940, in the extent of

the vitellaria but different from it in having a funnel-

shaped oral sucker and the vitellaria distributed from

the ovarian level to the posterior end of the body.

Neopechona olssoni (Yamaguti, 1934), comb, n., is

proposed for Opechona olssoni (Yamaguti, 1934) Yama-

guti, 1938 (= Pharyngora olssoni) parasitizing the intes-

tine of S. japonicus, because of the presence of the

uroproct.

The flukes reported in this paper were collected

from one individual (155 mm in fork length) of

Scomber japonicus taken in Aburatsubo Bay,

Misaki, Kanagawa Prefecture, on the Pacific coast

of central Japan on July 19, 1983. The worms were

flattened, fixed in Schaudinn's solution, stained

with Heidenhain's iron hematoxylin and mounted

in Canada balsam. They are deposited in the

collection of the National Science Museum (Natu-

ral History), Tokyo. Some related specimens bor-

rowed from the collection of the Meguro Parasito-

logical Museum, Tokyo, were also studied.

Family Lepocreadiidae

Lepocreadium misakiense sp. n.

(Fig. 1)

Host: Scomber japonicus (Scombridae).

Site of infection : Intestine

.

Locality: Aburatsubo Bay, Misaki, Kanagawa

Accepted February 12, 1986

Received December 26, 1985

Prefecture.

Date: July 19, 1983.

Specimens: NSMT-P1 2925 (holotype, 5 para-

types and 1 immature specimen).

Description (based on 6 gravid whole-mounts):

Body elongate, 1.03-1.46mm long by 0.25-0.32

mm wide; forebody 38-46% of total body length.

Tegumental spines not seen. Eyespot pigment

granules scattered on each side of esophagus. Oral

sucker funnel-shaped, terminal, 0.12-0. 15mm
long by 0.13-0. 16mm wide. Prepharynx long,

0.08-0. 16mm long. Pharynx pyriform or square,

0.06-0.09 mm long by 0.07-0.08 mm wide.

Esophagus short, 0.04-0.06mm long. Intestines

simple, bifurcating slightly anterior to ventral

sucker, terminating blindly near posterior end of

body. Ventral sucker round, just preequatorial,

0.12-0. 14mm in diameter; sucker width ratio 1:

0.82-1.00.

Testes globular, contiguous, tandem or slightly

diagonal, in middle third of hindbody, 0.07-0.12

mm long by 0.08-0. 14mm wide. Cirrus pouch

claviform, scarcely extending behind ventral suck-

er, 0.10-0. 14mm long, containing spherical inter-

nal seminal vesicle, oval pars prostatica, prostatic

cells and long and thick cirrus; no prostatic cells

seen outside cirrus pouch. External seminal vesi-

cle tubular, extending to midway between ventral

sucker and ovary, 0.1 1-0. 17mm long. Genital

atrium not seen. Genital pore usually a little

submedian, between intestinal bifurcation and

ventral sucker.

Ovary subspherical, entire, median or subme-
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Fig. 1. Lepocreadium misakiense sp. n., holotype, en-

tire worm, ventral view. Scale bar= 0.4mm.

dian, pretesticular, 0.05-0.08 mm long by

0.04-0. 10mm wide. Ootype complex lateral or

posterolateral to ovary; Mehlis' gland weakly

developed. Laurer's canal present. Seminal re-

ceptacle postovarian. Uterus preovarian; metra-

term well developed, provided with sphincter at

posterior border. Eggs several, not embryonated,

50-60 by 30-40 //m in balsam. Vitelline follicles

rather large, distributed from ovarian level to

posterior end of body, confluent in posttesticular

space. Excretory vesicle I-shaped, reaching to

ovary; excretory pore posteroterminal.

Discussion: General morphology of these

specimens agrees well with the diagnosis of the

genus Lepocreadium Stossich, 1903 [1], though

tegumental spines were not observed in any of

them. It seems that most, if not all, of them have

been lost in processing. Lepocreadium misakiense

sp. n. most resembles L. bimarinum Manter, 1940

[2], in that the vitellaria do not extend anterior to

the ventral sucker but that the new species differs

from it in the shape of the oral sucker (funnel-

shaped instead of rounded) and in a shorter extent

of the vitellaria. Similarly, this new species is

different from Lepocreadium sp. of Kruse (1975)

[3], a possible metacercaria of L. bimarinum. The

new species also bears some resemblance to

Cephalolepidapedon saba Yamaguti, 1970 [4], but

is distinguished from it by lacking scalelike spines

around the oral aperture and by having a much

shorter excretory vesicle.

Neopechona olssoni (Yamaguti, 1934), comb. n.

Pharyngora olssoni Yamaguti, 1934 [5]: 328-331, fig. 36.

Opechona olssoni: Yamaguti, 1938 [6]: 47; Ichihara et

al, 1968 [7], 48-49, fig. 3; Yamaguti, 1971 [1]: 148.

Discussion: Four specimens (NSMT-P1 2926)

of Opechona olssoni (= Pharyngora olssoni) were

found together with those of the foregoing species

in the intestine of the same fish. Their intestines

proved to open into the excretory vesicle to form a

uroproct near the posterior end of the body.

Reexamination of the holotype and four paratypes

of O. olssoni (MPM Coll. Nos. 22043 and 22044)

[5] has shown the presence of the uroproct in

them. Therefore, O. olssoni should be transferred

to the genus Neopechona Stunkard, 1969 [8], as

N. olssoni (Yamaguti, 1934), comb.n. This spe-

cies is separated from two previously known

species, N.pyriforme (Linton, 1900) Stunkard,

1969 [8], and N.cablei Stunkard, 1980 [9], by a

larger and more elongate body and a funnel-

shaped oral sucker. The cirrus and metraterm are

unarmed in the species. In N.pyriforme these two

organs are spinose [8]. Neither cirrus nor metra-

term has yet been described for N. cablei [9].

Yamaguti [1] suggested that O. olssoni (now

N. olssoni) might be a synonym of O. orientalis

(Layman, 1930) Ward et Fillingham, 1934.
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However, the former is readily distinguishable

from the latter by a much larger, funnel-shaped

oral sucker and the presence of the uroproct. This

has been confirmed by comparing the above-

mentioned specimens of N. olssoni with Yama-

guti's [4, 10] specimens (MPM Coll. Nos.

22045-22048) of O. orientalis.
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REVIEW

Cytoplasmic Function Segregating Germ Line

in Drosophila Embryogenesis

Masukichi Okada

Institute of Biological Sciences, University of Tsukuba,

Sakura-mura, Ibaraki 305, Japan

INTRODUCTION

In some groups of insects including Diptera,

Hymenoptera, and Coleoptera, the germ cell

lineage is segregated in advance of somatic cell

formation. A cytoplasmic region in the egg, dis-

tinct for its staining and fine structures [1], is

associated with germ cell formation in these insects

as well as in nematodes and amphibians. Distribu-

tion of this remarkable cytoplasm, germ plasm,

among many different animal forms has been

reviewed by Beams and Kessel [2] and Eddy [3].

It has been demonstrated in Drosophila

embryos that posterior polar plasm is unique not

only in its morphology but also in its function as a

germ plasm to determine the germ cell lineage

autonomously. In fact, posterior polar plasm is

able to induce pole cells or germ cell precursors

wherever in periplasm it is transplanted, e.g. in the

anterior tip or in the midventral region [4]. The

function of posterior polar plasm as a germ plasm

has been detected in oocytes at stage 13 [5]. In

addition, it has been found that the germ plasm of

a species can function in other species. Posterior

polar plasm from Drosophila immigrans or from

D. virilis is able to promote pole cell formation in

D. melanogaster if transplanted into periplasm [6,

7]-

"Hybrid pole cells", in which polar granules,

pole cell- and posterior polar plasm-specific struc-

tures, are derived from D. immigrans while nuclei

from D. melanogaster, were induced with trans-

plantation of posterior polar plasm from D.

Received April 23, 1986

immigrans embryos at an early cleavage stage into

the anterior polar region of D. melanogaster

embryos at a similar stage [7]. These hybrid pole

cells were transferred to the posterior tip of host

D. melanogaster embryos at the stage of blas-

toderm. On morphological scrutiny of polar gran-

ules in pole cells in the progeny deriving from the

hybrid pole cells, Mahowald and his collaborators

[8] have concluded that in spite of the morphologi-

cal evidence for the continuous presence of polar

granules or fibrous bodies (or nuage) in the germ

line of Drosophila, polar granules are not of

cytoplasmic inheritance, but the structure of polar

granules depends on the instruction from the

nuclear genes expressed during oogenesis.

In those hybrid pole cells, it has been shown that

not only polar granules but also nuclear bodies,

distinct structures exclusively found in pole cell

nuclei, are clearly of the immigrans type for their

morphology [7]. This suggests that posterior polar

plasm exerts its influence on nuclear materials,

possibly on genetic machineries.

All above mentioned evidence appears to sup-

port the old idea that localized cytoplasm, acting

on nuclei, plays a role in formation and determina-

tion of a specific cell lineage, the pole cell,

representing the germ line in Drosophila embryos

[cf. 9]. Thus, our questions asked are what com-

ponents of posterior polar plasm are responsible

for, and how the components act on formation and

determination of pole cells in Drosophila melano-

gaster embryos. In this review, I wish to focus my
attention on the work in Drosophila embryos

along the line of these questions. There are

several review papers dealing with the function of
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posterior polar plasm of Drosophila embryos

[9-12].

BIOASSAY SYSTEM

For an attempt to isolate a specific component

from a complex system like cytoplasm, a feasible

method of detecting the component is essential.

Posterior polar plasm is characterized by its

function to segregate itself from the rest of the

embryo into pole cells when nuclei penetrate it,

and further to canalize the pole cells into the germ

line. Damage by ultraviolet (u.v.) irradiation to

posterior polar plasm of an embryo at an early

cleavage stage causes the embryo a failure in pole

cell formation leading to consequent sterility [13].

Transplantation of posterior polar plasm from an

intact embryo restores normal pole cell formation

and fertility to the irradiated embryo [6, 14].

However, cytoplasm from the anterior tip or from

the mid-ventral region, which does not include

germ plasm, has no such ability (Table 1).

Apparently, a u.v. -irradiated embryo reacts to

injected germ plasm. Thus, it looked promising to

assess a material at its function as germ plasm

using this u.v.-irradiation-and-microinjection

system.

After many probing experiments, we have found

that radiation with a wavelength of 285 nm and a

dose at 200 J/m 2 provided most suitable recipient

embryos for the bioassay [15]. In addition, much

difference was found among strains of Drosophila

melanogaster in sensitivity of embryos to u.v.

irradiation. Ultraviolet irradiation at the posterior

polar region effects lethality as well as sterility to

embryos. In a wild type strain, Oregon R, lethal-

ity was always higher than sterility for a given

dosage of irradiation. On the other hand, in a

strain with mutations mwh and e
11

(several hairs

per epithelial cell and black body color) almost

100% sterility was reached while lethality was less

than 30%. This condition of embryos, however,

was not maintained unless being kept by selection

through continuous sibling crosses (Akiyama, un-

published data).

Figure 1 summarizes the routine procedure we

use for assaying germ plasm function of a material

to be tested. Eggs as used for recipients are

collected for 40min at 25°C then immediately

transferred to an 18°C room where the eggs are

dechorionated, irradiated posteriorly with a u.v.

beam, desiccated to reduce turgidity, covered with

a drop of fluorocarbon oil, and injected 'with

material to be assayed. In this procedure recipient

embryos are younger than mid-cleavage at the

moment of injection. Injected embryos are incu-

bated at 25°C for 2hr, and examined for the

presence or absence of pole cells under a com-

pound microscope. In this assay system, not all

embryos form pole cells, even when intact poste-

Table 1. Transplantation of cytoplasm from posterior pole or anterior pole to the posterior

pole of u.v. -irradiated eggs

Injected

material

No. of

eggs
treated

No. of adults emerged

Total
Sterile

adults

Fertile

adults

Significance
1

Posterior pole

cytoplasm

582 50 29

(58%)

21

(42%)

P<0.01

None2 607 83 82

(99%)

1

( 1%)

Anterior pole

cytoplasm

1093 57 56

(98%)

1

( 1%)
0.8<P<0.9

None 2
1005 257 254

(99%)

3

( 1%)

1

Probability was calculated by Z
2
-test vs. no injection controls.

2 Eggs were irradiated but nothing injected.

(Modified from Okada et al. [6])
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Activity

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram showing the procedure for

assaying pole cell forming activity, (from Okada

and Togashi [12])

rior polar plasm are injected. Hence, a ratio of

embryos forming pole cells to blastoderms de-

veloping from injected embryos is used to digitize

germ plasm activity of a material. Within the

limitation that this assay can only detect factors

inactivated by u.v. irradiation at wavelength and

dosage used, we could rely on this assay system for

monitoring pole cell-forming activity of a given

fraction in the procedure of isolation of cytoplas-

mic factor(s) with such activity.

CYTOLOGICAL LOCATION OF A POLE
CELL-FORMING FACTOR

Polar granules have been attracting develop-

mental biologist's attention as a probable candi-

date for structures containing factors responsible

for germ cell determination. They are found

exclusively in pole cells and germ plasm; and their

continuity in the germ line through ontogeny has

been demonstrated [16]. As a reasonable con-

sequence, an attempt of chemical analysis of the

polar granules has been made. The polar granules

were isolated from pole cells and analyzed for their

protein components [17]. Although some "polar

granule specific" proteins were described, nothing

has been elucidated about their role in germ cell

determination. It was possible for us to approach

from a different direction, since we have a feasible

method to assay a germ plasm function, as pole

cell-forming activity. Instead of collecting polar

granules, we fractionated a homogenate from

whole embryos and assayed each subcellular frac-

tion for its pole cell-forming activity on our

bioassay system.

Flies were allowed to lay eggs at 25°C in a

population cage, which we designed for rapid

collection of a large number of staged embryos.

Eggs were collected every 40min and transferred

to a nylon screen. These eggs were washed thor-

oughly with a stream of chilled water to remove

any yeast, blotted on filter paper, and frozen in

liquid nitrogen and stored until use. From 5x 10
4

female and male flies, approximately 4x10s
(ca.

0.5 g) embryos at 20 + 20min after egg laying

(AEL) were collected each day.

Ten grams of frozen eggs were thawed in 10

volumes of ice-cold homogenizing medium and

gently homogenized. Differential centrifugation

was carried out to fractionate the egg homogenate

sequentially at 1,000, 7,700, and 12,000 xg for

lOmin each and finally at 27,000 Xg for 60min.

The pellet formed at 1,000 Xg, which was com-

posed mainly of nuclei and cell debris, was

discarded, and the other pelleted fractions were

collected separately and designated P-l, P-2 and

P-3 fraction, respectively. Each fraction was

lyophilized, and assayed for their pole cell-forming

activity on our bioassay system [18].

As shown in Table 2, the highest activity was

found in P-3 fraction. The P-3 fraction was

further purified by centrifugation on a stepwise

sucrose density gradient, and 4 fractions, F-l, F-2,

F-3 and F-4, were recovered from layers of 1.4,

1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 M sucrose solution, respectively.

The highest pole cell-forming activity was found in

the F-3 fraction (Table 3). This fraction could

induce pole cells only when it was injected into the

posterior region of u.v. -irradiated embryos; if the

F-3 fraction was injected into the anterior tip,

normal columnar cells formed at the injection site,

but no cells morphologically similar to pole cells

appeared [18], in contrast to the case in which

posterior polar plasm was transplanted [4]. Elec-

tron microscopic observations have revealed that

the F-3 fraction is composed of small electron

dense particles (15-20 nrri in diameter) and free of
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Table 2. Pole cell-inducing activity of subcellular fractions obtained from egg homogenates

by differential centrifugation

Injected

material

No. of

eggs
treated

Blastoderm-sta; ie embryos

Exp.
No.

developed
No. with

pole cells
1

Significance
2

1 P-l 51 28 3 (11) 0.3<P<0.4

2 P-2 140 76 8 (11) 0.2<P<0.3

3 P-3 188 92 28 (30) P<0.01

C-l 3 None 329 244 9 ( 4) —
C-24 Homogenizing

medium
64 24 1 ( 4) —

1

Restoration rate; percentage of blastoderm-stage embryos developed with pole cells is in

parentheses.
2

Probability was calculated by Fisher's exact probability test against control 2.

3 C-l, control 1. Eggs were u. v. -irradiated but were not injected.
4
C-2, control 2. Eggs were u. v. -irradiated and transplanted with homogenizing medium,

(from Ueda and Okada [18])

Table 3. Pole cell-inducing activity of subcellular fractions obtained by centrifuging the P-3

fraction on a stepwise sucrose density gradient

Injected

material

No. of

eggs
treated

Blastoderm stage embryos

Exp.
No.

developed
No. with

pole cells
1

Significance
2

1 F-l 112 43 9 (21) P<0.05

2 F-2 104 39 13 (33) P<0.01

3 F-3 101 40 22 (55) P<0.01

4 F-4 124 32 12 (38) P<0.01

C-l 3 None 173 92 1 ( 1)
—

C-24
Saline 121 49 3 ( 6) —

Restoration rate; percentage of blastoderm-stage embryos developed with pole cells is in

parentheses.

Probability was calculated by X
2
-test against control 2.

C-l, control 1. Eggs were u. v. -irradiated but were not injected.

C-2, control 2. Eggs were u. v. -irradiated and injected with saline that is used for suspending

fractions for the assay.

(from Ueda and Okada [18])

mitochondria and other membranous structures

(Fig. 2).

These findings suggest a possible cytological

location where resides a factor that is required for

pole cell formation in u. v. -irradiated embryos.

For the present, however, there has been no direct

evidence to support that the factor is active in pole

cell formation in normal embryos as it is in

u. v. -irradiated embryos. Information at molecular

basis about this factor is a demand for us, in order

to determine whether the factor we have found is a

maternally produced cytoplasmic determinant

working in the process of normal development.

EXPLORATION OF MOLECULES ACTIVE
IN POLE CELL FORMATION

Encouraged by these cytological findings, we

have proceeded to an attempt to isolate a pole

cell-inducing factor from the subcellular fraction

containing pole cell-inducing activity. Since the
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Fig. 2. An electron micrograph of a thin-sectioned F-3

fraction. Bar represents 0.5 /um. (from Ueda and

Okada [18])

wavelength of u.v. that is effective for preventing

embryos from pole cell formation is close to that of

maximal absorbance by nucleic acids, i.e. 260 nm,

the germ cell determinant has been assumed as

nucleic acids [e.g., 19]. Thus, we digested a

subcellular fraction by a nuclease to test if the

digestion reduced its pole cell-inducing activity.

Results were remarkable as shown in Table 4.

Digestion by RNase completely inactivated the

P-3 fraction, but trypsin did not affect pole

cell-inducing activity of the fraction [12, 20]. This

experiment strongly suggests participation of RNA
components of the P-3 fraction in pole cell

formation.

RNA was extracted from the P-3 fraction and

assayed. Since a slight pole cell-inducing activity

Table 4. Pole cell-inducing activity of P-3 frac-

tions digested with enzymes

Injected

material
1

P-3

P-3 Digested

with Trypsin

P-3 Digested

with RNase

1 Each material suspended in a saline was injected

into u.v. -irradiated embryos in the posterior

pole region.
2

Probability was calculated by X
2
-test vs. P-3.

(from Togashi and Okada [20])

Number of

embryos
treated

Rescue
ratio

(%)
Significance

2

70 38.6

75 32.8 0.5<P<0.7

107 3.5 P<0.01

was detectable in total RNA, the RNA was further

fractionated with an oligo(dT)cellulose column

chromatography into poly(A) +RNA and poly-

(A)"RNA. Only poly(A) +RNA was able to in-

duce pole cells in our assay system. This indicates

that initiation of the germ line requires a function

of mRNA, at least in u.v. -irradiated embryos.

Messenger RNA extracted from mature oocytes

exhibited similar activity. Thus, apparently,

mRNA transcribed from maternal genes is a strong

candidate engaged in this activity. Furthermore,

no activity was detectable from mRNA which was

extracted from embryos at early gastrulation stage

[21].

We have accumulated a library of cDNAs from

the mRNA sequences with an ability of pole cell

induction and screening of the library for a cDNA
clone with distinct homology with the mRNA
sequence holding this activity is now in progress.

COMMITMENT OF POLE CELLS
TO GERM CELLS

Evidence for the fate of pole cells as precursor

cells for germ cells has been provided by pole cell

transfer experiments [22, 23]. However, little is

known about the fate of pole cells being irrevers-

ibly determined or not. It was described that not

all pole cells migrated into embryonic gonads, and

only those penetrating the gonads differentiated

into germ cells. For example, approximately 40

pole cells passed to the posterior midgut rudiment;

nevertheless, the number of pole cells contained in

a gonad in 10- to 12-hr embryos was from 6 to 12

[24]. Pole cells that failed to reach the gonads may
either degenerate or differentiate into a cell type

other than the germ cell, which is the problem

open for further investigation.

Pole cells induced in u.v. -irradiated embryos by

injection of P-3, F-3, or total RNA fraction were

morphologically very similar to those in normal

embryos. These pole cells contain polar granules

and nuclear bodies, which are both distinct mor-

phological markers of normal pole cells. In addi-

tion, the course of their occurrence, i.e. bulging

out to be pinched off, is identical to normal one

[12, 25, 26] (Figs. 3-5). Furthermore, pole cells

induced by mRNA extracted from the P-3 fraction
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Fig. 3. Micrograms with Nomarsky optics showing nor-

mal pole cells (top), those induced in u. v. -irradiated

embryos by injection of P-3 fraction (middle), and

RNA (bottom), (from Okada and Togashi [12])

were also of normal morphology [21].

Th« fate of the pole cells that were induced by

injection of the F-3 fraction and had striking

morphological similarity to normal pole cells was

studied. When recipient embryos had developed

to blastoderms, we examined these embryos under

a compound microscope to select those certainly

having pole cells, and raised only selected embryos

to adults. The emerged flies were examined for

their gonads. None of these flies had gonads

containing germ cells [18] (Table 5). Apparently,

pole cells iduced by F-3 in u. v. -irradiated embryos

are unable to complete their development to germ

cells. Similar experiments have been carried out

for pole cells induced by mRNA from P-3, and

identical results were obtained [21].

Our finding that the F-3 fraction and mRNA
from the P-3 fraction promote pole cell formation.

o
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Fig. 4. Transmission electron micrographs of sections

of a normal pole cell (A), and pole cells induced in

an embryo previously irradiated by u.v. and injected

with F-3 fraction (B, C). Inset shows a nuclear body

found in another section of the same pole cell at the

same magnification. Bars represent 1 //m. (from

Ueda and Okada [18])

but do not commit the pole cell to a germ cell

suggests a multi-step regulation of differentiation

of germ line cells.

Pole cell formation starts when future pole cell

nuclei arrive in the posterior polar plasm, about 9
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Fig 5. Scanning electron micrograms of the posterior

regions of embryos showing normal pole cells (A)

and those induced by RNA (B). The posterior

region of an embryo, irradiated but nothing in-

jected, is shown in C. Bar represents 20,«m. (from

Nagayama [25])

min earlier than future somatic cell nuclei, to form

"pole buds" (1-5 in number) during the 9th

cleavage mitosis, the pole buds divide once or

twice before pinching off to form 10-15 pole cells

[27, 28 and our own observations]. Adhering to

the dorsal plate, pole cells shift their position

dorsalwards, and pass to the posterior midgut

rudiment at the bottom of the proctodeal invagina-

tion. The pole cells further migrate through the

midgut rudiments into the body cavity and reach

the gonadal rudiments. Henceforth, they are

referred to as primordial germ cells (PGCs) that

proliferate and differentiate into germ cells during

larval through pupal stages.

In u.v. -irradiated embryos, nuclei arriving in the

posterior polar plasm are not isolated into pole

buds, but into somatic cell-type columnar cells

instead. Cellularization in the posterior polar re-

gion of these irradiated embryos is of somatic type.

Injection of the F-3 fraction or mRNA from the

P-3 fraction partially restores to u.v. -irradiated

embryos the ability to form germ cells, i.e. the

developmental process of germ cell formation

proceeds up to the PGC stage in the gonad. For

the PGCs to take further steps towards germ cell

differentiation, another factor, the germ cell deter-

minant proper, in addition to the F-3 fraction or

mRNA from the P-3 fraction, would be necessary.

The germ cell determinant, characterized by its

susceptibility to u.v. and its ability to commit

PGCs for differentiation into germ cells, was not

found in mRNA we obtained from the P-3

fraction. However, this does not rule out the

possibility that it is present among mRNA, be-

cause some mRNA could be sedimented with

subcellular fractions other than P-3 fraction.

On the other hand, for pole cell formation,

existence of another factor has been postulated.

Only site in periplasm where the F-3 fraction or

mRNA from the P-3 fraction could induce pole

cells was the u.v. -irradiated posterior polar plasm

[18, 21], nevertheless intact posterior polar plasm

induced pole cells at any sites where it was injected

[4]. This can be well explained by postulating a

factor that is localized in the posterior polar plasm

and is not inactivated by u.v. we used, and that is

required to cowork with mRNA sequences to

induce pole cells.
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Table 5. Germ cell-forming activity of the F-3 fraction

Injected

material

No. of

eggs

treated

Blastoderm-stage
embryos

No. No. with
developed pole cells

No. of

emerged adults
1

Fertile Sterile

Significance
2

Exp.

Control

F-3

Normal polar

plasm

333

207

184

76

92

42 4

9

5
P<0.05

From the blastoderm-stage embryos with pole cells.

Probability was calculated by Fisher's exact probability test,

(from Ueda and Okada [18])

octane

^rW^:.'/:'.'.4— 2'U agar in D-20

nhibitor soln. in a medium

paraffin oil

Fig. 6. A diagram showing a scheme of local permea-

bilization of vitelline membrane of Drosophila

embryos. Embryos are dechorionated and sub-

mersed in agar with the posterior tip of each embryo
being above the surface of the agar. Octane was

poured over the agar plate to permeabilize vitelline

membrane at the posterior tip.

SOME ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES OF
THE POSTERIOR POLAR PLASM

Sensitivity to cycloheximide treatment

Since our study suggests that an activity of

mRNA sequences is required for pole cell forma-

tion, interests have been aroused in testing

whether or not translational activities are neces-

sary for pole cell formation. We designed an

experiment in which embryos were locally treated

with cycloheximide, an inhibitor in protein synthe-

sis. Vitelline membrane of embryos at a young

cleavage stage was permeabilized locally in a small

region at the posterior pole by a modification of

100

50

30 60 90 tPC

Stage of Embryos at the Treatment in minA.E.L

Fig. 7. Stage dependent sensitivity of Drosophila

embryos to cycloheximide treatment at the posterior

region. Percent of embryos deficient in pole cells

was plotted against each stage at which embryos

were treated. A.E.L.: after egg laying; PC with

arrow points to the time of pole cell formation in

normal developmental process, (from Okada and

Togashi [12])

the method of Zalokar [29] (Fig. 6). These

embryos were subjected to very mild treatment by

cycloheximide (with 1 //g/ml Drosophila Ringer's

solution for lmin). In this procedure embryos

were exposed to the inhibitor only in the per-

meabilized region.

A cycloheximide sensitive stage was remarkably

distinct during cleavage (Fig. 7) [12]. This indi-

cates that translational activity in the posterior

polar region during this period is essential for pole

cell formation. Somatic cell formation was not

affected by this mild treatment. Unfortunately we

have not yet been able to relate the translational

activity that is required for normal pole cell

formation with the mRNA sequences which we

have found inducing pole cells in u. v. -irradiated
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Fig. 8. Relationship between the duration embryos were kept ligated and frequencies in percent

of these embryos forming pole cells after the ligation was removed. Effects of transplantation

with posterior or anterior polar cytoplasm from young cleavage embryos to the embryos kept

ligated for 30 min are shown in the two right hand colomns. (Modified from Okada [30])

embryos. Information about the localization of

the mRNA sequences in embryos would be helpful

to find the relationship.

Autonomous change during embryonic develop-

ment

In normal development pole cell formation

always follows penetration of nuclei into the

posterior polar plasm. Indeed, no pole cell forma-

tion was initiated if migration of nuclei was

prevented by ligating a cleavage embryo at a level

posterior to nuclei. Moreover, no pole cell forma-

tion took place even if nuclei were allowed to

make a second start of posteriorward migration to

arrive at the posterior pole by removing the

ligation sometime after it was made [30]. If

embryos were freed from ligation within 5 min,

about 80% of them were not affected in pole cell

formation. In contrast to this, if embryos were

kept ligated for as long as 30 min, less than 20% of

them formed pole cells. In remaining 80%
embryos, no pole bud formation was initiated even

if nuclei arrived later at the posterior pole (Fig. 8).

Ability of pole cell formation was restored to

embryos ligated for more than 30 min, if posterior

polar plasm from young cleavage embryos was

transplanted to the embryos immediately after

ligation was removed (Fig. 8). Anterior polar

plasm did not show such a restoration activity.

These findings indicate that nuclear arrival in the

posterior polar plasm is necessary but not sufficient

for germ line segregation unless it is accomplished

earlier than 2 hr after egg laying. Somatic line cell

formation seems not to be affected by delay in

nuclear arrival in periplasm in the range of the

time we tested. Possibly, an autonomous change

proceeds in the posterior polar plasm to establish a

condition to react with nuclei, and the condition is

maintained for not longer than 30 min. In normal

development migration is regulated for nuclei to

reach the posterior pole in time.

There are several loci of which mutation gives a

similar phenotype, grandchildless (gs). Homozy-

gous females lay eggs that accomplish normal
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development except for pole cell formation.

Therefore, the homozygous females have normal

children but no grandchildren. All but one, tudor

[31], gs mutants so far known have been reported

to exhibit delay in posteriorward nuclear migration

during cleavage stage of embryogenesis (gs( 1)N26,

[32]; gs(l)N441, [Hatanaka, unpublished data];

gs
87

,
[33];gs(2)M, [34]). Among these gs mutants,

gs(l)N26 has been shown to have normal posterior

polar plasm, which is able to induce functional

pole cells in an ectopic periplasmic region [35].

Other gs mutants have never been examined

whether their posterior polar plasm is competent

as germ plasm or not. However, considering their

abnormal nuclear migration very similar to that

described in embryos of gs( l)N26, it seems unlike-

ly that the gs mutations so far reported are of genes

involved in organization of germ plasm. Thus, in

most of the gs mutants their phenotype could be

ascribed to that nuclear arrival at the posterior

polar plasm is so late that the polar plasm has lost

its condition to react with nuclei required for

initiation of pole cell formation. Only gs mutant

showing no abnormality in nuclear migration is

tudor, which waits for a functional analysis of the

posterior polar plasm.

Niki [35] observed in gs{\)N26 embryos that

nuclei reached the posterior polar plasm indirectly,

i.e., penetrating periplasm in the somatic region

then shifting their position posteriorwards along

the periplasm to reach the posterior polar plasm.

He claimed that nuclei were irreversibly deter-

mined when they entered the periplasm in the

somatic region so as to form somatic line, which

disabled the nuclei to contribute to pole cell

formation. Our observation on the gs( \)N26

embryogenesis by means of time lapse video, has

revealed that there are two routes for nuclei to

reach the posterior polar plasm, direct and indirect

ones, and that pole cell formation is prevented no

matter which route nuclei take if their arrival in the

posterior pole is too late [Okada, unpublished

data]. Thus, the idea that nuclei migrating into the

posterior polar plasm have been predetermined to

form somatic cells, and these predetermined nuclei

are unable to support pole cell formation in

gs{\)N26 embryos seems to have no foundation in

fact.

CONCLUSIONS

In Drosophila embryogenesis, maternal gene

function has been shown to be essential for

determination of three dimensional axes. Genes

involved in the mechanism to establish anteropos-

terior and dorso-ventral polarity have been un-

covered (die, [36]; bic, [37,38]; dl, [39]). Informa-

tion about dorso-ventral patterns has been found

to be stored as mRNA in ooplasm [40], and it is

postulated that the information is distributed in the

embryo in a gradient fashion [39]. In contrast to

this, evidence has been accumulated to point to

autonomous determination of germ line by local-

ized cytoplasm, germ plasm. Thus, it is another

important function of maternal genes to organize

germ plasm during oogenesis. Although informa-

tion about antero-posterior polarity would be used

to accomplish localization of germ plasm at the

posterior pole of the embryo, the germ plasm itself

seems not to affect the establishment of the

polarity. Because, u. v. -irradiated embryos devel-

oped quite normally except for pole cell formation

as mentioned above; and the antero-posterior

polarity was not affected even if 0.1-0.2 nl of

cytoplasm had been removed by a fine capillary

from the posterior polar region of cleavage

embryos, while this treatment apparently caused

the embryos failure in pole cell formation.

Our studies have revealed that determination of

the germ line is under a stepwise regulation,

including at least two steps, pole cell segregation

and commitment of the pole cell to a germ cell

precursor. This finding is supported by existence

of two types of grandchildless mutations, tudor

[31], which inhibits pole cell formation but does

not affect nuclear migration toward the posterior

pole, and agametic [41], in which pole cell forma-

tion takes place but the pole cells are prevented

from differentiation into germ cells. It is very

likely that the former represents a mutation at a

locus involved in the regulation of the first step,

while in the latter a locus engaged in the regulation

of the second step is mutated. We have shown that

information for one of the factors regulating the

first step is stored as mRNA sequences produced

by a maternal gene function. However, as for the

factor(s) regulating the second step, only a probing
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experiment has just started. Although we have

not yet located the mRNA sequences active in the

first step in oocytes and embryos, our working

hypothesis is that these are transcribed in nurse

cells and transported to the posterior polar plasm

of the oocyte, where stored until translated during

an early cleavage stage. A cDNA clone we are

about to screen from the cDNA library we have

accmulated may hopefully make a powerful tool to

verify the working hypothesis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The caudal neurosecretory system consists of an

array of large peptide-producing neurons in the

posterior spinal cord of teleost and elasmobranch

fishes which give rise to tracts of axons terminating

in a specific neurohemal organ, the urophysis

(Fig. la, b) or in a less well defined secretory area

on the caudal ventral spinal cord (Fig. lc). The

urophysis in most teleosts is recognized as a

terminal enlargement of the spinal cord at the level

of the last vertebral unit.

While the modern concept of the caudal

neurosecretory system in the caudal spinal cord of

fishes was first established by the late Prof.

Masashi Enami [1,2], some of the structural

features of this system had been recognized much

earlier. The terminal enlargement has been re-

peatedly investigated since Arsaky [3] and Weber

[4] observed it in the early nineteenth century.

Verne [5] pointed out a similarity between the

urophysis and the neural lobe of the pituitary gland

in higher vertebrates, and Favaro [6, 7] considered

it to be an endocrine organ. The presence of

unusually large cells in the caudal region of the

spinal cord in elasmobranchs was first described in

1914 by Dahlgren [8]. Then Speidel [9, 10],

extending this finding on elasmobranchs to ganoids

and teleosts, concluded that they were "gland-cells

of internal secretion", and designated these cells

Accepted April 11, 1986

the Dahlgren cells. Enami's elegant contribution

[1, 2] was to link the large caudal neurons in

teleosts to the urophysis, thereby defining the

caudal neurosecretory system for the first time.

The caudal neurosecretory system synthesizes

and releases at least two peptide hormones,

urotensins I and II (UI and UII). While these

neuropeptides have been shown to have a wide

variety of biological activities, a clear picture of

their coodinated functions in fish has not yet

emerged. During the last five years the primary

structures of UI from two species [11, 12] and UII

from three species [13-15] have been determined.

The sequencing of these peptides has stimulated

research on the caudal system in several ways.

Sequence information has made it possible to

prepare synthetic peptides for use in physiological

studies as well as to generate specific antisera to

the urotensins. This has quickly led to the de-

velopment of specific radioimmunoassays (RIAs)

for the urotensins and immunohistochemical inves-

tigations of the caudal system and other tissues.

Knowledge of the structure of the urotensins has

also broadened our thinking about their possible

functions since they have been found to have

sequence homology to other known neuropeptide

families having hypophysiotropic and peripheral

actions. Finally, knowledge of their amino acid

sequences has provided the information necessary

to embark on molecular cloning studies which have

elucidated the precursor forms of both peptides.

The morphology of the caudal neurosecretory
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1. Caudal neurosecretory system of the teleost and

elasmobranch. a: Dissection of the caudal spinal

cord (SC) of the carp to show the urophysis (U) in

the last vertebral element (urostyle). Neural arches

have been removed from the vertebral body (VB).

X3. b and c: Diagrams of the caudal region of the

spinal cord (SC) of the teleost (b) and elasmobranch

(c) showing neurosecretory cells (NC), axons (A),

axon tract (T) and urophysis (U) or neurohemal

area (NH). B, blood vessel.

system has been discussed in two recent reviews

[16, 17], and recent advances in our knowledge of

the chemistry, physiology, pharmacology and im-

munohistochemistry of UI and UII have been

described in a number of reviews [17-23]. A
bibliography of early studies on this system (prior

to 1978) has been published [24]. In this review,

the biologically active substances found in the

urophysis will be briefly described, and emphasis

will be placed on recent advances in our knowl-

edge of the chemical structures and physiology of

UI and UII and their prohormone forms, and on

the morphology of UI and UII containing struc-

tures.

II. BIOLOGICAL ACTIVE SUBSTANCES
IN THE UROPHYSIS

The morphological analogy between the caudal

neurosecretory system and the hypothalamo-

neurohypophysial system provided the impetus for

a pharmacological search for active substances in

the urophysis. Reports during the late sixties on

the effects of urophysial extracts indicated four

types of measurable activities including vasopres-

sor activity in fishes and vasodilatory effects in the

rat. These blood pressure effects of urophysial

extracts led Bern and Lederis [25] to coin the term

"urotensin". It was proposed that the activities

known at that time be denned as urotensin I (UI)

for the blood pressure-influencing activity in fish

and rat [26, 27], urotensin II (UII) for the fish

smooth muscle-contracting activity [28], urotensin

III (UIII) for the Na + movement-influencing

activity in fish [29], and urotensin IV (UIV) for the

hydrosmotic activity in amphibians [26, 30]. The

eel-hypotensive and smooth muscle-contracting

activities appeared soon to be due to the same

substance, and a re-classification was proposed: UI

for the rat-hypotensive activity, and UII for the

fish smooth muscle-stimulating and eel-hypoten-

sive activities [31]. There is no clear evidence for

the existence of UIII as a separate chemical entity.

Urotensin IV appears to be chemically, pharmaco-

logically and chromatographically indistinguish-

able from arginine vasotocin [32, 33], which occurs

in small amounts in the urophysis of only some

teleost species [34].

Also present in the teleost urophysis are large

amounts of acetylcholine of unknown significance

[35-37] and an array of proteins that have been

proposed to be urotensin carriers or binding

proteins analogous to the neurophysins, the uro-

physins [38-42].
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III. CHEMISTRY OF UROTENSINS
I AND II

A. Urotensin I

The primary structures of UI peptides from the

carp, Cyprinus carpio [11] (Fig. 2) and the sucker,

Catostomus commersoni [12] were determined in

1982. Urotensin I is a 41-residue amidated pep-

tide. The sucker UI differs from the carp peptide

only at positions 24 and 27, with Asn replaced by

He and Gin replaced by Glu, respectively. The

sequence of each peptide has been verified by the

production of a bioactive synthetic peptide [43,

44]. The primary structure of carp UI was further

confirmed by the nucleic acid sequence of cloned

cDNA prepared from the UI mRNA [45].

A remarkable similarity in amino acid sequence

exists among UI, sauvagine and mammalian hypo-

thalamic corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF).

Sauvagine is a 40-residue peptide isolated from the

skin of the South American frog, Phyllomedusa

sauvagei [46] (Fig. 2). The primary structures of

CRFs, 41-residue amidated peptides, have been

determined in six species of mammals. The se-

quences of ovine CRF [47] (Fig. 2) and caprine

CRF [48] are identical, and they exhibit one amino

acid substitution in comparison with the bovine

counterpart [49]. There are seven amino acid

substitutions between ovine/caprine CRF and rat

peptide [50]. The structure of human CRF de-

duced from the corresponding gene sequence [51]

is identical with that of the rat peptide. Porcine

CRF [52] shares a common amino acid sequence

with rat/human peptide and differs from that only

at positions 40 and 41. More than half of the

amino acids in sauvagine or ovine CRF occur in an

equivalent region in carp UI (Fig. 2). The closest

homologies among these peptides are toward the

amino and carboxyl termini of the molecules.

They also share the structural feature of being

amidated.

B. Urotensin II

Urotensin II from the goby, Gillichthys mirabi-

lis, was the first of the caudal peptides to be

structurally characterized [13] (Fig. 3). It is a

dodecapeptide with partial structural homology to

mammalian somatostatin (Fig. 4). Both molecules

have Ala-Gly at positions 1 and 2 as well as

Phe-Trp-Lys at positions 7-9. Subsequently, UII

amino acid sequences have been determined in

two other species of fish, the sucker [14] and carp

[15]. As a result of this work a surprising inter-

species variation and complexity of multiple forms

of UII within a given species have been uncovered.

Figure 3 shows the sequences of the seven known

UIIs. While all of peptides are 12 amino acids long

Carp UI H-Asn-Asp-Asp-Pro-Pro-Ile-Ser-Ile-Asp-Leu-Thr-Phe-His-leu-Leu-Arg-

15

Sauvagine pGlu-Gly-Pro-Pro-Ile-Ser-Ile-Asp-Leu-Ser-Leu-Gl u- Leu-Leu-Arg -__ — _
Ovine CRF H-Ser-Gln-Glu-Pro-Pro-Ile-Ser-Leu-Asp-Leu-Thr-Phe-His-Leu-Leu-Arg-

32

Carp UI -Asn-Met-Ile-Glu-Met-Ala-Arg-Asn-Glu-Asn-Gln-Arg-Glu-Gln-Ala-Gly-

31

Sauvagine -Lys-Met-Ile-Glu-Ile-Glu-Lys-Gl n-GUj-Lys-Gl u-Lys-Gl n- Gl n-Al

a

-Ala-

32

Ovine CRF -Glu-Val-Leu-Glu-Met-Thr-Lys-Ala-Asp-Gln-Leu-Ala-Gl n - Gin-Ala - H i
s-

41

Carp UI -Leu-Asn-Arg-Lys-Tyr-Leu-Asp-Gl u-Val -NH
2

40

Sauvagine -Asn-Asn-Arg-Leu-Leu- Leu-Asp -Thr- 1 1
e - N

H

2

41

Ovine CRF -Se r- As

n

-Arg-Ly s -L eu- L eu - Asp- 1 1 e-A 1 a - NH
2

Fig. 2. Comparison of amino acid sequences between carp UI [11], sauvagine [46] and ovine

CRF [47]. Amino acid residues underlined in sauvagine and ovine CRF are identical to those

in UI. Residues at positions 24 and 27 in the sucker [12] are He and Glu, respectively.
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Goby UII

Sucker UII

UII
B

Carp UII-a

"1

H-Ala-Gly-Thr-Ala-Asp-Cys-Phe-Trp-Lys-Tyr-Cys-Val-OH

H-Gly-Ser-Gly-Ala-Asp-Cys-Phe-Trp-Lys-Tyr-Cys-Val-OH

H-Gly-Ser-Asn-Thr-Glu-Cys-Phe-Trp-Lys-Tyr-Cys-Val-OH

-Gly-Gly-Gly-Ala-Asp-Cys-Phe-Trp-Lys-Tyr-Cys-Val-OH

UII-3 H-Gly-^-Asn-Thr-Glu-Cys-Phe-Trp-Lys-Tyr-Cys-Val-OH

I 1

UII-y H-Gly-Gly-Gly-Ala-Asp-Cys-Phe-Trp-Lys-Tyr-Cys-lle-OH

Fig. 3. Primary structures of UII peptides from the goby [13], sucker [14] and carp [15].

UII-/? appears to be a mixture of two peptides, although they have not yet separated.

Urotensin II H-Al a-Gl y.-Thr-Al a-As p-Cys-Phe-Trp-Lys -Ty r-Ly s - Va I -Oil

Somatostatin H-Al a-Gl y- Cys - Ly s - Asn-Phe- Phc-Trp- Ly s - T hr-Phe- T hr- Sor-Cys-01

Fig. 4. Comparison of primary structures of goby UII and somatostatin. Homologous

sequences are boxed. — disulfide bonds between Cys residues; — hydrophobic

interaction between Phe residues.

and the disulfide ring structure (positions 6-11) is

apparently invariant, differences in primary amino

acid sequence have been found in all other

positions. The substitutions are chemically con-

servative, e.g.: Ala or Gly at position 1, Ser or Gly

at position 2, Val or He at position 12, and are

conservative as well at the codon level. Each of

these changes may have arisen from a single

nucleotide base change. In fact, molecular cloning

studies [53] described below have shown that the

nucleotide sequences encoding the UII-a and UII-

7 dodecapeptides from carp differ from each other

by a single nucleotide base.

The limited structural homology of UIIs, par-

ticularly Gillichthys UII, with mammalian somato-

statin is evident in Figure 4. A variety of structure/

activity studies on somatostatin analogs have

shown that Phe-Trp-Lys-X is a critical determinant

of its biological activity [54, 55]. Furthermore,

such studies have demonstrated that maximum
bioactivity depends upon the proper secondary

structural presentation of these amino acids as part

of a six amino acid ring. In native somatostatin the

ring structure is probably formed by hydrophobic

stacking of the phenyl groups on the Phe residues

at positions 6 and 11 [56, 57]. In UII molecules a

similar ring is formed by disulfide bond formation

between the Cys residues at positions 6 and 11.

Somatostatin-14 retains significant biological activ-

ity when its disulfide bond is reduced, while UII

activity is destroyed by disulfide reduction [58].

This difference may be due to the alternative

methods of maintaining the six amino acid ring

conformation in somatostatin and UII.

The use of high performance liquid chroma-

tography (HPLC) to isolate small quantities of UII

from tissue homogenates [59] has made it possible

to observe the biosynthesis of the peptide in vitro.

The posterior spinal cord with the urophysis

attached can be removed from the goby without

apparent tissue damage. Such explants can be

incubated in tissue culture with radioactive amino

acids, and the specific radioactivity of isolated UII

can be determined in various parts of the explant.

Such studies have shown rapid synthesis of UII in

the spinal cord and later appearance of labeled

hormone in the urophysis. The appearance of

labeled UII in the urophysis is prevented by

interrupting axonal transport with colchicine. This

treatment does not affect incorporation of labeled

amino acids into the peptide in the spinal cord [60,

611.
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C. Urotensin prohormones

The primary structures of the precursors of UI

[45], and UII-« and UII-7 [53] of the carp have

been inferred by analyzing the nucleotide se-

quences of cloned DNAs complementary to the

mRNAs encoding them. The precursor of UI

consists of 145 amino acid residues and the

carboxyl terminus represents the sequence of UI,

preceded by Lys-Arg and followed by Gly-Lys

(Fig. 5). The former sequence apparently repre-

sents the site of proteolytic processing and the Gly

residue in the latter may serve as a donor of the

amide nitrogen of the blocked carboxyl terminal

Val residue (Fig. 2). There are several similarities

in the organization of UI precursor and prepro-

CRF [51, 62, 63]. First, the active peptide portions

are located at the carboxyl termini. Second, the

carboxyl termini of both precursors are Gly-Lys.

Third, the nonhormonal portion of UI precursor

shows 21% homology with that of the ovine CRF
precursor. The sequence homology as well as

similar organization of the precursors of UI and

mammalian CRF suggest that they are evolution-

arily related.

The precursors of UII-« and UII-7 consist of

125 amino acid residues [53]. The active UII

peptides are found at the carboxyl termini, pre-

ceded by Arg-Lys-Arg. An additional paired

sequence, Arg-Arg, is located at positions 107 and

108. The homologies in nucleotide and amino acid

sequences between the precursors of UII-a and

UII-7 are greater than 90%, suggesting that the

genes were generated from a common ancestral

gene by duplication. On the other hand, there is

no homology in amino acid or nucleotide sequence

between the precursors of UI and UII. It is

interesting in light of the structural homology of

the active peptides that there is also no similarity

between the precursors of UII and somatostatin

[64].

RNA transfer blot analyses indicate that

mRNAs encoding the precursors of UI, and UII-a

and UII-7 are present in the spinal cord, but were

not detected in the brain, intestine, liver or kidney

of the carp [45, 53]. This observation is in contrast

to the immunohistochemical evidence that UI-

containing cells are present in areas of the brain of
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Fig. 5. Primary structure of carp UI mRNA [45]. Nucleotide residues are numbered in the 5' to 3' direction

starting with the first residue of the AUG triplet (Met) as No. 1. The deduced amino acid residues are

numbered beginning with the initiating Met residue. The UI sequence is boxed. The signal peptide is assigned

to the amino terminal 22 residues.
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the sucker [65], as discussed below.

After cleavage of the signal peptide and pro-

teolytic processing, the UI precursor may yield a

peptide consisting of 78 amino acid residues, and

the UII precursor may yield an 85-residue peptide

and a dipeptide. These larger peptides may repre-

sent putative urotensin carrier proteins, urophy-

sins [38-42], because the amino acid compositions

of these peptides closely resemble those of the

urophysins from the sucker [42]. Isolation and

characterization of such peptides in the urophysis

and studies of their specific binding of UI and UII

will clarify whether or not these peptides are

specific carrier proteins analogous to neurophy-

sins. The Gln-Phe dipeptide at positions 109 and

110 may also have an unknown physiological role.

IV. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY OF
UROTENSINS I AND II

The first immunohistochemical localization of a

Ul-like peptide in the caudal neurosecretory sys-

tem employed a cross-reacting antiserum to sauva-

gine [66], which was available before the UI amino

acid sequence was known. Recent immunohis-

tochemical studies have utilized antisera to

mammalian CRFs [21, 67-69], which also appear

to cross-react with UI, to sucker or carp UI

[70-72], and to goby UII [21, 68, 69, 72, 73].

Immunoreactive UI- and Ull-like materials have

been localized in the neuronal elements in the

caudal neurosecretory system of several species of

teleosts and elasmobranchs. Both UI- and UII-

immunoreactive structures found in the carp [71,

73] and banded dogfish, Triakis scyllia [68] will be

summarized below as an example of each of these

groups.

The general organization of UI- and UII-

positive elements appears to be similar in these

species. In the carp, cell bodies reactive to either

antiserum are localized primarily within the five

preterminal segments of the spinal cord. They

form two bands extending rostrocaudally on either

side of the central canal (Fig. 6a, b). Three types

of cells showing either UI- or Ull-immuno-

reactivity can be distinguished on the basis of their

size: large rostral neurons, intermediate-sized cells

immediately anterior to the urophysis, and small

neurons dorsal to the urophysis (Fig. 6a). Either

UI- or Ull-positive axons of the large and in-

termediate-sized cells extend bilaterally toward the

ventral surface of the spinal cord to form a thick

tract leading to the urophysis (Fig. 6a, b), while

those of most small cells take their course perpen-

dicularly to the urophysis. In the urophysis, there

are numerous fine beaded fibers exhibiting either

UI- or Ull-positivity. Immunoreactive products

accumulate densely around the blood vessels

(Fig. 6d). In the banded dogfish, neuronal peri-

karya with either UI- or Ull-immunoreaction are

located on both sides of the central canal (Fig. 6c)

throughout an area of the spinal cord correspond-

ing to about fifty vertebrae from the rear. The

immunoreactive cells decrease in size in the

cephalocaudal direction. The positive axons

emerging from either UI- or Ull-positive cells

descend ventrolaterally and enter the neurohemal

areas (Fig. 6c) or first run ventrocaudally and then

caudally along the ventral aspect of the spinal cord

for relatively long distances and enter the

neurohemal areas (Fig. 6e). Heavy accumulation

of immunoreactive products are observed around

the blood vessels in the neurohemal area. The

dorsal cells of the lamprey spinal cord have been

considered to be ancestral cells of the caudal

neurosecretory neurons of elasmobranchs and

teleosts [74], but they do not react with either

CRF- or Ull-antiserum [68].

The presence of at least two populations of the

caudal neurosecretory neurons has been postu-

lated based on the morphology, electrophysio-

logical responses, and neural input [see 16, 75],

and it was assumed that one cell type might

produce UI and the other UII. There is, however,

strong immunohistochemical evidence that a single

neuron can contain both UI and UII. Fisher et al.

[70] demonstrated that all the caudal neurosecre-

tory neurons of the sucker were Ul-positive,

casting doubt on the two-cell hypothesis. They

speculate, however, that there are two separate

functional populations of neurons with a common

product, UI, and the small cells dorsal to the

urophysis project proximally to influence the

larger, more anteriorly located caudal neurons.

By applying anti-CRF or anti-UII serum to alter-

nate sections of the carp spinal cord, Yamada et al.
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Fig. 6. Immunohistochemical demonstration of UI- and Ull-positive structures in the caudal neurosecretory

systems of the carp and banded dogfish, a: Sagittal section of the caudal spinal cord of the carp showing

immunoreaction with Ul-antiserum. F, Ul-reactive fibers; L, large UI cells; M, medium-sized UI cells; S,

small UI cells; U, urophysis. X25. (From Yamada et al. [71]). b: Cross section of the spinal cord of the carp

through the population of large cells (L) showing immunoreaction with Ull-antiserum. B, blood vessels; CC,

central canal; F, Ull-reactive fibers; T, Ull-reactive fiber tract. x95. (From Owada et al. [73]). c: Cross

section of the caudal region of the spinal cord of the banded dogfish showing Ull-reactive neurohemal area

(NH) and Ull-reactive cells (NC) lateral to the central canal (CC). F, Ull-reactive fibers. X140. (From

Owada et al. [68]). d: Dense accumulations of Ul-immunoreactive products (arrows) surrounding the

capillaries in the carp urophysis. Note Ul-reactive fine beaded fibers (arrow heads). X200. e: Sagittal section

of the caudal region of the spinal cord of the banded dogfish showing a loose Ull-positive axon tract (T)

including beaded fibers. NH, neurohemal area. X230. (From Owada et al. [68]).

[69] identified three types of neurons: CRF-

positive neurons, Ull-positive ones, and neurons

with both CRF- and Ull-positivities. This result

was confirmed using anti-UI and -UII sera [72]

(Fig. 7a, b). In contrast, Bern et al. [21] reported

the presence of two populations of neurons in the

goby: CRF-positive neurons and those im-

munoreactive to both CRF- and Ull-antisera. In
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Fig. 7. Co-localization of UI- and Ull-like materials in the same caudal neurosecretory cell, a and b: Two
consecutive sections of the caudal spinal cord of the carp stained with anti-UII (a) and anti-UI (b) sera. In a,

neurons 2 and 5 are Ull-positive, but neurons 1, 3 and 4 are Ull-negative. In b, neurons 1-5 are Ul-positive.

X 200. c and d: Two adjacent sections of the caudal spinal cord of the banded dogfish stained with UII- (c) and

CRF- (d) antisera. In c, neurons 1 and 2 are Ull-positive. In d, neuron 1 is CRF-positive, but neuron 2 is

CRF-negative. Interference microscopy. X200. (c and d from Owada et al. [68]).

the banded dogfish, Owada et al. [68] demon-

strated that a considerable number of neurons

were immunoreactive for both CRF and UII, and

some neurons were immunoreactive only for UII

(Fig. 7c, d). Similar results were obtained in two

other ^lasmobranchs using antisera to UI and UII

[72]. Thus, while the wide-spread co-existence of

UI and UII in the same neurons is apparent, there

is considerable inter-species variability in the

existence of cells exclusively immunoreactive for

either UI or UII.

One of the limitations of immunohistochemistry

is that this technique may often not demonstrate

actively synthesized substances which are quickly

secreted so that intracellular concentrations re-

main low. The method of in situ hybridization, by

which a particular mRNA can be visualized in

individual cells with a labeled cDNA probe, may
overcome such a limitation. In situ hybridization

of the UII mRNA has been successfully carried

out in the caudal spinal cord of the carp [53]. A
combination of immunohistochemistry with this

method may provide a more precise study on the

co-existence of UI and UII peptides.

In the brain of the carp, no structure im-

munoreactive to anti-UII serum could be detected

[73]. A RIA for UII showed no detectable amount

of this peptide in the goby brain [21]. Lederis and

colleagues, however, have reported the presence

of UI- and Ull-immunoreactivities in the brain of

the sucker by RIA and immunohistochemistry [65,

76, 77]. Using an antiserum to UI which did not

cross-react with ovine CRF and an antiserum to

ovine CRF which was preabsorbed with UI, they

showed that, in addition to a complex network of

Ul-positive fibers in the spinal cord and brain there

are two distinct populations of neurons in the

hypothalamus: Ul-positive neurons in the nucleus

lateral tubelis (NLT), and CRF-positive neurons in

the nucleus preopticus (NPO) [65]. Both regions

have been known to be the locations of fish CRF
producing neurons by lesioning and Cortisol im-

plantation experiments [78, 79]. They demon-

strated that the destruction of the NLT results in a
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decrease in pituitary ACTH content which is not

observed following the destruction of the NPO
[65]. From this observation they argue that the

function of a Ul-like peptide in the NLT may be

the control of ACTH biosynthesis whereas that of

CRF-like peptide in the NPO may be to preferen-

tially stimulate ACTH release.

V. PHYSIOLOGY OF UROTENSINS
I AND II

A considerable diversity of biological actions

have been described for the urotensins. In gener-

al, these can be divided into three groups:

(1) Effects on smooth muscle. Both smooth

muscle-contracting and -relaxing effects of the

urotensins have been reported. These are among

the earliest observed biological actions of the

urotensins [26, 27]. In fact, they have been used as

the bioassays that provided the basis for the

isolation of both UI [11] and UII [13].

(2) Hypophysiotropic effects. While it is possi-

ble that the urotensins affect a variety of pituitary

functions, the structural homology between UI

and CRF and between UII and mammalian

somatostatin have focused attention on the possi-

ble role of UI as an effector of ACTH release and

UII as an inhibitor of prolactin release.

(3) Osmoregulatory effects. A complex array

of effects of the urotensins on osmoregulation have

been reported. Many of these effects may not be

exclusively due to direct actions regulating ion

fluxes across epithelial cell systems, but may be

secondary to effects on smooth muscle (regulation

of blood flow via contraction or dilatation of

vascular smooth muscle) or secondary to effects on

prolactin release or the hypophysial-interrenal

axis. However, a variety of direct effects on the

flux of various ions has been reported.

A. Effects on smooth muscle

A wide variety of smooth muscle-contracting

activities have been reported for UII in tissues of

the teleost reproductive, urinary, gastrointestinal,

and circulatory system as well as in warm-blooded

vertebrates. The goby sperm duct [80] and the

guppy oviduct [81] are stimulated to contract by

UII, as are the urinary bladder [82] and the

posterior lymph heart of the eel [83]. The im-

mediately pre-rectal section of the trout intestine is

particularly sensitive to UII [84, 85]. This tissue

has provided the basis for the bioassay that has

been used to purify UII molecules from the goby

[13, 59], carp [15], and sucker [14]. A longitudinal

strip of intestine suspended in an organ bath

responds to perifusion with UII by a single

contraction of characteristic duration (20-60 sec)

after a characteristic delay (10-35 sec). The force

of contraction is dose-dependent, making it a

useful quantitative bioassay.

Urotensin II has been shown to have potent

vasopressor action in fish [26, 86]. While UII has

vasopressor activity in birds and mammals [87],

negative results of studies on isolated rat arteries

have indicated that this may not be a direct

myogenic effect [88], suggesting that the observed

pressor activity might be centrally mediated. An
unusual effect of UII on mammalian smooth

muscle has recently been reported. The anococ-

cygeus muscle of the mouse, when stimulated to

contract with carbamylcholine, is relaxed by UII

in concentrations as low as 10~ 6 M [89,90].

Mammalian somatostatin, with limited structural

homology to UII, has a qualitatively similar effect

on this tissue but is active only at concentrations 30

to 50 fold higher than UII. A third peptide,

vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) has a rapid

relaxing effect in this system. While there is

immunohistochemical evidence for extensive in-

nervation of the anococcygeus with VlP-con-

taining neurons, a search for a nearby somatosta-

tinergic system or for Ull-immunoreactivity has

proven negative [90], hence the physiological

function of the high-affinity receptors for UII in

this tissue remains unknown.

B. Hypophysiotropic effects

The presence of ACTH-releasing activity in the

caudal neurosecretory system was first suggested

from early in vivo studies in which injection of

extracts of the fish spinal cord stimulated the

secretion of corticosteroid hormones in fish and

mammals [91]. Recent discovery of the structural

homology between UI and CRF has focused

attention on UI as a likely effector of the release of

ACTH from the teleost pituitary. Intraperitoneal
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injection of UI evokes an elevation in plasma

Cortisol level in dexamethasone-treated goldfish

[92]. Similarly, it stimulates the in vitro release of

ACTH from a superfused goldfish anterior pitui-

tary cell column in a dose-dependent manner [92].

The addition of Cortisol to the perfusion buffer

results in a diminution in the ACTH-releasing

activity of UI and the removal of Cortisol results in

a recovery of the activity, indicating that the tropic

activity of UI is subject to negative feedback

regulation [93, 94]. The release of ACTH and

a-MSH from the neurointermediate lobe of the

goldfish is also stimulated by UI in vitro.

Support for the concept that UI of caudal origin

is a physiological regulator of ACTH secretion has

come from in vivo experiments evaluating the

changes in the pituitary-interrenal axis after

urophysectomy [95]. The excision of the entire

caudal neurosecretory system of the goldfish re-

sults in marked increases in plasma Cortisol,

pituitary ACTH and hypothalamic UI contents

one week after the surgery. Treatment of dex-

amethasone abolishes the increases of these three

parameters. These findings suggest that the

hypothalamo-pituitary-interrenal axis is activated

by the lack of urophysial UI. They also provide

clear evidence of non-caudal sources of UI. Fur-

ther studies are required to definitely assign a

physiological CRF role to UI in fish.

The hypophysiotropic effects of UII have not

been widely studied, but it has been shown first

with partially purified goby UII (Ul-free) [96] and

later with synthetic peptide [97] that UII as well as

somatostatin- 14 inhibit the release of two forms of

prolactin from the tilapia rostral pars distalis in

vitro. In tilapia but not in the goby there is

somatostatinergic input from the hypothalamus to

the rostral pars distalis, while neither of these

species show Ull-immunoreactive fibers in that

area [98], suggesting that, at least in tilapia,

somatostatin is a likely prolactin inhibitory factor

of physiological importance. Attemps to demon-
strate somatostatin-like hypophysiotropic effects

of UII in mammals have proven negative [19].

Takasugi and Bern [99] reported that the num-
ber of paraldehyde fuchsin-staining cells in the

NPO was significantly increased in the uro-

physectomized euryhaline freshwater tilapia kept

in hypertonic salt water over the normal and

sham-operated fish kept in the same medium. This

observation suggests a need to investigate the

actions of UI and UII on the secretion of other

hormones.

C. Osmoregulatory effects

The complexity of mechanisms by which the

urotensins may act to regulate salt and water

balance has been recently reviewed [21]. In addi-

tion to direct effects on the flux of specific ions

across epithelial cell systems, it is likely that

osmoregulation is indirectly influenced by these

peptides via the effects on smooth muscle and

pituitary hormones discussed above. It is unfor-

tunate that the effects of the urotensins on vascular

smooth muscle have not been studied as extensive-

ly in fish as they have in mammals [19]. Neverthe-

less, it is likely that selective vasoconstriction

mediated by the urotensins, particularly UII, may

regulate blood flow to osmoregulatory tissues.

Both prolactin and Cortisol (the principal final

product of the hypothalamo-pituitary-interrenal

axis) have well established roles in fish osmoreg-

ulation [100]. Thus, the prolactin release-

inhibiting activity of UII and ACTH-releasing

activity of UI discussed above may well be

important contributors to the overall osmoregula-

tory effects of the urotensins.

In vitro studies on a variety of epithelial cell

systems have demonstrated direct effects of

urotensins on the flux of specific ions. Studies on

two absorptive epithelial systems of the goby have

shown similar effects of UII on ion flux. In the

goby urinary bladder UII stimulated absorption of

Na +
[18]. In the posterior intestine taken from

gobies that had been adapted to a hyposmotic

environment (5% seawater) UII stimulated the

active transport of Na + and Cl~ in the luminal to

serosal direction [101]. Intracellular recordings

suggest that this increase in flux is due to activation

of the luminal Na +-Cl~ coport rather than activa-

tion of the Na+-K+-ATPase-driven pump which

provides the electrochemical gradient driving ac-

tive absorption [102]. In the anterior intestine of

the seawater adapted tilapia UII stimulates water

absorption as well as that of Na + and CI [103,

104].
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Physiological effects of UII in absorptive tissues

are consistent with those seen in epithelial cell

systems with excretory function. In both cases the

peptide's action results in Cl~ conservation for the

organism. In both skin from the seawater adapted

goby [105, 106] and the opercular membrane from

seawater adapted tilapia UII inhibits the active

extrusion of CI [18].

The effects of UI in these systems are less well

studied and rather more difficult to interpret.

Urotensin I has a stimulatory effect on Na + and

Cl~ absorption similar to the effect of UII in the

goby urinary bladder, but only at very high

concentrations, casting doubts on its physiological

significance [18]. In contrast, UI stimulates Cl~

extrusion from goby skin [106], an effect opposite

to that of UII. It is difficult to explain antagonistic

effects of UI and UII, especially in light of their

apparent co-existence (and presumed co-release)

in many caudal neurosecretory cells [21, 68, 69,

72]. However, at least in mammals the peptides

also have opposite effects on blood pressure as

discussed above.

Further implication of roles for UI and UII in

osmoregulation of fish comes from studies of

specific binding sites for the peptides on mem-

branes prepared from various tissues of the

goldfish, which had been maintained in water or

adapted to 14% seawater. The salt adapted fish

showed significant increase in high-affinity UII

binding to kidney membranes and a decrease in

binding to gill membranes [107]. These same

studies showed no significant change in specific UII

binding in anterior or posterior intestine or brain.

While there have been no direct correlative studies

on epithelial ion flux in this species under similar

conditions, the apparent changes in UII receptor

concentration under various conditions of environ-

mental salinity suggest a role for UII in

osmoregulation in kidney and gill. In similar

studies in which UI binding was measured there

was no significant difference in binding to gill,

posterior intestine, or kidney, but brain showed a

significant increase in specific UI binding and

anterior intestine showed a dramatically increased

binding. Presently available data are inadequate

to assign specific physiological significance to these

apparently salt-induced changes in receptor con-

centrations, but they suggest both central and

direct peripheral roles for UI in osmoregulation.

Interestingly, a dipsogenic effect of UII has been

observed in Japanese quail [108]. A single in-

traperitoneal injection of UII induced drinking in a

dose-dependent manner. An intraventricular in-

jection did not stimulate drinking, suggesting that

some peripheral tissues possess receptor for UII

with respect to drinking.

VI. CONCLUSION

Recent characterization of the chemical struc-

tures of the principal active products of the caudal

neurosecretory system, UI and UII, has led to a

dramatic increase in our knowledge of the system

at many levels. It has become clear, for example,

that there is a considerable inter-species variation

in the primary structures of the urotensins. The

availability of synthetic urotensins has allowed

investigation of the physiology of the peptides in

which the specificity of response is assured. Syn-

thetic peptides have also allowed the preparation

of specific antibodies. Immunohistochemical

studies have elucidated the cell specific architec-

ture of the posterior spinal cord, and has produced

the surprising finding that immunoreactive UI and

UII can be found in many of the same neurons in

this area of the nervous system. The availability of

specific RIAs has allowed sensitive quantitation of

the peptides in tissues. Molecular cloning has

provided the complete amino acid sequences of the

preprohormone forms of UI and several UII

molecules in the carp. These studies have clearly

shown an evolutionary relationship among UI,

sauvagine and CRF. In contrast, they have indi-

cated that in spite of the considerable structural

and functional similarity between UII and

somatostatin, this is an interesting example of

convergent evolution, since there is little similarity

in their prohormone forms.

Even though the caudal neurosecretory system

has been the subject of scientific interest for more

than 150 years, its physiological significance has

remained an enigma. Verne's observation in 1914

[5] of the morphological similarity between the

urophysis and the pituitary has proven to be

prophetic and not merely coincidental. Consider-
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able evidence has been produced indicating that

the caudal neurosecretory system has a role in

regulation of salt and water balance and may well

be a regulator of release of anterior pituitary

hormones as well. However, in spite of a large

body of evidence, a clear picture of its coordinated

physiological function, particularly its relationship

to hypothalamic events, has not yet emerged.

Immunohistochemical evidence that the active

peptides of the caudal system are present in

hypothalamic cells and fibers further suggests that

there is overlap between hypothalamic and caudal

function. Future studies of circulating urotensin

levels and rates of their biosynthesis in caudal and

hypothalamic sites may clarify these relationships.

Electrophysiological studies of urotensin produc-

ing neurons would also be useful in understanding

the mechanisms by which this system is controlled.

It is possible that the caudal system functions an

ancillary manner to the hypophysiotropic system.

It is equally possible that it is responsible for truly

unique regulatory functions in fish.

Investigation of the caudal system has also

produced benefits that often accompany studies of

comparative endocrinology. In addition to the

interesting evolutionary relationships of the

urotensins to peptides found in other animal

species described above, the presence of receptors

in mammalian tissue (the mouse anococcygeus

muscle) which apparently have higher affinity for

UII than for any known mammalian peptide raises

the possibility that there exists a mammalian

urotensin II or similar molecule. The apparently

high mutability of the UII genes (four different

active peptides in carp alone) is not a common
feature of neuropeptides. The posterior pituitary

nonapeptides, for example, show little variation

within phylogenetic classes or families. As is the

case with many central questions about the caudal

neurosecretory system, the nature of the unusual

variability of UII remains unknown.
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ABSTRACT— Using split tail-fin pieces previously incubated in a saline containing 3H-adenosine, the

fate of adenyl compounds released from adrenergic melanosome-aggregating fibers to melanophores of

the tilapia, Sarotherodon niloticus, was studied. A spontaneous release of small amounts of purine

compounds, possibly from neural elements, was detected. These compounds included adenine nu-

cleotides, adenosine, inosine, hypoxanthine and adenine. Electrical nervous stimulation significantly

increased the release of them, especially of adenine nucleotides, but not that of adenine itself. Possible

metabolic dynamics of purine compounds in and outside the adrenergic fiber were discussed in relation

to their role in modifying the melanophore movements as the co-transmitter of the fiber.

INTRODUCTION

It is now established that pigment-aggregating

nerves to teleost chromatophores belong to the

autonomic sympathetic system, and that the

peripheral transmission is naturally adrenergic

[1-3].

Meanwhile, adenine derivatives, i.e. adenosine,

AMP, ADP and ATP, were found to be very

effective in some teleosts in dispersing pigment

within melanophores [4,5]. That the effect is

mediated by adenosine-specific receptors pos-

sessed by the melanophore has further been shown

by us [5]. By means of luciferine-luciferase bio-

luminescence method, we were lately able to de-

tect a release of ATP from the melanosome-

aggregating fiber to the melanophore of a tilapia,

Sarotherodon niloticus [6]. Using radio-labeled

compounds as tracers, furthermore, we could also

demonstrate that adenine derivatives are released

along with norepinephrine from the adrenergic

melanin-aggregating nerve in the same species of

fish [7]. These results indicate that ATP may be

released from the pigment-aggregating adrenergic
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fiber as the co-transmitter to reverse quickly the

pigment-aggregating effect of norepinephrine, the

true transmitter. In the present report, we have

further tried to investigate biochemically the dy-

namics of purine compounds inside as well as

outside the adrenergic fiber controlling the

melanophore.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation

The tilapia, Sarotherodon niloticus, of either sex

obtained from the Chiba Prefectural Freshwater

Fisheries Experimental Station was used as the

experimental material. Fish having body lengths

of about 80mm and weighing about 20 g were

selected for the experiments. After decapitation,

tail fins were immediately excised and immersed in

a physiological saline of the following composition

(mM): NaCl 128, KC1 2.7, CaCl2 1.8, D-glucose

5.6, Tris-HCl buffer 10 (pH7.6). Split fin pieces

were prepared in the saline according to the

method described by Fujii [8]. After splitting, the

basal part of each piece was cut away in order to

avoid bringing muscular tissue into the assay

system. All the measurements were carried out at

room temperature (20-25°C).
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Drugs and radiochemicals

Drugs used included adenine hydrochloride

(Wako Pure Chemical Ind., Osaka), adenosine

(Kohjin, Tokyo), adenosine 5'-monophosphate

disodium (AMP, Nakarai Chemicals, Kyoto),

adenosine 5'-diphosphate sodium (ADP, Nakarai

Chemicals), adenosine 5'-triphosphate disodium

(ATP, Wako Pure Chemical Ind.), inosine (Koh-

jin) and hypoxanthine (Kohjin). [2, 8-3H]-adeno-

sine (specific activity: 31.0Ci/mmol) was the

product of New England Nuclear (Boston, MA).

Incubation and nervous stimulation

In the time course study of purine releases from

nervous elements, skin preparations were first

incubated in the saline containing 3H-adenosine

(2.0//Ci/ml) for lhr. After being washed for

lOmin by several rinses with the cold saline, they

were transferred into a small plastic well (10X 10,

and 5 mm high) containing 400 fA of the saline. In

experiments such as typically shown in Figure 1,

the total volume of the bathing medium was

sucked up and transferred into a scintillator

cocktail-containing vial every 1 min by means of a

finely tipped pipette. Each time, the sampling was

immediately followed by supplementation of the

bathing fluid with the cold saline of the same

amount (400//1). The method of stimulating nerv-

ous elements in the skin specimens was fun-

damentally the same with that described earlier

[6]. Through a pair of Ag-AgCl electrodes, the

electrical field at the strength of 10.0 V- 10mm" 1

was applied for 1 min.

Identification and assay of purine compounds

In this study, the fin specimens were incubated

in the saline containing 3H-adenosine (20/iCi/ml)

for 1 hr. After the incubation, these pieces were

washed by several rinses with the cold saline for

10 min. They were then transferred into the

above-described plastic chamber, which contained

400-//1 saline. The bathing medium was sampled

immediately before and after the electrical field

stimulation. The parameters of the AC stimula-

tion were the same as those for the experiments

decsribed in the above section.

For identifying and assaying tritiated com-

pounds released in the bathing medium, 20/^1 of it

were spotted on a Kieselgel 60 F254 thin-layer

chromatogram sheet (Merck, Darmstadt). Solu-

tion of one of authentic purine derivatives, which

included adenine, adenosine, AMP, ADP, ATP,
inosine and hypoxanthine, was spotted for deter-

mining Rf values. The chromatogram sheets were

developed by the ascending method with a freshly

prepared solvent mixture containing rc-butanol-

ethylacetate-methanol-ammonia (7:4:3:1 v/v)

.

The separated compounds on the sheet were

detected under the ultraviolet illumination. The

Rf values measured were: adenine 0.48, adenosine

0.36, hypoxanthine 0.20, inosine 0.06. Adenine

nucleotides, i.e., AMP, ADP and ATP, were found

remaining around the origin. The fluorescent gel

in a narrow band on the chromatogram sheet was

scraped off and the compound contained was

eluted out by shaking in 1 ,400 //I of 0.1 N HC1 for

lhr. After centrifugation at lOOxg for 5 min, a

100-//1 sample from the supernatant of each sample

was assayed for radioactivity. The recovery of the

radioactivity during the chromatographic proce-

dure was approximately 75%.

Radioassay of
3H-compounds

The numbers of integrations of
3H in the

sampled media or the elutants from chromato-

grams were counted in a liquid scintillation counter

(LSC-700 Aloka, Tokyo), employing the external

standard ratio method. The scintillator cocktail

used was ACS-II (Amersham, Arlington Heights,

IL).

RESULTS

As can be seen in Figure 1, small amounts of
3H-compounds were always detectable released

from split fin specimens even when they were not

stimulated nervously. Associated with the pig-

ment aggregation in the melanophores as moni-

tored with a binocular dissecting microscope [6], a

significant increase in the release of them was

observed in response to electrical nervous stimula-

tion by AC field (Fig. 1).

Thin layer chromatography followed by eluting

hot bands for counting disintegrations enabled us

to identify the sorts as well as the amounts of
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Fig. 1. Typical series of measurements showing the

release of
3H-substances during rest and nervous

stimulation by an AC field (F.S.; 50 Hz, 10.0 V)
from split fin preparations of the tilapia, Sarother-

odon niloticus, which had previously been loaded

with 3H-adenosine.

3H-compounds as shown in Table 1. During the

unstimulated period, adenine nucleotides and their

possible metabolites, adenosine, inosine, hypoxan-

thine and adenine, were detected in the bathing

fluid. Upon the nervous stimulation the release of

those substances excepting adenine increased sig-

nificantly. It should be noted that the increase was

especially remarkable with adenine nucleotides.

DISCUSSION

To date, we have not succeeded in separating

the nucleotide fraction to quantify its components:

We could only measure the total amount of

nucleotides released. This may largely be due to

the fact that the neural elements account for too

small a fraction within the excised sample tissues.

If we want to give quantitative data for each

nucleotide species, a great effort should be ex-

pended by using more sensitive means, e.g., tracer

studies using radio-labeled compounds. Thus, the

problem had to be left for future investigations.

Based on the past and present results obtained

on chromatic nerves (for references, cf. Introduc-

tion) as well as on the current information about

synapses of other systems, we may now surmise

the dynamics of the purinergic co-transmitter of

the melanophore nerve as follows: Adenosine is

taken up into adrenergic melanosome-aggregating

fibers [7]. It is then phosphorylated into ATP by

phosphorylating enzyme systems. Being associ-

ated rather stoichiometrically with norepineph-

rine, the nucleotide is stored in dense-cored

synaptic vesicles [9]. When the nerves are excited,

the presynaptic membrane is electrotonically de-

polarized and the voltage-dependent Ca2+ chan-

nels there are opened. Possibly through the

activation of calmodulin [10], the resultant in-

crease in [Ca2+ ]i may trigger the exocytotic extru-

sion of synaptic vesicular contents into the synaptic

cleft. Other Ca2+-binding proteins might also be

involved in the release of the transmitter sub-

stances, although further works are needed to

elucidate such a possibility.

In any case, ATP is released along with the true

transmitter, norepinephrine, from the presynaptic

portions of the fiber. In the synaptic cleft, ATP is

dephosphorylated stepwise to adenosine by rel-

evant ectoenzymes, i.e., ATPase followed by

5'-nucleotidase. Arriving at the surface of the

Table 1. Releases of purine derivatives from split fin pieces of the tilapia, Sarotherodon

niloticus, during rest and AC-field nervous stimulation

Purine

derivatives

Basal release

(dpmxl0~ 2 g~

Neurally evoked
release

wet wt. tissue)

Increase by

stimulation

(%)

Nucleotides

Adenosine

Inosine

Hypoxanthine

Adenine

290 + 46.4

159 ± 6.1

1336 ±157

2577 ± 173

71.6+ 8.1

1208 +136***

232 + 26.7*

1990 +171**

3465 +367**

62.5+ 7.9

460 ±52.2

187 ±42.1

162 ±20.7

135 + 9.9

93.4±15.2

Values are expressed as means of 7 measurements ±SE. * P<0.05, ** P<0.02, *** P<0.01.
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postsynaptic membrane, adenosine molecules

interact with adenosine receptors there to exert its

role as the co-transmitter [3, 6, 7].

The released true transmitter, norepinephrine,

may quickly be excluded from the synaptic cleft by

the re-uptake into the neural elements, and by

inactivation with catechol-O-methyl-transferase

(COMT) or with monoamine-oxidase (MAO).

On the other hand, ATP molecules concomitantly

released may only gradually be dephosphorylated,

surviving as adenosine much longer in the synaptic

cleft. It induces dispersion of melanosomes in the

effector cells [4-6], i.e., the reversion of the

pigment-aggregating effect of the true transmitter.

In this way, the adenyl co-transmitter may function

to bring the melanophores to re-disperse their

inclusions rapidly, enabling the animals to change

their color quickly to adapt backgound coloration

or to realize their chromatic strategies in social

encounters.

Part of extracellular adenosine may be re-

uptaken into the nervous elements surrounding the

effector cells, while the remainder may be con-

verted to physiologically inactive metabolites, i.e.,

inosine, hypoxanthine or adenine. It is now quite

certain that these metabolites were derived from

adenosine by the action of ectoenzymes. How-

ever, the existence of such enzymes (e.g., adeno-

sine deaminase, nucleosidase or adenine phos-

phoribosyltransferase) in the synaptic cleft or

outside the cells has not been clarified yet.

Recently, presynaptic inhibition of the libera-

tion of transmitter substances by adenosine re-

leased from the same fibers has several times been

suggested in a variety of chemical synapses [11,

12]. Such a negative feedback mechanism regulat-

ing transmitter output has also been demonstrated

in adrenergic nerve terminals [13, 14]. Although

the presence of such a mechanism in controlling

chromatophores has already been postulated [3],

no results have hitherto been reported excepting a

preliminary one on the tilapia melanophores, in

which presynaptic adenosine receptors might exist

[15]. Thus, further studies are naturally needed

for elucidating the problem, which undoubtedly

deepen the understanding of the mechanisms of

the subtle and delicate control of chromatophores.

Thus the study of this type of assignment of this

nerve-borne adenosine would form a fascinating

field of investigation.
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Effects of Diuretics on Sodium, Potassium, Chloride and

Water Transport across the Seawater Eel Intestine
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ABSTRACT—Simultaneous measurements of net ion and water fluxes and transepithelial potential

difference were performed in the stripped intestine of the seawater eel, and the effects of furosemide

and ethacrynic acid on these parameters were examined. When furosemide or ethacrynic acid was

added to the mucosal fluid of the intestine bathed with normal Ringer solutions, the net Na + and Cl~

fluxes from mucosa to serosa were reduced by the same amount, whereas the inhibitory effect was more

potent in case of furosemide, indicating that these diuretics inhibit coupled Na +-Cl
_

transport. When
furosemide was added to the mucosal KG Ringer solution, while the serosa was bathed with NaCl

Ringer solution, the net Na + , K +
, Cl~ and water fluxes were all reduced. However, when furosemide

was applied together with ethacrynic acid, the inhibitory effect on the net K +
flux disappeared.

Therefore, it is likely that furosemide inhibits primarily the Na +-Cl~ transport and secondarily the

K+-C1~ transport, since the K +-C1~ transport is demonstrated to be dependent on the Na +-

Cl~ transport (Ando, 1985). Ethacrynic acid itself inhibited the net Na + and Cl~ fluxes from mucosa to

serosa, but not the net K +
flux, indicating that the drug inhibits only the Na +-Cl~ transport. Although

these two diuretics seem to act on the Na +-Cl~ transport system, the acting site of ethacrynic acid seems

to be different from that of furosemide, because ethacrynic acid reduces the net Na +
flux additively even

after supermaximal dosage of furosemide. The disappearance of the effects of furosemide on the K +

flux in the presence of ethacrynic acid may suggest that ethacrynic acid separates the K +-C1~ transport

from the Na +-Cl~ transport system. Such a possibility was further supported by the findings that

ethacrynic acid abolished Na +-dependent net K +
flux without any effects on K +

permeability.

Summarizing the effects of these diuretics on the net ion and water fluxes, a possible mechanism of CI

and water transport is discussed in relation to Na + and K +
transport.

INTRODUCTION

MATERIAL AND METHODS

K+
, Cl~ and water fluxes. Results obtained sug-

gest that both diuretics inhibit primarily the

Chloride transport across the seawater eel intes- Na +-Cl~ transport and ethacrynic acid separates

tine depends not only on Na+
transport [1-3] but the K+-C1~ transport from the Na +-Cl~ transport

also on K +
transport [4]. In addition, it is recently system,

demonstrated that the cation-dependent Cl~ trans-

port is due to coupled Na +-K+-Cl~ transport [5].

Similarly coupled Na +-K+-Cl~ transport system

has been proposed in the flounder intestine [6, 7]. Japanese cultured eels, Anguilla japonica,

The present study was aimed to elucidate the weighing 150-200 g, were obtained from a corn-

mechanism of CI
-
and water transport across the mercial fish pond and kept in seawater aquaria at

seawater eel intestine more clearly, by examining 20°C for more than one week before use. They

effects of furosemide and ethacrynic acid on Na +
, were sacrificed by decapitation. The intestine was

excised and the outer muscle layers were stripped

Accepted April 17, 1986 °^- ^he transepithelial potential difference (PD),

Received March 25, 1986 the net ion and water fluxes in the middle part of

Deceased on October 28th, 1985 the intestine were measured simultaneously for 50
2
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min at 20°C according to the method described

previously [4]. The PD was recorded as serosal

potential with respect to the mucosal side, and the

net ion and water fluxes were described as positive

in case of absorption from mucosa to serosa.

Normal NaCl Ringer solution contained, in mM:
118.5 NaCl, 4.7 KC1, 3.0 CaCl2 , 1.2 MgS04 , 1.2

KH2P04 , 24.9 NaHC03 and 5.0 glucose. In KC1

or choline CI Ringer solution, NaCl and NaHC03

were replaced with KC1 or choline CI and with

KHC03 or choline HCO3, respectively. In

NaCH3COO or KCH3COO Ringer solution, NaCl

was replaced with NaCH3COO or KCH 3COO,
and KC1 with KCH3COO. In these CI -free

Ringer solutions, CaCl2 was replaced with

Ca(N03 ) 2 . All these solutions were kept at the

same osmolality (290mOsm/kg), and at the same

pH (7.3) by bubbling with 95% 2-5% C02 gas

mixture. When the bathing solution was replaced

with a test solution, the intestinal sac was rinsed

five times with the new solution, and it took about

10 min. The asymmetric junction potentials, aris-

ing between two Ringer agar bridges inserted into

the mucosal and serosal fluids when these fluids

were composed of different salts, were corrected

using a calomel electrode as described previously

[4]-

Furosemide (Tokyokasei Co., Tokyo) and

ethacrynic acid (Sigma) was dissolved in the

mucosal fluid at the concentration of 0.1 and

0.5 mM, respectively, and the diuretic-containing

medium was substituted for the mucosal fluid as a

test solution. The effects of diuretics were ex-

amined by comparing each parameter in an iden-

tical preparation before and after treatment with

these drugs. Ouabain (Merck) was applied to the

serosal fluid at the concentration of 0.1 mM.

RESULTS

Effects of diuretics in normal Ringer solution

Table 1 shows effects of furosemide and ethacry-

nic acid on the PD and^net ion and water fluxes

across the seawater eel intestine bathed with

normal Ringer solutions. When the eel intestine

was bathed with normal Ringer solutions, serosa-

negative PD, identical net Na + and Cl~ fluxes

from mucosa to serosa and negligible net K +
flux

were observed, confirming previous results [4, 8,

9]. After application of 0.1 mM furosemide to the

mucosal fluid, the serosa-negative PD decreased to

15% of the initial level and both net Na + and Cl~

fluxes were reduced by the same amount (ca. 5

//eq/cm
2
-hr), accompanied by a reduction in net

water flux. When furosemide was removed out by

rinsing the mucosa with normal Ringer solution,

all these parameters recovered to near the original

levels. Similar effects of furosemide were also

observed at lower concentration (0.01 mM),

whereas the responses were slower. Although

serosal furosemide also tended to inhibit the net

Table 1. Effects of diuretics on the transepithelial potential difference (PD), net ion fluxes (Jnet* Jnei

solutions

Diuretics
No. of

eels

PD
(mV)

jNa
J net

J
K

J net

(//eq/cm
2

hr)
J
CI

J net

iH,0
J net

(//l/cm
2

hr)

Control 7 -7.2±0.6a 6.2+1.1 0.0 + 0.1 7.2+1.2 38.0+ 3.9

Furosemide (0.1 mM) -1.1+0.3* 0.6 + 0.4* -0.1+0.1 2.0 + 0.7* 4.9 + 3.0*

Difference
13 -6.1 + 0.4 5.6+1.1 0.1+0.0 5.2 + 0.9 33.1+4.5

Control 7 — 9.8+1.9 7.9 + 0.7 0.3 + 0.1 8.1+0.7 51.6 + 4.0

Ethacrynic acid -2.7 + 0.9* 4.1+0.6* 0.0 + 0.1 4.7 + 0.6* 27.3 + 3.5*

Difference -7.2+1.2 3.8 + 0.4 0.2 + 0.0 3.4 + 0.4 24.4 + 2.4

Control values represent those of the period preceding the application of diuretics to the mucosal fluid.

Difference from control values, *P<0.001 (paired f-test).

'' Mean + S.E.
h

Difference between the values before and after treatment with diuretics (control -diuretic).
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Table 2. Effects of diuretics on the transepithelial potential difference (PD), net ion fluxes (J„e
a
t> Jnet

and Jne,) and net water flux (J^°) in tne seawater eel intestine, where the mucosal and serosal

surfaces were bathed with KC1- and NaCl-Ringer solutions, respectively

Diuretics
No. of

eels

PD
(mV)

iNa
J net

J
K

J net

(,ueq/cm
2
-hr)

J
C1

J net

J net

(//l/cm
2

• hr)

Control 8 3.3±1.9a -8.3 + 0.7 13.9+1.0 6.6 + 0.5 36.0 + 3.1

Furosemide (0.1 raM) 9.5+ 1.7*** -10.4 + 0.5** 11.0 + 0.9*** 2.3 + 0.3*** 8.2+1.2***

Difference
b -6.2+0.9 2.2 + 0.6 2.9 + 0.4 4.4 + 0.5 27.8+ 3.5

Control 8 3.1 + 1.6 -7.5 + 0.9 15.6+1.6 8.7 + 0.7 48.8 + 3.5

Ethacrynic acid (0.5 rr M) 5.1 + 1.0 -10.0 + 0.8*** 15.2+1.2 6.4 + 0.3** 29.4 + 2.2***

Difference -2.0 + 0.9 2.5 + 0.4 0.4 + 0.6 2.4+ 0.5 19.4+ 2.5

Control 7 1.6+1.1 -7.2 + 1.0 14.6+1.1 7.8 + 0.8 42.1+5.1

Ethacrynic acid

+ Furosemide
5.6 + 0.9* -11.3 + 0.8*** 13.8+ 0.8 3.7 + 0.4*** 9.3 + 3.3***

Difference -4.0+1.4 4.1 + 0.5 0.8 + 0.9 4.1+0.6 32.7 + 5.3

Control values represent those of the period preceding the application of diuretics to the mucosal fluid.

Difference from control values, *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 (paired /-test).

a Mean+ S.E.
b
Difference between the values before and after treatment with diuretics (control -diuretic).

Na+ and Cl~ fluxes, the effects were much smaller

than those by mucosal furosemide.

When 0.5mM ethacrynic acid was applied to the

mucosal fluid, the serosa-negative PD and net

Na+ , CI
-

and water fluxes were also inhibited,

though the inhibitory effects of the drug were less

potent than those of furosemide. After removal of

ethacrynic acid, however, these parameters were

not restored. Similar but smaller inhibitory effects

were also observed when ethacrynic acid (0.5 mM)
was added to the serosal fluid. Lower concentra-

tion (0.1 mM) of the diuretic tended to inhibit Na +

and CI
-

fluxes, but not significantly.

Effects of diuretics in KCl Ringer solution

Since net K+
flux was too small to be analyzed

when the intestine was bathed with normal Ringer

solutions, following experiments were performed

after bathing the mucosa with KCl Ringer solu-

tion, while the serosa was bathed with normal

Ringer solution. Under such a condition, net Cl~

and water fluxes have been demonstrated to be

maintained at high levels [4, 5], as shown in

Table 2 (control). When 0.1 mM furosemide was

applied to the mucosal KCl Ringer solution, the

net K+
, Cl~ and water fluxes were all reduced,

whereas serosa-positivity in the PD and Na +

secretion from serosa to mucosa were enhanced

significantly. The enhanced Na+ secretion is prob-

ably due to inhibition of Na+ reabsorption from

mucosa to serosa, since similar enhancement of

Na +
secretion has been observed after treatment

with ouabain under the same condition [5]. The

furosemide-sensitive net Cl~ flux, estimated from

the difference between the values before and after

treatment with furosemide, was approximately

equal to sum of the furosemide-sensitive net Na +

and K +
fluxes, and the ratio among them was

approximately 1 Na+ : 1 K +
: 2 CI

-
(Table 2).

These effects induced by furosemide were restored

after removal of the diuretic. Lower concentration

of furosemide (0.01 mM) also had similar effects

on these parameters.

Ethacrynic acid (0.5 mM) added to the mucosal

KCl Ringer solution, on the other hand, did not

inhibit the net K +
flux, but inhibited both Na + and

Cl~ absorption by the same amount (2.5//eq/cm
2

-

hr), accompanied by an inhibition in the net water

flux. These effects of ethacrynic acid were not

restored even after rinsing the mucosal surface

more than five times. Lower concentration (0.1

mM) of the diuretic did not significantly inhibit the

net Na +
, Cl~ and water fluxes.

When both ethacrynic acid (0.5 mM) and
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furosemide (0.1 mM) were applied simultaneously

to the mucosal KC1 Ringer solution, the net K+

flux was not reduced significantly, but both the net

Na + and Cl~ fluxes were remarkably decreased by

the same amount (4//eq/cm
2
-hr). An additive

inhibitory effect of these diuretics was observed

only in the Na + reabsorptive process (2.2+2.5=
4.1), suggesting that these two diuretics act on

different sites of the Na +
-transporting system,

since the concentration of furosemide (0.1 mM) is

supermaximal. These combined effects induced

by two diuretics did not recover after removal of

diuretics. On the other hand, since furosemide

does not inhibit net K +
flux in the presence of

ethacrynic acid, whereas it inhibits the net K +
flux

in the absence of ethacrynic acid, it is likely that

ethacrynic acid separates K +
transport system

from Na +-Cl~ transport system. Following re-

sults also support such a possibility.

Effects of ethacrynic acid on K+ movements

As shown in Table 3, when serosal NaCl Ringer

solution was replaced with choline CI Ringer

solution, while the mucosa was being bathed with

KC1 Ringer solution (Na+-free Ringer solution),

the net K +
flux was reduced significantly (P<

0.01), confirming previous results [4, 5]. The

Na +-dependent K+
flux was estimated from the

difference between the values in the presence and

absence of Na +
, and was 4.9^eq/cm 2

-hr before

treatment with ethacrynic acid (upper half in

Table 3). However, when 0.5 mM ethacrynic acid

was applied to the mucosal KC1 Ringer solution

5min before substitution of choline CI Ringer

solution, the Na +-dependent net K+
flux was

nearly zero (1.0+1.2//eq/cm 2
-hr), whereas other

parameters were approximately similar to those in

the absence of the drug, indicating that the net K+

flux is independent of Na +
in the presence of

ethacrynic acid.

As it might be possible that ethacrynic acid

enhanced K+ permeability across the eel intestine

and thus its inhibitory effect on the K +-C1~

transport was offset, effect of the diuretic on K+

permeability was examined subsequently. Potas-

sium permeability was estimated by measuring net

K +
flux under K + concentration gradient after

blocking the coupled Na +-K+-Cl~ transport by

three ways: CI -free, Na +
-free or ouabain-

treatment for more than 1 hr (Table 4). Under all

these conditions, no effect of 0.5 mM ethacrynic

acid was observed on each parameter, indicating

that ethacrynic acid does not enhance K+
per-

meability.

Table 3. Effects of Na +-free Ringer solutions on the PD, and net ion and water fluxes in the

absence or presence of ethacrynic acid

- Serosal

solution

No. of

eels

PD
(mV)

jNa
J net

J
K

J net

(,«eq/cm
2

- hr)
J
C1

J net

iHjO

(^l/cm
2
-hr)

NaCl 6 -0.5 + 0.9
3 -6.6 + 0.6 14.0 + 0.8 7.9 + 0.5 48.8+ 4.0

Choline CI 28.8 + 3.1*** -0.3 + 0.1*** 9.0 + 0.6* ** 5.5+0.6* 37.5 + 2.2*

Difference -29.3 + 3.4 -6.3 + 0.5 4.9 + 0.7 2.5+0.5 11.4 + 4.2

Ethacrynic acid
b

NaCl 7 1.2+1.3 -5.9+1.0 16.6+1.7 8.9+1.1 57.4 + 7.2

Choline CI 12.6 + 2.6** -0.3 + 0.
r* 15.6+1.2 5.2 + 0.6* 31.5 + 4.1**

Difference -11.6 + 3.2 -5.5 + 0.9 1.0+1.2 3.7 + 1.0 25.9 + 7.8

The Na + -dependent ion and water fluxes were estimated from a difference between the values of control

(serosal NaCl) and those in Na +
-free Ringer solution (serosal choline CI). The mucosa of the intestine

was bathed with KC1 Ringer solution throughout the experiments.

Difference from control (serosal NaCl) values, *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 (paired Mest).
a Mean + S.E.
h
Ethacrynic acid (0.5 mM) was applied to the mucosal fluid 5 min before replacing the serosal NaCl with

choline CI Ringer solution.
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Table 4. Effects of ethacrynic acid on the PD, and net ion and water fluxes after abolishment of the

coupled Na +-K +-Cl~ transport by three different ways

Treatment
No. of

eels

PD
(mV)

TNa
J net

J
K

J net

(/ieq/cm
2
-hr)

J
CI

J net

J net

(^l/cm2
• hr)

CI -free 7 7.7 + 0.6
3 -5.9 + 0.3 6.0+ 0.6 -0.1 + 0.0 -3.2+1.2

+ Ethacrynic acid 6.1+0.3 -6.4 + 0.3 5.9 + 0.5 0.0+ 0.0 -1.9 + 0.7

Na +
-free 7 29.6±5.5 0.0 + 0.0 6.5 + 0.5 3.3 + 0.4 22.8+1.7

+ Ethacrynic acid 22.9±4.3 0.0 + 0.0 7.1+0.5 3.3 + 0.5 23.6 + 2.5

Ouabain (0.1 mM) 6 4.3±0.5 -7.1+0.3 8.2 + 0.5 1.2+ 0.1 2.5 + 1.7

+ Ethacrynic acid 3.4±0.3 -6.8 + 0.4 8.9 + 0.8 0.4 + 0.2 -0.2+1.5

The coupled Na +-K +-Cl~ transport was abolished by three different ways: Cl~-free (mucosal

KCH3COO and serosal NaCH3COO Ringer solutions); Na +
-free (mucosal KC1 and serosal choline CI

Ringer solutions); ouabain (mucosal KC1 and serosal NaCl Ringer solutions containing ouabain).

Ethacrynic acid (0.5 mM) was applied to the mucosal K +-Ringer solution after incubating the intestine

under each experimental condition (control) for more than 90min.
a Mean + S.E.

DISCUSSION

The inhibitory effect of furosemide on Na+-Cl~
or Na+-K +-CP transport system had been re-

ported in flounder intestine [10], mammalian small

intestine [11-13], rabbit gallbladder [14], shark

rectal gland [15], trout urinary bladder [16] and

amphibian [17] or mammalian [18-22] kidney

tubule. Present study also indicates that

furosemide inhibits the coupled Na +-K +-Cl

transport in the seawater eel intestine, because it

reduces net Na + and Cl~ fluxes by the same

amount in NaCl Ringer solutions (Table 1) and net

Na+ , K+ and Cl~ fluxes under the mucosal KG
Ringer condition, while the serosa was bathed with

NaCl Ringer solution (Table 2).

Ethacrynic acid, on the other hand, seems to

inhibit only the Na +-Cl~ transport but not the K+

transport, because it reduces net Na+ and Cl~

fluxes by the same amount and has no effect on net

K+
flux under both normal and the mucosal KC1

Ringer conditions (Tables 1 and 2).

Since in the presence of ethacrynic acid, on the

other hand, furosemide inhibits the net Na+ and

CP fluxes but not K +
flux, furosemide may inhibit

primarily the Na +-Cl~ transport. As the coupled

K+-CP transport depends on the Na +-Cl~ trans-

port in the seawater eel intestine [5], the inhibition

of the Na +-Cl~ transport must secondarily induce

inhibition of the K+-C1~ transport in the absence

of ethacrynic acid.

Although both furosemide and ethacrynic acid

seem to act on the Na+-Cl~ transport system, the

acting site of ethacrynic acid seems to be different

from that of furosemide, because ethacrynic acid

inhibits the net Na+ flux additively even after

treatment with furosemide at supermaximal dose

(Table 2). Schlatter et al. [22] also reported a

different action of these diuretics on the cortical

thick ascending limb of Henle's loop in rabbit

kidney from the difference in recovery after

treatment with these drugs. Similarly, different

recovery patterns were also observed in the pre-

sent study.

Since the inhibitory effect of furosemide on K +

flux disappears in the presence of ethacrynic acid

(Table 2), ethacrynic acid may separate the K+-

Cl~ transport from the Na +-Cl~ transport system.

The finding that Na+-dependent K+
flux is abol-

ished by pretreatment with ethacrynic acid (Table

3) favors such a possibility. Although it is possible

that ethacrynic acid enhances K + permeability and

the enhanced K +
permeability just offset the

inhibitory effects of the diuretic, K+
permeability

does not seem to be increased by ethacrynic acid,

since the net K +
flux following K+ concentration

gradient is not increased by the drug (Table 4).

Summarizing the present and previous results, a
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Fig. 1. A possible model for CI and water transport

across the seawater eel intestine. M and S represent

mucosal and serosal fluids, respectively. Direction

of each ion flux is indicated by solid arrows and

action of inhibitor is shown as waved line. Dotted

arrows indicate diffusional ion fluxes. Water flux is

presented by open arrows. Although there may
exist a number of pathways for other ions across the

cell membranes, they are not shown in this figure.

possible model for Cl~ and water transport across

the seawater eel intestine may be proposed as

shown in Figure 1.1) Both Na +-Cl~ and K+-C1"
transport systems, which are linked each other

usually as a Na+-K+-Cl~ transport system, may
exist on the brushborder membrane of the epithe-

lium, since furosemide applied to the mucosal

medium inhibits net Na +
, K + and CI fluxes and

the inhibitory effects are rapidly restored after

washing out the diuretic from the mucosal fluid.

The stoichiometry of the coupled Na+-K +-Cl~

transport may be 1 Na +
: 1 K +

: 2 Cl~ as obtained

from furosemide-sensitive ion fluxed (Table 2),

since under short-circuited condition the net Na +

flux is half of the net Cl~ flux in both the seawater

eel [23] and flounder [24] intestine. 2) The K +-

Cl~ transport system can be separated from the

Na+-Cl~ transport system following treatment

with ethacrynic acid. On the other hand, 3) there

will exist Na +-K+ exchange mechanism (Na +

pump) on the basolateral membrane, which is

inhibited by addition of ouabain to the serosal fluid

[3, 5, and present study]. In addition, 4) another

K +-C1~ transport may exist on the basolateral

membrane, since increment in serosal K + concen-

tration above 50 meq/1 inhibits the net C\~ flux

from mucosa to serosa [4]. Such a K +-C1~ trans-

port system is also proposed in the flounder

intestine [7].

Recently, Halm et al. [7] has demonstrated

electrophysiological^ that the brushborder and

basolateral membranes of the flounder enterocyte

act like K+ and Cl~ electrodes, respectively; 5)

K+ conductive brushborder and Cl~ conductive

basolateral membranes. Such conductive prop-

erties in the epithelial membranes favor to explain

the serosa-negative PD observed in the flounder or

eel intestine. A lack of detection in the net K +

flux in normal Ringer solutions (Table 1) can be

explained by the K+ conductance across the

brushborder membrane. Once taken into the

epithelium, via the Na+-K+-Cl~ transport of the

brushborder membrane, K+
will diffuse back to

the mucosal fluid (recycling). Therefore, K+ up-

take can not be detected when the mucosa is

bathed with NaCl Ringer solution. When the

mucosa is bathed with KC1 Ringer solution, on the

other hand, the K+
diffusion from cell to mucosa

will be inhibited, thus net K +
flux can be detected

under the mucosal KC1 Ringer condition.

The net water flux was altered in parallel with

the net CI flux after treatment with furosemide or

ethacrynic acid, regardless of whether they are

applied in normal or KC1 Ringer solution (Tables 1

and 2). Similar parallelism between the net Cl~

and water fluxes has been observed under various

experimental conditions [4, 5]. Such a parallelism

indicates that water is transferred following Cl~

transport. Since CI is mainly transferred via the

Na+-K+-Cl~ transport system, 6) water must

move following the Na+-K+-Cl~ transport. If

water moves following osmotic gradient made by

the 1 Na +-1 K+-2C1~ transport, a hyposmotic

solution can be absorbed, because 1 K+ returns

back to the mucosal fluid and water corresponding

to 1 Na+-1 K+-2 CI" moves together with 1 Na+

and 2C1~. Under open-circuited condition like

the present study, Na + moves to maintain elec-

troneutrality from mucosa to serosa, presumably

through paracellular pathway. This pathway in the

seawater eel intestine has been shown to be

permeable to Na + or K+
[5, 23]. Since Fromter

and Diamond [25] have suggested that leakiness of

the paracellular pathway in the epithelial tissue

participates in water transport, the passive Na +
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movement through the paracellular pathway may

also contribute to the efficient water absorption.
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ABSTRACT—A large number of cells which have remarkable phagocytic activity was observed in the

liver sinusoid wall of the hagfishes, Eptatretus burgeri and Paramyxine atami after intravascular

injections of various foreign substances, such as colloidal carbon, latex particles and formalin-fixed rat

erythrocytes. These phagocytic cells had a single round nucleus, and numerous lysosomes and

phagosomes in their cytoplasm as revealed by transmission electron microscopy. The worm-like

structure (WLS) thought to be one of the characteristics of mammalian Kupffer cells was also frequently

observed in the cytoplasm. By scanning electron microscopy, the cell protruded their bodies into the

sinusoidal lumen and had cell surface processes. Although, endogenous peroxidase activity was not

detected in these phagocytic cells, they were thought to be equivalent both structurally and functionally

to mammalian Kupffer cells. Kupffer cells, as well as other phagocytic cells in the hagfishes, may play

an important role in immuno-defense mechanism.

INTRODUCTION

The universal occurrence of phagocytic cells

(Kupffer cells) in liver sinusoids has been well

known in most vertebrate classes: lampreys, a

group of cyclostomes [1], amphibians [2], reptiles

[3], birds and mammals [4]. Moreover most bony

and cartilaginous fishes have almost no Kupffer

cells [1, 5-8]. However, little has been known
about the phagocytic cell system of hagfishes,

including phagocytic cells in liver sinusoids. To
define the phagocytic system in hagfish, a cyclo-

stome, which is thought to be the most primitive

vertebrate extant, we have studied various organs

to determine whether their cells are phagocytic.

Throughout the study we found the presence of a

large number of mononuclear phagocytic cells in

liver sinusoids. These cells were thought to be

equivalent to Kupffer cells of mammalian liver

sinusoids described in our preliminary reports

[9-11]. The aim of the present report was to
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describe the fine structure and phagocytic prop-

erties of mononuclear phagocytes (Kupffer cells)

of hagfish liver sinusoids.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Eighty five adult hagfishes, 70 Eptatretus burgeri

and 15 Paramyxine atami, ranging in body length

20-40 cm were used in this study. Among these

hagfishes, 10 Eptatretus and 5 Paramyxine were

used as normal controls. Eptatretus were caught in

the Iyonada, the Seto Inland Sea, Japan and

Paramyxine in the coast of Japan Sea (Shimane

prefecture). Animals were kept in aquaria with

well aerated, circulating sea water (16-18°C).

Light microscopy

The livers of both normal and experimental

were fixed in Carnoy's solution and embedded in

paraffin. About 10 ^m thick tissue sections were

stained with a hematoxylin-eosin solution and

observed by light microscopy. Toluidine blue
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stained semithin sections, about 1/rni thick, of

epoxy embedded tissues, which were perfusion

fixed in a mixture of 2% glutaraldehyde and 2%
formaldehyde, were also examined by light micros-

copy.

Transmission (TEM) and scanning electron

microscopy (SEM)

Both normal and experimental livers were fixed

by perfusion through the branchial artery or the

postcardinal vein with a mixture of 2% glutaral-

dehyde and 2% formaldehyde in 0.1 (or 0.2) M
cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4, for approximately 15

min. For TEM, aldehyde-fixed tissues were cut

into small pieces and then postosmicated with a

2% osmium tetroxide in 0.1M cacodylate buffer,

pH7.4, dehydrated and embedded in Epon 812.

Ultrathin sections were cut on an LKB Ultrotome

III, stained with lead citrate and examined with a

JEM-100B transmission electron microscope

(Japan Electron Optics Ltd.).

For SEM, perfusion fixed tissues were cut into

fragments of about 1 x 1 X 10 mm, and then further

fixed with the same fixative up to 5-6 hr. After

postfixation with osmium tetroxide or without

postfixation, they were dehydrated and dried by

the critical point drying method using C0 2 . Be-

fore drying, some of the tissues were quench-

frozen in liquid nitrogen and fractured. The speci-

mens were observed with a JSM-F7 scanning

electron microscope (Japan Electron Optics Ltd.)

after coating with gold or gold palladium.

Colloidal carbon or Sepia melanin

Thirty seven Eptatretus burgeri were injected

into the subcutaneous venous sinus with 1-2.5 /u\/g

body weight of colloidal carbon (Giinther Wagner,

Germany, lot C-ll-1431/a, containing 100 mg
carbon/ml) or 2 ml of Sepia melanin (freshly

prepared from living squids, Sepia sp.). At 0.5,

1, 2, 3, 4 hr, 1, 3 and 7 days after injections, the

animals were killed and the livers were fixed for

light and/or electron microscopy. Four Paramy-

xine atami were also injected into subcutaneous

venous sinus with 1-2.5 /Alg body weight of col-

loidal carbon. At 0.5, 1, 3 and 24hr after injec-

tions, the livers were fixed for light and electron

microscopy.

Latex particles

Latex particles (0.81 jum in diameter; code 3102

from Difco Lab.) of 0.1 ml/100 g body weight were

injected into the subcutaneous venous sinus of

hagfish (10 Eptatretus). The livers were fixed for

electron microscopy 0.5, 1, 2, 3hr after injecting

latex.

Rat red blood cells (RRBC)

RRBC were obtained from heparinized rat

blood, fixed in 20% formalin for 10 min, then

washed several times in saline. In most cases,

10
7"8 RRBC were injected into the subcutaneous

venous sinus of hagfish (8 Eptatretus). The livers

were fixed for electron microscopy 0.5 and 3hr

after injecting RRBC.

Endogenous peroxidase activity

To detect endogenous peroxidase activity, liv-

ers, fixed in a mixture of 2% glutaraldehyde and

2% paraformaldehyde, from untreated, normal

hagfishes (5 Eptatretus and 6 Paramyxine) were

incubated in the medium of Graham and Karnov-

sky [12] for 0.5-1 hr [13] and then prepared for

TEM.

RESULTS

General structure of hagfish liver sinusoid

General histological architecture of hagfish liv-

ers was basically similar to that of Myxine [14, 15].

The liver parenchymal cell cords form tubular

structures and the cells usually contained a large

number of fat globules (Figs. 1 and 2). Liver

sinusoids of normal and experimental Eptatretus

burgeri and Paramyxine atami were lined by two

distinct cell types: thin elongated endothelial cells,

and large mononuclear cells containing many

cytoplasmic lysosomes and phagosomes. Al-

though the number of cells was restricted, a third

cell type, a so-called fat storing cell of Ito

[16] was occasionally observed in subendothelial

spaces.
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Fig. 1. A light micrograph of hagfish (Paramyxine atami) liver. Sixty minutes after injection of colloidal carbon.

Arrows indicate Kupffer cells with colloidal carbon. Perfusion fixed. Toluidin blue stain of epon embedded

tissue section. S: sinusoid. Bar: 10 jum.

Fig. 2. A transmission electron micrograph of sinusoidal wall of hagfish liver (Eptatretus burgeri). Sixty minutes

after injection of latex particles. H: hepatocyte, K: Kupffer cell, lx: latex particle, S: sinusoid. Bar: 5//m.

Light microscopic observation of hagfish Kupffer

cells

By light microscopy, the presence of large

mononuclear phagocytic cells in the liver sinusoid

which seems to be equivalent to the Kupffer cells

of mammals, was demonstrated easily and consist-

ently after injecting adequate amounts of colloidal

carbon particles (Fig. 1). Since it was confirmed in

a preliminary experiment that phagocytic property

of Kupffer cells in two species examined was

exactly the same, the following observations were

concentrated in the livers of Eptatretus burgeri.

Colloidal carbon particles were found in Kupffer

cells 30min after injection, and the numbers of

carbon particles increased with time up to 24 hr.

The carbon particles were seen even at 7 days after

injection. When high doses of carbon were in-

jected, some of the particles were observed even in

the endothelial cells and subendothelial Disse's

space.

Electron microscopic structure of hagfish Kupffer

cells

Under the TEM, phagocytic cells were charac-

terized by many cytoplasmic lysosomal granules

and phagocytic vacuoles (Figs. 2 and 3). A worm-

like structure (WLS), which has been thought to

be a specific structure of mammalian Kupffer cells

[4, 17], was frequently observed in the cytoplasm

(Fig. 4). The WLS of hagfish Kupffer cells was

similar to that of mammals having tubular or

lamellar invaginations and an electron dense me-

dial line. Only one difference from the mammals
was the presence of two paralleled median dense

lines which always maintain a constant distance in

every WLS (Fig. 4); in mammals there is a single

median line. The WLS appeared to communicate
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Figs. 3 and 4. Transmission electron micrographs of Kupffer cells of hagfish (Eptatretus burgeri). Sixty minutes

after injection of latex particles, lx: latex, p: phagocytic vacuole, w: worm-like structure. Bars: 1 /um.

with the extracellular space (not shown).

Under the SEM, endothelial cells were observed

as flattened cells with numerous small cytoplasmic

pores and a slight nuclear protuberance. On the

other hand, Kupffer cells were observed as rather

large cells which protruded their cell bodies into

the sinusoidal lumen and had cell surface processes

(Fig. 5), although their numbers were rather small

when compared to those of mammals. In freeze

fractured specimens, we observed many round cell

organelles which may correspond to lysosomal

granules. Traces of engulfed latex particles were

seen as round figures, about 1 /um in diameter in

fractured cells (Fig. 6).

The Kupffer cell had a thick fuzzy cell surface

coat. A similar structure was also frequently

observed on the surface of phagocytic vacuoles.

When colloidal carbon, latex particles or rat

erythrocytes were injected intravenously, these for-

eign materials were found consistently in phago-

cytic vacuoles of the Kupffer cells (Figs. 1-6).

Both engulfed latex particles and erythrocytes
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Figs. 5 and 6. Scanning electron micrographs of liver sinusoid of hagfish (Eptatretus burgeri). Note rather

numerous cell processes on cell surface of Kupffer cells (Fig. 5). Engulfed latex particles were seen as spherical

structure in fractured surface of Kupffer cell (Fig. 6). Sixty minutes after injection of latex particles. E:

erythrocyte, H: hepatocyte, K: Kupffer cell, L: leukocyte, S: sinusoid. Bars: 10/iiri.

were surrounded by an electron dense line, of

approximately the same thickness as the single

median dense line of the WLS. The engulfed

materials in phagosomes of the Kupffer cells

appeared to increase in numbers following the

time course examined. Fragmentations and lysis

of the engulfed rat erythrocytes in the phagosomes

of Kupffer cells were occasionally observed at 3 hr

after the injection, suggesting the digestion of the

rat erythrocytes might be in progress.

Cytochemical examination of endogenous perox-

idase

Endogenous peroxidase activity of the Kupffer

cells of hagfish liver sinusoid was examined, since

endogenous peroxidase is generally thought to be

a marker enzyme of mammalian Kupffer cells.

However, we found no cytochemical reaction

product in any cell organelles, suggesting the

absence of endogenous peroxidase.

DISCUSSION

The structural characteristics and phagocytic

properties of mononuclear phagocytes (Kupffer

cells) in the hagfish liver sinusoids are described in

the present paper. The general structure and

phagocytic properties of these cells are basically

similar to those of mammalian Kupffer cells,

although some differences were revealed in this

study. A major difference is lack of endogenous

peroxidase activity in the hagfish Kupffer cells; this

enzyme is generally thought to be a marker

enzymes in mammalian Kupffer cells, especially in

those of rats [4, 13]. Although various authors

have noted peroxidase activity in mammalian

phagocytes, comparative and systematic studies on

peroxidase activity of Kupffer cells and other

macrophages in various classes of animals still

remain to be summarized.

Mitsui [18] has shown that granulocytes of

cartilaginous fishes have no peroxidase activity, in

agreement with our negative result in hagfish cells.

In our preliminary observations, not only Kupffer

cells but also granulocytes of hagfishes do not have

any enodogenous peroxidase activity. However,

peroxidase activity has also been demonstrated in

phagocytic and blood cells of various invertebrates

[19, 20]. According to Sminia et al. [20], the fresh

water snail, Lymnaea stagnalis has two types of

phagocytic cells: fixed phagocytes and amoebo-

cytes (free phagocytes), and the latter contain
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endogenous peroxidase, while the former do not.

The situation is completely reversed in mammalian

phagocytes, that is, the endoplasmic reticulum of

free cells usually lacks peroxidase activity, whereas

that of fixed cells has much activity [21]. Further,

extensive comparative studies seem to be neces-

sary to evaluate the presence and function of

endogenous peroxidase in invertebrates and lower

vertebrates, as well as its correlation with phago-

cytic properties.

The second difference between hagfish Kupffer

cells and mammalian Kupffer cells is in the fine

structure of the worm-like structure (WLS). The

WLS was originally described in rat Kupffer cells

by Toro et al. [22] as a flat lamellar invagination of

the cell membrane, with an electron dense median

line (or midline). Its occurrence was confirmed in

mammalian phagocytic cells of several species by

many authors [see 4, 17]. Although the presence

of the WLS is not restricted to Kupffer cells and its

function is still not understood, it is generally still

believed to be the characteristic of Kupffer cells.

The WLS of hagfish has double parallel-oriented

median dense lines, whereas mammalian cells have

a single median line [17, 22]. The distance be-

tween the two dense lines was constant in every

section and the distance between the WLS mem-

brane and the dense line was also relatively

constant. The median dense line may be a part of

the cell surface glycocalyx, as has been speculated

by Toro et al. [22]. In fact, the median dense line

of mammalian Kupffer cells has been thought to be

a fused structure of the glycocalyx bilayer [4, 22].

The occurrence of double layered median dense

lines in hagfish Kupffer cells may suggest a unique

molecular structure in the glycocalyx of hagfish

Kupffer cells. Toro et al. [22] reported that the

WLS may play an important function in phagocy-

tosis, since colloidal carbon particles were found in

the lumen of the WLS immediately after injection.

Tanuma [23] reported that the WLS may signif-

icantly increase the cell's surface area. However,

our observations of hagfish Kupffer cells provided

no conclusive information concerning the function

of the WLS.

It has been observed that phagocytic cells in

liver sinusoids are generally scarce in most bony

and cartilaginous fishes [1, 5-8]. However, Kupf-

fer cells have been observed in the lamprey, a

cyclostome [1, 24], though the number of cells is

smaller than in hagfish liver. The evolutionary

significance of the presence of Kupffer cells in

cyclostomes and their absence or scarcity in bony

and cartilaginous fishes remains unknown.

However, we assume that the differentiation of

phagocytic cells in the liver sinusoids may be

controlled by unknown microenvironmental fac-

tors, including flow dynamics, cell to cell interac-

tions, and humoral factors which may induce the

differentiation of cells. It is generally believed that

mammalian macrophages, including Kupffer cells,

differentiate from peripheral blood monocytes

after these cells settle in particular tissues [25].

Thus, the question of how the hagfish Kupffer cells

differentiate remains to be answered.

Phagocytic cells, other than the Kupffer cells,

have been found in hagfishes in the peripheral

blood, peritoneal fluid and in afferent arterioles

(arteria radiata) of the gill [10, 11, 26]. Phagocytic

cells found at the former two sites were mostly

macrophages and some heterophil granulocytes.

However, phagocytic cells in the gill were special-

ized columnar endothelial cells [26], which have

much less phagocytic activity compared to Kupffer

cells, especially for large particles [11].

Nevertheless these phagocytic cells, including

Kupffer cells, may play an important role in

hagfish defense mechanisms since it is known that

hagfishes have a poorly developed acquired im-

mune system [27, 28], and have extremely low

amounts of serum immunoglobulin [29, 30].
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ABSTRACT—The author found two different types of activating factors for murine macrophages in the

extracellular matrix (ECM) of human embryo fibroblasts. The fractions at 1-10 kDa showed stimula-

tory effects on the production of superoxide anion (~02) and nucleotide incorporation by macrophages

which require the co-stimulation with lectins. However, the other fractions at 40 kDa exhibited the

remarkable nucleotide incorporation, but the weak superoxide anion generation under lectin-free

condition, which contain macrophage-colony formation activities. In addition, they represented the

different responsibilities for the macrophage attachment ability. Other some properties were charac-

terized and the biological significance of these factors is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Previously, some works concerning the soluble

factors from fibroblasts for the macrophage activa-

tion have been studied. Stanley and Heard

purified colony stimulating factor from the culture

medium conditioned by murine fibroblast cell line

(L cells) [1], which regulates the survival, prolif-

eration and functions of monocyte-macrophage

series [2]. Futhermore, Knight described an inter-

feron activity in the culture medium conditioned

by human diploid fibroblasts treated with

poly (I): poly(C) [3], which enhances cytotoxic

macrophage function against the tumor cell line

[4].

In this communication, the author describes

macrophage-activating factors in the extracellular

matrix (ECM) of human embryo fibroblast cell

line. Some properties of these factors were char-

acterized, compared with the other macrophage-

activating factors reported previously and their

biological significance is discussed.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture and preparation of extracellular matrix

Human embryo fibroblast clone was established

from human embryo skin tissue as described in the

previous paper [5], which was gifted from Dr.

S. Gotoh (University of Occupational and

Environmental Health, School of Medicine,

Fukuoka). This cell line is passaged by a 1 : 4 ratio

split and becomes to a confluent state in 4 days in

Eagle minimum essential medium (MEM, Nissui

Seiyaku, Tokyo) supplemented with 10% fetal

bovine serum (FBS, Gibco, Grand Island Biologi-

cal Lab., New York). The confluent cells were

rinced with MEM medium and cultured in serum-

free medium for 2 days. After the culture medium

was removed, the confluent adherent cells on the

plate (about 200 cm2
) were treated by bovine

pancreas trypsin (Sigma, 0.25%) supplemented

with 0.1% EDTA for about 3 min at 37°C and soy

bean trypsin inhibitor (Sigma, 0.25%) was added.

After the floating cells were discarded, the culture

plate was washed with 10mM phosphate buffered

saline (PBS) (pH7.2) and 2 ml of 5 M urea and

10mM EDTA was added. After stood for one

overnight at 4°C, the extract was applied on a

Sephadex G-100 column (Pharmacia, 1.8x24cm),

eluted with PBS at 2.5 ml per fraction and the

activity for macrophages in each fraction was
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assayed.

Preparation of murine peritoneal macrophages

The macrophages were prepared from peri-

toneal cells from Balb/c mice (7-8 weeks old,

Seiwa Experimental Animal Lab., Ohita, Japan),

which had been injected peritoneally with 0.5 ml

of 0.2% oyster glycogen (Nakarai Chemicals,

Fukuoka, Japan) 4 days before. The animals

were sacrificed and about 10 ml of RPMI 1640

medium-10% FBS was injected into the abdomi-

nal cavity of each mouse. After the peritoneal

cells were recovered by a microcapillary and

centrifuged at 800 rpm for 5min, the cells were

washed with RPMI 1640 medium and suspended

with RPMI 1640 medium-10% FCS and explanted

to a Falcon plastic dish. After incubation at 37°C

for 2 hr, the culture dish was washed out with cold

RPMI 1640 medium, the adherent cells were

recovered by a gentle sweeping with a rubber-

policeman and suspended in RPMI 1640

medium-10% FCS.

Assay for the production of superoxide anion

ro2)

The production of superoxide anion (~0
2) by

the macrophages was assayed by a modification of

the pevious method of Fridovich [6]. Suspended

macrophages (1 X 10
5
cells) in 0. 1 ml of RPMI 1640

medium-10% FBS were transferred to each well

of a Falcon microtiter plate and mixed with 50

[A of PTJS, which contains 100 //M cytochrome C
(Sigma, Type IV) and 2 mM glucose in the absence

and presence of Concanavalin A (Sigma, 5 ^g/ml).

The reaction started by the addition with 50 fA of

each fraction of the chromatography and incu-

bated at 30°C for 5 min. The reduction of ferricy-

tochrome C by superoxide anion (~0
2) was

monitored at 550 nm by a Hitachi photospectro-

meter. All assays were performed in the dupli-

cates with controls containing superoxide dis-

mutase (SOD, Sigma, type I, 30//g/ml). The

release of superoxide anion in the result was

calculated from the difference of A5SOnm in the

absence and presence of SOD.

Assay for nucleotide (UTP) incorporation

Macrophages, 2.5 xlO4
in number, were sus-

pended in 0.1ml of RPMI 1640 medium-10%

FBS, added with 0.1 ml of each fraction and

incubated for 3 hr at 37°C in 5% C02 and 95% air

in the presence and absence of Con A (5/*g/ml).

The cells were labeled with 1/zCi of
[

3H]UTP
(50Ci/mmol, Radiochemical Centre, England)

from the beginning of the start of cell culture and

harvested on GF/C membrane filter (Whatman

Co.) by the aid of a cell harvester. After washing

the membrane repeatedly with water, the radioac-

tivity of the membrane was counted by a Beckman

scintillation counter.

Analysis of heat and enzyme sensitivities

The active fractions of the factor from Sephadex

G-100 chromatography was treated with bovine

trypsin, RNase A and DNase I (Sigma, 25/*g/ml)

for 1 hr at 37°C. Heat treatment was carried out at

56°C for 30 min.

Assay for the attachment ability of the macrophages

Murine macrophages (lxl04
) were suspended

in 0.1 ml of RPMI 1640 medium-10% FBS in the

presence of Con A (5 jug/ml) and explanted to each

well of Falcon microtiter plate. After the addition

of 0.1 ml of each fraction, the macrophages were

cultured at 37°C for one overnight in a 5% C0 2

and 95% air. The adherent cells to the plate were

counted by a Nikon microscopic apparatus at a

100-fold magnification. The attachment ability of

the macrophages is expressed as an average of the

adherent cell numbers counted 10 random micro-

scopic fields of each well.

Colony formation assay by murine bone marrow

cells

Colony formation assay was carried out accord-

ing to the methylcellulose culture system of the

previous method [7]. Bone marrow cells were

prepared from Balb/c mice (7-8 weeks, Shizuoka

Experimental Animal Lab.). Fifty thausand cells

were suspended with 1 ml of a-medium (Flow

Labs.) containing 0.8% methylcellulose (Fisher

Science Co.), 20% heat-inactivated FBS (Gibco

Co.), 1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma), 10~ 4M
/?-mercaptoethanol and 50 ju\ of test solution. The

cell suspension was transferred to 35 mm Lux

culture dish, incubated for 7 days at 37°C in 5%
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C0 2 and 95% air and macrophage or granulocyte

colony was counted.

Assay for interferon activity

Assay for interferon activity was performed

according to the method of Armstrong [8]. Hu-

man amnion cell line, Wish (2xl04
) were seeded

in Falcon microtiter well in 0.1ml of MEM-
10% FBS and cultured for 4 days at 37°C in 5%
C02 and 95% air. The confluent cells were treated

with vescular stomatitis virus (VSV) as a challenge

virus, supplemented with 0.1ml of test solution

and incubated for 24 hr at 37°C in 5% C0 2 and

95% air. After the medium was decanted, the

culture cells were fixed and stained with crystal

violet, dried and its absorbance was measured in a

Hitachi spectrophotometer at 550 nm. Recom-

binant DNA-derived human interferon (3 (Kyowa

Hakko Kogyo Co.) was used for the positive

control experiment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The author analyzed regulating factors for mac-

rophages in the extracellular matrix (ECM) of

human embryo fibroblasts. After the confluent

cells were separated from the plastic plate by

trypsin-EDTA treatment, ECM on the plate was

solubilized with 5M urea and 10mM EDTA.
As a merkmal of the macrophage activation, the

author studied the production of superoxide anion

(~0
2) by murine peritoneal macrophages in the

soluble fraction of ECM. As can be seen in

Figure 1, the minor and major activities were

observed at about 40kDa and 1-10 kDa in

Sephadex G-100 column chromatography in the

presence of lectin (closed circles). However,

although the stimulation by 40 kDa fractions also

occurred under the lectin-free condition, the major

activity at 1-10 kDa disappeared under this condi-

tion (open circles).

Next, the author analyzed an other activity for

the macrophages, UTP incorporation at early

0.2

0.1

w v V » v

FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 1. Superoxide anion production from macrophages by the activating factors

from extracellular matrix of human embryo fibroblasts. Solubilized extracellular

matrix fraction was applied on a Sephadex G-100 column, eluted with PBS and the

reductive activity by superoxide anion from the macrophages in each fraction was

monitored at 550 nm in the absence (open circles) and presence (closed circles) of

Con A (5,«g/ml). Arrows in the figure show the elution position of molecular

weight markers: blue dextran 2,000 (void volume), bovine serum albumin

(67 kDa), horseradish peroxidase (40 kDa), cytochrome C (13 kDa) and bacitracin

(1.5 kDa) from the left to the right.
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10 30

FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 2. UTP incorporation activity into the macrophages by the activating factors

from extracellular matrix of human embryo fibroblasts. Extracellular matrix

fraction was applied on a Sephadex G-100 column and
[

3H]UTP incorporation

activity into macrophages in each fraction was assayed in the absence (open

circles) and presence (closed circles) of Con A (S^g/ml), which were incubated

for 3hr at 37°C. Arrows in the figure are the same as in Fig. 1.

period by the fractions of Sephadex G-100 chroma-

tography. The major two activities were detected

at the similar molecular weights mentioned above

at 40 kDa and 1-10 kDa in the presence of Con A
(closed circles in Fig. 2). However, under the

lectin-free condition, the activation by 1-10 kDa

fractions did not occur significantly and the activity

at 4QkDa was also observed (open circles in

Fig. 2). These results suggest that these mac-

rophage-activating substances in ECM have dif-

ferent lectin-requirements for their macrophage

activation.

Then, the biochemical and physicochemical

properties of these factors were partially charac-

terized. The activities of these factors were almost

completely destroyed by trypsin digestions (Table

1), but RNase A and DNase I did not affect

significantly (data not shown), which indicates that

these factors have protein or peptide structures.

Interestingly, the factors bound in ECM are

resistant to trypsin action during the preparation of

ECM in spite of the trypsin sensitivity of the

factors in the free state. The exact reason of this

phenomenon is not clear at present. On the other

hand, they showed different heat sensitivities.

Although 1-10 kDa fractions are very resistant to

the heat treatment (56°C for 30min), the other

fractions at 40 kDa were considerably sensitive to

the same treatments (Table 2).

Furthermore, interestingly, these factors exhib-

ited different actions for the macrophage attach-

ment ability to the plastic plate. Fractions of

1-10 kDa showed an increase of adherent cell

numbers, but 40 kDa fractions induced the differ-

ent behavior of the macrophages and the adherent

macrophages were drastically decreased (Fig. 3).

In the latter case, the macrophages were floated

Table 1

.

Trypsin sensitivities of the factors

Fraction
[

3H]UTP incorporation (CPM)

Control + Trypsin

40 kDa

1-10 kDa

5096 1211

6125 1485

After the trypsin digestion, soy bean trypsin

inhibitor (25 //g/ml) was added to the sample and

assayed for its activity. The value in the table

shows a mean of the duplicate assays.
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Table 2. Heat sensitivities of the factors

[

3H]UTP incorporation (CPM)

Fraction
Control + Heat

+ Heat

Control
;-(%)

40kDa

1-10 kDa

5603

4588

3287

4441

58.7

96.8

The radioactivity in the table represents a mean of

the duplicate assays.

and their sizes were enlarged to several-fold, in

which numerous phase-lucent vacuoles existed

(data not shown). This observation is very similar

to the finding in the study of colony stimulating

factor (CSF) on the macrophage differentiation by

Stanley's group [2]. This result indicates that

40 kDa fractions contain colony stimulating fac-

tors. In fact, the author found the significant

colony formation of the macrophages by 40 kDa
fractions in methylcellulose culture system, but not

by 1-10 kDa fractions (Table 3). As mentioned in

the results, although the CSF-containing fraction

at 40 kDa showed the considerable UTP incor-

poration activity, its ~0
2 productive activity is

very low. Recently, Wing et al. [9] reported that

the significant enhancement of ~0
2 production

from macrophages by murine CSF requires a

triggering of opsonized zymosan or PMA, but that

this activity is very low by CSF alone. The weak

activity of 40 kDa fraction on ~0
2 productive

activity seems to be derived from the property of

CSF.

On the other hand, when the author analyzed

interferon activity in the fractions at 40 kDa and

1-10 kDa, although interferon /? as a positive

control showed a remarkable anti-virus activity,

the fractions at 40 and 1-10 kDa did not represent

the significant anti-virus activity, which is similar to

the negative control activity (Table 4). Thus, the

macrophage-activating factors from ECM of hu-

man embryo fibroblasts are not derived from

interferons.

Generally, ECM of the adherent cells such as

fibroblast and endothelial cells play an important

role in their growth and differentiation [10, 11].

However, the interaction between ECM of these

cells and the other immunocompetent cells has not

been elucidated. Recently, the author found

200

100 •

1 ] i

FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 3. Attachment ability of the macrophages by the activating factors from

extracellular matrix of human embryo fibroblasts. Each fraction (0.1ml) of the

Sephadex G-100 chromatography was added to the macrophages and incubated

for one overnight at 37°C in the presence of Con A (5//g/ml). The attachment

ability of the macrophages in each fraction is shown as an average of the adherent

cell numbers counted 10 random microscopic fields. Arrows in the figure are the

same as in Fig. 1.
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Table 3. Colony formation in methylcellulose

culture system

Fraction

Colony formation

Macrophage Granulocyte M+G

Control

40 kDa

1-10 kDa

1

14

1

The cell population composed of more than 50

cells was counted as a colony. Fractions of 40 kDa
(fraction 12-14) and 1-10 kDa (fraction 21-22) in

Fig. 1 were assayed and PBS (pH 7.2) was used as

a control. M + G shows the mixed type colony of

macrophages and granulocytes.

Table 4. Assay for interferon activity of the

macrophage-activating factors

Fraction

Antiviral

A550
activity

nm

Exp. 1 Exp. 2

Control (PBS) 0.177 0.180

Interferon /? (50 units) 1.089 1.032

40 kDa 0.195 0.188

1-10 kDa 0.144 0.142

Each fraction was added to the virus-infected

Wish cells and incubated for 24 hr. The cells were

stained with crystal violet and its absorbance was

measured at 550 nm. Fractions of 40 kDa and

1-10 kDa are the same in Table 3.

thymocyte-activating factors in ECM of SV40-

transformed human embryo fibroblasts [12]. The

results mentioned above indicate that ECM of

human embryo fibroblasts seem to be associated

with the growth and differentiation of the immuno-

competent cells.
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ABSTRACT—Factors activating granulocyte functions were found in the serum-free culture medium
conditioned by human embryo fibroblasts. They enhanced RNA synthesis in casein-induced murine

granulocytes. The factors were copurified with the thymocyte-activating factors from the same

fibroblasts by gel filtration, ion exchange and lectin-affinity column chromatographies. Both factors

exhibited the similar sensitivities to heat and protease treatments. They are compared with the related

factors reported previously and their biological significance is discussed from the immunological aspect.

INTRODUCTION

Fibroblasts exist normally in various animal

tissues and also appear in and infiltrate into the

inflammatory regions by the injury or infection

with bacteria or other invaders. However, the

exact role of fibroblasts in the regulation of the

immunocompetent cells has not been elucidated

completely. The author and co-workers reported

that murine or human fibroblasts release thymo-

cyte-activating factors which stimulate the prolif-

erative response of thymocytes [1,2]. As to the

macrophage-activating factors, a macrophage-type

colony stimulating factor is constitutively produced

from murine fibroblasts (L cells) [3] and interferon

/? is induced from human diploid fibroblast cell

line by a treatment with poly (I):poly (C) [4].

In this communication, the author describes the

finding that a human embryo cell strain releases

the factors activating granulocyte functions into

the serum-free culture medium and their biological

significance is discussed.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture and preparation of granulocyte-

activating factors

A fibroblast-like cell strain (YH-1) was kindly

donated from Dr. S. Gotoh (Department of

Biochemistry, University of Occupational and

Environmental Health, School of Medicine),

which was established from human embryo dermal

tissue as described previously [5]. This cell line

was grown in Eagle's minimum essential medium

(MEM, Nissui Seiyaku, Tokyo) supplemented

with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS, Gibco, Grand

Island Biological Lab., New York) in 5% C0 2 and

95% air at 37°C. The confluent cells (7xl06

cells/150 cm 2
) were cultured in 50 ml of serum-free

MEM and the medium was changed with fresh

medium in every 2 days during 2 weeks. During

this culture, the cell viability was not changed

significantly. The medium (1 liter) was mixed with

two volumes of saturated ammonium sulphate

(pH 7.5) and kept for one overnight at 4°C. The

precipitate was spun down at 16,000 rpm for 15

min with a Hitachi RP-20 rotor and dissolved into

5 ml of 10mM phosphate-buffered saline (PBS,

pH7.2). The sample was applied on a Biogel

A-1.5m column (Bio-Rad, 1.4x90cm), eluted

with PBS at 3 ml per fraction and 0.1ml of each

fraction was assayed. The active fractions of
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Biogel A-1.5m chromatography were combined

and concentrated with two volumes of saturated

ammonium sulphate (pH7.5). After the precipi-

tate was spun down at 16,000 rpm for 15 min, it was

dissolved with 10mM phosphate buffer (pH7.2)

containing 25mM NaCl and dialyzed against the

same solution for one overnight at 4°C. The

sample was applied on a DEAE Sephadex A-25

column (Pharmacia, 1.2x3 cm) and eluted with 10

mM phosphate buffer containing various NaCl

concentrations at 1ml per fraction. The active

fractions of DEAE Sephadex A-25 chromatogra-

phy Was applied on a Concanavalin A Sepharose

column (Pharmacia, 1.2x1 cm), washed with 10

mM phasphate buffer containing 0.5 M NaCl and

eluted with the same solution containing a-methyl-

D-mannoside (Sigma, 0.3 M) at 0.5 ml per frac-

tion.

Assay for granulocyte RNA synthesis

RNA synthesis of granulocytes was assayed by a

modification of the previous method [6]. One half

ml of 0.5% milk casein (Sigma) was injected

intraperitoneally into Balb/c mouse (7-8 weeks,

Shizuoka Experimental Animals). After 6hr, the

induced peritoneal granulocytes were recovered

from the animal cavity by a microcapillary. Twen-

ty-five thausand cells were suspended in 0.1ml of

an RPMI 1640 medium (Nissui Seiyaku Co.)

supplemented with 10% FCS, added with 0.1 ml of

each fraction and incubated for 3 hr at 37°C in the

presenee of 0.5 /uCi of
[

3H]UTP (50Ci/mmol,

Amersham, England). The cell culture was stop-

ped with 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and

TCA-insoluble materials were collected on a

Whatman GF/C membrane filter. After the mem-
brane was washed with 5% TCA and ethanol and

dried, the radioactivity of the membrane was

counted in a Beckman scintillation counter.

Assay for thymocyte proliferative response

Thymocyte proliferative response was assayed

by the previous method [2]. One half million

thymocytes from C3H/He mice (Shizuoka Ex-

perimental Animals) were suspended in RPMI-
1640 medium supplemented with 10% FCS and

added with 0.1ml of each fraction and Concana-

valin A (Con A, 5//g/ml). After the cell culture

for 2 days, the cells were cultured for 24 hr in the

presence of 0.5 ^Ci of
[

3H]TdR (5 Ci/mmol,

Radiochemical Centre, England). The redioactiv-

ity in TCA-insoluble fraction was measured as

described in the assay of granulocyte RNA syn-

thesis.

Analysis of heat and protease sensitivities of the

factors

Active fractions at 40-70 kDa were treated at

60°C for 30 min and subjected to an enzymatic

digestion with bovine pancreas trypsin (Sigma) or

protenase K (Merck) at 25//g/ml for 30 min at

37°C. After the exogenously added enzyme was

removed from the active fractions by a Biogel

A-1.5m column, their activities were assayed.

RESULTS

The serum-free culture medium conditioned by

human embryo fibroblast-like cell line (YH-1) was

concentrated and applied on a Biogel A-1.5m

column. When the RNA synthesis activity of

casein-induced murine granulocytes in each frac-

tion of the chromatography was assayed, the major

activity at 40-70 kDa and the minor activity at

about 250 kDa were detected as judged by the

elution positions of molecular-weight markers

(Fig. 1). The considerable activity at 250 kDa was

converted to the position at 40-70 kDa by a

treatment with a high salt (1M NaCl) indicating

that the 250 kDa activity is derived from the

oligomer of the smaller activity of 40-70 kDa.

Interestingly, 250 kDa and 40-70 kDa fractions in

Figure 1 also contain the stimulating activities for

thymocyte DNA synthetic response (Table 1). To

analyze whether thymocyte- and graunlocyte-

activating factors are derived from the same

materials or not, 40-70 kDa fractions in Figure 1

were further applied on a DEAE Sephadex A-

25 column. As shown in Figure 2a and b, both

activities show the similar elution profile, which

exhibited the major two activities at 150mM and

500 mM NaCl. When the most abundant activities

of DEAE Sephadex chromatography at 500 mM
NaCl were applied on a Con A-Sepharose column,

thymocyte- and granulocyte-stimulating activities

showed similar elution patterns. Some activity was
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o4 h

FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 1. Granulocyte RNA synthesis activities from the

culture medium from human embryo fibroblasts.

The serum-free culture medium was concentrated

and applied on a Biogel A-1.5m column as de-

scribed in Materials and Methods. Each fraction

(0.1ml) was added to the murine granulocytes,

incubated for 3hr and RNA synthesis activity was

assayed. Arrows in the figure show the elution

positons of molecular weight markers: catalase (250

kDa), bovine serum albumin (67kDa), horseradish

peroxidase (40 kDa) and cytochrome C (13 kDa)
from the left to the right.

positioned in the pass-through fraction and the

other activity was eluted by the buffer containing

a-methyl-D-mannoside (Fig. 3a and b) suggesting

Table 1 . Thymocyte DNA synthetic activities in

250 kDa and 40-70 kDa fractions

Fractions of

Thymocyte DNA synthesis

[

3H]TdR incorporation

(CPM)

Control (PBS)

250 kDa

40-70 kDa

825 + 55

2864 ±226

4370 ±618

Fractions 15-16 and 28-32 in Fig. 1 were used.

The radioactivity is shown as a mean and standard

error of triplicate assays.

that some portion of both factors contains sugar

components.

Next, the author studied the biochemical prop-

erties of thymocyte- and granulocyte-activating

factors. Both activities were relatively resistant to

the trypsin digestion, but considerably inactivated

by proteinase K treatment (Table 2). In addition,

these activities were drastically decreased by a

heat-treatment at 60°C for 30min (Table 2). The

results mentioned above suggest that biochemi-

cal properties of thymocyte- and granulocyte-

activating factors are similar to each other and that

they are composed of heat-sensitive proteins or

.1

10 20 30

FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 2. Thymocyte- and granulocyte-stimulating activities in DEAE Sephadex A-25

column chromatography. The active fractions in Fig. 1 (fraction 28-32) were

dialyzed, applied on a DEAE Sephadex A-25 column and eluted with the buffer

containing 25 mM, 150 mM and 500 mM NaCl as described in the figure, (a) and

(b) show the elution profiles of thymocyte DNA synthesis and granulocyte RNA
synthesis activities, respectively.
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FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 3. Thymocyte- and granulocyte-stimulating activi-

ties in Con A-Sepharose column chromatography.

The active fractions in Fig. 2 (fraction 21-26) were

applied on a lectin-Sepharose column, washed with

the phosphate buffer and eluted with the buffer

containing a-methyl-D-mannoside (a-mM) as

shown by the arrows in the figure, (a) and (b)

represent the activities of thymocyte DNA synthesis

and granulocyte RNA synthesis.

glycoproteins.

DISCUSSION

The results mentioned above indicate that a

human embryo fibroblast-like cell strain releases

granulecyte-activating factors into serum-free cul-

ture medium, which enhance RNA synthesis of

murine peritoneal granulocytes and their activities

were copurified with thymocyte-activating factors

by gel filtration, ion exchange and lectin-affinity

column chromatographies. In addition, both activ-

ities exhibited the similar sensitivities against heat

and protease treatments. At present, there re-

mains two possibilities. One possibility is that

thymocyte- and granulocyte-activating factors are

derived from the same molecules. The other

possibility is that two factors are different from

each other and merely coexist in the same fraction

because of the insufficient purification used here.

To make clear this point, the biological assays by

the completely purified factors are required. As a

preliminary result, 40-70 kDa fractions showed the

considerable chemotactic activities for granulo-

cytes as judged by the Boyden's chamber experi-

ment (not shown). Both enhancements of RNA
synthesis and chemotactic property by the factors

in this paper seem to occur through the common
activation pathway in the granulocytes. The prop-

erties of the factors found here resemble to those

of macrophage-derived interleukin 1 (IL-1) and

epidermal cell-derived IL-1 like factors which

stimulate chemotactic and reductive activity of

polymorphonuclear and mononuclear cells [7].

Recently, the author and co-workers found that

partially purified thymocyte-activating factors

from human embryo fibroblasts stimulate the

induction of cytotoxic T celi function and polyclo-

nal antibody production by B lymphocytes (manu-

script in preparation). Together with these

observations, human embryo fibroblasts release

some soluble factors and they seem to play an

important role in the regulation of immunocompe-

tent cells.

Table 2. Analysis of heat and protease sensitivities of thymocyte- and granulocyte-

activating factors

+ Fractors

treated with

Thymocyte DNA synthesis

pHjTdR incorporation

(CPM)

Granulocyte RNA synthesis

[

3H]UMP incorporation

(CPM)

none

trypsin

proteinase K

heat

5389 ±283

4494±121

689 + 59

625 ±14

4630 ±205

3662 ±291

443 ±36

602 ±47

Factors of fraction 28-32 in Fig. 1 were used for the experiments. The radioactivity is

expressed as a mean and standard error of triplicate.
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ABSTRACT—The DNA polymerase a-primase complex free from other DNA polymerases and

nucleases was prepared from a nuclear extract of sea urchin embryos by sucrose gradient centrifugation,

and de novo DNA synthesis by the complex was studied with single-stranded DNA of bacteriophage fd

as a template. Product analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis showed that the complex synthesizes a

wide range of DNAs as to size, i.e. from about 0.1 to 6 kilobases in length, on the template. The

amount of DNA increased linearly with the incubation time from 15 to 120 min, whereas the size

distributions of the synthesized DNAs were similar for 15, 30, 60 and 120 min-incubations. These results

indicate that the complex synthesizes defined sizes, greater than that of in vivo Okazaki fragments, of

DNAs on the template, repeatedly during the incubation. The DNA chain elongation rate of the

complex was estimated to be about 620 bases/min at 26°C, from the appearance times of the defined

sizes of DNAs.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear DNA replication occurs in a discon-

tinuous manner, involving the formation of Okaza-

ki fragments and their ligation, in eukaryotes [1].

The eukaryotic Okazaki fragments are known to

be 25-300 bases in length and to be attached with

small RNA [1]. The rate of DNA synthesis was

estimated to be 2,600 bases/min at 25°C in vivo in

Drosophila [2].

On the other hand, DNA polymerase a has

been thought to be essential for nuclear DNA
replication [3]. Recently, the enzyme has been

shown to be associated with DNA primase, an

enzyme involved in the primer RNA synthesis of

Okazaki fragments, in a variety of eukaryotes [4,

5]. Since the purified DNA polymerase a-primase

complex synthesizes an in vzvo-like RNA primer,

followed by DNA chain elongation in vitro [see 6],

Accepted April 14, 1986
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the complex seems to participate in the formation

of Okazaki fragments in vivo [7-9]. However, the

complex is unable to synthesize Okazaki fragment-

like short DNA on natural single-stranded DNA in

vitro [10-12]. Only a few studies have been

reported on the DNA chain elongation rate of the

complex [13].

Recently, DNA polymerase a-primase activity

was found in sea urchin embryos [5], and we

showed that the 8.4 S DNA polymerase a corre-

sponds to the complex [14]. In the present study,

DNA synthesis by the sea urchin complex was

examined as to the DNA products and the DNA
chain elongation rate, in order to elucidate the in

vivo function of the complex. It was found that the

complex synthesizes defined sizes, greater than

that of in vivo Okazaki fragments, of DNAs on

single-stranded DNA of bacteriophage fd. The

DNA chain elongation rate was estimated to be

about 620 bases/min at 26°C.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Sea urchin, Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus, em-

bryos were used for the experiments. Unlabelled

deoxyribonucleoside 5'-triphosphates, ribonucleo-

side 5'-triphosphates and 2', 3'-dideoxythymidine

5'-triphosphate (ddTTP) were purchased from

Boehringer Mannheim (West Germany).

[

3H]dTTP (96.8Ci/mmol),
[

3H]dGTP (42.9 Ci/

mmol) and
[

35S]dATP a S (1,015 Ci/mmol) were

obtained from New England Nuclear (Boston,

U.S.A.). Aphidicolin was a gift from Dr. S.

Ikegami (Department of Applied Biochemistry,

Hiroshima University). N-Ethylmaleimide was a

product of Wako Pure Chemicals (Osaka). Calf

thymus DNA was obtained from Sigma Chemical

Co. (St. Louis, U.S.A.), and activated as de-

scribed previously [15]. Bacteriophage fd (fd)

DNA was a gift from Dr. T. Yagura (Saitama

Cancer Center Research Institute). Poly(dC), A

DNA-Hind III fragments and 0X174 RF DNA-
Hae III fragments were obtained from P-L Bio-

chemicals (Milwaukee, U.S.A.), Nippon Gene

(Toyama) and New England Biolabs (Beverly,

U.S.A.), respectively.

Preparation of the DNA polymerase a-primase

complex from sea urchin embryos

Sea urchin blastulae (15 hr development after

fertilization at 20°C) were washed three times with

sea water and then three times with 1.0M glucose.

The embryos (about 5xl05
) were homogenized in

a 20ml solution containing 0.25 M sucrose, 20 mM
Tris-HCl (pH8.0), 5 mM MgCl 2 and 1.0% Triton

X-100 with a Teflon-glass homogenizer, followed

by centrifugation at 2,000xg for lOmin. The

precipitate was resuspended in 20 ml of the above

solution without Triton X-100, and then centri-

fuged at 2,000 Xg for lOmin. Again the precipi-

tate was resuspended in 1.0 ml of 0.25 M sucrose,

25 mM Tris-HCl (pH8.0), 5 mM MgCl 2 , 1.0M
NaCl and 1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin, followed

by centrifugation at 10,500 Xg for 20min. Thus

obtained supernatant (200 ju\) was applied to a

4.8 ml 10-20% linear sucrose gradient containing

20 mM patassium phosphate buffer (pH7.9), 0.25

M NaCl, 5mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 5mM EDTA
and 1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin, and then

centrifuged at 48,000 rpm for 18 hr in a Hitachi

swinging-bucket rotor, RPS 55T. After the centri-

fugation, fractions (0.2 ml each) were collected

from the bottom of the tube and aliquots of the

fractions were assayed for DNA polymer-

ase a-primase activity. The fraction showing the

activity was used for the experiments.

Assay for DNA polymerase

DNA polymerase activity was determined from

the incorporation of
[

3H]dTMP into the acid-

insoluble fraction with activated DNA as a tem-

plate as described previously [16].

Assay for DNA polymeras a-primase complex

DNA polymerase a-primase complex activity

was determined by measurement of poly(dC)-

dependent DNA polymerase activity as described

by Yagura et al. [9] with some modifications as

below. The reaction mixture (total volume, 25 fA)

contained 25mM Tris-HCl (pH7.5), 50 fM dGTP
(containing l.O^Ci

[

3H]dGTP), 200 fM GTP,

10mM MgCl2 , 40 mM NaCl, 1.0 fig poly(dC), 10

fig bovine serum albumin and 10% glycerol. After

incubation for 30min at 26°C , the radioactivity in

the acid-insoluble fraction was determined as

described previously [16].

DNA synthesis by the DNA polymerase a-primase

complex with fd single-stranded DNA as a template

Aliquots of the enzyme solution were incubated

for definite times at 26°C in a 25 fA standard

reaction mixture containing 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH

7.5), 50 //M each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP and

dTTP (containing 1.0 //Ci
[

3H]dTTP or
[

35
S]-

dATP a S), 1.5 mM ATP, 500 /M each of CTP,

GTP and UTP, 10mM MgCl2 , 40mM NaCl , 10 fig

bovine serum albumin, 10% glycerol and 2.0 fig

(0.94 pmol) fd single-stranded DNA. To deter-

mine the DNA synthesizing activity, 25 fA of

200mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 0.5 M NaCl and 50mM
EDTA was added after the incubation, and then

incorporation of
[

3H]dTMP into the acid-insoluble

fraction was determined as described previously

[16]. To analyze the reaction products by gel

electrophoresis, 50 fA of 1.5% sodium dodecyl
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sulfate, 200mM Tris-HCl (pH8.0), 0.5 M NaCl

and 50 mM EDTA was added after the incubation

with
[

35S]dATP S, and then the DNA fraction was

extracted according to Dillon et al. [17].

Analysis of the DNA products by agarose gel

electrophoresis

The
[

35
S]-labelled DNA products were sub-

jected to gel electrophoresis in 0.7% neutral

agarose gel for 15 hr at 20V/14cm, and in 1.4%

alkaline agarose gel for 14 hr at 30V/14cm,

according to the methods of Sugden et al. [18] and

Ikeda et al. [19], respectively. After the elec-

trophoresis, each gel was stained with 5/^g/ml

ethidium bromide, followed by visualization of the

DNA under a UV lamp at 304 nm. The gel was

then dried on DEAE paper and cut into 3 mm
slices, and then the radioactivity in each slice was

counted in a toluene-based scintillator.

RESULTS

On sucrose gradient centrifugation of the nu-

clear extract, the DNA polymerases showed a

major 8.4 S activity and minor 6.6 S and 3.4

S

activities (Fig. 1). Poly (dC)-dependent DNA
polymerase activity co-sedimented with the 8.4 S

activity (Fig. 1). These results indicate that the

8.4 S, 6.6 S and 3.4 S activities correspond to the

DNA polymerase a-primase complex, DNA
polymerase a without DNA primase and DNA
polymerase /?, respectively, as determined pre-

viously [14]. A fraction (No. 6 in Fig. 1) which

seemed to be free from the 6.6 S activity was used

for the following experiments as the DNA
polymerase a-primase complex.

The fraction catalyzed DNA synthesis with fd

single-stranded DNA as a template in the presence

of 1.5 mM ATP and 500 fM each of CTP, GTP
and UTP, whereas little DNA synthesis was

detected in the absence of the ribonucleotides

(Fig. 2). The amount of DNA synthesized in-

creased linearly with the amount of the fraction.

About 90% of the DNA synthesis still occurred in

the presence of 100 /jM ddTTP, a specific inhibitor

of DNA polymerases j3 and 7 [3], whereas almost

all of the synthesis was inhibited by 20 mM
N-ethylmaleimide, an inhibitor of DNA poly-
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Fig. 1. Separation of the DNA polymerase a-primase

complex by sucrose gradient centrifugation. Su-

crose gradient centrifugation of a nuclear extract of

blastulae was performed and aliquots (5 /A) of the

fractions were assayed for DNA polymerase (O)

and DNA polymerase c-primase (•) activities, as

described under Materials and Methods. DNA
polymerase and DNA polymerase a-primase acti-

vities were expressed as dNMP and dGMP incorpo-

rated into the acid-insoluble fraction in 30min at

26°C, respectively. The arrow indicates the position

of yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (7.6 S) used as a size

marker.

merases a and 7 [3] (Fig. 2). These results

indicate that the DNA synthesis is due to DNA
polymerase a and not DNA polymerase /? or 7.

Twenty //g/ml of aphidicolin inhibited the DNA
synthesis by about 75%, coinciding with the results

for the purified DNA polymerase a-primase com-

plexes of mouse and KB cells [9, 11].

The DNA synthesis was dependent on the

amount of fd single-stranded DNA added at less

than 1 ,«g/25 /A, but it was saturated at more than 1

/ug/25 fi\. The Km value of fd single-stranded DNA
for the DNA synthesis was determined to be 2.8

fjiglml (1.3 pmol/ml) on Michaelis-Menten plot-

ting.

With excess fd DNA (38 pmol/ml), the DNA
synthesis continued linearly with incubation time

for at least 120 min in the presence of the ribo-

nucleotides (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Time course of DNA synthesis by the DNA
polymerase a-primase complex with fd single-

stranded DNA and the effects of inhibitors on the

synthesis. DNA synthesis was performed with the

DNA polymerase a-primase complex (5 p\ of frac-

tion number 6 in Fig. 1) with fd single-stranded

DNA as a template in the presence of
[

3H]dTTP, as

described under Materials and Methods with some

modifications as below. After incubation for the

indicated time, the amount of DNA synthesized

(pmol dNMP incorporated) was determined from

the incorporation of
[

3H]dTMP into the acid-

insoluble fraction as described in the text. DNA
synthesis in the standard reaction mixture with no

other components added or omitted (O), with ribo-

nucleotides omitted (#), with 100 /M ddTTP
added (A), with 20/zg/ml aphidicolin added (A)

and with 20mM N-ethylmaleimide added ().

To^study DNA chain elongation, DNA products

synthesized during the incubation were analyzed

by agarose gel electrophoresis (Figs. 3-5). After

0-120 min-incubation, almost all of the DNA,
which was visualized with ethidium bromide and

UV, was seen at a position corresponding to fd

single-stranded DNA on alkaline agarose gel

electrophoresis (Fig. 3). This result indicates that

almost all of the template DNA remained un-

degraded throughout the incubation, and that

nucleases affect the DNA synthesis little.

On 30 min-incubation, the newly synthesized

DNA migrated between fd single-stranded DNA
and fd replicative form II (double-stranded open

circular) DNA on neutral agarose gel elec-

trophoresis, indicating that the DNA synthesis

occurs on the fd DNA (Fig. 4). On further incuba-

Fig. 3. Template stability during the DNA synthesis.

DNA synthesis was performed with the DNA
polymerase a-primase complex (5 fA of fraction

number 6 in Fig. 1) with 2.0 fj% fd single-stranded

DNA as a template, as described under Materials

and Methods. After incubation, the DNA fraction

was extracted and subjected to electrophoresis in

1.4% alkaline agarose gel, followed by visualization

of DNA with ethidium bromide and UV, as de-

scribed in the text. The figure shows the fluorogra-

phy. Lanes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 correspond to the

fractions after incubation for 0, 5, 15, 30, 60 and 120

min, respectively. The numbers on the ordinate

denote the DNA length in bases and the positions of

X DNA-Hind III fragments, ssc and ssl indicate the

positions of fd single-stranded circular and linear

(6,408 bases in length) DNA, respectively.

tion (60 and 120 min), the amount of newly

synthesized DNA increased with the incubation

time. However, the distributions of the DNAs in

the gel were quite similar for 30, 60 and 120

min-incubations (Fig. 4). These results suggest

that the DNA synthesis occurs on defined regions
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Fig. 4. Analysis of newly synthesized DNA by neutral

agarose gel electrophoresis. DNA synthesis was

performed with the DNA polymerase a-primase

complex (5 ju\ of fraction number 6 in Fig. 1) in the

presence of
[

35S]dATP Q S, and then the
[

35
S]-

labelled DNA products were analyzed by 0.7%

neutral agarose gel electorophoresis as described

under Materials and Methods. The incubation for

DNA synthesis was performed for (A), 30 (B), 60

(C) and 120 (D) min. RF-II and ss denote the

positions of fd replicative form II (double-stranded

open circular) DNA and fd single-stranded DNA,
respectively.

of the template, independently of the incubation

time.

On alkaline agarose gel analysis, more than 90%
of the newly synthesized DNA was separated from

the template DNA (Figs. 3 and 5). The newly

synthesized DNAs showed a wide size range of

about 0.1 to 6 kilobases in length; the major

products were about 0.2 to 2 kilobases in length on

120min-incubation (Fig. 5). Similar DNA size dis-

tributions were found for 15, 30 and 60 min-

incubations, although the amount of each DNA
increased linearly with the incubation time (Fig.

5). These results indicate that defined sizes of

DNA are synthesized repeatedly during the in-

cubation.

On 5min-incubation, the distribution was es-

sentially the same as those for 15-120 min-

incubations, except that a DNA band correspond-
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Fig. 5. Analysis of newly synthesized DNA by alkaline

agarose gel electrophoresis. DNA synthesis was

performed with the DNA polymerase a-

primase complex (5//1 of fraction number 6 in

Fig. 1) in the presence of
[

35S]dATP„S, and then the

[

35
S]-labelled DNA products were analyzed by 1.4%

alkaline agarose gel electrophoresis as described

under Materials and Methods. The incubation times

for the DNA synthesis are shown in the figure in min

(0', 5', 15', 30', 60' and 120'). The DNA length

(kilobases) on the abscissa was determined using

DNA size markers, A DNA-Hind III fragments

(23730, 9416, 6557, 4366, 2322, 2027, 564 and 125

bases in length) and 0X174 RF DNA-Hae III frag-

ments (1353, 1078, 872, 603, 310, 278, 271, 234, 194,

118 and 72 bases in length), fd denotes the position

of fd single-stranded linear DNA (6408 bases in

length).

ing to about 3-5 kilobases in length was not

detected (Fig. 5). This suggests that the 3-5 kilo-

base-DNA is synthesized during the first 5-15 min.

When the amount of newly synthesized DNA
(cpm) contained in the 3-5 kilobase-DNA band in

the gel was plotted versus the incubation time for

5, 15, 30 and 60min-incubations, the amount

increased linearly with the incubation time (Fig.
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Fig. 6. Relationship between the amount of DNA synthesized and the incubation time

for various defined sizes of DNAs. The amount (cpm) of a newly synthesized DNA
of a defined size was determined by counting the radioactivity and then plotted versus

incubation time, for each defined size of DNA in Fig. 5 (The DNA bands are

indicated by bars), a, b, c, d and e correspond to the DNA bands indicated by bars a,

b, c, d and e in Fig. 5, and the average lengths of the DNAs are 4000, 1700, 1000, 600

and 250 bases, respectively. A part (incubation time from to 7 min) of the figure

was magnified and shown in the inset.

6). The time when the amount of DNA was Ocpm
was determined to be 6.0 min by extrapolation in

the figure. This seems to be the time when the 3-5

kilobase-DNA appears first. Then, we estimated

the DNA chain elongation rate for the DNA to be

666 bases/min, by dividing the average length of

the DNA (4,000 bases) by the time (6 min).

Similar plotting was performed for the other

defined DNA bands in Figure 5 (Fig. 6). Figure 6

shows the linear relationship between the amount

of the synthesized DNA and the incubation time

for each DNA. Thus, the DNA chain elongation

rates were estimated to be 625, 750, 625 and 425

for the 250, 600, 1,000 and 1,700 base-DNAs,

respectively. The average rate was calculated to

be 620 (S.D. = ±120, n = 5) bases/min.

DISCUSSION

The purified DNA polymerase a-primase com-

plex has been shown to synthesize small RNA and

then to catalyze DNA chain elongation with the

RNA as a primer on single-stranded DNA, which

is dependent on the presence of ribonucleotides

[7-9]. The present fraction of DNA polymer-

ase a-primase complex synthesized DNA on fd

single-stranded DNA, with the requirement of the

presence of ribonucleotides, without utilizing the

3' end of fd DNA as a primer (Figs. 2, 4 and 5).

This DNA synthesis did not seem to be affected by

nucleases or other DNA polymerases, since the

fraction contained little of these enzyme activities

(Figs. 2 and 3). Thus the present DNA synthesis

seems to occur through the same mechanism as

that in the case of the purified DNA polymer-

ase a-primase complex.

Defined sizes of DNAs were synthesized, inde-

pendently of the incubation time, for 15-120 min

(Figs. 5 and 6). The amount of DNA increased

linearly with the incubation time for 60 min for

various defined sizes of DNA (Fig. 6), suggesting

that DNA synthesis occurs at the same rate during

the incubation for each defined size of DNA. The

DNA chain elongation rate, estimated from the
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initial appearance time of a denned size of DNA,
was roughly the same for each defined size of

DNA. This suggests that the rate is the same

regardless of the DNA size synthesized. From

these facts, we conclude that the DNA polymer-

ase a-primase complex synthesizes defined sizes of

DNAs on fd single-stranded DNA at the same

DNA chain elongation rate, 620 bases/min at 26°C.

The purified DNA polymerase a-primase com-

plex has been reported to synthesize defined sizes

of DNAs, of about 600-2,000 bases and up to

3,000 bases in length, on fd and M13 single-

stranded DNA in Xenopus laevis and KB cells,

respectively [10, 11]. As to the Xenopus complex,

it is suggested that some secondary structures of fd

DNA cause DNA chain elongation to cease, and

thus that the sizes of DNAs synthesized depend on

the structure distribution on the template [10]. On
the other hand, the complex was able to synthesize

full-sized DNA on M13 and 0X174 single-stranded

DNA in calf thymus and Drosophila melanogaster

[12, 13]. The properties of the present complex

coincide with those for the former. So, the pro-

duction of the defined sizes of DNAs may have

depended on the structures of the template also in

the present study, as suggested in the case of the

Xenopus complex [10].

In any case, the synthesized DNAs are

apparently longer than in vivo Okazaki fragments,

for which about 130 base-DNA has been reported

in sea urchin embryos [20]. Thus it may be that

some factors other than the complex are involved

in the in vivo formation of Okazaki fragments.

Judging from the in vitro DNA products, it is

also supposed that the complex participates in the

leading strand synthesis in vivo, during which

DNA synthesis occurs continuously, although it

has not been clarified whether DNA synthesis

takes place semidiscontinuously or discontinuously

on the two DNA strands in various eukaryotes [1].

We estimated the DNA chain elongation rate to

be 620 bases/min. This value is about one-fourth

that for the in vivo fork movement in cleavage

embryos and cultured cells of Drosophila melano-

gaster, although it is about 5-fold greater than that

for the rate on singly primed 0X174 DNA of the

Drosophila DNA polymerase a-primase complex

[2, 13]. Recently, we prepared another crude

DNA polymerase a-primase complex fraction

from sea urchin blastulae [21]. DNA synthesis by

the latter fraction was about 5-10-fold greater than

that in the case of the present fraction under the

same conditions (data not shown). This suggests

that the lower rate of elongation by the present

complex is due to the properties of the complex

itself rather than the conditions used. Thus, it is

possible to consider that the complex functions in

vivo in association with other factors which main-

tain the in vivo elongation rate.
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ABSTRACT—The swelling process of the egg in the cuttlefish, Sepiella japonica, was analyzed during

development. The weight of the whole egg decreased for 8 days after oviposition. This decrease was

due to the loss of gelatinous coat in the capsule. After the appearance of perivitelline fluid in the egg,

the weight of the whole egg again increased linearly in parallel with the enlargement of perivitelline

space, which was mainly caused by water intake. The difference of osmotic pressure between

perivitelline fluid and sea water was about 135mmol/kg at either the initial or later stages of

development after oviposition, but it fell transiently less than lOOmmol/kg from stage 29 to 33. The

protein content of the perivitelline fluid increased linearly during development, suggesting the

production of osmoactive substance by the embryo.

INTRODUCTION

It has been reported that the horseshoe crab egg

swells gradually due to water intake into peri-

vitelline space during embryonic development [1].

This water intake was assumed to be caused by

osmoactive substance present in the perivitelline

fluid [2]. In our previous study [3], the osmotic

pressure of perivitelline fluid decreased hyperboli-

cally during development of the horseshoe crab

embryo. Thus we assumed that the osmoactive

substance appears in the perivitelline fluid before

water is continuously taken up into the peri-

vitelline space.

The increase in volume of the perivitelline space

may offer a space for growth and molting of the

embryo. Therefore, the mechanism of osmotic

swelling of eggs in various animals which exhibit

similar phenomena during development should be

elucidated. In this paper, we examined the in-

crease in perivitelline fluid of the cuttlefish and

investigated the presence of osmoactive substance

which may cause an enlargement of perivitelline

space.

Accepted March 24, 1986

Received February 20, 1986
2 To whom reprints should be requested.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The cuttlefish, Sepiella japonica, were obtained

near the Marine Biological Station of Okayama

University (Ushimado, Okayama) and maintained

in an aquarium for oviposition. Spawned eggs

were developed in Petri dishes at 21±1°C. Eggs

were collected at each stage of development and

we measured the weights of the whole egg, capsule

and embryo. The fluid weight was calculated by

subtracting the weight of the capsule and embryo

from that of the whole egg. Perivitelline fluid was

collected and stored at — 20°C until use.

The osmotic pressures of perivitelline fluid and

sea water were determined with a vapor pressure

osmometer (5100 C, Wescor Inc.). Protein was

determined according to the method of Lowry et

al. [4]. Hexose contents were measured by the use

of anthrone reagent [5].

RESULTS

Changes in the volume of Sepiella eggs

Morphological changes in Sepiella egg and egg

capsule during development before hatching are

illustrated by sketches in Figure 1. The develop-

mental stage of the embryo was determined
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1 cm
Fig. 1. Sketches of cuttlefish egg, Sepiella japonica. A; the day of

spawning (stage 1), B; 2 days after oviposition (stage 12), C; 4 days

after oviposition (stage 15), D; 10 days after oviposition (stage 23),

E; 12 days after oviposition (stage 26), F; 15 days after oviposition

(stage 29), G; 19 days after oviposition (stage 36), H; 23 days after

oviposition (stage 38), I; 27 days after oviposition (stage 38), J; the

day of hatching, 35 days after oviposition (stage 40).

according to Yamamoto [6]. The egg at early

development before hatching consists of egg cap-

sule, gelatinous coat, vitelline membrane (cho-

rion), perivitelline space and egg cell or embryo.

The capsule volume was remarkedly large at the

initial^stage of development because of the pres-

ence of gelatinous coat inside the egg capsule

(Fig. 1A), but it decreased in size gradually up to

the 10th day of stage 23 (Fig. ID). Thereafter the

egg again increased in size and swelled with a

particular increase in the volume of perivitelline

space (Fig. 1E-J). After hatching of the embryo at

stage 40, the egg capsule and vitelline membrane
gradually shrank.

Changes in the weight of egg during develop-

ment are shown in Figure 2. The weight of egg

decreased rapidly just after oviposition, the de-

crease slowing down around 4 days after oviposi-

tion, with the lightest weight being reached at

stage 20 (8 days after oviposition). Then the

weight began to increase until hatching at stage 40

(35 days after oviposition). This initial rapid de-

crease was mainly due to the loss of gelatinous

coat, but the capsule weight kept on decreasing

gradually until hatching. The increase in whole

egg weight from stage 23 seems to be due to either

the increase in perivitelline fluid or the growth of

the embryo inside the egg. Of the two, peri-

vitelline fluid appeared after stage 23 and sustained

considerable parts of the increase in whole egg

weight. At stage 40 before hatching, fluid weight

was 82% of whole egg weight. This rapid increase

in perivitelline fluid was the result of water intake,

which gave the embryo sufficient space to grow.

Osmotic pressure of perivitelline fluid

Osmotic pressure of the perivitelline fluid was

determined with a vapor pressure osmometer.

Table 1 shows the osmotic pressure of perivitelline

fluid during development. Just after the appear-

ance of the fluid at stage 26, osmotic pressure of

the fluid was 946.5 + 12.2 mmol/kg which is 137.3

mmol/kg higher than that of the surrounding sea

water, 809.2 ±16.6 mmol/kg. The difference of
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Fig. 2. Changes in weight of the cuttlefish egg. Each point of values shows the

mean value + S.E.M. (n= 10). Fluid weight was calculated by subtracting the

weight of the capsule plus embryo from the weight of the whole egg. Closed

circles; the weight of the capsulated egg, open circles; the weight of the fluid,

and open triangles; the weight of the capsule plus embryo.

Table 1 . Osmotic pressure of perivitelline fluid

during development of the cuttlefish egg

Days after

oviposition
Stage

Osmotic pressure

Absolute
value

3
Difference

from sea waterb

mmol/kg

12 26 946.5 + 12.2 137.3

15 29 907.7+11.9 98.5

19 33 903.9 + 15.8 94.7

23 36 936.1 + 2.2 126.9

27 38 948.1 + 1.9 138.9

31 39 940.1 + 2.0 130.9

35 40 946.6 + 3.0 137.4

a Average value + S.E.M. (n= 7, except the

value for 12 days after oviposition, which is the

average + S.E.M. of four experiments.)
b Osmotic pressure of sea water was 809.2 +

16.6 mmol/kg (n= 3).

osmotic pressure between the fluid and sea water

was lowest from stage 29 to 33 (about 95 mmol/kg),

when an increase in fluid weight kept on. After

this stage the osmotic pressure returned to the

initial level and remained constant at a level

around 135 mmol/kg higher than that of sea water.

These facts indicate that successive production of a

certain osmoactive substance by the embryo may
occur to maintain somewhat higher level of the

osmotic pressure of perivitelline fluid than that of

sea water.

Protein content in perivitelline fluid

There were several candidates for the osmo-
active substance in the perivitelline fluid. Firstly,

the content of hexose in the fluid was determined

Table 2. Changes in perivitelline fluid and pro-

tein concentration during development of the

cuttlefish egg

Stage
Fluid

mg/egg
Protein concentration

/ug/mg fluid

26 68±2.6a

29 174 + 5.3

33 290 + 8.9

36 421 + 8.7

38 503 + 9.0

39 579 + 5.4

40 612+11.3

0.31
b

0.38±0.09a

0.53 + 0.08

0.43 + 0.01

0.49 + 0.01

0.45 + 0.00

0.58 + 0.03

Average value + S.E.M. (n= 3).

Average of two experiments.
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Fig. 3. Changes in the protein content of the egg perivitelline fluid during

development of the cuttlefish. Each point of values show the mean value

+ S.E.M. (n= 3) except the value for 12 days after oviposition which is the

average of two experiments.

by anthrone reaction. No recognizable amount of

hexose was detected in the perivitelline fluid at any

stage of development.

Considerable amounts of protein, however,

were found in the perivitelline fluid within the

concentration range of 0.3 to 0.6mg/ml of peri-

vitelline fluid, but only a gradual change was

observed during development, except for a rapid

increase at the earlier stage (before stage 33)

(Table 2). The protein content in the perivitelline

fluid of each egg, however, increased linearly over

time after the beginning of egg swelling (Fig. 3).

The relationship between fluid amount and fluid

protein content was examined. The linear correla-

tion between those two variables is shown in

Figure 4, being represented in the following

equation as a unit of mg per egg:

y= 0.548xl0" 3x-0.023 (r=0.974)

Although the protein concentration in the peri-

vitelline fluid did not change markedly in the

period from stage 36 to 39, the protein content per

egg continued to increase linearly. These results

suggest that the swelling of the egg may be caused

by the almost constant osmotic pressure which was

supported by the protein concentration.

200 400 600

Fluid amount (mg/egg)

Fig. 4. The relationship between the perivitelline fluid

and protein contents during development of the

cuttlefish egg. Each point of value represents the

mean value + S.E.M. (n= 3) except for the lowest

value which is the average of two experiments.

DISCUSSION

The cuttlefish embryo is enclosed by a thick and

elastic capsule before hatching, the inside of which

is filled with gelatinous coat until 10 days after
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oviposition. The weight of the cuttlefish egg de-

creased for initial 8 days after oviposition because

of the loss of gelatinous coat in the capsule, and

then increased up to hatching due to the enlarge-

ment of perivitelline space in the egg.

The increase of perivitelline space may be

important for growth of the egg and development

of embryo. A similar swelling of eggs by water

intake into perivitelline space has been observed in

the horseshoe crab and in gastropods during their

development. Our previous study on the swelling

of the horseshoe crab egg showed that the largest

amount of osmoactive substance is present in the

perivitelline space before the beginning of swelling

[3]. It has been shown that the egg capsule fluid of

Limnaea stagnalis contains polysaccharides and

several kinds of proteins [7]. These proteins and

polysaccharides have been found to be produced in

the perivitelline space with species-specific differ-

ences in various species of Limnaea [8] . Whether

there may be a common mechanism of osmotic

water absorption during development in these

animals or not is of interest in the study of the

course of embryonic development.

Osmotic pressure of the perivitelline fluid in the

cuttlefish egg was constant at the level about

130 mmol/kg higher than that of sea water, except

for a transient decrease in the osmotic pressure to

the level less than 100 mmol/kg over the sea water

level. By contrast, the protein content of peri-

vitelline fluid increased linearly during develop-

ment. As the increase of perivitelline fluid is

caused by water intake, the protein concentration

in the fluid may keep the osmotic pressure higher

than that of sea water, and cause a water influx

into the egg. This is different from the case of the

horseshoe crab egg. The osmotic pressure of the

perivitelline fluid of the horseshoe crab egg de-

creases in the course of active swelling during

development from the time of the appearance of

the chorion to hatching. It has been reported that

the concentration of protein in the perivitelline

fluid of the horseshoe crab egg also decreases in

the period of active swelling during development

[2]. Therefore most amounts of osmoactive sub-

stance may be produced and stored in the peri-

vitelline space before the beginning of swelling in

the case of the horseshoe crab egg. In the case of

the cuttlefish egg, however, the protein kept on

being discharged into the perivitelline space during

development.
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Stage-dependent Difference in the Kinetics of the Cytoplasmic

Accumulation of Newly Synthesized 18S and 28S

rRNAs in Xenopus laevis Embryonic Cells
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and Akira Saito
3
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ABSTRACT—A large difference was found in the kinetics of the cytoplasmic accumulation of newly

labeled 18S and 28S rRNAs between late blastula and neurula cells of Xenopus laevis: while in neurula

cells the ratio of the newly labeled 28S rRNA to 18S rRNA (28S/18S) promptly reached 1.0 during 5 hr

of labeling, that in late blastula cells remained low (0.2 to 0.4) for the first 5 hr before it reached 1.0 in

the next 5hr of the labeling. As a possible cause for the difference, changes in specific radioactivity of

precursor pool, the time-difference in the nuclear processing of 28S and 18S rRNAs or the time-

difference of nuclear-cytoplasmic transport of 28S and 18S rRNA were compared between late blastula

and neurula cells. None of these, however, was found to be the main cause. A theoretical consideration

combined with embryo dissection experiment suggested that the difference may be due, at least for a

large part, to the fact that an increasing proportion of cells are activated and start to synthesize rRNA
during the late blastula and gastrula stages.

INTRODUCTION

A fertilized egg of Xenopus laevis contains 10
12

ribosomes in its cytoplasm as a maternal stockpile

[1], which is sufficient to support protein synthesis

during embryogenesis until the feeding tadpole

stage [2]. However, the embryo starts to synthe-

size new ribosomes relatively early during develop-

ment lest it should suffer ribosomal shortage in

later stages [2]. The timing of the commencement

of rRNA synthesis has recently been established

by Shiokawa et al. [3, 4] to be at the late blastula

stage about 4hr, or three cell cycles, earlier than
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previously believed [5, 6].

It has been established that 28S and 18S rRNAs
are simultaneously transcribed as 40S pre-rRNA
and are processed in such a way that 18S rRNA is

produced much faster than 28S rRNA [7]. These

two rRNAs are assembled within the nucleus in

the form of 40S and 60S ribosomal subparticles and

transported to the cytoplasm in the order of their

formation [8, 9]. Thus, in the isotopic labeling

experiment, the molar ratio of the labeled cyto-

plasmic rRNAs (28S/18S) increases from zero

(appearance of 18S rRNA alone) to 1.0 (appear-

ance of equimolar amount of 18S and 28S rRNAs)
as the labeling duration becomes longer [8, 9].

In the cumulative labeling of Xenopus neurula

cells we found that the ratio of the radioactively-

labeled two rRNAs (28S/18S) in the cytoplasm

reached the value of 1.0 in about 5hr. In the

labeling of late blastula cells, however, we noticed

that the ratio (28S/18S) remained at a quite low

level (0.2 to 0.4) for the first 5hr, and it was only

after another 5 hr that the ratio increased to the

value of 1.0.

In the present paper, we first describe the
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stage-dependent difference in the kinetics of the

cytoplasmic accumulation of two isotopically-

labeled rRNAs, and then describe the results of

the analyses of several parameters which may
cause the stage-dependent difference. The results

obtained support the view that the difference is

due to the increase in the proportion of the cells

which start to synthesize rRNA during the late

blastula and gastrula stages.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Labeling of dissociated embryonic cells

Embryos of Xenopus laevis were obtained by

injection of a gonadotropic hormone. They were

dejellied and dissociated into cells at the late

blastula (stage 9) [10], gastrula (stage 11), neurula

(stage 20-22) and tailbud embryo (stage 24-25)

stages as described previously [9]. Cells were

labeled with either (5-
3H)uridine (25 Ci/mmole) or

(5-
3H)guanosine (25 Ci/mmole) for varying lengths

of time in the complete Stearns' solution. When
late blastula cells were labeled for 2, 6 and 10 hr,

the sibling embryos reached the early gastrula

(stage 10), late gastrula (stage 12) and early

neurula (stage 14) stages, respectively.

Preparation of the cytoplasmic fraction

Labeled cells were homogenized in 20mM
Tris-HCl buffer, pH7.4, containing 0.5 M KC1,

10mMTVlgCl 2 , 4,«g/ml of polyvinylsulphate and

0.5% sodium deoxycholate (DOC) [1, 9, 12]. The

homogenate was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for

lOmin and the supernatant was used as the crude

cytoplasmic fraction for extraction of RNA.
The cytoplasmic fraction was subjected to fur-

ther fractionation on sucrose density gradient to

obtain ribosomal subunits as described previously

[1, 9, 12]. Sucrose gradients were fractionated

using ISCO Gradient Cutter, and optical density

and radioactivity profiles were determined as

described previously by Saito et al. [13]. It was

found that the majority (over 80%) of the cyto-

plasmic 18S and 28S rRNAs existed in the fraction

of 40S and 60S ribosomal subunits, respectively.

Extraction and fractionation of RNAs

The labeled cells were homogenized in 0.1 M
sodium acetate, pH5.0. Cytoplasmic fractions

were mixed with xlO volumes of 0.1M sodium

acetate, pH5.0. All the materials were treated

with equal volumes of phenol saturated with 0.1 M
sodium acetate buffer in the presense of 0.5%

sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) and 1 ,«g/ml of

bentonite [9, 11]. RNAs were precipitated from

the final aqueous phase with 0.2M NaCl and 2.5

volumes of ethanol.

Electrophoresis of RNAs was carried out on

0.5% agarose-2.4% polyacrylamide gels [8]. Gels

were sliced at 2 mm width and RNA in the gel

slices was hydrolyzed by overnight treatment with

ammonia solution. Radioactivity was determined

using ACS-II (Amersham) as a scintillation mix-

ture in a scintillation spectrometer [8].

Profiles of RNAs obtained consisted mainly of

28S and 18S rRNAs and underlying heterogeneous

RNAs and, in addition, 4S RNA. These profiles

were as described repeatedly [8, 9, 12]. Amounts

of the radioactivity in 28S and 18S rRNAs were

determined based on the area covered by radioac-

tivity peaks which protruded the heterogeneously-

distributing RNA.

Determination of specific radioactivity in UTP

Labeled cells were homogenized with cold 0.5 N
perchloric acid. Acid-soluble fractions were neu-

tralized with KOH and then fractionated either on

columns of Dowex-1 (X2) [14] or by thin-layer

chromatography on PEI-Cellulose plates (Merck)

[15]. UTP was eluted and radioactivity of the UTP
per embryo was determined using ACS II as a

scintillation mixture [16]. Acid-soluble fractions

were obtained also from 500 non-labeled sibling

embryos and the amount of UTP per embryo was

determined after fractionation on Dowex-1 (X2)

column [14]. The specific radioactivity was calcu-

lated from the radioactivity and the amount of

UTP as in the previous experiments [16].
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Kinetics of the cytoplasmic accumulation of labeled

28S and 18S rRNAs differ greatly between late

blastula and neurula cells

Late blastula and neurula cells were labeled with
3
H-uridine for 10 hr and 5hr, respectively. RNAs
were extracted from the cytoplasmic fractions and

subjected to gel electrophoretic analyses. In late

blastula cells (Fig. 1A), labeling of 18S and 28S

rRNAs was not detected at 1.5 hr of the labeling.

At 2hr after the labeling, a small amount of 18S

rRNA was detected. At 2.5 hr after the labeling,

18S rRNA and, in addition, a smaller amount of

28S rRNA were detected. Between the 3rd to 6th

hr of labeling, there was a large increase in the

amount of the label in both 18S and 28S rRNA.

9 10 II 12 14 20 22

Stage

Fig. 1. Accumulation of
3H-uridine-labeled 28S and

18S rRNAs in the cytoplasmic fraction. Cells from

15 embryos were labeled with 50,«Ci of
3H-uridine

in 1.5 ml of the medium for the indicated period.

RNAs were extracted from cytoplasmic fractions

and amounts of the label in 28S and 18S rRNAs
were determined based on gel electrophoretic pro-

files. A: Late blastula cells, B: Neurula cells.

Open circles are for 18S rRNA, and closed circles

for 28S rRNA.

However, the amount of the label in 28S rRNA
was always smaller than that in 18S rRNA. At and

after the 8th hr of labeling, the amount of the label

in 28S rRNA exceeded that of 18S rRNA. Thus,

the accumulation curves of two rRNAs crossed at

7th hr of the labeling. Finally at the 10th hr, the

amount of 28S rRNA became very close to twice

that of 18S rRNA. It can be seen that the

accumulation curves for 18S and 28S rRNAs
crossed with the abscissa (zero count level) with

about 30min of delay (Fig. 1A). Therefore, it can

be assumed that 28S rRNA appears in the cyto-

plasm approximately 30min later than 18S rRNA.

At the end of the labeling, control late blastulae

which were at the stage 9 developed to the early

neurula stage (stage 14).

In the labeling of neurula cells, a distant amount

of 18S rRNA first appeared at lhr after the

labeling (Fig. IB). The appearance of the distinct

amount of labeled 28S rRNA was at 1.5 hr of the

labeling. The amount of the label of 28S rRNA
was smaller than that of 18S rRNA only during the

1st to 2nd hr of the labeling. Thus, time-curves of

the accumulation of two rRNAs crossed already at

the 3rd hr of the labeling. At and after 4th hr, the

amount of 28S rRNA exceeded that of 18S rRNA
(Fig. IB). Similar results were obtained in a sepa-

rate set of experiments which were carried out with

a different batch of embryos with
3H-guanosine as

a label.

From these results, it is apparent that the

cytoplasmic accumulation of both 18S and 28S

rRNAs occurs much faster in neurula cells than in

late blastula cells. However, the time-difference

between the cytoplasmic appearance of 18S and

28S rRNAs appeared to be about 30min in both

stages.

Figure 2 summarized the changes in the ratios

(28S/18S) of the amounts of labeled 28S and 18S

rRNAs in late blastula, neurula and tailbud

embryo cells. The curves for embryos at two

advanced stages (neurula and tailbud stages) were

both monophasic and convex-type. By contrast,

the ratio for late blastula cells stayed at a low level

(0.2 to 0.4) until at the 6th hr of labeling, and then

increased rapidly to reach the level of 1.0 in the

following 4 hr, giving rise to a biphasic curve.

From these results, it appears that blastula cells
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Fig

1.2

Hours

2. Change in the ratio (28S/18S) of the radioactive 28S and 18S rRNAs
accumulated in the cytoplasmic fractions. The ratios were calculated from the

experiments as shown in Fig. 1. Circles are for late blastula cells; Triangles, for

neurula cells; Squares, for tailbud embryo cells. Open symbols are data obtained

with
3
H-uridine and closed ones with

3H-guanosine as a label.

switch their kinetics at about 6th hr of culture from

the "blastula cell-type" to the "neurula cell-type".

Kinetics of the saturation of radioactive precursor

pool were not different greatly between the late

blastula and neurula cells

Since the results obtained above are based on

the isotopic labeling, they could be affected by the

changes in the precursor pool. Then, we first

followed the change in specific radioactivity in

UTP pool during the labeling with
3
H-uridine for

8hr irrTate blastula and neurula cells. However,

the specific radioactivity of UTP increased and

reached a plateau level at 5th hr more or less

similarly between late blastula and neurula cells

(data omitted). Therefore, the difference of the

change in the ratio (28S/18S) of cytoplasmic two

rRNAs may not be related to the difference in

the specific radioactivity-change in the precursor

pool.

Time-difference in the nuclear processing of 28S

and 18S rRNAs did nbt appear to differ greatly

between the late blastula and neurula cells

In sea urchin embryos it has been claimed that

the processing rate of pre-rRNA may be acceler-

ated in the course of the development [17]. In

Xenopus laevis, 40S pre-rRNA is first cleaved into

18S rRNA and 34S intermediate RNA, and then

afterward, the 34S RNA is processed to 28S rRNA
[7]. Then, if the rate of the cleavage of 40S

pre-rRNA into 18S and 34S RNA remained

unchanged, yet the rate of the processing of 34S

RNA into 28S rRNA became greatly accelerated

at 6th hr in the culture of late blastula cells, such an

acceleration would cause the observed transition

of the rRNA accumulation kinetics.

We pulse-labeled the late blastula and neurula

cells at 2 hr-intervals for 10 hr in order to see the

stage-dependent change in the relative amount of

the labeling of 40S pre-rRNA and 28S and 18S

rRNAs. It is worth mentioning here that the

duration of the pulse-labeling for 2hr was not

necessarily too long in view of the fact that the

period in which the cytoplasmic accumulation of

28S rRNA was smaller than tnat of 18S rRNA
lasted for as long as 7hr in late blastula cells.

Besides, in 1.5hr-labeling of blastula cells, the

synthesis of neither 18S nor 28S rRNA was

detected clearly under the present labeling condi-

tions (Fig. 1).

When late blastula cells were labeled for the first

2hr, practically no distinct peak of 40S pre-rRNA

was detected, although there appeared very small

peaks at 28S and 18S rRNA regions (Fig. 3A).

During the next 2hr of labeling, peaks of 40S
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40S . I8S

B 40S 28s I8S
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C 40S 28S

F 40S

20 40 20 40

Distance moved (mm)

Fig. 3. Patterns of pulse-labeled RNA. Cells from 15

late blastulae or neurulae were labeled with 50 ,uCi

of
3H-uridine for 2 hr during culture at various time

points. RNAs were extracted from total cellular

homogenates, and electrophoresed on gels. Only

high-molecular-weight RNA regions are shown. A-
E, Late blastula cells, F-H, neurula cells. A, F,

Labeled for the first 2 hr. B, G, labeled for the 2nd

2hr. C,H, labeled for the 3rd 2 hr. D, labeled for

the 4th 2 hr. E, labeled for the 5th 2 hr. The area of

the radioactivity peaks which corresponds to 40S

pre-rRNA and 28S and 18S rRNAs is marked by

dots.

pre-RNA [18, 19], and 28S and 18S rRNAs were

detected (Fig. 3B). This pattern of rRNA labeling

did not change greatly during the 4th to 6th

(Fig. 3C) and 6th to 8th hr (Fig. 3D). In all of

these profiles, the amount of 40S pre-rRNA was

relatively large. This suggests that the rate of the

processing of 40S pre-rRNA may not be very high.

In 8th to 10th hr of labeling (Fig. 3E), however,

there was a considerable increase in the labeling of

both 18S and 28S rRNA as compared with that of

40S pre-rRNA. Thus, the 28S and 18S rRNA
labeled per unit amount of 40S pre-rRNA labeling

was almost doubled during the last 2hr of the

pulse-labeling. This implies that there was some

significant acceleration of the processing of 40S

pre-rRNA at this time point.

When neurula cells were similarly labeled, all

the rRNA components (40S, 28S and 18S RNAs)

were found to be labeled much more actively, as

an indication of the increased synthetic activity of

this RNA species at this stage [3-5]. Furthermore,

in all the labeling periods (Fig. 3F, G and H), the

relative amount of the 28S and 18S rRNA per 40S

pre-rRNA labeling was significantly larger than

those of the early phases of the blastula pulse-

labeling (Fig. 3B, C and D). As a result, all the

profiles in the neurula cell pulse-labeling were very

close to that of the late blastula cells labeled for the

last 2hr-period (8-10th hr) (Fig. 3E).

From these results it appears that there is indeed

some acceleration of the processing of 18S and 28S

rRNAs as the development proceeds. However,

the relative amount of the two rRNAs did not

change greatly throughout labeling. Therefore, it

also appears that the time-difference between the

processing of two rRNAs did not change greatly

depending on the stages. This is consistent with

the results shown in Figure 1 that the time-

difference of the first cytoplasmic appearance of

the two rRNAs was about 30min in both late

blastula and neurula cells. Therefore, although

there seems to be some acceleration of the

processing of pre-rRNA, there may not be the

preferential acceleration of the processing of 34S

rRNA during development. Thus, the change in

the processing rate does not appear to be the main

reason for the stage-dependent difference in the

cytoplasmic accumulation of two labeled rRNAs.

Kinetics of the nuclear-cytoplasmic transport of 18S

and 28S rRNAs do not differ greatly between late

blastula and neurula cells

The stage-dependent difference in the kinetics

of cytoplasmic accumulation of two rRNAs would

be explained if the rate of nuclear-cytoplasmic

transport of two rRNAs changes during develop-

ment. For example, if the rate of the nuclear-

cytoplasmic transport of 28S rRNA (60S ribosomal

subunits) was very slow during the late blastula to

gastrula stages, and was accelerated later at the

neurula stage, the ratio (28S/18S) would increase

much faster in the neurula cells than in late

blastula cells.
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To test this possibility, we labeled late blastula

and neurula cells for several hours and analyzed

ribosomal subunit fractions purified on sucrose

density gradients. In this experiment, cells were

labeled with 3H-guanosine, since this label was

incorporated much more efficiently than
3H-

uridine because of the smaller pool size of GTP
[16].

Distance moved (mm)

Fig. 4. Patterns of RNAs extracted from ribosomal

subunit regions obtained from the sucrose density

gradient centrifugation. Cells from 15 late blastulae

or neurulae were labeled with lOO^Ci of
3H-

guanosine for various lengths of time. Soluble cyto-

plasmic fractions were centrifuged on sucrose densi-

ty gradients. Ribosomal subunit regions were col-

lected and RNAs were extracted and fractionated on

gels. Only high-molecular-weight RNA regions are

given. A, B, Late blastula cells; C, D, neurula

cells. A: Labled for 2hr, B: labeled for 3hr, C:

labeled for 1 hr, D: labeled for 2hr.

When late blastula cells were labeled for only

lhr, little rRNA components appeared in the

subunit fraction. However, when labeled for 2hr
there appeared 18S rRNA with only an almost

negligible amount of 28S rRNA (Fig. 4A). Since

0.5% DOC partially solubilizes nuclear structure

[9], there appeared a radioactivity peak which was

identified as DNA by its resistance to a alkaline

hydrolysis. When the labeling of late blastula cells

lasted for 2.5 hr, a small but distinct amount of 28S

rRNA appeared, in addition to 18S rRNA. When
labeling lasted for 3 hr, the incorporation increased

in both 18S and 28S rRNAs and the amount of 28S

rRNA was about one half that of 18S rRNA
(Fig.4B).

When neurula cells were labeled for 1 hr, a

distinct amount of 18S rRNA appeared (Fig. 4C).

There was a very small peak of 28S rRNA, too, but

its amount was again almost negligible. When
neurula cells were labeled for 2hr, large amounts

of both 28S and 18S rRNAs accumulated. The

amount of 28S rRNA was again about one half that

of 18S rRNA (Fig. 4D), just as in the 3hr-labeled

blastula cells in Figure 4B.

A comparison of the patterns of RNAs between

2hr-labeled late blastula cells (Fig. 4A) and 1 hr-

labeled neurula cells (Fig. 4C) may reveal a slight

tendency of faster transport of 28S rRNA in

neurula cells, since there appeared a very small

peak of 28S rRNA in the profile of 1 hr-labeled

neurula cells (Fig. 4C). However, when we com-

pare the patterns of 3 hr-labeled late blastula cells

(Fig. 4B) with that of 2 hr-labeled neurula cells

(Fig. 4D), we see that the profiles were very

similar. This suggests that the rate of the transport

of 28S rRNA as related to that of 18S rRNA was

not greatly different between the late blastula and

neurula cells. Therefore, the acceleration of the

transport of 28S rRNA may not be large enough to

cause the difference in the kinetics of the change in

the ratio (28S/18S) between late blastula and

neurula cells.

If all the blastula cells in a culture were synthesizing

rRNA, the expected ratios of28S and 18S rRNAs in

the cytoplasm would follow kinetics like those of

neurula cells

rRNA synthesis starts at the mid- to late blastula

stage [3,4]. Important here is that the initiation of

rRNA synthesis does not occur in all the late

blastula cells at a time. Instead, rRNA synthesis is

initiated first in the cells of dorsal and animal side

and later in cells of endoderm as shown previously

by biochemical determinations [20-24] and by

cytological observations [24, 25]. Therefore, the
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difference in the ratio (28S/18S) of the two rRNAs
in the cytoplasm could be related also to the

activation process of rRNA genes which only

occurs in late blastula cells.

To test this possibility, we first determined the

change in cell number in the culture of late blastula

cells. Observations under a binocular microscope

of dissociated cells, combined with the determina-

tion of DNA content per embryo by colorimetric

methods [11] revealed that a culture of our late

blastula cells consisted approximately of 1.5 XlO4

cells and this was doubled to ca. 3.0 x 10
4
in 5 hr of

culture (Fig. 5A).

Based on this determination, we estimated the

change in the number of cells at every 1 hr during

5 hr, assuming that the increase in cell number was

linear during the 5hr (Fig. 5A). On the other

hand, we estimated the change in relative specific

E

Hours

Fig. 5. Cell number increase and the change in the

ratios (28S/18S) in late blastula cells. A: The cell

number was determined at zero and 5 hr and the

increase was assumed to be linear during the 5 hr.

B: The ratios (28S/18S) of 28S and 18S rRNAs
which were expected to be labeled and transported

to the cytoplasm were calculated by assuming that

all blastula cells synthesize rRNA, and also that the

delay of the transport of newly formed 28S and 18S

rRNAs was 1 hr and 30min, respectively.

radioactivity of the precursor pool as stated above.

By multiplying the relative cell number by relative

specific radioactivity of UTP, we estimated relative

amounts of 18S and 28S rRNAs that were expected

to be labeled at each time point at 1 hr-intervals.

Based on the results in Figures 1 and 4, an

assumption was further made that while 18S rRNA
is transported 30min after its formation, 28S

rRNA is transported lhr after its formation.

Then, we assumed here that all the blastula cells

had previously initiated rRNA synthesis and,

therefore, were in fact synthesizing rRNA when

they were tested.

Figure 5B shows the change in the ratios (28S/

18S) of the rRNAs which were expected to be

labeled and transported into the cytoplasm in late

blastula cells under the conditions of various

assumptions stated above. It is apparent that the

curve obtained was very similar to those obtained

for neurula and tailbud embryo cells (Fig. 2).

These results suggest that the occurrence of a

period of low ratio (28S/18S) in late blastula cells

may be related to the fact that not all the cells are

synthesizing rRNA during the blastula to gastrula

stages.

Probably, the contribution to the overall ratio

(28S/18S) of smaller amounts of rRNAs accumu-

lated by a smaller number of cells would con-

tinuously be decreased by that of much larger

amount of rRNAs synthesized by a much larger

number of cells activated later during culture. If

so, the ratio (28S/18S) of the newly transported

two rRNAs would be kept lowered during the late

blastula to gastrula stage, until the majority of the

cells are committed to synthesize rRNA at the late

gastrula stage.

Kinetics of the change in the ratio (28S/18S) of the

cytoplasmic two rRNAs in the animal portion of a

gastrula is more like that of neurula cells, whereas

that in the rest of the embryo is of the late blastula

cell-type

If the low ratio (28S/18S) of the cytoplasmic

labeled rRNAs in late blastula cells can be related

to the initiation of rDNA expression, we may
predict the occurrence of a regional difference in

the ratio (28S/18S) within the gastrula, in which

rRNA synthesis starts first in the animal and dorsal
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Hours

Fig. 6. Regional difference in the change in the ratios

(28S/18S) of two rRNAs at the gastrula stage. Thir-

ty gastrulae were dissected as shown in the inset at

the upper one-third level and cells dissociated from

the embryo-pieces were labeled with 50 ,uCi of
3H-

uridine for 6 hr. Soluble cytoplasmic fractions were

prepared and RNAs were extracted. Ratios (28S/

18S) were determined on the basis of the gel elec-

trophoretic profiles. Open circles are for animal

side cells, and closed circles for cells from the rest of

the embryo.

part [20-24].

To test this, we dissected the gastrulae as in the

inset of Figure 6 at the upper one-third level, and

compared the ratio (28S/18S) in the soluble cyto-

plasm between the cultures of cells from animal

and vegetal sides. The radioactivity of the pre-

cursor pool (UTP) increased almost linearly here

again for 5 hr before entering the plateau level

both in the animal and vegetal side cells. When
the ratios (28S/18S) measured were plotted as in

Figure 6, it became quite clear that animal side

cells showed the kinetics more like that of neurula

cells, whereas cells from the rest of the embryo

showed the kinetics just like those of late blastula

cells. Therefore, present results provide further

evidence that the stage-dependent difference in

the ratios (28S/18S) is related to the activation of

rDNA in late blastula cells.

CONCLUSION

There was a large difference in the kinetics of

the cytoplasmic accumulation of two newly labeled

18S and 28S rRNAs between late blastula and

neurula cells of Xenopus laevis. This difference

appeared not to be explained by the stage-

dependent difference in the precursor pool label-

ing, nuclear pre-rRNA processing or transport of

two rRNAs. A theoreiical consideration com-

bined with embryo dissection experiment suggests

that the difference may be due, at least for a large

part, to the increase in the proportion of rRNA-
synthesizing cells during the late blastula and

gastrula stages.
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ABSTRACT— In order to examine the effect of thyroid hormone on muscle protein isoform expression

in chicken skeletal muscle, methylthiouracil (MTU), an antithyroid drug, was administrated to

developing chicken from embryonic through postnatal stages, and the types of C-protein and myosin

light chain expressed were examined by an immunocytochemical method. In the control chicken, slow

myosin light chain 1 (Lsl) disappears by 17-day in ovo from breast muscle, and slow C-protein (SC) does

by 2nd week post-hatch (Obinata et ai, 1984). In the hypothyroid chicken, however, myofibers having

Lsl were detected even at neonatal age and SC continued to exist in myofibers of small diameter until

1 -month post-hatch. Thyroxine administration to the MTU-treated chicken caused prompt disappear-

ance of the slow-type proteins.

INTRODUCTION

Myofibrillar proteins exist in multiple isoforms

and their expression changes during both

embryonic and postnatal development of striated

muscles. Contribution of neural factors to such

isoform transition has been pointed out in both

mammalian and chicken skeletal muscles [1-7],

although the detailed mechanism(s) of the nerve-

dependent regulation is poorly understood. In

mammals, hormonal stimulus is another factor

which controls the isoform switches: in cardiac

muscle, synthesis of two myosin heavy chain

variants is controlled by thyroid hormone [8-11],

and in addition, myosin expression in skeletal

muscle is also affected by this hormone [12-15].

Recently, it turned out that the expression of

myosin multigene family in skeletal muscle is

controlled by thyroid hormone in a tissue specific

manner [15]. In chicken, however, it is scarcely

known whether the isoform transitions during

development are under hormonal control.

Previous investigations have demonstrated that

C-protein [16-18] and myosin light chain [19-21]

exhibit remarkable isoform change during de-

velopment of chicken breast muscle. In this study,
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in order to clarify whether the isoform switches of

these proteins depends on thyroid hormone, anti-

thyroid drug was administrated to chicken and the

protein isoforms expressed were examined by

immunohistochemistry

.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Administration of antithyroid drug Methyl-

thiouracil (MTU) dissolved in 0.9% NaCl-0.01 N
NaOH was administrated to 12-day old embryo in

ovo at the dose: 1 mg/egg, and then to postnatal

chicken subcutaneously every day at the dose:

0.4mg/g body weight. Thyroxine (T4) was dis-

solved in the same buffer and administrated every

day at the dose: 4/ug/g body weight. To control

animals, the same amount of the buffer was given.

Antibodies The monoclonal antibodies (McAbs)

against fast (MF-1) and slow (ALD-66) skeletal

muscle C-protein [22] were kindly provided by

Professor Donald A. Fischman of Cornell Uni-

versity Medical College. Polyclonal antibody

against cardiac myosin light chain 1 (Lcl ) were

prepared [23] and the immunoglobulin was

purified by Sepharose 4B coupled to the im-

munogen. The purified anti-Lcl antibody reacted

with both slow skeletal myosin light chain 1 (Lsl )

and Lcl , but not with fast skeletal myosin light

chains. FITC-labelled rabbit anti-mouse (RAM)
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IgG (Cappel Laboratories) and goat anti-rabbit

(GAR) IgG (Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, Ind.)

were absorbed with acetone-dried liver powder

and chicken muscle myofibrils to eliminate non-

specific bindings, and were then affinity purified on

a Sepharose 4B column coupled to either rabbit

IgG or mouse IgG.

Immunohistochemistry Muscle was immersed

in liquid nitrogen cooled isopentane and transverse

cryosections were cut at 8/t/m. In most cases,

serial sections were used to compare antigen

distribution within single myofibers with two anti-

bodies. After fixation with 4% formaldehyde in

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), the sections

2-w PH

1. C-protein isoform change during postnatal development of breast muscle in the MTU-treated and the

control chicken. In a-f (MTU), MTU was administrated to the animal from embryonic through postnatal

stages as shown in the text. C-protein isoform expression in the control chicken is shown in g-1 (Control). The
muscle tissue was serially cryosectioned at 1-day (1-d PH) (a, d, g, j), 1-week (1-w PH) (b, e, h, k) and 2-week

(2-w PH) (c, f, i, 1) after hatching, and the sections were reacted with either MF-1 (a, b, c, g, h, i) or ALD-66
(d, e, f, j, k, 1). Photographs were taken with indirect immunofluorescence. X200.
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were treated with the antibodies by a previously

reported method [16].

RESULTS

As previously demonstrated [16], both fast- and

slow-type C-proteins were expressed in all the

myofibers in neonatal chicken breast muscle (Fig.

la, d, g, i) and slow-type C-protein almost

disappeared from this muscle of the control animal

by 10-day posthatch (Fig. Ik, 1). In the cases of the

animals into which MTU was administrated from

embryonic stage through postnatal stage, the

number of the cells which reacted positively with

anti-slow C-protein antibody (ALD-66) also re-

markably decreased by one week posthatch (Fig.

le) and fast-type C-protein became a major

C-protein isoform in this muscle, as in the control

chicken. Thereafter, however, myofibers which

contained slow-type C-protein in addition to fast-

type C-protein continued to exist in the breast

muscle even at one month after hatching (Figs. If

and 2b). In embryonic stages, cardiac-type C-

protein isoform is transiently expressed in the

skeletal muscle [17, 18]. The expression of this

isoform was scarcely affected by MTU administra-

tion (data not shown).

In order to examine the effect of thyroid

hormone on C-protein expression more directly,

T4 was injected to the 1-month old MTU-treated

chicken, the breast muscle of which still contained

slow-type C-protein (Fig. 2). As shown in Figure

2d, slow-type C-protein completely disappeared

from the breast muscle in a week after the onset of

thyroxine-administration, while in the chicken

without the hormone-administration, slow C-

protein expression persisted (Fig. 2f).

As reported [19-21], Ls i
is expressed in chicken

breast muscle at early embryonic stages but dis-

appears from this muscle at late embryonic stages.

The expression of this protein was also affected by

MTU (Fig. 3). Since Lsl is immunologically the

same as Lcl [23], we examined the expression of

Lsl by immunocytochemistry using anti-Lcl anti-

body. In the case of the MTU-treated embryos,

myofibers which were brightly stained with anti-

Lcl antibody were detected in the breast muscle at

late embryonic stages, and even at neonatal age,

small number of breast muscle myofibers were

weakly stained with this antibody. Irrespective of
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Fig. 2. C-protein isoform change caused by thyroid hormone. MTU was administrated from embryonic to 4-week

posthatch (a, d), and then either thyroxine (b, e) or MTU (c, f) was injected for subsequent one week. Serial

cryosections of the breast muscle were reacted with either MF-1 (a, b, c) or ALD-66 (d, e, f). In (a, b, d, e),

the specimens were taken from the same animal by biopsy. Photographs were taken with indirect im-

munofluorescence. X200.
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the MTU-administrated or the control chicken,

fast-type myosin light chains were major myosin

light chain isoforms in this muscle through de-

velopmental stages we examined.

DISCUSSION

The expression of myosin heavy chain isoforms

in mammalian heart muscle is known to be

controlled by the level of thyroid hormone [8-11],

and, in addition, evidence has accumulated that

myosin expression in mammalian skeletal muscle is

also affected by the same hormone [12-15]. It was

reported that in rat skeletal muscle, hypothyroid-

ism causes myofiber-type transformation, namely

from fast-fiber-type to slow-fiber-type, or loss of

fast-type myosin [12, 13]. On the other hand,

recently it was pointed out that expression of

embryonic myosin persists in the skeletal muscle of

hypothyroid rat [14], and that the expression of

myosin multigene family in rat striated muscles is

under the control of thyroid hormone in a tissue-

specific manner [15]. However, it has scarcely

been known whether thyroid hormone exhibits any

effect on myofibrillar protein isoform expression in

chicken. Our results in this investigation indicate

that slow-type isoforms remained in the breast

muscle, a typical fast-twitch muscle, of hypothy-

roid chicken, until later developmental stages than

in the same tissue of the control animal. This

phenomenon may be explained by assuming that

hypothyroidism causes the delay of the switches in

protein isoforms which occurs during embryonic

and postnatal development [24]. We examined

whether the administration of extra thyroid hor-

mone to normal embryonic or neonatal chicken

can accelerate the isoform changes in C-protein

and myosin light chain during development; the

results obtained suggested that the isoform switch-

es were scarcely affected by thyroxine administra-

tion (data not shown). We assume that thyroxine

exists in a sufficient level in the control chicken and

only when thyroxine level is lowered by the

administration of anti-thyroid agents, thyroxine

requirement becomes detectable in chicken.

Denervation of chicken breast muscle leads to

continuous expression of the protein isoforms

characteristic of the neonatal stage in all the

myofibers [7]. It has not yet been clarified as to

whether the change after hypothyroid is due to a

primary effect on muscle or a combined effect on

muscle and nerve. The effect of hypothyroidism as

judged by expression of slow-type isoforms

appeared only in limited cell population. The

reason why the variation among myofibers was

raised remains unclarified. Persistence of ALD-66
positive cells in the breast muscle of the MTU-
treated chicken (Figs. 1 and 2) may not be due to

muscle regeneration, since cardiac-type C-protein

which can be a marker for regenerating muscle

cells [24] was not detected in the same tissue

sections.

The phenomena caused by hypothyroidism may

not be explained simply by delay in muscle growth,

because there was no appreciable difference in the

size of myofiber and the muscle tissue weight

between the hypothyroid and the control animals.
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ABSTRACT—Extracts of the brain, adenohypophysis, neurohypophysis and the ultimobranchial gland

(UBG) of the toad, Bufo bufo japonicus, were examined for their calcitonin potency in rat bioassay.

The brain extract caused hypocalcemic and hypophosphatemic responses typical of calcitonin (CT).

The ultimobranchial extract showed high hypocalcemic and hypophosphatemic potencies. The hypocal-

cemic potency of the former was equivalent to 275 mU of salmon CT per kg body weight and the latter

540mU of salmon CT per kg body weight. The extracts of the adenohypophysis, neurohypophysis and

the sciatic nerve, which was used as a control, did not cause any hypocalcemic response. Neither

acetylcholine, dopamine, noradrenaline nor serotonin showed any CT potency.

The present results indicate that the brain of Bufo bufo japonicus, as well as the UBG, contains a

physiologically active CT. This may suggest that immunoreactive CT (iCT) in the anuran brain is

neither a precursor molecule of some hormones nor a non-calcitonin substance having immunologically

similar properties to CT.

INTRODUCTION

The ultimobranchial gland (UBG) has been

recognized as a major organ of calcitonin (CT)

secretion in non-mammalian vertebrates [1,2]. In

anuran amphibians, substances bearing cross-

reactivity with anticalcitonin antisera (im-

munoreactive calcitonin, iCT) have been reported

in the UBG [3, 4]. However, the occurrence of

extra-ultimobranchial calcitonin has been reported

in some species [5-8]. The presence of iCT in the

brain of the bullfrog has been detected by means of

immunohistochemistry and radioimmunoassay

using anti-human CT antisera [9]. It was sub-

sequently found that an extract of bullfrog brain

caused hypocalcemia accompanied by hypophos-

phatemia; the responses being very similar to those
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caused by salmon CT [10]. The question therefore

arises as to the function of this iCT and whether its

presence in the bullfrog brain is a common
phenomenon in anuran amphibians.

The main purpose of the present study was to

determine whether or not physiologically active

CT (having hypocalcemic and hypophosphatemic

effects in the rat) is present in the brains of other

anuran species. Bufo bufo japonicus was used in

the present study as a representative anuran

species. The occurrence of iCT cross-reactive with

salmon CT antisera has, in fact, already been

reported in the UBG of Bufo bufo [4]. The

pituitary gland of the present species was also

examined for CT potency since the occurrence of

iCT in human, rat, artiodactyl mammal and teleost

pituitaries has been reported [6, 11]. Further-

more, CT activity in the UBG of the present

species was determined in order to compare it with

that reported in other species of anuran amphi-

bians and with that of the brain, if any.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Adult males of the toad, Bufo bufo japonicus,
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100-300 g body weight, were collected in the

suburbs of Toyama City during the breeding

season. The brain, pituitary gland and UBG were

removed after each animal was pithed. The pitui-

tary gland was then separated into two portions,

the adenohypophysis and the neurohypophysis.

The brain and two portions of the pituitary gland

were homogenized in 1 N acetic acid, then boiled

for a few minutes, chilled rapidly and centrifuged

(5,000 rpm, 15min). The supernatant was lyophi-

lized and stored until use. These stock materials

were dissolved in 0.9% NaCl solution and adjusted

to pH4.6 with HC1. The method of extraction

noted above was the same as that used in the

radioimmunoassay of the bullfrog brain [9] and

that employed in the rat bioassay [10]. The UBG
was homogenized in 0.9% NaCl solution adjusted

to pH4.6 with HC1 and centrifuged (12,000 rpm,

15min). The supernatant was used for the rat

bioassay.

Male Wistar rats, 4-5 weeks of age, were fasted

overnight before the experiment. Under ether

anesthesia, the animals were cannulated with

polyethylene tubing (PE 10) in the iliac artery and

iliac vein. The former was used for blood sampling

and the latter for administration. Each rat

received extract corresponding to 1 or 4 UBG, 2

brains (average weight 400 mg), 2 adenohypoph-

yses or 2 neurohypophyses. Synthetic salmon CT
(SCT) (lOmU or 100mU per rat) was used as a

standard of comparison for the hypocalcemic

potency. --Other possible neuroregulators con-

tained in the brain were also examined for their

hypocalcemic activity. Acetylcholine chloride

(Nakarai), dopamine hydrochloride (Nakarai),

noradrenaline (Nakarai) and serotonin creatinine

sulfate (Merck) were dissolved in 0.9% NaCl at

concentrations of 1.2, 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4 /ug per 400

/A, respectively. For the controls, 0.9% NaCl so-

lution adjusted to pH4.6 with HC1 (saline) and

nerve (sciatic nerve trunk, 400 mg per rat) extract,

which was prepared in the same way as the brain

extract, were used. Every dose was adjusted to

400 /A per rat. The numbers of rats given each

agent or extract were: brain, 10; adenohypophysis,

10; neurohypophysis, 9; 1 UBG, 6; 4 UBG, 6;

nerve, 5; acetylcholine, 5; dopamine, 6; noradre-

naline 6; serotonin 5; SCT (10 mU), 10; SCT

(100 mU), 12; control saline, 10.

Before the administration and 30, 60, 120 and

180 min after administration blood was consecu-

tively sampled from a conscious rat. Serum Ca,

Na and Mg concentrations were determined by

atomic absorption spectrophotometry (Hitachi,

170-80). Serum inorganic phosphorus (Pi) was

measured according to a modified method of Fiske

and Subbarow [12]. The Student's r-test was used

for statistical analysis.

RESULTS

Synthetic SCT (10 and 100mU per rat) used as a

standard of comparison brought about hypocalce-

mia and hypophosphatemia (Figs. 1 and 3). The

maximum decreases of serum Ca caused by 10mU
and 100mU SCT were -15% (30 min, not shown

in Figures) and —28% (60 min) from the initial

value, respectively. Maximun decreases of serum

Pi caused by 10mU and 100mU SCT were -18%
(30 min, not shown in Figures) and —32% (60

min), respectively. SCT induced no appreciable

changes in the serum Na and Mg concentrations.

The brain extract caused statistically significant

decrease (P< 0.001) in the serum Ca concentration

30, 60 and 120 min after administration. The

Or-*
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1. Serum Ca changes in rats following administra-

tion of control saline (•), 100 mU salmon CT (),
brain extract (O) and nerve extract «>) Vertical

bar in each point (mean) shows SEM. Number of

rats used is shown in the text.
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Fig. 2. Serum Ca changes in rats following administra-

tion of control saline (#), 4 ultimobranchial gland

extract (O), adenohypophysis extract (O) and

neurohypophysis extract (). Vertical bar in each

point (mean) shows SEM. Number of rats used is

shown in the text.
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Fig. 3. Serum Pi changes in rats following administra-

tion of control saline (•), 100 mU salmon CT (),
brain extract (O) and nerve extract «>)• Vertical

bar in each point (mean) shows SEM. Number of

rats used is shown in the text.

decrease of serum Ca was largest (
— 30%) at

60min after administration then recovered grad-

ually toward the initial value (Fig. 1). Hypophos-

phatemia was induced 30, 60, 120 and 180 min

after administration of the brain extract. The

lowest value (
— 35%) was observed 60 min after

administration of the brain extract (Fig. 3). The

hypocalcemic potency of the brain extract calcu-

lated from the standard SCT responses according

to Tauber [22] indicated that one brain corre-

sponds to 55 mU of SCT, which is about 275 mU/
kg body weight.

Administration of the extracts of the adenohy-

pophysis, neurohypophysis and nerve and the

neuroregulators caused very similar responses in

the serum Ca concentration to those caused by the

control saline and not significantly different from

the initial value (Figs. 1 and 2). No appreciable

changes occurred in the serum Pi concentration by

administration of the extracts of the adenohy-

pophysis, neurohypophysis and nerve and all

neuroregulators examined (Figs. 3 and 4).

The extract of UBG caused hypocalcemia

accompanied by hypophosphatemia (Figs. 2 and

-10-

*<
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-20

-30

60 120 180
MINUTES

Fig. 4. Serum Pi changes in rats following administra-

tion of control saline (#), 4 ultimobranchial gland

extract (O), adenohypophysis extract (O) and
neurohypophysis extract (). Vertical bar in each

point (mean) shows SEM. Number of rats used is

shown in the text.
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4). The maximun decreases of serum Ca and Pi

caused by 4 UBG were —34 and —36% from the

initial value, respectively, 60min after administra-

tion. The maximum decreases of serum Ca and Pi

caused by 1 UBG were —19 and —21% from the

initial value, respectively, 30 min after administra-

tion (not shown in Figures). The hypocalcemic

potency of the UBG calculated from the standard

SCT responses corresponds to about 540 mU
SCT/kg body weight.

None of the extracts and neuroregulators had

any effect on the serum Na and Mg concentrations.

DISCUSSION

Occurrence of extra-thyroid and extra-

ultimobranchial CT determined by immunohisto-

chemistry has been known in a number of verte-

brate species [6, 7, 11]. A hypothesis has been

presented that iCT in the pituitary gland is a

portion of a large precursor molecule which gives

rise to ACTH, a-MSH, /?-LPH and/or endorphins

[11, 13, 14], although this concept has not been

supported by Lamberts and others [15].

In the bullfrog brain iCT has been detected by

means of immunohistochemistry and its iCT con-

tent has been estimated to be equivalent to 1.82 pg
human CT per mg fresh tissue by radioimmuno-

assay [9]. It was then shown that the extract of

bullfrog brain prepared by the same procedure

caused significant hypocalcemia accompanied by

hypophosphatemia in rats [10]. The present result

shows that in the Japanese toad the brain contains

a substance having hypocalcemic and hypophos-

phatemic potencies in rat bioassay. There seems

no reason to assume that this substance is not a CT
but a non-CT substance bearing a physiological

potency similar to CT. These facts imply that iCT

in the bullfrog brain is a CT but not a molecule

bearing CT-like immunoreactive properties, since

it has been reported that the entire 32-amino acid

polypeptide sequence of CT and carboxyl terminal

prolinamide are necessary for development of

hypocalcemic potency [16].

Occurrence of physiologically active CT in two

species (Rana catesbeiana [10] and the present

species) of anurans which are systematically dis-

tant from each other may show that the presence

of active CT in the brain is a common phenomenon

among anuran amphibians.

Evidence has been accumulating recently for the

presence of CT and CT receptors in the central

nervous system and the pituitary gland in humans

and rats [6, 11, 17-19]. It has been reported that in

vitro CT prevents Ca uptake by the rat hypothala-

mus [20], while reduction of feeding in rats

induced by CT has been attributed to changes of

Ca flux in some neurons of the brain [21]. These

findings suggest the existence of intracerebral CT
and a physiological role for CT in the central

nervous system, the possible function of CT in the

central nervous system perhaps involving Ca ki-

netics in relation to membrane phenomena.

The average hypocalcemic activity of brain CT
calculated from the responses according to the

method of Tauber [22] is nearly equivalent to the

response caused by 275 mU SCT per kg body

weight. The CT content of the UBG in the present

species is estimated to be equivalent to 540mU
SCT per kg body weight. This value is fairly low

when compared with that in Rana nigromaculata

or R. rugosa [2, 23], but considerably higher than

that in some urodele amphibians [24, 25]. The

hypocalcemic potency of brain CT in the present

species is unexpectedly high (half that of ultimo-

branchial CT). It is highly possible that brain CT
participates in some physiological processes in the

brain or in other parts of the body through control

of the central nervous system. Although it has

been shown that ultimobranchial CT has an

important role in Ca kinetics in anuran amphibians

[26, 27], brain CT may not be directly related to

the control of serum Ca concentration.

Recently a substance referred to as calcitonin

gene-related peptide (CGRP) has been found in

the central and peripheral nervous system of the

rat [28, 29] and in human thyroid carcinoma [30].

It was reported that CGRP has some biological

potency related to noradrenergic sympathetic

activity [30, 31]. However, nothing is known

about the occurrence of CGRP in the brains of

amphibians. In conjunction with the present re-

sult, it remains to be clarified whether a similar

substance is present in the frog brain and, if so,

whether or not it shows hypocalcemic and

hypophosphatemic potency.
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ABSTRACT—The effects of prolactin and thyroxine on habitat choice, specific gravity of the whole

body and osmotic pressure of serum were examined using adult red-spotted newts. Prolactin (0.3 units

every third day) stimulated a preference for an aquatic habitat, and increased serum osmolality. The

specific gravity of control animals and prolactin-treated animals was higher than unity (1.0), causing

them to sink to the bottom of a water-filled aquarium. When immersed in a solution containing

thyroxine (1.25X 10
_7

M), the animals moved from water to land, and both specific gravity and

osmolality were decreased. Most thyroxine-treated animals floated on the surface of the water-filled

aquarium. There was a positive correlation between serum osmolality and specific gravity of the whole

body (r=0.87, P<0.005). Hypophysectomy decreased the osmolality of the serum. In newts which

were subjected to both hypophysectomy and thyroidectomy, the injection of prolactin restored osmotic

pressure to the level of intact control animals. In these animals, thyroxine failed to cause a further

decrease of serum osmolality. There was no clear correlation between serum osmolality and specific

gravity in either group of operated animals.

We assume that prolactin stimulates a series of linked events. First, the serum osmolality increases

and the newts may migrate from land to water to quench "thirst". The water uptake may increase the

specific gravity of the whole body, which then enables them to easily sink in water. In contrast,

thyroxine lowers both the osmotic pressure and the specific gravity (less than unity) perhaps via lowering

the prolactin level, and this causes the newts to float. The floating animals can easily move to land from

water.

INTRODUCTION

Most species of amphibia spend some time in

water and some time on land. It is typical of adult

amphibians that they migrate from land to water

annually at the breeding season. The red-spotted

newt (Notophthalmus viridescens) has a special life

cycle consisting of three distinct phases: in water as

a larva, on land as a juvenile red eft and again in

water as an adult. This species (red-spotted newt)

is unique compared to the members of the family

salamandridae which leave the water after every

breeding (land-phase specimen), in that it typically

remains permanently in the water after its initial

return as it approaches sexual maturity (water-

phase specimen). Among the urodeles, it has been

Accepted April 23, 1986
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generally believed that the migration to water

(water drive) is induced by prolactin. This phe-

nomenon was first discovered in the red-spotted

newt [1,2], and has also been found in other

several land-phase specimens [3-5]. Recently, one

of us (Moriya [6]) confirmed this phenomenon

in adults of Hynobius ratardatus (land-phase

salamander). This species demonstrates a distinct

preference for water when given a choice between

water and land habitats after being injected with

prolactin. Moriya [6] also reported the following

concomitant events: 1) Prolactin increased the

specific gravity of the whole body of the salaman-

der and caused animals to sink to the bottom of a

water-filled aquarium (specific gravity was greater

than unity). In contrast, the control animals that

did not receive prolactin floated in water near the

surface and the specific gravity was lower than

unity. 2) Prolactin induced a remarkable enlarge-
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ment of the tissue between the skin and muscle, in

which a considerable amount of mucopolysaccha-

ride-rich substance was accumulated. From the

above observations, Moriya [6] speculated that,

because of the hydrophilic nature of the mucopoly-

saccharides, the increased mucopolysaccharide

between the skin and muscle may absorb more

water from blood serum and/or plasma, which, in

turn, may result in an increase of osmotic pressure

of the serum because the land-phase salamanders

are usually exposed to a drier environment. The

increase of osmolality of blood may eventually

cause the animals to migrate from land to water to

quench their "thirst". Further absorption of water

may make the specific gravity of the whole body

greater, and this allows the animals to sink in

water.

In the present study using red-spotted newts, we

examined whether the prolactin treatment causes

the elevation of osmotic pressure of the serum and

found exact correlation between the increase of

osmotic pressure and the increase of specific

gravity of the whole body.

Thyroxine (antagonistic hormone of prolactin in

the amphibian metamorphosis) effects were also

examined in the same manner as prolactin effects,

because it has been demonstrated that thyroxine

induces a preference for a terrestrial habitat (land

drive) in red-spotted newts [7, 8]. Thyroxine had

just the opposite effect of prolactin on the three

events studied; osmotic pressure, specific gravity

of the^Whole body and behavioral preference for

habitat.

In order to understand the interaction of these

two antagonistic hormones in situ, hypophysec-

tomy and thyroidectomy were performed in this

study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Adult aquatic red-spotted newts, Notophthal-

mus viridescens, were collected from ponds near

Charlottesville, Virginia during the breeding sea-

son in April and May, and stored in a cold room at

5°C untill use. After transfer to the laboratory,

they were fed a diet of lean ground beef fortified

with cod liver oil for 4-6 days of conditioning at

room temperature (22±2°C) before being used in

the experiments. During these experiments, each

experimental and control group was kept unfed at

room temperature in a plastic tank (25 cm wideX

30 cm long X 10 cm deep, with lid) containing 600

ml of water. The tanks were set on a slope with an

angle of 7.5° to provide a dry surface of approx-

imately half the floor area, i.e., a region of "land"

to which the newts could move at will so that

choice of habitat could be recorded.

For surgery, animals were anesthetized in a

0.03% solution of tricaine methansulfonate (Cres-

cent Research Chemicals, Inc.) adjusted to a pH of

7.0. Hypophysectomy was performed with fine

watchmaker's forceps through a hole drilled in the

floor of the braincase [9]. The extirpated glands

were examined microscopically, with care to insure

that they were intact and removal was complete.

Groups were treated with thyroxine by immer-

sion in a solution of 1.25xlO~ 7M L-thyroxine

(Sigma) in the tank during the entire experimental

period. Other groups received ovine prolactin

(NIADD-O-PRL-16) in dose of 0.3 units (10//g)

dissolved in 50 fA of 0.6% NaCl and were injected

intraperitoneal^ every third day. Simultaneously,

control animals and thyroxine-treated newts were

injected with 50 /^l of the saline carrier. Culture

water was changed three times a week.

Specific gravity was calculated from the values of

body weight and body volume obtained by use of

a balance and a 25 ml graduated cylinder. For

measurements of plasma osmolality, blood was

withdrawn by suction from the punctured heart

into micro-hematocrit capillary tubes. Approxi-

mately 70 to 100 fA blood was obtained from each

animal. The amount of the serum from single

animal was too little for measurement; thus,

blood from two or three animals was pooled in

micro test tubes and centrifuged for 5min. The

plasma was then diluted to four times its original

volume with distilled water and the osmolality of

diluted plasma was measured by use of an auto-

matic osmometer (Osmette A, Precision Systems

Inc.). The values obtained were calibrated to true

values of osmolality (osmolality of non-diluted

plasma) by means of a standard curve that had

been calculated previously.

All the experimental procedures, such as hor-

mone injections, observations of habitat choice,
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measurements of specific gravity and collections of

blood, were made between 10: 00 and 12: 00 a.m.

RESULTS

We have examined the effects of prolactin and

thyroxine on habitat choice, specific gravity of the

whole body and osmotic pressure of serum using

adult red-spotted newts.

Observations on the behavior of newts with a

choice of remaining in water or moving onto a dry

surface are summarized in Figure 1 . About one

week after the initiation of hormone treatment,

prolactin-treated newts showed a preference for an

aquatic habitat (by staying in water). Thyroxine

caused them to move onto land. In the control

group, which received injections of saline, after

about one week some of them moved out of the

water and others stayed in it. Their responses may

be ascribed to the conditioning effects of the

laboratory environment, which apparently caused

DAYS

6 8 10 12 H

Fig. 1. Percent distribution of red-spotted newts in

habitat choice (water or land) after treatment with

thyroxine or prolactin. Abscissa; the days after in-

itiation of hormone treatment. C; control, P; pro-

lactin, T4 ; thyroxine.

a decline in levels of endogenous prolactin [10].

Behavioral responses to exogenous prolactin and

thyroxine were essentially the same in intact

animals and in the hypophysectomized animals

(data not shown). These results are consistent

with earlier studies [1-8, 11-14]; prolactin stimu-

lated "water drive", and thyroxine stimulated

"land drive". After they migrated to land or water

according to their preference for habitat, they

were checked for whether they would float or sink

in water. They were forcibly put into glass vessels

filled with water, with sides which they could not

climb (Fig. 2).

As shown in Figure 2, control animals and

prolactin-treated animals which preferred to stay

in water showed a tendency to sink to the bottom

of the vessel. In contrast, most thyroxine-treated

animals floated at or near surface of the water.

The specific gravity of control and prolactin-

treated animals was higher than unity (1.0).

Conversely, the thyroxine-treated animals floated

showed a specific gravity lower than unity (except

for one individual which had a specific gravity

above 1.0 yet tended to sink). These results are

shown in Table 1. The mean values ( + S.D.) of

the specific gravities of the control, prolactin-

treated, and thyroxine-treated animals were 1.04

±0.01 (n=6), 1.04 + 0.03 (n= 6) and 0.98 + 0.03

(n=6), respectively. The differences between

control and thyroxine-treated groups, and between

prolactin-treated and thyroxine-treated groups are

statistically significant according to the U-test of

Mann Whitney (P<0.05), and can account for the

difference in behavior in water between the

thyroxine-treated animals and control or prolactin-

treated animals.

Next, we measured the osmotic pressure of the

serum from the three groups (i.e., control, prolac-

tin-treated and thyroxine-treated groups) and

compared them. The results obtained are shown
in Table 2. The osmotic pressure of the serum

from prolactin-treated animals was significantly

greater than that of the control group (P<0.05).

Thyroxine treatment, however, decreased the

osmolality. The difference between control and

thyroxine-treated animals was statistically signif-

icant (P<0.05).

We repeated these experiments twice with dif-
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CONTROL TREATED
WITH

PROLACTIN

TREATED
WITH

THYROXINE

Fig. 2. Buoyancy test of intact newts 11 days after the initiation of hormone treatment. Control and

prolactin-treated animals sunk. Thyroxine-treated newts usually floated at or near the surface of the

water. C; control group, P; prolactin-treated group, T4 ; thyroxine-treated group.

Table 1. Specific gravity of the whole body in red-spotted newts

Treatment Individual
Body

weight (g)

Volume
(cm3

)

Specific

gravity
Mean + S.D.

Control A 2.39 2.30 1.04

B 2.53 2.40 1.05

C

D
2.57

2.56

2.50

2.50

1.03

1.02
1.04 + 0.01

E 2.75 2.70 1.02

F 2.83 2.70 1.05

Prolactin A 2.82 2.65 1.06

B 2.85 2.70 1.06

C

D
2.97

3.06

3.00

2.85

0.99

1.07
1.04 + 0.03

E 3.24 3.20 1.01

F 3.72 3.55 1.05

Thyroxine A 1.65 1.70 (0.97)

B 1.95 2.05 (0.95)

C

D
2.29

2.46

2.20

2.50

1.04

(0.98)
0.98 + 0.03

E 2.55 2.60 (0.98)

F 2.75 2.85 (0.96)

Measurements were made 12 days after initiation of hormone treatment. Parentheses

designate animals that floated.
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Table 2. Osmotic pressure of the serum in

red-spotted newts

Control

(mOsm)
Prolactin

(mOsm)
Thyroxine
(mOsm)

190 ( A ) 225 (A + B) 174 (A + C)

197 ( B ) 219 ( C ) 141 ( B )

202 (C+ F) 241 ( D ) 162 ( D )

195 ( D ) 218 ( E ) 174 (E + F)

195 ( E ) 232 ( F )

196 + 2* 227 + 4 163 + 7

* Mean±S.D.
The data were obtained using the same animals as

in Table 1.

Osmotic pressure was measured on the 12th day

of hormone treatment.

Some samples consisted of the plasma from 2

animals.

Letters in parentheses show the animals that were

designated in Table 1.

ferent groups and got the same relationship among

habitat choice, specific gravity of the whole body

and osmotic pressure of the serum as described

above. Results obtained are as follows: Control

groups showed specific gravity mean values of 1.04

and 1.01 with mean values of serum osmotic

pressure of 202mOsm and 184mOsm, respective-

ly. Prolactin-treated groups had specific gravity

1.1

o 10

r 0.9

L
150

Osmotic

200

Pressure of

250 mOsm
Se rum

Fig. 3. Relation between osmotic pressure of the serum

and specific gravity of the whole body in intact

animals (no surgery). Data from three independent

experimental series were plotted in this figure. Line

(y = 0. 734+ 0. 0014x) was obtained by linear regres-

sion with a correlation coefficient of 0.87 (P<

0.005).

mean values of 1.05 and 1.01 with serum osmotic

pressure mean values of 232mOsm and 202

mOsm, respectively. The mean values of the

specific gravity in thyroxine-treated groups were

0.97 and 0.92, with the values of serum osmotic

pressure being 183mOsm and 151mOsm, respec-

tively. When we look at the values for each group

(control, prolactin and thyroxine-treated groups)

in the three experimental series, there is a clear

correlation between osmotic pressure of serum and

specific gravity of the whole body (Fig. 3). This

indicates that both the serum osmotic pressure and

the specific gravity of the whole body are synchro-

nously modulated by the balance of these two

kinds of hormones in situ.

In order to clarify the action of the pituitary

gland on the regulation of the osmotic pressure of

the serum, we extirpated the pituitary gland from

the red-spotted newts. After this operation

(hypophysectomy), the osmolality of the serum

decreased (P<0.05, Table 3). The double opera-

Table3. Osmotic pressure of the serum in

operated red-spotted newts

Operation

Injection or

Hormone
treatment

Osmotic
pressure

(mOsm)

No-operation

Sham-operation

Hypophysectomy

Hypophysectomy

+ Thyroidectomy

Hypophysectomy

+ Thyroidectomy

Hypophysectomy

+ Thyroidectomy

NaCl 195 + 3 (6)

NaCl 200 + 3 (6)

NaCl 158+ 5 (4)
a

NaCl 163 + 2 (4)
b

Prolactin 194 + 3 (4)
c

Thyroxine 162+ 4 (4)
d

Osmotic pressure represents mean + S.D.

The animals without hormone treatment received

0.6% NaCl.

a. Significantly different from No-operation or

Sham-operation (P<0.05).

b. Not significantly different from Hypophysec-

tomy.

c, Significantly different from Control (NaCl)

animals which were doubly operated (Hypo-

physectomy plus Thyroidectomy), (P<0.05).

d, Not significantly different from Control (NaCl)

animals which were doubly operated (Hypo-

physectomy plus Thyroidectomy).

Number of samples is indicated in parentheses.
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tion (hypophysectomy and thyroidectomy) also

decreased the osmotic pressure of the serum, and

there were no significant differences in the osmo-

lality between hypophysectomized and doubly

operated newts. Injection of prolactin restored

the osmotic pressure in doubly operated newts to

the level of intact control animals (see Tables 2 and

3). In doubly operated newts, thyroxine failed to

cause a further decrease of serum osmolality, even

though it decreased the osmolality in serum in

intact animals (see Tables 2 and 3). These finding

may suggest that thyroxine acts on the hypophysis

and regulates the secretion of prolactin.

The tendency to float or sink in water and the

specific gravity of the whole body were also

examined using both groups of operated newts.

Although, as described above, the tendencies to

float or sink were well defined in intact animals

(Fig. 2), in operated animals the buoyancy was not

clear in either the hypophysectomy series or the

doubly operated series. Some of the operated

animals hung in mid-water, others floated, and a

few individuals sunk in the water. The effects of

prolactin and thyroxine on the operated animals

did not in general contradict the results

obtained using intact animals (prolactin-treated

animals sunk in water and thyroxine-treated ani-

mals floated), but were less well-defined; some

prolactin-treated newts floated and a few of the

thyroxine-treated newts sunk in water. There was

no clear correlation between osmolality and spe-

cific gravity in either group of operated animals

(data not shown). Hypophysectomy may have

caused some suffering in the newts due to the

generalized ill effects of pituitary removal [9, 15] in

which their physical (body weight and/or body

volume) or physiological (osmotic pressure in

blood) conditions were changed.

DISCUSSION

It is generally accepted that prolactin induces

water drive [1-6], and evidence has accumulated

to support the view that thyroxine evokes the drive

to land in several species of urodeles [7, 8, 13, 14],

but there has been little or no explanation about

the mechanism of the evoked behavior.

In this study using red-spotted newts, prolactin

stimulated a preference for an aquatic habitat and

increased serum osmolality (Fig. 1, Tables 2 and

3). The specific gravity of prolactin-treated ani-

mals was higher than unity (Table 1), causing then

to sink in water (Fig. 2). These are exactly the

same results that we obtained in the salamander,

Hynobius retardatus [6]. In contrast to prolactin,

thyroxine caused the red-spotted newts to move

from water to land with an accompanying decrease

of both specific gravity and osmotic pressure of

serum (Fig. 1, Tables 1 and 2). It was also con-

firmed that thyroxine-treated animals floated on

the surface of the water (Fig. 2). The counter

action of thyroxine to prolactin is also evident in

these events. Furthermore, we found that the

osmotic pressure of serum is in proportion to the

specific gravity of the whole body (Fig. 3). From

these findings, it is thought that the specific gravity

of the whole body, which seems to prescribe the

animals' buoyancy, is modulated by changing the

osmotic pressure of serum. The osmotic pressure

of the serum is under the control of the antagonis-

tic effects of prolactin and thyroxine. From the

hypophysectomy experiments, thyroxine is under-

stood not to have a direct effect on the osmotic

pressure, but may affect it via decreasing the

prolactin level. Prolactin is, therefore, to a great

degree responsible for determining the serum

osmolality.

Among vertebrates in general, the level of

plasma osmotic pressure is dependent primarily on

the concentration of inorganic ions in solution, and

sodium ions are usually most abundant [16-18].

Brown et al. [19] reported that hypophysectomy of

red-spotted newts (breeding condition newts; the

same as we used) caused a substantial fall in the

serum sodium level, while prolactin restored this

level, and thyroxine brought about a marked drop

in plasma sodium in summer newts [20]. The

changes in sodium concentration observed by

Brown et al. [19, 20] correspond exactly to the

changes in osmotic pressure that we observed in

this study (Tables 2 and 3). The changes of plasma

osmotic pressure may simply reflect the changes in

plasma sodium.

A question arises as to how prolactin can elevate

the concentration of plasma sodium. Brown et al.

[19] reported that prolactin decreased both water
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uptake and integumental transepitherial potential

in red-spotted newts, and suggested that prolactin

helps to maintain body fluid salt concentration by

reducing osmotic water influx. This is probably

what happens in the body after adaptation to

water. Land-phase animals, in which the "water

drive" phenomenon is induced by treatment with

prolactin, are not adversely affected by the influx

of water through the skin. To the contrary, water

efflux must be accelerated in order to increase the

sodium concetration of serum. This is, we think,

the earliest event caused with prolactin and one

can easily imagine that animals must quench their

"thirst" and go to water. It is thought that the

urinary process in the kidney regulates the water

balance in the body. Thus, we would like to

suggest that focusing research on the effects of

prolactin on this organ may well lead to a more

precise understanding of the water drive mech-

anism.

As for the "land drive" movement, the thyroid

gland acts on this series of events. Thyroxine

lowers both the osmotic pressure and specific

gravity (to less than unity) and causes the newts to

float. The floating animals can easily move to land

from water. It seems that the decrease of osmotic

pressure of the serum not only causes the newts to

float easily, but also causes them to choose a land

habitat, because it appears that the lowered

osmolality in blood might return to the normal

level when they migrate to the drier environment

of land.
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The Afferent Projections to the Anterior Part of the Preoptic

Nucleus in Japanese Toads, Bufo japonicus
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Saitama University, Urawa, Saitama 338, Japan

ABSTRACT—The afferent innervations of the anterior part of the preoptic nucleus (APON), which is a

presumed center for triggering reproductive behavior in anuran amphibians, were studied by use of a

retrograde horseradish peroxidase (HRP) method in Japanese toads, Bufo japonicus. HRP was

introduced into the APON through a bipolar theta-style glass microcapillary. Evidence of transported

enzymatic activity was observed in perikarya and neuropil of the limbic cortex, the posterior part of the

preoptic nucleus including the magnocellular part, the thalamic area, and the subtectal and tegmental

regions including the reticular formation. Neurons in these regions appear to send their axons to the

APON mainly via the medial and the lateral forebrain bundles, since HRP activity was distributed in

these fiber structures in a continuous pattern from the APON to the region mentioned above.

Localization of some HRP-labeled perikarya and fibers coincides with that of immunoreactive perikarya

and fibers containing either luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone, vasotocin or thyrotropin-releasing

hormone which have been considered to project to the APON.

INTRODUCTION

The preoptic area is an important locus for

initiating sexual behavior in many vertebrate

species, such as teleosts [1], amphibians [2, 3],

reptiles [4], birds [5], and mammals [6, 7]. In the

anuran brain, the region concerned with male

mate calling has been localized experimentally in

the anterior part of the preoptic nucleus (APON).

Sexual calling has been induced by implantation of

testosterone pellets in or close to the APON [8] or

by electrical stimulation of this region [9, 10].

Since there were many sex steroid-accumulating

neurons in the APON [11], neuronal activity in this

locus can be regulated by circulating sex steroids,

plasma levels of which are probably determined by

luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH)
through the hypothalamo-hypophysial-gonadal

axis [12]. Moreover, many neurons which contain

hypothalamic neurohormones, such as LHRH and

vasotocin [13] and thyrotropin-releasing hormone

(TRH; Fujita and Urano, unpublished), send their

immunoreactive axons to the APON. Significant

Accepted April 22, 1986

Received March 17. 1986

seasonal changes were found in their immunolog-

ical stainability, especially of LHRH [14] and TRH
(Fujita and Urano, unpublished). Therefore, the

APON can play an important role in initiation of

seasonal breeding activity under modulatory con-

trol by these neurohormones [15], in addition to

the influence of sex steroids.

Neural activity of the APON neurons, however,

seems to be controlled primarily by neural signals,

such as a conspecific acoustic signal which excited a

considerable number of APON neurons in Rana

pipiens [16]. Neurohormones may have a role to

modulate such neural signals, as has been discus-

sed previously [13]. Then information on the

APON afferents would permit better understand-

ing of the sensory modalities and activating or

inhibitory pathways that might trigger or modulate

sexual behavior through the APON. We therefore

examined the afferent connections of the APON
with other parts of the brain in Japanese toads

{Bufo japonicus) by use of a retrograde horse-

radish peroxidase (HRP) method. In the present

study, special attention was paid to confirm

whether perikarya in the regions which contain

either LHRH, TRH or vasotocin neurons can be

actually labeled with HRP.
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Fie, 1. HRP reaction product at the injection site in the APON (*). Note HRP-labeled fibers which

connect mutually the APON with the amygdala pars medialis to form the medial amygdala-APON

complex. Scale, 100 //m.

Fig. 2. HRP-labeled perikarya and fibers in the nuclei medialis septi and lateralis septi. Inlet shows higher

magnification of the labeled neuron indicated by the arrow. Scale, 100 fim.

Fig. 3. HRP-labeled neurons in the ventral magnocellular part of the preoptic nucleus, and HRP-labeled

fibers in the lateral forebrain bundle. Scale, 100 /um.

Fig. 4. HRP-labeled fibers in the medial forebrain bundle at the level of the nucleus accumbens septi.

Scale, 100 /um.

Abbreviations for Figs. 1-10. Al: amygdala, pars lateralis. Am: amygdala, pars medialis. APON: anterior part

of the preoptic nucleus. AVA: area ventralis anterior thalami. AVL: area ventrolateralis thalami. CBL: cere-

bellum, dpv: dorsal periventricular part of the preoptic nucleus. GC: griseum centrale rhombencephali. IR:

infundibular recess. LV: lateral ventricle. LFB: lateral forebrain bundle. MFB: medial forebrain bundle.

NAD: nucleus anterodorsalis tegmenti mesencephali. NAS: nucleus accumbens septi. NAV: nucleus anteroven-

tralis tegmenti mesencephali. NCER: nucleus cerebelli. NDB: nucleus of the diagonal band of Broca. NDMA:
nucleus dorsomedialis anterior thalami. NI: nucleus isthmi. NID: nucleus infundibularis dorsalis. NIP: nucleus

interpeduncuralis. NIV: nucleus infundibularis ventralis. NLS: nucleus lateralis septi. NMS: nucleus medialis

septi. NOA: nucleus olfactorius anterior. NPC: nucleus posterocentralis thalami. NPD: nucleus posterodorsalis

tegmenti mesencephali. NPL: nucleus posterolateralis thalami. NPV: nucleus posteroventralis tegmenti
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals Twenty-seven adult Japanese toads of

both sexes (snout to vent, 11-16 cm; body weight,

80-417 g), captured by an animal collector in June,

were used in this study. Toads were anesthetized

by injecting MS222 (tricaine methanesulfonate,

O.lmg/g body weight) into the dorsal lymph sac,

and were positioned supine in a stereotaxic appa-

ratus. HRP was injected into the APON by

ventral approach.

Injection of HRP Theta-style glass microcapil-

laries were used for electrophoretic application of

HRP. Both of the two barrels of the microcapil-

lary were filled with a 5% solution of HRP (Sigma,

type VI) in 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH7.4)

containing 0. 16M NaCl. The tips of the capillaries

were then broken to yield a tip diameter of 20 to

SO^m, and were bevelled with a settled slurry of

0.5 /um alumina powder in saline. The glass capil-

laries were introduced into the APON through a

small trephined hole in the parasphenoid bone

under stereo-microscopic guidance. The electrode

tip was located at a point 500 /urn anterior to the

anterior margin of the optic chiasma, 150 to 200

/um lateral to the preoptic recess, and 300 to 500

/um deep under the ventral surface of the lamina

terminalis. HRP was applied electrophoretically

by use of negative 0.5 sec rectangular pulses of 10

fiA between the tips of the adjacent barrels;

currents were given at intervals of 1 sec for 30 min.

The capillaries were left in place for 15 min after

completion of the HRP injection.

Preparation of tissue sections Animals were

anesthetized with MS222 at times from 6 hr to 48 hr

after HRP injection. They were perfused through

the heart with 30 ml of frog Ringer's solution, and

then with 60 ml of an ice-cold fixative which

contained 1% paraformaldehyde and 1.25% glu-

taraldehyde in 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4).

Immediately after the completion of the perfusion,

the brains were taken out and were further fixed by

immersion in the fixative at 4°C for 1 to 3 hr. After

the fixation, they were washed in cold 0.05 M
phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) which was changed two

times in lhr. The brains were then frozen, and

were cut into 50 jum thick transverse sections on a

frozen microtome. Tissue sections were floated in

0.05M phosphate buffer (pH7.4).

Histochemical procedure The distribution of

HRP activity in the tissue sections was visualized

by a histochemical procedure using tetramethyl

benzidine as chromogen [17]. The sections were

first preincubated at room temperature in a freshly

prepared medium which contained 0.01% 3, 3', 5,

5'-tetramethyl benzidine (TMB, Sigma), 0.1%

sodium nitroferricyanide, 30% ethanol and HC1-

acetate buffer (pH3.3; final concentration, 0.01

M). After 20 min of preincubation, hydrogen

peroxide (to a final concentration of 0.01%) was

added to the medium, and the tissue sections were

incubated at room temperature for 5 min. Reac-

tion product in the brain sections was then

stabilized at 0°C in a bath containing 9% sodium

nitroferricyanide, 50% ethanol and acetate buffer

(pH5.0; final concentration, 0.01 M). Following

stabilization for at least 20 min, the brain tissue

sections were rinsed in distilled water, and were

mounted on gelatinized glass slides. Afterward,

the sections were counterstained in a 1% solution

of neutral red in acetate buffer (pH 5.0) for 5 min,

washed, dehydrated through graded alcohols,

cleared in xylene and coverslipped with Permount

(Fisher Sci. Co.).

Nomenclature The nomenclatorial usage in

this paper is basically those of Wada et al. [18] and

of Takami et al. [19].

RESULTS

The toad preoptic nucleus (PON) is clearly

divided into anterior and posterior parts by a thin

mesencephali. NRIS: nucelus reticularis isthmi. NRM: nucleus reticularis medius. NRS: nucleus reticularis

superior. OC: optic chiasma. PD: pallium dorsale. PL: pallium laterale. PLd: pallium laterale, pars dorsalis.

PLv: pallium laterale, pars ventralis. PM: pallium mediale. POR: preoptic recess. PPON: posterior part of the

preoptic nucleus. SGC: stratum griseum centrale tecti. SGP: stratum griseum periventricularis tecti. SGRN:
stratum granulare cerebelli. SGS: stratum griseum superficial tecti. ST: striatum. STv: striatum pars ventralis.

TS: torus semicircularis. V: motor nucleus of the trigeminal nerve. VN: vomeronasal nerve, vmc: ventral mag-

nocellular part of the preoptic nucleus, vpv: ventral periventricular part of the preoptic nucleus.
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cell-poor zone [19]. The anterior part (APON)
surrounds the preoptic recess as a packed mass of

small neurons. After HRP injection, enzymatic

reaction product could be traced in a continuous

pattern from the APON to a series of presumed

afferents, mainly through the medial and lateral

forebrain bundles.

Reaction product of HRP activity was very

dense at the injection site in the APON 6hr

through 48 hr after the electrophoretic injection.

Figure 1 shows that diffusion of HRP was limited

within the APON and the adjacent white matter.

Even in the animal killed immediately after injec-

tion, reaction product was not found beyond the

amygdala pars medialis. Meanwhile, enzyme

activity in particular neuronal structures distant

from the injection site increased gradually up to 48

hr after the injection.

Time course of changes in HRP labeling Six

hours after the injection, many unipolar and

bipolar neurons in the APON and the amygdala

pars medialis at or adjacent to the HRP injection

site were labeled heavily with the enzymatic

reaction product (Fig. 1). Labeled processes of

APON neurons projected to the amygdala pars

medialis, while amygdala neurons sent their pro-

cesses to the APON. The present HRP study thus

confirmed the previous result by rapid Golgi

method that these sexually dimorphic nuclei are

connected each other to form a functional and

A

R

*

Fig. 5. HRP-labeled perikarya and neuropil in the infundibular region. Note that HRP-
labeled neurons are localized in both the nuclei infundibularis dorsalis and ventralis. Inlet

shows higher magnification of the neuron indicated by the arrow. Scale, 100 ^m.
Fig. 6. HRP-labeled fibers in the nucleus reticularis superior. Scale, 100 /xm.

Fig. 7. HRP-labeled perikaryon in the griseum centrale rhombencephali at higher magnifica-

tion. Scale, 10 fj.m.
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morphological complex [20, 24]. Rostrally, labeled

perikarya and neuropil were found in the caudal

region of the nucleus lateralis septi (Fig. 2),

accumbens septi, and the nucleus of the diagonal

band of Broca. Caudally, perikarya in the ventral

magnocellular part of the PON were labeled with

HRP (Fig. 3). A considerable number of labeled

fibers were found in the medial and lateral

forebrain bundles (Fig. 4). In brains of animals

killed 12 hr after the injection, HRP activity spread

further to the rostral region of the nucleus medialis

septi, the pallium mediale, and the nuclei infun-

dibularis dorsalis and ventralis (Fig. 5). In animals

survived for 24 to 48 hr after the HRP injection,

labeled perikarya and fibers were found through-

out in many discrete brain loci, such as the nucleus

olfactorius anterior, the area ventrolateralis and

ventromedialis thalami, the mesencephalic reticu-

lar nuclei (Fig. 6), and the griseum centrale rhom-

bencephali (Fig. 7). Most of the labeled perikarya

were found ipsilaterally to the injection site.

Notable diminution in magnitute of HRP labeling

was not observed up to 48 hr after the injection.

However, no heavily labeled neurons were observ-

able even at the injection site in brains of animals

sacrificed as long as 72 hr after the injection.

Distribution of HRP-labeled perikarya and

fibers mentioned above indicates that afferent

pathways to the APON may have origins in the

limbic cortex, the thalamus, the brain stem, and

the hypothalamus, and that afferent fibers may
travel mainly through the medial and lateral

forebrain bundles (Figs. 8 and 9). Further precise

description for the distribution of HRP-labeled

perikarya is given below. Since it is difficult to

discriminate anterogradely labeled fibers from

retrogradely labeled ones, the description for

HRP-labeled fibers was limited mostly to those

directly associated with the labeled perikarya.

The limbic cortex As shown in Figure 8, HRP-
labeled perikarya in the telencephalon were divid-

able into dorsal and ventral groups according to

their location and fiber pathways. The dorsal

group was composed of neurons in the pallium

dorsale and mediale, the rostral region of the

nucleus medialis septi, a part of the nucleus

lateralis septi, and the amygdala pars lateralis and

medialis. HRP-labeled fibers continuous into

these cell masses (Fig. 9) were closely associated

with those in the medial forebrain bundle. Many
HRP-labeled fibers were found in the white matter

over the pallium dorsale and laterale. These fibers

may be the efferents of the APON to these loci,

since the enzyme reaction product in perikarya

associated with these fibers was not found.

In the ventral region of the telencephalon,

HRP-labeled perikarya were observed in the

nucleus olfactorius anterior, the striatum, the

nucleus of the diagonal band of Broca, the nucleus

accumbens septi, and a part of the nucleus lateralis

septi (Fig. 9). Labeled fibers associated with these

structures seemed to converge with the fibers of

the dorsal group in the medial forebrain bundle at

the anterior margin of the preoptic area, and then

projected posteriad to the APON (Fig. 8).

Immunoreactive LHRH neurons were localized

V NLS £ ""
SC™, / v

ndbT^J-

©(g) (3)

8

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the lateral view of the toad brain showing neurons (solid

circles) and pathways (broken lines) labeled with HRP reaction products. Each
number with an arrow shows the level of each frontal section in Figs. 9 and 10.
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Fig. 9. Diagrams showing the distributions of HRP reaction product 48 hr after the injection of HRP into the

APON. The number of each diagram indicates the level of the tissue section shown in Fig. 8. Solid circles

indicate HRP-labeled perikarya, and fine lines HRP-labeled fiber structures. Shaded areas indicate the

regions in which very many perikarya and fibers are heavily labeled with HRP reaction products. Continuation

of Fig. 9 is placed in facing page as Fig. 10.
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in the nucleus medialis septi and the nucleus of the

diagonal band of Broca. They projected their

immunoreactive fibers to the APON [14]. The

localization of HRP labeled neurons in the nucleus

medialis septi and the nucleus of the diagonal band

of Broca seems to be comparable with the loci rich

in immunoreactive LHRH perikarya.

The thalamus A few thalamic nuclei included

HRP-labeled perikarya whose enzyme activity was

mainly associated with that in the lateral forebrain

bundle. Perikarya labeled with HRP reaction

product were localized in the dorsal part of the

nucleus dorsomedialis thalami, and the area ven-

tromedialis and ventrolateralis thalami (Fig. 9).

The brain stem Although the number of

labeled cells and fibers was not conspicuous in the

brain stem, HRP activity was found in the

tegumental white matter including the reticular

formation (Fig. 6), and in the following mesen-

cephalic and rhombencephalic nuclei (Figs. 9 and

Fig. 10. Continued from Fig. 9.

10): the torus semicircularis, the nucleus antero-

dorsalis tegmenti mesencephali, the nuclei reticu-

laris superior, isthmi and medius, and the griseum

centrale rhombencephali. HRP-labeled fibers

which ran through the white matter of the

mesencephalon were continuous to the lateral

forebrain bundle.

The hypothalamus Many APON neurons just

adjacent to the injection site of HRP were heavily

stained with the reaction product which filled their

perikarya and processes. As was mentioned

above, heavily labeled processes ran across the

medial forebrain bundle to innervate into the

amygdala pars medialis. Further, HRP-labeled

processes arising from the APON proceeded to-

ward the neurohypophysis along the preoptico-

hypophyseal tract. The injected HRP presumably

was taken up by somata and dendrites of these

neurons, as in other vertebrates [21]. HRP taken

up by the APON neurons then may be transported

anterogradely to their nerve endings, e.g., in the

amygdala pars medialis and the neurohypophysis.

In the posterior part of the PON, some HRP-
labeled neurons were contiguous with the heavily

labeled APON neuronal mass. The number of

labeled neurons was higher in the ipsilateral side

than in the contralateral side relative to the

injection site. The region where these perikarya

were observed is comparable with the magnocel-

lular part rich in neurosecretory neurons, e.g.,

vasotocinergic cells [19] and mesotocinergic cells.

HRP activity which was continuous with neuronal

structures from the medial forebrain bundle was

also observed in a small number of neurons in this

region.

In both dorsal and ventral infundibular nuclei,

HRP activity was found in a considerable number

of perikarya. HRP-labeled fibers in this region

were associated mainly with the preoptico-

infundibular tract. The loci where HRP-labeled

perikarya were found coincide with the region rich

in immunoreactive TRH neurons (Fujita and

Urano, unpublished).

DISCUSSION

The brain structures in which HRP activity was

demonstrable after the injection of HRP into the
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APON can be categorized into: the limbic system,

the thalamo-preoptic system, the tegmento-

preoptic system, the reticular system, and the

intrahypothalamic connections. Traceable fiber

pathways in these structures proceeded to the

APON mainly via the medial and the lateral

forebrain bundles.

In the present study, diffusion of electrophoreti-

cally applied HRP was limited within the APON
and the adjacent white matter. It is then highly

probable that the enzymatic reaction product

found in perikarya in many regions distant from

the APON represents localization of HRP retro-

gradely transported from the injection site. Since

the tips of the glass capillaries were bevelled so as

to minimize damage of brain tissues, the uptake

of HRP by axons of passage may be negligible.

Thus, major inherent sources of error in the

retrograde HRP method [22] were circumvented

by injecting HRP electrophoretically through fine

glass microcapillaries, and had little bearing on

interpretation of the present results.

Our study of HRP distribution confirmed the

presence of mutual innervations between the

amygdala pars medialis and the APON [20],

showing that they form a morphological and

probably functional complex. The presence of the

amygdala-preoptic tract has been suggested in all

vertebrate classes from cyclostomes to mammals

[23]. Although the volume of the toad medial

amygdala-APON complex is sexually dimorphic

[24], we did not attempt to find sexual differences

in their fiber connections, because of technical

limitations. The septal projection to the preoptic

area in the toad has an apparently homologous

relationship to a similar pattern in the lizard [25]

and the rat [26, 27]. A degeneration study by

Halpern [28] had provided experimental evidence

of the axonal connections between the medial part

of the telencephalon and the preoptic area in Rana

pipiens. The present study shows more precisely

the origin of the telencephalic afferents to the

APON, indicating that there is retrograde con-

tinuity from the APON to the septal nuclei via the

medial forebrain bundle.

Continuity of HRP activity from the APON to

the thalamic nuclei suggests thalamo-preoptic pro-

jections in the toad brain. These projections may

coincide with the connection between the dorsal

thalamic area and the hypothalamus which was

referred to as the tractus pretecto-hypothalamicus

and the tractus tecto-hypothalamicus anterior [29]

and the thalamo-hypothalamic fibers [23, 30] in

amphibian brains. Little or no functional value

can be attributed to the thalamo-hypothalamic

system in any vertebrate group [31].

Mesencephalic projections to the anterior

hypothalamus are well known in amphibian brains

[23, 29, 30, 32] as well as in other vertebrate classes

[23, 33, 34]. In the present study, the probable

origins of the mesencephalic projections to the

APON of Bufo japonicus were localized in the

subtectal area, the tegmental gray, and the

mesencephalic reticular formation. In the

mammalian brain, the preoptic area is directly

continuous with a vast nonspecific neuronal appa-

ratus of the brain stem reticular formation [35]

.

The ascending reticular activating system is in

excellent position to exert an influence on sexual

behavior [36]. In anuran brains, afferents to the

mesencephalic reticular system arise from various

parts of the brain, such as the telencephalon [28,

37], the optic tectum [38] and the superior olivary

nucleus [39]. These multimodal inputs suggest a

nonspecific or generalized character of function of

the anuran reticular formation, as well as a

possible activating or inhibitory regulatory system

which may influence the neural substrates for

mating behavior as in mammalian brains.

HRP reaction product was continuous with

neuronal structures from the injection site in the

APON to the other parts of the hypothalamus: the

magnocellular part of the PON, and the nuclei

infundibularis dorsalis and ventralis. The regions

where HRP-labeled neurons were observed

are rich in vasotocinergic and mesotocinergic

neurosecretory neurons and TRH neurons, respec-

tively. Meanwhile, HRP labeled perikarya were

found in the nucleus medialis septi and the nucleus

of the diagonal band of Broca where many

immunoreactive LHRH neurons which project to

the APON were localized [13]. These facts strong-

ly support the idea that afferents from LHRH,
TRH and vasotocin neurons project to the APON
neurons to modulate their neuronal activity for

intiation of sexual bahavior [15].
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The present results further indicate that the

APON neurons may be influenced by various

kinds of sensory inputs other than neurohormonal

signals. The septal nuclei receive olfactory inputs

through the medial olfactory tract [40, 41], and the

amygdala is innervated by projections from the

accessory olfactory bulb [42]. These limbic nuclei,

from which afferents to the APON arise, may relay

olfactory signals to the APON neurons, while

visual, acoustic and tactile signals can be conveyed

by the afferents from the brain stem. Physiological

roles of these sensory afferents to the APON on

anuran mating behavior remain to be solved.
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Stimulus Exposure Time and Period of Grouping of Donors

Required for the Release of Pheromonal Cues Delaying

Puberty in Young Female Wild Mice
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ABSTRACT—Young test females were exposed to puberty-delaying chemosignal(s) of female origin

for different duration. The first vaginal oestrus was delayed in those test females which had received a

minimum daily exposure of 2 hr comparable to appearance of oestrus in females receiving daily 30 min

or 1 hr exposure. Further, stimulus females housed at a density of 10 mice/cage had to be grouped for a

minimum of 15 days before their urine was capable of producing effective delay of puberty in test

females.

INTRODUCTION

The role of urinary chemosignal(s) in the sexual

maturation of young rats and mice has recently

been well documented [1-4]. Young female mice

caged in groups or treated with urine from grouped

females attain puberty later than those caged alone

[1, 2, 5]. Mice caged at higher densities attain

puberty much later and their urine also produces

greater delay in puberty than those associated with

lower density. The puberty-delaying chemosignal

is present in the excreted urine of grouped, but not

singly caged females, though the bladder urine of

all females contains the factor irrespective of age

or caging density [6]. The presence of delay

chemosignal in the urine is influenced by adre-

nalectomy [7] but not by ovariectomy [8], indicat-

ing the role of adrenal hormones in production of

maturation-delaying cues.

Drickamer [9] has reported that young female

mice require at least 4 and possibly as many as 7

consecutive days of treatment with urine contain-

ing the delay-chemosignal for puberty delay to

occur. Treatment with delay chemosignal is sig-

nificantly more effective in retarding the age of

puberty when its application commences during

the first week after weaning at 21 days of age [9].

Two experiments described here were designed to

find out the two aspects of the maturation-delaying

stimulus in wild mice-(i) the length of the daily

exposure to the factor necessary to produce delay

in puberty and (ii) the length of the duration

females must be grouped to initiate release of the

delay-chemosignals

.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The mice used in the present study were from a

outbred laboratory colony of wild mice (Mus

musculus domesticus). The young test females

having body weight 4.5 ± 0.42 g were housed singly

in galvanised steel cages, 34x18x14cm. They

were maintained on soaked Bengal gram (Cicer

arietinum), boiled rice and milk; water was avail-

able ad libitum. The test females were assigned to

different treatments and examined daily until the

occurrence of vaginal perforation. Starting on the

day of vaginal perforation a vaginal lavage was

made each day until the incidence of first vaginal

oestrus occurred, that was indicated by the appear-

ance of cornified cells in vaginal smears. Leuco-

cytes and/or mucus were the common cells met in

smears of prepuberal test females. Presence of

epithelial cells in smears characterised the proes-

trus. The data for age of first vaginal oestrus for

each experiment were subjected to a one-way

analysis of variance.

Accepted February 26, 1986
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Experiment I

The duration of daily exposure to the delay-

chemosignal necessary to produce the delay in

sexual maturation in young females was investi-

gated. Forty eight individually housed young test

females were assigned to 6 treatment groups

(8 mice/group). In group I, they were moved to a

clean cage each day for 6hr. The females in

groups II to VI were transferred to cages, soiled by

grouped females, for 30min, 1, 2, 4 and 6hr,

respectively. The females which soiled the cages

were adults weighing 12-15 g and housed at a

density of 5 mice/cage for 30 days before exposure.

They were removed from the cage at the time of

exposure of test females and were replaced back

when the test female was returned to her home

cage. The test mice were moved to different soiled

cages each day for the specified length of time for a

particular group according to a random sequence.

The bedding of treatment cages was changed

periodically. The treatment was continued till the

occurrence of first vaginal oestrus.

Experiment II

In this experiment the effect of grouping the

donor females for various lengths of time on the

presence of the puberty-delaying factor in the

urine was tested. Young test females (N=40)

used in this experiment were assigned to one of the

5 treatment groups (8 mice/group). Individually

caged test females were painted daily on the

external nares with water (group I) or urine from

females caged together for 5 days at the time of

urine collection (group II) for 10 days (group III),

for 15 days (group IV) or for 30 days (group V),

before urine collection. All the urine donors were

adult female mice weighing 12-15 g. They were

first housed singly for 30 days and then grouped at

a density of 10 mice/cage (30x30x30 cm) for

above mentioned durations. Fresh uring from all

four types of donors was collected daily and a drop

(0.05 ml) was applied to the external nares of test

females twice a day by a small paint brush. The

urine was collected by holding females over a petri

dish and gently pressing the abdomen and diluted

in distilled water (1 : 10). Separate petri dishes and

paint brushes were maintained for each group.

Each test mouse received the treatment until the

occurrence of first vaginal oestrus.

RESULTS

Test females in experiment I transferred to clean

cages (group I) or to soiled cages for 30 min or 1 hr

(group II and III) duration attained sexual matu-

rity earlier than females in group IV, V and VI

transferred to soiled cages for 2, 4 and 6 hr

respectively. The first vaginal oestrus in group IV,

V and VI appeared significantly later than in group

I, II and III (P<0.01, Table 1).

Onset of puberty as assessed by occurrence of

Table 1
.

Mean time taken for first vaginal oestrus in female mice treated by shifting the

test mouse to a clean cage or a cage soiled by a group of 5 adult females each day for

the specified length of time

Group Treatment Mean
first

time (in days) taken for

vaginal oestrus to occur

I Control (Shifted to clean cage) 31.1+0.52

II Transferred 30min/day 32.4 + 0.31.

III Transferred 1 hr/day 33.5±0.35

IV Transferred 2 hr/day 38.3 + 0.391

V Transferred 4 hr/day 39.0 + 0.25

VI Transferred 6 hr/day 39.5 + 0.25,

F=19.96**

d.f.=5,42

CD. =2.37

Means not connected by the same vertical line are significantly different at the 0.05 level.
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Table 2. Mean time taken for first vaginal oestrus in female mice treated with water or

urine from females grouped 8/cage for various lengths of time before being used as

urine donors

Group Treatment
Mean time (in days) taken for

first vaginal oestrus to occur

I Painted with water (control)

II Painted urine of 5 day housed females

III Painted urine of 10 day housed females

IV Painted urine of 15 day housed females

V Painted urine of 30 day housed females

30.4 + 0.30

31.1+0.45.

33.5 + 0.30

38.3 + 0.56

38.5+0.47

F=172.1*

d.f.=4,35

CD. =0.84

Means not connected by the same vertical line are significantly different at the 0.05 level.

first vaginal oestrus in experiment II was delayed

in test females exposed to urine collected from

females grouped for 15 days or 30 days. Test

females exposed to urine of females unisexually

grouped for 5 days attained puberty simultaneous-

ly with control females exposed to water. How-

ever, there was a slight delay in occurrence of first

vaginal oestrus in test females exposed to urine of

10-day housed females. The differences in mean

time taken for first vaginal oestrus among different

groups were significant at 1% level of significance

(Table 2).

DISCUSSION

The foregoing experiments support two conclu-

sions: (1) Young females need, at least, 2hr

exposure per day to the puberty-delaying chemo-

signal for the complete delay in sexual maturation

to occur. (2) A minimum of 15 days of grouping is

necessary for donor females to release the effective

amount of puberty-delaying chemosignal in their

urine so far as this type of experimental design is

concerned.

It is evident from the results obtained in the

experiment I that the test females must receive

several hours/ day exposure to the chemosignal(s)

for the effective delaying of puberty. Obviously,

brief exposure is not sufficient to maintain or set

into operation the mechanism of puberty delay in

test females. The test females may carry some

delay-substance back to their home cage sticked on

their body, but this transitory exposure does not

seem to contribute much in our study. However,

special precaution was taken to minimise the

transmission of operative stimulus from soiled

treatment cages to home cages while transferring

test females. The home cages were also cleaned

periodically.

The puberty-delaying chemosignal is present in

the bladder urine of all females whether they are

grouped or housed individually [6], but mice must

be grouped for this substance to occur in an active

form in the excreted urine. The findings of experi-

ment II evince that about 15 days are needed for

the physiological processes involved in this transi-

tion to occur. Test females treated with urine from

10 day-housed females also show a little delay in

occurrence of first oestrus which indicates that the

transition effect is a graded process rather than an

all-or-none effect. By 15 days after unisexual

grouping of adult females the delay-effect pro-

duced in the urine was comparable to that of

30-day grouping. Urinary chemosignals emanat-

ing from adult females delaying puberty in young

females and the puberty-accelerating substance(s)

in the urine of oestrous females and pregnant or

lactating females act as signals to other females

regarding the adequacy of conditions for reproduc-

tion [2, 10]. Adult females that are themselves

reproducing perhaps communicate this fact to

others by urinary signals. It is also clear from the

study that the puberty-delaying chemosignal is

released in the urine of females in response to an
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increase in population density (i.e., by grouping).
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ABSTRACT—The effect of temperature and daylength on the maturation of ovaries in female flies of

two related species, Drosophila lutescens and D. takahashii, was investigated and the cold tolerance of

flies reared under various light-temperature regimes was examined.

Two different regimes of environmental conditions with regard to temperature and daylength were

applied: the constant and the variable ones. The constant regime consisted of a combination of a given

temperature of 12, 14, 16, 18 or20°C and a given daylength of 9.5, 10.0, 10.5, 11.0, 11.5 or 12.0hr. The
variable regime was set up in imitation of the natural diurnal change of temperature and daylength

occurring from autumn to winter in Japan.

It was found from the experiment that retardation in ovary development and increase of cold

tolerance were observed in female flies of the northern species D. lutescens reared at lower temperature

and shorter daylength. On the other hand, in the southern species D. takahashii, no such a response was

observed.

INTRODUCTION

Drosophila lutescens and D. takahashii are sib-

ling species belonging to the same takahashii

subgroup of D. melanogaster species group. D.

lutescens is distributed between 27°N and 45°N in

Japan and Korea ([1-5] and personal observation).

Another species D. takahashii, on the contrary, is

known to be distributed widely in warmer regions,

or in south-east Asiatic and Eastern countries

including India, Burma, Thailand, the Philippines,

Indonesia, Formosa, Mainland of China, and

southern Japan [1, 2, 6]. Collection of the latter

species in Japan has so far been successful only in

southern parts of the country lying lower than

33°30'N which may most probably be the northern

limit for the species. The differentiated distribu-

tion between both species leads us to suppose that

D. takahashii flies might not be able to endure the

cold temperature of northern districts in winter

while D. lutescens can. As a matter of fact, it has

been experimentally proved that both species
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differ in their tolerance of low temperature.

D. lutescens is always more resistant to cold

temperature in various growth stages than D.

takahashii [7-9] , and the most distinct difference in

their cold tolerance seems to be in the adult stage,

eight or more days after emergence [9].

Since the first discovery by Carson and Stalker

[10] that ovaries in overwintering female flies of

D. robusta were in the immature state of the

development, the same facts have been repeatedly

reported in natural populations of several other

species of Drosophila (for reference see [11]). It

has also been reported that under experimental

conditions of a certain combination of daylength

and air-temperature, development of ovaries in

female flies of some Drosophila species often

remains immature instead of reaching maturity

[11].

On the basis of those observations in Drosophila

species, the difference in tolerance of winter

coldness between D. lutescens and D. takahashii is

suspected to be due to difference in the develop-

mental pattern in response to the light and

temperature changes. The present paper will de-

scribe results of the experiments conducted enquir-
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ing into the problem on cold tolerance in relation

to ovary development in female flies in both

species of Drosophila.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Flies used in the present experiment are progeny

from a population of a mixture of 25 wild strains in

each of the two species. The populations were

grown for some six months in cages kept at 20°C
under the 12: 12 fir of light and dark condition

(L
:
D= 12 : 12) . The populations used here are the

same with those which had been investigated

before by the present writer on their low tempera-

ture tolerance [9].

Flies of each species were put in culture tubes

for 4 hr for oviposition under the temperature and

photoperiod (T-P) of 20°C and L:D= 12:12.

After oviposition, flies were removed, and the

tubes with eggs were transferred into a thermostat

controlled for a given T-P regime until eggs hatch,

pupate and emerge. Flies thus emerged were

collected within 24 hr, and 50 to 60 of them were

transferred to a new culture bottle to grow for one

week in the thermostat, after which female flies

were investigated for the development of their

ovaries. Enquiry into the maturity of ovules was

made by the presence or absence of elongate horns

on an egg following the classification of King [13],

i.e., a fly with an ovary containing one or more

eggs having elongate horns was judged to be

mature. Occurrence of insemination in female

flies was checked by whether sperms were present

on the periphery of the ventral receptacle or not.

Temperature-photoperiod regimes for the pre-

sent experiment consisted of a combination of

temperature and daylength being controlled to be

(1) constant for a given regime during the whole

period of the experiment (constant regime), and

(2) variable day after day imitating the naturally

occurring conditions (variable regime).

The constant regime

The temperature-photoperiod regimes involved

six daytime durations and five temperature-

degrees. Thus, the treatments were 30 kinds in all,

resulting from the combination of six varieties of

light-treatment (9.5, 10.0, 10.5, 11.0, 11.5 and

12.0 hr) and five varieties of temperature-degrees

(12, 14, 16, 18 and 20°C). Such daytime-durations

from 9.5 to 12.0 hr as well as temperature degrees

between 12 and 20°C are usually met with in Japan

proper during the late summer to the early winter.

In addition to the above treatment, two extreme

photoperiodic regimes of continuous light on the

one hand, and of continuous dark on the other,

were used both at the temperature of 14°C. An
effort was made to dissect at least one hundred

females per treatment.

The variable regime

The light-temperature control thermostat (LTC:

manufactured by Okura Rikagaku Kenkyusho)

was used for the experiment. This apparatus was

controlled by the system of the microcomputer

FM-8 (Fujitsu). As the light-source, four 100-watt

electric bulbs arranged above a sheet of frosted

plate glass were used with the intensity of illumina-

tion about 1,100 luxes. The light intensity was

controlled to gradually increase for an hour after

the start of the experiment, imitating the natural

sunrise, after which light was maintained at its

maximum. In the evening time, the light intensity

was gradually lowered starting one hour before

sunset. Light intensity was also changed according

to weather condition of the day: in the cloudy

weather the light intensity was reduced to 60

percent, in the rain weather, to 30 percent of the

maximum intensity of light of the cloudless clear

day.

Diurnal rhythm of air-temperature was created

in accordance with actual data recorded eight

times a day in Kumagaya weather station located

about 20 km north from our laboratory.

The dates of egg laying, of emergence, and of

dissection are recorded in Table 1 together with

averages of air-temperature and light duration in

the experiment.

The survival test of adult flies

In order to examine the capacity of flies of the

present experiment to survive under low tempera-

tures, flies reared under four regimes of tempera-

ture and light were grown without acclimation for

2, 3, 4 and 5hr in tubes kept at — 6°C. Counting

was made on flies surviving in these conditions.
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Table 1. The schedule of experiments conducted in LTC adjusted according to meteorological data

in 1982 in Kumagaya district

Experiment

Date of
Averages during the week

after emergence

egg-laying emergence dissection Temperature Daylength

Exp. 1 Sep. 22 Oct. 6 Oct. 13 16.6°C 11 hr 32min

Exp. 2 Sep. 27 Oct. 16-18 Oct. 23-25 15.2°C 11 hr 08min

Exp. 3 Oct. 3 Oct. 24-30 Oct. 31-Nov. 6 14.3°C 10 hr 47min

Exp. 4 Oct. 11 Nov. 4-6 Nov. 11-13 13.8°C 10 hr 30min

Exp. 5 Oct. 17 Nov. 12-14 Nov. 19-21 13.0°C 10 hr 16min

Exp. 6 Oct. 17 Nov. 19 Nov. 26 11.2°C 11 hr 07min

RESULTS

Experiment under the constant regime

Figure 1 shows results of 32 experiments con-

ducted under various combinations of temperature

and daylength. The ordinate in this figure repre-

sents the number in percent of mature females in

the upper part and that of immature females in the

lower. Two collateral bars in the figure stand for

the two species, the right bar for D. lutescens and

the left one for D. takahashii, respectively. The
dark portion of the bar is the proportion of flies

inseminated.

It is found from A, B and C of Figure 1 that

almost all female flies in both species could attain

maturity and succeed in insemination independent

of daylengths so far as the temperature was 16, 18

or 20°C. Thus it is concluded that both species

were not different from each other in maturation

and insemination of female flies under tempera-

tures higher than 16°C.

In D of Figure 1 , on the contrary, it is found that

the species were very different in maturation of

female flies under various daylengths except for 0,

12 and 24 hr treatments when the temperature was

kept at 14°C. The difference between the two

species was very apparent under daylengths be-

tween 9hr 30min and 1 1 hr 30min, the average

maturity in the five treatments being 46.7 + 3.8

percent in D. lutescens while that in D. takahashii

92.8+1.5. At 14°C with L:D= 12:12 as seen in

D of Figure 1, high occurrence of maturity was

observed in both species: 76.8 percent (N = 258) in

D. lutescens and 98.9 (N= 176) in D. takahashii.

At the and 24 hr daylengths, little difference

between both species was observed, the maturity

at the Ohr daylength being 76.2 percent (N= 147)

in D. lutescens and 81.6 (N=98) in D. takahashii,

while at the 24 hr daylength , 87 . 5 percent (N= 1 44)

in D. lutescens as well as in D. takahashii.

The percentage of female flies inseminated

under the hr daylength at 14°C temperature was

21.1 while it was 86.6 percent on the average under

the daylengths longer than 9hr 30min in D.

lutescens. Similar variation was also observed in

D. takahashii, i.e., 11.2 and 61.2 percent, respec-

tively, possibly indicating that the light should be

necessary for successful insemination in both

species.

Of immature female flies in D. lutescens, per-

centage of flies inseminated was high. For in-

stance, inseminated were 74.8 + 4.61 percent on

the average of flies which were reared at a

combination of 14°C and short daylength.

In E of Figure 1, it is found that almost all

ovaries of both species were immature at 12°C

temperature, probably suggesting that the low

temperature would have been the cause of the

immaturity.

Experiment under the variable regime

Results of experiments for the effect of changing

temperature and daylength conditions on the

development of ovaries of D. lutescens and D.

takahashii are shown in Figure 2. In the upper

part of the figure, daily variation in daylength and

air-temperature from 12th of October to 27th of

November in 1982 are shown. Bars in the figure

represent proportions of mature and immature
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Fig. 1. Effect of daylength under constant temperature

on the development of ovaries of female flies and the

insemination of them in Drosophila lutescens (right

bar) and D. takahashii (left bar). Collateral bars in

A, B, C, D and E show the percentage of mature

and immature female flies at 20, 18, 16, 14 and 12°C,

respectively. The dark portion of the bar is the

proportion of flies inseminated.

Daylength 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

females being divided by the horizontal line where

two collateral bars, right one standing for D.

lutescens and left for D, takahashii are shown. The

dark portion of the bar is the proportion of flies

inseminated. We find at first from the figure that

daylength decreased about 90min during some six

weeks from the start to the end of the experiments,

while the air-temperature was lowered about 12°C

during the same period. Looking at the Figure 2,

we further find that approximately 100 percent of

ovaries of female flies which emerged before the

middle of October (Experiments 1 and 2) were

mature and inseminated in both species. Of flies

dissected in early November (having emerged in

late October), however, 23.8 percent were imma-

ture in D. lutescens while in D. takahashii still less

or only 8.3 percent flies were immature (Experi-

ment 3). The average daylength during those days

was 10 hr 47min and average temperature 14.3°C.

Of female flies developed under the condition of

the average temperature 13.8°C and average day-

length 10 hr 30min, 75 percent were immature in

D. lutescens while only 31.0 percent in D. taka-

hashii. Of those immature flies in D. lutescens,

60.0 percent were inseminated and 40.6 percent

in D. takahashii (Experiment 4). Female flies
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emerged in the middle of November showed

immaturity in 82.9 percent of them in D. lutescens,

while only 7.1 percent in D. takahashii, exhibiting

great interspecific difference. Of immature flies in

D. lutescens and D. takahashii, 90.8 and 50.7 per-

cent were inseminated, respectively. The average

temperature during their development was 13.0°C

and the average daylength 10 hr 16min (Experi-

ment 5). That is, the developmental response of

ovaries in female flies of both species were

obviously different when they emerged in the early

and the middle of November. Most of female flies

dissected on 26th of November showed immatur-

ity; the matured flies being percent in D.

lutescens and 16.1 percent in D. takahashii (Ex-

periment 6). The average temperature in those

days was so low as 11.2°C and the average

daylength 10 hr 7min.

The results obtained from the present variable-

regime experiment coincide with those obtained

from the experiment conducted under constant

regime.

The survival test of adult flies

Table 2 shows survival rates of adult flies ex-

posed to — 6°C for various hours in both species.

In D. takahashii, flies grown under 20°C with

L:D= 12:12 daylength could not survive when

they were exposed to low temperature for longer

than three hours. Similarly flies grown under 14°C

with L: D= 10.5: 13.5 and under the conditions of

the Experiments 4 and 5 of the variable regime

could not survive under low temperature of five

hours. On the other hand, in D. lutescens, the

survival rate of flies grown under 20°C with L : D=
12: 12 decreased from 100 to 82.1 percent in two

hours' chilling and reached to approximately zero

in four hours' treatment. But flies grown under

14°C with L:D= 10.5: 13.5 could survive very

successfully in all treatments, the survival rate

having been about 80 percent even in the chilling

treatment of five hours. Furthermore, the survival

rate of flies grown under the conditions of the

Experiments 4 and 5 was always very high, so high

as more than 97.5 percent.

October HIH November

Exp.1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3 Exp. 4 Exp. 5 Exp.6

Fig. 2. Development of ovaries of Drosophila lutescens and D. takahashii in changing tempera-

ture and daylength. The straight line and the broken line in the upper half of the figure show
daily changes in daylength and air-temperature after 12 October 1982, respectively. The six

pairs of collateral bars show occurrence of mature and immature ovaries in female flies of the

two species, the right bar standing for D. lutescens, while the left one D. takahashii. The dark

portion of the bar is the proportion of flies inseminated.
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Table 2. Survival rates of flies exposed to — 6°C for 2, 3, 4 and 5hr

Hours exposed to low temperature

2 3 4 5

No. of

flies

% of
survivals

No. of
flies

% of
survivals

No. of

flies

% of
survivals

No. of
flies

% of
survivals

Drosophila takahashii

20°C, L:D = 12:12 769 10.5 853 0.0 871 0.0 658 0.0

14°C, L:D= 10.5:13.5 104 91.7 152 32.2 100 8.6 107 0.0

Exp. 4
1 and Exp. 5

2 280 87.1 199 44.2 256 6.6 163 0.0

Drosophila lutescens

20°C, L:D= 12:12 738 82.1 569 25.0 660 0.9 600 0.0

14°C, L:D= 10.5:13.5 147 91.8 174 96.0 129 95.3 88 79.5

Exp. 4
1 and Exp. 5

2 167 100.0 212 99.5 183 98.9 160 97.5

1 "Average" 13.8°C, L:D= 10hr 30min:13hr 30min.
2 "Average" 13.0°C, L:D= 10hr 16min:13hr 44min.

DISCUSSION

In the present experiment, a female fly holding

at least one mature egg in one week after

emergence was judged to be mature. It has then

been revealed that development of an ovary in a

female fly of the northern species Drosophila

lutescens is retarded when she is reared under a

combination of 14°C and short daylength, whereas

in the southern species D. takahashii, no such a

response is observed under the same condition. It

may admit of an interpretation that, under climatic

conditions usually encountered from autumn to

winter in Japan, female flies of D. lutescens re-

spond to the combination of low temperature and

short daylength in their ovarian development so as

to pass the winter safely, whereas the related

species D. takahashii does not show such a re-

sponse.

It has been known so far that nearly 20

Drosophila species are able to show adult diapause

as a response to photoperiodic conditions bringing

about an interruption of ovarian development in

female flies [14-17], though no occurrence of such

a response has been observed in D. lutescens [8].

As a matter of fact, Kimura could collect female

flies of D. lutescens which had normally developed

ovaries in the late fall in the northern marginal

area of its distribution in Sapporo, Japan (personal

communication). This fact suggests that, though

D. lutescens is a species which shows a definite

response to photoperiodism, its effect is not to

perfectly stop the development of an ovary, but to

partially retard the speed of the development.

Begon [8] reported in his paper that D. sub-

obscura was not capable of undergoing diapause,

but let the development of ovaries in female flies

proceed slowly rather than producing complete

interruption. He presumed that temperature

would be the cause of these responses. As men-

tioned above, the cause of the delay in develop-

ment of ovaries in D. lutescens looked to be an

interacting effect of temperature and daylength.

Begon [18] in D. obscura and D. subobscura and

Kimura and Minami [19] in D. auraria found that

almost none of immature females was insemi-

nated. In D. lutescens, on the contrary, it has been

detected in the present experiment that a greater

part of immature females were inseminated. This

fact seems to suggest that the females have become

able to mate with males.

It is quite apparent that D. lutescens flies inhabit-

ing in the northern districts are in possession of far

higher tolerance of cold temperatures in compari-

son with the southern species, D. takahashii [7-9].

Furthermore, in the present experiment, it has

become clear that the high cold tolerance of

D. lutescens flies has, at least partly, been im-

proved by their light-temperature response in their

ovary development. The facts observed in the
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present study lead the writer to conclude that the

interruption or retardation of ovary development

in hibernating female flies of Drosophila species is

taken as their adaptive response to the severe low

temperature in winter [10, 15, 18]. The author is

now in a position to believe that the hibernation of

D. lutescens is due for the most part to the

physiological change in flies developed under the

climatic conditions encountered from autumn to

winter of Japan.

The difference between D. lutescens and D.

takahashii in the light-temperature response in

their development should have brought about

differentiation in their geographical distribution.
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Rumen Ciliate Protozoal Fauna of Zebu Cattle (Bos taurus indicus)

in Sri Lanka, with the Description of a New Species,

Diplodinium sinhalicum sp. nov.
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ABSTRACT—Rumen ciliate composition was surveyed on the zebu cattle in Sri Lanka. As the result of

survey, 16 genera including 53 species with 19 formae were detected. Of them, one new diplodiniid

species was recognized, then described as Diplodinium sinhalicum sp. nov. From the comparison of

their fauna with that of the domestic animals kept in neighbouring tropical area, every composition

indicated high similarity. However, some of them were the species which have been reported not from

tropical area but from northern area such as U. S. S. R. and Japan. From the results, the origin of host

zebu cattle examined was discussed. The average density of ciliates per 1 ml of the rumen fluid was 2.9

X 10
4

, and the number of ciliate species per head of host was 18.4.

INTRODUCTION

It is known that the rumen ciliate faunae vary

with the species of hosts and/or distributing area of

hosts [1]. Extensive studies on the rumen micro-

faunae have been made in different areas of the

world [2]. On the microfaunae of zebu cattle

which is one of the most popular domestic rumi-

nants around the tropical area, the surveys have

been performed on the animals in Philippines [3]

and Thailand [4] by us, and in India and Sri Lanka

by Kofoid and MacLennan [5-7].

The present investigation was carried out to

clarify the rumen ciliate fauna of the zebu cattle in

Sri Lanka, which has been left out of investigation

since the reports by Kofoid and MacLennan [5-7],

as one of the studies to provide informations for

the discussion on the phylogenetic relation among

the rumen ciliates and the host ruminants. The

ciliate composition obtained was taxonomically

discussed with the classification by Kofoid and

MacLennan [5-7] and compared with those of the

animals kept in neighbouring areas. One new

species found in this examination is also described.

Accepted March 26, 1986

Received February 17, 1986

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Rumen contents examined were collected from

20 "Sinhala" cattle slaughtered in the abattoir in

Kandy, Sri Lanka in November 1982. The animals

had been fed continuously on the wild true grasses.

The contents collected were immediately fixed

with twice volume of MFS (methylgreen-formalin-

saline) solution [2], sealed up, and brought to the

laboratory. Then, the samples were added to

further with 3 times volume of MFS solution and

examined under a light microscope. Identification

of genera and species of the ciliates was mainly in

accordance with the description published by

Ogimoto and Imai [2]. The ciliates not described

in their description were identified in conformity to

Kofoid and MacLennan [5-7] and Dogiel [8]. The

orientation of ciliates for description of the new

diplodiniid species was in accordance with the

previous paper [9]; that is, the side closest to the

macronucleus and contractile vacuole was called

the "left side" with the opposite side "right side",

and the other sides were called the "upper" and

"lower" side. Counting procedure for the density

of total ciliates and for generic composition was

according to the previous paper [9],

A part of the samples from which the new
species was recognized was stained with Mayer's
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hematoxylin staining and prepared as permanent

slides for holotype and paratypes.

RESULTS

1. Description of a new species

One new ciliate was detected from a sample on

the course of survey. The morphological charac-

ters of the new species are as follows;

Diplodinium sinhalicum sp. nov.

(Figs. 1 and 2)

Diagnosis: Body elliptical to rectangular,

55-72X 37-44 //m; a length to width ratio 1.64;

with two heavy caudal spines; macronucleus with

thick boomerang-like shape at the anterior left side

of body near anterior contractile vacuole.

Description: Viewed from the upper or lower

side, the body is elliptical to rectangular, but

posterior part of body is slightly slender. The body

is compressed upward and downward. There are

two heavy caudal spines which are almost the same

size at the posterior end of body. Shape and size

of the caudal spine indicate considerable variation.

A clear and relatively large operculum is situated

at the top of body. Oral and left ciliary zones in

the retracted condition are situated in apparent

triangular chambers pinching the operculum. The

chamber of oral ciliary zone is larger than that of

left ciliary zone. Esophagus is relatively wide and

funnel-shaped extending leftward. Rectum is clear

and forms a narrow slit extending a relatively long

distance along the inner border of ectoplasm.

Cytoproct opens just left to the right spine. A
macronucleus lies at the left side to center. Its

anterior half bends almost vertically to right side.

An elliptical micronucleus is situated in a slight

depression in the left surface of the macronucleus,

in the region where the macronucleus is bent

rightward. Two contractile vacuoles lie tandem in

ectoplasm at the left side of macronucleus. Ante-

rior contractile vacuole is situated at the same level

as that of the center of macronucleus and the

posterior vacuole is smaller than the anterior one.

Measurement of 20 individuals of this species is

as follows. In the description of body length, the

size of caudal spine is not contained.

Mean

Length {p.m) 54.8

Width (//m) 41.7

Caudal spine (//m) 11.0

L/W 1.64

SD
3.0

1.9

3.4

0.05

Range

49.0 -58.9

36.8 -44.1

3.5 -14.6

1.53- 1.76

Type host and locality : Zebu cattle, Bos taurus

indicus, in Kandy, Sri Lanka.

40 p
m

Fig. 1. Diplodinium sinhalicum sp. nov. a: Upper view of whole body, b-d: Varia-

tion of the caudal spines.
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d
Fig. 2. Light micrographs of Diplodinium sinhalicum

sp. nov. a-c: Upper (a) or lower (b and c) views of

specimens fixed and stained with MFS solution.

Note the variation of caudal spine, d: Upper view of

a specimen stained with Mayer's hematoxylin. Mag-

nification is X450 in a and b, and X400 in c and d.

Habitat: Rumen.

Occurrence: D. sinhalicum was detected in

10.0% of the zebu cattle surveyed.

Specimens deposited: Holotype and 4 para-

types on slides. They are deposited in the Depart-

ment of Parasitology, Nippon Veterinary and

Zootechnical College, Musashino, Tokyo, Japan.

Remarks: This species is one of the small

diplodiniid species, and its shape indicates the

presence of no closely related species in the genus

Diplodinium. Most of the species belonging to the

genus Diplodinium are over 60 //m in length, and

only few are smaller. Diplodinium polygonale

(Dogiel, 1925) is one of the smallest species in the

genus, of which the size is 32-38 //m in length [8],

but its morphology is easily distinguished from that

of the present new species. In regard of possession

of two heavy caudal spines, this new species is

common with D. anisacanthum diacanthum

Dogiel, 1927 [8], but it is also easily discriminated

from D. sinhalicum in the points of the fairly

different body shape and size. On the other

hand, Kofoid and MacLennan [6] described Ere-

moplastron magnodentatum from the zebu cattle in

India and Sri Lanka. The body shape of the

species is similar to the present species. It is,

however, clearly distinguished from the present

new species by the body size and existence of one

slender skeletal plate by which the genus Eremo-

plastron is characterized.

2. Composition of rumen ciliates

Genera, species, formae if presented, and the

frequencies of appearance (No. of the hosts in

which the species was detected /No. of examined

hosts) of the ciliates found in this examination are

shown in Table 1. Those were 16 genera contain-

ing 53 species with 19 formae. Of the ciliate

species, Dasytricha ruminantium, Entodinium ex-

iguum, E. longinucleatum longinucleatum, E.

biconcavum, Eudiplodinium maggii, Eremoplas-

tron bovis and Ostracodinium obtusum were the

most predominant, the frequencies of appearance

of which were over 70% in the animals examined.

In addition, over a half of the zebu cattle had

Isotricha intestinalis, Entodinium simplex, E.

nanellum, E. dubardi, E. ovinum, E. chatterjeei

and Ostracodinium trivesiculatum.

Table 2 shows the percentage composition of

genera detected in this examination. The percent-

age occupied by the ciliates of Entodinium was the

highest, the ratio of which was 63.5% on average.

The ciliates of Diplodinium indicated next high

composition, which value was 11.6%. Of other

genera, Dasytricha, Eremoplastron, Eudiplodi-

nium and Ostracodinium showed relatively high

ratios.

The average number of species per head of host

and the total ciliate density per milliliter of rumen

fluid of the animals examined are shown in

Table 3. The average number of ciliate species

was 18.4, and the average total ciliate number was

2.9xl04
/ml.
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Table 1. Species of rumen ciliate protozoa found from the zebu cattle and their frequency of

appearance

Family Species
Frequency of

appearance (%)

Buetschliidae Parabundleia

ruminantium Imai et Ogimoto 15.0

Polymorphella

bovis Imai 5.0

Isotrichidae Dasytricha

ruminantium Schuberg 80.0

Isotricha

intestinalis Stein 65.0

prostoma Stein 45.0

Oligoisotricha

bubali (Dogiel) 10.0

Blepharocorythidae Charonina

ventriculi (Jameson) 15.0

Ophryoscolecidae

Entodiniinae Entodinium

biconcavum Kofoid et MacLennan 75.0

exiguum Dogiel 75.0

longinucleatum Dogiel

f. longinucleatum Dogiel 75.0

f. spinonucleatum Dehority 40.0

f. acutonucleatum Kofoid et MacLennan 25.0

nanellum Dogiel 65.0

simplex Dogiel 65.0

ovinum Dogiel 60.0

chatterjeei Das-Gupta 55.0

dubardi Buisson 50.0

bovis Wertheim 45.0

parvum Buisson

f. parvum Buisson 45.0

-^ f. monospinosum Imai et Ogimoto 35.0

rostratum Fiorentini 40.0

caudatum Stein

f. lobosospinosum Dogiel 40.0

f. caudatum Stein 35.0

minimum Schuberg 30.0

ekendrae Das-Gupta 25.0

rhomboideum Kofoid et MacLennan 25.0

indicum Kofoid et MacLennan 20.0

bimastus Dogiel 20.0

anteronucleatum Dogiel 15.0

bifidum (Dogiel) 15.0

gibberosum Kofoid et MacLennan 15.0

bursa Stein 10.0

fujitai Imai 10.0

aculeatum Kofoid et MacLennan 5.0

javanicum Imai 5.0
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(Table 1. Continued)

Family Species
Frequency of

appearance (%)

Diplodiniinae

Ophryoscolecinae

Diplodinium

polygonale (Dogiel)

anisacanthum da Cunha

f. anacanthum Dogiel

f. monacanthum Dogiel

f. tetracanthum Dogiel

f. anisacanthum da Cunha

f. triacanthum Dogiel

f. pentacanthum Dogiel

f. diacanthum Dogiel

dentatum Stein

psittaceum Dogiel

sinhalicum sp. nov.

minor (Dogiel)

Eodinium

lobatum Kofoid et MacLennan

posterovesiculatum (Dogiel)

Eremoplastron

bovis (Dogiel)

bubalus Dehority

rostratum (Fiorentini)

monolobum (Dogiel)

dilobum (Dogiel)

Eudiplodinium

maggii (Fiorentini)

Diploplastron

affine (Dogiel)

Polyplastron

multivesiculatum (Dogiel et Fedorowa)

Metadinium

medium Awerinzew et Mutafowa

Ostracodinium

obtusum (Dogiel et Fedorowa)

trivesiculatum Kofoid et MacLennan

gracile (Dogiel)

mammosum (Railliet)

Epidinium

ecaudatum (Fiorentini)

f. caudatum Fiorentini

f. cattanei Fiorentini

f. ecaudatum Fiorentini

f. eberleini da Cunha

f. tetracaudatum Sharp

40.0

35.0

35.0

25.0

20.0

15.0

15.0

10.0

30.0

10.0

10.0

5.0

20.0

10.0

70.0

35.0

20.0

5.0

5.0

75.0

5.0

5.0

45.0

70.0

60.0

35.0

5.0

15.0

15.0

10.0

10.0

5.0

Total genera, species and formae 16 genera

53 species

19 formae
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Table 2. Generic composition (%) of the rumen

ciliate protozoa in the zebu cattle in Sri

Lanka*

Genus Mean Range

Polymorphella <0.1 0- 1.5

Parabundleia 0.2 0- 1.5

Dasytricha 7.1 0-45.5

Isotricha 2.0 0-16.5

Oligoisotricha 0.3 0- 3.5

Charonina 0.4 0- 1.5

Entodinium 63.5 21.5-93.5

Diplodinium 11.6 0-39.5

Eodinium 0.9 0- 4.5

Eremoplastron 5.1 0-19.0

Eudiplodinium 3.7 0-18.0

Diploplastron 0.1 0- 2.0

Polyplastron <0.1 0- 1.0

Metadinium 0.5 0- 2.5

Ostracodinium 3.6 0-15.0

Epidinium 1.0 0- 6.5

* n= 20

Table 3. Average number of species appeared

and average ciliate density in the zebu cattle

in Sri Lanka*

Number of species Ciliate density (log 10 /ml)

Mean SD Range Mean SD Range

18.4 7.3 6-29 4.46 0.69 2.9-5.5

* n = 20

DISCUSSION

Zebu cattle have widely been kept as domestic

ruminants around the tropical area, and their

rumen ciliate compositions have been reported on

those in Philippines [3], Thailand [4], India and Sri

Lanka [5-7], China [10] and Senegal [11]. Kofoid

and MacLennan [5-7] described 45 entodiniomor-

phid species from the 4 zebu cattle in Sri Lanka.

However, some of the species described by them

were extremely indistinct in the difference to

already known species, and some were described

as independent species based on the caudal spine

as the important character in spite of its morpho-

logical instability [2]. So that, they were adjusted

in conformity to our taxonomical standard [2] as

shown in Table 4. After the adjustment, the

number of species detected by Kofoid and Mac-

Lennan were 38 species with 9 formae. Of them,

13 species with 3 formae were not detected in the

present examination. This difference may be due

to the difference of the race of zebu cattle

surveyed; i.e., "Sinhala" race in the present

examination and "Cingalese" and "Indian" races

in Kofoid and MacLennan's survey [5]. Conse-

quently, the number of species detected from the

zebu cattle in Sri Lanka was resulted in 66 species

with 22 formae in all. As compared this ciliate

composition with those of the zebu cattle in other

areas, which were described previously [3-7, 10,

11], every composition indicated high similarity,

Table 4. Species names considered as synonyms of the ciliates detected by Kofoid and

MacLennan

Original name by Kofoid

and MacLennan [5-7]
Adjusted name by us Reference

Entodinium ellipsoideum

Entodinium acutonucleatum

Entodinium ovoideum

Eremoplastron rotundum

Eremoplastron brevispinum

Epidinium caudatum

Epidinium bicaudatum

Epidinium tricaudatum

Epidinium quadricaudatum

Epidinium cattanei

Epidinium eberleini

Entodinium bursa [5]

Entodinium longinucleatum acutonucleatum [12]

Entodinium ovinum [5]

Eremoplastron bovis [6, 8]

Eremoplastron dilobum [6, 8]

Epidinium ecaudatum caudatum [2]

Epidinium ecaudatum bicaudatum [2]

Epidinium ecaudatum tricaudatum [2]

Epidinium ecaudatum quadricaudatum [2]

Epidinium ecaudatum cattanei [2]

Epidinium ecaudatum eberleini [2]
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especially of those in neighbouring area such as

India, Philippines and Thailand; i.e., their com-

mon ratios were 94.7% (36 of 38 species) from

Indian cattle, 92.3% (24 of 26 species) from

Philippine cattle, and 83.9% (47 of 56 species)

from Thailander cattle, respectively. On the other

hand, 35 of 46 species (76. 1%) from Chinese cattle

and 24 of 33 species (72.7%) from Senegalese

cattle were common with that from the zebu cattle

in Sri Lanka. In Indonesia, Bali cattle which were

domesticated from wild Banteng, have been kept

as domestic ruminants, and 15 genera including 45

species have been reported from them [9]. Of the

species, 40 species (88.9%) were common with

that in the present examination. These results

might indicate the presence of geographical dis-

tribution of the rumen ciliates depending on the

opportunity of chance of transfaunation as men-

tioned also in the previous paper [9].

Of the ciliate species detected predominatingly

in this examination, most except Entodinium

biconcavum, E. chatterjeei and Ostracodinium

trivesiculatum are fairly common species, or they

have been widely detected from various species of

hosts and their habitating areas [2]. As previously

mentioned by the author [9], these species might

be cosmopolitan ones because of their high fre-

quencies of appearance and high opportunity of

infection to other hosts. In contrast, the 3 species,

E. biconcavum, E. chatterjeei and O. trivesicula-

tum, have relatively narrow distribution but de-

tected from the domestic ruminants in tropical

area in relatively common [2-4, 9].

On the other hand, some species such as

Parabundleia ruminantium, Polymorphella bovis,

Entodinium indicum, E.fujitai, E. javanicum, E.

gibberosum and Diplodinium psittaceum in addi-

tion to D.sinhalicum newly described, have been

detected from strongly limited area. Of them,

former 5 species have been found from the hosts in

Southeast Asia, Thailand [4], Indonesia [9] and/or

Taiwan [13]. E. gibberosum has been detected

only from the zebu cattle in Sri Lanka [5] and the

water buffalo in Brazil, which had been derived

from Taiwan [14]. D. psittaceum has been noticed

from the animals in Sri Lanka [6], China [10],

Senegal [11] and U.S.S.R. [8], but not in other

Southeast Asia.

In contrast, the present examination elucidated

the presence of Entodinium bursa, Diploplastron

affine and Polyplastron multivesiculatum, which

had been reported not from the hosts in Southeast

Asia but commonly from the hosts in northern

area such as U.S.S.R. [8] and Japan [15].

This result suggests that the ciliate fauna of zebu

cattle in Sri Lanka is strongly affected by those of

the animals in tropical area because the ciliate

species detected in common in those areas were

apparently predominant, but influence of the

faunae of the animals in northern area cannot be

disregarded because of the presence of the charac-

teristic species.

The animals examined in this survey are named

as "Sinhala" cattle and thought to be carried in Sri

Lanka in B.C. 6th century by the Sinhalese people

who immigrated from northern India [16]. From

the facts, it indicates a possibility that the ciliate

fauna of the animals in Sri Lanka has been formed

in the ciliates in tropical area, as well as that of

Thailand and Indonesia, and those in northern

Asia and Europe. The results that some ciliates,

such as Entodinium tsunodai, E. bubalum, Ostra-

codinium tiete and Enoploplastron triloricatum,

were detected both from the animals in Indonesia

[9] and Thailand [4] , but not from the zebu cattle

in Sri Lanka, in contrast, some others, such as

Entodinium gibberosum, Diplodinium psittaceum

and D. sinhalicum, had the reverse relation in spite

of their near location, may indicate a difference of

the origin of zebu cattle in Sri Lanka from the

animals in Southeast Asia. In the same point of

view, the Senegalese zebu cattle [11] may be

affected in the rumen ciliate fauna by the animals

in northern area.

The percentage composition of genera detected

in this examination resembled those in the domes-

tic animals in Indonesia [9]. It is known that the

generic composition varies with the feeding condi-

tion of host [17], and that the ratio occupied by the

ciliates of the genus Entodinium becomes higher

when the host is fed with concentrates-rich ratios

[1]. For instance, the composition ratios of En-

todinium and Diplodinium have been reported to

be 86.5% and 1.7% on average, respectively, in

the Japanese cattle fed mainly with both dry

grasses and concentrates [15]. Relatively low ratio
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of entodiniids and high ratio of diplodiniids in the

ciliate composition of ruminants in tropical area

would be one of the characteristics in the animals

fed only with roughage.

Regarding the number of species per head of

host, Kofoid and MacLennan [5-7] reported 24.3

species per host on average from 4 zebu cattle in

Sri Lanka. In the zebu cattle in other area, the

average number of species have been reported to

be 26.1 in Thailand [4] and 16.5 in Philippines [3].

It has been also reported that the values in cattle

and water buffalo have generally poorer ciliate

composition [3, 4, 13, 15] than in the zebu cattle.

The result obtained in the present examination

supported this tendency. On the other hand, the

average ciliate number obtained in this survey was

similar to the values in the domestic ruminants

kept in the neighbouring tropical area, such as

Indonesia [9], Thailand [4] and Philippines [3],

which were apparently lower than in the Japanese

cattle [15]. Such low values in the tropical rumi-

nants would be due to the feeding condition of

hosts as mentioned in the previous paper [9].
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Two New Hymenolepidid Tapeworms, Vampirolepis kawasakiensis and

Insectivorolepis mukooyamai, with Records of Known

Tapeworms from Bats of Japan 1

ISAMU SAWADA

Biological Laboratory, Nara Sangyo University, Sango, Nara 636, Japan

ABSTRACT—Of hymenolepidid tapeworms, five (including two new) species were recorded from bats

collected at various places in Japan in 1985. Vampirolepis kawasakiensis sp. n. and Insectivorolepis

mukooyamai sp. n. are described from the large Japanese noctule, Nyctalus lasiopterus aviator, of

Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa Prefecture and from the Natterer's bat, Myotis nattereri bombinus, of

Lokunohe-cho, Aomori Prefecture, respectively. V. kawasakiensis most closely resembles V. baeri, but

differs from it in smaller number of rostellar hooks (25 vs. 45-49), form of ovary (bilobate vs. lobulate)

and arrangement of testes (transverse row vs. triangular). /. mukooyamai closely resembles /. ooyabui,

but differs from it in shorter strobila, longer neck, form of ovary (trilobate vs. bilobate) and in the

position of genital pores (located a little posterior to the middle vs. located a little anterior to the

middle).

INTRODUCTION

In succession to the investigation in 1984 [1],

various kinds of bats were examined for tape-

worms to obtain supplementary data on the

helminth fauna of bats in Japan. This paper

reports two new hymenolepidid tapeworms with

records of the known hymenolepidid tapeworms

from bats in Japan.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bats were collected at various places in Japan

(Fig. 1) from January to November, 1985. The

bats were killed immediately after capture at the

collection sites. Their alimentary canals were cut

open as soon as possible and fixed in Carnoy's

fluid. At the laboratory, after being soaked in

45% acetic acid for about 30min for expanding,

they were stored in 70% alcohol. Tapeworms

obtained from these alcohol-preserved guts were

rinsed in tap water for about 12 hr. Then they

were stained with alcohol-hydrochloride-carmine,

Accepted February 26, 1986

Received February 4, 1986
1

This paper corresponds to "Helminth Fauna of Bats in

Japan XXXIV".

dehydrated in alcohol, cleared in xylene, and

mounted in Canada balsam. Measurements are

given in millimeters.

RESULTS

Bats examined and tapeworms obtained are

shown in Table 1.

Vampirolepis Spassky, 1954

Vampirolepis kawasakiensis sp. n.

(Figs. 2-4)

Of five large Japanese noctule, Nyctalus lasio-

pterus aviator, collected by Iguti from hollows of a

zelkova tree at Tama-ku, Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa

Prefecture, on February 7, 1985, two were found

infected with three mature specimens and a juve-

nile specimen of this tapeworm. The former were

fully mature, but not gravid.

Description: Medium-sized hymenolepidid;

worm length 28-35; maximum width 0.4-0.5.

Metamerism distinct, margins serrate. Proglottids

wider than long. Scolex 0.245 long by 0.224 wide,

not demarcated from neck. Rostellum pyriform,

0. 126 long by 0.098 wide , armed with a single circle

of 25 hooks measuring 0.025 long. Hook handle

slender; guard bluntly round at its end, slightly
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OKI SHOTO

OKINAWA SHIM A

AMAMI OOSHIMA

KIKAI SHIMA

Fig. 1. Map showing the collection sites of bats. For locality numbers, see Table 1.

Figs. 2-4. Vampirolepis kawasakiensis sp. n.

2: Scolex. 3: Rostellar hooks. 4: Mature proglottid. Scales in mm.
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shorter than blade; blade remarkably sharp at its

end. Rostellar sac elongated, 0.175 long by 0.105

wide. Suckers discoid, unarmed, 0.098 by 0.105.

Neck slender, 0.35-0.42 long by 0.18 wide.

Genital pores unilateral, located a little anterior

to the middle of proglottid margins. Testes three

in number, oval, 0.063-0.068 by 0.052-0.058,

arranged in a transverse row, one poral and two

aporal. Cirrus sac pyriform, 0.154 long by 0.028

wide, extending beyond longitudinal excretory

canals. Internal seminal vesicle measuring 0.070

by 0.028. External seminal vesicle oval, measuring

0.070 by 0.028-0.035. Seminal receptacle dorsal

to ovary, measuring 0.056 by 0.028-0.035. Vitel-

line gland compact, 0.021 in diameter, situated in

posterior field of proglottid. Ovary transversely

elongated, bilobate, 0.140-0.175 wide. Gravid

and senile proglottids unknown.

Host: Nyctalus lasiopterus aviator.

Site of infection: Small intestine.

Locality and date: Suge, Tama-ku, Kawasaki-

shi, Kanagawa Prefecture; February 7, 1985.

Type specimen: Holotype: NSU Lab. Coll.

No. 8601. Paratypes: No. 8602.

Remarks: So far as known to the author, four

species belonging to Vampirolepis Spassky: V.

baeri Murai, 1976 [2], V.skryabineriana Spassky,

1954 [3], V.christensoni (Macy, 1931) [4] and

V. spasski Andreiko, Skvortsov et Konovalov,

1969 [5], have been recorded from the bats of the

genus Nyctalus. Of these, the present species

closely resembles V. baeri from N. noctula in Hun-

gary in the length and form of rostellar hooks.

However, it differs from V. baeri in the smaller

number of rostellar hooks (25 vs. 45-49), the form

of ovary (bilobate vs. lobulate) and the arrange-

ment of testes (transverse row vs. triangular).

Vampirolepis isensis Sawada, 1966 [6]

Host: Rhinolophus cornutus orii. For locali-

ties, see Table 1 and Figure 1.

Vampirolepis hidaensis Sawada, 1967 [7]

Host: Miniopterus schreibersii fuliginosus and

M. schreibersii blepotis. For localities, see Table 1

and Figure 1.

Hymenolepis Weinland, 1858

Hymenolepis rashomonensis Sawada, 1972 [8]

Host: R. ferrumequinum nippon. For locali-

ties, see Table 1 and Figure 1.

Insectivorolepis Zarnowski, 1956

Insectivorolepis mukooyamai sp. n.

(Figs. 5-8)

From July 17 to November 11, 1985, six speci-

mens of Myotis nattereri bombinus were collected

by Mukooyama at Kumano Shrine, Lokunohe-

cho, Aomori Prefecture. Three of them were

found infected with 14 mature specimens and 27

juvenile specimens of this tapeworm.

Description: Small-sized hymenolepidid; stro-

bila 6-8 in length; maximum width 0.4-0.5.

Metamerism distinct, margins slightly serrate.

Scolex unarmed, 0.210-0.252 long by 0.203-0.217

wide, not sharply demarcated from neck. Four

suckers unarmed, 0.105-0.112 long by 0.091-0.098

wide. Unsegmented neck region long, 0.56-0.64

long by 0.084-0.140 wide.

Genital pores unilateral, located a little poste-

rior to the middle of proglottid margins. Testes

three in number, subspherical, 0.070-0.077 by

0.042-0.056, situated in the posterior field of

proglottid and arranged in a triangle, one poral

and two aporal. Cirrus sac pyriform, 0.091-0.105

long by 0.028 wide. Internal seminal vesicle 0.049

by 0.028-0.035, occupying almost whole of cirrus

sac, external seminal vesicle 0.035-0.049 by

0.021-0.042. Ovary trilobate, 0.053 by 0.074-

0.084 wide. Vitelline gland lying posterior to

ovary, 0.045-0.049 by 0.028-0.032. Saccated

seminal receptacle 0.077-0.098 by 0.049-0.070,

overlapping poral testis. Uterus arising directly

from ovarian lobes as a lobe sac, which is gradually

enlarging, not fulling entire gravid proglottid.

Eggs spherical, 0.045-0.049 in diameter, sur-

rounded by four thin envelopes. Onchospheres

spherical, 0.039 in diameter; embryonic hooks

0.014 long.

Host: Myotis nattereri bombinus.

Site of infection: Small intestine.

Locality and date: Lokunohe-cho, Aomori

Prefecture; July 17, 1985.

Type specimen: Holotype: NSU Lab. Coll.
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» 0%f:

p. &

Figs. 5-8. Insectivorolepis mukooyamai sp. n.

5: Scolex. 6: Mature proglottid. 7: Senile proglottid. 8: Egg. Scales in mm.

No. 8603. Paratypes: No. 8604.

Remarks: The tapeworms belonging to the

genus Insectivorolepis have hitherto been isolated

from Rhinolophus ferrumequinum nippon, col-

lected at various parts westward from Chiba

Prefecture. This is the first record from Toohoku

district and from Myotis nattereri bombinus in

Japan.

The present new species closely resembles /.

ooyabui [9] from R. ferrumequinum nippon in the

form of scolex and the arrangement of testes.

However, it differs from /. ooyabui in the shorter

strobila (7-8 vs. 32-81), longer neck (0.56-0.64 vs.

absent), the position of genital pores (located a

little posterior to the middle vs. anterior to the

middle) and the form of ovary (trilobate vs.

bilobate).
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[COMMUNICATION]

Phosphorylation of Cricket Myosin Light Chain and

Mg2+-activated Actomyosin ATPase Activity
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Honkomagome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, and ' Department

of Biology, Faculty of Science, Chiba University,

Chiba 260, Japan

ABSTRACT—In vivo phosphorylation of cricket myosin

light chain was detected by autoradiography after

pyrophosphate gel electrophoresis followed by SDS gel

electrophoresis. At least one radioactive spot of the light

chain (27'kDa) was detected by two dimensional gel

electrophoresis. Upon the treatment of cricket actomy-

osin with a chicken gizzard phosphatase preparation, the

27' kDa light chain was dephosphorylated and the Mg2+ -

enhanced ATPase activity at low ionic strength was

markedly reduced.

Muscular contraction is regulated by micromolar

concentrations of calcium ion in all the animal

kingdom, but there is diversity in a manner of the

calcium control (cf. [1]). In insect muscle, one of

the present authors first showed the role of

troponin-tropomyosin system [2] confirmed and

extended by Bullard et al. [3]. However, Bullard

and her associates later reported that there are

dual controls in locust muscle: actin (troponin-

tropomyosin)- and myosin-linked [4].

As for the myosin-linked calcium regulation, the

phosphorylation of locust myosin light chain (30

kDa) was experimentally shown in vitro [5].

However, any further information has not yet been

available (for a review, cf. [6]). The present

communication describes our preliminary results

that at least one of cricket myosin light chains is

phosphorylated in vivo, and its dephosphorylation

Accepted April 14, 1986

Received March 31, 1986

in vitro is accompanied with the decrease in

the Mg2+-enhanced actomyosin ATPase activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The cricket, Gryllus bimaculata, was reared in

our laboratory. Myosin and actomyosin were pre-

pared from thoracic muscle as described elsewhere

[7]. A crude phosphatase sample was obtained

from chicken gizzard [8]. ATPase activity was

determined by measuring inorganic phosphate (Pi)

according to Martin and Doty [9].

Incorporation experiments of radioactive Pi into

myosin light chain were carried out as described

under Results and Discussion. Pyrophosphate gel

electrophoresis and 2-dimensional gel electro-

phoresis (first, isoelectric focusing (IEF) and

second, SDS gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE))

were performed as reported by Takano-Ohmuro et

al. [10].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In vivo phosphorylation of myosin light chain

Approximately 40 fA of a solution containing 85

juCi
32P (HC1 free), purchased from New England

Nuclear, was injected into a cricket abdomen.

Four crickets were used. After kept living for

16 hr, thoracic muscles were dissected out and

myosin was extracted. The crude myosin extract
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was subjected to pyrophosphate gel electro-

phoresis, and then a myosin band cut out of the gel

was electrophoresed in the presence of SDS to

separate heavy and light chains of myosin. The

second dimensional IEF gel electrophoresis was

further carried out to reveal phosphorylated spots

of light chain. To detect radioactivity, auto-

radiography was adopted.

Figure 1 shows the incorporation of injected
32P

into light chains of cricket myosin. There were

four light chains, approximately 27'kDa, 27kDa,

20kDa and 17kDa chain weights, respectively.

The 27' kDa chain band was faint just above the

distinct 27 kDa band (Fig. Id). Radioactivity was

detected only in the larger light chain (27' kDa

and/or 27 kDa; Fig. la, b). This result is in agree-

ment with that by Winkelman and Bullard [5]

showing phosphorylation of the 30 kDa light chain

-HC

27'kDa
27 kDa

-20kDa
-17 kDa

of locust myosin. To identify the radioactive light

chain, two dimensional electrophoresis was carried

out. As seen in Figure 2a, several spots were

detected in 27 kDa light chain region. Actually the

lower dense spot consisted of four spots (see

Fig. 3a). The radioactivity was detected in the

upper spot (Fig. 2b). This corresponded to the

27'kDa light chain (Fig. Id). However, because

of low resolution of the autoradiogram it cannot be

excluded that the uppermost spot of the 27 kDa
light chain is also phosphorylated (Fig. 2a, b).

The 27'kDa, 27 kDa and 20 kDa light chains of

cricket myosin correspond to fLQ , fLC2 and fLC3

light chains of Drosophila flight muscle [10].

Light chain dephosphorylation and actomyosin

A TPase activity

In order to dephosphorylate myosin light chain,

cricket actomyosin was treated with a crude

phosphatase preparation from chicken gizzard

for 15min at 25°C. Two dimensional gel electro-

phoresis revealed that the highest chain weight

light chain (27'kDa) spot slightly shifted to alka-

line side after the phosphatase treatment (Fig. 3).

This result suggests that at least one of the light

HtilE OH~

LU

a b c d

Fig. 1. In vivo incorporation of radioactive phosphate

into the 27 kDa light chain of cricket myosin, a,

autoradiogram of crude myosin; b, autoradiogram

of separated myosin; c, SDS-PAGE pattern of

crude myosin; d, SDS-PAGE pattern of separated

myosin. Myosin heavy chain is denoted by HC.
* and ** indicate gel top and gel bottom, respective-

ly. For conditions, see text.

Fig. 2. Two dimensional gel electrophoresis patterns of
32
P-labeled cricket myosin light chains. Arrow indi-

cates phosphorylated spot of 27' kDa light chain, a,

stained with silver; b, autoradiogram.
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H+JEF—^oi-r

Fig. 3. Two dimensional gel electrophoresis patterns of

cricket myosin light chains treated with chicken

gizzard phosphatase, a, control; b, treated one.

Arrow indicates dephosphorylated 27' kDa light

chain. Stained with silver.

chains of cricket myosin can be dephosphorylated

by chicken gizzard phosphatase action.

The effect of the phoshatase treatment on the

Mg2+-enhanced ATPase activity of actomyosin at

low ionic strength was tested. As presented in

Table 1, the ATPase activity was markedly de-

creased by the phosphatase action. Maximally,

75% inhibition was observed. Since the phospha-

tase sample used was crude, it was possible that

some ATPase inhibitor had been present. There-

fore, the ATPase activity specific to myosin, e.g.,

Ca2+-activated and EDTA-activated ATPase ac-

tivities were measured in the presence of 3 mM

Table 1. Effects of chicken gizzard phosphatase

treatment on the Mg2+-enhanced ATPase

activity of cricket actomyosin

Amount of

phosphatase added (mg)

ATPase activity

(//moles Pi/mg/min)

0.081

0.047 0.029

0.94 0.021

1.87 0.018

Actomyosin (0.1 mg) was incubated with a crude

sample of chicken gizzard phosphatase for 15min

at 25°C in the presence of 20mM KC1, 10mM
imidazole buffer, pH8.0, 5//M MgCl2 . ATPase

action was started by the addition of 1 mM ATP.

CaCl2 , and 10mM EDTA and 1M KC1, respec-

tively. Any changes in these ATPase activities

were not observed. Thus, it is strongly suggested

that dephosphorylation of myosin light chain

(27' kDa) results in the decrease in Mg2+-en-
hanced ATPase activity of insect actomyosion as in

vertebrate smooth muscle, although 20 kDa light

chain (LC2 ) is involved (cf. [11]).

The present work suggests that phosphorylation

of one of the light chains (27' kDa) of cricket

myosin is related to the Mg2+-enhanced actomy-

osin. However, it should be pointed out that the

amount of dephosphorylatable light chain was less

than one-fifth of the total amount of the similar

chain weight light chain (27 kDa), judging from the

two dimensional electrophoresis patterns (Fig. 3).

How dose such a small amount of the light chain

can operate in the regulation of ATPase activity?

Further work is needed to clarify the situation.
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ABSTRACT—Acid polysaccharide components pre-

pared from thiocyanate-treated embryos of the sea

urchin, Clypeaster japonicus, were compared with those

from control gastrulae by means of two-dimensional

electrophoresis. In thiocyanate-treated embryos pre-

vented from the post-gastrular development, the synthe-

sis of one polysaccharide component called 3B was

inhibited. Roles of the component 3B were discussed on

the morphogenesis of sea urchin embryos.

urchin, C. japonicus, and that these sulfated poly-

saccharides were not found in permanent blastulae

cultured in sulfate-free sea water [8].

There have been few reports on polysaccharide

composition of animalized embryos. In this paper,

we show that thiocyanate altered polysaccharide

composition in the C. japonicus embryos.

Since Herbst showed the effects of lithium or

thiocyanate on the development of sea urchin

embryos [1, 2], many chemical agents have been

reported to induce animalization or vegetalization

of sea urchin embryos [3]. Sulfate deprivation also

induces animalization of embryos [3].

The development of sea urchin embryos is

arrested at the blastula stage in sulfate-free sea

water [4] or in the presence of selenate, an

inhibitor of polysaccharide sulfating systems [5], or

xyloside [6] or tunicamycine [7], inhibitors of

proteoglycan and glycoprotein syntheses. These

facts suggest that newly synthesized proteoglycans

or glycoproteins containing sulfated polysaccha-

rides are important for the morphogenesis such as

gastrulation and spicule formation in sea urchin

embryos.

In the preceding paper, we reported that three

kinds of sulfated polysaccharides were newly

observed during gastrulation in embryos of the sea

Accepted March 20, 1986
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Gamates of the sea urchin, C. japonicus, were

obtained by intracoelomic injection of 0.5 M KC1.

After insemination, embryos were cultured at 20°C
in artificial sea water, Jamarin, purchased from

Jamarin Laboratory (Osaka, Japan). Animaliza-

tion was induced by culturing embryos after

two-cell stage in sea water containing 4% isotonic

(0.55 M) sodium thiocyanate. At 36 hr after ferti-

lization when control embryos developed to the

gastrula stage, control and animalized embryos

(2.5 XlO6 embryos) were collected by centrifuga-

tion at 2,000 rpm for 5 min, and then homogenized

in 5 volumes of deionized water at 0°C. To the

homogenate, one fifth volume of 60% (w/v)

trichloroacetic acid was added. The mixture was

kept at 0°C for 30 min and then centrifuged at

3,000 rpm for 20 min. Acid polysaccharide frac-

tion was prepared from the precipitate as de-

scribed previously [8] and further purified by

two-dimensional electrophoresis on cellulose ace-

tate films according to the method of Hata and

Nagai [9].
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the development of control and

thiocyanate-treated embryos. At 38 hr after ferti-

lization, control embryos reached the late gastrula

stage, while thiocyanate-treated embryos re-

mained at the mesenchyme blastula stage.

Thiocyanate retarded the appearance and the

migration of primary mesenchyme cells and gas-

trulation (Fig. 1A, B). Futhermore, thiocyanate

prevented primary mesenchyme cells from forming

bilateral arrangement. At the time when control

embryos developed up to the pluteus stage, spi-

cules were not observed in thiocyanate-treated

embryos, although gastrulation had occurred

normaly (Fig. 1C, D). These effects of thiocya-

nate are called radialization, that is, weak anima-

lization of embryos, and this can be explained by

the defect of the orientation of primary mesen-

chyme cells in thiocyanate-treated embryos.

Figure 2 shows two-dimensional electrophoreto-

grams of acid polysaccharides prepared from

control gastrulae and thiocyanate-treated embryos

at 36 hr after fetilization. In control embryos, 8

polysaccharide components were detected, that is,

IF, 2A, 2B, 2F, 3A, 3B, 3C and 4D (Fig. 2A).

The components 3A, 3B and 3C are sulfated

polysaccharides which appear in control embryos

during gastrulation and that these are not found in

embryos at the hatching blastula stage [8]. In

thiocyanate-treated embryos, the component 3B

was not detected, and this was the only difference

in polysaccharide compositions between control

and thiocyanate-treated embryos (Fig. 2B). This

indicates that thiocyanate does not inhibit poly-

saccharide synthesis totally since 3A and 3C were

observed in thiocyanate-treated embryos. It is

important to note that the component 3B is not

detected in embryos cultured in sulfate-free sea

water [8] and that the sulfate deprivation induces

-̂A.

1

_ D
Fig. 1. Development of control (A, C) and thiocyanate-treated (B, D) embryos of

the sea urchin, Clypeaster japonicus. A, B: Embryos at 38 hr after fertilization.

C, D: Embryos at 80 hr after fertilization. Bar, 100 /urn.
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Fig. 2. Two-dimensional electrophoretograms of acid polysaccharides prepared from control (A) and thiocyanate-

treated (B) embryos at 36 hr after fertilization. The first dimension of electrophoresis was carried out in 0.47M
formic acid-0.1 M pyridine (pH 3.0) for 30min and the second was in 0.1 M barium acetate for 2.5 hr under a

constant current of 1 mA/cm. The spots were contrasted by staining films with 0.1% aician blue in 1% acetic

acid and classified according to their mobilities as described previously [8]. Reference spots are: Ha,

hyaluronic acid; C, chondroitin sulfate C; Hp, heparin.

animalization of embryos [3]. The component 3B

seems to be a constituent of extracellular matrix of

the C. japonicus embryos since 3B is extracted by

dissociating embryonic cells under calcium-

magnesium-free conditions [8]. Thus, the compo-

nent 3B may play important roles to guide and

orientate primary mesenchyme cells in the ex-

tracellular matrix of the embryo.

At this time, we do not know the inhibitory

mechanism of thiocyanate on the component 3B

synthesis. It may be ruled out, however, that

thiocyanate inhibits polysaccharide sufating sys-

tems because (i) a non-sulfated precursor of the

component 3B which is observed in embryos

cultured in sulfate-free sea water [8] was not

detected in thiocyanate-treated embryos, (ii) the

components 3A and 3C are sulfated normally in

thiocyanate-treated embryos judging from their

electrophoretic mobilities. Thus, we suppose that

thiocyanate obstracts the core protein synthesis or

the elongation of sugar chain of the component

3B.
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ABSTRACT— Effects of dexamethasone and vasopres-

sin treatments on the sprouting of vasopressin axons in

the external layer of the median eminence after adre-

nalectomy or hypophysectomy were immunohistochemi-

cally studied in rats. The increase of vasopressin axons

after adrenalectomy was suppressed by dexamethasone

treatment. However, neither dexamethasone nor vaso-

pressin treatment was effective in preventing the increase

of vasopressin axons in hypophysectomized rats. These

results suggest that the sprouting of vasopressin axons

and the loading of vasopressin in axons after

hypophysectomy are not directly related to the decline in

circulating glucocorticoids and vasopressin.

Following hypophysectomy (hypox) or posterior

lobectomy, axonal growth and eventual reorgan-

ization of a neural lobe-like tissue occur at the

proximal end of the infundibular stem, and later

the operated animals show a recovery from the

initial polydiptic state [1-7]. During the reorgan-

ization, the sprouting of vasopressin (VP)- and

oxytocin (OT)-immunoreactive axons in the exter-

nal layer of the median eminence (ME) has

recently been studied by Ibata et al. [8] and

Kawamoto and Kawashima [9, 10].

The enhanced loading of VP in pre-existing and

sprouted axons was also found in adrenalecto-

mized rats [11-15]. The enhancement is due to the

increased synthesis of VP in the parvocellular

neurons in the paraventricular nucleus by the

absence of glucocorticoids [16-19].

However, it is unknown whether the increase of

Accepted April 21, 1986
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VP and OT axons in the external layer of the ME
after hypox is mediated by the absence or a

reduction of glucocorticoids due to lacking of

ACTH. The present study was undertaken to

examine the effects of exogenously administered

dexamethasone and VP on the sprouting of VP
and OT axons.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Male rats of the Wistar/Tw strain at 90-150 days

of age maintained in this laboratory were used in

the present experiments. They were housed in a

light- and temperature-controlled room with free

access to laboratory chow and tap water. Lights

were on from 06:00hr to 18:00hr. Hypox was

performed under pentobarbital anesthesia by

transaural approach. The fistulous needle used for

hypox has an external diameter of 1.2 mm. Bi-

lateral adrenalectomy (adx) was performed under

ether anesthesia. Adrenalectomized animals

received 0.9% NaCl as drinking water.

Animals were divided into several groups as

follows. (1) Adx rats given injection of 10 /ug

dexamethasone (DEX) (Sigma, Missouri) dis-

solved in 0.1ml sesame oil per 100 g body weight

(BW), (2) adx or sham-operated rats given vehicle

oil only serving as control groups, (3) hypox rats

given injections of 10 /ug or 50,«g DEX in 0.1ml

sesame oil per 100 g BW, (4) hypox or sham-

operated rats given oil only serving as control

groups for group 3, (5) hypox rats given injections

of 4//g VP (Peptide Institute Inc., Osaka) dis-
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solved in 0.2 ml of 0.9% NaCl per 100 g BW, and

(6) hypox or sham-operated rats given 0.9% NaCl

only serving as control groups for group 5. Each

group was composed of 4 to 6 rats. In all groups

injections were given subcutaneously and daily for

10 days beginning on the day of operation.

At autopsy performed 10 days after the opera-

tion, the hypothalamo-hypophyseal region was

fixed in Bouin's fluid. Serial sagittal or frontal

sections were cut in paraplast at 8 //m in thickness

and divided into two series. One of the two series

of sections was stained with anti-VP serum and the

other series with anti-OT serum. Immunohis-

tochemistry was performed by the avidin-biotin-

peroxidase complex (ABC) technique [20]. Proce-

dures were as follows. (1) Anti-VP serum (1:

6,400) or anti-OT serum (1 : 6,400) for 24 hr at 4°C,

(2) biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG (1 : 200) for

30min at room temperature, (3) ABC reagents

(1 : 100) (Avidin DH and biotinylated horseradish

peroxidase H) of the ABC kit (Vector Laborato-

ries, California) for 30min at room temperature,

and (4) 0.01% 3,3'-diaminobenzidine in 0.05 M
Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) containing 0.005% H2 2

for 5min at room temperature. The characteriza-

tion of anti-OT serum (RO-2K) was reported

elsewhere [10]. The antiserum to VP (RV-1K)

was prepared according to the previous procedures

[10]. The characterization of this antiserum was

carried out by radioimmunoassay, and showed that

the antiserum could bind 50% of the tracer

(
131I-VP) at the serum dilution of 10,000, while in

the assay system relative cross-reactivity of OT and

arginine vasotocin was 0% and 30%, respectively.

The specificity of immunohistochemical reaction

with anti-VP serum (RV-1K) was examined in

sections by omission of the primary antiserum,

substitution of primary antiserum by normal rabbit

serum and preincubation of primary antiserum

with VP or OT (lO^g/ml of diluted antiserum) for

24 hr. Addition of 10 p.g VP to 1ml of diluted

anti-VP serum (1 : 6,400) for 24 hr before applica-

tion abolished the staining, while the preincuba-

tion with 10 p.g OT did not affect VP staining. No
immunostaining was detected in sections subjected

to other two tests.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In sham-operated rats, numerous VP and OT
axons originating from the hypothalamic neurons

run through the fiber layer of the ME (Fig. la, b).

In hypox rats, VP axons markedly increased in the

external layer and were also rich in the ependymal

: '
' It •.,

-.y- •

1 -, -•-.^^^'^fe^ T&Se.
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A

Fig. 1. Sagittal sections of the neurohypophysis in a sham operated rat (a and b) and reorganized neural lobe-like

tissue in a hypophysectomized rat 10 days after the operation (c and d). a and c: Stained with anti-VP serum, b

and d: Stained with anti-OT serum. Note the difference in amount between VP and OT in the external layer of

the median eminence (ME) in the hypophysectomized rat (c vs. d). Arrows indicate approximate planes of

frontal sections shown in Fig. 2. NL: neural lobe, RNL: reorganized NL, IIIV: third ventricle.

Bar: 200^m.
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layer (Fig. lc). Similarly OT axons were more

widely distributed in hypox rats than sham-

operated rats (Fig. Id). However, the degree of

extension of distribution after hypox was less

pronounced in OT axons than VP axons, in

agreement with the findings in mice [10].

Ten days after adx, VP axons markedly in-

creased in the external layer of the ME (Fig. 2b) as

compared with that in sham-operated rats (Fig.

2a). No VP axons were visible in the ependymal

layer in both groups of rats. The administration of

10 fig DEX per 100 g BW daily for 10 days

markedly suppressed the VP immunoreactivity of

the external layer of adx rats (Fig. 2c), and its

immunohistological profile was not different from

that of sham-operated controls. These findings

accord well with the previous studies [13, 14] and

suggest that the absence of glucocorticoids is

essential in adx rats for enhanced sprouting of VP
axons and their termination in the external layer of

the ME. In contrast, few OT axons were encoun-

tered in the external layer in adx rats treated with

either DEX or sesami oil alone.

In hypox rats, the number of VP axons in the

external layer of the ME was decidedly more than

that in sham-operated rats (Fig. 2d, e). Injections

of 10 /ug DEX failed to suppress the increase of VP
axon termini in the external layer (Fig. 2f).

However, in rats given injections of 50 fig DEX,
VP axons in the external layer were less frequent

than those in rats treated with 10 fig DEX (Fig.

2g). On the other hand, the influence of 50 jug

DEX was far less apparent for OT axons, because

the immunoreactivity of OT axons in the external

Fig. 2. VP axons in frontal sections of the median eminence in rats 10 days after the operation.

(a-c), a: Sham-operated control for adrenalectomy (adx) groups. Vehicle injected, b: Adx rat given vehicle

only, c: Adx rat given 10,ug dexamethasone (DEX)/100g BW daily for 10 days.

(d-g), d: Sham-operated control for hypophysectomy (hypox) groups. Oil injected, e: Hypox rat given oil

only, f: Hypox rat given 10 fig DEX/lOOg BW for 10 days, g: Hypox rat given 50 fig DEX/lOOg BW for 10

days.

(h-j), h: Sham-operated control for hypox groups. 0.9% NaCl injected, i: Hypox rat given 0.9% NaCl.

j: Hypox rat given 4 Mg VP/lOOg BW for 10 days. Bar: 50 pan.
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layer was not extensive even in oil-injected hypox

rats. The delayed sprouting of OT axons in the

external layer confirms previous studies [8, 10].

The fact that the increase of VP axons in hypox

rats was not suppressed by a physiological dose of

DEX (10//g/100g BW) suggests that the increase

is, in principle, independent of glucocorticoids

deficiency. Suppressive effect of a large dose of

DEX (50/^g/100g BW) may be due to its more

general (such as anti-inflammatory) action on any

tissue. Daily injections of A fig VP per 100 g BW
for 10 days were not effective on the sprouting (as

ascertained by immunoreactivity) of VP and OT
axons in the external layer of the ME (Fig. 2h, i, j).

In the reorganized neural lobe marked im-

munoreactivity to both antisera was observed at 10

days after hypox, but the stainability was stronger

for anti-VP serum than anti-OT serum. Treatment

with DEX (10 or 50 fig) or VP induced no

significant alteration in the immunoreactivity of

the reorganized neural lobe to both antisera. In

our separate study, in rats at 30 postoperative

days, the accumulation of OT in the reorganized

neural lobe further increased, while VP im-

munoreactivity became weaker as compared with

that at 10 postoperative days. Ten daily injections

of VP (4,«g/100g BW) before autopsy at 30 days

after hypox enhanced VP immunoreactivity of the

reorganized neural lobe (unpublished observa-

tions), suggesting that the exogenous VP was

effective in restoring VP accumulation. The dose

of VP-used in these studies was about three times

greater than the dose capable of inducing anti-

diuresis in Wistar/Tw rats [21].

In conclusion, the present study suggested that

the sprouting of VP axons after hypox is associated

with intrinsic neuronal response to the extirpation

of axon termini rather than the decline in endo-

genous glucocorticoids and VP.
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ABSTRACT—Males of the rhinoceros beetle Allomy-

rina dichotoma, prominent night-active insects, were

intraabdominally injected with uridine, an active compo-

nent of the sleep-promoting substance. Lower doses

(1-10 pmol) caused a slight reduction in nocturnal

locomotor activity, while larger doses (0.1-10nmol)

induced hyperactivity. The behavior-modulating proper-

ty of uridine suggests a close relationship between the

mechanisms involved in the control of sleep-wakefulness

in higher vertebrates and circadian rest-activity rhythms

in invertebrates.

INTRODUCTION

A nuumber of endogenous substances have been

known to be more or less related to the induction

and maintenance of sleep in mammals [1]. Uri-

dine, a pyrimidine nucleoside, is identified as an

active component of the sleep-promoting sub-

stance which was extracted and purified from the

brainstems of sleep-deprived rats [2]. A profound

increase in nocturnal sleep is induced in unre-

strained rats infused intracerebroventricularly with

uridine [3]. A short-term increase in sleep is

induced by an intraperitoneal injection of uridine

in freely moving rats [4]. Since uridine is common-

ly distributed in the living organisms as an RNA
constituent, it should be of particular interest to

investigate the effect of uridine on the rest-activity

behavior of invertebrates, if any. This paper deals

with the first attempt to such an approach. The

preliminary note has been published elsewhere

[1,5].
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Thirty males of the rhinoceros beetle Allomy-

rina dichotoma, 40-50mm in body length, were

purchased from a local dealer during the late June

to the early July 1984. They had been captured in

their natural habitats. They were individually kept

in a wire mesh cage (12x17x7 cm) placed in an

air-conditioned room (25±1°C, 60 +6% relative

humidity) under a 12-hr light and 12-hr dark cycle

(lights on: 08:00-20:00). A piece of pineapple

fruit was daily given as food. Each cage was

suspended from a large rack with metal springs.

Hence the movement of the beetles provoked

temporal swings of the cage, which were detected

by a vibration sensor (Pickup MT-3T, Nihon

Kohden, Tokyo). The vibrations were con-

tinuously recorded by a polygraph and the dura-

tion of locomotive episodes was digitally processed

through a computer-aided system [3, 6].

After a week's adaptation period, 50 /A of 0.9%

saline as a control solution was intraabdominally

injected through a small window made on the

median edge of the right elytra 3 hr before onset of

the dark period. On the next day, uridine at doses

of 1-10,000 pmol dissolved in 50^1 of 0.9% saline

was similarly injected. The locomotor activity in

the 12-hr dark period was individually compared to

that in the previous control night and expressed as

per cent change.

RESULTS

Rhinoceros beetles are known as night-active
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insects in their natural habitat. Also in the cap-

tured condition, they stayed almost immobile

throughout the light period and markedly active

during the dark period corresponding to the

evening to the early hours. It was noted that

individual varieties in the locomotor activity were

considerably large.

A summarized result is shown in Figure 1. The

uridine administration exerted a biphasic effect on

the nocturnal locomotor activity. The lower dos-

age (1-10 pmol) caused a slight reduction of the

activity duration, although the change was not

statistically significant due to the large deviations.

-1

1 10 100 1000 10000

URIDINE (pmol)

Fig. 1. Mean per cent changes in the nocturnal locomo-

tor activity of the rhinoceros beetles injected with

uridine. *: P<0.05 (paired-f-test).

BEETLE -10

17 20 08

CLOCK TIME
Fig. 2. Hourly cumulative activity record for 2 con-

secutive days in a single rhinoceros beetle injected

with saline (thin curve) and 10 pmol of uridine at a

24-hr interval (thick curve). The time of the injec-

tions is indicated by an arrow. L and D mean
respectively the light and the dark period.

08 17 20

CLOCK TIME
Fig. 3. Hourly cumulative activity record for 2 con-

secutive days in a single rhinoceros beetle injected

with saline (thin curve) and 10,000 pmol of uridine

at a 24-hr interval (thick curve). Other explana-

tions, see Fig. 2.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of the behavior-

suppressing effect of uridine. On the contrary, the

larger dosage (0. 1-100 nmol) brought about a

prolongation of the active period. The difference

was statistically significant in insects injected with

100 nmol uridine (Fig. 1). Figure 3 shows a typical

example of the behavior-enhanching effect of

uridine.

DISCUSSION

This study clearly demonstrated that uridine

may modify the rest-activity behavior in rhinoceros

beetles. The effect is biphasic: the lower dosage

induced a hypoactivity while the higher dosage

caused a hyperactivity. At present, no informa-

tion is available to elucidate the phenomenon. In

this connection, two species of cyprinid fish which

are exposed to a uridine solution may exhibit a

similar biphasic change in their swimming activity

[1, 5]. Furthermore, in freely moving rats, an

optimal dose of uridine which is either intracere-

broventricularly infused [3] or intraperitoneal^

injected [4] acts as sleep-promoting, but lower and

higher doses are ineffective. Thus the behavior-

modulating and sleep-promoting properties of

uridine are strictly dose-dependent.

Suppose that the state of rest in lower animals is

the precursor of sleep in higher animals, the

sleep-promoting property of uridine in mammals

may well be related to the behavior-modulating
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property in fish and insects. It might be hypothe-

sized that an endogenous substance which is

related to the regulation of rest-activity rhythms

may become involved in the regulation of sleep-

waking cycles in the course of the evolution of

sleep and finally differentiated into a sleep sub-

stance. Further investigations will clarify the

hypothesis.
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Growth of Rats Exposed to Far-Infrared Radiation

Shojiro Inoue and Kazuki Honda

Division of Biocybernetics, Institute for Medical and Dental Engineering,

Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Kanda-Surugadai 2-3-10,

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101, Japan

ABSTRACT—Male and female rats which were con-

tinuously exposed to far-infrared radiation since the

prenatal period exhibited an acceleration of the body

growth.

The limits of radiation effective for inducing a

physiological reaction are considered to lie be-

tween 300 and 950 nm [1]. Recently, however,

much attention has been paid to the response of

living organisms to the far-infrared radiation. Yet

no experimental analysis has been performed on

the effect of the far-infrared irradiation on the

body growth of developing animals. This paper

deals with the first attempt to detect such an effect,

if any.

Female rats of the Sprague-Dawley strain,

raised in our closed colony on a 12-hr light and

12-hr dark schedule under constant air-

conditioned environment (24±2°C, 60 + 10% rela-

tive humidity), were mated at 80-90 days of age.

They were allowed free access to rat chow and

water. Pregnant rats were individually isolated to

a polycarbonate cage (265 X 425 X 150 mm) at 17-

20 days of gestation. In each cage, 3-5 ceramic

disks (diameter: 40 mm, thickness: 5 mm), which

were coated with a thin layer of either far-infrared

irradiative film or non-active control film, were

placed. The experimental disk is proven to radiate

a band of 4-16 /urn far-infrared ray (energy inten-

sity: 12,600-71,500 cal/m
2
/hr at 60°C). On the

second day (1 day of age) of delivery, i.e. within

30 hr after parturition, pups were weighed by an

Accepted March 24, 1986
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electronic balance (Shimadzu, Kyoto) and the

litter size was adjusted to 8 pups per mother.

Body weights were recorded every 5 days. On 11

days of age, the mother and the pups were

transferred to a metal mesh cage (26 X 38 X 18 cm),

in which either 5 experimental or 5 control disks

were placed. On 21 days of age, pups were

weaned. Females and males were separated and

4-5 animals were housed in a cage where the disks

were similarly placed. Statistical analysis between

the experimental and the control groups of the

same age and sex was done by the Student's t test.

As shown in Table 1, the summarized results

indicate that the body weight of newborn rats of

both sexes was smaller in the experimental group

than in the control group. The difference between

the groups was statistically significant in males but

not in females. The smaller body weight of new-

borns in the experimental group may be attributed

to a larger number of litter mates in utero, since

the average number of newborns per mother was

10.8 (n= 17) in the experimental group while 8.94

(n= 18) in the control group. The difference in the

number of newborns might be due to the ex-

perimental treatment. However, within 5 and 10

postnatal days in female and male pups respective-

ly, the body weight of the experimental group

exceeded that of the control group. This situation

continued throughout the recording period except

for a few occasions in case of males. The differ-

ence between the two groups of the same sex

ranged from 0-3% (statistically insignificant) to

4-7% (statistically significant).

In spite of the smaller size at delivery, the rats in

the experimental group grew larger in the postna-
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Table 1. Body weight of far-infrared ray-exposed and non-exposed rats

Age
(days)

No. of

rats
Experimental

No. of

rats
Control Difference

Male

1 78 6.11+ 1.07* 76 6.45 + 0.93 P<.05

6 68 12.87+ 1.43 57 12.87+ 1.73 NS

11 85 22.75+ 2.23 58 22.29 + 3.03 NS

16 59 33.48+ 3.05 50 33.49 + 2.72 NS

21 38 48.75+ 3.51 41 45.61 + 4.27 P<.01

26 33 74.28+ 6.03 38 70.24 + 5.29 P<.01

31 29 104.20+ 7.87 32 97.11 + 5.05 P<.01

36 27 141.22+11.45 30 134.70 + 9.50 P<.05

41 47 173.76+15.10 33 172.29+12.40 NS

46 28 215.74+18.13 30 207.23 + 14.61 P<.05

51 16 244.19 + 14.28 29 245.86+15.66 NS

56 28 291.07 + 23.65 33 278.47+17.20 P<.01

61 28 320.10 + 27.08 27 306.96 + 21.06 P<.05

Female

1 52 5.99+ 0.83 64 6.05 + 0.72 NS

6 36 11.98+ 1.67 30 11.61 + 1.61 NS

11 35 21.43+ 2.17 21 20.26+ 2.22, P<.05

16 29 32.79+ 2.53 19 31.84 + 2.53 NS

21 33 46.05+ 4.13 30 43.40+ 3.79 P<.01

26 21 68.61+ 7.25 25 64.62 + 5.58 P<.05

31 20 94.11+ 8.49 23 89.33 + 6.71 P<.05

36 13 116.32+12.19 25 114.28 + 7.84 NS

41 33 138.92+11.13 30 137.72+ 9.59 NS

46 20 157.15 + 10.64 25 152.50 + 8.97 NS

51 17 168.14+14.25 18 167.94 + 9.20 NS

56 20 184.20+11.86 30 183.46+13.35 NS

_ 61 20 198.30+12.96 18 194.88 + 14.28 NS

* Mean ±S.E.

tal life. It seems likely that the continuous expo-

sure to the far-infrared radiation exerted a growth-

promoting influence. At present, no information

is available as to the mechanism involved in this

phenomenon. The folklore concerning the health-

improving properties of far-infrared rays should be

systematically analyzed on the basis of a modern

biomedical technique and evaluated from a scien-

tific point of view. In this connection, it is sugges-

tive that diurnal slow wave sleep is significantly

promoted in rats continuously exposed to the

far-infrared radiation (K. Honda and S. Inoue, in

preparation).
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REVIEW

New Insights into Neuroendocrine Regulation of the

Crustacean Molt Cycle

Mark P. Mattson 1

Department of Biology, University of Iowa, Iowa City,

IA 52242, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

The protective but limiting exoskeleton of

crustaceans must be periodically replaced through

the molting process in order for growth to occur.

The timing of ecdysis is critical for survival and is

sensitive to environmental cues such as tempera-

ture, photoperiod and stressors [1-4]. Cellular

events leading to ecdysis are, as in insects, stimu-

lated by 20-hydroxyecdysone, the precursor of

which (ecdysone) is produced from cholesterol by

steroidogenic Y-organs [5-7]. In turn, Y-organ

activity is subject to negative neurohormonal

regulation by an eyestalk-derived molt-inhibiting

hormone (MIH); this contrasts with steroidogenic

insect prothoracic glands and vertebrate adrenals

and gonads which are positively-regulated by their

respective neurotropins. Extirpation-implantation

studies identified eyestalk neurosecretory cells

comprising the X-organ-sinus gland complex as

sources of MIH (see [8-10] for reviews). The

recent development of culture techniques for

Y-organ tissue and dispersed cells allowed the

demonstration of a direct suppressive effect of

MIH activity (as eyestalk ganglia extracts or saline

conditioned with ganglia or sinus glands) upon

Y-organ cell ecdysteroid production [11-15]. I

herein review work done over the last several years

which has increased greatly our understanding of

neuroendocrine regulation of the molt-controlling

X-organ-Y-organ system in decapod crustaceans.

Received April 15, 1986
1
Present address: Department of Anatomy, Colorado

State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523, U.S.A.

The focus will be on studies on Cancer antennarius

in our laboratory. The studies exploit the utility of

in vitro Y-organ and eyestalk ganglia preparations

and correlate data derived therefrom with results

of in vivo experiments to arrive at an integrated

model of environmental, neural, and endocrine

contributions to the timing of ecdysis. The follow-

ing topics will be covered: 1) Use of cultured

Y-organs to bioassay and characterize MIH. 2)

Regulation of Y-organ steroidogenesis by in-

tracellular second messenger systems. 3) Environ-

mental, neural, and ecdysteroid-feedback control

of MIH release. 4) Integration of X-organ-Y-

organ functions during the molt cycle.

BIOASSAY AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF MIH

Several in vivo MIH bioassays have been

attempted; the assays are based upon measure-

ments of molt interval or radioimmunoassay of

circulating ecdysteroid titers (e.g., [16, 17]). Un-

fortunately, these assays are indirect and yield high

variability among and between trials. Initial in

vitro experiments revealed that Y-organ ecdyster-

oid production (quantified by RIA or high pres-

sure liquid chromatography of incubation

medium) is directly suppressed by MIH activity

[11, 12]. We established conditions for culture of

gland segments and dispersed cells (defined

medium, fetal bovine serum supplementation,

high oxygen atmosphere) that provided for max-

imum, sustained ecdysteroidogenesis and mainte-

nance of cell viability [13]. We subsequently for-

malized a sensitive, efficient, and statistically
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reproducible in vitro MIH bioassay [13, 14];

ecdysteroid production of Y-organ gland quarters

was inhibited dose-dependently by MIH as eye-

stalk ganglia extracts (0.01-4.0 eyestalk equiva-

lents), or ganglia or sinus gland conditioned saline

(0.001-1.0 eyestalk equivalents). The effects were

specific as to MIH source and were reversible [13,

14].

MIH was partially characterized by Rao [18] as

a heat-stable and trypsin-sensitive peptide of

molecular weight 1,000-3,500, findings echoed by

Quackenbush and Herrnkind [19]. One report

suggested that MIH is an indolealkylamine [20].

However, as the bioassay of latter study employed

Orchestia gamamarella with intact eyestalks, the

identified molt-inhibiting factor was likely 5-

hydroxytryptamine (serotonin) as this neurotrans-

mitter stimulates release of the MIH which acts

directly upon Y-organs ([4, 14] and see below).

Webster recently used an in vitro bioassay to

characterize MIH as a low molecular weight

peptide [15].

We have recently determined that MIH has a

molecular weight near 1,000 (unpublished) and is

closely related functionally and structurally to

lysine vasopressin, a vertebrate neurohypophysial

peptide [21]. Based upon evolutionary conserva-

tion of neuropeptide structure [22], we tested

various vertebrate peptides for possible MIH-like

activity and found that neurohypophysial peptides

dose-dependently suppressed steroidogenesis by

Y-orgahs (Fig. 1); note that lysine vasopressin is

the most potent inhibitor. Immunological studies

supported a close relationship between lysine

vasopressin and MIH. Thus, an antiserum to

arginine vasopressin removed, dose-dependently,

the suppressive effects on ecdysteroid production

of MIH and of vasopressins; the titration curves

suggested a close immunological relation of lysine

vasopressin and MIH (Fig. 2). In addition, com-

petitive binding curves for MIH and neurohy-

pophysial peptides with the vasopressin antiserum

further suggested MIH-lysine vasopressin homolo-

gy [21]. We are currently using reverse-phase high

pressure liquid chromatography to purify MIH
obtained from acid extracts of sinus glands of

Cancer magister. The in vitro MIH bioassay and a

radioimmunoassay for lysine vasopressin are used

V

10 ,u 10"

Concentration CM)

100 ,

^ \. B

S 80 N
N.

#

1 60 ^^*

2 40 A

>.

iij 20

0.1 0.5 I 2

Eyestalk equivalents of MIH

Fig. 1. Effects of neurohypophysial peptides and molt-

inhibiting hormone (MIH) on Y-organ ster-

oidogenesis. Y-organ gland quarters were incu-

bated for 24 hr in the presence of the given concen-

trations of neurohypophysial peptides (panel A) or

MIH activity in eyestalk extract (B). Ecdysteroids

in medium were quantified by RIA. Points and

vertical lines represent the mean SEM of four in-

cubations for neruohypophysial peptides and 4-16

incubations for MIH. Control gland quarters pro-

duced 110 + 6.7pg of ecdysteroids/^g protein. In-

hibition vs controls was significant for arginine

vasopressin (AVP) and lysine vasopressin (LVP),

1(T 10
to 1(T 6M (P<0.05-0.001); vasotocin (VT),

10" 8
to 10

_6M (P<0.05-0.01); oxytocin (OT),
10" 6M (P<0.05); MIH, 0.1 to 6.0 eyestalk equiva-

lents (P<0.05-0.001).

to monitor MIH activity in the column fractions.

MIH migrates as a single peak of activity and with

a retention time identical to that of authentic lysine

vasopressin (unpublished). The amino acid se-

quence of MIH should be available shortly. The
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Fig. 2. Dose-response affects of arginine vasopressin (AVP) antiserum on AVP-, lysine

vasopressin (LVP)-, and MIH-induced suppression of Y-organ steroidogenesis.

Y-organ gland-quarters were incubated for 24 hr with the given AVP antiserum

dilution plus AVP (10
_6

M), LVP (10
_6

M), or MIH (4.0 eyestalk equivalents).

Values represent ecdysteroid levels in incubation medium (mean and SEM of four

incubations). Control gland quarters produced an ecdysteroid average of 86 ±8.4 pg/

pig protein. MIH- and LVP-induced inhibition was significant at AVP antiserum

dilutions of less than 10~4 (P<0.01-0. 001); AVP-induced inhibition was significant

at antiserum dilutions less than 2xlO-6M (P< 0.001).

relationship of MIH to neurohypophysial peptides

suggests evolutionary relations of X-organ-sinus

gland cells to hypothalamic-neurohypophysial

neurosecretory cells. Evolutionary conservation

of function is also suggested; MIH in crabs and

vasopressin in mammals each function adaptively

in mediating stress responses ([3, 4, 21] and see

below). In the future, synthesis of MIH and

generation of antibodies to the molecule will allow

studies of: changes in hemolymph MIH levels

during the molt cycle, MIH distribution within the

nervous system, controls of MIH synthesis and

release, and demonstration and regulation of MIH
receptors on Y-organ cells. Such studies will

greatly expand our understanding of cellular and

molecular events underlying neuroendocrine reg-

ulation of molting in crustaceans.

SECOND MESSENGER REGULATION
OF Y-ORGAN STEROIDOGENESIS

Three major second messenger systems are

recognized (cyclic AMP, Ca2+ , and inositol phos-

pholipid-protein kinase C; PKC) which mediate

cell responses to extracellular signals [23-26]. We
have recently been exploring the possible role(s) of

these three systems in the regulation of Y-organ

ecdysteroid production [27-30]. Cyclic AMP
(cAMP) and Ca2+ systems are involved in regulat-

ing ecdysteroidogenesis in insect prothoracic

glands where cAMP mediates stimulation by

prothoracicotropic hormone; stimulation is de-

pendent upon Ca2+ [31, 32]. In vertebrate ster-

oidogenic organs (adrenal cortex, gonads) the

specific trophic peptides stimulate steroidogenesis

in part by activating the adenylate cyclase-cAMP

system [24, 33]; Ca2+ may alter steroidogenesis

variously by affecting components of the cAMP
system or by independent means [23, 34, 35]. PKC
is present in tissues of diverse phyla; it is activated

by diacyglycerol which itself can be generated by

the breakdown of inositol phospholipids stimu-

lated by extracellular signals [25, 26]. PKC
apparently mediates positive regulation in verte-

brate steroidogenic glands, the role of this messen-

ger in regulating invertebrate ecdysteroidogenesis
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has only recently been investigated ([30] and see

below). Ca2+ and cAMP systems may interact in

synergistic, antagonistic, or independent manner

to regulate cell functions whereas Ca2+ and PKC
systems generally synergize [23, 26].

The results of some of our studies on the roles of

the three messenger systems in regulation of

Y-organ activity are presented in Table 1 and in

schematic form in Figure 4. MIH and lysine

vasopressin each dose-dependently increase in-

tracellular cAMP levels and inhibit ecdyster-

oidogenesis [13, 21, 27]; agents which increase

cAMP levels by acting at various points in the

cAMP regulation pathway (adenylate cyclase acti-

vators cholera toxin and forskolin, dibutyryl

cAMP; phosphodiesterase inhibitor 3-isobutyl-l-

methylxanthine) mimic the suppressive effect of

MIH [27]. Chronologically, the rise in Y-organ

cAMP in response to MIH and lysine vasopressin

(peak by lhr) precedes suppression of ster-

oidogenesis (evident only after 2hr), consistent

with a causal relationship. Of related interest are

results of pharmacological studies in which we

found that a synthetic vasopressin analog which

acts only on cAMP-linked receptors (but not an

analog acting through Ca2+-linked receptors) sup-

pressed ecdysteroid production [21]; Y-organs

apparently possess receptors similar to class V2
(cAMP-linked) vasopressin receptors.

We next studied Ca2+ as a regulator of ecdyster-

oidogenesis. The calcium ionophore A23187

stimulated, while the calcium channel blockers

lanthanum and ruthenium red, inhibited ecdyster-

oid production [28]. Suppression induced by

MIH, lysine vasopressin, or agents that increase

cAMP by actions proximal to cAMP-phos-

phodiesterase was relieved by A23187. The

time course of stimulation paralleled that of

inhibition by MIH (cAMP). In addition, increas-

ing intracellular Ca2+ levels with A23187 caused a

reduction of basal and stimulated Y-organ cAMP
levels. It was also found that trifluoperazine, a

compound which inhibits calmodulin (calcium

binding protein) function, abolished Ca2+ stimula-

tion of steroidogenesis and reduction of cAMP.

The combined results suggested an interaction of

Ca2+ with the cAMP system at the level of

cAMP-phosphodiesterase. This site of Ca2+-

calmodulin action was confirmed; Ca2+ in-

creased, while trifluoperazine reduced cAMP-
phosphodiesterase activity [28]. Thus, Ca2+

antagonizes cAMP-mediated suppression of ecdy-

steroid production by increasing hydrolysis of

cAMP (cf. Fig. 4).

Table 1. Summary of the roles of cAMP, Ca2+ , and protein kinase C systems in the

regulation of Y-organ steroidogenesis

Parameter

Agent
Ecdysteroid
production

Cyclic AMP
production

Protein
synthesis

MIH a + -

Lysine vasopressin - + —

Cholera toxin - + -

Forskolin - + -

Dibutyryl cyclic AMP - + -

3-isobutyl-l-methylxanthine - + -

Ionophore A23187 + - +

Lanthanum - + NT

Trifluoperazine - + NT

Phorbol esters + +
Cycloheximide - NT -

Actinomycin D o NT —

a +, stimulation; — , inhibition; o, no effect; NT, not tested.

These results were compiled from data in references [13, 14, 21, 27-30].
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Y-organs were found to possess a protein kinase

that fulfills the requirements of PKC [30]. Protein

kinase activity in Y-organ homogenate was assess-

ed by determining the rate of incorporation of
32P

from [7-
32P]ATP into histone H-l (Table 2; cf.

[39]). Activity was dependent upon Ca2+ and was

stimulated by phosphatidylserine but not by other

phospholipids. Calmodulin did not affect activity

Table 2. Effects of Ca2+ , phospholipids, trifluoperazine, and calmodulin on incorporation of
32P from y-32P ATP into histone H-l by Y-organ homogenate

Reaction conditions
Protein kinase activity (

32P incorporation,

cpm/min/mg protein X 10
-3

)

-Ca2+

+ Ca2+

-Ca2+ .

+ Ca2+ .

+ Ca2+ .

+ Ca2+ .

+ Ca2+ .

+ Ca2+

(0Ca2+ + 0.5 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM EDTA)

(ImM CaCl2)

+ phosphatidylserine (PS, 10/ug/ml)

+ PS

+ phosphatidylcholine (10 //g/ml)

+ phosphatidylethanolamine (lO^g/ml)

+ PS, + trifluoperazine (lOOnM)

+ calmodulin (lOOng/ml)

17.8 + 1.2
a

33.0+ 3. l
ab

20.3 + 3.

8

C

57.3±6.4bc

36.5+ 0.

8

b

39.8 + 2.4"

31.6±3.7b 'd

34.7+ 4.1

a Values represent the mean ± SEM of three determinations.
b P<0.01 -0.001 vs. -Ca2+ .

c P<0.05-0.02 vs. +Ca2+ .

d P<0.02 vs. -Ca2+ , +phosphatidylserine.

g 300r

#
200-

100-

u
Ld

MIH LVP |0
-9 x-8 ,-7

10
-6

PMA concentration CM)

.-5

Fig. 3. Effects of PMA on basal and LVP- or MIH-inhibited sterodiogenesis. Y-organ

gland quarters were incubated 24 hr with the indicated concentrations of phorbol

12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) alone (•) , PMA + 1.0 eyestalk equivalents of MIH ()

,

or PMA + lOOnM lysine vasopressin (LVP; A). MIH, MIH alone (1.0 eyestalk

equivalents); LVP, LVP alone (lOOnM). Ecdysteroid production was measured by

RIA of incubation medium. Basal production averaged 22.5pg///g protein. Values

represent the mean and SEM of four incubations, a, P<0.01 vs. basal value. Values

for PMA at concentrations of 1 nM, 100 nM, and 1 f*M were greater than the basal value

(P<0.05-0.01). Values for all PMA concentrations were greater than all values of

PMA+ MIH or PMA+LVP (P<0.01-0.001). PMA+MIH>MIH at PMA concentra-

tions of 10nM-l/iM (P<0.05-0.01). PMA+LVP>LVP at PMA concentrations of

lOnM and lOOnM (P<0.05-0.01).
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but trifluoperazine, which is known to inhibit PKC

[26], prevented phospholipid from stimulating the

kinase (Table 2). The tumor-promoting phorbol

ester, phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA; 1 to

100 nM), which activates PKC in various tissues

[26, 36] increased the Y-organ kinase activity

5-fold [30]. A possible role for Y-organ PKC in

regulation of ecdysteroidogenesis was established

when it was found that steroidogenesis was stimu-

lated by PMA (Fig. 3). PMA also relieved inhibi-

tion induced by MIH or vasopressin (Fig. 3). A
permeant synthetic diacylglycerol also stimulated

steroidogenesis whereas an inactive phorbol and

impermeant diolien were without effect [30].

Soumoff and O'Connor [11] reported that MIH

caused a reduction in the incorporation of

[

3
H]leucine into Y-organ (Pachygrapsus crassipes)

protein. We obtained similar results using cul-

tured Y-organ segments of Cancer antennarius and

also found that cAMP mediates the suppression of

protein synthesis [29]; MIH (cAMP) did not affect

RNA nor DNA syntheses. PMA did not alter

basal or stimulated Y-organ cAMP levels but did

stimulate protein synthesis (Table 1; cf. [30]).

Stimulations by A23187 (Ca2+ ) and PMA (PKC)

were not additive suggesting independent stimula-

tion. Cycloheximide (blocker of protein synthesis

at the ribosomal level) inhibited basal ecdysteroid

production, potentiated MIH (cAMP) suppres-

sion, and prevented stimulation by A23187 or

cholesterol

HDL

niH

protein synthesis
CA++

I

ecdysteroids
pKC

other actions?

1

PKCLR

Fig. 4. Model for second messenger regulation of Y-organ steroidogenesis. The ecdyster-

oid precursor, cholesterol, is received in the form of hemolymph high-density lipopro-

teins (HDL) for the apoprotein of which a receptor (HDLR) is believed to exist in the

plasma membrane [40]. The binding of MIH to putative cell surface receptors (MIHR)
leads to activation of adenylate cyclase (AC) and production of cAMP. A cAMP-
dependent protein kinase is thought to mediate inhibition of critical components of the

steroidogenic pathway from cholesterol uptake to ecdysteroid secretion. Ecdysteroid

production depends in part upon protein synthesis and both processes are inhibited by

MIH through cAMP. Ca2+ mobilized from extracellular or intracellular sources

stimulates cAMP-phosphodiesterase, a process mediated by calmodulin (CM); cAMP
levels fall and steroidogenesis is increased. MIH enhances Ca2+ efflux which reduces

cytosolic Ca2+ and potentiates cAMP accumulation. Activation of protein kinase C
(PKC) by as yet identified extracellular signals acting through membrane receptors

(PKCLR) leads to increases in both protein synthesis and ecdysteroidogenesis. The

PKC system apparently does not interact with the cAMP or Ca2+-calmodulin systems.

See text for discussion.
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PMA (Table 1; [30]). Actinomycin D (transcrip-

tion blocker) did not affect basal, MIH (cAMP)-

inhibited, or A23187-stimulated steroidogenesis

but did prevent stimulation by PMA [30]. Thus,

formation of new mRNAs is required for PKC- but

not cAMP- or Ca2+-mediated alteration of ster-

oidogenesis. The combined results suggest that

MIH acts through cAMP to inhibit ecdyster-

oidogenesis, an effect resulting in part from

inhibition of protein synthesis at the ribosomal

level; Ca2+ antagonizes the cAMP system by

increasing activity of cAMP-phosphodiesterase

while PKC acts as an independent stimulator of

protein systhesis and steroidogenesis ([27-30]; see

model, Fig. 4).

The components of the Y-organ steroidogenic

machinery that are affected by these second

messengers are not known. By analogy with verte-

brate steroidogenic cells, sites of action may

include: uptake of cholesterol-bearing lipopro-

teins, mobilization of intracellular cholesterol

pools, or synthesis/activation of steroidogenic en-

zymes. In Cancer antennarius, cholesterol carried

in hemolymph is entirely sequestered in high-

density lipoproteins [40], and MIH reduces uptake

of cholesterol over a 24 hr period [12]. However,

MIH (cAMP) is a potent inhibitor, and A23187

(Ca2+ ) a stimulator, of ecdysteroid production of

Y-organs cultured in the absence of serum [11, 28]

suggesting that MIH acting through cAMP inhibits

mobilization of cholesterol or steroidogenic en-

zymes. Finally, the presence of two stimulatory

second messenger systems in Y-organ cells strong-

ly suggests that extracellular signalling molecules

may exist which are capable of increasing ecdyster-

oidogenesis, even in the presence of MIH. Such

stimulators have been proposed [10] but have yet

to be identified.

ENVIRONMENTAL, NEURAL, AND
ECDYSTEROID FEEDBACK CONTROLS

OF MIH RELEASE

With knowledge of the importance of neuroen-

docrine and environmental factors in determining

the timing of ecdysis, we conducted a simple set of

experiments to ascertain whether or not environ-

mental inputs that are known to delay molting act

through the X-organ-Y-organ system. Stress

(crabs were jostled for 30 min, twice daily) was

administered to eyestalk intact and de-eyestalked

crabs and hemolymph ecdysteroid titers were

monitored by radioimmunoassay. Over a period

of several days ecdysteroid levels in stressed, intact

crabs were depressed (Fig. 5) while levels in

de-eyestalked animals remained elevated [3]. Sup-

pressed ecdysteroid levels returned to normal

levels within one week after stress removal (Fig.

5). Titers in control (unstressed) intact animals

were depressed by the end of the first week of

experimentation (Fig. 5); this is interpreted to be

the result of stress imposed by serum sampling.

The results indicate that adversive stimuli may act

to stimulate MIH release and therefore prevent

molting when the potential for injury and death

exists.

Coincident with the stress studies we were

looking for neurotransmitters that might mediate

MIH release. It is known that higher-order

neurons with specific neurotransmitter phenotypes

control release of peptides from specific

neurosecretory cells in mammalian pituitary [4]

and insect brain [42]. The approach to the neuro-

transmitter-MIH problem was based upon studies

done by Fingerman and co-workers on neural

control of release of chromatophorotrophic pep-

tides from X-organ-sinus gland cells in the eye-

stalks of Uca pugilator [43]. The experiments

involved incubation of isolated eyestalk ganglia

in saline in the presence or absence of neurotrans-

mitters followed by measurement of MIH activity

(with our in vitro bioassay) released into the saline.

MIH was released at a constant rate for up to 8 hr

under the conditions employed [14]. Release was

stimulated dose-dependently by serotonin (1 pM
to 100 nM) and was inhibited by p-chloro-

phenylalanine (blocker of serotonin synthesis) and

by the serotonin receptor blocker cyproheptadine

[14]. Possible involvement of serotonin in mediat-

ing MIH release in vivo was then tested [4].

Ecdysteroid titers were reduced in eyestalk-intact

crabs injected with serotonin and were elevated in

those injected with p-cholorophenylalanine or

cyproheptadine; induced changes were seen 12-24

hr post-injection [4]. Serotonin or its antagonists

did not affect circulating ecdysteroid levels in
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Fig. 5. Effects of handling stress on hemolymph ecdysteroid levels of crabs. Hemolymph was

removed on day (pre-experimental ecdysteroid level), after which handling stress was

administered for two 30-min periods/day (stress group). Stress was terminated on day 17

(arrow) and a final serum sample was taken on day 24. Ecdysteroid titers were determined by

RIA in samples drawn on the indicated days. Points represent the mean and SEM of 6 crabs.

Differences between stress and control groups were significant for days 3-17 (P<0.05-0. 001).

For the control group, cummulative ecdysteroid titers for days 6-17 were below pre-

experimental levels (P<0.05).

de-eyestalked crabs indicating probable effects on

MIH release. In addition, p-chlorophenylalanine

and cyproheptadine each prevented stress-induced

suppression of ecdysteroid levels (Fig. 6 cf. [4]).

Stress-induced release of MIH is therefore medi-

ated by serotonergic neurons intrinsic to the

eyestalks (see model, Fig. 7).

In vertebrates, steroids produced by neuro-

peptide-regulated glands exert feedback action on

production and/or release of the tropic neuro-

hormones [44]. Insect neurosecretion of brain

prothoracicotropic hormone is apparently subject

to inhibition by molting hormone [45]. In our

studies of the crustacean X-organ-Y-organ system

we found that 20-hydroxyecdysone inhibits release

of MIH [46]. Crabs were injected with 20-

hydroxyecdysone to elevate hemolymph titers;

eyestalk ganglia were subsequently removed and

MIH content of and release therefrom was meas-

ured by bioassay. MIH release was reduced by

prior exposure to ecdysteroids in vivo, while MIH

content was increased indicating a primary effect

on release versus synthesis. Additional findings of

that study were that while Y-organectomy reduced

ecdysteroid titers only 35-40%, the surgery re-

sulted in depletion of MIH from eyestalk ganglia,

an effect observed in sham operates as well;

apparently the stress of surgery induced MIH
release.

INTEGRATIVE X-ORGAN-Y-ORGAN
INTERACTIONS DURING THE

MOLT CYCLE

Figure 7 is a model of neuroendocrine regula-

tion of molting in decapod crustaceans which

incorporates the findings presented in this review

and the known patterns of hemolymph ecdysteroid

titers during stages of the molt cycle of decapod

crustaceans. A consistent pattern of changes in

ecdysteroid titer during molt cycles is observed

[10, 47, 48]. Associated with the transition from
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Fig. 6. Influence of 5-hydroxytryptamine (5HT), p-chlorophenylalanine (PCPA),

and cyproheptadine (CPH) on stress-suppressed hemolymph ecdysteroid levels.

Handling stress was administered daily to eyestalk-intact crabs after serum

sampling at the indicated times (pre-experimental ecdysteroid levels represent

prestress levels on day and averaged 4.2ng/ml). Crabs (n= 4/group) were

injected with saline (Control), 750 //g of 5HT, 60 fig of PCPA, or 100 ^g of CPH
daily after serum sampling starting on day 3 (arrow). Points and vertical lines

represent the mean and SEM. PCPA vs Control P< 0.05-0.001 for days 4-6;

CPH vs Control P<0.01-0.001 for days 3.5-6.

intermolt to premolt is one or more relatively

small, transient rises in hemolymph ecdysteroid

titers (3- to 10-fold over intermolt levels). There

follows a dramatic rise (100- to 300-fold) that

precedes, and presumably initiates, ecdysis. Titers

then fall sharply just prior to ecdysis and return

shortly thereafter to or below intermolt levels.

The small, pre-ecdysial rises may result from

preliminary reduction in MIH release due to

environment cues (e.g., stress reduction); Y-organ

cAMP content would fall with a resulting increase

in ecdysteroidogenesis. Alternatively, a Y-organ-

activating signal(s) may stimulate ecdysteroid pro-

duction even in the presence of MIH; such a

factor(s) could act through Ca2+ and/or PKC
second messenger systems. Once initiated, the

small ecdysteroid peaks may create changes in

activity of eyestalk neurosecretory cells or their

inputs resulting in feedback inhibition of MIH

release (cf. Fig. 7). The large secondary rise in

ecdysteroid titer is consequently permitted, causal-

ly linked to accentuated feedback inhibition of

MIH release (but not synthesis). The magnitude

of the ecdysis-initiating rise may be explained in

part by concommitent increases in hemolymph

Ca2+ levels [49] which may further potentiate

stimulation of Y-organs. The reduction in titers

immediately prior to molt cannot yet be easily

explained but may be the result of MIH release

(MIH content is elevated in feedback-inhibited

eyestalk ganglia) triggered, perhaps, by the stress

of ecdysis initiation. Alternatively (or coincident-

ly), a refractory period of Y-organ activity may
occur (e.g., in response to reduced Ca2+

; [49]). In

any case, with ecdysteroid levels finally depressed,

feedback inhibition on neurosecretory cells would

be relieved and MIH release reinstated at levels

that normally dominate the postmolt and intermolt
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Fig. 7. Model of neuroendocrine regulatory interactions of the X-organ-sinus gland-Y-

organ system. At the upper right is a depiction of hemolymph ecdysteroid titers of

crabs during a typical molt cycle. Stages are: AB, postmolt (metecydsis); C,

intermolt (anecydsis); D, premolt (proecydsis); E, ecdysis. Environmental inputs

including stress activate serotonergic neurons which stimulate MIH-containing

neurosecretory cells of the X-organ-sinus gland (SG) complex to release MIH. MIH
in hemolymph binds to putative Y-organ cell surface receptors (R) resulting in

activation of adenylate cyclase (AC) and generation of cAMP. cAMP suppresses

production of ecdysone from cholesterol; Ca2+ (Ca) antagonizes cAMP by activating

cAMP-phosphodiesterase. Thus, with continued release of MIH, ecdysone titers

remain low and the intermolt state is maintained. With reduction in MIH release

(perhaps secondary to environmental cues; e.g., reduced stress) and/or by stimula-

tion of Y-organs, possibly by a factor acting through Ca2+ and/or protein kinase C
(PKC) systems, ecdysteroidogenesis increases: the small proecdysial peak in ecdy-

steroid titers results therefrom. Ecdysone is converted in peripheral tissues to

20-hydroxyecdysone. The latter eventually exerts feedback inhibition on release of

MIH from X-organ-SG cells, permitting the large rise in hemolymph ecdysteroid

titers prior to ecdysis. Y-organ activity subsequently declines (cause unknown),

ecdysteroid titers fall, and MIH release and Y-organ activity return to intermolt

levels. See text for further discussion and details.
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periods. Future studies (at the molecular, cellular,

systems, and whole animal levels) of neuroendo-

crine regulation of crustacean molting will un-

doubtedly provide further insights into this intri-

guing process as well as contribute to the under-

standing of fundamental aspects of steroidogenesis

and neurosecretion in general.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently attention has been paid to a low

molecular weight substance called BH4 which has

been demonstrated as an effective agent for the

therapy for certain neurological diseases such

as atypical phenylketonuria (PKU), Parkinson

disease, and autism. BH4 refers to tetrahydro-

biopterin (6(R)-L-erythro-V , 2'-dihydroxypropyl-

2-amino-4-hydroxy-5, 6, 7, 8-tetrahydropteridine)

(Fig. 1). This substance is a reducing compound

which acts as an essential hydrogen donor cofactor

for the hydroxylases of aromatic amino acids [1]

such as L-phenylalanine [2], L-tyrosine [3, 4], and

l-tryptophan [5]. Thus it is necessary for the

metabolism of phenylalanine in the liver, and of

catecholamines or indoleamines in the peripheral

and central nerve tissues. Due to the lack of BH4

caused by inborn or acquired deficiencies in its

synthesis, many severe diseases result such as a

variant of PKU (atypical PKU) or hyperphenylala-

ninaemia and various neurological or psychiatric

deteriorations resulting from a decrease in the

concentration of monoamine neurotransmitters

[6-10].

Despite the importance of BH4 , the whole

aspect of its biosynthetic pathway and metabolism

in animals is still obscure, although BH4 is known

to be derived from guanosine 5'-triphosphate

(GTP). In the past few years, however, several

discovaries on the synthesis of BH4 have led to the

proposition of a new pathway of it. Thus, it seems

quite desirable to review present understanding of

it in terms of the enzymatic processes and in-

termediate structures besides the previous reviews

[11-15].

OCCURRENCE AND THE ROLE
OF BH4

BH4 belongs to the class of unconjugated

pteridines and contains a rather short substituent

group, which are distinguished from conjugated

pterins of folic acid and its derivatives which

generally contain a long side chain (methylami-

nobenzoyl-glutamate) at the 6-position of pter-

idine ring (Fig. 1). Pteridines have the basic bicyc-

lic nitrogenous ring system which is termed pyrimi-

do (4, 5-&)-pyrazine. 2-Amino-4-hydroxy-pteri-

dine derivatives are termed pterins. BH4 and folic

acid are both biosynthesized from GTP. BH4 is

thought to be synthesized in only animal tissues;

while folic acid, in plants and microorganisms.

Although the tissue level of BH4 is generally

quite low less than 10~ 6 M, BH4 is found in various

tissues. For example, the amount of BH4 per wet

HN
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N-V_y-C-(Glu)n

HaN

A N H H H

HN3Y^ 5V
*j-C
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J
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Fig. 1. Tetrahydrofolate(left), 6(R)BH4 (center) and biopterin (right).
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weight of various rat tissues is 1.6 //g for liver, 1 //g

for adrenal, 0.1 fig for brain, 12.5 //g for pineal

gland, 0.12ng for blood [16], and 90 ng for salivary

gland [17]. BH4 has also been found in kidney,

spleen, pancreas, lung, heart, thymus, ovary, testis

and small intestine [16].

BH4 [18] and some chemically synthesized tet-

rahydropterins (PH4) such as 6-methyltetrahy-

dropterin and 6, 7-dimethyltetrahydropterin [19]

are effective as a cofactor for L-phenylalanine,

L-tyrosine, and L-tryptophan hydroxylases (mono-

oxygenases). The function mechanism of the

cofactor is shown in Figure 2 [1, 20-22]. In the

presence of the hydroxylase, PH4 binds one

oxygen molecule to form PH4-4a-0-0-H. One

of the oxygen atoms is incorporated into the

aromatic ring of the amino acid to form a hydroxy

group and the other is reduced to water with two

hydrogen atoms from PH4 , which is simultaneous-

ly oxidized to quinonoid dihydropterin (qH2P).

Although the qH2P is extremely unstable, it can be

returned immediately to PH4 by reaction with

NADH in the presence of dihydropteridine reduc-

tase (EC 1.6.99.7; DHPR). Thus, for example, in

the hepatic phenylalanine-hydroxylating sys-

tem, phenylalanine hydroxylase (EC 1.14.16.1),

DHPR, and BH4 (the natural type of PH4) are at

least three essential components. The reactions

are summarized as follows:

L-Phenylalanine+ 2+PH4
—»

L-Tyrosine+HzO +qH2P

qH2P+ NADH +H + — PH4+NAD +

The lack of the hydroxylase leads to classical PKU
[23]. Recently, inborn deficiencies in DHPR and

BH4 synthesis were found to account for variant

forms of PKU associated with neurological disease

and referred to as atypical PKU or malignant

hyperphenylalaninaemia [6-10].

Biopterin occurs in tetrahydro, dihydro, and

fully oxidized forms (Fig. 1). Most of the biopterin

in tissues present as BH4 except in the eye of fruit

flies or the skin of fish and amphibia. Since

reduced pteridines are unstable under oxidative

conditions, tetrahydro and dihydro forms of pter-

idines are easily converted into partially or fully

oxidized forms during the process of their isolation

from tissues. Thus it was quite difficult to deter-

mine the precise amount of BH4 in the tissues.

Several assay methods for BH4 were used in the

past, such as (1) bioassay as the growth factor of

Crithidia fasciculate using the fully oxidized form

[24, 25], (2) assay of the cofactor amount in the

phenylalanine-hydroxylating system [26, 27], and

(3) characterization by UV-absorption and

fluorescence patterns after being oxidized and

separated by paper and ion-exchange column

chromatographies [28, 29]. Since the beginning of

BH4-4a-hydroperoxide

NHz

/ hO>-ch2-ch-cocSh

L- phenylalanine

H

7,8-H2B V
N"

qH2B

3

H2O

° H h

7 T T >A*^
H

CH2-CH-COOH

HN

BH4-4a-hydroxide

tyrosine

Fig. 2. BH4-dependent hydroxylation of aromatic amino acid by monooxygenase (L-phenylalanine hydroxylase).

1,2

3,4

DHPR
qH2B

phenylalanine hydroxylase,

non-enzymatically (or 4: phenylalanine hydroxylase stimulater),

dihydropteridine reductase, DFR: dihydrofolate reductase, 7, 8-H2B: 7, 8-dihydrobiopterin,

quinonoid dihydrobiopterin.
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the 1980's, however, the methods of (4) HPLC
analysis [16, 30-32], (5) gas chromatography/mass

spectrometry-analysis [33, 34], and (6) radioimmu-

noassay [35-37] have been used to distinguish

minute amounts of BH4 from dihydro and fully

oxidized biopterins in cells or bioligical fluids.

BIOSYNTHESIS OF BH4

FROM GTP

BH4 synthesis from GTP in animal tissues has

been estabished, although the whole process of its

synthesis has, so far, not yet been elucidated. BH4

and its intermediates in tissues were examined by

following their partially or fully oxidized forms.

Biopterin was discovered in 1955 in human urine

[38]. It was found to be effective as a growth

factor for the trypanosoid flagellate Crithidia

fasciculata [39, 40]. Its structure was established in

1956 as 6-(L-erythro-l' , 2'-dihydroxypropyl) pterin

[40, 41]. Reduced biopterin was isolated from the

extracts of rat liver by Kaufman [18] in 1963 as an

essential cofactor of hepatic phenylalanine hy-

droxylase.

Purine precursors

From the late 1960's the biosynthesis of biopter-

in from various suspected precursors was ex-

amined in vivo in fruit flies [42], tadpoles of

bullfrogs [43-45], mice [46], rats [47], Chinese

hamster ovary cells [48] , and murine neuroblasto-

ma cell lines [49]. As a result, biopterin was found

to be synthesized de novo from guanine or gua-

nosine in these living systems. In 1964, Levy [43]

demonstrated in sections of skin from bullfrog

tadpoles that the 2- 14C and 2, 4- 14C (but not 8- 14C)

of guanosine were incorporated into biopterin.

This showed that carbon atom 8 of the purine ring

is eliminated in the conversion of the purine to

pteridine (Fig. 3).

Dihydroneopterin triphosphate and sepiapterin as

intermediates

The fact that GTP is the true precursor of

biopterin was demonstrated in 1975 through the

use of homogenate preparations of various organs

from Syrian golden hamsters [50, 51] and of

Drosophila melanogaster [52]. In a related series

GTP

-NHCHO

H2O

ft

H2N^N-^NH
k°VCH20P3

OH OH

H2O-

HCOOH

HN^yNH2

H2N"^I\K^NH

H +

Amadori
rearrangement

k°VCH20P3

V OH OH

uA mu OH OH
HN-^YNH2 n , V

H2N^I\r%/C
'

H2

H

C-CH-CH-CH2OP3

OH OH11

N
UHUH

HN^i^ -VCH-CH-CH2OP3

H2N ^N

7,8- Dihydroneopterin triphosphate

Fig. 3. Pteridine-formation from GTP by GTP cyclohy-

drolase.

of experiments using radioactive precursors, it was

found that GTP is converted to dihydroneopterin

triphosphate {D-erythro-Y ,
2', 3'-trihydroxypro-

pyl-7, 8-dihydropterin 3'-triphosphate; H2NP3)

[53], and this product is utilized for the synthesis of

biopterin [51, 53, 54] and of sepiapterin (6-lactoyl-

7, 8-dihydropterin) [55-57] (Fig. 4 [pathway a]).

This latter compound is also utilized for biopterin

formation [48, 56, 57]. As the real and final

product from GTP, BH4 (not biopterin) was first

determined in 1982 and 1983 in de novo systems
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Fig. 4. Biosynthetic pathway of BH4 from GTP.

H2NP3

PTP
LTP
BH4

PH4

PH2

SPR
DFR
[pathway a],-

D-erythro-7 , 8-dihydroneopterin 3'-triphosphate,

6-pyruvoyl-5, 6, 7, 8-tetrahydropterin,

6-lactoyl-5, 6, 7, 8-tetrahydropterin,

6(R)L-ery?/iro-5, 6, 7, 8-tetrahydrobiopterin,

5, 6, 7, 8-tetrahydropterin,

7, 8-dihydropterin,

sepiapterin reductase,

dihydrofolate reductase.

; [pathway b], •»

using rat or bovine adrenal medulla [58, 59] and in

extracts of neuroblastoma N115 cells [60] by

HPLC analysis following differential iodine oxida-

tion by the method of Fukushima and Nixon [16].

ENZYMATIC PROCESS OF Bft,

BIOSYNTHESIS

Essential process

As mentioned above, from the administration of

various carbonlabelled precursors it was found that
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biopterin is formed from GTP through H2NP3 and

sepiapterin (Fig. 4 [pathway a]). The initial break-

through for the study of BH4 biosynthesis resulted

from the finding that dihydrobiopterin, which was

isolated by Kaufman [18] from rat liver extracts as

a cofactor of phenylalanine hydroxylase, requires

dihydrofolate reductase (DFR) for its activity. He
also found that, in addition to rat liver extracts, the

extracts of flies of the sepia mutant of Drosophila

melanogaster were active as a cofactor in the

system containing partially purified phenylalanine

hydroxylase and DHPR [61]. Successively, Kauf-

man and we [62] together explained using partially

purified sepiapterin reductase (SPR) from rat liver

and DFR from chick liver that sepiapterin in the fly

extract is converted to BH4 due to the continuous

catalysis by SPR and DFR in the presence of

NADPH: Sepiapterin was reduced by SPR with

NADPH to 7, 8-dihydrobiopterin, which was then

further reduced by DFR in the presence of

NADPH to BH4 . This finding suggested that

sepiapterin and dihydrobiopterin are intermedi-

ates in BH4 synthesis and that SPR and DFR
catalyze the final two steps of the BH4 pathway

from GTP.

As the initial enzyme in the BH4 pathway from

GTP, the activity of GTP cyclohydrolase (GTP

CH) was detected by Fukushima et al. [50, 51] and

Fan et al. [63, 64] in higher animals such as the

Syrian golden hamster, chick, and Drosophila

melanogaster. This enzyme catalyzes the forma-

tion of H2NP3 from GTP as was already found for

the bacterial enzyme in the first step of folic acid

synthesis [12] (Fig. 3).

An enzyme system which catalyzes the formation

of biopterin from H2NP3 was found by Fukushima

et al. [51] in either crude homogenate or in

dialyzed extracts of various organs from Syrian

golden hamsters. The system partially purified

from the kidney required NADH or NADPH and

was stimulated by Mg2+ [53]. Tanaka et al. [56]

prepared two enzyme fractions, Al and A2 from

chick kidney, together catalyzing the conversion of

H2NP3 to sepiapterin. Fraction A2 converted

H2NP3 to an unstable intermediate termed "com-

pound X" while fraction Al catalyzed the produc-

tion of sepiapterin from compound X. Sepiapterin

synthetase 1 and 2 (SSE-1 and SSE-2) responsible

for the activities in fraction A2 and Al, respective-

ly, were detected in rat tissues [65] and human

blood [66] by Yoshioka et al. by HPLC analysis.

A similar enzyme system (sepiapterin synthase)

which catalyzes H2NP3 to sepiapterin in the pres-

ence of Mg2+ and NADPH was found in extracts

of Drosophila melanogaster by Fan et al. [55]. It

consisted of two components of Enzyme A and B,

and produced a labile intermediate [67].

Chemical interconversions from GTP to BH4

During the process of BH4 formation from GTP
through H2NP3 four chemical interconversions are

expected to be required: (1) formation of the

pteridine ring, (2) release of triphosphate, (3)

inversion of hydroxyl groups at CI' and C2' (from

Tt-erythro- form of H2NP3 to L-erythro- form of

BH4), and (4) ring reduction at the 5, 6-double

bond (Fig. 4 [pathway a and b]).

At the beginning of the 1980's, the biosynthetic

pathway of BH4 from GTP in mammals was

believed to have been established as shown in

Figure 4 [pathway a]. In this pathway, for the four

reactions described above, five kinds of enzyme

activities are essentially involved: GTP CH for (1),

fraction A2 for (2), fraction Al and A2 and SPR
for (3), and DFR for (4). A labile intermediate

termd "compound X" from H2NP3 was also

detected besides other dihydro intermediates of

sepiapterin (6-lactoyl-7, 8-dihydropterin) and 7,

8-dihydrobiopterin

.

In the past few yers, however as mentioned

below, a new pathway of BH4 synthesis has been

demonstrated in which only tetrahydro intermedi-

ates are involved in the pathway from H2NP3 to

BH4 without the participation of DFR activity

(Fig. 4 [pathway b]). The enzyme system (except

for DFR) described above appears to be also

involved in the new pathway.

GTP cyclohydrolase

GTP CH in animals also catalyzes the conver-

sion of GTP to H2NP3 and formic acid [63, 68, 69],

as shown with bacterial GTP cyclohydrolase I (EC

3.5.4.16) [12], in the first step of BH4 biosynthesis.

The reaction by enzyme includes the four steps as

shown in Figure 3. Two hydrolytic reactions for

the removal from GTP of carbon 8 as formic acid,
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an Amadori rearrangement of the ribose moiety to

a l-deoxy-2-ketopentose triphosphate unit, and

finally ring closure to yield H2NP3 . In rare cases,

GTP CH in E. coli [70], Pichia gulliermondi [71],

and rat brain [72] catalyzes GTP to pyrimidine

intermediates, such as 2, 5-diamino-4-oxo-6-(5'-

phosphoribosyl)-aminopyrimidine and 2-amino-

4-oxo-6-(5'-triphosphoribosyl)-amino-5 or 6-form-

amido pyrimidine, and formic acid.

Animal GTP CH was investigated in chick liver

[68], various organs from the Syrian golden ham-

ster [50], rat liver [69], human liver [73, 74], and

Drosophila melanogaster [63, 64]. Molecular

weights of partially purified GTP CH were re-

ported as 125 kDa (chick liver) [68], 160 kDa (rat

liver A2) [69], and 320 kDa and 345 kDa (pupae

and adults, respectively, of Drosophia melanogas-

ter) [63]. There was no apparent homology be-

tween the enzymes from chick liver and E. coil by

immunological studies [68]. It should be, howev-

er, mentioned that the enzymes of animal origin

show properties similar to those of bacterial

enzymes in heat stability, inhibition by divalent

cations, and pH optimum (pH 8-9) [75]. Km
values for GTP were 14 /M (chick liver) [68], 31

fM (human liver) [76], 47 and 10.3 ^M (A2 [69]

and crude extract [77], respectively, of rat liver),

and 12 and 22 jjM. (pupae and adults, respectively,

of Drosophila melanogaster) [63]. Complete

purification of GTP CH was recently accomplished

from whole flies of Drosophila melanogaster [78].

The purified enzyme showed a pi of 5.6, a

molecular weight of 575 kDa composed of a

number of 39 kDa subunits, and Hill numbers of

2.1 and 1.2 in phoshate and Tris buffers, respec-

tively.

Since a parallel relationship between BH4 and

GTP CH activity was evident in various tissues,

GTP CH is thought to probably be the rate-

limiting enzyme in the BH4 biosynthetic pathway

[57, 79-81].

Two enzymes catalyzing H2NP3 to sepiapterin

Fraction Al and A2 and SPR fraction were

separated from extracts of chick kidney by Tanaka

et al. [56], for the conversion of H2NP3 to

dihydrobiopterin (Fig. 4 [pathway a]). Fraction

A2, heat-stable and Mg2+
-requiring, catalyzed the

production from H2NP3 of an intermediate of

unknown structure which is designated as "com-

pound X". Fraction Al, heat-labile and NADPH-
dependent, catalyzed the production of sepiapterin

from compound X. The molecular weights of the

partially purified enzymes were 30 kDa and 77 kDa
for Al and A2 fractions, respectively. Compound

X was quite unstable, being degraded to 2-amino-

4-hydroxypteridine (pterin) and pyruvic acid

under acidic conditions. The identification and

stoichiometric production of these degradation

products suggested that compound X is 6-

pyruvoyl-7, 8-dihydropterin, which is now believed

to be the tetrahydro form as described below.

Afterwards various names were given for the

preparations from different animal tissues having

activities similar to those of fraction Al and A2.

In the following enzymes marked with an asterisk

were examined against the tetrahydro intermedi-

ates. As heat-stable and Mg2+-dependent en-

zymes catalyzing H2NP3 to a labile intermediate

(fraction A2 activity), sepiapterin synthesizing

enzyme 1 (SSE-1) (fat bodies of silkworms) [65,

82], sepiapterin synthase A or Enzyme A* {Dro-

sophila melanogaster) [67, 83, 84], dyspropterin

synthetase* (fat bodies of silkworms) [85], pyru-

voyl-tetrahydropterin (PTP) synthase* (PTP-

synthase) {Drosophila melanogaster [84], bovine

adrenal medulla [86], rat liver, and brain [86], and

human liver [87]), and triphosphate-eliminating

enzyme* (human liver) [88] were reported. As

heat-labile and NADPH-dependent enzymes cata-

lyzing the conversion of the labile intermediate to

sepiapterin (fraction Al activity), sepiapterin

synthesizing enzyme 2 (SSE-2)(fat bodies of silk-

worms) [65, 82], sepiapterin synthase B or Enzyme

B* {Drosophila melanogaster) [67, 83], dyspro-

pterin reductase* (fat bodies of silkworms) [85],

and 6-lactoyl tetrahydropterin (LTP) synthase*

(rat brain) [86] were reported.

Activities of SSE-1 and SSE-2 were determined

by Yoshioka et al. [65] in most tissues of rats;

especially high levels were found in kidney, pineal

gland, and liver. SSE-1 was highly purified from

fat bodies of silkworms by them [82]. During the

conversion of H2NP3 to labile intermediate, the

elimination of triphosphate from H2NP3 was

observed by using either a preparation purified
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approximately 3,000-fold from human liver

(triphosphate-eliminating enzyme*) [88] or an

approximately 700-fold one from Drosophila mela-

nogaster (Enzyme A*) [84] in the presence of

Mg2+ . The Km value for H2NP3 of partially

purified Enzyme A* from Drosophila melanogaster

was lO^M, and molecular weights of Enzyme A*

and B* from the same origin were 82 kDa and 36

kDa, respectively [67]. The molecular weight of

the PTP-synthase* purified to homogeneity from

human liver was 83 kDa, and the enzyme was

composed of 4 identical subunits of 19 kDa [87].

Sepiapterin reductase

SPR (EC1. 1.153) was first found by Aruga et al.

[89] in the fat bodies of silkworms as an activity for

quenching the yellow color of sepiapterin. This

activity was distinguished from the activity of DFR
by Matsubara et al. [90] from the developmental

patterns observed during the larval and pupal

stages of silkworms. SPR activity was subsequent-

ly found in various animals. Its distribution in rat

tissues was surveyed in detail, and the activity was

found in most tissues tested [91, 92]. SPR was first

purified to homogeneity from horse liver by Katoh

[91], and subsequently from erythrocytes [93] and

whole brain [94] of the rat. The molecular weight

of SPR was determined as 47 kDa (horse liver)

[91], 68 kDa (monkey liver) [95], or 55 kDa

(erythrocytes and brain of rats) [93, 94]. SPR

purified from rat erythrocytes was investigated in

detail by Sueoka and Katoh [93]. It is composed of

2 homologous subunits of 27.5 kDa, shows a pi of

4.9, and a specific volume of 0.73cm3
/g [93]. The

Km value for sepiapterin is 12-23 /uM at pH 6.4 for

SPR from various sources such as horse liver [91],

erythrocytes [93], brain [94], and salivary gland

[17] of rat, monkey liver [95], and Tawa and

Yoshida sarcoma cells [96].

SPR was suggested to be involved with DFR in

the last two steps of the BH4 pathway [18, 62].

The enzyme catalyzes the reversible reduction of

sepiapterin with NADPH to 7, 8-dihydrobiopterin

and NADP + by reducing the 6-lactoyl side chain of

sepiapterin to the 6-dihydroxypropyl side chain of

dihydrobiopterin [97]. An enzyme similar to SPR,

which also catalyzes the NADPH-dependent con-

version of sepiapterin to dihydrobiopterin, was

found in Drosophila melanogaster (biopterin

synthase), having a Km value for sepiapterin of

63 juM [98]. SPR is inhibited by -SH reagents

(pCMB, monoiodoacetic acid and N-ethylmalei-

mide) [62, 91, 95, 96], 2, 4-dinitrophenol [62],

divalent metal cations (Hg2+ , Cd2+ , and

Zn2+) [99], Cibacron blue 3G-A [93], carboxylic

acids (acetate, n-propionate, and n-valerate) [91,

95, 96, 99], flavonoids (rutin and dicoumarol)

[99], and pterins (deoxysepiapterin and 6-car-

boxypterin) [62, 91, 95, 96, 99]. Catecholamine

(norepinephrine) and indoleamines (serotonin,

N-acetlyserotonin (NAS) and melatonin) are com-

petitive inhibitors of SPR [100]. Of them NAS is a

strong inhibitor, having a Kj value of 0.17 //M (rat

brain SPR) [100].

SPR is known to have a strict specificity for

sepiapterin [62, 91]. Recently, however, it was

found that SPR can reduce with NADPH fully

oxidized [101] and tetrahydro [86, 102-104] forms

of 6-lactoylpterin, besides 7, 8-dihydro form

(sepiapterin), to form biopterin and BH4 , respec-

tively . Tetrahydro-6-( l'-hydroxyacetonyl)-pterin

(C2' carbonyl compound) (Fig. 4 [pathway b]) is

also accepted as a substrate of SPR [104]. Further-

more, SPR exhibits an NADPH-dependent car-

bonyl reductase activity including a-diketo reduc-

tase activity [99, 105]. SPR effectively reduces

a-diketo compounds such as 1-phenyl-l, 2-

propanedione, diacetyl, and benzil [99, 105]

(Table 1). In the reduction of diacetyl, SPR seems

to sequentially reduce the two keto groups to form

the dihydroxy group in the reaction, and the rate

of the first reaction against one of the two carbonyl

groups is far more rapid than the second reaction

against the remaining group (Vmax/Km of diacetyl

is approx. 130-fold of that of acetoin) [105]

(Table 1). Since a labile intermediate from H2NP3

in the BH4 pathway has been demonstrated as a

pteridine derivative containing an a-diketo group

(6-pyruvoyl) in its side chain [56], SPR is suspected

to cause the direct reduction of the intermediate to

form BH4 (6-dihydroxypropyl side chain) in vivo

without the participation of the enzyme activity

found in fraction Al (Fig. 4 [pathway a and b]). In

practice, SPR has such an activity, in vitro and de

novo, as described in detail below [85, 86, 103].
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Table 1. a-Diketo reductase activity of sepiapterin reductase

Substrates
Km
(a*M)

Vmax
( //mol/min/mg)

Vmax/Km

1-Phenyl-l, 2-

propanedione

Benzil

Diacetyl

Acetoin

0-CO-CO-CH3 21.1+ 1.0 34.5 + 0.7 1.64

O-co-co-o 18.3+ 6.5 2.9 + 0.2 0.16

CH3-CO-CO-CH3 1020 + 110 45.3 + 2.9 0.045

CH3-CO-CHOH-CH3 29000 +4470 1.0 + 0.1 0.000035

Sepiapterin PHj-CO-CHOH-CH, 14.0+ 0.5 23.2±0.4 1.66

Purified enzyme from rat erythrocytes was examined in the presence of NADPH at pH 6.4 and 25°C

(Katoh and Sueoka, [105], Sueoka and Katoh, [99]).

(PH2 : 7, 8-dihydropterin)

-X-CO-CHOH-Yn
X-CO-CO-Y (and/or)

LX-CHOH-CO-Y
X-CHOH-CHOH-Y

Dihydrofolate reductase

DFR (EC 1.5.1.3) catalyzes with NADPH the

reduction of both dihydrofolate and folate to form

tetrahydrofolate. It is well known that this enzyme

plays a central role in cellular one-carbon metabo-

lism in nucleotide biosynthesis [106]. Consequent-

ly, inhibition of DFR leads to a disruption of DNA
synthesis, which is the basis of the chemothera-

peutic action of DFR inhibitors such as MTX
(methotrexate) [107]. DFR has been isolated and

characterized from a wide variety of living sources

[108]. The animal form consists of a single

polypeptide chain of 20-34 kDa [108].

When the cofactor of liver phenylalanine hy-

droxylase was extracted from rat liver as dihydro-

biopterin by Kaufman [18], he found that the

cofactor required DFR for its activity. Kaufman

postulated that this conversion of dihydrobiopterin

to BH4 by DFR is the final step in the mammalian

synthesis of the active form of the pterin cofactor.

Various observations in mammalian systems have

supported this idea for the role of DFR in BH4

synthesis: (1) both H2NP3 and sepiapterin are

intermediates of biopterin, (2) the fraction catalyz-

ing H2NP3 to sepiapterin was obtained, and (3)

SPR catalyzing sepiapterin to dihydrobiopterin

was found.

A number of unconjugated 7, 8-dihydropterin

such as dihydrobiopterin [109], sepiapterin [110],

and 6-methyl-7, 8-dihydropterin [111] are known

to serve as weak substrates for DFR at a rate less

than 10% of that of dihydrofolate. Biopterin, a

fully oxidized pterin, is also reduced by purified

DFR at a very low, but significant rate [109].

Thus, DFR may be essential in the metabolism of

other unconjugated pterins. In the reaction medi-

ated by hydroxylases of aromatic amino acids, the

cofactor BH4 is oxidized to qH2P, from which BH4

can be regenerated by DHPR and NADH (Fig. 2).

However, the qH2P derivative is quite unstable

and readily tautomerizes to the 7, 8-dihydro

derivative, from which BH4 regeneration is also

carried out by the activity of DFR [1, 20] (Fig. 2).

The independence of the brain in terms of

dihydrobiopterin systhesis from GTP with or

without MTX in vitro and in vivo was demon-

strated in the 1970's by Gal et al. [112]. DFR-
independent and MTX-insensitive formation of

BH4 was also found by Nichol and co-workers [58,

59, 113]. In preparations from bovine adrenal

medulla, BH4 can be formed from GTP, dihydro-

biopterin, and sepiapterin in the absence of MTX,
while in the presence of MTX, BH4 is formed only

from GTP [59]. They found that DUKX-B11
strain cells, a mutant cell line of Chinese hamster

ovary cells lacking DFR activity, can form BH4

[59]. They demonstrated from these results the

occurrence of two pathways of BH4 synthesis from

H2NP3 in mammalian tissues: a MTX-sensitive

pathway in which sepiapterin and dihydrobiopterin

are precursors of BH4 and a MTX-insensitive

pathway in which they are not. Therefore, the

former was termed "the salvage pathway" [59].
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RECENT PROFILE OF BH4-PATHWAY

MTX-insensitive pathway including two tetrahydro

intermediates

The finding of the MTX-insensitive pathway of

BH4 led to the proposal of a new pathway in which

only tetrahydro intermediates are involved be-

tween H2NP3 and BH4 . In the new pathway three

chemical interconversions of (2)-(4) described

earlier are required without the participation of

DFR (Fig. 4 [pathway b]).

Milstien and Kaufman [102] also showed a

MTX-insensitive pathway by using a preparation

of bovine adrenal medulla [60] in which reduced

sepiapterin (6-lactoyl-5, 6, 7, 8-tetrahydropterin;

LTP), rather than sepiapterin (dihydro form),

could be converted to BH4 ,
probably by SPR

reaction; and only tetrahydro intermediates were

involved. Furthermore succesively two tetrahydro

intermediates between H2NP3 and BH4 on the de

novo synthetic pathway of BH4 were isolated by

many groups using preparations of bovine adrenal

medulla [86, 114], rat brain and liver [86], and

Drosophila melanogaster [83] with detection on

HPLC chromatograms. Smith and Nichol [114]

first detected these intermediates (PH4-1 and

PH4-2) by amperometric electrochemistry in

HPLC analysis, the method of which was applied

for analysis of unconjugated pteridines by Lunte

and Kissinger [32]: the first intermediate was

produced from H2NP3 in the presence of Mg2+
;

and the second in the presence of NADPH by the

preparation of bovine adrenal medulla. The struc-

tures of these intermediates are not completely

clear yet.

The first tetrahydro intermediate

The first intermediate corresponds to the pre-

viously described quite labile "compound X" [56],

and is now believed by many workers to be

6-pyruvoyl-5, 6, 7, 8-tetrahydropterin (PTP),

which we have termed "dyspropterin" [85]. It was

determined as tetrahydro derivative since (1) it has

maximal UV absorbance at 300 nm at neutral pH

[83], (2) it behaves like authentic tetrahydropterin

by elestrochemical determination [86, 114], (3)

it has cofactor activity in the phenylalanine-

hydroxylating system [85] , and the cofactor activity

is enhanced in the presence of DHPR and NADH
[85], (4) it reduces cytochrome c [86], and (5) the

C6 proton of BH4 is acquired from water, not from

NADPH during de novo biosynthesis from H2NP3

[103, 115].

As for the side chain structure of this intermedi-

ate, it is thought to be 6-pyruvoyl since (1) it

converts to pterin and pyruvic acid under acidic

conditions [56, 65] (the most important evidence),

(2) it forms a mixture of erythro and threo isomers

of biopterin after reduction with sodium boro

[

3H]hydride (2 moles of tritium incorporated per

mol of each) [84, 86] followed by oxidation with I2 ,

and the resulting biopterin converts to radioactive

6-aldehydepterin under periodate oxidation, and

to radioactive acetate by KMn04 oxidation [84],

(3) it is reduced by SPR to form BH4 [85, 86, 116]

with 2 mols NADPH per mol of it [85], and (4) the

one deutrium atom of deuterated (S-2H)-NADPH
incorporates each at the 1' and 2' positions of its

side chain during the de novo synthesis from

H2NP3 by the extract of human liver [103].

The second tetrahydro intermediate

As the second intermediate, 6-lactoyl tetrahy-

dropterin (LTP; Cl'-carbonyl compound) or 6-(l'-

hydroxy acetonyl) tetrahydropterin (C2'-carbonyl

compound) has been proposed. Masada et al. [85]

described an NAS-insensitive enzyme, dyspropter-

in reductase, which they partially purified from fat

bodies of the silkworm as SSE-2 [82]; it could

convert PTP with NADPH to sepiapterin, presum-

ably by oxidation of LTP. By HPLC Milstien and

Kaufman [86] separated LTP as the second in-

termediate from the reaction mixture which are

capable of de novo synthesis of BH4 from H2NP3 in

the presence of NAS. They described the 12,500-

fold purified LTP-synthase from rat brain which

also catalyzed PTP to LTP with NADPH [86].

However, Curtius et al. [103, 104] demonstrated

6-(l'-hydroxy acetonyl)-tetrahydropterin as the

second intermediate by the observation that it is

formed in the reverse reaction of SPR from BH4 in

the presence of NADP+. Smith and Nichol [114]

denied LTP as the second intermediate since their

PH4-2 did not coelute with LTP through the HPLC
column. They preferred to also postulate 6-(l'-
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Table 2. BH4
--formation from dyspropterin (PTP) by sepiapterin reductase with NADPH

Component omitted

Acid I2
--oxidation Alkaline I2

--oxidation BH4

Biopterin Pterin Biopterin Pterin (%)

None

Sepiapterin reductase

NADPH

(pmol/100 /A of reaction mixture)

238.9 529.6 31.0 728.9

606.2 608.9

780.8 791.9

86.6

Purified sepiapterin reductase and NADPH were added to the dyspropterin-generating system

which contained dihydroneopterin triphoshphate, MgS04 , dyspropterin synthethase from silk-

worms. After incubation, the mixture was subjected to acid or alkaline I2-oxidation followed by

HPLC analysis under Fukushima-Nixon Method [16] (Masada et al., [85]).

Products formed by I2-oxidation:

(BH4+ 7, 8-H2B+BP — BP (acid); BH4 — Pterin/7, 8-H2B +BP — BP (alkali)) [16].

(PTP -- Pterin (acid and alkali)) [85]. BP, biopterin.

hydroxy acetonyl) tetrahydropterin as the second

intermediate in the de novo system by bovine

adrenal madulla [117].

The roles of SPR and dyspropterin reductase

SPR is also required for the new pathway of BH4

synthesis since inhibition of SPR by NAS [100]

completely blocks the de novo formation of BH4

from H2NP3 , [86, 102, 114]. As SPR can reduce

both suspected second intermediates, LTP [86,

102] and 6-(l'-hydroxy acetonyl) tetrahydropterin

[104], to form BH4 , SPR seems to act in the last

step of this BH4 pathway. SPR, however, would

be expected to reduce PTP directly to BH4 by

sequentially catalyzing the reduction of the two

keto groups of PTP to the dihydroxy group of BH4

in light of the finding that SPR exhibits an

NADPH-dependent a-diketo reductase activity as

described earlier [105]. Masada et al. [85] showed

that when purified SPR and NADPH were incu-

bated with PTP generated from H2NP3 by highly

purified SSE-1 from silkworm fat bodies and

Mg2+ , BH4 was formed (Table 2). MTX did not

have any effect in the formation of total biopterin

or BH4 , while NAS strongly inhibited the forma-

tion of both in this reaction system [85]. The direct

reduction of PTP to BH4 by SPR in vitro was also

described by Milstien and Kufman [86] and Brown

et al. [116]. The de novo reduction of PTP by the

extract of human liver was shown by Curtius et al.

[103] in the incorporation of only 4-pro-S-H of

NADPH(not 4-pro-R-H) into the CI' and C2'

positions of BH4 (SPR catalyzes the transfer of the

pro-S-H of NADPH).
Important subjects for future experiments are to

determine which LTP (Cl'-carbonyl) or (and)

6-(l'-hydroxy acetonyl) tetrahydropterin (C2'-

carbonyl), is the second intermediate, and how the

two enzymes SPR and dyspropterin reductase (or

LTP synthase) relate to each other in the forma-

tion of BH4 from PTP in vivo.

REGULATION OF BH4 FORMATION

Since cell level of BH4 is relatively low and may

be limiting, rapid modulation of aromatic amino

acid hydroxylase activities could occur in vivo by

small changes in the available pool of BH4 to

control the regulation of the synthesis of

monoamines in nerve tissues or metabolism of

phenylalanine in the liver [118].

Biosynthesis of BH4 seems to be regulated by

various hormones. The BH4 level and GTP CH
activity in rat adrenal medulla are stimulated by

insulin, reserpine, and ACTH [80, 81, 119]. BH4

formation in pineal glands is down regulated by

monoamines [120], which may result from the

inhibition of SPR involved in the BH4 pathway by

monoamines since SPR is strongly inhibited by

norepinephrine, serotonin, NAS, and melatonin in

vitro [100]. SPR activity in rat liver is stimulated

by glucagon [121].

GTP CH activity in Drosophila melanogaster is

shown to be closely correlated with the number of
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Pu+ genes in the genome [122]. Inborn deficien-

cies or low levels of DHPR, GTP CH, and SSE-1

in humans around the world are reflected in

variants of hyperphenylalaninaemia (atypical

PKU). Other neurological deteriorations resulting

from decreased monoamines may also be found to

be related to BH4 metabolism [9]. Selective syn-

thesis of natural type of BH4 (6(R)-BH4) was

recently accomplished, so that now BH4 may be

obtaind from a commercial source. Thus, treat-

ment of these types of patients with BH4 [8, 123,

124] is being attempted with hopefully good effects

as the outcome.
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ABSTRACT—Trichocyst nondischarge (TND) mutants were obtained in Paramecium caudatum,

syngen 3. The mutants contain normally shaped trichocysts in the cortex, but they are incapable of

discharging their trichocyst matrices upon exposure to picric acid. Genetic analysis indicated that the

TND mutants fall into two complementary groups. The mutant of each group is controlled by a single

recessive gene, designated as tndl or tndl. Freeze fracture electron microscopy revealed two types of

regular arrays of membrane intercalated particles (MIPs) called "ring" and "rosette", at the attachment

site of the trichocyst, not only in wild type cells but also in the mutant tndl. The mutant tnd2 showed

the ring, but not the rosette, as reported in many kinds of trichocyst mutants in P. tetraurelia. Since,

until now, inability to discharge the trichocyst has always been correlated with abnormality of the MIPs

array, the mutant tndl is a new type. These mutants are useful not only as genetic markers, but also as

materials for studying mechanisms of trichocyst exocytosis.

INTRODUCTION

Trichocysts of Paramecium are secretory or-

ganelles located just beneath the cell membrane.

Thousands of trichocysts are arranged perpendicu-

lar to the cortex, and extruded synchronously by

various stimuli such as chemicals, electric shock,

mechanical injury and desiccation [1, 2].

In P. tetraurelia, more than 30 trichocyst

mutants have been reported [3, 4]. Some of the

mutants are characterized by inability to discharge

their trichocyst matrices in response to chemical

stimuli bacause of some defects either in the cell

membrane or in the trichocyst itself [4]. Tricho-

cyst mutants have been used as a model system for

studying the mechanism of exocytosis [5-9].

Moreover, the trichocyst nondischarge (TND)

mutant is very useful as a genetic marker. How-

ever, in P. caudatum, trichocyst mutants have not

been available for genetic study. In this paper, we

will report TND mutants, which are found in our

laboratory stocks of P. caudatum, syngen 3. The

mutants are phenotypically identical in the routine

picric acid test for capability of secretion [10].
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Genetic analysis and freeze fracture electron

microscopic analysis were performed to charac-

terize the TND mutant of P. caudatum.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Stocks and strains of Paramecium caudatum

used in this study are listed in Table 1. Cells were

grown at 25°C in the lettuce juice medium of

Hiwatashi [11], inoculated with Klebsiella

pneumoneae one day before use.

To test the ability of trichocyst discharge, one

drop of saturated picric acid solution was added to

one drop of cell suspension on a glass slide. Then

the slide was examined under a darkfield micro-

scope.

Cross breeding analysis was performed by the

routine method, using behavioral mutations

(CNR) as markers to detect true cross pairs as

described previously [12].

For freeze fracture electron microscopy, cells

were fixed in 2.5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer (pH7.0) for 30min at room

temperature. Then they were serially infiltrated

with 20, 30 and 40% (v/v) glycerol. A small drop

of cell suspension was frozen in liquid nitrogen and

fractured in a Hitachi HFZ-1 apparatus. After

etching, the sample was shadowed with platinum-
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Table 1. Stocks and strains of Paramecium caudatum used in this study

Stocks or

strains

Mating
type

Swimming
behavior

Trichocyst
phenotype

Source

YclOl VI Wild type TD2)

16B409 V CNR 1 ' TD
16A101a V CNR TD
Yt4s2 V Wild type TND3 '

16D202a VI CNR TND
16D317 V CNR TND
ND11 VI Wild type TND

27aG3 V Wild type TND

Yt3G9 VI Wild type TND
Yt3s43 V Wild type TND
C103 VI Wild type TND

Strain of various degree of inbreeding

Strain of various degree of inbreeding

Offspring of CNR mutant 16A

Developed from a selfing of wild stock Yt4

F2 progeny of a cross between 16D108 and Yt4

Selfing progeny of 16D207

F2 progeny of a cross between 16D202a and YclOl

Exautogamous clone from an early maturity mutant
EmIV-3s27a

Exautogamous clone from wild stock Yt3

Selfing progeny of a wild stock Yt3

Wild stock collected by Dr. Gortz in F. R. Germany

:) Cannot swim backward in response to stimuli.

2)3) Trichocyst discharging and trichocyst nondischarging in response to picric acid.

palladium and replicated with carbon. Replicas

were then cleaned several times, mounted on grids

and examined in a Hitachi H-500 electorn micro-

scope.

RESULTS

Picric acid test

All strains showing TND phenotype contain

carrot-shaped trichocysts like wild type in the

cortex of the cell. These trichocysts aligned per-

pendiculano the cell surface (Fig. 1, A-C). The

macronucleus is in the normal position, and the

growth rate of TND stocks is not different from

that of wild type (2-3 fissions per day). So far, no

difference between the mutants and wild type cells

can be detected by observation of living cells with

the light microscope. Upon exposing to picric acid

the mutant cells do not extrude their trichocysts at

all, or only a few cells show low level discharge

(1-5 trichocysts per cell) (Fig. 1, D-F).

Genetic analysis of TND phenotype

In Table 2, the results of phenotypic segregation

of Fl and F2 progenies from crosses between TND
strains and wild type cells which produced relative-

ly high Fl survival are shown. When stocks

16D202a and 27aG3 were crossed to wild type

strains YclOl and 16B409, respectively, all Fl

progenies showed TD phenotype. In F2 progeny

obtained either by sibling cross or selfing conjuga-

tion of the Fl the segregation ratio of TND to TD
was not significantly different from 1:3. The

results show that the phenotype of each TND
mutant is controlled by a recessive gene.

When strain 16D202a and its descendant ND11
were crossed to 27aG3, all Fl clones showed TD
phenotype (Table 3). This indicates that the

16D202a and ND11 contain a gene for TND that

complements the gene in strain 27aG3. The re-

sults show that TND mutants found in our labora-

tory stocks are controlled by at least two genes at

different loci (Table 4). The genes controlling the

TND phenotype in stocks of 16D202a, ND11,

Yt4s2 and 16D317 are designated tndl, that of

27aG3, Yt3G9, Yt3s43 and C103 tndl.

Freeze fracture electron microscopy (FEM)

Freeze fracture analysis was performed to deter-

mine, 1) whether the MIPs at the trichocyst

attachment site in the TND mutants are arranged

into the ring form or not, and 2) whether the

rosette, a MIPs array necessary for membrane

fusion [6, 13] is missing in the mutants as reported

in the trichocyst mutants of P. tetraurelia [5, 7-9].

If the trichocysts do not attach to the membrane

site, the "parentheses" shaped array of MIPs,
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Fig. 1. (A-C): Living cells of wild type (A) and TND (B, C) strains photographed under dark field optics. Many
carrot shaped trichocysts (arrow) can be seen in the cortex. (D-F): Response to picric acid of wild type (D)

and TND (E, F) cells. Wild type cells are surrounded by discharged trichocysts, but no trichocysts are

observed around TND cells. Strains: A and D, 16A101a; B and E, ND11; C and F, 27aG3. (A-C, X 1,000;

D-F, X220).

Table 2. Phenotypic segregation of Fl and F2 progenies from crosses between TND and wild

type strains

Crosses

Gen-
era-

tion

No. of

pairs

isolated

No. of
sur-

vival

Sur-

vival

(%)

Phenotype

TD TND

Chi-square
and

Probability

16D202a X YclOl Fl 40 31 (77.5) 31

F2 102 71 (69.6) 50 21 X
2

=0.793
p=0.5-0.3

27aG3 X 16B409 Fl 40 33 (82.5) 33

F2 101 70 (69.3) 51 19 X
2
=0.172

p = 0.9-0.8

Chi-square values were calculated on the hypothesis that a single recessive gene was blocking

discharge of the trichocyst in the TND strains. The expected ratio is 3 TD : 1 TND.
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Table 3. Phenotype of Fl from crosses between TND strains

Crosses
No. of pairs

isolated

No. of Fl

progeny

Survival

(%)

Phenotype

TD TND

16D202a X 27aG3

ND11 X 27aG3

40

45

10

33

(25.0)

(73.3)

10

33

Table 4. Results of crosses between dif-

ferent TND strains

Strains 16D202a ND11 Yt3G9 C103

Yt4s2 - + +

16D317 - - + +
27aG3 + + - -

Yt3s43 + - -

+ and — indicate that the cross between two

strains produced progeny of TD and TND phe-

notype, respectively.

75 nm in diameter and consists of 8-11 particles of

14 nm size. All of these dimensions are almost the

same as those of P. tetraurelia [5, 9, 16]. FEM of

the mutant tndl also shows the ring as well as

rosette (Fig. 2B, C). On the other hand, FEM of

the mutant tnd2 reveals the ring laking the rosette

(Fig. 2D-F).

These figures suggest that attachment of tricho-

cysts to the cell membrane normally takes place in

both TND mutants.

instead of the ring, should be observed [5, 7, 14,

15].

As shown in Figure 2A, FEM of wild type cell

reveals the outer ring, which is about 300 nm in

diameter and consists of 70-90 particles of 7.5 nm
size, and also the central rosette, which is about

DISCUSSION

Although several genetic markers have been

reported in Paramecium caudatum, useful markers

are still limited [12, 17, 18]. Trichocyst nondis-

charge mutants provide convenient markers, be-

cause their phenotype can easily be checked by

Fig. 2. Freeze fracture electron micrographs of trichocyst attachment sites of the wild type strain,

16A101a (A), tndl mutant strains, ND11 (B) and Yt4s2 (C), and tnd2 mutant strains, 27aG3

(D), Yt3s43 (E) and C103 (F). The ring (R) and the rosette (r) are visible in wild type and

tndl strains (A-C), but no rosette is formed in the center of the ring (asterisk) in the tnd2

strains (D-F).
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picric acid even under a dissecting microscope.

Furthermore, both of the tnd genes are expressed

at an early stage of the development of excon-

jugant clones (about 40 hr after determination of

new macronucleus) (Mikami, personal com-

munication).

The phenotypes of the mutants tndl and tnd2

are not distinguishable from each other by light

microscopy, but the genes are at different loci.

The TND strains Yt4s2, containing gene tndl, and

Yt3s43, Yt3G9 and C103, having gene tndl, are

wild stocks or are derived from wild stocks by

selfing conjugation or autogamy [18]. Therefore,

both genes tndl and tndl have originated from

spontaneous mutation in wild stocks. Strain

16D202a, which has gene tndl, is one of the

descendants of the CNR mutant strain 16D, which

has been induced by Takahashi [17] with Nitroso-

guanidine, and is an F2 progeny of a cross between

16D and the wild stock Yt4. Therefore, the

mutated gene tndl in the strain 16D202a could

have originated from induced mutation in strain

16D, or it could have come from the wild stock

Yt4. Strain 27aG3, which contains tndl, is derived

from autogamy of an early maturity mutant EmlV-

3S27a [18], which was induced by Myohara and

Hiwatashi [19] with Nitrosoguanidine. Therefore,

the gene tnd2 in the 27aG3 probably originated

from induced mutation.

So far, only two tnd loci have been obtained in

P. caudatum, but as reported in P. tetraurelia [3, 4,

19] , many more genes may be possibly involved in

the process of trichocyst discharge. Mutations in

tndl and tndl loci give no detectable effect on the

growth rate and on the cellular morphology. This

suggests that the genes chiefly act on the regulation

of trichocyst exocytosis.

FEM showed the outer ring at the site of

trichocyst insertion on both mutants. This indi-

cates that the trichocysts attach to the cell mem-

brane [9]. The mutant tnd2 lacks the rosette,

which acts as a Ca2+-gate [16] and has Ca2+ -

ATPase activity [9]. Beisson et al. [16] have

clearly shown a close relationship between rosette

assembly and secretory capacity, using conditional

mutants. The rosette is believed to be an essential

structural component for exocytic membrane fu-

sion [6, 16]. So far as we know, trichocyst mutants

which are unable to discharge their trichocysts,

always show some defects in morphology of the

MIP arrays at the attachment site [7]

.

In the mutant tndl, however, outer ring and

inner rosette are observed to be normal as those of

wild type cell. In this sense, the mutant tndl is a

new type of TND mutant. Therefore, if the

rosette is functionally normal, impossibility of the

trichocyst discharge in the mutant tndl is caused

by some defects other than the rosette. Investiga-

tion on the defective site of the mutant tndl will

provide new information about genetic control of

trichocyst exocytosis.
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ABSTRACT—Human embryo fibroblast cell line produced factors to enhance mouse thymocyte

proliferative responses, which is designated for fibroblast-derived thymocyte-activating factors (FTAF).

The production of FTAF was markedly increased by a treatment of cells with 12-0-

tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA). The molecular weights of FTAFs were estimated as 30-50

kDa and 10-15 kDa by a Sephadex G-100 column chromatography. However, considerable activities at

30-50 kDa were converted to the activities at 10-15 kDa by a high salt treatment. The factors were

sensitive to trypsin treatment, but resistant to heat, acid and base. They induced hapten-reactive

cytotoxic T cell activity in nylon-purified T cell population. However, they did not have interferon /?

and interleukin 2 activities.

INTRODUCTION

In the previous report, we found that murine

3T3 fibroblast cell line produced factors to stimu-

late murine thymocyte proliferative responses and

their production was markedly enhanced by a

treatment with 12-0-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-

acetate (TPA) [1]. In order to study further the

factors produced by fibroblasts, we extended our

system to human fibroblasts. In this communica-

tion, an evidence will be presented that human

fibroblast cell line produces stimulating factor for

thymocyte proliferative responses and these fac-

tors also activate hapten-reactive cytotoxic T cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Human fibroblast cell line

Human embryo fibroblast cell line was kindly

donated by Dr. S. Gotoh (Department of Bio-

Accepted June 4, 1986
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Present address: Laboratory of Molecular Oncology,

Tsukuba Life Science Center, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-

gun, Ibaragi 305, Japan.

chemistry, University of Occupational and En-

vironmental Health School of Medicine, Kitakyu-

shu), which was established by an in vitro culture

of embryo skin tissue as described in the previous

paper [2] and maintained in Eagle's minimum
essential medium (MEM, Nissui Seiyaku Co.,

Tokyo) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum

(FCS, Gibco, Grand Island Biological Co., New
York) in 10% C02 and 90% air at 37°C. This cell

line becomes confluent in 4 days (1:4 split ratio).

Preparation of the culture medium and column and

chromatography

The confluent cells were washed by MEM
medium and futher cultured for one overnight

(16 hr) in MEM supplemented with 10% FCS.

TPA (Sigma Chemical Co.) was added at a final

concentration of 50ng/ml. After the incubation,

the supernatant was recovered and concentrated

by salting out with 60% ammonium sulphate

(pH 7.5). After centrifugation, the precipitate was

dissolved in 10mM phosphate-buffered saline

(PBS) (pH7.5), applied on a Sephadex G-100

column (1.8x24 cm, Pharmacia) equilibrated with

PBS, eluted with the same buffer and aliquots of

2.5 ml were collected. The fractions at 10-15 kDa
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from Sephadex G-100 column chromatography

were dialyzed against 10mM phosphate buffer

(pH7.5) containing 25mM NaCl, applied on a

DEAE Sephadex A-25 column (1.2x5cm, Phar-

macia) and eluted with 10mM phosphate buffer

(pH 7.5) containing different NaCl concentrations

(25 mM, 150mM and 500 mM) and aliquots of

1.5 ml were collected.

Assay of thymocyte proliferative response

Assay of thymocyte proliferative response car-

ried out by a slight modification of the previous

method [1]. Thymocytes (5xl05
) from C3H/He

mice (Seiwa Experimental Animals, Yoshitomi,

Japan) were cultured in 0.2 ml of RPMI 1640

medium (Nissui Seiyaku Co.) supplemented with

10% FCS in the presence or absence of Concana-

valin A (Con A, 5 /ug/ml, Sigma Chemical Co.) for

2 days. Each fraction from the column chroma-

tography was added at a final concentration of

50% . The cells were labeled with 1 f/Ci of

[

3H]thymidine (TdR, 5 Ci/mmol, Amersham, Eng-

land) for further one day. At the end of the

culture, cold 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) was

added and TCA-insoluble fraction were harvested

on GF/C membrane filter (Whatman, England) by

the aid of an automatic cell harvester and the

radioactivity incorporated was counted by a Beck-

man liquid scintillation counter.

Induction and assay system of hapten-reactive

cytotoxic T cells

Induction and assay of hapten-reactive cytotoxic

T cell activity was performed according to the

previous report [3]. T lymphocytes were prepared

by passing spleen cells from C3H/He mice through

a nylon wool column. Stimulator T cells were

treated with mitomycin C (50//g/ml, Kyowa Hak-

ko Kogyo Co., Tokyo) at 37°C for lhr and then

treated with 10mM trinitrobenzene sulfonate for

trinitrophenol (TNP)-coupling at 37°C for lOmin

according to the method by shearer [4]. Respond-

er T cells were cultured with TNP-modified or

unmodified stimulator T cells (2xl06
) in the

presence or absence of spleen macrophages (2x

10
6
), human interleukin 1 (IL 1) or the factors in

this paper in 2 ml of Peck-click culture medium

containing 10% FCS at 37°C for 5% CQ2 and 95%

air for 5 days. Human IL 1 was partially purified

from the medium conditioned by TPA-treated

macrophages in human peripheral blood. X5563

plasmacytoma cells from C3H/He mice were used

as target cells. In vitro sensitize T cells (5xl05
)

were mixed with
51
Cr-labeled X5563 cells (1 X 10

4
),

which were modified with TNP or unmodified, at

an effector cell to target cell ratio of 50 : 1 in 0.2 ml

of a RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% FCS.

After the effector-to-target cell interaction had

proceeded at 37°C for 5 hr in 5% C02 and 95% air,

the culture supernatant was harvested with the aid

of a Titertek supernatant collection system (Flow

Laboratories, England) and the radioactivity col-

lected on the filter was counted with a 7-counter.

The percentage of specific lysis of target cells was

calculated as:

% specific lysis =
experimental release — control release

100 X-
maximal release — control release

where the maximal release was obtained by in-

cubating
51
Cr-labeled target cells in 1% Nonidet

P-40 (Sigma Chemical Co.) and the control

release was obtained by the incubating target cells

with unsensitized T cells.

Assay for interferon activity

Assay for interferon activity was performed

according to the method of Armstromg [5]. Hu-

man amnion cells (Wish: 2xl04
) were seeded in

Falcon microtiter well in 0.1 ml of MEM-10% FCS

and cultured for 4 days at 37°C in 5% C02-95%

air. The confluent cells were treated with vescular

stomatitis virus (VSV) as a challenge virus, sup-

plemented with test solutions and incubated 24 hr

at 37°C in 5% C02-95% air. After the medium

was decanted, the culture cells were fixed and

stained with crystal violet, dried and its absorbance

was measured in a Hitachi spectrophotometer at

550 nm. Recombinant interferon /? (Kyowa Hak-

ko Kogyo Co, Tokyo) was used for the positive

control experiment.

RESULTS

At first, the authors studied the effects of the

medium conditioned by human embryo fibroblasts
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on murine thymocyte proliferative response. As

shown in Figure 1, when the conditioned medium

from human embryo fibroblasts was fractionated

by a sephadex G-100 column, stimulating activities

were detected as several weak peaks at the void

volume, 10-50 kDa and end volume (open circles).

When the conditioned medium from TPA-treated

!l l I

FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 1. Thymocyte DNA synthetic activities of the

medium conditioned by untreated and TPA-treated

fibroblasts in Sephadex G-100 column chromatogra-

phy. Open and closed circles represent DNA syn-

thetic activities of the medium conditioned by un-

treated and TPA-treated cells. Triangles are the

background activities of RPMI 1640 medium-10%

FCS. Upper arrows in the figure show the elution

positions of the molecular weight markers ; blue

dextran 2,000 (void volume), bovine serum albumin

(67 kDa), horseradish peroxidase (40 kDa),

cytochrome C (13 kDa) and bacitracin (1.5 kDa)

from the left to the right.

cells was fractionated, the stimulating activities at

void volume, 30-50 kDa and 10-15 kDa were

markedly increased (closed circles). One possible

mechanism of the enhanced activity of the con-

ditioned medium from TPA-treated fibroblasts is a

carryover of TPA, because TPA itself has a

stimulating activity of T cell DNA syhthesis and it

easily bind to serum proteins [6, 7]. To examine

this possibility, untreated conditioned medium of

fibroblasts was incubated with TPA, concentrated,

fractionated by a Sephadex G-100 column and

their stimulating activities were assayed. As

shown in Figure 2, the activity at the void volume

was significantly increased by the addition of TPA.

However, no enhanced activities were detected at

30-50 kDa and 10-15 kDa. These results suggest

that the enhanced activities at 30-50 kDa and

10-15 kDa are not derived from an artificial

K
Eh

I It | *

10 20 30

FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 2. 30-50 kDa and 10-15 kDa factors are not de-

rived from the carryover of TPA. A conditioned

medium of untreated cells were mixed with TPA
(50ng/ml), concentrated and fractionated by a

Sephadex G-100 column. Open and closed circles

represent the activities of the medium in the absence

and presence of TPA. Arrows in the figure are the

same as in Fig.l.
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activity by TPA, but from TPA-treated fibroblasts

themselves.

Next, the authors studied the relationship be-

tween 30-50 kDa and 10-15 kDa factors. The

rechromatography of 30-50 kDa factors by a

Sephadex G-100 column under a high salt condi-

tion (1 M NaCl) indicated a decrease of 30-50 kDa
activity and an increase of 10-15 kDa activity (Fig.

3). This finding shows that the considerable part

of 30-50 kDa molecules is composed of the oli-

gomers of 10-15 kDa molecules. Therefore, the

authors focussed on the activity at 10-15 kDa.

When the factors at 10-15 kDa were treated with

bovine pancreas trypsin and fractionated by a

Sephadex G-100 column chromatography, the

activities at 10-15 kDa were considerably de-

creased and some activities were converted to the

much smaller positions (Fig. 4). However, this

phenomenon was not observed by other enzymes

such as DNase I, RNase I, RNase A and lipase C

(data not shown). These results suggest that the

factors contain trypsin-sensitive protein structure

and composed of smaller trypsin-resistant active

components. Furthermore, the factors at 10-15

kDa were stable to heat (56°C, 30min), acid

(pH4.0) or base (pH 10.0) treatment (deta not

shown). These properties of the factors are similar

to the 10-15 kDa factors from SV40-transformed

human embryo fibroblasts [8]. Then, the authors

further purified the factors by a DEAE Sephadex

A-25 column choromatography. As shown in

Figure 5, minor activity was eluted at 150mM
NaCl and major activities were eluted at 500mM
NaCl. This result suggests that 10-15 kDa factors

have a charge heterogeneity.

The authors studied the effect of the major

factors purified by a DEAE Sephadex A-25

column on the induction of hapten-reactive cytoto-

xic T cells in vitro. As shown in Table 1, nylon

column-purified T cells alone did not develop to

10 20

FRACTION NUMBER

30

Fig. 3. Effects of high salt treatment on 30-50 kDa
factors. The active fraction at 30-50 kDa from the

Sephadex G-100 chromatography were combined,

concentrated and fractionated by Sephadex G-100
column using 10mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) con-

taining 1 M NaCl.

10
www w w

10 20 30

FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 4. Effects of trypsin digestion on thymocyte-

activating factors. Active fractions at 10-15 kDa in

Fig. 3 were recovered and divided into two equal

portions. Each portion was treated with none (open

circles) or trypsin (closed circles) at 37°C for 30 min

and fractionated by a Sephadex G-100 column.
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FRACTION NUMBER

Fig. 5. DEAE Sephadex A-25 column chromatography of thymocyte-activating factors.

Active fractions at 10-15 kDa in Fig. 1 were recovered, dialyzed against 10mM
phosphate buffer (pH7.5) contianing 25 mM NaCl and eluted at 25 mM, 150mM and

500mMNaCl.

cytotoxic T cells by

cells. However, the

this culture induced

TNP-coupled tumor

tors at 10-15 kDa in

experimental system,

was also significantly

effect was relatively

TNP-coupled stimulator T
addition of macrophages to

cytotoxic T cells which lyse

cells (76%). When the fac-

this paper was added to this

the cytotoxic T cell activity

induced (35%), although its

weak as compared with the

marcrophages. Furthermore, IL 1 derived from

human monocytes also stimulated as the factors

mentioned above (27%). In addition, the induced

cytotoxic T cells did not lyse TNP-uncoupled

target cells, suggesting that macrophages, IL 1 and

fibroblast-derived FTAF specifically induced TNP-
reactive cytotoxic T cells. The activation of cyto-

toxic T cells by FTAF is not due to artificial

Table 1 . Effect of thymocyte-activating factors on the induction of hapten-reactive cytotoxic

T Cells

Responder
cells

Stimulator

cells
Stimulants

% Specific lysis

TNP-X5563 X5563

Nylon
column-

TNP-modified
T cells

(") -2.2+0.7 -1.4+0.9

purified FTAF 34.9 + 1.1 2.3 + 0.8

IL 1 29.0+1.1 -1.1+0.3

Macrophages 76.2 + 2.4 3.0+1.9

Nylon column-purified T cells (5xl06) were cultured with TNP-modified T cells (2X106
) in the

presence or absence of 10-15 kDa factors (25%), human IL 1 (10%) or spleen macrophages (2x

10
6
) at 37°C for 5 days. The induced cytotoxic T cell activity was detected by culturing with

51Cr-labeled TNP-coupled or uncoupled X5563 cells as target. The value is expressed as a mean and

standard error of triplicate assays.
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-+

VOLUME IN CULTURE ( % )

Fig. 6. Significant IFN activity is not detected in thymo-

cyte-activating factors. Open and closed circles

show anti-virus activities by FTAF (active fractions

from DEAE Sephadex column chromatography)

and recombinant IFN/? (1,000 unit/ml), which were

successively diluted. A horizontal bar represent the

activity of the negative control by PBS.

activities by TPA, because TPA itself shows a

suppressive activity on the induction of cytotoxic T
cells in spite of the activity for thymocyte DNA
synthesis as reported previously [8]. Although the

low-molecular-weight fractions in Figure 1 (frac-

tion 26-30) or the degradative fractions from

10-15 kDa factors in Figure 4 (fraction 24-28)

showed thymocyte proliferative responses, their

activities to induce the cytotoxic T cells were T
cells as compared with that of 10-15 kDa factors.

This fact suggests that the efficient induction of

cytotoxic T cells requires the other structure in the

factors besides the structure for the stimulation

thymocyte DNA synthesis.

DISCUSSION

Results mentioned above indicate that human
embryo fibroblasts spontaneously release a certain

amount of the stimulating factors for thymocyte

DNA synthesis and their production is remarkably

increased by a treatment with TPA. As to the

specificity of the stimulating factors in thymocyte

reactions, since the stimulating activities for

growth and function of thymocytes only exist in the

specific fractions amongst various fractions from

the conditioned medium of human embryo fibro-

blasts, these activities seem to be not derived

from the nonspecific reactions by allogeneic or

xenogeneic antigens.

In the previous communication, we reported

that TPA-treated 3T3 fibroblasts and SV40-

transformed human fibroblasts produced stimulat-

ing factors of murine thymocyte proliferative

response [1, 8]. Their biochemical properties are

very closed to that of these factors reported here.

Thus, the production of thymocyte-activating fac-

tors by fibroblasts seems to be a general phe-

nomenon. An other important finding in this

paper is that the factors produced by fibroblasts

have stimulating activities of murine cytotoxic T
cells. Their effect seems to replace macrophage

accessory function for the activation of cytotoxic T
cell precursors, which suggests that the factors

have IL 1-like activity.

Previously, interleukin 2 (IL 2) and interferons

(IFN) have been known as typical lymphokines

which enhance the cytotoxic T cell function [10].

The 10-15 kDa factors in this paper did not show

the significant IL 2 activity and this is the same as

that of FTAF from SV40-transformed human

embryo fibroblasts [8]. On the other hand, IFN /?

is released from human fibroblasts by virus or

poly(I): poly(C) [11]. The authors assayed inter-

feron activity in 10-15 kDa factors in this paper as

shown in Figure 6. As a positive control, the

recombinant DNA-derived IFN /? showed the

remarkable anti-virus activity (closed circles).

However, 10-15 kDa factors did not exhibit the

significant activity, which was similar to the naga-

tive control activity (open circles and horizontal

bar). Therefore, FTAF from human embryo

fibroblasts is not derived from IL 2 or IFN ft.

Recently, the authors found that FTAF also

enhance the growth and antibody production in B
lymphocytes (unpublished observation). Together

with this finding, these results suggest that FTAF
from human enbryo fibroblasts play an important

role in the regulation of lymphocyte growth and

functions.
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ABSTRACT—Three types of LDH isozymes (type I, II and III) were found in the adult muscle of

medaka from a commercial stock. Electrophoretic analyses showed that there were two kinds of

subunits (A and A') constituting the most anodally migrating band and that they were present in

individuals separately or together. Subunit B which constitutes the most cathodally migrating band was

found in common to all individuals. Thus the patterns of type I, II and III are considered to be

composed of subunit A and B; A, A' and B; and A' and B, respectively. The type II was the most

predominant pattern in the commercial stock. Each of the inbred strains, H04C and HB12C, is

genetically homogeneous and the LDH patterns of type I and type III in principle were found to have

been fixed in H04C and HB12C, respectively. The modes of the subunit expression during develop-

ment of the reciprocal hybrids between these two strains were identical with each other; the early

embryos exhibited only B4 band, while the bands containing A or A' subunits appeared almost

simultaneously at the 8th day stage. Thus the LDH patterns of the adult fish of the reciprocal hybrids

corresponded to the pattern of type II. No maternal predominancy in the allelic gene expression was

observed during development of the /rtfra-specific hybrids of medaka.

B subunit of medaka LDH was purified for the first time in the present experiment. The molecular

weight was 34,500 and a preliminary study showed that the purified B subunit was able to hybridize with

pig H subunit.

INTRODUCTION

Studies on the expression of different allelomor-

phic characters in hybrid embryos have so far

supplied us with useful information about the

regulatory mechanisms of gene expression in

ontogeny. Among these characters, the subunit of

isozymes, especially of lactate dehydrogenase

(LDH, EC. 1.1.1.27), has been employed by many

workers as a good probe since the time when the

molecular and genetical bases of isozyme were first
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186, Japan.

Present address: Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of
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established for this dehydrogenase [1-3]. It has

been well known that the interspecific or even

intergeneric hybrids are relatively easy to be

produced in fish. Thus the hybrids of the parent

fish of different species or genera, which possess

different "alleles" have been employed for such

studies. However, in order to examine the allelic

expression in ontogeny, it seems more desirable to

use the mfraspecific hybrids between two isogenic

strains possessing different allelomorphic charac-

ters.

One of the authors [4] has established some

isogenic strains of medaka, Oryzias latipes, which

were originated from either the wild or the

orange-red variety. It was found that at least two

strains among them, one originated from the wild

and the other from the orange-red variety, posses-

sed different LDH subunits besides some other

different characters. This report will describe the
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muscle LDH isozyme patterns of adult fish of these

two strains and their reciprocal hybrids in compari-

son with those of the outbred (commercial)

orange-red fish. In the present experiments, the

mode of the subunit expression during early

development of the reciprocal hybrids between

these two strains was also examined. In addition,

purification of LDH-B subunit which is common to

both the inbred strains and the outbred fish was

performed and a preliminary examination of hybrid-

izability of this subunit with mammalian LDH-H
subunit was carried out in the present experiments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fish

In the present experiments, inbred and outbred

individuals of the medaka, Oryzias latipes, were

used as materials. The outbred fish was an orange-

red variety obtained from a dealer in Tokyo. The

commercial stock consists of the orange red fish

derived from Yatomi, Aichi Prefecture and

Kohriyama, Nara Prefecture, two representative

markets of medaka in Japan. Two inbred strains,

H04C and HB12C, were employed. As reported

previously [4], the former was originated from a

pair of commercial orange-red fish and the latter is

the offspring of a pair of wild fish. Both strains

have been established after successive sister-

brother matings and the materials used in the

present study were the fish of the 28th and 29th

generations. Results of the scale transplantation

experiments have also revealed that each of these

strains is genetically homogeneous [4]. During the

course of breeding, the fish were kept in plastic

tanks (ca. 17x29 X 15 cm) at 25°C on a 16 hr

light/8 hr dark cycle. The adults were fed on

TetraMin flakes once a day. The newly hatched

fry and the young were given Daphnia and

powdered TetraMin.

In order to prepare the embryos at various

developmental stages, the fertilized eggs were

harvested from the tank, washed, sorted and

allowed to develop in a standing Petri-dish con-

taining 0.5 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH7.1)

at 23°C on LD 16:8 light regime. The develop-

mental stage was expressed in terms of the day

after fertilization, provided that the day of ferti-

lization was named the 1st day.

Enzyme

The enzyme was obtained from either the adult

muscle or whole embryo. The adult muscle was

excised and homogenized in 1.5 volume of ice-cold

DW with a small glass homogenizer with a teflon

pestle. In order to examine the changes in the

pattern of LDH isozymes during development, the

whole eggs and embryos were homogenized in

ice-cold DW (15 eggs/0.1 ml) with a small teflon

pestled homogenizer. The homogenates thus pre-

pared were centrifuged at 20,000 Xg for 20min at

4°C and the supernatants were subjected to elec-

trophoretic analyses.

Electrophoresis of LDH isozymes

LDH isozyme patterns were analyzed by polyac-

rylamide slab gel electrophoresis (slab PAGE)
using 4.7% gel. Electrophoresis was carried out at

a constant current of 1.25-1.5 mA/cm at 4°C for

4hr. Immediately after the electrophoresis was

completed, the gel was removed and the bands of

the enzyme were stained by incubating the gel at

30°C in the dark in the staining medium consisting

of 66 mg of NAD (Oriental Yeast Co.), 35 mg of

nitroblue tetrazolium, 2mg of phenazine metho-

sulfate, 10 ml of 1 M sodium lactate, 50 ml of 0. 1 M
Tris-HCl (pH 7.0) and 40 ml of DW. The reaction

was stopped by washing with water and fixing in

5% acetic acid successively.

Determination of LDH activity

The LDH activity was assayed spectropho-

tometrically by measuring the formation of NAD
from NADH at 30°C with a Hitachi Model 100-10

spectrophotometer. Total volume of the reagent

mixture (excluding enzyme) was 3.0 ml, which

consisted of 0.1 M sodium phosphate (pH7.4),

0.15mM of NADH (Oriental Yeast Co.) and

0.33mM pyruvic acid. The reaction was initiated

by the addition of 0.3 ml of the enzyme solution.

The concentration of the added enzyme was

adjusted so that the change in absorbance of the

mixture at 340 nm might be less than 0.3/min. In a

standard system, total reaction time was 2min and

the reading was carried out at 15 sec intervals. The
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activity in terms of the international unit (I.U.)

was calculated according to the following equation

[5]:

OD 34 /min X dilution factor/6.22=

I.U. ofLDH/ml

Protein determination

The protein contents were determined by the

method of Lowry-Folin using bovine serum albu-

min as standard [6, 7].

Purification of LDH B4

LDH B4 was purified from the white muscle of

commercial adult medaka through affinity chroma-

tography using Blue-Sepharose and slab PAGE.
The Blue-Sepharose was either obtained commer-

cially (Pharmacia Fine Chem.) or prepared in the

laboratory by coupling blue dextran with CNBr-

Sepharose 4B. Two grams of CNBr-Sepharose 4B

was washed with 400 ml of 1 mM HC1 on a glass

filter G3 and resuspended in the same volume of

0.4mM sodium carbonate buffer, pH 10, contain-

ing blue dextran (20mg/ml). The suspension was

gently stirred for about 20 hr at 4°C and washed

extensively with 1 M KC1 to remove the unreacted

blue dextran. Then the Sepharose was washed

with 20mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH8.6) containing

1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and washed with 20mM
sodium phosphate buffer (pH7.0). The Blue-

Sepharose thus prepared seemed to be somewhat

inferior to the commercial Blue-Sepharose in the

binding capacity probably due to its insufficient

coupling of the ligand. However, the weak bind-

ing capacity was rather advantageous for segrega-

tion of the LDH bands of high affinity from those

of low affinity (see later).

In a standard purification procedure, the muscle

obtained from 100 adult fish was homogenized in 5

volume of ice-cold 20mM sodium phosphate buf-

fer (pH 7.0) with a high speed homogenizer (H-55,

Tokai Irika KK.,) as well as a teflon-pestled

homogenizer and the homogenate was centrifuged

at 20,000 Xg for 20min at 4°C. The supernatant

was directly applied to a Blue-Sepharose column,

15x60 mm, which had been previously equili-

brated with the same buffer. The column was

washed with the equilibration buffer until the

eluate showed an absorbance at 280 nm of less than

0.01. The column was then eluted with ten times

the bed volume of the same buffer containing

3mM NAD and ImM sodium lactate until the

eluate showed no LDH activity. The eluate was

concentrated to 1-2 ml with a collodion bag (SM

132-00, Sartorius GmbH.) at 4°C and subjected to

slab PAGE. Following the electrophoresis, the gel

was stained for LDH activity. Then the B4 band

was cut out of the gel and the LDH was extracted

from the gel piece electrophoretically at 10-20m

A

for 1 hr in 20mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH

7.0). The purified B4 was used for the molecular

weight determination and the in vitro hybridization

with commercial pig LDH-H subunit.

Determination of molecular weight of B subunit

The purified B subunit was analyzed by SDS-

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
with 10% gel by the method of Weber and Osborn

[8]. The purified B4 enzyme was concentrated

with a collodion bag. About 0.1 mg of the sample

with or without marker proteins was mixed with

equal volume of 0.02M sodium phosphate buffer

(pH 7.2) containing 50% glycerol and 2% sodium

laurylsulfate. 2-Mercaptoethanol was added to

give final concentrations of 1-5%. The mixture

was incubated for 5min at 100°C. The proteins

used as molecular weight references were trypsin

inhibitor (Mr=21,500, Boehringer Mannheim

GmbH.), bovine serum albumin (Mr =68,000) and

RNA polymerase (a subunit, Mr=39,000; /? sub-

unit, Mr= 155,000 and j3' subuint, Mr =165,000).

Electrophoresis was carried out at a constant current

of 8mA/tube for about 4hr at 4°C. The protein

band was stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue.

In vitro hybridization ofmedaka B subunit with pig

H subunit

The purified medaka B subunit and the commer-

cial pig H subunit were hybridized according to the

method of Chilson et al. [9]. The purified and

concentrated medaka B4 enzyme was mixed with

pig H4 enzyme (Oriental Yeast Co.) and the

mixture was incubated in 5.3M LiCl-O.lM Tris

HC1-0.1 M 2-mercaptoethanol (pH 6.9) for 45 min

at 4°C. The sample was then diluted 50-fold with

0.1 M Tris HC1-0.1 M 2-mercaptoethanol (pH 7.5)

in order to make the dissociated subunits hybrid-
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ize. Then the sample was concentrated with a

collodion bag at 4°C and subjected to slab PAGE
to examine the LDH pattern.

RESULTS

Muscle LDH patterns in the outbred (commercial)

fish, two inbred strains, H04C and HB12C, and

the reciprocal hybrids between these strains

PAGE patterns of LDH isozymes from adult

muscle of the commercial medaka are shown in

Figure 1. When the LDH pattern of each indi-

vidual was examined separately, three types of

pattern, I, II and III, were found in our commer-

cially obtained orange-red stock and it was re-

vealed that any of the fish examined in the stock

showed one of these three types, the majority

showing type II. The most cathodally migrating

bands of these three types had the same mobility,

but the mobility of the most anodal bands of the

three was not identical; the mobility in type II and

type III was the same and higher than that of type

I. Type I and type III had five or six intensely

stained bands but type II had about ten bands.

Figure 2 shows LDH isozyme patterns of adult

muscle of the inbred strains, H04C and HB12C.

The mobility of the most cathodal bands of them

was the same as that of the commercial stock, but

the most anodal band of H04C had a lower

mobility than that of HB12C. Therefore, the

patterns of H04C and HB12C seemed to corre-

spond to type I and type III, respectively, of the

commercial stock. H04C had six intensely stained

bands, while HB12C had five intensely stained

bands together with three less intensely stained

bands. Although there were marked differences in

the pattern between these two strains, a uniform

and identical pattern was observed for every

individuals, irrespective of sex, in each strain

tested.

The present results suggest that the most catho-

e
I M Ml

Fig. 1. Polyacrylamide slab gel electrophoretic (slab

PAGE) patterns of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
isozymes of commercial orange-red medaka. The

aqueous homogenate of muscle of an adult individu-

al was centrifuged at 20,000 Xg for 20min at 4°C.

Electrophoresis of the supernatant was carried out

at a constant current of 1 .25 mA/cm at 4°C for about

4hr. The types of the pattern from left to right are

named I, II and III, respectively.

F M
H04C

F M
HB12C

Fig. 2. Slab PAGE patterns of LDH isozymes of two

inbred strains, H04C and HB12C, of medaka.

Samples were extracted from the muscle of the adult

medaka and electrophoresed as indicated in Fig. 1.

The left two patterns are of a female individual (F)

and a male individual (M) of H04C and the right

two patterns are of a female (F) individual and a

male individual (M) of HB12C, respectively.
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dally migrating band of the inbred as well as

outbred fish is composed of a single kind of subunit

which is present extensively in all individuals in

common, irrespective of their genetic background,

while two different kinds of subunit construct each

of the most anodal bands with low and high

mobilities. In the present study, following Philipp

and Whitt [10] and our own experimental results

(see later), we refer the common subunit of the

cathodal band to B and two different subunits of

the anodal bands with low and high mobilities to A
and A', respectively.

The isozyme patterns of adult muscle of the

reciprocal hybrids between H04C and HB12C are

shown in Figure 3. The patterns of all individuals

were essentially identical with each other, com-

posed of about ten to eleven bands and very

similar to type II of the commercial fish (see

Fig. 1). It seemed probable that in both hybrid

adult fish, two allelic genes for subunits A and A'

were equally expressed. Body color of both hyb-

rids was brown (wild type), resembling that of

HB12C which was originated from the wild fish.

Figure 4 illustrates the change in the LDH

patterns of the reciprocal hybrids during develop-

ment. LDH B4 was expressed predominantly in

both hybrid embryos throughout all developmen-

tal stages examined and was the only isozyme band

detected in whole embryos at all developmental

stages before the 7th day at 23°C (electrophoretic

patterns not shown). On the other hand, the

isozymes containing A (and A') subunits were first

detected at the 8th day stage. Although the

patterns of the hybrid embryos of H04CXHB12C
are less intensely stained than those of the reverse

hybrid (HB12CXH04C) in Figure 4, essentially

no differential expression of subunits A and A'

was found to have occurred in these hybrid

embryos. It was reported that in medaka embryos

the third subunit, C, was synthesized specifically in

the retina [10,11]. In the present experiments the

isozymic bands containing active C subunit were

first detected at the 8th or 9th day stages.

Purification of LDH B4 and the molecular weight

of B subunit

As described in Materials and Methods, the

muscle LDH B4 was purified from commercial

F M
H04CXHB12C

F M
HB12CXH04C

Fig. 3. Slab PAGE patterns of LDH isozymes of the reciprocal hybrids

between H04C and HB12C. Samples were extracted from the

muscle of the hybrid adults. The left two patterns are of a female

individual (F) and a male individual (M) of H04CXHB12C, and

the right two patterns are of a female individual (F) and a male

individual (M) of HB12CXH04C, respectively.
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10 9 8

H04CX HB12C

e
8 9

HB12CX H04C
Fig. 4. LDH isozyme ontogeny of the reciprocal hybrids between H04C and HB12C during embryonic

development. Each sample was the extract obtained from 15 embryos at the developmental stage indicated.

The embryos were incubated in a standing Petri-dish at 23°C. A; Isozymic bands containing A (and A')

subunit. C; Isozymic bands containing C subunit.

A B C D E

Fig. 5. Muscle LDH isozyme patterns of the adult medaka of commercial stock

in the eluates from a Blue-Sepharose column. The sodium phosphate buffer

extracts of adult muscle (100 fish/ca. 80 ml, 20 mM, pH7.0) were applied

onto a Blue-Sepharose column ( 15 X 60 mm) equilibrated in the same buffer.

After washing with the same buffer until the washings exhibit no protein, the

column was eluted with 100 ml of 3 mM NAD and 1 mM lactate. The eluates

were concentrated with Collodion bags. A and D: Original extracts, B:

Run-off fraction, C and E: Eluates with 3 mM NAD and 1 mM lactate. A,

B and C were stained for LDH activity and D and E were stained for

protein.
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adult fish by Blue-Sepharose affinity chromatogra-

phy and slab PAGE. As shown in Figure 5, the

cathodally migrating components were relatively

hard to be adsorbed to the column, especially

when the laboratory-made Blue-Sepharose was

employed, which was inferior in the enzyme

binding capacity to the commercial Blue-

Sepharose. The result showed that the cathodal

bands had less affinity to Blue-Sepharose than the

anodal bands.

Outline of the purification procedure, in which

the commercial Blue-Sepharose was employed, is

shown in Figure 6. LDH B4 extracted elec-

trophoretically from the excised gels revealed

almost a single band as stained for enzyme activity.

This sample also revealed a single band on staining

with Amido Black 10B for protein. As shown in

Table 1 , the specific activity of LDH B4 thus

purified was about 280 times that of the original

muscle extracts which contained all other active

LDH isozyme bands.

Figure 7 shows the result of molecular weight

Medaka muscle

homogenized in 5 vol of 20 mM PB (pH 7.0)

centrifuged at 20>000g 20 min

Crude extract

Blue Sepharose affinity chromatography

Eluate (3 mM NAD-1 mM Lactate)

itrated with a Collodion Bag

Concentrate

Slab PAGE

aie io mm
concenl

B4 band, cut out

extracted

Fig. 6. Outline of the purification procedure of medaka LDH B4 .

Table 1. Activity of the preparations during purification

Step
Total protein*

(mg)
Total activity

(I.U.)

Specific activity

(I. U./mg protein)

1. Crude extracts (86.6 ml) 654 198 0.303

2. Run off (212 ml) 541 0.64 0.001

3. Eluate (21.0 ml) 9.3 156 16.75

4. Extracts from PAGE (14.4 ml) 0.154 12.96 84.11

Determined after Lowry et al. [6].
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Fig. 7. Determination of the molecular weight of the B-subunit of medaka lactate

dehydrogenase by SDS-PAGE. The molecular weight markers used were trypsin

inhibitor (TI; Mr=21,500), bovine serum albumin (BSA; Mr= 68,000) and RNA-
polymerase (a-subunit; Mr=39,000, /3-subunit; Mr= 155,000 and /?'-subunit; Mr=
165,000). LDH-B; B subunit of medaka LDH.

determination of the B subunit on SDS-PAGE,

manifesting a single protein band with molecular

weight of about 34,500.

Molecular hybridization of medaka LDH-B and

pig LDH-H subunits in vitro

Figure 8 shows the result of the hybridization in

vitro of the purified LDH-B subunit of medaka and

the commercial LDH-H subunit of pig. When
medaka LDH B4 and pig LDH H4 were separately

dissociated in 5.3M LiCl and reassociated by

lowering the LiCl concentration, each sample

revealed a single band of tetramer upon elec-

trophoresis. But when they were dissociated and

reassociated together, the solution showed hybrid

bands between the bands of B4 and H4 . However,

the pattern of the molecular hybrids was not

typical, i.e., the number of the hybrid bands was

five instead of three and the distance between two

neighboring bands was not uniform.

e ABC
Fig. 8. In vitro hybridization between medaka LDH-B

subunit and pig LDH-H subunit. The purified

medaka LDH B4 and the commercial pig LDH H4

were mixed, dissociated and reassociated as de-

scribed in Materials and Methods. Marks on the

right side of each pattern indicate the positions of

the enzyme bands. A; medaka LDH B4 , B; mix-

ture of medaka LDH B 4 (ca. 0.04 units) and pig

LDH H4 (ca. 0.15 units), C; pig LDH H4 .
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DISCUSSION

The LDH isozymes of some fishes are highly

polymorphic on account of the variety of their

subunits [12-15]. According to the results of the

present experiments, it was concluded that the

muscle LDH of medaka of commercial stock as

well as of two inbred strains, H04C and HB12C,

was composed of at least three kinds of subunit;

one kind of B and two kinds of A (A and A')

subunits. The B subunit constitutes the most

cathodally migrating band and is common to all

individuals, irrespective of their genetic back-

ground, sex or age, while the A and A' subunits

are components of the most anodally migrating

bands with low and high mobilities, respectively,

and are present randomly in fish of the outbred

(commercial) stock, i.e., some fish possess either

A or A' and the others have the both. In the

present study, it was shown that the A and A'

subunits are fixed separately in two inbred strains.

Based on the allozyme analyses, Sakaizumi et al.

[16,17] showed that the wild medaka population in

Japan could be grouped into two major popula-

tions; Northern and Southern Populations. With

regard to LDH, type I or H04C type is predomi-

nant throughout all districts in Japan and type III

or HB12C type and type II or hybrid type appear

additionally in the Southern Population (Sakaizu-

mi, unpublished). Therefore, the isogenic strain,

HB12C, as well as the outbred (commercial) stock

are considered to have originated from the indi-

viduals belonging to the Southern Population (see

also [17]).

It is generally accepted that in LDH isozymes of

mammals and other animals including many fish

species, A subunit is the component of the most

cathodally migrating band and B subunit, of the

most anodally migrating band. However, Philipp

and Whitt [10] found, by an immunological analy-

ses using anti-alewife LDH-B subunit antibody,

that the most cathodal band of medaka LDH
isozymes is composed of B subunit. In the present

study, we also confirmed their findings by an

affinity chromatographic analysis (see later).

Thus, the difference in the isozymic patterns

between the two inbred strains is mainly attribut-

able to the difference in the electrophoretic mobil-

ity between A and A' subunits. In the adult fish of

Fl hybrids between the two inbred strains and the

adult fish of the commercial type II, A and A'

subunits are considered to be synthesized almost

equally. This fact suggested that the subunits A
and A' are the products of codominant alleles at

Ldh A locus.

The pattern of H04C is composed of six bands

instead of five. Perusal of the pattern reveals that

the middle two bands are less intensely stained and

less distantly apart from each other than other four

bands. Therefore, it is likely that, as hypothesized

by Merritt [18] and Clayton and Gee [19], these

two bands might represent a symmetrical and an

asymmetrical conformers of the A2B2 tetramers.

On the other hand, HB12C has five intensely

stained bands with two or three less intensely

stained bands. Taking account of the facts that the

distance between the intensely stained band and

the less intensely stained band is gradually de-

creased as the bands migrate more anodally, it

seems that the less intensely stained bands are

possibly composed of A' and B' subunits, the latter

being more negatively charged than B subunit.

However, the presence of B' subunit in addition to

B is not so certain as that of A' at present.

Changes in the LDH patterns obtained from

whole embryos of the reciprocal hybrids during

development are similar to each other. They have

only B4 isozyme during early stages. After 9th day

stage, syntheses of A and A' subunits occur in the

embryos of both hybrids, producing isozymic

bands consisted of A' and B subunits as well as

those of A and B subunits. This fact indicates the

occurrence of simultaneous and equal expression

of alleles for A and A' subunits. The retina-

specific C subunit [10, 11] is also expressed in the

8th or 9th day embryos. The developmental stages

of the 8th and 9th day correspond to the stages 31

and 32 after Matui [20], respectively. Thus the

present results coincide with those of Philipp and

Whitt [10].

Since a classical debate on the predominancy in

the expression of maternal and paternal characters

in a developing embryo [21-23], this problem has

attracted developmental and genetical interest and

there have been numerous works which reported

that in the course of development of fish hybrids
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between two species or genera possessing different

"alleles", asynchronous expression of the maternal

and paternal alleles occurs, i.e., the maternal allele

is expressed predominantly during early phases of

development of the hybrid and the expression of

the paternal gene occurs thereafter, if any [24-29].

Although the reason of such allelic asynchrony

is still uncertain, it is inferred that there is an

incompatibility between the paternal genome and

the maternal cytoplasmic factor(s) especially in the

interspecific or intergeneric hybrids [27, 29-31].

When the animals of different species or genera

were used as parents, the genes for so-called "the

same enzyme" cannot necessarily be alleles in the

strict sense. In the present experiments, the genes

for LDH-A and-A' subunits in the hybrids be-

tween two strains can be regarded as alleles in the

strict sense and the above mentioned nucleo-

cytoplasmic incompatibility may be excluded in the

H04C-HB12C (mrraspecific) hybrid system.

Although there have been no studies on the allelic

asynchrony in the intergeneric or interspecific

hybrids of medaka, occurrence of no asynchrony in

the expression of paternal and maternal genes in

the present experimental system would possibly

give a circumstantial support for the hypothesis of

the nucleo-cytoplasmic incompatibility in the

hybrid between different species or genera.

In the present experiment, B subunit of medaka

LDH was purified and partially characterized for

the first time. As mentioned in Results, the

cathodatly migrating bands had less affinity to

Blue-Sepharose than the anodally migrating

bands. This fact showed that the former was

probably more abundant in B subunit than the

latter as has been reported by Nadal-Ginard and

Markert [5]. Thus the result suggests that the most

cathodal band of muscle LDH of medaka is B4 ,

confirming the result of Philipp and Whitt [10].

The specific activity of the purified B4 enzyme was

about 280 times that of the original muscle

extracts. However, considering that the original

muscle extracts contain about 10 isozymic bands,

though the B4 band is the most intensely stained of

all of them (see Fig. 3), the purification with

respect to B4 enzyme must have been 1,000 to

2,000-fold over the original muscle extracts. A
(and/or A') subunit is not purified yet, as its

purification is more difficult than that of B subunit

on account of concomitant presence of A and A'

subunits in the anodal bands of the outbred fish.

However, the purification of A and/or A' subunits

seems to be needed to analyze the interaction

between A (or A') and B subunits in vitro, which

must facilitate understanding the epigenetic con-

trol mechanisms in LDH ontogeny of medaka.

In vitro molecular hybridization of the purified

medaka B subunit and commercial pig LDH-H
subunit was carried out to examine the associabil-

ity of the purified medaka LDH subunit. There-

fore, this experiment would also serve as prelimi-

naries for the in vitro hybridization of the purified

medaka LDH-A (or A') and -B subunits. The

results revealed that the purified medaka B subunit

retained associability with the pig LDH-H subunit

and that the hybrid molecules represented an

irregular zymographic pattern possibly because of

some hindrance to association of these heterolo-

gous LDH subunits.

Recently, it has been reported that the hatching

time of Fundulus heteroclitus embryos is highly

correlated with lactate dehydrogenase-B (LDH-B)

genotype and the difference in hatching time is

primarily attributable to the difference in develop-

mental rate [32-34]. According to our data

(Ohyama et al, unpublished), the hatching time of

HB12C is also significantly later than that of

H04C. If the same is in the case of medaka, these

two strains also can be good materials for analyz-

ing the mechanisms by which LDH subunits affect

the developmental rate of embryos.
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ABSTRACT—The chromosomes of five forms of Apodemus speciosus were compared in detail by

differential staining techniques, with special attention to the Robertsonian rearrangement involved, the

sex chromosomes and the nucleolar organizer regions (NORs). It was revealed, from a close

pair-matching analysis of G-banded chromosomes, that A. s. ainu was almost identical in the G-banding

pattern to the northern race (2n=48) of A. s. speciosus, and A. s. navigator to its southern race (2n=
46). Each of these five forms, including wild interrace hybrids, showed almost perfect G-band

homology even in the chromosomes participated in the Robertsonian rearrangement. Such a high

degree of G-band homology may imply the closeness of their phylogenetic kinship as well as of their

karyosystematic relationship.

A pair of NORs, visualized by silver-staining, were detected on the satellites of No. 7 homologue

which consisted of C-heterochromatin. Further, a revised standard on the identification of the sex

chromosomes, X and Y, was presented on the basis of their G- and C-banding patterns.

INTRODUCTION

The large Japanese field mouse, Apodemus

speciosus, has been classified into eight subspecies

based on the usual taxonomic criteria [1]. A.s.

speciosus, which ranges form Honshu to Kyushu

and Shikoku of Japan, consists of two chromoso-

mal races with 2n=48 and 2n= 46, respectively,

which can be explained by a Robertsonian rear-

rangement [2-5] . They show an apparent parapat-

ric distribution with a narrow hybrid zone along

the boundary line from the Hida mountain range

through Ina to Hamamatsu: the former race ranges

to the northward of the boundary line and the

latter to the southward, respectively [5]. A large

number of interrace hybrids, characterized by an

intermediate karyotype of 2n = 47, have been

found in this narrow zone of overlap [6].

However, the chromosome banding studies on

the Apodemus speciosus complex are still insuf-

ficient in both quantitative and qualitative aspects:
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G-banded karyotype of an interrace hybrid be-

tween 2n=48 and 2n=46 and C-banded one of the

southern race, have been presented so far [5, 7].

In this species complex, therefore, more detailed

and accurate banding analyses are needed to

inquire into the minute variations, if any, among

the intraspecific taxa.

The aims of the present paper are not only to

describe the revised G- and C-banding patterns of

five forms of A. speciosus including two chromo-

somal races and their hybrids but also to make a

detailed comparison of their G-band homology by

close pair-matching of the chromosomes. A men-

tion is also made of the distribution pattern of the

nucleolar organizer regions (NORs) by silver-

staining of A. speciosus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Seventy-one specimens of A. speciosus, consist-

ing of A. s. speciosus, A. s. ainu and A. s. naviga-

tor, were examined in the present study. Their

collecting localities are as follows: A. s. speciosus

—Aomori Prefecture; Hirosaki (2$, 3*) and
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vicinity of Lake Towada (2$), Yamagata Pref.;

Mt. Asahi (1 1 , 2$), Fukushima Pref.; Mt. Bandai

(2 J, 2?), Nagano Pref.; Ina (15 J, 26?) and

Agematsu (4$, 4?), Wakayama Pref.; Nachika-

tsuura (1$), Tottori Pref.; Mt. Daisen (1$, 1?).

A.s.ainu—Hoddaido; Akkeshi (2$) and Rishiri

Island (1?). A. s. navigator—Shimane Pref.; Oki

Islands (IS, 1*).

Chromosome preparations were made from the

femoral bone marrow cells. The cells obtained

were incubated at 37°C for an hour in TC 199

medium supplemented with 20% newborn calf

serum, containing 0.025 /ug/m\ colchicine at a final

concentration. Following the hypotonic treatment

(0.075M KC1, for 20 min), the cells were fixed with

Carnoy's fixative. Chromosomes were spread by

routine flame-drying or air-drying. G-, C- and

NOR-bandings were carried out according to the

ASG method of Sumner et al. [8] , the BSG method

of Sumner [9] and the modified silver-staining

method of Howell and Black [10], respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sixty-six specimens of Apodemus s. spe-

ciosus examined showed three karyotypically dis-

tinguishable forms; 2n= 48 (race A), 2n= 46 (race

B) and 2n=47 (hybrid form), which can be

considered to have been formed through the

Robertsonian rearrangement (Table 1), as already

noted by the earlier workers [2, 5]. Their distribu-

tion was parapatric without exception as proposed

by Tsuchiya [5]: the race A ranges to the north-

ward of the boundary line, the race B to the

southward of the line and their hybrids only to the

narrow zone of overlap (Table 1). On the other

hand, the karyotype of A. s. ainu was race A type

and that of A. s. navigator race B type (Table 1), in

accordance with the previous observations [4, 11,

12].

A G-banded karyotype was presented in Figure

1 as a standard of A. s. speciosus. The banding

pattern of the chromosomes was essentially the

same as that previously described by Tsuchiya [5].

However, Tsuchiya [5] confused the X chromo-

some with No. 1 chromosome in his G-banded

karyotype, considering No.l chromosome to be

the X chromosome, and the X chromosome to be

No. 1 chromosome. As clearly demonstrated in

Figures 1 and 4, the X chromosome is apparently

acrocentric and the largest element, carrying

eleven bands in total in its long arm; four in

pericentric region, four in middle region and three

in distal region. This pattern of G-bands was

regarded as that of the X chromosome in all the

male specimens of A. s. speciosus examined,

irrespective of races or interrace hybrids, and the

same situation was also confirmed in A. s. ainu and

Table 1. Specimen numbers, cytologic data and trapping localities of five forms of the

Apodemus speciosus complex examined in the present study

2n FN Specimens
No. of cells karyotyped

(counted)
Localities

<? * Conv. G C N

A. s. speciosus

race A 48 56 13 14 34(938) 35 14

Aomori Pref.

Yamagata Pref.

Fukushima Pref.

Ina (Nagano Pref.)

hybrid 47 56 8 15 63(728) 51 24 3 Ina (Nagano Pref.)

race B 46 56 7 9 33(573) 39 22 3

Ina, Agematsu
(Nagano Pref.)

Wakayama Pref.

Tottori Pref.

A. s. ainu 48 56 2 1 15(165) 18 7 Hokkaido

A. s. navigator 46 56 1 1 5(111) 5 8
Oki Islands

(Shimane Pref.)

FN: Total number of chromosome arms in female complement, Conv.: Conventional Giemsa

staining, G: G-band staining, C: C-band staining, N: NOR-staining.
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Fig. 1. G-banded karyotype; of a male A. s speciosus (race A, 2n=48).

A. 5. navigator. Therefore, the X chromosome

identified by Tsuchiya [5] should in fact be

regarded as No. 1 chromosome of the acrocentric

group, and vice versa.

On the other hand, the Y chromosome could be

easily identified by C-staining, since it was ex-

positive along its entire arm (Fig. 2a). The Y
chromosome was considered to be slightly longer

than the smallest autosome (No. 19), which corres-

ponds to 20% of the X chromosome in length.

Tsuchiya [5] reported that the Y chromosome of

A. speciosus is the smallest, acrocentric element.

However, in five of the seven male specimens

analyzed by C-staining the Y chromosome corre-

sponded to 40% of the X chromosome (Fig. 2a and

2b middle). An extremely-long Y chromosome

was found in one specimen, which amounted to

almost two-thirds of the X chromosome in length

(Fig. 2b right and 2c). Further, the remaining one

contained comparatively short Y chromosome

which was almost one-third of the X chromosome

in length and still longer than the smallest auto-

some, No. 19. These unusual Y chromosomes

were regarded as individual variations which have

most probably been caused by duplication of

C-heterochromatin or simple deletion. Similar na-

ture of polymorphism was also observed in one

specimen of the wood mouse, Apodemus sylvaticus

from Czechoslovakia [13]. Thus, it is more reason-

able to consider that the Y chromosome of the

A. speciosus complex, including individual varia-

tions, is not the smallest acrocentric, but an

acrocentric similar, at least, to No. 15 chromosome

in length, and accordingly unable to be identified

without differential staining.

As shown in Figure 2a, the darkly-stained stable

C-bands were observed in several pairs of auto-

somes and sex chromosomes (Fig. 2a, arrow

heads). Rather faint and vague centromeric C-

heterochromatin was detected in most of the

autosomes. The smallest metacentrics (M5) car-

ried interstitial C-bands on their long arms. As

already noted by Tsuchiya [5], the pair No. 7

carried very small satellites on the terminal of its

long arm, therefore, they were at times indistin-

guishable under microscope due to its small entity.

The satellites were visualized for the first time as

telomeric C-bands by C-staining and as NORs by

silver-staining (Figs. 2a, 2c and 3c). For precise

identification of the satellite-bearing chromo-

somes, G-banded metaphases were sequentially

stained by silver-staining (Fig. 3a, b and c). The

pair No.7 is obviously satellite-bearing chromo-

somes. The interrelation between the satellites
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Fig. 2. (a) C-banded karyotype of a male A. s. speciosus (hybrid form, 2n= 47).

(b) Polymorphism of the Y chromosome. The X chromosome and the smallest

acrocentrics (No. 19) are arranged together as a standard of the size. The

symbols, S, M and L, indicate the size of the Y chromosome; small, middle and

large, respectively, (c) C-banded karyotype showing an extremely-long Y
chromosome (L) from a race A specimen.

and NORs was depicted in Figure 3d. It was,

however, still uncertain whether the NORs may
locate just close to the satellites which may consist

of C-heterochromatin, or both of the NORs and

terminal C-bands occupy the satellites themselves.

The X chromosome had a darkly-stained cen-

tromeric C-band and less prominent interstitial

C-bands (Fig. 2a, arrow heads). This pattern of
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Fig. 3. G-banded (a) and NOR-banded (b) metaphase plates of the same cell. Arrow

heads indicate No. 7 chromosomes. Asterisk indicates spontaneous silver grains, (c)

G-banded and NOR-banded No. 7 chromosomes, picked up from Fig. 3a and b. The

diagram shows the G-banding pattern of No. 7 chromosomes, (d) conventionally-

stained (Conv), G-banded (G), NOR-banded (N) and C-banded (C) No. 7 chromo-

somes.

C-bands differed in a great degree from that

reported by Tsuchiya [7]. The discrepancy might

have been caused by a difference in the intensity of

the treatment with alkaline or hypotonic solutions.

In his report the total amount of C-band material is

too much judging from the proportion to the

genome length. In this respect our results may

reflect more reasonably the amount and distribu-

tion of C-heterochromatin. This view would be

fairly supported by the findings on the C-bands of

the striped field mouse, A. agrarius which has a

karyotype closely resembling to the race A type of

A. speciosus [14], since its X chromosome is rather

similar in the C-banding pattern to that of the

present species. No significant variation of C-

bands was detected in any karyotypes of the

A. speciosus complex examined.

Figure 4 summarizes the pair-matching analysis

by side-by-side arrangement of the haploid

chromosomes from five forms of A. speciosus,

which was made according to their G-band homol-

ogy. From this, almost perfect G-band homology
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among these five forms was revealed, including

Nos. 10 and 17 and SMI chromosomes which are

involved in the Robertsonian rearrangement.

Thus, involvement of the Robertsonian rearrange-

ment in the course of differentiation of A.s.

speciosus [2, 5] was confirmed by the differential

staining techniques. Our results are essentially the

same as those of Tsuchiya [5], though he consid-

ered the rearranged chromosomes to be the pairs

Nos. 10 and 18. This discordance may be attrib-

uted to the fact that the view for identification of

the Y chromosome was revised in the present

study: the ordinal number of chromosomes smaller

than the pair No. 15 inevitably shifted by one due

to this revision. As demonstrated in Figure 4, the

G-bands of Nos. 10 and 17 were detected just as

they were on the long arm and short arm of

SMI, respectively, and the centromeric C-

heterochromatin of No. 10 remained intact, at

least, in its size and staining density on the

centromeric region of SMI (Fig. 2a, asterisk).

These findings strongly indicate that the Robertso-

nian rearrangement between the two races of

A. s. speciosus has been formed through a "simple"

fusion or fission system.

The genus Apodemus, so-called wood mice or

long-tailed field mice, widely ranges in the forests

and grasslands of the Palaearctic region [15]. All

of the continental species of Apodemus so far

reported carry 48 chromosomes, except for A.

peninsulae which is characterized by the occur-

rence of various numbers of B-chromosomes [13,

14, 16-22], and their chromosomes are all

acrocentrics (2n=48, FN =48), except for two

species, A. mystacinus and A. agrarius. The for-

mer contains two pairs of biarmed chromosomes,

ft"?! an

r,nC:*fi
'•'«n

?fi *

# N
ft *£) » •

18

Fig. 4. Pair-matching of G-banded haploid chromosomes from A.s.ainu (Asa), A.s.

speciosus (race A, hybrid and race B) and A. s. navigator (Asn). In the hybrid, both

SMI and Nos. 10 and 17 are shown as a homologue for convenience of comparison

(asterisk). Rectangle: Conventionally-stained (far left and far right) and G-stained

(middle three) chromosomes (SMI and Nos. 10 and 17) of the same metaphase, and

their diagrams.
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and the latter four pairs of those which might have

been formed by pericentric inversion, resulting in

the production of the chromosome constitution

just identical with that of the northern race

(2n=48, FN= 56) of A. s. speciosus. The same

karyotype (2n= 48, FN=56) has been detected in

none of the remaining continental species ex-

amined so far. In addition, no 46-chromosome

species has been known to occur in the Eurasian

Continent. Tsuchiya et al. [4] are of opinion that

two chromosomal races of A. s. speciosus might

have differentiated somewhere in the Eurasian

Continent, and the northern race might be the first

to come to Japan from the southern part of China

and the southern race (2n= 46) the second.

However, it may be also likely, putting the

above-mentioned facts together, that the former

has been derived from the ancestral form commom
to A. agrarius, and the latter from the northern

race somewhere in south Japan through a

Robertsonian fusion system in a stasipatric mode

of differentiation. To ascertain which of these

alternatives is the truth, it should be needed to

estimate precisely the genetic distance among the

two chromosomal races and the Apodemus species

distributing to the Far East. The interbreeding

experiment and the meiotic analysis in crossbreeds

will be also necessary for this purpose. Some of

these subjects are now in progress in our labora-

tory, and will be published in near future.
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ABSTRACT—Acid-soluble fractions were obtained from oocytes and embryos of Xenopus laevis at

various stages, and their amino acid composition was analyzed. Generally, the contents of most of

amino acids were larger in the egg than in the oocytes of all the stages. The contents of glutamic acid

and aspartic acid increased very sharply early during oogenesis, but those of the other amino acids

remained relatively unchanged throughout oogenesis. The amino acid contents of the stage VI oocyte

did not change shortly after germinal vesicle-breakdown (GVBD) which was induced by the treatment

with progesterone. However, 18 hr after the GVBD, the contents of most of amino acids increased

several folds, and thus, attained the levels which were comparable to those of the unfertilized egg. The

contents of the most of amino acids in the egg remained constant during early embryogenesis until the

neurula stage, although that of aspartic acid alone started to decrease at the beginning of the blastula

stage, and then continued to decrease very sharply until the tailbud stage. By contrast, the contents of

phenylalanine and 7-aminobutylic acid increased continuously throughout development. The contents

of histidine and arginine first increased during early stages of development but decreased later. Amino
acid composition was also studied in early embryos of Xenopus borealis, with essentially the similar

results as in Xenopus laevis. These results show that in Xenopus an egg contains more than 20,000 times

as much amounts of amino acids as are contained in a cell of the embryo at and after the gastrula stage.

INTRODUCTION
and amino acids, which are utilized as building

blocks for nucleic acids and protein synthesis

The frog egg is a unique cell in that a number of during early embryonic development. In Xenopus

cellular components are stored as maternal stock- laevis, developmental changes in the amounts of

pile for later use in development [1]. Thus, an egg nucleotides and deoxyribonucleotides were fol-

contains large amounts of yolk proteins [2] and lowed [10, 11]. As for the amino acid pool,

lipid droplets [3] as nutrient sources, and other however, little is known in spite of its possible

cytoplasmic constituents such as mitochondria importance in the regulation of protein synthesis

(approx. 5xl05
/egg) [4], ribosomes (approx. 10

12
/ during development.

egg) [5], RNA polymerases [6], DNA polymerases In the present experiment, we extracted the

[7], histones [8] and maternal mRNAs [9]. acid-soluble fractions of oocytes, eggs and

Among such maternal stockpiles are also low- embryos of Xenopus laevis and early embryos of

molecular-weight substances such as nucleotides Xenopus borealis, and followed the change in the

amounts of amino acids throughout oogenesis and
Accepted May 21, 1986

embryogenesis.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oocytes

Ovary was removed from the fully mature

female of Xenopus laevis which had been injected

with 150 units of a gonadotropic hormone (Gona-

tropin; Teikokuzoki Co.)- After 18 hr of the injec-

tion ovary was excised and then washed in mod-

ified Barths' saline [12], and clumps of oocytes

were gently swirled for 4 hr at 21°C in 2 mg/ml of

collagenase (Sigma, Type II) dissolved in Barths'

saline. The collagenase treatment was repeated,

and after the treatment oocytes were carefully

examined under a binocular microscope. When
follicle layers were found on oocytes, they were

removed manually. Staging of oocytes was accord-

ing to Dumont [13].

Maturation of oocytes was induced in vitro by

treating defollicled stage VI oocytes for 3.5 hr at

21°C with 1 /^g/ml of progesterone in Barths'

medium. Germinal vesicle-breakdown (GVBD)
was confirmed to occur in all the treated oocytes by

the formation of the first polar body at about 3 hr

after starting the treatment. The mature oocytes

were kept cultured in the Barths' medium for

18 hr.

Embryos

Embryos of Xenopus laevis were obtained by

mating of the adult males and females which were

injected with 100 and 150 units, respectively, of the

gonadotropic hormone. They were dejellied at

various stages by treatment for lOmin with 2.5%

thioglycollate (pH8.5) [14], and maintained at

21°C until the desired stage in 1/10 strength of

Steinberg's solution. Staging of the embryos was

according to Nieuwkoop and Faber [15]. Unferti-

lized eggs were ovulated manually from the

females which received 150 units of the gonado-

tropic hormone 18 hr before the ovulation.

Embryos of Xenopus borealis were obtained as

above by injection of the Gonatropin (for human

use) (Teikokuzoki Co.). The diameter of the egg

was about 1.2 mm and 1.0mm for Xenopus laevis

and Xenopus borealis, respectively.

Preparation of acid-soluble fractions and analysis

of amino acids

Two hundred oocytes or embryos were homoge-

nized in 2 ml of 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA)
under ice-cold conditions. After standing for 30

min under the ice-cold conditions homogenates

were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 min. Acid-

soluble fractions obtained were shaken twice with

5 volumes of ether to eliminate TCA. Aliquots

(100 //l) of samples were subjected to analysis in a

Hitachi 835 Amino Acid Analyzer as in our recent

papers [16, 17].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1A-D shows amino acid profiles of acid

soluble materials obtained from stage VI oocytes,

mature oocytes, unfertilized eggs and embryos at

swimming tadpole stage. In all the profiles the first

4 peaks which were eluted before the peak "a"

were oligopeptides, since they disappeared after

acid hydrolysis. The three largest components in

Figure 1A (stage VI oocytes) were aspartic acid

(a), glutamic acid (d) and ammonia (o) and the

names of other components were given in the

legend to Figure 1. In all the four profiles, it is

apparent that the number of the ninhydrine-

reacting components was the same. However, the

relative amount of each of the amino acid compo-

nents varied considerably depending on the sam-

ples. Thus, as compared with the profile in Figure

1A, the components b (threonine), c (serine) and n

(lysine) increased greatly in Figure IB (mature

oocytes). Likewise, component a (aspartic acid)

was much decreased in Figure ID (swimming

tadpole) as compared with the profile in Figure

1A.

Amounts per oocyte of all the amino acids were

determined at various stages of oogenesis and

summarized in Figure 2A and B. Here, the stage

of the oocytes were correlated to the diameter of

the oocyte as in the previous paper [18]. It is

apparent that both glutamic acid and asparatic acid

increased early at the stage HI and then main-

tained the constant level thereafter. The content

of lysine once increased at the stage III and then

decreased at the stage V and VI. The amounts of
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Fig. 1. Amino acid profiles of oocytes, eggs and embryos of Xenopus laevis. Acid-soluble fractions from 10

oocytes, eggs or embryos which were extracted in 0.1 ml of TCA were analyzed in an Amino Acid Analyzer.

The peaks were identified as in the following, a (Aspartic acid), b (Threonine), c (Serine), d (Glutamic

acid), e (Glycine), f (Alanine), g (Cystein), h (Valine), i (Methionine),
j

(Isoleucine), k (Leucine), 1 (Tyro-

sine), m (Phenylalanine), y (y-Aminobutyric acid), x (Ornithine), n (Lysine), t (Ethanolamine), o

(Ammonia), p (Histidine) and q (Arginine). A, Stage VI oocytes; B, Stage VI oocytes 18hr after the

GVBD; C, Unfertilized eggs; and D, Swimming tadpole (stage 29).

other amino acids increased only very slightly

during oogenesis.

The treatment of stage VI oocytes with proges-

terone induces oocyte maturation, and germinal

vesicle-breakdown (GVBD) was found to ocur in

most of the progesterone-treated stage VI oocytes.

There was practically no change in the amino acid

profile between stage VI oocytes and oocytes

shortly after the GVBD (Fig. 2A and B). How-

ever, when these oocytes were assayed after 18 hr

of the GVBD, amounts of most of amino acids

increased several folds, although some of the

amino acids such as aspartic acid and glutamic acid

remained unchanged (Figs. IB and 2). In spite of

the increase, the amount of each of the four

oligopeptides did not change at all before (Fig.

1A) and after the 18 hr of culture (Fig. IB).

Therefore, the increase in the amounts of most of

amino acids observed here may not be the result of

massive degradation of cellular proteins caused by

unphysiological experimental conditions. Presum-

ably, observed increase in the amino acid contents

may have some important relevance to the activa-

tion of protein synthesis which is known to occur

after the GVBD [19]. It may be worth mentioning

here that during the 18 hr of post-GVBD incuba-

tion, contents of phenylalanine and 7-aminobutyr-

ic acid became first detectable (Figs. IB and 2A),
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0.6 GVBD 1 8 Hours after
GVBD

0.8 1.0 1.2

Oocyte diameter (mm)

Fig. 2. Changes in amino acid contents during oogenesis of Xenopus laevis. Oocytes at various stages were

homogenized with TCA and acid-soluble materials were fractionated as in Fig. 1. Each plot is the mean of two

determinations. The grouping into A and B of the amino acids was arbitrary. Amino acids are indicated by

their first three letters.

although the actual amount of these components

were relatively small.

The amino acid profile of unfertilized eggs

(Fig. 1C) was essentially similar to that of oocytes

18 hr after the GVBD (Fig. IB). The amounts per

egg and embryo of most of amino acids were also

determined at various stages and were plotted as in

Figure 3A and B, according to the development

normalized to the time-table described by

Nieuwkoop and Faber [15]. It is apparent that the

amounts of most of amino acids were maintained

rather constant during cleavage to the gastrula
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Fig. 3. Changes in amino acid contents during embryogenesis of Xenopus laevis. Eggs and embryos at various

stages were homogenized with TCA and acid-soluble materials were fractionated as in Fig. 1. Each plot is the

mean of two determinations. The grouping into A and B of the amino acids was arbitrary. Amino acids are

indicated by their first three letters.

stage (Stage 10) with relatively small increase even

in the following stages. However, there were

some amino acids which showed marked changes.

Thus, the amount of y-aminobutyric acid in-

creased relatively sharply during the neurula to

tailbud stages. Probably, this increase may be

related to the development of neural organs at and

after the neurula stage, since y-aminobutyric acid

has been reported to be involved in the function of

neural tissues [20]. Also, the amount of phenylala-
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nine and alanine continued to increase throughout

stages. The amount of aspartic acid, on the other

hand, decreased greatly throughout stages. It is

noteworthy that the decrease of aspartic acid

commences only after the cleavage. Recently, we

have found that also the amount of ammonia starts

to decrease after the cleavage stage [17]. Since the

level of the ammonia in Xenopus embryonic cells

has been reversely correlated with the activity of

rRNA synthesis, the decrease of the amount of

aspartic acid, which could be a counter ion of

ammonia, may have some relevance to the com-

mencement of rRNA synthesis in post-blastular

embryonic cells. In addition to the aspartic acid,

histidine and arginine also decreased. However,

the decrease of these amino acids occurred only

after the neurula stage.

For the sake of a comparison, amino acid

composition was also examined in Xenopus

borealis embryos, and the results were compiled in

Table 1 together with those of Xenopus laevis. It is

seen that the amino acid composition was essen-

tially similar between the two Xenopus subspecies,

although the amount of the most of amino acids

was slightly larger in Xenopus laevis than in

Xenopus borealis. This difference may be due to

the smaller size of eggs of Xenopus borealis than

those of Xenopus laevis.

As noted above, the increase in the per-embryo

amounts of most of amino acids was relatively

small during early embryogenesis until the gastrula

stage. Since an embryo at the gastrula stage

contains more than 20,000 cells [21], it can be seen

that the amounts of amino acids in an egg are at

least 20,000 times as much as those in a cell of

postgastrular embryos. Thus, it can be concluded

that amino acids are not the exception to the

maternal stockpiles which are known to be

accumulated greatly in the egg for the later use in

embryonic development.

Table 1. Changes in the amount of amino acids during embryogenesis of X. borealis and X.

laevis

Stages

Amino acids Unfertilized egg
Blastula

(ng/egg or embryo)
Gastrula

borealis laevis borealis laevis borealis laevis

Aspartic acid 102.7 211 67.0 114 48.0 62.9

Threonine 98.5 80.5 103 117 89.4 164

Serine 27.9 33.7 26.9 37.8 22.8 31.4

Glutamic acid 192 262 220 262 150 262

Glycine 1.54 5.95 2.15 7.01 5.77 9.01

Alanine 12.3 19.3 7.47 6.88 5.20 12.9

Cysteine 3.71 3.33 4.33 2.53 3.77 2.77

Valine 18.6 14.3 15.8 14.4 10.2 13.0

Methionine 1.66 7.15 1.34 15.5 3.04 13.4

Isoleucine 9.71 4.79 6.89 7.21 6.01 8.35

Leucine 14.7 6.80 9.79 9.21 8.79 8.28

Tyrosine 23.7 18.4 21.6 29.9 26.9 25.7

Phenylalanine 11.2 7.89 10.9 18.6 16.4 26.4

/-Aminobutyric acid 8.31 5.98 7.73 8.39 6.59 19.5

Ornithine 16.0 13.0 16.3 13.4 12.4 18.2

Lysine 19.3 23.4 16.1 46.5 19.1 38.7

Ethanolamine 0.66 3.87 0.60 3.39 0.70 2.51

Histidine 13.0 13.7 11.3 26.1 10.5 33.1

Arginine 12.1 24.8 8.72 40.5 11.1 37.1

Each value is the mean of two independent determinations.
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Species Specific Respiratory Stimulation of Sea Urchin

{Clypeaster japonicus) Spermatozoa by

an Egg-associated Factor

Norio Suzuki and Masaaki Yamaguchi

Noto Marine Laboratory, Kanazawa University, Ogi, Uchiura,

Ishikawa 927-05, Japan

ABSTRACT—Neither speract or resact, which stimulate sperm respiration of Hemicentrotus pulcherri-

mus and Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, and Arbacia punctulata, respectively, caused respiratory

stimulation of Clypeaster japonicus spermatozoa. Egg jelly of the sea urchin, C. japonicus, contained a

respiration stimulating factor(s) highly specific for C. japonicus spermatozoa. Addition of the factor to

intact C. japonicus spermatozoa resulted in the rapid appearance of a high molecular weight protein on a

sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel.

INTRODUCTION

It has been reported that substances associated

with the egg jelly of certain species of sea urchin

activate respiration and motility of sea urchin

spermatozoa [1, 2]. These substances have been

identified as peptides, the major peptide of H.

pulcherrimus [3] and S. purpuratus [4, 5] being

speract (Gly-Phe-Asp-Leu-Asn-Gly-Gly-Gly-Val-

Gly) and that of Arbacia punctulata [6] be-

ing resact (Cys-Val-Thr-Gly-Ala-Pro-Gly-Cys-Val-

Gly-Gly-Gly-Arg-Leu-NH2). Speract and natural

speract derivatives (Thr5
-speract: Gly-Phe-Asp-

Leu-Thr-Gly-Gly-Gly-Val-Gly and Ser
5
-speract:

Gly-Phe-Asp-Leu-Ser-Gly-Gly-Gly-Val-Gly)have

been shown to markedly stimulate sperm respira-

tion of sea urchins belonging to the order Echi-

noida [7, 8]. Speract and resact show no cross-

reactivity between Arbacia punctulata and either

H. pulcherrimus or S. purpuratus spermatozoa [6,

9]. Spermatozoa from another sea urchin, C.

japonicus belonging to the order Clypeasteroida,

are activated by neither speract nor resact. In our

study, we found that a factor(s) in the egg jelly of

the sea urchin C. japonicus, stimulates the respira-

tion of C. japonicus spermatozoa, but not that of

Accepted June 6, 1986

Received March 31, 1986

Anthocidaris crassispina spermatozoa.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The sea urchins, C. japonicus and Anthocidaris

crassispina were collected on the Japan Sea Coast

(Tsukumo Bay) near Noto Marine Laboratory.

Artificial sea water (ASW) containing 454mM
NaCl, 9.7mM KC1, 24.9mM MgCl2 , 9.6mM
CaCl2 , 27.1 mM MgS04 , 4.4mM NaHC0 3 and

10mM tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris)

or 10mM N-(2-acetamido)-2-aminoethane sulfonic

acid (ACES) was prepared in the laboratory.

Monensin was a product of Calbiochem-Behringer

Co. Speract was custom synthesized for us by

Peptide Institute, Inc. , of Osaka, Japan. Synthetic

resact and synthetic Ser
5
-speract were generous

gifts from Dr. H. Shimomura and Dr. K. Nomura,

respectively. Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) (95%

grade material), molecular weight standards for

gel electrophoresis (MW-SDS-200 kit) and oli-

gomycin were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co.

Gametes collection and incubation

Spermatozoa and eggs were obtained by intra-

coelomic injection of 0.5M KC1. Eggs were col-

lected in sea water followed by treatment with

acidified (pH 5.0) sea water to rapidly remove the

jelly coat. Spermatozoa were collected "dry" at
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room temperature and stored on ice at concentra-

tions of approximately 330 mg (wet weight)/ml

until use. In general, spermatozoa were incubated

in ASW in the absence or presence of various

agents at 20°C.

Determination of respiration rates

Respiration rates were determined using an

Oxygen Consumption Recorder (Yanagimoto)

equipped with a 3.0 ml capacity chamber fitted

with a Clark oxygen electrode. Spermatozoa (25-

38 mg wet weight/100 /A) were added to 2.9 ml of

ASW (pH 6.8) at 20°C. After the basal respiration

had become constant, various agents were added.

Respiration rates were determined over the next

3min assuming the solubility of pure 2 at one

atmosphere to be 234nmoles/ml of ASW at 20°C.

Isolation of respiration stimulating factor(s) from

the egg jelly of C. japonicus

The egg jelly solution obtained from 200 females

of C. japonicus was mixed with a 2-fold volume of

95% ethanol and then centrifuged at 10,000 Xg for

30min at 4°C. The resultant supernatant fluid was

concentrated under reduced pressure at 50°C. The

concentrated sample was delipidated by chloro-

Anthocidans crassispina spermatozoa

form extraction and desalted by gel filtration on a

Sephadex G-15 column (5.0x45 cm) equilibrated

with distilled water. Fractions were assayed for

respiration stimulating activity, and active frac-

tions were pooled and lyophilized. The residue

was dissolved in 2 ml of distilled water and then

applied on an octyl column (5/um, 4.6x250 mm)
equilibrated with 10% acetonitrile in 0.1%

trifluoroacetic acid. The factor(s) was eluted with

10% acetonitrile in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid for

lOmin, followed by a linear gradient from 10 to

40% acetonitrile in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid over a

40-min period. Fractions were bioassayed and

active fractions were used for the following experi-

ments.

Gel electrophoresis

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was per-

formed essentially as described by Laemmli [10].

A gel was run for 8hr at lOmA/slab gel at room

temperature. The gel was subsequently stained by

the method of Morrissey [11].

Other methods

Protein was determined by a procedure based on

Schacterle and Pollack's modification [12] of the

pH 6.8 ASW

Clypeaster japonicus Factor

Oligomycin

pH 8.2 ASW
Oligomycin

K Synthetic Ser 5-Speract

Monensin

I min

Fig. 1. Effect of various agents on respiration of Anthocidaris crassispina spermatozoa (8.2 mg
wet weight spermatozoa/ml). Arrows indicate the points at which Anthocidaris crassispina

spermatozoa, C. japonicus factor (2^/g/ml), oligomycin (6.7//g/ml), synthetic Ser
5
-speract

(6.7X10" 9 M) and monensin (5.0xl(r 5 M) were added.
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procedure by Lowry et al. [13]. Amino acid

analysis was performed using an automatic amino

acid analyzer (Hitachi 835-50) with a data proces-

sor, after hydrolysis with constant-boiling HC1

under reduced pressure for 24 hr.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It has been reported that the respiration of

H. pulcherrimus spermatozoa is not stimulated by

the egg jelly of C. japonicus [7]. Respiration of

Anthocidaris crassispina spermatozoa was stimu-

lated by Ser
5
-speract and monensin but not by

C. japonicus factor. The stimulated respiration

was blocked by oligomycin (Fig. 1), suggesting that

it coupled with ATP production.

As shown in Figure 2, C. japonicus egg jelly

contained an agent capable of stimulating the

respiration of C. japonicus spermatozoa. Also in

this case, the stimulated respiration was blocked

by oligomycin. Speract and resact did not stimu-

late respiration of C. japonicus spermatozoa. Res-

piration of C. japonicus spermatozoa was stimu-

lated by both monensin and the jelly factor.

However, the factor stimulated respiration dimi-

nished within 3min and respiration reached the

basal rate at pH 6.8. The addition of factor at this

Clypeaster japonicus spermatozoa

I

pH 6.8 ASW

Clypeaster japonicus Factor

Fig. 2. Respiration of C. japonicus spermatozoa (12.5

mg wet weight spermatozoa/ml) in ASW, pH8.2
and in ASW, pH6.8. Arrows indicate where C.

japonicus spermatozoa, C. japonicus factor (2/ig/

ml) and oligomycin (6.7^/g/ml) were added.

Clypeaster japonicus spermatozoa

pH 6.8 ASW

Speract, Resact

I min Clypeaster japonicus Factor

Monensin

Fig. 3. Effect of various agents on respiration of C. japonicus spermatozoa (12.5 mg wet

weight spermatozoa/ml). Arrows indicate the points at which C. japonicus spermato-

zoa, speract (6.7xlO~ 9 M), resact (8.0xlO~ 9 M), oligomycin (6.7mg/ml) and monen-
sin (5.0xlO~ 5 M) were added.
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point caused re-stimulation of the respiration

(Fig. 3). This is similar to the result of respiratory

stimulation of H.pulcherrimus spermatozoa by

speract [14].

The factor responsible for respiratory stimula-

tion was extracted from C. japonicus egg jelly with

70% ethanol and subsequently purified by gel

chromatography on a Sephadex G-15 column,

followed by HPLC on an octyl column. The

elution profile of the active materials on the octyl

column is shown in Figure 4. At least three active

fractions were obtained, the most active of which

was usd for the next experiment. The active

material caused the appearance of a protein whose

mass was estimated to be 123,000 daltons from the

gel (Fig. 5). The mass of protein observed in this

study is smaller than that found in the experiments

using Arbacia punctulata spermatozoa [6]. We
think that this is due to the use of a different

molecular weight standard. In studies using Arba-

cia punctulata spermatozoa, a membrane protein

identified as guanylate cyclase was shown to

change in apparent molecular weight form 160,000

to 150,000 in response to resact. The protein

observed here also may represent guanylate cyc-

lase, although we have not verified it. Both

speract and resact, neither of which stimulated the

respiration of C. japonicus spermatozoa, failed to

cause formation of the protein, as failed Ser
5-

speract (not shown).

Specific actions of the C. japonicus factor on

C. japonicus spermatozoa such as respiratory

stimulation and the appearance of a protein

suggest that C. japonicus spermatozoa have highly
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Fig. 4. High-performance liquid chromatograph of C. japonicus egg jelly factor. HPLC was
performed using a Shimadzu model 6A chromatography system. The column effluent was
monitored for absorbance at 235 nm using a Shimadzu model SPD-6AV spectrophotometer

equipped with a variable wavelength detector. A program with a constant flow rate of

l.Oml/min at room temperature was initiated at 10 min to give the linear acetonitrile

concentration shown in the Figure. Fractions were collected at 1 min interval, and active

fractions indicated by solid bars were used for experiments.
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126K

Fig. 5. The effect of C. japonicus egg jelly factor on the

mobility of a high-molecular weight protein of C.

japonicus spermatozoa. Spermatozoa were incu-

bated with none or with 2fig/m\ egg factor. At
lmin, the reaction was stopped by the addition of

trichloroacetic acid (final concentration of 10%) and

the samples were centrifuged for 30 min at 10,000 Xg
at 0°C. The resultant pellets were resuspended in

ice-cold 90% (v/v) acetone and then centrifuged.

The pellets were resuspended in ice-cold acetone.

After being centrifuged, the acetone layer was re-

moved and lyophilized. Then, 10% SDS was added

to the residue, and the mixture was placed in a

boiling water bath for 5 min and vortexed vigorous-

ly. This procedure was repeated until the solution

became clear. Approximately 10 /xg of sperm pro-

tein was added per lane. A: with egg jelly factor, B:

with none. Molecular weight standards used were:

myosin, rabbit muscle, MW 205,000; /?-galactosi-

dase, E. coli, MW 116,000; albumin, bovine plasma,

MW 66,000; albumin, egg, MW 45,000.

specific receptors for the factor. Once the factor is

bound to the receptor on the spermatozoa, it may
act essentially as speract or resact does on 5.

purpuratus and H.pulcherrimus spermatozoa or

Arbacia punctulata spermatozoa, respectively.

Preliminary amino acid analysis of the factor

demonstrated that it was a peptide. The amino

acid sequence of the preptide has not been

determined but its composition is: Asp (2.6 nmol),

Ser (1.7 nmol), Glu (0.7nmol), Gly (1.1 nmol),

Ala (0.9nmol), He (l.Onmol) and Leu (l.Onmol).

The peptide, obviously different from speract or

resact based on both amino acid composition as

well as biological activity, has been named mosact.

Purification and sequence analysis of the fac-

tors) are now in progress in our laboratory.
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ABSTRACT— In eggs of the oyster, Crassostrea gigas, fertilization induced only a slight increase in

respiratory rate. Respiration observed before and after fertilization was inhibited by rotenone,

antimycin A, cyanide and oligomycin. The respiration in eggs probably results from electron transport

coupled with phosphorylation in mitochondrial respiratory chain. Uncouplers of oxidative phosphoryla-

tion, 2, 4-dinitrophenol and carbonylcyanide-p-trifiuoromethoxyphenylhydrazone, enhanced respira-

tory rate in fertilized eggs more strongly than in unfertilized eggs. Insemination in the presence of these

uncouplers enhanced the respiratory rate by about 2 folds. These do not seems to result from

insufficient fuel supply for uncoupler-stimulated respiration in unfertilized eggs. In unfertilized and

fertilized eggs, these uncouplers caused a marked increase in the level of lactate, a fuel for respiration.

Fertilization probably enhances ADP control of respiration. Phenazine methosulfate made the respira-

tory rate in unfertilized eggs as high as in fertilized eggs in the presence of uncouplers, and the

stimulated respiration was sensitive to antimycin A and cyanide. These suggest that a blockage of

electron transport in a span between flavoproteins and cytochrome b occurs in unfertilized eggs and is

released by fertilization. However, fertilization-induced enhancement of ADP control does not allow

the respiration to cause such a marked increase in its rate as observed following fertilization in the

presence of uncouplers.

tion. The observations in the present study indi-
INTRODUCTION . .. . .. . .. . / ./ ,

cate that the respiration in oyster eggs results from

It has been found that the respiratory rate of electron transport through the whole span of

oyster eggs is only slightly enhanced, if any, by mitochondrial respiratory chain and also suggest

fertilization [1,2] and that 2, 4-dinitrophenol that the respiration is regulated in unfertilized eggs

(DNP), an uncoupler of oxidative phosphoryla- in a manner different from that in fertilized eggs.

tion, enhanced respiratory rate in fertilized eggs

MATERIALS AND METHODS
more strongly than in unfertilized eggs [1]. These

suggest that fertilization apparently fails to stimu-

late respiratory system in oyster eggs but enhances The oyster, Crassostrea gigas, was obtained at

its capacity. Sendai Bay. Animals were kept in an aerated sea

In the present study, we investigated the sensi- water tank until use. Oyster gametes were col-

tivities of respiration in oyster eggs to several lected from the isolated gonads. The isolated ovary

inhibitors of electron transport in mitochondrial was minced and immersed in filtered sea water,

respiratory chain and of oxidative phosphoryla- The suspension of minced ovary was gently shaken

several times to dissociate matured eggs from the

Accepted June 25, 1986 ovary and tissue of the gonad was removed from
Received February 8, 1986 the suspension by filtration through double layer of
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Nylon guaze. After the eggs had been washed

three or four times with artificial sea water

(Jamarin Lab., Osaka) 5% egg suspension (v/v)

was made. Dry sperm was obtained from the

minced testis by squeezing out through Nylon

guaze and was stored in an ice bath until use.

Estimation of respiratory rate: Respiratory

rates were calculated on the basis of the tracing

records of oxygen concentration in egg suspensions

obtained at 20°C by an oxygen electrode (Yellow

Springs Co., USA). The rate of respiration is

expressed as nmol 2/min/ml of packed egg

volume. The packed egg volume was estimated by

graduated centrifuge tube after centrifugation of

egg suspension at 500 Xg for 5min. Protein

amount of eggs, estimated by the method of Lowry

et al. [3] using bovine serum albumin as the

standard, was 0.12 + 0.018 g/ml of egg volume.

Egg suspension (5% v/v) in artificial sea water was

placed in a closed vessel (2.5 ml) with a water

jacket, through which water kept at 20°C was

circulated. The egg suspension was stirred by a

magnetic stirrer during estimation of oxygen con-

centration. Oxygen concentration in the egg sus-

pension was monitored with an oxygen electrode

attached to the closed vessel. Stock solutions of

rotenone, antimycin A (AMA), Na-cyanide

(cyanide), oligomycin, 2, 4-dinitrophenol (DNP),

carbonylcyanide-p-trifluoromethoxyphenylhydra-

zone (FCCP), tetramethyl p-phenylenediamine

(TMPD) and phenazine methosulfate (PMS) were

added to the egg suspension through a small hole

in the stopper of closed vessel. AMA, oligomycin,

FCCP and PMS were dissolved in 97% ethanol.

Rotenone was dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide.

TMPD and Na-cyanide were dissolved in distilled

water. Final concentrations of these compounds

are shown in figure legends. Less than 30 /A of

these stock solutions were added at most to 2.5 ml

egg suspensions. Fifty /A of the solvents used to

dissolve these compounds did not exert any effect

on the respiration of eggs. Dry sperm (5 /A) was

also added through the small hole.

Fertilization rate: Break down of germinal

vesicle was a criterion for fertilization. Number of

eggs, in which germinal vesicle break down occur-

red, was obtained by a light-microscope. The

other criterion was egg cleavage. Eggs in the

closed vessel were washed twice with artificial sea

water, when the estimation of respiratory rate was

finished, and were allowed to develop at 20°C for

2 hr from the time of insemination in artificial sea

water. Then, number of eggs, in which cleavage

occurred, was counted under a light microscope.

Data were omitted, unless fertilization rates

obtained by the former criterion and by the latter

one were more than 95% and 90%, respectively.

Estimation of the levels of pyruvate, lactate and

adenine nucleotides : Eggs in 20 ml of 5% suspen-

sion (v/v) were collected by a hand-driven centri-

fuge and suspended in ice-cold artificial sea water.

The suspension was centrifuged at 10,000 Xg for

5min in the cold. The obtained egg pellet was

diluted in 6 ml of ice-cold 5% perchloric acid and

was homogenized in a glass homogenizer with a

motor-driven Teflon pestle in an ice bath. After

centrifuging the homogenate at 10,000 Xg for

30min, the supernatant, to which one tenth

volume of 1/10M ethanolamine was added, was

neutralized by saturated Na2C03 solution. Re-

sultant heavy white matter was centrifuged off,

and the supernatant was enzymatically analyzed

for lactate, pyruvate, ATP, ADP, and AMP
according to the methods described by Bergmayer

[4], details of which have been shown in a previous

paper [5].

Chemicals : The enzymes and coenzymes used

for estimation of lactate, pyruvate and adenine

nucleotides were obtained from Boelinger Man-

nheim, West Germany. TMPD, PMS and DNP
were obtained from Kanto Chemical Co., Tokyo.

Rotenone, AMA and oligomycin were the prod-

ucts of Sigma Chemical Co., MO, USA. FCCP
was obtained from Ardlich Chem. Co., MI, USA.
All other chemicals were of analytical grade.

RESULTS

The respiratory rate in fertilized eggs of oyster

was slightly higher than in unfertilized eggs (Fig.

1). The respiratory rate was gradually elevated,

even though slightly, in about 3min period from

the time of insemination (Fig. 1A). The respira-

tion was inhibited by rotenone, AMA and cyanide

in unfertilized and fertilized eggs, as shown in

Figure IB and C. Inhibition of respiration by
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A<uf)

' 100 nmol 02
/ml eggs

2 min

Fig. 1. Effects of rotenone, antimycin A and cyanide on the respiration of oyster eggs. Figures show

tracing records of change in oxygen concentration in suspensions of unfertilized eggs (uf) and

fertilized eggs (f). Tracing records marked with C, E and G were obtained on fertilized eggs 10 min

after adding dry sperm to suspensions of unfertilized eggs of the same batches whose trasing records

are marked with B, D and F, respectively. In A and H, dry sperm was added at time shown with

arrows marked with sp. Values shown were the rates of respiration expressed as nmol 2/min/ml of

packed egg volume. Arrows indicate the times of adding rotenone (rot: 100 ftM in final concentra-

tion), antimycin A (AMA: 100 /uM), Na-cyanide (CN~: ImM) tetramethyl p-phenylenediamine

(TMPD: 50 /iM) and dry sperm (sp: 5//1 to 2.5 ml egg suspension). In H, dotted lines, branching

from solid line at the arrows marked with CN~, indicate the tracing records obtained following

cyanide additions to the suspensions containing the same batch of eggs. Except H, each tracing

record shown in the figure is typical one among 3 separated experiments. All experiments were

performed at 20°C.
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AMA was restored by TMPD, as shown in

Figure ID and E. The respiration restored by

TMPD was inhibited by cyanide. These observa-

tions indicate that respiration in oyster eggs results

from electron transport through the whole span of

mitochondrial respiratory chain. TMPD also en-

hanced the rate of cyanide sensitive respiration in

eggs (Fig. IF and G). TMPD-stimulated respira-

tion was only slightly inhibited by rotenone,

completely blocked by cyanide and was, of course,

insensitive to AMA. In the presence of TMPD,
rotenone-sensitivity of respiration (Fig. IF and G)

was somewhat lower than in its absence (Fig. IB

and C).

As shown in Figure 1H, the respiration in oyster

eggs before and after fertilization was completely

inhibited by cyanide, whenever it was added to egg

suspension. In the presence of cyanide, insemina-

tion resulted in fertilization and did not induced

any oxygen consumption (data not shown). Sea

urchin eggs exhibit cyanide-insensitive respiration

accompanied by H2 2 production for several

minutes after fertilization [6, 7]. Fertilization does

not induce cyanide-insensitive respiration in oyster

eggs.

As shown in Figure 2, respiration was complete-

Of)

A(uf)
43.8 olig FCCP

J 0.2> |

B(f)

olig Fccp
0.2> f

E(uf)

41.2 DNP

i 100 nmol. 02
/ml eggs

2 min

Fig. 2. Effects of oligomycin, FCCP and DNP on the respiration of oyster eggs. Solid lines indicate

tracing records of oxygen concentration in the suspension of unfertilized (uf: A, C and E) and

fertilized eggs (f: B, D and F), obtained at 20°C. Fertilized eggs (B, D and F) were obtained lOmin

after adding dry sperm to the suspensions of the same batch eggs as those shown in A, C and E,

respectively. Arrows indicate the times of adding oligomycin (olig: 50 /uM in final concentration),

carbonylcyanide-p-trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone (FCCP: 10 //M), 2, 4-dinitrophenol (DNP:

200 /iM), rotenone (Rot: 100 fiM), antimycin A (AMA: 100 /xM) and Na-cyanide (CN~: ImM).
Values in the figure are the respiratory rates expressed as nmol 2/min/ ml of packed egg volume.

Each record shown is typical one among 2-3 experiments.
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ly inhibited by oligomycin, an inhibitor of oxida-

tive phosphorylation, in unfertilized and fertilized

eggs. Oligomycin at concentrations above 10 ptM

was enough to cause complete inhibition of res-

piration in fertilized eggs (data not shown).

Oligomycin-caused inhibition was reversed by

FCCP (Fig. 2A and B). The same results were

obtained using 2x 10" 4M DNP in place of FCCP
(data not shown). The resipration was also stimu-

lated by these uncouplers of oxidative phosphory-

lation, and the stimulated respiration was also

sensitive to rotenone, AMA and cyanide (Fig.

2C-F).

As shown in Figure 3, DNP and FCCP enhanced

respiratory rate in unfertilized and fertilized eggs

in concentration ranges between 10
5M and 2x

10" 4M and between 2xlO_6M and 10" 5 M,
respectively. Concentrations of maximum en-

hancement were 2xl0" 4M for DNP and 10
_5M

for FCCP. Sensitivity of oyster eggs to FCCP was

somewhat lower than in the other cell types. At

higher concentrations, the rate of stimulated res-

piration in unfertilized and fertilized eggs was

somewhat lower than observed at the most effec-

tive concentrations. The rate of respiration,

stimulated by these compounds at optimum con-

centrations, was lower in unfertilized eggs than in

fertilized eggs.

Insemination, performed in the presence of

these uncouplers at the optimum concentrations,

CD

\

o \
+- CM

a:

150

100

50

10"6 I0"
5

Concentration (M)

10"

Fig. 3. Stimulating effects of FCCP and DNP on the respiration of oyster eggs. The respiratory rate

was obtained at 20°C 3min after adding these uncouplers. Estimation of respiratory rate in

fertilized eggs was initiated at 9min after insemination and lmin after, these uncouplers were

added to the suspensions, respectively. Solid lines indicate relationships between the respiratory

rate and concentrations of carbonylcyanide-p-trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone (FCCP). Dotted

lines also indicate those between the respiratory rate and 2, 4-dinitrophenol(DNP) concentration.

Triangles indicate the respiratory rates in unfertilized eggs (A) and circles show the rate in fertilized

eggs (#). Each symbol with vartical bar indicates the mean of 4-5 experiments with standard error

of mean (vartical bar).
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Fig. 4. Change in the respiratory rate in oyster eggs

following insemination in the presence and absence

of FCCP and DNP. Fig. A shows fertilization-

induced changes in the respiratory rate in eggs

at 20°C in artificial sea water in the presence (2)

and absence (1) of 10 /jM carbonylcyanide-p-

trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone (FCCP). Fig. B
also shows fertilization-induced change in the

presence of 200 fM 2, 4-dinitrophenol (DNP) (3) at

20°C. Arrow marked with sperm (sp) indicates time

of insemination (5 fA dry sperm to 2.5 ml egg suspen-

sion). Those shown are typical ones among 3-5

experiments on eggs of different batches.

resulted in fertilization in more than 95% eggs,

and caused gradual elevation of respiratory rate in

initial three minutes after insemination (Fig. 4).

Thereafter, the respiratory rate became a plateau.

Fertilization induced about 2-fold increase in the

rate of respiration in the presence of these uncou-

ples (Fig. 4).

In the presence of FCCP, TMPD also enhanced

the respiratory rate in unfertilized eggs more

strongly than in fertilized eggs and the enhanced

rate of respiration in unfertilized eggs became

almost the same as in fertilized eggs (Fig. 5A and

B). TMPD-stimulated respiration was, of course,

insensitive to AMA and was completely inhibited

by cyanide. In the presence of FCCP (Fig. 5A and

B), as well as in its absence (Fig. IF and G),

sensitivity of TMPD-stimulated respiration to rote-

none was markedly lower than in eggs without

TMPD stimulation.

The respiration stimulated by PMS was inhibited

by AMA and cyanide but was rather insensitive to

rotenone (Fig. 5C-F). This suggests that PMS,
known to accept electron equivalent from

flavoproteins, transfers it to cytochrome b. PMS
seems to establish a bypass of electron transport in

a span between flavoproteins and cytochrome b.

In the presence of FCCP, PMS stimulated respira-

tion in unfertilized eggs (Fig. 5E), as well as

TMPD stimulated respiration (Fig. 5A and B), was

similar in its rate to that in fertilized eggs (Fig. 5F).

In the absence of FCCP, the rate of respiration

stimulated by PMS, as well as TMPD (Fig. IF and

G), was lower in fertilized eggs (Fig. 5D) than in

unfertilized eggs (Fig. 5C).

Table 1 shows the levels of pyruvate and lactate

in unfertilized and fertilized eggs, which were

incubated with these uncouplers for 10 min at

20°C, being stirred by a magnetic stirrer. Incuba-

tion of fertilized eggs was initiated lmin after

insemination. The levels of lactate and pyruvate in

unfertilized eggs were as low as in fertilized eggs.

This consists well with a previous report [8]. The

lactate level was markedly elevated in unfertilized

and fertilized eggs by the incubation with uncou-

plers. Failure of respiration to couple with oxida-

tive phosphorylation caused by these uncouplers

seems to stimulate glycolysis system resulting in an

accumulation of its product. This indicates that

the fuels for respiration rather increase by the

treatment with uncouplers. The ADP level as well

as the ATP level in unfertilized eggs was almost

the same as in fertilized eggs, in the presence and

absence of uncouplers.

The ratios of NADH to NAD + was calculated

on the basis of the levels of these metabolites and

equilibrium constant in the reaction catalyzed by

lactate dehydrogenase ([NADH] [pyruvate]/

[NAD+] [lactate] =2.76 XlO" 5
, [9]) as shown in

Table 1. In the absence of these uncouplers, the

ratio in unfertilized eggs was higher, to some

extent, than in fertilized eggs. In unfertilized and

fertilized eggs, the ratio became markedly higher

in the presence of these uncouplers than in their

absence. This also indicates that the levels of fuels
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for respiration in the presence of uncouplers is

rather higher in unfertilized eggs than in fertilized

eggs. Lower rate of respiration in unfertilized eggs

than in fertilized eggs, observed in the presence of

these uncouplers, does not seem to result from the

limitation of respiration by a possilbe shortage of

fuels for respiration in unfertilized eggs.

A (uf) B(f)

100 nmol 02
/ml eggs

2 min

Fig. 5. Stimulation of respiration in oyster eggs by TMPD and PMS. Lines marked with A, C and E
are tracing records of oxygen concentration in the suspension of unfertilized eggs of oyster (uf) and

lines marked with B, D and F are those in the suspension of fertilized eggs (f), obtained at 20°C.

Estimation of respiratory rate of fertilized eggs was initiated 10 min after insemination. Arrows

show the times of adding tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (TMPD: 50 /M), phenazine methosul-

fate (PMS: 50 //M), carbonylcyanide-p-trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone (FCCP: 10 ^M), rote-

none (Rot: 100 //M), antimycin A (AMA: 100 fiM) and Na-cyanide (CN~: ImM). Values in the

figure are the rate of respiration expressed as nmol 2/min/ml of packed egg volume. Data shown
are typical ones among 3-4 experiments on different batches.
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Table 1. Concentrations of lactate, pyruvate and adenine nucleotide in oyster eggs

addition
unfertilized eggs

NONE FCCP DNP
fertilized eggs (lOmin)

NONE FCCP DNP

lactate 0.047(0.006) 14.1 (6.2) 15.7 (4.2) 0.039(0.008) 12.7 (4.9) 16.3 (4.4)

pyruvate 0.62 (0.10) 0.92(0.11) 0.85(0.09) 0.71 (0.18) 0.86(0.15) 0.91(0.13)

ATP* 19.3 (2.1) 18.6 (2.0) 18.6 (3.2) 18.9 (4.8) 19.2 (3.3) 19.6 (2.4)

ADP 1.02 (0.31) 1.37(0.20) 1.06(0.25) 0.96 (0.17) 1.19(0.17) 0.99(0.18)

AMP 0.75 (0.18) 0.99(0.13) 1.10(0.20) 0.87 (0.09) 1.02(0.20) 0.86(0.11)

NADH/NAD + 2.1X10" 6 4.4xl0~ 4 5.1X10~ 4 1.5XKT 6
4.1 XlO" 4

4.9XHT 4

Each value is the mean of 3 experiments and value in parentheses is standard error of mean.

Concentrations of these compounds except ATP marked with * are expressed as nmol/ml of packed eggs.

The ATP level is shown as //mol/ml of packed eggs. Concentrations of carboxylcyanide-p-

trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone (FCCP) and 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP) were 10,«M and 200 //M, respec-

tively. Eggs, kept for 5 min at 20°C in the presence of FCCP and DNP, were analyzed for these

compounds.

DISCUSSION

The sensitivities of respiration in unfertilized

and fertilized eggs of oyster to the inhibitors of

electron transport in mitochondrial respiratory

chain and of oxidative phosphorylation, observed

in the present study (Figs. 1 and 2), indicate that

these eggs exhibit the respiration, due to electron

transport through the whole span of mitochondrial

respiratory chain, and the respiration is coupled

with oxidative phosphorylation. The rate of res-

piration in fertilized eggs was only slightly higher,

if any, than in unfertilized eggs, as has been

reported previously [1, 2]. This would indicate

that fertilization in oyster eggs might not sitmulate

mitochondrial respiration.

However, it was found that uncouplers of

oxidative phosphorylation induced higher rate of

respiration in fertilized eggs than in unfertilized

eggs. Insemination performed in the presence of

these uncouplers also strongly enhanced the re-

spiratory rate in oyster eggs within 3 min (Fig. 4).

Lower respiratory rate in unfertilized eggs than in

fertilized eggs in the presence of uncouplers does

not seem to be due to a shortage of fuels for

respiration in unfertilized eggs. These uncouplers

markedly elevated the amount of fuels for

mitochondrial respriation, such as lactate and

probably NADH, in unfertilized as well as in

fertilized eggs (Table 1). Thus, fertilization-in-

duced elevation of respiratory rate in oyster eggs in

the presence of uncouplers of oxidative phos-

phorylation probably indicates that an increase in

the capacity of electron transport in mitochondrial

respiratory chain occurs following fertilization.

Higher sensitivity of respiration to these uncou-

plers in fertilized eggs also suggests that control of

electron transport by oxidative phosphorylation

become stronger after fertilization. In sea urchin

eggs, fertilization causes a marked increase in the

respiratory rate [10-14]. Also in oyster eggs, it

seems likely that fertilization stimulates electron

transport in mitochondrial respiratory chain in a

similar manner as in sea urchin eggs, though the

respiratory rate remains unchanged because of

fertilization-induced regulation of electron trans-

port by oxidative phosphorylation.

In unfertilizd eggs of sea urchin, quite low

respiratory rate has been found to be enhanced

markedly by redox compounds, which are ex-

pected to act as artificial electron carriers [7, 15-

18]. TMPD, which bypasses electron transport in

a span of mitochondrial respiratory chain between

cytochrome b and cytochrome c [19], enhances

respiratory rate in unfertilized eggs of sea urchin

[7]. Hence, electron transport in unfertilized eggs

of sea unchin is assumed to be limited in this

TMPD bypassed site of respiratory chain [7, 15-

18]. TMPD also enhanced the respiratory rate in

oyster eggs. TMPD stimulated respiration was

inhibited by cyanide in oyster eggs in a similar

manner to sea urchin eggs [7]. This indicates that
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electron equivalent accepted by TMPD is trans-

ported to cytochrome c, resulting in oxygen

consumption in the reaction catalyzed by cyanide-

sensitive terminal oxidase in oyster eggs in the

same manner as in sea urchin eggs [7]. In oyster

eggs, however, the respiration stimulated by

TMPD was rather insensitive to rotenone. Thus, it

is likely that main source of electron equivalent

transfered to TMPD is not that from cytochrome

b. In mammalian mitochondria TMPD is known

to accept electron equivalent from ascorbate and

cytochrome b [19]. It is probable that the main

electron source is ascorbate-like substances in

oyster eggs. Thus, TMPD-stimulation of respira-

tion in unfertilized eggs of oyster does not seem to

indicate a possible blockage of electron transport

in a span between cytochrome b and cytochrome c.

The blockage of electron transport in this span, if

any in unfertilized eggs, does not contribute to

lower rate of their respiration in the presence of

uncouplers than in fertilized eggs.

In the presence of uncouplers, TMPD stimu-

lated respiration in unfertilized eggs of oyster

became almost the same as in fertilized eggs.

These suggest that limitations of electron trans-

port, other than the regulation by oxidative phos-

phorylation, in a span of mitochondrial respiratory

chain between cytochrome b and cytochrome a, a3

in unfertilized eggs are as low as in fertilized eggs.

Also in unfertilized eggs of oyster, PMS en-

hanced respiratory rate more strongly than in

fertilized eggs. PMS-induced respiration was also

sensitive to AMA and cyanide. These suggest that

PMS, known to accept electron equivalent from

flavoproteins, transports it to cytochrome b, result-

ing in electron transport in a span between

cytochrome b and molecular oxygen. In the pres-

ence of uncouplers, the rate of respiration in

unfertilized eggs was quite lower than in fertilized

eggs, but PMS elevated the respiration in unferti-

lized eggs to almost the same level as in fertilized

eggs. These suggest that electron transport in a

span of mitochondrial respiratory chain between

flavoproteins and cytochrome b is blocked, to

some extent, in unfertilized eggs. In unfertilized.

eggs of sea urchin, electron transport has also been

reported to be blocked in this span, on the bases of

observations that redox compounds, such as PMS,

enhanced the respiratory rate in unfertilized eggs

[7]. In unfertilized eggs of oyster, blockage of

electron transport seems to occur in a similar

manner to that in unfertilized eggs of sea urchin.

It has been postulated that tight blockage of

electron transport in mitochondrial respiratory

chain in unfertilized eggs of sea urchin make the

respiratory rate quite low [7]. In unfertilized eggs

of oyster, however, the rate of respiration is as

high as in fertilized eggs of oyster and also of sea

urchin, in which the blockage of electron transport

has probably been released. These suggest that

the blockage of respiration in unfertilized eggs of

oyster is not so serious as in those of sea urchin.

Thus, it is likely that fertilization-induced release

of this blockage in oyster eggs does not cause such

a marked increase in the respiratory rate as in sea

urchin eggs and fails to cause actual increase in the

respiratory rate because of fertilization caused

enhancement of the regulation of respiratory

system by oxidative phosphorylation. Serious

blockage of electron transport in unfertilized sea

urchin eggs probably allows them to exhibit actual

increase in the respiratory rate following its re-

lease, even though the regulation of electron

transport in mitochondrial respiratory chain by

oxidative phosphorylation may become strong

after fertilization.

It is well known that low ADP level reduced

respiratory rate in mitochondria. However, any

change in the ADP level, as well as the levels of

AMP and ATP, was not observed in oyster eggs

before and after fertilization. The mechanism for

the elevation of the control of electron transport

by oxidative phosphorylation in oyster eggs follow-

ing fertilization is not due to change in the ADP
level. This problem is now under investigation.
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ABSTRACT—Highly purified glycoproteins were prepared from cold insolubilized materials of porcine

seminal plasma by sequential chromatographies on Biogel A50m, Sephadex G-200 fine, DE-52 and

CM-52 cellulose with 5 mM sodium deoxycholate or 8M urea. The purity of glycoproteins was critically

ascertained by sodium dodecylsulfate polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis and ultracentrifugal analysis.

The purified glycoproteins could be solubilized in warm water (37°C) and re-insolubilized in cold water

(0°C). The molecular weights of the glycoproteins, FI-1 DE-3 and FII-3 DE-1 CM-1 as estimated

from sedimentation-equilibrium measurements in 8M urea were 99,000 and 16,000, respectively. The

glycoprotein FI DE-3 contained 3.3% (w/w) of carbohydrate (galactose (10), mannose (1) and sialic

acid (1)), while FII-3 DE-1 CM-1 contained 10.5% (w/w) of carbohydrate (galactose (2), galactosa-

mine (1), mannose (1) and sialic acid (1)). The amino acid composition of FII-3 DE-1 CM-1 was

similar to that of human blood serum fibronectin and very different to that of FI-1 DE-3 which did not

contain any detectable amount of methionine.

INTRODUCTION

It was first reported more than 30 years ago that

human fibrinogen from Cohn Fraction I contains a

nonclotting component characterized mainly by its

insolubility at low temperatures [1]. The compo-

nent, termed cold-insoluble globulin have the

electrophoretic mobility of a /Vglobulin. Since

then, many investigations have been undertaken to

clarify the nature and possible biological function

of the cold-insoluble grobulin and indicated that it

is a glycoprotein having a molecular weight of

450,000, consisted of two subunits of which

molecular weights are 220,000 and 215,000, re-

spectively, and is responsible for cell adhesion in

various cell system [2-5]. On the other hand, it

was reported that zinc causes an opalescence in

normal porcine seminal plasma which increased by

cooling the plasma to 4°C, leading in some cases to

a difinite precipitate redispersive on warming [6,
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7]. During studies on porcine plasma proteins, we
found that about 5.6% of proteins in porcine

seminal plasma is precipitated by placing it in ice

bath and that this cryoprecipitable protein contains

carbohydrates. In the present paper, we describe

the purification and primary physicochemical char-

acterization of the glycoproteins. As we know,

this is the first report on the presence and the

characterization of cold insoluble glycoproteins in

seminal plasma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals

Biogel A50m (100-200 mesh) was purchased

from Bio Rad Lab. Sephadex G-200 fine was

obtained from Pharmacia Fine Chem. Co. DE-52
and CM-52 cellulose were products of Whatman
Co. Other chemicals were of analytical grade.

Seminal plasma

Seminal plasma was prepared from fresh semen

collected from boar housed at Saitama Animal
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Research Station, Saitama Prefecture. The whole

semen was filtered through gauze to remove the

gels and then centrifuged at 6,000 Xg for 20min at

room temperature. The resultant sperm less su-

pernatant was placed in ice bath and the precipi-

tate fraction was collected by centrifugation at

6,000 Xg for 20min at 4°C. The fraction was

collected by centrifugation at 6,000 Xg for 20min

at 4°C. The washed precipitate fraction was then

dissolved in minimum volume of 0.01 M phosphate

buffer, pH 7.4 containing 5 mM sodium deoxycho-

Fig. 1. Cryoprecipitates of porcine seminal plasma.

Seminal plasma at room temperature (left) and after

placing in ice bath for 2hr (right).

VOLUME (mJ)

Fig. 2. Fractionation of cryoprecipitates obtained

from porcine seminal plasma. Chromatography on

a Biogel A50m column eluted with Buffer A. Frac-

tions indicated (FI and FII) were pooled. The elu-

tion of protein was monitored by measuring the A2go

(—•—) and by using Lowry method (A750 —O—)
Carbohydrate was detected by the phenol sulfuric

acid method (A490 —^—).

late and 0.02% sodium azide (Buffer A).

Purification of cold insoluble glycoproteins

All operations were carried out at room temper-

ature, except the step of exhaustive dialysis against

distilled water which was done at 4°C. The cryo-

precipitates dissolved in Buffer A were applied on

a column (5x90 cm) of Biogel A50m equilibrated

with Buffer A. The column was eluted at the flow

rate of 15 ml/hr. The fractions obtained from the

chromatography on Biogel A50m column were

pooled (designated as FI and FII, respectively),

dialyzed and lyophilized. The residue was dis-

solved in 0.02M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 contain-

ing 8M urea (Buffer B) and was chromatographed

on a column (2.6x90 cm) of Sephadex G-200 fine

VOLUME (»«

Fig. 3. Refractionation of the fractions FI and FII by

gel chromatography. A Sephadex G-200 fine col-

umn equilibrated with Buffer B was eluted with the

same Buffer. The column effluent was monitored by

measuring the A28o- The fraction indicated (FI— 1,

upper and FII—3 , bottom) were pooled for ^chro-

matography on DE-52 cellulose column.
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equilibrated with Buffer B. The column was

eluted at the flow rate of 16ml/hr with Buffer B.

The fractions were pooled (designated as FI-1

from FI and FII-3 from FII, respectively), dialyzed

and lyophilized. The residue, after being dissolved

in 0.01 M Tris-HCl, pH8.0 containing 8M urea

(Buffer C) was applied on a column (1.6x30 cm)

of DE-52 cellulose equilbrated with Buffer C.

The column was washed with 100 ml of Buffer C
and then eluted with a linear gradient of NaCl

from to 0.4M in Buffer C. The fractions were

pooled (designated as FI-1 DE-3 from FI-1 and

FII-3 DE-1 from FII-3, respectively), dialyzed

and lyophilized. The residue (FII-3 DE-1) was

dissolved in 0.01 M phosphate buffer, pH7.0

containing 8 M urea (Buffer D) and was further

purified by chromatography on a column (1.6 X
35 cm) of CE-52 cellulose equilibrated with Buffer

D. The column was first washed with 100 ml of

Buffer D and eluted with a linear gradient of NaCl

from to 0.4M in Buffer D. The fractions were

pooled (designated as FII-3 DE-1 CM-1), di-

alyzed and lyophilized.

Analytical procedures

The presence of protein constituents in column

effluents was determined by measuring the absorb-

ance at 280 nm and in some cases by method of

Lowry et al. [8]. The neutral sugar content of

column effluent was determined by method of

phenol-sulfuric acid reaction using glucose as stand-

ard [9]. The mannose and galactose contents of

samples were determined by gas-chromatography

after methanolysis and preparation of the per-

trimethylsilyl derivatives [10]. Amino acid analy-

sis was performed on a Hitachi model 835-50

amino acid analyzer after hydrolysis with constant-

boiling HC1 at 110°C for 24 hr. Estimation of

hexosamine content of samples was done by the

Elson-Morgan reaction as described by Winzler

[11]. Galactosamine analysis was carried out in

the amino acid analyzer after hydrolysis with

constant-boiling HC1 at 105°C for 3hr [12]. Sialic

acid content, calculated as N-acetylneuraminic

acid, was estimated by the thiobarbituric acid

method [13]. Sodium dodecylsulfate-polyacryl-

amide gel electrophoresis was performed as de-

scribed by Weber and Osborn [14] using 5% gels

and stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue.

Sedimentation analyses were carried out after

dialysis of samples against Buffer C in a Beckman

model E analytical ultracentrifuge. For equilib-

rium measurements samples containing 1 mg/ml

were analyzed by the short-column method de-

UJ
o
z
<
CD
CC

O
</>

CD
<

Fig. 4. Ion-exchange chromatography of fraction FI on DE-52 cellulose column. The
column equilibrated with Buffer C was eluted in a linear NaCl gradient in the buffer.

The NaCl concentration was determined by conductivity measurement. , NaCl
concentration. The fractions were analyzed for protein (A^o —•— ; by method of

Lowry et al. [8], A750 —O—) and for carbohydrate (A490 —Zi—) by phenol-sulfuric

acid method. The fractions indicated (FI-1 DE-3) were pooled.
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scribed by Yphantis [15]. The sedimentation

equilibrium data were analyzed by a computer

procedure [16]. Molecular weights were calcu-

lated by using the formula: Mw=RT/(l— \P)-a>
2

-

ffc-»0, where R is the gas constant, T the absolute

temperature, the angular velocity, the solution

density and the number-average effective reduced

molecular weight at the base of the cell. <tc-»0 was

obtained by plotting a against the initial solute

concentration and extrapolation to zero concentra-

tion. The partial specific volume (v) of samples

was calculated from the amino acid and carbohy-

u
o
z
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co
cc

o
(/>

CO
<
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<
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FII-3. DE-I. CM-

I

100

VOLUME (m*)

Fig. 5. Rechromatography of the fraction originated from FII-3. Upper, chromatogra-

phy of fraction FII-3 on a DE-52 cellulose column eluted with Buffer C. For others,

see the legends in Fig. 4. The fractions (FII-3 DE-1) were pooled, dialyzed and

lyophilized. The residue was applied on a column of CM-52 cellulose. Bottom,

rechromatography of fraction FII-3 DE-1 on a DE-52 cellulose column. The column

was equilibrated with Buffer D and eluted with the same buffer. The column effluent

was monitored by measuring the A280 and the fraction indicated (FII-3 DE-1 CM-1)
were pooled.
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drate composition by using published values for

each constituent [17, 18]. Solution density (P) was

estimated by the method described by Kawahara

andTanford [19].

RESULTS

Preparation and purification of cold insoluble

glycoproteins

Cryoprecipitate was gradually formed when

seminal plasma was kept in ice bath. About 5.6%

of total seminal plasma protein was precipitated

within 2hr (Fig. 1). The precipitate was collected

by centrifugation at 6,000 Xg for 20min at 4°C.

Although the precipitate could be solubilized by

suspending in 0.9% NaCl and stirring in water bath

(37°C), the precipitate was dissolved in Buffer A to

save time. As shown in Figure 2, the cryoprecipit-

•

able materials were separated into two fractions by

chromatography on Biogel A50m (Fig. 2). Frac-

tions (FI and FII) were pooled, dialyzed and

lyophilized. Both fractions, after being dissolved in

Buffer B, were chromatographed on a Sephadex

G-200 column (Fig. 3, upper and bottom). The

fraction (FI-1) obtained from FI by the re-

chromatography was further purified by chroma-

tography on a DE-52 cellulose column (Fig. 4).

The fraction from FII (FII-3) was also purified by

chromatography on the DE-52 cellulose column

(Fig. 5, upper), followed by chromatography on a

CM-52 cellulose column (Fig. 5, bottom). As

N, < y -v

Fj-l^E-S F
I;1
.-3,DE-1

CM-1

Fig. 6. Electrophoresis of purified components FI-1

DE-3 and FII-3 DE-1 CM-1 on polyacrylamide

gels. Electrophoresis was carried out by using 10%
gels in the presence of SDS under non-reducing

conditions. Gels were stained with Coomassie Bril-

liant Blue.

Fig. 7. Sedimentation velocity profiles of purified cold

insoluble glycoproteins. Sedimentation velocity ex-

periments were carried out at 20.2°C on glycopro-

teins FI-1 DE-3 (upper) and FII-3 DE-1 CM-1
(bottom) in a Beckman model E analytical

ultracentrifuge using interference optics at 58,100

rpm (FI-1 DE-3) and 59,800 rpm (FII-3 DE-1 CM-
1), respectively. Samples (4mg/ml) in Buffer C
were dialyzed against the same buffer and diluted

with the dialysate to final concentrations of 2 mg/ml
(FI-1 DE-3) and 4 mg/ml and 2 mg/ml (FII-3 DE-1
CM-1). Photographs were taken after sedimenta-

tion for 48min (upper) and 80min (bottom).
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shown in Figure 6, SDS-polyacrylamide gel elec-

trophoresis proved the materials FI-1 DE-3 and

FII-3 DE-1 CM-1 to be pure.

Physicochemical characterization of cold insoluble

glycoproteins

The materials in both fractions FI-1 DE-3 and

FII-3 DE-1 CM-1 also showed a single peak on

sedimentation velocity analysis (Fig. 7). Molecu-

lar weights of both materials estimated by sedi-

mentation equilibrium experiments were 99,000

and 16,000, respectively (Fig. 8). The larger

molecular weight material was consisted of 96.7%

(w/w) of protein and 3.3% (w/w) of carbohydrates.

The major carbohydrate constituent of the gly-

Concentration (,j/>1)

Fig. 8. Concentration-dependence of the molecular

weight of components FI-1 DE-3 (upper) and FII-3

DE-1 CM-1 (bottom) determined by sedimentation

equlibrium analysis. Samples (0.115 mg/ml) dis-

solved in and dialyzed against Buffer C were analy-

zed by sedimentation at 20,340 rpm FII-3 DE-1

CM-1 and 8,733 rpm for FI-1 DE-3 at 20.2°C in the

analytical ultracentrifuge equipped with a photo-

electric scanning system. Molecular weights were

calculated as described in the text and the values

obtained plotted against the initial concentration of

each component in the same.

coprotein was galactose (Table 1). The smaller

molecular weight material contained 89.5% (w/w)

of protein and 10.5% (w/w) of carbohydrates. The

amino acid composition of both glycoproteins was

very different each other (Table 1). That of small-

er one was similar to that of human cold insoluble

globulin (Fig. 9).

DISCUSSION

It has been reported that porcine seminal plasma

with a low zinc content is considerable more

Table 1. Chemical composition of porcine

cold insoluble glycoproteins

1) Amino acid content (residues/1000 re-

sidues)

FI-1 DE-3 FII--3 DE-1 CM-1

Aspartic acid 110 102

Threonine 100 57

Serine 71 99

Glutamic acid 137 62

Proline 56 58

Glycine 121 95

Alanine 41 53

Half-cystine 21 46

Valine 87 49

Methionine — 26

Isoleucine 39 69

Leucine 42 76

Tyrosine 17 60

Phenylalanine 24 38

Lysine 30 55

Histidine 48 15

Arginine 55 38

Total amino acid

(%, w/w)
96.7 89.5

2) Carbohydrate content (ratio to mannose

as one residue)

FI-1 DE-3 FII--3 DE-1 CM-1

Mannose 1.0 1.0

Galactose 10 1.9

Galactosamine — 0.8

N-Acetylneuraminic
acid

1.1 1.4

Total carbohydrates

(%, w/w)
3.3 10.5
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Tyr

Gly

Fig. 9. Comparison of amino acid composition of cold

insoluble glycoproteins to that of human cold insolu-

ble globulin. A: FII-3 DE-1 CM-1 (solid line),

human cold insoluble globulin(dotted line). B: FI-1

DE-3 (solid line), human cold insoluble globulin

(dotted line).

tansparent than that with a higher zinc content [7].

It is also known that in porcine seminal plasma

which has a high zinc concentrations, protein

precipitates when it is cooled to 4°C and the

resultant precipitate redissolves on warming [20].

The nature of the protein or proteins involved in

cold precipitaion has not characterized satisfactory

yet, although it is postulated that the protein(s) is

responsive for sperm survival upon cooling [7].

Roberts et al. [21] have described that when semen

is cooled to a temperature between 15°C and 20°C

the spermatozoa lose their motility, but they can

be reanimated quite quickly. By contrast, when

whole semen is cooled to temperatures below

10°C, very few of the spermatozoa can be activated

by warming to 37°C. Temperatures below 10°C

appear to be worse for sperm survival. The

protein, which is considered to be derived of

vesicular secretion, associates with spermatozoa

and might be deleterious to spermatozoa [7]. The

glycoproteins purified here have similarities to the

above protein in cold insolubility and re-solubility

upon warming to 37°C. Therefore, we presume

that the glycoproteins may be the same as the

protein described by Boursnell and Roberts [7]

and Roberts et al. [21]. Although it is not proven,

the glycoproteins or one of them may be involved

in sperm survival upon cooling.

On the other hand, it has been suggested that

fibronectins derived either from blood plasma or

from cell surface play some roles in cell adhesion,

maintenance of cellular morphology or phagocytic

processes [22, 23]. In this regard, it seems of

interest that one of the glycoproteins purified here

(FII-3 DE-1 CM-1) has similarities to fibronectins

in amino acid composition in addition to cold

insolubility. Fibronectins are quite large glycopro-

tiens, but they are consisted of several domain

structures [24]. Although more information of the

molecule is needed to clarify the structural similar-

ity between the smaller glycoprotein purified here

and the fibronectin domain, the similarity of the

glycoprotein to fibronectins in amino acid com-

position suggests that it may posses a similar

structure to the fibronectin domain.
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ABSTRACT—Single intraperitoneal (1 and 3nmol/bird) and intravenous (0.1 and l.Onmol/bird)

injections of human parathyroid hormone (hPTH (1-34)) were found to stimulate water intake in the

Japanese quail, Coturnix coturnix japonica. Intracranial injection of PTH (0.01 nmol/bird) did not

affect water intake, suggesting that the brain has no receptive site for PTH with respect to drinking.

Significant increases of water (perhaps urine) excretion and water intake were observed 15 and 60min,

respectively, after a single intraperitoneal injection of PTH (3 nmol/bird). Thus, the increase of water

excretion preceded that of water intake by 45 min. Arginine vasotocin (0.1 nmol/bird), an antidiuretic

hormone in birds, inhibited the increase of water intake induced by PTH (3 nmol/bird). Considering

these data together, it is likely that PTH-induced water intake was caused by dehydration due to copious

water excretion induced by PTH.

INTRODUCTION

More than 100 biologically active peptides or

hormones have been reported and their functions

also have been demonstrated. In addition to their

known actions, however, new additional actions,

which have not been hitherto described, have

recently been elucidated. For instance, parathy-

roid hormone (PTH), which is known to be

concerned with Ca and P metabolism, was found

to cause vasodilation in vertebrates [1]. Angioten-

sin II was found to have a dipsogenic action [2] in

addition to causing vasopressor activity. Under

these circumstances, we have been attempting to

identify new additional functions of bilolgically

active peptides whose traditional functions are

already well known.

In addition to the known functions of PTH in Ca

and P metabolism, an increase of urine flow after

PTH injection has been reported in anesthetized

starlings [3-5] and anesthetized domestic fowl [6].

In humans and dogs, parathyroid extracts induced

Accepted June 12, 1986

Received May 27, 1986
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mild urine excretion [7]. It is possible, therefore,

that this hormone is concerned with the regulation

of amount of body fluid. This led us to consider

whether PTH might be involved in water intake.

In this experiment, we examined how PTH
affects water excretion and water intake in non-

anesthetized Japanese quail, Coturnix coturnix

japonica. Since we knew from the present studies

that PTH initially induces water excretion and

concomitant water intake, arginine vasotocin

(AVT), an antidiuretic hormone in birds, was

injected to prevent PTH-induced water excretion.

Water intake was then examined to determine

whether or not it was inhibited by reduced urine

excretion following administration of AVT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Japanese quail are good material for drink-

ing experiments, because they drink water con-

tinuously at short intervals and the effect of drugs

on drinking is revealed within a few hours.

Male Japanese quail, Coturnix coturnix japonica

(8 weeks old) were purchased from a commercial

source. They were kept in a temperature control-

led room (20-23°C), which was illuminated by
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fluorescent tubes from 07 : 00 to 19 : 00. Birds were

housed individually in bird cages (30(D) X 15.5

(W)x22 (H)cm). Birds were screened one from

another by cardboard inserted between the cages.

Vinyl-coated 1 cm squared wire mesh was placed

about 1 cm above the bottom of the cage to

prevent the birds from trampling feces. Water and

food were available ad libitum before and during

the experimental period. Food consisted of

crushed corn, kaoliang, wheat and crushed dry fish

meat (Yamaichi Shiryo Co.). Birds were around

35 weeks old and their body weight was 103 + 2 g

(n=57, mean + SE) at the beginning of the experi-

ments.

Synthetic a-human parathyroid hormone con-

sisting of NH2-l-34 amino acids («-hPTH(l-34),

Protein Research Foundation), angiotensin II

(All, Hypertensin Ciba) and arginine vasotocin

(AVT, Protein Research Foundation) were dis-

solved in saline solution. All the injections were

performed at around 10:00 or 13:00.

Measurements of water intake and water excretion

Birds were trained to drink water from a small

hole at the end of a glass tube attached to an

up-ended graduated cylinder (20 ml) for about 4

weeks before the experiment started. The amount

of water ingested was estimated by reading the

scale of the cylinder to the nearest 0.1 ml.

To measure the volume of water excreted, a

sheet of filter paper (28x13 cm, the area of the

bottom of the cage) was inserted between the

bottom of the cage and the wire mesh, which was

placed about 1cm above the bottom. Urine and

feces dropped onto the filter paper through the

mesh. After a given time period, the filter paper

was taken out and dried. Feces and spilled food

were removed with a pair of forceps. The outline

of the spot of diffused water excreted on the paper

became clearly visible as blue fluorescence under

ultraviolet rays (365 nm). The outline was traced

with a pencil. The areas traced on the filter paper

were cut out and weighed to the nearest 0.01 g.

Since urine is not separated from water in feces,

we measured urine and water in feces together.

In order to convert the weight of filter paper cut

out into the volume of excreted water, a coefficient

was determined as follows: filter paper was placed

in the cage for several hours, and excreted water

diffused on the paper was extracted with distilled

water. Extracts were centrifuged and known

amounts (0.1-5 ml) of supernatant were dropped

on filter paper and allowed to diffuse and dry. The

diffused areas of known amounts of the super-

natant on the paper were cut out and weighed, as

mentioned above. Linear regression analysis dem-

onstrated a significant relation (Y= 1.24X+0.03)

between the known volume of the supernatant and

the weight of paper cut out. Using a coefficient

obtained, the weight of paper cut out was calcu-

lated into the volume of water excreted.

Experiment I: Effect of PTH on water intake

Intraperitoneal (ip) and intravenous (iv) injec-

tions Ten birds were given ip injections of PTH
at doses of (saline solution), 0.3, 1 and 3nmol/

bird. Birds were injected in random order, each

bird receiving each dose once, but on differing

days. Injection volume was 0.1 ml/bird. Water

intake after the injection was measured at intervals

of 60 min for 5 hr.

Another twenty birds received iv injections of

PTH at doses of (saline solution, n=5), 0.01 (n=

5), 0.1 (n=5) and lnmol/bird (n=5). Injection

was made into a jugular vein and injection volume

was 0.05 ml/bird. Water intake was measured at

intervals of 30 or 60 min for 3.5 hr.

Intracranial (ic) injection Twenty-five of the 30

birds used in ip and iv experiments were used. A
stainless steel guide cannula (od=0.7mm, length

= 13 mm) was implanted stereotaxically and with

the aid of X-rays into the brain with the tip of the

cannula placed in the third ventricle under Nem-

butal anesthesia (5mg/100g, Abbott Laboratories,

USA). The cannula was fixed by dental cement to

the skull and anchored by two stainless steel

screws. The method of cannulation has been

described in detail elsewhere [8]. They were

allowed to recover from the operation for at least

one week before the experiment. The implanted

cannula was obturated by nylon thread with the

same length of the cannula to prevent blood

coagulation in the cannula, while it was not in use.

To verify whether the tip of the guide cannula

was successfully located in the third ventricle, All

(lOOng/bird) was injected into the brain through
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the cannula, as described below, and the dip-

sogenic response of the birds was examined.

When the birds responded to All by drinking in

the same degree as those observed previously in

our laboratory [8], the operation was considered

successful. The operations of twenty-one of the 25

birds were found to have been successful and these

birds were used for experiments. Injections of All

and PTH were performed with a stainless steel

injector (od=0.4mm), which was 1mm longer

than the guide cannula. The injector was con-

nected to a 10 /A microsyringe with a 10 cm
polyethylene tube (od=0.4mm).

Injected doses of PTH were (saline solution,

n=7), 0.1 (n=7) and lOpmol/bird (n=7). Injec-

tion volume was always 1 fA/bkd. Water intake

was measured 30 and 60min following the injec-

tion.

each combination in random order on different

days.

Statistical analysis

Freedman's test was employed for water intake

after ip PTH injection (Experiment I) and after ip

AVT and ip PTH injections (Experiment III).

When significant, Wilcoxon's test was further

employed. Data of water intake obtained from iv

and ic PTH injections (Experiment I) were

analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis test. When signif-

icant, Mann-Whitney's U test was used. Data of

water intake and water excretion obtained from ip

PTH injection (Experiment II) were analyzed by

Mann-Whitney's U test.

RESULTS

Experiment II: Effect of PTH on water intake and

water excretion

Five birds were given ip injection of 3 nmol/bird

of PTH, and water intake and water excretion

were observed for 2hr following the injection.

Injection volume was 0.1 ml/bird. Five birds re-

ceiving the same amount of saline solution served

as control. Water intake and water excretion were

measured simultaneously 15, 30, 60 and 120 min

following the injection.

Experiment HI: Effect of AVT on water intake

stimulated by PTH

In Experiment II, ip injection of PTH initially

caused water excretion, resulting in concomitant

water intake. Experiment III was designed to test

whether a reduction of urine excretion following

ip AVT injection inhibits PTH(ip)-stimulated

drinking.

Injection of A VT and PTH Twelve birds were

used in this experiment. Combinations of saline,

PTH and AVT for ip injections were prepared as

follows: 1) saline+ saline, 2) saline+PTH (3nmol/

bird), 3) AVT (0.05 nmol/bird)+PTH (3nmol)

and 4) AVT (0.1nmol) + PTH (3nmol). Five mi-

nutes prior to ip PTH injection, ip AVT injection

was made. Water intake was measured at intervals

of 30 min for 120 min. Injection volume was 0.05

ml for both AVT and PTH. Each bird received

Experiment I: Effect of PTH on water intake

Ip injection Water intake was not affected at

all by 0.3 nmol/bird of PTH. Drinking increased

significantly at dose of 1 nmol for 1 hr following the

injection and at 3 nmol for periods from to 1, 1 to

2 and 2 to 3hr following the injection (Fig. 1).

There was no significant increase at any dose after

3 hr from the injection.

Iv injection Drinking was not altered by 0.01

saline control

B PTH 0.3nmol

m PTH 1 nmol

E PTH 3nmol

^ 3

2 2

>- 1

0- 1 1 -2 4- 52-3 3-4
Time after ip injection of PTH (hr)

Fig. 1. Stimulation of water intake by single ip injec-

tions of PTH (0.3, 1 and 3 nmol/bird) in the

Japanese quail, Coturnix coturnix japonica. The
same ten birds were used for collection of data.

Each column shows the mean water intake with

standard error (SE) (n= 10). •, p<0.05 and ••,
P<0.01, compared with control.
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nmol/bird of PTH. However, drinking increased

significantly for 30 min at a dose of O.lnmol.

Water ingestion did not increase at 1 nmol for the

first 30 min but increased for a period from 30 to

90 min following the injection (Fig. 2). After 90

min the drinking rate returned to normal and no

difference was observed between control and

experimental groups.

4 -

.a

^ 3
E

saline control

m PTH O.OInmol

S PTH O.lnmol

rh E3 PTH 1nmol

0-30 30-90 90-150 150-210

Time after iv injection of PTH (min)

Fig. 2. Stimulation of water intake by single iv injec-

tions of PTH (0.01, 0.1 and 1 nmol/bird). Each

column represents the mean with SE (n=5). *, P<
0.05 and **, P<0.01, compared with control.

Ic injection PTH did not stimulate water intake

at any dose used for 60 min after the injection.

Amounts of water intake for 60 min after the

injection were 0.14 + 0.07 (n=7), 0.30+ 0.18 (n=
7) and 0.19 + 0.12 ml/bird (n=7) at doses of

(saline solution), 0.1 and lOpmol of PTH, respec-

tively.

Experiment II: Effect of PTH on water intake and

water excretion

As is shown in Figure 3, water intake did not

increase for 30 min following ip injection of 3 nmol

PTH, however, it significantly increased at 60 and

120 min after the injection.

On the other hand, water excretion increased

significantly during the first 15 min following the

injection and continued to increase until 60 min

after the injection.

Experiment III: Effect of AVT on water intake

stimulated by PTH

Water intake stimulated by ip injection of PTH

15 30 60

Time after ip injection of PTH
120

(min)

Fig. 3. Stimulation of water intake (upper graph) and

water excretion (urine plus water in feces) (lower

graph) by a single ip injection of PTH (3 nmol/bird).

Each point shows the mean with SE (n=5). Water

intake and water excretion were measured simul-

taneously in the same five birds in experimental

(• •) and control (O O) groups. *, P<
0.05 and **, P<0.01, compared with control.

(3 nmol) was not inhibited by 0.05 nmol of AVT,
but inhibited significantly by 0.1 nmol of AVT for

the first and second 30 min after the injection

(Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

Human PTH was found to stimulate water

intake when injected intraperitoneally (1 and

3 nmol) and intravenously (0.1 and lnmol) in the

Japanese quail. However, ic injection of the hor-

mone failed to increase water intake even at a dose

of 0.01 nmol, which was 1/10 of minimum effective

dose when injected intravenously. In the case of

All, which induces drinking through acting on the

brain, ic injection of All required only 1/3,000 of
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saline + saline control

saline+PTH 3nmol

m AVT 0.05nmol + PTH 3nmol

AVT 0.1nmol+PTH 3nmol

* *

1*1
0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120

Time after ip injection of PTH (min)

Fig. 4. Inhibition of PTH (3 nmol)-induced drinking by

single ip injections of arginine vasotocin (AVT, 0.05

or 0.1 nmol/bird). Injection of AVT was made 5

min prior to ip PTH injection. The same twelve

birds were used for collection of data. Each column

represents the mean with SE (n= 12). *, P<0.05

and kk, P<0.01, compared with control. *, P<
0.05 and **, P<0.01, compared saline+ PTH
group with AVT+ PTH group.

minimum effective dose which induced drinking

when injected intravenously (Okawara, unpub-

lished data). These data suggest that brain has no

receptive site for PTH with respect to drinking,

and that PTH acts on some unidentified peripheral

tissues or organ(s), resulting in stimulating of

water intake. Recently we reported that urotensin

II (UII), one of the teleost urophysial hormones,

also stimulates water intake through some

peripheral tissues or organ(s), but not through the

brain, in the Japanese quail [9]. It may be safely

said that some hormonal peptides such as All

induce drinking through acting on the central

nervous system and others through peripheral

tissues or organ(s).

In the present studies, water excretion was

significantly stimulated within 15 min following ip

injection of the PTH (3 nmol/bird) . After that,

water excretion increased markedly toward 60 min

after the injection and thereafter no increase of

excretion was observed. On the other hand, water

intake showed no significant increase during a time

period from to 30 min following the injection.

However, water intake increased gradually toward

60 min and then vigorous drinking was observed.

These findings suggest that stimulation of water

intake by PTH was due to preceding vigorous

water excretion, perhaps copious urine excretion.

Because ip injection of AVT (0.1 nmol/bird) inhib-

ited PTH (3 nmol)-stimulated drinking through

possible reduced urine volume. It is known that

AVT reduces urine excretion in hydrated chicken

[10] and hydrated Japanese quail (Karakida, un-

published data). It is thus likely that PTH initially

acted on renal components to induce urine excre-

tion, resulting in dehydration in the birds, which in

turn induced water ingestion.

In the Japanese quail, dehydration elevates

plasma All concentration, which in turn stimulates

water intake [11]. Therefore, PTH-stimulated

drinking might have been caused by an increase of

plasma AIL There is another possibility that

dehydration due to vigorous water excretion in-

duced by PTH might have activated the cardiac

vascular receptors for thirst [12].
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ABSTRACT— In the Japanese quail, Coturnix coturnix japonica, a-human atrial natriuretic peptide

(a-hANP) was found to induce copious drinking after intracranial (ic) (0.1 to 1.5nmol/bird) and

intraperitoneal (ip) (1 to lOnmol) injections. The minimum effective dose was smaller (0.03 nmol/bird)

for ic injection than for ip injections (1 nmol). The latent periods for a-hANP doses inducing vigorous

drinking were 7 to 19 min and 1.6 to 3.3 min for ip and ic injections, respectively. Thus, the brain seems

to have receptive site(s) for a-hANP with respect to water intake. However, in the rat water intake

induced by angiotensin II (All) and water deprivation was inhibited by a-hANP (Nakamura et al.,

1985). The difference in the results between rats and Japanese quail is discussed. Both ic and ip

injections of a-hANP caused increases of water excretion during a period from 60 to 90 min after the

injections. The minimum effective dose of ic injection was about 0.3 nmol/bird. a-hANP-induced

drinking preceded the enhanced water excretion by 45 min following ic and about 60 min following ip

injections. It seems that the enhanced water excretion resulted from the vigorous water intake.

a-hANP did not inhibit angiotensin II (All)-induced drinking, but rather had additive effect. Plasma

All did not increase around 7 min after ip injection of a-hANP, when birds were drinking vigorously. It

is likely, therefore, that a-hANP-induced drinking is not mediated by AH. No behavioral change was

observed after the injection of a-hANP.

(a-hANP) suppressed water intake induced by
INTRODUCTION . . . „ ,Am ..,*•. .

angiotensin II (All) or water deprivation in rats.

It has been shown that a number of biologically In the present studies, dipsogenic action of

active peptides or hormones are involved in the a-hANP was found in the Japanese quail, Coturnix

regulation of water intake in mammals and birds conturnix japonica. In order to analyze the mecha-

[1, 2]. We have been engaged in studies of nism of dipsogenic action of a-hANP, plasma All

dipsogenic action of biologically active peptides or level was estimated in birds injected with a-hANP.

hormones, in order to elucidate the neuroendocri- Further, the effects of a-hANP on drinking induced

nological mechanisms of drinking [3-10]. Recent- by All and water excretion were also examined,

ly, the primary structure of atrial natriuretic

peptide (ANP), a new peptide hormone, was

demonstrated in humans [11] and rats [12-14] and

its actions have been reported: natriuretic action, Male Japanese quail, Coturnix coturnix japonica

suppression of aldosterone production and relaxa- (8-week old) were purchased from a commercial

tion of vascular smooth muscle [11, 13-16]. In source. The maintenance of birds has been de-

addition to these actions, Nakamura et al. [17] scribed in detail in a previous paper [8]. Briefly,

have recently demonstrated that a-human ANP experimental temperature was from 20 to 23°C.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Birds were housed individually in bird cages

Accepted June 12, 1986
(30(D) X 15.5(W)x 22(H) cm) under 12L12D.

Received May 27, 1986 Birds were screened one from another by card-
1 To whom reprints should be requested. board inserted between the cages. Their ages were
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from 20 to 35 weeks and their body weight was

around 100 g at the beginning of the experiments.

Water and food were available ad libitum before

and during the experimental period. Food con-

sisted of crushed corn, kaoliang, wheat and

crushed dry fish meat (Yamaichi Shiryo Co.).

Synthetic a-human atrial natriuretic peptide

(a-hANP, Protein Research Foundation), and

angiotensin II (All, Hypertensin Ciba) were dis-

solved in saline solution. Injections were per-

formed around at 10 : 00 or 13 : 00. Methods of

measurements of water intake and water excretion

and the technique of intracranial injection were

the same as those described in a previous paper

[8]. Since urine cannot be separated from water in

feces in birds, we measured both urine and water

in feces together.

Estimation of plasma All and hematocrit

For the measurement of All, birds were killed

by decapitation. Individual blood samples were

collected in heparinized ice-chilled beakers from

which 2 ml of blood was pipetted into a centrifuge

tube containing 0.1ml of 0.125 M Na2 EDTA,
0.025 M o-phenanthroline, and 0.1% neomycin

sulfate [18]. After mixing well, the mixture was

centrifuged at 4°C for 20min at 3,000 rpm to

separate plasma. All was extracted with acetone

and determined by radioimmunoassay according

to the method described by Yamaguchi [19]. To

estimate hematocrit, a small amount of blood was

withdrawn into a heparinized capillary tube (id=
0.9mm) during the blood collection, and centri-

fuged at 12,000 rpm for 5min.

Experiment I: Effect ofip injections of a-hANP on

water intake

Seven birds were injected with a-hANP at doses

of (saline solution), 0.3, 1, 3 and lOnmol/bird.

Birds were injected in random order, each bird

receiving each dose once, but on differing days.

Injection volume was 0.1 ml/bird. Water intake

was measured 60min following the injection. The

latent period (time period between the injection

and the start of drinking) was also noted.

Experiment II: Effect of ip injections of a-hANP
on water intake and water excretion

Five birds received ip injection of a-hANP
(lOnmol/bird). Water intake and water excretion

were measured simultaneously at intervals of

30min for 120 min following the injection. Injec-

tion volume was 0.1 ml/bird. Birds (n= 5) receiv-

ing the same amount of saline solution served as

control.

Experiment III: Effect of ic injections of a-hANP
on water intake and water excretion

Five birds were injected intracranially with

a-hANP at doses of (saline solution), 0.03, 0.1,

0.3 and 1.5nmol/bird. Birds were injected in

random order, each bird receiving each dose once,

but differing days. Injection volume was 1 //1/bird.

Water intake and water excretion following the

injection were measured at intervals of 15 min for

90 min in birds receiving 0.03 and 0.1 nmol and for

120 min those injected with saline, 0.3 and 1.5

nmol of a-hANP. The latent period of water

intake was measured.

Experiment IV: Effect of ip injections of a-hANP

on plasma AH
Six birds were injected intraperitoneal^ with

lOnmol/bird of a-hANP. They were killed be-

tween 5 and 7 min following the injection, because

the average latent period for drinking of the birds

receiving 10 nmol was about 7 min (Experiment I).

Injection volume was 0.1 ml/bird. Plasma All and

hematocrit were measured as described above.

Control birds (n= 7) received the same amount of

saline solution.

Experiment V: Effect of ic injections of a-hANP
on All-induced drinking

Six birds received ic injections of All (12.5 pmol/

bird), and seven birds were injected intracranially

with All (12.5 pmol) and a-hANP (0.75 nmol)

which were dissolved together in the same solu-

tion. Injection volume was always l//l/bird. Wa-

ter intake was measured 30 min after the injection.

Statistical analysis

Data of water intake (Experiment I, III) and
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water excretion (Experiment III) were analyzed by

Freedman's test. When significant, Wilcoxon's

test was further employed. Mann-Whitney's U
test was employed for data of water intake and

water excretion (Experiment II), plasma All (Ex-

periment IV) and water intake after the injection

of All plus a-hANP (Experiment V).

RESULTS

Experiment I: Effect ofip injections of a-hANP on

water intake

Single ip injections of a-hANP (1, 3 and

lOnmol/bird) caused increases of water intake for

60min following the injection (Fig. 1). A linear

dose-response relationship was obtained at doses

from 0.3 to lOnmol (Y=0.9001ogX+0.480, P<
0.001). Latent periods were 17 + 3, 14+ 6, 19 + 6,

12 + 5 and 7 + 2 min (n=7) for doses of (saline), •

0.3, 1, 3 and lOnmol/bird of a-hANP, respective-

ly. Latent period for lOnmol of a-hANP was

significantly shorter than that for saline. However,

latent periods for 0.3, 1 and 3nmol/bird were not

different from that for saline. No behavioral

change other than drinking was observed at any

dose used.

2 -

\

0) 1

••

-

f*

-

f*

—V/J

0.3 1

Dose of ANP

10

(nmol/ bird)

Fig. 1. Does-response curve for effects of a-hANP on

water intake for 1 hr in the Japanese quail. Single ip

injections of a-hANP were made. Each point (n=
7) shows the mean + standard error (SE). O: con-

trol, • experimental. *, P<0.05, **, P<0.01,

compared with saline control.

Experiment II: Effect of ip injections of a-hANP

on water intake and water excretion

Water intake increased markedly for an initial

30 min following the injection of a-hANP (10

nmol/bird) and thereafter the drinking rate re-

turned to control level (Fig. 2, upper graph).

Water excretion increased significantly during a

time period from 60 to 90 min following the

injection and then decreased toward 120 min

(Fig. 2, lower graph).

I I saline control

. ANP lOnmol

\

•-

-30 30-60 60-90 90-120

Time after ip injection of ANP (min)

Fig. 2. Stimulation of water intake (upper graph) and

water excretion (urine plus water in feces) (lower

graph) by single ip injections of a-hANP (lOnmol/

bird). Each column (n= 5) shows the mean with SE.

Water intake and water excretion were measured

simultaneously in the same five birds, ir, P<0.05,

"A"A% P<0.01, compared with saline control.

Experiment HI: Effect of ic injections of a-hANP
on water intake and water excretion

Copious water intake was induced by single ic

injections of 0.1, 0.3 and 1.5 nmol/bird for initial

15 min after the injection and thereafter no in-

crease was observed in any group. Following

0.03 nmol injection, an increase of water intake

was observed 60 min after the injection (Fig. 3,

upper graph). The dose-response curve was linear

between 0.03 and 1.5 nmol of a-hANP for 30 min

observation (Y= 1.977 log X+ 1.945, P<0.001)

(Fig. 4). As mentioned above, water intake was

stimulated by a-hANP within 15 min (0.1, 0.3 and

1.5 nmol) and 60 min (0.03 nmol) after the injec-
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1* 1* 1**^
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1.5nmol

30 60 90 120

Time after ic injection of ANP (min)

Fig. 3. Stimulation of water intake (upper graph) and

water excretion (urine plus water in feces) (lower

graph) by single ic injections of a-hANP. Each

point (n= 5) shows the mean with SE. Water intake

and water excretion were measured simultaneously

in the same five birds. Data of water excretion of

birds receiving 0.03 and O.lnmol/bird are not pre-

sented in the Figure, because no urine excretion was

observed during the experimental period, "fc, P<
0.05, compared with saline control.

tion and thereafter water intake did not increase

(Fig. 3).

Control birds drank almost no water during the

experimental period and latent periods after saline

injection were 2 min in one bird and more than

120 min in the rest. The latent period for 0.03

nmol of a-hANP was 19.0 + 10.4 and those for 0. 1,

0.3 and 1.5 nmol were 2.6 + 0.7, 3.3 + 0.4 and 1.6+

0.2 min, respectively. No behavioral change was

observed at any dose used.

Water excretion of birds injected with 0.3 nmol

of a-hANP increased for 60 min following the

injection, and thereafter it did not increase. Water

excretion of birds receiving 1.5 nmol showed an

0.1 0.3

Dose of ANP (nmol/ bird)

Fig. 4. Dose-response curve for effects of a-hANP on

water intake for 30 min. Single ic injections were

made. Each point (n=5) shows the mean + SE.

O: control, #: experimental. ~k, P<0.05, com-

pared with saline control.

increase 75 min following injection and continued

to increase up to 120 min.

Experiment TV: Effect of ip injections of a-hANP

on plasma All and hematocrit

There was no significant difference in plasma

All concentration between birds receiving 10 nmol

of a-hANP (33.2+ 7. 8pg/ml, n=6) and control

birds (29.7 + 3.2 pg/ml, n=7). No significant dif-

ference in hematocrit value was observed between

experimental (46.2+ 1.8%, n=6) and control

(42.0 + 0.8%, n=7) birds.

Experiment V: Effect of ic injections of a-hANP

on All-induced drinking

Amount of water ingested was 6.6+ 1.2ml (n=
7) for 30 min in birds receiving a single ic injection

of All (12.5pmol/bird) combined with a-hANP

(0.75 nmol/bird) and that induced by All only

(12.5pmol/bird) was 4.4±0.6ml (n= 6). Thus,

there was no significant difference in water intake

between the two groups.

DISCUSSION

In both ip and ic injections, a-hANP induced
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vigorous water intake in the Japanese quail.

Latent periods were about 19 (1 nmol), 12 (3 nmol)

and 7min (10 nmol) for ip injections and 3.3

(0.3 nmol) and 1.6 min (1.5 nmol) for ic injections.

The latent period was longer in the former than the

latter. These findings suggest that receptive site(s)

for a-hANP with respect to drinking are present in

the brain, as has been suggested to be the case in

rats [17]. This is also supported by the observation

that the minimum effective dose of a-hANP is

smaller for ic injection (0.03 nmol) than for ip

injection (1 nmol). In the Japanese quail, intracra-

nial injection of All induced drinking through

acting on the subfornical organ and the preoptic

area. In this case, the latent period was also about

1.5 min [10].

In ic injection, a-hANP-induced drinking was

terminated around 15 (0.1 and 0.3 nmol) and

30 min (1.5 nmol) after the injections. Water

excretion showed increases 60 (0.3 nmol) and

75 min (1.5 nmol) after the injection. Thus, a-

hANP-induced drinking preceded water excretion.

Increase of water excretion could not be observed,

when slight increases of water intake was induced

by small doses of a-hANP (0.03 and 0.1 nmol/

bird). It is likely, therefore, that a-hANP-induced

vigorous drinking is a cause of an increase of urine

excretion in the Japanese quail.

Nakamura et al. [17] reported that All induced

drinking was inhibited by ic injection of a-hANP

(1.5 nmol) in the rat. In the Japanese quail,

however, drinking induced by All (ic, 12.5 pmol)

was not inhibited by ic injection of a-hANP

(0.75 nmol). Further, dose-response analysis for ic

injections of a-hANP showed that birds receiving

0.75 nmol of a-hANP drank about 2.5 ml of water

(Fig. 4) and birds given 12.5 pmol of All drank

about 4.4 ml. Birds given a-hANP (0.75 nmol)

and All (12.5 pmol) together ingested about 6.6 ml

of water. Thus, the effect of a-hANP (0.75 nmol)

on All (12.5pmol)-induced drinking was additive,

rather than inhibitory. Explanations for the differ-

ence between findings by Nakamura et al. [17] and

ours may include the following: (1) species differ-

ence, (2) difference in experimental conditions:

they used rats forced to drink by All or water

deprivation and we used the Japanese quail under

natural drinking condition, (3) use of a-hANP in

birds and (4) difference in doses of a-hANP used.

Discrepancies in the effects of some neuro-

peptides on water intake between birds and rats

have also been reported: physalaemine and eledoi-

sin stimulated natural drinking in the pigeon [20,

21] and the duck [22] but inhibited All-induced

drinking in the rat [23, 24].

a-hANP-induced drinking is not mediated by

All-induced drinking mechanism, because plasma

All was not increased by ip injection of a-hANP

even at the time when birds began to drink

following the a-hANP injection.

From the present studies, we considered that the

enhanced water excretion is mainly due to the

preceding vigorous drinking, but not a direct effect

of a-hANP on the kidney function. However,

stimulation of urine excretion through direct

action on the kidney may not be completely

excluded, since Atlas et al. [13] and Yukimura et

al. [25] reported that a-hANP stimulated urine

flow in anesthetized and hydrated rats. Finally,

questions are raised as to (1) whether mammalian

ANP affects only the brain, but not the kidney in

birds? (2) whether birds produce avian ANP? (3)

and, if so, whether avian ANP stimulates either

the brain or kidney? All these problems remain to

be resolved.
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ABSTRACT— In the swallowtail butterfly, Papilio xuthus, determination of pupal diapause is control-

led by photoperiod and temperature existing during the larval period. The present study was designed

to investigate the time-measurement system underlying the photoperiodic control of pupal diapause in

P. xuthus. Investigation was aimed to know whether or not larval ecdysis occurs in a specific zone of the

day. The investigation was extended to clarify how the timing of larval ecdysis fluctuates depending on

daylength of changes of night-interruption periods. Secretion of the prothoracicotropic hormone

(PTTH) for larval ecdysis was examined in the 4th instar by neck-ligature. Subsequently, larvae were

subjected to the asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods and the effect of the night-interruption on the

incidence of diapause was investigated.

As a result, larval ecdysis is found to occur in a specific zone of the day in P. xuthus. The timing may
be determined by PTTH-secretion, which is allowed in a specific zone preceding larval ecdysis by 34 hr.

The allowed zone may be controlled by circadian clock so that PTTH-secretion occurs in mid-night of

light/dark (L/D) cycles. Furthermore, the allowed zone is delayed (or advanced), when night is

interrupted by a supplementary light pulse at hours preceding the allowed zone for PTTH-secretion.

Also a decrease in the incidence of pupal diapause occurred in the asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods

of 8L-16D, when the supplementary light pulse fell on a specific 2-hr zone of 8L-16D.

These results suggest that a circadian clock synchronized with the one controlling the timing of larval

ecdysis plays an important role in the time-measurement system underlying the photoperiodic control of

P. xuthus pupal diapause.

INTRODUCTION

Diapause and seasonal polymorphism in insects

are ultimately governed by photoperiod and

temperature existing during certain developmental

stages [1-4]. The physiological system underlying

the photoperiodic control is speculated to involve a

component measuring the length of dark period

[6-11]. However, each species of insects is found

to show diversities in the response to photoperiods

(incidence of diapause and/or seasonal polymorph-

ism), when they are subjected to a skeleton

photoperiod consisting of two ligh pulses or held in

Accepted May 7, 1986
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a light/dark (L/D) cycle of non-24-hour [2, 4, 10,

11].

In order to explain the diversities in the response

to photoperiods, four models have been proposed

by previous workers on the basis of circadian

rhythm study [8, 10, 11]. In the first model,

so-called external coincidence, the time-

measurement of day (or night)-length is achieved

with the assistance of a circadian oscillator [8]. In

the second model, named internal coincidence, the

time-measurement is made on two circadian oscil-

lators, whose phase-resetting occurs at dawn
(light-on) and at dusk (light-off), respectively [4, 7,

9]. In the third and fourth models, referred to as

the hourglass hypothesis [10] and the dual system

theory [11], the system involves hourglass oscilla-

tors) acting at dusk (light-off).
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Furthermore, larval ecdysis is triggered by the

secretion of the prothoracicotropic hormone

(PTTH) in insects [12, 13]. The larval ecdysis is

shown to occur in a specific zone of the day in

several lepidopteran insects [4, 14, 15]. The timing

of the ecdysis may be determined by circadian

clock through the secretion of PTTH. When the

PTTH-secretion once occurs in larvae, they may

be destined to undergo larval ecdysis after a

preparatory period [14, 15].

In the swallowtail butterfly, Papilio xuthus L.,

pupal diapause is determined by photoperiod and

temperature existing during the larval stage [16-

18]. The critical daylength for preventing diapause

in 50 percent of insects is shown to be about 13 hr

lOmin at 20°C [16, 17]. The photoperiodic sensi-

tive stage which begins on the first day of the 2nd

instar covers 12 of 20-21 days required for larval

development at 25°C [19].

The present study was designed to investigate

the time-measurement system underlying the

photoperiodic control in P. xuthus. The experi-

ments comprised three series. First, the timing of

larval ecdysis was observed in groups of larvae to

know whether or not larval ecdysis occurs in a

specific zone of the day in this butterfly. Second,

night-interruption experiments were carried out to

see how the timing of larval ecdysis and the

incidence of diapause were changed in response to

a supplementary light pulse (night-interruption).

Subsequently, to acertain the timing of PTTH-

secretion> neck-ligature experiments were per-

formed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals Eggs and larvae of P. xuthus were

held in a transparent plastic containers of either

09 x 5 cm3
or 23 X 35 X 5 cm3 and were exposed to

either a complete photoperiod or an asymmetrical

skeleton photoperiod at 25°C. The larvae were fed

with leaves of Fagara ailanthoides daily.

The rearing containers were placed in a cabinet

(62x39x23 cm3
) and were illuminated by a 10-

W

white fluorescent tube, which was controlled by a

24-hr time-switch. In the light period, light in-

tensity was provided at about 500 lux to the rearing

containers.

Photoperiodic regimens Photoperiods to which

insects were subjected comprised three series; one

series of complete photoperiods and two series of

asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods. In the com-

plete photoperiods, length of light period was

changed from one group to the next at 2-hr

increments from 2L-22D (alternating 2-hr light

and 22-hr dark periods) to 24L-0D (continuous

light), whereas, in the two series of asymmetrical

skeleton photoperiods, the dark component of

4L-20D or 8L-16D was interrupted by a sup-

plementary light pulse of 0.5 hr. The time of

night-interruption was delayed depending on the

groups at 1-hr intervals so that the different groups

received the night-interruption at different time of

night.

The timing of larval ecdysis Head capsule-

slippage occurs in larvae at about 16 hr before

larval ecdysis from the 4th to the 5th instar. The

head capsule-slipped larvae were selected from a

stock culture twice a day were put in each cellular

space (2x3.5 cm2
) of a latticework-plastic plate

(28x40 cm2
). Then, they were placed in con-

tinuous light and observed to see how many larvae

ecdysed in each 0.5-hr period of the day by using a

long-time video tape recorder, SONY TVO-3000.

In each group, larval ecdysis occurred usually

during a 4- or 5-day period. Then, the numbers of

larvae which ecdysed in each 0.5-hr period of the

day were added for the 4- or 5-day period (Fig. 1).

Based on the added data, the rhythmicity of larval

ecdysis (whether or not the larval ecdysis occurred

in the group with a rhythm of 24 hr) was analyzed

by the method of least-square cosin fitting [20].

When the larval ecdysis was judged to occur in the

group with a significant rhythm of 24 hr (P<0.01),

the acrophase-time of the best fitting cosin was

obtained. Subsequently, the number of ecdysed

larvae was counted from the time at which larval

ecdysis occurred in the group at minimum frequen-

cy on the day (the minimum frequency-time). The

times at which percentage of the ecdysed larvae

reached 20% and 80% were recorded, respective-

ly. The times, mentioned as T-20% and T-80%

hereafter in the text, were regarded as the begin-

ning time and the end time of larval ecdysis-zone,

respectively. The fluctuation of the length of
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larval ecdysis-zone was tested by an analysis of

variance in one-way classification.

Neck-ligature in larvae Newly ecdysed larvae

of the 4th instar were selected every evening from

a stock culture and were divided into groups (n=
50-70). Neck of the 4th instar larvae was ligatured

with a piece of cotton thread. The neckligature

was made from one group to the next at 2-hr

intervals and continued for two days. Five days

later, the neck-ligatured larvae were observed to

see whether or not the larvae produced the new

cuticle of the 5th instar.

Criteria for diapause Pupae were placed at

25°C and observed to see if they started adult

development. When pupae showed signs of adult

development— the apolysis of wing epidermis and

the appearance of eye spots— within one month,

they were regarded as non-diapausing and other

pupae were classified as diapausing.

RESULTS

The timing of larval ecdysis in the complete

photoperiods

To assess whether or not larvae of P. xuthus

ecdysed in a particular time of the day in the

complete photoperiods, groups of insects (n=200-

250) were raised from the egg stage under defined

photoperiods at 25°C. The light period was

changed depending on the groups at 2-hr incre-

ments from 2L-22D to 24L-0D (continuous light).

Then, numbers of ecdysed larvae in each 0.5-hr

period of the day were counted.

As is summarized in Figure 1, larval ecdysis

from the 4th to the 5th instar occurred in a specific

zone of L/D cycles in the complete photoperiods.

When a group of larvae were subjected to a

photoperiodic regimen of 2L-22D at 25°C, larval

ecdysis began to occur at about 4 : 00 and reached

a peak at about 12 : 00 (the mid-point of light

period). After dusk, the number of ecdysed larvae

decreased gradually and became almost zero at

about 22 : 00. When the larval ecdysis-zone was

punctuated by T-20% and T-80%, the zone was

found to cover a 9-hr zone of the day beginning
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Fig. 1. Fluctuating pattern in the number of ecdysed

larvae and the length of larval ecdysis-zone in the

complete photoperiods. Each histogram (left

panel) shows the number of ecdysed larvae in each

0.5-hr period of the day. Open and solid bars show

the light and dark periods of L/D cycles, respectively.

Solid triangles show the acrophase-time of larval

ecdysis, whereas double-sided arrows show the lar-

val ecdysis-zone punctuated by T-20% and T-80%.

Solid circles (right panel) show the incidence of

diapause in the complete photoperiods at 25°C.

from about 9 : 00 in a photoperiodic regimen of

2L-22D at 25°C.

When light period was changed at 2-hr incre-

ments from 2L-22D to 18L-6D, length of the

larval ecdysis-zone showed a significant fluctuation

(P<0.01). The range of fluctuation was from 4.5

to 9hr. The shortest zone for the larval ecdysis

(4.5 hr) was obtained, when the larvae were

subjected to 10L-14D. The larval ecdysis con-

tinued for a longer time period than the 4.5 hr,

when a group of larvae were subjected to either a

shorter photoperiod than 8L-16D or a greater

photoperiod than 14L-10D. However, when the
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groups of larvae were held from the egg stage in a

greater photoperiod than 20L-4D, the rythmicity

of larval ecdysis was judged to be insignificant (P>

0.05).

Furthermore, the length of larval ecdysis-zone

was found to fluctuate depending on the daylength

under which the groups were reared. However,

the larval ecdysis-zone always covered the same

zone of the day centered by the mid-point of the

light period (12 : 00) irrespective of the daylength

(Fig. 1).

The results indicated that larval ecdysis occurs in

a specific zone of L/D cycles in P. xuthus. The

length of larval ecdysis-zone fluctuates depending

on the daylength but the zone may cover almost

the same zone of the day in the complete photo-

periods ranging from 2L-22D to 18L-6D at 25°C.

Fluctuation of the specific zone for larval ecdysis in

two series of the asymmetrical skeleton photo-

periods

To investigate how the specific zone for larval

ecdysis changes in two series of the skeleton

photoperiods, groups of larvae (n= 200-250) were

subjected to either of the two series of the

asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods (4L-20D or

8L-16D), of which dark component was inter-

rupted by a supplementary light pulse of 0.5 hr.

The given time of light pulse was delayed from one

group to the next at 1-hr intervals. The number of

newly ecdysed larvae was counted at 0.5-hr inter-

vals.

When night was interrupted by a supplementary

light pulse in the first half, the specific zone of

larval ecdysis was delayed. The delay occurred

first in the acrophase-time at about 0.7-hr intervals

in response to the night-interrruption delayed at

1-hr intervals. The maximum delay of 2.5 hr was

recorded in the acrophase-time as the response

against the night-interruption falling on at about

13 hr after dawn. The response (delay of the

acrophase-time) became gradually smaller untill it

reached almost zero. When the acrophase-time

was reached at around 1.5 hr after dawn (1-1.5 hr

before the original time of the control groups), the

acrophase-time seemed to become stationary

against the night-interruption (Fig. 2).

Duration time of the larval ecdysis-zone was
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Fig. 2. Fluctuating patterns in the number of ecdysed

larvae and the length of larval ecdysis-zone in the

asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods of 8L-16D.

Left panel: Each histogram shows the number of

ecdysed larvae in each 0.5-hr of the asymmetrical

skeleton photoperiods of 8L-16D at 25°C. Open
bars show the main light period of 8-hr and a

supplementary light pulse of 0.5-hr, respectively.

Solid bar shows the dark period. Filled triangles

show the acrophase-time, whereas double-sided

arrows represent the larval ecdysis-zone. Right

panel: Solid circles represent the incidence of di-

apause in the asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods of

8L-16D at 25°C. A broken line shows the fluctua-

tion of the incidence of diapause in the complete

photoperiods (Fig. 1).

about 6.5 hr in 8L-16D. The length of the laval

ecdysis-zone was extended to 11.5hr, when the

night-interrution was made at 14 hr after dawn. In

this group, the beginning time of the larval

ecdysis-zone (T-20%) already reached a stationary

level (2 hr before the original T-20% of the control
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8L-16D groups), when the night-interruption

further delayed. With respect to the end time of

larval ecdysis-zone (T-80%), the group showed a

maximum delay (5hr) in 15 groups examined.

When night-interruption was further delayed and

T-80% became stationary against the night-

interruption at around 5.5 hr after dawn, the

length of larval ecdysis-zone was found to be

shortened to 6hr (Fig. 2).

In the asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods of

4L-20D, delay of the larval ecdysis-zone was
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Fig. 3. Fluctuating patterns in the number of ecdysed

larvae and the prevention of diapause in the asym-

metrical skeleton photoperiods of 4L-20D at 25°C.

Open bars show the main light period of 4-hr and the

supplementary light pulse of 0.5-hr, respectively.

Solid bars show the dark periods. Solid triangels

show the acrophase-time of larval ecdysis, whereas

double-sided arrows represent the larval ecdysis-

zone. Right panel: Solid circles represent the inci-

dence of diapause in the asymmetrical skeleton

photoperiods of 4L-20D at 25°C. A broken line

shows the fluctuation of the incidence of diapause in

the asymmetrical photoperiods of 8L-16D (Fig. 2).

found to occur in a similar pattern to that of the

8L-16D groups (Fig. 3). But, the fluctuating pat-

tern of the 4L-20D groups has three differences

from that of the 8L-16D groups; (1) delay of the

acrophase-time occurred in the 4L-20D groups at

1-hr intervals (0.7-hr intervals in 8L-16D groups),

(2) T-80% of 4L-20D groups showed a response

curve of large/broad peak against the night-

interruption as compared to that of 8L-16D

groups, and (3) advance of the acrophase-time

occurred, when night-interruption was made 2-

3hr before dawn (Fig. 3).

The results indicated that both timing and length

of the larval ecdysis-zone may be changed by the

function of the night-interruption falling on the

first half during night. Furthermore, each of the

three indices characterizing the zone for larval

ecdysis —T-20%, T-80% and the acrophase-

time— seemed to respond differently against the

night-interruption

.

The timing of the secretion of prothoracicotropic

hormone (PTTH) for larval ecdysis

To clarify when the prothoracicotropic hormone

secretes and determines the timing of larval ecdysis

in P. xuthus, the neck of the 4th instar larvae was

ligatured.

As shown in Figure 4, a low percentage (2-5%)

of the neck-ligatured larvae producing the cuticle

of the 5th instar appeared, when the surgery was

carried out at the end of night on day (the first

day of the 4th instar). The percentage of the

cuticle-producing larvae began to rise at about 2 hr

before dusk on day 1 and the rising continued

during night until it became almost zero in the light

period on day 2. However, percentage of the

larvae began to rise again after dusk on day 2 and,

at mid-night, almost of all larvae produced the

cuticle of the 5th instar without the head. Besides,

in the control groups, larval ecdysis began on day 2

and ended on day 5.

The results indicate that a cephalic factor stimu-

lating larval ecdysis (PTTH?) exists in P. xuthus

larvae. Secretion of the factor may precede the

larval ecdysis by 34 hr at 25°C.
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Fig. 4. The response of the 4th instar larvae to neck-ligation as a function of the time of operation.

Upper panel: Open circles show the cumulative percentage of neck-ligatured larvae producing the

cuticle of the 5th instar, whereas solid circles show the cumulative percentage of intact larvae

undergoing larval ecdysis. A broken line existing between these two lines shows the timing of head

capusule-slippage in intact larvae. Lower panel: Open histograms show the increments in

percentage of the neck-ligatured larvae producing the cuticle of the 5th instar at 2-hr intervals.

Solid histogram shows the percentage of intact larvae undergoing larval ecdysis in each 2-hr period

of the day.

Fluctuation of the incidence of diapause pupae in

the asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods of 8L-16D

and 4L-20D

To clarify how the incidence of diapause pupae

was changed by a supplementary light pulse in the

two series of asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods.

Larvae were reared under a photoperiodic regi-

men of either 8L-16D or 4L-20D, of which night

was interrupted in the exactly same manner as the

groups mentioned above.

Larvae all developed into diapause pupae under

the short-day condition of 8L-16D at 25°C (Fig. 1).

However, prevention of diapause occurred, when

the night-interruption fell on a specific 2-hr zone

beginning 3hr after dusk in 8L-16D. When the

light period was measured from light-on of the main

light period to light-off of the supplementary light

pulse, the critical daylength preventing diapuse in

50% of insects exists two in the asymmetrical

skeleton photoperiods of 8L-16D. They are about

10 hr 40min (the short- to the long-day) and 13 hr

20min (vice versa) at 25°C (Fig. 2). The critical

daylength from the short- to the long-day (10 hr

40 min) is about 2 hr 30 min shorter than that of the

complete photoperiods (13 hr lOmin) (Fig. 1).

The specific zone in which diapause was pre-

vented by a light pulse existed also in the asymmet-

rical skeleton photoperiods of 4L-20D (Fig. 3).

The specific zone may begin in the photoperiodic

regimen of 4L-20D at about 1 hr after dusk and

continue about 13 hr. The critical daylengths were

estimated to be 10 hr 40 min and 15 hr 20 min in

this series. However, the critical daylengths in the

4L-20D groups were not clearly determined, since

the response curve on which the critical daylengths

were based had too broad a peak to determine the

definite critical daylength on it.

The results indicated that, in the photoperiodic

regimens of 8L-16D and 4L-20D, a specific zone

may exist, in which pupal diapause is prevented by

a supplementary light pulse. In 4L-20D, duration-

time of the specific zone may reach 13 hr, which is

about 6 times longer than that of the 8L-16D
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groups. Furthermore, in the two series of asym-

metrical skeleton photoperiods (4L-20D and 8L-

16D), the critical daylength becomes 10 hr 40min,

which is 2hr 30min shorter than that of the

complete photoperiods (13 hr lOmin) at 25°C.

DISCUSSION

Fluctuation of the allowed zone for PTTH-secretion

in the complete photoperiods

Larval ecdysis from the 4th to the 5th instar is

found to occur in a specific zone of L/D cycles in

P. xuthus (Fig. 1). The rhythm of larval ecdysis

was found to persist in continuous darkness follow-

ing L/D cycles (unpublished data). Some vargu-

ness still remained about the timing mechanism of

larval ecdysis in P. xuthus, but the zone for larval

ecdysis may be determined by the gating of

PTTH-secretion as has been shown in several

other insects [14, 15]. In other words, an allowed

zone and a preventing zone for PTTH-secretion

may exist in P. xuthus.

The timing of the allowed zone may be control-

led in the complete photoperiods so that PTTH-

secretion occurs in a specific zone of mid-night

preceding larval ecdysis-zone by 34 hr in P. xuthus

(Fig. 5A). The length of allowed zone for PTTH-

secretion showed some fluctuations in response to

photoperiodic changes, but the zone may cover an

almost same specific zone of the irrespective of the

photoperiodic changes.

Here remained an interesting question about the

timing mechanism of PTTH-secretion. That is,

how the circadian clock controlling the timing of

PTTH-secretion is entrained by dawn and dusk (or

light-on and light-off) so that the PTTH-secretion

occurs in a parallel zone with the centering line of

night (Fig. 5A).

Determination of the timing of PTTH-secretion in

the asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods

In two series of the asymmetrical skeleton

photoperiods (8L-16D and 4L-20D), the timing of

larval ecdysis and the length of its zone were found

to show significant fluctuations in response to the

night-interruption (P<0.01) (Figs. 3 and 4). Here,

the larval ecdysis-zone should be advanced 34 hr

and converted to the allowed zone for PTTH-

secretion. The timing of allowed zone for PTTH-

secretion may be considered to be determined with

a close relation to the circadian clock in P. xuthus

as demonstrated in several other lepidopteran

insects [14, 15]. This speculation may be sup-

ported also by an evidence that each index

characterizing the allowed zone for PTTH-
secretion —the beginning time (corresponding to

T-20% in the larval ecdysis), the acrophase-time

and end time (corresponding to T-80% in the

larval ecdysis)— showed the response in the same

manner against the night-interruption. That is, the

index is delayed in response to night-interruption

preceding the original time of the index of control

groups, but, when night-interruption is delayed

throughout the original time of the index, it

behaves as if the timing is determined independent

of night-interruption (Fig. 5B, C).

This evidence suggests that each index of the

allowed zone may be based on a different phase of

circadian clock, respectively. When each index

represents against L/D cycles, the index may be

considered to show the actual time at which the

related phase of circadian clock exists in L/D cycles

(Fig. 5).

Based on these results, it is suggested that

phase-resetting of the circadian clock equally

occurs at two light pulses of 8hr (or 4hr) and

0.5 hr, respectively. Therefore, in a zone follow-

ing the main light period of 8hr (or 4hr), the

connecting line of the same phase of circadian

clock (the same index) is in almost parallel with the

line connecting the main light period. The inclina-

tion of the line may be changed by a sup-

plementary light pulse and become in almost

parallel with the connecting line of the sup-

plementary light pulse. However, P. xuthus larvae

may require 8-10 hr for representing the full

response (delay or advance) against the light pulse.

How is the circadian clock related to photoperiodic

time-measurement in P. xuthus

In the complete photoperiods, the critical day-

length preventing diapause in 50% insects is shown

to be 13 hr lOmin at 20°C and 25°C [17]. The
critical daylength is found to be shortened to 10 hr

40min in the asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods
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Fig. 5. Fluctuation of allowed zone for the secretion of the prothoracicotropic hormone

(PTTH) in the complete (A) and the asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods of 8L-16D (B)

and 4L-20D (C) at 25°C. Left panels (A-C): Open circles with lines show the

acrophase-time of PTTH-secretion represented against L/D cycles. Solid triangles with

broken lines show the beginning time and the end time of PTTH-secretion. Right

panels (A-C): Each solid circles shows the incidence of diapause pupae in each

photoperiodic conditions at 25°C, respectively.

of 8L-16D and 4L-20D (Fig. 2). The P. xuthus

system underlying the photoperiodic control of

pupal diapause may involve a circadian clock and

measure night-length as was demonstrated in many

insects [4, 7-9, 11]. However, unlike the one

demonstrated in the flowering induction (or pre-
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vention) of plants [21]. That is, prevention of

diapause was found to occur in the asymmetrical

skeleton photoperiods of 8L-16D, when a sup-

plementary light pulse falls on a 2-hr zone of night

(Fig. 2). The length of night which these groups

experienced reached 11-13 hr. Probably, P.

xuthus is not always destined to undergo pupal

diapause by the long nights.

The phase of the circadian clock controlling the

timing of PTTH-secretion may occur at dusk so

that same phase comes on an almost parallel line

with the centering one of night in P. xuthus. The

clock may not be of the hourglass type which is

started at dusk. If the P. xuthus system involves a

hourglass oscillator demonstrated as P-system in

the hourglass hypothesis [10] or the dual system

theory [11], P. xuthus may have circadian oscilla-

tors of two different types: one is used for the

timing mechanism of circadian events and the

other is used for the photoperiodic time-

measurement.

With respect to the critical daylength, our

present evidence involves an interesting fact that

the critical daylength of the asymmetrical skeleton

photoperiods (10 hr 40min) can be considered to

correspond to the critical daylength of the com-

plete photoperiods (13 hr lOmin). That is, when

day (or night)-length is measured from a circadian

phase set on an almost parallel line with the

centering one of light period (or main light

period), the daylength of 10 hr 40min in the

asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods of 8L-16D

corresponds to the daylength of 13 hr 20 min in the

complete photoperiods. Thus, the shortening of

the critical daylength occurring in the skeleton

photoperiods may be explained.

In the present study, we could not provide any

evidence to clarify whether or not the time-

measurement system of P. xuthus involves two

circadian oscillators, of which time-setting is made

by different events (light-on and light-off) as

speculated in the model of internal coincidence [7,

9]. It may be true that an insects has plural

oscillators and that the oscillators are mostly

synchronized in L/D cycles of 24 hr at constant-

temperatures [7]. Furthermore, a speculation that

short-day effects are eliminated by a sup-

plementary light pulse when it fell on a particular

phase of circadian clock was demonstrated in the

model of external coincidence [8]. This specula-

tion is available for P. xuthus. The phase is specu-

lated to exist in P. xuthus on a zone following the

allowed zone for PTTH-secretion. Probably, in

the asymmetrical skeleton photoperiods preven-

tion of diapause may occour when the night-

interruption falls on in the phase or acts on the

circadian clock so that the phase comes out in the

main light period. Furthermore, a broad-peaked

diapause-prevention in the asymmetrical skeleton

photoperiods of 4L-20D (Fig. 3) may be explained

by a broad-peaked pattern in the fluctuation of the

end time of allowed zone for PTTH-secretion

(Fig. 5).

The present study affords evidence for the

circadian clock controlling the timing of PTTH-
secretion in P. xuthus. The system underlying the

time-measurement of photoperiod may be ex-

plained mostly on the evidence, if the circadian

clock bears the time-measurement in the photo-

periodic control of pupal diapause.
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ABSTRACT— It has been recorded that the male flies of some species of the Drosophila obscura

subgroup produce 2 or 3 different sized classes of sperm. Drosophila bifasciata (Pomini), belonging to

this species subgroup, produces 2 different sizes of sperm. In this study, the ultrastructures of these long

and short sperm are described. The structures of these sperm are both different from that in D.

melanogaster. particularly with respect to the location of the nucleus. The nuclei of these sperm are

flanked by both an axoneme and a major mitochondrial derivative, and the basal bodies lie adjacent to

the acrosomes. There are 2 rows of appendages on the surface of the sperm head, which are absent in

D. melanogaster. Junction apparatuses exist between the axonemal sheath and the 2 mitochondrial

derivatives. The basic construction of the short sperm is similar to that of the long sperm, but the length

of several components in the former are shorter than in the latter. There are some irregularities in the

structure of the head region of the short sperm.

INTRODUCTION

There is only one type of sperm in most species

of drosophilid flies and its size varies from species

to species [1]. However, it has been recorded that

male flies of some species of the Drosophila

obscura subgroup (Subgenus Sophophora) pro-

duce 2 or 3 different sized classes of sperm, that is,

D. pseudoobscura, D. persimilis, D. obscura and

D. ambigua consistently have 3 different sized

classes and D. subobscura and D. bifasciata have

two [2-5]. The different classes can mutually arise

from different bundles, each of which consists of

the same sized sperm [6].

An adequate number of ultrastructural analyses

on both sperm and spermatogenesis have been

performed in D. melanogaster [7-9]. As to the

obscura species subgroup, Sidhu [10] recorded by

means of electron micrographs that the short

sperm of D. subobscura had a peculiar nucleus

sharply reflexed onto the tail and that therefore its

front end was apparently a nucleus-tail junction.
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Beatty and Burgoyne [4] have also stated, on the

basis of light microscope observations, that this

phenomenon may be typical for the shortest sperm

of D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis. Dubler-

Hanggi [11] ultrastructurally investigated the sper-

matogenesis in D. subobscura, and described that

the same phenomenon exists in the spermatid of

this species. Despite their apparent interest, the

ultrastructure of these polymorphic sperm has not

been studied in detail. In this paper, we present

the ultrastructure of the sperm of D. bifasciata

which are composed of two different classes, with

length of about 230 fim and 90 /im [5], respec-

tively.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Light and electron microscopy observations

were carried out using two different stocks of

D. bifasciata, each of which was derived from a

single female collected on Mt. Tsukuba, Ibaraki

Pref., in 1979 and Mt. Kureha, Toyama Pref., in

1982. The stocks were maintained on cornmeal-

agar-yeast-glucose medium at 20±1°C under con-

tinuous light conditions.

The fixation procedure used was in accordance

with that described by Tokuyasu et al. [12]. Testes
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and seminal vesicles from 3 to 10-day-old male flies

were fixed for 2hr in cold 2% glutaraldehyde

buffered at pH7.4 with 0.1 M phosphate buffer,

washed in cold buffer several times for 24 hr and

postfixed in cold 2% osmium tetroxide for 2hr.

After the postfixation, the tissues were washed in

cold buffer, dehydrated in a cold ethanol series,

and then embedded in the low-viscosity medium of

Spurr [13]. Before polymerization, some testes

were gently dissected with needles and separated

into disconnected cysts, then embedded sepa-

rately.

Sections were double-stained with uranyl ace-

tate and lead citrate and examined in a JEOL 100C

electron microscope.

In this paper, the terminology used to describe

sperm morphology and spermatogenesis is based

on the descriptions of Lindsley and Tokuyasu [9]

and Bairati and Perotti [7].

RESULTS

General description of spermatogenesis

The testis of the adult D. bifasciata is oval in

shape, about 480 fim in length, 260 //m in width, its

basal end is connected to a banana-shaped seminal

vesicle. In male flies at 7 days postemergence, the

apical 1/3 of the testis along the testicular wall is

filled with encysted spermatogonia and spermato-

cytes (Figs. 1 and 2). Encysted spermatids in

various stages of elongation are observed in the

basal, roughly 2/3 of the testis. In D. bifasciata, a

single definitive spermatogonium undergoes 5 syn-

chronous mitotic divisions and subsequent meiotic

divisions, thus theoretically producing 128 sperma-

Fig. 1. Longitudinal section of the testis of D. bifa-

sciata. Scale bar: 100 ^m.

Fig. 2. Cross-section of testis of D. bifasciata. Scale

bar: 100 /xm.
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tids [14]. The cysts containing almost matured and

individualized sperm occupy the core region of the

testis and those containing younger sperm are

situated peripherally. Sperm bundles run loosely

in parallel, with the sperm heads facing toward the

basal end of the testis. Mature bundles are undu-

late in the most basal region of the testis (Fig. 1).

Tokuyasu et al. [12] reported in D. melanogaster

that minute tubules (15 nm in width) appear

characteristically in the sperm bundles during the

coiling process which represents the final stage of

spermiogenesis. However, the minute tubules in

D. bifasciata appear earlier, at the uncoiled stage.

Long and short mature bundles, both of which

could be characterized by the presence of a waste

bag and minute tubules, were chosen from bundles

embedded separately and used for continuous

serial sectioning. This technique ensures the accu-

rate observation of each individual bundle. The

mature long sperm bundle has a large waste bag

(Fig. 3) but the short sperm bundle has a smaller

one (Fig. 4). The ultrastructure of long and short

sperm was also examined using the whole sections

of both testes and seminal vesicles. Cross-profiles

of sperm are presented as though viewed in a

head-to-tail direction in this study.

As a means of indicating transition of the

positional relationship between the axoneme and

mitochondrial derivatives, Tokuyasu [15] pro-

posed an angle formed by the major and minor

mitochondrial derivatives forms with a hypotheti-

cal line passing through the two central singlets of

the axoneme of spermatids during spermiogenesis

in D. melanogaster. This "angle against the ax-

onemal central line" has been adopted in the

present paper, as the x axis of polar coordinate,

originating from the middle point between the two

central singlets. Thus the positions of several

components of mature sperm in the bundle are

described in terms of angles (—180°- + 180°) from

the x axis. Throughout the course of observations,

the direction of this line in the uncoiled bundle was

never shifted.

Ultrastructure of the long sperm

The long sperm of D. bifasciata is different from

that of D. melanogaster [7, 8], particularly with

respect to the location of the nucleus (Fig. 30).

The nucleus is flanked by both the axoneme and

the major mitochondrial derivative, and the basal

body is adjacent to the acrosome (Figs. 7 and 26).

The acrosome appears as a thin lamina in

cross-profiles of its middle parts (Fig. 5) and

gradually assumes a biconvex lens shape (Fig. 6)

toward the caudal end. At the level of the nuclear

junction, the acrosome appears rounded in shape

(Fig. 8). The length and the greatest width of the

acrosome are about 0.9 yum and 0.35 ^m, respec-

tively.

The nucleus is spliced with the acrosome at its

apical end (Figs. 8 and 26), and gradually becomes

slender toward the caudal end, where it takes on a

Fig. 3. Separately embedded mature long sperm bundle. WB= waste bag. Scale bar: 100 ^m.

Fig. 4. Separately embedded mature short sperm bundle. Scale bar: 100 ,um.
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Figs. 5-17. Cross-sections of long sperm in order from the apical to the caudal; at the level of the acrosome

(Figs. 5 and 6); at the level of the appearance of the basal body (Fig. 8); at the level of the acrosome-nucleus

junction (Fig. 9); at a more caudal level than Figure 9 (Fig. 10); at the level where the numbers of rows of

appendages are at their maximum (Fig. 11); at the level where the nucleus is at its maximum diameter (Fig. 12);

at a level near the caudal end of the nucleus (Fig. 13); at the tail level (Fig. 14); at a level near the end piece of
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(Continued from facing page)

the tail (Fig. 15); at various levels in the end piece (Figs. 16 and 17). A= acrosome; AP= appendage; AX=
axoneme; B= basal body; J= junction apparatus; N= nucleus; MM= major mitochondrial derivative; mM= minor

mitochondrial derivative. Scale bars: 0.1 ^m.
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rounded shape in cross-profiles (Figs. 9-11), then

increases in diameter up to about 0.15 /^m (Fig.

12), before becoming slender again (Fig. 13) and

being replaced by a minor mitochondrial deriva-

tive at the caudal end. We defined the region from

the apical end of the sperm to the caudal end of the

nucleus as the "head" region, that between the

nucleus and the minor mitochondrial derivative as

the "neck", and the region more caudal from the

neck as the "tail". The length of the head region

of the long sperm is approximately 90 //m.

The basal body is adjacent to the acrosome at its

apical end (Figs. 7 and 26). At this level, the

filaments of the basal body are disordered and the

basal body gradually increases in diameter toward

the caudal end (Figs. 8, 9 and 26) and continues to

the axoneme (Figs. 10 and 26). In cross-sections of

the basal body (Fig. 9), two central singlets and 9

peripheral triplets appear. Each filament contains

an electron-opaque central core. The major

mitochondrial derivative arises at the basal body-

axoneme transitional level (Fig. 10).

At the nucleus-acrosome junction level, the

complex of acrosome and nucleus forms an angle

of about 60° with the x axis (Fig. 8). This angle

changes to about 10° with the appearance of the

major mitochondrial derivative (Fig. 10) and re-

mains as such until the caudal end of the nucleus.

The major mitochondrial derivative forms an angle

of about 50° with the x axis at the level where it

appears and the angle gradually increases up to

80°
. The minor mitochondrial derivative forms an

angle of about 20° against the x axis. The tail of

the long sperm contains an axoneme and two

mitochondial derivatives (Fig. 14), the latter being

constant in size throughout the tail region and

disappearing at the beginning of the end piece

(Figs. 15-17). This construction of the tail is basi-

cally similar to that of D. melanogaster. The ax-

oneme of the long sperm appears (Fig. 14) to be

structurally identical to that of D. melanogaster,

but the two mitochondrial derivatives are differ-

ent. The major mitochondrial derivative in cross-

sections of the long sperm is smaller in size than in

D. melanogaster, but the minor mitochondrial

derivative is larger. There are junction appara-

tuses between the axonemal sheath and the two

mitochondrial derivatives (Figs. 13 and 14).

At the surface of the sperm head, there are two

rows of longitudinal appendages (Figs. 9-12).

Each appendage, consisting of rows of micro-cilia,

appears as a crown shape in cross-profile. The

appendages first appear in about the same region

as the basal body appearance, and the centers of

these two sets of appendages in this region from

angles of about 10° and 90° to the x axis,

respectively (Fig. 9). These angles change to —10°

and 130° respectively, where the major mitochon-

drial derivative appears (Fig. 10). Rows of micro-

cilia in one appendage forming an angle of 130°

increase in number toward the caudal end and

eventually amount to about 30, while those in the

other forming an angle of — 10° amount to about

20, respectively (Fig. 11). As the nucleus increases

in diameter, the rows of micro-cilia decrease in

number and disappear (Fig. 12).

A longitudinal appendage also exists at the

surface of the tail (Fig. 14). It consists of several

rows of micro-clila which are structurally similar to

those on the surface of the head. It forms a

constant angle of about 130° to the x axis. A
similar structure in the tail region has also been

demonstrated in D. melanogaster as an appendicle

stripe [15]. In front of the end piece, the rows of

micro-cilia of each appendage increase in number

(Figs. 16 and 17). The number of appendages also

increases and becomes 5 at the end piece.

Ultrastructures of the short sperm

As to the ultrastructure of the short sperm, the

spatial construction is basically similar to that of

the long sperm (Fig. 31). The acrosomes are

approximately similar in length to that of the long

sperm (Fig. 27), but often appear irregular in

shape (Figs. 18-21, 28 and 29). The apical regions

of the acrosome in Figures 28 and 29 appear to be

bulbous. In the short sperm bundles, there are

often membranous granules around the acrosomes

(Figs. 19 and 20). This type of granule has never

been observed in the long sperm bundles.

The nucleus is flanked by an axoneme and a

major mitochondrial derivative, as in the long

sperm (Fig. 25). However, the nucleus of the

short sperm is shorter in length (about 20 /j.m) but

larger in diameter than that of the long sperm

(Figs. 23-25 and 27-29). Therefore, the volume of
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Figs. 18-25. Cross-sections of the short sperm head regions showing irregularities in acrosome morpho-

logy and spatial layout of the component organs. MG= membranous granule. Scale bars: 0.1 //m.
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Fig. 26. Longitudinal section of the head region of a mature long sperm in a male seminal vesicle. Scale bar:

0.2 fim.

Fig. 27. Longitudinal section of the head region of a typical mature short sperm in a male seminal vesicle.

Scale bar: 0.2 /um.

Figs. 28 and 29. Longitudinal sections of the head regions of abnormal short sperm, having a bulbous

acrosome, in a male seminal vesicle. Scale bars: 0.2 /um.

the nucleus of the short sperm may not be different

from that of the long sperm.

The major mitochondrial derivative consistently

appears at the region where the basal body

disappears in the long sperm, but this situation is

not constant in the short sperm. In Figure 22,

which is a cross-section at the basal body-axoneme

transitional level, there are cross-profiles of the

acrosome, nucleus and major mitochondrial de-

rivative. In another section (Fig. 24), the basal

body is at a similar level to that in Figure 22 but

only the nucleus appears with it. In Figure 23, the

basal body, nucleus and major mitochondrial

derivative appear. By light microscopy, the tails of

the short sperm often appear curly, and shorter

than those of the long sperm. However, no
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ultrastructural difference in the cross-profiles of

the axoneme could be found between the two

types.

The two mitochondrial derivatives of the short

sperm are also shorter than those of the long

sperm, but approximately similar in cross-sectional

size. The junction apparatuses between the ax-

onemal sheath and the two mitochondrial deriva-

tives also exist in the short sperm.

As seen in the long sperm, the two sets of

longitudinal appendages on the head surface (Fig.

25) and one similar appendage in the tail region

both exist in the short sperm.

30
Fig. 30. Generalized diagram of the long type of sperm, illustrating some typical features of the head region.
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DISCUSSION

In Drosophila spermatogenesis, the number of

cell divisions of definitive spermatogonia differs

from species to species and tends to decrease in

more advanced species [14]. A single defintive

spermatogonium in the obscura subgroup dichoto-

mously divides 5 times and gives rise to 32(2
5
)

primary spermatocytes per cyst, and to 128 sperm

per bundle. In comparison with this, a single

definitive spermatogonium in the melanogaster

species group divides 4 times and gives rise to

16(2
4
) primary spermatocytes.

According to the ultrastructures presented in

this study, either of the long and short sperm of

D. bifasciata is quite different in morphology from

that of D. melanogaster. The head region of the

sperm of D. melanogaster consists of an acrosome

3 1

Fig. 31. Generalized diagram of the short type of sperm, illustrating some typical features of the head

region.
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and a nucleus. However, in both the long and

short sperm of D. bifasciata, the nucleus runs

parallel with an axoneme and a major mitochondrial

derivative. Furthermore, the two sets of append-

ages that are found at the head region of the

D. bifasciata sperm are absent in D. melanogaster.

Spermiogenesis in D. bifasciata is also different

from that in D. melanogaster in that the uncoiled

sperm bundles of D. bifasciata contain many mi-

nute tubules which appear during the coiling

process in D. melanogaster.

The spatial constructions of the long and short

sperm are basically similar to each other, but the

lengths of several components in the short sperm

are obviously shorter than their equivalents in the

long sperm. In addition, irregularities in the struc-

ture and spatial layout of the acrosome, nucleus,

basal body and major mitochondrial derivative are

observed particularly in the head region of the

short sperm. The membranous granules may be

the remnants of the extraordinary acrosome

formation, since these can be observed only in the

short sperm bundles. The irregular shaped acro-

somes of the short sperm (Figs. 18-21, 28 and 29)

may be caused by such extraordinary acrosome

formations. The nuclei in both types are assumed

to have a similar volume, but the two mitochon-

drial derivatives and the axoneme are clearly

smaller in the short sperm.

With regard to the potential fertilities of the two

types of sperm, Hauschteck-Jungen and Rutz [16]

have concluded that both may be functional in

D. subobscura, since their nuclei both undergo a

similar arginine-rich nucleoprotein transition. In

this connection, lack of this sperm-specific nucle-

oprotein has been shown to cause sperm dysfunc-

tion in D. melanogaster [17, 18], and conversely,

non-fertilizing (apyrene) sperm do not undergo

this transition in Lepidoptera. It is thus suggested

from our study that some irregularities observed in

the head region of the short sperm, especially the

irregular-shaped acrosomes, would prevent the

sperm from fulfilling their function in D. bifasciata.

Beatty and Sidhu [2] described in D. obscura

that the frequency of occurrence of the shortest

size class of sperm was considerably reduced in the

female storage organs. We also tentatively

observed the same phenomenon in D. bifasciata,

hardly short sperm being found in either the

spermathecae or seminal receptacles. Thus, the

short sperm may not be involved in the fertilization

of eggs in D. bifasciata. The reason why the short

sperm cannot be found in female receptacle organs

is still unknown.
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ABSTRACT—Development of chloride cells in the gill epithelium was examined in medaka fry kept in

culture medium of various salinities. Hatchability and survival rate were the highest in eggs and fry kept

in 3/10 sea water (SW) and the lowest in pure SW in both populations of medaka obtained from

freshwater and brackish-water habitats. Since 3/10 SW is nearly the same in osmotic pressure as the

body fluid of medaka, the result suggests that the osmoregulatory mechanism is not fully developed in

the majority of hatchlings and fry to cope with the hypertonic environment. No significant differences in

hatchability and survival rate were detected in the hatchlings and the fry between the two populations of

medaka. On the other hand, it was found that if the fry were kept in culture medium of 3/10 SW the

number of chloride cells significantly increased in freshwater population, but not in brackish-water

population. These results suggest that the salinity of the habitat exerts a long-lasting effect on the next

generation of medaka in response to 3/10 SW. However, when the fry were kept in 6/10 SW or pure

SW, chloride cell response appeared to be maximal and the difference in home water salinity showed no

influence.

INTRODUCTION

Chloride cells are the sites of branchial NaCl

secretion in seawater fish and are always larger in

number and size and stronger in stainability to acid

fuchsin in marine teleosts than in freshwater ones.

This is also the case in euryhaline teleosts between

seawater-adapted and freshwater-adapted fish [1].

Exposure to seawater results in the increase in

number and size of chloride cells in euryhaline fish,

such as killifish [2], guppy [3] and Japanese eel [4,

5]. Chloride cells are characterized by the pres-

ence of a number of large mitochondria in close

association with well-developed membranous sys-

tem [1]. The activity of Na+-K+ ATPase is high

and specifically localized in the basolateral tubular

membrane system of these cells. In seawater-

adapted fish branchial salt secretion and simul-

taneous increase in activity of this enzyme have

been reported [6-8]. These studies have been

carried out in adult fish, and there are no reports
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on the development of chloride cells in hatchlings

subjected to different salinity of culture medium.

Medaka, Oryzias latipes, is widely distributed in

Japan and usually lives in fresh water. However,

some population of medaka inhabits brackish

water. In the present study, the medaka obtained

from freshwater and brackish-water habitats were

used, and the development of chloride cells in

medaka fry kept in media of various salinities was

compared between the two populations. In addi-

tion, the hatchability and survival rate were also

studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The wild populations of the medaka Oryzias

latipes living in fresh water (FW) and brackish

water (BW) were used in the experiments. They

were caught either in a freshwater irrigation

reservoir at Mt. Gokurakuji or in a brackish-water

pond at Rakurakuen in the suburbs of Hiroshima

City. Osmolarities of the habitats at the time of

capture were 1 mOsm/kg for the freshwater pond
and 272mOsm/kg for the brackish-water pond,
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respectively. Throughout the year, osmolarity of

the former water seldom changed, while that of the

latter varied from 191 to 333mOsm/kg. The

Rakurakuen pond is situated 50 m from the sea

shore and below the sea level and separated from

the sea by an embankment. Since the brackish-

water pond had no streams flowing in or out, the

population of medaka inhabits there throughout

their life span. The freshwater and brackish-water

medaka were kept for a month in laboratory tanks

before experimental use either in tap water or

diluted sea water (ca. 270mOsm/kg), respectively.

All experiments were performed during summer in

1985.

After the adaptation, freshwater and brackish-

water medaka of both sexes were allowed to spawn

freely, and the eggs were separately collected

within 24 hr after spawning. Immediately after the

collection, the eggs of freshwater and brackish-

water medaka were each divided into four groups,

and transferred to Petri dishes (9 cm in diameter

X2 cm in height) with lids containing about 7 ml of

FW, 3/10 sea water (SW), 6/10 SW, or pure SW.

They were kept at 24±2°C under daily photo-

periods of 14-hr light and 10-hr dark cycles (lights

on at 0600). Fifty eggs were placed in each dish.

Each group consisted of about 850 eggs. Salinities

of culture media were measured by an osmometer

(Advanced Instrument Inc.), and were adjusted to

be 3, 304, 575, and 969mOsm/kg for the standard-

ization of FW, 3/10 SW, 6/10 SW, and pure SW,

respectively. Culture media were changed daily

until hatching and every two days thereafter. The

number of hatching fry and the number of living

fry were recorded daily for 20 days after the

initiation of hatching. The fry were fed with Tetra

Min (Tetra Werke, West Germany).

For the histological examination of chloride cells

in fry, a total of about 4,000 and 3,000 eggs within

24 hr after spawning were obtained from freshwa-

ter and brackish-water populations, respectively.

They had been kept either in FW, 3/10 SW, 6/10

SW, or pure SW and were fixed in Regaud's fluid

0, 2, 5, 10 and 20 days after hatching. Sagittal

sections were cut in paraffin at 5//m in thickness.

For the demonstration of mitochondria which are

rich in chloride cells, sections were stained with

Altman's acid fuchsin [9]. The total number of

chloride cells present in sections at five different

levels of the right gills was counted in each fry. In

addition, the size of the chloride cell in the

epithelial layer of right gills was measured based

on the camera lucida drawings with the aid of an

image analyzer connected with a computer (Mutoh

Industry Ltd., Tokyo).

Statistical analysis was performed by Kruskal-

Wallis test followed by Mann-Whitney's U-test.

RESULTS

Hatchability and survival rate

The hatchabilities of eggs of freshwater and

brackish-water medaka are shown in Figure 1.

The eggs of both populations began to hatch on the

7-8th day after spawning, regardless of different

salinities of culture media. The hatchability

reached a plateau by 20th day after spawning. The

final hatchability counted at 25 days after spawning

in freshwater medaka was 59% in FW, 75.5% in

3/10 SW, 35.4% in 6/10 SW, and 15.9% in pure

SW (Fig. la), and that in brackish-water medaka

was 51.3% in FW, 79.3% in 3/10 SW, 33% in 6/10

SW, and 10.8% in pure SW (Fig. lb). Fifty

percent hatchability of final hatchability in fresh-

water medaka was 11.4 days in FW, 13.6 days in

3/10 SW, 13.4 days in 6/10 SW, and 13.5 days in

pure SW (Fig. la), while that in brackish-water

medaka was 12.0 days in FW, 13.3 days in 3/10

SW, 13.5 days in 6/10 SW, and 13.2 days in pure

SW (Fig. lb). Almost all the eggs remaining un-

hatched during 25 days after spawning gathered

mold and eventually died. Hatched fry began to

die from the fifth day after hatching and the

number of surviving fry rapidly decreased from the

7th to 12th day. Fifty percent survival time was

around 10 days for all groups in our rearing

condition. On the 20th day the survival rate for

freshwater medaka was 11% in FW, 27% in 3/10

SW, 9% in 6/10 SW, and 6% in pure SW (Fig. 2a),

while it was 13%, 31%, 14%, and 3% in FW, 3/10

SW, 6/10 SW, and pure SW, respectively, for

brackish-water medaka (Fig. 2b). In both fresh-

water and brackish-water medaka, the survival

rate was the highest when they were immersed in

3/10 SW and the lowest in pure SW.
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medaka. (b) Brackish-water medaka. F.W.; fresh water, S.W. ; sea water. Initial number of fry

was 100 in each group.

Number of chloride cells

Chloride cells were present in the branchial

epithelium of the gill in all groups of fry. These

cells were few on the day of hatching (designated

as day in Fig. 3), but gradually increased in

number during the 20 days of observation period.

The fry kept in pure SW for 20 days, whether their

parents were derived from freshwater or brackish-

water habitat, developed the greatest number of

chloride cells. In the fry of freshwater medaka,

the number of chloride cells was significantly

greater in groups of 3/10 SW, 6/10 SW, and pure

SW than in matched FW groups from 2 to 20 days
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Vertical bars indicate the standard errors of the means. The number of fish used was

five in each group. Difference from fry kept in fresh water (F.W.): *P<0.1, **P<
0.05 (Mann-Whitney's U-test). S.W.: sea water.

after hatching. On 10 and 20 days, the number of

chloride cells markedly increased in the fry im-

mersed in higher salinity, and shows the change as

a function of salinity (Fig. 3a). In brackish-water

fry maintained in either 6/10 SW or pure SW for 2

to 20 days developed significantly greater number

of chloride cells than those kept in FW or 3/10 SW.

No significant difference was detected in the

number of chloride cells between the brackish-

water fry kept in 3/10 SW and those in FW
(Fig. 3b). These results indicate that the chloride

cell response to 3/10 SW was different between

freshwater and brackish-water populations.

In the number of chloride cells no statistically

significant differences were found between compa-

rable groups of freshwater and brackish-water

medaka during the entire post-hatching observa-

tion period.

Figure 4 shows that the chloride cells in the fry

immersed in pure SW were markedly hyper-

trophied and increased in stainability to acid

fuchsin 20 days after hatching, in both freshwater

and brackish-water populations. The hypertrophy

was confirmed by morphometry of the size of

chloride cells in 20-day fry (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4. Microphotographs of a part of the epithelial layer of the gill of medaka 20 days after hatching.

(a) Freshwater medaka kept in FW.

(b) Freshwater medaka kept in SW.

Arrows indicate chloride cells. Altman's acid fuchsin preparations counterstained with methylgreen and

Mayer's acid hemalum. Scale: 10 //m.
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Fig. 5. Effect of culture medium salinity on the mean

size of chloride cells 20 days after hatching.

Left panel: Freshwater medaka. Right panel:

Brackish-water medaka.

The number of fish was five in each group.

Difference from freshwater (F.W.) value: *P< 0.001

(Mann-Whitney's U-test). S. W.: sea water.

DISCUSSION

In the present experiments, the hatchability and

survival rate were the highest in fry kept in 3/10

SW in both freshwater and brackish-water meda-

ka. The medium 3/10 SW is nearly the same in

osmotic pressure as the body fluid of medaka, and

is the closest culture medium in salinity to the

brackish water of pond where the brackish-water

medaka were obtained. When an euryhaline fish is

immersed in hypertonic saline water, the fish

immediately requires to avoid the loss of water

from the body fluid by mobilizing the osmoregula-

tory mechanism. On the other hand, in lower

environmental salinity the fish should incorporate

and retain electrolytic ions. In 3/10 SW, however,

medaka may be able to maintain life without the

aid of such osmoregulatory mechanism. If the

osmoregulatory mechanism is poorly developed in

the majority of the hatchlings and the fry, it is

reasonable that the hatchability and survival rate
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were the highest in 3/10 SW.

It is well known that the hatchability of the

laboratory stock of the orange-red variety of

medaka reaches 90-100% [10]. In the present

experiments, however, the final hatchability of

eggs of freshwater medaka was 59% in FW
medium. This value is considerably low as com-

pared to that of the fish of the laboratory stock.

This may possibly be due to the difference of the

population used. Another possible reason for the

low hatchability is that some damages were in-

flicted upon the egg chorions when we collected

spawned eggs and dispersed clustered eggs into

individual eggs, and the damaged eggs remained

unhatched for 25 days have died.

In the gill epithelium of several euryhaline

fishes, including medaka, the increase in number

and size of chloride cells has been reported after

SW adaptation [4, 5, 11, 12]. In the present

experiments, the hatchability and survival rate

were the lowest when the medaka eggs and fry

were exposed to pure SW. These results might

indicate that chloride cells are poorly developed in

the hatchlings and the fry. However, this is not the

case, because it was found that the number of

chloride cells was significantly increased im-

mediately after hatching in individuals kept in high

salinity. This suggests that chloride cells are posi-

tively concerned in salt water adaptation of the

medaka fry. Environmental salinity immediately

after hatching seems to exert an influence on the

development of osmoregulatory mechanism in the

medaka fry, and regulate the number and the

activity of chloride cells. Although chloride cells

significantly increased in number with the incre-

ment of salinity of the culture medium and with the

age of fry, the hatchability and survival rate were

low under higher salinity. Therefore, the possibil-

ity cannot be ruled out that the fry that had

developed enough number of chloride cells only

could survive in 6/10 SW and pure SW, and those

had not developed failed to survive.

We employed in the present experiments two

populations of wild medaka, freshwater and brack-

ish-water populations. Both populations are a part

of the 'Southern Population' of medaka in Japan

[13]. No significant difference was found between

the two populations either in hatchability or

survival rate. In the number of chloride cells,

general trend of changes was the same between the

two populations. However, the fry kept in 3/10

SW developed significantly greater number of

chloride cells than the fry kept in FW in freshwater

population, but similar increase was not detected

in brackish-water population. This suggests that

the salinity of the habitat exerts a long-lasting

effect on the next generation of medaka in the

response to modest culture medium salinity (3/10

SW). On the other hand, the difference in chlo-

ride cell response was not found when the fry were

kept in high culture medium salinity (6/10 SW or

pure SW). This may be because chloride cells

were maximally stimulated, regardless of the home

water salinity.

Morphological alterations in chloride cells dur-

ing seawater adaptation involves differentiation

processes, because chloride cells were hyper-

trophied and increased in number and stainability

to acid fuchsin in seawater-adapted medaka in the

present study. Chloride cells in the branchial

membrane in freshwater-adapted fry were small

and weakly stained. With regard to the nature of

stimuli which induce morphological changes fol-

lowing seawater transfer, hormonal and neural

initiation and direct induction by increased body

fluid osmolality have been proposed (for review,

[1]). Among the hormonal influence, Cortisol in-

jections into freshwater-adapted fish are known to

result in an increase in the number of chloride cells

and in Na+-K+ ATPase activity [14, 15].

In contrast to seawater-adaptation, the impor-

tance of prolactin in freshwater adaptation has

become increasingly well recognized for several

euryhaline teleosts (e.g., in medaka [16, 17] and in

mudsuckers [18, 19]). Following seawater trans-

fer, prolactin secretion drastically reduces in tele-

osts. Foskett et al. [20] reported that repeated

prolactin injections into seawater-adapted Tilapia

cause substantial inhibitions of chloride secretion,

and induce a dedifferentiation of chloride cell

population. The same effect might have occurred

in the medaka fry kept in FW in the present study,

resulting in the underdevelopment of chloride

cells.

The presence of responsiveness to changing

environmental salinity during larval and fry stages
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has been reported by Ichikawa and Kobayashi [21]

in guppy. When guppy was immersed in pure SW
immediately after birth, the nuclear size of prolac-

tin cells became smaller than that of the FW-
immersed controls. They suggested that prolactin

cells of juvenile guppy are ready to respond to

changing environmental salinity. It is concluded

that euryhaline fish, such as medaka and guppy,

are endowed with osmoregulatory function when

they hatch or at birth.
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Electrophysiological Investigations on the Response to

Cabbage Odour by the Cabbage Armyworm Moth,

Mamestra brassicae (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae)
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and Chemical Research, Wako, Saitama 351-01, Japan

ABSTRACT—The role of antennae in the oviposition behavior of mated female cabbage armyworm

moths, Mamestra brassicae, was investigated in the direct study of oviposition site-selection with

antennectomized moths. Then, the investigation was extended to electroantennogram (EAG) of the

response of antennae to extracts from the host plant. Antennectomy had no significant effect on the

occurrence of oviposition, but the surgery seemed to change the site of oviposition. No antennecto-

mized moths deposited egg masses on the host plant, whereas approximately one-third of the intact

controles did so. Electroantennograms demonstrated that both isolated antennae and isolated head-

antenna preparations respond to odour stimuli derived from approximately 1.3xl0
-3 mg of cabbage

leaf. The oviposition test and the EAG responses suggest that the antennae of the cabbage armyworm

may play a significant role in detecting the odour of the host plant. Thus, an explanation of the

host-plant selection by this moth will require an understanding of antennal functioning.

INTRODUCTION

Female moths generally lay their eggs on or near

the food plants of their progeny. Since the hatch-

ed larvae usually have only limited abilities to

locate suitable food plants, their survival depends

greatly upon the appropriate host-plant selection

of their mothers [1]. In Mamestra brassicae, the

moths usually oviposit on or near the food plants

(especially cabbage, Brassica oleracea L.).

The initial reaction of the moth in the attraction-

oviposition sequence is an approach to the host

plant. This approach is mediated by the insect's

chemoreceptors, which are involved in sensing

volatile plant compounds and which thus are

ultimately responsible for the success of the

attraction process. These chemoreceptors are

located in the insect's antennae [2].

This paper reports an analysis of the role of

antennae in the selection of oviposition site by the

cabbage armyworm, Mamestra brassicae, coupled

with an electrophysiological study of the response
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of the cabbage armyworm to cabbage odour.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Insects Larvae of the cabbage armyworm

moths, Mamestra brassicae, were reared on an

artificial diet under a long-day photoperiod at

25°C. Pupae which emerged were kept at 25°C.

Female moths were placed in a paper bag together

with male ones, then the mated females were later

isolated to other cages. Both mated females and

mated males were used for experiments.

Oviposition test To ascertain the role of anten-

nae in oviposition-site selection, a comparison was

made between the oviposition sites chosen by

normal and antennectomized moths. Pairs of

antennae of the mated female moths were re-

moved. Then, the antennectomized moths and

normal moths were placed in a cage (60x70x
74 cm) covered with a net of fine translucent nylon

and were introduced to potted cabbage plants.

Twenty-four hours later, the egg masses were

observed to see where the oviposition was made.

The oviposition test was carried out in a green-

house under a photoperiodic regimen alternating a
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14-hr photophase and a 10-hr scotophase at 25°C±

2°C.

Odour stimuli Fresh cabbage leaves were pro-

vided, and the leaves of 2.2 g were homogenized

with 6.6 ml of distilled water. An aliquot of the

homogenate was spotted onto a folded filter paper.

In the dose-response experiments, the amount of

applied homogenate was changed in a range of 0-

110 //l. As reference odours, 10/^1 of either ace-

tone or rice-plant homogenates (a non-host plant)

was applicated on the filter papers. In the experi-

ments, each stimulus was presented for 20 sec and

the entire series was replicated five times.

Electroatennogram Both male and female

moths were used as subjects for electrophysiologi-

cal investigations of the response of antennae to

various chemical stimuli. Electroantennograms

(EAGs) were taken from both isolated antennae

and from non-isolated antennae of isolated head-

antennae preparations. The Ringer's solution

(pH6.5) had the following composition (mg):

NaCl, 8,620; KCL, 100; CaClr2H20, 441;

Na2HP04 -12H20, 597; KH2P04 , 227.

Antennae were isolated from the insect by

clipping it near the base with sharp scissors. Then

the distal tips of the antennae were removed.

Glass capillaries (1.1mm in diameter) filled with

Ringer's solution were inserted into the scape and

into the apical part of the antenna, respectively.

Both electrodes were connected to an amplifier,

Micro-probe system model M 701 (W-P Instru-

ments, Inc., USA), and the amplified signal was

recorded.

In the case of the isolated head-antenna prepa-

ration, the EAG responses were recorded from the

antenna of female preparation in a glass tube.

One antenna was removed from the head with

sharp scissors. The isolated head was then fixed to

a platform with a small insect pin. A glass micro-

electrode filled with insect Ringer's solution was

inserted into the tip of the remaining antenna.

The head was put on the platform in contact with

the Ringer solution, and another electrode was

placed in contact with the Ringer solution.

The stimuli were administered by first placing a

folded filter paper (1.3x5. 3 cm), impregnated

with a test solution, inside a 5 ml syringe. Next,

4.0ml of air was drawn into the syringe. Finally,

the odour was mixed into the air stream by pushing

manually the plunger, so that the air and odour

mixture could be puffed onto the fixed antennal

preparation through a 0.5 cm diameter glass tube.

The air flow rate from a glass tube was 1.3 ml/sec.

Air velocity was checked with a flow rate meter.

The tip of an odour-charged syringe was placed at

10mm from the antenna to carry out air puff over

the antenna with a constant manner. Experiments

were repeated at least 5 times in each experiment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Oviposition test

Normally, M. brassicae female moths lay eggs

on the under surface of leaves of the host plant,

cabbage during the scotophase. However, in the

oviposition test, the majority of intact moths

showed poor oviposition response against cabbage

plant and deposited egg masses on the netting

rather than on the cabbage plant or its pot (Table

1). Such incorrect oviposition is found to occur

frequently in laboratory conditions, but in the field

Table 1. A comparison of the oviposition site selection by normal and antennectomized

cabbage armyworm moths, Mamestra brassicae

Trial
Number of

moths

Number of egg masses*

Pot
Cabbage

leaf

Covered
netting

Normal moths

Antennectomized moths

Oviposition for 10 hr during the scotophase.
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moths are supposed to oviposit on the cabbage

leaves.

The data of the present study show that anten-

nae are not essential for oviposition in M.

brassicae, since the antennectomized animals pro-

duced more egg masses than those of the intact

animals. However, the data suggest that antennae

are required for laying the egg mass on the

cabbage plant, since none of the antennectomized

animals deposited their eggs on or near the host

plant (N=12).

Electrophysiological tests

It is well established that insects' chemorecep-

tors for volatile plant compounds are exist on the

antennae [2]. Thus, the measurement of the elec-

trophysiological responses of antennae to plant

secondary compounds (i.e., the performance of

electroantennograms) may provide valuable in-

formation about plant-insect relationships [3, 4].

Van der Pers [5] and Den Otter et al. [6] have

shown that insects' ability to descriminate between

different plant species on olfactory cues may be

well developed. In Yponomeuta and Adoxophyes

the olfactory sensilla mainly occur on the antennae

[5].

For these reasons, the present study included

the recording of electroantennograms (EAGs)

from M. brassicae antennae exposed to various

odour stimuli, including cabbage (host-plant) ho-

mogenate, rice-plant (a non-host plant) homog-

enate, acetone, and plain air. Figure 1 illustrates

air r c a

12sec
Fig. 1. Electroantennogram responses to various

odours by isolated female antenna. Note: air= a

puff of clean air (4ml); r=rice-plant juice; c=
cabbage-leaf juice; a= acetone.

the amplitudes of the EAGs obtained from iso-

lated female antennae exposed to these four

stimuli. The greatest response was recorded to the

organic solvent, acetone, with decreasing re-

sponses to cabbage homogenate, rice homogenate,

and plain air, respectively. Eminent responses

were seen against all stimuli examined; even

against a puff of plain air, insect showed an EAG
response with an amplitude of 0.18mV (N=5).

Subsequently the EAG responses of both male

and female antennae to the host-plant scent

(cabbage-plant homogenate) were investigated

(Fig. 2). The response of both sexes, as measured

by EAG amplitude, were essentially equal (note

the difference in scale in the two figures). This

result is similar to that of Van der Pers [7] who
found no differences in the EAG responses to

plant volatiles between male and female moths

{Yponomeuta spp.). This observation suggests

that both sexes are equally able to detect host

plants. The male's sensitivity to plant odours

ensures that mating occurs in a habitat suitable for

the ensuring progeny [7].

Female Male

!
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Fig. 2. Electroantennogram responses to odour of cab-

bage-homogenate by isolated antennae of female

and male. The amplitudes of electroantennogram

are very similar between female and male prepara-

tions (note the difference in scale for the two
figures).

When increasing amounts of cabbage-plant

homogenate were used as the test stimuli, a

distinct dose-response increase in EAG amplitude

was observed (Fig. 3). Calculations show that the

smallest sample of homogenate stimulus (5^1)

contains about 1.3xl0~ 3 mg of cabbage leaf.

Although the isolated antenna was sensitive to this
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Fig. 3. Changes of electroantennogram responses

against the different amount of cabbage-

homogenate in an isolated female antenna. Note:

air, 5, 10, and 60 /u\ of the cabbage-homogenate

were used as stimuli.

T. Shimizu and K. Usui
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Fig. 5. Dose-dependence of the electroantennogram-

response against the cabbage-homogenate in the

isolated head-antenna preparation of the female

moth. Values are given as means of at least 5

independent determinations.

weak stimulus, it is unknown whether or not this

value is consistent with the odour level produced

by cabbage leaf in the field.

Finally, the EAG responses on non-isolated

antenna of the female moth were investigated

(Figs. 4 and 5). These results are similar with that

of isolated antenna in Figure 3. Again a EAG
responses produced by a small amount of cabbage-

plant homogenate (5//1), indicates that the anten-

nae of Mamestra brassicae are particularly sensi-

tive to the odour of their host plant.

It must be noted, however, that the foretarsi of

60 110 /Jl

it

12sec
Fig. 4. Changes of electroantennogram responses

against the different amount of the cabbage-

homogenate in the head-antenna preparation of a

female moth. Note: air, 5, 10, 60, and 110^1 of the

cabbage-homogenate were used as stimuli.

lepidopteran insects are also reported to carry

sense organs responding against host-plant odours.

Ichinose and Honda [8] concluded that the foretar-

si of Papilio protenor play an important role in the

ovipositional behavior, and the factor(s) of host

plant stimulating oviposition is (are) demonstrated

to be certain contact-chemicals. However, M.

brassicae moths may receive a trace volatile odour

from the host plant by antennae as demonstrated

by Hayashi et al. [9] in the Pierid butterfly of

Hebomia glaucippe [9].

Tichenor et al. [10] showed that, with Manduca

sexta, an antennally active mixture is easily made

through the extraction of ground host plant mate-

rial with ether and subsequent filtration. Ichinose

and Honda [8] reported that the water extract and

residual aqueous solutions of Rutaceous host

plants were obviously effective in eliciting the

oviposition response in Papilio protenor demetrius.

At present, a few chemical substances that elicit

oviposition are identified; they are vicenin-2,

hesperine, narirutin for Papilio xuthus L. [11] and

aristolochin acid I for Byasa alcinous L. [12]

Currently, an attemption for isolating the active

component from the homogenate of cabbage-leaf

is undergoing on the basis of the test of the

electroantennogram

.
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Expansion of Drosophila simulans in Japan
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ABSTRACT—Domestic and semi-domestic species of Drosophila were collected in Japan from 1977 to

1985 in order to study the expansion of D. simulans and its effect on the other species. Newly

established populations of D. simulans were recorded in the western mainland (Kinki and Chugoku). In

addition, some isolated populations of D. simulans were found in Sapporo, Akita and Miyakojima. The

frequency of D. simulans temporarily changed in the newly invading localities before its successful

colonization. Comparisons of the proportions of collected flies suggested that the expansion of D.

simulans affected D. melanogaster severely in domestic sites and D. lutescens slightly in semi-domestic

sites.

INTRODUCTION

Drosophila simulans distributes throughout the

world in association with human habitation. This

species, however, had never been collected in

Japan before 1972 except in the Ogasawara

(Bonin) Islands [1]. D. simulans has been often

recorded there as a predominant Drosophila spe-

cies since the first record in 1936 [2-5]. Sudden

colonization of D. simulans in the Japanese main-

land was recently reported [6]. In 1972, only one

male was collected in Yakushima. However, in

1974 and 1975, many D. simulans individuals were

collected in Kitakyushu and the Tokai district. In

1976 the species was found to be distributed in two

separated areas; Kyushu and Kanto-Tokai dis-

tricts. The intervening area, Kinki and Chugoku

districts, was almost free of D. simulans [7].

Electrophoretic and morphological analyses sug-

gested that these mainland populations of D.

simulans shared the same origin, but did not derive

from the Ogasawara population [8-9].

The adaptive strategy of D. simulans as a newly

colonizing species is an interesting evolutionary

problem. D. simulans is a sibling species closely

related to D. melanogaster and their distributions

largely overlap. However, D. simulans is less

Accepted May 27, 1986

Received April 28, 1986
2 To whom reprints should be requested.

adapted than D. melanogaster to both cold and hot

temperature stresses [10-11], and, in the United

States, it is distributed in more southern areas than

the sibling species [12]. In order for D. simulans to

expand to southern or northern areas of Japan, it

must adapt to the climate of new environments and

also overcome the competition with other dro-

sophilid species. Invasion of a few individuals does

not always result in colonization. Therefore, a

temporal survey is needed to determine the expan-

sion of D. simulans to a new environment.

A newly immigrant species affect the predeces-

sor with the same ecological niche. The sudden

colonization of D. simulans in Japan is a good

example for studying interspecific competition and

the evolutionary processes of a colonizer in nature.

Watanabe and Kawanishi [7] compared the species

structure of domestic Drosophila before and after

the invasion of D. simulans. D. simulans generally

affected its sibling species, D. melanogaster, which

lost ground competitively. However, some ecolo-

gical, physiological and behavioral differences

between the species often made coexistence possi-

ble [13-17]. The elimination of D. melanogaster

by D. simulans seems impossible in Japan since the

former species has environmental and climatic

types. And indeed, no eradication of D. melano-

gaster has been reported in Japan [18].

The present study reports the countrywide and

temporal collection data for domestic and semi-

domestic species of Drosophila over nine years
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(1977-1985) in an attempt to examine the expan-

sion of the newly colonizing species, D. simulans.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Collections of flies were made in various locali-

ties of Japan from July of 1977 to November of

1985. In order to find D. simulans, the collection

sites were chosen from D. simulans most preferred

sites. Flies near human habitation were collected,

using banana bait traps, within seven days after

trap setting. Flies were also collected by net

sweeping in other places; vineyards, beer

breweries, persimmon yards and pineapple yards.

D. simulans was easily collected from late summer

to late fall in the mainland of Japan and in winter

in some southern islands. Collection data are

summarized in Figure 1 and Table 1. Flies were

classified under a dissection microscope and

grouped according to Watanabe and Kawanishi [7]

into four major species and others: D. melanogas-

ter, D. simulans, D. lutescens, D. immigrans and

others. Others included all other drosophilid spe-

cies. D. takahashii, closely related to D. lutescens,

is regarded as D. lutescens by Watanabe and

Kawanishi [7].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Expansion of D. simulans in Japan

A total of 95,187 individuals of 47 species

belonging to three genera {Drosophila, Scaptomy-

za and Dettopsomyia) of the Drosophilidae was

recorded in the present study. Most were domes-

tic or semi-domestic species already described in

Japan [1,7]. Table 1 lists the number of Drosophi-

la flies collected in 106 localities from 1977 to 1983.

In some localities (e.g. 12, 15), only D. melanogas-

ter and D. simulans were classified, and no other

flies, including D. lutescens and D. immigrans,

were identified.

D. simulans was collected in three localities at

Sapporo in 1977, representing more than 80% of

Drosophila flies in two of three localities (1-3 in

Table 1). The first record of D. simulans in Hok-

kaido was in 1974 [6]. Thereafter, Watabe et al.

[19] reported an increase of D. simulans from 1975

to 1978 reaching a maximum in 1977. Although

one male was collected in Hakodate (5) in 1982,

continuous populations of D. simulans in Hok-

kaido seemed to be restricted to Sapporo. In the

northern mainland, a continuous population of

D. simulans was confirmed only in Akita (7),

reaching the frequency of 32.2% in 1982. A very

few D. simulans individuals were found in other

localities of the northern mainland; Yamagata

(12), Akayu (13), Niigata (15) and Koriyama (17).

Watanabe and Kawanishi [7] reported an abun-

dance of D. simulans in the Kanto-Tokai district in

1976. Here, we confirmed its presence again in the

middle mainland, although some inland areas (31-

33) still lacked D. simulans. The great change in

the distribution of D. simulans from the previous

report [7] is the western mainland. More than 100

individuals of D. simulans were collected in recent

years at Shukugawa (55), Ikeda (53) and Okayama

(63). Probably they derived from the Kanto-Tokai

and/or Kyushu populations. They were character-

istically sudden in appearance after 1977 with

subsequent settlement by a large population.

However, most of the northern coastal side of

western mainland (58-62) except Kokufu (61) is

still free from D. simulans.

Most of the localities in Shikoku were abundant

in D. simulans until 1982. Although we could not

find it in Ozu (73) in the early collections of 1977

and 1978, Shikoku increased in places abundant in

D. simulans compared with the previous study [7].

In Kyushu (79-92), most localities showed percen-

tage of D. simulans higher than 90%.

The colonization of D. simulans is unclear in the

Izu islands (93, 94). They are located between

Tokyo (23-27) and the Ogasawara Islands (95, 96)

where D. simulans are abundant. A previous sur-

vey [7] in 1976 found only one individual of

D. simulans in Hachijojima (94). In 1978, no

simulans was collected there in either spring or

fall. Only four simulans were collected in Miyake-

jima (93) and no melanogaster was included in the

1979 sample. It is difficult to hypothesize that the

colonization of D. simulans in the mainlands of

Japan has occurred from Ogasawara Islands via

Izu islands. Genetic studies of enzyme and mor-

phological characters also denied the above possi-

bility [8-9].
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Table 1. Number of Drosophila flies collected and the proportion of D. simulans in 106 localities

^^ ffittSFSL ^aT; *»*"> ***» ^migrans others **+

Hokkaido:

1 Sapporo -1 T 77/ 9 27 130 9

2 Sapporo -2 S 77/ 9 220 7

3 Sapporo -3 T 77/ 9 6 27 6

4 Obihiro T 79/ 7 3

T 81/ 7

5 Hakodate S 82/ 9 6 1 -

Northern mainland:

6 Tsugaru S 78/10 970

7 Akita T 77/10

T 78/10 17 4 8

T 80/ 9 82 26 104

T 82/10 82 39 201

8 Morioka S 82/10 354 24

9 Ohasama S 78/10 1085 69

10 Kogota T 78/10 173 259

11 Sendai T 77/10 32 17

12 Yamagata T 77/10 27 4

T 80/ 9 543 1 -

13 Akayu S 77/10 381 5 6

S 78/ 9 2175

S 78/10 214 7

S 82/10 514 2 3

14 Niigata-1 S 78/10 1066

15 Niigata-2 T 80/ 9 11 -

T 82/10 132 5 23

16 Fukushima T 80/ 9 147 -

17 Koriyama T 80/ 9 3 -

T 82/10 116 1 79

Middle mainland:

18 Naoetsu T 77/10 4 2

19 Ohirashita S 78/ 9 1084 16

S 79/10 210 463 3

S 80/ 8 44 454 -

S 82/ 9 396 396 -

20 Kaijo T 77/10 35 92

21 Kawagoe T 77/ 8 142 37 13

22 Omiya T 77/ 7 118 87 297

T 77/ 8 105 123 45

T 77/ 9 64 480 4

T 77/11 28 826 8

T 78/ 6 37 16

T 78/ 7 105 263 132

T 78/11 49 753 2

73 9 82.8

3 542 3.1

34 40 81.8

6 107

175

- - 14.3

320

3 16

1 91 19.0

57 395 24.1

136 99 32.2

59 45

5 36

5 106

153 90

1 183

- 400c
0.2

2 97 1.3

32

1 7

5 13 0.4

20

- 257c

13 43 3.6

- 1215c

- 262c

219 23 0.9

4 98

1 12 1.5

21 110 68.8

- - 91.2

- - 50.0

157 60

91 135 20.7

701 517 42.4

42 195 53.9

47 49 88.2

61 9 96.7

210 413 100

174 309 71.5

41 5 93.9
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Table 1. (Continued)

Locality
Collection

a

Method Date
melano-
gaster

simulans lutescens immigrans others
% of

simulansh

23 Tama T 77/ 8 11 25 30 56 100

24 Kokubunji T 77/ 8 46 216 104 34 75 82.4

T 77/10 17 575 13 31 2 97.1

25 Hibarigaoka T 77/ 7 5 41 19 76 13 89.1

26 Setagaya T 77/ 8 52 438 89 109 56 89.4

T 82/11 11 369 35 121 13 97.1

27 Takao S 78/11 2 360 6 18 2 99.4

28 Mobara T 78/ 8 35 2 14 18 5.4

29 Oiso T 77/ 9 17 253 130 24 85 93.7

T 77/11 22 419 168 197 26 95.0

T 78/ 4 1 107 755 112 273 99.1

T 78/ 7 113 193 130 588 89 63.1

T 78/11 68 741 63 51 45 91.6

30 Toyama S 80/10 335 12 - - - 3.5

31 Ueda T 82/ 8 347 4 116 21 76 1.1

32 Matsumoto S 77/10 132 9 56 85

S 78/ 8 877 5 81

33 Shiojiri S 77/10 554 12 26

S 78/ 8 109 1 15

S 78/10 1118 2 63

S 79/ 9 451 1 51

S 80/10 360 - - -

34 Mishima T 77/11 311 270 156 194 7 46.5

T 78/11 193 365 33 157 18 65.4

T 82/11 64 563 147 508 36 89.8

35 Susono T 82/11 33 83 53 50 10 71.6

36 Gotenba T 82/11 15 4 81 101 28 21.1

37 Fujiyoshida T 82/11 19 3 66 334 7 13.6

38 Dtsuki T 82/11 22 5 30 165 20 18.5

39 Katsunuma-1 S 77/ 8 310 23

s 77/10 361 1 8 12 63 0.3

s 78/ 8 832 2 213

s 78/10 604 1 58 102 0.2

s 79/11 736 2 2 13 26 0.3

s 80/10 1229 49 2 3 2 3.8

s 81/10 1197 53 117

40 Katsunuma-2 s 78/10 1078 3 93

s 82/11 566 3 1 3 9 0.5

41 Katsunuma-3 T 77/10 863 1 13 14

T 82/11 20 63 81 3

42 Kofu s 82/11 559 24 12 24 92 4.1

43 Nirasaki T 82/11 190 5 11 141 2 2.6

44 Kajikazawa T 82/11 202 20 30 57 9.0

45 Minobu T 82/11 196 41 42 92 9 17.3
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Table 1

.

(Continued)

Locality
Collection

3

Method Date
melano-
gaster

simulans lutescens immigrans others
% of

simulansb

46 Tomizawa T 82/11 52 54 33 75 25 50.9

47 Fujinomiya T 82/11 37 177 34 42 27 82.7

48 Takefu T 82/10 166 161 107 129

49 Gifu S 78/10 1100 1 40 10 208 0.1

S 82/10 148 6 - - - 3.9

50 Nagoya T 78/10 207 275 97 7 53 57.1

51 Okazaki T 82/10 16 70 68 10 121 81.4

Western mainland:

52 Kusatsu T 78/10 28 108 1 6

53 Ikeda T 78/ 9 610 268 248 12 40 30.5

T 79/10 156 498 48 7 41 76.1

T 82/10 214 156 62 105 8 42.2

54 Habikino S 78/ 8 545 47 111

55 Shukugawa T 77/10 61 297 222 565 17 83.0

T 78/ 9 96 385 101 1 127 80.0

T 78/10 44 455 263 24 19 91.2

T 79/10 55 1026 87 67 41 94.9

56 Nara T 78/10 8 189 7 12

57 Shingu T 82/10 88 119 250 79 279 57.5

58 Tottori T 82/10 173 56 55 5

59 Shimohojo S 79/10 430 258

S 82/10 101 4 608

60 Hamada T 82/10 68 83 104 8

61 Kokufu S 79/10 602 21 4 6 3.4

62 Taisha s 79/10 620 2

63 Okayama-1 s 78/ 8 905 2 361 0.2

s 78/10 608 175 1 31 22.3

s 82/10 200 153 10 30 25 43.3

64 Okayama-2 T 82/10 129 247 81 116 37 65.7

65 Hiroshima T 80/ 9 84 75 - - - 47.2

T 82/10 109 49 44 80 27 31.0

66 Yamaguchi T 82/10 2 6 128 53 20 75.0

Shikoku:

67 Takamatsu T 82/10 48 307 30 19 86.5

68 Zentsuji T 82/10 258 229 21 89 39 47.0

69 Tokushima T 82/10 69 799 30 46 22 92.1

70 Mugi T 82/10 36 11 10 7 23.4

71 Niihama T 82/10 15 55 137 92 19 78.6

72 Matsuyama T 77/11 10 130 29 47 6 92.9

T 78/11 26 363 95 119 46 93.3

T 82/10 64 52 217 598 143 44.8

73 Ozu T 77/10 101 3 20 10

T 78/11 101 28 149 5

74 Uwajima T 82/10 64 141 16 182 12 68.8
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Table 1. (Continued)

Locality
Collection"

Method Date
melano-
gaster

simulans lutescens immigrans others
% of

simulansb

75 Kochi T 82/10 121 235 39 76 21 66.0

76 Suzaki T 82/10 33 29 15 8 46.8

77 Muroto T 82/10 177 58 72d 38 47 24.7

78 Kubokawa T 82/10 65 7 14 58 3 9.7

Kyushu:

79 Kokura T 77/11 13 170 197 48 47 92.9

T 78/10 29 334 190 1 156 92.0

T 79/10 57 285 114 1 63 83.3

T 82/10 1 33 342 31 11 97.1

80 Dazaifu T 82/10 8 148 11 96 5 94.9

81 Harazuru S 77/11 10 363 18 8 6 97.3

82 Tanushimaru S 78/ 8 271 249 1 75 47.9

83 Saga s 80/ 9 316 58 - - - 15.5

84 Beppu T 82/10 30 92 93 184 9 75.4

85 Oita S 80/ 9 22 219 - - - 90.9

86 Bungomori T 77/11 37 310 569 515 39 89.3

87 Kumamoto T 82/10 1 63 1 37 98.4

88 Shimabara T 77/11 16 174 67 106 6 91.6

89 Nagasaki T 82/10 12 185 24 96 3 93.9

90 Miyazaki T 82/10 15 335 197
e

1 16 95.7

91 Izumi T 77/11 109 737 93
e 92 2 87.1

T 78/ 9 265 414 132e
1 191 61.0

T 82/10 48 431 58e
1 21 90.0

92 Kagoshima T 77/11 23 564 30
d 20 26 96.1

T 82/10 19 445 133
e

13 19 95.9

Izu islands:

93 Miyakejima T 79/ 7 4 74 74 46 100

94 Jlachijojima T 78/ 5 43d 834 50

T 78/ 9 23 382d 2 21

Ogasawara Islands:

95 Chichijima T 77/10 68 221 6 76.5

T 78/ 7 2 190 3 99.0

96 Hahajima T 77/10 282 366 15 252 56.5

South-West Islands:

97 Yakushima T 82/10 31 1 547e
1 309 3.1

98 Amamioshima-1 T 78/ 2 1 153
e

2 30

T 80/ 9 12 10 26e 169 45.5

T 80/10 9 9 69e 175 50.0

T 81/11 3 - - -

T 82/10 8 2 108
e

14 20.0

99 Amamioshima-2 T 82/10 58 1 433e 43 1.7

100 Tokunoshima T 78/ 2 350c 1 92

101 Okinoerabujima T 82/10 16 2 408e 112 11.1

102 Nago S 78/ 2 90 IT 6
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Table 1. (Continued)

Locality
Collection

3

Method Date
melano-
gaster

% of
simulans lutescens immigrans others

s imu[an cb

S 80/ 9 93 34e 396

S 82/10 341 6
e 215

S 83/ 8 7 6
e 29 42

103 Naha T 80/ 9 1 l
e 29

T 82/10 1 119
e

41

104 Miyakojima T 82/10 7 137 69
e 594 95.1

T 83/ 8 5 3 19
e 329 37.5

105 Ishigakijima S 78/ 2 636 14
e

1

106 Iriomotejima T 78/ 2 394 26

T 79/ 4 183 179e
69 48

Collections by trapping (T) or sweeping (S). Collection dates by year/month.

Percent of D. simulans was calculated by the ratio of D. simulans/(D. simulans + D. melanogaster)

.

No flies other than D. simulans and D. melanogaster were identified.

D. takahashii and D. lutescens.

D. takahashii instead of D. lutescens.

Many south-west islands which are located in the

same latitude as the Ogasawara Islands lack

D. simulans. Some exceptional collections of D.

simulans were made in Amamioshima (98-99),

Okinoerabujima (101) and Miyakojima (104).

The number of D. simulans in the former two

islands was not so high, but, in Miyakojima, many

individuals were collected in 1982. Dr. H. Yoshi-

maru also collected many D. simulans there in

1978 (personal communication). Thus, coloniza-

tion of D. simulans in Miyakojima is indubitable.

The infrequent collections in 1983 were probably

due to the hot summer. The foundation of isolated

populations such as Miyakojima may result from

passive transport of D. simulans by human move-

ment. However, it is still unknown why the

colonization succeeded in some places and not in

others.

Populations of D. simulans have already re-

ported in some tropical and subtropical areas of

the world [21]. Miyakojima (104) is well cultivated

island with no mountains higher than 100 meters.

Semi-domestic conditions in the island seemed to

be good places for D. simulans. Okinoerabujima

(101) has the same conditions as Miyakojima with

well cultivated and many semi-domestic environ-

ments. In Amamioshima (98 and 99), D. simulans

was collected several times after the first record in

1976 [6]. However, D. simulans did not increase

its number over ten. The expansion of D. simu-

lans to the northern parts of Japan is also still

unclear. As shown in Table 1, none or a few flies

were collected in northern parts of Japan with two

exceptional cases (Sapporo and Akita). These two

continuous populations do not support an im-

migration theory that flies come from southern

parts of Japan every spring. The problem is

overwintering there. Usually D. simulans does not

enter houses under natural conditions, but some-

times a few simulans are found in houses in

contradiction to its strong photo-preference [5]. If

D. simulans in northern populations has behavior-

al variations permitting them to enter houses when

days become shorter, further expansion of D.

simulans into the northern parts of Japan would be

possible. In any case, physiological and behavioral

studies are needed to examine the wintering of

D. simulans.

Temporal survey of D. simulans

Seasonal surveys of D. simulans have been made
in Omiya (22) and Oiso (29), where an increase in

D. simulans was observed toward fall. This

tendency has also been reported in other localities

[18]. Temporal survey of D. simulans were made
in Akita (7), Akayu (13), Ohirashita (19), Shiojiri
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39-41

200 Km

Fig. 1. Geographical distribution of Drosophila simulans in Japan. White circles are D. simulans abundant

sites and black ones are D. simulans deficient sites.
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(33), Katsunuma (39), Shukugawa (55), Ama-

mioshima (98) and Nago (102) as shown in Table

1. These results showed three patterns in the

expansion of D. simulans. First is the rapid in-

crease in D. simulans in places such as Ohirashita

and Shukugawa. Second is the gradual increase

observed in Akita, reaching 32% after four years,

and third is the unsuccessful colonization of new

environments, especially in vineyard in Akayu and

Katsunuma. The three patterns were also con-

firmed in a limited area surrounding Mt. Fuji

(Table 2). In Mishima (34) and Fujinomiya (47),

D. simulans was abundant from the first collection

in an early study [6] and continued throughout

nine years. On the other hand, D. simulans was

generally unable to colonize vineyards in Katsunu-

ma (39). Intervening localities increased D. simu-

lans gradually with some fluctuations (35-46).

Several reasons have been presented for the

different distributions of Drosophila species in

nature; climatic factors, habitat preferences of

species and competition between species. McKen-

zie and Parsons [16] reported a difference in

microdistribution of D. melanogaster and D. simu-

lans, depending on different tolerances to alcohol.

Another study showed a different preference for

light or radiation of heat [20]. Two Katsunuma

sites (39 and 41), a few hundred meters apart,

showed interesting proportions of the two species.

The percentage of D. simulans in the shrine (41)

was significantly higher than that in the vineyard

(39). No climatic difference was detected between

the two. The smaller sample of D. simulans in the

vineyard seemed to be caused by some environ-

mental condition. Alcohol tolerance may be a

factor responsible for the abundance of D. melano-

gaster, since grape debris is often found in

vineyards. But Kofu (42), which is 15 kilometers

away from Katsunuma and also has grape debris

scattered in the vineyard, is now a simulans

Table 2. Relative frequencies of D. simulans (%) collected in October from 1977 to 1985 in 13

localities around Mt. Fuji

Locality 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

34 Mishima 95

( 122)

99

( 231)

94

( 299) (

92
271)

93

( 306)

85

( 664)

96

( 357)

86

(253)
80

(291)

35 Susono
19

( 108)

57

( 174)

35

( 79) (

43

158)

46

( 70)

72

( H6)
77

(214)
56

( 271)

43

(411)

36 Gotenba
2

( 132)

•25

( 8)

55

( 38) ( 0)

15

( 48)

21

( 19)

75

( 4)

75

( 4)

52

( 21)

37 Fujiyoshida
( 38)

17

( 23)

56

( 57) (

50
12) ( 31)

14

( 22)

33

( 9)

58

( 12)

65

( 20)

38 Otsuki
0.4

( 231)

2

( 208)

41

( 87) (

70

; 93) ( 168)

19

( 27)

26

( 130)

6

( 66)

28

( 234)

39
Katsunma
(vineyard) (1332)

0.1

(2294)

0.5

(1321) (

7

899) ( 545)

0.5

( 569) ( 551)

1

( 557)

0.4

(1020)

41
Katsunma
(shrine)

1

( 288) (431)
15

( 264)

23
' 47)

2

( 271) ( 20)

10

( 29)

31

( 45)

44

( 383)

42 Kofu
3

( 126)

2

( 118)

18

( 247) : 4) ( 677)

4

( 583) (520)
4

(425)
41

(591)

43 Nirasaki
(450) ( 365)

1

( 440) ; 83)

0.2

( 617)

3

( 195)

0.5

(421)
1

( 378)
6

( 533)

44 Kajikazawa
( 301)

2

( 423)

12

( 393)

8

; 120) ( 356)

9

( 222)
3

( 446)
2

( 575)
10

( 643)

45 Minobu
1

( 355)

7

( 628)

35

( 432)

62

; 210)

7

( 192)

17

( 237)

13

( 348)

5

( 140)

26

( 328)

46 Tomizawa 4

( 137)

33

( 176)

52

( 58)

83

; 42)

11

( 94)

51

( 106)

22

( 58) ( 109)

56

( 136)

47 Fujinomiya
92

( 355)

97

( 111)

75

( 321)

78

( 192)

97

( 379)

83

(214)
90

( 289)
93

( 105)

71

( 523)

Number in parentheses is total number of D. simulans and D. melanogaster.
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Fig. 2. Average percentages of five species of Drosophila. A and C are D. simulans deficient

(less than 10 individuals) sites, and B and D are D. simulans abundant (more than 10

individuals) sites. Collections were made by sweeping in A and B, and by trapping in C
and D. M= D. melanogaster, S= D. simulans, L= D. lutescens, l= D. immigrans, =
other Drosophila species.

abundant site. Therefore, alcohol tolerance is not

the main factor limiting D. simulans. Yamamoto

et al. [20] suggested that some heat radiation factor

was closely related with the abundance of D.

melanogaster. The vineyard in Katsunuma is

usually weeded and the ground is not covered with

grasses. On the other hand, the shrine and

vineyard in Kofu are covered with weeds. Bare

ground might elevate the temperature and be less

humid, which benefits D. melanogaster. Microen-

vironmental studies are needed for further discus-

sion.

Effects of D. simulans on other Drosophila

In an early paper, Watanabe and Kawanishi [7]

suggested that D. melanogaster was influenced by

the colonization of D. simulans in Japan. They

used the percentage of D. simulans as an indicator

of abundance, but this has a few problems. The

percentage does not reflect the collected number

of D. simulans. This leads to the conclusion that

Miyakejima is a simulans abundant locality when

four simulans and no melanogaster are found. In

this paper, we regard a simulans abundant site as

one where more than ten D. simulans were col-

lected.

Figure 2 shows the average proportion of five

Drosophila species in D. simulans free sites (A and

C) and D. simulans abundant sites (B and D). In

Japan, vineyards and beer breweries were good

places to collect D. melanogaster before the inva-

sion of D. simulans. However, other semi-

domestic places were better for the collection of

D. simulans. Present collections were made by

sweeping in the former places (A and B) and by

trapping in the latter places (C and D). After

colonization of D. simulans, D. melanogaster was

severely affected in the sweeping sites (B) because

other flies were rare even before the invasion of

D. simulans (A). In the trapping site, D. lutescens

was the species most affected by the expansion of

D. simulans. D. lutescens decreased by 58%, D.

melanogaster by 29% and D. immigrans by 25%.

But this effect was not great enough to eradicate

other Drosophila.
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Evolution of the Nuclear Size of Cerebellar Granular Cells in

Vertebrates with Special References to

Fishes and Amphibians

Kazuhiko Tsuneki

Department of Biology, Shimane University, Matsue, Shimane 690, Japan

ABSTRACT—The diameters of nuclei of cerebellar granular cells were measured in various vertebrates

and a possible significance of the trend of change of the nuclear size was discussed. The lungfishes and

urodele amphibians possess the largest nuclei. Among the piscine vertebrates, the teleosts possess the

smallest nuclei. Among the land vertebrates, the birds possess the smallest nuclei, although their nuclei

are still larger than those of teleosts. The decrease in the nuclear size appears to accompany the

progressive evolution both in fishes and tetrapods independently.

INTRODUCTION

In the course of histological study of the brain

circumventricular organs [1, 2], I was impressed by

a considerable difference of the nuclear size of

neurons among various vertebrates. The purpose

of this study is to provide data on the nuclear

diameter of neurons in a series of vertebrates. The

results also will be shortly discussed in terms of the

evolution of the nuclear size in vertebrates. In the

old literature on morphometric cytology (reviewed

in [3, 4]), the cell size received much more at-

tention than the nuclear size. In a genetic

viewpoint, however, the nuclear size is apparently

more important than rather labile cell size. In this

paper, no attention is paid to cell (neuron) size.

In the vertebrates, the cell or nuclear size has

been compared usually with erythrocytes or

hepatocytes (see [3, 4] for reviews). However,

erythrocytes and their nuclei cannot be easily

approximated to a certain geometric shape. The

shape may also be different in different verte-

brates. Therefore, exact measurement and com-

parison of the erythrocyte size are not easy. The

hepatocytes, especially their round nuclei, are

easily measured. However, the liver is a metaboli-

cally very active organ and the size of hepatocytes
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and their nuclei may change according to the state

of metabolic activity. The nuclei of neurons are

usually round and except for metabolically highly

active neurons such as neurosecretory neurons

they may not change their size to such a degree as

assumed in the hepatocytes. The neurons usually

do not divide except for embryonic stages. There-

fore, we can avoid a possible change of nuclear size

during cell cycle. The neurons may be good

materials in comparing the nuclear size among
various vertebrates, if adequate cautions are paid.

As far as histological preparations are used, some

shrinkage of cells during histological preparation

should be checked. The choice of type of neurons

may also be critical. In this study, the granular

cells of the cerebellum are selected for the measure-

ment of nuclear diameter, because they are small

neurons that are metabolically inactive and are

easily identified in most groups of vertebrates [5].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The brains of 88 species of vertebrates were

histologically prepared (Figs. 1,2 and 7). In the

legends of these figures, total length of specimens

studied is indicated in parentheses following spe-

cies names. Many of these preparations were used

in the previous studies on circumventricular organs

[1, 2]. All procedures (fixation, embedding, sec-

tioning, staining, and measurement) were carried
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out by myself in the Department of Biology of

Shimane University. Therefore, there is no "indi-

vidual difference" in preparation. All brains were

fixed with Bouin's solution and embedded in

paraffin (Merck, m.p. 57 to 60°C) through a

graded series of ethanol and benzene. Serial

sagittal or transverse sections were cut at 7 //m.

They were stained with Masson-Goldner's method

with or without prestaining with paraldehyde

fuchsin. When more than two individuals were

prepared in the same species, one individual

(usually a larger specimen) was selected for

measurement.

In the granular layer of the cerebellum, there

are more than one type of neurons in many

vertebrates. In this study, small granular cells

which constitute the majority of neurons in the

granular layer were measured. The nuclei of some

granular cells of some animals are slightly irregular

in contour. Only round nuclei were chosen for

measurement. Diameters of ten nuclei were meas-

ured in each specimen with an ocular of X 10 and

an objective of X 100 under oil-immersed condi-

tion. They were measured to the nearest 0.5 //m

with an ocular micrometer of which the smallest

scale corresponded to l,«m. In the vertebrates

with a rudimentary cerebellum (cyclostomes and

some aquatic amphibians), the nuclei of neurons of

the right dorsal habenula were measured in the

same way as in the cerebellar granular cells. No
attention was paid to the sex of animals examined.

Evaluation of the method

In the present method, there may be two

problems. The first problem is concerned with the

degree of shrinkage of cells during preparation.

Some brains were immersed in Bouin's solution

much longer than other brains. Some brains were

kept in 70% ethanol much longer than others. To

check on this problem, the brain of one specimen

of Rana japonica (35 mm in total length) was fixed

in Bouin's solution for three months and then kept

in 70% ethanol for one day, and the brain of the

second specimen of the same species (36mm in

total length) was fixed in Bouin's solution for one

day and then kept in 70% ethanol for three

months. Three months were checked because

these were the extremes in my preparational

schedules. These two specimens were simul-

taneously dehydrated and embedded. The nuclei

of cerebellar granular cells of the first specimen

were 5.75±0.26 (mean + S.D., jum) in diameter

and those of the second specimen were 5.65 ±0.34.

There was no difference in the nuclear diameter

between these two specimens (r-test).

The second problem concerned with a possible

change of the nuclear size during growth. This

problem might be important, because only juve-

niles were available in some species. Therefore,

nuclear diameters of cerebellar granular cells were

compared between a juvenile and an adult in three

species. In Gallus gallus, the measurements were

incidentally the same between an eight days old

chick (4.65 + 0.24) and an adult (4.65 + 0.24). In

Rana japonica, the nuclei of a small frog shortly

after metamorphosis with total of 15 mm (5.90 +
0.32) were larger than those of an adult with total

length of 35mm (5.60+ 0.32) (P<0.05, r-test). In

Amia calva, the nuclei of a juvenile with total

length of 62mm (4.20+ 0.26) were larger than

those of an adult with total length of 360mm (3.90

+ 0.21) (P<0.05, r-test), although the median was

the same (4.0 /j.m) between these two individuals.

It is unknown whether these slight differences are

due to the actual change of the nuclear size during

growth or to a stronger shrinkage of the large adult

brains that were immersed longer in melted

paraffin. In any event, the examples of Rana

japonica and Amia calva may represent the ex-

treme cases of a possible intraspecific differences

in this study, because most individuals shown in

Figures 1 to 7 are not so young as represented as

juveniles in these two species.

Although these preliminary results implicitly

show the limit of reliability of the method, more

detailed study with a large number of individuals

may be necessary to define the limit of reliability of

the method. However, what I attempt in this

paper is not a meticulous comparison between two

species, but is to show a tendency of the change of

the relative size of nuclei in a series of vertebrates.

For this purpose, the present method may not be

inappropriate. Two species shoud not be seriously

compared, when their mean diameters of nuclei

differ only around 0.5 //m.
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RESULTS

The diameters of nuclei of cerebellar granular

cells are shown in Figures 1 and 2. At a glance,

considerable intertaxonal differences are noticed.

In Hynobius and Rana (3 to 5 and 9 to 12 in Fig. 2,

respectively), there appears even an intrageneric

difference. These figures show the diameter of

nucleus (one dimensional). The difference in the

nuclear volume (three dimensional) should be

much greater than appreciated from these figures.

As expected from the nature of a single population

of neurons measured, standard deviations are

small in most specimens, especially in the species

with smaller neurons. In the following statistical

analyses, only means were used. Table 1 shows

the mean diameters of nuclei of cerebellar granular

cells in seven taxonomic groups. Bartlett's test

applied to these groups showed that the variances

are not equal (0.05<P< 0.02). Therefore, Krus-

kal-Wallis' test was applied. The result showed

that there is a difference among these groups (P<

0.001). Then, Mann-Whitney (7-test was applied to

several combinations of groups. (1) The nuclei of

urodele granular cells are larger in diameter than

those of anuran granular cells (P<0.05). (2) The

nuclei of anuran granular cells are not different in

diameter from those of reptilian granular cells. (3)

The nuclei of reptilian cells are larger than those of

avian cells (P<0.05). (4) The nuclei of avian cells

are smaller than those of mammalian cells (P<

0.05). (5) The nuclei of mammalian cells are not

different from those of reptilian cells, but are

smaller than those of anuran cells (P<0.05). (6)

The nuclei of elasmobranch cells are not different

from those of anuran cells, but are smaller than

those of urodele cells (P<0.05). (7) The nuclei of

elasmobranch cells are larger than those of teleost

cells (P<0.05). (8) The nuclei of avian cells are

larger than those of teleost cells (P<0.05). Sever-

Fig. 1. Nuclear diameters of cerebellar granular cells in chondrichthyans and actinopterygians. Bars indicate

standard deviations. 1, Mustelus manazo (88cm); 2, Mustelus griseus (73cm); 3, Triakis scyllia (63cm); 4,

Etmopterus lucifer (15cm); 5, Dasyatis akajei (50cm); 6, Potamotrygon signatus (15cm); 7, Chimaera

phantasma (22 cm); 8, Polypterus senegalus (24 cm); 9, Erpetoichthys (= Calamoichthys) calabaricus (25 cm);

10, Acipenser ruthenus (13cm); 11, Polyodon spathula (14cm); 12, Lepisosteus oculatus (52cm); 13, Amia
calva (36cm); 14, Osteoglossum bicirrhosum (25cm); 15, Arapaima gigas (39cm); 16, Pantodon buchholzi

(7cm); 17, Notopterus chitala (11cm); 18, Xenomystus nigri (16cm); 19, Gnathonemus petersi (9cm); 20,

Gymnarchus niloticus (54cm); 21, Conger myriaster (55 cm); 22, Hypomesus nipponensis (10cm); 23, Zacco

temmincki (10cm); 24, Pungtungia herzi (8cm); 25, Cobitis biwae (10cm); 26, Silurus asotus (52cm); 27,

Poecilia reticulata (4cm); 28, Hippocampus coronatus (2cm); 29, Sillago japonica (20cm); 30, Leiognathus

nuchalis (11cm); 31, Girella punctata (8cm); 32, Pagrus major (8cm); 33, Pseudolabrus japonicus (14cm);

34, Odontobutis obscura (13cm); 35, Glossogobius olivaceus (15cm); 36, Acanthogobius flavimanus (14cm);

37, Leucopsarion petersi (5cm); 38, Parapercis sexfasciata (17cm); 39, Pictiblennius yatabei (8cm); 40,

Dictyosoma burgeri (21cm); 41, Sebastes inermis (10cm); 42, Hypodytes rubripinnis (7cm); 43, Re-

pomucenus richardsoni (12cm); 44, Paralichthys olivaceus (29cm); 45, Thamnaconus modestus (25cm); 46,

Takifugu niphobles (8 cm).
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Fig. 2. Nuclear diameters of cerebellar granular cells in lungflshes and tetrapods. Bars indicate

standard deviations. 1, Protopterus annectens (25 cm); 2, Lepidosiren paradoxa (26 cm); 3,

Hynobius nebulosus (9cm); 4, Hynobius kimurai (8cm); 5, Hynobius naevius (13 cm); 6,

Ambystoma tigrinum (20cm); 7, Cynops pyrrhogaster (9cm); 8, Xenopus laevis (5 cm); 9,

Rana japonica (4 cm); 10, Rana ornativentris (7cm); 11, Rana tagoi (4cm); 12, Rana rugosa

(4cm); 13, Rhacophorus schlegeli (4cm); 14, Bufo japonicus (8cm); 15, Hyla japonica

(3cm); 16, Chrysemys scripta (3 cm in carapace length); 17, Mauremys japonica (18cm in

carapace length); 18, Chinemys reevesi (9cm in carapace length); 19, Gekko japonicus

(10cm); 20, Eumeces latisculatus (7cm); 21, Takydromus tachydromoides (13cm); 22,

Elaphe quadrivirgata (86cm); 23, Elaphe conspicillata (95cm); 24, Amphiesma vibakari

(38cm); 25, Rhabdophis tigrinus (70cm); 26, Agkistrodon blomhoffi. (54cm); 27, Caiman

crocodilus (25cm); 28, Gallus gallus var. domesticus (18cm in wing length); 29, Coturnix

coturnix japonica (86g); 30, Melopsittacus undulatus (30 g); 31, Serinus canarius (24g); 32,

Uroloncha striata var. domestica (13 g); 33, Miniopterus schreibersi (5cm in head-trunk

length); 34, Mas musculus (37 g); 35, Tamias sibiricus (82 g); 36, Oryctolagus cuniculus \ar

.

domesticus (24cm in head-trunk length).

Table 1. Nuclear diameters of cerebellar granular cells in seven taxonomic groups of

vertebrates

Groups Number of species Nuclear diameter (mean ± S. D., pim)

Elasmobranchii

Teleostei

Urodela

Anura

Reptilia

Aves

Mammalia

6

33

5

8

12

5

4

6.48 ± 0.80

3.03 ± 0.34

9.54 + 0.75

5.94 ± 0.64

5.38 ± 0.69

4.29 ± 0.47

5.18 + 0.24
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Figs. 3-6. Cerebellar granular cells in Arapaima gigas (Fig. 3), Potamotrygon signatus (Fig. 4), Polyodon

spathula (Fig. 5), and Rana tagoi (Fig. 6). Photographed under oil immersion. X970.

al examples of cerebellar granular cells are shown

in Figures 3 to 6.

The cyclostomes and some aquatic amphibians

do not possess a distinct cerebellum or clearly

differentiated granular cells. Figure 7 shows the

diameters of nuclei of the right dorsal habenula of

these animals. For comparison, some amphibians

which possess a distinct cerebellum are included.

The nuclear diameter is much larger in urodeles

than in anurans. The nuclei of aquatic caecilian,

Typhlonectes compressicaudus, is intermediate in

nuclear size between anurans and aquatic

urodeles.

DISCUSSION

It is well known that there is a positive correla-

tion between the nuclear or cellular volume and

the DNA content per nucleus (genome size) in

vertebrates [4, 6-10]. However, it is obvious that

the nuclear content cannot be solely represented

by DNA. I noticed a few examples of inverse

relationship between nuclear size of granular cells

and DNA content in comparison of two particular

species (Osteoglossum bicirrhosum (14 in Fig. 1)

vs. Xenomystus nigri (18 in Fig. 1), Gallus gallus

(28 in Fig. 2) vs. Serinus canarius (31 in Fig. 2),

etc., see [11, 12] for DNA amount of these

species). The evolution of nuclear size may be

different from the evolution of DNA content,
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Fig. 7. Nuclear diameters of neurons in the right dorsal

habenula in cyclostomes and amphibians. Bars indi-

cate standard deviations. 1, Eptatretus burgeri (47

cm); 2, Lampetra reissneri (17cm); 3, Xenopus

laevis (5cm); 4, Rana japonica (4cm); 5, Bufo

japonicus (10cm); 6, Hyla japonica (3cm); 7,

Typhlonectes compressicaudus (43 cm); 8, Hynobius

nebulosus (9 cm); 9, Hynobius kimurai (8 cm); 10,

Cynops pyrrhogaster (9 cm); 11, Siren intermedia

(15 cm); 12, Necturus maculosus (28cm); 13,

Amphiuma tridactylum (80 cm).

although the former is strongly influenced by the

latter and both may appear superficially similar.

The unequal effects of polyploidization on the

DNA content and nuclear size (see [6, 13] for the

less conspicuous effect of polyploidization on the

nuclear size) also favor the view that the nuclear

size is not necessarily equivalent to the genome

size.

The evolution of DNA content in vertebrates

has been extensively studied and reviewed [8, 11-

14]. On the contrary, the evolution of nuclear size

has been scarcely treated in the recent literature

except for some general remarks [4, 15]. In

neurons, even simple systematic data on nuclear

size are not available in a series of vertebrates as

far as I am aware. Here, I shortly discuss the

evolution of nuclear size of neurons, without

implication of the evolution of DNA content, if

different cell types, or even different types of

neurons, are studied, slightly different results and

conclusions may be obtained although a trend of

the change of the nuclear size itself may not alter

seriously.

The phylogenetic position of the Brachiopterygii

(Polypterus and Erpotoichthys {— Calamoichthys))

has long been much debated [16]. The nuclear size

of these fishes is similar to that of the Chondrostei

(Acipenser and Polyodon). Although this kind of

evidence may be taken as somewhat tenuous, it is

not contradictory to the view that these two groups

of fishes together constitute the Palaeonisci in the

broader sense. Among the actinopterygians, the

nuclear size decreases in the following order;

Chondrostei, Holostei (Ging\ymodi-Lepisosteus,

and Halecomorphi-ylm/a) , and Teleostei. Among
the teleosts examined, the most primitive group

(the Osteoglossidae - Osteoglossum bicirrhosum

and Arapaima gigas, 14 and 15 in Fig. 1) possesses

the largest nucleus. The evolution of teleosts is

not a simple anagenesis and their phylogeny

cannot be expressed in a linear fashion as shown in

Figure 1. However, a general tendency toward a

decrease in the nuclear size is apparent. In the

actinopterygians and teleosts therein, the evolu-

tion of the nuclear size appears to be directed

toward a decrease. The teleosts possess the smal-

lest nucleus in the cerebellar granular cells even

among a whole series of vertebrates. Even if the

nucleus or cell becomes smaller, its relative surface

area does not become so smaller (volume - surface

relationship). The decrease of the size of nucleus

and cell may be metabolically advantageous. In

terms of the nuclear size, the teleosts may be the

most advanced vertebrates. As highly active aqua-

tic vertebrates, the teleosts also possess many

anatomical and physiological specializations not
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shared with other vertebrate groups [17]. The

species number of the teleosts much exceeds that

of the other vertebrates [18]. From these reasons,

the Teleostei may be considered as the most

successful group in the vertebrate world.

The nuclei of neurons of the lungfishes and some

aquatic amphibians are very large. The increase of

nuclear size in the obligatory neotenic aquatic

salamanders may be related to the degenerative

evolution of these animals with a prolonged larval

period. Their metabolic activity is apparently low.

The high contrast between urodeles and all non-

urodele tetrapods in terms of the nuclear size is

reminiscent of the theory of diphyletic origin of the

tetrapods advocated by Jarvik [19]. However, the

nuclear size of the caecilian, Typhlonectes com-

pressicaudus, appears to be intermediate between

urodeles and anurans, It may be interesting to

study the nuclear size of many species of caecil-

ians.

The nuclear size of the anurans is similar to that

of the elasmobranchs or chondrichthyans. This

size range appears to represent a starting point of

the evolution of the nuclear size in non-urodele

tetrapods. Although the number of amniote

species studied in this paper is small, the nuclear

size appears to decrease in the following order;

anurans, reptiles, mammals, and birds. This order

may represent the course of evolution of nuclear

size in non-urodele tetrapods. The birds are

paleontologically the youngest group among the

tetrapods and they are highly specialized for the

life in air [20]. Reflecting a high metabolic activ-

ity, their body temperature is usually higher than

that of mammals. The species number of the birds

is the largest among the tetrapod groups. Not only

from the nuclear size but also from these reasons,

the Aves may be considered as the most advanced

vertebrates on the land.
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New Species of Pycnogonida from Waters Adjacent to Japan
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ABSTRACT—Two new species of Pycnogonida from Sagami Bay, Japan, are described: Nymphon
quadriclavus and a female Anoplodactylus imperialis, which belong to the collections of the Biological

Laboratory, Imperial Household. A male A. imperialis was later collected east of Shimoda, Izu

Peninsula. Their relationships to known species are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

There are many reports on Pycnogonida from

waters of Sagami Bay, Japan, as reviewed in

Nakamura and Child [1]. This paper describes two

additional new species from Sagami Bay: One

species, Nymphon quadriclavus, was found in the

collections of the Biological Laboratory, Imperial

Household (BLIH). The other is Anoplodactylus

imperialis, a female of which was reported as

Anoplodactylus species in Nakamura and Child

[1]. A male of this species was collected from east

of Izu Peninsula, and one female was found in the

collections of BLIH. Adding these 2 species, a

total of 99 species of 27 genera have been recorded

from Japanese waters. Among them, 69 species of

21 genera, including 12 out of 13 species of

Anoplodactylus, were collected from Sagami Bay,

making it the best studied area for the pycnogonid

fauna in Japan.

Some types are deposited in the collections of

the Biological Laboratory, Imperial Household

and the others in those of the National Museum of

Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, under

the catalog numbering system of the United States

National Museum.

Accepted June 6, 1986
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Nymphon quadriclavus new species

(Figs. 1 and 2)

Nymphon ortmanni, Utinomi, 1971: 320, (nee Heifer,

1938).

Material examined: Sagami Bay, 6.5 km off

northwest-by-west of Jogashima Islet, 450 m. Jul.

13, 1963. (IS holotype, 1 juvenile allotype, BLIH
No. 82).

Description: Animal large, leg span about 61

mm. Trunk elongate, segments swollen, com-

pletely segmented. Lateral processes almost twice

as long as and separated by one and one-half times

their diameter, unarmed. Neck moderately long,

about four times its diameter, with bulge at

chelifore insertions. Ocular tubercle low, not

taller than wide, rounded, having two small lateral

papillae, placed above oviger implantation. Eyes

large, well pigmented. Abdomen moderately

long, carried at about a 45 angle. Proboscis

cylindrical, rounded distally.

Chelifore large, slender. Scape long, almost

eight times longer than its diameter, armed with

several dorsal, lateral and distal setae. Chela palm

about four times as long as its diameter, armed

with many setae. Fingers almost the same length

as palm, slightly curved proximally, well curved at

overlapping tips. Immovable finger armed with 29

or 30 long sharply pointed teeth, movable finger

with 40 or 41 similar teeth.

Palp first segment only slightly longer than wide,
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Fig. 1. Nymphon quadriclavus, new species, holotype, male: a, trunk, dorsal view (Xl6); b,

trunk, lateral view (Xl6); c, chela (X20); d, palp (X20); e, oviger (X4.5); f, strigilis of

oviger (X55); g, compound spine of oviger (X150).

second longest, armed with distal setae. Third

about four-fifths length of second, slighty longer

than fifth, fourth two thirds length of fifth. Each of

terminal three segments armed with many ventral

and distal setae.

Oviger insertion touching anterior of first lateral

process. First segment globular, second and third

subequal in length. Fourth, almost half length of

fifth, with small proximal bump. Fifth longest,

armed with few distal setae. Fourth and fifth

slightly curved. Sixth almost one-fifth length of

fifth segment, armed with many setae. Strigilis

with several ectal and longer distal setae, with

endal denticulate spines in formula 8:5:4:5.

Denticulate spines with 3 lateral serrations. Ter-

minal claw long, as long as terminal segment,

moderately curved, with 8 sharp endal teeth.

Legs long, slender. Second coxa almost twice

longer than first and third combined. Femur short-

er than tibia 1. Tibia 2 longest, almost one and half

length of tibia 1. Each tibiae armed with many
short setae. Cement glands with 4 short tubes,
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Fig. 2. Nymphon quadriclavus, new species, holotype, male: a, third leg (X4.5); b, third coxa

and proximal femur (x9); c, terminal segments of third leg (X23).

three placed ventrally on femur, one at pro-

ximoventral one-fifth of tibia 1. Tarsus of the

brevitarsal group, slightly over half length of

propodus. Propodus sole spines short, numerous.

Claw slightly curved at tip, about half length of

propodus. Auxiliaries tiny, less than one-fourth

length of main claw: Measurements of holotype

(mm). Trunk length, 3.64; trunk width across 2nd

lateral process, 2.17; proboscis length, 1.38; abdo-

men length, 0.82; fourth leg, coxa 1, 0.61; coxa 2,

2.82; coxa 3, 0.98; femur, 5.54; tibia 1, 6.68; tibia

2, 9.84; tarsus, 0.9; propodus, 1.48; claw, 0.65.

Remarks: Among the many Nymphon species

inhabiting the rim of north Pacific Ocean, Nym-

phon quadriclavus appears to be most closely

related to Nymphon ortmanni Heifer, 1983 [2] and

Utinomi had identified these specimens as N.

ortmanni [3]. The most conspicuous character is

the cement glands of new species wihch are small,

tube-like, and exist three on the femur and one on

the tibia 1 of all legs, while the cement glands of

N. ortmanni are 25-30 small pores in a line on the

ventral side of each femur. The oviger of the new

species has denticule spines which are only slightly

taller than wide. Those of N. ortmanni are longer

and more slender. The number of teeth of the

oviger terminal claw is eight in the new species

while that of N. ortmanni is 5-6.

The species is named for its characteristic

cement glands.

Anoplodactylus imperialis new species

(Fig- 3)

Anoplodactylus species Nakamura and Child, 1983:

54, fig. 18.

Material examined: Sagami Bay, 1.5 km off west

of Kamekisho, 60 m. Jul. 15, 1963. (1? paratype,

BLIH No. 109). 34°41.2'N, 139°00.2'E, 50m. Jul.

14-16, 1969. (1?, 1 juvenile paratypes, USNM
195233). 34°39.9'N, 139°00.4'E-34°39.7'N,

138°59.8'E, 68-60 m. Nov. 9, 1981. (IS Holotype,

USNM 228752).

Description: Animal of moderate size, leg span

27.5 mm. Trunk elongate, without segmentation.

Lateral processes slender, moderately long, over

twice longer than their diameters, separated by

more than their diameters, without tubercles.

Neck moderately short. Ocular tubercle a trun-

cated cone, almost as tall as basal width, with

lightly pigmented eyes. Proboscis long, swollen at

midlength. Abdomen short, erect, tapering, glab-

rous.

Chelifore scape slender with slight vental curve,

armed with distal satae. Chela large, fingers over-

lapping at tips, movable finger with three, immov-
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Fig. 3. Anoplodactylus imperialis, new species, holotype, male: a, trunk, dorsal view ( X 18); b,

trunk, lateral view (X 18); c, chela (X31); d, oviger (X 17); e, terminal segments of oviger

(X43); f, third leg (Xl3); g, terminal segments of third leg (x26); h, distal part of femur

(X20).

able finger with four teeth. Fingers armed with

more than ten setae each.

Oviger 6-segmented, very long, third segment

longest, almost two and a half times length of

second, with proximal constriction, armed with

ectal and endal setae rows, setae shorter than

segment diameter. Fourth segment almost as long

as fifth and sixth combined, terminal segment

conical, armed with several short setae.

Legs moderately slender, first coxa almost as

long as third. Second coxa longer than combined

length of first and third. Femur equal to tibia 2,

tibia 1 longest segment, all armed with dorsal

setae. Femoral cement gland, a truncate tube with

swollen base, situated distally of femur dorsal

midpoint. Tarsus almost rectangular, armed with

two dorsal setae and several ventral setae. Prop-

odus long, slightly curved, with low heel bearing
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two stout spins, distal one twice size of proximal

spine, and two stout lateral setae. Sole straight,

armed with 15 or more small spines, and very short

lamina. Claw long, almost the same length of sole

ofpropodus. Auxilliary claws tiny. Measurements

of holotype (mm). Trunk length, 2.95; trunk width

across 2nd lateral process, 1.93; proboscis length,

1.73; abdomen length, 0.4; third leg, coxa 1, 0.59;

coxa 2, 1.4; coxa 3, 0.68; femur, 2.58; tibia 1, 2.75;

tibia 2, 2.58; tarsus, 0.2; propodus, 1.14; claw,

0.83.

Remarks: As pointed out by Nakamura and

Child [1], this is a relatively large species for

Anoplodactylus. Anoplodactylus iuleus Stock from

tropical Atlantic is closely related to and is as large

as this new species [4], but different in having a

lower ocular tubercle, single heel spine and longer

lamina on the propodus, and fewer teeth on each

chela finger. Comparing the holotype male with

A. iuleus, there are such differences as the location

of the femoral cement gland (more distal in the

new species), and the relative length of terminal

three segments of the oviger (the terminal two are

longer in the new species).

This species is named for the Biological Labora-

tory, Imperial Household.
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ABSTRACT— Replicating DNA molecules were iso-

lated from sea urchin embryos and examined by electron

microscopy. The molecules contained tandemly

arranged replication eyes which included two replication

forks. Forty-one percent of the forks were composed of

double-stranded DNA with two fully double-stranded

daughter DNAs, but the remaining forks comprised a

double-stranded daughter DNA with a partially single-

stranded region at the fork point. Ninety-three percent

of the single-stranded regions ranged from about 50 to

300 (median= 110) bases in length, and the regions were

arranged in the trans configuration in a replication eye.

Previous electron microscopic studies on nuclear

DNA replication showed the presence of tandemly

arranged long (more than 900 bases in length)

replication eye structures, included two fork struc-

tures, on the isolated replicating DNA molecules

[1, 2, see 3]. Besides this structure, Zakian [4]

found clusters of small (less than 900 bases in

length) replication eyes on the molecules. Similar

results were obtained for the sea urchins, Arbacia

punctulata [5] and Physarum polycephalum [6]. In

these cases, it is considered that DNA replication

starts at the midpoints of the small replication

eyes, and that the small eyes grow and fuse

together to form the long eyes during DNA
replication.

On the other hand, only small replication eyes,

i.e. no long replication eyes, were found on the

replicating DNA molecules from various kinds of

Accepted May 19, 1986
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eukaryotes including the sea urchin, Paracentrotus

lividus [3, 7]. In these cases, the small eyes were

deduced to be artifacts produced during DNA
extraction, since the lengths of all the eyes were

quite similar to that of Okazaki fragments [3].

Thus the fork structure as an actual replication

point has been found in a few restricted species in

eukaryotes and very little has been reported on the

fine structure of the replication forks, except in the

case of Drosophila [2, 4].

In sea urchin embryos, contradictory results as

to the replication eyes have been reported for

Arbacia punctulata [5] and Paracentrotus lividus

[7]. However, recently, we found both long and

small replication eyes in a sea urchin, Hemicentro-

tus pulcherrimus, which coincided with the findings

for Arbacia [8]. In the present study, we describe

the fine structure of the replication forks in

Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Embryos of the sea urchin, Hemicentrotus pul-

cherrimus, were used for the experiments.

Embryo cultures, isolation of DNA from the

embryos and electron microscopic observation of

the DNA were performed as described in our

recent report [8]. Briefly, after fertilization,

embryos (2X106
) were allowed to develop for 30

min (corresponding to the first S phase) at 20°C,

and then they were collected and homogenized in

100ml of 0.34M sucrose and 0.55M NaCl. After

removing the fertilization membrane by passage
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through a nylon mesh, the homogenate was

centrifuged at 3,000 Xg for 5min. The resulting

pellet was suspended in 1 ml of 50mM Tris-HCl

(pH 8.5), 0.15 M NaCl, 0.1 M EDTA, 2% sodium

dodecyl sulfate and lmg/ml pronase. After in-

cubation for 1 hr at 25°C, the suspension was

mixed with a 0.15M NaCl saturated phenol solu-

tion (phenol: chloroform: isoamyl alcohol= 50:

24: 1). After gentle shaking and centrifugation at

l,000xg for 15min, the aqueous phase was

retained and dialyzed against 0.15 M NaCl, 15mM
sodium citrate and 0.5mM EDTA (pH8.0). The

dialyzate was prepared for electron microscopic

observation according to the method of Wol-

Fig. 1. Electron micrography of replicating DNA molecules.

(A) Tandemly arranged replication eye structures. (B) Replication fork structure composed of fully

double-stranded DNA. (C) Replication fork structure with a single-stranded region at the fork point.

(D) Trans configuration of single-stranded regions in a single replication eye. DNA molecules were

isolated from sea urchin embryos at the S phase and examined by electron microscopy after shadowing as

described under Materials and Methods. Bars indicate 1,000 bases (= 0.34 /im) in length. Arrows and

brackets with the letters, ss, denote the fork structures and the single-stranded regions, respectively.
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stenholme [1]. After shadowing, observations

were made with a JEOL electron microscope type

100B at 80 kV. A DNA (double-stranded) and fd

DNA (single-stranded) were used as controls.

Sperm DNA was also isolated and observed by the

same method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We observed 100 DNA molecules (10-30 kilo-

bases in length) obtained from embryos at the first

S phase after fertilization. Twenty-five percent of

the molecules contained tandemly arranged eye

structures which consisted of two equal-sized

daughter DNA strands connected at two fork

points (Fig. 1A). Whereas no such structures were

detected on 100 DNA molecules (10-25 kilobases

in length) obtained from sperm of the sea urchin

(not shown).

Recently, we revealed that the eyes are in-

termediates during DNA replication, since the

eyes appeared at only the Sphase, and large eyes

corresponding to the matured form of small eyes

were found [8]. These findings coincided with the

results obtained for Drosophila [3, 4], Arbacia

punctulata [5] and Physarum polycephalum [6] , but

not those for Paracentrotus lividus [7] or other

eukaryotes [3]. Thus, the fork structures investi-

gated in the present study correspond to the

replicating points.

Then, we examined the fine structure of the

forks. On the 100 DNA molecules from the

embryos at the S phase, 104 fork structures were

detected. Sixty-three of the 104 forks consisted

of a double-stranded DNA with two fully double-

stranded daughter DNAs connected at the fork

point (Fig. IB). Whereas the remaining forks in-

cluded a single-stranded region on the daughter

DNA strand at the fork point (Fig. 1C). These

structures seem to be essentially the same as those

seen in Drosophila [2].

Ninety-five percent of the single-stranded re-

gions at the two forks were in opposite daughter

strands, that is, they were in the trans configura-

tion, in a single replication eye (Fig. ID). This

coincides with the results reported for Drosophila

[2, 4], and bacteriophages A [9] and T7 [10]. In

these reports, the trans configuration of the single-

stranded regions was concluded to indicate that

DNA replication proceeds bidirectionally in the

eyes.

Figure 2 shows the length distribution of single-

stranded regions in the eyes. We observed 40

single-stranded regions. Ninety-three percent of

the regions comprised a population that ranged

from 50 to 300, with an average of 150 (S.D. = +
55, n=37), bases in length. But the distribution

was not symmetrical and the median was 110 bases

in length.
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Fig. 2. Length distribution of single-stranded regions at

replication forks.

The length of the single-stranded regions at the

replication forks was measured in photographic

prints of 60,000 to 180,000 magnification. Forty

regions were observed. One hundred bases in

length represents 0.034 ^m.

The single-stranded region is considered to be

the entry zone for Okazaki fragments and the

length of the region was shown to correspond to

that of Okazaki fragments in phage A [9], phage

T7 [10] and Drosophila [2]. In sea urchin

embryos, Okazaki fragments have been reported

to be about 130 bases in length, as determined by

alkaline sucrose gradient centrifugation [11]. This

value roughly agrees with the length of the present

single-stranded region. In Drosophila, the single-

stranded region has reported to be 220 [2] or 240

[4] bases in length. These values are greater than

the present region, but further analysis is required

to clarify this difference.

The present results together with our recent

results [8] indicate that the profiles of the isolated

replicating DNA molecules are the same in the sea
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urchin, Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus, and Dro-

sophila, as to presence of long and small replica-

tion eyes, and the fine structure of replication forks

[2, 4]. Thus the results for Hemicentrotus suggest

that these structures are commonly involved in

eukaryotic DNA replication, notwithstanding

Micheli et al [3] reported that these structures are

rather exceptional in various eukaryotes.
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ABSTRACT—Seasonal difference in the dose-rate effect

of chronic y-rays on the induction of the dominant lethals

in the male fish Oryzias latipes was studied. It was

confirmed that the rate of induction of dominant lethality

was higher if the 7-rays were given at high dose rate in

summer at natural temperature. In the males irradiated

in winter, however, the 7-ray effect became more severe

at lower dose-rate than at higher dose-rate. The reverse

response of the dose-rate effect was also observed under

the controlled low temperature (at 6±1°C) in the

irradiation room.

In a series of papers, we have demonstrated in

Oryzias latipes that the biological effects of 7-rays,

such as lethal effects on adults [1] and embryos [2],

and inhibitory effects on mitosis [3] are reduced if

the dose-rate given is low. Recently, we have

reported if the mature males were irradiated with

7-rays, dominant lethal mutations were induced in

male germ cells [4]. The dose-rate effect on the

production of the dominant lethality was demon-

strated in spermatogonia and spermatocytes in the

experiments carried out during the breeding sea-

son [5]. However, the dose-rate effects on the

production of dominant lethality were markedly

modified at low temperature, and the results will

be briefly dealt with in the present report.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials Adult fish of the orange-red variety

Accepted May 14, 1986
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(about one year old, 3-4 cm in body length) of

Oryzias latipes were used. They have tolerance to

a wide range of temperature (0-40°C). Under

favorable conditions, females lay a cluster of eggs

almost every morning during the breeding season

which extends from mid April to late September.

Irradiation at the y -field Fish were transported

to the 7-facility at Hitachi Omiya, Ibaraki Prefec-

ture, and kept outdoors in tanks (50 liters of water,

each containing about 20 fish) at various distances

from 2.4 kCi 60Co source [3]. Irradiation was

performed every day under natural temperature

and light conditions for 20 hr from noon to 8 : 00

a.m. of the following day except Sundays and

holidays.

Irradiation in the irradiation room Males which

have been kept outdoors were transferred on

February 23 into irradiation room (Research Cen-

ter for Nuclear Science and Engineering, Univer-

sity of Tokyo) and exposed to 20 Gy of
137Cs

7-rays at 2.5 or 0.014 Gy/min at 6 + l°C. After

irradiation the fish were acclimatized to the condi-

tions for breeding (27±2°C, 14 hr of light per day)

for one week, then paired with intact females.

Hatchability test After exposure, the irradiated

males were paired with non-irradiated laying

females in a vessel containing about one liter of

water. Each pair was kept in the culture room (27

±2°C; 14 hr of light per day; fed with Tetra-Min,

Tetra Werke, Germany) during the course of the

hatchability test. Under such conditions, in all

groups, most of the pairs mated within one week,

and a cluster of eggs was laid almost every
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morning. Each cluster of fertilized eggs was then

cultured at 27±2°C in a Petri dish, 9 cm in

diameter, and the number of dead embryos and

newly hatched fry were counted every day in order

to calculate the hatchability [5, 6]. The hatchabil-

ity of the unirradiated control was always higher

than 96% in the present experiment.

RESULTS

Summer experiment at the 7 -field The tempera-

ture of the water containing the fish was, on

average, above 20°C from May to July. The mean

hatchability of each pair in each dose-rate group

tested 1 to 20 days and 21 to 30 days after the end

of irradiation (see discussion) is summarized in

Table 1 (statistical examination for all the data in

this paper was done using t-test with Cochran

approximation). A clear difference in the inhibi-

tion of the hatchability was shown between the two

dose-rate groups: The hatchability was lower in the

1.89 Gy/day group than in the 0.40 Gy/day group

both in the two periods (P<0.01).

Winter experiment at the 7 -field From Decem-

ber to middle of March, temperature of the water

containing the fish was below 5°C, with the surface

of the water being covered with ice. In early

April, it was approximately 10°C. The results are

shown in Table 2. Both in the 22-23 Gy and 53-57

Gy groups, mean hatchability of the embryos

collected 1-20 and 21-30 days after the irradiation

was statistically lower in the lower dose-rate

groups (0.01<P<0.05), although the hatchability

for 1-20 days of irradiation was not statistically

different (P>0.1) between the 0.26 Gy/day and

1.97 Gy/day group. Nevertheless, the dose-rate

effect observed in the winter experiment was

different from that in the summer experiment.

Winter experiment in the irradiation room In

this experiment, fish were exposed in the irradia-

tion room under the controlled low temperature

(6±1°C). The mean hatchability of the embryos

Table 1. Mean hatchability of embryos when the males were irradiated at the /-field in

summer

Total Dose
dose rate

(Gy) (Gy/day)

Exposure period

Number
of

pairs used

Days
after

irradiation

Number of

fertilized

eggs*

Hatchability**

(Mean + S. D.)

(%)

19 0.40 May26-July21

19 1.89 July 9-July 21

5 1-20 770 80.9 ± 13.2

21-30 404 95.9 ± 0.8

7 1-20 1304 35.5 ± 17.2

21-30 558 42.2 ± 27.8

Total number of fertilized eggs obtained from all the pairs used.

Mean hatchability of the eggs from the individual pairs.

Table 2. Mean hatchability of the embryos when the males were irradiated at the y-field in

winter

Total

dose

(Gy)

Dose
rate

(Gy/day)

Exposure period

Number
of

pairs used

Days
after

irradiation

Number of

fertilized

eggs

Hatchability

(Mean + S. D.)

(%)

22 0.26 Dec. 18-Apr. 8 6 1-20

21-30

458

206

23.8 ±20.6

49.8 ±20.3

23 1.97 Mar. 25-Apr. 8 6 1-20

21-30

607

362

52.8 ± 14.8

89.5 ± 7.6

53 0.63 Dec. 18-Apr. 8 4 1-20

21-30

408

132

1.33 ± 1.7

0.10 ± 0.2

57 4.82 Mar. 25-Apr. 8 5 1-20

21-30

407

221

48.6 ± 3.0

87.2 ± 9.7
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Table 3. Mean hatchability of embryos when the males were irradiated controlled low

temperature (6 + l°C) in the irradiation room

Total

dose

(Gy)

Dose
rate

(Gy/min)

Number
of

pairs used

Days
after

irradiation

Number of

fertilized

eggs

Hatchability

(Mean + S. D.)

(%)

20 2.5 6 8-11 333 26.7+ 8.6

11-17 596 27.5 ± 7.6

17-24 403 32.8 ± 15.9

20 0.014 6 8-11 322 2.5 ± 2.7

11-17 355 2.0 ± 3.2

17-24 71 4.2 + 9.8

fertilized at 8-11, 11-17, and 17-24 days after the

irradiation is shown separately in Table 3 (see

discussion). In all the three periods, the hatchabil-

ity was lower in the 0.014 Gy/min group than in the

2.5 Gy/min group. The difference between the

two dose-rate groups was significant (8-11, and

11-17 days, P<0.01; 17-24 days, 0.01<P<0.05).

From this experiment, it was found that the

reverse dose-rate effect was apparent in the short

term irradiation in the irradiation room.

DISCUSSION

It is well known that a reduction of dose-rate of

7-rays results in a sparing effect of radiation, in

most cases, in actively proliferating cell systems [1,

7]. The dose-rate effect was demonstrated in

inhibitory effects of 7-rays on the mitosis of fish

tissues if water temperature was 25°C or higher,

but such dose-rate effect was not observed at 10°C

[3]. It is generally believed that one of the causes

of the so-called "dose-rate effect" is repair from

the radiation-induced damage in the cells, and at

low temperature, this repair process does not take

place [8]. In the present experiments we demon-

strated the reverse dose-rate effect on the produc-

tion of dominant lethality under different tempera-

ture conditions. It is difficult to interpret this

result at present because the mechanisms of the

production of the dominant lethality is not simple.

In the summer season, spermatogenesis occurs

actively and it is known to take about 12 days for

differentiated spermatogonia to develop into ma-

ture sperm [9]. In the summer experiment at the

/-field, a gamete, for instance, which is capable of

taking part in fertilization within 20 days after the

end of irradiation can be regarded to be irradiated

at various spermatogenetic stages, including sperm,

spermatids, spermatocytes and spermatogonia. In

contrast, a gamete which takes part in fertilization

20 days after irradiation is regarded as being

irradiated only at the spermatogonia stage (Table

Therefore, the dose sperm or spermatids re-

ceived must be relatively larger in the high

dose-rate groups than in the low dose rate groups.

Since the ability of intra-cellular repair from

radiation damage in the sperm and spermatids is

low [5], the effect in these cells might be larger.

This phenomenon may explain the significant

difference in the hatchability between the high and

low dose-rate groups which was apparent in the

summer experiment.

On the other hand, in the winter season,

spermatogenesis is inhibited. Thus spermatogo-

nia, spermatids, and mature sperm are found in

the testis in the non-dividing state [10]. So, in the

winter experiment, all the gametes could be

assumed to be irradiated within one cell cycle. In

Table 2, data obtained 1-20 days after the irradia-

tion may turn to represent the effect on postmeio-

tic cells, and those obtained from 21-30 may
represent the effect on premeiotic cells as well.

The results observed in the present experiment

showed that both in the two periods reverse type of

the dose-rate effect could be seen.

The difference of the effect between the high

and low dose-rate groups was larger in the experi-

ment in the irradiation room than in the experi-

ment at the 7-field. Two possible explanations
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may be that the larger dose-rate difference and

controlled temperature of 6+ 1°C in the irradiation

room. Since the irradiation time was short in this

experiment, the irradiated stage could be pre-

dicted from the interval between irradiation and

fertilization: 8-11 days, mature sperm; 11-17 days,

spermatids; 17-24 days, spermatogonia [9]. At all

these stages, the effect was much larger in the

0.014 Gy/min group than in the 2.5 Gy/min group.

Besides, role of the so called "storage effects"

on the fixation of the mutations and selective death

of the modified spermatogenetic cells in the

appearance of the dominant lethality should be

considered in the comparison of the data obtained

in different seasons.

Although the experiment in the irradiation room

might not necessarily simulate the experiment in

the /-field, it may probably be certain that the

dose-rate effect on the production of dominant

lethals is reversed between high and low tempera-

ture conditions. Further studies are being carried

out to discuss in detail on the results of the present

paper.
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of the Catfish Clarias batrachus
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ABSTRACT—Glucagon treatment renders the Stannius

corpuscles inactive and eventually leads to atrophy of the

gland in the catfish Clarias batrachus.

Glucagon has been reported to induce hypocal-

cemia by enhancing the release of hypocalcemic

factor, calcitonin from the ultimobranchial gland

(UBG) in fish [1] and amphibia [2] and from

thyroidal calcitonin cells in mammals [3-5]. In

fishes, the UBG and Stannius corpuscles (CS)

conjointly release hypocalcemic factors [6-10].

Therefore, the effects of glucagon treatment have

been studied on the CS using the freshwater catfish

Clarias batrachus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fifty adult male specimens of C. batrachus

(100-120 g body weight) were collected locally

during the month of November and acclimatized to

the laboratory conditions for two weeks. They

were then divided into two numerically equal

groups A and B.

Fish from Group A served as control and were

injected daily intraperitoneally with 1 ml/kg body

wt of diluent (0.6% NaCl solution containing 0.1%

gelatin and 0.005 N HC1) for 15 days.

Fish from Group B were injected daily in-

traperitoneally with 1 mg/ml/kg body wt of crystal-

line glucagon (lot No. 258-Vo. 16-36, Eli Lilly and

Company) for 15 days. The glucagon was dis-

solved in 0.005 N HC1 (pH2.6) and diluted with

Accepted June 4, 1986

Received July 25, 1986

0.6% NaCl solution containing 0.1% gelatin.

Fish were maintained in tapwater and the

injections were given at the same hour of the day.

Five fish from each group were killed on 1st, 3rd,

5th, 10th and 15th days following the treatement.

After collection of blood by sectioning of caudal

peduncle under MS 222 anaesthesia [1] the CS
along with the adjoining portion of kidney were

fixed in aqueous Bouin's fluid or Zenker formol.

Sera were separated by centrifugation at 3,500 rpm

in a refrigerated centrifuge and were analyzed for

serum calcium according to Trinder's method [11].

Tissues were routinely processed in a graded series

of alcohol, cleared in xylene and embedded in

paraffin wax. Serial sections were cut at 4-6 ^m.

CS were stained with aldehyde fuchsin (AF),

hematoxylin-eosin (H/E) and periodic acid Schiff s

reagent counterstained with hematoxylin (PAS/

H).

The nuclear diameter of the CS cells was

measured with the aid of an ocular micrometer.

Each nucleus was measured along its long and

short axes and mean value was calculated. From
each group 250 nuclei were measured at every

interval (fifty nuclei were measured from each

fish). In cases where the cells were degenerating,

only the intact nuclei were measured.

Differences in the serum electrolyte levels and

nuclear diameter among different groups were

analyzed by student's Mest.

RESULTS

The CS from diluent-injected fish (Group A)
comprises cords of cells arranged along septa. The
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cells are without distinct boudaries and with

homogenous cytoplasm which is AF- (Fig. 1),

eosin- and PAS-positive [12]. The CS exhibited no

histological change in their activity throughout the

course of experiment.

On day 1, in fish of Group B (glucagon-treated)

the gland appears compact, with homogenous

cytoplasm and moderate granulation. Thus, there

is no change in the activity of CS on day 1.

Glucagon treatment leads to a progressive increase

in granulation of the corpuscular cells which is

accompanied by the progressive decrease in nu-

clear size, from day 3 to day 5 (Fig. 2 and Table 1).

From day 10 onwards, the CS exhibit signs of

atrophy— (i) poor staining response at places, (ii)

cytolysis, (iii) vacuolization and (iv) disorganiza-

tion of the gland (Fig. 3). The nuclear size de-

creases further (Table 1).

In Group B, glucagon induces hypocalcemia on

day 3 which reaches its maximum on day 5.

Thereafter, the serum calcium concentration

reaches control level on day 15 (Table 1).

Fig. 1. Stannius corpuscles of C. batrachus after diluent

treatment. AF. X520.

Fig. 2. Stannius corpuscles after 5 days of glucagon-

treatment exhibiting increased granulation. AF.

X520.

Fig. 3. Stannius corpuscles after 10 days of glucagon

treatment showing disorganization of the gland,

cytolysis (arrows) and vacuolization (v). AF. X520.

Table 1. Effect of diluent and glucagon treatment on the serum calcium level and nuclear

diameter of corpuscular cells of C. batrachus

Serum calcium Nuclear diameter

(mg/lOOinl) {fxm)

Days
Group A
(Diluent)

Group B
(Glucagon)

Group A
(Diluent)

Group B
(Glucagon)

1 10.56 ± 0.62 10.61 + 0.36 4.39 + 0.17 4.37 + 0.15

3 10.47 ± 0.21 09.47 + 0.39b 4.42 + 0.15 4.27 + 0.12

5 10.53 ± 0.06 08.04 ± 0.80c 4.36 + 0.14 3.82 + 0.16
c

10 10.41 + 0.38 09.44 ± 0.42a 4.45 + 0.14 3.81 ±0.14c

15 10.29 + 0.49 09.62 + 1.01 4.44 ±0.14 3.87±0.18c

Each value represents mean + SD of 5 specimens.

a, b and c indicate significant responses compared with matched controls, P<0.02, P<0.01 and P<
0.005, respectively.
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DISCUSSION

In amphibian [2] and mammals [3-5], glucagon

is known to enhance release of hypocalcemic

factor (calcitonin). In contrast, in C. batrachus

glucagon appears to inhibit the release of hypocal-

cemic factor(s) from the CS [9, 13], which is

evident from the accumulation of secretory gra-

nules in the corpuscular cells. This eventually

leads to the atrophy of the CS, possibly due to the

continuous disuse of the gland.

After the same treatment in C. batrachus we

have observed that like amphibian [2] and mam-
mals [3-5], glucagon enhances the release of

hormone from the fish UBG (which is evidenced

by decreased stainability of the UBG parenchyma

cells after glucagon administration) [1]. It is,

therefore, concluded that of the two organs secret-

ing hypocalcemic factors in the fish C. batrachus

(CS and UBG), only the UBG is involved in

inducing hypocalcemia in response to glucagon

treatment and not the CS. Further studies regard-

ing the response of UBG and SC to glucagon are

needed.
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ABSTRACT—The development of the ultimobranchial

gland (UBG) of the salamander, Hynobius nigrescens,

was studied immunohistochemically using the pero-

xidase-antiperoxidase method. When hind-limb primor-

dia began to protrude from the body, a few calcitonin-

immunoreactive cells appeared in the UBG. Even after

larval development had advanced, however, only some

of parenchymal cells in the UBG exhibited a positive

reaction with calcitonin antiserum. This situation did not

change until the completion of metamorphosis.

With regard to their calcium-regulating systems,

urodelan amphibians seem to be unusual animals

[1, 2]. In addition to the distinctiveness of their

hypercalcemic mechanisms [1], it has been re-

ported that in their calcium-lowering systems the

hypocalcemic potencies of the ultimobranchial

gland (UBG) of adults of some species are

invariably one order lower than those reported in

other vertebrates classes [2, 3]. In the adult of the

newt, Cynops pyrrhogaster, only half of the paren-

chymal cells in the UBG react with anti-calcitonin

antiserum [4], suggesting that these cells alone

produce calcitonin. Therefore, it may be con-

cluded that in adult urodeles the UBG plays a

minor role in calcium homeostasis.

On the other hand, it has been demonstrated

that in bullfrog tadpoles the UBG has the function

of depositing calcium into hard tissues in prepara-

tion for metamorphosis [5] and of regulating serum
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calcium levels [6, 7]. In fact, most of the paren-

chymal cells of the UBG in bullfrog larvae are

stained by immunohistochemical methods specific

for calcitonin [4]. Therefore, it may also be true

that in the larval stages of urodeles, the UBG is

more active than that in adults. Although classical

observations on the development of the UBG in

urodeles have been performed [8-10], it is no

exaggeration to say that the role of the UBG in the

larval stages of urodeles remains completely un-

known.

In the present study, the development of the

UBG was examined in the salamander, Hynobius

nigrescens, using the peroxidase-antiperoxidase

(PAP) method from aspects calcium homeostasis

in urodelan larvae.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Eggs of the salamander and specimens of adult

individuals were collected in a mountainous area

of Toyama Prefecture during March of 1985.

Those were reared in the laboratory. They hatch-

ed out at April and completed the metamorphosis

at July to August. The temperature was kept at

12-22°C close to their habitat according to changes

of the season. Developmental stages were deter-

mined on the basis of Sawano's criteria for

Hynobius lichenatus [11].

Five individual larvae from each of the 11

characteristic stages during larval development

were cut to open the abdomen and fixed as whole
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animals in Bouin's solution (without acetic acid)

for 5 hr. After fixation, the region of the throat

and thorax of each larva was trimmed of ex-

traneous tissue. In adults, the UBG was extracted

together with surrounding tissues. These speci-

mens were then dehydrated, embedded in paraffin

and cut at a thickness of 6//m. In the process of

mounting these paraffin ribbons on slide glasses,

the serial sections were divided into 2 parts by

alternately distributing every 2 pieces of the

sections to each of 2 groups of slide glasses. Thus,

it was expected that each slide group would include

an equal share of the UBG tissue of one indi-

vidual. One group of slides was subjected to

immunohistochemical examination for the detec-

tion of calcitonin using the PAP method of

Sternberger [12], while the other group was used

for general observations following staining with

Delafield's hematoxylin and eosin.

Antiserum to calcitonin was prepared in the

rabbit by injection of synthetic salmon calcitonin

(Teikokuzouki) which is combined with BSA.

Sections were incubated with the antiserum (di-

luted 1 : 8,000-20,000) for 24 hr at room tempera-

ture. Then, those were treated with an anti-rabbit

IgG porcine serum (1 : 20; Dako) for 30 min. After

that, the sections were incubated with peroxidase-

antiperoxidase complex (1:50; Dako). Finally,

those were successively treated with 0.05 M Tris-

HC1 buffer (pH7.6) containing 15mg/100ml

of 3, 3'- diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride and

0.005%-

H

2 2 for visualization of the reactions.

The specificity was checked by using normal rabbit

serum in place of the primary antiserum, and using

primary antiserum inactivated by the addition of

excess amount of synthetic salmon calcitonin (1.25

,«g/l ml of 1 : 8,000 anti-calcitonin serum).

stage 41, the primordium separates from the

pharynx (Fig. 2). Connective tissue cells appear

around the circumference of the gland at stage 44.

Up to this stage, parenchymal cells of the gland do

not show any immunoreactivity to anti-calcitonin

antiserum. At stage 45, when hind-limb primordia

protrude to the outside of the body, a few

parenchymal cells in the gland exhibit positive

reactions to antiserum (Fig. 3). After this stage,

the UBG is always positively stained by the PAP
method, although the number of calcitonin-

producing cells present is rather small at every

stage. At stage 49, when fore-limb fingers dif-

ferentiate, the follicle bears a central lumen

(Fig. 4). Usually, the UBG has a cucumber-like

shape, the long axis of which is coincident with the

ventro-dorsal direction of the body. Blood cells

can also be recognized in the surrounding area.

Larval development advances slowly as follows:

commencement of differentiation of hind-limb

fingers (stage 55), absorption of the process

between fore-limb fingers (stage 57); formation of

hind-limb fingers (stage 59) ; differentiation of the

fifth finger of the hind-limb (stage 62); accomplish-

ment of formation of hind-limb fingers (stage 64).

During these periods, however, only some of

parenchymal cells in the UBG show positive

reactions with calcitonin antiserum (Figs. 5-9).

Even in the last stage of metamorphosis (stage 66),

the stainability of the UBG is unchanged (Fig. 10).

Just after metamorphosis, the formation of the

secondary follicles is noted (Fig. 11). In adults,

the UBG is composed of a number of follicles

including these secondary follicles. Although the

absolute number of calcitonin-immunoreative cells

in the UBG is greater than in the larval stages, not

all of the parenchymal cells are stained (Fig. 12).

RESULTS

The ultimobranchial primordium is derived from

the pharyngeal floor, appearing as a protrusion

consisting of a single cellular mass which develops

in a ventro-caudal direction at stage 40 just after

hatching, only at the left side of the pharynx. At

this stage, the primordium is still connected to the

pharyngeal wall (Fig. 1). Yolk granules exist in

these cells and remain until stage 45. At the next

DISCUSSION

We previously reported the changes in calcium

content of the whole body during larval develop-

ment in the present species of salamander [13]. No
changes occurred during the pre-hatching period

and for some time after hatching. In the present

study, the existence of calcitonin in the UBG could

not be demonstrated at these stages. Calcitonin-

immunoreactive cells appeared at stage 45, when
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Fig. 1. The ultimobranchial primordium (UBP, arrow), derived from the pharyngeal floor (PF) at stage 40. HE.

X128.

Fig. 2. The UBG, including yolk granules (YG, arrow) at stage 41. HE. X264.

Fig. 3. The UBG, showing the appearance of calcitonin-immunoreactive cells at stage 45. PAP. x536.

Fig. 4. The UBG, bearing a central lumen (arrow) at stage 49. HE. X536.

Figs. 5-9. UBGs, possessing various proportions of calcitonin-immunoreactive cells at stages, 55, 57, 59, 62 and

64, respectively. PAP. X536.

Fig. 10. The UBG in the last stage of metamorphosis. PAP. X536.

Fig. 11. The UBG, showing formation of secondary follicles just after metamorphosis. HE. X536.

Fig. 12. The UBG in an adult, possessing a proportion of calcitonin-immunoreactive cells. PAP. X536.

hind-limb primordia began to protrude. This im-

plies that calcitonin production commences from

this stage. According to our previous data [13],

after stage 45, the calcium content of the larval

body increases. However, in the present study,

there was no distinguishable peak in the activity of

the UBG as far as could be determined by

immunohistochemical examination. Only some of

the parenchymal cells reacted with calcitonin-

antiserum throughout metamorphosis. This fact is

in striking contrast to the case of bullfrog tadpoles

[4]. On the other hand, it has been shown that in

bullfrog tadpoles, ultimobranchialectomy results

in insufficient ossification of bones after meta-

morphosis [5]. This arises from the failure of

calcium to be deposited into the lime sacs which

govern the storage of calcium during non-feeding

period in acute metamorphosis [5]. However,

urodeles are not furnished with lime sacs.

Moreover, they do not pass through drastic

changes in the processes of metamorphosis, and

continue to take bait even in the late stages. Thus,

there is no climax in urodelan metamorphosis.

These facts may explain how the salamander is
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able to ossify the bones adequately without a large

number of calcitonin-producing cells. In adults,

however, the number of these cells is considerably

greater than in the larval stages. Therefore, the

possibility cannot be ruled out that in adults, also,

the UBG may be involved in calcium homeostasis

and/or possess other unknown functions.
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ABSTRACT—A four-day estrous cycle was frequently

shortened to a 3-day estrous cycle in IVCS female mice in

the presence of males. Studies were then performed on

the afferent sensory organs in female mice which

received the male stimuli. The estrous cycle was short-

ened in 0% (0/254) and 6% (1/16) of females raised in a

room without males and females exposed to the odor of

fresh excreta from males, respectively. It was also

shortened in 0% (0/19), 24% (6/25), 10% (4/42), and 7%
(1/15) of females with their olfactory bulb excised,

females with their eyeballs removed, females with their

tympanic membrane destroyed, and females with their

eyeballs removed and the tympanic membrane de-

stroyed, respectively, when all the females were permitted

contact with males through a wire net. The rate of

females showing a shortened estrous cycle was sig-

nificantly lower (P< 0.001) in each of these groups

compared with a control group of intact females also

permitted contact with males through a wire net. The

rate was 68% (50/74) in this group. The rate was 69%
(11/16) in females which could not get near the males and

83% (10/12) in females kept in the same cage with males.

These results indicate that olfaction, audition and vision

may play an important role in the shortening of the

estrous cycle in female mice placed in contact with male

mice.

INTRODUCTION

It is known that the presence of a male stimu-

lates the vaginal opening, estrus to appear after the

vaginal opening, and sexual maturity in females of

mice [1,2], rats [3], and guinea pigs [4]. In
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previous studies, it was mentioned that the estrous

cycle was shortened to some extent in female mice

[6, 7] in the presence of males. It was also pointed

out that a spontaneous irregular estrous cycle was

replaced by a regular one and ovulation was

induced in some animals [8]. Other reports

showed that when a female mouse was mated to a

male and allowed to cohabit with another male,

she was inhibited from being pregnant [9-12]. The

female mouse was also inhibited from pseudopreg-

nancy when she was exposed to the urinary smell

of the male mouse [13].

Bruce and Parrot [14] observed that inhibition

of pregnancy did not occur in a female whose

olfactory bulb was excised and presumed that the

body odor of the male might be the cause of

inhibition of pregnancy. After that, Marsden and

Bronson [15] noted that the estrous cycle was

affected when female mice were exposed to the

odor of urine voided by males. Whitten [16] found

that in blind females, deaf females, (tympanic

membrane destroyed), or females isolated from

males, the estrous cycle was shortened to some

extent in the presence of males, and presumed that

sight, audition, or touch might not be necessary in

order for any of the females to exhibit a shortened

estrous cycle in the presence of males. After that,

Bronson and Whitten [17] observed that the

estrous cycle was shortened by the presence of

male urine. Then they suggested that sight, audi-

tion, or touch of the female may not be necessary

to detect male presence but that olfaction of the
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female with the aid of pheromone would deter-

mine whether an estrous cycle was induced or

shortened. All the results mentioned above were

obtained from mice of some strain known to show

an irregular estrous cycle. Therefore, it seems

unreasonable to draw any detailed conclusions on

the problem in question on the basis of these

results. The authors found that female mice of the

IVCS strain which had exhibited a four-day estrous

cycle regularly began to show a three-day estrous

cycle [18] when male mice approached them.

With this very consistent reaction in female mice

as an indicator, the effects of eyeball removal,

tympanic membrane destruction or olfactory bulb

removal on the appearance of a three-day estrous

cycle in the presence of males were studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and environment Seventy to 130 day-

old female mice of the IVCS strain [19] which

showed two or more regular four-day estrous

cycles were used. Seventy to 130 day-old males

also were used. The animals were raised in a room

kept at 24 + 1°C and at a humidity of 55 + 5%. In

this room, ventilation (with all fresh air) was

performed 9-12 times an hour. The animals were

illuminated artificially for 14 hr (from 5:00 to

19 : 00) in an aluminum cage with wood packing on

a wire-net floor. They were allowed to have food

(pellet feed CA-1 of the Japan CLEA, Inc.) and

tap water-ad libitum.

Smear test For the most part, smear specimens

were collected in the afternoon. The smears were

read by referring to the classification of vaginal

smears of Wistar-Imamichi rats and mice of the

IVCS strain manifesting a spontaneous four-day

estrous cycle. The four-day estrous cycle was

classified into four stages: proestrus, estrus, metes-

trus and diestrus, and ovulation was observed

during 1 : 00 to 3 : 00 a.m. on the day of estrus. The

three-day estrous cycle was classified into three

stages: proestrus to estrus, metestrus and diestrus,

and ovulation was observed during 1 : 00 to 3 : 00

a.m. on the day of proestrus to estrus.

Experimental groups Group 1 (N=254): Fe-

males were housed in a room without male mice.

Five to 10 females were placed in each cage.

Then, the vaginal smear test was conducted

through at least three vaginal smear cycles. Group

2 (N=16): Females were exposed to the odor of

excreta from males on the day of estrus and for the

following three days. The amount of excreta

voided from three male mice for 24 hr was attached

to a sheet of paper. This sheet was spread on the

receptacle of excreta in a cage of female mice

placed in a room without male mice. The sheet

was newly prepared every day and spread on the

receptacle at 2:00 p.m. The vaginal smear test

was continued until a four-day estrous cycle was

repeated twice in these females. In this group,

three to five females were present in each cage.

Four groups of female mice were subjected to a

surgical operation to excise their olfactory bulbs

(Group 3, N= 19), to remove their eyeballs

(Group 4, N=25), to destroy their tympanic mem-
branes (Group 5, N=42), and to remove the

eyeballs and destroy the tympanic membranes

(Group 6, N=15), respectively. The olfactory

bulb was excised according to the method reported

by Saito and Takahashi [20]. The eyeballs of the

animals were removed with scissors and tweezers

under ether anesthesia. The tympanic membrane

was destroyed with a glass pipet and confirmed by

the absence of a reaction by the animals to a bell

sounding 65 to 73 phon. The animals were used

for experiments a month or more after the

operation. In this experiment they were permitted

contact with male mice through a piece of wire net

(2mm 2
in mesh) for four days beginning with the

day of estrus. The vaginal smear test was carried

out from the beginning of contact with male mice

until a four-day estrous cycle was restored from a

shortened estrous cycle and repeated twice. A
non-operated control group was set up with intact

female mice (Group 7, N=74). Group 8, (N=
16): Female mice were placed in a cage divided

into two sections by two pieces of wire net (2mm2

in mesh) standing 20mm apart between the male

and female sections. Females were allowed to

approach the male mice, but not permitted to

come into contact with them. This experiment was

started at 2:00 p.m. on the day of estrus and

continued for three more days. The vaginal smear

test was performed from the time the females first

approached the males until a four-day estrous
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cycle was restored from a shortened estrous cycle

and repeated twice. In these groups, each cage

held three to five females and three males each.

Group 9 (N= 12): Female mice were allowed to

cohabit with males monogamously from the day of

estrus onward. They were examined daily for

vaginal smear until mating was confirmed by the

presence of spermatozoa or a vaginal plug.

Statistical evaluation X
2
-test was used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

When female mice with four-day estrous cycles

were subjected to various conditions, some of

them began to exhibit a shortening of the estrous

cycle (a three-day estrous cycle), as shown in

Table 1.

All of the 254 female mice housed in a room

without males (Group 1) maintained a four-day

estrous cycle. Only one of 16 females exposed to

the odor of excreta from males (Group 2) showed

a three-day estrous cycle. None of the females

with their olfactory bulbs excised (Group 3)

showed a three-day estrous cycle (0%). Six out of

25 females with their eyeballs removed (Group 4)

showed a three-day estrous cycle (24%). Four out

of 42 females with their tympanic membranes

destroyed (Group 5) showed a three-day estrous

cycle (10%). Only one of 15 females with the

eyeballs removed and the tympanic membrane

destroyed (Group 6) showed a three-day estrous

cycle (7%). Those percentages in Group 3 to 6

were significantly lower (P<0.001), respectively,

than 68%, or 50 of 74 females permitted contact

with males and serving as controls (Group 7).

Eleven out of 16 females not allowed to come into

contact with males (Group 8) showed a three-day

estrous cycle (69%). This percentage was not

significantly different from the controls (68%). Of

the females mentioned above, those that didn't

Table 1. Appearance of shortened estrous cycles when afferent sensory organs of female mice were

operated (removal or puncture) in different ways

Group Condition of female

Stimulus from males to afferent

sensory organs of females

Olfaction Sight Audition Touch

Rate of appearance

of shortened

estrous cycle

raised in a room
where no males were present

exposed to the odor of fresh

excreta from males
+

4
days

or

two

a

cage

with the olfactory

bulb excised

with the eyeball removed +

+ +

+

es

for

:

one

let

in with the tympanic
membrane destroyed

+ + -

t
to

mal

rtition

o

)f

wire

r
with the eyeball removed and
the tympanic membrane
destroyed

+ - -

jacen

th

pa

eces

c
permitted contact with males

(non-operated control)
+ + +

« S B. not permitted contact with

males
+ + +

kept in the same cage

with males
+ + + +

0/254

(0%)

1/ 16

(6%)

0/ 19

(0%)

6/ 25

(24%)

4/ 42

(10%)

1/ 15

(7%)

50/ 74

(68%)

11/ 16

(69%)

10V12
(83%)

— ; indicating that females could not receive any stimuli from males via respective sensory organ.

+ ; indicating that females could receive insufficient stimuli from males via respective sensory organ.

+ ; indicating that females could receive sufficient stimuli from males via respective sensory organ.

*
; females mated with a male one day earlier than the expected day of estrus.
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exhibit a three-day estrous cycle repeated a four-

day estrous cycle. In those showing a three-day

estrous cycle, the number of repetitions of the

cycle ranged from 1 to 22 and large variations were

observed among individuals. Ten out of 12 female

mice (83%) mated with a male one day earlier than

the expected day of estrus (on the 3rd day of

cohabitation) when they cohabited with male ones

from the day of estrus onward (Group 9). The

other two females mated with males on the day of

estrus (on the 4th day of cohabitation).

No female mice showed a shortened (three-day)

estrous cycle when placed in a room without

males. About 70% of the females exhibited a

three-day estrous cycle when reared with males in

a cage separated by a piece of wire net. Approx-

imately the same results were obtained when

females were reared with males in a cage separated

by two pieces of wire net preventing the animals

from contact. From these results, the possibility

that female mice received stronger male stimuli by

means of olfaction, vision and audition rather than

by touch was considered when females showed a

shortened estrous cycle. Females were then ex-

posed to the odor of fresh excreta from males, but

a three-day estrous cycle rarely occurred as had

been observed in females not in the presence of

males. Therefore, it seemed unlikely that females

could be manipulated into shortening the estrous

cycle by receiving male stimuli using only olfac-

tion. On the other hand, no shortened estrous

cycles occurred in females with their olfactory

bulbs excised when reared in a cage divided into

male and female sections with a piece of wire net.

This observation strongly indicates that the olfac-

tory bulb plays an important role in receiving male

stimuli. In addition, the rates of appearance of

shortened estrous cycles were low in females with

their eyeballs removed or with their tympanic

membranes destroyed. It was conclusively learned

that although females could receive male stimuli

by olfaction, audition and vision, respectively, it is

necessary for the three sensory organs to work

together in receiving males stimuli in order to

shorten the estrous cycle.
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[COMMUNICATION]

Role of the Vomeronasal Organ in Retrieving Behavior

in Lactating Rats

Toru R. Saito

Toxicology Division, The Institute of Environmental Toxicology, 2-772 Suzuki-cho,

Kodaira-shi, Tokyo 187, Japan

ABSTRACT— Retrieving behavior following removal of

the vomeronasal organ in lactating rats showed lower

scores than sham control throughout test period.

It is well known that maternal behavior in the rat

is observed within a few hours of parturition.

Postpartum rats show nursing, retrieving, licking

and crouching. Thus rapid appearance of the

maternal behavior is under the control of hor-

mones associated with the termination of pregnan-

cy [1-4].

In contrast with endocrine factors, the role of

any sensory factors in maternal behavior of post-

partum rats is less well understood. Benuck and

Rowe [5] reported that bilateral olfactory bulbec-

tomy resulted in deficits in several components of

maternal behavior in primiparous rats. This result

could be due to lack of function of the main

olfactory system, the accessory olfactory system or

both, since bulbectomy unavoidably produces the

accessory olfactory system damage. The accessory

olfactory system receives its afferent input from

the vomeronasal organ via the vomeronasal nerves

and is anatomically independent of the receptor

neurons within the olfactory epithelium, which

project to the main olfactory system [6].

The purpose of the present study was to deter-

mine the role of the accessory olfactory (vomer-

onasal) system in retrieving behavior of lactating

rats.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subject: Fourteen virgin female Wistar rats

(250-300 g) were used in this experiment. The

animals were kept in the room of a temperature of

23-25°C and exposed to a light-schedule of 12 hr

light and 12 hr darkness (light on at 0600). They

received standard laboratory diet and tap water ad

libitum.

Upon reaching 90-100 days of age, these

females underwent either removal of the vomer-

onasal organ (VOX, n= 8) or a sham surgical

procedure (SHAM, n= 6), as detailed in Saito and

Moltz [7]. One week after operation, vaginal

smears were taken daily and each female was bred

by placing her with a male of the same strain

overnight during proestrus. Five days before par-

turition, each female was housed individually in a

wire mesh cage (50x50x40 cm) faced with Plexi-

glas. Shredded paper was supplied as nesting

material.

Procedure: On the day of parturition (day 0)

the litters were culled to 6 pups. Testing began the

following day and was conducted between

1400-1600 hr . Each mother was removed from her

cage, and her pups were placed in the quadrant of

the cage diagonally opposite the nest area. Each

mother was then returned to her nest area. The

test was terminated when all pups were deposited

into the nest area or after 40 min had elapsed from

the time of each mother's returning, whichever

occurred first.

Retrieval was rated daily for each female by the

following scale: 0=all pups not retrieved during
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Table 1 . Median retrieval scores in the vomeronasal organ ablation (VOX) and sham surgery

(SHAM) postpartum rats

Day of lactation12 3 4 5 6 7

VOX (8)

SHAM (6)

P

(0-2) (0-4) (0-4) (0-3) (0-4)
1

(0-4) (0-4)

4

(3-4)
4

(4-4)
4

(4-4)
4

(4-4)
4

(4-4)
4

(4-4)
4

(4-4)

<0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05

the 40-min test; l = all pups retrieved to nest area

within 40min; 2= all pups retrieved to nest area

within 20min; 3= all pups retrieved to nest area

within lOmin; 4= all pups retrieved to nest area

within 5min. Pups that had not been retrieved

during the 40-min test were replaced in the nest

area. Tests were conducted once a day for 7 days.

Histology. To determine whether the vomer-

onasal organ had been completely removed, the

animal was perfused with 10% formalin. The head

was placed in a formic acid decalcifying solution

and embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 40,um and

stained with hematoxylin and eosin.

Statistical analysis: Retrieval scores were

analyzed with the Mann-Whitney U test for

independent samples.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All female rats exhibited four-day estrous cycles

after operation. They were impregnated and gave

birth to viable young.

Table 1 shows the median (and range) retrieval

scores in the two groups. Mann-Whitney U test

indicated that the VOX group had lower scores

than the SHAM group from day 1 through day 7.

This result suggests that olfactory input from

pups facilitates the maternal behavior of lactating

rats. Numan [8] showed that electoric lesions of

medial preoptic area (MPOA) in lactating rats

abolished nursing, retrieving and nest-building

components of maternal behavior. The vomer-

onasal organ is located in the nasal cavity and its

nerves projects to the accessory olfactory bulb,

which, in turn, projects to the corticomedial

amygdala and the MPOA [6]. These findings

suggest the notion that vomeronasal input from

pups may reach the MPOA and facilitate the

output of the MPOA. And perhaps the MPOA
stimulates maternal behavior of lactating rats.

Histology confirmed that the entire vomeronasal

organ had been removed from each VOX female

and was undamaged in each SHAM female rat.
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A PTTH Pilgrimage from Luehdorfia to Bombyx

HlRONORI ISHIZAKI

Biological Institute, Faculty of Science, Nagoya University,

Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464, Japan

ICHIKAWA'S PASSION FOR
PTTH PURIFICATION

I entered the graduate school of Kyoto Univer-

sity in 1957 to major the developmental biology in

the laboratory of the late Professor Mamori

Ichikawa, Department of Zoology. Ichikawa had

made up his reputation by the work of amphibian

embryology bofore and during the Second World

War. When the war ended, publications from

abroad flooded to Japan after a long-lasted isola-

tion and he was seriously shocked by the rise of

chemical approach in his field. He became very

pessimistic about making good contribution fur-

ther by using the techniques that he had won over.

He seriously sought for a new field to which he

would be able to contribute by his technique of

'experimental morphology'. He finally chose the

insect metamorphosis. Knowledge of insect hor-

mones controlling insect postembryonic develop-

ment was still fragmentary and Ichikawa's thought

was that the fine forceps and Weckel's scissors

were still powerful for analyzing the hormonal

mechanism of insect metamorphosis.

Two endocrine centers were known at that time

to control insect moulting and metamorphosis.

The brain hormone, now called prothoracicotropic

hormone (PTTH), which was as discovered by

Kopec [1] in 1922 and confirmed to originate in the

brain neurosecretory cells by Wigglesworth [2],

was widely accepted to dictate moulting and

metamorphosis of insects. In parallel with the

recognition of PTTH, another thoracic center

controlling insect development had known for

Received August 16, 1986

some time, which was identified as the prothoracic

glands by Fukuda [3] in 1945 using the silkmoth,

Bombyx mori. The relationship between the brain

and thorax was not known, however.

At the start point as an insect endocrinologist,

Ichikawa chose as material the swallowtail,

Luehdorfia japonica (Fig. 1) which possesses di-

apause at the pupal stage. Diapause was thought

as a developmental standstill due to a temporary

failure of hormone secretion, thereby providing a

natural device for endocrine experiments.

He soon obtained the results that PTTH control-

led metamorphosis by its trophic action on the

prothoracic glands. He exulted with this success

that he made first since moved to the field of insect

endocrinology. Weeks after he had reached this

conclusion, the issue of Biological Bulletin, Woods
Hole, reached him in which that famous paper of

Williams [4] dealing with the discovery of the

brain-prothoracic glands interaction appeared.

Using diapausing pupae of the silkmoth,

Hyalophora cecropia, Williams clarified that

PTTH tuned on the prothoracic glands so as to

secrete the hormone which was directly responsi-

ble for the growth and differentiation of insect

cells, now known as ecdysone, and the central role

of PTTH in the endocrine network controlling

insect development was firmly established. Ichi-

kawa was deeply disheartened knowing that he

was not the first to find this PTTH function.

Luehdorfia is a beautiful butterfly which appears

once a year early in spring and is highly valued by

amateur lepidopterists. Rearing many larvae of

this species was really painstaking work, and after

several-year experiments of Ichikawa this species

became extinct in the vicinity of Kyoto.
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Fig. 1. Luehdorfia japonica (left), Samia cynthia ricini (center), and Bombyx mori (right).

He then changed his material from Luehdorfia

to the domesticated saturniid silkmoth, Samia

cynthia ricini, which was easy to rear. Soon he

made the second success to find the prothoracico-

tropic activity of the corpora allata, a tiny

retrocerebral endocrine organ that secretes the

juvenile hormone. This time, Williams' paper [5]

describing the same conclusion with Cecropia

appeared at almost the same time as his publica-

tion [6]. Ichikawa was deeply depressed by the

fact that he could not be ahead of Williams once

again.

Science in Japan at that time, shortly after the

war, was far behind the United States and Euro-

pean countries, and Ichikawa's earnest desire was

to catch up and pass these western countries, as

was so in every field of Japanese society. His next

desire was directed to purifying PTTH and eluci-

dating its chemical structure. A few years before

that time, Butenandt and Karlson crystallized and

characterized partially the ecdysone. They ex-

tracted ecdysone from pupae of Bombyx mori,

part of which was purchased from Japan. Ichi-

kawa regretted that this work had not been made

by Japanese workers despite of their advantage of

the abundant silkworm supply in this country. He
spoke often warmly of the desire that Japanese

workers should achieve purification of the next

important hormone, PTTH. Ichikawa was not by

any means a narrow-minded nationalist, but was a

scientist with a richly international feeling. The
words 'Japanese workers should...' were just a

symbolic representation of a constructive desire

common at that time to everyone who aimed at the

rebirth of our country. It was 15 years after the

war had ended and Japan was a poor country on

the way to recovery from war damage. Everybody

laughed at his too ambitious desire. It was appa-

rent that a project like PTTH purification needed

good facilities and plentiful financial support that

were above our means. Ichikawa's enthusiasm

surpassed the surrounding pessimism, however,

and his passion drove me, a young graduate

student, to purification of PTTH.
We used Bombyx brains as material for PTTH

purification. Bombyx was apparently the best

material because of the ease with which a large

amount of material could be supplied being

favored by the prosperity of sericulture in our

country. For assaying the PTTH activity, we used

debrained dormant pupae of Samia. Ichikawa's

long experience on Samia had firmly established

the biology of PTTH in this species. We had

enough background when the brain should be

extirpated to prepare brainless dormant pupae and

how these pupae respond to the exogenous supply

of PTTH. Samia brainless pupae were caused to

develop by injection of Bombyx brain extracts, as

effectively as Bombyx brainless pupae. Form this

fact we judged that the biological activity of the
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Fig. 2. DEAE-cellulose chromatography of 4K-PTTH. A partially purified mate-

rial from 20,000 Bombyx brains was applied to the column. No appreciable UV
absorption was present though a clear-cut activity of PTTH was recovered (shaded

fractions). This profile shows clearly that such an amount of the starting material

is not enough for PTTH purification.

Bombyx PTTH was species-nonspecific in activat-

ing pupae of these two species and, because of the

several technical advantages of Samia pupae over

Bombyx pupae, we decided to use Samia-pupa

assay for purifying Bombyx PTTH.

Progress was satisfactory in the early phase of

the research. The protein nature of the hormone

was soon elucidated [7], and a considerable degree

of purification was achieved [8]. As the purifica-

tion advanced, however, it became clearer that

PTTH purification was a really difficult task, far

more difficult than initially thought. The brain

contained an extremely small amount of PTTH,

though its activity was very potent. Figure 2, a

chromatographic profile drawn old the far past,

depicts how scanty the material that expressed the

potent activity was. It was evident that a

tremendous amount of material was necessary for

obtaining the pure PTTH enough to permit

structural analyses. All difficulties inherent in

peptide purification were also met; inactivation

occurred often as the purity rose and the activity

tended to scatter over broad fractions in chroma-

tographies presumably due to stickness of other

coexisting substances to PTTH, preventing effec-

tive purification.

EXPRESS DELIVERY BETWEEN
TOKYO AND NAGOYA

After a 10-year struggle, I finally concluded that

any more efforts by a biologist were reckless and

fruitless. I had sought for biochemists who would

cooperate with me on this project. Many

biochemists praised the results so far achieved but

no one proposed to concern himself with this

project. They must have thought that PTTH
purification was a too tough and unproductive

project.

Just one week after I had decided to give up this

work, in 1970, Prof. Saburo Tamura of The

University of Tokyo, Department of Agricultural

Chemistry, a biochemist famous for his brilliant

works on structure determination of a wide variety

of biologically active natural products, offered me
to work together on PTTH purification. He spoke

enthusiastically that he, as one of Japanese Work-

ers, wished to complete this work, in exactly the

same way as Ichikawa while alive. Ichikawa had

died in 1965 without seeing the success of this

work. This was a long-sought offer from a special-

ist in biochemistry and was enough to break my
resolution to discontinue this work.

After thorough discussions, we decided to divide

work according to our respective specialities. All

purifications were done at Tokyo and the samples

fractionated were lyophilized and mailed to

Nagoya (formerly Kyoto) by express. At Nagoya,

all efforts were directed to rearing Samia and

preparing brain-removed assay pupae as many as

possible, so that the assay went on without delay

no matter how many samples were sent from

Tokyo. The assay results were immediately sent

to Tokyo by express. The merit of labor division

is that one plus one yields more than two.

Tremendous amounts of data began to accumu-
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late.

From the experience we had had by that time it

was apparent that the crucial factor for success of

this work was how we can get enough starting

material. Therefore, we preferred collecting

material by a simple, operation of cutting heads

which needs no technical skill over the advantage

of 'mechanical purification' associated with dissect-

ing out brains. We also decided to use male moths

which can be supplied by the Bombyx-egg-

producing company without charge after having

been used for breeding. Fortunately, the Bombyx

adult brain had been shown to contain a high titer

of PTTH activity indistinguishable from larval or

pupal PTTH as far as bioassay response was

concerned.

Naturally the question arises whether the mole-

cule with PTTH activity from adult heads is

identical with that contained in Bombyx at the

immature stages. The function of PTTH is to

activate the prothoracic glands which degenerate

promptly after adult ecdysis, hence, PTTH seems

to have no apparent function at the adult stage.

We assumed, however, that the adult PTTH must

be very close to the PTTH from immature stages in

its structure if not identical, and decided to purify

first the PTTH from adults, the only feasible way

because of the ease with which abundant material

is supplied. Our strategy was to continue work on

the immature stages after obtaining much knowl-

edge about the nature of the adult PTTH which

will make the work feasible on a far smaller scale

of extraction material.

The Tokyo group exploited the route consisting

of Gumma-Kenze Sanshu Co. Ltd. at Maebashi, a

4-hr drive from Tokyo, who kindly supplied us

with Bombyx moths, an ice-cream company near-

by Gumma-Kenze who kindly rent a freezing room

to us for storing the moths, and housewives of

sericultural farmers whom we employed for cutting

the frozen Bombyx heads during the off-season of

sericulture. The collected heads were then sent to

Tokyo with dry-ice. By these arrangements, it

became possible to obtain several-million Bombyx
heads a year.

4K-PTTH AND 22K-PTTH IN

BOMBYX BRAIN

We now know that the brain of Bombyx

contains two types of molecules with the protho-

racicotropic activity which differ from each other

with respect to the chemical properties and the

insect species to which they are effective [9, 10].

One with the molecular weight of ca. 4,400 daltons

(4K-PTTH) provokes adult development when

injected into Samia brainless pupae but does not

with Bombyx pupae. The other with a molecular

weight of ca. 22,000 daltons (22K-PTTH) activates

Bombyx brainless pupae but not Samia pupae.

The presence of these two PTTHs was not

known at the beginning of our research, however.

As mentioned earlier, we started to purify PTTH
from Bombyx brains using Samia-pupa assay,

based on the assumption that the Bombyx PTTH
was active to Samia in a species-nonspecific man-

ner. When this PTTH was finally purified to

homogeneity in 1982, we checked the activity of

this PTTH on Bombyx brainless assay pupae.

Surprisingly, this pure PTTH was not active at all

when injected into Bombyx brainless pupae. Re-

examination of the purification steps disclosed

immediately that the crude extract contained

4K-PTTH and 22K-PTTH which were separated

from each other during purification. The mole-

cule we had been purifying was obviously 4K-

PTTH.

Kobayashi and his colleagues in Sericultural

Station, Tokyo, worked also for a long time on

PTTH purification [11, 12]. They extracted PTTH
from Bombyx brains as we did but assayed PTTH
by Bombyx brainless pupae. Some differences

between their results and ours had been the matter

of dispute; their PTTH was larger in molecular

weight and more basic compared to ours. These

discrepancies are now completely reconciled by

the finding of the two PTTHs; the molecule we had

been purifying was 4K-PTTH while Kobayashi's

was 22K-PTTH.

The fact that the Bombyx brain contains 4K-

PTTH which does not activate its own prothoracic

glands but is used by another species is puzzling.

4K-PTTH elicits adult development in Samia

brainless pupae at a physiological range of concen-
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tration with a normal dose-response relationship

[8, 13]. It also stimulates the release of ecdysone

from the Samia prothoracic glands in vitro at

physiological concentrations [13]. All data thus

satisfied the criteria for this molecule to be

regarded as PTTH for Samia. Yet the fact that

4K-PTTH exerted no influence on the Bombyx

glands, as far as the pupa-adult development and

larva-larva development [14] were concerned,

renders it reasonable to consider 22K-PTTH, but

not 4K-PTTH, as the genuine PTTH of Bombyx.

The present status of our PTTH studies where the

analyses of 22K-PTTH, the apparently genuine

PTTH, are nevertheless far behind 4K-PTTH
derived from historical background described

above.

PURIFICATION AND SEQUENCING
OF 4K-PTTH

Under an excellent direction of Prof. Akinori

Suzuki who succeeded Tamura a few years after

the start of our joint research, young biochemists

at Tokyo, Drs. Akira Isogai, Tetsuo Hori (now in

K I Research Institute Co. Ltd.), Yasuhiro Hori

(now in Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd.), Hiro-

michi Nagasawa and Hiroshi Kataoka, were

engaged in this project. Among these workers

Nagasawa played the most crucial role and indeed

without his superhuman efforts this work would

not have been completed.

In 1982, after a 12-year cooperation between

Tokyo and Nagoya, the final purification scheme

was established [13]. Details of purification have

been described [10, 13-18]. Briefly, the scheme

consisted of 14 purification steps and the pure

4K-PTTH was obtained with a 2x 10
6
-fold enrich-

ment in specific activity and a 6% recovery. Three

components of 4K-PTTH, namely 4K-PTTH-I,

-II and -III, were resolved by the high perfor-

mance liquid chromatography (HPLC), the final

step of purification. The yields from 0.65 million

heads in a representative run were 50, 36, and 63

jug for 4K-PTTH-I, II, III, respectively. As little

as 0.1 ng of the pure 4K-PTTH could provoke

adult development of a Samia brainless pupa in

whose haemolymph the PTTH concentration was 3

XlO _11 M. The release of ecdysone in vitro by

the prothoracic gland of Samia was enhanced by

10" n M 4K-PTTH in the medium.

Edman degradation of 4K-PTTH-I, -II, and

-III by automated gas-phase sequencer readily

disclosed a 19 amino-acid sequence from the

N-terminus [18]. The sequence of these three

molecular forms differed from one another by the

substitution of 3-6 amino acid residues. Beyond

the 19th residue, however, Edman degradation

yielded no more phenylthyiohydantoin derivatives

of amino acids. Meanwhile it became clear that

the reductive alkylation of disulfide bonds split

4K-PTTH-II (from this step onwards only 4K-

PTTH-II was analyzed) into two non-identical

peptides which were separable from each other by

HPLC. Edman degradation and carboxypepti-

A chains

Human insulin

4K-PTTH-II

-1-

H-Gly-Ile-Val

H-Gly-Ile-Val

Glu-Gln Cys-Cys

Asp-Glu Cys-Cys

10

Thr-Ser-Ile

Leu-Arg-Pro

Porcine relaxin H-Arg-Met-Thr-Leu-Ser-Gl u-Lys Cys-Cys Glu-Val-Gly

B chains

1
15

Cys-Ser Leu-Tyr-Glu

Cys-Ser Val-Asp-Val

Cys

Glu-Asn

Leu-Ser

20-i

Tyr-Cys Asn-OH

Tyr-Cys

He-Arg-Lys-Asp-Ile-Ala-Arg-Leu Cys

1

Human insulin

4K-PTTH-II

Porcine relaxin

Human insulin

1K-PTTH-I

I

Porcine relaxin

H-Phe-Val-Asn-Gln-His-Leu

pGluj-Gln-Pro-Gln-Ala-Val-His-Thr-Tyr|-Cys-Gly-Arg-His-leu

pGlu Ser-Thr-Asn-Asp-Phe-Ile-Lys-Ala Cys-Gly-Arg Glu

15

Val-Glu-AlafLeu}Tyr-Leu-Val

ThAla Arg

Leul-Val Arg

Leu Ala-Asp-Leu

Leu-Trp-Val-Glu-Ile

23

Gly Glu Arg

Trp

25

Glu Ala -Gly

Gly Phe-Phe-Tyr-Thr-Pro-Lys-Thr-OH

Val-Asp-OH

Gly-Val-Trp-Ser-OH

Fig. 3. Complete sequence of 48-residue 4K-PTTH-II with alanine at position 5 of B-chain. Human
insulin and porcine relaxin are aligned to show sequence homology (boxed).
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dase A digestion followed by determination of the

released amino acids readily determined the com-

plete sequence of A-chain, one of the two pep-

tides, which consisted of 20 amino acid residues

(Fig. 3). By contrast, Edman degradation of B-

chain, the other peptide component, produced no

amino acid derivatives and was effective only after

digestion with pyroglutamate amino peptidase,

indicating that the N-terminus of B-chain was

blocked by pyroglutamic acid, as is often so in

peptide hormones.

Edman degradation of the pyroglutamate-

removed B-chain did not yield clear-cut sequence

data, since a mixture of amino acid derivatives was

produced at each step of degradation. Then, after

digestion of the B-chain with trypsin or chymotryp-

sin, the resulting peptide fragments were sequ-

enced and compared with one another to construct

finally the entire sequence of B-chain [19]. Thus,

B-chain consisted of two groups of peptides

differing in their length, one with 28 amino acid

residues and the other with 26 residues. Fur-

thermore, the 28-residue group was a mixture of

two peptides with alanine or glycine at position 5,

while the 26-residue group consisted of two pep-

tides with alanine or glycine at position 3 (Fig. 4).

1 5

pGlu-Gln-Pro-Gln-Ala-Val

pGlu-Gln-Pro-Gln-Gly-Val

pGlu-Gln-Ala-Val

pGlu-Gln-Gly-Val

Fig. 4. N-terminal portion of B-chain of four different

4K-PTTH-IIs.

Altogether 4K-PTTH-II is thus a mixture of four

molecular forms which differ from one another

only in the vicinity of the N-terminus of B-chain.

The entire sequence of one of 4K-PTTH-IIs is

shown in Figure 3. It seems highly possible that a

similar microheterogeneity may exist in PTTH-I
and -III also. If so, a very high degree of

heterogeneity exists in 4K-PTTH. Bombyx heads

as many as ca. 20 million were necessary before

reaching these conclusions about 4K-PTTH sequ-

ence.

SEQUENCE HOMOLOGY OF 4K-PTTHs

WITH INSULIN FAMILY PEPTIDES

Upon elucidation of the primary structure of

4K-PTTHs, it became apparent these PTTHs had

a considerable sequence homology with vertebrate

insulin-family peptides [18, 19]. A 47% homology

exists in the A-chain between 4K-PTTH-II (48-

residues, with alanine at position 5 of B-chain) and

human insulin, while a 30% homology in B-chain.

4K-PTTH-II shares another important feature

with porcine relaxin, another member of the

insulin family, in having C-terminal cysteine re-

sidue in the A-chain and N-terminal pyroglutamic

acid residue in the B-chain.

Though the disulfide bonds have not been

located, it seems highly probable that the A- and

B-chains are connected to each other in the same

manner as in insulin since 6 cystene residues are

present at exactly the same position as in insulin.

Since Dixit and Patel [20] found an insulin-like

material in the honey bee Apis mellifera using the

rat epidymal fat pad assay, numerous studies

detected biologically or immunolgically active in-

sulin-like material in a variety of insects [21, 22].

Furthermore, the bovine insulin has been shown to

enhance the differentiation of Drosophila

embryonic cells [23]. Insulin-immunoreactive

material has also been detected in various inverte-

brates, unicellular eukaryotes such as Acetabularia

and Tetrahymena, and even in prokaryotes [22].

Clearly, the genes encoding insulin-related pep-

tides have been highly conserved through the

evolution. However, in no case the amino acid

sequence data are available for these insulin-like

materials. Our sequencing data of 4K-PTTHs to

show the homology with the insulin-family pep-

tides are the first to demonstrate directly the

insulin homology of peptides from non-vertebrate

organisms.

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY FOR
THE 4K-PTTH CELL

All trials so far made to generate the anitibody

against preparations of natural PTTH have been

unsuccessful. Knowledge of the 4K-PTTH sequ-

ence has now enabled us to prepare synthetic
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peptides corresponding to various portions of

4K-PTTH and raise monoclonal antibodies against

these peptides.

Dr. Masahiko Fujino of Takeda Chemical In-

dustry, Osaka, kindly synthesized the decapeptide

corresponding to the N-terminal portion of 4K-

PTTH-I A-chain, which will be abbreviated as

PTTH (1-10) hereafter. Dr. Akira Mizoguchi at

Nagoya undertook the monoclonal antibody pro-

duction. By immunizing mice with the PTTH (1-

10)-bovine serum albumin complex and by screen-

ing the antibody-producing hybridomas by ELISA
first with PTTH (1-10) and next with a partially

purified 4K-PTTH, we were able to establish a

hybrydoma clone secreting IgG that recognized

4K-PTTH but not bovine insulin [24].

Immunohistochemistry using this antibody re-

vealed abundant immunoreactive material in the

perikarya of 4 pairs of mid-dorsal neurosecretory

cells in the Bombyx brain [24] (Fig. 5). The nerve

Fig. 5. Immunohistochemistry of the brain of day-0

5th-instar larva of Bombyx mori with the antibody

against a synthetic 4K-PTTH fragment. Two pairs

out of 4 pairs of immunoreactive neurosecretory

cells are shown in this photograph. Scale, 100 ^m.

fibers in the peripheral zone of the corpora allata

were also immunoreactive. The nerve fibers in the

corpora cardiaca were only occasionally im-

munoreactive. From these results we concluded

that 4K-PTTH was produced in the 4 pairs of brain

neurosecretory cells and transported via corpora

cardiaca through corpora allata where this hor-

mone was released into circulation. This conclu-

sion is in accord with the previous notion that the

corpora allata are the neurohaemal organ for

PTTH in the tabacoo hornworm, Manduca sexta

[25]. As to the cephalic endocrine organs of

Samia, 8 pairs of mid-dorsal neurosecretory cells

of the brain and corpora allata were immunoreac-

tive [26]. This suggests that the Samia PTTH is

immunologically related to Bombyx 4K-PTTH.

PURIFICATION AND SEQUENCING
OF 22K-PTTH

When we became aware of the presence of

22K-PTTH in the Bombyx brain besides 4K-

PTTH, we immediately began to purify this

PTTH. Kataoka played the lead in this purifica-

tion. Progress was much faster compared to 4K-

PTTH favored by rich experience on the 4K-PTTH
study but purification was far more difficult than

4K-PTTH because of its larger molecular weight

and of a far higher degree of heterogeneity in the

molecular form of 22K-PTTH.

Kataoka recently established a purification

scheme by which 5.4 /ug of pure 22K-PTTH were

obtained from 0.5 million heads after a 5.7

X

10
6
-fold enrichment in the specific activity. One

tenth ng of this preparation had 1 Bombyx-pupa

assay unit of activity. The isoelectric point was

7.5-8.5 and disulfide bonds were essential for the

biologic activity.

The HPLC profiles and sequencing data suggest

that 22K-PTTH consists of extraordinarily many
molecular forms which differ from one another in

their sequence very slightly. Considerable efforts

have been made for the sequencing but we are not

yet able to construct the entire sequence for any

component of 22K-PTTH. Some data are now
being published [27].

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It has been a long haul. We finally reached

clarification of the entire sequence of Bombyx
4K-PTTH and are now close to the completion of

the 22K-PTTH structure. This success is first of all

due to great skill and persistent efforts of the

Tokyo chemists. The luck followed us also, the

timely development of new instruments was a key

to the success; HPLC for peptides enabled us to

separate PTTHs very closely related in structure

and the automated gas-phase sequencer (Applied

Biosystems) lowered the amount of material
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necessary for analysis by 100 folds compared to the

conventional sequencing technique. I endured the

boring and monotonous job of bioassay day in day

out for more than a decade. Biologists often pass

over the painstaking work of elucidating the

chemical structure of a biologically important

substance and hasten to go for analyzing more

fascinating phenomena which it governs. Howev-

er, my belief was that once an important substance

has been chemically characterized many biological

questions can be answered in a direct and unambi-

guous way otherwise impossible. And we are now

fully rewarded. Amino acid sequence of PTTH
makes it possible to raise various site-specific

antibodies using synthetic peptides. It also pro-

vides us with synthetic oligonucleotide probes for

PTTH gene cloning.

Purification of PTTH has been challenged by

some laboratories with insects including Bombyx,

Manduca, and the cockroach Periplaneta america-

na [review, 28], but all remained to report partial

purification. PTTH must have a broad species-

specific variation in its amino acid sequence and

the sequencing of PTTH for each species is

naturally desired. This may not be an easy task,

however, in view of the difficulties we met with

Bombyx. Gene cloning by using oligonucleotide

probes for Bombyx PTTH may promise the more

effective progress towards the PTTH primary

structure of other insects. Gene cloning will also

be helpful in solving the physiological and evolu-

tionary-relationship between 4K-PTTH and 22K-

PTTH in Bombyx. It will also serve for a fuller

understanding of the intriguing finding made by

Bollenbacher et al. [29] that developmental stage-

specific multiple forms of PTTH exist in Manduca.

Analyses in molecular terms seem now feasible for

many other interesting phenomena around PTTH.

Sequence determination we arrived at now,

stemmed from Ichikawa's study with Luehdorfia

30 years ago, is not the goal at all. We now stand

at the entry to the PTTH study as modern biology.
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Eyes and Darkness-Evolutionary and Adaptational Aspects
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There are two diametrically apposed evolution-

ary directions (hypertrophied or degenerated) of

structures and functions of eyes of animals living in

dim light or in darkness.

Sensitivity and resolution are the two main roles

which photorecptors are assigned to. The two

properties, however, are usually incompatible,

which means that an eye attempting to achieve

better sensitivity, will suffer in its ability to resolve

fine detail and vice versa [1]. Consequently ani-

mals living in an environment of dim light or in

total darkness, may possess eyes of higher sensitiv-

ity but poorer resolution than animals living under

more normal light condition. The superposition

compound eye is a good example of a photorecep-

tor primarily adapted to function in dim light, but

attempting to compromise between not too great a

loss in resolution and optimal gain in sensitivity.

Under more or less normal light conditions on the

surface of the earth, animals apart from those

living at high northern or southern latitudes are

daily exposed to bright sun light and darkness.

Night darkness, however, is not complete, for

there are moon and star lights, galactic back-

ground illumination etc., though some of these

depend on the weather conditions or the seasons.

Average daylight is approximately 10
7

times

brighter than night light.

In the dark phase, eyes show morphologically

and physiologically significant changes from the

light-adapted condition [2]. The intraocular

mechanism for the daily dark adaptation in the

eyes consists of the following two processes; 1,

stimulus (light) control system such as a) enlarge-
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ment of pupil, b) the migrations of pigment

granules in screening and reflecting cells and c) the

movements of visual cells such as retinomotor

movements; 2, sensitivity increase of visual cell

itself a) by photoconversion (recovery) of visual

substance from all-trans to 11-cis form of chro-

mophore [3], b) by an increase in photoreceptive

membrane such as discs in outer segments and

rhabdoms and c) by some neural sensitizing

processes.

Photosensitive membranes containing the visual

substance are daily turned over; in vertebrates the

disc membranes in the outer segments of rods and

cones are shed from their distal tips and phagocy-

tosed by adjacent pigment epithelial cells and new

disc membranes are synthesized from the cell

membranes at the basal part of the outer segments

[4]. In compound eyes, the rhabdom mircrovilli

are either pinocytosed from the base of the

microvilli by its own cell (= autophagy) mainly

during the light and synthesized by intracellular

small vacuoles mainly during the night phase [5-8]

or involve glial supporting cells [9]. Because of

these phenomena, for example, in the crab Hemig-

rapsus the rhabdom volume at night is about 8

times bigger than that of the day and the total

amount of chromophore (11-cis and all-trans reti-

nal) at night is about 1.5 times the value of the day.

Consequently, intracellular electrophysiological

recordings showed that the sensitivity of a visual

cell at night is several times higher than that at

daytime even if the eye is dark adapted during the

day (Arikawa et ai, unpublished observation).

The adaptational processes cease within the first

few hours (temporal dark adaptation) and there-

after the eyes remain in a steady-state dark
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adaptation though they show a free running

rhythm even under constant conditions especially

in continuous darkness. An internal clock regulat-

ing dark/light adaptation has been postulated for a

large number of invertebrates [10].

There ia a hypothesis that Ca++ ions are stored

in the screening pigment granules that are con-

tained in the visual cell of compound eyes in the

dark-adapted state and that light illumination

increases the intracellular concentration of Ca++

in the visual cells by a release from the pigment

granules and Ca++ accelerates the endocytosis of

rhabdom microvilli [11-13].

I. THE EYES IN DEEP-SEA AND CAVES

Packard's report [14] on eyeless crayfish living in

dark caves sent a shock to biologists because his

observations seemed to be strong evidence for

Lamarck's use and disuse theory of evolution.

Since then many papers dealing with the eyes, or

the lack of them, in animals of deep-sea and cave

environments have appeared. The deeper down

one goes in the sea, the darker it becomes, for

every 100m of depth, the brightness decreases by

about 1/30 and it has been observed that the

brightness at a depth of about 600m is the absolute

threshold of human vision. Not only the decrease

in brightness but also the spectral properties shift

from the much wider band with a A max of

ca. 500 nm on the sea surface to a narrow band

with ATnax=450nm in the clear blue sea. In

addition to the scarcity of light, the deep-sea is

characterized by other environmental factors such

as high pressure and cold temperature.

Well developed eyes often enlarged and with

special optical and physiological adaptations are

found in fishes living down to about 1,000 m depth,

smaller or degenerated eyes, however, are the rule

in species occurring in depths exceeding 1,000 m
[15]. The exception to the rule is provided by

species with luminescent organs-they may possess

functional photoreceptors even beyond a depth of

1,000 m [16]. It is characteristic that the eyes of

deep-sea fishes are commonly directed upward

because (a) downwelling light is about 200 times

brighter than upwelling light, and (b) it enables

them to have binocular vision, which further

improves light sensitivity and allows a better

judgement of distances [16]. The more developed

eyes of deep-sea fish have huge lenses with longer

diameter to maximize the light-gathering capacity.

Their eyes are tubular in shape, often termed

"telescopic", because the heads could not propor-

tionately increase in size to accomodate the huge

eyes (Fig. 1). The peripheral retina and its associ-

ated tissues are compressed, but the distance

between the lens and the main foveal retinal region

is kept constant according to Mathiessen's ratio

[17].

There are two kinds of visual cells in the

vertebrate retina, rods for scotopic vision and

cones for photopic vision (= colour vision). Not

surprisingly therefore, the visual cells of nocturnal

or deep-sea animals are mostly rods. As an

exception, the deep-sea bathypelagic fish Omosu-

dis lowei possesses an almost pure cone retina [16].

The developed eyes in fishes in deep-sea and cave

like environments (e.g. inside starfish) [18] have

well developed dioptric apparati and visual cells,

but bipolar cells and ganglion cells decrease in

number probably due to the phenomenon of

neural convergence to improve sensitivity at the

sacrifice of resolution [19, 20]. Rather elongated

outer segments of visual cells may be developed

(Fig. 1) and in some fish species the outer segments

are double-layered [17]. The fact that the de-

veloped eyes of deep-sea fishes have long outer

segments can be explained by the decrease or

complete stop of shedding of outer segments and

their phagocytosis by pigment epithelial cells-a

process normally accelerated by exposure to light

[21]-while addition of new material proceeds

unimpaired.

The deep-sea fish Sternoptyx diaphana has no

detectable myoid structure in its visual cells, which

has normally a role to play in the elongation and

contraction of the visual cells according to ambient

light levels. Deep-sea fishes are not likely to need

such a control system [22]. A tapetum is usually

well developed, numerous reflecting pigment gran-

ules, mostly consisting of guanine, instead of

screening pigment granules are contained in the

pigment epithelial cells in order to reflect the light

to the visual cells [23].

Meyer-Rochow [24] examined the larval and
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic illustrations of longitudinal sections through whole eyeballs (A-C): A, normal;

B, developed (tubular) eye of deep-sea fish (Dissomma anale); C, degenerated eye of deep-sea fish

(Benthobatis sp.) Longitudinal sections through the retinae (D-F) of corresponding eyes shown
above (A-C). C, cartilage; CT, connective tissue; G, ganglion cell; IN, inner nuclear layer; L, lens;

OF, optic fiber; ON, outer nuclear layer; OS, outer segment; PE, pigment epithelium; R, retina.

B and E are redrawn from Munk [16] and C is redrawn from Brauer [83].

adult eyes of the deep-sea fish Cataetyx memorabi-

lis and found several interesting differences be-

tween them: the larval eye's position is lateral and

the eye is circular in shape, while in the adult the

eye is located dorsally and tubular. Furthermore,

the massive development of the outer segments

had not yet taken place in the larva. These

structural differences between different age groups

can be explained by the fact that the larval fish is

living nearer the surface, while the adult is living in

the deep-sea. Cave salamanders like Proteus

asnguineus and Typhlotriton spelaeus have de-

generated eyes in adulthood, but normal pigment

epithelial cells and visual cells as well as the other

neural cells in the retina in the larval stage [26, 27].

After metamorphosis the degeneration of pigment

epithelial cells is followed by that of the visual cells

to an extent where only the visual cell bodies

including the nuclei remain after the disappear-

ance of the outer segments [25, 26].

Cave fishes like Poecilia sphenops have small

eyes with degenerated visual cells and abnormal

pigment epithelium, but their offspring raised

under normal day-light condition show the in-

termediate type of eye structure between degener-

ated and normal [27]. This means that an

acquired character, like that of a degenerated

cave-eye, need not be inherited.

The first report on the relationship between

crustacean eye structure and depth of the sea was

Beddard's paper [28] on Isopods followed by

Chun's [29] classic on euphausiid eyes. Later on,

to name but a few, Hanstrom [30], Welsh and

Chace [31], Zharkova [32], and Meyer-Rochow
and Walsh [33, 34] occupied themselves with this

problem. Crustaceans down to a depth of about

1,000m have increasingly more efficient com-
pound eyes. These highly developed compound
eyes are characterized by 1, enlargement of com-

pound eye (number and size of ommatidia); 2,
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larger lenses with wider acceptance angle; 3,

developmant of reflecting pigment cells; 4, gradual

loss of screening pigment granules and 5, enlarge-

ment of rhabdoms. These five properties guaran-

tee a maximum of light-gathering capacity and

helps to increase the sensitivity of visual cells

without too severe a loss in acuity especially when

combined with superposition [35]. Land [36] ex-

amined the double-compound eyes (medial and

lateral both of apposition type) of the deep-sea

amphipod Phronima. In the medial eyes, directed

upward, the acceptance angle (3.5°) of each

ommatidium is about 8 times larger than the

interommatidial angle (0.44°). This means that

nearly 60 rhabdoms in each medial eye view the

same point in space; a situation very much

resembling that of a neural superposition eye of

flies. This kind of mechanism (pooling mecha-

nism) must have advantages in the visual world

when small objects (predators or food) need to be

detected against unstructured dim background.

The Isopod Cirolana borealis living in an en-

vironment of low light intensity has big lenses with

wide acceptance angle (45°) and characteristically

semifused rhabdom in which the rhabdomeres are

coming together distally but separate more prox-

imally [37]. The semifused rhabdom is supposed

to be a structure giving optimal resolution in a

dimly lit environment, but it is also observed in the

compound eye of Ligia (Isopod) which is diurnally

active on the seashore under bright sunlight [38].

Quite unexpectedly, because the open rhabdom is

supposed to be characteristic of diuranally active

types such as dipteran flies, an open rhabdom has

been discovered in the highly reduced compound

eyes of the cave-shrimp Typhlatya garciai [39].

Rhabdoms adapted for vision in dim light are

easily affected by a short exposure to bright

sunlight [40-42]. Similar "retinal catastrophes"

due to illumination by light has been seen in white

eye mutants of the crayfish [13] and the giant

deep-sea Isopod Bathynomus [43].

Elofsson and Hallberg [44] studied the degener-

ated eyes of deep-sea mysids and found that there

is no dioptric apparatus but the cylindrically

arranged retinular cells with the rhabdom microvil-

li arranged in many directions, which absorb

effectively every plane of polarized lights. Rather

similar structures are also found in the degener-

ated compound eyes of the deep-sea crab, Cymo-

nomus bathamae by Chapman [45].

Contrary to the fact that in deep-sea animals,

both developed and degenerated eyes occur equal-

ly frequently, there is so far only a single report of

highly developed eyes in a cave species on the cave

fly Arachnocampa luminosa [46]. It seems a

general rule that cave animals have degenerated

eyes or no eyes at all (Shun-Ichi Ueno, personal

communication). It should be worthwhile to con-

sider reasons for it. It becomes compeletely dark

within a few tens of meters from the entrance of a

cave, but in the sea, the change in brightness from

the sea surface to depths of about 600-1 ,000 m
where apart from bioluminescence it is compelete-

ly dark, is much more gradual. This difference

may be one of the major reasons why cave animals

have degenerated eyes.

In conclusion, it can be said that if the light

intensity where an animal is living is above the

absolute threshold of its eyes sensitivity and if the

animal uses the visual sense as useful means to

extract information from its environment, its eyes

will be retained, otherwise its eyes will degenerate.

II. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF THE EFFECTS OF CONTINUOS

DARKNESS ON THE EYES

Lack of light may be the major factor in

degeneration of eyes of animals living in the

deep-sea and in caves, but the diet of animals must

be another important factor for eye degenerations.

As early as 1913, Tschugunoff [47] pointed out that

starvation affected the eye anatomy in the

waterflea Leptodora kinditii long before the gener-

al health of the animal suffered. As the chro-

mophore (vitamin A aldehyde and its derivatives)

of the visual pigments in animal eyes are not

endogeneously produced, they have to be supplied

solely by their food. Therefore, if animals of the

deep-sea or caves there live on food containing no

or little carotenoid substance, or if animals select

to eat preferentially food containing no carotinoid,

their eyes must become pathologically vitamin A
depleted. To add to the confusion, the degener-

ated retinae in deep-sea or cave animals are quite
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similar in appearance to those of vitamin A
deprived animals [48, 49, (Eguchi, unpublished

data)].

For these reasons, careful experiments are

required in which the length of the dark periods,

temperature, diet etc. are artificially controlled in

order to analyse precisely the detailed effects of

darkness on the visual system.

Does the darkness affect the development of the

eyes during larval or embryonic stage? On this

matter, several papers dealing with both verte-

brates and invertebrates have been published.

According to some of these papers, the light is not

necessary for the normal development of an eye.

Eakin [50] observed by electron microscopy that

the retina of the frog kept in darkness all through

the larval period developed normally with diffe-

rentiated rods and cones. Dowling and Sidman

[51] had earlier reached the same results. The

situations for the development of the eyes of

invertebrates [52, 53] appear to be similar.

Most papers reported that between normal and

light deprived eyes of mammalian animals such as

cat, rat and monkey, there existed neither histolo-

gical nor physiological difference. There are some

papers, however, which report differences be-

tween them; i.e. degenerated visual cells and

pigment epithelial cells have been reported from

the retina of goldfish which were kept in darkness

for three years [54] ; a prolongation of the b-wave

in the ERG from the retina of the light-deprived

cat eye was noted by Dowling [55] and fewer

ganglion cells in the retina of light-deprived

monkeys were found by von Noorden et al. [56].

Ducklings that have been light-deprived during

the entire period of incubation, according to

ethological studies [57] suffer from a strong

deficiency in colour discrimination.

Darkness and some other optical disturbances of

an eye in its early postnatal stage can cause a

long-lasting sometimes permanent deficit in vision

(amblyopia), i.e. a reduction in acuity and in depth

perception, because some impaired pathological

changes may continue to occur in the visual cortex

of the brain even after the elimination of darkness

[58]. The main damage is seen in the lateral

geniculate nucleus, visual cortex and superior

colliculus. This fact indicates that the visual sen-

sory excitations along the optic nerves are neces-

sary to the formation of neuronal networks in the

visual cortex during ontogeny at the site of visual

recognition such as image discrimination and

depth perception etc., and that the network

formations by dendritic spines are only possible

over a limited time (critical period of neuroplastic-

ity) of the early postnatal period. This critical

period varies for different animals and is, for

example, one month in the rat and about two and

half years in the human. Identical phenomena

have recently been reported by Mimura [59] on the

vision of the dipteran fly (Boettcherisca peregrina)

in which the critical period is only three days after

its emergence.

III. COMPOUND EYES OF FRUITFLIES
REARED IN DARKNESS FOR
ABOUT 800 GENERATIONS

Historical and scientific backgrounds

Almost all the experiments on the effects of

continuous darkness mentioned above were con-

cerned with a single generation of an animal or a

limited duration in its life. What time is required

and how many generations of darkness are neces-

sary for the eyes to become hypertrophied or

degenerated as in deep-sea or cave animals? In

order to investigate this problem and its underlying

mechanisms in detail, long-term experiments are

needed in which the same species of animals under

two different conditions must be raised; one is

under continuous darkness and the other is under

normal cyclic light and dark conditions. Further-

more, all the other environmental factors such as

temperature, food, etc. have to be controlled or

kept constant for the two groups throughout the

experiments. Only then the effects of darkness on

the animals can be isolated by the comparison

between the two groups.

Thirty two years ago (1954) Professor Syuiti

Mori of Kyoto University (presently the President

of Shiga University) decided to challenge such an

enormous scale of experimental evolution. Since

that time he and his colleagues have cultured the

fruitfly, Drosophila melanogaster, (Oregon RS
strain) in continuous darkness ("dark" fly), while
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half of the Fl flies of the first generation have been

raised in normal light and dark conditions as a

control group (control fly). At present, both

"dark" and control flies are at the 810th generation

(1986 August). Both groups of flies have been

cultured with Pearl's media and "dark" flies have

been kept in complete darkness except for ca. 10

seconds of dim flashes of red light once in a

generation to check the flies when they are

transferred into a new bottle.

After 240 generations (in 1964), behavioural

responses such as phototactic and photokinetic

responses of control and dark flies were compared

[60], and it was found that the responses of "dark"

flies were significantly more vigorous than those of

control flies. The same results were confirmed

with the "dark" flies at about 580th generation by

Mori and Imafuku [61]. Visual organs (e.g. com-

pound eyes and ocelli), brain and muscular move-

ment systems are all involved in eliciting the

phototactic and -kinetic responses. It is still un-

known which system(s) contributed to the differ-

ence. In addition, it was found that 1 , fecundity of

"dark" flies was greater than that of control flies;

though 2, the rate of development of "dark" flies

was retarded, and 3, the circadian activity rhythm

of "dark" flies had almost disappeared, but circa-

dian emergence rhythm is still retained. Concern-

ing the third point, Ohshima [62] reported that a

circadian rhythm of "dark" flies in around the

500th generation was still measurable by an acto-

graph. A circadian rhythm seems to be a very

persistent feature of animals, e.g. there is a report

by Jegla and Poulson [63] claiming that a species of

eyeless crayfish inhabiting cave for at least 25,000

generations still shows a circadian rhythm.

External morphological features between con-

trol and "dark" flies were examined by Imaizumi

[64], who reported that some sensory bristles on

the head of "dark" flies had become significantly

longer than those of control flies. This elongation

of bristles sounds reasonable because in the dark

environment the tactile sense is certainly the major

useful way to detect the surrounding. It is pre-

sumed that the "dark" flies with longer bristles

have gradually come to dominate in the dark

community.

In 1981 Eguchi and Ookoshi detected fine

structural changes by electron microscopy in the

visual cells of "dark" flies of around the 600th

generation. Later on, we investigated spectral

sensitivities by electrophysiological methods and

studied phototactic behavioural responses to

monochromatic lights by means of a Y-maze of

control and "dark" flies of around the 630th

generation [65]. And quite recently "dark" flies of

around the 800th generation have extensively been

investigated in my laboratory morphologically by

electron microscopy (Eguchi), functionally by

electrophysiological techniques (Arikawa and

Miyako) and biochemically by high pressure liquid

chromatography (Seki, Osaka Education Univ.).

The research is still in progress, which means that

some of the new interesting findings presented

here together with the summarized results of

previous papers [53, 65] may be subject to revision

depending on forthcoming findings.

But before going any further, I had better

describe briefly the general organization of the

compound eye of flies. The unique image forma-

tion of fly compound eye is achieved by neural

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic illustrations of an ommatidium of

the compound eye of Drosophila melanogaster. A,

longitudinal section; B, cross section through a dis-

tal layer of the retinula. Visual cells are numbered

from 1 to 8. 1-6 are peripheral visual cells and 7-8

are the two central visual cells. Cr, cornea; Cc,

crystalline cone; Rh, rhabdomere; Vc, visual cell.

From Eguchi and Ookoshi [53].
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superposition [66]. As is well known from many

earlier papers [67-69], an ommatidial retinula of a

fly eye consists of eight visual cells, six located

peripherally (R1-R6), two centrally (Fig. 2). Each

visual cells protrudes separately one rhabdomere

into the central watery cavity, thus, creating an

open rhabdom (Fig. 2). The rhabdomeres of Rl-
R6 run the entire length of the rhabdom layer,

while those of R7 and R8 contribute only to the

distal and proximal halves of the retinular layer,

respectively. The rhabdomeres of both peripheral

and central visual cells are composed of tightly

packed microvilli which are arranged in a constant

direction in each rhabdomere (Fig. 3). Rhabdoms

contain the visual substance which absorbs light

giving rise to the first photoreaction. Rhabdoms

are, therefore thought to play an important role as

the initial site of photo-excitation. The visual

substance called rhodopsin is generally composed

of chromophores (11-cis retinal x or 11-cis retinal2 )

and a protein called "opsin". Recently it has been

found that chromophore in flies is ll-cis-3-

hydroxyretinal instead of 11-cis-retinal [70, 71],

which is also found in the eyes of some species of

lepidopterans and dragonflies (Seki, personal com-

munication).

Structures of compound eyes of dark flies

The outer appearance of the compound eyes of

"dark" flies seems the same as those of the control

flies, and the number and sizes of ommatidia are

also the same both for "dark" and control flies

[64]. In a cross section of an ommatidial retinula

of a control fly (Fig. 3), rhabdomeres of R1-R6

exhibit ovoid shape with a long axis width of 3 ju

and a shorter axis one of 2 ju. Rhabdomeres of R7
and R8, however, display comparatively round

profiles with diameter of 2 //. In both peripheral

and central cells single rhabdom microvilli meas-

ure approx. 0.07 /u in diameter and 2 // in length.

Rhabdomeres and their constituent microvilli of

control flies are identical shape and size irrespec-

tive of light and dark adaptation.

Eguchi and Ookoshi [53], expressed the degree

of development or of degeneration of a rhab-

domere expressed by the number of microvilli per

1 fi width in cross section (microvilli density) at the

nuclear layer of a visual cell. Figure 5 shows the

results of microvillar densities of control and

"dark" flies, the latter having been fixed under dim

red light which is supposed not to be visible to the

flies. Microvilli densities (ordinate) were meas-

ured on each rhabdomere of R1-R8 separately

(abscissa). In control flies there are no significant

differences between male and female and amongst

all rhabdomeres with the exception of R7. The

density of R7 (16.4) of control female flies is

significantly higher than that of male (13.1). The

density of microvilli (17-20) in "dark" flies is

significantly higher than those of control fly, which

suggests that the microvilli are more slender in

diameter (about 0.05//) and are also more tightly

packed in a larger area of rhabdomeric membrane

(super-normal). The sex difference regarding R7
in control flies is not seen in "dark" flies. These

facts were confirmed in observations on "dark"

flies belonging to apporx. the 800th generation.

It has become evident now that the "dark" flies

have more developed visual cells and exhibit

statistically significant differences from those of

control flies. Except for the density of microvilli

rhabdomeres and other cellular organelles in the

visual cells of "dark" flies seem to be the same as

those of control flies.

The morphologically more developed rhabdo-

meres of "dark" flies may be in good agreement

with the more vigorous phototaxis and photokine-

sis displayed by them, but it is inconsistent with the

fact that animals in complete darkness or in very

dim light condition, often have degenerated photo-

receptors as witnessed by deep-sea and cave

animals mentioned earlier. The reason why the

"dark" flies have such well developed eyes is still

unknown, but the brief flashes of red light during

the transfer of "dark" flies to a new bottle could be

one of the more plausible reasons, assuming the

threshold of the compound eyes of the "dark" flies

had become very low and their eyes had become

sensitive to the dim red light.

Functional properties of the compound eyes of

"dark" flies

The response amplitudes (V) of visual cells

to stimulation by graded flashes of light were

electrophysiologically recorded from several indi-

viduals of both control and "dark" flies and
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Fig. 5. Histogram showing microvillar density (number of microvilli per 1 ft rhab-

domer width) of each rhabdomere (numbers on the abscissa, 1-8, represent each

visual cell's number shown in Fig. 2). Bars above the each number represents

from left, control fly, "dark"fly and 3L "dark" fly except No. 7 which are, from

left, control male, control female, "dark" male, "dark" female, 3L "dark" male

and 3L "dark" female.

resulted in V/log I curves that seem to indicate that

the "dark" flies are more sensitive to dimmer light

than the control flies. But there are no statistically

significant differences of their sensitivities and the

slopes in the dynamic range of their V-log I curves.

A statistically significant difference may or may

not be obtained if the number of individuals

examined is increased. ERG-determined spectral

sensitivities of the compound eyes of both control

and "dark" flies indicate that both of them show

quite similar or even identical spectral properties,

i.e. high sensitivity in the spectral range from

380 nm to 500 nm. Diptera, generally, appear to

have three colour receptor types, namely ultra-

violet-(R7), green-(R8) and ultraviolet/green cells

(R1-R6) [72-74]. Thus the results reported here

are in good agreement with them.

With regard to spectral phototactic responses,

control flies showed stronger phototaxis to a

broader range of spectral lights (from 410 nm to

490 nm) than "dark" flies, which, however, showed

increased phototaxis to the narrower range from

410 nm to 430 nm [65]. These facts suggest that

the "dark" flies still have normal colour receptors,

but appear to have some deficits or modifications

in the neural processing in higher order neurons.

A certain similarity to dark-incubated ducklings

who suffer from a deficiency in colour discrimina-

tion [75] seems evident.

IV. RETINAL CATASTROPHE OF
"DARK" FLIES BY LIGHT

Light-induced damage in rhabdomeres

The compound eyes with super-normal rhabdo-

Fig. 3. Electron micrograph of a cross section through the retinular layer of a compound eye (super normal eye) of

a "dark" fly. Each dark round structure represents a rhabdomere, of which seven constitute an ommatidial

unit. Arrows indicate the central rhabdomere (R7). X 3,300. Insert; Higher magnification of a peripheral

rhabdomere. Constituent microvilli are tightly packed and arranged in one direction. X 15,000.

Fig. 4. Electron micrograph of a cross section through the retinular layer of a compound eye of 3L "dark" fly from

Kyoto-stock which shows the condition of retinal catastrophe. All rhabdomeres were severely damaged (cf.

Fig. 3). Arrows indicate the central rhabdomere (R7). X 3,300. Insert; Higher magnification of a rhabd-

omere showing vacuolizations of microvilli. X 15,000.
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meres of the "dark" flies were drastically affected

by exposure to normal day light for 3 days (3L

"dark" fly). Their rhabdom microvilli become so

severely disorganized and eventually destroyed

that the term "retinal catastrophe" seems appro-

priate. During the process of destruction the

microvilli decreased dramatically in number, many

vacuoles were seen in the visual cell cytoplasm and

the cytoplasm near the rhabdomeres appeared to

be transparent. It is noteworthy that the two

central rhabdomeres (R7 and R8) were less dam-

aged than the peripheral ones (Fig. 4). Only a few

lysosomal elements are seen in the cytoplasm. The

microvillar densities (6.9-11.6) of 3L "dark" flies

are significantly less than those of control flies

(Fig. 3). The decrease in microvillar density is the

result of vacuolation (greater diameter) of each

microvillus and also their decrease in total num-

ber. In other words, the total area of rhabdomeric

membranes was decreased in 3L "dark" flies.

Structural damage of rhabdomeres by exposure

to light was also examined in "dark" flies by two

monochromatic lights, e.g. ultraviolet and green.

It was found that the rhabdomeres are more easily

damaged by ultraviolet than by green light.

Quite a similar retinal catastrophe is seen in the

mutant Drosophila, rdgB, except for the central

rhabdomeres (R7 and R8) which retain normal

structure even after exposure to light [76]. A
similar pathological damage had been known from

animals reared under vitamin A deprivation [77,

78], and_another similar example is the inherited

retinal dystrophy in the eyes of vertebrates such as

rat, dog and human. Their retinal structures are

normal at birth, but afterwards their retinal

structures, especially the outer segments, begin to

develop more excessively than in normal indi-

viduals. This is followed by outer segment degen-

eration and finally disappearance so that in the end

the individual is completely blind. The cause is

due to the imbalance between synthesis of disc

membranes of outer segments and phagocytosis of

discs by pigment epithelial cell, which is characte-

rized biochemically by an abnormally high increase

in activity of lysosomal enzymes [79, 80]. It is

commomly observed that similar to 3L "dark"

flies, the well developed retina of deep-sea animals

is easily broken by exposure to sunlight as men-

tioned before in (I). With regard to the under-

lying mechanism, Loew [81] suggested from MSP
experiments on lobster eyes that the sudden

increase of photoproducts may destroy the rhab-

dom membrane because the regeneration ratio of

visual pigment is maintained usually at a very low

level in this animal. This explanation may be

applicable to the case of 3L "dark" flies, but the

detailed mechanism of the retinal catastrophe of

"dark" flies still remains to be an unsolved

problem.

Electrophysiological results from the compound

eyes of 3L "dark" flies with damaged rhabdomeres

fluctuate from almost no response to nearly normal

responses. This fact may indicate that the ability

to evoke an electrical response and the morpholo-

gical damage in the rhabdomeres are not directly

related, but that the former can keep a normal

level until the latter has progressed to a certain

critical degree.

Protection of retinal catastrophe of "dark" fly by

light illumination at the pupal stage

The importance of adequate (normal) cyclic

light illumination during the developmental or

infant stage of an animal was already described in

this review. Thus, the "dark" flies had been kept

under the normal dark/light cycle of the day from

egg, larval and pupal stages, and after the emerg-

ence the "dark" flies were kept in continuous light

for 3 days. It was found that the rhabdomere

structure of their compound eyes was normal as

long as the pupal stage, during the time of

compound eye development, was illuminated for

approx. 5 days.

Retinal catastrophe, diet and chromophore of visual

substance

Some of the control and "dark" flies at about

560th generation were moved to Dr. C. Ohshima's

laboratory at the National Institute of Genetics,

Mishima, Shizuoka in 1977, and since then they

have been maintained there (at present by Dr. T.

Watanabe) under the same conditions as in Dr. S.

Mori's laboratory at Kyoto University except for

the diet.

Somewhat surprisingly, recent observations of

the compound eyes of 3L "dark" flies of Mishima-
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stock revealed that they possess quite normal

rhabdomeres as well as other parts of the retinula.

We have been puzzled by the discrepancy of the

severe catastrophe of 3L "dark" flies from Kyoto

and the normal structure of 3L "dark" flies from

Mishima.

In order to solve this problem, the quantity of

chromophore (11-cis 3-hydroxyretinal) of visual

pigment from the compound eyes of control and

"dark" flies from Kyoto and Mishima reared under

different light and dark conditions was measured

by high pressure liquid chromatography by Seki.

Seki et al. [82] had already measured quantitatively

the chromophore of "dark" fly eye, and revealed

that both all-trans and 11-cis 3-hydroxyretinals

were synthesized in the eyes of "dark" flies even

when the extract treatments had been prepared in

the dark; i.e. light is not necessary for the synthesis

of 3-hydroxyretinal in the "dark" flies. In addi-

tion, according to unpublished data, the following

two important facts were discovered: (a) from both

control and "dark" flies of Kyoto, very little

chromophore (about 5-10% of normal or wild

fruitflies) was detected, (b) from both "dark" and

control flies of Mishima-stock, the quantity of

chromophore detected was as high as that of wild

flies. The only difference in the culture conditions

between Kyoto and Mishima-stocks is the diet; in

the former Pearl's medium is used and in the latter

Mishima's own medium which contains much more

carotenoid than Pearl's is used.

The retinal catastrophe by light in "dark" flies of

Kyoto may be caused partly by the shortage of

carotenoid in Pearl's medium. This conclusion is

in complete agreement with the view that

carotenoids can protect the eyes against delete-

rious effects of light [74]. As the control flies of

Kyoto reared with Pearl's medium show the

normal retinular structure even after exposure to

light for 3 days or longer, it is certain that the

darkness contributes to the retinal catastrophe of

the "dark" flies from Kyoto.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PROJECTS
FOR THE FUTURE

1) The "dark" flies possess more highly de-

veloped rhabdomeres than the control flies.

2) The "dark" flies of Kyoto raised with Pearl's

media suffered from severe structural damage by

exposure to light, but the "dark" flies from

Mishima raised on media containing more

carotenoid, have a greater tolerance to light, and

are not damaged.

3) No significant difference is observed between

control and "dark" flies with regard to their

electrophysiological properties such as ERG-
determined V-log I functions to white light.

4) The "dark" flies with rhabdomeres destroyed

by light exhibit electrophysiological responses

which are less consistent than those of intact flies

although the distribution of the responses ranges

from nearly normal to no response at all.

5) There is no difference between control and

"dark" flies with regard to their ERG-determined

spectral sensitivities.

6) On the phototactic response to monochromat-

ic spectral lights, the "dark" flies show higher

response to a narrower spectral range (410 nm-
430 nm) than the control flies (410nm-490nm).

7) There is no difference in the quantity of the

chromophore (11-cis 3-hydroxyretinal) of the

visual substance between control and "dark" flies.

The quantity of chromophore of both control and

"dark" flies raised with Pearl's media is significant-

ly less (5-10%) than that of other normal and wild

fruitflies.

8) The following topics will have to be given

special experimental attention: the relationships

between quantity of chromophore, fine structure

of rhabdomere membrane and electrophysiologi-

cal functions in control and "dark" flies; the

mechanism of the catastrophic break down rhab-

domere microvilli in "dark" flies from Kyoto due

to light.
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REVIEW

Changes of Characters of Drosophila melanogaster Brought about

during the Life in Constant Darkness and Considerations on

the Processes through which These Changes were Induced

Syuiti Mori

Head Office, Shiga University, Hikone 520, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Over these three decades, Mori and others have

been rearing the fruitfly, Drosophila melanogaster,

Oregon-RS strain, in constant darkness since

November 1954, in order to see whether any

changes of characters are brought about or not.

The generations passed in the dark up to the

present are more than 800.

Meanwhile, the author and his colleagues have

found that a lot of characters were changed during

the life in the dark, and still now new findings are

being made for the changes of characters by

several other researchers.

The author does not know when this culture of

the fly will be ended, but accepting a request of

Prof. Koscak Maruyama, who is an Associate

Editor of the Zoological Science, the author

decided to review the facts obtained up to this time

and to describe his thought on the processes

through which the above changes have been

brought about. This latter part is of course a

tentative or hypothetical one, but the author

believes that biologists should not hesitate to try

this kind of speculations at any time.

I. DESCRIPTION OF FACTS DISCOVERED

A couple of Drosophila melanogaster, Oregon-

RS strain, whose original stock had been cultured

on Pearl's synthetic medium for about 140 genera-

Received September 18, 1986

tions at the Zoological Institute, Kyoto University,

since the spring of 1948, were separated from the

original stock in 1954. The offspring were divided

into 6 independent strains, of which 3 strains were

reared under normal daylight condition (L series)

and the remaining 3 strains were cultured in

constant darkness (D series). Both sets were

cultured on Pearl's synthetic medium at 25°C. The
experiments were started in November 1954.

Using these flies the author and his colleagues

have performed many kinds of experiments and

observations and have obtained a number of

interesting results as described below.

The author does not want to explain details in

this paper on the methods employed and the

results obtained, but wishes to summarize the

results concisely. The readers who want to know
the details are requested to refer to the original

papers cited in Literature.

1. Changes in phototactic and photokinetic reac-

tions

The flies of D series were tested at 38, 107, 201

and 581 generations and always reacted more

actively to sudden illumination of light, that is,

showed clearer phototactic and photokinetic

movements in comparison with the flies of L series

which were tested at the corresponding genera-

tions [1-7]. These changes were observed similar-

ly with three strains used in the experiments, which

were verified being significant by the statistical

examinations.

This change of behavior is the established fact
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that is universally accepted. As early as in 1910

and 1911 Payne [8, 9] reared Drosophila ampe-

lophila in darkness for 69 generations and found

that the dark flies became to respond more actively

to the light source. Payne himself denied the

change in behavior in his paper, but the data which

he cited showed clearly that the change was

provoked. Later in 1957 Diirrwachter [10] also

reported that Drosophila melanogaster which

had been kept in constant darkness for several

generations showed a stronger phototaxis and

greater sensitivity to geotactic orientation than the

flies reared normally.

Based on these results it is clear that a direction-

al change of behavior —reacting more actively to

illumination or showing a stronger phototaxis— is

brought about when Drosophila flies were reared

in constant darkness.

Furthermore, it was revealed that this change of

behavior had a hereditary nature. As for the flies

reared in constant darkness during 38 generations

and brought back again to the normal life environ-

ment, the changed character (moving actively to

illumination source) lasted as long as about 10

generations in female and 20 generations in male

[2], but as for the flies reared in constant darkness

during 81 generations and brought back to the

normal light environment, the changed character

did not disappear even after 117 generations [6].

Thus the changed character became more and

more firmly fixed as flies kept longer in constant

darkness^.

When the flies of D series, kept in constant

darkness during 123 generations, were crossed

with the flies of L series, the F! flies showed always

stronger reaction than the flies of L series [6],

which indicated that the genes from the flies of D
series were dominant to the genes from the flies of

L series.

2. Change in phototactic response to light of

different wave lengths

Yamamoto et al. [11] found that there was the

difference in phototactic response to different

wave lengths between the flies of L series and D
series; namely, a strong phototaxis was shown to

the light of 410-470 nm wave length by the flies of

L series whereas the flies of D series, maintained in

constant darkness during 630 generations, showed

a strong phototaxis to the light of 410-430 nm
wave length, the range was rather limited in

comparison with the flies of L series.

3. Changes in type of daily emergence rhythm

Ordinarily the flies emerge most vigorously from

before sunrise till noon and only in small numbers

during the night. The change of the type of this

emergence rhythm through the course of life in

constant darkness was tested by using the ratio

(%) of numbers of the flies emerged during the

night (18 : 00-03 : 00) to total numbers emerged at

the 26th, 39th, 51st, 80th, 112th, 124th, 135th,

168th, 202nd, 223rd and 238th generations [4].

Until the 135th generation the ratios were larger

in the flies of D series, that is, the numbers of flies

emerged during night were larger in D series than

in L series, whereas after that generation this

became reversed. The statistical examination re-

vealed this reversal was significant.

4. Changes in fecundity

Newly emerged test flies from the colonies of D
series and L series were made to deposit eggs on

Pearl's medium, which was renewed every day,

during 7 days and the total number of eggs

produced was compared [4]. For D series the flies

used were those maintained in constant darkness

during 94 generations and for L series the flies

were those maintained in normal light environ-

ment during 92 generations, and always the tests

were performed both in daylight and dark environ-

ment.

The results were very clear; the flies always laid

more eggs in the dark than in daylight and if the

environmental light condition was the same the

flies of D series laid more eggs than those of L
series. These facts indicate that the dark environ-

ment accelerates the production of eggs.

5. Changes in developmental rate

Having been cultured in constant darkness or in

normal daylight for 118 generations, the flies were

made to deposit eggs, and the larvae hatched from

the eggs were reared in constant darkness or in

normal daylight, and the developmental rates of

larvae and pupae were examined [4].
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The differences were clearly seen for larval

development, namely, the flies of L series grew

much faster than those of D series, and if the flies

of the same series were grown in the dark or in

normal daylight a faster development was

observed always in normal daylight. In other

words, a dark environment inhibited always the

developmental rate of larvae. On the other hand,

there was no remarkable difference in pupal

development.

6. Changes in olfactory response

Suzuki [12] performed the experiments to see if

there were seen any difference in olfactory re-

sponse between the flies of L series and D series.

The olfactory response was measured by the

degree of attractiveness to the fermented medium

(Pearl's medium fermented by yeast). The flies of

D series used in the experiments were those

maintained in constant darkness during 230 gen-

erations.

Irrespective of the flies belonging to L series or

D series they were always clearly attracted to the

fermented medium when it was in an early stage of

fermentation, but this attraction decreased grad-

ually as the duration of fermentation extended

and this decreasing tendency was observed much

greater in the flies of D series than in those of L
series. The statistical examination showed the

difference was significant. It was considered that

the flies reared in constant darkness for 230

generations had become more sensitive to some

repellent substances produced during the course of

fermentation.

7. Changes in fine structure of compound eyes

A noticeable change in fine structure of com-

pound eyes was found by Eguchi and his associates

[13] (ct. [4]), concerning the flies of D series.

The regular, compact and fine arrangements of

microvilli and rhabdomeres and the substantial

protoplasmic structure at the base of microvilli are

characteristics of the flies of L series. After 206

generations's life in constant darkness the micro-

villi degenerated, the number decreased, the wall

thickened, the arrangements became irregular and

near the base of the microvilli the protoplasmic

structure became somewhat vacant [4].

The same results were again obtained with the

flies of D series lived for 600 generations in

constant darkness [13].

More careful investigations were performed by

using the flies of D series reared in constant

darkness during 796 generations and remarkable

phenomena were found. When the compound

eyes of those flies were fixed under darkness, the

rhabdome structure was kept in normal state or

even showed a super normal feature. However,

when fixed after exposing to bright light of 2,500

lux for longer than 3 days, the rhabdome structure

(especially Ri-R6 ) was severely damaged as had

been observed previously [14]. Furthermore,

when the flies of D series were subjected to light

during the pupal stage, their rhabdomes stay

normal even when subjected to bright light after

emergence. If the flies of D series were main-

tained under monochromatic lights of equal

photon content, UV (360 nm) and green light

(500 nm), for 3 to 6 days, the rhabdomes of the

flies subjected to UV were more seriously dam-

aged than those green light.

8. Changes of length of head bristles

Imaizumi [15] found a striking elongation of

some of the head bristles of the flies of D series

maintained during 583 generations in constant

darkness. The degree of elongation was most

remarkable at the head bristle, post verticals, and

the other head bristles such as anterior verticals,

posterior verticals, short verticals, posterior orbitals

and cellars were also elongated in the flies of D
series when compared to those of L series, and

these differences were always notable in females

than in males.

9. Participation ofselection processes for bringing

about enhanced strain of phototactic response

The fly strain which had a similar hereditary

change of character as mentioned in the Section 1

,

reacting more actively to sudden illumination, was

created by selecting fast moving individuals (F

series) to sudden illumination through more than

11 successive generations [7]. For other charac-

ters than movement were also tested if there

occurred any parallel changes in both treatments,

that rearing in constant darkness and that subject-
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ing to selection procedure. The pattern of the

daily emergence rhythm showed similar change,

namely, relatively high emergence rate at night

was seen in the strain of F series as well as in the

strain of D series when compared with the strain of

selected slow moving individuals (S series) as well

as the strain of L series. However, for the

fecundity and the developmental rate, which were

found some differences between the strains of D
and L series, were not found any difference

between the strains of F and S series. Referring

all these results it should be noticed that the effect

caused by rearing in constant darkness and that

caused by subjecting to selection procedure are not

finally identical with each other.

II. CONSIDERATIONS ON PROCESSES
THROUGH WHICH CHANGES OF
VARIOUS CHARACTERS HAVE

BEEN BROUGHT ABOUT

It was clarified in the previous Chapter I that

various characters have been changed when the

fruitfly, Drosophila melanogaster Oregon-RS

strain, has been reared successively in constant

darkness, and some of these have been verified to

be of a hereditary nature.

Then a great problem arises, namely, whether

these changes are directional changes brought

about in relation to environmental changes or not.

This problem is of course one of the most

important and difficult problems in biological

sciences, and at present it is clear that no scientist

can give any final conclusion. However, the au-

thor thinks that to drill into this great problem

from different standpoints is always a very impor-

tant task assigned to biologists, and he wishes to

express here his considerations on this point.

1. The problem of correspondences of en-

vironmental changes and hereditary changes of

characters of organisms has been one of the most

important problems in biology since the age of

Lamarck and Darwin, and the considerations on

these problems have been made by a considerable

number of scientists. However, it is extremely

difficult to test experimentally these problems and

therefore, a majority of works have been made

basing on observations of natural states of organ-

isms and considerations on them or only by

conjecture.

In these circumstances few experiments to show

the existence of direct correspondence between

the environmental changes and the hereditary

changes were attempted occasionally up to about

1910. For example, Payne [8, 9] made experiment

to see any changes would occur by rearing Dro-

sophila ampelophila in constant darkness, and also

Kapterew [16] attempted experiment to see similar

effect by culturing Daphnia longispina in constant

darkness. Although Payne announced that he

could not find any change in his Drosophila, the

data obtained by him clearly demonstrated that the

change of the same direction as author and others

obtained (activation of phototaxis) occurred, the

outline of which was described previously [1].

Also Kapterew found that the indication of degen-

eration of eye pigments was observed faster in the

second generation of Daphnia kept in constant

darkness (degeneration was observed after 4-7

days) than in the first generation (11-13 days were

necessary for appearance of indication of degen-

eration), and postulated the existence of direct

relation between the environmental change and

the hereditary change.

In the botanical world, Clements [17, 18] en-

gaged in various transplantation experiments with

his colleagues since the beginning of 1900 and

concluded in 1950 his researches covering long

years announcing that sun plants and shade plants

were transformed to each other by the environ-

mental conditions.

However, since about 1910 the existence of

genes on the chromosomes became affirmed (Mor-

gan et al. [19]) and as the strong conservative

nature of genes was established, the tendency to

consider the relation between the environmental

changes and the hereditary changes only on the

basis of natural selection -that is, on the combina-

tion of random mutation and selection-has grad-

ually been strengthened. As a consequence such

scientists to plan the experiments as Payne at-

tempted nearly disappeared. Nevertheless, under

these circumstances some unique biologists such as

Kammerer (ct. Koestler [20]), who worked active-

ly during 1904-1926, performed various expert-
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merits and insisted having verified the existence of

inheritance of acquired characters. Naturally, the

results were completely ignored in front of strong

assertion of unchangeability of hereditary nature

(Yasugi [21]).

Afterwards Lysenko appeared and actively

worked during 1926-1964, but the attitude too

closely joined with politics evoked fundamental

denial to his theories among the scientists of the

world (ct. Medvedev [22]).

There are some other biologists who wanted to

prove the inheritance of acquired characters.

Northrop [23] reared Drosophila aseptically in the

dark during 230 generations, but he said that he

could not find any difference from normal flies in

the number of pupae produced per female or on

the length of larval or pupal developmental time

(these facts are not in agreement with the author's

data— see the previous descriptions). Agar et al.

[24, 25] planned the learning experiment for mice

in order to see if there would be any observable

effect of learning in successive generations, yet

they could not find any effect after trials of about

50 generations. Also McDougall [26] performed a

similar experiment but failed to show the inher-

itance of acquired characters.

In these connections, Tanaka [27] examined

many results of experiments performed to prove

the inheritance of acquired characters up to about

1930 and concluded the pre-adaptation theory

might be most fitted to explain the mechanisms,

namely, adaptations do not cause any kinds of

hereditary variations directly connected to them.

However, when his statements are carefully ex-

amined it becomes clear that he was feeling some

perplexities in explaining some phenomena, for

example, on such a case as shortening of extremi-

ties of white rat caused by subjecting to low

temperature (F. B. Sumner's experiment).

2. As mentioned above the effort to get the

unifying knowledge between the environmental

conditions around the organisms and the internal

conditions of organisms through physiological or

ecological correspondences had been not infre-

quently made before about 1910 or so, and such a

theme as the hereditary fixation of adapted state

was one of the major themes at those times.

However afterwards, the research field to treat the

relation between environmental conditions and

lives of organisms has developed specially into

"ecology" and the research field to treat heredita-

bility inside of the body of organisms has de-

veloped specially into "genetics", and it seemed to

be nearly abandoned to pay efforts for understand-

ing the matters of outside and inside of the bodies

of organisms in unified, directly connected ways

(ct. Odum [28], Uramoto [29]). Even physiology,

which seems to have an essential nature to connect

these two matters in unmechanical way, seemed to

have been immersed, though incompletely, in

physics or chemistry, and seemed to have forgot-

ten to consider the working hypotheses or to make

proposals on connecting organically, not mechani-

cally, the matters inside and ourside of bodies from

the sides of natural lives of organisms or of natural

histories (ct. Bligh et al. [30]). The above tenden-

cy seemed to have been settled definitely especially

since the announcement of central dogma theory

of molecular genetics by Crick [31, 32] and the

development of operon theory by Jacob and

Monod [33] (ct. Ozeki [34], Tajima [35]).

Concerning these circumstances Yasugi [21]

mentioned that the scientists of former ages paid a

great attention to the orders of nature in large

scale and struggled to make generalization with

wide scope but those of modern ages became
positivists devoting effort only to accumulate

individual knowledge, which often led them to

bring coarse theories.

3. The author published an opinion concerning

this problem with Dr. Denzaburo Miyadi about 30

years ago [36] and even at present he has no idea to

alter the fundamental points of it. The author

wishes here to introduce that opinion based on

more or less modern scientific knowledge.

In principle, the organisms are living in the

environments adjusted physiologically to the con-

ditions of environments. When environments

change, the organisms adjust themselves physio-

logically to these changes in order to maintain the

lives so long as their hereditary natures permit.

Accordingly, the problem arises when the organ-

isms are subjected to the environmental changes of

some remarkable extent and can not run away
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from these new environments. In this case, of

course, the organisms will struggle to perfrom

physiological adjustments so long as they can

(including those adjustments mentioned by the

operon theory), but the problem is that when the

degrees of environmental changes go beyond the

capabilities of the adjustments. The above prob-

lem may be solved by two ways, one way leads the

organisms to extinction due to failing in adjust-

ments and the other way is coming to success in

obtaining physiological adjustments of new orders

by altering hereditary elements of the organisms.

Three different processes can be considered in

the latter case of hereditary changes, (i) The

process when the pre-existed genes, which had no

active meanings to the lives of organisms in

question before this incident occurs, happen to

come to execute active works-for example, the

case when the inactive genes are activated by

removing repressors from operators (ct. Jacob and

Monod [33]) or the case when the genes that have

been inactive for environments as noticed in the

neutral theory (ct. Kimura [37, 38]) become to

have active meanings in accord with the changes of

environments, or the case when the spacer parts of

hereditary code on DNA become to have mean-

ings or when some kinds of phenomena like

transduction or transformation occur or when

transposable elements are concerned (ct. Tajima

[39]); (ii) The process when the actions of muta-

tions that are newly created in random direction

happen to correspond to the necessary physiologic-

al adjustments-this case includes of course when

the genes as designated in the neutral theory (ct.

Kimura [37, 38]) happen to become having mean-

ings just after mutations occur; (iii) The process

when the mutations, whose codes for physiological

actions are developed just in such ways as to

correspond to new environments, are produced

(namely the case of directional occurrence of

mutations).

The processes mentioned in former two catego-

ries, (i) and (ii), are those accepted generally at

present. For example, Wallace and Srb who

wrote "Adaptation" [40] and Ford who published

"Ecological Genetics" [41] previously or the recent

authors of the "Origin and Development of

Adaptation" edited by Evered and Collins [42]

adopted widely the pre-adaptation theory for the

origin of adaptive phenomena. According to Ford

the transformable phenomena found by Clements

as described before (p. 948) will be explained on

the basis of conventional gene and adaptation

theory and will remain no doubt. Hochachka and

Somero [43] discussed about biochemical adapta-

tion and concerning the problem of genetic adapta-

tion they supposed ultimate production of mole-

cules of new type through a considerable long time

which enable the organisms to live well in new

habitat because the organisms can use every

category of adaptive strategy during long time.

They seemed to be discussing on the assumption of

creation of new mutations during long time,

however they did not make clear that these

mutations were randomly created ones or direc-

tionally created ones in relation to the environ-

mental conditions.

There are several selection experiments with

Drosophila fly. For example, Dobzansky et al.

[44] made experiments on phototaxis by using

Drosophila pseudoobscura and concluded that the

scores in mazes diverge as rapid as the initial

divergence when the selection procedure is stop-

ped and thought that the architecture of the trait,

while permitting rapid and marked response to

selection in both directions, does have a homeo-

static set point (the results are different from the

author's results mentioned in p. 947). Mori and

Suzuki [7] reported with Drosophila melanogsater

that a possibility of partaking the pre-existed

mutations in the hereditary change of characters

brought about in constant darkness cannot be

completely denied, and also Markow and Clark

[45] considered the effectiveness of selection of

phototactic behavior. However, Mori and Suzuki

added discussion at the same time based on several

experiments that the said change of phototactic

behavior cannot be simply attributed to selection

processes of mutations [7] . Recently Dawkins [46]

wrote that only a combination of random variation

and non-random selection can explain the course

of adaptive complexity which is really observed in

the living world and also A. F. Huxley [47] express-

ed the similar opinion.

Then the biggest problem is concerned with the

matter pointed out in (iii) of the above mentioned,
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because it is generally accepted that there is no

direction in the occurrence of the mutations

(Kimura [38, 39], Monod [48], Ozeki [34], Tajima

[35], Ishikawa [49] and many others).

The author wishes to raise again question that, is

it a definite, immovable principle that there is no

direction in occurrence of mutations? There is an

insistence that any mutation caused by chemicals is

undirectional (Tajima [35]), but is not there at

least statistical directedness (this does not mean

the variations induced are connected directly with

survival of organisms-refer to p. 953)? The mate-

rials composing living organisms are all chemical

substances and living processes are caused by

biochemical processes (Grant [50]), and so long as

the genes are chemical substances they may not

make exceptional cases. As the chemical reac-

tions do not generally occur undirectionally, so the

changes of genes occurring in relation to the

changes of chemical environments should be con-

sidered to show more or less, at least statistically,

directional changes.

In fact Watanabe and Yamaguchi [51] cited a

considerable number of instances about the

occurrence of directional change of mutations in

breeding of plants. In many cases the occurrences

of mutations at the special loci of genes are

expected when some kinds of mutagens are used.

For example, mutations relating to anthocyan in

tomato are largely caused by using hydrazin and

those relating to morphological characters are

largly caused by using hydroxylamine (Khvostova

and Tarasenko [52]). The similar phenomena are

reported in many cases, but why different chemi-

cals induce different special mutations are not yet

definitely clarified [51]. The similar special sus-

ceptibility of special genes to radiated rays are well

known also in plant [51]. Indeed different kinds of

environmental stresses (mutagens) give rise to

different but definite kinds of mutation spectra

[51].

4. Concerning the occurrence of directional

variations, which is the case (iii) mentioned in the

previous section, famous physiologist Prosser de-

scribed previously [53] that "the interaction be-

tween living organisms and their environment is an

old but very important problems for biologists.

—While direct alteration of the genotype by

enviromental modification is not known, much

remains to be learned about possible transfer of

DNA from one organisms to another, and the

dependence of such transfer on environmental

conditions. The area of cytoplasmic-nuclear in-

teraction, a subject of combining cell physiology

and genetics, holds many mysteries for future

investigation". Famous geneticist Kihara [54] in-

sisted by summarizing his many profound studies

on cytoplasmic-nuclear interaction that "the evolu-

tion of plant species must be the result of coordina-

tion of two hereditary units, genome and plasmon"

and also "although the inheritance of acquired

characters has not been proved so far, we have to

reconsider it because it has been proved that

infective microorganisms could stay in the cyto-

plasm of the host to become hereditary units and

control the genetic manifestation of nuclear

genes". Indeed, some microbiologists who were

working at University of Oxford seemed to have a

suspicious opinion on random mutation and selec-

tion theory, which was expressed in explaining the

mechanisms of the cause of drug resistance (Gale

and Davies ed. [55]). Hinshelwood and his col-

leagues reported with Bacterium lactis aerogenes

on an apparent demonstration of a case in which

all microbial cell were changed (Jackson and

Hinshelwood [56]) and also a case in which

adaptive phenomena revealed themselves too

rapidly to allow time for selective processes to

operate (Baskett and Hinshelwood [57]). Abram

[58] stated after detailed considerations on litera-

ture that "it would therefore be unwise to assume

that the test can provide a rigid proof of the theory

that drug-resistant cells arise by spontaneous

mutations". The author thinks that these situa-

tions are not changed fundamentally still at pre-

sent.

5. The author wishes to mention here on cave

animals. Returning to the Darwin"s "Origin of

Species" [59] there is the following description.

"As it is difficult to imagine that eyes, though

useless, could be in any way injurious to animals

living in darkness, I attribute their loss wholly to

disuse.—By the time that an animal had reached,

after numberless generations, the deepest reces-
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ses, disuse will on this view have more or less

perfectly obliterated its eyes, and natural selection

will often have effected their changes, such as

increase in the length of the antennae or palpi, as

the compensation for blindness".

This description pointed out that the effect

caused by use and disuse becomes magnified by

natural selection and irrespective of the explana-

tion including several difficult points, the descrip-

tion on the facts of phenomena should not be

disregarded.

In fact the animals which are living in caves-

more exactly the animals which are living in dark,

wet and constant environments-show directional

changes in accord with the progress of troglodyt-

ism, from surface living to troglophile and finally

to troglobite. Namely, their eyes, visual nerves

and wings become lost; on the contrary, antennae,

tactile hairs or legs grow larger; skin becomes

thinner, pigments become lost; metabolism be-

come slacker and they are able to survive for a long

time without taking nutrients; longevity becomes

more lengthened, instead, fecundity becomes

more decreased and shape of eggs becomes larger

(Yoshii [60], Ueno and Kashima [61], Culver [62]).

These changes are well adapted to the life in

dark, moist, narrow and food-deficient environ-

ments such as in caves and moreover there are no

useless matters in these changes. As Darwin

stated that no specially harmful effect can be

considered if the cave animals persist to have eyes,

but in fact such useless structure disappear. Ueno

and Kashima [61] described that there is a correla-

tion between the gene which control the length of

posterior wings and that control the size of eyes,

that is, the eyes become smaller in relation with

disappearing tendency of posterior wings. Howev-

er, will it be possible that the various purposive

changes mentioned above-such directional

changes occurring only in caves-are brought about

through only mechanical correlation among genes

in the animal body? Or will it be caused by the

changes of genes connected physiologically with

the environmental changes? Concerning these

problems the author wishes to discuss again in the

next Section 6 comparing with the manifold effects

of variations.

Culver [62] has referred recently to a lot of facts

and theories. As for the disappearance of useless

organs such as eyes in cave animals, he claimed

that there is a possibility that the energy economy

acts as a selective agent. Namely, if the eyes

become useless, their disappearance is economical

when viewed from the point of energy consump-

tion and such mutation will have a selective

advantage. However, he had a general opinion

that neither selection theory nor neutral mutation

theory can fully explain the mechanisms through

which the characteristics of troglobites appeared.

As the regressive evolution (missing eyes and

pigments) of Mexican characin, Astyanax mexica-

nus, had occurred during about thousands years at

the places with plenty food materials, the cause of

this evolution can be explained by neither selection

theory nor neutral mutation theory [62]. The

crayfish, Procambarus simulans simulans, shows a

series of disappearance of pigment from shallow to

deep caves and it becomes completely white in

deep caves. By Maguire's experiments [63] the

individuals of this crayfish reared under the some

conditions became the same color. Also the dis-

appearance of pigment could be controlled by

nutritional conditions or light conditions and it

seemed to show the state of transition to complete

troglobites.

With the progress of researches on cave organ-

isms, especially on the mechanisms of variations

taken place in cave animals corresponding to cave

environments, many instances which can not be

explained simply by mechanical pre-existed muta-

tions and selection theory are coming in sight of

researchers.

6. The author wishes next to deal with the

manifold effects of variations caused by one agent.

As stated previously, a good many characters of

Drosophila melanogaster are found being changed

in accompany with the change of photo-reaction

through the life in constant darkness. They are,

(i) reaction to illumination (more active in dark

fly)
,
(ii) selection of different wave lengths of light

(more narrow in range in dark fly), (iii) degree of

clearness in emergence rhythm (in dark fly, rhythm

is more indistinct up to 135 generations, but

afterwards it becomes more distinct), (iv) olfactory

reaction (stronger in avoiding reaction to well
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fermented medium in dark fly)
,
(v) developmental

rate of larvae (slower in dark fly), (vi) fecundity

(more productive in dark fly), (vii) fine structure of

compound eyes (retrogressive in dark fly), (viii)

length of head bristles (longer and thicker in dark

fly).

The similar phenomena were seen in Drosophila

melanogaster which was made resistant to copper

sulfate (Ohsawa et al. [64]). The resistant fly

became more productive, more active (on the

contrary lessened in phototaxis), remarkably

accelerated in development, reduced in body

length, and so on.

Furthermore, Oshima and Choo [65-67] found

in Drosophila virilis that the strain selected by

positive phototaxis became smaller and lighter and

moved more actively and that selected by negative

phototaxis became to produce more eggs (about

20% more). Markow [68] found in Drosophila

melanogaster and Drosophila pseudoobscura that

the flies of photopositive line layed more eggs in

constant darkness. On the other hand, Grossfield

[69] stated that the flies having different genotypes

showed the same phenotype in respect to photo-

taxis, geotaxis, activity and larval feeding.

Considering that the organisms are maintaining

the lives under delicate physiological adjustments

through whole bodies, the change taken place in a

certain character due to one agent should accom-

pany various changes, at least physiologically; in

other wards, only under such physiological correla-

tions and adjustments the organisms can remain

alive even when a character is changed. Accord-

ing to Yasugi [70], "a cause produces every time

more than one results". As for the process caus-

ing this manifold effect it must be examined on

some internal coordinative processes which Whyte

[71] had indicated before.

The author wishes here to point out although

these changes are manifold the directions of the

changes may not be random. In the case of

Drosophila melanogaster reared in constant dark-

ness the changes were observed in parallel with

three independent strains and the differences seen

between the dark fly and the normal fly were

proved mostly to be statistically significant.

Here is another difficult but important problem.

What should be considered on the relation be-

tween the manifold effect described here and the

phenomena of accompanied changes seen in cave

animals as described in the preceding Section 5.

There are several different points between these

two phenomena; the changes seen in cave animals

are mostly purposive for lives in caves and also

mostly morphological changes covering very dif-

ferent kinds, however in the case of the manifold

effect described above the changes seem largely

not to be purposive and are mostly functional ones

except the changes of fine structure of eyes and

head bristles observed with the flies reared in the

dark. The author holds a view that these two

phenomena have some kind of correlation in

nature, but here he rather withholds for expressing

the view, in spite of its importance, on the

sameness or unlikeness of the nature of these two

phenomena. He only hopes that more detailed

experiments will be put into practice in near

future.

7. The author wishes next to mention on the

relation between the variations brought about and

the adaptedness for survival. The variations or

mutations brought about as mentioned in the

foregoing pages will not necessary be adapted for

survival in the changed enviroments. That is to

say, the variations taken place, which are at

physiological levels, and the adaptedness to new

environments, which are at ecological levels, are

different matters. Of course, as the fundamental

nature of physiological adjustments is conservative

and is tending to maintain homeostasis, most

physiological adjustments will be useful for main-

taining lives, but the author wishes to discriminate

the levels of the phenomena as stated above. In

these relations the processes of natural selection

will surely be partaken in, and survival of the fitted

individuals or groups will be realized. The

mechanisms of natural selection mentioned here

are those generally accepted in biology. On the

other hand, the opinion that the natural selection

is fundamentally conservative and not useful for

evolutionary development of the organisms is in

fact spreading widely (Matsunaga [72]), and con-

sidering these circumstances it will become more

necessary to lay importance on the directional

variations for realizing evolution.
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8. After all, the matter which the author

wishes to think about is the existence of the

directional changes in gene mutations in accord

with the environmental changes. Although the

central dogma theory is accepted widely the author

is still doubting whether this is the only true theory

or not. It has become widely known about the fact

of the synthesis of DNA depending on RNA
(reverse transcription) (ct. Hatanaka [73]) and

Crick [32] himself who proposed the central dogma

theory had to correct his own theory. The "re-

verse translation" process from protein to RNA is

not found at present (Ishikawa [74]), but Ohno

[75] presented idea that there is a necessity to

consider a possibility of the natural origination of

genes. The related idea of Ohno's was already

noticed by Yasugi [76], saying "if recent DNA has

been produced through the evolution of proto-

plasm as a whole a possibility of or a mechanism of

biochemical synthesis of DNA can not be denied".

Recently Kuchino and Nishimura [77] wrote that

the knowledge of genetic information theories is

progressing rapidly and the fundamental principle

that the genetic information is common to all living

organisms must be subjected to alteration, namely,

they found by using Tetrahymena that there is the

case in which the genetic code is not universal.

This fact shows that the knowledge of modern

molecular genetics are never concretely estab-

lished.

As for the cytoplasmic factors, there are re-

mained- many unaccountable phenomena. The

importance of these factors in developing real

characters of organisms was previously strongly

insisted by Umeya [78]. Also it was pointed out

by lino et al. [79] that the behaviors of cytoplasmic

factors, including their transferability and

changeability, seemed sometimes to be beyond

conjecture, and from this point again it should be

avoided to draw a definite conclusion that muta-

tions are random. Kihara's idea pointing out the

importance of cytoplasm in genetics was already

introduced [54].

Recent immunological researches seem to come

to propose an idea that there is a necessity to

recognize some kind of environmental induction

in hereditary characters. Gorczinski and Steele

published previously [80, 81] claiming that there is

a simultaneous yet independent inheritance of

somatically acquired tolerance to two distinct H-2
antigenic haplotype determinants in mice, but

unfortunately their experiments have not been

confirmed by the followers (according to personal

communication with Prof. T. Tada). Recently

Tada [82] and Uracz et al. [83] performed exten-

sive works and found new facts which seem to be

closely related to the items discussing here. They

found an epitope, named I-J, and described as

follows: "the locus of I-J epitope was mapped in

the murine major histocompatibility complex

(MHC) which encodes serological markers found

primarily on the surface of suppressor T cells.

Further studies have revealed that there is no such

specialized locus within the MHC at the DNA
level. As the existence of I-J determinants at the

protein level on functional T cells, T-cell clones

and hybridomes has been confirmed by serological

and biochemical studies, this contradiction has

raised serious arguments in the immunological

community concerning the nature, origin and

expression of I-J determinants". They performed

various experiments and got the results that "I-J

epitopes are not primarily determined by the MHC
genes of the stem cells themselves, but are

adaptively acquired by T cells differentiated in the

chimaeric condition according to the environmen-

tal MHC phenotype. Thus, the serologically de-

tectable I-J epitopes are found to be associated

with inducible T-cell receptors recognizing self

class II MHC antigens". Tada is thinking that his

findings are opposing to the rule of inheritance

based on the Mendelian structural genes (by

personal communication). The author thinks that

this kind of researches will progress rapidly hereaf-

ter and together with progress of molecular biolo-

gy the new sides of hereditary and evolutionary

biology will surely be opened.

9. The author is now wondering what kind of

roles will be expected to play in the scientific fields

as mentioned above through the work of the

author and his colleagues on the relation between

variations of Drosophila melanogaster and its

environments. The author believes that the truth

concerning the problems on the relations between

variations of organisms and their environments
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will be clarified progressively by the advances of

not only molecular biology but also other kinds of

biological sciences (ct. Onoyama [84], Uramoto

[29]). In this connection Yasugi's opinion [85]

must be appreciated. According to him, "the

theories which are felt unnatural or uncouth, even

if they have many positive facts to support them,

will be defeated finally by the theories which are

natural". It is certain that facts we know are

always only a part of whole facts in nature. Also it

is strongly pointed out Yasugi [70] that the

attention should be paid to the fact that an idea of

inheritance of acquired characters is reviving

always as a secular bird. This fact seems to

indicate that, at least to some scientists, a recogni-

tion of inheritance of acquired characters in some

meanings seems to be "natural" for understanding

the real states of evolution of living world.

An opinion of Oka (ct. [86, 87]) should now be

introduced. He had come to have a sympathy to

the view of inheritance of acquired characters

through his lifelong research with developmental

biology and deep thinking. He reached an conclu-

sion that the biotic evolution was brought about

under the cooperation of the internal tendencies of

bodies and the environmental influences. This

cooperation was thought to be, in nature, not a

mechanical or random one but more intimately

connected one in cause and effect. Also he highly

appreciated the theory of Darwin's, in the meaning

that so-called Darwinism and Lamarclism were

both embraced [87] . Furthermore, an opinion of a

famous ecologist and thinker Imanishi [88] should

carefully be examined. He is insisting decisively

that there is no real evolution without the inheri-

tance of acquired characters, and the axiom of

evolution is composed of the inheritance of ac-

quired characters and the change of every indi-

vidual belonging to the same species to the same

direction.

Finally, the author hopes that works being done

by the author and his colleagues will play some

useful roles in elucidation of the mechanisms of

evolution, progressively getting more fruitful

meanings in the future.
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Serum Ca concentration in mammals is precisely

controlled by three hormones; parathyroid hor-

mone (PTH), vitamin D derivatives and calcitonin.

The former two are hypercalcemic factors and the

latter is hypocalcemic. Parathyroid hormone is

secreted from the parathyroid gland (PT) which is

present in all tetrapods and absent in piscine

forms. The removal of this gland causes an acute

decrease of serum Ca concentration in the major-

ity of tetrapods. Thus the PT is an essential organ

for the maintenance of serum Ca concentration.

In teleosts, serum Ca concentration is main-

tained by the pituitary gland. Hypophysectomy

causes hypocalcemia accompanied by tetanic

seizures in some teleosts, which can be corrected

by administration of pituitary extracts.

PT emerges from the epithelial remnants of the

visceral pouches upon their degeneration during

embryonic development. Therefore, the phyleti-

cally lowest group bearing PT is the urodelan

amphibian. However, a question arises as to

whether or not the urodelan PT functions as a

hypercalcemic organ as in higher tetrapods.

In Cynops pyrrhogaster and Tylototriton ander-

soni, which both belong to the Salamandridae, the

highest phyletic group among urodelan families,

parathyroidectomy (PTX) results in hypocalcemia.

In these species the PT plays an important role in

serum Ca regulation as a hypercalcemic organ.

However, serum Ca concentration shows a recov-

ery from the lowest level to subnormal levels in

PTX specimens. Histological examination shows

that this recovery is not due to regeneration of the

PT, and the pituitary gland seems to be the main

organ responsible. No recovery can occur after

the removal of the pituitary gland. In this context,

the pituitary gland is a potential hypercalcemic

organ, which shows its hypercalcemic effect when

the PT is defective. However, hypophysectomy

alone exerts only very slight effects on serum Ca
concentration if the PT is intact. On the other

hand, Megalobatrachus davidianus and Hynobius

nigrescens, which belong to lower families, do not

show significant changes in serum Ca concentra-

tion after PTX. In these species the PT is not as

important as in higher species, and the main organ

responsible for maintaining normal serum Ca is the

pituitary gland. Thus, control of serum Ca con-

centration in lower urodeles depends on the pituit-

ary gland as in teleosts even though they have the

PT. On the other hand, there is substantial

evidence that the PT of these lower urodeles do

have a hypercalcemic factor.

In teleosts, the pituitary gland exclusively par-

ticipates in hypercalcemic regulation. In lower

urodeles, the PT appears and secretes PTH, but in

fact PTH only plays a minor role in serum Ca con-

trol in lower urodeles, perhaps due to the prema-

ture state of their target organ system. In these

species, the pituitary gland is still responsible for

the maintenance of normal serum Ca concentra-

tion. In higher urodeles, the PT actually becomes

functional and the pituitary gland is no longer re-

quired for routine serum Ca regulation, although

still bearing potential hypercalcemic function.

When the function of the PT is reduced, the pituit-

ary gland resumes its hypercalcemic function.

These steps represent the transition of hypercal-

cemic organs and their function from piscine forms

to amphibian forms during evolution. In anuran

amphibians and more higher forms of vertebrates,

the PT is exclusively responsible for the mainte-

nance of normal serum Ca levels and its function is

never substituted by the pituitary gland.
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Rapid color changes in animals, including fishes,

are due to the motile activity of chromatophores

found in the skin. Perceived chiefly by light

receptors (either ocular or extraocular), cues from

the outside are integrated into efferent signals in

the central nervous system to adjust the chromato-

phores. In fishes, both hormonal and neural

systems are operating [1,2]. Melanophore-stimu-

lating hormone (MSH) from the hypophyseal

intermediate lobe disperses pigment granules in

species of chromatophores including dermal as

well as epidermal melanophores, and bright-

colored cells in the dermis. We also found that the

action is mediated through MSH-specific receptors

on the target cell membrane. Ca2+ is necessary to

carry out this action. The pineal principle, mela-

tonin, was also shown to affect the pigment cells,

i.e., through its specific receptors, it aggregates

chromatosomes leading to the blanching of the

skin. Evidence indicates that melatonin is

responsible for circadian color changes and for the

formation of integumental color patterns. Mela-

nin-concentrating hormone (MCH), which origin-

ates in the hypothalamus and is secreted from the

posterior lobe has also been proven to aggregate

chromatosomes through its specific receptors.

Sometimes, catecholamines induced pigment dis-

persion. The effect was brought on by the media-

tion of beta-adrenoceptors. Epinephrine from

adrenal chromaffin cells may be responsible for the

physiological darkening reaction. We presume

that this system is involved in the excitement

darkening which can sometimes be observed. In

any case, hormonal means may have evolved to

control chromatophore motility slowly, since the

process inevitably includes the gradual increase or

decrease of their titers in the blood.

Neural regulation, on the other hand, takes a

role in adapting fish more rapidly to the environ-

ment. It further functions in regulation chroma-

tophores more differentially among portions of the

skin to form color patterns. The innervation to

the chromatophores is autonomic. Our conclu-

sion is, however, that only the sympathetic division

of the system is involved in controlling the cells.

Peripheral neuro-transmission is usually adrener-

gic, and the transmitter is naturally nor-

epinephrine. Being mediated by alpha-adreno-

ceptors, the transmitter produces an aggregation

of chromatosomes in varieties of chromatophores.

We found that in silurid catfishes, the transmission

is unusually cholinergic, being mediated by mus-

carinic cholinoceptors. Along with the true trans-

mitter, ATP may be liberated from the nerve-

terminals. Converted into adenosine by relevant

ecto-enzymes, the co-transmitter may function to

counteract the effect of the true one, thus enabling

fish to change their hue very quickly. Some other

bioactive substances including a few neuropeptides

and prostaglandins have been shown to influence

the cells, although further work is needed to

establish their roles in regulating chromatophore

movements. That so many receptor species co-

exist on a cell is rather understandable, since the

delicate changes in hues and patterns are of utmost

importance for animals in the strategy to survive.

The many input signals are convergently trans-

duced at the membrane into simpler intracellular

phenomena including changes in cyclic AMP
and /or Ca2+ levels, which lead to the cellular

motility. Improvements in experimental methods

have greatly facilitated those studies [3].

1 Fujii, R. (1969) In "Fish Physiology, Vol. 3". Ed. by

W. S. Hoar and D.J. Randall, Academic Press, New
York, pp. 307-353.

2 Fujii, R. and Oshima, N. (1986) Zool. Sci., 3: 13-47.

3 Oshima, N. and Fujii, R. (1984) Zool. Sci., 1:

545-552.
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RE-DETERMINATION OF AMINO ACID SEQUENCE OF
SOYBEAN LEGHEMOGLOBIN AND AUTOXIDATION OF
ITS OXY-FORM
S.Nishidai., T.Furukohri . , and T.Suzuki
Dep.Biol . ,Fac.Sci . ,Kochi Univ. ,Kochi

Leghemoglobin(Lb) is a monomeric heme
protein found in the nitrogen-fixing legume
root nodules. Soybean Lb a, which is most
studied in Lbs, was purified by the method
of Appleby e_t a_l. (Biochemistry , 1975, 14,
4444). Recently, the discrepancies among
the published sequences of soybean Lbs were
discussed (Fuchsman, 1985, ABB, 243, 454).
Therefore we re-examined the amino acid
sequence of Lb a. Our result was consistent
with that deduced from the DNA sequencing.
OxyLb a was prepared by reduction of met
form with sodium dithionite. The auto-
xidation rate of oxyLb( 39-44 uM ) was exa-
mined in 0.1M tris-phosphate buffer at 25°C
over pH range 5.2-7.2. Although the pH
dependence of the stability was similar to
that of sperm whale Mb02 , the autoxidation
rate was about two times slower than that
of Mb02 over the pH range examined. The
rates (k bs ) seemed to correlate with the
oxygen dissociation rates (k ff); for Lb a,
sperm whale Mb, yellow fin tuna Mb and
Aplysia Mb, koff (s -1 , 20°C, pH 7-7.2) are
5.5, 11.3, 31.6 and 70, and 10 2kobs (h" 1

,

25°C, pH 7-7.2) are 0.66, 1.6, 5.8 and 12,
respectively. This correlation will support
the evidence for nucleophilic displacement
mechanism for autoxidation.

TWO GLOBIN STRAINS IN THE GIANT ANNELID HEMOGLOBINS

T. Suzuki 1

, T. Gotoh 2
, F.Shishikura 3

, S.N.Vinogradov 4

and D.A. Walz 3 iDep. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., kochi
Univ. Kochi, 2Dep. of Biol., Coll. of Gen. Educ,
Univ. of Tokushima, Tokushima and Wayne State Univ.
School of Med. Dep. of 3 Physiol. & 4Biochem. Detroit

The extracellular hemoglobin of the polychaete
Tylorrhynchus heterochaetus consists of 192 heme-
containing polypeptide chains. The minimum
structural entity is a tetramer which is composed of
a "monomeric" chain I and "trimeric" chains of IIA,
I IB and IIC(1,2).

We determined the amino acid sequences of all the
constituent chains of the giant hemoglobin of
Tylorrhynchus. All the chains appear to be homolo-
gous with those of vertebrate hemoglobins. High
homologies are seen between chain 1 1 B and IIC (50%),
and chain I and IIA (40%). In addition, the poly-
chaete Tylorrhynchus chain IIA shows high homology
(42%) with the oligochaete Lumbricus chain II
(Garlick & Riggs, 1982).

Furthermore, the N-terminal sequences of chains I,

III and IV of Lumbricus hemoglobin were determined
and aligned with those of Lumbricus chain II and the
four chains of Tylorrhynchus hemoglobin. It was
found that the eight sequences could be separated
into two groups: "A", consisting of Tylorrhynchus
chains I and IIA and Lumbricus chains I and II, and
"B", consisting of Tylorrhynchus chains I IB and IIC
and Lumbricus chains III and IV. These findings
suggest that there are two strains of globin chain
in the annelid extracellular hemoglobins.

(1) Suzuki & Gotoh (1986) J. B.C. 261, 9257.
(2) Suzuki & Gotoh (1986) J.M.B. 190, 119.

PH 2

CHANGES IN RELATIVE CONCENTRATION OF
HEMOGLOBIN VARIANTS FROM PARAMECIUM BY
GROWTH PHASE OF THE CELLS AND TEMPERATURE
FOR CULTURE.
A. Hino 1 and I. Usuki 2

, -"-Depart, of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci. and 2 Depart. of Biol., Coll.
of Gen. Educ., Niigata Univ., Niigata.

Several strains of Paramecium were
cultured at 18, 27 and 30°C and the cells
were harvested at a logarithmic phase or a

stationary phase. Relative concentrations
of Hb variants, which were resolved by
PAGE or IEF, changes considerably by
temperature for culture. This caused by
a raise and fall of the concentration of
some Hb variants, which were able to
divide into two types : type A showed fast
migration on PAGE, low values in pi and an
increase at high temperatures, whereas
type B took slow migration, high pi values
and an increase at low temperatures . For
example, the Hb of P. jenningsi consisted
with 70% of Hbn (type A) and 16% of Hb2
(type B) at 27°C. At 18°C the cells
decreased Hbn to 26% and increased Hb2
to 60%.

Relative concentration of the Hb variants
changed also in transition of growth phase
of the cell. The Hb of the cells in a

longarithmic phase contained much amounts
of several variants showing slow migration
on PAGE, in association with a noticeable
decrease of fast migrating variants which
were prominent in the Hb of the cells of a

stationary phase.

PH H

THE COMPLETE AMINO ACID SEQUENCE OF HEM0-.
GLOBIN FROM THE OLIGOCHAETE LUMBRICUS
TERRESTRIS .

F. SHISHIKURA", J. w. SNOW, K. I. EREIFEJ 1
,

S. N. VINOGRADOVl AND D. A. WALZ. Dept. of
Physiology and 1 Dept. of Biochemistry,
Wayne State University School of Medicine,
Detroit, Michigan 48201, U. S. A.

Oligochaete Lumbricus terrestris hemo-
globin consists of four subunits; a mono-
mer (chain I), a disulfide-bonded trimer
(chains II, III, and IV), and a dimer
(chains V and VI ). Only chain II has been
sequenced (Garlick & Riggs., JBC 257 :9005)

.

The complete amino acid sequence of
chain I was determined as follows;

ECLVTEGLKVKLQWASAFGHAHQRVAFGLELWKGI
LREHPEIKAPFSRVRGDNIYSPQFGAHSQRVLSGL
DITISMLDTPDMLAAQLAHLKVQHVERNLKPEFFD
IFLKHLLHVLGDRLGTHFDFGAWHDCVDQIIDGIK
DI (142 amino acids)

Comparison with the amino acid sequences
of chains I and II, a relative high homology
(45.1%) was located in the first 120 amino
acid residues, however, very little homology
was found in the carboxy-terminal region.
The sequence homology toward human fichain
is 17.8%.

* Present address: Dept. of Biology,
Nihon University School of Medicine,
Tokyo 173, Japan.
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FH 5

PREPARATION OF THE CONSTITUENT POLYPEPTIDE
CHAIN (Mr 32,000) OF MOINA HEMOGLOBIN AND
ITS CNBr CLEAVAGE
T.Suzuki 1 and M.Kobayashi 2

1 Dep. Biol. , Fac. Sci . ,Kochi Univ.,Kochi
2 Dep.Biol. ,Fac.Sci . ,Niigata Univ. ,Niigata

Moina macrocopa contains the extracellu-
lar hemoglobin(Hb) with molecular weight of
670,000 daltons (Sugano & Hoshi , 1971, BBA,
229, 349). Moina Hb was dissociated in 0.2
M phosphate buffer (pH 11.4) and the pro-
ducts were separated by gel filtration into
two heme-containing fractions ( Hb I and
II). SDS-PAGE in the presence of 2-mer-
captoethanol showed that both Hb I and II
mainly consisted of the subunits with mole-
cular weight of 32,000, which is quite
different from that(16,000) of usual Hb.
Subunit heterogeneity was not found by
acid urea-triton PAGE and HPLC (RP-2 eq.
with 20% HCOOH, 8.8 mM ammonium formate and
13.2% CH3CN; linear gradient from 13.2 to
70.4% CH3CN). There was no significant
difference between the amino acid composi-
tions of Hb I and II. Half -cystine was not
contained. N-Terminal residues of Hb I and
II were not detected by Edman degradation.
Therefore we concluded that Moina Hb con-
sists of very similar subunits, even if not
identical subunit. CNBr cleavage of Hb I

yielded six fragments (CN1-6). CN5 and 6

are small peptides of 13 and 8 residues
long, respectively. N-Terminal sequences of
CN1-6 were determined to be Asp-Val, X, X,
Phe-Tyr, Asp-Asp and Phe , respectively.

PH 7

INCREASE OF M.E.P.P. FREQUENCY AND E.P.P.
AMPLITUDE BY APPLICATION OF AN AMINO-
RESIDUE MODIFIER TNBS ON THE FROG ENDPLATE
N. Tanabe 1

, H. Kijima 2
, M. Kara 1

, Y.
Hisatsuka 1 and J. Maruhashi. -"-Dept. of
Biol., Daiichi Pharm. Coll., 2 Dept. of
Biol., Fac . of Sci. , Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka

An amino-residue modifying reagent tri-
nitrobengen-sulfonic acid, (TNBS, 2.0 mM)
was applied to the frog neuromuscular
junction, perfused by the Ringer solution
containing 20 mM Mg++ and 2.4 mM Ca++.
Then, the frequency of miniature endplate
potential (m.e.p.p.) and the amplitude of
nerve evoked endplate potential (e.p.p.)
increased 10-100 times and 2-8 times
respectively within 5-15 min after start of
application. The e.p.p. amplitude induced
by ionophoretical application of calbamyl
choline was not affected by TNBS for about
1 h after start of TNBS application. This
indicates that TNBS affects on presynaptic
processes. Both under zero Ca++ concen-
tration, and after presynaptic Ca++ channel
block by a specific Ca++ blocker, u-
conotoxin (synthetic, supplied by Dr. T.
Yoshioka) , the m.e.p.p. frequency was
increased as well by TNBS, although rate of
increase was slower. Thus, presynaptic
effect of TNBS was not caused by modifica-
tion of Ca++ entry to the nerve terminal,
but is caused by modification of protein (s)
concerning with exocytosis of synaptic
vesicles. Extracellular magnesium ion
appeared to accerelate the action of TNBS.

PH 6

INCREASE IN HEMOGLOBIN CONCENTRATION OF
DAPHNIA MAGNA AT LOW OXYGEN CONCENTRATION.
M. Kobayashi and T. Nezu. Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Niigata, Niigata.

Changes in hemoglobin (Hb) concentra-
tion in Daphnia magna were studied under
various experimental conditions. At
oxygen concentration of 1.1 mg/1 , small
immature animals (initial body sizes 0.8,
1.5 and 2.0 mm) had a higher ability of Hb
synthesis than mature animals (initial
body size 3.0 mm) at 20 C. At oxygen
concentrations below air saturation, the
Hb concentration increased with a decrease
in oxygen concentration, and the Hb
concentration (Y in ug/mg dry wt ) as a

function of oxygen concentration (X in
mg/1 ) was found to correspond to log
Y = 1.94 - 0.068X with a determination
coefficient of 0.90. Hemoglobin synthesis
occurs even in high oxygen concentrations
ranging from 8.5 to 3 6 mg/1. The Hb
content was not affected by ambient oxygen
concentration. It was 1.6 ug/individual
of 2.0 mm in body size. Animals exposed
to low oxygen for 6 hours daily for 3 days
had higher Hb concentrtion than those
reared in aerated water. Prolongation of
exposure to low oxygen induced an increase
in Hb concentration. The Hb concentration
reached the maximum by exposure to low
oxygen for 18 hours daily for 3 days.
Animals reared in low oxygen containing
carbon monoxide (2%) had higher Hb concen-
tration than animals reared in low oxygen
without carbon monoxide.

PH 8

PLASTICITY IN
ADULT HYDRA. I.

EXPRESSION OF
REACTIVITY.
O.Koizumi* & H.R.Bode**. *

Lab., Fukuoka Women's Univ.,
and *, ** Dev. Biol. Ctr
California, Irvine, CA, USA.

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM OF
THE POSITION-DEPENDENT
FMRFAMIDE-LIKE IMMUNO-

Physiol .
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PH 9

CHANGE OF PROCTOLIN LEVEL IN MALE CRICK-
ETS DURING POSTEMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT.
T.Kiraura , T.Yamaguchi 1 and K. Yasuyama 2

.

^ept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci . , Okayama
9

Uni v. .Okayama, Dept . of Biol., Kawasaki
Med. Sch., Kurashiki.

We studied on the proctolin level in

the terminal abdominal ganglion (TAG),

accessory glands (AGs) and primodium of

AGs (PM) of male crickets during post-
embryonic development, and also on the
ul tras true tural change of PM. The results
are as follows: 1) The proctolin level of

TAG and PM increases slightly from 7th
instar to 8th one, but that of TAG and
AGs does dramatically in the brief period
of about 24 h after the final molting. 2)

In 5-7th instar nymphs, the axons which
are probably identical with those of dor-
sal unpaired median neurons of TAG, make
contact with the myoblasts of PM to form
the synapse-like structures. These struc-
tures are distinguished by clusters of

vesicles without the morphological
characteristic of the so-called post-
synaptic membrane. 3) In 8th instar
nymph, the tubules with glandular lumen
protrude from PM and a thin layer of

myoblasts develops the myofibrills wind-
ing around the tubules.

PH 11

EFFECTS OF GUANIDINE ON THE NEUROMUSCULAR
JUNCTION

K. Enomoto and T. Maeno, Department of

Physiology, Shimane Medical University.

The effects of guanidine derivative,
guanethidine, on neuromuscular trans-
mission in the sartorius-nerve muscle
preparation of the frog, Rana pipiens,
were investigated. Guanethidine dec-
reased the peak height of the evoked
end-plate current (EPC). The decay
phase of the EPC was changed from a

single exponential to a double exponen-
tial. The effect of guanethidine on

the EPC peak height increased with
hyperpolarization, and the peak EPC/
membrane voltage relationship became
nonlinear. The absence of an effect on

the mean quantal content (m) indicated
that guanethidine acted postsynaptically

.

The power spectrum of the ACh-induced
noise was changed by guanethidine from
a single Lorentzian to a double
Lorentzian curve. The single channel
conductance was decreased with hyper-
polarization. It was concluded that
guanethidine is an open chanel blocker.

PH 10

THE NEURO-MUSCULAR TRANSMISSION OF PUFFER
FISH RED MUSCLE.
S.Yukiyama* and T.Hidaka. Dept. of Biol.
*Fac. of Sci., and Fac. Gen. Edu.,
Kumamoto Univ., Kumanoto.

In puffer fishes , Takif uqu poecilonotus
and Takif uqu rubripes , the excitatory junc-
tion-potential (ejp), the inhibitory junc-
tion potential (ijp) and their combined
response were observed following single
nerve stimulation, and the miniature exci-
tatory junction potential (mejp) and the
miniature inhibitory junction potential
(mijp) were detected in pectral fin muscle.

The effects of several agents, anti-
cholinesterase, d-tubocurarine , atropine,
acetylcholine, carbachol and noradrenalin
were investigated on both ejp and ijp, and
assumed neuro-muscular transmitter. Anti-
cholinesterase increased both ejp and ijp.
Ejp, ijp and mejp were completely blocked
by nicotinic antagonist, d-TC , while were
not affected by muscarinic antagonist,
atropine .Both ejp and ijp were desensitized
by ACh. Carbachol did not affect both ejp
and ijp, but increased the frequency of mejp.
The equilibrium potential of ejp and ijp
were measured by intracellular stimulation.

It was concluded that both ejp and ijp
of this muscle were mediated by cholinergic
transmitter which was nicotinic.

PH 12

EFFECTS OF SOME NEUROTRANSMITTERS ON
IDENTIFIED GIANT NEURONS OF THE SNAIL,
ACHATINA FULICA .

Y. Fukutomi and N. Takeda. Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Toho Univ., Funabashi.

Effects of the main neurotransmitter
candidates on newly identified giant
neurons of Achat ina f ul ica were investi-
gated. The giant neurons used were V-5 and
V-6 neurons in the visceral ganglion and
Pe-1, Pe-2, Pe-3 and Pe-4 neurons in the
pedal ganglion. Most of these neurons were
excited by serotonin (5x10~4m). Among
them, V-5, V-6 and Pe-4 neurons were ex-
cited markedly by serotonin. Histamine
(5x10~4m) produced weaker excitation in
most of these neurons. Acetylcholine
(5x10~*M) showed the strongest excitatory
effect on V-5 neuron. On the other hand,
most of these neurons was inhibited by
acetylcholine. Among them, Pe-1, Pe-2, and
Pe-4 neurons were inhibited remarkably by
acetylcholine. Dopamine (5x10~4m) and
octopamine (5x1 O^M) were excitatory on V-5
and Pe-2 neurons, while inhibitory on Pe-1
and Pe-4 neurons. V-6 and Pe-3 neurons
were excited remarkably by dopamine and
inhibited by octopamine. Octopamine had
weaker effects on the same neurons.
Effects of inhibitor were showed different
responses in each giant neuron. Effects
of dopamine on Pe-4 neuron and Pe-2 neuron
were inhibited by ergometrine (5x1 C^M) and
atropine (5x10"^M) respectively.
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EFFECTS OF Co ON SPONTANEOUS RELEASE OF TRANSMITTER
AT THE NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION OF THE LARVAL MUSCLE
IN DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER.
K.Yamaoka 1 & K.Ikeda2

. ^atur. Sci. Lab. , Toyo Univ.
Asaka, Saitama

&

2Div. Neurosci., Beckman Res. Inst.
of the City of Hope, California, U.S.A.

Quanta of transmitter at the neuromuscular
junction of Drosoph-ila larval body wall muscle are
apt to be released synchronously. Ca ions promote
synchronization and Mg ions have an antagonistic
effect. Both ions have little effect on the frequent-
cy of mEJP's as single events (Yamaoka & Ikeda,

1985a, b) . The effect of Co ions on synchronous
release of quanta was then examined.

A healthy 6A or 7A muscle of the 3rd to 5th
abdominal segments under artificial respiration
through its own tracheal system was penetrated
by an intracellular micro-electrode to observe
spontaneous or evoked EJP ' s . The segmental nerve
was stimulated by a suction electrode to evoke EJP's.
One to 6 mM C0CI2 was added to the external perfusate
in place of equiosmolar NaCl.

Co ions significantly reduced the amplitude of
evoked EJP's, resulting in frequent failures, and

also desynchronized the quanta at each spontaneous
release, similar to the effect of high Mg and low Ca.

The frequency of mEJP ' s as single events was reduced
by the application of Co ions, unlike the effect of

high Mg and low Ca, and the application of 4 to 6 mM
Co ions sometimes completely eliminated mEJP's.

These results mean that Ca ions are necessory
not only for the occurence of mEJP ' s but also for

the synchronous release of quanta, and that the

blockage of presynaptic Ca channels by Co ions

reduces both the probability of spontaneous release
and the probability of synchronous quantal release.

PH 15

STUDIES ON THYROTROPIN-RELEASING HORMONE
AND MONOAMINES IN THE CATFISH SKIN.
T. Kumazawa 1

, K. Adachi"1

, K. Ando 1 and T.

Mitsuma^. iNational Institute of Neurosci-
ence, Tokyo and 2Fourth Department of In-
ternal Medicine, Aichi Med. Univ., Aichi.

The tripeptide thyrotropin-releasing
hormone (TRH) and monoamines were identi-
fied not only in the central nervous sys-
tem, but also in extraneural tissues of
several vertebrate species.

In the present study, we have examined
concentrations of monoamines and immunore-
active (ir) TRH in the dorsal skin of the
catfish, Parasilurus asotus , and also the
release of ir-TRH from the skin. By use of
liquid chromatography/electrochemical de-
tection, monoamines, especially high con-
centrations of 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT;
171 ng/g wet weight), were detected in the
dorsal skin. Radioimmunoassay of TRH re-
vealed that ir-TRH was contained in the
dorsal skin, and its concentration (1.6 jj_g/

g wet weight) was approximately 2- and 10-
fold higher than that in the cerebellum and
liver, respectively. When small pieces of
dorsal skin were placed in a saline con-
taining 10 pM acetylcholine, a significant
amount of ir-TRH release was observed.
Potassium (50 mM) had no observable effect
on ir-TRH release.

The occurrence of high concentrations of
5-HT and ir-TRH in the skin of the catfish
seems to imply some physiological role for
skin function.

PH 1H

STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE DENERVATED
NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION IN INSECT MUSCLES.
H.Washio and I . Nihonmatsu. Lab.
Neurophysiol. Mitsubishi-Kasei Inst. Life
Sci. Machida, Tokyo.

Structural changes at neuromuscular
junctions of the cockroach, Periplaneta
americana following denervation have been
studied by the electron microscope. The
first sign of the structural change
correlated with the total disappearance of
the miniature potentials together with the
response to nerve stimulation was increase
in electron density of the terminal
cytoplasm and the presence of clamped
synaptic vesicles. Up to 48 hours the glial
cell did not proliferate in the synaptic
cleft, yet. By 5 days following denervation
proliferation of the glial cell which were
eventually in close contact with the muscle
fibre took place. At this stage
agglutination of the synaptic vesicles in
the nerve terminal and lamellar body within
the glial cell were apparent. By 18 days
following nerve crush teree cellular layers
of the nerve terminal have been observed,
although the nerve terminals are decreased
in number per section of the regenerating
preparations and the glial cell seems to
take up much more space in the synaptic
cleft. From our electron microscopy it is
concluded that the resumed spontaneous
release of transmitter in the insect muscle
might be derived from the regenerative
nerve terminals, not from the glial cell
which once ecgulfed the nerved terminal.

PH 16

RELAXING ACTION OF TRP-NLE-ARG-PHE-NH 2 ON
THE ANTERIOR BYSSUS RETRACTOR MUSCLE OF
MYTILUS .

M.Takemoto, H.Saitoh and Y. Muneoka. Fac.
of Integrated Arts and Sciences, Hiroshima
Univ., Hiroshima.

In the anterior byssus retractor muscle
(ABRM) of Mytilus , low concentrations of
the molluscan neuropeptide Phe-Met-Arg-Phe-
NH2 (FMRFamide) relax ACh-induced catch
tension, whereas high concentrations cause
contraction. In the present studies, the
actions of a FMRFamide-analog Trp-Nle-Arg-
Phe-NH2 (W-Nle-RFamide) on the ABRM were
investigated in order to compare them with
those of FMRFamide.

The actions of W-Nle-RFamide were quali-
tatively similar to those of FMRFamide, but
catch-relaxing activity of the former
peptide was found to be 10-30 times more
potent than that of the latter. It was
suggested that W-Nle-RFamide, as well as
FMRFamide, brought about the relaxation by
acting on relaxing nerve elements in the
muscle. Cytochemical studies showed that
FMRFamide-like immunoreactivity was
localized to nerve branches in the ABRM and
also to neurons in the pedal ganglion.

A peptide which structurally resemble
FMRFamide may be involved in the mechanism
of the control of relaxation of catch
tension in the ABRM of Mytilus.
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INHIBITORY ACTION OF CRUSTACEAN RED PIGMENT
CONCENTRATING HORMONE ON MYTILUS MUSCLES.
H.Saitoh and Y.Muneoka. Fac. of Integrated
Arts and Sciences, Hiroshima Univ.
Hiroshima.

It has been suggested that a peptide
which belongs to the family of the arthro-
pod neuropeptides, red pigment concentrat-
ing hormone (RPCH) and adipokinetic hormone
(AKH) , is also present in mollusc. In the
present study, the effects of RPCH and AKH
on the anterior byssus retractor muscle
(ABRM) , the pedal retractor muscle (PRM)
and the heart of Mytilus were examined. In
most of the ABRMs examined, RPCH inhibited
contractile response or catch-relaxing
response or both, which were evoked by
repetitive electrical pulses of stimulation.
The threshold concentrations for the inhib-
ition of contraction and relaxation were
about 10 -7 M and 10~8 M, respectively. In
some of the muscles, however, both of the
inhibitory effects or one of them was not
found at 10~6 M or less. In most of the
PRMs examined, RPCH also inhibited contrac-
tile response to repetitive electrical
stimulation at 3x10"^ M or higher, but in
some of the muscles, it did not show the
inhibitory effect at 3xl0 -7 m. Rhythmic
activity in some hearts was inhibited by
10 -7 M or higher RPCH, but in the other
hearts, the activity was not affected at
3x10-6 M or was enhanced at 10~ 6 M or
higher. AKH was found to be ineffective
at 10~ 6 M in all of the muscles of three
kinds

.
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CONTRACTION OF S APONIN-TREATED SMOOTH
MUSCLE CELLS ISOLATED FROM A MOLLUSCAN
CATCH MUSCLE.
Naokata Ishii. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Univ. of Tokyo. Tokyo.

In order to obtain an insight into
the mechanism of 'catch' contraction,
mechanical properties of chemically skin-
ned smooth muscle cells of a molluscan
catch muscle were studied by recording
their isometric contractions. Skinned
cells were prepared by treating cells
isolated from the anterior byssus retrac-
tor muscle of Mytilus (Ishii, Zool. Sci.,
1: 871, 1984) with 0.05% saponin. They
were activated by micromolar Ca in the
presence of EGTA (3 mM) and ATP (5 mM),
and showed maximal contractions at pCa
5.5. Both the tension and the rate of
tension development of the maximal con-
tractions were comparable with those of
the intact cells. After the application
of a relaxing solution containing 10 mM
EGTA to the activated cells, the cells
showed a relaxation, the rate of which was
markedly dependent on the pH of the re-
laxing solution. The time constant of
relaxation gradually increased from ca. 20
to ca. 600 s when the pH was decreased
from 7.2 to 6.2. During the slow relaxa-
tion at a low pH, no tension redevelopment
was observed after a guick release. Ap-
plication of cAMP (10 M) accelerated the
relaxation. The kinetic properties of
the catch contraction are discussed on the
basis of the above results.

PH 18

RELAXING AND INHIBITORY ACTIONS OF PEDAL
GANGLION EXTRACTS ON THE ANTERIOR BYSSUS
RETRACTOR MUSCLE OF MYTILUS .

T.Hirata, A.Kawahara and Y.Muneoka. Fac. of
Integrated Arts and Sciences, Hiroshima
Univ., Hiroshima.

Pedal ganglion homogenates from Mytilus
edulis were subjected to gel filtration and
the biological activities of the extracts
were assayed on the ABRM of the mussel. The
extracts resolved into a catch-relaxing
peak and a contraction-inhibiting peak of
activities. Relaxation of ACh-induced catch
tension by relaxing peak was not affected
by pretreatment of the muscle with 10"^ m
FMRFamide, suggesting that the active prin-
ciple of the peak is not FMRFamide. The
relaxation was blocked by 5x10~4m mersalyl,
which suggests that the active substance is
neither dopamine nor octopamine. The relax-
ation was markedly depressed after the
muscle had been denervated, suggesting that
the substance is not serotonin and that it
relaxes catch tension acting on intramusc-
ular relaxing nerve elements. The relaxing
activity of the peak was destroyed by incu-
bating it with subtilisin. Thus, the active
substance in the peak seems to be a peptide.
The contraction-inhibiting peak also lost
its activity when incubated with subtilisin,
suggesting that the inhibitory substance in
the peak is also a peptide. The substanse
inhibited not only phasic contraction by
repetitive electrical stimulation but also
ACh contraction and FMRFamide contraction.

PH 20

Possible involvement of electrogenic Na-Ca
exchange mechanism in hibernating chipmunks
myocardium.
N. Kondo. Dep. of Pharmacol. Mitsubishi-
Kasei Inst, of Life Sci., Machida, Tokyo

Electrophysiological performance of myo-
cardium of hibernating chipmunks was inves
tigated in the presence of several antago-
nists and under influences of high [Ca]
and low [Na] medium. The action potential
of the present preparations was character-
ized by the reduced amplitude of the
plateau phase (APp). Calcium antagonists,
nifedipine (10 M) and nitrendipine (2 x
10~° M), caused little inhibitory effects
on this APp and the contraction. These
nifedipine -insensitive electromechanical
responses were completely abolished by an
internal Ca release inhibitor, ryanodine (2

x 10 M). Either increasing [Ca] or
lowering [Na] by replacing Na by litium or
choline also inhibited APp. TTX (10~ 5 M)
which markedly inhibited the initial rapid
phase of the action potential slightly
affected APp. Voltage clamp data revealed
the ryanodine-sensitive inward current
different from the slow Ca inward current.
These results suggest that the plateau
potential of the present preparations is
mediated by the inward current linked to
internal Ca release, most likely Na-Ca
exchange current.
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CONTRACTION AND ITS REGULATION IN THE
PROBOSCIS RETRACTOR MUSCLE OF A SIPUNCULID.
H. Iwamoto, S. Suzuki and H. Mizobe. Dept.
Physiol., Sch. Med., Teikyo Univ., Tokyo

To examine the regulatory mechanism of
the proboscis retractor muscle of a sipun-
culid worm, Phascolosoma scolops , the
effects of external Ca ions and various
drugs on the K-contracture were studied.
The tension decreased as external Ca con-
centration was reduced. In Ca-free solu-
tion, the K-contracture disappeared com-
pletely, but caffeine induced contracture
under this condition. Both Mn and procaine
reduced K-contracture tension. The muscle
was fixed with pyroantimonate-osmium solu-
tion for electron microscopy. In the rest-
ing muscle, precipitates were found on the
inner surface of the plasma membrane and
the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) located
underneath it. X-ray microanalysis showed
that the precipitates contained Ca. In the
contracting muscle, however, the precipi-
tates were not found on these structures
but distributed uniformly in the cytoplasm
instead. These results suggest that the
release of Ca from the inner surface of the
plasma membrane and SR plays a role in the
regulation of the contraction of the pro-
boscis retractor muscle as well as Ca in-
flux across the plasma membrane.

PH 23

UTILITY OF EXOGENOUS SUBSTRATES BY THE
ISOLATED HEART OF THERMALLY ACCLIMATED
GOLDFISH
H.Tsukuda and M.Kihara. Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Osaka City Univ., Osaka.

The heart was excised from 10°C- or
25 °C-acclimated goldfish and the frequency
and the amplitude of ventricular
contraction was recorded for three hours in
physiological saline at 10°C with or
without a substrate (glucose or lactate).
Both frequency and amplitude were converted
into percentages of the initial values and
ventricular contractile activity was
evaluated by the "power" which was the
product of frequency and amplitude.

The power declined gradually with time,
but the rate of decline was more or less
slackened in the saline containing glucose
or lactate. Either substrate has an effect
of retarding decline in the ventricular
power. In 1 0°C-acclimated fish, glucose
was almost equivalent with lactate in the
retarding effect, while they showed much
different effects in 25°C-acclimated fish,
glucose maintaining the power at a
relatively higher level for three hours.
Thus the utility of exogenous substrates by
heart muscle varies with thermal
acclimation.

These facts together with the results
obtained thus far suggest that the energy
yielding metabolic process may be more
anaerobic in warm-acclimated fish than in
cold-acclimated ones.
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LOCAL MOVEMENT OF AN INTACT FROG SING Lb
MUSCLE FIBER DURING RAMP STRETCH AND
RELEASE

.

T. Tsuchiya, T. Takei and H. Sugi, Dept.
of Physiol., Sch. of Med., Teikyo Univ.,
Tokyo

.

Contractile tension in skeletal muscle is
well known to increase or decrease above
or below isometric tension during and
after ramp stretch or release respectively
and the stiffness changes and the local
movement of a fiber in these phenomena
were investigated on single fibers of the
frog.

A muscle fiber was stretched or re-
leased with constant velocity during
steady fused tetanic contraction at low
temperature (3-4° C). Carbon powders were
attached at the four points on the surface
of a muscle fiber so that the total muscle
length might be divided equally into five
regions and the local movement of a fiber
./as recorded using high speed VTR during
ramp stretch and ramp release. During
ramp stretch, each region was lengthened
equally irrespective of the velocity of
ramp stretch. During fast ramp release,
each region shortened equally, while during
slow release, both end regions shortened
remarkably but the middle region scarcely
shortened. These results may provide the
evidence that both phenomena are brought
about by the different mechanisms.
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ANALYSIS OF INTRACARDIAC SHUNTING IN THE
NILE MONITOR LIZARD, Varanus niloticus .

A. Ishimatsu} J. W. Hicks^and N. Heisler 3

•-Nomo Fish. Stn, Nagasaki Univ., Nagasaki,
2Physiol. Res. Lab., Scripps Inst. Ocea-
nography, California, USA, 3Abt. Physiol.,
Max-Planck-Inst. f. Exp. Med., Gottingen,
FRG

We have chronically and nonobstructively
cannulated 5 central sites of the cardio-
vascular system (the right and left aortas,
the pulmonary artery, the right and left
atria) of the animal. After full recovery
of 72 hrs, blood gas levels were deter-
mined for all the sites, and differently
labeled microspheres injected into the
both atria. The oxygen levels were differ-
ent between the aortas up to 40 mmHg at
25 C (right aorta higher than left) , while
the difference became smaller at 35 C.
Microsphere distribution revealed left-to-
right shunt of 13% and 15% at 25 and 35 C,
respectively, and right-to-left shunt of
33% (25 C) and 9% (35 C) . Based on these
data, we have analyzed distribution of the
right and left atrial inflow into the 3

outflow vessels of the ventricle (the 2

aortas and the pulmonary)

.
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INTERACTIONS AMONG ELECTRICALLY COUPLED
PACEMAKER NEURONS IN THE LIGIA CARDIAC
GANGLION
H. Yamagishi 1 and A. Ebara , 'inst. of
Biol. Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba, Ibaraki and
^Inst. of Phys., Science Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo.

Six pacemaker neurons composing the
cardiac ganglion of an isopod Ligia exotia
are electrically coupled and exhibit syn-
chronous periodic burst potentials which
consist of spikes and a plateau slow
potential. A burst induced by electrical
stimulation in a neuron spread electrical-
ly and evoked bursts progressively in the
other neurons. Therefore, the bursts of
the neurons are considered to be triggered
by the burst activity of the neuron which
has the highest spontaneity.

Burst activity of a neuron also affec-
ted that of the preceding neuron. The
burst of the neuron summated electrically
on the preceding neuron burst to elongate
the plateau slow potential which was
followed by an enhanced af terpotential

.

Accordingly, the following interburst in-
terval of the preceding neuron was elon-
gated. Electrical stimulation applied to
a neuron induced the same effects on burst
activity of the neuron when it was applied
across the falling phase of the burst.

These indicate that the cardiac rhythm
is formed as the result of electrical
interactions among the pacemaker neurons
in the cardiac ganglion.
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NEUROMUSCULAR TRANSMISSION IN THE MYOCARDIUM
OF MERCENARIA MERCENARIA .

K.Kuwasawai and R.B.Hill* . ^-Dept. of Biol.,
Fac.of Sci., Tokyo Metropolitan Univ.,
Tokyo. 2 Dept. of Zool . , Univ. of Rhode
Island. , U.S.A.

The pair of cardiac nerves, which enter
the heart from the pair of auricles , are known
to contain both excitatory and inhibitory
fibers, but intracellular evidence for dual
innervation has been lacking.

Application of ACh in the bath usually
induced hyperpolar ization of myocardial cells.
A depolarizing response to iontophoretic
application of ACh was observed in the
population of myocardial cells . Application
of 5-HT in the bath induced the development
of depolarization, leading to the appearance
of oscillatory potentials or action potentials
in a quiescent preparation. The threshold for
5-HT may be below 10 M, a concentration which
excited even when 10" M ACh was applied at
the same time.

In this study EJPs and IJPs were obtained
from all regions of the heart (particularly
auricle, auricuro-ventricular valve, and
ventricle) in a one-to-one ratio of stimulus
to postjunctional potential. A train of IJPs
induced an over-all hyperpolarizing potential
of myocardial cells resulting in cardiac
inhibition. IJPs were blocked by tubocurarine
and Mytolon, and inverted in a low chloride
saline. The inverted IJPs were also blocked
by the ACh-antagonists . These results suggest
that inhibitory transmission is cholinergic
and, at least in part, chloride-mediated.
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INHIBITORY AND ACCELERATORY CARDIAC REFLEX
IN BATHYNOMUS DOEDERLEINI .

K.Tanaka, K.Kuwasawa and Y.Fujiwara.
Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Tokyo Metro-
politan Univ., Tokyo.

Each of two anterior cardiac nerves running
to the heart is composed of five axons; two
cardio-accelerators(CAl and CA2) , a cardio-
inhiblt-or ( CI ) and a valve excitor and an
inhibitor(VE and VI)to anterior arteries. CA1,

CA2 and VE arise from, respectively , the second
and the third thoracic ganglia, and the
cerebral ganglion. CI and VI might arise from
the cerebral or the first thoracic ganglion.

Acute inhibition of both heart rate and
swimmeret movement occurred in response to
external stimuli, such as light-on and -off,
vibration and touch. The cardiac inhibition
was accompanied with inactivation of CA1
and CA2 , and activation of CI.

In free-moving animals , cardiac accelerat-
ion was observed during activation of
swimmeret movement . The cardiac acceleration
was accompanied with an increase of impulse
frequency in each CA. The activation of
swimmeret movement was accompanied with an
increase of VE activity. The arrest of swimmeret
movement was accompanied with an increase of
VI activity. Activation of VE should decrease
blood flow to all, three anterior arteries,
and activation of VI should increase blood flow
to two anterior lateral arteries.

These results show that distribution of
blood flow to vessels running to motile organs
was controlled by interaction among activities
of valve nerves and cardio-regulator nerves.
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INHIBITORY INNERVATION IN THE GILL OF APLYSIA
KURODAI AND A. JULIANA .

M. Kurokawa* and K. Kuwasawa. Dept. Biol.,
Tokyo Metropolitan Univ. , Tokyo. *Present
address: Meiji Inst. Health Science. , Odawara.

Two types of inhibitory neural mechanisms
in gill movement of Aplysia were found in
this study.

Weak intensity stimulation of the branchial
nerve produced longitudinal shortening of
the gill. In response to the stimulation,
two types of EJP were recorded from gill
muscle cells. One type of EJP transmitted
in a one-to-one manner with a constant latency
to stimuli. The other type of EJP did not
transmitted in such a manner and appeared
spontaneously after the cessation of a

stimulus train.
Strong intensity stimulation of the nerve

failed to induce the shortening or resulted
in reduction of longitudinal tone of the gill

.

IJPs were also recorded from gill muscle cells
to the strong stimulation. After the nerve
bundle was torn in two bundles of fibers,
each bundle was stimulated separately. The
EJPs induced one-to-one by stimuli to one
bundle were blocked in an all-or-none fashion
by stimuli to the other bundle. The EJPs
classified into the other type were also
inhibited without occurrence of IJPs in
response to the strong stimulation.

Inhibitory central influence on gill
movement may be exerted by mechanisms of
postsynaptic inhibition mediated by IJPs
and presynaptic inhibition to motor pathways.
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DISTRIBUTION OF AMINES IN THE HEART OF A
MOLLUSC, PLEUROBRANCHAEA NOVAEZEALANDIAE
M.Otokawa 1 and K. Kuwasawa2"] a Fac . of Social
Sci., Hosei Univ., Tokyo. zDept. of Biol.,
Fac . of Sci., Tokyo Metropolitan Univ.,
Tokyo.

In molluscan hearts acetylcholine and
5-HT are known to be certainly neurotrans-
mitters. Some other amines might be physi-
ologically significant in some species.
We studied on distribution of amines among
tissues of different regions in the heart
of P. novae zeal and iae

Tissue extracts were analysed by HPLC on
a column (Chemcosorb 5-ODS-H) with a
electrochemical detector (BAS,LC-4B).
Tissues examined were the ventricle, the
auricle, the auricular organ, the glandular
sac, the A-V valve and the aorta.

5-HT was found in the ventricle, the
auricle, the glandular sac and the aorta,
but not detected in other tissues. 5-HTP
was found in the auricle and the glandular
sac. 5-HIAA was not found in any tissues.

Epinephrine was found in all the tissues.
Norepinephrine was also found in all the
tissues, although the amounts were fairly
limitted. Dopamine was found in the
auricular organ, the glandular sac and the
aorta. DOPAC, a metabolite of dopamine,
was found in the auricular organ and the
A-V valve.

In this study we demonstrated that
cardioactive amines, including epinephrine,
were distributed differently among cardiac
regions

.
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PRESSURE IN THE PERICARDIUM OF THE SPINY
LOBSTER.
T. Kuramoto. Inst, of Biol. Sci., Univ.
of Tsukuba, Niihari-gun.

Behavior, electro-cardiogram and peri-
cardial pressure of the lobsters were
recorded simultaneously for one month.
Each beat of the heart was followed by a
fall in pressure in the lateral peri-
cardial cavity. The fall (about 1g/cm* in
amplitude) appeared to sum one after an-
other at heart rates higher than 60/min.
Thus the pericardial pressure often fell
or rose according to the change in heart
rate. Further, the pericardial pressure
and heart rates increased with locomotion
and food searching. The increase in pres-
sure during slow movements ranged within
10 g/cm2

. With a flip of the tale, the
pressure rapidly rose up to 20-40g/cm2

and recovered. Rates of the repetitive
flips were 2-5/sec. A single rapid change
in pressure was 0.1-30 sec in duration.
Superimposed on the large pressure change,
the small pressure fall corresponding to
the heart beat was always seen. In the
moment in catching food (boiled fish), the
heart rate transiently stopped with a rise
in pressure. During eating or body clean-
ing behavior, the pressure rhythmically
changed with a saw-wave (about 5g/cm2 in
amplitude and 3 sec in duration). The
saw-wave in eating was of a slow rise and
rapid drop while a rapid rise and slow
drop was seen in the cleaning.
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EFFECTS OF STRETCH ON THE OYSTER HEART
- RESPONSE IN THE MEMBRANE POTENTIAL AND
THE CHANGES IN BEATING RHYTHM -

H. Uesaka 1 and A. Ebara 2
,

1 Inst, of Biol.
Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba, Ibaraki and 2 Inst.
of Physics, Science Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

The auricle and ventricle of oyster
Cl assostrea gigas , each possess sponta-
neous activities. In situ, however, the
auricle and ventricle are coordinated by
means of mutual stretching.

When a transient artificial stretch is
applied to the isolated ventricle or
auricle, interval prolongation or shor-
tening was observed. A stretch applied in
the plateau period caused prolongation of
the plateau duration which is followed by
a decrease in the maximum hyperpotential

,

and a reduction in the rate of rise of the
slow depolarizing potential, thus prolon-
gating the beat interval. When the
stretch is applied in the slow depolari-
zing period, a transient depolarization
shifts the membrane potential towards the
depolarizing direction, thus shortening
the interval. Further, when a stretch
(magnitude : 0.8-1.2 mm) was applied to a
quiescent ventricle, a depolarizing poten-
tial of 0.5-2.0 mV was recognized.

From these results, it was suggested
that the effect of mutual stretching
between the auricle and ventricle is
accompanied by a change in the membrane
potential

.
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TIME COURSE OF CHANGE IN BLOOD VOLUME AFTER
ALTERATION OF HYDROMINERAL BALANCE IN THE
QUAIL AND EEL.
Y. Takei and I. Hatakeyama. Dept.
Physiol., Kitasato Univ. Sch. Med.,
Sagamihara, Kanagawa 228

Change in blood volume following
hemorrhage or intravascular injection of
hypertonic NaCl was examined in the quail
and eel. For this purpose, 2.5% Evans blue
dye was injected into the circulation and
the disappearance pattern of the dye from
the circulation was estimated with a single
or dual exponential function. The change
in blood volume caused by the hemorrhage or
NaCl injection was calculated based on the
change in the dye concentrations from those
estimated best by one of the exponential
functions. In the quail, blood volume was
restored to the control level within 15 min
after 1 ml of hemorrhage, and blood volume
increased within 15 min after injection of
7% NaCl. In the eel, blood volume was not
restored to the control level even 4 h
after the same degree of hemorrhage, and
an increase in blood volume was smaller
after the same degree of Na load compared
with that of the quail. Thus quail seems
to be able to adjust its blood volume more
readily to cope with the alterations of
hydromineral balance than the eel. This
quick response might enable the quail to
survive on the dry land where environmental
changes are more sudden and drastic than in
water

.
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PIGMENT DISPERSION RESPONSE OF ACID-LOADED,
AGGREGATED FISH MELANOPHORES

.

H. Katayama and K. Yamada. Zool. Inst.,
Fac. Sci., Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima.

Denervated melanophores in isolated tail
fins of goby, Tridentiger obscurus , re-
sponded with aggregation of pigment when
treated with isotonic KC1 (pH 6.5) or cho-
line-Cl solution containing 1 uM nigericin,
a H+-ionophore . During the treatment with
choline-Cl containing nigericin (pH 6.2),
pH of the external medium was increased
gradually. This implies a decrease in pH
of cytoplasm of the melanophores. The
nigericin-treated melanophores which had
maintained a pigment-aggregated state in
KC1 or choline-Cl responded with a marked
dispersion of pigment when transferred to
KC1 or choline-Cl containing nigericin and
1 riM forskolin, an adenylate cyclase acti-
vator. Simultaneous application of nige-
ricin with forskolin did not induce an
aggregation of melanophore pigment. Similar
results were obtained when 10 mM caffeine
was used instead of forskolin. Cyclic AMP
(10 mM) in KC1 also had an effect similar
to that of forskolin or caffeine though in
a lesser extent. These findings suggest
that acidification of cytoplasm of melano-
phores causes aggregation of pigment
through inhibition of adenylate cyclase,
while activation of adenylate cyclase and
increase in the intracellular level of
cAMP can induce dispersion of pigment even
within acid-loaded melanophores.
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ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDY OF SYNAPTIC VESICLES
IN MELANOPHORES NERVES OF THE GUPPY

.

S. Miyata. Zool. Inst., Fac. Sci.,
Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima.

Changes in the number of synaptic vesi-
cles and in the morphology of nerve vari-
cosities in response to nerve stimuli were
examined electron microscopically on adren-
ergic melanophore nerves in tail fins of

the guppy, Lebistes reticulatus . In each
nerve varicosity, small synaptic vesicles
(30-60 nm in diameter) and large ones (60-

110 nm ) were observed to exist in an ap-
proximate ratio of 96:4. Electric stimula-
tion (15 V, 5 Hz and 1 msec duration, for
45 min) induced a reduction of about 58% in

the number of small vesicles, but induced
no change in that of the large vesicles.
Continuous 45-min application of isotonic
(128 mM) KC1 also induced about 63% reduc-
tion in the number of small vesicles but
again no change in that of the large ones.
Repetitive application of KC1 (10-min KC1
with 5-min interval, applied five times)
induced no change in the number of both
small and large vesicles, suggesting that
re-uptake of neurotransmitter and recycling
of vesicle membrane occurred during the
interval of KCl-application . Both continu-
ous and repetitive application of KC1 in-
duced an increase in the size of vari-
cosities. Since electric stimulus had no
such effect, the observed change in the
morphology of varicosity during KCl-appli-
cation may be due to some osmotic action of

KC1.
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CYTOCHEMICAL DETERMINATION OF 5 ' -NUCLEOTID-
ASE ACTIVITY IN SCALE CHROMATOPHORES OF THE
MEDAKA, ORYZIAS LATIPES .

F. Morishita and K. Yamada. Zool. Inst.,
Fac. Sci., Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima.

Adenosine induces pigment dispersion of
medaka chromatophores through stimulation
of adenosine receptors. Adenosine which
acts on the receptors is known to be deriv-
ed from ATP through actions of ecto-ATPase
and ecto-5 ' -nucleotidase . In this study,
the localization of 5 ' -nucleotidase activi-
ty was examined electron microscopically at
the cellular level. Isolated scales were
fixed with a mixure of 2% paraformaldehyde
and 0.25% glutaraldehyde . Then the scales
were incubated at 37 °C for 60 min in modi-
fied Uusitalo-Karnovsky ' s medium of 3 mM
Pb(NO,)_ plus 2.5 mM levamisole or Robin-
son-Karnovsky ' s medium containing 2 mM
CeCl- and 2,5 mM levamisole. 5 ' -AMP was
used as the substrate in both media. Elec-
tron dense deposits were observed on the
outer surface of the cell membrane, in mem-
brane invaginations and in vesicles located
just beneath the cell membrane of chromato-
phores. Deposits were also observed in the
endothelium of blood vessels. When 3 ' -AMP
or G-glycerophosphate was used as a sub-
strate, no such deposits were observed.
Disappearance of the deposit was also ob-
served when heated scales were used. The
findings imply that the locus of the ob-
served deposit corresponds to the locus of
5 ' -nucleotidase activity.
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POSSIBLE PARTICIPATIONS OF MICROTUBULES
AND MICROFILAMENTS ON THE MOVEMENTS
OF IRIDOPHORES OF A FRESHWATER GOBY,
0DONT0BUTIS OBSCURA.
J. Kinutani and T. Iga. Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Shimane Univ., Matsue.

Iridophores in the dermis of the skin
of a freshwater goby, Odontobutis obscura,
are motile. They responded to melatonin
and norepinephrine with platelet disper-
sion within the cells and to <*-MSH with its
aggregation. The movements, as compared
with those of melanophores, are remarkably
slow. In order to analyze possible par-
ticipations of microfilaments and micro-
tubules on the movements of the iridophores,
the effects of cytochalasin B and colchicine
on the iridophores in isolated scales were
examined. Cytochalasin B and colchicine
both inhibited melatonin-induced disper-
sion of the iridophores in a dose-dependent
manner. The threshold concentration
appeared to be 0.5 ug/ml in cytochalasin B
and 10 uM in colchicine. These drugs could
not inhibit the <<-MSH-induced aggregation
and they induced a slight aggregation of
the iridophores. Cultured iridophores from
the adult fish showed the motility.
Melatonin caused platelet dispersion and
<><-MSH induced its aggregation. During the
aggregation response, the cell membrane
remained without retracting the processes.
The observations show that the movements
of the iridophores are intracellular
translocation of the platelets, but not
amoeboid movement of the cells.
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MODE OF THE PIGMENT MIGRATION OF FISH
MELANOPHORES.
T. Naitoh and K. Takeuchi . Dept. of Biol.,
Shimane Univ., Matsue

.

In the melanophores of gobies, Chaeno -

gobius urotaenia and Chaenogobius sp .2
f

aggregation of pigment mass, which started
at the distal end of the processes, occurred
by the application of KC1 or nor-
epinephrine. Small groups of pigment
granules, however, were left behind at the
extremity of the processes. After the
aggregation of the pigment mass was
completed , one to fifteen pigment granules
still moved centripetally in succession to
join the central pigment mass. When KC1 was
replaced by Ringer's solution or when nor-
epinephrine was replaced by atropine, the
central pigment mass dispersed. But, the
granules remaining at the extremity of the
processes continued to move centripetally
until their movement was overwhelmed by the
dispersing activity of the central pigment
mass. It is likely that melanophores possess
two intra-cell activities; the one which
excludes the pigments from their location
toward the center and the other one which
permits the pigments to distribute. The
former activity propagates in a periphero-
central direction and the latter in the
opposite direction. A balance of the two
activities determines a given state of the
pigment distribution such as full
dispersion, a variety of half-dispersion or
full aggregation.
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MECHANISM OF LIGHT REFLECTION FROM FISH
SKIN POSSESSING THE MOTILE IRIDOPHORES.
H.Kasukawa, N.Oshima and R.Fujii. Dept. of
Biol., Fac. of Sci., Toho Univ., Funabashi.

The light reflection from the motile
iridophores of the blue damselfish,
£h£Y.£i£tera cy_anea, is due to the "non-
ideal" multilayered thin-film interference
phenomenon (Kasukawa et al. , 1985). Using
the Spectro-Multichannel Photo-Detector
(MCPD-100, Union Giken), the spectral
characteristics were quantitatively
analysed. The wave peak reflected from the
fish displaying normal cobalt-blue color
was 465 nm. Then, the cytoplasmic layer
between platelets was calculated to be 165
nm thick. When they changed their hue to
dark (380 nm), the thickness decreased to
132 nm. When their body showed greenish
tone (530 nm), the thickness increased to
186 nm. As the skin color changes from the
cobalt-blue to dark, or to green, the
increasing rate of the piles is -19 or
+14%, respectively. These shifts were
continuous and reversible. Though the
incident angle was varied, the spectral
peak did not shift. Actually, the fish is
visible as assuming the same hue, when
looked at from everywhere. This may be due
to the fact that the piles disposed
radially from the neucleus, and that all
piles may be able to elongate or shorten
simultaneously. Such motile iridophores
were found to exist in some other
damselfish species than C^ cyanea .
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EFFECTS OF COLD ON MELANOPHORE DISPERSION
IN ISOLATED TAIL FIN FROM AMPHIBIAN TADPOLE
T. Moriya and Y. Miyashita, Dept. of Biol.,
Sapporo Med. Coll., Sapporo.

The isolated tail from northern amphi-
bian tadpole ( Rana c . and Hynobius r .

)

showed light skin color in physiological
salt solution at room temperature. When the
isolated tail was exposed to cold, the tail
skin became dark. This microscopic observa-
tion revealed that exposure to cold caused
reversible dispersion of melanin granules.
There was no darkening, however in the tail
of Xenopus tadpole (southern amphibia) at
low temperature. The dispersion effect of
MSH on melanophores in Xenopus was blocked
at low temperature. MSH required calcium
ions for the melanophore dispersion, but
the effect of cold was not depend on
calcium ions. S -Adrenergic agents dispersed
the melanophores of amphibian tadpole, but
8-antagonist had no inhibitory effect on
tail fin darkening at low temperature. From
these experiments, it is thought that the
melanophore dispersion at low temperature
is not mediated by a hormonal or adrenergic
reaction. It is known that the isolated
tail of Xenopus and other amphibian
tadpoles become dark in darkness. However,
this darkening reaction strictly required
calcium ions. Therefore, the cold effect is
not the same as the darkening effect on the
melanophore dispersion. The cold effect on
skin darkening in northern amphibian
tadpoles may be advantageous for quick
growth in cold water at early spring due to
heat-absorption by melanin.
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ADENOSINE RECEPTORS ALSO MEDIATE PIGMENT
DISPERSION IN NON-MELANOPHORAL CHROMATO-
PHORES OF FISHES.
N. Oshima and R. Fujii. Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Toho Univ., Funabashi.

The presence of adenosine receptors on
the membrane of guppy and catfish melano-
phores (Miyashita e_t al , 1984) and of
damselfish motile iridophores (Kasukawa et
al

.

, 1986) was already reported. In the
present study, we have found that
erythrophores of the platyfish ( Xiphophorus
maculatus ) , and xanthophores , amelanotic
melanophores and leucophores of the medaka
( Oryzias latipes ) respond to adenosine by
pigment dispersion. The drug did not
aggregate chromatosomes . The action of
adenosine was inhibited by methylxanthines

,

which suggests that these cells possess the
adenosine receptors. Further, it was
shown that even the pigment-dispersing
effect of cAMP, an established intracellular
second messenger, is primarily mediated by
the receptors in a similar fashion to the
action of adenosine. We can safely con-
clude, therefore, that adenosine receptors
are generally present on the membrane of
all the known types of teleost chromato-
phores. In the cells other than leuco-
phores, adenosine released from the sym-
pathetic fibers as a co-transmitter may
function to reverse the effect of norepi-
nephrine rapidly. The significance of the
lack of such quick reversing mechanism in
the leucophores remains uncertain.
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ADENOSINE RECEPTORS MEDIATING PIGMENT DIS-
PERSION IN FISH LEUCOPHORES.
S. Namoto and K. Yamada. Zool . Inst., Fac

.

Sci., Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima.

Adenosine and its derivatives caused a

rapid and reversible dispersion of pigment
in scale leucophores of the medaka, Oryzias
latipes (wild type), indicating the exis-
tence of adenosine receptors in the cells.
To determine the nature of the receptors
more precisely, cell responses to several
agonists were examined. The pigment-dis-
persing potency of agonists used was in the
following order: 5 ' -N-ethylcarboxamide-
adenosine (NECA) > 2-chloroadenosine = adeno-
sine > adenylylimidodiphosphate = ATP> N -L-
phenylisopropyladenosine (L-PIA)>cyclohexyl-
adenosine (CHA) . The potency of NECA (an A

2
agonist) was observed to be about 100-fola
greater than that of A. agonists (L-PIA and
CHA). Dipyridamole, a purine transport in-
hibitor, had no effect on adenosine action,
which suggests that P-site, a intracellular
purine-sensitive site, is not involved in
cell response. Forskolin and isoproterenol
augmented the pigment-dispersing action of
adenosine, while lithium ion, an inhibitor
of adenylate cyclase, and methylxanthines
suppressed the adenosine action. These
results imply that adenosine receptors in
the present leucophores are A- in nature
and further that the stimulation of recep-
tors mediates activation of adenylate cy-
clase, which induces the dispersion of
leucophore pigment through increase in the
intracellular level of cAMP

.
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LIGHT SENSITIVITY OF CULTURED MELANOPHORES
OF Zacco temmincki

.

H.NAORA AND T.IGA. Dept . of Biol., Fac.
of Sci., Shimane Univ., Matsue.

Melanophores of cyprinid fish Zacco
temmincki showed light sensitivity; the
melanophores in isolated scales responded to
darkness with melanosome aggregation and to
light with its dispersion. The melanophores
of the adult fish cultured for 2 to 5 days
also can respond to the change of illumination
in the same manner as the melanophores in
isolated scales did. There was a great dif-
ference in each individual. A parallel rela-
tionship between the scale melanophores and
cultured ones was observed in the sensitivity
of the cells to darkness. In cultured melano-
phores (participations of some ions in the
extracellular medium on the light response
were examined. Calcium (Ca 2+ ) deprivation
from the extracellular medium by adding ImM
EDTA in the Ca 2+ free PBS did not affect the
light response: the melanophores caused
melanosome aggregation in darkness and its
dispersion in light. Ca 2+ antagonists,
verapamil (l,10uM) and lanthanum (100 , 500uM)
did not also affect the light response. These
results show that the extracellular Ca 2 + is
not required for the light response;
dark-induced aggregation and light-induced
dispersion. A high K+ solution accelerated
the dark-induced aggregation also in cultured
melanophores. The same results on Ca 2+ and
K+ in light response had been observed in
scale melanophores.
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PATTERN OF PIGMENT MOVEMENT IN XANTHO-
PHORES OF THE MEDAKA ,

M. Iwakiri , S. Miyata and K. Yamada .

Dept. Biol. Kukuoka Univ. of Educ .

,

Munakata and Zool. Inst., Fac. Sci.,
Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima.

Xanthophores in scales of the medaka,
Oryzias latipes contain two kinds of pig-
ment granules, pterinosomes and carotenoid
droplets. The absorption spectra obtained
through microspectrophotometry showed that
pterinosomes and carotenoid droplets had
the maximum absorption at about 335 nm and
460 nm, respectively. Using each wave
length, absorption maps of these two
granules were drawn during immersion of
the cells in physiological saline,
isotonic KC1, noradrenaline, isoproterenol
and caffeine, respectively, and then the
distribution patterns of the granules were
examined. Isotonic KC1 and noradrenaline
induced an aggregation of both pigment
granules within xanthophores. Caffeine
and isoproterenol caused a superdispersion
of granules. During each treatment, the
extent of migration of carotenoid droplets
was observed to be considerably greater
than that of pterinosomes. This was
ascertained electron microscopically on
sectioned preparations of the cells treat-
ed with each agent. The results suggest
that the use of microspectrophotometry is
available for precise examination of
pigment migration patterns within xantho-
phores.
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LIGHT SENSITIVE RESPONSE OF FISH
XANTHOPHORE.
I. Kawai . Aichi Pref. Coll. of Nursing,
Nagoya

.

Xanthophores in isolated scales of the
medaka, Oryzias latipes , responded to light
illumination (1,300 to 5,900 lux) directly
with pigment aggregation and to the dark-
ness with pigment dispersion. However the
mode of cell response during the illumina-
tion was not uniform, i.e. some cells kept
a fully aggregated state, some dispersed
after once aggregated and others showed
pulsations. Meanwhile, norepinephrine- or
KCl-treated aggregated xanthophores res-
ponded with pigment dispersion to light.
In general, the magnitude of aggregation
response of the cells to light increased in
proportion to the intensity of illumina-
tion. The light sensitivity of xantho-
phores also changed with the wavelength of
light and the most effective wavelength was
near 400 nm. Both alpha- and beta-adrener-
gic antagonists had no effect on the cell
response to light. Deprivation of Ca
from the external medium with La had no
effect on the cell response to light, but
this induced an aggregation of pigment
within dark-adapted dispersed xanthophores.
The results indicate that Oryzias xantho-
phores respond directly to light illumina-
tion as that has been shown in melnophores,
though the direction of pigment migration
response of xanthophores to light was quite
opposite to that of melanophores.
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BLOCKING MECHANISM OF THE PALING RESPONSE
IN FIGHTING FISH (BETTA SPLENDENS )

Y. Miyashita and T. Moriya, Dept , of Biol.,
Sapporo Med. Coll., Sapporo
Female B. splendens changed their skin color
according to the background appearance with-
in two minutes

;
paling when the background

was white, darkening if it was black. The
change process was due to the activities of
melanophores in the skin. From pharmacolog-
ical studies, we found that the melanin-ag-
gregation in the cell was controlled by the
nervous system belonging to the sympathetic
type and that the concerned postsynaptic re-
ceptor was of an alpha nature. After treat-
ment with reserpine, which caused a denerva-
tion due to a depletion of catecholamines {C

A) from the chromatic nerve endings, the ;

fish had no adaptability to a white back-
ground and their melanophores failed to agn

gregate to the nervous stimuli. Therefore,
it was concluded that the sympathetic chro-
matic nerve system plays an important role
in the normal paling response in this spe-
cies. When the non-reserpinized fish was
placed with a reserpinized one having a 'l

black color, it became dark as the aggress
sive behavior intensified and that continued
throughout the period of confinement. We
found that in the melanophore of such a i: i [1

fish, a substantial decrease in responses
to nervous stimuli occuered with the advance
of the darkening of body although melano-l'

phores responded normally to CA. We suspect
that the darkening response observed in the
aggressive fish might be due to some depres-
sion in the chromatic nerve system.
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LEAKAGE OF FREE AMINO ACIDS FROM HYPEROSMO-
TICALLY INCUBATED FOOT MUSCLE OF A BIVALVE.
0. Matsushima. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima.

Corbicula japonica , a brackish-water bi-
valve, utilizes free amino acids as a chief
osmotic effector for intracellular osmore-
gulation. Foot muscles isolated from the
freshwater (6 mOsm) -acclimated animals were
incubated (25°C, 6h) with 250 mOsm ASW and
various non-electrolyte media (mannitol,
glucose, sucrose and raffinose) . In res-
ponse to these hyperosmotic stresses the
isolated tissues produced free amino acids,
determined as ninhydrin positive substances
(NPS) , to the same extent, but in the non-
electrolyte media a part of NPS leaked from
tissue to external media. Such-a leakage
of NPS occurred in nominally Ca -Mg -free
(replaced by Na ) or Ca -free (replaced by
Mg_ ) ASW. However, addition of Ca and
Mg to the foregoing non-electrolyte media
could not lead to cessation of the leakage.
Ca channel blocker verapamil (0.1 mM) and
Ca ionophore A23187 (10 .uM) were without
effect on NPS leakage. During incubation
with Na -free ASW (replaced by choline or
K ), NPS were also released from tissue.
Further, ouabain (0.1 mM) was effective in
inducing NPS leakage. These results
suggest that both extracellular Ca and
Na gradient are required for intracellular
preservation of hyperosmotically accumu-
lated free amino acids.
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BASIC ECOLOGICAL STUDIES ON ALBINISM
OCCURRING IN RAISING FLATFISHES
M.Nagai 1

, N.Oshima} R.Fuji^and T.Tohyama?
iDept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Toho Univ.,
Funabashi., 2 Chiba Prefectual Farming
Fishries Center., Katsuura.

In the last Annual ZSJ Meeting, we
reported preliminary results on albinistic
abnormalities frequently occurring among
flatfishes in farming, and suggested that
the melanophore-di spers ing system may be
impaired. In this connection, we have
examined the distribution of chromatic
fibers around melanophores autoradio-
graphically. While the cells in a dark area
are normally innervated, only few fibers
were found around the macro-melanophores in
bleached parts. Meanwhile, we could follow
up quite a many past descriptions on the
natural occurrence of color abnormalities,
i.e. bleaching, ambicoloration, etc., in
species of Pleuronectiformes. We therefore
tested the color changing ability of
juveniles to environmental tints. The
normally pigmented area could change its
hue, while the bleached portion not. Then,
we examined whether abnormal individuals
are more easily preyed upon by predators.
In an aquarium sprinkled with sand,
juveniles were kept. A parrot fish was then
released into the vessel. As expected,
abnormal ones were more frequently
attacked. These results suggest that many
abnormalities may come into being in
nature, but can hardly survive.
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Changes in chloride cells on the secondary
gill lamella of the gobid fishes kept in
fresh, deionized and sea water.
K. Iwata and H. Nomura., Biol., Labo., Fac.
of Edu., Wakayama Univ., Wakayama.

The gobid fishes living in fresh water,
FW ( Rhinoeobius brunneus l . brackish water,
BW (Tridentiger obscurus ) and sea water, SW
(Bathygobius fuscus) were kept in FW, DW
and SW for 28 days, and changes in number
of chloride cells (CC) on the secondary la-
mella (SL) were examined. In addition,
effects of Ca++ on their lamellar CC were
also examined. (1) A percentage of CC on
the SL to total CC of the gill section was
higher in the FW goby than that of the BW
goby, when their gill tissues were examined
immediately after collection from their nat-
ural habitat. Almost no CC was found on
the SL of the SW goby. (2) In keeping the
FW and BW gobies in 50 and 1001 SW respec-
tively, CC disappeared from their SL, while
CC on the inter-lamella increased in the BW
goby, but not in the FW goby. In contrast,
CC on the SL greatly increased in keeping
them in DW and DW + Ca++(5mM). (3) In the
BW goby kept in FW+ Ca++(5mM), CC on the SL
decreased in number. A similar effect of
Ca++ was also found in the SW goby. Where-
as, the effect of Ca++ on the lamellar CC
was not so conspicuous in the FW goby.

From these observation, the lamellar CC
seems to play an important role in branchial
ion absorption in an environment with lower
ion concentration.
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ELECTROLYTIC ANALYSIS OF GILL FILAMENTS OF
SEAWATER ADAPTED EEL, ANGUILLA JAPONICA , BY
X-RAY MICROANALYSIS.
K.Jozuka. Dept. of Biol., Coll. of Lib. Arts,
Kanazawa Univ., Kanazawa.

Seawater adapted euryhaline teleosts have
a large number of chloride cells in the
stratified epithelium of gill filaments, ex-
creting surplus electrolytes through these
cells. For intracellular electrolytic anal-
ysis of these cells by scanning electron
microscope and wavelength-dispersive X-ray
microanalysis, fresh gill filaments of sea-
water adapted (for 30 days) eel , A. japonica ,

were fixed with acrolein gas and quenched
in isopentane cooled to its melting point
by liquid nitrogen. The specimen was then
submitted to the freeze-substitution treat-
ment in chilled alcohol (-30°C), being fol-
lowed by critical point drying procedure in
liquid carbon dioxide.

The fractured surfaces of specimens gave
sufficient morphological information for
recognition of the main tissue compartment,
such as chloride cells, mucous cells and the
capillaries filled with red blood cells.
In X-ray energy line pulse analysis, the foe-

peaks of Na, CI and Ca were characteristi-
cally recorded on the chloride cell. In par-
ticular, the strong peak of CI was seen at
the apical pit of the cell. These results
have confirmed that the chloride cells ac-
tively transport the divalent ions as well
as monovalent ions.
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PARTIALLY PURIFICATION OF FORWARD SWIMMING-
INDUCING SUBSTANCE IN PARAMECIUM TRITON-
EXTRACTED MODEL.
A. Izumi and Y. Nakaoka. Dept. of Biophys.
Engineering., Fac . of Engineering Sci.,
Oosaka Univ., Toyonaka.

When Paramecium triton-extracted model
is reactivated in the absence of Ca ion,
the model swims forward. However, after
further treatment with 0.5M sucrose/2mM
EDTA, the model ( sucrose-treated model) can
no longer swim forward. Adding cAMP(cGMP)
or the extract from sucrose treatment,
forward swimming was restored in sucrose-
treated model

.

Forward swimming- inducing substance was
partially purified from the extract. The
extract was fractionated with ammonium
sulfate between 45-80% saturation , and then
purified by Sephacryl S-300 gel filtration
and DEAE-cellulose ion-exchange
chromatography. After all these steps, this
substance was showed as single band
polypeptide(MW;39,000) by SDS
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. By gel
filtration, MW was about 110,000.

In the activity of forward swimming-
inducing in sucrose-treated model, about
0.92,ug/ml of this protein was equivalent
to 5//M cAMP. This activity was increased
when the concentration of ATP was increased
or GTP was added, in the reactivation
medium

.

It is considered that this protein is

related to the metabolism of cAMP.
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A ROLE OF L-ALANINE IN WATER ABSORPTION
ACROSS THE SEAWATER EEL INTESTINE
M. Ando. Lab. of Physiol., Fac. of Integ--
rated Arts & Sci., Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshi
ma

.

Using a new perfusion system, effects of
L-alanine on the water transport across the
seawater eel intestine were examined. mu-
cosal L-alanine (5 mM) stimulated the net
Na+ , Cl~ and water fluxes under standard
condition, accompanied by an increase in
serosa-negativity of the transepithelial
potential difference (PD) . These enhance-
ments were abolished in the presence of
furosemide (0.01 mM) , an inhibitor of the
Na +-K+-Cl~ cotransport in the eel intestine
suggesting that L-alanine stimulates that
cotransport system. After removing furose-
mide, however, the effects of pretreated L-
alanine were evoked, in spite of absence of
L-alanine on the bathing media, suggesting
that L-alanine or its metabolite (s) act(s)
from inside of the cells. This suggestion
was further supported by such findings as
serosal L-alanine also enhanced the serosa-
negative PD and the net water flux, and as
a long latent period (20 - 30 min) was re-
quired before the effects of L-alanine ap-
peared. Similar effects were observed
after treatment with D-alanine, L-glutamine
and L-glutamic acid, but not with other
amino acids. From these results, the sig-
nificance of intracellular L-alanine is
discussed in relation to seawater adapta-
tion of the eel.
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EFFECTS OF LOCAL IONTOPHORETIC APPLICATION
OF Ca 2+ ON THE MOVEMENT OF REACTIVATED SEA-
URCHIN SPERM FLAGELLA.
Chikako Shingyoji, Jun Katada and Keiichi
Takahashi. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

Recent studies have indicated that Ca 2+

directly affects the flagellar motile
system to induce an arrest response or to
increase wave asymmetry. To elucidate the
mechanisms of these Ca 2+ -dependent
flagellar responses, the responses of
reactivated sperm flagella of the sea-
urchins, He m icentrotus pulcherrimus and
Pseudocentrotus depressus , to iontophoretic
applications of Ca2 + were studied. The
application of Ca2+ to the basal region of

a flagellum beating at 20-30 Hz induced a

flagellar arrest response, but the
application of Ca 2+ to any other region
along the length of the flagellum induced a

transient local increase in asymmetry.
During the arrest response, the formation
of a principal bend occurred but the
formation of a reverse bend was inhibited
during the Ca 2+ application. During the
local increase of asymmetry, the principal
bends were propagated normally, but the
reverse bends greatly decreased in bend
angle or completely relaxed in the portion
of the flagellum to which Ca 2+ was applied.
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ANALYSIS OF FLAGELLAR ARREST RESPONSE BY
Ca2+-IONTOPHORESIS.
Jun Katada, Chikako Shingyoji and Keiichi
Takahashi. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

Local application of Ca 2 + to the basal
region of a reactivated sperm flagellum
induces a flagellar arrest response. To
study the mechanism underlying this
response, the changes in waveform during
iontophoretic applications of Ca 2+ were
analysed. When a small amount of Ca2+ (as a
pulse of about 2*1 O

- ^ coulombs) was applied
to a reactivated flagellum of sea urchins,
Pseudocentrotus depressus and Hemicentrotus
pu 1 ch e r

r

i mus , the flagellum gradually
changed its waveform: the beat axis tilted
toward the reverse-bend side with respect
to the longitudinal axis of the sperm head,
and the development of a new reverse bend
at the base was inhibited. The arrest
occurred just after the formation of a new
reverse bend was completely blocked. A
local application of Ca 2+ to a reactivated
flagellum beating at 1 Hz in a solution
containing 10uM ATP induced the arrest
response. If Ca 2 + was applied while a
principal bend was developing at the base,
the principal bend continued to grow
without the initiation of a new reverse
bend until the flagellum was arrested in a
characteristic cane-shaped bend. These
results suggest that Ca' + acts on the
mechanism which triggers the initiation of
a new reverse bend.
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A REORIENTATION RESPONSE INDUCED BY
TRYPSIN DIGESTION ON TRITON-GLYCEROL-
EXTRACTED PARAMECIUM CAUDATUM .

M. Noguchi
Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Toyama
Univ. , Toyama.

In order to examine the effects of
trypsin digestion on the reorientation
response of cilia, Triton-glycerol-extrac-
ted models of Paramecium were prepared by
brief extraction with 1% Triton X-100
instead of original concentration (0.01%).
This modification produced improvement in
permeability and reactivity of the cell
models. The cell models were placed in a
narrow space between a slide and a cover
slip. When the solution containning Mg,
ATP, EGTA and trypsin was perfused, the
cilia pointed towards the rear with a
small amplitude beating at first. After a
few minutes the cilia beated irregularly
for a few second and finally pointed to-
wards the front. cAMP and cGMP did not
inhibit the trypsin induced anterior res-
ponse. High concentration KC1 (above 0.2
M) inhibited the trypsin induced anterior
responce as well as usual anterior and
posterior responses. The similar responses
were observed in the cilia on cell frag-
ments obtained by sonicating the models.
These results might suggest that the Ca
dependent regulating mechanism for ciliary
beating direction is selectively digested
by trypsin, and that the mechanism is
essential for keeping the direction of the
effective stroke in normal beating.
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REACTIVATION OF TRITON X-100-EXTRACTED
TENTACLE OF NOCTILUC
K. Oami 1

MILIARIS BY H" ION
T. Sibaoka and Y. Naitoh

Inst. of„Biol. Sci. Univ. of Tsukuba,
Biol. Lab. Kyoritsu Woman'sIbaraki.

Univ., Hachioji.

In order to understand the mechanisms
controlling the tentacular movement in a

marine dinof lagellate Noctiluca miliaris ,

Triton X-100-extracted models of the
tentacles were examined with various
reactivation media. The extracted tentacle
(200-300 pm in length) held at the tip of
a holding pipette showed flexion when pH
of the reactivation medium was lowered.
Degree of the flexion was higher at lower
pH ranging from 8.5 to 4.0. The degree
declined at pH 3. The tentacle extended
when the pH was raised. The pH-controlled
flexion-extension cycle could be repeated
many times. The flexion of the tentacle
occurred most conspicuously at the region
1/3-1/4 length of the tentacle distant from
its base. This was consistent with the
flexion in live specimens. ATP was not
needed for the flexion-extension cycle.
An increase in CaClj or MgCl^ concentration
by more than several mM produced a flexion
of the tentacle much less than the pH-
induced flexion. KC1 concentration also
affected the degree of the flexion. It is
assumed that the extension-flexion in the
tentacle of Noctiluca is under the control
of intratentacular pH.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL MANIPULATION OF EXCITABLE
MEMBRANE BY QUANTITATIVE MICROINJECTION OF
AN AMPHIPHILIC SMALL PEPTIDE, MASTOPARAN.
N.Haga^ and Y. Kuroda 2 . 1 1nstitute of Applied
Biochemistry, Gifu. 2Department of Neuroch-
emistry, Tokyo Metropolitan Institute for
Neurosciences , Tokyo.

Quantitative microinjection has been
utilized to find the domain responsible for
the membrane excitation in Paramecium . The
swimming behavior of Paramecium is a conve-
nient indicator of the excitation of sur-
face membrane. When mastoparan, a potent
calmodulin antagonist from Vespid wasp , was
applied on either outside or inside of the
cells, the behavioral response was decreas-
ed. The effect of mastoparan on the behavi-
or was time-dependent and reversible. The
median effective dose in these treatments
were nearly equal, that is about 10

-
' M.

When the mixture of hepta-peptides of mast-
oparan, MP1-7 and MP8-14, was applied on
Paramecium with twice higher in hydrophobic
contents but presumably lower in helical
contents than those of MP, no significant
decrease was observed in the behavioral
response. These data showed that the struc-
tural requirement of mastoparan to decrease
in the behavioral response was consistent
with the structural requierment to bind to
the domain in calmodulin. Electrophysiolog-
ical studies showed that the resting poten-
tial was altered by microinjection of mast-
oparan. These results suggest the presence
of mastoparan-binding domain that might be
involved in the fundamental process of ion
permeation.
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EFFECTS OF ATP CONCENTRATION ON THE FORCE-
VELOCITY RELATION OF SLIDING MICROTUBULES
IN SEA URCHIN SPERM FLAGELLA.
Kazuhiro Oiwa and Keiichi Takahashi. Zool.
Inst., Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo

We studied the force-velocity relation
of sliding microtubules in demembranated
sperm flagella of the sea urchin Hemi-
centrotus pulcherrimus over a range of Mg-
ATP concentration from 3.7 to 350 uM by
using the method of Kamimura & Takahashi
(Nature, 293:566, 1 981 ) with some improve-
ments. The shape of the force-velocity
curve under 'auxotonic' conditions was
independent of the concentration of ATP
and appeared almost linear or had a re-
verse curvature to that of the hyperbolic
force-velocity curve of muscle. The
sliding velocity under loads of <40% of
the maximal sliding force (Fmax) showed a

slight decrease with increasing load.
Above 0.4 Fmax , the sliding velocity de-
creased linearly and steeply, and abruptly
decreased to zero near the maximal force.
The power calculated as the product of
velocity and force passed through a peak
at c. 0.7 Fmax . This shows that the maxi-
mal power is attained at a larger relative
load than in muscle. The maximal sliding
velocity obtained by extrapolation of the
force-velocity curves to zero load showed
a Michaelis-Menten type dependence on the
Mg-ATP concentration, with a Km of 180 uM
and Vmax of c. 18 um-sec -1

. The maximal
force did not significantly change over a
Mg-ATP concentration range 3.7 to 350 pM.
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FLAGELLAR MOVEMENTS OF CHLAMYDOMOMAS
DURING PHOTOSTIMULATION

1,S. Ishijima and G.B. Witman . Dept. of
Cell Biol., Natl. Inst, for Basic Biol.,
Okazaki and Worcester Foundation for
Exptl. Biol., Massachusetts, U.S.A.

To understand behavior of Chlamydomonas
during phototaxis, it is essential to know
how flagellar beat pattern changes in
response to photostimulation. We have
developed a system; a single cell is
captured and held immobile in a micropipet
while its flagellar movements are recorded
by high-speed (240 fields/s), high sensi-
tivity video microscopy using stroboscopic
flashes passed through a red filter. In
the absence of a stimulus beam, the two
flagella generally beat synchronously at
41 -48 Hz with periods of asynchronous
beating that resulted when the frequency
of the trans -flageHum (the one farthest
from the eyespot) transiently increased
within 3 Hz. When cells were stimulated
with a dim white light, the beat frequency
of the trans -f lagellum increased about 30%
after 0.1 s. The waveforms didn't appear
to change. Cells stimulated by a brighter
white light underwent a photophobic
response in which the flagella changed
from a ciliary to a flagellar beat pattern
about 20 ms after stimulation, and
returned to the ciliary mode after 0.5 s.

In some cells, beating in the flagellar
mode was followed by quiescence in which
the flagellar were held nearly straight.
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TRANSITION FROM CILIARY TO FLAGELLAR TYPE
MOVEMENT OF CHLAMYDOMONAS FLAGELLA INDUCED
BY ELECTRICAL STIMULATION.
Kenjiro Yoshimura and Keiichi Takahashi.
Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo.

When a single Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
cell was stimulated with an electric pulse
(0.2-1-,2uA, 1ms) delivered through a
suction electrode holding the cell body,
the flagella, which normally show a
ciliary-type beating pattern, began to
beat in a f lagellar-type pattern. We
filmed the flagellar response with a high
speed 16mm camera at 400f.p.s. and
analysed the flagellar movement during the
transition from the ciliary to flagellar
type beating. The transition had a well-
defined beginning and was complete in 2-3
beat cycles. At the onset of transition,
the length of time for the development of
principal and reverse bends at the
flagellar base sometimes changed: the
principal bends took shorter time to grow
before they began to propagate while the
reverse bends stayed longer at the base.
On the other hand, principal bends that
were propagating along the flagellum did
not change in curvature and sliding
velocity at the onset. The sliding
velocity in the distal region of the
propagating reverse bends decreased
whereas that in the proximal region did
not change; the curvature of the
propagating reverse bends increased.
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CILIARY REVERSAL OF SEA URCHIN EMBRYOS
Y. Mogami, S. Sekiguchi and S.A. Baba
Dept. Biology, Ochanomizu Univ., Tokyo

Ciliary reversal of single cilia was
investigated with the isolated cells from
sea urchin (H. pulcherrimus ) embryos.
Reversal beat of the cilia, which is spon-
taneously induced after the prism stage,
made the cells rotate in the opposite
direction to that in the normal beat. The
rotational torque derived from ciliary
beating appeared to change discontinuously
at the end of beat cycle in the reversal
beat rather than continuously in the normal
beat. Quantitative analyses of both normal
and reversal beats revealed that the
reversal beat has the symmetrical character-
istics in the bend formation and also in
the time course of angular change of the
ciliary shaft, relative to the highly
asymmetrical ones in the normal beat. It was
further demonstrated that the angular change
at the proximal region, up to 3 pm from
base, appeared to be symmetrical in the both
types of beating and to be quite identical
with each other. In the distal part of the
cilium beyond this proximal region the
difference of beating pattern between normal
and reversal beat was remarkably distin-
guished with respect to the symmetry of
beating. This result suggests that the tran-
sition from normal to reversal beat takes
place in the entire length of axoneme
except for the proximal region which
continues the symmetrical oscillatory
activity.
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CESSATION OF FLAGELLAR BEATING OF

TRITON-DEMEMBRANATED SEA URCHIN SPERM

MODELS BY RAPID pH DROP.

F Sato, Y. Mogami and S.A Baba

Dep t. Biology, Ochanomizu Univ., Tokyo

Effects of rapid drop of pH on the flagellar

movement of reactivated models of sea urchin sperm

was investigated. Triton-demembranated sperm

reactivated with ATP in the presence of 15M
K-acetate were made swim in a thin film of

reactivating solution supported by a ring of millipore

filter. When the film contaning sperm models was

exposed to an acetic acid vapor, flagellar beating

ceased within a few second probably because of the

rapid pH drop of the surrounding medium. Two
diffrent types of cessation were observed depending

on the rate of pH drop. When pH was dropped slowly

by exposing the film to the vapor from solutions of

low acetic acid concentrations, after continuing a few

or several beat cycles the axonames stopped in a

form of cane shape similar to that of Ca-induced

quiescence (quiescence-like cessation). Rapid drop of

pH at a high vapor pressure induced an instantaneous

cessation, preserving the wave form just before pH

change (rigor like cessation). Recovery of beating

from quiescence-like cessation was confirmed.

Cessation of flagellar beating was aiso observed by

rise of pH using an ammonia vapor.
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A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF CILIARY MOVEMENT

USING ISOLATED CELLS OF SEA URCHIN EMBRYOS

S. Sekiguchi, Y. Mogami and S. A. Baba

Dept. Biol. Ochanomizu Univ. ,
Tokyo.

Developmental changes of ciliary beating were

investigated with the single cilia of isolated cells from

sea urchin embryos. No significant difference was

delected in the normal beat of the cilia of an ordinary

length (c. 25 u.m ) from various developmental stages

(blastula to pluteus), concerning the beat frequency,

maximum curvature and rate of wave propagation in

the recovery stroke, anguler velocity in the effective

and recovery strokes. Since the cilia of sea urchin

embryos are capable of ciliary responses of different

types depending on the developmental stages, this

result suggests that the motile mechanisms for

normal beating are not affected by incorporation of

newly acquired control mechanisms for the ciliary

reversal at the pluteus stage. In order to test the

effect of length of the axoname on the ciliary

movement, beating patterns of single cilia about

three times as long as the ordinary were also

investigated. The relation between the propagation of

bends and direction of microluble sliding determined

from angular changes of the axoneme was essentially

similar to that in the ordinary cilia at least in the

region proximal to the midpoint of the longer cilia.
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AN IMPROVED METHOD OF DIGITAL IMAGE
ANALYSIS OF FLAGELLAR BENDS.
S.A. Baba 1

, Y. Mogami-1
- and K. Nonaka 2

.

^Dept. of Biol., Ochanomizu Univ., Tokyo,
2 Dept. of Hygiene, Teikyo University,
Tokyo.

Flagellar images on 35-mm negatives
were directly viewed through a Hamamatsu
C-1000 TV camera, and digitized as a pic-
ture of 512x480 pixels and of 256 gray
levels by an image processor NEXUS 6400
DMA-interfaced with a main frame computer
HITAC M-240D. Simulation experiments
using computer-generated pictures of fla-
gella of known wave parameters demon-
strated that digitization of images would
produce noisy variations in the measured
curvature of flagella that were never
involved in the theoretical. To reduce
this type of error, the tracking process
described previously was improved by using
a 1024-mode, whereby a flagellar image
generated in a frame of 1024x960 pixels by
interpolation from the original was
tracked. Errors including this and those
due to other sources, e.g., photographic
granularity, were also reduced by using
very fine grain film, by repeating mea-
surements on the same image by rotating
the camera on its optical axis with the
negative fixed in position, and by
smoothing the calculated curvature curves
mathematically. After optimal reduction
of errors, we obtained more reliable mea-
surements of flagellar bends than has
previously been possible.
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THE ISOLATED CENTRAL-PAIR MICROTUBULES
FROM CHLAMYDOMONAS FLAGELLAR AXONEMES

.

Y. Hosokawa & T. Miki-Noumura . Dept. of
Biol. Ochanomizu Univ. Tokyo.

We found the extrusion of central-
pair microtubules from Chlamydomonas fla-
gellar axonemes by brief digestion with
elastase and addition of ATP(+ATP). The
rotation of extruded central-pair and the
bending form of the axonemes were reported
previously (Hosokawa & Miki-Noumura , 1 985 )

.

We tried here mass-isolation of cen-
tral-pair, to survey peptide composition
and ATPase activity of it. SDS-PAGE indi-
cated the central-pair to be consisted of
20 polypeptides, ranging in molecular
weight from 360K to 34K. Major compo-
nents were tubulin of 56K and a polypep-
tide of 69K. Our analysis was consistent
substantially with that reported by Adams
et al(1 981). Mg-ATPase activities of the
isolated central-pair, the elastase-diges-
ted(+ATP) axonemes, the elastase digested-
(-ATP) axonemes and intact axonemes as
control specimen, were compared. Al-
though the isolated central-pair did not
have any ATPase activities, higher activi-
ty was shown by the elastase-digested(

-

ATP (axonemes . The result suggests pass-
ive rotation of the central-pair in the
axoneme.
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RESPIRATORY CURRENT OF THE ABALONE.
Akira Murakami, Kazumi Yamada and Keiichi
Takahashi. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

Respiratory current through an ostium
of the shell of the abalone ( Nordotis
gigantea ; shell length, 10-14 cm) was
measured with a microf lowmeter consisting
of a pair of self-heated thermistors for
monitoring the flow rate and the ambient
temperature. The water flow from the
ostium oscillated with a frequency equal
to the heart rate and to the frequency of
pulsation of the ctenidia. The mean
amplitude of the oscillation was more than
half of the mean flow rate (about 1 cm/s).
The distribution profile of flow rate over
the ostium was determined by stepwise
displacements of the sensor across the
ostium. The volume of water flowing out
of the ostium per min was estimated from
the flow rate profile (2-6 ml/min). When
the pH of the medium decreased, the rate
of flow as well as the amplitude and
frequency of the oscillation was reduced.
Occasional "blows" of water through the
ostia were observed in a medium of low pH.
The pumping rate of the respiratory flow
through the abalone seems to be correlated
not only to the activity of the lateral
cilia on the gill, but also to some other
factors such as the peristaltic movement
of the ctenidia.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL TEMPERATURE ADAPTATION OF
POIKILOTHERMS: COLD-STABLE MICROTUBULE IN
CELLS CULTURED IN VITRO AT LOW TEMPERATURE.

K. Tsugawa, Lab. of Biol., Dept. of Natl.
Sci., Osaka Women's Univ., Sakai.

RTG-2 cells from rainbow trout gonad
had been cultured at 24^1 C C or 4-5 c

C for
more than 3 years and their microtubules
(MT) were stained immunof luorescently by a
monoclonal anti-S tubulin.

In both cases, a well-developed network
of MT could be observed in every cell.

When the warm-cultured cells were
exposed to °C for 60 min and fixed at 4

'C, MT disassembled markedly although the
MT organizing center remained unchanged in
all cells. MT re-appeared 4 hr after re-
incubation at 24 °C, although MT in the
peripheral area of some cells developed
poorly. After 24 hr re-incubation, the
well-developed network was observed in the
whole area of all cells.

On the other hand, the network struc-
ture of 5°C-cultured cells exposed to °C
for 60 min could not be distinguished from
that in the unexposed ones.

The results suggest that the cold
stability of MT can give a good index to
the adaptability of poikilotherms to the
cold, at least at the cellular level. They
also provided another example indicating
cellular ability of "the direct adapta-
tion" to their environmental temperature.
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TERMINATION
DECREASE OF

OF TROUT SPERM MOTILITY BY THE
NTRACELLULAR PH.

' 2 1
M. Morisawa and S. Morisawa . Ocean Res.
Inst. Univ. Tokyo, Tokyo and Biol. Lab. St
Marianna Univ. Sen. Med. Kawasaki.
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MULTIMODAL INPUTS TO THE LARGE OCELLAR
SECOND-ORDER NEURONS OF THE COCKROACH.
T. OHYAMA and Y. TOH . Dept . of Biol., Fac

.

of Sci., Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka.

It has been shown in a previous study
(Ohyama & Toh, 1986) that large ocellar
second order neurons (L-neurons) and some
thin processes (SM-neurons) are multimodal.
In the present study the relation between
L-neurons and SM-neurons, and implication
of giant interneurons of the ventral nerve
cords in the sensory pathway from cereal
mechanoreceptors to the ocellar
interneurons were examined. 1) Cereal
stimulation caused spike discharges in SM-
neurons and graded depolarization in L-
neurons . Block gf_ synaptic transmission by
Ca -free and Co containing saline
resulted in substantial decrease of the
depolarization in L-neurons but little
change in SM-neuron spike discharges.
Moreover, conduction block of SM-neuron
spikes in the ocellar nerve by tetrodotoxin
was accompanied by substantial decrease of
L-neuron responses. These data suggests
excitatory synapses of SM-neurons upon L-
neurons. 2) Outputs of cereal
mechanoreceptors converge on seven pairs of
giant axons of ventral nerve cords (GIs 1-

7) (Westin et al . , 1977). It was shown in
this study that GIs 2, 6 and 7 were
involved in the sensory pathway from cercus
to SM-neurons, but GI 5 was not involved
there. GIs 1, 3 and 4 were not examined.
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PATCH-CLAMP STUDIES OF POTASSIUM CHANNELS
IN CIRCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS OF GUINEA
PIG AORTA.
F.Mekata. Dept. of Physiol., Kyoto Univ.
Primate Res. Inst. Inuyama.

Single channel currents were studied
by patch-clamp techniques in smooth muscle
cells of rabbit aorta dispersed by colla-
genase treatment. Recordings were made
from inside-out isolated patches. The unit
current observed seemed to the results of
opening of K+ selective channels with a
conductance of about 180pS as their rever-
sal potential was close to Ek. The unit
conductance was dependent upon potassium
concentration. The conductance varied also
with membrane potential in most patches.
There were three different types for the
voltage dependence on the probability of
channel open state, (i) increasing in
depolarizing potential range and decreas-
ing in hyperpolarization; (ii) decreasing
in depolarization and increasing in hyper-
polarization; (iii) being constant in the
potential range +80mV to -80mV. When the
open probability was low, channel openings
occurred in bursts which could be separa-
ted by several seconds. Open times and
closed times were exponentially distribu-
ted with 15 - 25msec and about 3msec. The
open probability decreased in the presence
of Ba++ (0 . 2-5mM) in all preparations used.
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GENERATION OF ACTION POTENTIALS IN THE
SECOND ORDER NEURONS OF COCKROACH OCELLI

.

M. Mizunami and H. Tateda, Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka.

The mechanisms of the spike generation
in the second order ocellar neurons of the
cockroach, Periplaneta americana, have
been studied using current stimuli and
sine-wave light stimuli. When the
membrane potential of the second order
neuron decreased, the critical firing
potential decreased largely. The large
change in the firing potential was
explained by inactivation of the Ca-spikes
by the accumulation of Ca ions inside the
cell at a depolarized condition.

The membrane potential of the second
order neurons depended on the intensity
of adapting light. However, the
threshold potential of spike generation
remained almost constant over a 3 log
range of illuminance levels. This was due
to the change in the firing potential by
the change in the membrane potential

.

The frequency-dependency of the
relationship between the magnitude of
potential change and the rate of spike
generation was also studied in a light-
adapted condition. The threshold of the
spike generation was smaller under a
dimmer light than that under a brighter
light. This was because the amplitude of
spontaneous fluctuation was larger under
a dimmer light and which lowered the
threshold of spike generation, especially
that to low-frequency potential change.
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POSTEROLATERALMOVEMENT DETECTION IN THE
EYES OF JUMPING SPIDERS.
M. Komiya , S. Yamashita 2 and H. Tateda 1

.

iDept. of Biol., Fac . of Sci., Kyushu
univ., Fukuoka and 2 Biol . Lab., Kyushu
Inst, of Design, Fukuoka.

The turning reaction of the jumping
spiders, Hasarius adansoni , Plexippus
paykulli and Menemerus confusus, to
sequential stimulations by two stationally
spots of light placed in the visual field
of the posterolateral eyes was examined.
The stimulus spots had a subtended
aperture of about 1 and were arranged in
a horizontal row with a spacing of about
1 . The response to sequential two
off/on-stimuli at two positions was the
maximum when the stimulus interval was
about 0.17 sec independently of the rate
of change in light intensity at single
positions. To sequential off-stimuli,
when the rate of decline in light
intensity at single position decreased,
the stimulus interval necessary to elicit
the maximum response became longer. The
response to sequential on-stimuli was not
affected significantly by both the rate of
increase in light intensity at single
positions and the stimulus interval. We
have observed that the spacing between two
stimulus spots had marked effects on the
response to on-stimuli.
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IONIC MECHANISM OF THE CO RECEPTION IN THE
TEMPORAL ORGAN
K.Yamana , N.Doi and Y . Toh . Nikken
Kagaku, Oomiya, ' Dept . of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka.

The temporal organ of the Japanese house
centipede

,

Thereuonema hilgendorf

i

, has been
identified to be CO, receptors in a
previous work (Yamana et al.,1986). The
temporal organ spontaneously discharges
spikes, the frequency of which decreases by
stimulation of CO . In the present study,
a mechanism of CO- reception has been
examined and following results were
obtained. 1) It was shown by intracellular
recording from the receptor cells that the
receptor cells were hyperpolarized by C0_
stimulation, and the hyperpolarization
resulted in decrease in the impulse
frequency. Moreover, the input resistance
was increased by CO stimulation. 2) It was
shown that impulse frequencies were in
proportion to receptor potential. Thus, the
impulse frequency of the receptor cells
could be used for amplitude of receptor
potential. An increase of Na concentration
in the perfusate resulted in an increase of
the spontaneous discharge frequency, but
little change in the impulse frequency
during CO. stimulation. An increase in K
concentration in perfusate largely
increased both spontaneous discharge
frequency and discharge frequency to C0_.
These results suggest that hyperpolarizing
receptor potential to CO, stimulus is
caused by a decrease of Na conductance.
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STRUCTURE OF RHABDOMERIC MICROVILLI OF
DROSOPHILA PREPARED BY CRYOFIXATION
Y.Toh, Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci.,
Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka.

Fine structure of rhabdomeric
microvilli of Drosophila was examined by
cryo-f ixation followed by freeze-substitu-
tion by OsO., and it was compared with
absorptive microvilli of the midgut
prepared by the same method. Following
structures have been well documented by
this method. 1) Extracellular spaces
among rhabdomeric microvilli appear as
electron dense as outer leaflets of
microvillar membranes. 2) Each rhab-
domeric microvillus contains a single
dense filament (ca.7-9 nm). The filament
is cross linked to the microvillar
membrane at regular intervals. Core-
structures occur ambiguously and the
cross linkages could not be identified in
rhabdoms prepared by conventional
chemical fixation. 3) The core filaments
of rhabdomeric microvilli quite differ
from those of midgut microvilli. In the
midgut microvillus about a dozen
filaments (ca. 5 nm) run parallel to each
other, and they are assumed to be actin
filaments as they are in vertebrate
intestinal microvilli. Large size of core
filaments of rhabdomeric microvilli and
their ambiguity by chemical fixation
suggest they are highly organized
structure surrounded by unstable
substance and functionally differ from
filaments in absorptive microvilli.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SUCROSE CONSUMPTION
IN THE CROP AND BURSTS TRANSMITTED THROUGH
THE RECURRENT NERVE.
T.Yano, S.Okamura, A.Shiraishi. Dep.
Biol., Fac. Sci., Kyushu Univ, Fukuoka.

Tonic and phasic impulses (burst)
recorded from the recurrent nerve of the
blowfly, Phormia regina M, were composed
of efferent E and afferent h\ , k'i and
A3 type, respectively. E impulses
originated from the brain and were
concerned with regulation of opening and
closing of foregut valves and with
inhibition of peristaltic movement of the
foregut. Afferent impulses originated
from sensory stretch receptors located at
the neck region of the alimentary canal
(Ai), at the foregut (A2) and at the
crop duct (A3), respectively. Bursts
were classified into three types according
to difference of firing pattern of
efferent and afferent impulses which
consisted of a burst. Type 1 burst was
concerned with regulation of the reverse
peristaltic movement with which sucrose in
the crop was moved to the foregut.
Firing frequency of E impulses decreased
first and burst discharges of A3, A2
and Aj impulses occurred at successive
intervals. After firing of A3 and A2
impulses, burst discharges of E impulses
occurred. Type 2 burst regulated movement
of sucrose from the foregut to the midgut.
A role of type 3 burst was not be proved.
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DAILY SUCROSE INTAKE IN THE BLOWFLY,
Phormia regina M.
S.Okaraura, T.Yano, A . Shiraishi . Dep.
Biol., Fac. Sci., Kyushu Univ, Fukuoka.
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MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES TO MULTIPLE
GLUTATHIONE RECEPTORS MEDIATING THE FEEDING
RESPONSE OF HYDRA.
K. Hanai 1

, M. Sakaguchi 1
, S. Matsuhashi 2

,

K. Hori 2
, H. Morita 1

.
1 Dept. Biol., Fac. of

Sci., Kyushu Univ. 33, Fukuoka 812, 2 Dept.
Biochem. , Saga Med. School, Saga 840-01.

The effects of platelet proteins on the
feeding response of Hydra japonica (tenta-
cle ball formation) suggest that the ob-
served response is composed of at least 5

components of responses (R1..R5), each of
which is elicited by a specific concentra-
tion range of S-methylglutathione (GSM)

.

Hybridomas were raised from mice immu-
nized with galactose-binding proteins from
tentacles, which were proposed as candi-
dates for the receptor proteins. We could
detect antibodies which specifically de-
press some of these five responses in the
presence of the second antibody, because
the effect of platelet proteins being con-
tained in the culture supernatant was com-
pletely reversible for a brief incubation.
With one of these antibodies, we could ob-
serve some of cnidocils of desmonem nemato-
cytes by an indirect immunofluorescent
method, suggesting that these cnidocils are
the chemosensory structure responsible for
the glutathione chemoreception of Hydra .

These studies indicate that monoclonal
antibodies may open the way to the cell
biology of chemosensory cells and the
molecular biology of chemoreception.
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RECEPTOR CURRENT FLUCTUATION ANALYSIS ON
THE INSECT SUGAR RECEPTOR.
H. Kijima, K. Nagata and H. Morita.
Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Kyushu
Univ. , Fukuoka

Receptor current fluctuation was observ-
ed in the labellar chemosensory hair of the
fleshfly. A capillary containing 0.1 M
NaCl, 0.4 Choline CI and the sugar was
covered on the hair tip for stimulation.

The action potential generation was
depressed by pretreating the chemosensory
hair with TTX. Stimulation of the sugar
receptor by effective sugars: sucrose,
maltose and fructose, markedly increased
the recepotr current fluctuation, but non
stimulating sugar: a-methyl mannoside did
not. The fluctuation increased within tens
msec after sugar stimulation in parallel
with the receptor current development.

The fluctuations were analysed by
computing the autocorrelation functions
(ACF) . ACF's of net fluctuation increase
by stimulating sugars were approximated by
an exponential term. The variance of net
fluctuation increase had a maximum at 25 -

50 mM for sucrose, maltose and fructose.
The time constants of ACF's differed with
the sugar species and their concentrations.
At 25 mM sucrose and at 50 mM maltose and
fructose, where the responses of the sugar
receptor were similar, the time constants
were about 3.4 msec, 2.4 msec and 8 is
respectively. These results shows that the
transduction ion channels directly operated
by sugars exist on the sensory process tip.
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CHEMOSENSITIVITY
LIGIA EXOTICA
T. Hatanaka. Dept. Biol., Fac
univ. , Chiba

.

OF PEREIOPOD IN ISOPOD,

Educ, Chiba

On pereiopod in Ligia exotica , two types
of terminal-pored sensillum occured, which
seemed to function as chemoreceptors . One
was a tricorn like sensillum with associated
plaques which occured over the body surface
except sternite, and the other was a stout
bristle between whose bifurcate apices a
sub-apically foraminate tubular hair arose.
A transmission electron microscopic study
showed that both had same tubular structure
and that they recieved single innervation.
This indicated that both types of sensilla
probablly had same function.

Unitary spike activity was induced from
pereiopod segmental nerves by a suction
electrode. About 20% of the units responded
to some chemical solution such like several
amino acids, food extracts, urea or ammonium
chloride. Both excitatory and inhibitory
responses were observed, and both responses
showed ordinary dose-response relationship.
Many units showed narrow response spectrum,
indicating labelled line coding as a
discriminating system.

Considering the responses of antenna and
carapace sensiila , these foraminate sensilla
seem to act similarly as chemoreceptors and
mechanoreceptors

.
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GUSTATORY SPECIFICITY FOR AMINO ACIDS IN
GONZUI, Plotosus lineatus .

T. Marui 1" Y. Kasahara 1 and J. Caprio 2

IDept. Oral Physiol., Kagoshima Univ. Dent.
Sch., Kagoshima, 2Dept. Zool . Physiol.,
Coll. Basic Sci., Louisiana State Univ.,
La 70803, USA.

A number of behavioral and electro-
physiological experiments clearly reveal
that L-a-amino acids are an important class
of chemical stimuli to the chemosensory
systems of fish. This indicates that
specific amino acids are suitable, high-
affinity ligands for the taste receptors of
them. Although certain fish have been and
are continuing to serve as model organisms
in chemoreception fields, the search for
even better experimental organisms should
continue. We report here the finding of
amino acids sensitivity of the Japanese sea
catfish, Plotosus lineatus (=anguillaris )

[ Gonzui ] . In the present study, neural
responses of the facial nerve of the fish
to amino acids and derivatives were studied
to make the taste receptor mechanisms
clear. The stimulatory amino acids for the
fish are L-Pro, Bet, L-Hyp , Gly, L-Ala, L-
CysH and L-Arg-HCl tested at 0.1 mM.
Cross-adaptation experiments revealed that
Bet and L-Pro, L-Ala and Gly may share
their receptive mechanisms, respectively.
These results show highly species-specific
response spectra for amino acids

.
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MEMBRANE IONIC CURRENTS IN THE SOLITARY
OLFACTORY RECEPTOR CELLS OF NEWT
T. Kurahashi and T. Shibuya . Inst, of
Biol. Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba , Ibaraki.

Three types of voltage activated
ionic current were studied in the solitary
olfactory receptor cells isolated from
newts. The currents were recorded by using
the giga-seal suction pipette in the
whole-cell recording configuration.

Ica was activated by membrane depola-
rization beyond -30 mV for a few milli-
seconds. This current showed V-shaped
I-V relationship. When the extracellular
Ca and Na ions were replaced by Ba ion
,the inward current was increased.
Ica was blocked almost completely by
addition of 1 mM Co ion into the bathing
solution

.

Ik(v) was activated by membrane
depolarizaion beyond -40 mV from the-
holding potential of -70 mV. The current
showed slower activation process than that
of Ica, and was blocked by 35 mM TEA.
Ik(v) was inactivated by prolonged
depolarization during a few decades of
seconds

.

Ik(ca) showed N-shaped I-V relation-
ship. This current was blocked by 3 mM
Co ion or 35 mM TEA. In contrast with
Ik(v), Ik(ca) was not inactivated during 2

seconds of depolarizaion. This result may
indicate that Ica is not also inactivated
during depolarization.

These currents may be related to the
initiation of the action potential, or to
some properties of the odor response.
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RECEPTOR POTENTIAL OF FROG TASTE CELL IN
RESPONSE TO GALACTOSE.
Y. Okada, T. Miyamoto and T. Sato.
Dept. Physiol., Nagasaki Univ. Sch. of
Dent., Nagasaki.

The characteristics of galactose-
induced receptor potential in a bullfrog
taste cell were examined with a glass
capillary microelectrode. Galactose (1M)
depolarized the taste cell by 8 mV and
decreased the input resistance to 90% of
the control. The reversal potential for
the receptor potential existed in the
membrane potential between and 60 mV.
Total elimination of Na+ and Ca2+ from
the interstitial fluid did not change
the amplitude of the receptor potential,
while substitution of gluconate" for
interstitial CI - decreased the receptor
potential to 2%. The receptor potential
disappeared by interstitial 0.1 mM DCCD.
Removal of a buffer from the superficial
fluid increased the receptor potential to
300%, while elimination of superficial
Cl~ did not influence it. These results
suggest that the receptor potential
elicited by galactose may be concerned
with a secretion of OH- across the taste
receptor membrane, and that the Cl~-
dependent proton pump in the basolateral
membrane may produce an electromotive
force for the OH~ secretion.
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NEURONAL PLASTICITY IN RAT ACCESSORY
OLFACTORY PATHWAY.
M.Ichikawa. Dept. of Anat & Embryol.,
Tokyo Metropolitan Inst, of Neurosciences

,

Tokyo.

Accessory olfactory bulb(AOB) projects
densely to molecular layer of medial
amygdaloid nucleus (mMAN) in mammals.
Synaptic reorganization following AOB
lesion was examined in mMAN of rat.

(1) Time-course of the loss and
reappearance of synapses was investigated
quantitatively in mMAN after AOB lesion.
Synaptic density was reduced to about 40 %

of normal density at 4 or 8 days after
AOB lesion. Thereafter, synaptic density
increased gradually and reached more than
80 % of normal density at 64 days after
AOB lesion.

This recovery of synaptic density
suggests the synaptic reorganization
by remaining afferent fibers in mMAN.

(2) Rearrangement of termination from
bed nucleus of stria terminalis (BST) was
examined in mMAN at 2 months after AOB
lesion. The termination from BST to mMAN
was increased to four to five times as
many as that of normal animal.

This result indicates that the BST
fibers formed new synapses in mMAN after
denervation of AOB fibers.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL
IDENTIFICATION OF THE DEUTOCEREBRAL
INTERNEURONS RESPONDING TO NASONOV
PHEROMONE IN THE HONEY BEE BRAIN.
A.Iwama, T.Shibuya. Inst, of Biol.
Sci . , Univ. of Tsukuba , Ibaraki.

Responses to Nasonov pheromone of the
deutocerebral neurons of the honey bee
were recorded extra- and intracellularly

.

The interneurons which responded to
Nasonov pheromone were divided into three
types (A, B and C) according to their
dose-response characteristics as follows.
The type-A neurons showed strong increase
of the frequency of spikes when they were
stimulated higher concentration of the
Nasonov pheromone (10" -10° grands
equivalent). The type-B neurons showed
dose-related decrease of the frequency of
spikes. The type-C neurons showed gentle
increase of the frequency of spikes.

Three neurons of type-A were stained
by injection of dye. They innervated
single glomerulus in the deutocerebrum and
sent their axons into the protocerebrum
through the antenno cerebral tract. Two
neurons of type-B stained showed similar
pathway to type-A neurons. Nine neurons
of type-C were identified morphologically.
They had multiglomerular dendritic
arborizations in the deutocerebrum. Two
neurons of them sent axons into the proto-
cerebrum. But the remainder had no
projection into the protocerebrum.
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ODOR RESPONSES AND MORPHOLOGICAL IDEN-
TIFICATION OF THE DEUTOCEREBRAL NEURONS IN

THE JAPANESE DUNG BEETLE, Geotrupes
auratus .

J.INOUCHI and T.SHIBUYA. Inst, of Biol.
Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba, Ibaraki.

In this study we examined electro-
physiologically on the responses of the
deutocerebrum) DC ) neurons to dung odor and
the characteristic odors ( 2-butanone , etc.)
from cattle's dung. These odors were ef-
fective on the antennal receptors. The
neurons were identified morphologically by
intracellular staining. The cell somata
were in dorso-medial ( DM) and ventro-lateral
(VL) region of the ipsilateral DC. The
neurons responded with various types of
response to dung, single compound and mix-
ture odor. The responses were excitatory
( phasic -tonic , phasic -tonic -inhibit ion)
and /or inhibitory) inhibition, inhibition-
excitation) types. The branch of the inter-
neuron responding excitatory to dung odor
(DM or VL cluster of somata) entered one
glomerulus and the axon projected to the
calyces and lobus lateralis protocerebralis
of the protocerebrum. These neurons
responding to dung odor showed strong
responses to single compounds and their
mixtures. Especially 2-butanone was
strongly affected as well as the receptors.
Dose-response characteristic to 2-butanone
in each internueuron was different.
Moreover, some interneurons showed
gradually change of the response pattern
from excitation to inhibition with increase
of the concentration.
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NEURONAL PROCESSINGS OF THE TWO PHEROMONE
COMPONENTS IN THE BRAIN NEURONS OF THE MALE
SILKWORM MOTH.
R. Kanzaki and T. Shibuya, Inst, of Biol.
Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba, Ibaraki.

Silkworm moths shov; remarkable mating
behavior in response to the sex pheromone,
which consist of two chemical substances,
Bombykol and Bombykal. Pheromone responses
of the deutocerebral and protocerebral
neurons in the brain were studied. Odor of
artificial food for the larvae was also
used as a stimulant. Type-la deutocerebral
neurons which had arborizations in the male
specific macroglomerulus (MAGL) showed PTI-
type excitatory responses to Bombykol and
Bombykal or to Bombykol. Some of them
showed inhibitory responses to pure air and
to food odor. Others never responded to
food odor. Type-II neurons which had ar-
borizations in the microglomeruli showed
inhibitory responses to Bombykol and
Bombykal, but excitatory PTI-type in
response to food odor. These results sug-
gest that the information of the pheromone
was transmitted through the MAGL to the
protocerebrum in the different pathway from
that of the other (e.g. food) odor
information. Protocerebral neurons
responding to the pheromone showed long-
lasting high frequency spikes even after
the end of the stimulus. But they nev^r
showed inhibitory responses to pure air or
food odor. This suggests that the
pnercmone information would be specialize^
in the protocerebral neurons.

RECONSTRUCTION AND COMPARISON OF THE MUSH-
ROOM BODIES IN SOME INSECTS.
T. Shibuya, R. Kanzaki, A. Iwama, J. Inou-
chi and H. Yamamoto . Inst, of Biol. Sci.,
Univ. of Tsukuba, Niihari-gun, Ibaraki.

Mushroom bodies (MB) in five species of
insect were morphologically compared in
shape and size as a first study on function
of MB. Preparations were sectioned and sta-
ined with Bodian's method. For reconstruc-
tion, we used a 3-D graphic method (NICON
COSMOZONE 2S) . The MB of the male silkworm
moth is a round egg shape with a short
stolk. In the tobacco cutworm moth, a few
lamellae were observed on the calyx. In MB
of the honey bee, carpenter bee and hornet,
one pair of calyx was observed in each hem-
isphere. Diameter of the calyx in the hemi-
sphere was about 18 0um in silkworm moth,
210 in tobacco cutworm moth, 680 in honey
bee, 870 in carpenter bee and 920 in horn-
et. Ratios (MB/Brain) were 16.4, 31.1, 48.5,
51.2 and 3 4.1 respectively. Volume of MB
calculated with a,computer in three species
were 2.3 x 10 pm in silkworm moth, 4.8 x
10 in honey bee and 1.7 x 10 in hornet.
Ratios (MB/Brain) of volume were 1.6, 16.0
and 7.7. From the results, hymenopterous
insects performed social life have the lar-
ger mushroom body than other kinds of in-
sect. It is suggested that the MB in the
brain may be related to function at higher
level of the brain and may be needed for
some their complicated social life or divi-
sion of labor.
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TRANSIENT AND
PLATEAU PART OF RESPONSE WAVE IN SINGLE
RETINA CELL OF SQUILLA COMPOUND EYE.
Y.Okuno and T.Yanase. Dept of Biol. Osaka
Kyouiku Univ. , Osaka.

Using the single retina cell of marine
crustacean Squilla oratoria , electorical
and temporal differences was measured at
the transient and plateau part of response
wave which was evoked by a single flash
for one second. The mean value of critical
fusion frequency at the transient part(CFF
(t)) was 75.2 Hz, and that of CFF at the
plateau part(CFF(p)) was 46.0 Hz. CFF(t)
was adequately correlated with the poten-
tial ratio between transient and plateau
(pV/tV) , the off recovery speed(rs), the
on attack speed(as), and the potential of
plateau(pV). CFF(p) was also with the
(rs), the (pV/tV) and the (pV). CFF(t) and
CFF(p) unrelated to the potential of
transient( tV) . The amplitude of response
increased in proportion to logarithm
intensity of photo stimuli, and yet, the
saturated intensity at plateau part was
about 1.0 log lower than that at transient
part. The pre-flash( duration=100 msec,
intensity=38 klux, 10-150 msec before main
flash) neglected the transient part of
response which was evoked by main flash
(duration=800 msec). As the above experi-
ment results shows, photo response curve
in Squilla retina cell is composed of two
component, transient and plateau driving
system.
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REGULATION OF RHABDOMAL MEMBRANE FORMATION.
K.Kawamata and M.Yoshida. Ushimado Marine
Laboratory, Fac . of Sci., Okayama Univ.,
Okayama

.
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THE DIFFERENCE OF THE SENSITIVITY BETWEEN ERG
(ELECTRO RETIN0GRAM) RECORDING AND INTRACELLULAR
RECORDING IN Liaia exotica
T.Hariyama, Y.Tsukahara. Research Center for
Applied Information Sciences, Tohoku Univ.,
Katahira 2, Sendai
Both the structure of the retinula cells and the

ERG amplitide have been kown to change diurnally
in Ligia exotica, Irregular arrangement of
microvilli and increase in the ERG amplitude (At
midnight the sensitivity is more than 10 times as
large as that of the day) were observed (Hariyama
et.al. 1986). Intracellular recordings from the
retinula cells showed no difference in the slope
of V-logI curve but the sensitivity at midnight is
less than 1.5 times as large as that of the day.
The iso- two dimensionl angular sensitivity curves
of single units recorded at night were apparently
irregular which seems to correspond the irregular
arrangement of microvilli. The angular
sensitivity fields are irregular at night and
regular at day. But both during the night and the
during the day, the fields were with a width of
ca.2 at the 50 % level. Morphologically, we have
not observed the pigment granule migration arround
the dioptric apparutus. Diurnal changes in the
total amount of retinal isomers were studied by
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) in
the eye. During the night, the 11-cis form of
retinal oxime is two times as large as that during
the day. At midnight the volume of rhabdom is two
times bigger than that of the day. So the
concentration of rhodopsin does not change during
day and night. The tips of rhabdom were penetrated
into the end of the crystalline cone during the
night. However the tips were adjacent to the
crystalline cone end during day. It seems that
the difference of the sensitivity between ERG and
intracellular recordings were caused by the
diurnally changes of the tip of the rhabdom.
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INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN RHABDOM SIZE,
RHODOPSIN CONTENT AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY

IN THE CRAB PHOTORECEPTORS.

K.ARIKAWA1
, T.SUZUKI2 and E.EGUCHI.

1

x Dept Biol, Yokohama City Univ, Yokohama.
2 Lab Pharmacol, Hyogo Col Med, Nishinomiya.

The compouiiQ eye of the crab Hemigrapsus
sanguineus undergoes daily changes in an anatomical
organisation as determined by light and electron
microscopies, in the quantity of chromophore
substances as levealed by high-pressure liquid

chromatography, and in visual sensitivity as measured
by electrophysiological techniques.

The rhabdom occupation ratio (ROR) of an
ommatidial retinula was 8.08 times larger at midnight
than at midday at 20°C. Total amount of chromophore
was also larger (1.04 times) at midnight than at mid-
day. At 10°C, however, both ROR and amount of

chromophore stay almost at the daytime level through-
out 24 hours with slight increases at night.

The changes of ROR and chromophore content are

controlled by endogenous circadian clock as well as by
light. Under the constant darkness, periodic change
of ROR continues at least 10 days.

Anatomical and biochemical data indicate that the

density of rhodopsin molecules in the rhabdomeric
microvilli is almost constant between day and night,

but that a considerable amount of rhodopsin molecules
is thought to exist outside the rhabdomeric membrane.

Relative sensitivity of a single photoreceptor was
2.04 times greater in the eye in sensitivity at night

can be attributed to the enlargement of photoreceptive
membrane.
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ANALYSIS OF VISUAL PIGMENT CHROMOPHORES IN
A COMPOUND EYE OF THE DRAGONFLIES.

,

M. Mitsudo,, S. Fujishita ,T. Seki
M. Ito , N. Matsuoka" and K. Tsukida. "Dept.

of Health Sci., Osaka Kyoiku Univ., Osaka,
Kobe Women's college of Pharmacy, Kobe.

Retinoid compositions in a compound eye
of dragonflies were analysed quantitatively
by using high performance liquid chromato-
graphy. Dark adapted eyes of alive dragon-
flies were homogenized with NH„OH in CH OH
to form oximes of retinal isomers.

All the species in 3 suborders of Odonata
contained both retinal and 3-hydroxyretinal
(3-OHR) in a compound eye, except a few
families in the suborder Zygoptera; those
eyes contained undetectable amount of reti-
nal. In almost all of the families, the
amount of 3-OHR was comparable to or more
than that of retinal, but in a genus of the
family Gomphidae, the eyes contained less
3-OHR than retinal. All the nymphs exam-
ined so far contained 3-OHR predominantly.
The distribution of retinal and 3-OHR in a

compound eye was then examined and found
that, in the suborder Zygoptera, both reti-
nals distributed equally in a eye, but in
the other two suborders, 3-OHR was present
predominantly or exclusively in the ventral
part of a compound eye. Retinal was found
both in the dorsal and ventral regions.

Now, 3-OHR can not be regarded as a

phylogenetic marker in Insecta, as has been
suggested by Vogt , but the biological mean-
ing of using the particular retinal in some
insects is a problem to be elucidated.
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Phospholipase C activity change after
breeding temperature shift in
temperature-sensitive phototransduction
mutant, norpA ig^g.

H.Inoue 1
, T.Yoshioka2

,

Univ., Sen. Human Sci.
City Univ. , Sen. Med

Y.Hotta3. l.Waseda
Tokyo, 2. Yokohama

, Yokohama, 3.Fac.
Sci., Univ. Tokyo, Tokyo.

norpA K05°
, one of alleles of Drosophila

phototransduction mutnat , norpA (no
receptor potential A) , is temperature-
sensitive. The mutant produces receptor
potentials and is phototactic when it is
raized at 18° C, while it becomes entirely
blind when kept at 28°C. Phototactic
index (P.I.) of K050 was declined to zero
whithin 1 hour after breeding temperature
shift from 18°C to 28°C.

o
When

temperature was altered from 28°C to
18°C, P.I. was recovered slowly over 30
hours. The activity of phospholipase C
(PLC), hydrolyze phosphatidylinositol
4 ,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), is 5% of normal
strain in K050 kept at 18° C, and is 2% in
that at 28°C. As early as 30 min after
temperature shift from 18°C to 28°C, the
PLC activity was reduced to about 50/S of
total reduction, and lowered gradually.
When temperature was altered from 28° C to
18°C, PLC activity was recovered slowly.
The time course of the PLC activity
changes were similar to that of P.I.
These results suggest that PIP2
hydrolysis by PLC is involved in photo-
transduction process in Drosophila eye.
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A DROSOPHILA MUTANT WITH A DEFECT IN BIOGE-
NESIS OF 11 CIS 3-HYDROXYRETINAL IN THE EYE.
K.Isono , Y.Tsukahara and T.Tanimura ,

Research Center for Applied Information
Sci.,Tohoku Univ., Sendai, Dept. of Biol.,
Fukuoka Univ., Fukuoka.

The compound eye of Drosophi la roelanoqaster
has been known to contain visual pigments
with 3-hydroxyret inal (30H) as the chromo-
phore. Supplementation experiments with
chromophore precursors to vitamin A defi-
cient adult flies have shown that carote-
noidal supplement led to a rapid increase
in the amount of 1 1-cis 30H and the pigment
in the absence of light illumination
Considerable amount of al 1-trans 30H but
neither 1 1-cis 30H nor the pigment , howe-
ver, was detected when they were suppleme-
nted with all-trans form of retinoids and
kept in the dark. Substantial amount of the
al 1-trans isomer was immediately photoiso-
merized to 1 1 cis 30H by in vivo illumina-
tion of the fly with blue light. EMS- in-
duced mutations were then screened against
the increase of the visual pigment
concentration following supplementation
with carotenoids and retinoids. Among the
mutants , an autosomal mutant , designated
as car A, was found to show a specific
defect for carotenoidal supplementation in
the dark while the light dependent process
with retinoids was apparently unaffected.
Thus the mutant further supported the
existence of a dark mechanism for the
isomer izat ion of 3-0H in the eye.
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EFFECT OF VISUAL PATTERN DEPRIVATION BY
COVERING PART OF THE FLY COMPOUND EYE.
K.Mimura. Nagasaki Univ. ,Fac .Liberal Arts,
Nagasaki.

In the flesh-fly, when experience of
visual patterns is absent soon after emer-
gence, visual pattern discrimination never
develop thereafter (Mimura, 1985) . On the
basis of the finding, the effects on visual
pattern discrimination and those on depri-
vation of visual patterns were studied by
covering part of the compound eyes.

Immediately after emergence, the com-
pound eyes were partially covered by paint-
ing black lacquer on their one or both
sides and flies experienced a definite vis-
ual pattern for 5 hrs a day. After this
deprivation treatment, the covering lacquer
was eliminated and flies were kept in DD.
After 5 days, visual pattern discrimination
was behaviorally tested.

As a result, it was demonstrated that
recognition of visual patterns was region-
dependent, e.g., oblique bar and star shape
were recognized by anteromedial region of
the compound eye and horizontal bar was
recognized rather by lateral region. More-
over, deprivation effect on one side of the
compound eye was never trans fered to the
opposite, nondeprived side.
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INTERACTION OF THE RETINAL-BINDING PROTEIN
WITH RHODOPSIN AND RETINOCHROME IN THE
SQUID RETINA.
A.Terakita, A.Kishigami, R.Hara and T.Hara
Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Osaka Univ.,
Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan.

As previously reported, squid retinal-
binding protein (RALBP) has a capacity of
transferring 1

1

-

cis-retinal from metareti-
nochrome (MRet) to opsin and of giving
all-trans-retinal to aporetinochrome . In
the present study, these findings were
confirmed in the intact retina.

The eyecup was prepared from the dark-
adapeted squid, exposed to orange light
for 3 min, and incubated in the dark at
15°C. After various periods, fractions
containing rhodopsin (Rh) and RALBP and
those containing retinochrome (Ret) and
RALBP were separated from the outer and
the inner segments of the visual cells,
respectively, and analyzed by HPLC for
configurational changes of the retinal
chromophore during dark incubation.
Exposure converted M0% of Rh to MRh and

^6 0% of Ret to MRet. After 1 hr in the
dark, half of the formed MRh was replaced
by Rh. Correspondingly RALBP in the outer
segments took up a 11-trans-retinal and
lost 1

1

-

cis-retinal to promote the forma-
tion of Rh. In the inner segments, RALBP
received much 1

1

-

cis-retinal from MRet
just after exposure, and then lost it,
receiving all-trans-retinal. MRet changed
back to Ret within 1 hr in the dark.
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EFFECTS OF Ca2+ ON THE LIGHT ACTIVATION OF
THE ERP IN THE OCTOPUS RETINA.
K. Ohtsu. Ushimado Marine Laboratory,
Fac. of Sci., Okayama Univ., Okayama.
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EFFECTS OF GLUCOSE DEPRIVATION ON THE FUNC-
TIONING AND STRUCTURE OF THE SQUID RETINA.
T.Nakaye, M.Kurama, K.Tasaki and I.Tasaki*.
Dept. of Physiol., Tohoku Univ.Sch.of Med.,
Sendai, *NIMH/NIH, Bethesda, U.S.A.

The effects of D-glucose deprivation on
the structure and function of the retina
were studied in the same slices of dark-
adapted squid retina. Incubation 15-20 min.
resulted in complete suppression of the ERG,
but there was no deterioration over several
hours in seawater containing lOmM D-glucose

.

Recovery of the ERG after deprivation of D-
glucose was rapid and complete following 5

min. incubation in seawater containing more
than ImM D-glucose. This reversible effect
of D-glucose deprivation on photoreceptor
functioning has also been demonstrated with
respect to heat generation by the squid
retina in response to a light pulse (Tasaki
and Nakaye , Science 1985). Heat generation
was also suppressed by anoxia and several
inhibitors of oxygen utilization (ibid).
To investigate any ultrastructural changes,
retinae were fixed under the following
conditions :( 1 ) immediately after slicing, (2)
after disappearance of the ERG, in D-glucose
free seawater, and (3)after the same period
as (2) in seawater containing lOmM D-glucose

.

On comparison, no significant differences
were apparent : even in mitochondoria there
was no sign of swelling after 40min. D-
glucose deprivation. It seems that a
different approach will be required to
clarify this problem.
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CLONING OF OCTOPUS RHODOPSIN C-DNA
J.Uematsul, T.Hara 1 and F.Tokunaga 2

.

1Dept of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Osaka Univ.,
Toyonaka, 2o ept. of Phys., Fac. of Sci.,
Tohoku Univ., Sendai

In order to elucidate the amino acid se-
quence of octopus rhodopsin, we have tried
to prepare cDNA of the rhodopsin. As it
was reported that mollusks have often larg-
er rhabdomes in the night than the day
time, we isolated the eyecups from living
octopi (Amadako) at night. The total RNA
was extracted from 7 retinas. We obtained
250 ug of poly(A)+RNA from the total RNA
by oligo (dT) -cellulose column chromato-
graphy. In vitro translation and immuno-
precipitatTon were carried out. The prod-
ucts translated in vitro were precipitated
with monoclonal antibody against bovine
rhodopsin which binds to the amino-terminal
region. The RNA contained mRNA which codes
rhodopsin, estimated to be more than 13 %.
Northen blotting was applied by using the
probe pBO-1, which contains the code of
one-third from the carboxy-terminus of bo-
vine rhodopsin. This also showed that the
purified poly(A) +RNA contained mRNA of rho-
dopsin. Using Okayama-Berg method, we con-
structed the cDNA library, from which we
got about 300 transformants expected to
code rhodopsin from screening with pBO-1 (

~70% ). The analysis of the base sequence
of octopus rhodopsin cDNA is in progress
with one of the selected plasmids.
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DISCRIMINATION OF PHOTORECERPTOR CELLS OF
ADULT LAMPREYS WITH THE ANTI -RHODOPS IN
MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES
F.Tokunaga H.Takao H.Yamamot o ,

A.Tonosaki , H.Watanabe and M.Ishikawa -

Dept. of Phys. and Inst, of Biol., Fac.
of Sci., Tohoku Univ., Sendai and Dept. of
Anat., Yamagata Univ. Sch. of Med.,
Yamagata

In vertebrates rod and cone
photoreceptor cell are classified according
to their forms of outer segments as viewed
with microscopy. The rod cell is more
populous and associated with the scotopic
vision; the cone cell, less in number and
classified into several subtypes,
associated with the color vision.

Long and short photoreceptors were
histologically classified in the retina of
the adult river lamprey ( Lam^etra
j aponica ). The form of an individual outer
segment of these two photoreceptor cells
was so similar that none had been
successful in morphological discrimination
of the rod or cone between them.

Frozen thin sections of the lamprey
retina were allowed to be in contact with
the anti-rhodopsin antibodies Rh27 and
Rh311 reported last year, and then exposed
to the secondary FITC-conjugated
antibodies. The outer segments of the short
cells selectively conjugated with the
antibodies. The outer segments of the long
ones remained unstained with the
fluorescent dye. The result suggests that
the short photoreceptor cells correspond to
rod cells.
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THE RETINA OF VITAMIN A 2 -SUBSTITUTED MOUSE
T.Suzuki and S.Miyata
Dept. Pharmacol., Hyogo Col. Med.,
Nishinomiya

Vitamin A 2 -based visual pigments are
known in many cold-blooded vertebrates, in
which there is evidence for the conversion
of vitamin A x to vitamin A 2 and vice versa.
In mammal, there are some experiments of
vitamin A 2 administration and its utiliza-
tion for the synthesis of visual pigment.
However, the results are contradictory.

Weanling, mail albino mice (ICR) were
placed on a vitamin A-free diet for three
months to deplete their vitamin A stores.
The vitamin A deficient mice were injected
intraperitoneally with vitamin A 2 (99.5 %

purity). Vitamin A 2 was rapidly incorpo-
rated into the liver as a palmitic acid
ester. The chromophore of visual pigment
increased gradually and reached a normal
level 1 3 days after the injection. Vitamin
A 2 aldehyde accounted for 95 % of the total
chromophore in the retina. The high
proportion of A

2
-chromophore was observed

also in the long term experiment which was
continued for 6 weeks with the injection of
vitamin A

2
once a week. When the vitamin A

deficient mouse was injected with a mixture
of vitamin A 2 and A lf A 2 /A x ratio in the
retina was far lower than that in the
liver. These results show that vitamin A 2

is not converted to A! in the mouse and
used less efficiently than A, for the
synthesis of visual pigment.
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THE DARK REGENERATIONS OF VITAMIN A-, - AND
A 2

-BASED VISUAL PIGMENTS IN FROG EYES
M.AZUMA. Dept. of Health Sci., Osaka Kyoiku
Univ., Osaka.

The regeneration process of vitamin A
2
-

based visual pigment was compared with that
of A

1
-based pigment in the eye cups of

adult bullfrog ( Rana catesbeiana ). Eye cups
were exposed to light ( > 500 nm) and
incubated in the dark for several hours (pH

7.4, 26-28°C). Retinoids were extracted by
oxime-method before and after light, and
then analyzed by HPLC. The relative amount
of A

2
-pigment to the total amount of both

pigments (Ap-%) was calculated from the
syn- and anti-peak areas of 11-cis
retinaloxime and ll-cis-3-dehydroretinal-
oxime divided by each absorption
coefficient. The A

2
-% increased initially

in the dark after illumination, indicating
that A

2
-pigment regenerated rather faster

than A-] -pigment did. The half times of
regenerations of A

1
- and A

2
-pigments were

90 min and 75 min, respectively.
The regenerations of visual pigments in

the isolated eyes of adult Xenopu s l aevis
were also investigated by the same methods.
Xenopus eyes contained a small amount of
A, -pigment with a large amount of A

2
-

pigment. The latter seemed to regenerate a

little faster than the former did. A
substantial amount of 1 1 -ci s- 3 -dehydro-
retinol (0.14 ± 0.021 mole-equivalent of
A
2
-pigment) was observed in the dark

adapted Xenopus eyes. Its function and
localization are discussed.
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EFFECTS OF DOPAMINE ON CATFISH RETINAL
NEURONS.
E. Hida and K.-I. Naka. Div. of Sens. Proc.
Natl. Inst, for Basic Biol., Okazaki

Dopaminergic interplexiform cells are
thought to modulate response dynamics of
horizontal cells through the action of do-
pamine (DA) on intercellular gap junctions.
To clarify the functional changes of the
surround mechanisms associated with DA-
induced alteration of S-potential, effects
of DA on both bipolar cells and ganglion
cells were examined in catfish retina.
Atomized application of DA resulted in the
increase of incremental sensitivity toge-
ther with the improvement of temporal
dynamics in off-center ganglion cells. In
reserpine (inhibitor of DA-cells) -treated
ganglion cells, incremental sensitivity
as well as temporal dynamics were greatly
reduced, and intensity dependence of light
induced response was similar to that
observed in center stimulation. Reserpine-
treated bipolar cells showed sustained
polarizing responses to diffuse light
similar to those caused by spot illumi-
nation. In the presence of DA, sustained
polarization was reduced to the dark level
followed by the recovery of incremental
sensitivity and of temporal dynamics. The
present results suggested that interplexi-
form cells play a crucial role in the
regulation of center-surround interactions
of both bipolar cells and ganglion cells.
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DENDRITES OF LARGE FIELD GANGLION CELLS IN
CATFISH MAKE SYNAPTIC JUNCTIONS.
K.-I. Naka. National Institute for Basic
Biology, Okazaki.

We have examined in the electron
microscope the synaptic organization of

ganglion cells in the catfish retina that
were filled with horseradish peroxidase
(HRP) either by intracellular injection
following the recording of their
physiological responses, or by back-filling
by immersion of the cut optic nerve in HRP
Ringer solution. We have found that the
perikarya and proximal dendrites of the

large field ganglion cells (dendritic
fields > 1 mm in diameter) were only
postsynaptic. However, distal dendrites
(i.e. dendrites observed beyond about 100

uM from the perikarya) were both pre- and
postsynaptic. Furthermore, the synapses
made onto and by the distal dendrites were
often clustered. These clusters,
consisting of 3-7 synapses, were quite
regularly spaced along the dendrites at

intervals of about 100 uM. The synapses
made by the ganglion cell dendrites
appeared to be conventional chemical
synapses, characterized by a dense
aggregation of synaptic vesicles at the
junction and some electron dense material
on both pre- and postsynaptic membranes.
These large-field cells gave typical
ganglion cell responses, but axons were not
always observed.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL ARCHITECTURE OF HRP-
-LABELED ROD-DRIVEN HORIZONTAL CELLS IN
THE CARP REJINA

2Y.Tsukamoto , M.Yamada , and A.Kaneko .

Dept. of Anat., Hyogo Coll. of Med.,
Nishinomiya, Electrotech. Lab., Tukuba,
and Natl . Inst . for Physiol. Sci., Okazaki

Rod-driven (intermediate) horizontal
cells were examined in the carp retina
to determine whether they bear axons and
axon terminals.

These cells were injected with HRP
after physiological identification of
the response type. Labeled cells had
stellate somata within a circular area
of 100 ^im in diameter. Their branches,
protruding sclerad, ended in about 700
rod spherules after ramification into
fine branchlets. Three-dimensional re-
construction on 30 pairs of labeled lat-
eral elements in rod spherules revealed
that about 1/3 of the lateral elements
showed sac-like structure.
About 2/3 of the labeled cells (18/30)

had a slender axon-like process (1 urn in
dia. 70-300 urn in length) running hori-
zontally from the soma. No axon-like
process was found in the remaining
cells. Unlike the axons of external hori-
zontal cells, this axon-like process was
short and did not form a long fusiform
expansion.

J. Comp. Neurol, in press.
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A NOVEL TECHNIQUE FOR MEASUREMENT OF
REVERSAL POTENTIALS OF HORIZONTAL CELL
RESPONSES IN THE CARP RETINA.
K.-I. Takahashi and M. Murakami. Dept.
Physiol., Keio Univ. Sch. Med., Tokyo.

Horizontal cells are electrically
coupled through gap junctions. Therefore,
the conventional intracellular current
injection was almost useless for accurate
measurement of reversal potentials of
horizontal cell responses. When the
retina was perfused with a solution
containing high Ca , Ba and some K channel
blockers, the horizontal cells produced a

Ca action potential in response to depo-
larizing stimulation. The time course
and amplitude of the Ca action potential
in one horizontal cell was identical with
those in neighboring cells. Thus a

potential uniformity was achieved in the
horizontal cell syncytium and we could
accurately measure reversal potentials of
cell responses. During an overshoot of
the Ca action potential, an electrically
evoked EPSP as well as a light response
appeared with polarity reversed to those
elicited at the resting membrane poten-
tial. Their reversal potentials were
estimated between -5 mV and -10 mV. At
the same range , both L-glutamate- and
L-aspartate-induced responses reversed
the polarity, too. From these results,
it is concluded that the ionic mechanisms
are identical among the light response,
EPSP and amino acid-induced responses.
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EXAMINATION OF MULLER CELL ORIGIN OF THE
ERG b-WAVE BY COMPARISON WITH THE RETINAL
SPREADING DEPRESSION POTENTIAL.
M.Fujimoto Dept. of Physiol., St.
Marianna Univ. Sch. of Med., Kawasaki.

The generation of both the ERG b-wave
and the retinal spreading depression
potential (SDP) has been explained by the
action of Muller cells as K electrodes.
In the chick, the polarity of the b-wave
is receptor-side negative, but of the SDP
is positive. To clarify the relationship
between the polarity and [K + ]o increase,
the neutral zone (NZ) was measured by K+

injection method (Fujimoto and Tomita,
1981). The NZ in the chick retina was
located in the inner nuclear layer. Since
SD-related increase in [K+ ] occurs
maximally in the inner plexiform layer
(IPL), this [K ] increase should give
rise to a receptor-side positive SDP.
This is in good agreement with the Muller
cell theory. Two light-induced [K+ ]

increases, a minor increase in the outer
plexiform layer and a major increase in
the IPL have been reported. The NZ in the
chick is located between these two sites,
thus the [K+ ] increases make two opposite
directional components. To generate recep-
tor-side negative b-wave, the minor distal
component should predominate over the
major proximal component. This implies
that it is difficult to explain the b-wave
origin solely by the Muller cell action.
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THE EFFECTS OF [Ca 2+ ] ,IBMX AND [Ba 2+ ] ON
LIGHT-INDUCED DECREASES OF [K +

] Q IN FROG
RECEPTOR LAYER
K.Azuma. Dept.of Biology , Osaka Medical
College, Osaka

The frog (Rana catesbeiana ) retina was
superfused with physiological solution
containing 20 uM [Ba 2+ ] Q and 5 mM aspartate
, which suppressed b-wave and slow PHI to
isolate fast PHI from frog ERG. Fast PHI
and light-induced decrease of [K +

] Q were
measured in the superfused retina by using
Ag/AgCl electrodes and K + -selective
microelectrodes , respectively. At 0.1 mM
[Ca 2+ ] Q the amplitude of fast PHI was
larger in the dark following offset of
continuous light than in the dark before
illumination (called hypersensitivity ) ,and

large off-responses in fast PHI and [K+ ] Q
were observed at offset of continuous
light. [

K

+
] Q -decrease induced by a brief

light ( k
+ -response ) was influenced by

continuous light. A transient increase of
K + -response was observed in the dark
following the offset of continuous light at
the low [Ca 2+ ] solution.

The effects of [Ba 2+ ] Q and IBMX on
1 ight - induced decrease of [K +

] p
were

tested. Although both chemicals induced
hypersensistivity , there was a difference
between them in the effects on [K + ] Q . IBMX
(50 uM) caused a large overshoot in [K +

]

at offset of continuous light. On the other
hand ,[Ba 2+ ] at 2 mM did not any overshoot
in spite of the causing a large off-
response in fast PHI.
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SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF THE
INSECT CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM: BACK-
SCATTERED ELECTRON IMAGES OF COBALT
STAINED SPECEMENS.
T.Itoh, Y.Tominaga. Biol. Lab., Fac . of
Sci., Fukuoka Univ., Fukuoka

By trypsin digestion, some neural ele-
ments of a honey bee brain were exposed.
In order to identify the origins of
these neural elements, specimens were
made by a combined treatment of trypsin
digestion and cobalt staining. After
cobalt filling from antennal nerves and
from retina of compound eyes, tissues
were digested with trypsin. Following
fixation, cobalt filled elements were
intensified by the pyrogallol method.
Dried and briefly coated specimens were
observed by a secondary electron (SE)
image and a back-scattered electron(BSE)
image of scanning electron microscope.

Cobalt filled and successflly inten-
sified neural elements were bright
against a dark background of BSE images.
By comparing BSE images with SE ones of
the same specimens, the origins of some
neural elements were identified. In the
olfactory lobe, a few of thin fibers of
antennal glomeruli which were certainly
of sensory cell processes from antennal
sensilla. In the optic lobe, bright
elements were mainly seen in lamina car-
tridfes and in the medulla. They were
considered to be visual cell's fibers
derived from the retina.
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OPTOKINETIC NYSTAGMUS TO ELECTRICAL STIM-
ULATION OF THE THALAMIC-PRETECTAL REGION
IN JAPANESE DACE, TRIB0L0D0N HAKONENSIS .

M.Takahashi and K.Aoki. Life Science
Inst., Sophia Univ., Tokyo.

Optokinetic nystagmus of the Japanese
dace was elicited by direct electrical
stimulation of the thalamic-pretectal re-
gion. Nystagmus always occured in both
eyes and lasted during the stimulation
(about lOsec in our experiment). We have
found only one case that the nystagmus was
elicited after cessation of the stimula-
tion. Stimulation of the right region led
to nystagmus with the slow phase to the
right, and vice versa. The strengths of
the stimulation to evoke nystagmus were 5-

lOuA, and variation of the pulse repeti-
tion rate (10-200/sec) for nystagmus ef-
fected on the velocity of the slow phase.
Optimum pulse repetition rates for nystag-
mus were 50-100/sec and induced slow phase
velocities were 4-22°/sec.

Also, we examined neuroana tomical anal-
ysis of this region by using cobalt-lysine
complex and HRP. As a result, it is like-
ly that this thalamic-pretectal region is
projected from the retina and contains in-
terconnection between right and left area
through posterior commissure, in which di-
rectionally selective binocular units have
been recorded (M.Kawasaki and K.Aoki, 19-
84).
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SUPPRESSION OF INHERITED MUSCLE DEGENERA-
TION IN A DROSOPHILA MUTANT BY MECHANICAL
AND GENETICAL IMMOBILIZATIONS
K. Kimura^ , T. Shimozawa 1 and T. Tanimura 2

1 Zool. Inst, Fac. Sci. , Hokkaido Univ. , Sapporo
2Biol.Lab. , Fac. Sci . , Fukuoka Univ. , Fukuoka

The aperC ( abnormal proboscis extension
reflex C) mutation of Drosophila causes
the degeneration of a particular pair of
head muscles involved in the proboscis
extension. We studied the influence of use
or disuse on the muscle degeneration by
two kinds of immobilization. In the first
immobilization, the proboscis of the aperC
mutant was glued onto the cranium. The
extension of the proboscis was mechanical-
ly prevented. The mechanical immobiliza-
tion suppressed the muscle degeneration of
the aperC mutant. In the second immobili-
zation, the proboscis extension was genet-
ically prevented by the aperA mutation,
another behavioral mutation of the probos-
cis extension. An aperC aperA double mu-
tant was created. The muscle degeneration
was suppressed in the double mutant when
the aperA mutation caused disuse of the
muscle.

The suppression of the muscle degenera-
tion in aperC by abnormal use or disuse
suggests that the muscle undergoes some
transformational changes during the course
of maturation and that the maturation is
initiated by normal use of the muscle.
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SURFACE LIPID AND WATER PROOFING IN A
DROSOPHILA MUTANT.
T.Shimozawa , K.Kimura and T.Tanimura .

Zool. Inst. Fac.Sci. Hokkaido Univ. Sapporo,
2 Biol.Lab.Fac.Sci.Fukuoka Univ.Fukuoka.

Small terrestrial animals are faced with
the danger of evaporation-loss of water.
They must have a barrier against evapora-
tion at the body surface. We examined the
role of surface lipid for the evaporation
barrier in Drosophila m elanoqaster . The
parched ( pch ) mutants lose body water by
evaporation 5 times more rapidly than the
wild type ( Canton-Special : CS ) flies. Sur-
face lipid was collected by hexane wash and
compared between pch and CS. No difference
was observed in the lipid composition be-
tween the two. The thickness of the lipid
coat on the cuticular surface was estimated
as 90 nm in both flies. A desired amount of
the surface lipid was removed by a number
of short haxane washes. Removal of a half
amount of the surface lipid from pch in-
creased the evaporation rate twice as much.
In contrast to pch , removal of a large
amount of the lipid did not increase the
evaporation rate in CS. The CS flies with
only 1/20 surface lipid, i.e. 5 nm in
thickness, showed the same evaporation rate
as in the normal CS.

The results suggest that the principal
site of the evaporation barrier mechanism
is not the coat of lipid on the external
surface but the surface cuticule which
provides a substrate for close packing of
lipid in mono- or di-molecular layer.
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STRICTURE AND CONTRACTION IN LATERAL OVI-
DUCT FOR EGG-TRANSPORTATION IN CRICKET,
GRYLLUS BIMACULATUS .

N.Ai, N.Yamaguchi, M.Ishii, T.Chino, Y.

Furuta and S. Endow*. Dept . of Biol., *Dept

.

of Chem. , Tokyo Gakugei Univ., Koganei , Tokyo
Strong stricture of lateral oviductal

muscle prevented from egg transportation
from ovary to common oviduct. This contra-
cture always rises closely near the common
oviduct and the ovary. It seems to be evo-
ked in locally by neurogenic origin. The
efferent impulse was riginated in lateral
root from the terminal ganglion of abdomen.

But, when PGE
p
was treated to the late*

ral oviduct, neural signals from ganglion
were not able to conduct for oviductal
muscles. So, the stricture and peristal-
sis were disappearedinstantly . The egg had
been easily transported forward to common
oviduct. However, it seems to be difficult
for rising muscle contraction in the later-
al oviduct. PGE

?
, octopanin and proctlin

were treated with high concentration. But,
there were no effects for origination of

muscle contraction.
In this experiment, we examined the act

of other PG substance. PGD
2

is none effect
substance for egg deposition. However,
when PGD

p
was treated to the oviductal

muscle after PGE
?

treatment, exrtrmely big
contraction was repetitively and rhythmic-
ally appeared. PGE

?
action seems to be

modulator for nero-muscular transmission
and have blocking effect for egg deposition
but PGD

?
action accelirator of contraction.
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PENETRATING FACTOR FOR EGG DEPOSITION IN
CRICKET, GRYLLUS BIMACULATUS .

N.Ai, N.Yamaguchi, M. Ishii, T.Chino and N.
Yamamoto. Dept. of Biol., Tokyo Gakugei
Univ., Koganei, Tokyo.

In penetration of ovipositor for deposit-
ion of egg, it is divided from four periods,
that is"penetration(P-l) " "pause (P-ll ) ""egg
depositlon(P-lll)"and "withdrawaK P-1V) "

.

P-ll had big difference between virgin
and mated female. In mated one, P-ll was
extremely short rather than virgins. So,
we call this "mated pattern". In this ex-
periment , P-ll was used as indicator for
copulation. Once mated-female rose mated
pattern of P-ll for 8 to 12 days constantly.

And, in this case, oviposited egg showed
high average of ratio of hatching out(90%
or more). But, in the end of this period,
P-ll pattern returned to virgin pattern and
hatching ratio to zero. By the observation
of spermatheca, size of it was not changed
but spermatozoa still remained without mo-
bility. Once mate is not enough to sustain
the mated condition. After the taken-out
substance from male accessory gland joined
with arachidonic acid, these materials were
injected virgin female body cavity. P-ll ch-
anged to mated pattern from virgin one. But
the mated pattern gradually returned to vi-
rgin one. We used, the spermatozoa for bio-

male accessory gland seems contain PGE„syn-
thetase. Because , extract of accessory gla-
nd could not make PGE

?
itself but when ara-

chidonic acid was joined with it,PGE
?

rose.
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FINE STRUCTURE OF THE MECHANORECEPTORS IN
THE BASE OF THE OVIPOSITOR OF THE CRICKET,
TELEOGRYLLUS COMMODUS .

T.Sugawara. Dept. Biol., Saitama Med. Sen.,
Saitama..

Electron microscopic study revealed the
topography and the fine structure of type
II neurons and scolopidial sensilla in the
posterior wall of the genital chamber.

Three to five somata, 15-20 vm in di-
ameter, of type II neurons lie together in
the haemolymph space near the epithelium of
the genital chamber wall. A few dendrites
are derived from each soma, and bifurcate
many times until they spread in the base-
ment membrane of the epithelium. The naked
dendrite tips are 10-30 pm long (5-10 % of
the dendrite length); some of them termi-
nate in the basement membrane, while others
invaginate into the epithelial cells,
without any special membrane junction.

The isolated scolopidia, which contain
either one or two sensory cells, were found
beside the type II neurons. They penetrate
obliquely into the epithelium, and termi-
nate in the cuticle. The sensory dendrite
and the ciliary segment are 30-40 pi and
15-20 um long respectively. In the two-cell
type scolopidium, one cilium is of type 1
(Moulins, 1976) and the other is of type 2.
The distal part of the cilia is associated
with the tube surrounded by an attachment
cell. Only the type 2 cilium extends into
the cuticle. The single-cell type scolo-
pidium contains a type 1 cilium associated
with a tube and extends into t'ue cuticle.
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HRP- LABELLED PROCESSES OF PREMOTOR
LOCAL NONSPIKING INTERNEURONS IN
CRAYFISH CONTAIN ROUND AGRANULAR
SYNAPTIC VESICLES.
Y.Kondoh, M.Sato and M.Hisada. Zool. Inst., Fac.

Sci., Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo

Premotor local nonspiking interneurons in the

terminal ganglion of the crayfish were labelled by

intracellular injection of horseradish peroxidase

(HRP) to examine the size and shape of synaptic

vesicles using EM.

Presynaptic processes in the neuropil of the

terminal ganglion bear three types of synaptic

vesicles i) clear, round vesicles, ii) clear,

irregularly shaped vesicles, and iii) large, dense

cored granules.

In all cases examined, presynatic neurites of the

HRP filled interneurons were found to contain

vesicles of round agranular type only (mean maximum
diameter, 45.5-56.5 nm). Some of the interneurons

also contain large dense cored granules. These
interneurons make strong inhibitory connections with

uropod motoneurons. The findings of round agranular

vesicles which are usually found in the excitatory

nerve endings in these interneurons are against our

expectation. Whether these vesicles actually contain

a inhibitory transmitter substance or not should be

settled in the future. Presence of other intervening

inhibitory neurons is unlikely because we found a

sufficient number of direct synaptic contacts from

these interneurons to motoneurons.
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ACTIVITY OF STOMATOGASTRIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
OF A MANTIS SHRIMP.
K. Tazaki . Biol. Lab., Nara Univ. Educ

.

,

Nara.

The stomatogastric nervous system of a
mantis shrimp consists of the oesophageal
and stomatogastric ganglia (OG, STG) with
their associated nerves. The STG contains
more than 25 neurons to control movements
of the cardiac and pyloric stomach. Paired
output nerves exit the STG and branch
extensively, carrying motor axons which
innervate muscles of the posterior cardiac
plate (pep) and pyloric systems of sieves
and channels. Identifiable cardiac plate,
pyloric dilator and pyloric neurons fire
rhythmic bursts patterned with a charac-
teristic phase relationship. The cyclic
bursts (termed the pcp-pyloric cycle)
cause sequential contractions of the pep
and pyloric muscles to constrict or dilate
channels formed by a number of their
attached ossicles, through which food
particles move. The burst rhythm is
intrinsic to the STG itself, but it is
modifiable. Modulatory input fibres in the
stomatogastric nerve, via superior or
inferior oesophageal nerve emerging from
the higher center of commissural ganglia,
prime or trigger the pcp-pyloric cycle.
Variations of the cyclic activity suggest
possible neural networks in the pcp-pyloric
pattern generator.
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MORPHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTER-
IZATION OF AN IDENTIFIABLE ASCENDING, CO-
ACTIVATING INTERNEURON IN CRAYFISH.
T. Nagayama, Y. Isogai and M. Hisada
Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci., Hokkaido Univ.,
Sapporo 060, Japan

The neural circuitry for formation of
ipsilateral uropod motor pattern in cray-
fish has previously been described. In
response to sensory stimulation of tail-
fan, the antagonistic, closer and opener
motoneurons initially receive excitatory
input from the afferents simultaneously.
The opener motoneurons, subsequently, re-
ceive slow inhibitory input, whereas the
closer motoneurons receive excitatory
input via local non-spiking interneurons.

Using intracellular analyses, an iden-
tifiable, ascending interneuron (CAN) is
found to elicit co-activation of the an-
tagonistic motoneurons. (1) The CAN re-
ceives chemically-mediated monosynaptic
excitatory input from the afferents. (2)
The latency from the stimulus to the onset
of the EPSP in the motoneurons is 2-3 ms
longer than that inthe CAN. (3) The CAN
increases the spike activity of both the
closer and the opener motoneurons co-
actively upon injection of depolarizing
current. (4) Suppression of the CAN dis-
charge by hyperpolarization during sensory
stimulation lowers the rate of increase in
the discharge of the motoneurons.

Thus, the CAN is a source of initial
co-excitation of the antagonistic motoneu-
rons in the reflexive uropod motor pattern
formation.
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A COBALTIC LYSINE STUDY OF THE DESCENDING
AND ASCENDING SPINAL PATHWAYS IN THE HIME
SALMON.
Y. Oka, M. Satou and K. Ueda. Zool. Inst.,
Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

Using brain lesion and stimulation
techniques, we have found that the ventral
telencephalon (Vs) and the preoptic area
(NPP) play facilitatory roles in the
control of sexual behavior in the hime
salmon. It is assumed that the outputs
from these regions are relayed at some
brain structures and finally affect the
descending pathways which drive the motor
pattern generator which is believed to
exist in the spinal cord. Anatomy of
supraspinal descending pathways was
studied using the retrograde axonal
transport of cobaltic lysine. We found
four major descending spinal pathways: the
rubrospinal, reticulospinal and vestibulo-
spinal pathways, and the pathway
originating from the nucleus of the medial
longitudinal fasciculus (flm), and some
other minor pathways. They coursed through
four major descending fiber bundles
described in the conventional histological
studies: the rubrospinal, vestibulospinal
and bulbospinal tracts, and the flm. The
role of these descending spinal pathways
in the control of sexual behavior should
be further examined using, e.g., brain
lesion and/or stimulation techniques. We
also examined the axonal course and
projection areas of the ascending spinal
pathways

.
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MOTOR PATTERN ANALYSIS AND INTRACELLULAR
RECORDING FROM LARYNGEAL MOTONEURONS
DURING CALLING IN THE JAPANESE TOAD.
M.Kusunoki, M.Satou and K.Ueda.
Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo

.

The motor pattern of calling in Bufo
j aponicus was studied by the electro-
myography of laryngeal, hyoidal and abdom-
inal muscles, coupled with recordings of
pulmonary and buccal pressure (PP and BP)
and call sound. During calling, these
muscles were classified into two groups
according to their activity pattern. The
activity of m. dilatator laryngis (DL), m.
petrohyoideus (PH) and m. geniohyoideus
(GH) started after the beginning, and
ceased after the end of each call. M.
obliquus (OB), m. hyo-laryngeus (HL) and
m. sphincter anterior (SA) showed brief
activity just before each call. PP rose
after the OB activity and remained high
during each call. BP rose after the PH and
GH activity and remained high during in-
ter-call intervals. During respiration,
only the former group of muscles was ac-
tive and only BP rose. Next, intracellular
recording from laryngeal motoneurons was
carried out during respiratory- and call-
ing-like activity. These motoneurons were
classified into three groups in relation
to the DL activity. "DL" and "late DL"
type neurons depolarized, and "anti DL"
type neurons hyperpolarized when DL was
active. Both EPSP and IPSP were observed
in all types of neurons.
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SOCIAL BEHAVIOR OF AMOEBAE (IV)

.

H. Horikami and K. Ishii.
Lab. Biol., Hosei Univ., Tokyo.

In saline in the dark most of an isolated
Amoeba proteus (A.p.), strain G, advance
toward right (R) -side as compared with the
start position at high value (79.5%) after
20 min . Then, tracks of another 4 strains
in A.p. and of Trichamoeba osseosaccus
(T.o.) by dark field strobo-flash
photomacrography were analyzed in low cell
density (ca. 10 cells/cm-2 ) to clear the
cause of the inclination.
(1) All of the 5 strains had similar
tendency, but their values were not match
to it of isolated G cell. As in the G,
an isolated T.o. cell leaned to R-
area(85.7%) after 20 min. And in group the
inclination was almost dissolved.
(2) The saline was incubated with the well
fed G cells for 24 hrs . In the filtrated
saline the inclination was still more
dissolved in the G.
(3) The tendency was reversed at the most
effective concentration of Alcian blue 8GS
inducing positive orthokinesis in the G,
and at it of Na L-glutamate in T.o.
(4) The direction of the 2nd step of the
radiated G cell at 120 sec after the
beginning of locomotion showed no tendency.
(5) Different substrata, polystyrene- and
glass-dish, had no effect on the tendency.
(6) The possibility of extrinsic and
intrinsic factors on the locomotive
direction of amoeba was discussed.
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EMG ANALYSIS OF HEAD MUSCLES DURING
NATURALLY-OCCURRING AND ELECTRICALLY-EVOKED
SNAPPING, REJECTING AND AVOIDING BEHAVIOR
IN THE JAPANESE TOAD.
H.Takeuchi, M.Satou and K.Ueda. Zool.
Inst., Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

EMGs of head muscles [m. depressor
mandibuTae (DM), temporalis (T) , genioglos-
sus (GG) , hyoglossus (HG) , sub m ental i s

(Sment), and others] were analyzed in the
Japanese toad during naturally-occurring
snapping, rejecting and avoiding behavior
and during electrical stimulation (ES) of
peripheral sensory nerves innervating the
intraoral and perioral areas. ES of R.

lingualis of nix (IXling) elicited behavior
similar to naturally-occurring rejecting
behavior (mouth opening and tongue move-
ment). ES of R. palatinus (Vllpal) and
m andibular i s internus (VI lint) of nVII
elicited mouth opening, while ES of R. max-
i 1 lar

i

s superior (Vsup) and m andibul ar is
externus (Vext) of nV elicited behavior
similar to naturally-occurring avoiding
behavior (ducking) . Characteristic EMG
patterns of these muscles were observed
during each natural and electrically-evoked
behavior mentioned above. During mouth
opening evoked by ES of IXling, DM, GG, HG
and Sment were active but T was inactive.
Similarly, DM but not T was active during
mouth opening by ES of Vllpal and Vllint.
During avoiding-1 ike behavior elicited by
ES of Vsup and Vext, DM, T, GG and Sment
were simultaneously active.
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ACTION SPECTRA FOR THREE KINDS OF PHOTO-
BEHAVIORS IN BLEPHARISMA JAPONICUM .

Y. Naitoh 1 and T. Matsuoka 2
.

1 Inst. Biol.
Sci.. Univ. Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan
and Dept. Anatomy, A. Einstein Coll.
Med., Bronx, N.Y. 10461, U.S.A.
Specimens of Blepharisma japonicum gather
in a dark region (photodispersal) due to
their avoiding reaction exhibited at the
dark-light border and to a decrease in
forward swimming velocity in the dark
region caused by suppression of ciliary
activity. An elongation of the posterior
half of the cell body took place together
with an enhanceent of ciliary activity in
a light region, causing an increase in
forward swimming velocity, which lowers the
probability that the specimens are in the
light region. In order to obtain action
spectra for the photobehavioral responses,
the fluence rate-response curve for each
response was determined in various mono-
chromatic lights with differnt wavelengths
ranging from 400 nm to 640 nm. The cells
were adapted for 3 min to a background
white light of 5.7 x 10

-1W/m , then ex-
posed to monochromatic light. Degree of
the step-up photophobic response was ex-
pressed as the percent number of the cells
which showed the ciliary reversal in 5 sec
after the light application. Swimming ve-
locity and the celular length were measured
3 min after the light application. The
three action spectra thus obtained showed
a common single peak at 520 nm.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEMBRANE EXCITABILITY AND
THE PHOTORESPONSES IN STENTOR COERULEUS .

K. Iwatsuki 1 and P.-S. Song 1. Research &

Development Dept., Nippon Petrochemicals Co . , LTD.

Tokyo, 2. Dept. of Chem. & Biochem., Texas Tech
Univ., Lubbock, Texas, USA.

Unicellular ciliate protozoan, Stentor
coeruleus , exhibits both the negative phototaxis
and step-up photophobic response. In order to

establish the relationship between membrane
excitability and the photoresponses in S.

coeruleus , we investigated that the effect of the

"Ja value" (= ratios of the potassium concentra-
tion to the square root of the calcium concentra-
tion in the medium) on the photoresponses.
We found that _§_;_ coeruleus showed a lower
photosensitivity (photophobic response) and higher
degree of phototactic orientation response in a

higher Ja value solution. In accordance with
increasing Ca-ion concentration with constant Ja

value, the degree of the phototactic orientation
response slightly decreased, while the rate of the

step-up photophobic response slightly increased.
We conclude that the membrane excitability of
Stentor is governed by Ja value, and the

excitability of the membrane is closely relate to

the photoresponses. The Ca concentration in the

medium also affects the photoresponses with
another reasons.
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THERMO- AND OSMOSENS ITI VITY OF PREOPTIC
NEURONS IN PIGEON HYPOTHALAMIC SLICE IN
VITRO.
S.Nomoto 1 and W . Rau t enbe r

g

2
. 'Dept.

Physiol., Tokyo Metropol. Inst. Gerontol.,
Tokyo, 2 Inst. Tierphy siol . , Ruhr-Univ.
Bochum, W. Germany.

Thermoregulatory responses are induced
by cooling or warming of the spinal cord in
the pigeon, but not by those of the hypo-
thalamus. We investigated in this study
whether there are thermosensiti ve neurons
in the hypothalamus of the pigeon.

Single-unit activity was recorded in
vitro from tissue slice of pigeon anterior
preoptic nucleus (POA). The thermosensi-
tivity of 43 units was determined by their
changes in firing rate in response to
changes in slice temperature. Of these
neurons, 14 (33%) were warm-sensitive, 3

(7%) were cold-sensitive, and 26 (60%) were
temperature-insensitive. Some neurons re-
tained their thermosensitivity during per-
fusion with synaptic blockade. The results
suggest that there are some intrinsic
thermosensiti ve neurons in the POA of the
pigeon but they have no ability to induce
adequate thermoregulatory responses.

Osmosensitivity of the thermosensitive
neurons in the POA was also studied. 78% of
thermosensitive neurons and 50% of tem-
perature-insensitive neurons changed their
firing rates in response to changes in
local osmolality of less than 15 mOsm/kg.
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LIGHT-EVOKED PERIPHERAL REFLEX OF
ISOLATED MANTLE PAPILLA OF ONCHIDIUM
VERRUCULATUM (GASTROPODA, MOLLUSCA).
Y. Shimatani

'
, Y.Katagiri 1 and N.Katagiri 2

'Dept. of Physiol., and 2 Dept. of Anat.,
Tokyo Women's Med. Coll., Tokyo

Onchidium has a unique multiple
photoreceptive system. In this system,
dorsal eyes and extraocular (dermal)
photoreceptor cells were distributed on
the papillae of the dorsal mantle
(Katagiri et al., 1985).

In the present study, light-evoked
contractions were observed in the
isolated papillae from the dorsal mantle.
Three types of mechanical responses were
identified to light stimuli ; 1 ) transi-
ent contraction at onset of illumination
( on-response ) , 2) transient contraction
at cessation of light (of f -response) , and
3 ) spontaneous rhythmic contraction of
which frequency was modulated by light
(modulation response). All these
contractions disappeared in high Mg 2+

artificial sea water.
These results suggest the presence of

the intrinsic reflex system in the dorsal
mantle of Onchidium , which includes the
dorsal eyes, dermal photoreceotor cells
and effector muscles. The light-evoked
contraction in the papilla seems to be
mediated by the peripheral reflex system
in which the central nervous system is
not involved.
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EFFECTS BY STIMULATION OF OROFACIAL REGIONS
ON REFLEX RESPONSES OF HYPOGLOSSAL NERVE BY
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF GLOSSOPHARYNGEAL
NERVE IN THE FROG.
T.Hirakawa

, E.Honda and S.Nakahara. Dept.
of Physiol., Kyushu Dent. Coll., Kitakyushu.

Purpose of this study was to investigate
how tactile stimuli of mucous membrane in
face, palate and mandibular opening move-
ment give effects on glossopharyngeal - hy-
poglossal reflex in the frog, Rana nigro-
maculata. Muscles were relaxed by curare
and then glossopharyngeal and hypoglossal
nerves were exposed. Electrical stimulus (

test stimulus) was given to glossopharynge-
al nerve and reflex responses in hypogloss-
al nerve were recorded from hyoglossal , in-
trinsic and genioglossal branches. Tactile
stimuli (conditioned stimuli) were given to
snout, middle and basal parts of outer sur-
faces of maxilla and mandible, and to vo-
merine teeth, palatal shelf and palate.
Mandibular opening movement was done at an-
gles of 30° 60° 90° By tactile stimuli on
any parts of outer surfaces of maxilla and
mandible, reflex discharges of intrinsic,
genioglossal branches decreased, and dura-
tion of discharges was shortened. By tac-
tile stimuli to vomerine teeth, reflex dis-
charges of intrinsic, genioglossal branches
increased. But, by stimuli to palate shelf
and mucous membrane of palate, reflex dis-
charges decreased. By mandibular opening
movement, as the angle became larger, re-
flex discharges of intrinsic and genioglos-
sal branches decreased remarkably.
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PLAYBACK EXPERIMENTS OF SYNTHESIZED SOUNDS
AND VOCAL SEX RECOGNITION IN LEACH'S STORM-
PETREL (OCEANODROMA LEUCORHOA)
M.Taokal, T.SatoZ, H.Okumural iDept. of Biolo-
gy, Japan Women's Univ., Tokyo. 2oep t. of
Zool.. Fac. of Sci . , Kyoto Univ.. Kyoto.

In the Leach's Storm-Petrel , when TFTe

male or female calls are played back. the
birds inside the burrows respond only to

the calls of the same sex. They can distin-
guish between male and female calls. To
examine what differences between male and
female calls are the cue of vocal sex reco-
gnition, we synthesized artificial sounds
and conducted playback experiments.

The artificial sounds made of white
noise(under 5khz. ) which mimic the rhythms
of a male call or a female call can evoke
the responses of females. Accordingly,
both of them are recognized as female call.

Though the rhythms of calls seem to be
important to distinguish their calls from
other sounds, they are not associated with
the vocal sex recognition. Among the syn-
thesizd sounds, which are made according to
the rhythm of a male call but are composed
of various frequency components, only the
sound which mimics the highest frequencies
of each syllable of a male call can evoke
the responses of males. Thus the characte-
ristic of the male call seems to be the
combination of frequencies of each syllab-

le. In summary, the cue of vocal sex recog-

nition is not in the temporal parameters
such as rhythms of calls but in the fre-
quency components

.
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STUDIES ON THE CIRCADIAN SYSTEM IN THE
JAPANESE COMMON NEWT, CYNOPS PYRRHOGASTER .

A.Chiba, M.Kikuchi and K.Aoki. Life Sci.
Inst., Sophia Univ., Tokyo.

Effects of the pineal-covering with
aluminum foil under LD cycles on the en-
trained locomotor activity rhythms in
Cynops were investigated.

In Cynops whose freerunning period pre-
viously measured in DD was not close to the
period of the imposed LD cycles, pineal-
covering deteriorated the synchronization
with the LD cycles. The activity patterns
of most of these pineal-covered newts in
the following DD were arrhythmic or non-
circadian. These effects may caused by
changes in the phase relationships between
two different kinds of oscillators. One is
entrained to the LD cycles by pineal photo-
reception and the other by retinal photo-
reception. After pineal covering, the
former can be assumed to freerun with a

'frequency' similar to the freerunning
period in DD, whereas the latter is still
entrained to the LD cycles. Our results
suggest that the eyes and the pineal are
components within the ' multioscillator

'

system of circadian organization in Cynops
Besides, we investigated the effects oT

eye-enucleation and/or pineal-lesion on the
locomotor activity rhythms and the daily
variation of melatonin contents in both the
eyes and the pineal in Cynops The results
of these experiments confirmed that both
the eyes and the pineal are involved in the
circadian organization in Cynops
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EFFECTS OF TELENCEPHALIC ABLATION ON COLOR
DISCRIMINATION IN THE GOLDFISH (CARASSIUS AURATUS ) .

K. Onishi. Dap. Physiol., Nara Med. Univ.,
Kashihara

In order to study the role of fish telencephalon
in learning, the effect of telencephalic ablation
on color discrimination in the goldfish was compar-
ed in normal and telencephalonless fish. The fish
were trained to discriminate between floating blue
and green patch of equal brightness presented
simultaneously with Gellerman alternation sequence.
Food was given when the fish bit at blue patch on
which food was put and none at green patch. Normal
and telencephalonless fish were divided into three
groups. The first group was given ten trials each
day (GI) , the second twenty (Gil) , the third thirty
(GUI) . GI was unable to discriminate between the
blue and green patch (30-60% correct responses)

,

but GUI became to discriminate on about five days
after the start of test trials (75-90%). In Gil,

there was clear difference in performance between
normal and telencephalonless group ; normal fish
were able to discriminate like GUI, but telen-
cephalonless showed significantly fewer correct
responses (40-60%) than normal (80-90%) except for
the case of late trials. It seems that learning in
telencephalonless fish are not impared when massed
trials are given to them, however when the rate of
trials is scare, formation of learning is affected
though the rate is sufficient for normal fish.
These results suggest that fish telencephalon may
facilitate the learning process performed in lower
nervous systems

.
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EFFECTS OF MELATONIN ON SYNAPTIC RIBBONS
IN THE PINEAL ORGAN OF THE JAPANESE
COMMON NEWT.
M.Kikuchi, A.Chiba and K.Aoki. Life Sci.
Inst., Sophia Univ., Tokyo.

It has been shown that the pineal
organ is involved in the circadian organ-
ization of the Japanese common newt,
Cynops pyrrhogaster , and daily changes in
the number of synaptic ribbons(SR) in the
pineal organ are endogenous circadian
rhythms. As the roles of melatonin in
circadian rhythmicity were demonstrated in
a variety of vertebrates, the relation-
ships between melatonin and SR were ex-
amined. When the pineal organ was covered
with an aluminum foil, the number of SR
showed freerunning rhythm under a 12 hr
light : 12 hr dark cycle. However, the
brain concentration of melatonin, de-
termined by radioimmnunoassay , was not
entrained to the light condition via the
pineal organ. To study the effect of
exogenous melatonin, newtes were injected
subcutaneously with 1.5 mg/kg of melatonin
twice in the day time. Agency of two doces
caused no effect on the number of SR.
These results indicate that the circadian
rhythm in the number of SR is generated by
the oscillator which is entrained to the
light cycle by pineal photoreception but
is not affected by exogenous melatonin and
brain concentration of melatonin.
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MITOTIC RHYTHM IN CULTURED CORNEAL
EPITHELIUM OF JAPANESE QUAIL.
T. Oishi. Dept. of Biology, Nara Women's
University, Nara.

Mitotic rhythm was investigated in
cultured corneal epithelium of Japanese
quail by using Rose's organ culture
system. After fertilized quail eggs were
incubated at 37°C in continuous darkness
for 11 days and then in LD 12:12 for 3

days, corneas were removed from embryos
and put in culture chambers. Half of the
corneas were cultured with retina and the
other half without retina. The corneas
were perfused with 199 culture medium with
calf serum. After 1-5 days of culture,
corneal epithelium was observed by a light
microscope and a scanning microscope.
Mitotic figures were counted at 4-hour
intervals in each cornea cultured for 3

days. Light and scanning microscopic
observation revealed that large flat cells
appeared on the surface of the epithelium
and the Bowman's membrane became slightly
deformed after two days of culture, and
the Bowman's membrane showed wave-like
shape after 5 days of culture. When
corneas were cultured with retina, the
mitoses of epithelial cells were high in
dark and low in light showing a similar
rhythm in vivo. However, the mitotic rate
was higher in light than in dark in
corneas cultured without retina.

CB 1

F.FFECT OF LITHIUM ION ON FLAGELLAR LENGTH
OF CHLAMYDOMONAS
S.Nakamura, H.Takino and M.K.Kojima.
Dept. of Biol.. Fac. of Sci., Toyama Univ..
Toyama 930.

When the flagella of the protozoan
Chlamydomonas arc amputated, they rapidly
regenerate to their original length after
about 90 mill, and then the elongation rate
is decreased largely. Therefore. the re-
generated flagella have almost the same
length as that of the original flagella.
This control mechanism of the flagellar
length is not fully understood. Recently,
we have found Li* can elongate flagellar
length of C. reinhardtii. After an incu-
bation with 50 rnM Li

H for 2 hr. the fla-

gellar length increased to 1.2-1.5 fold of
the original length. However, addition of
50 mM Li

+ after flagellar amputation caused
to form short flagella which were about half
the length of the control flagella. Their
length were almost the same as those of the
regenerated flagella in the presence of
20 jig/ml cycloheximide. When the regener-
ated flagella in each inhibitor were re-
amputated, they could not regrow. These
results suggest that (1) Li* removes the
suppressor(s) of flagellar elongation from
the flagella with normal length. and (2)
Li* inhibits the protein synthesis for
flagellar regeneration. Thus, flagella in

50 mM Li* can elongate to only 1.2-1.5 fold
of the original length by using flagellar
precursors which are preexisted in the cyto-
plasmic pool.

PH 134

EFFECTS OF RESTRICTED FEEDING ON
PHOTOPERIOD-INDUCED BODY WEIGHT CHANGE IN
THE DJUNGARIAN HAMSTER

.

A. Masuda and T. Oishi. Dep. of Biol.,
Nara Women's University, Nara.

The annual cycle of body weight change
in Djungarian hamsters is induced mainly
by photoperiod. In order to investigate
the role of food intake in this body
weight change, we performed a restricted
feeding experiment under long and short
photoperiods . Adult male hamsters with
reduced body weight after 18 weeks of
short days were divided into 4 groups: 1.

long day - ad lib feeding group, 2. long
day - restricted feeding group, 3. short
day - ad lib feeding group, 4. short day -

restricted feeding group. In group 1,
body weight and food intake increased
significantly after 3 weeks of the
treatment. In group 2, all animals ate up
food provided at about 3 weeks of the
treatment and 80% of them died during 3-4
weeks. In group 3, body weight and food
intake began to increase after 6-7 weeks
( photorefractoriness) . Group 4 animals ate
up food provided from the time when photo-
refractoriness began, and 60% of them died
at about 8-9 weeks. In restricted feeding
groups under both long and short days,
almost all animals showed unusually high
locomotor activity in search for food when
they ate up all food provided.

CB 2

HISTOCHEMISTRY AND X-RAY MICROANALYSIS OF
A SPECIAL GRANULE IN AN AMOEBA,
COCHLIOPODIUM SP..
I . Yamaoka'J, and V. Mizuhira". 1) Biological
Institute, Faculty of Science, University
of Yamaguchi, Yamaguchi. 2) Department of
Cell Biology, Medical Research Institute,
Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Tokyo

Spherical granules (about . 3 /im in diame-
ter: special granules) enveloped by a lim-
iting membrane and containing electron-
dense material were observed near the
nucleus. In the freeze-substituted materi-
als prepared by the fixative without
OsO^ , the special granules were slightly
more opaque than the other organella.
In potassium antimonate ( K-antimonate

)

fixed materials antimony deposits were seen
in the special granules. X-ray microanaly-
sis of the freeze-substituted and K-
antimonate treated materials revealed
calcium and phosphorus localization in the
special granules. When the amoeba were
cultured in calcium-free medium for about
6hr, special granules disappeared in the
cytoplasm, and recovered at 48 hr in normal
medium. Alkaline phosphatase activity were
detected in it, but no activity of acid
phosphatase was detected. It suggests that
special granules are loci of storage
of calcium and that alkaline phosphatase
play an important role to the storage.
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MECHANISM OF FOOD CAPTURE AND INGESTION IN
HELIOZOA, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE
MORPHOLOGICAL EVIDENCES.
Y. Shigenaka, H. Ishida and S. Ikegawa.
Faculty of Integrated Arts and Sciences,
Hiroshima University, Hiroshima.

Mainly based on the morphological view-
points, the mechanism of food capture and
ingestion was investigated in a heliozoan
cell, Echinosphaerium akamae As soon as
the prey organism such as Paramecium and
Tetrahymena attaches to the axopodia of a
carnivorous Echinosphaerium , a number of
minute projections are formed from the sur-
face of axopodial membrane to catch or hold
the prey . At the same time , mucous and tox-
ic substances are discharged from the axo-
podial membrane surface by which the prey
might be immobilized and prohibited from
swimming away. After that, disassembly of
axonemal microtubules, which play a role as
cytoskeletons of axopodium, occurs from
their distal ends, resulting into shorten-
ing of axopodia and drawing the prey toward
the heliozoan cell body surface. Accompani-
ed by the axopodial disintegration, the
membrane projections repeat elongation,
thickening, and shortening to hold the prey
so tightly, resulting into that the so-
called food cup is formed to enclose the
prey by active and undulating motion of the
cup end in which actin-like filaments (4-6
nm 0) can be observed to appear tentative-
ly. As the final step, the prey is engulfed
into the heliozoan cell body.

CB 5

SOME FEATURES ON THE ACTION OF THE FACTOR
IN PARAMECIUM TETRAURELIA
S.Kobayashi and S.Koizumi. Dept . of Biol.,
Miyagi Coll. of Educ . , Sendai .

The O-determining factor controls not
only the determination of cells as
mating type but also on the transformation
of E cells toward during the new zygotic
macronuclear development. The activity of

factor was detected first, and almost
fully, 10 to llh after the sensitive period
of a new macronuclear differentiation.
Macronuclear anlagen at that stage contain-
ed about 20 times as much DNA content as
the vegetative Gl micronucleus , about 4

rounds of DNA replication. The productivity
of O factor by the macronucleus declines
with repeated rounds of DNA synthesis. To
examine some features on the action of the

factor, cytogamy, which is no exchange
of gametic nuclei between mates, but a
fusion two nuclei from within the same ani-
mal, was used. The cells used were stock
d4-186 and stock d4-84 (nd/nd) , trichocyst
non-discharge mutant. Twenty five % (73/298)
excytogamous clones were obtained from
crosses between young 0(+/+) and E (nd/nd).
Excytogamous clones showed two type cells
in a high frequency (63%) same as coexconju-
gant clones of crosses between young 0(+/+)
and E (+/+). These results may indicate that
the factor acts not only on gametic nucle
-i to predetermine as O but also on a
partner cell through the paired ventral
surface during the sensitive period of
development of the new macronucleus.

CB 4

MICRONUCLEAR FUNCTION ON POST-CONJUGATIONAL
STOMATOGENESIS IN PARAMECIUM CAUDATUM.
K.MIKAMI. RES. INST, for SCI. EDUC, MIYAGI
UNIV. of Educ, SENDAI.

Feeding experiment of mating pair
between a homopolar doublet and a singlet
revealed that oral apparatus lost the
ability of food vacuole (FV) formation at
5-6 hoursT of conjugation which coincided
in time with the crescent stage of
micronucleus (mic). The comittment of
conjugation was hardly disturved by feeding
after paoral union stage. Resume of the FV
formation is immediately after the third
division of synkaryon.

To assess the micronuclear function on
postconjugational stomatogenesis , FV forma-
tion in exconjugants was investigated after
removal of mic. during conjugation. When
all mic. were eliminated from 68 cells by
the third prezygotic division, all of them
lost the ability of FV formation, while
after the first meiotic division removal of
one of the two mic. did not affect on FV
formation. When synkarya were removed from
24 cells, 21 of them formed FVs

.

When 6 mating pairs of amicronucleates
were implanted with the vegetative mic. at
8-9 hours of conjugation, exconjugants
formed FVs in 4 of them. However, all ex-
conjugants did not form FVs when 13 amicro-
nucleates were implanted with the mic. 0-1

hours after mating-pair separation.
These results suggest that the mic. at

the fertilization stage has a function on
stomatogenesis after conjugation.

CB 6

NUCLEOCYTOPLASMIC INTERACTION DURING THE
PROCESS OF SEXUAL REPRODUCTION IN
PARAMECIUM CAUDATUM
A.Yanagi, Biol. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Tohoku Univ., Sendai.

During conjugation in Paramecium
caudatum, the micronucleus undergoes
meiosis and four haploid nuclei (meiotic
products) are produced. One of the meiotic
products lies in the paroral region, which
is the region around the cytostome, and
survives, but the remaining three lie out-
side the region and degenerate. It was
examined by means of nuclear transplanta-
tion how the differences of survival or
degeneration of the meiotic products were
produced. When the micronucleus in the
early meiotic prophase (stage II) was
transplanted into the cell after meiosis,
in which three of the meiotic products
were degenerating, it did not degenerate
but divided. This indicates that the cyto-
plasm at the stage of nuclear degeneration
after meiosis has no activity for inducing
degeneration of nucleus at the different
stage. When one of the meiotic products
outside the paroral region before the
degeneration was transplanted into the cell
in the meiotic prophase (stage IV) , it did
not survive but degenerated. These results
suggest that the meiotic products are
doomed to degenerate but can be rescued by
the special environment of the paroral
region

.
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INFECTION PROCESS OF MACRONUCLEUS-SPECIFIC
BACTERIUM HOLOSPORA OBTUSA OF CILIATE
PARAMECIUM CAUDATUM
M. Fujishrma and T. Terado. Biol. Inst.
Fac. of Sci., Yamaguchi Univ., Yamaguchi.

The gram-negative bacterium H. obtusa
invades into the host cytoplasm via the
food vacuoles, infects its macronucleus ex-
clusively and grows in the nucleus. The
bacterium can penetrate the host macronu-
clear envelope within 15 min after mixing
with the cells. We incubated H. obtusa -

free cells with purified bacteria for 30
min, washed with Dryl ' s solution and sus-
pended in the solution. Then, the cells
were harvested at known times after the
mixing and homogenized. The bacteria were
then purified from the homogenate by 75%
Percoll-density-gradient centrifugation

.

We found that the bacterium changes its
buoyant density from 1.16g/ml to 1.13 and
l.llg/ml and disperses its nucleoid in the
process. Comparison of morphology between
the bacteria isolated from cells in early
infection process and those harvested di-
rectly from food vacuoles and macronuclei
by pulling up them into an injection needle
showed that the bacteria of 1.16 and 1.11
g/ml were those in food vacuoles and macro-
nucleus, respectively. Therefore, bacteria
of 1.13g/ml seemd to be those in cytoplasm.
SDS-PAGE showed that at least one polypep-
tide reduces its amount when the bacteria
reduces the buoyant density in the infec-
tion process.

CB 9

LIFE-CYCLE FEATURES OF d4-SL4, A MUTANT
OF PARAMECIUM TETRAURELIA WITH A SHORT
CLONAL LIFESPAN.
Y. Takagi, T. Suzuki and C. Shimada
Dept. of Biol., Nara Women's Univ., Nara.

We have isolated a mutant of Paramecium
tetraurelia with a short clonal life-span,
about one tenth that of the wild type
stock. The short clonal life-span was cou-
pled with senescent characteristics such
as a low fission rate, a tendency to un-
dergo autogamy even in excess food, and
an intraclonal heterogeneity of division
potential. However, the short clonal life-
span of the mutant was coupled also with
presenescent characteristics such as a
high rate of food vacuole formation and
excretion, high viability after autogamy,
and the presence of autogamy-immaturity
period. This mutant is, therefore, not a
consistent senescence mutant but a mutant
with conflicting life-cycle features in
which presenescent and senescent charac-
teristics are mingled. It was normal in
its abilities to swim backward and to dis-
charge trichocysts. The mutant also showed
that the short lifespan was separable from
the macronuclear misdivision — i.e., the
mutant was able to divide the macronucleus
properly. We can now expect to isolate ad-
ditional mutants with altered life-cycle
features, which will make it possible to
use this protozoan species to study the
genetic control of aging and life-span.

CB 8

Ultrastructural study of the non-contact region

during conjugation between doublet cells and

singlet cells in P. tetraurelia.

Y. Yashima.Dept. of Biol., School of Lib. Arts &

Sci., Iwate Med. Univ., Morioka.

It has been demonstrated that when conjugation

is induced, ciliary degeneration takes place along

the suture on the ventral surface.

When conjugating pairs of stock 51 were treated

with 0.1% trypsin (1: 300 NBCo ) in 2mM phosphate

buffer at ph 7.5 for 1 hr, these pairs were not

able to separate and doublet cells were formed.

Doublet cells are able to contact two singlet

cells because doublet cells have two cytostomes

and two ventral surfaces. When conjugation was

induced between one doublet cell and one singlet

cell, the doublet cell had one contact and one

non-contact region. Ciliary degeneration in the

non-contact region was observed by SEM in a narrow

region of the vental surface. According to TEM,

the pellicle of the non-contact region was almost

unchanged. On the other hand, in the contact

region between conjugating pairs, cytoplasmic

pores, flattened ridges and electron dense

materials were observed. The results suggest that

with the exception of ciliary degeneration

structural changes in the pellicle of the ventral

surface do not occur unless there is contact

between two adjacent cells.

CB 10

PATTERN REVERSAL IN DOUBLETS DERIVED FROM
REVERSED CELLS OF GLAUCOMA SCINTILLANS
(CILIOPHORA)

.

M. Suhama. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Hiroshima Univ. Hiroshima.

Reversed singlets of Glaucoma sinti-
llans , possessing frequently an inverted
oral apparatus (OA) , spontaneously produced
two kinds of mirror image doublets in high
frequency. These were biventral doublets
whose one normal and one abnormal (or in-
verted) OA approached each other. Biven-
tral doublets whose left (cell's) OA was
abnormal, underwent unique pattern forma-
tion: (a) they easily returned to a reversed
singlet cell regardless of the stage of
culture growth, (b)the third abnormal OA
appeared to the right of the right normal
OA in a small number of doublets. Similar
results were also observed in biventral
doublets of the same type derived from
reversed cells in which cell division was
interrupted by high temperature. Since
triplets were found among doublets soon
after exposure to temperature, the right-
most abnormal OA might be translocated
from the original reversed cell as well
as the leftmost OA. The middle normal
OA seems to be inserted between two abnor-
mal OAs in the process of doublt forma-
tion of this type. Insertion of the
normal OA may be explained by reversed
intercalation

.
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ORAL STRUCTURE OF THE CILIATE, MALACOPHRYS
SPHAGNI , WITH MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF
CORTICAL STRUCTURE DURING ENCYSTMENT.
H. Kawakami. Dept. Nutrition, Suzugamine
Women's College, Hiroshima

Morphology of Malacophrys sphagni iso-
lated in the suburbs of Hiroshima, at vegi-
tative and encystment stages, was investi-
gated by means of silver impregnation tech-
nique, transmission and scanning electron
microscope. The ciliate was about 60 um
long, slender oval to pyriform, laterally
flattened. Small oral aperture was situat-
ed at the apical end of the cell. Oral
ciliature consisted of an undurating mem-
brane and three adoral membranelles. Sheet
structures which comprised monolayer of
paralell row of microtubules surrounded the
cytostome and leaded into the cytoplasm.
Microtubular bundles and network of tubes
with diameter about 50 nm associated with
the microtubular sheets. Somatic kineties
were longitudinal and slightly spiral. A

spherical macronucleus located in posterior
body third with a recessed adjacent convex
lens-like micronucleus . A contractile
vacuole was in the posterior body half.
The cell contained endosymbiotic algae in

the cytoplasm. Resting cyst was formed.
The endosymbiotic algae were retained in

the resting cyst. Changes of cortical
structures were described at the encystment
stage

.

CB 13

CONJUGATION-PROMOTING SUBSTANCE IN
TETRAHYMENA THERMOPHILA .

S. Nakao and M. Fujishima. Bio. Inst., Fac

.

of Sci., Yamaguchi Uni., Yamaguchi

T

.

thermophila is known to secrete a sub-
tance which can promote conjugation among
cells of the initiated complementary mating
types. We named the substance tentatively
"conjugation-promoting substance, CPS" , and
attempted to characterise and purify it in
this work. Followings were found. 1) CPS
has no mating type specificity. 2) Cell-
free medium contains enough amount of CPS
even it has been diluted to 1/100. 3) CPS
activity is retained after dialysis. 4)

CPS activity is present in supernatant of
centrifugation at 100,000g for Ih. 5) CPS
activity is not lost by incubations at
100°C for 30 min or -30°C for 1 week. 6)

CPS activity is not lost by treatments
with 0.02% trypsin at 25°C for Ih, 250
jug/ml proteinase K at 30°C for 2h, 0.01%
DNase at 35°C for 5h, and 0.01% RNase at
35°C for 5h. 7) CPS activity is lost by
treatment with 110 rig/ml « -mannosidase at
30°C for 2h, but not lost by treatment
with 110 ug/ml £ -galactosidase , 230 ug/ml
/s-glucosidase, and 230 ug/ml neuraminidase
at 30°C for 2h. 8) Gel filtration by
Superose 6 shows that molecular weight of
CPS is 2x106-6x105 daltons

.

From these results, it is concluded that
CPS is a high molecular, heat-stable sugar.

CB 12

ROLE OF CYCLIC NUCLEOTIDES DURING CONJUGA-
TION PROCESS IN TETRAHYMENA THERMOPHILA .

Y.Nakami, M. Fujishima,
Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Univ. of
Yamaguchi, Yamaguchi

We examined the effects of theophylline,
dibutyryl cAMP (db-cAMP) and dibutyryl
cGMP (dla-cGMP) on conjugation process of
T . thermophila .

2 or 5 mM theophylline was found to
prevent pair formation when it was added
to cells of co-stimulation period, and to
separate pairs when it was added to pairs
of early or late conjugation process.
Theophylline also prevented micronuclear
elongation when it was added to pairs in
meiotic prophase. When it was added to
pairs after meiotic prophase, it did not
prevent meiotic division, but it brought
about the third nuclear division abnormal-
ly after the second meiotic division.
Similar phenomena were observed when cells
were treated with db-cAMP and db-cGMP.
50 mM db-cAMP delayed nuclear changes of
conjugation process, and 50mM db-cGMP
enhanced exconjugation in pairs of late
conjugation process.

Therefore, it is suggested that the
intracellular concentration of cyclic
nucleotides plays important roles for pair
formation and nuclear changes of conjuga-
tion process in T. thermophila.

CB 14

MECHANISM OF CONTRACTION AND RELAXATION IN
THE CELL MODEL OF A CILIATE, SPIROSTOMUM
AMBIGUUM
H.Ishida and Y.Shigenaka. Fuculty of
Integrated Arts and Sciences, Hiroshima
University , Hiroshima.

A heterotrichous ciliate, Spirostomum
ambiquum is characterized by twisting
contraction evoked by giving various kinds
of stimulation. The mechanism of such
contraction and subsequently induced
elongation depends merely on two types of
fibrillar systems, myoneme and
microtubular sheets. The former myoneme is
composed of fine myofibrils (2.5 ~ 6 nm
<j>) , although the latter microtubular
sheets are arrays of about 20 microtubules
derived posteriorly from every basal body
pair. Both fibrillar structures play roles
contrarily; the myoneme generates the
motive force for cell contraction, but the
microtubular sheets that for cell
elongation by sliding with each other. The
cell model which indicates no reaction for
various stimuli was successfully produced
by treating the cell with the solution
containing Triton X-100 (0.02%) and EGTA
(10 mM). Final experiments showed that the
model contracted with Ca2+ (<10" 6M) and
elongated with Mg 2+ -ATP OlmM). The
vanadate, dynein ATPase inhibitor, did not
affect the contraction but inhibited the
elongation (>10~°M), suggesting that ATP
is dispensable for cell elongation only.
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EFFECT OF APHIDICOLIN ON NUCLEAR BEHAVIOR
DURING CONJUGATION OF STYLONYCHI A
PUSTULATA (CILIOPHORA)
J. Yano. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima.

To know the correlation between
nuclear events and DNA syntheses during
conjugation of S. pustulata, the pairs
were continuously treated in various
stages with 50 Mg/ml aphidicolin (a in-
hibitor of DNA synthesis). Pairs were
normally formed in the presence of the
drug. If pairs were treated till 2 h
after pairing, micronuclear event was
prevented at the swelling stage of meiosis
I. When 3- to 13-h-old pairs were
treated, postmeiotic division was blocked
at the prophase. However, the separation
of a pair and old macronuclear degenera-
tion were not affected. If pairs were
treated at 14 to 16 h old, pronuclear
differentiation and formation of a
synkaryon normally occurred. But, first
postzygotic division was prevented. When
aphidicolin was added to 1 7-h-old pairs,
second postzygotic division was blocked at
the prophase. If 1 8- to 20-h-old pairs
were treated, development of a macro-
nuclear anlage was inhibited. These
results suggested that DNA syntheses were
indispensable for the progression of the
following stages; the swelling stage of
meiosis I, postmeiotic division, pro-
nuclear differentiation, second post-
zygotic division and development of a
macronuclear anlage.

CB 17

CORTICAL DEVELOPMENT DURING REORGANIZATION
IN AMICRONUCLEATES OF PSEUDOUROSTYLA LEVIS
(CILIOPHORA).
T. TAKAHASHI. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima

It has been reported that the amicro-
nucleates of _P. levis frequently produced
mouth defective cells (Takahashi, 1985).
This defective mouth was repaired through
reorganization. Morphogenet ic events of
this process were investigated with the
protargol technique. The course of deve-
lopment was divided into eight stages. The
first event of cortical development was the
appearance of the AZM primordium which was
formed on the left side of the left old
ventral cirral row. Two old paroral mem-
branelles (PMs) began to disperse and to
form the primordia for PMs and a part of
AZM at stage 1. The old left frontal
cirrus No.1 and several neighbor ventral
cirri disaggregated at stage 2, and then
these kinetosomal fields united each other
and developed into a large comb-shaped
primordium for the new f ronal-ventral-
transverse cirral system. The primordia
for marginal cirri were produced within the
most right cirral row of each left and
right old marginal cirral row systems.
The dorsal primordia began to be formed in
an equatorial zone within each of the eight
old kineties in the stage 4. It was the
most characteristic event during the reor-
ganization that a part of the old lapel-
membranelles was degenerated to transform
into the new collar part of the AZM.

CB 16

ON THE MACRONUCLEAR "ISTHMUS" OF A
HYPOTRICH CILIATE, HISTRICULUS CAVICOLA .

T. Matsusaka and K. Tanaka. Dept. Biol.,
Fac. Sci., Kumamoto Univ., Kumamoto.

A hypotrich ciliate, Histriculus
cavicola , have 4 lobes of macronucleus and
they fuse into 1 then divide amitotically
into 8 during its cell division, as is
common in most hypotrichs . The 4 lobes
connected each other with so called
"isthmus". It was so thin, less than 1 urn

in diameter, that it was very hard to
detect in usual hematoxylin-stained whole
mount preparations. It could be found on
the hematoxylin-stained isolated macro-
nuclei or under an electron microscope.
The isthmus originated from the constric-
tions of the amitotically dividing macro-
nucleus and its envelope was continuous
with macronuclear envelope, indicating
that the isthmus was the specialized part
of the macronucleus. It contained, how-
ever, no chromatin materials but was
filled with fine fibrillar materials of
around 8 nm in diameter. When isolated
macronuclei were exposed to 3 mM ATP in
the presence of 3 mM Cad,, the distances
between each lobes became shorter. When
CaCl

2
was substituted with MgCl

2
, ATP had

no effect. The results seems to suggest
that the fine fibrillar materials in the
isthmus may contain actin filaments and
that the isthmus may play an important
role in the macronuclear fusion.

CB 18

FUNCTION OF MACRONUCLEAR ANLAGEN IN
EUPLOTES PATELLA .

K.Sato Naruto Univ. of Teacher Education,
Nar u t o

.

During conjugation of E. pa t e 1 la .

preconjugant macronucleus is broken into 2

large fragments (anterior and posterior).
The anterior fragment degenerates soon
after pair separation, while the posterior
one (PF) usually remains until the first
pos t con j ugan t cellular division. The PF
was found to have activity of RNA synthesis
until its degeneration by means of
autoradiography. Besides the degeneration
of old macronuclei, new macronuclei
(anlagen) develop in excon j ugan t s. To
investigate when new macronuclei can
support the cellular life without PF, the
PF was removed by a mi c rop

i
pe t t e. When the

fragments were removed immediately before
elongation of macronuclear anlagen or the
later stages, 80% and more of cells grew
into clones, though most of the operated
cells at early developmental stages (oval
macronuclear anlagen) died out without one
cellular division. In the all cases,
macronuclear anlagen developed slowly.
But, oval anlagen could not elongate.
These suggest that macronuclear anlagen can
act as functional macronuclei since their
elongation stage and that PF is not
necessary for development of exconjugants
after the elongation stage, although the PF
ordinarily begins to degenerate about two
day s later.
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AMICRONUCLEATE DOUBLETS IN EUPLOTES HARPA
(CILIOPHORA).
H.Kanemoto. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima.

Doublets were induced from dividing
cells treated in colchicine. 2 of 12
doublets were amicronucleate. Amicro-
nucleate doublets (amicro-doublets ) di-
vided normally, and had abilities of con-
jugation and selfing.

Mixed with normal cells (singlets) of
complementary mating type, pair formation
occurred. Degeneration of oral structures
was observed in all excon j ugants. In ex-
conjugants of amicro-doublets, 14% had
disks like macronuclear anlage. But all
died without reorganization of oral struc-
tures. In singlets, 96% had new macro-
nuclear anlage, 17% survived to yield new
clones. 1 3% of survivors divided abnormal-
ly and died within 10 fissions. Others
divided normally and after 31-47 fissions
conjugated with other cells. (In control,
37-43 fissions.) Viabilities were 68-79%.
(71-75%.) In amicro-doublet clone, selfing
occurred spontaneously. After pair forma-
tion, degeneration of oral structures was
observed in all exconj ugants, and collap-
ses of macronuclei were observed in them
by staining with acid orcein. But all died
without development of macronuclear anlage
and reorganization of oral structures. (In
control, viability was 84%.) This suggests
no occurrence of macronuclear regeneration.

CB 21

EFFECTS OF CELL FREE FLUIDS FROM VARIOUS
CILIATES ON ENCYSTMENT IN EUPLOTES
ENCYSTICUS (CILIOPHORA).
F. Yonezawa. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima.

It has been reported that G1 phase
cells encyst in 90 % or more within 3 h in
hanging drops of cell-free fluid (CFF)
(Yonezawa, 1985). This fact suggests that
this CFF contains some substance(s) which
is responsible for encystment of this
ciliate. To know whether substance(s) has
species specific effect on encystment
induction of this ciliate, encystment
rates of E. encysticus were examined in
hanging drops of each CFF obtained from
cultures of 7 ciliates and 2 flagellates.
When E. encysticus was separately trans-
ferred to hanging drops of CFF which was
obtained from Pseudourostyla levis , E.
eurystomus , E. patella , Stylonychia pustu-
lata , Paramecium bursaria , Blepharisma
j aponicum , P. tetraurelia , Chilomonas
Paramecium and Chloroqonium elongatum , the
encystment rates at 3 h after induction
were 98, 97, 95, 90, 87, 83, 63, 99 and
31%, respectively. On the other hand,
when cells of this ciliate were transfer-
red to hanging drops of lettuce or wheat
infusion, they encysted in 20% or less.
These results suggest that these CFF's
contain some common components which are
responsible for cyst formation of the
present species. The character of the
substance(s) will be analyzed in the near
future.

CB 20

SELFING IN EUPLOTES WOODRUFFI SYNGEN 2

(CILIOPHORA).
T. Kosaka. Zool., Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima.

Stocks of syngen 2 are capable of car-
rying out both autogamy and conjugation.
However^ autogamy occurs far more frequen-
tly than conjugation does, and the latter
occurs only at a very low rate when the
two different type clones are mixed with
one another. Selfing has never been obser-
ved. Stocks of syngen 3 undergo conjuga-
tion but not autogamy, and cells of each
stock often carry out selfing.

Selfing was induced in syngen 2 by
mixing it with syngen 3. Some features of
selfing in syngen 2 were examined by using
doublets of syngen 3 as markers. When both
syngens were mixed, the followings were
observed in the mixture: selfing of syngen
2, autogamy of syngen 2, and intersyngenic
conjugation between syngen 2 and 3. When
syngen 3 cells were not added to syngen 2,
only autogamy resulted. This result indi-
cates that syngen 3 has some effect to
induce selfing in syngen 2. 181 selfing
pairs were taken from stock HR-11. The
viability of exconjugants was at a rate of
8%. Of the 29 exconjugants that survived,
15 were short-lived and died within 5

fissions, and 14 lived for more than 10
fissions. Of the latter, 11 had no autog-
amy immaturity, while the 3 remaining had
autogamy immaturity.
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DETERMINATION OF REGIONAL SPECIFICITY OF
ANURAN LARVAL SKIN OCCURS IN MESODERM.
T.Kinoshita, H.Takahama, F.Sasaki and
K.Watanabe. Dept. of Biol., School of
Dent. Med., Tsurumi Univ., Yokohama.

A piece of ectoderm or mesoderm of
Rana j aponica embryo was reciprocally
transplanted between prospective regions
of back- and tail-skin at the tail-bud
stage. Phenotypic expression of the
skins in the grafted areas was examined
during climax of metamorphosis. More than
half of the operated embryos survived
through the metamorphosis. Most of the
tadpoles that were transplanted with
ectodermal cells showed no sign of the
regional specificity in the operated
areas. On the contrary, the tadpoles
with mesodermal transplantation showed
regionally specific changes of larval
skins in the grafted areas of both back
and tail. The part of tail-skin
containing mesodermal cells from the
prospective region of the back developed
into adult back-skin. The grafted area
of back-skin with tail-mesoderm expressed
dermal degeneration. These results
suggest that determination of regional
specificity of the larval skin occurs in
mesoderm before the tail-bud stage. They
also suggest that ectoderm maintains a
plasticity with respect to developmental
fate of the larval skin.
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ULTRACYTOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF CERIUM PRE-
CIPITATION IN THE TADPOLE TAIL OF RANA
JAPONICA DURING METAMORPHOSIS.
F.Sasaki, T . Kinoshita , H.Takahama and K.
Watanabe . Dept . of Biology, School of
Dental Medicine, Tsurumi University,
Yokohama

.

Degeneration of tadpole tail tissue was
investigated cytochemically by the locali-
zation of hydogen peroxide production using
the cerium-method (Briggs et al. '75; Ohno
et al . '82). No reaction product was found
in resting macrophages and intact muscle
cells during premetamorphosis . During meta-
morphosis, extensive cerium precipitations
were observed on the outer surface of the
plasma membrane of phagocytotic
macrophages, fibroblasts, neutrophils,
epidermal cells, muscle cells, notochordal
cells, nerve cells and capillary
endothelial cells. Reaction product was
observed on the surface membrane of
processes of macrophage and facing
neighbouring cells . The addition of
catalase, the amount of deposits was
decreased, d -tocopherol and indomethacin

,

but not dexamethasone significantly
inhibited the formation of the reaction
product . These findings indicate that the
active oxygen production sites were on
the plasma membranes , the phagosomal
membrane in macrophages , and on the plasma
membrane in degenerating myelin sheath
and notochordal cell.

CB 25

AN ATTEMPT TO OBTAIN PURELY HAPLOID CELL
LINES OF THE MEDAKA ( Oryzias latipes )

.

J.Komura, K.Naruse, A.Shima. Zool. Inst.,
Fac. Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

In cultured cell lines derived from
gynogenetic haploid embryos of the Medaka,
haploid population decreased, and diploid
variants which seemed to arise by
endomitosis increased with advancing
subculture. We tried to obtain purely
haploid population from the mixture of
haploid and diploid cells, because the
haploid cells would be useful for mutation
research. Each cell line was originated
from 12-24 gynogenetic embryos (4 days,
stage 26-27), and cultivated in L-1 5 medium
supplemented with 20% FBS at 27 °C.
Cellular DNA content was examined by DAPI-
DNA microfluorometry. Despite extensive
attempts, cloning of the haploid cells has,
to date, been unsuccessful due to very low
colony forming ability. Cells did not form
any colonies irrespective of presence or
absence of the conditioned medium.
Further, the cells on feeder layer showed
low plating efficiency (0.10-1.02%). The
fractionation of the haploid cells, which
seemed to be smaller in size than the
diploid cells, by gravitation through 1-3%
BSA gradient, was not effective enough to
exclude the diploid cells.

CB 2H

EFFECTS OF UV AND X-RAYS ON THE CULTURED
CHROMATOBLASTOMA CELLS. H.Etoh 1 and I.

Suyama 2
, 1-Div. of Biol., 2Div. of Environ.

Health, Natl. Inst. Radiol. Sci., Chiba.

Chromatoblastoma, pigment cell tumor
induced spontaneously in aged goldfish,
was transferred into in vitro culture
system, and a cell line, CAEP, was esta-
blished. Doubling time of CAEP cells (38h)
estimated from growth curve was shorter
than that of CAF cells (48h) . Measurement
of DNA/cell by cytofluorometry showed te-
traploid amount of DNA for CAEP cells but
diploid amount for CAF cells. The values
of Dg, D_ and extrapolation number esti-
mated from dose-survival curves were 660
rad, 930 rad and 4 for X-rays and 1.3 J/m 2

,

2.8 J/m 2 and 10 for UV, respectively. On
the appolication of split-dose of X-rays,
recovery in colony forming ability was
obtained. When photoreactivating light was
administered immediately after UV-irradi-
ation, photoreacivation was found (1.7
J/m2 for D , 8.1 J/m2 for D

q
and 105 for

n) . When UV-irradiated cells were kept in
caffeine containing medium (O.lmg/ml) un-
til the termination of the experiment,
diminished survivals were obtained (1.0
J/m 2 for D , 1.0 J/m 2 for D

g
and 2.5 for

n) . From the present results, it seems
that the CAEP cells are more sensitive to
UV but more resistant to X-rays and that
the nature of recovery from UV-induced
damage may be different between the CAF
and CAEP cells.

CB 26

A CLONAL CELL LINE(TN-l) DERIVED FROM A
SCORPION FISH.
T.KUBO^nd N .EBITANI 2 'Biol .Lab. .Sophia Univ.
.Tokyo and 2 Biol.Lab. .Shohoku Coll . , Atsugi

.

A clonal cell line(TN-l) with 50$ plating
efficiency was established by a single-cell
method. This cell line was isolated from
SMF cells(275 PDN) derived from normal fins
of a scorpion fish, Sebasticus marmoratus

.

A single-cell method applied in this study
is as follows: 1) Culture medium :TC- 199 sup-
plemented with 15% FBS, 2.28g/l NaCl and
antibiotics. 2) 10-12 plastic sheets for tis-
sue culture ( 14.mm<J),Wako) were scattered in a
10cm petri dish. 3) 50-100 SMF cells suspended
in 15ml of the conditioned medium were inoc-
ulated in the petri dish and kept at 25°C.
4-)0n the second day, the plastic sheet cov-
ered with only one cell was transferred to
a 25cm 2 culture flask containing 5ml of
conditioned medium. 5)Confirmation of the
cells to make up only one colony was per-
formed several times. Chromosome number is
98 (I metacentric and 94- acrocentric).
Population doubling time is about 37 hours.
Plating efficiency is 51-57? when 100-400
cells/25cm 2 were cultured in conditioned
medium. When TN-1 cells were treated with
various concentration of 4.NQ0 and MNNG for
90 minutes at 25°C, the D 37 values were 4uM
and 1.2pg/ml respectively. TN-1 cells is a
very useful material for in vitro study of
the effects of radiations, chemicals and
other environmental agents on fish cells.
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HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSFECTION OF A DOMINANT
SELECTIVE MARKER INTO CULTURED FISH CELLS
K.Isa and A.Shima. Zool.Inst., Fac. of

Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

Cultured fish cells of RBCF-1 line
derived from a goldfish was transfected
with pSV2-gpt using polybrene and
dimethyl sulfoxide. Under the optimal
condition, i.e. 30ug polybrene for 6h
followed by 10% DMSO for 4min, 500 trans-
fected colonies could be obtained by treat-
ment of 2x10 RBCF-1 cells with 50ng of
pSV2-gpt . Every isolated transfectant

,

RBCF-1 gpt , showed stable expression of
the transfected gene, that is, being
resistance to mycophenolic acid (MPA) due
to the XGPRT activity encoded by pSV2-
gpt . The sensitivity to MPA and XGPRT
activity of seven transfectants examined
were different from each other but stable
even when cultured in non-selection medium.
This stability of the expression strongly
indicates the possibility that pSV2-gpt
was integrated into the genomic DNA of the
host fish cells. Further, the difference
in MPA sensitivity among seven RBCF-1 gpt
clones suggests that the integration sites
of transfected DNA might be different.
These results indicate that the SV40 early
promoter region in pSV2-gpt can function
in fish cells. Using these MPA resistance
transfectants , hybrids fused with trans-
formed human cells, XP2OS-SV40neo line,
could be isolated. The hybrids were also
resistant to MPA.

CB 29

FUNCTIONAL CHANGES AND CHROMOSOME ABERRA-
TIONS OF THE TRANSFORMED PORCINE DIPLOID
ENDOTHELIAL CELLS IN CULTURE.
K.Yamamoto', M.Yamamoto' and N.Hasegawa 2

.

1 Dept.Biol. , Tokyo Metropol. Inst .Gerontol .

,

Tokyo, 2 Div.Cell Biol.,Yakult Inst. Micro-
biol. Res., Kunitachi.

The porcine endothelail cell line, PAE-
20, spontaneously transformed at about 80
PDL, but grew with a polygonal morphology
and exhibited normal mode of chromosome
number up to 231 PDL. Abnormal chromosomes
were observed in chromosome 3(3p+) and 18(
18/18) at 120 PDL, especially 3p+ was found
in all metaphase cells. The frequency of
chromosome aberrations was higher at 231
PDL. The abnormal chromosome, 3p+, was
observed in all of metaphase chromosomes at
231 PDL. The angiotensin converting enzyme
activity of the cells decreased linealy up
to 81 PDL as described in bovine endothe-
lial cells, and maintained barely detect-
able levels in the transformed cells. The
cells possessed antibodies to Factor VIII
antigen and high potential to produce pros-
tacyclin during the long-term culture up to
231 PDL. The cell surface negative charge
decresed slightly in the transformed cells.
Fibronectin of the cell surface decreased
significantly after the cells spontaneously
transformed. However, when PAE-20 cells
were cultured in plastic dishes coated with
the human fibro-nectin, the transformed
cells possessed the same antibody to the
fibronectin antigen as the normal cells.

CB 28

ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF EPIDER-
MAL CELLS FROM BULLFROG TADPOLE BACK SKIN.
A. Nishikawa and K. Yoshizato . Dept . of
Biochem. and Dept. of Plastic Surg.,
Kitasato Univ. Sch. of Med., Sagamihara.

The aim of this study was to isolate
the body skin epidermal cells of the anu-
ran tadpole and characterize them in vitro
to compare them with the tail epidermal
cells which is to degenerate by the action
of thyroid hormones at metamorphosis.

The back skins of bullfrog, Rana cates -

beiana , at stages of X-XIII (Taylor and
Kollros) were dipped in 70% EtOH for 10
sec, incubated with 2.5 mM EDTA (15 min)
and digested with 800 units/ml dispase
(4°C, 42 h), 0.25% trypsin (4°C, 18 h) and
0.3% collagenase + 0.1% hyaluronidase
(24 C, 1 h) in this order. Undigested
dermis was removed and the cell suspension
was separated by Percoll density gradient
centrifugation to get epidermal cell-rich
fraction (about 70% purity). One million
epidermal cells were obtained per one
tadpole. The range of cell diameter is 8-
30 _pm. The ratio of the number of the
smaller size cells (<14 jjm) to total cell
number was 50%, though it was about 25% in
the case of tail epidermal cells. The
larger (^14 ^m) cells contained a mass of
high density materials in the cytoplasm,
but the smaller cells did not. Though the
number of cultured back skin epidermal
cells.decreased within a week by addition
of 10 M triiodothyronine, dividing cells
were observed in the remaining cells.

CB 30

CHROMOSOME ANALYSIS OF CULTURED HUMAN
FIBROBLASTS AND PORCINE ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
BY FLOW CYTOMETRY.
M.Yamamoto and K.Yamamoto. Dept.Biol.,
Tokyo Metropol. Inst. Gerontol. , Tokyo.

Flow cytometry is uniquely suited for
distinguishing between isolated mammalian
chromosomes differing in DNA content or
DNA-base composition. Using this tech-
nique, we resolved 18 chromosome groups
from the 2 4 chromosome types of cultured
human male fibroblasts (TIG-7) stained for
DNA with the fluorescent dye propidium
iodide (PI). We developed a method for
preparing recombinant DNA libraries
representing single specific porcine
chromosomes based on a technique developed
for the analysis of the human karyotype by
flow cytometry. The 20 porcine chromosome
types of cultured endothelial cells were
classified into 11 groups by high-resolu-
tion flow cytometry on the basis of PI
fluorescence. The chromosomes associated
with each peak in the flow distribution
were identified by two methods of flow
sorting and DNA cytophotometry. The
relative PI genellary paralleled the
amount of DNA in each chromosome. There
is good agreement between the observed and
expected numbers of chromosomes for each
peak. This work documents cytogenetic,
cytochemical and instrumental methods to
isolate and classify porcine metaphase
chromosomes.
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EFFECT OF HUMAN PLATELET TRANSFORMING
GROWTH FACTOR-/? ON THE GROWTH OF CULTURED
FIBROBLASTS AND ENDOTHELIAL CELLS.
K. Kaji 1

, M. Matsuo 1
, R. Hirai 2 and K.

Yamaoka 2
. 'Tokyo Metro. Inst. Gerontol,

and 2 Tokyo Metro. Inst. Med. Sci.

Transforming growth factor-/? (TGF-/?)

originally found to be produced by neo-
plastic cells. But, now TGF-/? has been
obtained from the normal tissues, and it

is of great interest to know the effect of

TGF-/? on normal tissues. Human diploid
fibroblast, TIG-3 cells, grew in MCDB-104
containing insulin, transferrin, and dexa-

methasone supplemented with EGF(2Sng/ml)
or PDGF(12Sng/ml) . TGF-j3 inhibited the

growth of the cells in these serum-free
media in a dose dependent manner (maximal

growth inhibition; 5-10ng/ml). This growth
inhibition effect was reversible. Then,

we tested the effect on other cell types.

Adult rat hepatocytes and smooth muscle
cells were inhibited their growth by

addition of TGF-/?. On the other hand, the

growth of human umbilical vein endothelial

cells were not affected by TGF-/?. The

effect of TGF-/3differs depending on cell

type.
The culture system described here on

human fibroblasts using serum-free media

is thought to be very useful for the inves-

tigation of cell growth regulation because

cell growth can be controlled by the use

of positive (PDGF, EGF) and negative (TGF-

0) growth factors.
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REGULATION FOR MULTIPLICATION OF F9 CELLS.
I.Kakuta 1

, T. Ma tsuzawa 2
.

1 Faculty of Ap-
plied Biological Science, Hiroshima Univ. ,

Hiroshima, department of Biology, Osaka
Kyoiku Univ. , Osaka.
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CELL SHAPE ALTERATION OF HUMAN DIPLOID
FIBROBLASTS DUE TO TRANSFORMING GROWTH
FACTOR-/?.
T. Nagatake , T. Nakazawa 1

, H. Murofushi 2
,

R. Hirai3
. K. Yamaoka3

, K. Kaji 4
, and

M. Matsuo4
.

1 Toho Univ., 2 Tokyo Univ.,
3Tokyo Metro. Inst. Med. Sci., and
4Tokyo Metro. Inst. Gerontol.

Transforming growth factor-/? (TGF-/?)

originally found in neoplastic cells has
been isolated from the normal tissues in-
cluding platelets. To know the effect of
TGF-/? on the normal tissues, we added human
platelet TGF-/? to the normal human diploid
fibroblasts, TIG-3 cells. The cells grew
very slowly in MCDB-104 medium containing
insulin, transferrin, and dexamethasone

.

Addition of TGF-/? (5ng/ml) to the serum-
free medium, the cells were flattened and
had many fibers running through the cyto-
plasm. The fibers were stainable with
phalloidin, a specific stain for F-actin.
The cell volume was enlarged with TGF-/?.
Most of the cells were arrested at Gl
phase analyzed by flow cytometory. These
changes occured relatively slowly and were
observed unambiguously a few days after
the addition of TGF-/?. The effect of
TGF-/? was reversible. Actinomycin D or
cycloheximide blocked the TGF-p-effeet on
the cell shape. RNA and protein synthesis
are necessary for the occurrence of the
change by TGF-/?. These effects were
observed on TIG-3 cells at any population
doubling levels during their lifespan i_n

vitro

.
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UNSCHEDULED DNA SYNTHESIS IN UV-IRRADIATED
NORMAL HEPATOCYTES AND AFB -INDUCED HEPA-
TOMAS OF THE RAT „ .

A.Shiraa , J. L. Ding and K.Isa . l)Zool.
Inst., Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo
and 2)Zool. Dept., Natl. Univ. Singapore,
Singapore .
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QUANTITATIVE ULTRASTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF
GLAND FORMATION OF LS174T HUMAN COLON CAN-
CER CELLS IN ORGAN CULTURE.
H. Fukamachi. Zool . Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

LS174T human colon cancer cells formed
glandular structures when combined with
fetal rat mesenchymes or reconstructed
type I collagen gels in organ culture,
while they never formed such structures in
cell culture. Quantitative ultrastructural
analysis of the glandular structure showed
that (1) the number of microvilli per
gland-forming cell was variable, some with
few, and others with numerous, (2) tight
junctions were observed in most (82-85%)
luminal cell contact sites, but in some
cases they had not fully developed, and in
others only desmosomes were observed at the

luminal cell contact site, (3) significant-
ly greater numbers of desmosomes (xlO-20)
were always observed at the subluminal re-
gion (< 4um from the luminal surface) than
in other regions, and (4) basal laminae
were occasionally (0-20%) observed at the
epithelial-mesenchymal interface in combi-
nants with mesenchymes, but were never ob-

served in combinants with collagen gels.
These results suggest that the gland for-
mation is not always accompanied with the
formation of tight junctions, microvilli,
or basal laminae, but that formation of

desmosomes is one of the indispensable
process for the gland formation.

CB 37

A STUDY ON CELL GROWTH-REGULATING FACTORS
IN SERUM OF RATS WITH AGING.
H. Kondo, Y. Yonezawa and T. A. Nomaguchi.
Dept. Biol., Tokyo Metropol. Inst.
Geront . , Tokyo.

It has been reported that serum of old
hens inhibited cell growth in culture and
the older in parabiosis between young and
old rats inhibited growth of hepatocytes
of the younger. But we have demonstrated
that serum of old rabbits had a more
growth-stimulatory effect than that of
young rabbits (Kondo & Nomaguchi, 1985).
Thus, we examined the effects of serum
from rats of various ages on human fetal
lung fibroblasts (TIG-1 ). Sera of female
and male old (24-26 mo.) rats showed more
fluctuations in the growth-stimulatory
activity than those of young animals. The
minor of serum from the old completely
repressed growth of TIG-1 cells while the
major stimulated growth of the cells as
well as that of the young even when high-
er concentrated serum was used. Effects
of serial mixtures between both different
sera from the old on the cell growth sug-
gest that the minor serum contains a large
amount of inhibitory factor(s). The cell
growth stimulatory-activity of serum did
not correlate to protein concentration,
albumin/globulin ratio and lipid peroxide
level in it. The inhibition to cell growth
was not released by dialysis of the serum.
We are further studying on the inhibitory
factors in serum of old rats.
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PURIFICATION OF A HEPARIN-BINDING GROWTH
FACTOR FROM CHICK EMBRYO EXTRACT AND ITS
EFFECT ON MYOBLASTS.
I.Kimura, Y.Goto and E.Ozawa. Div.of Cell
Biol., Natl. Inst. of Neurosoi

.
,NCNP, Tokyo

.

Chick embryo extract(E
proliferation and delays
terminal, differentiation
vitro. Previously we part
from EE a myoblast prolif
Its resemblance to FGF pr
further purify it by hepa
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employed to purify FGF.
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the ultrastructure and the function of the
cells from circulating hemolymph of land
slug, incilaria bilineata
K . Yamaguchi1

, ETFuruta2 and A.Shimozawa2

'Lab. of Med. Sci. and 2Dept. of Anat,
Dokkyo Univ. Sch. of Med., Tochigi.

Three morphologically and functionally
distinct hemolymph cell types, Typel, II,
and III, were found in the hemolymph of the
land slug, Incilaria bilineata .

Type I cells were small (5<um) and round.
When in contact with glass, they flattened
and spreaded over the surface by extending
pseudopodia with supporting ribs. The
cells could attain diameter of 20jim.
Residual bodies, multivesicular bodies,
Golgi bodies and free ribosomes were ob-
served in the cells. Type II cells, meas-
uring about 3um in diameter, were round
and had a large round nucleus, mitochondria,
rER and free ribosomes. Type II cells did
not phagocytose, whereas Type I cells were
highly phagocytic.
Type III cells were fibroblast-like cells.
They contained microfibrils at the rim of
perinuclear cytoplasm and possessed
collagen-like fibers outside of the cyto-
plasmic membrane. Moreover, they had resid-
ual bodies and multivesicular bodies in
the cytoplasm. This result suggests
that Type III cells occur in hemolymph as
transforming type from fibrocyte to
phagocyte under artificial treatment such
as injection of foreign materials.
In addition, there were small numerous
plate-like structures which lacked nucleus.
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SEVERAL TYPES OF MUSCLE CELLS IN THE ANTE-
RIOR AND POSTERIOR ADDUCTORS IN A CLAM,
FRAGUM UNEDO
A.Matsuno, Dept . of Biol., Fac . of Sci.,
Shimane Univ. ,

In order toclassify muscle cells, we
statistically measured diameters of thick
myofilaments in each type of cell. Distri-
butions of diameters of thick myofilaments
in each type of cell well-fitted to the
normal distribution curve. According those
curves, we classified four types of smooth
muscle cells in the opaque portions of an
anterior (O. A. ) and a posterior (O.P . ) adduc-
tor, and also classified four types of ob-
lique-striated muscle cells in the trans-
lucent portions of an anterior (T. A. ) and
a posterior (T.P . ) adductors. Distributing
patterns of diameters of thick myofilaments
in each type of cell are discribed as fol-
lows. A type of O.A.; The distribution
curve of diameters of thick myofilaments
has a sharp peak of 47 nm. B type of O.A.

;

a gradual peak of 72 nm. C type of T.A.; a
sharp peak of 3 nm. D type of T.A. ; a
sharp peak of 44 nm. E type of O.P.; a
sharp peak of 68 nm. F type of O.P.; a
gradual peak of 9 5 nm. G type of T.P.; a
sharp peak of 37 nm. H type of T.P.; a
sharp peak of 4 9 nm. Although cells were
classified into eight types statistically,
it may be reasonable that B and E, C and G,
and D and H types of cells are grouped in-
to three common types respectively. Con-
sequently, we recognized five types of
cells in the adductors of Fragum.
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ENZYME TREATMENTS FOR PRESERVATION OF
DROSOPHILA EMBRYOS IN THE FROZEN STATE
Y. Kuroda and Y. Takada. Lab. of
Phenogenet. , Dept. of Ontogenet., Natl.
Inst, of Genet., Mishima, Shizuoka.

Most of Drosophila stocks used in all
laboratories in the world are maintained
by rearing and mating living flies at
18-25 8 C.In the present study, attempts to
preserve Drosophila embryos at -80° C or
-19 6° C have been made.

One of the most difficult problems to
be solved for preservation of embryos in
frozen state is a lack of the permeability
of the vitelline membrane for protective
agents (glycerine or DMSO) . Four-hour eggs
of the Oregon-R strain were dechorionated.
Various treatments of eggs were attempted
for enhancing the permeability of the
vitelline membrane. A detergent,
penta-ethyleneglycol monododecyl ether,
(PEGE) has an effect on enhancement of
the permeability, which was indicated
by staining with 0.01% neutral red.
Eggs treated with 20% PEGE were frozen in
medium containing 15% glycerine. Defrozen
eggs grew and hatched into larvae at a low
frequency, when incubated at 25°C.

Some enzymes, lipase, pancrease,
pectinase and trypsin were tested to
enhance the permeability. Treatments with
trypsin at concentrations of 0.01-0.1% for
18-20 hour give the best results with no
marked toxic effects on the embryos,
producing the higher hatchability of
larvae after defreezing of the embryos.
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FUNCTIONAL M0LPH0L0GY OF THE SALIVARY GLAND
OF THE CATTLE TICK, HAEMAPHYSALIS LONGI -

CORNIS
H. Yanagawa, T. Mori, S. Shiraishi and T.A.
Uchida. Zool. Lab. Fac. of Agr., Kyushu
Univ. , Fukuoka

.

The salivary gland of the female cattle
tick comprised three kinds of acini; i.e.
one agranular and two granule-secreting
types. Type I agranular acini having exten-
sive infoldings of the basal plasma mem-
brane did not show much structural changes
during feeding. The agranular cell of Type
II and III acini remarkably changed their
volume and structure during feeding. Espe-
cially, the e-cell and the abluminal inter-
stitial cell of Type III acini developed
greatly at the late stage of feeding, com-
ing to have an elaborate system of membra-
nous infoldings. Thus, it is concluded that
Type I acini play an important role in up-
take of water vapour from the atomosphere
at the unfed stage, and that the agranular
cell of Type II and III acini may contrib-
ute to elimination of the excess water and
electrolytes. Four kinds of granule-con-
taining cells were recognized in the sali-
vary gland, i.e. the a- and b-cell of Type
II acini, and the c- and d-cell of Type III
acini; the a-, c- and d-cells appear to se-
crete attachment cement precoursors and the
b-cell is a most likely candidate for se-
cretion of hydrolytic enzymes such as es-
terase and aminopep t idase during feeding.
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FINE STRUCTURE OF AN ANTERIOR ADDUCTOR
MUSCLE OF LINGULA UNGUIS
H.Kuga, A.Matsuno, Dept. of Biol., Fac. of
Sci., Shimane Univ.

Inarticulate brachiopod Lingula unguis
has a pair of shells covering the dorsal
and ventral side of the body, differing
from bibalved molluscs. Shell shut and
opened by a pair of anterior adductor mus-
cles and a posterior one. A pair of an-
terior adductor muscles located in center
of shells. They consist of oparque and
translucent portions; two portions are
constructed by smooth and oblique-striated
muscles respectively. Smooth muscle is
measured about 13 urn in diameter of its
shown about 8.6 jim in diameter. It is
small in size comparing with the smooth
one. We observed several types of muscle
cells ultrastructurally in each portion.
In oparque portion, there are two types of
smooth muscle cells. They show similar
fine structures, except the diameter of
thick myofilaments One type of muscle
cell contains thick myofilaments measuring
about 6 nm in diameter. Another contains
two sizes of thick myofilaments measuring
60 nm and 90-97.5 nm. In translucent por-
tion, there are two types of oblique-stri-
ated muscle cells. They have also differ-
ent sizes of thick myofilaments each other.
One has thick myofilaments of about 23.5
nm in diameter, and another has about 3 3.5
nm.
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CENTROSOMAL MODIFICATION IN BARREL-SHAPED
SPINDLE INDUCED BY T-1 , THE MITOTIC
ARRESTER.
T.J.Itoh 1

, H.Sato 1 and A. Kobayashi 2
.

1 :Sugashima Marine Biol. Lab., Sch. Sci.,
Nagoya Univ., Toba ; 2:Dep. Agric. Chem.

,

Fac. Agric, Okayama Univ., Okayama

.

Electron microscopic examination was
made on the process of the induction of the
barrel shaped spindle (B-spindle ) in fertil-
ized eggs of sea urchin, Hemicentrotus
pulcherrimus . Improved fixation method
(Hirano e_t al. ,1984) allowed to preserve
spindle structures in whole dividing eggs
with minimum disturbance. Clusters of
electron dense granules were always seen in
spindle poles. Microtubules appeared to
radiate out from them to various direc-
tions. Therefore, we considered that the
clusters of granules might be the micro-
tubule organizing centers (MTOCs ) . In B-
spindles, the MTOCs turned out to be
dispersed in a cloud perpendicular to the
spindle axis, and did not form a compact
aggregate as it does in normal spindle. In
isolated mitotic apparates, many minute
filamentous bridges were commonly seen in
the centrosomal region instead of granules.
Despite the different appearance of polar
regions, the centrosome in B-spindle in
metaphase was also observed to be in a
spread and flattened form and perpendicu-
laly oriented to the spindle axis. These
observations support our previous concl-
usiondtoh et al. ,1986) that T-1 alters
the distribution pattern of MTOCs during
the induction of B-spindle.
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MOVEMENT OF THE NUMERICAL DENSITY OF MERKEL
CELL GRANULES OF RANA JAPONICA LARVAE.
T. Tachibana, Dept . of Oral Anat . , Iwate
Med. Uni. Sch. of Dent., Morioka.

The structural change of Merkel cell-neu-
rite complexes and movement of the numerical
density of Merkel cell granules (MCGs) were
studied by electron microscopy and morpho-
metry, with special reference to the influ-
ences of starvation and Quinacrine administ-
ration .

The MCGs were significantly increased
after the starvation, then reduced to half-
density after the feeding behavior. The
result seems to indicate that the releasing
of MCGs is influenced by mechanical stimu-
lation of the labial ridge. On the other
hand, Quinacrine fluorescence lasted for a
long time after one administrated dose. The
numerical density of MCGs did not change
even after the feeding behavior. The result
seems to indicate that the Quinacrine accu-
mulates in MCGs and prevent their secretion.
However, though the distribution pattern of
MCGs changed in the Quinacrine-labelled Mer-
kel cells, no significant changes were reco-
gnized on the ultrastructures of the nerve
terminals, apposing the Merkel cells.
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DISTRIBUTION OF CONTRACTILE PROTEINS IN
SINGLE ISOLATED SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS OF
THE ASCIDIAN BODY-WALL MUSCLE
K. Furuhashi and K. Konishi.
Biol. Inst., Fac. Sci., Univ. of Tohoku,
Sendai

.

Single _smooth muscle cells were isolated
from the body-wall muscle of the Ascidian,
Halocynthia roretzi , with an enzymatic
dispersion procedure, and observed using a
phase-contrast microscope. Extended Asci-
dian cells were morphologically very simi-
lar to relaxed single common smooth muscle
cells. However, unlike contracted common
smooth muscle cells, "striation" was obse-
rved in the contracted Ascidian cells.
The extended Ascidian cells which were
treated with Triton X-100 were contracted
by increasing Ca in the cell suspension.
The contracted Ascidian cells also showed
the "striation". The distribution of
actin in the relaxed cells was compared
with that in the contracted cells by a
technique of indirect immunofluorescence.
In the relaxed cells, antiactin spread
uniformly in the cells, whereas antiactin
was concentrated on the "striation" in the
contracted cells. The result suggests
that in the contracted Ascidian cells,
actin filaments are gathered in the
"striation"

.
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FORMATION OF THE DERMAL CHR0MAT0PH0RE UNIT
IN THE TREEFROG INTEGUMENT.
Y. Kamishima. Dept. of Biol., Facult.
of Sci., Okayama Univ. Okayama 700

Prominent green coloration of the tree-
frog skin is caused by a speical arrange-
ment of three different types of pigment
cells in the subepidermal area, the dermal
chromatophore unit, which is formed during
the metamorphosis. In the larval skin of
treefrogs, no chromatophores were seen in
the area, but all three were observed at
the hypodermal fasial membrane, where they
distributed on a sigle plane and were
seldam overlapped one another. Melano-
phores alone were also observed in the
epidermis. During the prome tamorpho sis

,

all three types of chromatophores started
to migrate from the hypodermis outwardly
and reached to the subepidermal area which
was then occupied by the stratum compac-
tum. At the late prometamorphosis , chro-
matophores were further proceeded out-
wardly through the stratum compactum and
reached to the basal lamina. During this
period, epidermal melanophres also started
evacuating and come down to the area join-
ing the hypodermal chromatophores. Young
melanoblasts were frequently observed in
the area. Melanophores seemed to differ-
entiate during and/or after the migration.
Iridophores came lastly to the area and
took their definite position between the
other two chromatophores to complete the
dermal chromatophore unit.
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COLLAGEN CONCENTRATION AND MAST CELLS IN
MURINE UTERUS DURING PERINATAL PERIOD.
K.Shimizu,T.Furuya, Y.Takeo. Dept.of Anat.
Tokyo Med.Coll. Tokyo.

A particular interest of postpartum
uterine involution is collagen degradation.
Collagen fibers are initially attacked by
collagenase. On the day of parturition,
most of collagenase, however, is a latent
proenzyme which awaits activation. Its
activation is induced by enzymes derived
from the serum. We determined whether mast
cells affect the movement of collagenase
activating enzymes into the uterine tissue
by way of increasing the vascular
permeability. Animals used were female mice
of the IVCS strain and were mated at 8

weeks of age. They were killed from day 16

of pregnancy to day 2 postpartum.
Hydroxyproline ( Hyp ) was determined with
Woessner's method. For histological
observations, sections were stained with HE
or Giemsa. Hyp concentration maintained the
same level until the day of parturition.
And then Hyp concentration rapidly
decreased. The time of a significant
increase ( the day of parturition ) was in
coincidence with the time of appearance of
edema in the uterus. These results
suggested mast cells induce the high
vascular permeability that permits passage
collagenase activating enzymes to the
uterine tissue from the serum.
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PREMATURE
(PCC) THROUGH
CELLS
M.Ikeda', A
Johnson 2

. 'Dept

CHROMOSOME
CELL CYCLE

CONDENSATION
OF MAMMALIAN

M.Mullinger 2 and R.T.
of Biol .

, Keio Univ.

,

Yokohama. 2 CRC DNA Repair Group, Dept . of

Zool.,Univ. of Cambridge, Cambridge, U.K.

The object of this study was to deter-
mine the morphological changes of
chromosomes through cell cycle of SVjo
transformed cells of Indian muntjac
Muntjac muntiacus.

Some Muntjac cells were synchronized in

M period using thymidine-high pressure
N 2 blocks, and others in early S period
using thymidine double blocks. Both were
fused with mitotic HeLa cells at random
intervals after the reversal of blocks
for synchronization. The resulting prema-
turely condensed chromosomes were class-
ified into six categories in Gi , four
categories in S, and three in Gj.

The results indicate that chromosome
decondensation reaches an ultimate state
by the end of Gi. When DNA synthesis was
initiated, replicate parts started to

condense. At first the chromosomes in

the S cells looked pulverized. Towards
the G2 phase the number of dots increased
and they thickened and merged into lines
of normal chromosome shape. The morphol-
ogy of prematurely condensed chromosomes
proved to be accurate and reproducible
for cell cycle analysis.
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LIGHT-MICROSCOPIC IMMUNOCYTOCHMICAL STUDY
WITH ANTISERA TO BASEMENT MEMBRANE
COMPONENTS : TYPE IV COLLAGEN , LAMININ AND
FIBRONECTIN,IN VARIOUS ORGANS.
S .Kusaka , S . Yamaguchi , S . Kusunoki
Life Science , Lab ., Advance Co .LTD ., Tokyo

.

Extracelluar matrix(ECM) shows dynamic
morpological change during the development Polysty
of organ and the progress of disease. We as microsc
prepared antisera to major basement memb- tracellular
rane components , i .e .type IV collagen, tion, or t

laminin and fibronectin. We have immuno- teins such
cytochemically studied those three compo- sent study
nents in several organs of adult male rats beads can
mice and guinea-pigs. After decapitation, tion using
liver , kidney , muscle , small-intestine and A micr
skin were removed and sliced 4um in thick- light micr
ness with a cryostat. Sections were fixed times and p
in 4'C aceton and were processed by immuno- shaped mirr
fluorescent method. In the kidney, type IV the microb
collagen and laminin were localized in all two parts
basement membranes ; urinaly tubule, Bowman '

s

photodiodes
capsule and glomerulus. Antiserum to type determined.
IV collagen was more strongly reacted with system was
Bowman's capsule, and that to laminin was placement o
strongly reacted with urinary tubule, sion was
especially proximal tubule. We did not ob- resolve mol
served reaction of antiserum to fibro- teins and
nectin in the kidney, but localized in which the
mesangial area. These findings were sum- that behavi
marized that contents varies with tissue under physi
among basement membranes of the kidney. only been
The result suggest that the variety of the observation
content in ECM components is due to the tailed ana
function of organs. the present

A NOVEL METHOD TO MEASURE LINEAR DISPLACE-
MENT OF POLYSTYRENE MICROBEADS WITH 10" 9 M
RESOLUTION UNDER A USUAL PHASE-CONTRAST
LIGHT MICROSCOPE.
S. Kamimura. Dept. of Biol., College of
Arts and Sciences, Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.
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GE 1

FUNCTION OF POLAR-BODIES IN THE HEREDITARY
MOSAIC (MO) STRAIN OF THE SILK MOTH (BOMBYX
MORI L.)

.

A. Murakami and H. Doira . Natl. Inst. of
Genet., Mishima and ^Fac. of Agri., Kyushu
Univ. , Fukuoka

.

The sex of 201 larvae detected originally
as egg-color mosaics from a cross between a

mo strain female heterozygous for two genes
in an egg-color (pe) and a larval skin(oi) and
a double recessive marker male was determined
to reveal the function of meiotic products
in oogenic cells. Consequently , there were
37 females, 28 males and 136 gynanders.

If the pre-reduc t ional type is the case,
only gynanders may raise through the two
combinations of a double- nucleus fertilization,
either one of two polar-bodies derived from
the 1st polar-body (pb|; pb') and an ovum of a
pb from the secondary oocyte (pb_). While, in
the post-reduct ional type, both "females and
males mat appear in addition to the gynanders.
In this case, two other combinations are
still po ssible :an ovum and a pb and a pair of
pb^ and pb . 1 1 , thus , appear s that the appear-
ance of each female, male and gynander is
caused by one of twelve random combinations
between two nuclei among the four haploid
nuclei from the primary oocyte. This finding
and others suggest that all four haploids
have an equal function and two of them have
a chance to fuse with each sperm.

In short, the mo gene may be concerned in
the functional disorder for differentiating
the ovum from the all four haploid nuclei
in oogenic cells.

GE 3

MUTATIONS OF THE SCALATION IN THE MEDAKA,
ORYZIAS LATIPES .

H.Tomita. Lab. of Freshwater Fish Stocks,
Fac . of Sci., Nagoya Univ., Nagoya.

The mutants (the second to the fourth) of
the scalation are newly established. The
first mutant (rs) , established at 1967, has
small and irregular shaped scales. The
second (rs-2) shows pleiotropic effects, such
as the reduction of the size of scales, the
deformation of the membrane fin (larval fin)
and the inhibition of melanin formation.
The focus of the scale in this mutant is
about half of normal scales in a diameter
and the interval between the ridges is half
to two third. The BRrs -2 is orange-red in
the body color in spite of presence of the
B gene which produces black pigment. The
third (rs-2—) is the similar phenotype of
scales with that of the second (rs-2) but
has no effects on the body color and the
membrane fin. The fourth (rs-3) is nearly
naked and has only a few large scales on
the bases of the anal and the dorsal fins.
As the results of test crosses, the second
and the third mutants belong to the same
alleles in the scalation, but it is not
certain whether they are the same gene or
multiple alleles. In the second mutant,
the rs-2 gene may be linked with other
mutant genes concerning the body color and
the membrane fin.

GE 2

FLUORESCENCE CHANGES OF CYTOPLASMIC GRANULES TN

MALPIGHIAN TUBULES OF DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER .

S.Yagi1 and H.Ogawa? iDept. of Biol. ,Coll.Educ.

,

Univ. of Tokushima. Tokushima and 2 Dept.of Biol.,
Sch. of Hygiene, Fujita-Gakuen Health Univ. Aichi.

Tryptophan can be metabolized to ommochrome or

brown pigments. Two precursors of brown pigments,
kynurerrilie and 3-hydroxykynurenine are actively
transferred into and accumulated in larval Malpigh-
ian tubules of Drosophila melanogaster . The in-

crease of the compounds in the tubules is always
accompanied with structural changes of the cyto-

plasmic granules. Fluorescence of the granules in

eye color mutants after administration of tryp-

tophan metabolites were investigated by micro-
spectrophotometry . A modified microspectrofluoro-

meter attached to a microspectrophotometer (Zeiss,

UMSP-1) and a Nikon microfluorometer with a com-

parative photometric device were used to determine
the fluorescence of the granules. In vermilion
brown larvae receiving formylkynurenine,kynurenine
or 3-hydroxykynurenine and cinnabar brown larvae

receiving 3-hydroxykynurenine, fluorescence changes

occurred about 3h after giving the compounds and
fluorescence intensities decreased towards the

direction of wild type. After the alterations in
fluorescence of the granules, tryptophan metabo-

lites were removed from the culture medium. About
5h later, the granules began to recover in the

fluorescence intensity and returned near to normal
values of vermilion brown or cinnabar brown . No
recovery was found only in the larvae of 65h or
67h after hatching throughout the present work.
This seems to be important with the chemical and
structural relation of the fluorescence materials

to tryptophan metabolism.

GE 4

PRODUCTION OF A MULTIPLE RECESSIVE TESTER
STOCK OF THE MEDAKA Oryzias latipes .

A.Shimadal, A.Shimal and N.Egami2.
1Zool. Inst., Fac. Sci., Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo, 2National Institute for
Environmental Studies, Tsukuba.

We started a research project on the
genetic effects of environmental mutagens/
carcinogens, including radiations and
chemicals, by using a specific-locus method
in the Medaka Oryzias latipes . Multiple
recessive tester stock homozygous for five
loci was now obtained to mate with treated
fish normally carrying wild-type alleles.

Following loci were chosen as markers;
colorless melanophores (b) , double anal
fins (Da) , guanineless (cju.) ,pectoral
f inless (p_l ) , and colorless xanthophores
(r ) . From the analyses of the segre-
gation ratio in the F~ generations, the
loci of Da and g_u , as well as Da and
Pi were proved not to be linked with each
other. Female fish homozygous for b,
Da,p_l_ and r showed dorso-ventrally
curved vertebral column. Considerable
reduction in viability was found in 5 loci
Medaka of the both sexes. The phenotypic
expression of each locus during the
development was observed under binocular
stereoscopic microscope. The b/b and
gu/gu embryos could be distinguished from
wild-type ones at their early developmental
stages. The pl/pl and Da /Da fry could
be distinguished just after hatch.
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GE 5

THE LINKAGE ANALYSIS OF 1 2 ENZYMATIC
POLYMORPHISM AND 2 VISIBLE MUTATIONS IN
THE MEDAKA( ORYZIAS LATIPES )

K.Naruse and A.Shima. Zool. Inst., Fac.
of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

We investigated the linkage analysis
of 1 2 enzymatic polymorphic loci ( ADH ,

AMY , CA1 , CK-A , ALPHA-GPDH , IDH ,

LDH-A , ME ,
6 -PGDH , PGM , PK AND SOD )

and 2 visible mutants(b and Da )

.

Liver , intestine and skeletal muscle
were dissected out and homogenized with 3

vol. of 0.01 M Tris-HCl(pH 7.1) for tissue
preparation. 15,000 X g supernatants of the
homogenate were analysed by vertical
acrylamide slab or horizontal agarose gel
electrophoresis

.

From the results of 63 locus-pair
tests, IDH and Da was judged to be
linked and the recombination frequency
tentatively obtained was 22.5 %. Further,
CK-A locus appeared to be sex-linked.
Other loci examined were found to be
independent. The linkage group found in
this experiment is the fourth one in the
Medaka.

GE 7

BANDING KARYOTYPE OF KOREAN SALAMANDER
HYNOBIUS LEECHII BOULENGER.

„

S.Kohno „, C.Ikebe , , Y.Izuinisawa'
M.Kuro-o 1

, R.Katakura 1

, T.Yamamoto J
,

H.Y.Lee 4 and S.Y.Yang 4
1: Dept. of Biol.,

Fac. of Sci., Toho Univ., Chiba. 2: Dept.
of Biol., Fac. of Gen. Educ, Toho Univ.,
Chiba. 3: Buso High school, Kanagawa. 4:

Dept. of Biol., Inha Univ., Inchon, Korea.
The chromosome constitutions of 56

embryos of Hynobius leechii from 8 local-
ities in Korea were analyzed by Giemsa
staining, C- and R-banding. Banding
patterns of 18 out of 28 chromosome pairs
were identified. The short arms of No. 10
chromosomes, each forming one negative R-
band, showed intra-specif ic variations in
size; The short arms of No. 10 chromosomes
of the specimens from 3 northern local-
ities (Sogumgang, Kangnung and Yangju)
were larger than those from 4 southern
localities (Kyeryongsan, Chupungryong,
Kyongju and Chindo). The specimens from
Chongson (between these two areas) had
both types. The difference in the arm
ratio of No. 10 chromosome between the
specimens from 3 northern and 4 southern
localities was statistically significant
at < . 1 level. The size of the terminal
band of the long arm of No. 2 chromosome in
H. l eechii (negative in R-banding) was
larger than that in H^_ niqrescens . Expect
for these 2 bands, no difference could be
detected between H_^ ii^echi^ and H.
nigrescens in the banding patterns of
their 18 chromosome pairs identified.

GE 6

CHROMOSOME ELIMINATION IN 4 SPECIES OF
JAPANESE MYXINIDA.
Y.Nakai and S.Kohno. Dept. of Biol., Fac.
of Sci., Toho Univ., Funabashi .

Chromosome number and amount of
eliminated DNA (%) in 4 species of Myxinida
are summarized in the table.

In the metaphases of spermatocytes of
3 species (E.o., E.b. and P. a.), the sec-
ondary associated dumbbel 1 -shaped bivalents
were C-band positive almost in their entire
length, which suggests they consisted of
C-band positive chromatin destined to be
eliminated. Further, C-band positive
chromatin was also observed in most of the
terminal ends of the other bivalent
chromosomes in E.o. only. In the meta-
phases of spermatocytes of M.g., the middle
of the largest bivalent chromosome was
slightly C-band positive, indicating the
presence of eliminative chromatin. On the
other hand, C-band positive chromatin was
rarely observed in the somatic metaphases
of these 4 species except for some terminal
parts of the chromosomes in M.g.

Chromosome number
(No. of cells observed) elimi-

spermato- nated
species soma

.

gonia cytes DNA (%)
E.o. 34(71 ) 54(25) 27(79) 56
E.b. 36(361 ) 52(43) 26(186) 23
P. a. 34(73) 48(41 ) 24(29) 39
M.g. 14(124) 16(76) 8(5) 30

E.o.: Eptatretus okinoseanus E.b.rE^ burger

i

P . a .

:

Paramyxine attami M.g.

:

Myxine qarmani

GE 8

B CHROMOSOMES AND ROBERTSONIAN FISSION RE-
ARRANGEMENTS IN THE JAPANESE RACOON DOGS
FROM THE TOHOKU DISTRICT.
Y. Obara and T. Nakano . Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Hirosaki Univ., Hirosaki.

The Japanese racoon dog is characterized
in general by two kinds of chromosome vari-
ations: 1. variation in the number of B
chromosomes and 2. that in the structure of
autosomes caused by the Robertsonian fis-
sion. However, this view was obtained based
only on the specimens of the southern part
of Honshu, and thus still insufficient for
its generalization as chromosomal events
characteristic of this species. Therefore,
the specimens from the Tohoku district
(Aomori and Iwate Prefs

. ) were examined
using G- and C-banding techniques, paying
special attention to these variations, in
order to make clear whether these varia-
tions are generally found in this species
irrespective of their localities, or not.

B chromosomes were present in all of the
ten specimens examined, and the fission re-
arrangements were detected in four of them.
Its occurrence frequency was almost the
same as that in the population of the sou-
thern part of Honshu which was reported by
Yosida and Wada (1984). Nine fission ca-
reers so far verified, including the pre-
sent ones, were all heterozygous for fis-
sion. Thus, it was suggested that the homo-
zygous fission careers may be lethal in the
Japanese racoon dogs, and such lethality
system may do much for keeping the basic
number of chromosomes stable.
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IM 1

UNIQUE C3 COMPONENT IN XENOPUS SERUM AS
EVIDENCED BY ITS INTERACTION WITH GUINEA
PIG COMPLEMENTS.
A.Sekizawa , T.Fujii 2 and C.Katagiri .

Zool. Inst.. Fao. of Sci., Hokkaido Univ.,
Sapporo and 2 Dept. of Parasitol., School of
Med., Univ. of the Ryukyus, Naha.

We have previously purified functional
C4 and C3 molecules from Xenopus laevi s

plasma that share p hy s i c o c h e m i c a 1

properties with the mammalian counterparts.
These molecules, however, did not lyse
sensitized SRBC when combined with the C4-
deficient guinea pig serum. In this study
we found that the Xenopus serum contains
the other C3 (XC3-2) which, if activated
appropriately, can interact with guinea pig
components to lyse sensitized as well as
intact SRBC in a dose-dependent way,
suggesting the existence of factor(s) which
activates this special C3 molecule. Such
an activating factor was purified from the
frog plasma as a single entity on the basis
of PEG precipitation, ion-exchange
chromatographies, and gel-filtration. The
purified protein, with a m.w. of 64.K
comprising one polypeptide chain, enhanced
the hemolytic activity against sensitized
SRBC in the presence of C4-deficient guinea
pig serum and unactivated XC3-2 molecule.
This new complement molecule, together with
its activating 64K molecule, provides
useful information as to the phylogenetic
emergence of the complement system in
higher vertebrates.

IM 3

LYMPHOCYTE MARKERS IN RANA CATESBEIANA
DETECTABLE BY MOUSE MONONLONAL ANTIBODIES
A.Amenomori and K.Sugiyama Dept.Biol.,
Fac .Sci.,Hirosaki Univ.,Hirosaki.

Several mouse monoclonal antibodies
(mAbs) prepared against Rana catesbeiana
lymphocytes were characterized. The de-
terminant recognized by anti-thymocyte
mAb(Tl-3A5) was expressed exclusively by
68-77%thymocytes of adult frogs, as analy-
zed by inderect immunofluorescence stain-
ing. No T1-3A5 determinant was detect-
able on peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL)
1 lymphnods

(
jugularbodies) , splenocytes

and bone marrow cells, suggesting the de-
terminant T1-3A5 is a differentiation
antigen expressed on thymocyte surface
during intrathymus maturation of thymo-
cytes. T1-3A5 determinant was also shown
by thymocyte of Rana nigromacrota frogs.

mAb 2A-4 and mAb 2B-9 reacted simila-
rly with polymorphonuclear cells, distri-
buted in PBL, splenocytes, jugular bodies
and bone marrow cells, but not reacted
with thymocytes. Double immunofluoresce-
nce experiments suggested that 2A-4 posi-
tive cell populations are included within
the .2B- 7 positive cell populations.
mAb 1B-10 possively recognize a pletelet
antigen.

ONTOGENY OF COMPLEMENT SYSTEM IN XENOPUS .

T.Nakamura, A.Sekizawa, and Ch.Katagiri.
Zool. Inst., Fac. Sci., Hokkaido Univ.,
Sapporo.

Ontogenic emergence of C3 and C4 in

the serum or body extracts of Xenopus
laevis _was studied, employing hemolytic
assays, rocket i m m unoelec tr ophor es i

s

(RIE) and immunoblotting (IB) technique.
Sera from NF st. 53 (24 days) larvae were
as potent as adult sera in hemolyzing the
sheep erythrocytes (SRBC) sensitized with
anti-SRBC antibodies of adult frogs.
Hemolytic ring assay revealed that the
antibody-dependent, classical-hemo lytic
activity against SRBC was positive in the

extracts of st. 47 larvae (5-5 days). An

isoelectrof ocussing analyses using C3-
depleted Xenopus serum also proved the

occurrence of functional C3 in the st.

47 larvae. The antibody-independent
hemolytic activity against rabbit
erythrocytes (alternative pathway) was
first detectable in the st. 41 larvae (3

days) although both C3 and C4 molecules
were detected in the st. 47 larvae by RIE

using anti-C3 or -C4 rabbit sera. The IB

of SDS-PAGE using a monoclonal antibody
revealed the occurrence of C3 even at st.

31 (1.5 days: tailbud), far earlier than
the appearance of cellular (st. 45) or

humoral (st. 49) antibodies.

IM 4

LEUCOCYTE INFILTRATION INTO ALLOGENEIC
SCALE GRAFTS IN MEDAKA, ORYZIAS LATIPES .

H.Nakamura 1

, A.Shimozawa' and S.Kikuchi .

'Dept. of Anat. , Dokkyo Univ. Sch. of Med.

,

Tochigi and 2Kominato Marine Biol. Lab.,
Fac. of Sci., Chiba Univ., Chiba.

Previous transplantation experiments with
scales in medaka, Oryzias latipes showed
that autografts survived for over 6 months,
while allografts were rejected within 7

days at 25°C. The present study is aimed
to assess histological changes in medaka
scales during the course of allograft re-
jection with special reference to the host
leucocyte infiltration.

In the first-set grafts, many small lym-
phocytes infiltrated the allogeneic grafts
1-2 days after transplantation. A few large
infiltrating cells were also observed. Very
little cellular destraction was apparent
and the grafts still persisted at this time.
Within 5-7 days after 1st transplantation,
many large cells identified as macrophages
and neutrophils have accumulated in and
near the grafts, showing effective infil-
tration and phagocytosis of donor tissue.

A second graft from the same donor is re-
jected in an accelerated fashion. Within 12

hours after transplantation, many leuco-
cytes of several types already infiltrated
the graft. They were identified as macro-
phages, neutrophils and lymphocytes by
electron microscopy. Second-set accelerated
rejection is attributable to the early on-
set of the active leucocyte infiltration.
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IM 5

POSSIBLE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE PRODUC
TION OF LEUKOTRIENE
TAL ORGANIZATION
MACROPHAGES CULTURED IN VITRO

C. AND CYTOSKELE-
IN MOUSE PERITONEAL

|1 ) .2)
C. Tachi '

' and U. Zor" . 1)Inst. of Zoo-
logy, Faculty of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo. 2) Dept. Hormone Res., Weizmann
Inst., Rehovot , Israel.

As a part of the series of studies upon
the role played by macrophages (Mp)

during the early gestation in eutherian
mammals, attempts were made to investi-
gate the correlation between leukotriene
C. (LTC4) production and cell shape in

Mp. The mouse peritoneal Mp had been
"stabilized" prior to the experiments by
culturing them for 36-48 hrs in MEM
fortified with 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS). During the experiments, MEM
containing 6mM cycteine but no FBS was
used as the medium. For radioimmuno-assay
of LTC4, monoclonal antibodies were used.
Calcium ionophore (A23187), a known sti-
mulant of LTC4 production in Mp, induced
in our system ca. 100 fold increase in
LTC4 synthesis rate, and, concomitantly,
caused elongation of the cell shape.
Colchicine, cytochalsin B & D, had no
effect on LTC4 production, while they
were potent inducer of rounding of Mp.
Tuftsin caused at 60nM slight elevation
in LTC4 production; no definite changes
in Mp morphology could be confirmed.

BI 2

PURIFICATION AND PROPERTIES OF SEPIAPTERIN
REDUCTASE FROM FAT BODY OF THE SILKWORM
BOMBYX MORI

T.Iino,1 K.Dohke? and M.TsusueJ

'Dep. of Gen.Educ.Nihon Univ. Tokyo
2 Biol . Lab. Kitasato Univ. Sagaraihara

The enzyme sepiapterin reductase h
been purified approx. 68,000-fold from
silkworm larval fat body extraxt by se
al column chromatography. The molecula
weight of the enzyme is 26,000 by SDS
yacrylamide gel electrophoresis and 52
by Ultrogel AcA H gel filtration, sug
gesting that the native form of the en
consists of two identical subunits. pH
optimum of the enzyme was 5.2. The K

values for sepiapterin and NADPH were
uM and 1.3 uM respectivery and Vmax va
was 16.8 umole/min/mg. Recently, Katoh
and Sueoka (B.B.A.

,

842 ,193,1985, ) repo
that sepiapterin reductase from rat
erythrocytes could reduce some dicarbo
compounds of nonpteridine derivatives
the presence of NADPH. Sepiapterin
reductase from silkworm fat body could
also reduce some dicarbonyl compounds,
e.g., 1 -phenyl-1 , 2-propanedione , benzi
and diacetyl. Sepiapterin reductase fro
silkworm fat body is quite similar to
that from mammlian souces.
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BI 1

REDUCTION OF BIOLOGICAL QUINONES BY
SEPIAPTERIN REDUCTASE.
T. Sueoka and S. Katoh. Department of
Biochemistry, Josai Dental University,
Sakado, Saitama.
Sepiapterin reductase is involved in Erie

biosynthetic pathway of tetrahydrobiopterin
(BH t ) by reducing cC-dicarbonyl or mono-
carbonyl group of pteridine intermediates of
BH4 . This enzyme was also found , in this
experiment, to reduce various quinones
including some biological quinones . In the
presence of NADPH, menadione and Coenzyme Q
could be accepted as substrates of the
enzyme with Km values of the same order of
that for sepiapterin. Km for Coenzyme Q,
was about one-tenth of that for sepiapterin.
The quinone reduction by the enzyme was
inhibited by the low concentration (uM) of
dicoumarol, 2, 4-dinitrophenol and thyroxine.
These catalytic properties of the enzyme of
quinone reduction and inhibition by these
reagents were quite similer to those of some
recognized quinone reductases such as DT-
diaphorase. However, the enzyme used NADPH
rather than NADH, and was not affected in
the reaction by the addition of FAD or FMN.
The enzyme did not have flavin in the
molecule by analyzing its UV spectrum. Thus
the enzyme is distinguishable from DT-
diaphorase and other known quinone
reductases. It was quite interesting that
the reduction of sepiapterin by the enzyme
was competitively inhibited by Co Q, and
the reduction of Co Q by the enzyme was also
competitively inhibited by N-acetylserotonin
which is known as a specific and competi-
tive inhibitor of sepiapterin reductase.

BI 3

INHIBITION OF TETRAHYDROBIOPTERIN SYNTHESIS
BY PHENYLPYRIDINE DERIVATIVES.
M.Masada 1

, Y.Hirata 2
, T.Nagatsu 3 and M.Akino4

lDept. Biol. Tokyo Metrop.Univ. , Tokyo, 2nept.
Hygine Public Health, Nippon Med. School , Tokyo,
3Dept .Biochem. Nagoya Univ. School Med., and
^Dept . Ind.Chem. , Kogakuin Univ., Tokyo

1-Me thy 1-4-phenyl-tetrahydropyri dine and
its derivatives was found to cause Parkin-
sonian symptoms in mammals. It was also re-
ported that these compounds inhibit dihydro-
pteridine reductase. Since the tetrahydro-
biopterin (BH 4 ) level in the nigra striatum
of Parkinsonian patients is reduced, it is
inferred that the compounds could inhibit
the synthesis of BH4. We examined effect of
two derivatives, l-methyl-4- (4 ' -hydroxy-
phenyl) tetrahydropyridine (MHPTP) and 4- (

3
'

,

4' -dihydroxyphenyl) pyridine (DPP) , on the
synthesis of BH4 by fat body of silkworm
larva and some rat tissues . In the synthesis,
four enzymes are believed to participate in
the following order; GTP-cyclohydrolase

,

dyspropterin(DyP) synthetase, DyP reductase
and sepiapterin reductase. Both substances
had no effect on the activities of GTP-
cyclohydrolase and DyP synthetase. In the
case of MHPTP, BH

4 formation from dihydro-
neopterin-P3 by the extract from fat body
was inhibited but not by that from rat
tissues. However, DPP inhibited BH4 formation
by the extracts from both sources. A
statistical analysis showed that the inhibi-
tion depends principally on the decreased
DyP reductase activity.
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SOME CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE DEEP YELLOW
PIGMENT OF PAPILIO MACHAON.
Y. Umebachi. Dept . of Biol., Fac. of Sci.,
Kanazawa Univ., Kanazawa.

It has already
main pale yellow
of Papilio butter
equal mole of kyn
pamine. The deep
contain both pale
The deep yellow p
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When the deep
on are extracted
pale yellow pigme
scales are still
How pigment can
HCl-methanol . Ac
ract contains lar
ine and /?-alanine
antities of amino
/3-alanine to kynu
Tryptophan and /?

are incorporated
on and recovered
/3-alanine, respec
beled dopamine is
this fraction, an
contains large qu
dopamine derivati
them were labeled
and 14C-/3-alanine
est that the deep
composed of kynur
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been reported that the
pigment, Papiliochrome II,
flies is composed of an
urenine and N-/3-alanyldo-
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BI 6

ISOLATION AND STRUCTURE OF PLEURODELES
BLUE

1 2
T. Yoshida, Y. Iwanami and J. T. Bagnara.

Dept. Chem., Keio Univ., Hiyoshi-4
2

Kohoku-ku, Yokohama. Dept. Anatomy,
College of Med., Univ. of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona, U. S. A.

The pleurodeles blue, so named from its
fluorescent color under UV light of 360 nm,
was discovered in 1964 in the larval skin
of the Algerian newt, Pleurodeles waltlii ,

by one of the authors(J. T. B.), who also
noticed with his colleagues the drastic
changes of its content at the late stages
of larvae. But the structure has long
remained obscure.

Finally we could isolate the compound
from the larval skin of P. waltlii . The
larval skin were powdered in liquid N 2 and
extracted with 50 mM acetic acid. By means
of successive column chromatography
including an Ecteola- and Phospho-
Sephadex, the compound was purified enough
to give amorphous crystals. The structural
elucidation of a novel pyridone N-glucoside
l-B-D-glucopyranosylpyrid-2 (1 H) -one-6-
acetic acid, was based on a detailed study

of its high resolution MS, J H and 1 3C NMR
spectra and its hydrolysis to yield
D-glucose

.

BI 5

LEVEL CHANGES OF DOPAMINE AND N-^-ALANYLDO-
PAMINE DURING THE PUPAL STAGE OF PAPILIO
XUTHUS.
Y. Ishizaki and Y. Umebachi. Dept. of Biol.
Fac. of Sci., Kanazawa Univ., Kanazawa.

It has already reported that the pale
yellow pigment, Papiliochrome II, of P. xu-
thus is composed of kynurenine and N-/3-ala-
nyldopamine (NBAD) . In order to elucidate
the process of pigment formation, level ch-
anges of kynurenine and /3-alanine during
the pupal stage have already been investi-
gated. In the present experiments, the le-
vels of dopamine (DA) and NBAD in haemolym-
ph and wings during the pupal stage were
determined. The haemolymph and wings were
extracted with ice-cold 0.4 N perchloric
acid, and the catecholamines of the extra-
ct were separated with HPLC and electroch-
emically detected. In the haemolymph, DA
was almost absent at the time of pigment
formation, while NBAD showed a small peak
(about 10 /u.g/100 ml) . In the wings at the
same stage, a small quantity of DA was pre-
sent, while NBAD showed a high peak of ab-
out 60 xig/insect and after the pigment fo-
rmation, rapidly decreased. From these
results and the earlier reports on the le-
vel changes of kynurenine and /S-aianine, it
has been presumed that free kynurenine and
free NBAD enter the wings from haemolymph
and combine there to form the pigment.
After the completion of pigment formation,
interestingly, two peaks of DA were seen
immediately before and after emergence.

BI 7

PROPERTIES OF VITELLIN BINDING PROTEIN IN
OOCYTE MEMBRANE FROM LOCUSTA MIGRATORIA .

K.Yamasaki. Dept . Biol . Tokyo Metropol . Univ.
Tokyo .

Vtellin binding protein(VBP) .particularly
on oocyte surface, is considered to be the
receptor mediated uptake of vitellogenin
into oocyte. VBactivity in membrane prepar-
ation or in soluble fraction, was specific
for ovary , development al stage and species.
Basement lamina showed to be a little act-
ive by a staining method for VBP. Many gra-
nulated clusters beneath follicle epitherium
was highly active. These VBPs was separated
by filtration through nylon mesh and purifi-
ed partially. Major portion of VBP was found
in filtrated fraction including granulated
clusters. VBP was solubilized with 1% Triton
-X 100 and precipitated by 5vol. of acetone.
Partial purified VBP preparation was free
from mucus characteristics found in crude
membrane fraction and the activity could be
estimated by simple centrifuging assay.
Saturation process with Vn was investigated
and the process showed two phase. In the 1-

st phase, VBP was saturated with low concentr-
ation of Vn. Krj value was estimated as 12.5
mg/ml. this value was very close to Km for
Vn uptake. The 2nd phase of saturation
process was observed in the range of higher
concentration. Apparent Kn was higher than
the value in 1st phase (6 3-lllmg/ml ) . The
higher K D value suggested that saturation
process in 2nd phase might be related to
vitellin concentrating mechanism in oocyte.
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VITELLIN AND VITELLOGENIN OF THE ISOPOD,
ARMADILLIDIUM VULGARE .

ofS. SUZUKI.
Pref. Coll.

Lab.
Yokohama.

Biol. Kanagawa

In vitellogenin females of Armadil lidium
vulgare , four forms of vitellogenin (Vg-1-
Vg-4) and vitellin (Vn-l-Vn-4) were detect-
ed by polyacry lamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) at stage D in the course of the
molting cycle. All vitellogenins decreased
and could not detect in haemolymph at the
next stage E. At this stage, Vn-l-Vn'3
disappeared and Vn* 4 was major component
of vitellin found in mature oocytes. The
electrophoretic pattern of vitellogenin
revealed changes correlated with the molt-
ing cycle. As already reported, oocyte
growth did not occur in females after
extirpation of the Y-organs. In haemolymph
of Y-organ ablated females, Vg«l, Vg-2 and
Vg-4 became detectable but not Vg>3. In
ovariectomized females, Vg- 1-Vg- 3 were
observed but not Vg»4, and their pattern of
vitellogenin was always same through the
molting cycle.
Vitellin and vitellogenin were identical

electrophoretical ly and immunochemical ly.
Four forms of vitellin were glycolipopro-
teins with molecular weights of Vn-1-700K,
Vn-2-620K, Vn«3-B40K and Vn«4-470K by
Slater's method. In SDS-PAGE, Vn« 4 yieled
three main components of polypeptide (80K,
99K and 127K) . The polypeptide compositions
in Vn>l-Vn - 4 were very similar with one
another

.

BI 10

SPONTANEOUS AGGREGATION OF LOCUST LIPO-
PHORIN DURING HEMOLYMPH COLLECTION.
H. Chino 1 and K. Takahashi . Institute of
Low Temp. Sci. and Dept. of Animal Sci.,
Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo.

Based on a number of observations which
we have accumulated through the study on
lipophorin in insect hemo lymph, we have
proposed that in some insects such as
cockroach and locust, the lipophorin mole-
cule aggregates spontaneously during the
collection of hemolymph through a puncture
("puncture" method) in the neck of coxal
region of the insect, and, therefore, we
have emphasized the importance of the
method of hemolymph collection in the
study on insect lipophorin.

The present study has been designed to
provide an experimental basis for the above
proposal. Several lines of evidence ob-
tained from density-gradient ultracentri-
fugation, gel filtration chromatography,
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and
electron microscopy support the above
proposal and clearly demonstrate that, at
least, in locust, the "puncture" method
which has been used in many laboratories
promotes the aggregation of lipophorin
molecules and rsults in the formation of
extremely large aggregate as an artificial
product. Thus, the use of this method is
not appropriate and should be discouraged
for the study of lipophorin in some
insects.

BI 9

LIPOPHORIN IN HEMOLYMPH AND EGGS OF BOMBYX
MORI.
K.Miura and I.Shimizu, Laboratory for Plant
Ecological Studies, Fac. of Sci., Kyoto
Univ. , Kyoto.

In order to identify lipophorin in Bombyx
hemolymph, l^c-glycerol was injected into
the male pupa and rabelled proteins from
hemolymph were separated by polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE) . We found that
one protein was rapidly rabelled, and this
protein was stained both with Sudan Black
and PAS easily, indicating this was a glyco
-lipoprotein. The lipid moiety of this
protein consisted mainly of diacylglycerol

,

phospholipid, sterol ester and free sterol.
Denaturating electrophoresis showed that
the protein moiety consisted of two sub-
units with apparent molecular weights of
23,0000 and 8,3000, respectively. The
above showed that this was Bombyx lipophorin.
Next, using immunoblotting method with
two antiserums against the two subunits we
identified lipophorin in the eggs. Egg
lipophorin showed a little larger mobility
on native-PAGE than hemolymph one, which
suggested that there was some heterogeneity
between the two lipophorins. Egg lipopho-
rin accumulated in ovaries in the latter
course of vitellogenesis . During embryo-
genesis it was depleted rapidly in the
early and middle stages, then showed
reduced rate of consumption

.

BI 11

LOCATION OF DIACYLGLYCEROL IN INSECT
LIPOPHORIN
C. Katagiri 1

, M. Sato 2 and N. Tanaka 2
.

'Inst, of Low Temp. Sci., Hokkaido Univ.,
Sapporo, and 2 Inst. for Protein Res.,
Osaka Univ., Suita.

A detailed knowledge of the molecular
organization of circulating lipoproteins
is necessary for a basic understanding how
the lipoprotein interactions occur, and
how lipoproteins regulate lipid
metabolism. The structural studies of
lipophorin which contributes lipid
transport in insects have made progress in
recent years. Lipophorin forms a sphere-
like particle with a surface composed
primarily of protein and phospholipid and
a core of hydrocarbon. However, little is
known about the location of
diacylglycerol, one of the major lipid
components transported by lipophorin. In
the present study, we subject the locust
and cockroach lipophorins to the small-
angle X-ray scattering analysis. From the
scattering intensity thus obtained, the
distance distribution function, P(r), is
calculated. The structure of lipophorin is
discussed by the simulation study using
the P(r) function and its model is
proposed; a quasispherical particle of
diameter 168A with an outer shell (radius
24A) of phospholipid and protein, a middle
layer (radius 23A) of diacylglycerol and a
central core (radius 37A) of hydrocarbon.
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LIPOPROTEIN LIPASE ACTIVITY OF LOCUST
FLIGHT MUSCLE.
Y.Hirayama, and H.Chino. Inst, of Low
Temp.Sci., Hokkaido Ui v. , Sapporo.

In insects, fatty acids are transported
predominantly as diacylglycerol (DG) which
associates with lipophorin in hemolymph.
Therefore, DG should be hydrolyzed by a

lipoprotein lipase at the utilization site,
e.g. at the muscle before undergoing
further metabolism. However, all the
attempts to demonstrate lipase activity of
locust muscle had been unsuccessful, as far
as lipophorin prepared from hemolymph of
resting locust was used as a substrate.
Recently, we achieved to demonstrate lipase
activity of locust muscle by the use of
"activated" lipophorin as a substrate,
which was prepared from hemolymph of
adipokinetic hormone (AKH) injected locust.
Thus, we assume that apol ipophor in III
(apo-III) acts as an activator of muscle
lipase, because activated lipophorin is
known to associate with apo-III. This study
has been designed to provide experimental
basis for this assumption and to
characterize the lipase of locust muscle.
The results indicate that lipase displays
the optimum activity at pH 8.1 and
liberates 1 1 uM fatty acids /hr per g muscle
under optimum conditions, and that the
activity is inhibited by protamine sulfate
and NaCl at a higher concentration while it
is activated significantly by apo-III.

BI W
REGULATION OF CYCLIC GMP AND GUANYLATE
CYCLASE ACTIVITY IN CRAYFISH INTESTINE.
M.Shibata, K.Tozawa and T.Ohoka. Dept . of
Biol., Fac. of Sci., Tokyo Metropol. Univ.,
Tokyo

Effect of eyestalk extract, acetylcholine
and GABA on cyclic nucleotide levels of
Procambarus intestine were investigated in
an in vitro system, in saline containing
calcium. Acetylcholine accerelated and GABA
inhibited the spontaneous movement of
intestine, without influencing cyclic
nucleotide level. Eyestalk or sinus gland
extract increased cGMP level about 15-20
fold, but cAMP level only 1.5-2 fold in
intestine. Effect of eyestalk extract on the
spontaneous movement was not significant,
but dibutyryl cGMP had considerable stimula-
tion and dibutyryl cAMP had no effect.
About 76 % of guanylate cyclase activity

was found to be insoluble and membrane bound
enzyme was solubilized by 1 % Lubrol-PX

.

Properties of solubilized and membrane bound
enzymes were compared. Bound enzyme showed
a prominent positive cooperative effect
against GTP concentration, and solubilized
enzyme did not. By chromatography on DE52
column, the solubilized enzyme was separated
into 2 or 3 components . The molecular weight
was estimated by gel filtration to be about
170K and in absence of Lubrol-PX larger
molecular weight aggregate was formed.
These results suggest the crucial role of
guanylate cyclase in hormonal regulation of
Crustacea

.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CONSTITUENT FATTY
ACIDS IN PHOSPHATIDYLETHANOLAMINE DURING
EARLY DEVELOPMENT IN RANA NIGROMACULATA .

M. Ryuzaki. Dept. of Biol., Kitasato Univ.
School of Medicine, Sagamihara

.

Qualitative and quantitative changes in
phosphatidylethanolamine molecules (PE) were
analyzed in the eggs, embryos and tadpoles
of the Japanese pond frog, Rana nigromacu -

lata, at various stages of development. To-
tal lipid was extracted by the method of
Folch et al. ('54). Individual phospholipids
were separated by one-dimensional thin-layer
chromatography on layers of Silica Gel HR
impregnated with sodium carbonate (Skipski
et al . , '64) . The weight percentage of PE to
total phospholipid and to total lipid was
about 15-18% and about 3-4%, respectively,
during embryonic life. At all stages from
the unfertilized egg to the feeding tadpole,
the major fatty acids at the 1-position of
PE were palmitic, stearic and oleic acids.
At the 2-position, arachidonic, oleic, pal-
mitic, stearic and linoleic acids were pre-
sent during embryonic life. The most abun-
dant fatty acid at the 2-position was ara-
chidonic acid at unfertilized egg and hatch-
ing embryo stages. However, palmitic acid
was the most prevalent 2-fatty acid at the
posthatching tadpole and the feeding tadpole
stages. Thus, there were marked changes in
the positional distribution of the constitu-
ent fatty acids in PE molecules during de-
velopment. The significance of these changes
in the development of frog embryos was dis-
cussed.
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ARGININE ESTER-HYDROLYZING ENZYME IN THE
GLANDULA PROSTATICA OF THE SILKWORM,
BOMBYX MORI .

T. Aigaki, H. Kasuga, and M. Osanai, Dept.
of Biol., Tokyo Metropol. Inst. of
Geront., Tokyo.

Free arginine, an energy source of the
spermatozoa in the spermatophore may be
produced by a proteolytic system derived
from the male reproductive system,
especially glandula (g.) prostatica of
Bomby_x mori. This system possibly
consists of endopept idase , exopeptidase
and proteins as substrates. We examined
the esterolytic activity in the g.
prostatica by use of some synthetic amino
acid esters. Of the male reproductive
glands, only the g. prostatica showed a
marked activity on BAEE (benzoyl-L-
arginine ethyl ester) with pH optimum at
9.0-9.5. This enzyme (BAEEase) was
partially purified by ammonium sulfate
precipitation and its catalytic properties
were characterized. The enzyme was very
labile above pH 5.0 at 25°C, but was
stabilized at pH 4.0 by the presence of
0.1 M KC1. The BAEEase hydrolyzed also
t o s y 1 - L - a r g i n i ne methyl ester but
slightly. This enzyme was inhibited
completely by 0.1 nM p-NPGB, 72 % by 0.1

mM antipain and 51 % by 0.1 mM leupeptin.
These results indicate that g. prostatica
BAEEase is probably a serine endopeptidase
which cleaves protein on the carboxy 1 -side
of arginine residues.
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PURIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF g-1,3-
GLUCAN RECEPTOR IN HEMOLYMPH OF SILKWORM,
BOHBYX MORI .

M.Ochiai and M.Ashida. Biochem. Lab., The
Institute of Low Temp. Sci. , Hokkaido
Univ. , Sapporo

The prophenoloxidase (proPO) activating
system of insect hemolymph is a cascade,
which is triggered by 6-1, 3-glucan or pept-
idoglycan. Previously we reported that
molecules, which have affinity to 6-1 < 3-
glucan or peptidoglycan and are located at
the first step within the cascade, exist as
separate entities in silkworm plasma.
Isolation and characterization of the
molecules are desirable. A protein with
affinity for 6-1, 3-glucan was purified to
homogenity from silkworm plasma by fractio-
nation with ammonium sulfate,DEAE-Toyopearl
column chromatography, heparin-agarose
column chromatography and Mono Q column
chromatography in FPLC system. The activity
of the purified protein was assayed by
using silkworm plasma (plasma-CPB) which had
been passed over curdlan ( 61 , 3-glucan) beads
column to remove molecules with affinity
for 6-1, 3-glucan. The purified protein
restored the ability of proPO activating
system in plasma-CPB to be triggered by
£-1, 3-glucan and was shown to bind to 8- ]#3
-glucan without the intervention of other
factor. These results suggested that the
purified protein is a component of proPO
activating system and the interaction
between the molecule and 6-1, 3-glucan
triggered the system.
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PREPARATION OF PROPHENOLOXIDASE ACTIVATING
SYSTEM FREE OF ANTI-TRYPSIN FROM SILKWORM
HEMOLYMPH AND THE EFFECT OF THE INHIBITOR
ON MICROBIAL ACTIVATION OF THE SYSTEM.
M. Ashida 1 and T. Sasaki 2

.
' Biochem. Lab.

Institute of Low Temp. Sci. Hokkaido Univ.
Sapporo and Dept. of Food Sci. and
Technol., Fac. of Agr., Nagoya Univ.,
Nagoya

.

The prophenoloxidase(proPO) activating
system of insect hemolymph is a cascade,
which is triggered by elicitors such as g-
1, 3-glucan and peptidoglycan. Incubation
of silkworm plasma with the elicitors
results in the activation of two zymogens
of serine proteases, BAEEase(an enzyme
hydrolyzing benzoylarginine ethylester) and
proPO activating enzyme. Previously we
reported that the activity of the BAEEase
was short-lived in the silkworm plasma,
although the cause of the instability was
not clear.

Silkworm plasma was fractionated by
ultra-centrifugation and ammonium sulfate
and two fractions, 0-50 fraction
precipitated at 50% saturation and 50-90
fraction between 50% and 90% saturation,
were obtained. ProPO activating system was
present in the 0-50 fraction. BAEEase
activated by elicitors in 0-50 fraction was
stable and factor(s) contained in 50-90
fraction was shown to inactivate BAEEase.
Anti-trypsin(SW-AT) previously purified
from silkworm hemolymph inhibited BAEEase,
suggesting that SW-AT plays a role to
regulate BAEEase activity in vivo .
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ACTIVATION OF LACCASE-TYPE PRO-PHENOLOXIDASE
IN THE CUTICLE OF INSECT. III. EVIDENCE FOR
EXISTENCE OF A NATURAL ACTIVATOR.
H . I . Yamazaki . Biol., Lab., Atomi Gakuen
Women's Univ., Saitama.

Laccase-type phenoloxidase in cuticle
plays an important role in the sclerotizing
process of insect cuticle. Inactive pro-
laccase bound to cuticle in the silkworm
pupa was solubilized by a-chymotrypsin and
activated by trypsin. It is supposed that
a proteolytic process might be involved in
the pro-laccase activation mechanism.
However, a natural activator for pro-laccase
is not yet found. Some experiments were
attempted to find a natural activator.
Pro-laccase activation was assayed enzymati-
cally or by staining for activity after
PAGE. Cuticle homogenate was prepared from
each stage after larval-pupal ecdysis. The
activator activity was detected in the
homogenate from the cuticle 1-2 hr after
ecdysis. The activated laccase visualized on
electrophoretogram was close to a pro-laccase
band and distinguishable from trypsin-
activated laccase. The activator preparation
was revealed to contain proteolytic activity
by gelatin-layer and azo-casein methods.
Both activator and proteolytic activity in
the homogenate were found in the insoluble
fraction. Activator activation process may
probably be involved in pro-laccase
activation mechanism.
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LOCALIZATION OF TREHALASES IN MALE ACCES-
SORY GLANDS OF THE AMERICAN COCKROACH,
PERIPLANETA AMERICANA .

M.Ogiso 1

, S.Takesue' and S. Y. Takahashi 2
.

'Dept. of Physiol., Toho Univ. Sch. of
Med., Tokyo, 2 Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci.,
Nagoya Univ. , Nagoya.

High trehalase activity are accumulated
in the male accessory glands (AG) of ma-
ture adult cockroach, P. americana . Treha-
lase activity in AG shows a rapid increase
after adult emergence under control of
juvenile hormone (JH) secreted from the
corpora allata. AG are responsible for the
secretion of proteinaceous material for
spermatophore production. However, the
physiological significance of high treha-
lase activity remains unclear. In this
study, immuno-cytochemical localization of
trehalase in AG was performed with an in-
direct peroxidase-conjugated antibody
method using antibody prepared to highly
purified AG trehalase. Specificity of the
antibody was ascertained by double-diffu-
sion test and immuno-blotting. Trehalase
was clearly demonstrated in the lumina of
tubular complex, utriculi majores and u.
breviores . This finding suggests certain
functions of AG trehalases transferred to
females during copulation in relation to
reproduction

.
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PEPSINOGEN-LIKE IMMUNOREACTIVITY IN THE
STOMACH OF ASCIDIANS

.

T. Matsunaga, S. Yasugi and T. Mizuno.
Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo

.

To study the origin of vertebrate
pepsinogens, we examined the stomachs of
ascidians with indirect immunofluorescence
employing the anti-embryonic and anti-
adult chicken pepsinogen antisera (anti-
ECPg and anti-ACPg) . The epithelial cells
lining the stomach villi of 5 species
examined contained substance immuno-
reactive to the anti-ECPg. Positive cells
located mainly in mid to distal part of
the villi. In some species like Styela
plicata , the top of the villi was negative
to the anti-ECPg but was stained with
anti-ACPg. Immunoblotting with anti-ECPg
showed that the molecular weight of
immunoreactive material extracted from the
stomach of S. plicata was 57-60 kD,
slightly higher than that of embryonic
chicken pepsinogen. Since crude extract
of S. plicata stomach showed very low
activity of acid protease against hemo-
globin or albumin, the substances reactive
to the antisera in ascidian stomach may
be different from the digestive enzyme in
functions. The understanding of their
functions may throw light on the origin
of vertebrate pepsinogens.
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PROPERTIES OF THE CARBOXYL PROTEASE IN RAT
NEUTROPHILS.
S. Yonezawa and T. Tanaka. Dept . of Zool.
Fac. of Sci., Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo.

An acid protease which does not cross-
react with anti-rat liver cathepsin D (CD)
antibody was partially purified from the
extract of rat neutrophils. The enzyme
resembled rat liver CD in respect of the
pH dependence for activity, the preference
for substrates and the resistance to vari-
ous metal ions, but was more resistant to
urea denaturation than CD. Pepstatin
completely inhibited the neutrophil enzyme
as well as CD, at a concentration of 0.29
uM, whereas phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride
or iodoacetamide had no effect on the en-
zymes. The molecular weights of the neu-
trophil enzyme and liver CD were 49,000 and
41,000, respectively, as determined by gel
filtration on Toyopearl HW 55. The neu-
trophil acid protease also differed from
liver CD in the specificity of action
against the oxidized B-chain of insulin:
Liver CD cleaved Phe' -Val* Ala* -Leu, ,LeuA5'-

Tyr, Tyr -LeuT Phe^-Phe^and Phe^-Tyr bonds

,

while the neutrophil enzyme cleaved Glu/,J-

Al^, Leu/7-Val*and Gly 3
-Phe* bonds in addi-

tion to the bonds cleaved by CD, except
for Phe' -Val2

: The results indicate that
the properties of the neutrophil carboxyl
protease are apparently different from
those of cathepsin E reported earlier,
suggesting the existence of another car-
boxyl protease in rat neutrophils.
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BIOCHEMICAL STUDY OF ACID PROTEASES IN
VERTEBRATE STOMACHS.
S. Yasugi, T. Matsunaga and T. Mizuno.
Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo

.

The presence of substances immuno-
reactive^ to the anti-adult chicken
pepsinogen antiserum was studied in the
stomachs of vertebrates with indirect
immunofluorescence and biochemical methods.
Indirect immunofluorescence showed that
the stomach glandular cells of all verte-
brates examined contained the immuno-
reactive substances but mucous cells did
not react to the antiserum. Crude
extracts of stomachs obtained from some
representatives of each class showed acid
protease activity at pH2.0, of which
70 to 100% were sensitive to pepstatin.
Moreover, zymograms and immunoblots after
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis revealed
that most of the bands of immunoreactive
substances coincided with those of acid
protease activity. These results suggest
that the immunoreactive substances in the
vertebrate stomachs are pepsinogens and
that these pepsinogens have been well
conserved concerning their immunological
properties during vertebrate evolution.
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CHANGES IN PROTEIN KINASE ACTIVITIES IN
RAT LIVER NUCLEI DURING REGENERATION
K.Asami. Division of Biology, National
Institute of Radiological Sciences, Chiba.
Phosporylation of histone HI is prereq-

uisit to the DNA synthesis of the regene-
rating rat liver and occurs between 21 and
24 h after partial hepatecomy. To know
the enzyme (s) responsible for the phospho-
rylation, changes in activities of cAMP-
depandent and independent protein kinases
in nuclei were investigated. The indepen-
dent kinase increased from 18h to 21h.
However, the same change occurred also in
the nuclei, where phosphorylaiton of HI

was inhibited by 4.8 Gy of X-irradiation.
The dependent kinase activity in nuclei
decreased gradually from 15 h to 24h.

Similar changes also occurred in the irra-
diated nuclei. The nuclei was fractionated
by extraction with 0.3 M NaCl. The unex-
tractable part was dispersed by DNase I

digestion. The DNase treatment solubilized
only ca 5 % of the total enzymes. About
35% of the independent enzyme (s) was
extracted by NaCl treatment and the value
did not change during regeneration and
X-irradiation had no effect on the distri-
bution. On the other hand, from 18h to 24h
when the activity decreasing, the depen-
dent kinase seemed to become more ex-
tractable with NaCl and irradiation seemed
to inhibit the process. Since the depen-
dent kinase activity is low (about 1/4 of
the independent kinase) , more work is

required to confirm it.
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IMPORTANT POINTS IN TOTAL PROTEIN ANALYSIS
BY TWO-DIMENSIONAL GEL ELECTROPHORESIS
T. Hirabayashi. Inst, of Biol. Sci., Univ.
of Tsukuba. Ibaraki

Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis is
considered to be useful to analyze the
total protein constituents of tissues or
cells in concern. However, this method
involves an inherent weak point that high-
molecular components and basic components
are not analyzed. In addition, the amount
of a protein found on the two-dimensional
pattern is not always its total amount
contained in the sample. In order to ana-
lyze all the protein charged on the elec-
trophoresis we have to improve the prepara-
tion procedures for samples and IEF gels.
Addition of Nonidet P40 in the homogenizing
medium of samples seemed to be effective to
get much protein analyzed. However, a con-
siderable amount of protein was lost when
the gels were treated with TCA and washed
with distilled water for the second dimen-
sion. To diminish the loss, the gel after
isoelectric focusing was stained with
Coomassie and used for the second dimension
electrophoresis. Inclusion of SDS instead
of Nonidet P40 only in the sample solution
did not improve the pattern. Sonication of
the sample seemed to be better, but it
caused the degradations of myosin heavy
chain, the light chains, and glyceroalde-
hyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. To get the
best pattern, quick homogenization, a short
sonication, and inclusion of Nonidet P40
seemed necessary.
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COMPARISON OF AXONEMaL TU3ULINS: OYSTEK
FLAGELLA AND TETRAHYMENA CILIA.
K.Nakamura, E.Masuyama and T.Kusano.
Dept.of Living Sciences, Hiroshima Women's
University, Ujina, Hiroshima 73U-

Tubulins from ovster( Crassostrea gigas )

sperm flagella and Tetrahymena cilia were
subjected to electrophoretic analysis using
SDS gel electrophoresis (SDS- PAGE), iso-
electric focusing (IEF), and chymotryptic
peptide mapping.

Tubulins were well- resolved into two
subunits o\ and @ , on separating gel of dif-
ferent pH in SDS- PAGE, pH 9.25 and 8.I4.5 for
oyster and Tetrahymena , respectively.

Results from IEF and two dimensional gel
electrophoresis showed thatcX and fl subunits
from both materials exhibit heterogeneity.
A minimum of 3c^ and 3(p subspecies was
resolved from oyster flagella, and 2o\ and
3® from Tetrahymena cilia.

Stains-all staining showed the presence
of tubulin species stained blue in both
species, 2© in oyster flagella and 2d> in
Tetrahymena cilia.

Analysis of chymotryptic mapping in-
dicated that subunits from oyster flagella
consist of polypeptides with both constant
and variable regions in their amino acid
residues sequences.

We have also studied homology of high
molecular polypeptides of dynein between
the two species and found the presence of
some common chymotryptic fragments by
one dimensional SDS-PAGE.
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APPLICATION OF
ELECTROPHORESI
PHOSPHORYLATED
MYOSIN.
H . Takano-Ohmur
Tokyo Metro .

Pharmacol Fac
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COVALENT COUPLING OF A RESACT ANALOGUE TO
GUANYLATE CYCLASE.
H.Shimomura 1

, K.Sanada1 and D.L. Garbers 2
.

'Oral Biochem. , Nippon Dental Univ.,
Niigata and 2Vanderbilt Univ., TN , USA.

GGGYG-resact (Gly-Gly-Gly-Tyr-Gly-Cys-
Val-Thr-Gly-Ala-Pro-Gly-Cys-Val-Gly-Gly-Gly
-Arg-LeuNH 2 was synthesized and shown to
possess the same respiration-stimulating
activity and receptor binding ability as
resact. The incubation of intact sperm
cells with radio-iodinated peptide, 125 I-
GGGYG-resact , and the chemical cross-
linking reagent, disuccinimidyl suberate,
resulted in the appearance of a single,
major radioactive band of apparent molecu-
lar weight 160,000 (Na.dodecyl.SO4 poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis). The
interaction was specific since 1 50 nM non-
radioactive resact but not speract (200nM)
blocked formation of the radioactive band.
The radioactive, cross-linked protein comi-
grated with 32 P-labeled guanylate cyclase
and could be immunoprecipitated with a pol-
yclonal antibody raised in rabbits against
the sperm guanylate cyclase. The incubation
of intact cells with NH 4 C1 resulted in the
partial dephosphorylation of guanylate cyc-
lase and a change in its apparent molecular
weight from 160,000 to 150,000; NH 4 C1 also
caused the same conversion in the apparent
molecular weight of the cross-linked prot-
ein. These data demonstrate that an analog-
ue of resact can be covalently coupled to
guanylate cyclase with the specificity
predicted for the peptide receptor.
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THE AMINO ACID SEQUENCE OF 2 9K PROTEIN
OBTAINED FROM ASCIDIAN ( Halocynthia
roretzi ) BODY WALL MUSCLE.
T. Takagi , H. Yasunaga and K. Konishi.
Biol. Inst., Fac. Sci., Tohoku Univ.,
Sendai

.

As the physiological role of the 29K
protein of ascidian body wall muscle is
not known, the purpose of the sequence
determination of the 29K protein is compa-
rison of its sequence with other known
proteins to elucidate the function of 29K
protein. The sequence was determined as
following.
Acetyls LMPFDDFYYPYQLRSPRWMDSTGSPWDSFATSRDWMTT
P Y S S T G V/I GRRDLSQDWMTTPYTPAGVGRRDLSQDWMTTPYT
S K G V/I GSRNLSSWGSKSETIREMEKKFDELVRKVDRRFTGMLSMLDNPEPFARQNISVEHEGKTTSKLQDFNMKVDVQDFKPEEVKVQGGQVLVHAKRENRDEGDGMFAYSCSEFKRAFILPEGVSAERLTSSLSRDGILQIDAPVAVAIDNKKTAVPVTVEHTK
It is composed of 244 residues, the N-
terminus is acetylated, Val/Ile hetero-
geneities are found in two places. By the
sequence comparison with other known
proteins, we found significant homology in
the C-terminal half of 29K protein with
Drosophila heat shock protein 22 and
bovine alpha crystal lin B-chain. The N-
terminal half of 29K protein showed no
significant homology with known proteins.
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A NEW CALCIUM BINDING PROTEIN FROM
AMPHIOXUS MUSCLE.
T. Koba^yashi, T. Takagi, K. Konishi and J.

A. Cox . Biol. ^Inst. , Fac. Sci., Tohoku
Univ., Sendai, Dept. Biochem., Univ.
Geneva, Switzerland.

,2 +We purified a new Ca -bindig protein
(CaVP) from Amphioxus muscle. This protein
binds two Ca atoms with an intrinsic
binding constant of 8.2 x 10 6 M . Ca ,

but not Mg , induces a 10% increase in
helical content in the metal free protein.
CaVP forms Ca -dependent complexes with
melittin and a cytoplasmic 36 KDa protein
which is an endogenous target. Sequence
determination of CaVP revealed it con-
tained 161 amino acid residues and had a
MW. of 18,267. The N-terminus is acety-
lated. The two functional Ca -binding
sites appear to be the domains III and IV
on homology with known Ca -binding
domains. The C-terminal half of CaVP shows
a remarkable homology with calmodulin
(45%) and with troponin C (40%). Functio-
nal domain III contains two trimethyl-
1 y sine residues in the helices flanking
the Ca -binding loop. Two abortive Ca -

binding domains in the N-terminal half of
CaVP have a homology of 24% and 30% as
compared with calmodulin and troponin C,

respectively. This half is also characte-
rized by the presence of a disulfide
bridge linking the N-terminal helix of
domain I to the C-terminal helix of domain
II.
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Properties of Lamprey Serum Albumin

Y.Yazawa, Dept. of Nutritional Physiol.

Hokkaido Univ. of Education at Asahikawa

Asahikava, Hokkaido.

Properties of lamprey serum albumin were

investigated and compared with that of

human or bovine serum albumin. Lamprey

serum albumin content was estimated to

be 3g/dl spectrophotometrically by using

IIABCA and BCG.

The molecular weight estimated by SDS-

PAGE and amino acid analysis was about

180K and it was very large as compared

with that of human and bovine serum alb-

umin. The result of amino acid analysis.

Lamprey serum albumin contained 1519 am-

ino acids and it was very different from

that of human serun albumin 585 amino

acids the star-diagram was similar to th-

at of human serum albumin. N-terminal

amino acid was aspartic acid and it was

the same as that of human or bovine ser-

un albumin. A l'/t> 280nm was 6.1.
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A HIGHLY ACTIVE PREPARATION OF SRCOPLASMIC
RETICULUM FROM SCALLOP ( Patinopecten
yessoensis ) CROSS-STRIATED ADDUCTOR MUSCLE.
J. Nakamura, Y. Shirakata and
K. Konishi . Biol. Inst. Fac. of Sci.,
Tohoku Univ., Sendai, Cane. Res. Inst.,
Tokyo.

We prepared a highly active srcoplas-
mic reticulum (SR) from the scallop adduc-
tor muscle. The scallop muscle was ho-
mogenized in 50 mM NaHC0

3
. The SR was

obtained by sedimentation of the homoge-
nate with a method of differential centri-
fugation. The obtained SR preparation was
preliminarily characterized. The SR up-
took Ca at a rate of about 15 n mol/mg
protein/min. at 5 °C. In the presence of
Ca precipitaing reagent (K-oxalate), the
SR accumulated Ca at a rate of about 40
n mol/mg protein/min. The ATP hydrolysis
by the SR Ca 2+ -ATPase was about 120
n mol/mg protein/min. in the presence of
the oxalate. The ratio of the amount of
the uptaken Ca2+ to that of the hydrolized
ATP was about 1:3. A change of the Ca 2+ -

ATPase activity was observed at about
6 °C, when the activity was measured as a
function of temperature. A optimal pH of
the ATPase activity was about 7, whereas
no activity was observed both below pH 6

and above pH 9. The SR was stored at
-80 °C for 1 month without loss of the
activities.
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PURIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF RAT C-
REACTIVE PROTEIN ( CRP )

.

W. NUNOMURA 1
'
2

, K. KAWABE 2
, M. IGARASHI 1

,

and H. HIRAI 1
. 1) Tumour Laboratory and 2)

Nippon Bio-Test Laboratories Inc., Tokyo.

C-reactive protein (CRP) was highly
purified from rat serum by precipitation
method with lecithin and calcium ions. The
CRP had an agglutination activity of Stre-
ptococcus pneumoniae in the presence of
calcium ions. The molecular weight was
estimated as 160K by gelf iltration (Seph-
cryl S-300), and that of subunit was 29K
or 27K + 53. 5K with or without 2-mercapto-
ethanol . Under the electronmicroscopy

,

CRP revealed a pentameric shape. CRP
moved to a-globulin region on immuno-
electrophresis , and 4 CRP bands with iso-
electric points from 4.16 to 4.29 were ob-
served on polyacrylamide isoelectric
focusing.

In normal rats, the serum concentration
of CRP was 3.6ug/ml at the birth and in-
creased gradually to 0.4-0.8mg/ml until 15
weeks after the delivery. Turpentine was
injected to adult rats to induce chemical
inflammation. Serum CRP levels elevated
immediately up to 1.0-2.0mg/ml and fell
down to normal level within 4-5days. A
reversed correlation between CRP and a-
fetoprotein (AFP) levels were observed in
rats with hepatoma induced by 3 ' -methyl-di-
aminoazobenzene (r=-0.69). That is, CRP
levels tended to be low in rats with high
AFP level and vice versa.

BI 34

CALMODULIN-REGULATED BINDING OF THE 90-kDa
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN TO ACTIN FILAMENTS.
E.Nishida1 , H.Sakail, S.Koyasu2,
F.Matsuzaki2 , and I.Yahara2 . lDept . of
Biophys. and Biochem. , Fac. of Sci., Univ.
of Tokyo, Tokyo, 2Dept . of Cell Biol., Tokyo
Metropolitan Inst, of Med. Sci. Tokyo.

Two high molecular weight heat shock
proteins, HSP90 and HSP100, were separately
purified from extracts of cultured cells of
a mouse lymphoma cell line, L5178Y. Each
of the HSPs exists in a homodimer under
physiological solution conditions. Their
physicochemical properties are quite similar
to each other. Both HSP90 and HSP100 bind
to F-actin and increase the low shear vis-
cosity in a dose-dependent manner. These
results suggest that the HSPs cross-link
F-actin. Although some molecular properties
and the mode of interaction with actin of
HSP90 and HSP100 resemble those of a-actinin,
the HSPs were distinguished from a-actinin
by various means including visualization of
molecular shapes by electron microscopy with
the aid of the low angle rotary shadowing
technique. Immunofluorescence staining with
specific antisera against HSP90 revealed
that it is localized in ruffling membranes
in addition to the cytoplasmic space.
Interestingly, calmodulin was found to in-
hibit the binding of HSP90 to F-actin in a
Ca2 -dependent manner. Moreover, the equi-
librium gel filtration demonstrated that
calmodulin binds to HSP90 in the presence
of Ca2+ .

BI 33

EFFECT OF STEROID HORMONES ON CRP IN RAT.
W.NUNOMURA 1 ' 2

, K. KAWABE 2
, M. IGARASHI 1

,

and H. HIRAI 1
.

1) Tumour laboratory and 2) Nippon Bio-
Test Laboratories Inc., Tokyo.

Althogh C-reactive protein (CRP) is one
of the typical acute phase proteins, few
papers have been reported concerning its
physiological functions. In this study,
serum levels of CRP were measured in pre-
gnant rats. There were two peaks in CRP
level before delivery, day and 15 day-
gestation and their concentration were
0.7 and 0.76mg/ral, respectively. CRP level
was 0.4mg/ml at delivery and increased to
normal level within 2days.

In order to see the effect of steroid
hormones on the production of CRP, serum
levels of CRP were determined in each group
of female rats injected s.c. with estradiol
-173 (E 2 ), progesterone (P) or corticoste-
rone (C) once a day for 3days (1mg/kg).
Treatment of E 2 resulted in the decrease of
CRP level while C showed the reversed
effect. P had no effect. These data sugg-
est the involvment of certain kind of
hormones in the production of CRP, and it
can partially account for the change of
serum levels of CRP in pregnant rats des-
crived above.

BI 35

HEAT SHOCK PROTEINS IN DIFFERENT SPECIES
OF TETRAHYMENA .

S.Takamatsul , O.Numata1
, H.Ohba2 and

Y.Watanabe 2
.

1 Dept. of Biol., Joetsu Univ.
of Education, Niigata, and 2Inst. of Biol.
Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba, Ibaraki.

When prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells
are exposed to high temperatures, they
respond by producing so-called the heat
shock proteins (hsps). Tetrahymena
thermophila , which is a thermophilic
species, can grow at 34 °C, but T.
pyriformis can not. We compared the induc-
tion of hsps (hsp 71, hsp 33, and hsp 26)
between two species. When T^ pyriformis
was heat-shocked at 34 °C, hsp 26 was found
to increase by 20-fold after 3 h. Hsp 33
and hsp 71 were newly produced within 30
min following the heat treatment, and the
productions seased after 30 min. Hsp 26
was strongly induced at the stationary
phase of cell growth even at the optimum
temperature (26 °C). Hsp 71 was slightly
induced at the stationary phase, but hsp
33 was not induced. When Tj_ thermophila
was heat-shocked at 40 °C which was
sublethal for this thermophilic species,
the syntheses of hsp 26 and hsp 71 were
strongly induced for 3 h, and at. least
three kinds 28-33 kd hsps also increased.
T. pyriformis and T\_ thermophila were
found to show different hsp responces to
the sublethal high temperatures.
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LOCALIZATIONS OF HEAT SHOCK PROTEINS IN
HEAT-SHOCKED TETRAHYMENA PYRIFORMIS AND T.

THERMOPHILA .

O.Numatal , H.Ohba2 and Y.Watanabe 2
.

1 Dept.
of Biol., Joetsu Univ. of Education,
Niigata, and 2 Inst. of Biol. Sci., Univ.
of Tsukuba, Ibaraki.

The intracellular localization of three
hsps (hsp 26, hsp 33 and hsp 71 ) in heat-
shocked T_;_ pyriformis and T_^ thermophila
have been investigated by indirect immuno-
fluorescence method. When T_;_ pyriformis
cells were exposed to heat shock at 34 °C,

hsp 26 and hsp 33 appeared in large cyto-
plasmic aggregates. On the other hand,
hsp 71 was localized in the circumference
of small particles (probably nucleoli) in
the peripheries of nuclei within 1 h.

About 2 h after the heat treatment, immu-
nofluorescence for hsp 71 gathered and
migrated from nuclei to cytoplasms, and 3

h after the heat treatment, it existed
only in the large cytoplasmic aggregate.
When T_j_ thermophila cells were exposed to
heat shok at 40 °C, all of hsps 26, 33 and
71 were localized in the small particles
(probably nucleoli) in the peripheries of
nuclei within 1 h after the heat treat-
ment. About 3 h after the heat treatment,
intensity of the immunofluorescence for
each hsp increased but the fluorescence
localizations remained unchanged. Thus,
it follows that hsp responces and locali-
zations are considerably different between
T. pyriformis and T\_ thermophila .

BI 38

PURIFICATION OF VANADIUM BINDING SUBSTANCE
FROM THE BLOOD CELLS OF THE TUNICATE,

ASCIDIA SYDNEIENSIS SAMEA

T. Miyamoto and H. Michibata, Biol. Inst., Fac. of

Sci., Toyama Univ., Toyama.

Although vanadium has been found at concentra-

tions as high as 40mM within ascidian blood cells,

vanadium binding substance has not yet been isolated

from the cells. We have, therefore, atempted to

extract and purify a vanadium binding substance.

Ascidia sydneiensis samea were collected at

the Asamushi Marine Biological Station, Tohoku Uni-

versity. Pelleted blood cells were suspended in lOmM
glycine-HCl buffer solution at pH 2.3 and were then

ground in a glass-Teflon homogenizer. The homo-
genate was loaded onto a column of Sephadex G-25.

Eluted fractions that contained vanadium were pooled

and then loaded, for ion-exchange chromatography,
onto a column of SE-Cellulose for further purifica-

tion. Vanadium content in each fraction was deter-

mined by means of neutron activation analysis and

its chemical form was examined by ESR spectrometry.

The vanadium binding substance obtained was
colorless and was assumed to have a low-molecular

weight (about 1300). ESR spectrometry has, further-

more, revealed that an ESR signal, characteristic

of VO(IV) derived from the putative binding substance,

did not change its pattern as the purification pro-

ceeded through chromatographic stages. Thus, the

substance is relatively stable and has a ability to

maintain the vanadium in a reduced state.
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CHANGES IN LOCALIZATION OF HEAT SHOCK
PROTEIN 71 AND THE CORRESPONDING NUCLEAR
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN TETRAHYMENA
PYRIFORMIS
M. Tsunemoto 1

, O. Numata 1
, H. Ohba 2 and Y.

Watanabe 2
. Dept. of Biol., Joetsu Univ.

of Education, Niigata, and Inst, of Biol.
Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba, Ibaraki.

Using both immunofluorescence microscopy
and electron microscopy, we have charac-
terized morphological changes occurring in
the nucleus of T_j_ pyriformis after heat
treatment (34 °C) . After 1 h, we observed
the appearance of densely packed microfil-
ament bundles in the nuclei. Using anti-
Tetrahymena actin antibody, these bundles
were shown to be composed of actin. Con-
siderable alterations in the integrity of
nucleoli were observed within 1 to 3 h
after the heat treatment: Dissociation of
granular structures from the nucleoli and
an accumulation of the granular components
under the nuclear envelope occurred. Later
on, aggregations of electron-dense gran-
ules appeared outside the nuclei. Since
these granules are similar to the granular
components around the nucleoli, they are
considered to migrate from the nuclei. On
the other hand, immunofluorescence for hsp
71 was first localized around the nucleoli
and then migrated from the nuclei to cyto-
plasms during heat treatment. We, there-
fore, conclude that changes in localiza-
tion of hsp 71 during heat treatment are
closely related to the morphological
changes of the nucleoli.

BI 39

SEPARATION OF VANADOCYTES AND
DETERMINATION AND ESR SPECTROMETRY OF
VANADIUM IN THE ASCIDIAN, ASCIDIA AHODORl

1 2 —I
1

J. Hirata , H. Sakurai and H. Michibata , Biol.

Inst., Fac. of Sci., Toyama Univ., Toyama and Fac.

of Pharmaceut. Sci., Univ. of Tokushima, Tokushima.

Ascidian blood cells contain a very high level

of vanadium ion, which concentration is about 7

orders of magnitude higher than that in seawater.

While, these cells are generally classified into 6 to

9 types based on their morphological characteristics.

Among them which blood cells are involved in the

accumulation of vanadium ion from seawater as vana-

docytes is contradictory. By means of a new tech-

nique for cell fractionation, neutron activation analy-

sis and ESR spectrometry, we have revealed that

signet ring cells are the most possible vanadocytes

in Ascidia ahodori.

Tunicates were collected at the Asamushi Mar.

Biol. St., Tohoku Univ. After blood cells were sus-

pended in Ca
+

and Mg
+

free artificial seawater,

they were layered onto discontinuous density gradients

in Ficoll 400 and were centrifuged in a swing-out

rotor at lOOg for 20min at 10°C.

The blood cells were partitionated into 4 layers.

The each layer was counted for cell number and was

analyzed for vanadium. The highest purity of morula

cells, previously thought to be the vanadocytes, was

obtained in layer 3, but the vanadium content was
considerably lower. Layer 4 that contained signet

ring cells shows the highest value of vanadium. ESR
spectrometry also revealed that the strongest signal

characteristic of VO(IV) was observed in layer 4 both

at 297K and 77K.
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CHANGE IN OSMOTIC PRESSURE OF THE
HAEMOLYMPH DURING DEVELOPMENT IN THE
SILKWORM, Bombyx mori .

S. NAKAYAMA. Tezukayama Coll., Nara.

The change in osmotic pressure of the
haemolymph in the silkworm, Bombyx mori
was studied during the development from
the fifth instar larvae to the pupal
stage. Osmotic pressure increased from
the second day (287±3 mOsm/kg) of the
fifth instar to the fourth day (308±4
mOsm/kg) of the fifth instar, then
declined and continued to decrease until
the spinning stage (250+2 mOsm/kg). During
the larval-pupal ecdysis the osmotic
pressure increased in level to the middle
of the fifth instar larvae. From the
fifth instar to the pupal stage, almost no
difference in the osmotic pressure of the
haemolymph was observed between male and
female. The change in osmotic pressure
during development was negatively
correlated to the change in viscosity.
The change in osmotic pressure during
development was correlated to the amino
acid content (r=0.752) and sugar content
(r=0.683). On the other hand, viscosity
of the haemolymph was correlated to the
protein content. Potassium and sodium
ions were not correlated to the osmotic
pressure and viscosity. These results
suggest that the change in osmotic
pressure during development were related
to the phenomenon of the spinning.

BI 42

APPEARANCE OF TRYPTOPHAN OXYGENASE ACTIVI-
TY IN A STRAIN VERMILION BROWN OF DROSOP-
HILA MELANOGASTER
H. Ogawa 1

, Y. Nagamural , I. Ishigurol, and
S. Yagi 2

. iFujita-Gakuen Univ., Aichi.
2Tokushima Univ. , Tokushima.

Increased deposition of eye pigment has
been reported in vermilion brown (v;bw)
flies when the larvae were grown under
conditions of low food level diet. The
experiments were undertaken in order to
elucidate the relationship between trypto-
phan oxygenase (TOase) activity and eye
pigmentation. The standard low level food
contained 2% dry brewer's yeast and 1.5%
agar. Inoculation was within 3 hours and
emergence occurred in 10-15 days after
egg-laying at 25 °C. The delay actually
represented prolongation of larval life.
The brown pigment eyes were appeared in
flies emerged late. Supplement of sugars
or related substances in low level food
inhibited the production of pigment. Ani-
mals reared in complete medium showed
essentially no TOase activity during onto-
geny. Its activity was detected in those
grown in low level food during all stages.
Especially mature larvae prolonged larval
life had higher activity. Higher contents
of tryptophan metabolites at the time of
pupariation were observed in animals spent
in long larval stage. The result indicates
that v;bw grown in low level food expres-
ses TOase activity and accumulates pigment
precursors in larval stage.

BI 41

ACTIVITY CHANGES OF MYOSIN ATPASE DURING
INSECT METAMORPHOSIS.
S. Takahashi and K. Maruyama.
Dept.Biol., Fac.Sci., Chiba Univ., Chiba.

Thirty years ago, one of the present
authors observed that Ca-activated ATPase
activity of housefly larva actomyosin was
low, decreased further at pupation, and
suddenly increased remarkably at the emer-
gence of adult (Biochim.Biophys .Acta, 14

,

284-285(1984)). Later, Maruyama and his
associate reported that myosin ATPase act-
ivity of blowfly larva was comparable with
that of adult myosin (Biochim.Biophys .Acta,
63,106-116(1962) )

.

In the prent study, myosin was highly
purified from larva, pupa and adult of the
fruitf ly ,Drosophila melanogaster , checked
by an SDS gel electrophoresis. The Ca- and
KCl-activated ATPase activities were tested
in 3 mM CaCl

2 ,0.1 M KC1, 10 mM imidazole
buffer, pH 6.0, and in 1 M KC1, 10 mM EDTA,
and imidazole buffer, pH 8.0, respectively.
The Ca- and KCl-ATPase activities were as
following ( umoles Pi/mg/min) : 1.55 and 0.4

(larva), 0.8 and 0.25 (pupa), and 1.4 and
0.35 (adult), respectively. Surprisingly,
the larva myosin ATPase activity was even
higher than that of adult myosin.

The myosin ATPase activity (KCl-activat-
ed) increased at the emergence of adult
fly, reached the maximal level within 6 h
after emergence and kept constant until
death, when it declined.

BI 43

STRUCTURES AND EXPRESSION OF mRNAs CODING
FOR THE MAJOR PLASMA PROTEINS IN Bombyx mori .

N. Sakai1

, S. Izumi2, S. Mori2 and S. Tomino2

^nst. Biol. Sci., Mitsui Pharmac.Co., Mobara,
Tiept. Biol., Tokyo Metropol. Univ., Tokyo

Nucleotide sequences of five distinct
cDNA clones coding for the major plasma
proteins (30K proteins) of B. mori were
determined. Each clone bears nearly full-
length of mRNA sequence with a complete
open reading frame. A consensus sequence
for polyadenylation occurs in each clone at
the 3 '-terminal region, 9-18 bases upstream
of poly (A) strech. The nucleotide sequences
of these clones resemble each other and
three particular clones among them share
about 80% homology. The deduced amino acid
sequence of 30K proteins are also homolo-
gous each other with typical signal peptide
structures at the N-terminal regions. The
predicted secondary structures revealed the
occurrence of coiled structure in the cen-
tral domains of all components. RNA blot-
hybridization analysis indicated that the
change in the quantity of mRNAs for 30K
proteins in the fat bodies well reflects
their translation activity during the 5th
instar larval development. RNA sequences
complementary to a 30K-CDNA were also
detected in total RNAs isolated from ovary
and integument at the mid-5th larval instar.
However, these RNAs failed to exhibit the
mRNA activity for 30K proteins when trans-
lated in a cell-free system.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL ROLE OF TRIMETHYLLYSINE IN
THE SILKWORM, AS PRECURSOR OF CARNITINE.
Y.Yonezawa and M.Osanai. Dept. of Biol.,
Tokyo Metropolitan Inst. of Gerontol.,
Itabashiku, Tokyo.

Various free methylated amino acids are
present in the silkworm, but only N-e-
trimethyllysine (TML) accumulates signif-
icantly. TML formed rapidly in the mature
5-instar larvae remains at high levels
during the entire pupal stage. The
majority of female TML is transferred to
the ovary during the late pupal stage and
accumulated in the eggs, while in the
male this substance becomes barely de-
tectable in adult stage.
TML accumulated in the silkworm might

serve either as a donor of methyl group
and a reservoir of lysine, or as a
precursor of carnitine. The first
possibility for the physiological role of
TML was, however, denied by absence of e-
a 1 ky 1 ly sinase in this insect. On the
contrary, a negative correlation was found
between the quantitative changes in TML
and those in carnitine during the post-
embryonal development. Enrichment of
TML to the larval semi -synthetic diet
caused a much higher accumulation of
carnitine in the adult silkmoth. Therefore,
it is concluded that TML must be mainly
converted to carnitine especially at the
metamorphosis, resulting in the
acceleration of fatty acid oxidation to
yield energy necessary for the emergence.

BI 46

GROWTH FACTORS IN THE LACTALBUMIN HYDROLY-
SATE TO THE CELLS, NIH-SAPE-4, FROM EMBRYO-
NIC TISSUES OF THE FLESH FLY, SARCOPHAGA
PEREGRINA .

H.Nagasawa , J.Mitsuhashi and A.Suzuki .

lnept. of Agr. Chem. , The Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo, 2 Forestry and Forest Prod. Res.
Inst. , Ibaragi

.

The insect cells, NIH-SaPe-4, from the
flesh fly, S_. peregrina . grows in the medi-
um, MTCM 1103, developed by Mitsuhashi.
This medium contains commercially available
lactalbumin hydrolysate (LAH) as an only,
chemically undefined component in addition
to inorganic salts, vitamins, glucose and
inosine. To establish a chemically defined
medium for the above cells, we attempted to
purify an unknown growth factor in LAH.
This factor was found to be soluble in' wat-
er but not in ethyl acetate or n-butanol.
Gel-filtration of LAH on Sephadex G-50 re-
sulted in separation of two active zones
corresponding to high and low molecular
weight (Fractions I and II, respectively).
Both fractions were heat-stable, but inacti-
vated by treatment with 6N HC1 at 110°C for
20 hr. Most of the activity in Fr.I was
adsorbed to a cation-exchanger but unadsorb-
ed to an anion-exchanger . On the other
hand, proliferation activity was found in
many fractions when Fr.II was applied to
both cation- and anion-exchange HPLC.
These data indicates that LAH contains a
number of growth factors which are differ-
ent from one another in molecular size and
ionic nature.

BI 45

PEPTIDOGLYCAN-RECEPTOR IN PROPHENOLOXIDASE
ACTIVATING SYSTEM IN INSECT.
H.Yoshida and M.Ashida. Biochem. Lab., the
Institute of Low temp. Science, Hokkaido
Univ. , Sapporo.

Prophenoloxidase (proPO) activating
system J.n the hemolymph of many arthropods
are considered to play important roles in
the defense reaction against foreign mate-
rials such as bacteria, fungi and para-
sites. In the plasma of the silkworm,
phenoloxidase (PO) is present as a precur-
sor (proPO) , which is activated by the
proPO activating system in the plasma when
it is triggered by peptidoglycan (PG) or B-
1,3-glucan. It is desirable to develop a
method to detect the factor which binds to
PG and is located at the first step of the
system for studying the recognition mecha-
nism of bacteria.

PG digested with egg white lysozyme was
fractionated by gel-filtration to remove
large fragments and coupled with CNBr-
activated Sepharose 4B (PG-column) . The
proPO activating system of the plasma
passed through the PG-column was not trig-
gered with PG, suggesting that the PG-
receptor(s) are removed with the column.
This preparation of the plasma was employed
for assay of the receptor. It was indicated
that lysozyme of silkworm hemolymph and PG-
receptor are different molecules and the
former suppresses PG to activate the
system. Further purification of the
receptor is underway.

BI 47

DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES OF GLUTAMATE DECARBO-
XYLASE IN THE ORGANOTYPIC CULTURE OF NEWBO-
RN MOUSE CEREBELLUM.
D.Satomi. Dept. of Biol., Coll. of Arts and
Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

The quantitative changes of glutamate d-
ecarboxylase(GAD) , the rate limiting enzyme
for the biosynthesis of v-aminobutyric acid
(GABA), during early developmental stages
in the organotypic culture of newborn mouse
cerebellum were examined by using the high-
performance liquid chromatograph technique.
Explants were incubated for 4 weeks under
standard conditions. In 2 days in vitro
(2 DIV) explant, the level of GAD activity
was low. The activity linearly increased
from 12.3 nmol/mg protein/hr (2 DIV) to
120.2 nmol/mg protein/hr (22 DIV) and was
saturated after that (120.0 nmol/mg protein
/hr at 30 DIV, nearly the same level as in
adult mouse cerebellum) . The pattern of
change of GAD activity was similar to that
observed in vivo . Within the same period,
the amount of GABA increased from 8.7 nmol/
mg protein (2 DIV) to 26.5 nmol/mg protein
(15 DIV) and the capability for GABA synth-
esis from glucose also increased. Morphol-
ogically, synapse formation and myelination
occurred.

From these results, it became clear that
the biochemical changes of GABA, a major
inhibitory neurotransmitter in the cerebel-
lum, in the organotypic culture are closely
related to morphological development in ne-
arly the same manner as in vivo.
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CRYPTIC-TO-OPEN MODEL OF HUMAN PLASMA
VITRONECTIN.
M. Hayashi , M. Izumi, and T. Funaki

.

Dept . of Biol., Ochanomizu Univ., Tokyo.

Human plasma vitronectin, a cell-
adhesive glycoprotein of 75,000 dalton,
was investigated in its heparin- and
antibody-binding activity with respect
to vitronectin conformation. Vitro-
nectin acquired heparin-binding activity
after treatments with 8 M urea, 6 M
guanidine-HCl , or heating at 100°C. The
same treatments increased vitronectin
binding to an anti-human vitronectin
rabbit antibody in sandwich enzyme
immunosorbent assay. This type of
vitronectin with enhanced heparin- and
antibody-binding activities was also
present in human native plasma without
any treatments and was suggested to play
some physiological role in. vivo .

Supported by grants-in-aid to M.H.
from the Ministry of Education, Science
and Culture of Japan.
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STRUCTURE AND EXPRESSION OF THE B. mori
STORAGE PROTEIN mRNA
T.Fujii, H.Sakurai, S. Izumi and S.Tomino.
Dept. Biol. Tokyo Metropol. Univ., Tokyo.

Two forms of the B. mori storage
proteins, termed respectively as SP1 and
SP2 exhibit sex- and stage-specific
expression. DNA sequence complementary to
the SP-1 mRNA was cloned and genomic DNA
clone for SP1 was isolated by use of a cDNA
probe. Si -nuclease mapping analysis and
primer-extension study have shown that the
SP1 gene is composed of five exons

.

Nucleotide sequence covering the entire
coding segment of SPl-mRNA was determined.
Primary structure of SP1 deduced from the
nucleotide sequence indicated that SP1 is
exceptionally rich in methionine residues
with a putative signal sequence at the
N-terminal region. The mRNA sequence for
SP2 was likewise cloned and its partial
nucleotide sequence was determined.
The deduced amino acid sequence of SP2
revealed a high content of aromatic amino
acids. Developmental changes of storage
protein mRNAs in the fat body were followed
by use of the cloned cDNA probes. In the
last instar females, appearance of SP2 mRNA
precedes that of SP1 mRNA. The amount of
SP1 mRNA sharply rises in females but not
in males at the early 5th instar, indi-
cating the sex-dependent regulation of
SP1 biosynthesis at the transcriptional
level.

BI US

INTRODUCTION MECHANISM OF THE HIDDEN BREAK
INTO THE 28S rRNA OF INSECTS.
H. Fuj iwara and H. Ishikawa. Dept. of Biol.
Coll. Arts and Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.
All the protostomes except the nematode and
aphid that have been studied so far have the
28S rRNA containing the hidden break, an in-
terruption of the phosphodiester bond around
the mid-point. Sequence analysis and SI map-
ping of the silkworm rDNA indicated that a
stretch of 30 nucleotides is excised from a
precursor to the 28S rRNA to generate the
hidden break. The stretch to be excised is
extremely AU-rich and able to assume a stem-
loop structure. The 28S rRNA without the
hidden break also forms a stem at the corre-
sponding region, which is much richer in G
and C. It was suggested that the AU-richness
in the stem and a specific UAAU tract pre-
sent in the loop are signals for the intro-
duction of the hidden break. Though the
length of the stretch to be excised is spe-
cific to species, the stretch is located in
a fixed position irrespective of insect spe-
cies .

In maturation of dipteran 5.8S rRNA, an AU-
rich stretch able to form a stem-loop is ex-
cised to split the molecule into the two
parts. The stretch also contains the UAAU
tract. It is likely that in both insect 28S
rRNA and dipteran 5.8S rRNA cleavage occurs
in the double-stranded stem in such a fash-
ion as to leave a short, truncated stem,
which will be involved in the intermolecular
interaction between the two subunits thus
generated.
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CHANGES IN LIVER CATHEPSIN ACTIVITY DURING
THE METAMORPHOSIS OF BULLFROG, RANA
CATESBEIANA .

M.Taguchi, K.Kobayashi and S.Horiuchi.
Life Sci. Inst., Sophia Univ., Tokyo.

The liver of a bullfrog tadpole con-
tained two acid proteinases, a pepstatin-
sensitive cathepsin D type enzyme and a
leupeptin-sensitive cathepsin B type
enzyme. Specific activities of both
enzymes increased throughout metamorphic
climax stages. On the other hand, their
total activities in liver were constant
after the late stage of prometamorphosis

.

Therefore the increase in specific activ-
ity was shown to result from the decrease
of liver weight which occurred after the
onset of metamorphosis as same as the
decrease of body weight. These observa-
tions suggest the participation of the
two cathepsins in liver protein degrada-
tion at metamorphic climax stages. A
cathepsin D type enzyme was purified. The
enzyme was separated into a high molecular
weight form (MW >100,000) and a low
molecular weight form (MW 41,000) by gel
filtration. SDS-PAGE of the low molecular
weight enzyme showed a single polypeptide
band (MW 42,000). By electron microscopic
observations some cells of the metamor-
phosing tadpole liver showed changes like
apoptosis (programmed cell death) which is
characterized by pyknosis.
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PARTIAL PURIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF A THIOL PROTEINASE FROM TADPOLE TAILS.
S.Fujita, K.Kobayashi and S.Horiuchi.
Life Sci. Inst., Sophia Univ., Tokyo.
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THE SUBSTRUCTURE OF SEA URCHIN EGG CYTO-
PLASMIC DYNEIN.
S.Hisanaga and N.Hirokawa. Department of
Anatomy, Faculty of Medicine, University
of Tokyo, Tokyo 113.

The substructure of the cytoplasmic
dynein molecule was studied using the
quick-freeze, deep-etch technique. Cyto-
plasmic dynein purified as 1 2S form from
the eggs of the sea urchin ( Hem icentrot us
pulcherrimus ) was composed of a single
high molecular weight polypeptide. Rotary
shadowing images of cytoplasmic dynein
either sprayed out on a mica surface or
quick-frozen on mica flakes demonstrated a
single-headed molecule, in contrast to the
two-headed molecule of sea urchin sperm
flagellar 21 S dynein. More detailed sub-
structure was visualized by rotary
shadowing after the quick-freeze deep-
etching. Cytoplasmic dynein consisted of a
head and a stem. The head was pear-
shaped (16x11 nm) and a little smaller
than that of 21 S dynein (18x14 nm). The
form of the stem was irregular, and its
apparent length varied from to 32 nm.
Binding of cytoplasmic dynein to brain
microtubule in the solution was observed
by negative staining, and that in the
precipitate was examined by the quick-
freeze, deep-etch method as well. The
binding of cytoplasmic dynein is just like
an aggregation onto microtubules. Neither
the periodic binding nor the crossbridges
which were observed with 21 S dynein were
formed by cytoplasmic dynein.
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A POSSIBLE ROLE OF THE
YME IN DEGENERATION OF
ERS DURING METAMORPHOS

T.Horiguchi 1
, T.Satoh 1

K.Yoshizato 3
. iDept

Sch of Dent at Matsudo
Biochem and ^Dev Biol
Surg, Kiliasato Univ Sc

ACTIN-DEGRADING ENZ-
THE TAIL MUSCLE FIB-

IS OF THE TADPOLE.

, Y.Motobayashi 2 and
of Biol, Nihon Univ

, Chiba, 2Dept of
Lab, Dept of Plastic
h of Med, Sagamihara.

The actin-degrading enzyme was extracted
from the metamorphosing bullfrog tadpole
tail, and highly purified. The tail muscle
fibers of prometamorphic tadpole were inc-
ubated in vitro with the enzyme after they
were treated with saponin to obtain uniform
penetration of the enzyme, and ultrastruct-
ural changes of the myofibrils in course of
time were investigated. The initial changes
were seen after 5 min in actin filaments
within the I-band to be irregular arrange-
ment as like waste threads. Most of the
I-bands and Z-discs disappeared by 15 min
so that the myofibrils fragmentized at the
level of the I-bands, or the myofilaments
fanned out from the terminals of the intact
myofibrils. The A-band then overlapped with
the neighboring A-bands, but the H-bands
including the M-lines remained intact.
These ultrastructural changes have many
points of resemblance to those of the myo-
fibrils during spontaneous metamorphosis.
Therefore, this enzyme was supposed to play
an important role in degeneration of the
myofibrils of the anuran tadpole tail dur-
ing spontaneous metamorphosis.
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PARTIALLY PURIFICATION OF INNER ARM ATPASE
FROM SEA URCHIN SPERM FLAGKLLA
S.WADA, M.OKUNO and H.MOHRI Dept., Biol.,
Coll. Arts & Sci., Univ. Tokyo, Tokyo.

In order to clarify the role of inner
arms in flagellar movement of sea urchin
spermatozoa, an ATPase fraction probably
originating from the inner arms was par-
tially purified from the extraction with
low ionic strength buffer followed by the
sucrose density gradient cen t r ifugat ion
(SDGC), and its properties was compared
with those of 21S dynein (the outer arms).
The sedimentation coefficient of this frac-
tion was 12S. SDS-PAGE of the fraction
indicated the presence of A band poly-
peptide in HMW region, but its amino acid
sequence as revealed by peptide mapping was
different from that of 21S dynein. Although
a 120K polypeptide was found, it was not
identical to IC1 of 21S dynein. No peptides
identical to 1C2 or IC3 comigrated with HMW
of 12S on SDGC. Specific activity of the
ATPase was about one third of that of 21S
dynein and Vmax was also different between
them. The ATPase activity was inhibited by
vanadate. The addition of the partially
purified fraction to the axonemes without
the both arms resulted in reappearance of
the inner arms.
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PHOSPHOROTHIOATE ANALOGS OF ATP AS SUB-
STRATES OF DYNEIN AND CILIARY MOTILITY
M. Okuno 1

,
Y. Tanaka 2 and T. Shimizu .

1 Dept. Biol., Coll. Arts Sci., Univ. Tokyo,
Komaba, Meguro, Tokyo, and 2 Res. Inst.

Polym. Text., Yatabe, Tsukuba. Ibaraki.
Phosphorothioate analogs of ATP were in-

vestigated in terms of their ability to

support the enzyme activity of dynein and
the reactivation of the detergent models of
Tetrahymena . Both the Sp and Rp isomers of

ATPaS were good substrates for the enzyme
activity of dynein. In fact, they were
hydrolyzed faster than ATP in the presence
of Mg ion. The ATPpS(Sp) was a poor sub-
strate but the Rp isomer was much poorer.
Dynein exhibited stereospecif icity at

|3-phosphate but not at o(-phosphate, which
was revealed by using Cd ion to support
the enzyme activity. ATP^S was also hydro-
lyzed by dynein but slowly. Among analogs,
only ATPo(S(Sp) reactivated the detergent
models of Tetrahymena . Although the appar-
ent Km of beat frequency for ATPaS(Sp) was
almost the same as that for ATP (0.5 mM),
the maximal beat frequency was about 7 Hz,

being much smaller than that by ATP (31

Hz) at 20°. The ATPo(S(Rp) was a good
substrate for dynein but did not induce the
reactivation. This could be understood
either by assuming heterogeneity of the
catalytic sites of dynein or by assuming
kinetic properties of ATP«S(Rp) hydrolysis
being much different from those of ATP
hydrolysis

.
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ANALYSIS OP STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF THE
OUTER ARM DYNEIN FROM TETRAHYMENA CILIA.
E.Masuyama 1

, K.Nakamura1
, H.Ishida' and Y.

Shigenaka' .
J Dep. of Living Sci., Univ. of

Hiroshima Women's, 2 Fac. Integr. Arts &
Sci., Univ. of Hiroshima, Hiroshima.

When Tetrahymena ciliary 22S dynein
which involves two HMr polypeptides ( 0. and
/3 ) was digested with thermolysin, two pro-
tease-resistant fragments which were desig-
nated FTH-1 and FTH-2 were obtained by
PAGE. The fragments were characterized by
high ATPase activities and consisted of two
principal polypeptides (FTH-1 :173K and 80K,
FTH-2 :173K and 120K). To further investi-
gate the origin of these two fragments,
both FTH-1 and FTH-2 recovered by electro-
phoresis were digested with chymotrypsin in
SDS. The proteolytic cleavages were distin-
guished between these fragments. We pre-
pared and purified a polyclonal antibody to
column purified fragments (FTH-1 plus FTH-
2). By "western" immunoblotting, the anti-
body reacted strongly with 1 73K, HMr poly-
peptides and 280K of degradation products
of HMr polypeptides. The immunoelectron
microscopic observation of ciliary axoneme
showed binding products of the antibody in
the outer arm position. By immunoblots, an
immunological similarity of ciliary dynein
with other flagellar dyneins was observed;
the antibody reacted with HMr polypeptides
of both oyster and sea urchin flagella
dyneins

.

A.KOBAYASHI 3
,

T.KAWASAKI 3
,
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'*•* and H.SATO^

if., Natl.
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EFFECTS OF ACYLPEPTIDES (K-26) ON THE SPERM
MOTILITY AND FLAGELLAR ATPase ACTIVITY OF
THE SEA URCHIN
E.YOKOTA.1 ',

2

I.MABUCHI
'Div. Cell Prol
Biol., Okazalt:
Univ., Toba, Dept. Agric. Chem., Okayama
Univ., Okayama, and Dept. Biol., Coll.
Arts and Sci., Univ. Tokyo, Tokyo.

A" group of acylpeptides called K-26

,

which was isolated from the culture medium
of a soil bacterium Baci 1 1 us sp . 503, has
been shown to inhibit fertilization in the
sea urchin by affecting sperm. We inves-
tigated the effects of K-26 on the motility
and the dynein ATPase activity of the sperm
of Pseudocentrotus depressus and An tho-
c idar i s crassispina . At concentrations
below 2 uM, K-26 reversibly inhibited mo-
tility of both intact sperm and Triton X-
100-extracted models. However, neither the
axonemal ATPase activity nor the sliding
between outer doublet microtubules in
trypsinized axonemes was affected. At
concentrations above 10 uM, the axonemal
ATPase activity was activated several times
and high molecular weight peptides of
dynein were released from the axonemes. The
ATPase activity of isolated 21S dynein was
also activated more than ten times. The
particle was dissociated into smaller ones
of about 10-14S. At the lower K-26 con-
centrations it is possible that the con-
version mechanism of sliding into bending
is affected.
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PROTEASE DIGESTION OF TETRAHYMENA DYNEIN
SUBUNIT, TWO-HEADED 1 8S PARTICLE
Y. Sumiyoshi & T. Miki-Noumura. Dept. of
Biol. Ochanimizu Univ., Tokyo.

We reported that Tetrahymena three-
headed 22S dynein was digested into two-
headed 1 8S and single headed 11S partic-
les with chymotrypsin, both of which had
ATPase activity (Toyoshima & Miki-Noumura,
1985)

.

We tried further to analyse the 2-
headed particle by thermolysin( 1 00 ug/ml)
digestion. Two-headed particle composed
of two heavy chains CT2 and CT5, was dige-
sted into TH1 and 3 at first, and then
TH2, 4 and 5. Following the digestion,
the subunits were applied to HPLC chroma-
tography. Each fraction of protein con-
tent, ATPase activity and pattern of SDS-
PAGE was analysed. TH4 and 5 were found
to have ATPase activity. Immunoblotting
analysis and peptide mapping suggest that
processes of the thermolysin digesetion
were as follows: CT2->TH1 ->TH2 and CT5 ->
TH3->TH4->TH5. Higher ATPase activity
showed that one head of 2-headed 1 8S par-
ticle have ATPase activity.
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TISSUE SPECIFICITY OF TROPOMYOSIN FROM A
HORSESHOE CRAB, TACHYPLEUS TRIDENTATUS
J. Miyazaki and T. Hirabayashi. Inst, of
Biol. Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba, Ibaraki.

Tropomyosin is a ubiquitous protein
associated with thin filaments and
microfilaments in many types of cells. In
order to investigate the function of
tropomyosin, heterogeneity and tissue
specificity of tropomyosin have been
studied using many kinds of materials such
as tissues and cultured cells of
vertebrates, and many isoforms with tissue-
specific patterns of their distribution
have been detected. When we intend to
extend our knowledge of tropomyosin further
to invertebrates, especially to arthropods,
the information is considerably sparse.
Thus, heterogeneity and tissue specificity
of tropomyosin from various tissues of a
horseshoe crab, Tachyp l eus tridentatus ,

were studied by e lectrophoret ic and
immunochemical methods. Results showed
coexistence of at least four, probably six,
isoforms of horseshoe crab tropomyosin in
all tissues examined. This proposes that
horseshoe crab tropomyosin is much less
specific to tissues in contrast with
vertebrate tropomyosin, suggesting that
tropomyosin of most invertebrates may also
be less specific to tissues. The
significance of the lack of tissue
specificity in the horseshoe crab was
discussed from a viewpoint of comparative
biochemistry.
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DETECTION OF TROPONIN I ON ELECTROPHORETIC
GEL BY USING SPECIFIC BINDING OF TROPNIN C
TO TROPONIN I.

T. Komiya, Y. Kobayashi and T. Obinata.
Dept. of Biol., Chiba Univ., Chiba.

Troponin I (TNI), an inhibitor for
actin-myosin interaction in striated
muscles, is known to bind specifically to
troponin C (TNC) in a calcium-dependent
manner. We found that TNI blotted on
nitrocellulose (NC) paper from SDS-
polyacrylamide gel has the ability to make
a complex with TNC. By using specific
TNC-binding to TNI, we developed a simple
and reliable method to detect TNI on
electrophoretic gel. In this method, NC
paper was first reacted with TNC, followed
by the treatment with rabbit anti-TNC
antibody and with HRP-conjugated
anti-rabbit IgG. By this method, we
successfuly identified TNI spots in 2-D
electrophoresis patterns of whole extracts
from chicken fast-, slow-skeletal and
cardiac muscles. This method was also
applicable to detect TNI in the extracts
from rabbit, rat, ascidian, and insect
muscles. TNI in arthropods have been
characterized in crustaceans (Regenstein
and Szent-Gyorgyi, 1975; Lehman et al .

,

1976), but remains obscure in insects.
Therefore, we searched TNI-like protein in
the extracts from cricket leg and thoracic
muscles. 29 kDa peptide in both muscles
bound to TNC, and in addition, 85 kDa
peptide in the thoracic muscle also
exhibited TNC-biding ability.
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ON THE TROPOMYOSIN ISOFORMS OBTAINED FROM
EGGS OF FOUR SPECIES OF THE SEA URCHIN.
T. Ishimoda-Takagi , K.Yamazaki and S.Koui.
Dept. of Biol., Tokyo Gakugei Univ., Tokyo.

We compared some characteristics of egg
tropomyosin (TM) isoforms among four spe-
cies of the sea urchin, Strongylocentrotus
intermedins , Anthocidaris crassispina,
Pseudoaentrotus depressus and Hemic entrotus
pulcherrimus . The number of TM isoforms of
each species was analyzed by two-dimension-
al gel electrophoresis using Laemmli's gel
system in the presence or absence of urea.
Egg TM fraction obtained from S. intermedi-
ns contained two TM isoforms. Two or three
TM isoforms were detected in the egg TM
fraction of A. crassispina. TM fraction of
P. depressus egg contained five TM isoforms
and egg TM fraction of H. pulcherrimus con-
tained three or four TM isoforms. There
were no TM isoforms with the identical
electrophoretic mobilities, when each TM
isoform detected in four species was ana-
lyzed by two-dimensional gel electrophore-
sis. Each TM isoform had the ability to
bind to actin, when egg TM fraction or TM
extract of each species was incubated with
exogenous actin. Although the number of TM
isoforms were different among sea urchin
species, the TM isoforms of each species
could be divided into two immunologically
different groups, one of which had strong
reactivity with the antiserum against the
sea urchin muscle TM and the other had no
or weak reactivity with the antiserum.
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B-BAND PROTEIN IN SEA URCHIN SPERM
FLAGELLA
K.Inaba, M.Okuno and H.Mohri. Department
of Biology, College of Atrs and Science,
University of Tokyo, Komaba, Meguro-ku,
Tokyo

In sea urchin sperm flagella, there
exist four major HMW proteins designated
as A- , B-, C- and D-band. Among them, both
A- and D-band proteins were identified as
dynein ATPases, but nothing has been known
about the nature of B-band protein. In the
present study, B-band protein was
partially purified from sea urchin sperm
flagella, using selective extractions,
hydroxylapatite chromatography and sucrose
density gradient centrifugation. Molecular
weight of this protein was 440kD by
continuous system of SDS-PAGE.
Sedimentation coefficient was 10. S S and
Stokes radius was 10 nm. ATPase activity
in B-band fraction was negligible when
compared with that of 21 S dynein. In the
low-angle, rotary-shadowing electron
microscope, B-band protein appeared to be
composed of four globular units and two
curved linkers. It looked like a pair of
headphone attached by their both ends,
which was quite different from the shape
of 21 S dynein. Furthermore, axonemes were
treated with several kinds of chemical
dissections and trypsin digestion. The
results showed that B-band is a component
of the structure other than both arms and
susceptible to trypsin digestion.
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Z-PROTEIN OF CHICKEN RED BLOOD CELLS.
K.Ohashi. Dept . of Biol., Fact, of Sci.,
Univ. of Chiba, Chiba.

Antibodies against chicken breast muscle
Z-protein, a Z -line component of myo-
fibrils, react with the 35-k dalton peptide
of chicken gizzard muscle. However, anti-35-
kDa peptide antibodies do not react with
Z-protein. Immunofluorescent staining pat-
terns of gizzard muscle cells with these
antibodies are almost the same. These anti-
bodies also stain dottily inner surface of
plasma membrane and nuclei of chicken red
blood cells. Red blood cell ghosts were
extracted with a solution of 6 M urea, 10
mM MgCl

?
, 10 mM Tris-acetate buffer, pH7.6,

and 6 mM 2- mercaptoethanol . The extract
was dialyzed against 1 mM bicarbonate. The
centrifuged supernatant of the extract was
fractionated with ammonium sulfate. Accord-
ing to the immunoblotting method, antibodies
against Z-protein reacted with a 50-k dalton
peptide precipitated at 25-40% saturation of
ammonium sulfate. Antibodies against 35-kDa
peptide also reacted with a 50-k dalton
peptide precipitated at 25-60% saturation.
Although these two peptides had the similar
molecular weight, they are probably another
peptides. When red blood cells were thor-
oughly washed with a low ionic strength
solution containing 0.5% Triton X-100, the
immunofluorescence was diminished. These
two peptides were also extracted with the
Triton X-100 containing solution. The
difference or similality of these two pep-
tides is to be elucidated in future.
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CHANGES OF PROTEIN COMPOSITION OF
ATROPHIED SOLEUS MUSCLE FOLLOWING TAIL
SUSPENSION
Y. Atomi 1, S. Yamada 1, H. Hatta 2, S.

Shinohara 3, Y. Yamamoto 4, 1 Dep. of
Sports Sci, College of Arts and Sci. Uni.
of Tokyo, 2 Fac. of Edu.,Uni. of Tokyo, 3

Keio Univ., 4 Sagami Women's Univ.
Muscle atrophy induced by tail
suspension decreased 30 kilo dalton
protein (30k protein) in soleus. 30k
protein was included in soluble fraction
in muscle. This protein was composed of
at least two or three proteins by two
dimensional electrophoresis. However,
these 30k protein were modified by the
addition of dithiothreitol and oxidized
glutathione. Therefore it was suggested
that 30k protein was single protein which
involved a reactive thiol group. After
the purification of 30k protein, amino
acid composition, peptide mapping and
immunochemical reaction of 30k protein
were compared with those of other
proteins of the same molecular weight
(carbonic anhydrase, cytocrome b5
reductase etc.). But the identification
between them was not obtained.
Localization of 30k protein in muscle was
determined by immunohistochemical method.
FITC staining was localized mainly inside
the muscle fibers, but not all of them,
consequently producing a mosaic
appearance. Further histochemical and
enzymological analysis are now under
study.
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LOCALIZATION OF CONNECTIN , MUSCLE ELASTIC
PROTEIN.
T. Suzuki, A. Asakura, Y. Itoh, D. H. Hu,
S. Kimura, K. Ohashi, and K. maruyama.
Dept. Biol., Fac. Sci., Chiba Univ., Chiba.

Connectin filaments are shown to connect
myosin filaments to Z discs in a sarcomere
of vertebrate skeletal muscle (Maruyama et
al. J. Cell Biol. 101, 2167-2172(1985). In
the present study, its location in chicken
breast muscle has been confirmed by a use
of gold-labeled antibodies against connect-
in under an electron microscope.

Previously, we reported that connectin
interacts with actin filaments to form
bundles (Kimura etal . J. Biochem. 96, 499-
506(1984)). However, connectin fragments
did not interact with F-actin (Kimura et al
J. Biochem. 96, 1947-1950(1984)). In the
present work, it was clearly shown that F-
actin is quantitatively bound to connectin
(approximately, 50 actin monomers per a
connectin filament) . Furthermore, short
F-actin filaments fragmented by sonication
in the presence of ^ -actinin are also
bound to connectin to form meshwork. Thus,
it is regarded that actin filaments attach
to connectin filaments in situ. If so,
the elastic connectin filaments may be a

guide to the actin filaments to slide over
myosin filaments.
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PROTEIN CONSTITUENTS OF THE ACROSOMAL
PROCESSES ISOLATED FROM ASIAN AND AMERICAN
HORSESHOE CRAB SPERM
I.Mabuchi 1 and Y.Nonomura 2

. *Dept. of
Biol., Coll. of Arts and Sci., Univ. of
Tokyo and Dept of Cell Biol., Natl. Inst,
for Bas. Biol., Okazaki, and 'Dept. of
Pharmacol., Fac. of Medicine, Univ. of
Tokyo. Tokyo.
Acrosomal actin bundles were isolated from
the sperm of horseshoe crabs from four
different sources, three from Asia and one
from North America, and their protein con-
stituents and structures were compared.
The bundle from the American Limulus pol y-
phemus sperm was composed of actin and two
associated proteins of MW 95K and MW 52K as
reported previously [L.G.Tilney, J_;_ Cell
Bio l. 64, 289 ('75)]. However, those from
the three Asian species ( Tachyp l eus tri-
dentatus . T. gigas , and Carcinoscorpius
rotundicauda ) were composed only of actin
and the MW 95K protein. Electron micro-
scopic and optical diffraction studies
indicated that both the helical structures
and the interf ilament spacing of the actin
filaments composing the acrosomal bundle
were indistinguishable among the four spe-
cies. These results suggest that the MW
95K protein crosslinks actin filaments in
the bundle. This protein differed from #>-
actinin, villin, and gelsolin in the iso-
electric point and immunological cross-
reactivity. It is likely that Limulus and
the three Asian species have evolved
independently from a common ancestor.
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REANNEALING OF SONICATED F-ACTIN FRAGMENTS
AND ITS INHIBITION BY (J-ACTININ.
K. Maruyama , M. Oosawa, and S. Shimaoka.
Dept. Biol.,Fac. Sci.,Chiba Univ., Chiba.

We have repeatedly claimed that -actin-
in inhibits reannealing of sonicated short
actin filaments by its binding to the poin-
ted end of an actin filament (Maruyama et al

J. Biochem. 81,215-232(1977)). Recently,
however, Korn ' s group reported that after
sonication there is a rapid redistribution
of lengths of actin filaments between snort
pieces of filaments and dissociated actin
monomers, denying the occurrence of the
reannealing of the actin fragments (Carlier
et al. J. Biol. Chem. 259,9987-9991(1984).

In the present work, phalloidine-treated
F-actin was used to minimize monomer disso-
ciation. Free ATP had been removed by Dowex
-1 treatment. Fluorescence measurements
showed that there was not any change in the
amount of F or G forms of actin during the
sonic vibration. Yet, there were (1) a

rapid decay in number concentrations of F-

actin, and a Marked increase in degrees of
flow birefringence (elongation) . EDTA did
not affect the situations. Therefore, it

is concluded that reannealing of F-actin
can occur with phalloidine-treated F-actin,
and (J-actinin inhibits the process.
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DISSOCIATION OF A COMPLEX OF ACTIN-
DEGRADING ENZYME AND ITS INHIBITOR.
Y. Motobayashi and K. Yoshizato . Dept.
of Biochem. and Dept. of Plast. Surg.,
Kitasato Univ. Sch. of Med., Sagamihara.

We have shown the presence of an actin-
degrading enzyme and its inhibitor in the
resorbing tail muscle of bullfrog tadpole.
A crude preparation of the enzyme
hydrolyzes actin in the presence of
SDS, but does not without the detergent.
However, the native actin becomes a

substrate for a highly purified
preparation of the enzyme, suggesting
that the enzyme is present in degrading
muscle tissue as a complex with its
inhibitor. The present study shows that
this possibility is the case and reveals
some biochemical nature of this complex.
The complex was dialyzed against various
buffers, pH range of which was 1 to 10.
The native actin could be split when the
complex was dialyzed at pH3 or pH4 . It,
therfore, is concluded that the inhibitor
is dissociated from the enzyme and is
removed during dialysis. Hydrolysis of
the native actin was hindered by
reconstitution of the complex, and the
degree of inhibition increased as the
amount of inhibitor increased. The
molecular weight of the complex was
identical to that of the inhibitor-free
enzyme, as revealed by gel filtration
chromatography, indicating that the
inhibitor is a low molecular weight
substance

.
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A PROTEIN FACTOR WHICH CAN DISSOCIATE THE
45K PROTEIN-ACTIN COMPLEX IS PRESENT IN THE
EXTRACT OF SEA URCHIN EGGS.
M.Ohnuma and I.Mabuchi'.
Dept. of Biol., Coll. of Arts and Sci.,
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo, and 2 Dept. of Cell
Biol., Natl. Inst. for Basic Biol.,
Okazaki

.

We have previously reported that a 45K raol-
wt protein which is an actin-f ragmen ting
protein isolated from sea urchin eggs forms
a complex with actin (45K-A complex) in the
presence of Ca + and that the 45K-A complex
was dissociated by overnight dialysis in
the absence of Ca [M.Ohnuma and
I.Mabuchi, J. Biochem., 100, 817 (1986)].
On the other hand, the purified 45K-A
complex was not dissociated under the
similar conditions. This suggested that a
factor which can dissociate the 45K-A
complex exists in the crude egg extract.
The sea urchin egg crude extract was
fractionated by using DEAE-cel lulose column
chromatography and gel filtration. The
activity which was able to dissociate the
45K-A complex was eluted at Kav = 0.40
(Stokes radius; 4.1 nm). The 45K-A complex
was dissociated by this fraction in a
stoichiometric manner. The dissociating
activity was reduced by either heat
treatment or trypsin digestion. On the
other hand, RNase did not affect the
activity. These results suggested that the
factor is a protein.
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IDENTITICATION OF COFILIN IN TISSUES AND
LOCALIZATION IN CULTURED CELLS.
N.Yonezawa, E.Nishida, S.Koyasu*, K.Iida*,
S.Maekawa, I.Yahara* and H.Sakai. Dept. of
Biophys. and Biochem., Fac. of Sci., Univ.
of Tokyo, Tokyo; *The Tokyo Metropolitan
Inst, of Med. Sci., Tokyo.

Cofilin is a 21kDa actin binding protein
that binds to both F-actin and G-actin in a
1:1 molar ratio of cofilin to actin monomer
and regulates polymerization of actin in a
pH-sensitive manner. We prepared monospe-
cific antibodies to porcine brain cofilin
to investigate tissue specificity and
intracellular localization. Using immuno-
blot analysis, we identified a protein with
the same molecular weight as cofilin in a
variety of rat and bovine organs and
tissues and also in various cultured cell
lines from mouse, rat, chicken and human.
From indirect immunofluorescence staining
of mouse fibroblastic C3H-2K cells and
human epidermoid carcinoma KB cells, we
found that cofilin was not distributed
along stress fibers but distributed
uniformly in cytoplasm and concentrated in
ruffling membranes where F-actin was also
concentrated as revealed by staining with
rhodamine-phalloidin . Furthermore, we found
that actin paracrystal-like intracellular
structures ( actin rods ) that could be
induced in cultured cells by various means
were stained by anti-cofilin antibodies.
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A HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT ACTIN BINDING
PROTEIN OF SEA URCHIN EGG.
S.Maekawa, S.Endo and H.Sakai.
Dept. of Biophys. and Biochem., Fac . of
Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

An actin filament binding protein having
a high molecular weight in the SDS-PAGE
(260K protein) was purified from the Triton-
treated cortex fraction of sea urchin eggs
( Hemicentratus fulcherimus) after solubiliza-
tion with a high salt solution using sever-
al column chromatographies. This protein
caused the increase in the low shear vis-
cosity of actin solution in a dose dependent
manner. Electron microscopic observation
revealed the formation of large curled bun-
dles of actin filaments. Different from
fascin-induced actin bundles, no clear
striations were observed within the actin
bundles formed by this protein.

Antibody against the 260K protein was
raised in a rabbit and affinity purified.
Immunoblott ing analysis of Triton-treated
cortex fraction showed only one reactive
band and that of subcellular fractions indi-
cated that this protein localizes exclusive-
ly in the cortex fraction. Indirect immuno-
fluorescence staining showed the localiza-
tion of this protein in the cortex and the
region of the contractile ring. The fluo-
rescence images after double staining for
actin filaments and the 260K protein corre-
lated well with each other.

BI 74

TETRAHYMENA ACTIN: II. IDENTIFICATION AND
PARTIAL PURIFICATION OF THE TETRAHYMENA
ACTIN GENE PRODUCT.
M. Hirono, Y. Kumagai and Y. Watanabe.
Inst, of Biol. Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba,
Ibaraki

.

Since the Tetrahymena actin gene was
proved to be actively transcribed iri vivo ,

we tried to identify the substantial gene
product. For this, we prepared antiserum
specific for a synthetic peptide (15 amino
acids) corresponding to the N-terminal
sequence deduced from the nucleotide
sequence of the Tetrahymena actin gene. By
immunoblott ing technique with two-
dimensional gel electrophoresis, it was
revealed that the antiserum against this
peptide reacted to only a single protein
spot among total protein of Tetrahymena .

The actin spot migrated near an added spot
of rabbit skeletal muscle actin, but
clearly differed in its apparent molecular
weight (the former, 43,500; the latter,
42,000) and isoelectric point (the former,
5.4; the latter, 5.2). From the den-
sitometrical analysis, Tetrahymena actin is
estimated to amount to 0.3% of the total
protein.

We are now trying to isolate Tetrahymena
actin by extraction of it from acetone
powder, ammonium sulfate fractionation and
ion-exchange column chromatography.

BI 73

TETRAHYMENA ACTIN: I. CLONING AND SEQUENC-
ING OF THE TETRAHYMENA ACTIN GENE.
M. Hirono and Y. Watanabe. Inst, of Biol.
Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba, Ibaraki.

Actin is ubiquitous in eukaryotes,
nevertheless, its existence has not yet
been clearly proven in Tetrahymena . We have
succeeded in cloning and sequencing of an
actin gene from the genomic library of
Tetrahymena pyr if ormis using a Dictyos-
terium actin gene as a probe. The resulting
nucleotide sequence shows that this gene
has no intron. The predicted Tetrahymena
actin is composed of 375 amino acids like
other actins and its molecular weight is
estimated as 41,906. Both T_;_ pyriformis and
T . thermophila possessed single type of
actin genes which differ in their restric-
tion patterns. Northern hybridization
analysis revealed that the actin gene was
actively transcribed in vivo . Deduced amino
acid sequence of Tetrahymena actin shares
about 75% homology equally with those of
other representative actins. This value is
extremely low as a homology rate between
actins already known. Tetrahymena actin
diverges not only in relatively variable
regions (residues 1-17, 260-309), but also
in the remaining relatively constant
regions. The hydrophilicity levels of two
regions (residues 190-200, 225-235) are
also quite different between the Tetra-
hymena actin and skeletal muscle actin.
Thus, we conclude that Tetrahymena actin is
the most unique of the actins known so far.

BI 75

TETRAHYMENA ACTIN: III. IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE
LOCALIZATION OF ACTIN IN TETRAHYMENA CELLS.
M. Hirono, M. Nakamura and Y. Watanabe.
Inst, of Biol. Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba,
Ibaraki

.

Previous 2 papers ( Tetrahymena actin: I
& II) have shown that Tetrahymena actin is
very unique. Therefore, we ascertained
whether Tetrahymena actin was involved in
cell division and other cellular events as
other ubiquitous actins did. For this aim,
we investigated immunofluorescence
localization in Tetrahymena cells by using
the same antiserum as that used in the pre-
vious paper. The results showed that (1)
division furrow region corresponding to the
presence of contractile ring microfilaments
fluoresced, (2) macronuclear filamentous
structures corresponding to the nuclear
microfilament bundles appearing in the
response to heat shock (see Tunemoto,et al.
of this proceeding) also fluoresced. Since
these microfilaments are known to be actin
filaments in higher animal cells, actin in
Tetrahymena we found appears to function as
those in animal cells. In addition, in
interphase Tetrahymena cells, actin was
localized in deep-fibers of the oral
apparatus, cytoprocts and contractile
vacuole pores, suggesting the involvement
of the actin in cell motility.
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BI 76

COLD-STABLE MICROTUBULES It! MARGINAL BAND
OF CHICKEN ERYTHROCYTE.
S. Manabe, A. Hanayama & T. Miki-Noumura

.

Dept. of Biol. Ochanomizu Univ., Tokyo.

The marginal band of the chicken
nucleated erythrocyte is composed of a
bundle of microtubules that encircles the
cell immediately beneath cell membrane.
Solomon et al(1984) reported that the
microtubules of the marginal band were
depolymerized by incubation in the cold.
However, we found that a few microtubules
did not depolymerize in the cold and tried
to estimate the content of the cold-stable
microtubules in it. After incubation at
various time in the cold and demembrana-
tion with Triton X-100, tubulin content in
pellet of the cytoskeleton was estimated
on SDS-PAGE. A definite amount of non-
depolymerized microtubules was detected
even after 40 min. incubation in the cold,
and found to be around 12.5% of total
amount of tubulin in the erythtocyte cyto-
skeleton. To confirm localization of the
cold-stable tubulin, we observed cross
thin-sectioned image of the erythrocyte
under an electron microscope. The image of
the intact cells showed about 20 microtu-
bules, while the cells incubated in the
cold for 90 min., contained 3.3 microtu-
bules on the average. These results indi-
cate that the marginal band of the
erythrocyte has the cold-stablemicrotu-
bules in it, as well as mammalian brain.

BI 78

MICROTUBULE-BINDING DOMAIN OF 190-kDa MAP.
H.Aizawa, S.Kotani, H.Murofushi and H.Sakai.
Dept. of Biophys. and Biochem. , Fac . of
Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

Previously we reported the purification
of heat-stable microtubule-associated pro-
tein of Mr 190,000 (190-kDa MAP) from bo-
vine adrenal cortex. Electron microscopic
observation showed lateral projections on
the surfaces of microtubules reconstituted
from 190-kDa MAP and tubulin. This result
indicates that 190-kDa MAP consists of
microtubule-binding domain and projection
domain. Limited chymotryptic digestion of
190-kDa MAP produced a fragment of Mr
27,000 termed 27-kDa fragment, which was
able to bind to microtubules reconstituted
in the presence of taxol. We purified this
fragment by the method of cosedimentation
with microtubules followed by heat-treat-
ments. Purified 27-kDa fragment had activ-
ity to stimulate tubulin polymerization.
Electron microscopic observation of the
polymers revealed that normal microtubules
were formed without any projections on the
microtubule surface. These results strongly
indicate that the 27-kDa fragment is a part
of or includes microtubule-binding domain
of 190-kDa MAP. Amino acid analysis reveal-
ed that the 27-kDa fragment was rich in
lysine(13/£ ) , proine(14%) and alanine( 16% )

,

suggesting that the microtubule-binding
domain of 190-kDa MAP comprises unique
structure.

BI 77
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC OBSERVATION OF 190-KD
MAP PURIFIED FROM BOVINE ADRENAL GLAND AND
ITS COMPARISON WITH A MAP IN HELA CELLS.
H. Murofushi 1 S. Kotani 1

, H. Aizawa , H.

Sakai 1

, S. Hisanaga 2 and N. Hirokawa 2
.

^Dept. of Biophys. and Biochem., Fac. of
Sci. and 2 Dept. of Anatomy. Fac. of
Med. Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

A heat-stable microtubule-associated
proteirr-with molecular weight of 190,000
termed 190-kD MAP was purified from bovine
adrenal cortex. This MAP was distinct
from MAP2 and tau in its inability to in-
teract with actin filament. It was also
shown that 190-kD MAP is phosphorylated by
protein kinases but the degree of phospho-
rylation is lower than that of the neural
MAPs. Electron microscopic observation of

the rotary-shadowed images of 190-kD MAP
revealed the molecular shape to be a long
thin flexible rod with a contour length of

ca. 100 nm. Quick-freeze, deep-etch rep-
licas of the microtubules reconstituted
from the MAP and brain tubulin showed many
projections extending from the surface of
the microtubules. Immunoblotting experi-
ments using antiserum against 190-kD MAP
showed that proteins immunologically re-
lated to the MAP are widespread in many
kind of tissues and cultured cells. Espe-
cially HeLa cells are rich in a MAP which
reacts with the anti-190-kD MAP antiserum.
Apparent molecular weight of this HeLa MAP
is a little smaller than the adrenal MAP.
Comparison of the 1 -D peptide maps of the
two MAPs suggested the presence of some
structural homology between them.

DB 1

STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN SPERMATOPHORE OF THE
SILKWORM RELATED TO SPERM MATURATION.
H.Kasuga, M.Osanai and T.Aigaki. Dept. of
Biol., Tokyo Metropol. Inst, of Gerontol.,
Itabashiku, Tokyo.

The structural changes in the contents
of the bursa copulatrix, especially those
in the spermatophore, of the silkmoth,
Bombyx mori , were examined histologically
during sperm maturation. While both
eupyrene and apyrene spermatozoa are
immotile in the male vesicula seminalis,
they can acquire motility for the first
time in the spermatophore built inside the
female bursa copulatrix. Therefore,
spermatophore is regarded as a reactor for
the sperm maturation, namely, acquisition
of apyrene spermatozoa and dissociation of
eupyrene spermatozoa. According to the
histological observations, heraatoxyl in-
positive grannules and PAS-positive
granules contained much in both the inner
and outer matrices of the spermatophore
decrease with advancing time after the
beginning of copulation. On the contrary,
eosinophile parts appear there and increase
with time. The PAS-positive granules
were identified as glycogen by digesting
them by a-amylase.

Both eupyrene spermatozoa separated
from their bundles and apyrene spermatozoa
migrate from the inner matrix to the narrow
basophilic network region of the outer
matrix, which was formed by compression due
to the enlarging vacuoles.
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ACTION OF APYRENE SPERMATOZOA OF SILKWORM
ON DISSOCIATION OF EUPYRENE BUNDLES.
M.Osanai, H.Kasuga, and T.Aigaki. Dept. of
Biol., Tokyo Metropol. Inst, of Gerontol.,
Itabashiku, Tokyo.

The silkworm, Bombyx mori , has two
types of spermatozoa, anucleated apyrenes
and nucleated eupyrenes. Number of these
spermatozoa is much more than that of those
(over 65% of the total). Eupyrenes have an
ability to fertilize eggs, while the role
of apyrenes has still been unknown. Both
types of spermatozoa remain immotile in the
male vesicula seminalis. As soon as
spermatophore is formed inside the female
bursa copulatrix, apyrenes acquire the
motility and stir vigorously the highly
viscous spermatophore contents containing
many enzymes and substrates derived from
the various male reproductive glands,
follwed by digesting eupyrene cysts and by
dissociating eupyrene bundles. At this
time apyrene spermatozoa squeeze themselves
into eupyrene bundles separated partially
and promote the complete dissociation of
individual eupyrene spermatozoa from their
bundles. After acquisition of motility,
the apyrene spermatozoon writhes vigorously
in the spermatophore, but never advances to
a certain direction, unlike the other
animal spermatozoa. The physiological role
of the silkworm apyrene spermatozoa must be
promotion of various reactions in the
spermatophore by their movement to cause
the eupyrene maturation.

DB 4

FLAGELLAR FORMATION DURING INTERPHASE IN
SECONDARY SPERMATOCYTES FROM XENOPUS LAEVIS
IN VITRO .

S.Abe 1
, S.Asakura 1 and A.Ukeshima 2

,
1Dept.

of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Kumamoto Univ. and
2Kumamoto Univ. College of Medical Science,
Kumamoto

.

In vitro culture system of dissociated
primary spermatocytes (PCs) from Xenopus
laevis was developed: Single PCs in meta-
phase which attached to poly-L-lysine (pLL)

-

coated dishes completed two meiotic
divisions each to give 4 round spermatids
in which flagella and acrosomes were formed
and then the acrosomes condensed. Electron
microscopy showed that round mitochondria
which had been scattered throughout cyto-
plasm of round spermatids assembled and
attached to the nuclear envelope of the
acrosomal spermatids.

When PCs were cultured in a dish the
bottom of which was replaced by a cover-
glass and coated with pLL and observed
through an oil immersion lens, a short
motile flagellum, about 1 p in length, was
found to grow 2-3 hours following the telo-
phase I in a secondary spermatocyte (SC)

.

The flagella grew to 2-3 ;im during inter-
phase II. Then, they shortened in about 10
min and disappeared during prophase II.
Flagella were observed in 87.1% of 240 SCs.
The presence of flagella in SCs was
confirmed by electron microscopy. Thus,
the intimate relationship between meiotic
division and flagellar formation during
spermatogenesis was indicated.

DB 3

GLYCEROL PENETRATION, FREEZING TOLERANCE
AND MOTILITY OF SPERM OF THE MEDAKA,
Oryzias latipes .

N.Onizuka and A.Shima. Zool. Inst., Fac.
of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

Sperm of the Medaka was preserved at
-196°C, by means of macerating minced
testis in the diluent and freezing it by
two-step cooling. Addition of glycerol to
the diluent diminished hatchability of
embryos fertilized with cryopreserved
sperm. Intact sperm of the Medaka was
immotile in NaCl, KC1 or mannitol solution
with high osmotic pressure, but in saline
containing glycerol of 5-1 5% with same
osmotic pressure, the sperm began to move
after the immotile period of 5-30 min
depending on the osmolality of glycerol.
The degree of glycerol penetration into the
sperm was examined using tritium labelled
glycerol. After exposure to tritium
labelled glycerol (41uCi/ml; 5, 10 and 15%
v/v) the sperm were centrifuged (10,000Xg
for 3min) and radioactivity per unit volume
of packed sperm was counted by a liquid
scintillation counter. The amount of
glycerol per sperm calculated from
radioactivity increased with increasing
exposure time and increas-ing glycerol
concentrations as follows: at time values
obtained by extrapolation were; 2.4 for
5%, 3.8 for 10%, 5.5 fmol/sperm for 15%.
At 60 min; 2.4 for 5%, 4.9 for 10%, 7.5
fmol/sperm for 15%.

DB 5

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES
OF MICROVILLOUS FUZZ FILAMENTS AND RELEASE
OF STORED SPERMATOZOA FROM THE ENDOMETRIAL
EPITHELIUM IN THE JAPANESE HOUSE-DWELLING
BAT, PIPISTRELLUS ABRAMUS .

T. Mori and T. A. Uchida. Zool. Lab., Fac.
of Agr., Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka.

In P. abramus , spermatozoa inseminated in
autumn are stored in both the uterus and
the uterotubal junction for about six
months until spring when the ova discharged
from the ovary are fertilized. In the uter-
us, the heads of intact spermatozoa are in
close contact with epithelial microvilli
which are covered by well-developed fuzz
filaments. On the other hand, the ovary
maintains a few Graafian follicles contain-
ing an ovum at the germinal vesicle stage
during hibernation. The large amount of
glycogen in the cumulus cells is the pre-
sumed source of energy-rich substance for
the ova throughout the long hibernation pe-
riod and the subsequent about one month
from arousal to ovulation.
When the oocytes are in metaphase or ana-

phase of the meiosis I with the resumption
of meiotic activity after arousal, micro-
villous fuzz filaments of the endometrial
epithelium begin to change their structure,
and this event is followed by the start of
sperm release from the endometrium.

Thus, the present study confirmed that
the fuzz filaments help to make contact be-
tween the spermatozoa and the epithelial
cells until ovulation.
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DB 6

ON THE FORMATION OF THE CYCLE OF THE SEMI-
NIFEROUS EPITHELIUM IN THE IMMATURE MOUSE.
M. Chiba. Dept. of Biol., Fukushima Med.
Coll. Fukushima.

Seminiferous tubules from a l4-day-old
mouse were histologically examined through
the reconstruction of serial sections of
the testis. Five types of cellular associ-
ations were distinguished along the length
of the tubules. The first type of tubules
was characterized by the presence of early
pachytene spermatocytes. A second type of
tubules contained degenerating spermato-
cytes. A third type of tubules had no
spermatocytes and many mitotic figures
were observed along the basal layer of the
tubule. In a fourth type of tubules a new
generation of resting spermatocytes arose
from the basal layer and many fibrils were
seen in the central core of the tubule. A
new generation of leptotene spermatocytes
occupied the fifth type of tubules. These
five types of cellular associations were
consecutively arranged and the regions
with degenerating spermatocytes appeared
regularly along the length of the tubule.
The degenerating regions proceeded distal-
ly from the rete testis. From these obser-
vations it became evident that the five
types of tubules foreshadowed the cycle of
the epithelium, and that the degeneration
of the primary spermatocytes was an inevi-
table process in normal spermatogenesis in
the premature mouse.

DB 8

AN EGG JELLY SUBSTANCE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
INITIATION OF SPERM HISTONE DEGRADATION.
T. Amano and M. Hoshi. Biol. Lab.,
Fac of Sci., Tokyo Inst, of Technol.,
Tokyo.

Egg jelly initiates the degradation of
sperm histones, especially H-| , in the
starfish, Asterina pectinif era . To ana-
lyze the mechanism of initiation of
histone degradation by the egg jelly, we
tried to isolate a jelly substance respon-
sible for the initation of sperm histone
degradation.

An active substance having a molecular
weight over 5 x 1fj6 dalton was obtained
from the egg jelly by a procedure using
dialysis, Sepharose CL-4B gel filtration
and DEAE-Sephadex A-25 ion-exchange chro-
matography.

It induced the acrosome reaction in
Ca2+-enriched seawater. In normal sea-
water, it did not induce the acrosome
reaction, but it did make sperm unable to
undergo the acrosome reaction in response
to the jelly. These results show that
this factor is very much similar to the
acrosome reaction-inducing substance (ARIS)
in the starfish Asterias amurensis . In
the case of initiation of sperm histone
degradation, however, a low molecular
weight fraction of the egg jelly was not
necessary. Initiation of sperm histone
degradation by the egg jelly was inhibited
by 125 ug/ml Con A which did not inhibit
the acrosome reaction.

DB 7

STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENT OF CO-ARIS FOR
INDUCING THE ACROSOME REACTION.
I. Nishiyama 1

, T. Matsul
2

, Y. Fujimoto 3
, N. Ikekawa

3

and M. Hoshi
2

. 'Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Nagoya
Univ., Nagoya,

2
Biol. Lab. and

3
Dept. of Chem., Fac.

of Sci., Tokyo Inst, of Technol., Tokyo.

In a starfish Asterias amurensis, the acrosome
reaction is induced by cooperative action of two com-
ponents in the egg jelly; a sulfated glycoprotein (ARIS)

and a steroidal saponin (Co-ARIS). Three different Co-
ARIS', namely Co-ARIS 1

I, II and III, were purified

from the egg jelly and their structures were complete-
ly elucidated. Co-ARIS' I and III are identical with

ovarian asterosaponin-1 and -4 respectively. Co-ARIS II

is a novel compound identified as 6a -0-{ 3 -D-fuco-

pyranosyl-(1 * 2)-B -D-f ucopyranosyl-(1 » 4)-[3 -D-quinovo-

pyranosyl-(1 * 2)]-3-D-qumovopyranosyl-(1 * 3)-6-deoxy-

3 -D-xylo-hexos-4-ulopyranosyl } -33-sulfo-oxy-5a-
cholesta-9(11), 17(20), 24-trien-23-one. Co-ARIS I is

different from Co-ARIS II only in the steroidal side

chain. Co-ARIS III is different from Co-ARIS' I and
II in both the saccharide chain and the steroidal side

chain.

The concentrations of Co-ARIS 1

that gave a maxi-
mal effect were 100-200 uM (Co-ARIS I) or 25-50 uM
(Co-ARIS' II and III). The activity of Co-ARIS was
abolished by solvolytic desulfation, but not by periodate

oxidation. Reduction by NaBH,, remarkably decreased
the activity of Co-ARIS I, whereas it enhanced the

activity of Co-ARIS II. Treatment of Co-ARIS III with

NaBH i, did not affect the activity as anticipated from
its structure.

In conclusion, the activity of Co-ARIS requires

sulfate region and depends upon the structure of the

side chain of the steroid, but does not necessarily

require a specific structure of the saccharide chain.

DB 9

ISOLATION OF SPERM ACTIVATING PEPTIDES FROM
EGG JELLY OF THE SEA URCHIN, GLYPTOC IDARI

S

CRENULARIS

K,Yoshinol,M.Kurital,M.Yamaguchil,N, Suzuki 1

and H.KajiurcK. 1 No to Marine Lab. Kanazawa
Univ, Uchiura and 2 Inst, for Basic Biol.
Okazaki

Oligopeptides which stimulate the respirat-
ion of sea urchin soermatozoa in slightly
acidic water (pH 6.8) have been isolated
from the egg jelly of various species of sea
urchins and the sequences were determined,
SDerm respiration of Glyptocidaris crenula -

r_is which belongs to the order Arbacioda was
stimulated by own egg jelly and resact (Cys-
Val-Thr-Gly-Ala-Pro-Gly-Cys-Val-Gly-Gly-Gly-
Arg-Leu-NH2) isolated from the ega jelly of
Arbacia punctulata , The oresent study is
concerned in isolation and sequence determi-
nation of sperm activoting peotides from the
egg jelly of G. crenularis . The ega jelly had
two peptides named alloresact (Lys-Leu-Cys-
Pro-Gly-Gly-Asn-Cys-Val) and its derivdtive
(Des-Lys 1- (Gin/) -alloresact : Leu-Cys-Pro-Gly-
G y-Asn-Cys-Val), These peptides half-maxim-
ally stimulated G. crenularis sperm respirat-
ion at nM concentrations and did not activa-
te spermatozoa of Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus
or Clypeaster japomcus . ihe addition of
alloresact to intact spermatozoa resulted in
a shift of the mobility of a hiah molecular
weight protein (195KD to 200KD) on SDS-noly-
dcrvlamide gel

.
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DB 10

WGA INHIBITS ACROSOME REACTION OF SPERM OF
THE SEA URCHIN, STRONGYLOCENTROTOS INTER-
MEDIUS , BY BLOCKING ION TRANSPORT ACROSS
THE MEMBRANE.
Y.Sendai and K.Aketa. Akkeshi Mar. Biol.
Stat., Hokkaido Univ., Akkeshi Hokkaido

Sperm of the sea urchin, Strongylo-
centrotus intermedius , loses its fertilizing
capacity without losing motility by WGA
(wheat germ agglutinin) . Lectins with other
sugar specificities were not inhibitory
(Aketa and Ohta,1983). In the present work,
we investigated the nature of WGA binding
to sperm, explored the machanism by which
sperm loses fertrilizing capacity, and
identified a membrane glycoprotein which
appears to be WGA-receptor and responsible
for the lectin's effect on sperm.

WGA bound to the apex of sperm head and
to the midpiece, and inhibited egg jelly-
induced acrosome reaction (AR) . The observed
effect of WGA was cancelled by N-acetyl-D-
glucosamine. Inhibition of AR by WGA was not
observed when egg-jelly was replaced by
artificial AR inducer such as ionophores
A23187 and nigericin. Using Ca^+ indicator
quin2 and pH indicator BCECF,we showed that
increases in intracellular Ca^+ and pH were
slightly suppressed by WGA.

These results suggest that WGA inhibits
both Ca2+ uptake and Na+/H f exchange at ap-
ical part of St. intermedius sperm.

WGA-specific receptor of these sperm
appears to be a membrane glycoprotein of
M.W.260Kd.

DB 12

THE EFFECT OF SPERACT ON THE MOBILITY OF A
HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT PROTEIN OF SEA URCHIN
SPERMATOZOA ON SDS-POLYACRYLAMIDE GELS

M. Kuri ta 1 ,K.Yoshi no 1 /M.Yamaguchi 1
, N.Suzuki 1

and K. Nomura^. l.Noto Marine Lab.Kanazawa
Univ. Uchiura and 2.Dept.of Biochem. Tokyo
Metropolitan Inst, of Gerontol. Tokyo

It has been reported that peptides associa-
ted with eggs of certain species of sea
urchins activate sperm respiration and motil-
ity, and they increase cGMP and cAMP concen-
trations in the sperm cells. In present stu-
dy, we report the effect of speract on a
major sperm protein and the isolation of
speract and new speract derivatives from the
egg jelly of sea urchins. Addition of spera-
ct to sea urchin spermatozoa in normal sea
water resulted in a shift of the mobility of
a high molecular weight protein on SDS-poly-
acrylamide gels ( Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus :

131KD to 128KD; Anthocidaris crassispina :

138KD to 131KD; Pseudocentrotus depressus :

132KD to 125KD), me protein located in
sperm tails, particularly in the membrane.
In sodium free sea water, the shift occurred
partially. The egg jelly of P. depressus
contained speract, (Thni-specact and a new
speract derivative ((Ala3,Gly5)-speract:Gly-
Phe-Ala-Leu-Gly-Gly-Gly-Gly-Val-Gly) . That
of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus possessed
two new speract derivatives ((Ala3,Gly5)-
speract and (Ser3,Thr5)-speract:Gly-Phe-Ser-
Leu-Thr-Gly-Gly-Gly-Val-Gly)

.

DB 11
BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN SEA URCHIN SPERM
TREATED WITH DIFFERENT FRACTIONS OF JELLY
A. Hino, Department of Biolgy, Nagoya
University, Nagoya.

The acrosome reaction of sperm is induced
by egg jelly and is usually thought to in-
clude three events; vesicle exocytosis,
actin filament formation, and a movement of
the mitochondrion. To investigate the
mechanism of fertilization in sea urchins,
jelly was fractionated into large and small
molecules by two overnight dialyses. The
large molecules were then separated by
Sepharose CL 4B chromatography into a pro-
tein-rich fraction (P) and a fucose-sulf ate
polysaccharide fraction (F). F fraction is
known to induce the acrosome reaction. When
sperm were treated with P fraction, only
the mitochondrial movement was observed. In
acidic sea water, this P fraction increased
the respiratory rate of sperm much more than
does the small molecule SPERACT. In normal
sea water, the intracellular pH of sperm
treated with P fraction was a little higher
than that of controls and they lose their
motility and fertilizing capacity after 30
min incubation. Within 10 min incubation
with P fraction or SPERACT, sperm were still
able to fertilize eggs. Both of the large
molecules had no chemotactic effect on
sperm whereas SPERACT has. These data
suggests that these three fractions of egg
jelly have different effects which may be
important in the fertilization of eggs
under natural conditions.

DB 13
SEPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF TWO
PROTEASES FROM BUFQ SPERM.
H. Yamasaki, K. Takamune and Ch. Katagiri,
Zool. I-nst., Fac. Sci., Hokkaido Univ.,
Sapporo

.

The sperm of an anuran amphibian,
Buf o japonicus , were treated with 0.5 %

Triton X-100. The extract contained the
hydrolytic activities against both the

'I labeled vitelline coat of uterine
egg (VC-lysin) and di methy lpr ota m ine
(protamine hydrolyzing activity). On
anion exchange chromatography (Mono Q),
the VC-lysin and protamine hydrolyzing
activity were eluted differentially by
0.05 M NaCl and 0.3 M NaCl. Further gel-
filtration on Superose 12 revealed that
the VC-lysin was of higher molecular
weight than the protamine hydrolyzing
activity. The latter activity was further
purified by the affinity chromatography
on SBTI-Sepharos e , yielding the strong
hydrolytic activity on the Boc-Gln-Arg-
Arg-MCA. The protamine hydrolyzing
activity of this final sample was
completely inhibited by DFP and p-APMSF,
and was estimated to be 32K in molecular
weight on the basis of localization of -'H-

DFP in SDS-PAGE. These results indicate
that B u_ f_£ sperm possess two distinct
proteases that may function differentially
during the fertilization.
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DB 14

REVERSIBLE INACTIVATION OF COOK SPERMATOZOA
BY TEMPERATURE. I. OXYGEN CONSUMPTION UN-
DER AEROBIC CONDITIONS.
K. Kimura and A. Takeda, Dept. of Appl.
Biol. Sci., Fac. of Textile Sci. & Tecnol.,
Shinsyu Univ. at Ueda, Nagano.

Cook spermatozoa become immotile and
their respiratory rate becomes low at about
41°C (body temperature) in most synthetic
diluents and oviducal juices. However
there have been few investigations con-
cerned with the metabolism of cook sperma-
tozoa at body temperature.

The respiratory rate of sperm suspen-
sion was estimated polarographically using
a Clark type oxygen electrode.

The respiration of cook spermatozoa
was found to be suppressed by antimycin A,

sodium azide and cyanide. The respiraton
rate of the spermatozoa was enhanced by
2,4-DNP, but the rate of respiration stimu-
lated by 2,4-DNP in immotile spermatozoa
was lower than that of motile spermatozoa.
These results suggest that the sperm respi-
ration depends on the electron-transport
chain of mitochondria and is controled by
ADP control. The difference in the rate
enhanced by 2,4-DNP between motile and
immotile spermatozoa also suggests the
possibility of another type inhibition of
respiration other than ADP control in the
immotile spermatozoa.

DB 16
PURIFICATION OF HUMAN SPERM BY A DISCONTIN-
UOUS PERCOLL DENSITY GRADIENT WITH AN IN-
NER COLUMN.
H.Mohri 1

, S.Oshio 1
, S.Kaneko 2 and R.Iizuka 2

iDept. of Biol., Coll. Arts 6 Sci., Univ.
of Tokyo and ^Dept. of Obstet. § Gynecol.,
Keio Univ. , School of Med. , Tokyo.

Human sperm were highly purified by a
discontinuous Percoll density gradient with
an inner column. Six ml of 801 Percoll so-
lution was poured into a centrifuge tube
with an inner column, in which each 1.0 ml
of 70, 60 and 401 Percoll solutions were
layered successively. The diluted semen
was placed on the top of the gradient and
the tube was centrifuged at 600xg for 30
min with a swing-out rotor. After centri-
fugation, most of the forward motile sperm
were isolated in the sediment, motility
reaching 93%. Other cellular components
including bacteria remained in the inner
column. The purified sperm were found to
be more than 921 viable and abnormal sperm
were reduced to only 51. The contamination
of seminal plasma was negligible in the
purified sperm, as estimated by the resid-
ual protein, fructose and acid phosphatase.
By the use of inner column, sialic acid
content of the sperm was less than 401 of
that obtained with the washed sperm (di-
lution-washing method) . The results sug-
gest that biochemical properties of sperm
should be re-evaluated using the purified
sperm (the inner column method)

.

DB 15
Metabolism of Round Spermatids: Kinetic properties
of three kinds of kinases in glycolysis.
M.r\£KAVURA, S.CKINflG^ & K.ARAI . Dept. of CB/GYN,
Sch. of Med., Teikyo Univ., Tokyo 173, Japan.

Kound spermatids (steps 1-8) were isolated from
rat testes at unit gravity and kinetic properties of
hexokinase (FK)

, phosphof ructokinase (PFK) and pyru-
vate kinase (PK) in their extract were excfnined. Km
values of glucose and ATP for FK were 2.3x10" 5 and
1.1x10_4M, respectively. In the presence of 0.5 rrM

fructose 6-phosphate (F6P), PFK activity reached
maximum at 0.1 rrM ATP, but above 0.5 rrM ATP, it

declined towards control values. However, AVP relie-
ved the inhibitory effect of ATP. In the absence of
AVP, ATP at 1.5 rrM inhibited PFK activity by 60%.
But, at concentrations of AVP greater than 50 uM,
the inhibitory effect of ATP on the PFK activity was
completely blocked. A plot of PK activity against
phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) or ADP concentration appe-
ared signoidal . Km values for PEP and ADP were 0.12
and 0.29 rrM, respectively. However, fructose 1,6-bis-
phosphate (FBP) stimulated PK markedly by increasing
its affinity for PEP. In addition, high levels of
ATP (Ki=6.5 rrM) were required to inhibit the PK acti-
vity. In view of these findings and the previous
studies (Biol. Reprod. in press) in which the change
in the levels of adenine nucleotides and glycolytic
intermediates was shown, it is concluded that these
three kinases, HX, PFK and PK, seem to be fully
activated at intracellular levels of ATP, ADP and
AVP. They are therefore unlikely to be the rate-limi-
ting steps in glycolysis of spermatids. The results
support our proposal that glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate
dehydrogenase is the key enzyme in the glycolytic
pathway in spermatids.

DB 17

AUTONOMOUS FLUORESCENCE OF THE MYOPLASM OF
ASCIDIAN EGGS. Takuya Deno. Dept. of
Biology, Osaka Kyoiku University, Osaka.

The myoplasmic region of eggs of Ciona
intestinalis and C. savignyi emit specific
autonomous fluorescence under UV illumina-
tion (J. Exp. Zool

. , in press). In this
study, the myoplasmic region of eggs of
Ascidia ahodor

i

, A. sydneiensis samea ,

Styela pi icata , and Halocynthia roretzi ,

were also found to have specific autonomous
fluorescence. Since the former four
species are belonging to order Enterogona
and the latter two species are to order
Pleurogona, this result suggests that eggs
of every ascidian species may have
autonomous fluorescence in their myoplasm.

It has been known that the myoplasm con-
tains a lot of mi tochondoria . The dis-
tribution pattern of the fluorescing com-
ponents during embryonic development
closely resembled that of mi tochondoria
demonstrated by histchemical detection of
succinate dehydrogenase activity.

By centri fugation (9000xg, 30 min), Ciona
and Halocynthia eggs were stratified into
three layers. The fluorescence localized
in the most centrifugal portion of the mid-
layer of such eggs, which is the the same
portion as mitochondoria

.
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DB 18

PROPERTIES OF FERTILIZATION POTENTIAL OF
IMMATURE TOAD OOCYTES.
Y. Iwao and M. Nakaya. Biol. Inst., Fac.
Sci. , Yamaguchi Univ. , Yamaguchi, Japan.

The immature oocytes of the toad, Buf

o

bufo japonicus exhibited polyspermy, and
elicited several fast and slow spike poten-
tials, followed by a gradual rise of posi-
tive-going shift of membrane potential.
The number of recurring fast spikes corre-
sponded well with the number of sperm
entry. The mature monospermic oocytes
elicited one fast spike and followed large,
rapid-rising, positive-going shift of mem-
brane potential

.

The insemination of immature oocytes
in various ionic conditions indicated that
both the fast spikes and the positive-going
shift are mediated mainly by the increased
permeability to halides, such as CI or I .

The K permeability participate in elicit-
ing the fast spikes. The fast spike was
never elicited by Ca-ionophore or pricking,
suggesting the fast spikes were generated
before propagation of Ca-ion in the oocyte
cytoplasm (i-e_. , oocyte activation) .

The opening of CI channels of fast
spike in response to each sperm entry is
very unique in animal fertilization. The
polyspermy in the immature toad oocytes
provides an efficient system to analyze
the mechanisms of the sperm-oocyte inter-
actions before oocyte activation in the
fertilization process.

DB 20

IN VITRO INDUCTION OF OOCYTE MATURATION IN
PELECYPODS.
K. Osanai and K. Kyozuka. Mar. Biol. Stn.
Tohoku Univ., Aomori

.

Artificial induction of germinal vesicle
breakdown (GVBD) and polar body formation
(PBF) was examined in pelecypod oocytes.
The germinal vesicle stage oocytes (GV
oocytes) of the oyster, Crassostrea gigas ,

were fertile and underent spontaneously
GVBD in ordinary sea water (pH. 8) . In
Tapes philippinarum the GV oocytes were
not fertilized by insemination and did
not undergo spontaneous GVBD. They under-
went GVBD in the presence of serotonin or
Ca-ionophore A23187 as well as in C . gigas.
The GV oocytes of the mussel, Mytilus
edulis , did not response to any of matura-
tion-inducing agents, such as sperm, sero-
tonin and Ca-ionophore. The metaphase I

oocytes of these three species were fertile
and resumed meiotic division (polar body
formation) in sea water containing Ca-
ionophore or pronase P. In the presence
of pronase P the oocytes (C. gigas ) could
complete meiosis, but did not cleave.

These results show that the mechanism
concerning the induction of GVBD (not
meiosis re-initiation) differs among these
three species.

DB 19
ULTRASTRUCTURAL LOCALIZATION OF MATERIALS
REACTIVE TO THE GLUTARALDEHYDE-BISMUTH (G-
BS) STAINING IN THE NUCLEOLI OF GROWING
MOUSE OOCYTES. I.K. Takeuchi and Y.K. Ta-
keuchi. Dept. Embryol., Inst. Dev. Res.,
Aichi Prefec. Colony, Kasugai, and Anat.
Lab., Gifu Coll. Med. Technol., Seki.

The nucleoli of unilaminar follicular
oocytes of the mouse consisted of highly
reticulated strands of dense fibrillar com-
ponents, aggregates of granular components,
and small fibrillar centers. After the G-
BS staining, bismuth particles were numer-
ous in the fibrillar centers and the dense
fibrillar components surrounding the fi-
brillar centers. Numerous interchromatin
granules clustering in the nucleoplasm were
also stained with bismuth. In the bilani-
nar follicular oocytes, the dense fibrillar
components gradually aggregated with each
other, and the granular components de-
creased in amount. Small fibrillar centers
also decreased in number; instead, larger
ones measuring up to 1 ym were sometimes
encountered. In the antral follicular oo-
cytes, the nucleoli were observed as large
spherical bodies consisting of compactly-
aggregating fibrillar materials, at the
periphery of which a few fibrillar centers
and dense fibrillar components were lo-
cated. The G-BS staining stained only the
peripheral fibrillar centers and dense fi-
brillar components. Perichromatin granules
were numerous in the nucleoplasm of antral
follicular oocytes, which were densely
stained with bismuth.

DB 21
GVED-INDUCING FACTOR EXTRACTED FROM YEAST.
K.Tachibana 1

-
2

, N. Yanagishima2 and T.
Kishimoto 1

. ^'Dept. of Develop. Biol., Natl.
Inst, for Basic Biol., Okazaki and 2 Dept.of
Biol., Fac. of Sci., Nagoya Univ., Nagoya.

A cytoplasmic factor, which can induce
germinal vesicle breakdown (GVBD) upon
injection into immature oocytes of Xenopus
laevis , was extracted from the yeast and
characterized preliminarily.

The cdc 2 mutant of the Saccharomyces
cerevisiae was synchronized at M-phase by
temperature shift, and the cells were
disrupted with glass beads in a buffer
containig Na-glycerophosphate, PMSF and
EGTA, followed by centrifugation to obtain
supernatant. Injection of such a M-phase
extract induced GVBD in Xenopus oocytes in
a dose-dependent manner, and almost 100%
GVBD occurred within 2 hr when approx. 50
mg/ml of protein was injected in a volume
of 50 nl. In contrast, extracts obtained
from the cdc 20 cells at either Gl , S or
G2-phase had no GVBD-inducing activity.
Thus, the activity appeared specifically at
M-phase during the cell cycle. While the
GVBD-inducing activity was nondialyzable

,

it was lost at 37° C within 30 min, or after
insoluble protease treatment. In the
absence of Na-glycerophosphate, the
activity disappeared. However, addition of
Ca had no effect on the activity. These
results show that the GVBD-inducing factor
obtained from the yeast is a heat-labile
and Ca-insensitive protein with
phosphorylated forms.
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DB 22
INDUCTION OF OOCYTE MATURATION BY INJECTION
OF ONCOGENIC H- ras PROTEIN IN THE STARFISH.
L.Herlands 1 -

2
-*, T. Kishimoto 1

, C.Birchmeier z
,

M.Wigler 2 and S.S.Koide 3
.

1Natl . Inst . Basic
Biol., Okazaki, 2 Cold Spring Harbor Lab.
and 3 The Population Council, New York.

Human mutant and wild type H- ras proteins
were prepared from E. coli carrying
expression plasmids. When injected into
immature oocytes of the starfish, Asterina
pectinifera , the complex of the oncogenic
product of H- ras (val 12) with either GTP or
GppNHp induced maturation, while the proto-
oncogenic protein was inactive. The
incidence of GVBD was dose dependent, and
almost all oocytes injected with 120 pg of
the oncogenic product underwent GVBD.
Although there was a prolonged latent
period (3 to 7 hr) before GVBD induction,
the maturation-promoting factor (MPF) was
formed, and matured oocytes proceeded
normally to form polar bodies and egg
pronuclei. However, such maturation-
inducing effect of H- ras protein was
inhibited by injection with a heat-stable
inhibitor protein (PKI) of cAMP-dependent
protein kinase (A-kinase) , although
injection of catalytic subunit (C-subunit)
alone of A-kinase into immature oocytes did
not cause GVBD. In addition, when either
H- ras protein or C-subunit was injected
into 1-MeAde-treated mature oocytes,
formation of fertilization membrane was
prevented after Ca-ionophore, A23187
treatment. Taken together, it seems likely
that only a part of the effect of H- ras
protein is mediated by adenylate cyclase.

DB 24
l-METHYLADENINE RECEPTORS IN STARFISH OO-
CYTES.
M. Yoshikuni 12

, K.Ishikawa 3
, Y -Nagahama 1

, M.
Isobe 2 and T.Goto 2 lDiv. of Reprod. Biol.,
Natl. Inst, for Basic Biol., Okazaki

,

2 Dept.
of Org. Chem. , Fac. of Agric, Nagoya Univ.
Nagoya, 3nept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Shi-
zuoka Univ., Shizuoka.

In starfish, 1-methyladenine (1-MA) acts on
the oocyte surface to induce the meiotic
maturation. The present study was designed
to obtain direct evidence for surface 1-MA
receptors in oocytes. Tritiated 1-MA was
synthesized from tritiated methyl iodide
and adenosine. Binding studies were con-
ducted by incubation of (

3H)1-MA and in-
creasing amounts of unlabeled 1-MA with
cortices isolated from full-grown oocytes.
1-MA binding to cortices was rapid and
reached equilibrium within a hormone depen-
dent period. The binding was dependent on
the concentration of cortices, pH, time, and
temperature of the incubation. The linear
Scatchard plots of equilibrium data indi-
cate a single binding site with an apparent
dissociation constant (Kd) of 3xlO -7M and a
maximum binding capacity (Bmax) of 0.02
fmoles/cortex. The binding is highly spe-
cific since only 1-MA and biologically ac-
tive 1-benzyladenine and 1-ethyladenine
displaced the binding. Biologically inac-
tive compounds such as 2-MA, 3-MA, 1,9-di-
methyladenine and 1-methyladenosine were
without influence. These results indicate
that a 1-MA receptor exists on the surface
of starfish oocytes.

DB 23
LOCALIZATION OF GUANYLATE CYCLASE AND cGMP-
PHOSPHODIESTERASE IN STARFISH OOCYTES
DURING MEIOSIS REINITIATION.
K. Ishida' and S. Nemoto 2

. 'Dept. of Urol.,
Teikyo Univ. Sen. of Med., Tokyo and 2

Tateyama Marine Lab., Ochanomizu Univ.,
Chiba, Japan.

As we previously reported, a decrease in
intracellular guanoslne 3 ',

5
' -monophosphate

(cGMP) to a critical level is prerequisite
to meiosis reinitiation of starfish oocytes
induced by 1-methyladenine (1-MeAde). If the
change in cGMP levels is coupled with pro-
duction of maturation-promoting factor
(MPF) , enzymes regulating the level of cGMP
are expected to localize in the cell surface
where 1-MeAde is thought to act. In the
present study, therefore, we examined on
distribution of guanylate cyclase (GC) and
cGMP-phosphodiesterase (PDE) by preparing
some fractions of A. pectinifera oocytes.
In immature oocytes, GC localized in the
cortex, but not in any endoplasmic frac-
tions. Cyclic GMP-PDE was not found in the
cortex. It was present in endoplasmic
fraction (microsomal fraction) . Neither GC
nor cGMP-PDE were present in cytosol frac-
tion. The distribution pattern of tnese
enzymes did not change after 1-MeAde treat-
ment. These results suggest that cGMP plays
a role for stabilizing the oocyte in the
prophase-arrested state (as cytostatic
factor) rather than for production of MPF.

DB 25
APPEARANCE OF PROTEASE ACTIVITY FOLLOWING
MEIOTIC RESUMPTION IN STARFISH OOCYTES.

H. Shirai 1 and M. Mita 2

x Lab. of Reprod. Biol., Nat. Inst. Basic.
Biol., Okazaki and 2 Dept. of Biochem.,

Teikyo Univ. Sch. of Med., Tokyo.

1-Methyladenine (1-MeAde) is well known
to induce oocyte maturation in starfish.
In the present study, we found that after
treatment with 1-MeAde, protein and
carbohydrate were released from oocytes of
the starfish, Asterina pectinifera . This
suggests that a hydrolytic enzyme is
activated following meiotic resumption and
that the activity appears in surface of
oocytes. The enzyme activity in oocytes
treated with 1-MeAde was also detected by
using a gelatin plate stained with
coomassie brilliant blue.

Furthermore, we found that papain induced
oocyte maturation. Calpain inhibitors as
well as other protease inhibitors inhibited
oocyte maturation induced by 1-MeAde.
Calpain and papain are classified into a
thiol-protease. These probably suggest
that an endogenous thiol-protease plays an
important role for oocyte maturation in
starfish. In addition, it is reported
that content of SH-group in cortex protein
of oocytes increases after treatment with
1-MeAde and that disulfide-reducing agents
induce oocyte maturation. Therefore,
activation of a thiol-protease is probably
related to production of maturation-
promoting factor and induction of follicle-
envelop breakdown.
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DB 26

PROTEASE ACTIVITY IN THE EGGS OF SEA URCHIN
HEMICENTROTUS PULCHERRIMUS
Y.Taniguchi, H.Shimada and T.Shiroya.
Zool . Inst ,Fac.of Sci.,Univ.of Tokyo, Tokyo

Protease activity of sea urchin eggs was
examined according to the method of Heussen
et .a_l . ( 1979 ) . The proteins extracted at
the low ionic strength from eggs were
electrophoresed on the polyacrylamide gels
copolymerized with a protein substrate
(gelatin, histone HI or casein). After
electrophoresis, the separating gels were
incubated at 20°C for 24 hr in 20 mM Tris-
HC1 (pH 8.0) to activate the protease
reaction. Protease activity was detectable
as the bands unstainable with Coomassie
Brilliant Blue on the gels.

In the unfertilized eggs, protease act-
ivities were detected at the bands corres-
ponding to the molecular weight of 62K, 40K
and 26K. The activities at 62K and 40K
were lower in the fertilized eggs than
those in the unfertilized eggs. All three
protease activities were activated in the
presence of 10 mM Ca . The activity at
62K was inhibited by EDTA, and the activity
at 40K was inhibited by diisopropylphospho-
fluoridate, leupeptin or EDTA, while the
activity at 26K was not inhibited by the
reagents used in the present experiment.

DB 28
CHANGES OF CYTOSKELETON DURING MEIOTIC
MATURATION OE THE STARFISH OOCYTE. ..

N.N.Hosoya i , H.Shirai , Y.Nagahama ,

and H.Mohri .

Lab. of Reprod. Biol., Natl. Inst, for
Basic Biol., Okazaki and Col. Arts &

Sci. , Unv. of Tokyo, Tokyo.
Changes in cytoskeletal structures of

starfish oocytes were investigated during
1-MeAde induced meiotic maturation using
immunofluorescence microscopy, SDS-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and
immunoblotting.. In most cases, oocytes
were treated with 1% (v/v) Triton X-100 for
30min prior to further processing.

Triton X-100-treated oocytes prior to
1-MeAde treatment revealed an intense
immunofluorescence with the anti a-tubulin
monoclonal antibody throughout the cyto-
plasm. Soon after 1-MeAde treatment there
was a loss in background fluorescence with
two more bright fluorescent spots close to
the germinal vesicle. During maturation,
the total content of tubulin in untreated
oocytes remained constant. Furthermore,
the amount of tubulin in the treated
oocytes also did not exhibit any remark-
able change. On the other hand, the amount
of actin in remaining structure fluctuated
with polar body formation.

It appears that during the oocyte
maturation the amount of microtubules in
the cytoskeleton is kept constant and
tubulin molecules are shuttled between
network structure and meiotic spindle,
whereas the amount of actin filaments
changes.

DB 27
STRUCTURAL CHANGES OF FOLLICLES AND OOCYTE
BY FORSKOLIN IN THE MEDAKA. T. Iwamatsu and
T. Ohta. Dept. of Biol., Aichi Univ. of
Educ . , Kariya

.

Intrafollicular oocytes of Oryzias latipes
failed to mature in the presence of forskol-
in (FK, 10 jjM) in culture medium for 18 hr

.

Germinal vesicle breakdown was sometimes ob-
served in these immature oocytes which dis-
played still tubular endoplasmic reticulum
(ER), annulate lamella and Golgi apparatus
in the cortical cytoplasm. Effect of FK on
granulosa cells was recognized in dislocation
of the nucleus from the chorion side to the
basement membrane side, vesiculation of di-
lated ER and Golgi apparatus, and develop-
ment of large oval mitochondria with electron
dense matrix. Moreover, a vesicular thin
layer adherent to the outermost layer of the
chorion was found immature oocytes. However,
intercellular junctions between granulosa
cells and the oocyte did not increase during
incubation with FK. On the other hand, in-
trafollicular oocytes, that were preincuba-
ted with FK for 10 hr, matured normally by
additional incubation of 8 hr in plain medium.
In granulosa cells surrounding these oocytes,
dilated ER and vacuolated Golgi apparatus
were almost undetectable at the end of the
additional incubation.

The present observations reveal that fine
structural changes of granulosa cells and
the chorion surface are induced by FK, but
cannot confirm an idea that inhibition of
oocyte maturation is due to the cell-to-cell
communication through junctions.

DB 29

OXYGEN CONSUMPTION BY THE ADDITION OF
ARACHIDONIC ACID OR CALCIUM ON STARFISH
OOCYTE HOMOGENATES.
H.Tosuji and T.Nakazawa. Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Toho Univ., Funabashi.

Recently it has been reported that
arachidonic acid (AA) seems to involve in
the fertilization of sea urchin or in the
oocyte maturation of starfish. In this
study effect of AA or calcium in the
oocyte maturation of starfish, Asterina
pectinif era , was examined using cell-free
system. Homogenates of starfish oocyte
exhibited a high oxygen consuming activity
dose-dependently after addition of AA or
calcium. The AA-induced activity existed
mainly in 7,000 x g pellet, but the
calcium-induced activity existed mostly in
10,5000 x g supernatant. Fractionation of
the supernatant between dialyzable and
non-dialyzable fractions by Toyo UP-20
ultrafilter cause the loss of activity,
but the reconstitution recovered the
activity. The dialyzable fraction was
heat-stable. Since the AA-induced
activity was inhibited by quinacrine and
caffeic acid, this oxygen consuming
activity might be caused by lipoxygenase.
Some specific spots were observed in the
TLC after the addition of AA , but not
after the addition of calcium. It was
suggested that the system of AA-induced
oxygen consumption differ from calcium-
induced one, at least in the starfish
oocyte in vitro.
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DB 30

INCREASE IN INTRACELLULAR cAMP LEVEL
INDUCES MATURATION OF THE BRITTLE- STAR
( AMPHIPHOLIS KOCHI

I

) OOCYTES.
M. Yamashita. Zoo I . Inst., Fac. of Sc i .

,

Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo.

Recently, oocyte maturation in the
brittle-star, i.e., meiosis reinitiation
accompanied with germinal vesicle break-
down (GVBD), has been induced j_n vitro
with pH 3.0 sea water containing 10 mM
cAMP (Zool. Sci., 3: 467). Radioimmu-
noassay demonstrated that intracellular
cAMP level of the cAMP-

t

reated oocytes
(26.17 pmole/mg protein) was about 10

times higher than that of the control
(2.74 pmole/mg protein), confirming
actual increase in cAMP level.

Maturation was also induced with pH
8.0 sea water containing the drugs that
i ncrease cAMP level (theophylline, 25
mM; caffeine, 25 mM; papaverine, 1 mM,
pH 4.5; forskolin, 10 pM; cholera toxin,
0.6 pM). cAMP treatment triggered pro-
tein phosphorylation in the oocytes. An
inhibitor of cAMP-dependen t protein ki-
nase (H-7, 1 mM) inhibited both GVBD and
protein phosphorylation, when being ap-
plied immediately after cAMP treatment.

These results reveal that increase in

cAMP level induces maturation of the
brittle-star oocytes, probably via pro-
tein phosphorylation by cAMP-dependen

t

protein kinase.

DB 32

REQUIREMENT OF PROTEIN SYNTHESIS FOR
TRANSITION TO METAPHASE DURING MOUSE
OOCYTE MATURATION ^
N.Hashimoto and T.Kishimoto
* Devi.Reprod. Biol.Center , Yamagata.
**Lab.Reprod.Biol., Nat 1 .Inst. for Basic
Biol., Okazaki.

The activity of mouse maturation-
promoting factor (MPF) was detected by its
ability to induce germinal vesicle
breakdown (GVBD) in starfish oocytes.
During oocyte maturation, the mouse MPF
activity fluctuates along with meiotic
cycle and reaches a peak at each
metaphase.

When immature mouse oocytes were
incubated with cycloheximide (CHX), MPF
appeared nomally after GVBD, but did not
reappear after the first peak.
Cytological study revealed that the
spindle formation and the first polar body
(PB) emission were blocked although
chromosomes condensed corresponding with
the first appearance of MPF. However,
when oocytes were washed after 12 h of
incubation with CHX and further cultured
in CHX-free medium, MPF activity
reappeared within 2 h of incubation in
plain medium. These oocytes emitted PB by
8 h after removal of CHX, and processed
meiosis up to the second metaphase. These
results show that MPF induces chromosome
condensation but not spindle formation.
In other words, protein synthesis is
required for the spindle formation at the
metaphase.

DB 31
CORTICAL ACTIN FILAMENTS IN UNFERTILIZED
EGGS OF CI ONA SAVIGNYI
T. Sawada, Dept. of Anat., Sch. of Med.,
Yamaquchi Univ., Ube

.

The cortical contraction occurs short-
ly after fertilization in ascidian egqs.
The contraction causes the surface const-
riction. The contraction always occurs in
a style-that the contraction dragged the
egg surface and the sub-cortical cytoplasm
toward the vegetal pole (Sawada 1983,
Sawada and Osanai 1981) . Actin filaments
existing numerously at the asoidian egg
cortex are considered to cause the contrac-
tion (Sawada and Osanai 1985) . But the
question how the contraction is organized
as described above remains unknown.

I observed the distribution of corti-
cal actin filaments by NBD-phallacidin
staining in unfertilized eggs of Ciona
savignyj after the extraction with glycerol
and Triton-X 100. By this method, I could
detected that fluorescence was very weak,
sometimes undetectable, in the small circu-
lar area around the animal pole. This area
was 1/12-1/8 of the egg periphery in opti-
cal sections through the animal-vegetal
axis. This area is considered to have few
actin filaments. The width of this area
coresponded with the diameter of the con-
striction in very early stage. The present
result seems to support the speculation
that the basket of cortical actin filament,
opening at the animal pole, leads to the
cortical contraction of ascidian eggs in
its unique style (Sawada 1983) .

DB 33
TETRAHYMENA EXTRACTS WHICH CAN INDUCE
REINITIATION OF MEIOSIS IN BUFO OOCYTES.
M.Sakimura and M.Fujishima. Biol. Inst.,
Fac. of Sci., Yamaguchi Univ., Yamaguchi

We found that Tetrahymena extract
contains a factor which can induce
reinitiation of meiosis in Bufo bufo
japonicus oocytes, and named it tentatively
"meiosis-re initiation-inducing factor,
MRIF". This work was attempted to
characterize and purify the MRIF.

Cells of T_;_ thermophila were washed with
Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.4, diluted to 1/3 by

adding modified Wasserman & Masui's
extraction medium containing sodium-
glycerophosphate, TPCK, PMSF, DTT, BAME

,

IAA and ATP, and homogenized. The
homogenate was then centrifuged at 110,000g
for 60 min at 2°C and supernatant was
obtained. MRIF activity of the supernatant
was assayed by injecting 50 or 100 nl into
each oocyte and inspecting germinal vesicle
breakdown, GVBD after 20 h at 25 °C. We
found that the MRIF is a soluble, heat
labile protein of less than 100K daltons
and precipitates in 50% saturated ammonium
sulfate and its activity is stable between
pH 5.9-10.3. We also found that MRIF
differs from maturation-promoting factor,
MPF, in following points. 1) MRIF needs
protein synthesis of the recipient oocytes
to induce GVBD. 2) MRIF can retain the
activity under 2 mM CaCl2- 3) MRIF can
retain the activity for 21 days at 4°C.
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DB 34

EFFECTS OF HEXYLENEGLYCOL ON THE MEIOTIC
DIVISION OF STARFISH OOCYTES II
W. Yamaol & T. Miki-Noumura2 , 1Dept. of
Biol. Univ. of Tokyo, 2Dept. of Biol.
Ochanomizu Univ., Tokyo

We reported previously that meiotic
apparatus (MA) of starfish) Aster ina pecti-
nif era ) oocytes induced abnormal meiotic
division; bigger polar body, unirateral
furrowing and equal division; when the
oocytes were cultured in ASW containing
2.5% Hexylene glycol(Yamao & Miki-Noumura
1985).

We attempted here to analyse further
the abnormal division, changing starting
time of culture in HG-SW from 20 min. to
50 min. after GVBD. Tendency that culture
in HG-SW from the earlier time brought
about unilateral furrowing and sometimes
equal dividion, while that from later time
induced the bigger polar body, was found.
Next, the relationship between position of
the MA in the oocyte and type of the
abnormal division was examined, using
Differential-Interference Contrast micros-
cope. The oocytes having near cell mem-
branes divided unilaterally or produced
bigger polar bodies, whereas oocytes ha-
ving MA in the center, divided sometimes
equally. These results suggest that the
starting time of culture in HG-SW and the
position of MA in the oocyte might deter-
mine types of the abnormal meiotic divi-
sion; bigger polar body, unilateral
furrowing or equal division.

DB 36
PARTIAL PURIFICATION OF PROTEINS INITIATING
ASTER FORMATION IN VITRO FROM WHOLE META-
PHASE EGGS OF SEA URCHIN
M. Toriyama, K. Ohta, S. Endo and H. Sakai,
Dept . of Biophys. k Biochem. , Fac. of Sci.,
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo

Centrosome region isolated from the mito-
tic apparatus forms an aster in vitro when
incubated with purified tubulin. The aster-
froming activity, which is solubilized in a
solution of high ionic strength, is adsorbed
to phosphocellulose and eluted with0.5MKCl.
Based on this property , we attempted to puri-
fy a protein fraction that is required for
the aster formation in vitro from Hemicentrotus
whole eggs at metaphase. Insoluble materials
from egg homogenate were washed in 2,3 J

Triton X-100 and suspended in 0.2M KC1. The
extract obtained was applied to a phospho-
cellulose column and eluted with a linear
gradient of KC1 from 0.2 to 0.6 M in the
presence of 50 % glycerol. The aster forming
activity was recovered in the KC1 eluate with
a peak at 0.5 M. The elution profile of the
activity just corresponded to that of a major
protein having 51,000 mol. wt . Evidence was
presented that this protein is identical to
the 51K protein of MTOG (microtubule-organi-
zing granule, Endo et al. , 1985) in the iso-
lated mitotic apparatus such that it cross-
reacted with affinity-purified antibody
against the 51K protein. The antibody stained
the central region of the asters reconsti-
tuted from the phosphocellulose 0.5 M KC1
eluate as well as MTOG isolated from the
mitotic apparatus.

DB 35

POLARITY OF ASTRAL MICROTUBULES FORMED IN
VITRO FROM MICROTUBULE-ORGANIZING GRANULE
(MTOG) OF SEA URCHIN EGGS.
K.Ohta, M. Toriyama, S. Endo and H. Sakai
Dept. of Biophys. Biochem., Fac. of Sci.,
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

We showed that granules dispersed from
isolated mitotic apparatus (MA-MTOG) forms
asters in vitro when mixed with tubulin.
The MA-MTOGs were solubilized and chromato-
graphed on a phosphocellulose column. When
0.5 M KC1 eluate was dialyzed against a
buffer solution of low ionic strength, gran-
ules which form asters were reconstituted
(reconstituted MTOG). We compared these two
kinds of MTOGs with respect to polarity of
their astral MTs. To determine MT polarity,
we employed two methods. One was the measure-
ment of the length distribution of astral
MTs at three time points after incubation
in the presence of axonemes. MTs were
visualized by indirect immunofluorescence
microscopy. The other was the measurement of
the length distribution of biotin-labeled
segments after a pulse labeling of bio-
tynylated tubulin which were detected by
fluorescent labeled avidin D. Both series
of experiments showed that the growth rate
and the length distribution of astral MTs
nucleated i_n vitro from the MA-MTOGs and
reconstituted MTOGs were quite the same as
those of the axoneme plus end. We concluded
that the MTs nucleated from these MTOGs in
vitro have the plus end distal to the MTOG
as those nucleated from the centrosome in
vivo.

DB 37

ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC OBSERVATION OF THE
EGG INVESTMENTS IN THE BIVALVE, Laternula
1 imi eolj

1
Biol,K.Hosokawa , Y.D.Noda'

Tokyo Dent. Coll., Chiba, ^Biol.
Fac of Sci. Eh ime Univ., Ehime.

Lab.
Inst .

The egg investments in the bivalve
Lat emu la 1 imi col a , were investigated with
a transmission electron microscope. The
oocytes were obtained in prebreeding
season (June and July) and breeding season
(August and September). The young oocyte
began to form the egg investments at the
acinar wall to which it was attached by a

stalk. The longitudinal profile of the
primary oocyte appeared a waterdrop in
shape and a microphyl was discerned at the
point where it had been attached to the
acinar wall. The egg investments of the
primary oocyte were composed of an outer
and an inner layer. The outer layer of
the egg investments had three distinct sub
layers; jelly coat, granules zone and
belt-shaped zone. The inner layer was
consisted of the fibrous material
associated with the microvilli, cytoplas-
mic protrusion. When the primary oocyte
was spent into the sea water, the granules
of the outer layer unfastened into the
fibril in a few seconds, and then the
germinal vesicle of the oocyte also broke
down within 30 minutes after spending.

We consider that the unfastening of
the granules may be necessary for
proceeding to the metaphase of the first
maturation division.
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DB 38
THE RELATION BETWEEN A MAJOR COMPONENT OF
THE INNER LAYER OF OVARIAN EGG ENVELOPE AND
THE CHORION GLYCOPROTEIN-LIKE ANTIGENIC
SUBSTANCE IN ORYZIAS LATIPES .

T. S. Hamazaki, I. Iuchi and K. Yamagami.
Life Sci. Inst., Sophia Univ., Tokyo.

The inner layer of ovarian egg envelope
separated into 3 glycoprotein components on
SDS-PAGE. Two minor components, ZI-1 and
ZI-2, had the mw about 76,000 and 74,000,
respectively. The major component, ZI-3,
was purified, characterized partially and
its properties were compared with those of
the chorion glycoprotein-like antigenic
substance, which was synthesized in the
liver of the spawning female fish under the
influence of estrogen. The amino acid
composition and the mw of ZI-3 and the
chorion glycoprotein-like antigenic sub-
stance were almost identical (mw 49,000).

Thus, based on the present results and
previous reports (Hamazaki et al., '84;

'85), the chorion glycoprotein-like
antigenic substance is probably a precur-
sory substance of the inner layer of egg
envelope. Although it is believed that the
inner layer of egg envelope is made by the
oocyte itself, the most part of the struc-
tural glycoprotein is considered to be made
by the liver of the spawning female medaka.
The chorion glycoprotein seems to be trans-
ferred from the liver to the ovary via
blood flow, incorporated into the oocyte
and, after receiving some modification,
participates in the egg envelope formation.

DB 40

BIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF ZP-0 (III)
S. Kurata , Y. Araki and T. Oikawa , 1)
Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., 2) Dept . of
Obst. Gyn., School Med., Yamagata Univ., 3)
Bio Sci. Lab., Yamagata.

Recently, Oikawa and Sendai (1984)
discoverd that there is a novel zona
pellucida glycoprotein (ZP-0) detectable by

l5H^£i£3£5 sjmp_Uc|f_cn_[a- 1 lectin (BS-1).
ZP-0 is found only on the zona pellucida

of the oviductal egg (ZP-OVI), it is
responsible for biochemical and
immunological differences between the zona
pellucida of the ovarian egg (ZP-OVA) and
the ZP-OVI, and it has affinity for the ZP
of pig and rat eggs (Kurata, Oikawa and
Sendai, 198G).

In this study, we performed two
experiments I) to know the effect of
conventional anti-ZP-0 antibody on j_n v_itro
fertilization and 2) to purify ZP-0 with
monoclonal anti-ZP-0 antibody (A-ZP-0-8).

As the results, it became clear that the
anti-ZP-0 antibody has a potency to inhibit
sperm binding to the zona pellucida and
fertilization in the mode of dose dependent
( Control value = 88% of 50 eggs
fertilized; 150 >ug/ml = 57% of 49 eggs and
300 jjg/ml = 0% of 50 eggs fertilized), and
that it is possible to purify
physiologically active ZP-0 by using
together Con A-Sepharose with A-ZP-0-8-
Sepharose .

DB 39

LIGHT AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS
OF MICROPYLAR CELLS IN OVARIAN FOLLICLES
OF THE MEDAKA, ORIZIAS LATIPES.
S.Nakashima and T.Iwamatsu. Dept. of Biol.,
Aichi Univ. of Educ, Kariya.

We consider that a micropylar cell and
a yolk nucleus in the previtellogenic peri-
od of oogenesis are related to determine on
the egg ajcis in fish eggs. To study the re-
lation between the micropylar cell and the
egg axis, morphological changes of micro-
pylar cells during vitellogenesis and mat-
uration of oocytes of the medaka were exam-
ined with a light and an electron micro-
scopy as the first step. Micropylar cell

was distinguished as a large cell with a

large nucleus, different from neighboring
cells in the stage soon after yolk nucleus
disappeared. At present, such a special
cell is not yet detected in small follicles
of the stages earlier than this.

Tonof ilaments were found throughout
the stages of oocyte development examined.
In the early stage these filaments were
poor and observed around the nucleus. The
characteristic of the micropylar cell was
the bundle of microtubules and thin fila-
ments meandering through the cytoplasmic
process within a micropyle. The apical
part of the process contained well develop-
ed Golgi bodies. The endoplasmic reticulum
with markedly dilated cisternae as report-
ed in micropylar cells of the chum salmon
and the pond smelt (Takano et al., 1982;
Kobayashi et al., 1985) was not observed
in those of the medaka.

DB 41

THE STUDY OF ARTIFITIAL INDUCTION OF ZP-0
BIOSYNTHESIS IN EPITHELIAL CELLS OF NEWBORN

3)
HAMSTER OVIDUCT WITH 17-£ ESTRADIOL
H. Abe , Y. Araki" and T. Oikawa"'. 1)

Dept. of Sci. and 2) Dept. of Obst. Gyn.,
School of Med., Yamagata Univ. and 3) Bio
Sci. Lab., Yamagata 990, Japan.

ZP-O, the substance that promotes
species specific sperm binding, is produced
in epithelial cells existing along inner
wall of oviduct, secreted into lumen of

oviduct and bound to the surface of just

ovulated egg ( Oikawa et al. 1986 ).

In this study, as the first step to

clarify the mechanism of ZP-O biosynthesis,
we performed two immunohi s tchemica

1

experiments (1) to determine the critical
stage of the begining of ZP-0 biosynthesis
and (2) to examine whether ZP-0
biosynthesis and estrogens have a special
relationship or not. The monoclonal
antibody directed against ZP-0 was used as

the probe to detect ZP-O.
As the results, it became clear that ZP-

was first detected in the epithelial
cells of newborn hamster oviduct on the

8.5th day to 10.5th day after birth and

that ZP-0 biosynthesis was able to be

induced at least on the 1.5th day after
birth by 17-^ estradiol administration.
These results suggest that 17-^ es t rad iol

may be an inducing factor of ZP-0
b iosynthes i s .
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DB 42
THE ACROSOME REACTION INDUCED BY ARIS AND
CO-ARIS.
T. Matsui 1

, I. Nishiyama 2
, A. Hino 2 and

M. Hoshi 1
.

1 Biol. Lab., Fac. of Sci.,
Tokyo Inst, of Technol., Tokyo. 2 Dept. of
Biol., Fac. of Sci., Nagoya Univ., Nagoya.

Two components in the egg jelly, name-
ly ARIS and Co-ARIS, are essential for in-
ducing the acrosome reaction in starfish
Asterias amurensis . Biochemical changes
of the sperm upon the acrosome reaction
induced by ARIS plus Co-ARIS were examined
in comparison with those upon the jelly-
induced acrosome reaction.

When sperm were treated with the whole
jelly, more than 70% of the sperm underwent
the acrosome reaction within 10 s. Intra-
cellular pH (pHi) and cAMP level increased
rapidly within 10 s, and then decreased.
Neither ARIS nor Co-ARIS induced these
changes when added separately.

When sperm were treated with ARIS and
Co-ARIS, the acrosome reaction started 20-
30 s after the addition without any detect-
able pHi-increase . Coincidently , onsets of
Ca -uptake and cAMP-increase were retarded.
The level of cAMP did not change dramati-
cally but increased gradually.

These results indicate that the acro-
some reaction is accompanied by both Ca 2 + -

uptake and cAMP-increase but not necessa-
rily by pHi-increase. The slow onset of the
acrosome reaction induced by ARIS plus Co-
ARIS implies the existence of another jelly
component which facilitates the acrosome
reaction.

DB 44

INDUCTION OF ACROSOME REACTION IN AMPHIBI-
AN SPERMATOZOA WITH AN OVIDUCAL SECRETORY
GRANULE SUBSTANCE.
N. Yoshizaki. Dept . of Biol., Fac. of
Gen. Edu., Gifu Univ., Gifu.

The aim of this study was to demon-
strate an acrosome reaction in Rana
japonica spermatozoa induced by granules
secreted from cells of the oviducal pars
recta. The secretory granules (PRSG) were
obtained by centrifuging a homogenate of
pars recta tissues in 70% Percoll solution.
The PRSG consisted mostly of a 200 Kd
protein. Mature spermatozoa were isolated
from a crude sperm suspension by the same
centrifugation method. When the PRSG and
the sperm suspension were applied to
coelomic eggs, their vitelline coats
swelled, suggesting the release of a lysin
from the sperm acrosome. The comparative
incidence of acrosome reaction after
treating the spermatozoa with PRSG (200
jig/ml), with ionophore A23187 (5 J*M) and
with lysolecithin (50 jig/ml) was about 60%,
90% and 60%, respectively, whereas the
control was 10%. During natural oviposi-
tion, the 50 Kd protein of the vitelline
coat on eggs passing through the oviduct
was cleaved to the 46 Kd protein. However,
this was not effected by a PRSG activity,
nor did the PRSG have any esterase activi-
ty cleaving synthetic substrates. Thus,
the PRSG activity specifically induced the
acrosome reaction of the spermatozoa.

DB 43
EFFECT OF PROTEASE INHIBITORS AND SUB-
STRATES ON THE ACROSOME REACTION AND ITS
RELATED EVENTS OF SEA URCHIN SPERM.
K.Matsumura and K.Aketa. Akkeshi Mar. Biol.
Stat. , Hokkaido Univ. , Akkeshi Hokkaido

Possible participation of sperm protease
in the acrosome reaction (AR) was investi-
gated, using several protease inhibitors
and substrates. TPCK (chymotrypsin inhibi-
tor) , NPGB (serine protease inhibitor) and
BTEE (chymotrypsin substrate) inhibited egg
jelly-induced AR of Strongylocentrotus
intermedius, while TLCK (trypsin inhibitor)
and trypsin substrates examined inhibited
AR only slightly. On the other hand, AR by
ionophores, A23187 and nigericin, were not
inhibited by TPCK, NPGB and BTEE. To know
the blocking mechanism of chymotrypsin in-
hibitors and substrates against egg jelly-
induced AR, intracellular [Ca2+ ] and pH
were measured with quin2 and BCECF, respec-
tively. TPCK suppressed transient rises of
both of them by egg jelly, but did not af-
fect change of intracellular [Ca2+ ] by
nigericin.

These results suggest that some chymo-
trypsin-like enzyme takes part in the early
phase of AR of sea urchin sperm.

DB 45

FREEZE-FRACTURE STUDY ON ACROSOME REACTION
OF ABALONE SPERM WITH REFERENCE TO
MEMBRANE STEROLS.
Y.Shiroya and Y.T.Sakai. Biol. Lab.,
Wayo Women's Univ., Chiba.

Distribution of membrane sterols in
Japanese abalone sperm during the
acrosome reaction was studied by freeze-
fracture, using polyene antibiotic,
filipin as a probe for membrane sterols.

In the unreacted sperm f i

1

ipi n-s tero

1

complexes were found randomly distributed
throughout the P and E faces of the
plasma membrane overlying the acrosome. In
the outer acrosomal membrane filipin-
sterol complexes were generally absent.
At the initial stage of the acrosome
reaction, both the P and E faces of the
plasma membrane over the acrosome were
very densely ornamented by f i

1

ipi n-s tero

1

complexes entirely. In the outer
acrosomal membrane, densely packed
f i

1

ipin-s tero 1 complexes appeared in the
apical region, corresponding to the trun-
cated cone region. This dense distribu-
tion of fi

1

ipin-s tero 1 complexes remained
during the acrosome reaction. As the
acrosomal process elongates, the acrosomal
process membrane was abundantly orna-
mented by f i

1

ipin-sterol complexes where
intramembranous particles become free in a
patchy pattern. These changes in the dis-
tribution of f i 1 i pin-s terol complexes ap-
pear to show well correlation with the
distribution of intramembranous particles.
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DB 46

MECHANISM OF SPERM BINDING TO THE VITELLINE
COAT IN THE ASCIDIAN, CIONA INTESTINALIS .

M. Hoshi 1 and R. De Santis 1 >~*~. 'Biol. Lab.,
Fac. of Sci., Tokyo Inst, of Technol.,
Tokyo, and 2 Zoological Station, Naples.

Specific binding of spermatozoa to the
vitelline coat is an obligatory step for
fertilization in many animals. A hypothesis
has been proposed that sperm a-L-fucosidase
mediates the sperm binding to the vitelline
coat as a recognition protein for the sperm
receptor in the ascidian, Ciona intestinalis
(Hoshi et al. , '83, '85; Hoshi, '84). This
paper presents further evidence for the
hypothesis

.

When the glycerol-treated eggs were incu-
bated with a-L-fucosidase purified from the
spermatozoa in the pH 4 sea water, the
sperm binding capacity was greatly reduced.
a-L-Fucosidase obtained from the hepato-
pancreas of Charonia lampas hardly affected
the capacity under the conditions used, and
the enzyme prepared from the bovine epididy-
mis decreased it to some extent. This sug-
gests a preferential appetite of sperm a-L-
fucosidase for the sperm receptor in the
vitelline coat.

Sperm a-L-fucosidase was bound to Con A
as anticipated from the observation by
Casazza e_t al

.

( '86) that a preparation of
sperm plasma membrane having the vitelline
coat binding capacity contains Con A-bind-
ing proteins which are probably present at
the tip of sperm. Their finding of a-L-
fucosidase activity in this preparation is
also consistent with the hypothesis.

DB 48

DETERMINATION OF THE LYSIN-BINDING SITE ON
VITELLINE COAT: PRESENCE OF INTACT BINDING
SITE ON SOLOBILIZED VITELLINE COAT.
K . Haino-Fukushima and M.Shitara. Dept.of
Biol., Fac. of Sci., Tokyo Metropolitan
Univ . , Tokyo .

Vitelline coat(VC) lysin is released
from acrosome reacted sperm and can lyse
the VCs species-specif ically . The lytic
action of the lysin of a marine Mollusca,
Tegula pf eif feri , is not an enzymatic re-
action like acrosin or spermosin, but a
stoichiometric reaction. The binding bet-
ween lysin and VC is clearly irreversible.
Recently, the complete amino acid sequence
of Tegula lysin was determined, but the
action mechanism of this lysin has not
been explicate.

In the present study, we tried to de-
termine the structure of binding site of
Tegula lysin on its VC, as a step of
clearing the action mechanism of the lysin.
VC is solubilized by reductive alkaline
degradation (0.1N KOH, 0.3M NaBH., 4°C, 24
hr) or alkaline degradation (abotfe condi-
tion without NaBH.), and these solubilized
VC are able to bind about 7 times as much
lysin as intact VC. From the inhibition
experiments, solubilized VC inhibits com-
petitively lytic activity, it is cleared
that solubilized VC has the binding site
as the same strength as intact VC. The
number of the complete binding sites on
solubilized VC is equal to the number of
binding sites on intact VC, in spite of
presence of many binding sites on solu-
bilized VC.

DB 47

INCORPORATION OF THE SPERM TAIL INTO THE HAMSTER

OOCYTE AND THE MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGE OF ITS MIDDLE-

PIECE IN THE OOPLASM.

Y. Hirao. Dept of Biology, Wakayama Medical College

Wakayatna. .

At various times after artificial insemination

in vivo , fertilized oocytes were flushed from the

ampulla -of the oviduct of the golden hamster. The

processes of sperm tail entry into the oocyte and

the fate of the middle-piece of the sperm tail were

studied with phase-contrast and electron micro-

scopes.
At 6-7 hr after insemination, the sperm head was

incorporated completely into the ooplasm, but the

entire length of the sperm tail still projected

freely over the oocyte surface. The region on the

oocyte surface where the second polar body extruded

was different from where the first polar body

emerged. At 8-9 hr after insemination, the sperm

tail was attached in a wave-like fashion to the

oocyte surface. The sites where some portions of

the tail attached were trapped by the microvilli

of the oocyte, and began to sink into the ooplasm

successively.
At 11-12 hr after insemination, thin sections

confirmed that incorporation of the tail occurs

in a wave-like fashion of tail segments. After in-

corporation into the ooplasm, the arrangements of

the middle-piece mitochondria and the axial fila-

ment of the sperm tail became disorganized gradu-

ally. About 20-25 hr insemination, a large number

of lysosomes gathered around mitochondria of the

middle-piece, and then began to digest each mi-

tochondrion of the sperm tail.

DB 49

TWO TYPES OF PROTEASES PARTICIPATING
IN THE HATCHING PROCESS OF MEDAKA EMBRYO.
S. Yasumasu, I. Iuchi and K. Yamagami

.

Life Sci. Inst. Sophia Univ., Tokyo.

A protease different from the major
protease, hatching enzyme (HE by S.

Yasumasu et al, 1985), was isolated from
hatching liquid and partially purified by
gel filtration and HPLC (CM-300). Its
caseinolytic activity was relatively high
(its specific activity was one half of that
of HE), but its choriolytic activity was
only 1/50 to 1/100 of HE. Therefore, this
protease was tentatively named "low-
choriolytic enzyme" (LCE). The molecular
weight (mw) of LCE is 24.5-25K, while
that of HE is 23. 5-24. 5K by SDS-PAGE. LCE
cleaved Suc-Leu-Leu-Val-Tyr-MCA less
efficiently than HE (ca. 20% of HE).

In the early phase of acting on the
isolated chorion ( 30°C-25min ) , HE swelled
its inner layer with releasing low mw
peptides and then solubilized it very
slowly (ca. 25°C-overnight ) . The final
product contained many high mw proteins
(65K or higher). HE and LCE in combination
solubilized isolated chorion more effi-
ciently than HE only ( 30°C-30min ) . In the
digesting process, no swelling of chorion
was observed, and the final product did
not contain those high mw proteins.

Taking account of no chorion-swelling
and efficient digestion of chorion in
natural hatching, HE and LCE probably act
together in the hatching of medaka embryo.
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DB 50

ANALYSES OF CHORION HARDENING IN FISH.
K. Masuda, I. Iuchi and K. Yamagami.
Life Sci . Inst., Sophia Univ., Tokyo.

Regarding the decrease in solubility of
chorion in 1N NaOH as an indication of
hardening, change in the hardness of medaka
chorion was quantified under various exper-
imental conditions by determining the
amount of NaOH soluble protein. When
activated by Ca-ionophore A23187 (20uM),
the solubility of the chorion decreased
within about 10 min after activation (the
early phase of hardening) and then slow
hardening was continued (the late phase).
Upon incubation in 10 uH Tris-HCl/medaka
saline containing Ca 2 * (pH7.3), the isolated
unhardened chorion became hardened gradual-
ly, although no significant hardening oc-
curred during the first 15 min. When the
chorion was isolated from the ionophore-
activated egg in 10 mM EDTA during the
early phase of hardening, the hardening was
cancelled. Isolated unfertilized egg
chorion was hardened on exposure to 10 mM
NaI04 , but not to the homogenate of corti-
cal alveoli (frozen) or cysteine. Change
in the protein composition of the inner
layer of chorion before and after hardening
was examined by analyzing the hatching
enzyme digests of the hardened and unhard-
ened chorions on 2D PAGE. Upon hardening,
1.7K protein component disappeared, while
the amount of 2.8K protein component
increased in the SDS denatured glycopro-
teins, F1 and F2 (Iuchi & Yamagami, '76).

DB 52

FURTHER STUDY ON THE BACTERICIDAL EFFECT OF FERTI-
LIZATION ENVELOPE EXTRACT FROM FISH EGGS.
S. Kudo and M. Inoue. Dept. of Anat. and Lab. of
Drug Resist, in Bact., Gunma Univ. Sch. of Med.
Maebashi

.

The outermost layer of the fertilization envelo-
pe (FE) in eggs of the fish, Cyprinus carpio and
Plecoglossus altivelis , was shown to be different
in ultrastructure and ultracytochemistry from that
of the vitelline envelope (VE) . In order to clari-
fy the function of the material from this outermost
layer, FEs were purified and processed and the out-
ermost layer material was extracted overnight at
4°C in 5 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.0) containing 8

mM e-mercaptoethanol, 2 mM EDTA, 0.3 M a-lactose,
0.3 M glucose and 0.9% NaCl. After dialysis again-
st the same buffer and centrifugation, the clear
supernatant was lyophilized. These extracts from
the FEs of both fish species had a strong bacteri-
cidal effect on Vibrio anguillarum , but not on
Aerornonas hydrophila and Escherichia coli , and were
shown to contain two kinds of lectins, one of which
agglutinated human B-type erythrocytes and the
other several kinds of fish spermatozoa. The ex-
tract from purified VEs of unfertilized carp eggs
had neither bactericidal effect on the bacteria ex-
amined nor agglutination activity. The agglutina-
tion of erythrocytes, but not that of spermatozoa,
was completely inhibited in the presence of D-gala-
ctose (less than 30 ug) , whereas the latter agglu-
tination was considerably inhibited in the presence
of N-acetyl neuraminic acid (60 ug) . The VE extra-
ct did not agglutinate types A and erythrocytes.

DB 51

INVOLVEMENT OF CALCIUM ION IN ACTIVATION OF
MARINE SPONGE EGGS, TETILLA JAPONICA.
Y. Watana"be 1 and S. Nemoto 2

. HJeptT of

Biol. Ochanomizu Univ., Tokyo and 2Tateyama
Marine Lab . Ochanomizu Univ.. Chiba.

In Tetilla japonica , oviparous sponge,
fertilization takes place outside the body.
These are the only sponge eggs which are
available for experimental studies espe-
cially on the early development. Criteria
of activation in the eggs were 1), eleva-
tion of fertilization membrane and 2), egg
rotation followed by drawing of fiber bun-
dles into the perivitelline space.

In a wide variety of eggs of species,
the role of Ca2+ at activation have been
demonstrated. To examine the involvement
of Ca2+ in sponge-egg activation, eggs were
immersed into several Ca2+-releasing rea-
gents. The eggs were activated by iono-
phore (A23187, 1ug-10ug/ml ) , methylxanthines
(caffeine and theophylline, 1-10mM) and
procaine (0.2-1mM). The effects of the
ionophore and methylxanthines did not de-
pend on exogenous calcium. More than 90%
eggs succeeded cleavage when cultured in
sea water after activation. Eggs also
activated by melittin, a component of bee
venon, but could not cleave. At the egg
surface, "cortical granules" were not
found, but regular projections, which dis-
appeared after activation, were observed
with electron microscope.

These results suggest that calcium ion,
released from some intracellular storage,
is involved also in sponge-egg activation,
like in eggs of other species.

DB 53

INDUCTION OF FERTILIZATION MEMBRANE BY
DIMETHYLSULFOXIDE IN EGGS OF SEA URCHIN,

STARFISH AND ECHIUROID
A.Fujiwara1

, E.Tazawa2
, S.Nemoto3, K.Asami4

and I.Yasumasu1
. iDept. of Biol. Sch. of

Educ. Waseda Univ., Tokyo, 2 Biol. Inst.
Yokohama City Univ., Yokohama, 3Tateyama
Marine Lab. Ochanomizu Univ. , Tateyama,
4Natl. Inst, of Radiol. Sci., Chiba.

Fertilization membrane formation was in-
duced in eggs of sea urchin, starfish and
echiuroid by the treatment with 3% dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) followed by an incubation
in an ice bath. The treatment with DMSO at
above 5% without cold treatment induced
fertilization membrane formation in almost
all eggs of echiuroid and in considerable
number of starfish eggs. Stimulating
effect of DMSO was stronger in Ca2+ free
artificial sea water than in normal sea
water. Verapamil inhibited DMSO-induced
fertilization membrane formation. 14C-Leu-
cine incorporation into protein was stimu-
lated by 3% DMSO in echiuroid eggs at 20°C
and in DMSO-treated eggs of sea urchin and
starfish following cold treatment. 3H-thy-
midine incorporation into DNA in these
eggs was stimulated by DMSO followed by
cold treatment but in echiuroid eggs, the
rates of stimulated incorporation of 3h-
thymidine were lower than in fertilized
eggs. DMSO stimulation seems to result
from intracellular Ca2+ redistribution,
though sensitivities of eggs and their re-
sponses to DMSO differ among these species.
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DB 54
PARTIAL ACTIVATION OF ECHIUROID EGGS BY DI-
METHYLS UL FOX IDE .

9 3
E. Tazawa , A. Fujiwara , K. Asarai and I.

Yasuniasu , Biol. Inst., Yokohama City Univ
2 Dept. Biol., Waseda Univ., Tokyo and 3Div.
Biol., Natl. Inst, of Radio. Sci., Chiba.
In echiuroid eggs, fertilization membrane

formation was induced at 20°C by dimethyl-
sulfoxide (DMSO) at above 5%. In Ca 2+ free
sea water containing 5 mM EGTA , DMSO at
above 1% was succesful to induce fertiliza-
tion membrane formation. DMSO-induced
fertilization membrane formation was inhib-
ited by verapamil but not by nifedipine.
DMSO-caused intracellular Ca + redistribu-
tion probably causes formation of fertili-
zation membrane. Eggs treated by DMSO exhi-
bited 2 , 4-dinitrophenol (DNP) sensitive
respiration, which occurred in fertilized
eggs, though respiration in unfertilized
eggs was insensitive to DNP. C-leucine
incorporation into protein occurred at a

similar rate to that in fertilized-ones
following the treatment with 3% DMSO at 20°

C, with which only few eggs underwent fert-
ilization membrane formation. The rate of

C-leucine incorporation in eggs thus
treated with DMSO did not increase by an
incubation in an ice bath, by which ferti-
lization membrane formation was induced in
DMSO treated eggs. 3H-thymidine incorpora-
tion into DNA was slightly stimulated by
DMSO at concentrations enough to cause
fertilization membrane formation. DMSO
causes partial activation of echiuroid
eggs.

DB 56

EARLY RESPONSE OF THE EGG TO SPERM STIMU-
LATION IN THE MEDAKA, ORYZIAS LATIPES .

K. Onitake 1 and T. Iwamatsu2. iDept. of
Biol., Fac. of Sci., Yamagata Univ.,
Yamagata and 2Dept. of Biol., Aichi Univ.
of Edu., Kariya-shi.

The early response of the sperm-egg
interaction was examined by scanning elec-
tron microscopy.

In unfertilized eggs, the center of the
depression of the egg surface beneath the
inner opening of the micropylar canal is
characterized by the presence of a short
projection, a sperm entry site, approxi-
mately 1-2 jam in height and about 1 . 5 Jim

in diameter. In eggs fixed 2-5 sec after
insemination, the spermatozoon attached to
the sperm entry site with its apical tip
was observed. The earliest (first) fer-
tilization cone was recognized at the mem-
brane fusion site with sperm in eggs fixed
10-15 sec after insemination. At this
time, a ball-like or stalk-like protrusion
with enlarged apex which contained a num-
ber of sperm was observed on the outer
opening of micropylar canal. This struc-
tures seem to be concerned with trapping
the supernumerary sperm, pushing them out
of, or excluding them from micropylar ca-
nal and preventing the penetration of them
into egg, and to correspond to a plug-like
deposite, as reported by Sakai (1961; in
alive fertilized egg.

DB 55
ACTIVATION OF SEA URCHIN EGGS WITH

DIMETHY LSULFOXI DE
I.Yasumasu' , A-Fujiwara^ , E. Tazawa2 and
K.Asami3 .

1 Dept. of Biol. Sch. of Educ

.

Waseda Univ., Tokyo, 2Biol . Inst. Yokohama
City Univ., Yokohama, 3Natl. Inst, of
Radiol. Sci., Chiba.

Sea urchin eggs kept with dimethylsulfox-
ide (DMSO) , exhibiting respiration with a
slightly higher rate than in unfertilized
eggs, were fertilizable and stimulated by
A23187. Following an incubation of DMSO
treated eggs in an ice bath, eggs under-
went fertilization membrane formation and
exhibited temporal transient burst of
cyanide-insensitive respiration, followed
by steady rate of cyanide-sensitive respi-
ration, which was higher than in unferti-
lized eggs. This changes in the rates of
cyanide-sensitive and insensitive respira-
tion in DMSO-treated eggs induced by the
cold treatment were very similar to those
observed following fertilization. In DMSO
treated eggs, 2 , 4-dinitrophenol or cyanide
induced fertilization membrane formation
in a small number of eggs and also cyanide-
insensitive respiration. DMSO, as well as
DNP and cyanide, caused a release of Ca
from isolated mitochondria. The cold
treatment or A23187 induced Ca2+ release
from microsomes isolated from eggs. This
activation of sea urchin eggs probably
results from Ca2+ release from mitochondria
by DMSO and its release from microsome by
cold treatment.

DB 57

DOES INTRACELLULAR Ca ION REGULATE THE
PERMEABILITY OF FERTILIZATION POTENTIAL OF
SEA URCHIN EGG?
S.Obata and H.Kuroda. Sugashima Marine
Biol. Lab., Sch. Sci., Nagoya Univ., Toba.

The fertilization potential of the
Pseudocentrotus depressus egg involved
three transiently depolarizing components.
The fertilization membrane began to elevate
early in the 2nd component. The transient
increase of the intracellular Ca 2+ concen-
tration ([Ca2 + ]j_) is thought to be neces-
sary for its elevation. We studied the ion
permeability at the peak of it and the
relationship between its permeability and
[Ca 2+

]
i using conventional microelectrode

method.
The resting membrane potential of an

unfertilized egg depended mainly upon K+

permeability. By contrast, the peak values
of the 2nd component were sensitive to both
external [Na + ] and [K+] . H+, Ca 2+ , Mg 2+ and
Cl~ did not contribute to it. Ouabain also
had no effect on it. The permeability ratio
( pNa/p K) was calculated at 1.1.

Calcium ionophore, A23187, elecited a
transient depolarization from the
P. depressus egg in Ca-free sea water. The
peak value of it was close to that of the
2nd component of the fertilization poten-
tial. It also depended on the permeabili-
ties of both Na+ and K+ . PNa/pK was
calculated at 0.8.

These results suggest that the permea-
bilities of both Na+ and K+ are regulated
by [Ca2+]

i
.
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DB 58

FERTILIZATION CONE FORMATION IN STARFISH
EGG. OBSERVATION FROM THE OUTSIDE ON WHOLE
EGG AND FROM THE INSIDE ON ISOLATED CORTEX
BY FLUORESCENCE STAINING OF ACTIN.
K.Kyozuka and K.Osanai. Marine Biological
Stn. Tohoku Univ., Aomori.

During the fertilization in starfish
Asterina pectinifera , actin microfilaments
appeared in the egg cortex beneath the
fertilizing sperm. They were the component
of conically shaped fertilization cone
(FC), in which the sperm penetrated. The
FC began to form when the sperm acrosomal
process attached to the egg surface. The
role of the acrosomal process in FC
formation and the actin polymerization was
examined by the whole egg and isolated egg
cortex. The egg cortex was isolated by the
modified method of Schroeder's (1984) and
stained with rhodamine phalloidin, which
stained the polymerized actin.

The intensity of fluorescence in the
egg cortex increased after fertilization.
The strong fluorescence appeared as a spot
around the sperm acrosomal process and
spread circularly, in which the fibrous
structures pointed randomly. After the
acrosomal process penetrated into the egg,
the fibrous structures converged inward
and formed the conically shaped
construction. The sperm head penetrated
into the complete FC. These observations
indicate that sperm acrosomal process is
necessary for the formation of fertili-
zation cone in regular conical shape.

DB 60
SWELLING OF EGG DURING DEVELOPMENT OF THE
CUTTLEFISH, SEPIELLA JAPONICA .

F.Gomi, 1 M.Yamamoto and T.Nakazawa. Dep.
of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Funabashi.
'Ushimado Marine Laboratory, Okayama Univ.,
Ushimado.

The swelling process of the egg in the
cuttlefish, Sepiella japonica , was
analyzed during development. The weight
of the whole egg decreased for 8 days
after oviposition. This decrease was due
to the loss of gelatinous coat in the
capsule. After the appearance of
perivitelline fluid, egg weight again
increased linearly in parallel with
enlargement of perivitelline space, which
was mainly caused by water intake. The
difference of osmotic pressure between
perivitelline fluid and sea water was
about 135 mmol/kg at either the initial or
later stage of development after
oviposition, but it fell transiently at
the level of less than 100 mmol/kg from
stage 29 to 33. The protein content of the
perivitelline fluid increased linearly
during development, but the direct
relation between the protein and
osmolality was not detected. On the other
hand, the cation content in perivitelline
fluid was considerably higher than that of
surrounding sea water. The results suggest
that some proteins may involve with the
induction of high osmolality in
perivitelline fluid in collaboration with
cations

.

DB 59

NETWORK STRUCTURES COMPRISING THE
PERIVITELLINE SPACE OF THE SILKWORM
EGG.

3
S. Takesue , T. Matsui and H. Keino,
Dept . of Biol., Nagoya Univ. Coll.

of Med. Tech., Nagoya, Biol. Lab.,
Fac. of Sci . , Tokyo Inst. of Tech.,
Tokyo and Inst. Devel. Res. Aichi Pref.
Colony, Kasugai

.

When 8.5-hr non-diapause eggs of
the silkworm ( Bombyx mori > were examined
by indirect immunofluorescence
microscopy, using antibodies against
tubulin or actin, the perivitelline
space showed network- like fluorescence
spread throughout the space, suggesting
the presence of a certain structure
containing tubulin and actin.

Actually, when viewed by scanning
electron microscopy, the perivitelline
space of the eggs showed a hexagonal
network consisting of different-sized
sheets linked to one another at the
ventral and dorsal parts. At the
anterior and posterior parts the
perivitelline space appeared to be
divided into a great number of small
compartments. The antibodies against
tubulin and actin probably stained these
structures.

DB 61

PERIODIC CHANGES IN SURFACE STRUCTURE AND
CORTICAL MICROFILAMENTS IN ACTIVATED
XENOPUS EGGS.
K. Ohsumi, Zool. Inst. Hokkaido Univ.,
Sapporo.

Attempts were made to obtain the
cytological basis for the periodic changes
in "rigidity" as revealed by those in
diameter of activated and denuded eggs of
Xenopus laevis . Employing appropriate
specific batches of eggs, it was possible
to localize the moving front of surface
contraction waves (SCWs; Hara, '71) in
fixed materials. On SEM of the egg sur-
face, microvilli decreased significantly
in number at the area where SCW-1 was
propagating, but increased again in number
concomitant with passing of SCW-2. Iso-
lated pieces of the cortices stained with
rhodamine-phalloidin exhibited periodic
disappearance of bright dots probably
corresponding to microvilli, in good syn-
chrony with the propagation of SCW-1.
Both of these changes detected by the SEM
and cytochemioal technique exhibeted pe-
riodicity corresponding to that of di-
ameter changes, and did not occur in the
eggs from which the germinal vesicle (GV)
had been removed. These observations
indicate that the GV-dependent change in
microvilli accompanied by the change in
microfilament organization constitutes a
structural basis for SCWs and the cyclic
change in diameter of dunuded eggs.
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DB 62

MITOTIC WAVE IN THE YOLK SYNCYTIAL LAYER. OF
EMBRYOS OF Oryzias latipes ORIGINATES IN

THE AMPLIFICATION OF MITOTIC DESYNCHRONY IN

EARLY BLASTOMERES.
T. Kageyama. Department of Biology, Kyoto
Prefectural University of Medicine.

An investigation was made into the

origin of the mitotic wave, in which
mitoses propagate from 1-4 sites in the

yolk syncytial layer ( YSL ) of the fish
embryo. Embryos were continuously observed
uith Nomarski differential interference
contrast optics, and the spat iotempora

1

pattern of the disappearance of nuclei,
nuclear membrane breakdown (NMB), was

analyzed in blastomeres from the 2-cell

stage, and in the YSL. The NMB in two

nuclei in the second mitosis after the
fertilization lags in ca. 1 min. The time

lag between the first NMB in a blastomere
and the last one in a mitotic cycle
lengthens linearly, then logarithmically,
as the mitotic cycle proceeds, with a

tendency that mitosis starts earlier in the

blastomeres around the first and the

second cleavage furrows than in those far

from the region. Marginal blastomeres
contiguous through the thin cytoplasmic
layer around the blastoderm make up the YSL

around the tenth mitotic cycle. The time

lag in the NMB of these blastomeres becomes
sequentially arranged, and the mitotic
wave appears. Several evidences obtained
from the analysis of spat iotempora 1 pattern
of the mitotic wave suggest that the wave

is caused under the cytoplasmic control.

DB 64

AN MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE DIASTEMA IN
THE FIRST CLEAVAGE OF THE NEWT'S EGG.
T.ESAKA, Dept.of Biol ., Science Education
Inst, of Osaka Pref., Osaka.

In cleaving eggs of Japanese newt,
Cynops pyrrhogaster , morphological obser-
vations were carried out to clarify the
structure of diastema. Eggs were fixed in
Bouin's fixative for light microscopy when
they had reached the each required stage.
Serial sections were made and stained with
Schleicher's azan method. For electron
microscopy, eggs were fixed in a mixture
of 3 % glutaraldehyde and 2 % paraformal-
dehyde / 0.05 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2)

for about 8 hrs at room temperature, then
they were cut into annimal and vegetal
halves, fixed in same solution for addi-
tional 16 hrs, and post-fixed with 1 %

osmic acid / same buffer at 4 °C for 2 hrs.
In the light microscapic study, it

appeared that diastema consisted of two
characteristic structures. The one was a
yolk- and pigment-free area between the
two daughter nuclei, and the other was a
yolk granule accumulation sandwiched with
yolk- and pigment-free cytoplasm, where
might be the future furrow. The present
study confirmed the exsistence of diastema
even in an electron microscopic level,
although it had not been proved ultra-
structurally. The observation shows that
lipid granules were seen in yolk accumula-
tion of diastema. The yolk- and pigment-
free cytoplasm seems to be amorphous but
contains mitochondria.

DB 63

STUDIES ON FACTORS IN THE GERMINAL VESICLE
REQUIRED FOR THE CYTOPLASMIC CYCLE IN

STARFISH OOCYTES
K. Yamamoto 1 and S. Nemoto^ .

! Dept. of
Biol., Fac. of General Edu., Gifu Univ.,
Gifu and ^Tateyama Marine Lab. , Ochanomizu
Univ. . Chiba.

We have shown that germinal vesicle (GV)
contents" are required for inducing the
cytoplasm of the maturing starfish oocyte
to initiate its own cyclic activity, which
is suggested to be involved in the progress
of maturational process. We examined
1 ) species specificity of GV factors using
three species of starfish and 2) the stage
at which the factors are produced during
oogenesis

.

1

)

Nonnucleate fragments obtained from
immature Asterina pectinif era oocytes
were injected with the GV contents of
either Asterias amurensis or Astropecten
scoparius oocytes and the change in the
cortical tension of these fragments was
measured. On treatment with 1 -methyladenine
(1-MA), the fragments showed cyclic change
in tension, suggesting that the factors
which induce cyclic cytoplasmic activity
are common in Asteroidea.

2) The GV contents of a small oocyte of
Asterina which has no competence to 1 -MA
were injected into the nonnucleate
fragments of fully-grown immature oocytes.
These oocytes showed two cycles of change
in tension, suggesting that the factors
are produced in the GV at the earlier
stage of oogenesis.

DB 65
ONE TO FOUR OR FOUR TO SIXTEEN CELL
DIVISION IN SEA URCHIN EMBRYOS.
I. CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES ON THE MICROMERE
FORMATION AMD FURTHER DEVELOPOMENT OF EACH
BLASTOMERE.
K.Ookubo and J.Tsukahara. Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sc i., Kagoshima Univ., Kagoshima.

When sea urchin embryos are treated
with benzimidazole sea water from the
first or the third metaphase until the end
of that cleavage on the controle embryo,
the mitotic apparatus (MA) of the
metaphase regresses, and the nucleus turns
directly into resting stage. After they
are returned to normal sea water, each
cell organizes a tetrapolar MA, and embryos
cleave directly from one to four (1-»4) or
from four to sixteen (4->16) cell stage.

In the 4-»16 experiment, one pole of
each tetrapolar MA moves near one side of
the cortex, where micromere is formed
after a while. When the micromere is
isolated and cultured further, it is able
to make spicules. Single blastomere of
animal pole or two blastomeres on the
equatorial plane of , the embryo, on the
other hand, develop to parmanent blastula
or gastrula respectively.

In the 1 -»4 experiment, however, the
embryo is not always keep its axis, and
the number of micromere formed on 1 6 cell
stage alters from zero to four. Isolated
micromere can be able to make spicules.
Other blastomeres , if isolated, may be
developed according to their specific
cytoplasm distributed at 1 ->4 division.
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DB 66
ONE TO FOUR OR FOUR TO SIXTEEN CELL
DIVISION IN SEA URCHIN EMBRYOS.
II. THE PROCESS OF THE TETRAPOLAR
TETRAHEDRAL MITOTIC APPARATUS FORMATION
DURING CLEAVAGE.
J.Tsukahara and K.Ookubo. Dept of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Kaqoshima Univ., Kaqoshima.

When fertilized sea urchin eggs are
exposed to benzimidazole (BI) sea water,
known as a mitotic inhibitor, at early
metaphase, the mitotic apparatus (MA) of
them regresses gradually. By the
polarizing microscopic observation, the
metaphase spindle becomes to barrel-shaped
one within 1 min after the beginning of
exposure. The birefringence of the
spindle decreases little by little and
eventually disappears within 30 min.
The result may be suggested that the
amount of orderly arranged microtubules
in the spindle decreases in the BI

.

Under the TEH investigations , the pair of
centriole in the barrel-shaped spindle is
separated each other within 10 min.
Chromosomes in the spindle turn into
karyomeres without any sign of anaphase
feature, and directly into interphase
nucleus

.

Eggs are left for 30 min in the 31,
and then they are returned to normal sea
water. Approximately 10 min later,
tetrapolar birefringence appears on the
same plane arround the nucleus of late
prophase. As the MA becomes larger in
size, the tetrapoles of MA are rearranged
in tetrahedral.

DB 68
WRINKLED BLASTULA OF THE SEA-STAR, ASTERINA
MINOR : SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC
OBSERVATION.
M. Komatsu , M
H. Yoshizawa .

J JMurase', C. Oguro' and
^Dept. of Biol., Toyama

Univ., Toyama, Dept. of Oral. Anat.,
Matsumoto Dental Coll., Nagano.

The wrinkled blastula stage is a definite
stage in the normal development of sea-
stars. However, little attention has been
paid to this stage. In the present study
changes in the cell arrangement during the
wrinkled blastula stage were observed with
a SEM. In the early blastula, blastomeres
in the surface are distributed equally and
blastomeres in the blastocoel rather ir-
regularly. Ten hours after fertilization,
fine furrows appear on the surface of
embryos by vertical cell division. Blasto-
meres in the blastocoel become arranged so
as to lineate each other. Eighteen hours
after fertilization, the embryo reaches the
most wrinkled stage with complicated deep
invaginations of blastodermal layer. In
this stage, cells become columnar and con-
nected with each other by their sides.
Then, invagination begins to decrease in
number and complexity. Finally, the embryo
becomes a coeloblastula with monolayered
blastoderm. The furrows disappeared com-
pletely 24 hours after fertilization. From
the present observation, it is suggested
that the wrinkled blastula stage is a
process to change the sterroblastula into
the coeloblastula and this is a necessary
stage preceding to initiate gastrulation.

DB 67

FINE STRUCTURE OF BASAL LAMINA IN SEA
URCHIN EMBRYOS.
S.Amemiya. Misaki Marine Biological
Station, Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

The basal lamina in the embryos of the
sea urchin, Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus , was
examined by scanning and transmission
electron microscopy. It was found to
consist of network fibrils and amorphous
materials which occupy the space among the
fibrils. From certain places within the
lamina, the fibrils projected into the
blastocoel and in some cases, one end would
make contact with the inner surface of an
ectodermal cell. Most of these fibrils
projecting into the blastocoel were found
to lie alongside the basal lamina, with
some running radially. The network fibrils
could be digested by collagenase and
trypsin, but were resistant to glycosidase.
The amorphous materials were digestable by
glycosidase and trypsin, whereas
collagenase failed to have such an effect.
The fibrils in the blastocoel were clean
filaments with simple structures at the
early blastula stage. But with
development, globular and amorphous
materials gradually accumulated on the
surface of the fibrils. The fibrils lying
in the blastocoel alongside the basal
lamina appeared to be the substratum for
primary mesenchyme cell migration.

DB 69

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS
ON THE LARVA OF A TRUE OVOVI VI PAROUS
ASTEROID, ASTERINA PSEUDOEXIGUA PACIFICA .

M. Komatsu, M. Murase and C. Oguro. Dept.
of Biol., Toyama Univ., Toyama.
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DB 72

CHANGES IN THE STRENGTH OF CELL ADHESION
AT THE TIME OF MESENCHYME CELL INGRESSION
IN HEMICENTROTUS PULCHERRIMUS EMBRYOS.
H. Fujisawa and S. Amemiya. Fac. of Educ,
Saitama Univ., Urawa, and Misaki Marine
Biological Station, Fac. of Sci., Univ.
of Tokyo, Miura.

The strength of cell adhesion in
Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus embryos was
estimated from the dissociation ratio of
the embryos shaken in a mixture of 1 M
glycine - 2 mM EDTA and Ca,Mg-free sea
water (1:1 ) at constant frequency for 1

hour.
The dissociation ratio decreased

markedly during the time when the embryos
were developing into swimming blastulae.
This change closely paralleled the de-
crease in cell division rate.

At the time of mesenchymal cell in-
gression, however, a marked temporary in-
crease in the dissociation ratio was
observed. Moreover, this temporary in-
crease could not be detected under
conditions in which the embryos were dis-
sociated in a mixture containing cyto-
chalasin B.

This marked difference seems to
indicate that the structure of cell adhe-
sion at this stage is more dynamic than at
any other time in swimming blastulae.

DB 71

CATECHOLAMINERGIC NERVES IN LARVAL ECHINO-
DERMS.
Y. Nakajima. Dept. of Biol., Keio Univ.,
Yokohama

.

Localization of catecholaminergic nerves
in echinopluteus of Hemicentrotus pulcher -

rimus , bipinnaria of Asterias amurensis ,

and auricularia of Stichopus japonicus
was studied by means of glyoxylic acid
induced fluorescence method and transmis-
sion electron microscopy.

In all the materials examined, a contin-
uous fibrous structure with strong blue-
green fluorescence characteristic of cate-
cholamines was observed along the ciliary
bands. Fluorescent cell bodies were also
found in the ciliary bands of lower lip. In
bipinnaria and auricularia, intensely fluo-
rescing cells were observed along the cili-
ary bands of upper and anal lobes. During
development, ciliary bands associated fluo-
rescence became detectable with the forma-
tion of ciliary bands. All of the fluores-
cent regions correspond to the area where
nerve bundles and ectoneural cells were iden-
tified by electron microscopy. These obser-
vations suggest that the ciliary movements
are regulated by catecholaminergic nerves.

In the preoral area of echinopluteus,
where a large nerve plexus with immotile
coiled cilia is located, weak yellow fluores-
cence was induced by glyoxylic acid. This
indicates that the ciliary patch may be in-
nervated by nerve(s) that contain neuro-
transmitter ( s ) other than catecholamines.

DB 73

ADENOSINE INDUCES QIESCENCE IN STARFISH

EMBRYOS AT BLASTULATION

S.Ikegami and N. Tsuchimor i , Department of

Applied Biochemistry, Hiroshima University,

Fukuyama-shi, Hiroshima 720.

External application of 20 nM adenosine

halted embryonic development of the

starfish Asterina pectinif era specifically

at the 256- to 512-cell stage when all the

embryonic cells differentiate into epi-

thelial cells. The intracellular concent-

ration of adenosine in adenosine-treated

embryos was 2.7 times higher than that in

normal embryos, whereas the contents of

ATP, ADP, AMP and adenosine 2 ',
3 '-phosphate

are the same for both types of embryo.

Adenosine caused more than 95% reduction in

the rates of protein, DNA and RNA syn-

thesis. By returning treated embryos to

normal sea water, macromolecular synthesis

was reinitiated and the embryos developed

normally to the bipinnaria stage.
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DB 74

AP4A-Hydrolyzing Activity in Sea Urchin
Embryos

.

M.Morioka and H.Shimada. Zool.Inst., Fac.
of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

Previously we reported that the intra-
cellular level of AP4A in sea urchin embryos
fluctuated in synchrony with cell cycle. To
find out the mechanism how these changes
occur in response to the progression of cell
cycle, we studied the cellular AP4A-binding
activity and found that AP4A binds to the
nuclear matrix protein at the onset of S-
phase. In the present study, we determined
whether there is any changes in the acti-
vity of the enzymes which degrade AP4A.

The embryonic extract contains two types
of AP4A-hydrolyzing enzymes, one of them is
a specific AP4A-hydrolase which is strongly
inhibited by ZnCl2 (IC5n:65nM) and the other
is a nonspecific phosphodiesterase which is
inhibited by high concentration of isobutyl-
methylxanthine (IC5o:4mM). The AP4A-hydro-
lyzing activity was not detectable in the
unfertilized eggs because of the presence of
a high-molecular weight and thermolabile
inhibitory factor in these eggs. Though the
enzymes were activated immediately after
fertilization, any cell cycle-dependent
fluctuation of their activities were not
observed.

These results suggest that the temporal
disappearance of AP4A from the soluble
fraction at the onset of S phase is not due
to the enzymatic degradation of AP

4
A.

DB 76

ACCUMULATION OF FLUORESCENTLY LABELED
ACTIN IN THE CORTICAL LAYER IN SEA URCHIN
EGGS AFTER FERTILIZATION
Y. HAMAGUCHI 1 AND I. MABUCHI 2

.
1 Biol.

Lab., Tokyo Inst, of Technol., Tokyo,
2 Dept. of Biol., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo,
and 2 Div. of Cell Prolif., Natl. Inst. for
Basic Biol., Okazaki.

When f luorescently labeled actin from
sea urchin eggs was microinjected, it
distributed evenly in the cytoplasm of
unfertilized eggs. Upon fertilization,
actin accumulated at first around the
sperm binding site, and then in the ferti-
lization cone soon afterwards. The accu-
mulation propagated all over the cortex
after a latent period of 10-20 sec. Prop-
agation of the actin accumulation coin-
cided with a shape change of the egg of
Clypeaster . After photobleaching,
actin redistributed in the cortex of fer-
tilized eggs seemed as quickly as it did
before fertilization. When an unferti-
lized egg was injected with both actin and
a calcium buffer (9 pM of Ca ) , the accu-
mulation occurred similarly to that during
fertilization but without the latent
period. When the unfertilized egg was
injected with both 0.2 M EGTA and actin,
and then inseminated, it accumulated only
in the protrusion of the cytoplasm where
sperm entered. In immature oocytes the
accumulation was observed in the cortical
region including the huge protruding cyto-
plasm where the sperm had entered.

DB 75
ACCELERATION OF CLEAVAGE AND ENHANCEMENT OF
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION BY PRE-TREATMENT WITH Ca
IONOPHORE A23187 IN SEA URCHIN EGGS.
M.K. Kojima, F. Nishimori, K. Azami, and S.
Nakamura. Dept . of Biol., Fac. of Sci.,
Toyama Univ., Toyama.

Unfertilized sea urchin eggs were treat-
ed with 0.2-2.5 >iM A23187 sea water for 10
min and then returned to normal sea water.
These eggs were inseminated at 5, 30, 60,
90, and 120 min after the treatment. When
they were fertilized at 60 and 90 min after
treatments with 0.3-0.7 uM (in Hemicentro-
tus ) or 0.9-2.5 uM (in Anthocidaris ) A23187
sea water, their cleavage was considerably
accelerated and, consequently, they could
hatch earlier than the control. This is the
case, if eggs are exposed to A23187 sea wa-
ter for a short period such as 3 min. On
the other hand, when unf. eggs were immers-
ed in 0.5-0.7 u.M (in Hemicentrotus ) or 0.4-
1.4 uM (in Anthocidaris ) A23187 sea water
for 10 min and then put back to normal sea
water, they did not show any light-micro-
scopically visible changes but their oxygen
consumption was enhanced 1.5-1.8 times than
the control. Further, it was found that
both cleavage acceleration and respiration
enhancement are completely cancelled, when
eggs are treated with A23187 sea water con-
taining the calcium antagonist, TMB-8. From
these results, it may be said that acceler-
ation of the cleavage as well as enhance-
ment of oxygen consumption are induced by
increase of intracellular free Ca" ions.

DB 77
ETHANOL EFFECT ON K

+
-EFFLUX OF ARTIFI-

CIALLY ACTIVATED SEA URCHIN EGGS BY
IONOPHORE A23187.
K. Izuishi1, and E. J. Carroll, Jr? 1 Dept.
of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Ehime Univ.,
Matsuyama. 2Dept. of Biol., Univ. of
California, Riverside, CA 92521, USA.

It has been well-known that In sea
urchin eggs, K -efflux increases tran-
siently soon after fertilization or arti-
ficial activation by the Ca ionophore
A23187. We studied the effect of ethanol
on K -efflux from eggs of the sea urchin,
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus , after
ionophore A23187 activation. The efflux
of K was monitored by the extracellular
cation-specific electrodes in a K

+
and

Na -free artificial sea water.
Low concentrations of ethanol in sea

water (e.g. 24 mM) did not affect the
sperm mobility and the fertilizability

.

Ethanol treatment at a such concentration,
however, induced remarkable K

+
-efflux

after A23187 activation. We also found
that the period of ethanol treatment which
induced conspicuous increase in K

+
-

efflux was limited within 5 min after the
activation. The eggs of which vitelline
layer had been removed with DTT showed the
same results as to the effect of ethanol
on K - efflux. These results suggest that
the site of action of ethanol is the egg
plasma membrane and that the recon-
struction of the membrane takes place
within a few minutes after artificial
activation or fertilization.
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DB 78

CHANGE IN INTRACELLULAR DISTRIBUTION OF
CALMODULIN DURIMG EARY DEVEROPMENT OF SEA
URCHIN.
T.Seki and I.Yasmasu.
Dept. of Biol., Sch. of Educ.,Waseda
Univ. , TOKYO.

Relative amount of calmodulin, estimated

by its stimulation effect on bovine cAMP
dependent phosphodiesterase , was high in

cytosolic fraction than in nucleous and

microsomal fraction up to 1 6hr after
fertilization. The amount in nucleous
fraction increased exponentially up to 24hr
afterfertilization and then decreased
markedly. The amount per DNA in nucleous
fraction seemed essentially the same in

deveropmental period up to 1 6hr after
fertilization and decreased gradually. The

amount in microsome fraction become high at

24hr and further at 32hr after
fertilization Then, it decreased to a quite
low level. At later period than 24hr,the
amount in cytosolic fraction was lower than

in microsome fraction. Whole amount of

calmodulin become slightly low at 12 and

16hr,and then become high at 24 and 32hr
after fertilization. It is likely that
calmodulin plays a role in controling
nuclear functions at the period up to 1 6hr

after fertilization and thereafter
contibute to morphogenesis in embryo.

DB 80
THE CHEMICAL CONDITIONS OF BLASTOCOELIC
FLUID OF NEWT EMBRYOS
T. Asao, Biol. Lab. Sch. Med. St. Marianna
Uni v

. , Kawasaki

Several reports hitherto have suggested
that the action of the substance causing
primary embryonic induction may be affected
by environmental conditions such as salt
concentration, pH or small molecular organ-
ic substances. Experiments to analyze the
chemical conditions of intra- and extracel-
lular fluid of newt gastrula were performed
. Na & K ions, Ca ion, CI ion and high
molecular organic substances were analyzed
by atomic absorption spectrochemical anal-
ysis, ICP emission spectrochemical analysis
, ionic chromatography and SDS polyacryl-
amide gel electrophoresis, respectively.
High pH of blastocoelic fluid ( pH 9.2)
seemed to be due to the sodium pumping ac-
tion of embryonic cells towards blastocoel,
because, first, blastocoelic fluid con-
tained 1.7 mg/ml Na ion, but intracellular
fluid contained only 0.24 mg/ml, second,
blastocoelic fluid showed no Nessler's re-
agent reaction. As expected, intracellular
fluid contained more K ion (0.77 mg/ml)
than Na ion, and little Ca ion. A scanty
amount of two slow-moving bands were detec-
ted in the SDS PAGE of blastocoelic fluid.
By exchange of blastocoelic fluid with
equal osmotic pressure and different pH so-
lution, apparently normal development was
not disturbed.

DB 79

DISINTEGRATION OF PROTEINS IN YOLK GRANULES
ISOLATED FROM SEA URCHIN EGGS.
Y. Yokota 1 and K. H. Kato2. lBiol. Lab.,
Aichi Pref. Univ., and 2 i ns t. Biol. Coll.
Gen. Edu., Nagoya City Univ., Nagoya

.

Proteins in the yolk granules isolated
from eggs of Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus and
Anthocidaris crassispina were analyzed by
SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
Proteins of molecular weights, 180K dalton
in H. pulcherrimus and 178K in A. crassis -

pina were the most abundant in yolk gran-
ules from unfertilized and fertilized eggs.
After the incubation of yolk granules in
acidic artificial sea water (pH4. 2-6.0) for
24 hr, these proteins decreased, while pro-
teins (61K,72K,94K,114K in H. pulcherrimus
and 56K,70K,92K,112K in A. crassispina )

predominant in the late stage of develop-
ment appeared. Incubation of yolk granules
in the alkaline or neutral medium did not
result in the changes of electrophoretic
patterns of proteins. It is suggested that
acidic conditions are essential to the dis-
integration of yolk proteins. After the in-
cubation in the acidic medium, yolk gran-
ules showed morphological characteristics
similar to those observed in yolk granules
of developed embryos. Since digestion of
yolk proteins and morphological changes
within yolk granules were inhibited by leu-
peptin, antipain, TLCK, iodoacetamide and
HgCl2,- cathepsin B seemed the most impor-
tant enzyme in the proteolytic processing
of yolk proteins during embryogenesis

.

DB 81

45,000 MW PROTEIN FROM THE SEA URCHIN EGG
ACCELERATES THE POLYMERIZATION OF ACTIN IN
THE EGG CORTEX.

H.Hosoya 1
, R.Kodama 2

, I .Mabuchi 3
' and Y.

Hiramoto 4 '* 1 Dept. of Cell Prolif. and
2 Dept. of Develop. Biol., Natl. Inst, for
Basic Biol., Okazaki, ^Dept. of Biol.,
Coll. of Arts & Sci., Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo and 4Biol. Lab., Tokyo Inst, of
Technol., Tokyo.

A one-to-one complex of a 45 , 000-mol-wt
protein and actin has been purified from
unfertilized eggs of the sea urchin,
Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus The complex
(45K-A) is an actin filament capping-
protein (barbed end) (J. Cell Biol. (1984) 99,
994-1001) . By using the affinity puri-
fied monospecific antibody against the 45K
protein, we have shown the protein
localizes in the egg cortex and its content
decreases after fertilization. It has
been reported by many workers that numerous
actin filaments appear in the sea urchin
egg cortex after fertilization. Here,
we studied the role of the 45K protein (or
45K-A) in the cortex by fluorescence micro-
scopy using an F-actin-specif ic stain, NBD-
phallacidin in order to elucidate the
mechanism of the appearance of the actin
filaments. The antibody blocked the
assembly of actin filaments in the isolated
cortex on a glass slide and the removal of
45K protein from the cortex by 1M KC1 did
not cause the polymerization of actin.
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ANALYSIS OF DORSO-VENTRAL PIGMENT PATTERN
FORMATION IN XENOPUS LAEVIS.
T.Fukuzawa and H.Ide, Biological Institute,
Tohoku University, Sendai

Little is known about the molecular
mechanisms of dorso-ventral pigment
pattern formation. The best way to ana-
lyze them is to find factor (s) which
control pigmentation of chromatophores
in vivo

.

In order to elucidate why melanophores
appear not in ventral skin but in dorsal
skin in Xenopus laevis , we prepared
Steinberg's BSS conditioned with dorsal
and ventral skin, respectively, and exam-
ined their effects on melanization by
means of sitting drop culture of melano-
blasts in the presence of dorsal and
ventral conditioned medium, respectively.
To evaluate whether the medium had the
activity of promoting or inhibiting
melanization, two different medium condi-
tions were used. Since addition of
tyrosine to Steinberg's BSS promoted
melanization of melanoblasts in our cul-
ture, we adopted tyrosine containing
medium for the assay of melanization in-
hibiting activity, and tyrosine-free
medium for the assay of melanization
promoting activity.

It was shown that ventral skin condi-
tioned medium had strong activity of in-
hibiting melanization, while dorsal one
had weak activity. The activity was de-
stroyed by trypsin or heat treatment,
suggesting that melanization inhibiting
factor (s) in ventral skin was protein (s).

DB 84

GRADIENT AND THE SHAPE OF THE SCALE MOTHER
CELL IN THE LEPIDOPTERAN WING.
A.Yoshida and K.Aoki. Life Sci. Inst.,
Sophia Univ., Tokyo.

Gradient ' is one of the several mecha-
nisms involved in the formation of the
scale (cell) arrangement on the wing of the
lepidopteran insect. To study how "Gradi-
ent" is involved in the pattern formation,
we inserted a fine stainless needle into
the pupal wing bud of the white cabbage
butterfly, Pieris rapae , and examined the
resultant pattern of the scale (socket)
arrangement on the wing after eclosion.

A small hole was made at the needle-
inserted point in the wing, and the scale
arrangement pattern was changed near the
hole. The pattern changing was much more
prominent on the proximal area to the hole
than the distal area. (This asymmetry is
called "Gradient".) On the proximal area,
the intervals between socket rows and the
directions of the individual sockets were
changed. The former is related to the
length of the scale mother cell, and the
latter to the direction of it. Thus, those
results suggest that "Gradient" is in-
volved in the determination of the length
and the direction of the scale mother cell.

DB 83

THE EFFECT OF GRAFTING AND X-RAY IRRADIA-
TION ON BODY PATTERNING OF THE PALLEAL BUDS
OF ASCIDIANS.
K. Hashimoto, K. Kawamura and M. Nakauchi.
Dept. Biol., Fac. Sci., Kochi Univ., Kochi.

Anteroposterior body patterning of
palleal buds in the polystyelid ascidian,
Polyandrocarpa misakiensis , takes place
with the help of positional information
within parental mantle wall. Recent works
have strongly suggested that parental pos-
itional information plays a role by regul-
ating mitotic activity of the inner epi-
thelium of buds. The present study was
designed to confirm further the interrela-
tionship among body patterning, mitosis
and positional information. When buds were
grafted on the other parental position,
they adapted themselves to the new position
in their positional value. But this adap-
tation took place only in the proximal
region of the graft. When mitosis of buds
was inhibited by x-ray irradiation, the
bud development delayed, depending on the
dosage of irradiation. The results of ir-
radiation also showed that morphogenesis
was always preceded by the restration of
mitotic activity. The x-ray irradiation,
however, could not change the prospective
anteroposterior axis of recombinant buds
made by irradiated and non-irradiated
fragments

.

DB 85

RELATIVE GROWTH OF LEG SEGMENTS OF THE
GERMAN COCKROACH, BLATTELLA GERMANICA .

A. Tanaka, E. Ogawa and M. Ohtake. Dept.
of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Nara Women's
Univ. , Nara.

Measurements were made on the lengths
of all the nine leg segments—coxa,
trochanter, femur, tibia, and five
tarsomeres—for three pairs of legs of
both sexes throughout postembryonic
stages. "Growth contours" were con-
structed to outline the temporal and
spatial patterns of growth. Growth center
was located in or near the 1st tarsomere
of all the three pairs of legs, whereas
growth depression was found in the 4th and
5th tarsomeres. Consequently, the rela-
tive length of the 1st tarsomere increased
with the advance of the stage, while that
of the 4th and 5th tarsomeres decreased.
Ratios were calculated between the lengths
of any dual combinations of the nine
segments. Among these ratios, the tibia
to femur ratio most distinctly changed
with the kinds of legs. The 1st to the
5th tarsomere ratio most extensively
increased with stage. Differences in
relative length between the fore-, mid-
and hindleg were examined for each of the
nine segments. The differences were
largest in the 1st tarsomere and tended to
decrease toward the segments of both ends
of the leg. The differences in coxa,
trochanter, femur, and tibia tended to
increase with stage, whereas those in five
tarsomeres showed a decreasing tendency.
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REGENERATION OF ANTENNAE IN Riptortus
clavatus (HETEROPTERA ) AFTER REMOVAL OF
THE DISTAL SEGMENT AT THE FIRST INSTAR
K.IKEDA and H.NUMATA. Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Osaka City Univ. Osaka.

The growth pattern and the cuticular
structure of the regenerating antenna are
described following the removal of the
distal (fourth) segment. The length of
the remaining three segments was about
50% of the normal antenna.

Excessive growth in regeneration
occurred in the second and third segments
after the second ecdysis. The growth
pattern of the third segment of the
regenerating antenna (R3) was similar to
that of the normal fourth segment (N4).
However, the growth of R1 was not
affected by the operation.

The difference of the cuticular
structure between R3 and N3 was observed
after the first ecdysis: Scale-like
projections which were formed on N3 at
the first ecdysis did not appear on R3.
Sensory hairs and grooved pegs, which
were peculiar to the fourth segment in
the normal antenna, appeared on R3 after
the second ecdysis. The number of these
sensilla on R3 increased with each
succeeding ecdysis.

After adult emergence, the total
length of the regenerated antenna
regained 84% of the normal one, and both
length and structure of R3 approximated
those of N4.

H +
,K + -ATPASE IN SEA URCHIN EMBRYOS I.

FUNCTION AS AN H + PUMP.
Y.Fujino , K.Mitsunaga 2 and I.Yasumasu 2

.

Dept. of Pharmacol., Teikyo Univ. Sch. of
Med., Tokyo and 2 Dept. of Biol., Sch. of
Educ., Waseda Univ., Tokyo.

K -stimulated ATPase activity was found
in microsome fraction obtained from the
homogenate of sea urchin embryos at the
post gastrula stages at which spicule
calcification occurred. K + -stimulated and
ATP-dependent intravesicular
acidification, determined using
[ dimethylamine - C]aminopyrine. as a pH
probe, was also observed in microsome
fraction. The ATPase activity and the
intravesicular acidification were almost
completely inhibited by 10 uM
allylisothiocyanate, an inhibitor of
H + ,K + -ATPase in parietal cells of gastric
mucosa. This ATPase probably acts as an
H pump. Valinomycin stimulated
[ C]aminopyrine uptake in the microsome
fraction obtained from the late gastrulae
and the prisms, but not from the plutei.
This indicates that K + -permeability in
membrane increases during spicule
formation. This ATPase was high in
primary mesenchyme cells isolated from
dissociated embryos at the prism stage.
During early development, H + ,K + -ATPase was
detected only at the stages at which
spicule formation occurred.

These results suggest that this enzyme
contributes to the spicule formation.

DB 87
STUDIES OF REGENERATION AND INDUCTION OF
WHISKERS IN THE ADULT MOUSE BY THE METHOD
OF IMPLANTATION.
K.Kobayashil and E .Nishimura2 . lBiol. Lab.,
Coll. of Arts and Sci., Chiba Univ. Chiba
and 2Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Toho
Univ., Funabashi.

The whole vibrissa follicle was removed
from the upper lip and the growing whiskers
were placked. Then, the follicle was cut at
half and each of the half follicle was im-
planted under the kidney capsule of syn-
geneic mouse. The control implants (whole
follicle) did maintain their typical histo-
logical characters and rapid hair growth
occurred. The implants obtained from the
lower half of the follicle could regenerate
hair, though thinner than control and spir-
ally directed. On the other hand, the
implants from the upper half could never
regenerate hair. However, when a dermal
papilla which had been dissected from
another follicle was introduced in its
upper follicle cavity to contact with outer
root sheath at the cut surface, a long,
thick and medullated hair developed from
the implants.

Next, the glabrous skin was isolated
from the foot plate and separated into the
epidermis and dermis by treatment with
dispase. The recombinant of the epidermis
and dermis between which papillae were
sandwhiched was implanted under the kidney
capsule. The papillae induced the formation
of the follicle accompanying with the
sebaceous glands and the growth of a thick
medullated hair.

DB 89

H +
,K

+ -ATPASE IN SEA URCHIN EMBRYOS II.
ROLES OF H + ,K + -ATPASE IN SPICULE
FORMATION.

-] -> i

K.Mitsunaga , Y.Fujino and I.Yasumasu .

Dept. of Biol., Sch. of Educ, Waseda
Univ., Tokyo and Dept. of Pharmacol.,
Teikyo Univ. Sch. of Med., Tokyo.

Roles of H + ,K + -ATPase in spicule
formation in sea urchin embryos were
studied

.

Both in embryos and in cultured
micromere-derived cells of the sea urchin.
He mi cent rotus pulcherrimus , spicule
formation and ^Ca deposition in spicules
were inhibited by allylisothiocyanate
(ANCS), an inhibitor of H + ,K + -ATPase, but
not by amiloride, an inhibitor of Na +

, H +

antiporter. ANCS-treatment of cultured
micromere-derived cells also caused a

decrease in intracellular pH, determined
by the DMO method, while amiloride-
treatment hardly affected. ANCS-sensitive
H+ ,K +-ATPase and [ dimethylamine - 1

4

C]

-

aminopyrine uptake in the microsome
fraction were detectable only in embroys
in which spicule formation occurred. The
ATPase activity and the intravesicular
acidification in microsome increased
keeping pace with Ca deposition in
spicules

.

These results suggest that H + ,K + -

ATPase, an H + pump, in the membrane
probably mediates H + release to accelerate
CaC0

3
deposition from Ca , CO2 and H

2
in

the primary mesenchyme cells.
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DB 90
SURFACE STRUCTURE OF SKELETONS OF A CORAL,
GALAXEA FASCICULARIS FORMED UNDER
NATURAL LIGHT AND IN DARKNESS.
M. Hidaka. Dept . of Biol., Univ. of the
Ryukyus, Okinawa.

Surface structure of the skeletons of
a coral , Galaxea fascicularis formed
under natural light or in darkness was
observed with a scanning electron micro-
scope. Many fusiform crystals of 1-3 um
length were found at the growing edge of
the skeleton formed under natural light.
Just below the growing edge, larger
fusiform crystals were found fused with
each other or partially embedded in needle-
shaped crystals. On the surface of the
large fusiform crystals, needle-shaped
crystals 0.3-1 um wide ran parallel to the
long axis of the fusiform crystal. The
present observations suggest that the
fusiform crystals grow by accretion and
elongation of needle-shaped crystals on
their surface, thus forming fasciculi, a
characteristic scale-like structure of the
coral skeleton. When the polyps were
maintained in darkness, thin needles were
deposited on the lateral surface of the
fasciculi. After 2-3 weeks in darkness,
the boundary between fasciculi disappeared
and the surface of the skeleton became
completely smooth. This may be due to the
flattening of the calicoblastic tissue and
the reduction of the space between the
calicoblastic tissue and the skeleton,
where the crystals grow.

DB 92

THE ACTIVE SUBSTANCE IN THE EGG EXTRACT
WHICH CAN RECOVER SUPERNUMERARY SEGMENTS
IN THE HORSESHOE CRAB.
T. Itow. Dep. of Biol., Fac. of Edu.

,

Shizuoka Univ., Shizuoka.
Inhibitors of DNA synthesis such as

hydroxyurea and FudR change the different-
iation of segments and increase the segment
number at more than 90%. The cause may be
the imcomplete transfer of active gene
site. The formation of segment primordia
goes ahead of embryonic development.

The egg extract repressed the action of
hydroxyurea. The active substances in the
egg extract were amino acids -like ones.
While, the egg extract did not recover the
embryos which were treated with FudR.

When embryos were cultured in normal sea
water for more than 4 h after the treatment
of hydroxyurea, they developed into the
embryos with supernumerary segments in
spite of the treatment of egg extract or
amino acids. That is, they were not re-
covered. The formation of supernumerary
segments may be determined at this period
(S or G2 period of cell cycle).

Egg extract and amino acids did not
repress all actions of hydroxyurea. By the
treatment of hydroxyurea, the frequency of
cell division became very low and embryon-
ic development became late. The egg
extract and amino acid furtherly increased
these actions. The time lag between segm-
entation and embryonic development was re-
covered in the time of repression of segm-
entation by the egg extract or amino acids.

DB 91
CELL PROLIFERATION KINETICS OF THESOCYTES
DURING THE HATCHING PROCESS OF THE FRESH
WATER SPONGE Ephydatia fluviatilis
T.Matsuzaki 1

, Y.Watanabe*and A.Shima 1 'Zool.
Inst., Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo,
2 Dep. of Biol., Ochanomizu Univ., Tokyo.

Cell proliferation kinetics of binucle-
ated thesocytes in geramules was examined by
measuring the DNA content of each nucleus
by DAPI-DNA microfluorometry. The gemmules
incubated in glass dishes with sterilized
medium-M at 27 °C began to hatch at 43 hrs.
Gemmule hatchability was 50% at 64 hrs,
90% at 77 hrs and the final hatchability
reached over 99%. During the incubation, 5

samples were prepared for DNA microfluorom-
etry at an interval of either 3 or 6 hrs.
Distribution patterns of the nuclear DNA
content were classified into ten groups
according to their profiles and arranged in
the order of incubation time. The first
group had "I"-shaped pattern with a single
peak at 2C, the last one being similar to
the first one but shaped "L". The remain-
ing patterns changed in the following
order; "l","L", "h","M","W" and "L"-shape.
Some of these intermediate groups had sev-
eral minor peaks, suggesting low degree of
synchrony in DNA synthesis among thesocytes
of one gemmule. The range of asychrony
among gemmules in each profile group was
approx. 30 hrs and this value corresponded
with the variance in hatching time. We
conclude that thesocytes progress one cell
cycle of about 36hrs before hatching.

DB 93

CONTRACTION OF COLLAGEN GEL BY MESENCHYMAL
CELLS OF MOUSE EMBRYONIC SUBMANDIBULAR
GLAND

.

1 2
H. Nogawa and Y. Nakanishi .

Biol. Lab., Coll. of Arts and Sci., Chiba
Univ., Chiba and Dept. of Chem., Fac. of
Sci . , Nagoya Univ. , Nagoya .

To provide evidence that mouse subman-
dibular mesenchymal cells are able to
generate the force which may deform epi-
thelial surfaces and produce clefts, it
was investigated whether the mesenchymal
cells contracted collagen gels or not.

Single cells of the 13-day submandibu-
lar mesenchyme were prepared by trypsini-
zation. It was confirmed that the aggre-
gated mass by centr ifugat ion of these
cells could support epithelial branching
when recombined. Collagen gels (1.5mg/ml)
which contained mesenchymal cells became
smaller in size as incubated. Both the
assay of hydroxyproline content and histo-
logical staining with Sirius red F3BA of
the incubated gels revealed that there was
no detectable decomposition of collagen
molecules but that the gels were mechani-
cally contracted by mesenchymal cells.
This conclusion was ensured by experiments
using cytochalasin B (cyt.B). Cyt . B (lOjig

/ml) perfectly inhabited the gel contrac-
tion and made the previously contracted
gel relax. These results suggest the
probable role of mesenchymal microfila-
ments as well as epithelial ones in the
branching morphogenesis of submandibular
glads

.
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DB 94

THE DETERMINATION OF THE ANTERO-POSTERIOR
AXIS IN THE EMBRYOS OF THE STARFISH,
ASTERINA PECTINIFERA .

R. Kuraishi and K. Osanai. Mar. Biol.
Stn. , Tohoku Univ., Aomori.

In starfish embryos, the antero-
posterior (A-P) axis apparently coincides
with the animal-vegetal (A-V) axis. To
clarify the relation between the two axes,
we reversed the A-V polarity of one of the
two-cell stage blastomeres by rotating it
within the fertilization membrane. When one
of the blastomeres had been rotated without
altering its outer-inner polarity, the pair
of the blastomeres developed into one sphe-
rical blastula in about the half of the
experimental cases. The invagination took
place at two points near the original
vegetal pole. The direction of swimming
and the thickness of the larval wall also
showed that the A-P axis had coincided with
the original A-V axis of each blastomeres.
Intracellular injection of the tracer
enzyme, horse radish peroxidase, into the
rotated blastomere revealed that each
archenteron of the early gastrulae
consisted of the descendants derived from
one blastomere, though cells derived from
the partner blastomere were sometimes found
in the archenteron in the later stage.
These results suggest that the A-P axis of
the embryo has already been determined
according to the A-V axis until two-cell
stage.

DB 96

AXIS DETERMINATION IN LOCALLY INSEMINATED
NEWT EGGS.
M. Fuji sue* and M. Sakai? lDept.
of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Kyushu Univ.,
Fukuoka and 2 Dept. of Biol., Fac. of
Sci., Kagoshima Univ., Kagoshima.

We developed a method for local
artificial insemination that allowed one
or a few sperms to enter at any desired
region of newt eggs.

First, the eggs were inseminated at one
equatorial region. After fertilization,
the eggs were dejellied and were marked
at the equatorial margin beneath the sperm
entry points (SEPs) by application of a
small crystal of Nile red. 45-50h after
fertilization, the eggs were scored for
the position of the blastopore lip
relative to the dye mark. In 75% of the
eggs, the blastopore lip appeared in the
sector 150-180° from the dye mark. Second,
the eggs with two sperm application sites
with a 100-180° separation were also
examined. These eggs also formed a single
embryonic body axis, however, no apparent
relationship could be established between
the blastopore lip and the two SEPs.
Third, the eggs were inclined 90° in 25%
Ficoll. This inclination predictably
determined the orientation of the
subsequent dorsal-ventral axis of the
embryo, regardless of the original
position of the SEPs. Thus, the mechanism
for the body axis formation of the eggs of
newt seems to be similar to that of
monospermic anuran eggs.

DB 95

INDUCTION OF PARTIAL DOUBLE ABDOMENS BY
THE REMOVAL OF ANTERIOR CYTOPLASM FROM
EARLY STAGE DROSOPHILA EMBRYOS
Shin Sugiyama and Masukichi Okada
Inst.Biol.Sci.Univ. of Tsukuba, Ibaraki
Removal of anterior cytoplasm from

early stage embryos, followed by injection
of posterior cytoplasm has been reported
to produce double abdomen embryos (Nus-
slein-Volhard, 1985). We found that
removal of anterior cytoplasm alone is
sufficient to induce telson structures of
reverse polarity at the anterior tip of
the embryo. The frequency of these ectopic
telsons was compared when cytoplasm was
removed at different volumes (0.5, 0.75,
1.0nl), at different stages (30, 60,
90min), or from either the periphery or
interior of the anterior embryo. Induction
was found to be more efficient when
periplasm was removed at greater volumes
or at earlier stages. The gastrulation
pattern in the anterior of the embryo was
pos t er ior - 1 i ke , which shows that the
final morphology is due to a change in the
developmental fate of blastoderm cells.
Although telson structures such as
filzkorpers, anal plates, and anal tufts,
along with malpighian tubules were often
duplicated in the anterior, no reversed
abdominal denticle bands typical of double
abdomen embryos were found. The above
results suggest the existence of an ante-
rior cytoplasmic factor(s) that induces
cephalic development and suppresses the
formation of caudal structures.

DB 97

DORSAL-VENTRAL POLARITY IN XENOPUS EMBRYOS: TWIN
FORMATION IN EGGS CENTRIFUGED BEFORE FIRST CLEAVAGE.
M. Kunieda and M. Wakahara, Zool . Inst., Fac. Sci.,
Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo.

Twin formation was studied in the fertilized
Xenopus laevis eggs by means of low speed centri-
fugation for a short period before first cleavage.
Dejellied eggs which had been embedded in gelatin
were spun with the centrifugal force vector at
right angles to the animal -vegetal axis. When the
eggs were centrifuged at T=0.3-0.6 (30-60% of the
time interval to first cleavage), high frequency
twinning was obtained, whereas no twin embryos
developed from the eggs centrifuged after T=0.6.

Morphological features of the twin embryos
developed from the centrifuged eggs were briefly
described: The twin embryos showed a rather conti-
nuous spectrum from almost normal to completely
double-axes embryos. They were tentatively grouped
into 6 categories based on the degree of twinning.
Twin embryos with clear double-axes were divided
into 3 groups in regard to the spatial relation-
ships between the two axes, face-to-face, side-by-
side and in between. All double-axes embryos
developed from the gastrulae which had had two
blastoporal lips: Gastrulae with two dorsal lips

just opposite to each other developed to the face-
to-face twins, but one with two distinct dorsal
lips on one side of the embryos developed to the
side-by-side twins.

These findings are consistent with the idea

that the centrifugation modifies the localization
of the "dorsal determinants" which specify the
future dorsal side of the embryos and that the
possible bifurcation of the "determinants" causes
the twin formation.
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CELL PROLIFERATION DURING ARCHENTERON
FORMATION IN SEA URCHIN EMBRYO.

H.Mizoguchi.1, S.Tanaka 2
, and I.Yasumasu 3

.

3-Div. of Biol., Jun. Col. of Rissho Univ.,
Saitama, 2 Dept. of Dev. Biol., Mitsubishi-
Kasei Inst, of Life Sciences, Tokyo, 3 Dept.
of Biol., Sch. of Educ . , Waseda Univ. , Tokyo.

During archenteron formation of sea ur-
chin embryo, cell proliferation was esti-
mated to clarity the cellular mechanism of
gut formation. Quantitative measurements
of cell proliferation was done on 5-bromo-
deoxyuridine (BrdU) label, assayed by immuno-
cytochemistry using monoclonal antibody
against BrdU and streptavidin-biotin-per-
oxidase system. S phase cells of embryo
were observed by liqht microscopy.

Percentage of S phase cell number to whole
cell number was almost constant between the
mesenchyme blastula stage and the middle
gastrula stage. At the early gastrula and
middle gastrula stage, percentage of S phase
cell number to whole cell number was almost
constant in archenteron region and markedly
decreased at the region of animal and vege-
tal hemisphere.

It seems that cells in vegetal hemi-
sphere of blastula-wall were participated
to archenteron elongation. Frequency of
cell proliferation during archenteron for-
mation was very low compared with cleavage
stage.

DB 100

CONTRACTION WAVE ON THE CELL CORTEX IN
UNEQUAL DIVISION OF THE GRASSHOPPER
NEUROBLASTS.
K.Kawamura. Biology, Rakunogakuen Univ.,
Ebetsu, Hokkaido.

Grasshopper neuroblasts divide unequally
with a definite polarity to produce a large
daughter neuroblast and a small ganglion
cell. Spindle shifting toward ganglion
cell side during anaphase is considered
essential in the unequal division.

The present study deals with cortical
movements of neuroblasts treated with
Cytochalasin B to analyse the mechanism of
the spindle shifting and the relation
between mitosis and cytokinesis.

Cortical movements along spindle axis
were recorded by projecting the 16mm cine-
film of dividing neuroblasts through a
narrow slit onto a sheet of photographic
paper moving at a constant speed. In
Cytochalasin B-treated neuroblasts,
rhythmic differential movements of cortex
along the spindle axis appeared during
metaphase and anaphase. The periodical
contraction wave commenced on the cortex of
cap cell side pole and then spread toward
the ganglion cell side.

Mitotic events seem to be well coincided
with the periodicity of the cortical
movement. Spindle shifting in unequal
division may be caused by squeezing action
of the contraction wave of cell cortex.

DB 99
INDIRECT IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE OF MICROTUBULES
IN DIVIDING GRASSHOPPER NEUROBLASTS.
N.Yamashiki. Biology, Rakunogakuen Univ.,
Ebetsu, Hokkaido.

Grasshopper neuroblasts repeat unequal
division with a definite polarity, forming
a column of ganglion cells on one side of
the cells (gc-side).

In the present study, the indirect
immunofluorescence method using antitubulin
antibody was applied on dividing
neuroblasts to examine interaction between
astral microtubules (MTs) and the cell
cortex.

Astral MTs grew larger at late prophase,
and well developed ones were observed until
prometaphase. At metaphase, astral MTs
became shorter and fainter, while
fluorescence of spindle MTs was strongest
at this stage. Astral MTs from both
spindle poles began to extend at early
anaphase, and reached the equatorial cortex
at middle anaphase. The astral MTs
extending to the polar cortex of the cap
cell side (cc-side) did not develop until
late anaphase when the MA completed
shifting toward the gc-side.

The present observations suggest that
the shifting of MA was not brought about by
asynchronous development of the asters of
the cc-side and the gc-side. The spindle
may be moored to the equatorial cortex at
middle anaphase and the cortical movements
alter the relative position of the MA, that
is, MA shifts toward the gc-side.

DB 101
BINDING OF OLIGOSACCHARIDES TO ORGANIZER
INHIBITS ITS NEURAL-INDUCING ACTIVITY ON
THE COMPETENT ECTODERM OF CYNOPS GASTRULA.
M.R.MADURO1

, N . TAKAHASHI 2
, K. TAKE8HIMA 3

and K. TAKATA 3
. T-Dept. of Biol., Fac. of

Sci . , Nagoya Univ. 2 Dept. of BJocham.,
Nagoya City Univ. Sch. of Med. and 3Radio-
isotope Ctr . , Nagoya Univ., Nagoya.

Oligosaccharide fraction containing
high-mannose type sugar chains was prepared
from ovalbumin. Organizer of St 11 gastru-
la was treated with 20 yM of this fraction
for 1 h and wrapped with competent ecto-
derm. After 4 h contact, organizer and
ectoderm were separated carefully and cul-
tured respectively. The microscopic exami-
nation revealed remarkable inhibition of
neural induction in ectoderm explants (90%
relative to Control) . Similar experiments
using a-methyl-D-mannoside and complex type
oligosaccharides resulted in inhibition of
induction, but not as intensive as when
high-mannose type was used. The results
using organizer seem consistent with those
using Con A-Sepharose as inducer (Takata et
al , '81), the neural inducing activity of
the latter being not inhibited at all by
mannoside though (Takata, '85). Based on
these results and the previous ones, it is
quite likely that the organizer exerts its
neural-inducing effect on the competent ec-
toderm through asparagine-linked oligosac-
charides (possibly high-mannose type) of
the receptor in the interior surface of ec-
toderm and that the organizer factor is a
molecule with Con A-like characteristics.
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DB 102

PURIFICATION OF MESODERMAL INDUCING SUB-
STANCE AND 2-D GEL ANALYSIS OF PROTEIN SYN-
THESIS.
M.Asashima, H.Nakano, K.Hashimoto and K.
Shimada. Dept. of Biology, Yokohama City
Univ. 22-2 Seto , Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama 236.

Mesodermal inducing substances from carp
swim bladder were purified by biochemical
methods such as affinity with Con A Sepha-
rose and gel electrophoresis. We obtained
highly active inducing fractions "F1 " by
affinity with Con A Sepharose and "G1 " and
"G4" by gel electrophoresis. The substances
containing these fractions induced the
presumptive ectoderm in mesodermal tissues
such as muscle and notochord in over 60%
of the histological sections. "G1 " and "G4"
showed one or two bands with Coomassie
staining. We attempted the two-dimensional
(2-D) polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) to see if F1 inducer could induce
or activate protein synthesis in the
presumptive ectoderm. In the explants with
F1 inducer after two weeks' culture, more
than 82 protein spots were observed on the
gel. In the control explants without F1
inducer cultured for day and 2 weeks
there were the 40 and 58 spots in total,
respectively. Comparison with control
experiments showed that F1 induced some
new proteins in the explants.

Changes in protein spot patterns with
or without inducer during cell differenti-
ation were discussed.

DB 104
CYTOCHALASIN B INDUCED PREMATURE SEPARATION
OF PRIMARY MESENCHYME IN SEA URCHIN
BLASTULAE.
H.Katow, Biol. Lab., Rikkyo Univ., Tokyo

In the presumptive primary mesenchyme
cells(PMCs) it has been suggested that cyto-
skeletal arrangement takes place before on-
set of the ingression. In the present study
cytochalasin B(CB) -sensitive cells were
found in the blastocoel wall at the vegetal
pole of the swimming blastulae of the sea
urchin, Clypeaster japonicus . Rhodamin
phalloidin indicated exclusive localization
of F-actin on the basal side of the cells
which was diminished in CB-treated embryos.
The CB treatment also caused separation of
the cells in the latter vegetal plate stage
embryos, in which one can normally recog-
nize the vegetal plate but no PMCs. The
embryos that have been isolated the cells
after CB treatment failed to form PMCs as
well as spicules. The cells were, thus de-
termined to be the PMCs. Along with the fur-
ther results that calcium ionophore A23187
caused delay of PMC ingression, and that
neither colchicine nor vinblastin sulfate
did interfere with the PMC ingression, it
was concluded that the cytoskeletal arrange-
ment crucial for PMC ingression occurs
mainly to F-actin in the presumptive PMCs
that may be associated with declined con-
centration of cytoplasmic free-Ca2+.

The PMC deprived embryos raised in the
normal sea water formed the archenteron but
no PMC derivatives.
Supported by a Grant-in-Aid from MESCJ.

DB 103

DEVELOPMENT OF BLASTOMERES ISOLATED FROM
8-CELL STAGE EMBRYOS OF THE STARFISH,
ASTERINA PECTINIFERA .

M. Shinoda and Y. K. Maruyama, Dept. of
Zool., Fac. of Sci., Kyoto Univ., Kyoto.

All blastoraeres isolated from whole
denuded A. pectinif era embryos at the
third cleavage stage are reported to
gastrulate (Dan-Sohkawa and Satoh, '78).

We re-investigated the developmental
capacity in the blastomeres isolated at as

late as the 8-cell stage.
Fertilized eggs whose animal or vegetal

poles had been vitally stained by Nile
Blue Sulfate were allowed to develop up to

the 8-cell stage. Eight-cell embryos which
were composed of two tiers of blastomeres,
animal and vegetal ones, were denuded of
fertilization membranes and were
dissociated into single blastomeres, by
passing the embryos through a micropipet.
The isolated blastomeres were cultured
individually (20±2°C), and were observed
24-36 hours later.

We found that the blastomeres of the
vegetal tier develop to gastrulae but the
blastomeres of the animal tier remain as
blastulae forming neither archenteron nor
mesenchyme. This result demonstrates that
animal and vegetal blastomeres of the 8-

cell embryo have unambiguous differences
in endoderm- and mesoderm-forming abili-
ties. Discrepancies between this result
and the foregoing result were discussed.

DB 105
X-RAY INDUCED HYPODIPLOIDY IN THE MOUSE
EMBRYOS FERTILIZED IN VITRO
T.YAMADA 1

, N.UKE 2
, K.OKUDA 2 and H.OHYAMA 3

Div. 'Biol. & 3 Radiat. Health, Natl. Inst.
Radiol. Sci., Chiba, 2 Dept. Biol. Faculty
Sci., Toho University, Funabashi, Japan.

Mammalian preimplantation embryos are
highly sensitive to various environmental
agents including ionizing radiation. Our
previous works revealed that the zygote is
the most sensitive stage to X-rays in the
preimplantation development. The in vitro
fertilization technique we developed allow-
ed precise timing of irradiation after
fertilization and showed that the sensitivi-
ty varied depending on the time of irradia-
tion within the 1-cell stage. The most
sensitive phase was the early pronuclear
stage. The high frequency of the structural
chromosome aberration such as fragmentation
was observed at the fist cleavage of the
irradiated zygotes. In the present study,
we examined the chromosome aberrations at
the 3rd cleavage of the mouse embryos
irradiated with X-rays at the early pronuc-
lear stage. The mouse zygotes fertilized in
vitro (BC3FJ eggs x ICR sperm) were irradi-
ated with X-rays of 20 to 80 R at the early
pronuclear stage, and the chromosome aberra-
tions were examined at the 3rd cleavage. No
structural aberrations were observed, and
the blastomers having hypodiploidy increas-
ed with increasing radiation dose. The
average chromosome number decreased follow-
ing the regression line; N=39 . 7-0 . 0275D
(N : chromosome number; D:radiation dose in
rad) .
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DB 106

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCY IN THE SEX
DETERMINATION OF G_E _K J< J A_P_0 _N I C_U_S

(GEKKONIDAE, REPTILIA).

S. Tokunaga. Dept. of Biol., Faculty of Sci.,

Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka 812.

The relationship of the incubation temperature to

the sex ratio of hatchlings was observed and the

possibility of sex reversal after the hatching was
investigated by using a gecko, G. japonicus, as a

material. In 1983, '84 and '86, the eggs of the

gecko from Fukuoka were incubated at 24, 26, 28,

30 and 32° C and 120 geckos in total hatched. The
sex ratios of hatched geckos were 0.07, 0.22, 0.73,

0.27 and 0.23 at 24, 26, 28, 30 and 32° C

respectively. Incubated at 28 and 30° C, the eggs

of the gecko from Tsushima, Nagasaki Pref. showed
the similar relationship of incubation temperature
and sex ratio to that observed on Fukuoka
population. Histological observation on the serial

sections showed that both of the male and female
gonads had already differentiated at the time of
hatching. Hermaphroditic gonads were never found.

The histological inspection on the geckos with
various ages shows that the development of their

gonads was similar to that of other terrestrial

vertebrates. Hermaphroditism of gonads was not
observed. These observations suggest that sex

reversal is lacking in G. japonicus. This inference

was supported by the following observations: Any
sign of sex reversal and hermaphroditism were not
present on the external morphology of the gonads
inspected in more than 100 geckos. There was no
record of sex reversal in my field study over a

four-year period by capture-recapture method with

individual markings. Supported by The Jishiro

NAKAMURA Memorial Fund in 1985.

DB 108
EXPRESSION OF EPIDERMIS-SPECIFIC ANTIGENS
DURING EMBRYOGENESIS OF THE ASCIDIAN,
HALOCYNTHIA RORETZI .

T.Nishikata and N.Satoh.
Kyoto 606.

I .Mita-Miyazawa

,

Dept. of Zool., Kyoto Univ.

We have produced two monoclonal anti-
bodies which specifically recognize
epidermal cells and their derivative, the
larval tunic of the developing ascidian
embryos. The antigens first appear at the
early tailbud stage and continue to be
expressed until at least the swimming
larval stage.

The early cleavage-stage embryos,
including fertilized but unsegmented eggs
in which cytokinesis had been blocked with
cytochalasin B, expressed the antigens, and
blastomeres exhibiting the antigens were
always of the epidermis lineage.

In partial embryos produced by separated
four blastomere-pairs of the 8-cell embryos,
the expression of antigens was seen only
in those developed from the animal blasto-
mere-pairs, which are ancestors of epiderm-
al cells.

These observations indicate that
differentiation of epidermal cells in
ascidian embryos also takes place in a
typical "mosaic" fashion.

DB 107

ON THE CELL LINEAGE OF ASCIDIAN
EMBRYOGENESIS.
H. Nishida.
Dept. of Zool., Kyoto Univ., Kyoto 606.

Cell lineages during embryogenesis of
the ascidian Halocynthia roretzi were
analysed until each blastomere had a fate
to be only a single tissue type ( viz .

tissue restricted stage) by intracellular
injection of horseradish peroxidase. The
developmental fates of blastomeres were
highly invariant. They were rigidly
determined as to the type of tissue, and
the position and probably even the cellular
number of the derived clones. For
exceptions of the invariance, there existed
two instances of "equivalence groups"
(Kimble e_t al. , 1979), in which cellular
interaction is suggested to be involved in
the specification of the fates. The right
and left a8.25 cells gave rise to the
otolith and ocellus, and the right and left
b8.17 cells gave rise to the spinal cord
and endodermal strand in a complementary
manner. No fixed relationship existed
between the position of the blastomere and
its derivative.

Most of the branchings of the fates
occur in early cleavage stages. The
number of blastomeres which generated a

single type of tissue was 44 at the 64-cell
stage and 94 at the 110-cell stage. Eight
pairs of blastomeres had not yet become
tissue restricted by the 110-cell stage.

DB 109
TRUNK LATERAL CELLS: A NEW TYPE OF CELLS IN
ASCIDIAN EMBRYOS.
K. Nishide, H. Nishida, I. Mita-Miyazawa,
T. Nishikata and N. Satoh. Dept. of Zool.,
Kyoto Univ., Kyoto 606.

Recent cell lineage analyses by intra-
cellular injection of a tracer enzyme have
shown that the A7.6 cell of the 64-cell
stage embryo of the ascidian Halocynthia
roretzi gave rise to undefined tissue
lateral to the brain stem. These cells
differed from those of the endoderm and
mesenchyme, since they contained fewer yolk
granules and scarcely divided from the
middle tailbud stage onward, unlike the
mesenchyme cells. The cells are desigened
as "trunk latereral cells (TLCs)".

We have produced several monoclonal
antibodies which specifically recognize
TLCs. Utilizing one of the antibodies as a
probe, we followed the developmental fate
of TLCs during metamorphosis. As the tail
was absorbed, the cells with the
antigenecity began to migrate over the
whole body. The number of cells increased.
In newly metamorphosed animals, cells with
the antigenecity were found in the coelom
and in the tunic.

Therefore, we concluded that a new type
of cells in ascidian embryos, TLCs, may
give rise to either a part of coelomic
cells or adult tunic cells.
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DB 110

MUSCLE CELL DIFFERENTIATION IN ASCIDIAN
EMBRYOS ANALYZED WITH A TISSUE-SPECIFIC
MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY.
T. Nishikata, I. Mita-Miyazawa , T.Deno1

,

and N. Satoh. Dept. of Zool., Kyoto
Univ., Kyoto, 1 Dept. of Biol., Osaka
Kyoiku Univ., Osaka.

Utilizing a muscle-specific monoclonal
antibody (Mu-2) as a probe, we analyzed
developmental mechanisms involved in muscle
cell differentiation in ascidian embryos.
The Mu-2 antigen, a single polypeptide with
a molecular weight of about 220k dalton,
first appeared at the early tailbud stage
and continued to be expressed until the
swimming larva stage. Embryos which had
been arrested with cytochalasin B in the
8-cell and later stages developed the
antigen, and the number and position of the
arrested blastomeres exhibiting the
differentiation marker almost corresponded
to those of the B4. 1-line muscle lineage.
Furthermore, in quarter embryos developed
from each bias tomere-pair isolated from the
8-cell embryo, all the B4 . 1 as well as a

part of b4.2 partial embryos expressed the
antigen, while the a4.2 and A4 . 1 partial
embryos did not show the antigen
expression

.

These results may provide further
support for the existence of cytoplasmic
determinants for muscle cell
differentiation in this mosaic egg.

DB 112
CHANGES IN THE MODE OF CELL ADHESION AND
OCCURRENCE OF CELL DEATH IN EARLY EMBRYOS
OF THE NEWT: A SEM STUDY.
H.Imoh. Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Educ .

,

Miyazaki Univ., Miyazaki.

Cells falling off from ectoderm have been
shown in paraffin-sections of the early
gastrulae of the newt (Cell Differ., 19,35,
1986). In the present study, detailed
process resulting in the elimination of
cells was examined by the scanning electron
microscopy (SEM).

In embryos before the mid-blastula stage,
adjacent ectodermal cells were linked by
filopodia at borders facing the blastocoele
and particular adhesion structure could not
be identified at the external surface.
Cells are probably connected by adhesion of
cell membranes locating at the inside of
the ectodermal layer. To the contrary, in
embryos beyond the late-blastul a stage,
lamellipodia became entangled at the sur-
face facing the blastocoele and, at the
external surface, a ridge was formed at the
border of cells. These structures probably
connect cells, since cell-adhesion at the
inside of ectodermal layer was not likely.

Some ectodermal cells did not establish
the cell contact by lamellipodia and these
cells eventually fall off from ectoderm.

The present study shows that a series of
profound changes in the mode of cell to
cell adhesion takes place preceding to the
onset of gastrulation and ectodermal cells
which are not capable of the changes are
eliminated

.

DB 111
CELLULAR MARKER AND HISTOCOMPATIBILITY
BARRIERS IN INTERSPECIFIC HEMOPOIETIC
CHIMERAS OF XENOPUS.
Shin Tochinai , Zool. Inst., Fac. Sci.,
Hokkaido University, Sapporo
Using fluorescent dye quinacrine,

Xenopus boreal is (BB) cells can be easily
differentiated from those of X. laevis
( LL ) in" interspecific chimeras. On the
other hand, except for embryos and early
larvae, immunologically competent tadpoles
and frogs reject "non-self" cells result-
ing in the elimination of donor cells
unless the animals are tolerant against
the cells to be traced.
Difficulty to induce tolerance in fully

xenogeneic combination prompted us to make
LL tadpoles become tolerant by adult LB
skin graft. Twelve out of 31 grafted
tadpoles carried semixenogeneic skins
beyond metamorphosis. These apparently
"tolerant" animals were then grafted with
either liver or thymus from LB siblings of
the skin donor. Distribution of LB blood
cells were examined on histological
sections 1 and 3 months after organ graft-
ing. In liver grafted animals, no LB
hemopoietic cells were detected even in
the grafted liver at 1 month, while the
grafted liver cells survived at least 3

months. In 2 out of 6 thymus grafted
animals, massive LB lymphoid cells were
observed not only in the grafted thymus
but also in the host spleen, thymus and
peripheral blood showing successfully
established lymphocyte chimerism.

DB 113
CHARACTERIZATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES
OF THE LOCATION OF A GLYCOPROTIEN OF THE
STARFISH, ASTERINA PECTI NI F ERA

.

S. Yajima and S. Ikegami, Dept. Applied
Biochem., Fac. Applied Biological Science,
Hiroshima Univ., Fukuyama.

A glycoprotin of an apparent molecular
mass of 720,000 daltons (P720) was found
to be present in oocytes, eggs and embryos
from fertilization upto the bipinnaria
stage in the starfish Asterina pectinifera
as a major protein specTesT P7YcPwas
composed of two glycopeptides with apparent
molecular masses of 188,000 and 133,000
daltons. Fluorescein isothiocyanate-
conjugated anti-P720 antibody (rabbit)
bound to the cytoplasm evenly in oocytes,
eggs and embryos. At the gastrula stage,
the antigen was found to be present on the
surface of embryonic cells but oocytes
whose vitelline coat was removed by the
treatment with pronase did not react to
the immunofluorescence probe which was
applied from outside the cells. These
results suggest that changes of the com-
position of membrane glycoproteins take
place during the embryonic development.
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DB 114

AN AGGREGATING FACTOR FUNCTIONING IN
AGGREGATION CULTURE OF DISSOCIATED FETAL
RAT BRAIN CELLS
M. Matsuda, A. Oohira, F. Matsui and R.
Shoj i . Dept . of Embryol., Inst, for
Develop. Res., Aichi Prefec. Colony,
Kasugai

.

In aggregation culture, dissociated rat
fetal brain cells (Slc:SD rat; day 14.5
of gestation) adhered to each other,
small sized aggregates assembled, and
large sized aggregates were formed in
Dulbecco's modified Eagle's minimum
essential medium (DMEM) supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). In
contrast, only small sized aggregates
were formed in the serum free medium.
Then there should be an aggregating
factor in the serum. Substances with low
molecular weight (<.100K) in FBS took part
in the formation of large sized
aggregates. The aggregates were also
formed in DMEM supplemented with bovine
serum albumin (BSA) and anti-BSA
antibodies inhibited the formation of
them. These results indicated that BSA
is one of the aggregating factors
functioning in aggregation culture of
dissociated fetal rat brain cells.
Considering the results of immunohisto-
chemical studies, BSA may be deposited on
the surfaces of small sized aggregates
and play a role in aggregation of them to
form large sized aggregates.

DE 116
ISOLATION OF A RECEPTOR GLYCOPEPTIDE FOR
THE ENDOGENOUS LECTIN OF SEA URCHIN EMBRYO.
K. Numata and Y. Tonegawa
Dept. of Regulaltion Biology,
Saitama University, Urawa.

The involvement of an endogenous lectin
in the cell association of sea urchin
embryos was reported previously ( Doi & Tone-
gawa, '82). The lectin reaggregated dissoci-
ated blastula cells and its activity was
inhibited by the prior treatment of cells
with trypsin. The isolation of the receptor
glycopeptide was carried out from the super
natant of the trysin treated blastula cells
( H . pulcherrimus ) . The inhibitory activity
against hemagglutination by this lectin
was used as the marker for purification.

The glycopeptide was purified by DEAE-
cellulose, Sephadex G-100, G-75 and the
specific activity increased 65 times. The
presence of 0.65ug/ml of the purified
glycopeptide inhibited the hemagglutination
by the endogenous lectin(2 U). On SDS-PAGE,
three bands of very close molecular sizes
(23,25,29KD) were detected but all of them
reacted with the lectin on immunoblotting.

It contained 3.7% neutral sugar and 1.7%
amino sugar, and glucose and mannose were
most prominent. Treatment with various
glycosidases has shown that a-mannosidase
specifically destroys inhibitory activity.

These results indicate that the lectin
recognizes specifically Man. and Glu.
residues of the receptor glycopeptide.

DB 115
ACID POLYSACCHARIDES OF THE SEA URCHIN
( HEMICENTROTUS PULCHERRIMUS

J

EMBRYOS.

l,Noto Marine Lab. , Kanazawa Univ. , Uchiura
and 2, Misaki Marine Biol. Stat., Univ.
Tokyo, Misaki.
Gastrulation of sea urchin embryos is

arrested in sulfate free sea water(SFSW).
This arrest has been considered to be
due to the lack of sulfation of polysac-
charides(PSs) . We reported previously
that two new kinds of sulfated PSs were
found during gastrulation in embryos
of the sea urchin, Clypeaster japonicus ,

and that these PSs were not found in
permanent blastulae cultured in SFSW.
The present study is concerned with acid
PSs of the sea urchin ( Hemicentrotus
pulcherrimus ) embryos. By two-dimensional
electrophoresis, no gualitative changes
were observed in acid PSs, however, two
major PSs(lA, 1C) increased about twice
in amount during gastrulation. These
increases were not found in permanent
blastulae cultured in SFSW, while, in-
stead, two different PSs(5E,6D) were
found. These PSs which are considered
to be non sulfated forms showed the same
electrophoretic mobilities with those
of C. japonicus , suggesting that the
differences in mobilities depend on the
degree of sulfation. Enzymatic diggestion
of acid PS and analyses of the sugar
constituents indicated that 6D is chond-
roitin and 1C is dermatan sulfate, respec-
tively.

DB 117
METHYLATION OF MACROMOLECULES IN SEA UR-
CHIN EMBRYOS DURING EARLY DEVELOPMENT.
M.Fujii and I.Yasumasu. Dept. of Biol.
Sch. of Educ. Waseda Univ., Tokyo.

5 ' -S-isobutyl-5 ' -deoxyadenosine inhibit-
ed normal development of sea urchin em-
bryos to produce abnormal spherical ones,
having poor archenteron or small exogut,
if any. These abnormal embryos were ob-
tained when the embryos kept with this
compounds in a period between 15 and 30hr
after fertilization at 20°C, during which
archenterons and pluteus arms were formed
in control embryos. Methionine canceled,
to some extent, the effects of this com-
pound on the morphogenesis. [

J H] Methyl
group incorporation into protein, calcu-
lated on basis of the radioactivities of
3H and -*r S in proteins of embryos, exposed
to [

JH-methyl] - and f^S] -methionine, was
high in developmental period between 15
and 45hr after fertilization and was in-
hibited by this compound. [

J H] Methyl
group incorporation into DNA was high in
a period up to lOhr after fertilization
and thereafter became quite low. The in-
corporation into RNA was indetectable up
to 18hr and slightly increased thereafter.
Methylation of macromolecules , probably
proteins, seems to play a role in morpho-
genesis in sea urchin embryos.
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DB 118
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF REPLICAT-
ING DNA MOLECULES FROM SEA URCHIN EMBRYOS.

M.Shioda-'- and T.Shiroya? iDept.of Physio-
logical Chemistry & Nutrition, Fac.of Med.,
and 2zoological Institute, Fac.of Sci.,
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

DNA was isolated from embryos of the sea
urchin, Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus , at S-
phase and examined by electron microscopy.
The molecules contained tandemly arranged
various sizes (0.1-8 kb) of replication
eyes. Fourty-one % of the eyes comprised
a partially single-stranded region at the
fork point, while the remaining eyes were
composed of fully double-stranded DNAs

.

The single-stranded regions ranged from
about 50 to 300 bases in length, coinciding
with the size of Okazaki fragments, and
were arranged in the trans configuration in
a replication eye. These results suggest
that the eyes represent the replicating
regions of DNA molecules rather than the
artifact produced during DNA extraction.

Seventy-five % of center-to-center
distances of small (less than 900 bases in
length) eyes comprised a population of 0.6-
1.8 kb (mean;1.2 kb ) in length. Fourty-five
% of the eyes were arranged as clusters of
4-5 eyes. These results suggest that at
least 34% of the initiation sites of DNA
replication are present on a DNA molecule
in clusters in which the sites are arranged
at 1.2-kb intervals.

DB 120
RNA SYNTHESIS DURING CLEAVAGE STAGE IN
XENOPTJS LAEVIS EMBRYOS.

N. Nakakura, T. Miura, K. Shiokawa and K.
Yamana. Dpt. Biol., Fac. Sci., Kyushu
Univ., Fukuoka.

Vie studied the RNA synthesis before the
mid-blastula stage. To analyze the tran-
scriptional activity, embryos were incu-
bated with 5-3H-uridine in Na-phosphate
buffer. Slight incorporation of radioac-
tive uridine to hnRNA was first observed
after the 6th cleavage, and its radioactiv-
ity increased gradually. Later the label-
ing of 4S RNA became detectable, and in-
creased abruptly around the mid-blastula
stage. This incorporation was inhibited
with actinomycin D, and the incorporated
label was rendered acid-soluble by RNase
treatment. So, it appears that DNA-de-
pendent RNA synthesis occurs during cleav-
age stage. Cell fractionation experiments
revealed that RNAs extracted from mito-
chondrial fraction have no radioactivity.
a-Amanitin inhibited specifically this
hnRNA synthesis, which also supports that
RNAs we detected were transcribed in nu-
clei but not in mitochondria. These data
lead us to the conclusion that before the
mid-blastula stage, embryos already ac-
quire transcriptional competence, al-
though the level of expression is small
due to the very rapid mitosis and small
number of nuclei per embryo.

DB 119
DNA DAMAGE AND POLY (ADP-RIBOSYL) ATION OF
NUCLEAR PROTEINS IN SEA URCHIN EMBRYOS
A.Kanai . ,E .Matsuda and I .Yasumasu Dept.
of Biol., Sch. of Educ, Waseda Univ.,
Tokyo

.

In nuclei or chromatin isolated from
sea urchin embryos at several stages during
early development, ADP-ribosyltransferase
(ADPRT) activity was determined as the
incorpolation of [ C]ADP-ribose from
[ C]NAD into acid insoluble material.
When DNase I was added into reaction mix-
ture, the activity increased, but in the
presence of excess amount of DNase I, the
activity decreased. At higher concen-
tration of DNase I, DNA-binding proteins,
including histones and HMG proteins, is
probably released and these proteins may
be one of the acceptors of ADP-ribose.
When the embryos were treated with 150 jl)M

dimethyl sulfate (DMS) , an alkylating
agent of DNA, abnormal embryos were ob-
served. A'DPRT activity of DMS treated
embryos was 2-3 fold higher than that of
normal embryos. Acid-Urea PAGE of nuclear
proteins showed that HMG 14 and HMG 17 as
well as histones were poly (ADP-ribosyl)

-

ated in normal embryos. Core histones
(probably H2B) and HI histone were much
poly (ADP-ribosyl) ated in DMS embryos.
Poly (ADP-ribosyl) ation of nuclear proteins
may linked to DNA strand breaks and also
chromatin structure in sea urchin embryos.

DB 121
ACCELERATION OF THE RATE OF THE PROCESS-
ING OF rRNA PRECURSORS DURING EARLY EMBRY-
ONIC DEVELOPMENT OF XENOPUS LAEVIS

K. Shiokawal, Y. Ful, Y. Atsuchil, K.
Yamanal, and K. Tashiro2. lDpt Biol.,
Fac. Sci., Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka; 2okinaka
Mem. Inst. Med. Res., Tokyo Toranomon
Hospital, Toranomon, Tokyo.

Rate of the processing of kOS pri-
mary rDNA transcript and rRNA processing-
intermediates were compared in dissoci-
ated cells of Xenopus laevis embryos at
various stages by pulse-chase experiments
carried out using actinomycin D as an
inhibitor of transcription. Gel electro-
phoretic analyses of 3H-uridine-labeled
RNAs revealed that the rate of the pro-
cessing of 40 S pre-rRNA into 18S and 28S
mature rRNA was accelerated during neu-
rula stage, with shortening of the half-
life of 40S pre-rRNA from ca. 19 min at
the gastrula stage to ca. 9 min at and
after the tailbud stage. Analyses of the
RNAs obtained in the pulse-chase experi-
ment by Northern blotting methods with a
clone, pXlrlOlA that contains Xenopus
rDNA single repeat (gifted from R. Reeder),
as the probe also gave the similar re-
sults. From these results it can be con-
cluded that the processing of pre-rRNA is
under developmental control.
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DB 122

CLONING OF STAGE SPECIFIC GENE SEQUENCES
FROM cDNA LIBRARY REPRESENTING
POLY(A) +RNA OF^ SEA URCHIN PLUTEI.
K.Akasaka and M.Taira. Inst, of Zool.,
Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Dep. of
Biochem., School of Med.,Chiba Univ.

During early development of sea
urchin embryos, most of the genes are
inactive until blastula stage, and
thereafter mRNAs are synthesized
actively. For the investigation of
the regulation of the gene expression,
a specific hybridization probe is re-
quired. We constructed a library of
cDNA clones in Agt1 representing
poly(A) +RNA of sea urchin embryos
( Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus ) in prism
stage. Clones corresponding to RNAs
abundant at prism stage but rare at
morula stage were selected by screening
plaques with P-labeled prism-cDNA and
morula-cDNA. Individual RNA abundance
was measured by Northern hybridization
analysis. Generally, the population of
the RNA represented by these cDNA is low
in the unfertilized eggs, and the level
of these RNA decreased by blastula
stage, but thereafter they increased
sharply. However, the individual RNA
species started to increase at the
different developmental stages.
Moreover, the amount of each RNA
species fluctuated also in a different
manner. It seems that the expression
of the different RNA species is under
different pattern of of control.

DB 124

RECONSTITUTION OF HYDRA DISSOCIATED CELL--
REEXAMINATION OF EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND
ON THE ROLE OF EPITHELIAL CELLS DURING RE-
CONSTITUION.
K.Noda and C.Kanai. Lab of Electron Micro-
scopy, Tokyo Metropolitan Inst.of Gerontol.
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DB 123
CLONING OF HISTONE GENE OF SEA URCHIN,
A. CRASSISPINA. AS A GENE MARKER TO STUDY
DNA REPLICATION.
N. Watanabe, K. Akasaka, H. Shimada and
T. Shiroya. Zool. Inst., Fac. Sci., Univ.
of Tokyo, Tokyo.

To study on the replication origin in
a gene, we have cloned a histone gene
cluster of sea urchin, A^_ crassispina. As
a histone gene probe (h22), cloned his-
tone gene of sea urchin, P^ mirialis , was
used. Only one fragment (7.2kb) was dete-
cted in the Xba I digested A^ crassispina
genomic DNA by Southern hybridization.
The 7kb fragments were isolated from the
Xba I digest of genomic DNA and inserted
into Xba I site of vector plasmid pSP65.
By colony hybridization with h22 probe, 7

histone gene clones were selected from
about 1,000 colonies. The restriction
patterns of the inserted DNA of these
clones were essentially identical. Using
this clone, it was shown that there were
about 200-300 copies of histone gene in a

haploid genome. The order of histone
coding seemed to be the same as that of
the cloned histone gene cluster of other
sea urchins. However, depending on the
species of sea urchins, the clear diffe-
rence was found in the distribution of
the restriction sites.

The method of isolation of DNA repli-
cating very early in the S phase of clea-
vage stage by BUdR density labeling and
alkaline CsCl centr ifugation was also
described.

DB 125
REGULATION AND SIZE-DEPENDENCE OF TENTACLES
AND HYPOSTOMES IN HYDRA REGENERATION
M.Sato and Y.Sawada . Biol . Inst ., Fac .of
Sci.,Tohoku Univ., Res. Inst. of Elec.Comm.,
Tohoku Univ. , Sendai

.

Dissociated living cells of Hydra magni-
papillata are reaggregated and are observed
to develop into animals. Dissociation and
reaggrigation are accomplished by a modifi-
ed method of Flick and Bode('82). In this
process a reaggregate, assumed isotropic
and homogeneous at first, forms a smooth
outer layer and begins to hollow out, and
then the first tentacle appears. The sur-
face area of this hollow sphere are found
to correlate to the total number of the
tentacles in the stationary phase. The
storong correlation arises from the regula-
tion by which the body tentacles are dimi-
nished and the hypostomal tentacles are
increased. The higher the concentration of
the head-originated cells in the aggregate,
the more the tentacles observed at an early
stage. But the number of the tentacles are
reduced at the stationary state. It is
suggested from the present observation that
there is a two-step regulation for the
number of tentacles of the Hydra reaggre-
gate.
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DB 126
AN IMPROVED METHOD FOR ISOLATING
MESENCHYMAL CELLS FROM EARLY EMBRYOS OF THE
STARFISH, ASTERIAS AMURENS IS

.

Y.Kawahara, H.Kaneko and M. Dan-Sohkawa

.

Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Osaka City
Univ. , Osaka

.
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DB 128
FORMATION OF THE SEPTATE JUNCTION IN PLANA-
RIAN GASTRODERMIS.
I.Hori, Dept. of Biol., Kanazawa Med. Univ.
.Uehinada-machi , Ishikawa-Ken.

Formation of the septate junction corre-
lates with progressive differentiation of
gastrodermal cells. Observations on the
lateral cell border of neighboring cells
demonstrate that the septate junction is
established not only by rearrangement of
the plasma membrane but also by specific
cytoplasmic elements associated with the
presumptive junctional region: At least
two elements, namely dense dots and SER
cisternae, seem to be concerned in its
formation. Dense dots become organized in
semi-linear alignment along the cytoplasmic
surface and then they are replaced with
fibrous structures. SER cisternae usually
occur at the opposite side of the junction.
Thus dense dots and SER cisternae show the
asymmetrical distribution pattern prior to
occurrence of typical ladder-like septa.
Connections by amorphous deposit are noted
between SER cisternae and the junctional
membrane . Ruthenium red reveals precursor
of the septate junction which occupies the
intercellular space between the apposed
plasma membranes. In the late stage, it
stains only the newly formed septa and not
the interseptal matrix.

It is possible that precursor may be
transported by SER cisternae to the inter-
cellular space where it is polymerized to
the morphologically recognizable septa.
Dense dots may serve to its reinforcement.

DB 127

MECHANISM OF ELIMINATION OF INTERSTITIAL
CELLS AT HIGH TEMPERATURE IN A MUTANT HYDRA
STRAIN, SF-1.
H.Teradal , Y.Shigenakal and 2T.Sugiyama
lFac. of Integrated Arts and Sciences,

Univ. of Hiroshima, Hiroshima, 2Natl.Inst.
of Genetics, Mishima.
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DB 129

ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF THE
PLANARIAN SUBEPIDERMAL GLANDS, WITH SPE-
CIAL REFERENCE TO THE MARGINAL ADHESIVE
GLAND . I . GENERAL FEATURES

.

S. Ishii. Cent. Res. Lab., Fukushima Med.
Col., Fukushima.

TEM and SEM observations were made on
the subepidermal glands of the triclad
flatworm, Bdellocephala brunnea , with spe-
cial attention to the mode of discharge
of their secretions. The planarian paren-
chyma contains at least a dozen types of
subepidermal gland cell, each of which
seems to have a definite area of discharge,
such as the marginal adhesive gland in the
ventral body margin. In most of the sub-
epidermal gland cells, the ultrastructural
features of the cell body typically exhib-
it a complete pervasion of mature secre-
tory granules over the cytoplasm as well
as those of the distal ends within the ep-
ithelia do. It was documented that the
secretion of the marginal adhesive gland
consists of a plasma membrane-delineated
cellular mass, comprising mature secretory
granules, a bit of modified cytosol and
occasional mitochondria. Although the
exact mode of transport of the secretions
is still unknown, these cytoplasmic fea-
tures of the gland cells appear to suggest
a holocrine type of secretion, instead of
an eccrine type that is a traditional
interpretation

.
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DB 130
EFFECT OF 1- ( 5-ISOQUINOLINESULFONYL) -2-

METHYLPIPERAZINE DIHYDROCHLORIDE ' (H-7) ON
MORPHOGENESIS IN SEA URCHIN EMBRYOS. ,

S.Shinohara , M.Motoj ima. , K.Mitsunaga ,

Y.Fujino and I.Yasumasu . Dept.of Biol.,

132

Sch.pOf Educ

.

and Dept. of Pharmacol
Sch. of Med. , Tokyo.

Waseda Univ. , Tokyo
Teikyo Univ.

1- (5-Isoquinolinesulfonyl-2-metyl-
piperazine (H-7)< , an inhibitor.of protein
kinase with low Ki value "for Ca -phos-
pholipid dependent protein kinase (Ckinase)

,

inhibited morphogenesis, especially spicule
formation, in sea urchin embryos and
pseudopodial cable growth, in which spicule
rods were to be produced, in cultured
micromere-derived cells at above 2uM. N-
(2-Guanidinoetyl) -5-isoquinolinesulfonamide
(HA1004), an inhibitor with low Ki values
for cyclic nucleotides dependent protein
kinases, did not blocked them even at 100
uM. Incorporation of P into proteins was
insensitive to HA1004 in_embryos and cul-
tured cells exposed to Pi and was inhib-
ited by H-7 in cultured cells more strongly
than in embryos. The activity of protein
kinase, activated by phosphatidylserine and
Ca and inhibited by H-7, was found in cul-
tured cells but was hardly detectable in
embryo homogenate. Spicule formation, es-
pecially outgrowth of pseudopodial cables,
seems to be supported by protein phosphory-
lation mediated by C kinase.

H.Shiraada and
Fac . of Sci .

,

MESSENGER RNA OF ARYLSULFATASE WAS NEWLY
SYNTHESIZED AT HATCHED BLASTULA STAGE IN
SEA URCHIN ( HEMICENTROTUS PULCHERRIMUS

)

EMBRYO
H.Sasaki, K.Akasaka,
T.Shiroya, Zool.Inst.
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.
In the sea urchin (Hemicentrotus pylz
cherrimu s ) embryo, arylsulfatase activity
dramatically increases after mesenchyme
blastula stage. In the present experiment
we studied the mechanism underlying this
increase in activity by using the metabo-
lic inhibitors. Inhibition of transcrip-
tion by actinomycin D before hatching
prevented the increase in arylsulfatase
activity. Inhibition of transcription
after hatching, however, failed to prevent
the increase in the enzyme activity. In-
hibition of translation by emetine treat-
ment always decreased arylsulfatase acti-
vity. These results suggest two mecha-
nisms : (1) The arylsulfatase activity at
blastula stage is kept by translation of
pre-synthesized mRNA . (2) The increase in
the activity is controlled through the
transcription of the mRNA which is syn-
thesized during development from hatching
to mesenchyme-blastula stage.

DB 131

POLYAMINE RESPONSIBLE PROTEIN KINASE IN
ISOLATED CHROMATIN FROM SEA URCHIN EMBRYOS.
M.Moto jima, Y.Masuyama, and I.Yasumasu.
Dept. of Biol., Sch. of Educ, Waseda Univ.,
Tokyo.

In the embryos of sea urchin, Hemicen-
trotus pulcherrimus , chromatin fraction ex-
hibited polyamine responsible protein kinase
activity which is markedly enhanced by
spermine, considerably by spermidine, and
slightly by putrescine. In the presence of
5mM spermine, the optimal Mg* concentration
was 5mM, while the requirement for Mg**was
more than 20mM in the absence of polyamines.
These results suggest that the effects of
polyamines on the enzyme were due to their
positive charges. Histones were hardly
phosphorylated by the enzyme and casein was
more suitable substrate than phosvitin.
During early development of sea urchin em-
bryos, the enzyme activity was high at the
morula and middle gastrula stage and low in
swimming blastulae. We reported that
A kinase activity changes during develop-
ment in essentially similar manner to this
enzyme activity. During early development,
the phosphorylation in embryos changed in
close relation with the activities of this
enzyme and A kinase. Chromatin protein
phosphorylation by polyamine responsible
protein kinase as well as by A kinase in
sea urchin embryos may play an important
role in the regulation of chromatin temp-
rate activity.

DB 133

COMPARISON OF SYNTHESIZED PROTEINS BETWEEN
NORMAL AND VEGETALIZED SEA URCHIN EMBRYOS.
M.Komukai and I.Yasumasu
Dept. of Biol., Sch. of Educ, Waseda
Univ. , Tokyo.

Electrophoretic analysis of proteins
labelled with S-methionine in normal and
vegetalized sea urchin, H^ pulcherri mus

,

embryos was performed with sodium dodecyl
sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE) or t w o - d i m e n t i o n a 1
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2D-
PAGE). Fluorographs of the gels on SDS-
PAGE showed similar patterns of proteins
synthesized in Li + -treated and control
embryos labelled 24 hr after
fertilization, but the intensity of three
bands in treated embryos increased in
comparison with control ones. Several
protein spots different from each other
were detected on 2D-PAGE though most of
protein spots were predominantly similar.
At 48 hr after fertilization two major
protein spots disappeared in vegetalized
exogastrulae compared with normal pluteus.
Poly(A) + -RNA isolated from normal and
vegetalized embryos were translated in a
rabbit reticulocyte lysate. At least three
prominent bands of jj-i vitro translation
products were similar on SDS-PAGE between
normal and vegetalized embryos.
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DB 134

CHANGES OF PROTEIN PATTERN DURING EM-
BRYOGENSSIS OF XENOPUS LAEVI

S

A.Osada , and A.S.Suzuki . Dept.of Biol.
Fac . of Sci . , Dept

.

Edu., Kumamoto Univ.
of Biol., Fac. of Gen.

, Kumamoto.
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DB 136
EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF LEUKOCYTES IN XENOPUS
EMBRYOS.
H. Ohinata, S. Toohinai, and Ch. Katagiri,
Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci., Hokkaido Univ.

In order to study the origin, differ-
entiation and migration of leukocytes in
Xenopus laevis embryos, monoclonal anti-
bodies (mAbs) were prepared against white
blood cells. The mAbs are reactive to not
only adult whole leukocytes but also
larval ones. Immunohistochemical studies
and electronmicroscopy revealed that the
mAb-positive cells in hemopoietic tissues
of mesonephros of NF st. 4.5-4-6 larvae are
granulocytes and macrophages. To
determine whether these cells were derived
from VBI or not, interspecific chimeras
were produced by grafting VBI of st.22 X.
bor eali s to X. laevis embryos at the same
stage, with the result that VBI-derived
cells do differentiate into mAb-positive
cells at st. 46, demonstrating that the VBI
cells of embryos give rise to granulocytes
and macrophages.
Immunohistochemical observation on

earier embryos revealed that in st. 30-31
embryos, positive cells are detectable
among the dorsally located mesenchymal
tissues but not in the VBI itself where
the erythrocytes possessing larval hemo-
globin are predominating. These observa-
tions suggest the presence of non-VBI
derived leukocytes in embryos that may
have some developmental significance
including the defence mechanisms.

DB 135

ONTOGENY OF HEMOGLOBINS IN XENOPUS AS
STUDIED BY MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES.
T.Enami, S.Tochinai, and Ch. Katagiri.
Zool. Inst., Fac. Sci., Hokkaido Univ.

To study the ontogeny of hemoglobins
( H b s ) in Xenopus iae.Y_ i_s_ , the mouse
monoclonal antibodies against adult, lar-
val and-^embryonic Hbs and a rabbit antise-
rum against adult Hb were produced.
Immunohistochemical studies employing
these antibodies revealed that, larval Hb
was first detectable in the ventral blood
island (VBI) at NF st. 31 (1.5 days old),
and all erythrocytes at st. 31-54> ex-
pressed larval Hb, followed by decrease in
the number of positive cells after st. 54
to disappear around 5 weeks after meta-
morphosis. Adult Hb was first detectable
at st. 55-56 in a few erythrocyte popula-
tions, but was found in all erythrocytes
by 5 weeks postmetamorphosis. During st.

55-62, each erythrocyte had exclusively
either adult or larval Hb, but not both.
Embryonic Hb was first detectable at st.

33/34 (2.1 days old) and disappeared by
st. 52. All the erythrocytes having em-
bryonic Hb had larval Hb.

Orthotopic grafting of VBI and the
dorsolateral plate(DLP) region between X.

laevis and (X. laevis x X. borealis )F
1 ,

and subsequent staining with antibodies
revealed that the erythrocytes derived
from either VBI or DLP could produce both
adult and larval Hbs.

DB 137

MECHANISM FOR ACQUISITION OF VITELLOGENIN
PRODUCIBILITY AT METAMORPHOSIS OF XENOPUS .

Kohara, A. Kawahara and M. Amano . Cell and
Dev. Biol. Lab., Fac. of Integrated Arts
and Sci.. Univ. Hiroshima. Hiroshima.
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DB 138
ANALYSIS OF POLYPEPTIDES DURING EARLY
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOUSE

.

H.Hojo , S.Togashi , K.Yamazaki
T.Higashinakagawa and Y.Kato . Dept . of
Biol., Fac. of^Sci., Tokyo Metropolitan
Univ., Tokyo, Mitsubishi-Kasei Institute
of Life Sciences, Tokyo.

The first detectable differentiation in
the mouse embryo is the formation of the
inner cell mass (ICM) and the trophectoderm
at the blastocyst stage. Analysis of the
mechanism involved in this process has been
hampered by the lack of appropriate markers
characteristic of each cell type. In an
attempt to find out possible candidates for
the markers, we analyzed the polypeptides
which exist in the developing mouse embryo
utilizing a micro 2-dimensional gel
electrophoresis system and a highly
sensitive silver stain method.

We have detected 4 polypeptides that are
likely to exist dominantly in ICM of the
blastocyst, although the polypeptides of
trophectoderm have not been analyzed yet.
These polypeptides are also detected in the
unfertilized egg. These 4 polypeptides are
possible candidates for the endogenous
molecular markers for the analysis of the
differentiation mechanism of ICM.

DB 140

COORDINATE ACCUMULATION OF TROPONIN SUB-
UNITS IN CHICKEN BREAST MUSCLE
M. Kawabata and T. Hirabayashi. Inst, of
Biol. Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba. Ibaraki

The accumulation of troponin subunits
in neonatal chicken breast muscle was
determined by 2-D gel electrophoresis and
image analysis. The fast muscle TN-C gave
two slow-moving spots preceded by calmodu-
lin and slow-muscle-type TN-C. The fast
muscle TN-I was the only type of TN-I iso-
mers detected within the range of analysis.
The fast-muscle-type TN-T is composed of
neonatal breast-muse le -type ( Bn ) , adult
breast-muscle-type(Ba) , and leg-muscle-
type(L) isomers. Bn was composed of at
least three isomers and detected on around
7th day to 22nd day after hatching, Ba was
composed of one major and three minor iso-
mers and detected from around 7th day. L
was composed of more than seven isomers and
detected until around 14th day. From the
image analyzing data on fast-muscle-type
troponin complex, dye-binding ratios of TN-
C, TN-I, and TN-T were determined to be 1,

2.8, and 5.6. Using these ratios, amounts
of the subunits on each day after hatching
were converted into molar ratios in order
to find the coordination or otherwise be-
tween accumulations of the fast muscle
troponin subunits. Results showed a mod-
erate coordination between TN-C and TN-I,
while it was difficult to conclude the
coordination between TN-C and one or all of
TN-T isomers (L, Bn, Ba).

DB 139
DIFFERENCES OF PROTEIN CONSTITUENTS BETWEEN
CHICKEN ATRIA AND VENTRICULAR MUSCLE AND
THEIR DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGE.
M. Oh-Ishi and T. Hirabayashi. Inst, of
Biol. Sci., Univ. of Tsukuba, Ibaraki.

When we compared two-dimensional gel
patterns between adult atrial and
ventricular muscles, each spot seemed to
be very similar, but some were defenitely
different. The differences were found with
respect to myosin heavy chain, troponin-T,
two creatine kinases, desmin, and several
other peptides to be identified.
Isoelectric point of myosin heavy chain
from atria was more acidic than that of
myosin heavy chain from ventricles.
Relative amounts of troponin-T, two
creatine kinases, and desmin were more in
ventricles than in atria. Two creatine
kinases, troponin-T, and myoglobin in atria
were accumulated in a manner different from
that in ventricles. For Day 7 to Day 14,
relative amounts of two creatine kinases in
ventricles increased gradually as in atria,
while they were kept rather lower in atria
after Day 14. The accumulation rate of
troponin-T was higher in ventricles than in
atria after Day 14. Although myoglobin was
not found in ventricles on Day 1 0, it was
accumulated gradually at later stages. It
was not found, however, in atria until the
stages after hatching, and then it
gradually increased to the adult level.
These results suggest that atria and
ventricles establish their differences in
protein constituents after Day 10.

DB 141

TROPONIN T (TNT) VARIANTS IN DEVELOPING
CHICKEN HEART MUSCLE.
Y. Ogasawara and T. Obinata. Dept of Biol.
Chiba Univ., Chiba.

Multiple variants of TNT are generated
in skeletal muscle as the result of RNA
splicing in a stage-dependent manner.
Recently, it was reported that alternative
splicing of TNT-mRNA also occurrs in
cardiac muscle (Cooper & Ordahl , 1985). In
this study, we examined whether change in
TNT isoform occurrs during chicken heart
muscle development by 2-D polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE). TNT spots on
the gel were detected by using anti-TNT
monoclonal antibody, NT-302. In the
ventricular muscle of neonatal chicken,
two TNT variants, designated type I and
type II, were detected; type I was more
acidic than the other, and they differed
in peptide sequence near N-terminus as
judged by peptide maps and location of
epitope for NT-302. The expression of
two variants are developmentaly regulated:
in young embryo, only type I was detected,
while in adult, type II alone was present.
Ventricular and atrial muscles scarcely
differed in the expression of the two TNT
variants. It was previously demonstrated
that cardiac TNT is transiently expressed
in embryonic skeletal muscle (Toyota &
Shimada, 1981). We established that
cardiac type I TNT, but not type II, is
expressed in the skeletal muscle of young
chick embryo by 2-D PAGE and peptide
mapping.
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DB 142

NOVEL TROPONIN T ISOFORMS IN DYSTROPHIC
AND DENERVATED CHICKEN SKELETAL MUSCLES.
S. Ohshima, H. Abe and T. Obinata. Dept.
of Biol., Chiba Univ., Chiba.

Previously, we reported that the
chicken breast muscle suffered from
muscular dystrophy expresses leg-type TNT
as neonatal breast muscle (FEBS Lett 120,
195-198, 1980). Recently, however, we
found by 2-D PAGE analyses that neonatal
TNT is composed of more than ten TNT
variants which differ from either adult
breast or leg TNT (Abe et al . , Dev. Biol,
in press, 1986). Therefore, in this work,
we re-examined TNT expressed in chicken
dystrophic muscle by means of 2-D PAGE and
peptide mapping. TNT spots on the gel
were detected by immunoblotting using
McAb to TNT. From neonatal age to one
month after hatching, TNT isoform pattern
scarcely differed between normal and
dystrophic chicken muscles: during
postnatal development, neonatal TNT
variants were gradually replaced by adult
breast-type TNT. Two months after
hatching or later when muscular dystrophy
became obvious, multiple TNT variants
appeared in the dystrophic muscle. Some
of them were in the same MW rage as
breast-type TNT, while the others were as
leg-type TNT. Majority of them, however,
differed from TNT isoforms in adult normal
muscles and were more like neonatal TNT
variants. Similar change in TNT was
caused by denervation of the breast
muscle

.

db m
PROTEASE ACTI
OF BRINE SHRI
Z.Nambu* and
*Sch. of Nurs
of Med. Univ.
Health, Japan

VITY IN THE HATCHING LIQUID
MP, ARTEMIA SALINA .

A.Sugino**. Dept. of Biol,
ing & Med. Technol. **Sch.
of Occupat. & Environm.

, Kitakyushu.
So tar as we are aware, studies on the

participation of an enzyme in the hatching
of brine shrimp have been limited. Encyst-
ed dry eggs (10 g) were hydrated by soak-
ing for 4 hrs at 4°C in distilled water
and incubated for 32 hrs at 28°C in 1 1 of
60 % artificial seawater with aeration
and illumination. Proteolytic activity of
the supernatant of the rearing solution
was determined at pH 8.0 using insoluble
Azocoll as substrate. After 18 to 20 hrs
of incubation pre-nauplius larvae began to
emerge from the cyst shell, remaining
within the hatching membrane. They rup-
tured the membrane with a time lag of
about 4 hrs. At a time of 32 hrs of incu-
bation 80 % of the emerged larvae hatched.
Time course of the detected proteolytic
activity seemed to coincide with that of
hatching. Preliminary characterization of
the activity was made. But the activity
could be detected only after 37 hrs of
incubation when we used rearing solution
containing penicillin and streptomycin
(50 ug/ml, respectively). Furthermore bac-
terial contamination was found microscopi-
cally even when the activity was not de-
tected. Hatchability and the time course
of the hatching were not affected by
using the antibiotics.

143
TRANSIENT APPEARANCE OF MITOCHONDRIAL
PROTEIN SYNTHESIS IN VARIOUS SPECIES OF
ANIMALS DURING EBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT.
T.Nakazawa, T.Kawashima, F.Sumiya and
S.Asada. Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci .

,

Toho Univ., Funabashi .

It has been known that the chloram-
phenicol treatment of sea urchin eggs
induced the vegetalization of embryos.
Since chloramphenicol is an inhibitor of
protein synthesis of mitochondria in eu-
karyote, its effect on protein synthetic
activity in various embryos during devel-
opment was examined with the cell-free
system. There were transient increases of
protein synthesis during development of
sea urchin and starfish embryos at the
stage from mesenchyme blastula to gas-
trula and of cricket embryos at 25 h after
oviposition when germ band is formed in
the embryo. The increasing activity of
the amino acid incorporation into mito-
chondrial proteins was inhibited by chlor-
amphenicol but not with cycloheximide. The
protein syntheses in various embryos were
inhibited by streptomycin, erythromycin
and rifamycin. The species of protein
inhibited by chloramphenicol was only 54 K
protein. Since the cytoplasmic super-
natants strongly inhibited the protein
synthetic activity of mitochondrial frac-
tion, there may be a functional regula-
tion in intact embryos. The common signi-
ficances of protein synthesis in embyonic
mitochondria would be examined in relation
to the embryonic differentiation.

DB 145

DISTRIBUTION
ISOLATION OF
EMBRYOS.
S.Yokoya' and
Fukushima Med,
Fish. Res.

OF THE HATCHING GLANDS AND
THE HATCHING ENZYME IN CARP

A.Osada" 'Divi. Cell Sci.
Col. "Fukushima Fresh-water

The hatching glands of carp appeared
first in the epidermis of the yolk sac of
an embryo at 24hours after fertilization at
24° C. They had well developed endoplasmic
reticulum and became to develope zymogen
granules in the cytoplasm with progress of
the development. Just before hatching
(about 70 hours after fertilization), the
hatching glands distributed the entire
epidermis of the yolk sac, especially,
close in the frontal part of it.
In order to confirm the development of the

hatching glands recognized morphologically,
we have carried out purification of the
hatching enzyme for immunolabelling methods
by the methods on column chromato-graphy

,

Ultrogel ACA 54, DEAE-sephadex and Z-D-Phe-
T-Sepharose. By the gel filtration, two
peaks of the elution pattern had enzymatic
activity. The second fraction was divided
into four subfractions on DEAE-Sephadex,
and the second one showed proteolytic
activity. Furthermore, the pooled DEAE-
second fraction had three peaks, showing
enzymatic activities. The fraction of Z-D-
Phe-T-Sepharose, eluted with 0.2M NaCl
showed single major band in SDS-PAGE and it
may be available for preparing antibody.
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DB 146

SYMBIONT BALL FORMATION IN THE OVARIOLE
OF BACTFOTHRIPS BREVITUBUS (INSECTA,
THYSANOPTERA)
K. Haga and M. Matsuzaki*
Inst. Biol. Sci. Univ. of Tsukuba, Ibara-
ki; *Lab. Biol. Fac. Educ . Fukushima
Univ., Fukushima.

Newly laid eggs of Baetrothrips have
always two symbiont balls which situate
anterior fourth along egg axis and near
posterior pole of the egg, respectively.
They are similar with each other in size,
12-15 pm in diameter, and in round shape.
During embryonic development these two
balls anastomose each other and are en-
closed into newly formed embryonic mid
gut. Then, their shapes become loose and
degenerate.

The symbiont balls are gradually form-
ed in the course of oogenesis. We found
out a kind of microorganism in the cyto-
plasms of the prefollicular cell and the
young oocyte at the germarium of the
panoistic type ovariole. The microorgan-
ism is almost round, 0.1-0.4 urn in dia-
meter, and is encircled with double lay-
ered membranes. It grows, proliferates
and increases its number in the oocyte
cyteplasm during the vitellogenic stage.
Proliferated microorganisms then aggre-
gate and move to anterior or posterior
sides of the germinal vesicle. They form
each one ball at the both sides with yolk
droplets and fibrous substances.

DB 148

FORMATION AND FOLLOWING MORPHOGENIC
CHANGE OF GONADAL MEDULLA IN THE TOAD
BUFO JAPONICUS FORMOSUS .

Akihiko Tanimura and Hisaaki Iwasawa.
Biol. Inst., Niigata Univ., Niigata.

The morphogenic course of the gonad
was observed by light and electron-
microscopy. In larvae at stages 39-40
(Ichikawa and Tahara 1966), the medullary
portion of the gonad was formed by the
proliferation of the genital epithelium.
There were some direct contacts between
cortical cells and medullary cells, and
continuous basal lamina was observed. A
small amount of connective tissue that
invaded from the outer region of the
gonad was seen in these stages. In the
sexually indifferent gonad, no difference
between the cortical cells and medullary
ones was found ultrastructurally . Testi-
cular differentiation started at stage
41, and cortical germ cells migrated into
the medullary cords. In the female gonad
in this stage, the medullary cords were
still developing, though no germ cells
were found in them. In the female gonad
in stage 43, the medullary tissue showed
some degenerative signs. In Bidder's
organ, the invasion of connective tissue
was found like that seen in the gonadal
region, though no medullary cord-like
structures were found.

DB 147
THE TRANSFORMATION OF SERTOLI CELLS INTO
FOLLICLE CELLS DURING THE DEVELOMENT OF
TESTIS-OVA IN ORYZIAS LATIPES
N. Shibata and S. Hamaguchi . Dept.
Biol., Fuc. Sci., Dept. Bilo., Coll. Gen.
Educ., Niigata Univ., Niigata.

Oocyte-like cells in the testis (testis-
ova) of Oryzias latipes induced by the
administration of estradiol were examined
by light and electron microscopy. The
testis of 0_. latipes had cysts containing
germ cells. The walls of these cyst were
composed of Sertoli cells. The testis-ova
at pachytene stages were grouped in cysts,
the wall of which were made of cells that
were indiscernible from Sertoli cells. The
number of testis-ova in a cyst was about
16-32, indicating that testis-ova origi-
nated from type B spermato gonia which had
devided four or five times in a cyst. In a
normal testis type B spermatogonia devide
about 9 times in a cyst before the initia-
tion of meiosis. At early diplotene stage,
the cyst wall cells penetrated their cyto-
plasm between testis-ova. At later stages
testis-ova were surrounded by cells derived
from cyst wall to form follicular struc-
ture. These folicles were covered with
basal lamina. Testis-ova protruded micro-
villi on their surface toward the follicle
cells. These observations indicate that the
morphology of the follicles of testis-ova
is identical to that of normal oocytes in
developing ovaries, and that Sertoli cells
can transform into follicle cells in
response to the development of testis-ova.

DB 149
EFFECTS OF ANT-ESTROGEN (TAMOXIFEN) ON
THE EMBRYONIC GONAD OF THE FEMALE QUAIL
I Ito. N. Yamamoto. Dept. of Physiol..
Gi f u Un i v , Sch of Med. . Gi f u.

Tamoxifen (0.2mg) was injected into
yolk sac of fertilized egg of genetic
female quail on the zero (before incuba-
tion) day stage. The size of developp-
ing gonad of treated female, measured as
the maximal dimension, and compared with
that of control female. That of the
cortex of left gonad in the treated group
was about 4xl0~ 2 mm 2 on ninth day and about
6xl0~ 2 mm 2 on the thirteenth day, and
showed a decreased against that of the
left cortex of control gonad (about 6x
10~ 2 mm 2 on the ninth day and about 13x
10" 2 mm 2 on the thirteenth day) On the
other hand, that of the total or the medu-
lla of right gonad in the treated female
was about 10xl0~ 2 mm 2 or 7xl0~ 2 mm 2 on the
ninth day and about 18xl0~ 2 mm 2 orl7xl0~ 2

mm 2 on the thirteenth day. but on the con-
trary was increased over that of the total
or the medulla of control right gonad (

about 4xl0 _2 mm 2 or 3x 1
" 2 mm 2 on the ninth

day and about 5xl0" 2 mm 2 or 4xl0~ 2 mm 2 on
the thirteenth day). These results showed
that the female morphological asymmetry is
seriously decreased: the cortex of left
ovary is reduced in size and the right go-
nad is much more prominen. Tamxifen which
is known to act by competition at specific
estrogen receptor sites is thus able to
inhibit proliferation of the germinal
epithelium into an ovarian cortex and
both medullas become more developed
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DB 150

REGULATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DUCK
GENITAL TUBERCLE BY ESTROGENS.
H. Uchiyama and T. Mizuno. Zool. Inst. , Fac.
of Sc i

.
, Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.
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DB 152
FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF PROSTATIC GLAND
INDUCED IN THE BLADDER EPITHELIUM OF ADULT
RATS.
N. Suematsu. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

Prostate- 1 ike structure can be induced
in the urinary bladder epithelium of adult
rats when the epithelium was cultured in
recombination with the urogenital sinus
mesenchyme of fetal rats in the presence
of androgens. During the prostatic gland
formation, the bladder epithelium lost
its alkaline phosphatase activity, and
expressed acid phosphatase and nonspecific
esterase activities like the normal pros-
tate. In the normal development, androgen
receptors appeared in the prostatic epithe-
lium just before the lumen formation of
the glands. However, the glandular epithe-
lium induced in the bladder epithelium
possessed practically no androgen receptors
detectable by steroid autoradiography.
I prepared mouse anti-rat prostate anti-
serum. This antiserum proved to react spe-
cifically with the prostate, and to bind
mainly with 60kD protein on the immuno-
blotting. However, the glandular epithelium
induced from the bladder epithelium did
not react with this antiserum.

A possibility will be examined that
the processes of functional differentiation
in the prostate glandular epithelium can
be devided into two parts: one depends
only on the induction of the androgenized
mesenchyme, the other needs androgen incor-
poration in the epithelium itself.

DB 151

PROSTATE GLAND FORMATION IN ANDROGEN
RECEPTOR DEFICIENT UROGENITAL SINUS
EPITHELIUM.
T. Mizuno, H. Takeda, N. Suematsu and
N. Hironaka. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

In the developmental processes of the
prostatic gland, the urogenital sinus
mesenchyme which incorporated androgens
becomes strongly active to induce the
glands. The urogenital sinus epithelium
of androgen-receptor defective (Tfm ) mice
was recombined with urogenital sinus
mesenchyme of normal embryonic rats and
cultured beneath the kidney capsule of
male nude mice. The results showed that
from the Tfm epithelium the prostate
glands were induced and the induced glands
were as functional as the normal prostate
gland in the same age. Steroid auto-
radiographical study with [1,2,6,7-^H]
testosterone revealed that nuclear
labelling in the explants was restricted
to the mesenchyme surrounding the
glandular epithelium which was always
negative. The androgen incorporation into
the normal prostatic epithelium begins
about 10 days after birth. However, the
present study revealed that the androgen
incorporation into the prostatic
epithelium is dispensable in the major
part of the process of the functional
prostatic gland formation.

DB 153

COMPARISON OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PENIS
OF WILD-TYPE AND ANDROGEN-INSENSITIVE
(Tfm) MICE.
R. Murakami, Biol. Inst., Fac. Sci.,
Yamaguchi Univ., Yamaguchi.

Development of the penis of wild-type
and androgen-insensitive (Tfm) mice was
compared to demonstrate androgen-dependent
histogenesis in the penis.

The os penis of the normal males
consists of the proximal segment which is
formed by the fusion of a membrane bone
and a hyaline cartilage, and of the distal
segment which is a f ibrocartilage . Only
the membrane bone of the proximal segment
develops in the Tfm mice. The corpus
cavernosum penis, corpus cavernosum
glandis, and the corpus cavernosum
urethrae which are formed in the normal
males poorly develop in the Tfm mice.
The urethral epithelium of fetal mice is
connected to the epidermis of the lower
surface of the penis, and begins to
separate from the surface epidermis
perinatally in normal males while the sep-
aration begins at about 4 days after birth
in the Tfm mice. Hairy spines which
consist of highly keratinized epidermis
and mesenchymal cells possessing long cell
processes are thickly formed on the surface
of the glans penis of the normal males.
These spines are scarcely formed in the
Tfm mice.

Development of these tissues listed
above is thought to be androgen-dependent.
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DB 154

THE ANNUAL CHANGE OF GONADAL MATURATION OF

THE SEA ANEMONE HALIPLANELLA LUCIAE .

Y.Fukui. Biol. Lab. .Junior College of Nurs-

ing, Tokyo Women's Medical College .Tokyo

.
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DB 156
THE BEHAVIOR OF BASAL CELLS IN THE CORNEAL
EPITHELIUM OF CHICK EMBRYO IN CULTURE.
S.Takeuchi. Zool.Inst., Fac.Sci., Univ.
Tokyo. Tokyo.

The corneal epithelium of chick embryo
consists of two layers: peridermal cell
layer and basal. They have long been con-
sidered to behave as one set. For full
comprehension of the activity of epitheli-
um, however, the behavior of each layer
has to be analyzed separately. The basal
layer was a center of our interest.

The corneal epithelia were collected
from 8-day chick embryos in the ordinary
procedure using EDTA, and cultured on the
surface of cover glass with a small drop
of L-15(20%H.S. ) .After 20-48hr of culture,
some of them were transferred to filming
slides with fresh media. A Nomarski ' s dif-
ferential interference microscope (M. S .) and
an interference reflection M.S., as well as
a phase-contrast M.S., were used. During
observation, they were kept at 38"C. The
others were fixed for 10 min with acetone
at -20t). NBD-Phallacidin or anti-actin
antibody was used to visualize bundles of
actin filaments.

It was at the submarginal area of the
epithelium that the basal cells changed
their shapes and, possibly, behavior: they
dissociated from each other, which formed
focal contacts with the glass surface. At
the same time, alignment of actin bundles
was shifted. They might locomote outwards
separately to join the per idermalcells at

the periphery.

DB 155

CHICK EMBRYO FIBROBLASTS DID PROLIFERATE
IN PROTEIN-FREE CULTURE MEDIUM BY
AUTOCRINE MECHANISM.
M.Niraura, K.Watanabe and M.Amano. Cell and
Dev.Biol. Lab., Fac . Integr .Arts and Sci.,
Hiroshima University, Hiroshima.

We have reported that the scleral
fibroblasts (ScF) from 12 day chick embryo
are able to proliferate under protein-free
culture condition by the autocrine growth
regulation. The cells secrete proteinous
growth factors into the culture medium
to promote the cell proliferation of the
same cells. As the ScF was unfamiliar
specialized cell, we attempted to investi-
gate whether the well-known chick embryo
fibroblasts (CEF) proliferate under the
same condition, or not.

1.) CEF did proliferate exponentially
under the protein-free condition, just the
same as ScF, when inoculated at the higher
cell density, more than 100 cells/mm^.

2.) Conditioned medium (CdM), harvested
from farm culture of the CEF, was
strikingly effective on the same cell
type, suggesting that the CEF proliferated
in the protein-free culture medium by an
autocrine regulation.

3 . ) Not only the CEF from 12 day em-
bryo, but also the CEF from 6 day and 18
day embryo proliferated in the protein-
free medium at the high cell density.

4 . ) The CdM from the CEF seemed to be
uneffective on the ScF.

DB 157

MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN THE EPITHELIAL

-

MESENCHYMAL INTERFACE OF THE ESOPHAGUS OF
DEVELOPING CHICK EMBRYOS
T. Fuj imoto and R. Murakami, Biol.
Inst., Fac. Sci., Yamaguchi Univ.,
Yamaguchi.

In the esophagus of 15-day chick embryos,
many basal cell processes of epithelium
(BCP) and mucous gland buds began to pro-
ject into the lamina propria(LP) . The BCP
was not formed in the region of the gland
buds. At the same time, extracellular
space of the LP increased probably because
of deposition of extracellular glycosami-
noglycans. F-actin detectable with
rhodamin-conjugated phalloidin was scarce-
ly observed in the BCP. Anti-laminin immu-
nofluorescent and TEM study revealed that
the basal lamina was not interrupted even
in the region of the BCP. The number of
hemidesmosomes in the basal side of the
epithelium markedly increased after the
day 14, but not in the gland region. The
hemidesmosomes often existed at the tip of
the BCP and adhered to collagen fibers in
the LP. The BCP disappeared after treat-
ments of the esophagus with hyaluronidase
and collagenase.

These results suggest that the BCP for-
mation is caused by the increase of adhe-
siveness of the epithelium to the collagen
fibers in the LP and the expansion of the
extracellular space of the LP, and that
the gland formation is independent of the
BCP.
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DB 158
ORGAN CULTURE OF CHICK STOMACH RUDIMENTS
IN VITRO .

K. Takiguchi. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

In vitro organ culture was accomplished
to investigate whether the chorioallantoic
membrane or humorous factors derived from
chick embryos are requisite for pepsinogen
expression of stomach rudiments.

Proventriculi and gizzards were
isolated from the 6-day chick. Liquid
medium was found to be much better than
agar medium with respect to the
morphological and cytochemical
differentiation. Mitotic index in
proventricular rudiments cultured for 4

days in the liquid medium containing 50%
embryo extract (EE) of 12-day embryos was
lower than that in the medium containing
20% EE. However, pepsinogen expression in
50% EE was higher than that in 20% EE. In
50% EE, proventricular rudiments could
express pepsinogen. Epithelial-mesenchymal
recombination experiments in vitro showed
that the stomach epithelia could express
pepsinogen under the influence of
proventricular mesenchyme, but not of
gizzard mesenchyme. Proventricular
rudiments could also express pepsinogen in
the medium containing 10% fetal bovine
serum instead of EE

.

These results indicate that neither
chorioallantoic membrane nor humorous
factors derived from chick embryos are
necessary for pepsinogen expression.

DB 160
THE FINE STRUCTURE OF THE LARVAL STOMACH OF
THE FROG, RANA JAPONICA .

S. Ohtake 1

, T. Abe1 and N. Takeda2
, 'Dept. of

Biol., Nihon Univ. Sch. of Med., Tokyo and
2Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci. Toho Univ.,
Funabashi

.

The feces of the tadpole of R. j aponica
fed on boiled spinach have been known to
contain pheophytin. As the larval stomach
secretes gastric acid, the pheophytiniza-
tion is due to the acidification of chloro-
phyll. The present study was undertaken to
clarify the fine structure of the gland
cells of the larval stomach to ascertain
their acid secretion.

The gland of the larval stomach consists
of the secretory cells. These cells
contain numerous spherical mitochondria
with densely packed cristae and well deve-
loped Golgi apparatus. Zymogen granules
are not observed. Elongated microvilli are
the characteristics in surface structure.
Sometimes a cytoplasmic invagination is
found, simulating intracellular canaliculi.
This invagination is lined with abundant
microvilli. A number of intracellular
tubulovesicular structures are located
underneath the microvilli. The structure
of the gland cells is similar to that of
the acid secreting oxyntic cells in
metamorphosed animal.

From these observations the larval
stomach of R. j aponica is ascertained
histologically to have the ability of
gastric acid secretion.

DB 159

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE cDNA FOR AN
EMBRYONIC CHICKEN PEPSINOGEN.
K.Hayashi 1

, K.Agata 2
, M.Mochii 2

,

S.Yasugi 1
, G.Eguchi 2 and T.Mizuno 1

. 'Zool.
Inst., Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo and 2 0ept. of Dev . Biol., Natl. Inst,
for Basic Bio] . , Okazaki.

Complex gland formation and expression
of embryonic chiken pepsinogen ( ECPg ) are
specific markers of differentiation of
embryonic chicken proventriculus ( PV ) . It
has been known that 6 day-gizzard endo-
derm(GZK) or 3.5 day-allantois endoderm
(ALE) form complex glands when the endo-
derm is combined and cultured with 6

day-PV mesenchyme on the chorioallantoic
membrane. In these conditions, the GZE
expresses ECPg, but the ALE does not.

To study the molecular aspects of the
expression of ECPg, we isolated the ECPg-
cDNA. cDNA library constructed with
Agtll expression vector was screened with
mouse anti-ECPg antiserum. Consequently,
we obtained cDNA 200b in length, which
coded amino acid sequence highly homolo-
gous with other pepsinogens. Northern
blot analysis with this cDNA as a probe
revealed that ECPg-mRNA was 1.6Kb in
length and was expressed maximum in the
15 day-PV. The GZE expressed ECPg-mRNA
under the influence of the PV mesenchyme,
while the ALE did not. This indicates
that the ECPg gene could not activated in
the ALK even under the influence of the
PV mesenchyme.

DB 161

MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF PROPER LAYER IN
VESTIBULAR MUCOSA DURING FORMATION OF MOUSE
MUCOGINGIVAL JUNCTION.
T.Yamaai, Dept. of Oral Anat., Okayama Univ.
Dent. Sch., Okayama 700.

_

The morphological changes of the proper
layer in the vestibular mucosa during
formation of the mucogingival junction (MGJ)

in the mouse (C3H) upper jaw were examined
with the scanning electron and light micro-
scopes. No regional difference was found on
the oral epithelium during fetal stage.
Only the uniformed cells which had a few
microvilli were observed on the fetal oral
epithelium. However, the keratohyalin
granules and the horny layer which observed
in the adult oral epithelium were already
found in 17-day fetus. A few adult type
cells appeared in the neonatal oral
epithelium, but the MGJ could not identify
till one week after birth.

Elastic fibers were not identifiable in
15-day fetus, but they were already detected
in the proper layer of the buccal side of
the dental lamina in 17-day fetus by the
method of resorcin-fuchsin staining.
Elastic fibers nerve been detected in the
proper layer of the palatal side. In 17-day
fetus, the condensation of the mesenchymal
cells was also found in the proper layer of
the buccal side. The density of the
mesenchymal cells reached a maximum at 17-

day and decreased thereafter. The density
of the mesenchymal cells at the buccal side
in 17-day fetus was 1.7 times more than that
in the palatal side of the same fetus and
was 1.9 times more than that in the buccal
side of the adult.
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DB 162

ORGANOGENESIS AND MORPHOGENESIS OF CYTAEIS
UCHIDAI IN SYMBIOSIS.
C. Inoue and Y. Kakinuma. Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Kagoshima Univ., Kagoshima.

The planulae of the Cytaeis uchidai , one
kind of the coelenterate , exclusively
live on the shells of veligers of the
Niotha livescens , one kind of the symbiot-
ic mollusc, and do not usually live on the
symbiotic veligers other than the Niotha
livescens. The cell differentiation was
accomplished on the three or four days after
fertilization. The possibility of adherence
of planulae to the veligers highly increased
about a week after fertilization and by
the time of completion of metamorphosis
into the young shells. The individual
difference of very large. The time of sym-
biosis is determined by the mutual physio-
logical relationship between two species.
The settled planulae differentiated into
a polyp in two to four days and the mor-
phogenesis of the polyp was completed by
differentiating into organs .

In a petri-dish, a few of planulae which
have no prey and no function of it came to
possess the ability of prey about two
weeks later and to perform the morphogene-
sis of polyp. The case implies some influ-
ence of water and substratum micro-envi-
ronment.

DB 164

HETEROGENEITY AND INTERACTION BETWEEN
FRAGMENTED AVIAN LIMB BUD IN ORGAN CULTURE.
H. R. Suzuki and H. Ide, Biol. Inst.,
Tohoku Univ., Sendai.

We have previously reported the pres-
ence of different chondrogenic capacity
along the antero-posterior axis in the
developing chick leg bud in vitro . Namely
in the four fragments made by dissecting
the leg bud into four pieces in the
antero-posterior sequence (named A,B,C,D,
respectively), two central fragments (B

and C) formed large cartilaginous mass,
while anterior (A) and posterior (D) frag-
ments did not. In addition, when these
non-chondrogenic fragments were combined
and pinned together, large cartilaginous
masses were formed from A+D combinations,
but not from A+A or D+D combinations. In
the present study, we measured the amount
of the S0

4
incorporation into S-GAG and

the final DNA content as markers of chon-
drogenesis and growth, respectively.

Several combined fragments were
cultured on a membrane filter with
5uCi/ml Na? S0 4

containing medium.
The results showed that; 1 )The A+D com-

binations resulted in higher S-GAG synthe-
sis and final DNA content than A+A or D+D
in stage 18 and 21 leg buds (P<5%).
2)Chick-quail chimera explants showed that
the cartilage formed from A+D combination
was largely of fragment A origin. 3)Re-
moval of ectoderm from the leg bud inhib-
ited the increase observed in A+D combina-
tion. These results consist with in vivo
extra digits formation after ZPA grafting.

DB 163

LATE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FRESHWATER PLANA-
RIAN, Bdellocephala brunnea .

T. Sakurai. Cent. Res. Lab.
Col., Fukushima.

Fukushima Med.

To make a normal developmental plate of
the freshwater planarian, 13. brunnea , the
author has already reported its early de-
velopment. The present study reports the
late development, from the formation of the
definitive pharynx to that of genital or-
gans after hatching. During 5-7 day af-
ter oviposition, the definitive pharynx was
formed. From 8-9 day, the spherical body
of embryo became flattened extending along
the long axis. The intestine forked into
two branches posteriorly to the pharynx and
ventro-laterally initiated the formation
of the diverticula. Within the embryonic
cell mass of the frontal tip, the brain ap-
peared, from which later the nerve cords
extended to the hind part. After 12 day,
the formation of the definitive epidermis
was initiated by the invasion of rhabdite-
forming cells into the secondary epidermis.
A few days before hatching, influx of un-
differentiating cells into the intestinal
area, full of yolk cells, occurred, and af-
ter the definitive intestine was construc-
ted by differentiation of the influx cells.
The genital organs were formed; the ovary,
testis, copulatory organ, and yolk gland
in that order. The present study reveals
that the morphogenetic pattern of the late
development was very similar to that of re-
generation in many respects.

DB 165

STUDIES ON CEREBELLAR HYPOPLASIA IN
JAUNDICED RATS: DIFFERENCES OF PURKINJE
CELLS BETWEEN LOBULES VII AND X.
H.Keino, S.Aono, E.Aoki and S . Kashiwamata

.

Dept. Perinatol. Inst. Dev. Res., Kasugai.
Homozygous jaundiced Gunn rats of

Sprague-Dawley strain ( SDGRs ) show a high
plasma bilirubin concentration throughout
life and also a marked hypoplasia of the
cerebellum. Cerebellar lobules I to VIII
are in particular severely damaged by bil-
irubin. However, lobule X and the ventral
part of lobule IX are scarcely affected.
It is known that Purkinje cells include
morphologically dissimilar cell types and
lobule X differs in these types from others.
In this study, histochemical observations
were done on Purkinje cells of 30-day-old
non- jaundiced heterozygous SDGRs. Purkinje
cells showed multiformity in the stain-
ability by toluidine-blue (TB) and azocar-
min (AC) at various pH values. No stain-
ing by TB of Purkinje cells was seen in
any lobule at pH lower than 3.2. The cells
in lobule VII began to be stained at pH
3.4, while those in lobule X at pH 4.0.
On the contrary, the stainability by AC of
Purkinje cells was much stronger at acidic
pH than at alkaline pH. The cells in
lobule X were well stained by AC at pH 4.0
or lower. However, stained Purkinje cells
in lobule VII were hardly detectable at pH
4.0 and recognized at pHs lower than 3.6.
These results suggest that Purkinje cells
in lobule VII may contain more acidic
materials than those in lobule X.
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DB 166

EYE DEVELOPMENT IN MICROPHTHALMIC-CATARACT,
AN AUTOSOMAL RECESSIVE MUTANT IN THE MOUSE.
Y.K. Takeuchi and I.K. Takeuchi. Anat.
Lab., Gifu Coll. Med. Technol., Seki, and
Dept. Embryol., Inst. Develop. Res., Aichi
Prefec. Colony, Kasugai.

A male mouse displaying both microph-
thalmia and cataract was obtained in the
offspring of pregnant ICR mouse treated
with 10 mg/kg methylnitrosourea on gesta-
tional day 4. This mouse was mated with a
normal female of the same litter. No off-
spring with eye anomalies were found in Fl
generation, but a few with microphthalmia
and cataract were obtained in F2 genera-
tion. This mutation has been maintained by
sib mating, and now reached to F15 genera-
tion. By the mating test with normal ICR
mouse, this mutation is believed to be in-
herited by a single autosomal recessive
gene.

By the histological study of the embryos
on gestational days 12-14, it was shown
that the isolation of lens vesicles from
the surface ectoderm is incomplete and the
inversion and folding of inner layer of the
optic vesicles occur in the eyes of the
mutant mouse. Thus, the lens vesicles in
the mutant embryos on gestational day 14
appeared to be pressed against the corneal
epithelium. On gestational days 15-16, the
fusion of lens epithelium with corneal epi-
thelium, or the penetration of anterior
portion of lens through the corneal epithe-
lium, were observed. The lens fibers were
greatly degenerated in these lenses.

DB 168

EFFECT OF HALOTHANE GAS ON THE HATCHED CHICKEN.

ON THE RECOVERY OF LIVER DAMAGE BY SH0SAIK0T0 (2)

H.HASEGAWA, H.TANAKA and K.NONOYAMA. Biol. Lab.,

Aichi Univ. Educ, Kariya.

The authors found that Shosaikoto, an oriental

medical agent, effectively aided recovery of the

damaged chicken liver. Clinically, the determination

of serum GOT.GPT and J'-GTP were used for the dia-

gnosis of liver disease. The authors adopted this

methods for the diagnosis of chicken liver damage

and investigated the progress of liver damage by

halothane gas treatment, and the recovery process

of the damaged liver to Shosaikoto administration
to the gas treated chicken with scanning electron
microscopically. The serum GOT value of the hatched
chicken anesthetized with halothane gas for 96 hours
was 384 IU/L unit. The GOT value of the chicken at
the 8th day after being anesthetized and Shosaikoto-
administered was 348, 14th; 310 and 25th; 261. The
decrease of GOT values indicated the recovery from
the liver damage of the chicken owing to Shosaikoto
administered, as compared with the control, non-
anesthetized chicken, was 208. The values of GPT
were 6, 4, 7 and 2, respectively. These values were
not so different from the control 3 each other.
Almost the same results were obtained for the values
of J'-GTP as follows: 30,20,26,30, with the control
at 35 MIU/ML unit respectively. In the liver cell
of the hatched chicken treated with halothane gas
for total 96 hours, the destraction of mitochondria,
nucleus membrane and double membrane structure were
recognized using scanning electron microscope.
Although in the hatched chicken liver administered
medicine Shosaikoto, the destraction of cell and
disse cavity were not observed.

DB 167
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MELANIZATION AND SCALE
TYPE IN THE FLOUNDER.
N. Makino 1

, S. Kikuchi 2 and T. Toyama 3
.

1-Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Chiba Univ.,
Chiba, Kominato Mar. Lab., Fac. of Sci.,
Chiba Univ., Amatsu-Kominato, Chiba and
3 Fish Breeding Ctr. of Chiba Pref.,
Katsuura.

Floumier is characterized by unique bi-
laterally asymmetrical flat body. In ocular
side melanophores well develope while non-
ocular side lacks it. Asymmetric character-
istics between both side are not only pig-
mentation but also scale type; ctenoid
scale in ocular side and cycloid scale in
non-ocular side. Recently various species
of the flatfish, Pleuronectiformes , were
farmed in every corner of the world. Under
hatchery condition, however, hatchery-rear-
ed flounder or other kinds of flatfish show
more or less appearance of disorder of pig-
mentation. In this year in a group of
breeded flounder abnomally pigmented indi-
viduals appear at high percentage. They are
also melanized in non-ocular side in the
same way as ocular one (ambicoloration )

.

Their melanization progressed at the same
time in both side. After melanization
scales began to appeared around lateral
line and first both sidewere covered with
cycloid scales. Secondary they changed into
ctenoid type about together. It seems that
dif feretiation of melanophores induces
maturation of scales from cycloid type into
ctenoid type in the flounder.

DB 169

THE QUANTITY OF RELEASED GAMETES OF THE
ASCIDIAN, HALOCYNTHIA RORETZI , AND LIGHT
CONDITIONS^

2 x
T.Numakunai, Z.Hoshino and S.Kajiwara,
IMar. Biol. Stat., Tohoku Univ.j Asamushi,
Aomori, 2Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Educ,
Iwate Univ., Morioka

Animals, which belong to one(Type C) of
three intra-specific groups of the ascidi-
an, Halocynthia roretzi , don't spawn under
continuous light condition(LL) . When they
were transferred to the natural light cycle,
the quantity of released gametes increased
according to days of LL. Namely, the quan-
tity of gametes released from animals which
were kept under LL for two days was about
three times as much as that released from
animals under one day's natural light cycle.
This fact suggests that animals under LL
prepare gametes to be released every day.
When gonads before spawning time are iso-
lated from animals under the natural light
cycle, gametes are discharged immediately
after isolating. The quantity of gametes
released from the isolated gonads of ani-
mals which were kept under LL showed the
same tendency as the intact animals did.
When, however, the gonad was isolated with-
out transferring to the natural light cycle,
little quantity, or a small quantity of ga-
metes was released. From these results it
is considered that light conditions are re-
lated not only to the gamete release, but
also to the final step of completing ga-
metes to be released.
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DB 170

RETINAL ISOMERS IN THE GANGLION OF THE
ASCIDIAN, HALOCYNTHIA RORETZI .

S . Kaj iwara-L, S.Tamotsu^ and T. Numakunai 1
.

iMar. Biol. Stn., Tohoku Univ., Asamushi,
Aomori, 2pept. Physiol., Hamamatsu Univ.
Sch. Med., Hamamatsu.

The photoreceptive cite of the adult
ascidian has not been detected whereas many
investigators have clearly shown that
ascidians release their gametes at definite
time in response to light . A large soli-
tary ascidian, Halocynthia roretzi , was ex-
amined if it has the chromophore of the
photopigment . To detect the retinal iso-
mers, the retinaloxime method with the high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
was applied to some crude tissues, ganglion,
connective tissue surrounding ganglion,
epidermis and gonoducts, from dark adapted
animals. Among them, only ganglion contains
11-cis-retinal which is the chromophore of
the visual pigment. After irradiation of
the orange light to the mince of ganglia,
11-cis-retinaloximes increase while all-
trans-retinaloximes decrease. In addition,
reverse isomerization occurs by following
irradiation of the blue light. These re-
sults suggest that the ganglion of the
ascidian has the photoreceptive system which
is based upon the isomerization of retinal
and that it contains retinochrome-like
chromoprotein.

DB 172

DIFFERENCE OF PROTEIN CONSTITUENTS IN

COLONIAL ASCIDIANS. ^
E.Hirose. T. Hirabayashi and H.Watanabe
Shimoda Mar.^ Res. Ctr.. Univ. of Tsukuba.
Shimoda and Biol. Sci . . Univ. of Tsukuba.
Ibaraki

.

Difference of the total protein
constituents in the colonial ascidian,
Botryl loides si mod ens is was analyzed by
two-dimensional gel electrophoresis to find
chemical bases of fusibility between
strains. Clonal colonies of each strains
were used. Strains were collected from
the same locality and the relationship
between the strains were tested by the
fusion experiments to find out their
genotypes for allogeneic recognition.

About 300 spots were detected with
similar distribution patterns on gels. In
all case of strain combinations, the
similarity index was more than 0.98. A
close examination of patterns gave
reproducible differences in three regions.
Tow of them were found between the strains
that had the same genotypes of fusibility.
So, these straines may be classified as
different clones. Probably they might have
the same alleles by chance, and we consider
these two regions have no relation to the
fusibility. The last one of three is now
under investigation to find out the
significance in the fusibility. Other
small differences which were found
sometimes were either too faint to analyze
or not reproducible in repeated trials.

DB 171

REGULATORY ELEMENTS OF SELF STERILITY IN
CIONA GAMETES (ASCIDIACEA)

.

K. Kawamura, H. Fujita and M. Nakauchi.
Dept. Biol., Fac. Sci., Kochi Univ., Kochi .

We have examined how many obstacles are in-
volved in self sterility of Ciona intestin-
alis gametes. First, we selected self-fer-
tile animals from natural population and
compared the time required for their self-
ing with that required for nonself fertil-
ization. One minute was sufficient for non-
self gametes to fertilize, while it took
about 30 minutes for self fertilization
ratio to attain a plateau. The result shows
that even in self-fertile animals there ex-
ists an obstacle to delay the establishment
of fertilization. Egg-suspending seawater
as such could activate sperm but a long in-
cubation for 3 minutes made sperm sterile.
Thus, the egg water is the second possible
candidate for self fertilization obstacles.
It was heat-stable and dialyzable, but egg
water prepared from fertilized eggs was in-
effective. Next, eggs were made follicle-
free by Ca-free EDTA or glycerination. In
most cases, sperm could bind well to the
vitelline coat (VC) of self as well as non-
self eggs but they soon lost the motile
activity and became deformed on the self
VC. Acidic seawater-extracted eggs, which
show high ratios of self fertilization (

Morgan, 1939) , permitted self sperm to keep
the high motility on the VC. Thus, the
third obstacle of self fertilization is an
acid-sensitive factor that may inactivate
or kill only self sperm specifically.

DB 173
TilE ORIGIN OF THE GBRMIMAL PLASM IN ANURAN
AMPHIBIANS.
K. Takamoto. Inst, of Biol., Kyoto Pref.
Univ. of Medicine. Kyoto.

In order to obtain a comprehensive in-
formation about the origin of the germinal
plasm of anuran amphibians, ovarian oocytes
of various species ( Rana catesbeiana . R.ru-
gosa , Hyla arborea japonica ) were examined"
by light and electron microscopy. In pre-
vitellogenic oocytes of R. catesbeiana .

there is a perinuclear ring, which is foci
of proliferating mitochondria, interspersed
with several small aggregates and generally
a larger single dense mass. The larger dense
mass actively sends mitochondrial arrays to
the peripheral cytoplasm to form a distinc-
tive subcortical area, which is restricted
to one area of the oocyte surface, 'ihe
larger dense mass seems to be a structure
corresponding to the rsalbiani body in
Xenopus oocytes. Numerous germinal granules,
which are composed of electron dense granu-
lofibrillar material, are exclusively found
within the subcortical mitochondrial mass
as well as in the larger dense mass and
mitochondrial arrays. In previtellogenic
oocytes of all the species investigated in
the present study, a prominent organelle
mass, which mainly consists of mitochond-
ria and germinal granules, is regularly
found to be localised in one segment of
peripheral cytoplasm of late previtelloge-
nic oocytes forming a distinctive area,
suggesting that the germinal plasm has a
similar origin in anuran oogenesis.
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DB 174

ULTRASTRUCTURAI OBSERVATIONS ON THE
MIGRATORY PRIMORDIAL GERM CELLS IN THE
LIZARD EMBRYO (TAKYDROMUS TACHYDROMOIDES )

T.Oka. Dep. of Biol., Fac . of Educ
.

,

Tokyo Gakugei Univ., Tokyo

The primordial germ cells (PGCs) during
the migration were observed with a light
and an electron microscopy in Takydromus
embryos incubated at 25° C. In four day old
embryos (stage 28), most of the PGCs were
found in the hind gut epithelium and in the
dorsal mesentery, some of them were already
located in the genital ridges. With a light
microscopy, the PGCs were easily identified
by the characteristics of the large nuclei
with peculiar nucleoli and "paranucleolar
mass" and of the numerous lipid droplets
and yolk granules. At the ultrastructural
level, the cytoplasm of the migratory PGCs
contained conspicuous membrane-bounded
cluster of particles. These particles may
be glycogen particles by their density and
size (approximately 30 nm in diameter).
During the migration from the mesentery to
the genital ridges, the PGCs were usually
irregular in shape with pseudopods and
villi like cytoplasmic processes. These
features suggest that the PGCs in Takydro -

mus migrate active amoeboid movement as in
Lacerta (Hubert, 1970,1974) and in Caretta (

Fujimoto et al . , 1979). Throughout the
migratory period, the PGCs were closely
surrounded by the electron-dense mesen-
chymal cells. No intravascular PGCs were
found in the present study.

DB 176

The CDNA CLONE OF THE mRNA REQUIRED FOR
POLE CELL FORMATION
S.Kobayashi and M.Okada. Inst. Biol. Sci.,
Univ. of Tsukuba. , Ibaraki.

In Drosophila embryos, pole cells,
which are destined for the germ line ,

are prevented from forming by uv
irradiation at the posterior pole at the
cleavage stage. Injection of mRNA
extracted from embryos at 20 min after egg
laying ( AEL ) restores the ability to
form pole cells to the uv - ir rad ia ted
embryos. But mRNA extracted from 150 min
AEL embryos does not have such restoration
activity. This may be due to the presence
of mRNA sequences required for pole cell
formation in 20 min AEL embryos and their
absence in 150 min AEL embryos. From 5.000
clones of a cDNA library, prepared from
mRNA of 20 min AEL embryos, we selected
100 cDNA clones that hybridized more
dominantly to mRNA from 20 min AEL embryos
than to the mRNA from 150 min AEL embryos.
The mRNA sequences selected by their
hybridization with these 100 cDNA clones
induced pole cells when injected into uv-
irradiated cleavage embryos. By using this
assay , we finally screened a single clone
( pDE20.6 ) from the 100 clones. The mRNA
sequences complementary to pDE20.6 could
induce pole cells in u v - i r r ad i a ted
embryos. This indicates that pDE20.6
includes the cDNA coding the mRNA required
for pole cell formation.

DB 175

FUNCTIONAL GERM CELLS FROM THE EXPLANTS OF
SINGLE BLASTOMERES CONTAINING THE "GERM
PLASM" IN XENOPUS EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS.
K. Ikenishi. Hubrecht Lab., Utrecht, The
Netherlands and Dept. of Biol., Fac. of
Sci., Osaka City Univ., Osaka.

Single blastomeres containing the "germ
plasm" were isolated from 32-cell embryos
of Xenopus albino (ap ) or wild type, and
cultured in vitro until the corresponding
normal control embryos developed to the
neurula stage. The resulting explants
from albino were implanted into host neu-
rulae of wild type, and vice versa . Whe-
ther functional germ cells, eggs or sperm,
of donor type can be differentiated was
investigated when the operated embryos
reached to sexual maturity. The color of
eggs laid by the experimental females and
the presence or absence of melanophores in
hatched larvae from the mating of albino
females and the experimental males enabled
the donor-type gamates to be identified.

Twelve males and 12 females were survi-
ved in the experimental wild-type animals
into which the explants of albino were im-
planted. Similarly, 16 males and 14 fe-
males were survived in the experimental
albino animals into which the explants of
wild type were done. Some of those ani-
mals were demonstrated to produce the do-
nor-type eggs or sperm, and most of them
were the germ line chimera. This indi-
cates that the functional germ cells were
derived from the explants of single blasto-
meres containing the "germ plasm".

EN 1

PROLONGED EFFECTS OF THE REMOVALS OF CORPU-
SCLES OF STANNIUS AND ULTIMOBRANCHIAL
GLAND ON CA HOMEOSTASIS IN GOLDFISH.
Y. Sasayama, F. Mizutani and C. Oguro.
Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Toyama Univ.,
Toyama, Japan.

Teleosts seem to have dual hypocalcemic
systems: corpuscles of Stannius (CS) and
ultimobranchial gland (UB). In the present
study, serum mineral levels and Ca contents
of some body tissues were examined in
the goldfish which had been received fo-
llowing operations at 1.5 years before:
Stanniectomy (CSX), or ultimobranchialec-
tomy (UBX) in addition to CSX. Intact
goldfish were used as a control. Although
there was no significant difference in
serum Ca concentrations between CSX and
CSX-UBX groups, those levels were signifi-
cantly higher if compared to that of the
intact group. On the other hand, Ca con-
tents of the gill opercula was significan-
tly lower in CSX-UBX group than in other
2 groups. There was no significant differ-
ence among those 3 groups in scales, verte-
bra, muscle and liver. By checking the
completion of the operations histologi-
cally, it was known that a part of CS
and UB tissues were found in almost fishes.
However, it could not judged whether those
were left untouched at the operation,
or regenerated, or newly-emerged. There-
fore, the mild disorders on calcium metabo-
lism observed in the operated fishes may
be vestigers of serious influences of
the removals of those hypocalcemic organs.
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EN 2

CALCITONIN- IMMUNOREACTIVE CELLS FOUND
IN EXTRA-ULTIMOBRANCHIAL AREA IN THE SALA-
MANDER, HYNOBIUS NIGRESCENS.
Y. Sasayamal. K. Matsudal, C. Oguro 1 and
A. Kambegawa?. 'Dept. of Biol., Fac. of

Sci., Toyama UNiv. , Toyama. 2 Dept. of
Obstet. and Gynecol., Fac. of Med., Teikyo
Univ. , Tokyo.

_

Calcitonin (CT) is secreted from ultimo-
branchial gland (UB) in sub-mammalian
vertebrates. We reported previously that
in the present species CT activity of
UB is extremely low in rat assay, and
that CT-positive cells exist in the adult
brain as well as in UB. Recently, on the
way to study UB of the larval stages in
this species with PAP method, we found
that CT-immunoreactivity is observed in
the upper parts of digestive tract and
trachea. Those CT-positive cells were
found dispersed in pharynx, esophagus,
stomach and the approach to trachea. Posi-
tive reaction to CT antiserum appeared
synchronously in UB cells and cells in
extra-UB when the hind limb primodia prot-
ruded. With progress of larval development
and metamorphosis, the number of CT-posi-
tive cells increased in these regions.
The total number of those cells was compa-
rable to that of CT-positive cells in
UB, or sometimes exceeded it in the latter
half of metamorphosis. These facts are
interesting for considering the peculiarity
of the Ca homeostasis in the present spe-
cies.

EN <J

ULTIMOBRANCHIAL GLAND OF THE CRAB-EATING
FROG, RANA CANCRIVORA .

C. Ogurol, T. Harumil, S. Sasayamal and
T. Hirano2. iDept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci.,
Toyama University, Toyama. 2ocean Res.
Inst., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

The crab-eating frog, R. cancrivora has
been known as the only species of amphi-
bians that can tolerate to sea water. The
materials used in the present study were
collected from the ponds (Na:1196, K:49,
Ca:49, Mg: 1 69mg/1 00ml ) locating close to
the coast of the Gulf of Siam.

In the present study, histological
observation on the ultimobranchial gland
(UBG) was carried out. UBG of the present
species has narrow central lumen and
developed secondary follicles. Parenchymal
cells occupy 91.6% of UBG in R. cancrivora ,

although this value in R. nigromaculata is
57.6% and in R. rugosa 88.6%. This size of
the parenchymal cells was determined by
measuring the number of nucleus in a sec-
tion of which dimension was determined.
Therefore, this value is shown by dimension
of cells on section. The values in R.
cancrivora , R. nigromaculata and R. rugosa
are 120, 56, and 58,um2, respectively. From
the observations noted above, it is sug-
gested that the UBG of R. cancrivora is
more active than that of the other species.

This may reflect the environmental
condition, especially high calcium con-
centration and high osmolarity.
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EN 5

MINERAL CONTENT OF SERUM, URINE AND TISSUE
IN RANA CANCRIVORA .

C. Ogurol
, Y. Yoshida 1

, Y. Sasayama 1 and
T. Hirano2. 'Dept. of Biol., Toyama Univ.,
Toyama, 20cean Res. Inst., Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo .

Among the lower vertebrates, the amphi-
bians have low tolerability to high envi-
ronmental salinity. The crab-eating frog
(Rana cancrivora l inhabits along the coast
of south-east Asia. This frog can tolerate
to environmental salinity about three times
higher than the limit of the other anurans
can tolerate. R. cancrivora seems to have
unique physiological and endocrinological
regulatory mechanisms among amphibians.

The writers had an opportunity to col-
lect some specimens of this species. Serum
and urine mineral concentrations were de-
termined. Present study is the first re-
port on Ca and Mg in this species.

In R. cancrivora . serum total mineral
[Na, K, Ca, Mg) concentration was 638mg/
100 ml and this was about two times higher
than that of R. nigromaculata or R. rug osa .

Serum Na concentration was 550mg/100 ml and
seems to be close to that of teleosts. In
R. cancrivora

, urine Ca and Mg concentra-
tions were higher than those in other anu-
rans. Gall bladder showed considerably
high Ca and Mg concentrations. These
values were four times higher than those
in the other anurans.

These special features in mineral con-
tent in R_. cancrivora may reflect the
environmental condition of high salinity.
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EN 6

ADRENALECTOMY IN THE SNAKE, RHABDOPHIS
TIGRINUS: DEVELOPMENT OF SURGICAL PRO-
CEDURE AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS.
C. Oguro , E. Ohba, T. Nogami § Y. Sasayama
Dept. of Biol., Toyama Univ., Toyama.

Function of the adrenal gland in the
reptile has not been completely clarified
because the surgical removal of this gland
is very difficult since in most species the
adrenal glands are intimately connected
with kidneys and/or blood vessels. Hence,
elucidation of adrenal function in the rep-
tile has been mostly done by indirect
means: use of inhibitors of corticoids syn-
theses and competitive inhibitors for cor-
ticoids, water and/or salt loading.

In the present study, method of complete
surgical ablation of the adrenal gland is

developed. The adrenal glands of Rhabdophis
tig rinus are not attached to the kidneys
but to the caval vein. The adrenal glands
were removed together with the caval veins
and the caval veins were replaced by the
polyethylene tubing. This warrants the
blood flow through the kidneys. Adrenal-
ectomized snakes showed a decrease of tole-
rability. However, adrenalectomized snakes
could survive more than two weeks under the
laboratory condition. Therefore, this by-
pass method seems to be an useful tool for
the study of adrenal function in snakes.
Adrenalectomy resulted in serum potassium

increase and serum glucose decrease, al-
though this procedure brought about
little effects on serum sodium and hemato-
crit value.

EN 8

PROLACTIN RELEASE IN BUFO JAPONIQUS
FORMOSUS AND BUFO BUFO FOLLOWING
INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OF TRH

.

K. Niinuma1

, K. Yamamoto', E. R. Kuhn, and
S. Kikuyama'. 'Dept. of Biol., Sen. of
Educ ., Waseda Univ., Tokyo. 2Zool . Inst.,
Catholic Univ. Leuven., Leuven.

In vivo effect of TRH on prolactin
release was studied in adult toads Bufo
japonicus formosus and Bufo bufo .

Injections were made into the canulated
vena abdominalis around 10:00 A.M. and
blood samples were taken up to 8 hours
thereafter. Prolactin concentration was
determined by a homologous
radioimmunoassay. In both species,
prolactin levels were elevated 1 hour
after 10 .ug TRH injection, reaching
maximum (about 200% of the control value)
after 2 hours. After 8 hours, prolactin
reached control levels. In the toad
injected with 1 jug TRH, prolactin levels
were slightly elevated but the difference
was not significant. It is concluded
that TRH induces the release of prolactin
from the pituitary gland of toads in
vivo as it does in vitro.

EN 7

POSSIBLE ROLES OF PROLACTIN IN SALMONID
REPRODUCTION
T. Ogasawaral, A. Hara2 and T. Hiranol
iOcean Res. Inst., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.
2National Res. Inst, of Aquaculture, Mie.

To clarify physiological roles of
prolactin ( PRL ) in salmonid fishes, changes
in the plasma hormone levies were followed
using a homologous radioimmunoassay.
Plasma PRL was low in the SW-acclimated
juvenile rainbow trout. When the fish in
SW were transferred to FW, plasma PRL
increased in association with a reduction
in plasma Na concentration for the first
week, and then decreased to a lower level,
thus indicating an important role of PRL
during adaptation to hypo-osmotic environ-
ment. When seasonal changes of the
circulating PRL was followed in the rainbow
trout, there was a tendency toward an
increase during ovarian development. No
significant variation was seen in the male.
In mature chum salmon, a significant
increase in the plasma PRL was seen only in
the female during ascending the river.
On the other hand, when estradiol was
injected into immature rainbow trout, an
increase was seen in plasma Ca and
vitellogenin, whereas plasma PRL decreased
to undetectable level. The reduced plasma
PRL may be due to a reduction in the
secretion or an increased turnover rate.
Thus, it seems possible that PRL is
involved also in female reproduction in
salmonids

.

EN 9

CHANGES IN PRL CELLS OF FEMALE RATS AFTER
CONTINUOUS INFUSION OF DOP AM INE ( DA ) ,

SEROTONINE(5HT) OR TRH. T.Shinkai, H.Ooka,
and S.Kobayashi. Dept. of Biol., Tokyo
Metropol. Inst, of Gerontol., Tokyo.

The relation between the ul trastructure
of rat pituitary PRL cells and plasma
levels of PRL, using seven-day osmotic
minipumps which were filled with a solution
of DA (1mg/d), 5HT(200ug/d) or TRH(1mg/d)
in physiological saline, was investigated.
Infusion of TRH significantly elevated PRL
levels and infusion of 5HT increased them.
Infusion of DA decreased PRL levels. Ultra-
structural ly, rat pituitary PRL cells could
be classified into 4 types by immunocyto-
chemical staining. The type-I cell had the
smallest secretory granules (SG). The type-
II cell had medial SG and slightly devel-
oped rough endoplasmic reticulum. Cyto-
plasm of the type-Ill cell was occupied
with large irregular-shaped SG. The type-IV
cell had the largest irregular-shaped
SG, and developed rough endoplasmic retic-
ulum and Golgi apparatus. In the drug-
infused pituitaries, the ratio of PRL cell
to total secretory cells was similar to
control. By infusion of 5HT and TRH, the
ratio of the type-II cell increased and
that of the type-IV cell decreased as com-
pared with control. On the other hand, no
significant differnce were observed between
DA infusion and control in proportion of
PRL cell types. It appears that there is a

close relation between increase of the
type-II cells and elevation of plasma
levels of PRL.
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EN 10

INDUCTION MECHANISMS BY PROLACTIN OF MAM-
MARY TUMOR, UTERINE ADENOMYOSIS AND PAN-
CREATIC TUMOR IN MICE.

Takao Mori 1 and Hiroshi Nagasawa 2

"Zoological Institute, Faculty of Science,
University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo and
Experimental Animal Research Laboratory,
Meiji University, Tama-ku, Kawasaki.

Prolactin (PRL) is a versatile hormone
in its physiological effects on verte-
brates. However, it is also well recog-
nized that PRL induces an abnormal prolif-
eration of the several organs in coopera-
tion with the other hormones. Namely,
PRL causes to elevate the mammary gland
DNA synthesis in mice. Acceleration of
the mammary DNA synthesis is a limiting
factor of the tumorigenesis. In uterus,
experimentally-induced hyperprolactinemia
results in an early and high incidence of
the adenomyosis. The primary cause of
development of adenomyosis is a disinte-
gration of the uterine myometrium associ-
ated with proliferation of endometrial
tissues. Furthermore, hyperprolactinemia
also induces a marked proliferation of
both endocrine and exocrine pancreatic
tissues, and then results in the hyper-
plastic lesions. All results indicate
that the high circulating levels of PRL
may be responsible for the occurrence of
abnormal proliferation of some target tis-
sues, suggesting the participation of PRL
in the genesis of lesions and tumors.

EN 12

PRELIMINARY APPLICATION OF IMMUNOAFFINITY
CHROMATOGRAPHY FOR PURIFICATION OF TSH.
H.Takasu', S. Kikuyama', S.Tanaka 2

, H.Hayashi 2

and Y.Hanaoka*. Dept. of Biol., Sch. of
Educ. , Waseda 'Univ. , Tokyo. 2 Inst. of
Endocrinol., Gunma Univ., Maebashi.

Attempt was made to purify TSH from
pituitary glands of bullfrogs, Rana
catesbeiana using HPLC and immunoaf finity
chromatography. Radioimmunoassay developed
for frog LH and FSH was employed.
Bioactivity of TSH was evaluated by
measuring T4 released from thyroid glands
of bullfrog tadpoles by the test substance
in vitro . As a starting material,
pituitary glycoprotein was prepared by
ethanol precipitation method and purified
by hydroforbic chromatography on
Phenyl-Superose. Glycoprotein thus obtained
was fractionated by anion exchange
chromatography on Mono Q, three fractions
being obtained. The unadsorbed fraction
contained LH and TSH, and the other
fractions contained LH, FSH and TSH. When
the unadsorbed fraction was applied to
affinity chromatography on a column of
immobilized monoclonal antibody against
frog-LH p subunit coupled to Sepharose 4B,
TSH rich fraction free of LH could be
obtained. Further purification of TSH with
the fraction free of LH is under way
employing cation exchange chromatography,
gel filtration chromatography and
chroma tofocusing.

EN 11

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY OF TYROSINE
HYDROXYLASE-CONTAING NEURONS IN PREOPTIC
RECESS ORGAN OF THE JAPANESE TOAD.
S. Kikuyama, K.Kawamura and I.Nagatsu.
^Dept. of Biol., Sch. of Educ, Waseda
Univ., Tokyo and Dept. of Anat., Sch. of
Med., Fuj ita-Gakuen Health Univ., Toyoake

.

In Bufo japonicus formosus , neurons in
the paraventricular organ ( PVO ) and the
nucleus infundibularis dorsalis (NID)
invariably contains monoamines such as
serotonin and dopamine. In contrast,
monoamine (dopamine) in the preoptic
recess organ (PRO) of premetamorphic and
early prometamorphic tadpoles is absent
and it appears around the onset of climax.
Immunohistochemical study was performed
to see whether the lack of dopamine in PRO
is due to the absence of tyrosine
hydroxylase (TH), dopamine-synthesizing
enzyme, or the rapid disappearance of the
monoamine. In PRO of early prometamorphic
tadpoles, no TH-containing neurons were
demonstrable by PAP method employing
antiserum against TH which was purified
from bovine adrenal glands. While in PRO
of postmetamorphic specimens,
TH-containing neurons were present.
Neurons in PVO and NID of early
prometamorphic tadpoles as well as
metamorphosed juveniles were also
TH-positive. It is concluded that in PRO
of ealy prometamorphic tadpoles dopamine
is not synthesized.

EN 13

EFFECT OF ACTH AND FROG PITUITARY
HOMOGENATE ON ALDOSTERONE LEVELS IN
XENOPUS LAEVIS
S.Iwamuro and S. Kikuyama.
Dept. Biol. Sch. Educ, WASEDA Univ.,
Tokyo 160
Plasma aldosterone levels of Xenopus

laevis ( 5-10ng/ml plasma in intact
animals ) declined 1 hour after removal
of anterior hypophysis and remained low (

l-2ng/ml plasma ) throughout 8 days of
experimental period. Administration of
porcine ACTH ( 0.5-50mU ) enhanced plasma
aldosterone levels dose-dependently . The
levels reached maximum 20 minutes after
injection and declined to the control
levels 24 hours after injection.
Significant difference in the aldosterone
levels was noted between the animals
deprived of anterior hypophysis and those
deprived of total hypophysis, as
mesuared 5 days after operation, the
levels being lower in the latter (

1.97±0.26 vs 0.68±0.12 ng/ml plasma ).
Homogenate of anterior lobes and of
neurointermediate lobes of Xenopus
exhibited an equipotent activity in
elevating aldosterone levels. The results
indicate that in Xenopus aldosterone
levels are highly dependent on the
anterior pituitary gland, presumably on
ACTH, and that neurointermediate lobe
also posseses a factor(s) which
stimulates aldosterone secretion and is
released at least when anterior lobe is
lacking.
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en m
PRESENCE OF CHONDROITIN SULPHATE
SYNTHESIS-PROMOTING FACTOR IN THE PLASMA OF
XENOPUS TREATED WITH AMPHIBIAN GROWTH
HORMONE.
T.Kobayashi . , M.Okawa and S.Kikuyaraa Dept.
of Biol., Sch. of Educ, Waseda Univ.,
Tokyo.

Injection of highly purified bullfrog
growth hormone (fGH) into hypophysectomized
Xenopus juveniles enhanced chondroitin
sulphate (ChS) synthesis in the
xiphisternal cartilage dose-dependently , as
measured by the uptake of [

3

5

s ] sulphate in
vitro . Plasma samples were prepared from
hypophysectomized Xenopus which had been
injected with fGH. Xiphisternal cartilage
pieces were incubated in 67% Eagle's medium
containing 10% plasma samples. The plasma
samples from specimens received 5,10 and
20ug fGH enhanced ChS synthesis by the
cartilage by 20,60 and 120% of the control
value, respectively. GH added to the medium
showed no apparent effect on ChS synthesis
by the cartilage.

The results, together with those
obtained with ovine GH ( Zool . Sci., 1,

970), suggest that GH induces a

somatomedine-like factor(s) which acts on
the cartilage to enhance ChS synthesis.

EN 16

EFFECT OF BULLFROG PITUITARY GLYCOPROTEIN
ON THE FROG LIVER.
K.Kubokawa 1

, S.Ishii, Y.Kiuchi and T.Shioda.
Biol.Dep., Waseda Univ., Tokyo 160 and
?Anat. Pep. ,Teikyo Univ. Sch. Med., Tokyo 173

We previously reported that highly
purified bullfrog FSH and LH could bind
specifically not only to the testis but
also to the liver of amphibians. They also
increased the cAMP concentration in slices
and culture cells of the bullfrog liver.
To find the role of amphibian hepatic
gonadotropin receptors, we injected 4 ug/g
b.w. of a bullfrog pituitary glycoprotein
preparation (GP) to hypophysectomized
male frogs (.Rana breyj poda porosa) daily
for 5 days in November and also in May.
Other groups were injected with 10 ug/g b.w.
of estradiol (E2) or sesami oil (control)
three times for 5 days. In the Novemoer
frogs GP and E2 significantly increased the
liver weight. Hepatocytes of both GP- and
E2-treated animals showed hypertrophy and
eosinophilic granules in their cytoplasm
increased. In the May frogs, GP decreased
the liver weight siginificantly , reduced
the hepatocyte size, increased eosinophylic
cytoplasm, and induced loss of electron-
lucent spots and lamellar rough surface
endoplasmic reticula in the cytoplasm which
were abundant in the control- and especial-
ly E2-treated animals. Thus, we demon-
strated that GP , presumably gonadotropin,
induced morphological changes of the male
frog liver directly or indirectly, and the
effects differed by season.

EN 15

ESTABLISHMENT OF RADIOIMMUNOASSAYS OF TOAD
( BUFO JAPONICUS ) GONADOTROOPINS AND ANNUAL
CYCLE OF PLASMA FSH and LH LEVELS IN A
WILD TOAD POPULATION
Masanori Itoh and Susumu Ishii
Biology Department, School of Education,
Waseda University, Nishi-Waseda, Tokyo 160

Two groups of isohormones of gonado-
tropin have been isolated from toad pitui-
tary glands by Takada and Ishii (in pre-
paration) . One of them was identified as
LH from its properties, but another one
showed different chromatographic behaviors
from FSH of the other vertebrate species
including bullfrog. Using antisera raised
against these two types of toad gonadotro-
pins, we established radioimmunoassay meth-
ods for toad FSH-like hormone and LH . The
level of FSH-like hormone in plasma of male
toads increased in early summer, when the
testicular weight increased. The level was
high until February and decreased in March,
the month of breeding. The plasma LH level
in males had two peaks, the highest one in
March and a small one in November, coincid-
ing the peaks of plasma androgen level pre-
viously reported. In females, both hor-
mones showed similar changes with those in
males exept that a high level of FSH-like
hormone continued until March and there was
a small peak of LH in July. FSH-like hor-
mone may be true FSH. Different secretory
pattarns of two hormones suggest that FSH
and LH play different roles in the toad as
in higher vertebrates.

EN 17

INHIBITORY FACTOR(S) SECRETED FROM SERTOLI
CELLS ON LH BINDING TO LEYDIG CELLS IN
CULTURE.
M.Takase, K.Tsutsui and S.Kawashima.
Zoological Institute, Facalty of Science,
Hiroshima University, Hiroshima.

Interaction between Leydig and Sertoli
cells in culture on LH binding was exam-
ined. Leydig cells and Sertoli cells were
dissociated from the testes of 19-21 -day
old C57BL/6Ncrj mice. These cells were sep-
arately cultured in a chemically defined
medium for 7 days. 131i_lh binding was de-
tected only in Leydig cell preparations,
and l3 1i-FSH preferentially bound to
Sertoli cell preparations. Kd for 131i-lh
binding with Leydig cells was 7.5x10 _ 10m
and that for 1 31i-FSH with Sertoli cells
was 2.5x1 0~9m. Co-culture of Leydig and
Sertoli cells inhibited the binding of LH
to Leydig cells. The binding was 34.9% of
that to leydig cells cultured alone. When
the Sertoli cell-cultured media (SM) were
used as the culture media of Leydig cells,
LH binding to Leydig cells decreased to
17.4% of the controls. Control binding was
measured in Leydig cells cultured in the
Leydig cell-cultured media (LM). There
were no differences in the survival and
percentage of cells showing 3I3-HSD activity
between SM- and LM-cultures. These results
suggest that some factor (s) secreted from
Sertoli cells in culture inhibits the bind-
ing of LH to Leydig cells and Leydig cell
function

.
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POSITIVE COOPERATIVE EFFECT OF FSH ON THE
SPECIFIC BINDING OF LH TO THE TESTICULAR
RECEPTOR IN THE BULLFROG
H.Yamanouchi and S.Ishii. Dept. of Biol.,
School of Edu., Waseda Univ., Tokyo.

In the bullfrog testis, both FSH and
LH share the same specific binding sites.
When tested independently, each hormone has
the same affinity to the sites. However,
in competition experiments with heterologous
combinations of FSH and LH labeled and
nonlabeled, we have found that the competi-
tion curve of FSH against labeled LH is not
parallel with the curve of LH against
labeled LH , the slope being far less steep
in the former.

By constructing theoretical competition
curves with the aid of a microcomputer, we
found that the following nonlinear positive
cooperativity model between heterologous
ligands can explain the less steep competi-
tion curve completely:

B _ Ro-B
F Ke+(Kf-Ke) (B/Ro) x

x=1.45-, Ke=0.53nN Kf=Ke/1200

We further confirmed applicability of
this model by association experiments. The
association speed of labeled LH under the
presence of FSH was faster than that under
the presence of LH , and the difference was
larger at higher concentrations of non-
labeled hormones. Physiological signifi-
cance of this phenomenon is discussed.

EN 20

MCH-IMMUNOREACTIVE NERVE TERMINALS IN THE
NEUROINTERMEDIATE LOBE OF RAINBOW TROUT.

N. Naito 1
, Y. Nakai 1 and H. Kawauchi 2

1. Dept. of Anat.Showa Univ., Tokyo.
2. Sch.of Fish. Sci .Kitasato Univ., Iwate.

Melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH)-
immunoreactive nerve terminals were
examined, at electron microscopic level,
in the neurointermediate lobe of the
pituitary of rainbow trout using
homologous MCH antibody with preembedding
PAP method.

In the MCH-producing hypothalamic
neurons and their fibers in the pituitary,
MCH-immunoreactivity was specifically
detected in secretory granules of 90-250
nm diameter. In the neurohypophysis, it
was revealed that MCH-positive fibers
terminated on the basal lamina around the
vascular spaces or on the pituicytes with
synaptoid contact. In addition, between
the pars intermedia cells, we could detect
fibers, immunoreactive for MCH, derived
from the neurohypophysis penetrating the
basal lamina. Nerver terminals of these
MCH-fibers were seen in direct synaptoid
contact with the melanotrophs and the
interstitial cells. These observations
suggest that MCH in the rainbow trout
pituitary may play important roles not
only as a systemic hormone, but also as
neuromodulator (s ) for controlling
activities of the pars intermedia cells.
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HORMONAL REGULATION ON THE INCREASE IN

FOLLICLE-STIMULATING HORMONE (FSH) RECEP-
TORS DURING TESTICULAR DEVELOPMENT.
K. Tsutsui 1

, K. Kawamoto2 and S. Kawashima 1

'Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci., and 2Dept. of Neurosurg.,

Sen. of Med., Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima

Although knowledge has been accumulated in mam-
mals that the number of FSH receptors increases dur-

ing testicular development, there is no experimental

evidence as to what induces the increase in FSH re-

ceptors. In order to settle this problem, we observed

the changes in FSH receptors after hypophysectomy
and the effect of FSH administration on the recep-

tors using prepubertal rats. Wistar/Tw male rats were
hypophysectomized at 25 days of age and the FSH
binding was examined 16 days after the operation. In

hypophysectomized rats the specific binding of FSH
per two testes was less than that of the initial con-

trols. In contrast, normal rats showed a marked in-

crease in the FSH binding per two testes during the

16-day period. Injections of NIH-FSH-P-2 (20 or 80

ug) for 5 days to hypophysectomized rats beginning

from 10 days after the operation significantly induced

a dose-dependent increase in the FSH binding per two
testes. Scatchard plot analyses showed that the

changes in FSH binding were related to those in the

number of binding sites. In addition, an increase in

FSH receptors in normal rats was accompanied by an

increase in plasma FSH. These results suggest that

FSH induces its own receptors in the developing
testis of rats.
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EFFECTS OF NEUROHYPOPHYSIAL HORMONES IN
THE DOUBLY PERFUSED BULLFROG KIDNEY.
M. Uchiyama and T. Murakami. Dept. of Oral
Physiol., Nippon Dental Univ., Niigata.

Methods for perfusing the two circu-
lations, the dorsal aorta and the renal
portal veins, have been used in renal
physiology. In the present study, this
method was adopted to clarify the effects
of arginin vasotocin (AVT) and mesotocin
(MT) on renal functions in the bullfrog,
Rana catesbeiana. Bullfrog kidneys were
perfused i_n situ with aerated amphibian
Ringer's solution containing glucose,
glycine, alanine and dextran at constant
pressure. In vivo arterial, renal portal
venous and postcaval pressures were
measured. In the subsequent perfusion
experiments, perfusion pressures were
measured by connecting transducers to the
perfusion line. AVT infusion from the
artery decreased urine flow rate and
outflow, while that from the renal portal
vein decreased urine flow rate only. MT
infusion from the artery increased GFR,
urine flow rate and sodium excretion and
slightly increased outflow. MT given
through the renal portal perfusion did not
show any consistent effects. These results
indicate that AVT and MT act directly in
the doubly perfused bullfrog kidney. It is
also suggested that AVT produces the
glomerular and the tubular antidiuresis
and MT induces the glomerular diuresis
rather than the tubular one.
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EFFECTS OF ORAL HYPERTONIC SALINE ON GENE
EXPRESSION OF NEUROHYPOPHYSIAL HORMONES
IN THE RAT HYPOTHALAMUS
M. Fujiwara , S. Hyodo , M. Sato and
A. Urano . Dept. of regulat . Biol., Fac.
of Sci., Univ. of Saitama, Urawa, Tokyo
Res. Lab., Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co., Machida.

Effects of oral 2% hypertonic saline on
gene expression of vasopressin (AVP) and
oxytocin (OXT) neurons were determined by
in situ hybridization (ISH), immunohisto-
chemistry (IHC) and cytometry after 0, 2,
4 and 7 days of treatments. The ISH
method used in this study can discriminate
AVP mRNA from OXT mRNA . AVP mRNA levels
in the supraoptic nucleus (SON) were in-
creased chronically 2 days after the start
of the treatment, but not in the paraven-
tricular nucleus (PVN) . OXT mRNA levels
in both the SON and the PVN were raised
phasically with the peak at the 2nd day of
the treatment. AVP and OXT neurons in
both nuclei showed significant hypertrophy
also 2 days after the start of the treat-
ment. Immunoreactivity of AVP in both nu-
clei was decreased by 7-day treatment,
while that of OXT was little affected.
These results suggest that the AVP neurons
in the SON, in which synthesis and secre-
tion of AVP seems to be chronically acti-
vated by oral hypertonic saline, are prin-
cipally responsible for osmotic regula-
tion, and that OXT neurons may have some
roles in regulation of blood osmolarity.

EN 24

RESPONSES OF FMRF AMIDE I MMUNOREACTI VE
CELLS TO PHYSIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE SUBSTANCES.

H. Takayanagi and N. Takeda, Dept. of
Biol., Fac. of Sci., Toho Univ., Funabashi.

FMRF amide immunoreactive cells in the
central nervous system of Achat ina f ul ica
have been detected by the PAP method.
Effects of physiologically active
substances, such as dopamine (DA),
serotonin (5-HT), met-enkephal in (MEN),
oxytocin (OXT) and arg-vasopressin (AVP) on
FMRF amide cells were examined _i_n vitro .

The ganglia were cultured respectively with
physiological saline containing these
active substances at a concentration of 10
-5 M for 4 hr at 23 °C in the CO2 incubator.
When the cerebral ganglia were cultured in
the media containing these active
substances, FMRF amide cells were newly
appeared in the middle part. By treating
with the media containing 5-HT and DA, the
number of FMRF amide cells increased in the
medial part of the cerebral ganglion. On
the contrary, by the same treatments, the
number of FMRF amide cells decreased in the
sube sophagea 1 ganglion. However, by
treating with AVP, the number of FMRF amide
cells increased in the medial, middle and
lateral parts of the pedal ganglion. These
results suggest that the production of FMRF
amide is concerned with these
physiologically active substances, in
particular with DA and AVP.

EN 23

NEUROSECRETION AND SPERMATOGENESIS IN
THE LEECH, ERPOBDELLA, LINEATA. ( II )

K.OKA' and N. TAKEDA1
. 'Biol. Lab., Toho

univ. Sen. of Med., Tokyo and 3 Dept. of
Biol., Fac. of Sci., Toho univ.,
Funabashi

.

The central nervous system in the
leech, Urpobdella lineata, consists of
21 pairs of cell compartments. Among
them, only «C -cell in cell
compartment 11 showed seasonal
changes. In winter, the cytoplasm of
»(_-cell stained markedly with aldehyde
fuchsin ( AF ) and AF-positive
materials were observed not only in
the cytoplasm but also in the axon.
However, from spring to early autumn,
their stainability reduced. In this
season, on the other hand, germ cells
in testes developed actively but they
scarcely advanced in winter. To know
the action of the neurohormone,
decapitation experiments were carried
out. As a result, the decapitation
induced the acceleration of
spermatogenesis. From these results,
the neurohormone is suggested to be
released continually from 4. -cell
during winter and act on the testes as
a inhibiting hormone.
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PHYLOGENETIC DETECTION OF OXYTOCIN- AND
VASOPRESSIN-IMMUNOREACTI VE CELLS IN
INVERTEBRATES.
J.Mizuno and N. Takeda. Dept. of Biol., Fac.
of Sci., Toho Univ., Funabashi.

Detection of oxytocin (OXT)- and Arg-
vasopressin (AVP)-immunoreactive cells was
performed phy logene t ica 1 1 y by the PAP
method in the central nervous system of
invertebrates. Both OXT- and AVP-cells
were detected in the nerve cells including
neurosecretory cells of Hydra
magnipapillata of Coelenterata , Neanthes
j aponica and Pheret ima communissima of
Annelida, Oncidium verrucosum and Limax
margina tus of Mollusca, and Baratha
brass icae of Arthropoda. The nerve cells
including neurosecretory cells were reacted
only with AVP antiserum in Ampul lar ius
insularus , Aplysia kurodai , Bradybaena
similaris and Achatina fulica of Mollusca,
Ligia exotica , Hem iqrapsus sanguineus and
Gryllus bimaculatus of Arthropoda, Asterina
pectinifera of Ec h i node r m a t a , and
Halocynthia roretz i of Protochordata. On
the contrary, neither OXT- nor AVP-immuno-
reactivities were found in the central
nervous system of Bipa 1 ium sp. of Platy-
helminthes, and Procambarus clarki i and
Hel ice tr idens of Arthropoda. From these
results, OXT- and AVP - i mmunor eac t i ve
substances were shown to be present not
only in vertebrates but also in
invertebrates. These peptides seem to be
introduced to these invertebrates at an
early stage of phylogenetic history.
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PHYLOGENETIC DETECTION OF SEROTONIN-IMMUNO-
REACTIVE CELLS IN THE CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM OF INVERTEBRATES.
K. Fujii and N. Takeda
Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Toho Univ.,
Funabashi

.

The localization of serotonin (5-Hydro-
xytryptamine; 5-HT)-immunoreactive cells in
the central nervous system of invertebrates
was examined phylogenet ically by the PAP
method. Animals used were as follows.
Hydra magn ipapi 1 la ta of Coe lentera ta

,

Bipalium sp. of Platyhelminthes , Neanthes
j aponica and Pheret ima communiss ima of
Annelida, Liqia exot ica , Procambarus
clarkii , He lice t r idens and Gryllus
bimaculatus of Arthropoda, Ampul lar ius
insularus , Aplysia kurodai , Achatina fulica
and Limax marqinatus of Mollusca, Asterina
pec tinifera of E c h i n o d e r m a t a and
Halocynthia roretzi of Protochordata. 5-HT
cells were found in most of these animals.
However, immunoreactivities were unclear in
H. magnipapillata and N_. j aponica . 5-HT
cells were shown to disperse in the central
nervous system of Bipalium and P.
communissima . On the contrary, the distri-
bution became centralized in A. kurodai , A.
fulica and L. marqinatus . From these re-
sults, serotonin cells in the central ner-
vous system of invertebrates were shown to
have a tendency to aggregate and finally to
centralize with advancing phylogenetically
higher class, such as molluscs.

EN 28

RESPONSES OF MAGNOCELLULAR NEURONS IN IN
VITRO EEL PREOPTIC NUCLEUS (PONmg) TO
ACETYLCHOLINE, CATECHOLAMINES, VASOTOCIN,
ISOTOCIN, ANGIOTENSIN, AND Na

+
.

R. Sugita and A. Urano . Dept. of Regul.
Biol., Fac. of Sci., Saitama Univ., Urawa.

Hypothalamic magnocellular neuro-
secretory cells have been considered to be
cholinoceptive , monoaminoceptive , and/or
Na+ sensitive . However, there is little
information on candidates of chemical
transmitters to the teleost neurosecretory
cells. We therefore investigated responses
of eel PONmg neurons to acetylcholine (ACh)

,

catecholamines, vasotocin, isotocin, angio-
tensin, and Na*. The hemisected brain was
placed in the recording chamber under
controlled conditions, and extracellular
unit spikes were recorded, applying test
reagents by the microiontophoretic method.
Na+ and ACh excited a considerable number
of PONmg neurons in dose-dependent manner.
The increase of discharge induced by ACh
was blocked by atropin, a muscarinic
blocker. The dorsal region of the PONmg,
where many ACh-excited neurons were found,
seems to include more Na-sensitive neurons
than the ventral region. Angiotensin I,

vasotocin, and isotocin also excited a part
of PONmg neurons. These results suggest
that, in the eel neurosecretory system,
there may be a similar neuronal circuitry
for osmoregulation as has been proposed in
the mammalian brain.

EN 27

ECDYSTEROID CONJUGATES FROM OVARIES OF
BOMBYX MORI : PURIFICATION AND PROPERTIES

1 . . 2 2Y.Fujimoto and N.IkekawaE.Ohnishi
1

Chikusa-ku,Nagoya and "Dept. of Chem. , Tokyo
Inst, of Technol., Meguro-ku, Tokyo

In ovaries of the silkworm, Bombyx mori,
6 major ecdysteroids were found as free and
conjugated forms. The chemical structures
of these ecdysteroids have previously been
reported. However, the structures of the
conjugated forms remained to be elucidated.
By the column chromatography on silica gel,
the conjugated forms could be resolved into
2 groups. One is highly polar types and the
other less polar types. The less polar
types could be eluted from the column by a
mixture of benzene-methanol (3:1 ,v/v)

.

Highly polar types could be recovered by
elution with methanol. The less polar types
were further purified by chromatography on
Sephadex LH-20, SEP-PAK C.g, and high per-
formance liquid chromatography using rever-
sed phase columns. Two conjugated ecdyster-
oids were obtained. Upon hydrolysis with
snail juice, one yielded 2-deoxy-20-hydroxy
ecdysone and the other 2, 22-dideoxy-20-
hydroxyecdysone

.
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EFFECTS OF CASTRATION ON THE VOLUME OF THE
PREOPTIC NUCLEUS AND THE AMYGDALA IN THE
JAPANESE TOAD (BUFO JAPONICUS)

.

Y. Fujita, Y. Jokura, S. Takami and
A. Urano Dept. of Regulation Biology,
Fac. of Science, Saitama University, Urawa

In anuran amphibia, the anterior part
of the preoptic nucleus (APON) is consider-
ed to be a triggering center of male mate
calling. In the toad, the volumes of sexu-
ally dimorphic nuclei, such as the APON,
the amygdala pars medialis (Am) and later-
alis (Al) , show seasonal changes which seem
to correlate with seasonal fluctuation of
plasma testosterone (T) levels. We there-
fore examined influences of T on the vol-
umes of these nuclei in toads captured in
April and September by use of castration
(GnX) and implantation of T (GnX+T) . Compar-
ed with the sham-operated toads, plasma T
levels in Sept toads were decreased by GnX
(P<0 . 05) , while those in both Apr and Sept
toads were increased by GnX+T (P<0.05). The
nuclear volumes of the Am in Sept toads
were decreased by GnX (P<0.05). Although
decreases in the volumes of the other nu-
clei in Apr and Sept toads were not sig-
nificant, they showed following tendency
in their volumes 30 days after each oper-
ation except for Al in Apr toads: GnX+T >

sham > GnX. These results suggest that the
volumes of the sexually dimorphic nuclei,
especially the Am, are T-dependent, and
that sensitivity to T of the Am neurons
changes seasonally.
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EFFECT OF NEURAL TRANSECTION OF SEPTUM ON
MASCULINE AND FEMININE SEXUAL BEHAVIORS IN

MALE RATS.
Y. Kondo, A. Shinoda, K, Ya manouchi * , and
Y. Arai*. Dept. of Psychol., Fao. of
Letters, Gakushuin univ. and *Dept. of

Anat., Juntendo univ. Sch. of Med., Tokyo.
Previously, we have reported that the

bilateral lateral septal lesions inhibit
masculine sexual behaviors and facilitate
feminine sexual behaviors in male rats. In

this report, the components of the septal
inputs or outputs which are responsible
for regulating sexual behaviors are
studied

.

Ventromedial (VMC), ventrolateral
(VLC), posterior (PC) or dorsal (DC) cut
was made in the septal area in castrated
male rats. Masculine behaviors were tested
10 and 20 days after implantation of tes-
tosterone. Then, feminine behavioral tests
were carried out 10 and 15 days after im-
plantation of estradiol-1 7B . DC suppressed
masculine behaviors, but gave no signifi-
cant effect on feminine behaviors. On the

other hand, VLC potentiated feminine be-
haviors, but no significant changes in
masculine behaviors were seen following
VLC. In the male with VMC or PC, the
activity of both masculine and feminine
behaviors was comparable to those of con-
trols. The results indicate that the dor-
sal fibers of the septum play an important
role in regulating masculine sexual behav-
iors, while the ventrolateral fibers par-
ticipate in regulation of feminine sexual
behaviors in male rats.

EN 32

SEX DIFFERENCE OF SYNAPTIC PLASTICITY TO

ESTROGEN IN THE LATERAL SEPTUM OF THE
ADULT RAT.
M. Miyakawa and Y. Arai . Dept. Anat.
Juntendo Univ. Sch. Med., Tokyo.

As well as organizational effects on

the developing brain, estrogen has been
reported to enhance synaptic plasticity in

certain regions of the adult brain where
the neural inputs are surgically tran-
sected. The present study reports that
estrogen modifies the synaptic organi-
zation of the lateral septum in adult
female rats without surgical manipulation.

Male and female Wistar rats of 9

weeks of age received implantation of 2

pieces of silastic tubing (1.6mm i.d.,
3.2mm o.d., 1.5cm long) packed with
estradiol-17/S . Four weeks later animals
were sacrificed and the neuropil of the

lateral septum was examined under electron
microscope. Axo-dendritic shaft and spine
synapses were counted differentially per
10,000 sq. urn of the neuropil. The
synaptic pattern was not different between
male and female controls. The number of

synapses of estradiol-treated females was
significantly greater than that of con-
trols. In male rats, however, the number
of synapses did not increase following
estrogen treatment. Thus, the presence of

sexually dimorphic synaptic plasticity to

estrogen was demonstrated in adult rat

septum.
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ROLE OF THE SEPTUM AND THE PREOPTIC AREA ANDROG
IN REGULATING OVARIAN COMPENSATORY GENES I

HYPERTROPHY : INHIBITION AND FACILITATION. Y. SuZ
S. Murakami, Y. Nakano , K. Yamanouchi , and of Lib
Y. Arai. Depts of Anat. and Ob-Gyn., Dept.
Juntendo Univ. Sch. of Med. Tokyo. Bunkyo

Prenat
Effects of septal or preoptic lesions to pro

on the^ development of the ovarian the mo
compensatory hypertrophy (OCH) were studied ual di

in female rats. Radiofrequency lesions perfor
were made in the medial septum(MSL), develo
lateral septum(LSL), dorsal septum(DSL) or study
dorsal preoptic area(DPOAL) in hemiovari- neurog
ectomized rats. Two weeks after the Pregna
surgery, the weights of the remaining of tes
ovary were recorded. The 0CH% in the DPOAL sesame
rats was significantly lower than that in In con
the hemicastrated controls. On the other ence i

hand, MSL facilitated the development of pogast
OCH, the mean 0CH% being significantly -old f
higher than that of controls. The 0CH% in this s

the LSL and DSL groups was comparable to increa
that in controls. These results suggest pycnot
that the medial septum plays an inhibitory day-ol
role and, conversely, the dorsal preoptic than t
area plays a facilitatory role in contra
regulating ovarian compensatory rate w
hypertrophy. Immunohistochmical studies more,
showed that LHRH immunoreactive fibers in female
the median eminence were no significant decrea
difference among the groups. This result cells
indicates that the elevation or reduction It may
of 0CH% in the MSL or DPOAL rats may not possib
be the results of a direct damage of LHRH the de
neurons in the septum and preoptic area.
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LEFT-RIGHT DIFFERENCE IN THE HYPOTHALAMIC
CONTROL OF GONADAL FUNCTION IN MALE MICE.
T.S. Nakazawa, T. Machida and S. Kawashiraa.
Zoological Institute, Faculty of Science,
Hiroshima University, Hiroshima.

Male mice of the CD-I strain were cas-
trated (bilaterally or unilaterally) at 2

or 8 months of age, and changes in the
size of neuronal nuclei in discrete re-
gions of the hypothalamus-preoptic area
(POA) and plasma levels of gonadotropins
were examined one week after operation.
Neuronal nuclei in the POA of intact mice
were significantly larger in the right
side than in the left side. This left-
right difference in the size of neuronal
nuclei persisted after bilateral or uni-
lateral castration. In the ventromedial
nucleus(VMN) and the arcuate nucleus(ARC)
of the hypothalamus, however, no signifi-
cant laterality was detected in the nucle-
ar size of neurons in either intact or
castrated animals. On the other hand,
while unilateral castration of the right
testis failed to show any changes in the
brain, bilateral castration or removal of
left testis only caused a decrease in neu-
ronal nuclear size in the POA. Plasma lev-
els of LH were increased following bilat-
eral castration or castration of left tes-
tis. These findings indicate that there is
a clear left-right difference in the neu-
roendocrine regulatory system of gonadal
function in male mice.

EN 36

ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDY ON ESTROGEN
RESPONSE OF DISSOCIATED NEURONS FROM
NEONATAL RAT HYPOTHALAMUS-PREOPTIC AREA.
H. Shimizu, M. Uchibori and S. Kawashima
Zoological Institute, Faculty of Science,
Hiroshima University, Hiroshima.

Estradiol-17fi(E2) has stimulatory effects on the
neuronal process growth in primary culture of dis-
sociated neurons from neonatal rat hypothalamus-
preoptic area. In the present study the effects of

Et on the development of cell organelles of neurons
such as the mitochondria, Golgi apparatus, endo-
plasmic reticulum and lysosome were measured by a
point counting method on electron micrographs. Per-
centage of point of each cell organelle to that of
the cytoplasm (relative area) was calculated in
neurons after 8, 16 and 24 days of culture. The
relative area of the Golgi apparatus was larger in

E2 added cultures than control cultures given no E2
at 8 days, but no significant difference from the
control values was detected in 1 6- and 24-day cul-
tures. The relative area of the endoplasmic reticu-
lum in E2~added cultures was significantly larger
than that of the controls at 8 and 24 days of cul-
ture. There were some stimulatory influence of E2
on mitochondrial relative area and inhibitory ef-
fect on lysosomal area, but the differences from
the control values were not statistically signifi-
cant. The point counting method used in the present
study could afford evidence supporting previous
findings in silver-impregnated preparations. The
enlargement of mitochondria and endoplasmic reticu-
lum by E2 may be related with the stimulatory
effects of E2 on neuronal process growth.

EN 35

MORPHOMETRIC STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF ESTRA-
DIOL-170 ON THE NUCLEAR VOLUME AND NEURONAL
PROCESS LENGTH IN THE RAT VENTROMEDIAL AND
SUPRACHIASMATIC NUCLEI.
M. Uchibori, M.Hayashibara and S .Kawashima.
Zoological Institute, Faculty of Science,
Hiroshima University, Hiroshima.

The morphogenetic effects of estradiol-
170 (E2) on the ventromedial (VMN) and supra-
chiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the hypothalamus
were studied in Wistar/Tw male rats. They
were castrated on the day of birth and were
injected subcutaneously with 10 ng E2 daily
for 10 postnatal days. On Days 11 and 31,
the volume of the VMN and SCN, and the total
process length of neurons in these nuclei
were measured. In the VMN, E2 treatment sig-
nificantly increased nuclear volume on Day
11 as compared with that of castrated con-
trols, but not on Day 31. The total process
length of neurons was greater in E2~treated
and sham-operated control rats than castrat-
ed controls on Days 11 and 31. In the SCN,
there were no significant differences in the
volume between E2"treated and castrated rats
both on Days 11 and 31. The total process
length of neurons in E2~treated and sham-
operated groups was significantly larger
than that of castrated controls on Day 31,
but no such difference was detected on Day
11. The present results showed that the
stimulation by E? on morphological parame-
ters were generally more effective in the
VMN than in the SCN, and that the growth of
neuronal processes was not always accompa-
nied by nuclear volume enlargement.

EN 37

ANNUAL DYNAMICS OF MALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
IN THE SALAMANDER, HYNOBIUS NIGRESCENS .

Masato Hasumi , Hisaaki Iwasawa and
Yoshitaka Nagahama* . Biol. Inst., Niigata
Univ., Niigata and *Lab. Reprod. Biol.,
Natl. Inst, for Basic Biol., Okazaki

.

The dynamics of spermatogenesis and
accessory sex organs were studied histo-
logically throughout the year. Testicular
weight decreased suddenly just after migra-
tion into water in March, the breeding
season in the lowlands of Niigata district,
and increased linearly from June to August.
Thereafter the weight decreased gradually
till November. Sperm release from the
testes began from the posterior lobules to
the anterior ones after migration into
water. In the active breeding period, the
remaining spermatozoa were seen in the
lobules. Active spermatogenesis was seen
in May and June, and numerous spermatids
appeared in July. Highly distended
seminiferous lobules filled with bundles of
spermatozoa were observed in August and the
succeeding autumn and winter months.
Spermatogenic wave was recognized in the
testes. The vasa deferentia (VD) were
packed with numerous spermatozoa in the
breeding season. The epithelia of VD
regressed to a minimum condition in the
summer months, and began to enlarge in
September. The cloacal glands greatly
swelled in the breeding season, regressed
in summer, and began to enlarge in
September.
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ANNUAL CHANGES IN MALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
IN BUFO JAPONICUS FORMOSUS : HISTOLOGICAL
OBSERVATION. Y. Moriguchi and H. Iwasawa.
Biol. Inst., Niigata Univ., Niigata.

Using toads from Niigata district,
the seminiferous tubules, interstitium,
Bidder's organs, ampullae of Woffian ducts,
rudimentary oviducts and thumb pads were
studied histologically throughout the year.
After the breeding season in early April,
spermatogenesis began in May. In June and
July, primary spermatocytic cysts markedly
increased in number and spermatogenesis
was most active in these months. In Sep-
tember all the stages of germinal cysts
and new sperm bundles were found. Testis
weight and the diameter of the seminifer-
ous tubules were least in April, subse-
quently increased with the proliferation
of germ cells, and reached the largest
values in September . Afterward they were
reduced with the differentiation of germ
cells into spermatozoon. The fat body was
small in April, then increased rapidly and
reached its maximum size in July. These
changes were closely paralleled by the
change in spermatogenic activity. Clearcut
annual histological changes were obserbed
in the interstitium, Wolffian duct and
thumb pad, i.e., they developed well in
April, degenerated thereafter, and redeve-
loped in October. However, no significant
annual change was observed in Bidder's
organ or rudimentary oviducts, and no clear
correlation between these organs was found.

EN 40

ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDIES ON THE EMBRYONIC
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PARS TUBERALIS IN THE
FROG, RANA TAGOI
Y.Oota. Biol. Inst

.

,

Shizuoka Univ., Shizuoka.
Fac. of Sci.

The embryonic development of the pars
tuberalis (PT) in the frog was studied.
The frog PT occurs as distinct disk-
shaped plaques on either side of the
tuber cinereum. In the premetamorphic
stages of the larvae, the plaque elon-
gates anteriorly, and the connection of
the other parts of the adenohypophysis
is lost. The PT is composed only a few
free epithelial cell mass. The vasculari-
zation of the PT is relatively poor.
Electron microscopically, the PT cells
have dark cytoplasm filled with free
ribosomes, poorly developed Golgi appara-
tus, a few endoplasmic reticulum and
large nucleus. Considerable increase in
number and volume of PT cells is demon-
strated during metamorphic stage. Two
types of PT cells are clearly identi-
fied. The most part of the PT is com-
posed of non-granulated cells. The other
cell type is granulated cells containing
secretory granules with 100-200 nm in
diameter. At the climax stage, the cytol-
ogic features of the PT are similar to
those of the adult PT. The number of
granulated cells is increased. Immuno-
cytochemically , however, the PT cells of
the larval stage are unstained by the
antisera tested.

EN 39

ULTRASTRUCTURAL CHANGES IN TESTICULAR EF-
FERENT DUCTULES TO HCG IN YOUNG, SUBADULT
AND ADULT FROGS OF RANA NIGROMACULATA .

Tohru Kobayashi and Hisaaki Iwasawa.
Biol. Inst., Niigata Univ., Niigata.

Young ( 3-month-old ) , subadult (12-month-
old) and adult frogs (1 5-month-old ) were
used as materials. These frogs were in-
jected intraperitoneally with hCG (2.0
IU/g BW) . Their testes were examined
light- and electron-microscopically 0, 20,
45, 90, min. and 15 h. after the injec-
tion. In the young frogs at this age, the
seminiferous tubules (ST) and primordia of
the efferent ductule mass (ED) which pos-
sesed common basal lamina, were developing
in all regions of the testis irrespective
of the treatment. At 45 min. after the
injection, a remarkable expansion of
ST-lumina was seen. It is conceivable that
the ED-lumina formation was induced by the
detachment of ED-cells and/or the degene-
ration of these cells. The connection
between the ST- and ED- lumina and
transportation of a few germ cells from ST
to ED were recognized at 90 min. after the
injection. Remarkable development of
Golgi complex in the ED-cells was induced
by the treatment. In adult frogs, the
ED-cells formed a definite ductule struc-
ture, and the cytoplasm was filament-rich
irrespective of the treatment. The
transportation of spermatozoa from ST to
ED and noticeable development of Golgi
complex and vacuoles were observed at 20
min. after the injection.

EN 41

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY ON THE PARS INTERMEDIA
OF THE PITUITARY IN EXPERIMENTAL POLYDIPSIA
MICE.
Y. Kobayashi, Dept. Biol. , Fac. Sci.

,

Okayama Univ. , Okayama.

Preference- and aversion-drinking were
estimated in polydipsia mice induced by the
fasting and the accompanying administration
of isotonic (5%) glucose solution, either in
varying concentrations of glucose or in
which adding with NaCl or KC1. Morphometric
study on the pars intermedia of the pitui-
tary was undertaken in terms of the % area
of r-ER, the number of immature Golgi gran-
ules per unit Golgi area and of secretory
granules per unit area of the cytoplasm.

Water consumption on day 3(% body weight
per day) was 209%, 181%, 109% and 55% in
mice given 2.5%, 5%, 10% and 20% glucose
solutions, respectively; while D.W. drinking
in the control lab chow free mice was 5.1%.
Animals given 0.45% NaCl or 0.32% KC1 in 5%
glucose solution showed preference-drinking
1967o and 1827„, respectively, similar to the
value of 5% glucose intake (181%) . In these
last three groups of copious drinking mice,
the secretory activity in cells of the pars
intermedia was significantly higher than
that of the control and further their
activities appeared to be aproximately the
same magnitude. These observations indicate
that the secretory activity of pars inter-
media cells may depend primarily on poly-
dipsia mediated alterations in body water
regulation but little on mineral balance.
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DEVELOPMENT OF CAERULEIN- AND 5-HT-
PRODUCING CELLS IN XENOPUS TADPOLE SKIN IN
VITRO .

T.Seki, S.Kikuyama and N.Yanaihara ,

Dept. of Biol., Sch. of Educ, Waseda
Univ., Tokyo, Inst, for Physiol. Sci.,
Okazaki

Considerable amount of caerulein,
cholesy s tokinin ( CCK ) -1 ike peptide and
serotonin! 5-HT) are present in granular
glands of Xenopus skin. The glands develop
from epidermis during metamorposis. We
studied the development of caerulein- and
5-HT-producing cells in the gland in vitro .

Pieces of skin taken from tadpoles at
various stages were cultured in 50% L-15,
10% FCS and 40% DDW for 6 days. Caerulein
and 5-HT in the skin were measured by RIA
using anti-CCK-10 serum and by HPLC-
fluorometric systems, respectively. The
content of caerulein and 5-HT in the skin
from St. 58-60 tadpoles markedly increase.
The degree of increase in the skin from
specimens of more advanced stages was
relatively low. I mmunohi s toche m i cal
observation of the cultured skin revealed
that immunoreactivities of caerulein and 5-

HT coexist in the rudiment of the granular
gland and in the developed gland. When p-
chlorophenylalanine, an inhibitor of 5-HT
synthesis, was added into the medium, it
suppressed the accumulation of caerulein as
well as that of 5-HT. This suggests that
there are some related mechanisms in the
synthesis and/or storage of peptides and of
amines in the amphibian skin gland.

EN 44
EFFECT OF CALMODULIN ANTAGONISTS ON
GONADOTROPIN-, CAMP- AND FORSKOLIN-INDUCED
208-HYDROXYSTEROID DEHYDROGENASE
ACTIVATION IN AMAGO SALMON GRANULOSA CELLS.
Y.Nagahama, A.Kanamori and S.Adachi. Lab.
of Reprod. Biol., Natl. Inst, for Basic
Biol. , Okazaki .

In addition to cAMP , calcium appears
to play an important role in the
gonadotropin (GTH) regulation of ovarian
steroidogenesis. Recent evidence for the
widespread role of calmodulin in the
regulation of intracellular calcium led us
to determine whether calmodulin was
involved in the responses to GTH and
agents known to raise the cellular level
of cAMP. For this purpose, three
calmodulin antagonists (TFP, W5 and W7)
were used, and the effects of these
antagonists on the chum salmon GTH- , cAMP-
and forskolin-induced enhancement of
208-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (208-HSD)
activity in the amago salmon granulosa
cells were investigated. Both TFP (10-100
uM) and W7 (10-100 uM) strongly prevented
GTH-, dibutyryl cAMP- and forskolin-
stimulated conversion of exogenous 17a-
hydroxyprogesterone to 17a, 20g-dihydroxy-
4-pregnen-3-one (17a, 206-diOHprog,
maturation-inducing hormone in amago
salmon) in a dose-dependent manner. W5
(100 uM) also inhibited 17a, 206-diOHprog
production, but was less effective than
the other two inhibitors. These results
suggest that calmodulin plays some role in
the GTH regulation of 20B-HSD activation
in the amago salmon granulosa cell.

EN 43

MET-ENKEPHALIN AND UROTENSINS IN THE CAUDAL
NEUROSECRETORY SYSTEM OF THE CARP, Cyprinus
carpio . ,

, „
C. Yaraada , S. Yamada , Y. Kuraishi J and H.
Kobayashi. Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci.,
Toho Univ., Funabashi, Dept. of Veter.
Anat., Iwate Univ., Morioka and Dept. of
Pharmacol., Fac. of Pharm. Sci., Kyoto
Univ. Kyoto.

The immunohistochemical localization of
Met-enkephalin (M-enk) in the caudal neuro-
secretory system of the carp, Cypri nus
carpio was studied. M-enk-immunoreactivity
was observed in caudal neurosecretory
cells, their fibers and the urophysis and
especially around the capillaries of the
latter. M-enk-nonreactive neurons were also
present. M-enk in the urophysis was
measured by radioimmunoassay (about
0.06 pmoles/mg)

.

The distribution of M-enk was compared
with that of urotensin I (UI) and urotensin
II (UII) by immunostaining of adjacent
sections. Colocalizat ion of UI and UII in
the same caudal neurosecretory neurons was
observed as reported previously (Arch.
Histol. Jap. 49:39-44, 1986). M-enk-immuno-
reactive neurons consistently showed UI-
immunoreactivity, although there were UI-
immunoreactive neurons unreactive toward M-
enk-antiserum. However, M-enk-immuno-
reactive neurons did not react with UII
antiserum.

EN 45

THE ROLE OF CAMP IN THE STEROIDOGENESIS OF
AMAGO SALMON OVARIAN FOLLICLES.
A.Kanamori 1 ' 2 and Y.Nagahama 2

. 'Zool.
Inst., Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo, 2 Lab. of Reprod. Biol., Natl. Inst.
for Basic Biol., Okazaki.

A steroidogenic shift occurs in the
ovarian follicles of amago salmon just
prior to oocyte maturation. Gonadotropin
(GTH) stimulates testosterone production
in the thecal layer during vitellogenic
and postvitellogenic periods. The thecal
layer only begins secreting 17a-hydroxy-
progesterone just prior to oocyte
maturation. GTH also stimulates 17a, 20g-
dihydroxy-4-pregnen-3-one production in
the granulosa layer of postvitellogenic
follicles by enhancing 208-hydroxysteroid
dehydrogenase activity. All of these
steroidogenic actions of GTH were mimicked
by agents known to raise the cellular
level of cAMP, including forskolin,
dibutyryl cAMP and the inhibitors of
phosphodiesterase. Furthermore,
regardless of the stages of follicular
development, GTH treatment stimulated cAMP
formation in both thecal and granulosa
layers. These results provide evidence
that the steroidogenic actions of GTH in
both thecal and granulosa layers depend on
increased intracellular cAMP, and further
suggest that a change in cellular events
at a step(s) subsequent to cAMP production
represents an important part of the
mechanism regulating the shift in the
steroidogenic response of the follicle
layers to GTH.
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T3-induced differentiation of the active
Na transport system across the skin of
Ambystoma mexicanum (Urodela)

.

M. Takada & K. Hara* , Dept of Physiol. &

Anat*., Saitama Medical School, Saitama.

The active Na transport system across
the skin of Ambystoma mexicanum was com-
pared in three month old larvae and ani-
mals which were metamorphosed by a single
shot of 20 pg of T3. In four-fifths of
the larvae examined, the potential differ-
ence (PD) across the skin was negligible.
At one case, the PD, the short circuit
current (SCC) , the electromotive force to
the active Na current (Ejja ) , and the re-
sistance of the active Na pathway (%ia)
were 2.4 mV, 1.4 uA/cm2

, 9.7 mV, and 6.9
k°.-cm 2

, respectively. In the larval stage,
the apical side of the epidermis was not
cornified, intercellular spaces were wide,
and the junctions were poorly developed.
In the metamorphosed animals, the PD, SCC,
ENa , and Rjga were 38.8 mV, 13.7 uA/cm 2

,

92.2 mV, and 7.2 k°. - cm2
, respectively

(means of 5 cases) . The apical side of
the epidermis of this stage was cornified,
the intercellular spaces were narrower
than those of larval stages, and the junc-
tions were well developed. The active Na
transport across A. mexicanum skin ap-
pears during metamorphosis and its in-
crease during metamorphosis may be due to
an increase in E[ja , as observed in R.
catesbeiana skin.

EN 48

ONTOGENIC CHANGES OF MULLERIAN INHIBITING
ACTIVITY IN THE EMBRYONIC QUAIL GONADS.

A.Ohuchi and T.Noumura. Dept. of Regul.
Biol., Fac . of Sci . , Saitama Univ., Urawa.

A sensitive, reliable, semiquantita-
tive iii vitro organ culture assay has been
developed to detect the presence of avian
Miillerian inhibiting substance (MIS) using
the highly susceptible Miillerian duct (Md)
of the 7-day female quail embryo. This in
vitro graded assay mimics a manner of the

-

in vivo regression in the male embryonic
Md". Timed exposure studies demonstrate
that the 7-day female Md must be exposed
to testis for 48 hours and continued to
culture for total 72 hours to be fully
expressed the regression.

The secretory pattern of MIS was
studied in the quail embryos ranging from
5 to 17 days of development. Testes of
male embryo produced a high level of MIS
during embryonic ages examined. The
highest MIS activity was detected between
6 and 9 days, corresponding to the time of
normal involution of male Md. In the
right ovary of female embryo, the activity
was little detected throughout embryonic
life, while the left ovary showed modulate
levels of activity during the last quarter
of embryonic age, when the female Md in
vivo had lost the susceptibility to MTS.

EN 47

INDUCTION OF METAMORPHOSIS IN THE LARVAL
LAMPREY. II. EFFECTS OF GOITROGENS.
Shintaro Suzuki. Dept. of Comp . Endocri-
nol., Inst, of Endocrinol., Gunma Univ.,
Maebashi.

The larval lampreys, Lampetra reissneri -

were treated with potassium perchl orate,
sodium perchlorate and thiourea. Both po-
tassium perchlorate and sodium perchlorate
induced metamorphosis, either complete or
incomplete. Complete metamorphosis was in-
duced only in larger larvae. In smaller
larvae different parts of body were devel-
oped to different stages. Potassium per-
chlorate was more effective for induction
of metamorphosis than sodium perchlorate.
Before onset of metamorphosis plasma thy-
roxine levels were very low in the treated
animals. In completely metamorphosed ani-
mals thyroid follicles were formed from en-
dostylar cells normally. However, animals
in which metamorphosis was induced incom-
pletely had transforming endostyles .Type 1

cells of the endostyle were reduced in size,
and type 2, 3, and 4 cells were hypertro-
phied. On the other hand, thiourea did not
induce metamorphosis, although plasma thy-
roxine levels were very low. The type 1

cells were extremely reduced in size and
other types of cells were hypertrophied

,

as in incompletely metamorphosed animals.

EN 49

CROWING IN JAPANESE QUAIL IS MODIFIED BY
PRESENCE OF OTHER INDIVIDUALS.
M.WADA. Dept. of Gen. Educat., Tokyo Med.
Dent. Univ., Ichikawa, Chiba 272

Motivation for crowing behavior in
Japanese quail is strictly dependent on
circulating testosterone (T) . However ex-
pression of crowing behavior is regulated
by other factors. One is a circadian
clock which gives circadian rhythmicity to
crowing. To survey other factors which
may modify expression of crowing, a male
or a female was introduced into a cage in
which a castrated and T implanted quail
occupied. The male ceased to crow when a
female was introduced into the cage, even
though the circulating level of T is high
enough for inducing crowing. Introduction
of a male also suppresses crowing. The
preoccupied male pecked the intruder, but
he never crow all the time. To exclude a
possibility that only a tactile interac-
tion suppresses crowing rather than visual
information, a mirror is placed outside
the cage in the recording box. This also
suppressed crowing in T implanted birds.
These results indicate that crowing be-
havior in males is a component of ter-
ritorial behavior, to proclaim of
himself, to attract females and to keep
contact after pairing, designated as loca-
tion call by Potash (1974), but is not
that of aggressive behavior.
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Circadian variation in melatonin release
from the eye of Japanese quail.

A. Hattori 1
, M. Wada 1 and Y. Sonoda 2

Dept. of Gen. Educ, Tokyo Med. Dent.
Univ., Ichikawa and Coll. of Agric. and
Vent. Med., Ninon Univ., Fujisawa.

Since 1958, when Lerner discovered
melatonin, it is regarded as only a pineal
gland product. However, in recent years,
this hormone has been identified in other
tissues, including the eye. Some
laboratories have reported that a rhythm
of circulating melatonin could persist
after pinealectomy in several species. It
seems possible that the eye secretes
melatonin into the general circulation.
To investigate a possible role of the eye
as a endocrine organ, we conducted follow-
ing experiments. Plasma melatonin con-
centrations were measured over 24hr from
quail held in constant light (LL)
conditions. It was extremely low or un-
detectable levels without any changes.
When the input of light to the both eyes
was intercepted by covering them with
black sheets in intact and pinealectomized
quail, melatonin release appeared with a
circadian modulation even under LL. The
rhythmic melatonin release also persisted
in birds whose optic nerve was discon-
nected and the eye was covered. These
results indicate that the eye certainly
releases melatonin and it has an en-
dogenous oscillator by itself.

EN 52

GENITAL ORGAN ABNORMALITIES AND BLADDER
HERNIA IN MICE EXPOSED NEONATALLY TO
TAMOXIFEN.
T. Iguchi, M. Hirokawa and N. Takasugi
Dept. Biol., Yokohama City Univ., Yokohama

C57BL/Tw mice given 5 daily injections
of 2, 20 or 100 ng tamoxifen from the day
of birth (Tx mice) were killed at 35 and
150 days (female) or 160 days (male) of
age. A half of female mice killed at 150
days had been ovariectomized at 90 days.
Uterine hypoplasia, myometrial involution,
suppression of the uterine gland genesis,
vaginal hypoplasia and hypospadia were
found in Tx-treated female mice. Vaginal
adenosis was encountered in 35-day-old Tx
mice but not in 150-day-old Tx mice.
Permanent proliferation of vaginal epithe-
lium was not induced by Tx . More than 80%
of oocytes in follicles were degenerated
in Tx mice at 150 days. Ovaries of Tx
mice lacking corpora lutea made no lutein-
izing response to hCG injected prepuber-
tally. Weights of testes, gubernacula,
seminal vesicles plus coagulating glands
and epididymides in Tx mice were signifi-
cantly smaller than in the controls.
Spermatogenic index in Tx mice was also
smaller than in the controls. Prolifera-
tion of fibroblasts in testis was observed
in some of Tx mice. Pubic bones of Tx
mice consisted of only cartilage cells,
having no marrow cavity. Calcification
was suppressed in such bones. Bladder
hernia with or without caecum hernia
occurred in both female and male Tx mice.

EN 51

EFFECTS OF ARTIFICIAL MANIPULATION OF
PHOTOPERIOD AND IMPLANTATION OF MELATONIN
ON ANNUAL REPRODUCTIVE RHYTHM IN THE FEMALE
JAPANESE MONKEY.
M. Nozaki 1

, K. Oshima 1 and Y. Mori 2
.

^Primate Res. Inst., Kyoto Univ., Inuyama
and 2Fac. of Agricul., Tokyo Noko Univ.,
Fuchu.

Seven sexually mature female Japanese mon-
keys were housed individually in an artifi-
cial meteorological room, where the room
temperature was fixed at 2 2°C throughout
the year, from September, 1984 to April, 19
86. This time period encompasses two breed-
ing seasons (Sep-Feb) and, in part, two non-
breeding seasons (Mar-Aug) . The monkeys
were initially exposed to short days (8L16D)
till the end of December, 1984. Several
days before the end of this period, three
monkeys were treated chronically with sc
implants containing melatonin, and another
four monkeys served as controls . There-
after, all the monkeys were exposed to
alternating four-month periods of long days
(16L8D) and short days (8L16D) . In both
groups of monkeys, the incidence of ovula-
tory cycles was not affected by the arti-
ficial manipulation of photoperiod: They
ceased ovulatory cycles in early 1985 and
started the subsequent series of ovulatory
cycles from late 1985 in accordance with
the termination and initiation of the natu-
ral breeding season. These results suggest
that the photoperiod is not the sole envi-
ronmental variable influencing the seasonal
breeding of this species.

EN 53

CHANGES IN GENITAL TRACTS OF MICE TREATED
NEONATALLY WITH ANTI -ESTROGENS

.

R. Todoroki, M. Hirokawa, T. Iguchi and
N. Takasugi, Dept. Biol., Yokohama City
Univ., Yokohama

Female ICR mice given 5 daily injections
of 200 pg tamoxifen (Tx) from the day of
birth were killed at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and
30 days of age. Mice treated neonatally
with 0.2, 2, 20 or 200 pg Tx or 200 pg/day
clomiphene (Clm) for 5 days were ovariecto-
mized (OVX) at 10 days or left intact. A
half of OVX mice were given 5 daily injec-
tions of 0.1 ug 176-estradiol (E,) from 30
to 34 days. These mice were killed at 35
days. Adenosis was encountered in the
vagina including the cervical region as
early as 5-day-old 200 pg Tx mice. The
lesions developed from 5 to 30 days.
Uterine involution and inhibition of gland
genesis occurred in 5- to 30-day-old 200 ng
Tx mice. Calcification of pubic bones in
control mice started at 10 days, however,
it was suppressed in 200 pg Tx mice but not
0.2-20 pg Tx & Clm mice. Vaginal adenosis
and myometrial involution of uterus were
also found in 35-day-old mice given 2-200pg
Tx & Clm. OVX reduced both the weight of
uteri in Tx & Clm mice and the incidence of
adenosis in Clm mice but not in Tx mice.
Prepubertal E

2
injections increased uterine

weight in all Tx & Clm mice. In addition,
the weight was increased by prepubertal
injections of Tx (2 ng/g B.W. ) . These
results suggest that anti-estrogens act as
estrogen agonists on mouse genital tracts.
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INTRACELLULAR NEUTRAL PROTEASES WHICH
DEGRADE 3 "ENDORPHIN.
M.Hara, S.Watabe, H. Kouyama, S.Tatunami,
K.Arai and N.Yago. Radioisotope Res. Inst.,
St.Marianna Univ.Sch.of Med., Kawasaki.

Crayfish midgut gland contains B-endor-
phin-like substances and proteases which
degrade B-endorphin at neutral pH. About 90

% of the 3-endorphin degrading activity was
localized in 100,000g supernatant. The pro-
teases in the soluble fraction were fra-
ctionated into 6 peaks by DEAE-cellulose
column chromatography and designated Peaks
I to VI according to the order of the elu-
tion. Three of the proteases (Peaks IV to VI)
were purified further by repeated chromato-
graphies on DEAE-cellulose and Sephadex G-
150 columns. All of the purified proteases
showed similar properties : 1) thier mole-
cular weights were all about 27,000, 2)they
degraded 14rj-casein as well as 125i-[j-en-
dorphin, 3) optimum pH ' s were about 7, 4)

they appeared to be serine proteases since
their activities were inhibited by phenyl-
methylsulfonyl fluoride, tosyllysinechloro-
methylketone and ethyl-4- ( 6-guanidino hexa-
noyloxy) benzoate methane sulfonate. Some
differences, however, were also observed.
For example. Peaks IV and V were sensitive
to inhibition by EDTA but Peak VI was not
and latter enzyme was more sensitive to
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride. Coexistence
of 3-endorphin-like substances and 3-endor-
phin degrading proteases in the same cellu-
lar compartment suggests some regulatory
mechanism which prevents degradation of the
peptides in midgut gland cells.

EN 56

EXTRACTION OF THYROID HORMONE FROM EGGS,
WHOLE EMBRYOS AND ALEVINS OF CHUM SALMON
M.Tagawa, T.Hirano and M.Iwata. Ocean Res.
Inst., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

In order to examine the role of
thyroid hormones during salmonid develop-
ment, techniques were developed for
quantitative extraction of thyroxine (T4)
from eggs, whole embryos and alevins of
chum salmon at various stages of develop-
ment .

Frozen eggs, embryos or alevins with
yolk sac attached were homogenized in ice-
cold methanol, the homogenate was centri-
fuged, and the supernatant was washed with
a mixture of chloroform and 0.05% CaCl2-
The aqueous layer was lyophilized, and the
residue was redissolved in barbital buffer
for T4 RIA. Serial dilutions of the egg or
tissue extracts gave inhibition slopes that
were parallel to the T4 standard in the
RIA. Immunoreactivity of the extracts had
the same retention time or was co-eluted
with T4 standard in reverse-phase HPLC on
an ODS column. Recoveries of T4 from egg
and tissue extracts were estimated from the
recovery of 1 25j_t4 added to the initial
homogenates

.

Thyroxine content of eggs just after
fertilization was 4-5 ng/egg, and the same
level was maintained until hatching. Then,
a decrease in T4 content was seen during
yolk absorption. The tissue T4 increased
notably at the time of complete yolk
absorption, and decreased rapidly to a low
level of 1 ng/fish thereafter.

EN 55

EFFECTS OF INTRACEREBROVENTRICULARLY
INFUSED DSIP OF DIFFERENT SOURCES ON
NOCTURNAL SLEEP IN UNRESTRAINED RATS.
M. Kimura, K. Honda and S. Inoue. Inst,
for Med. Dent. Eng. , Tokyo Med. Dent.
Univ. , Tokyo.

Delta-sleep-inducing peptide (DSIP)
is a putative sleep substance, which was
extracted, isolated and identified from
the blood of sleeping rabbits. Our
previous experiment showed that a 10-h
intracerebroventricular (i.e. v.) infusion
of synthetic DSIP (2.5 nmol , supplied by
Dr. G. A. Schoenenberger , Basel),
resulted in a rapid increase in slow wave
sleep (SWS). The difference from the
baseline was statistically significant at
the first few hours in the infusion
period. However, a 10-h i.e. v. infusion
of another synthetic DSIP (2.5 nmol, the
Peptide Institute, Osaka), caused an
excess sleep in the latter half of the
infusion period. The amount of hourly SWS
was significantly different from the
baseline both during and shortly after the
infusion period. Two kinds of DSIP
presented by the Roche Co. Ltd., Basel,
and Dr. V. M. Kovalzon, Moscow, exhibited
almost no sleep-promoting property
during and after a 10-h i.e. v. infusion.
Thus, different preparations of DSIP
induced a differential sleep-modulatory
effect. At present, no convincing
explanation is available for these
conflicting results.

EN 57

AGE-RELATED CHANGES IN THYROID-STIMULATING
HORMONE (TSH) RELEASE INDUCED BY TSH-
RELEASING HORMONE (TRH) IN THE CYNOMOLGUS
MONKEY

T.Yoshida} K.Fukuda 2
and F.Cho 1

.

Tsukuba Primate Center for Medical Science
2N.I.H. and The Corporation for Production

and Research of Laboratory Primates,

Ibaragi

.

The newly developed immuno radio metric
assay (IRM) method for human TSH was adopt-
ed to measure cynomolgus monkey (Macaca
faseicularis ) TSH. An extract of monkey
pituitary tissue showed parallelism with
the reference preparation (human TSH)

.

Serum concentrations of TSH were decreased
within two days by the oral administration
of thyroxine (T4). Serum levels of TSH
were assayed before and after a single
injection of TRH (20 ,ug/Kg B.W.) into the
saphenous vein using 18 female monkeys.
All animals were bred and reared by our
indoor individual-caged system (6, 10 and
17 years old). A significant increase in
serum levels of TSH was observed at 40 min
after the administration of TRH. The
values obtained were higher in older
animals than in younger animals. These
results indicate that the IRM method is
usefull for measuring TSH in the cynomolgus
monkey and the older animal is apparently
more sensitive to TRH than the younger
animals

.
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LAND ADAPTATION AND NEUROPEPTIDES IN
TERRESTRIAL ISOPODS.
N. Takeda, J. Mizuno and K. Fujii. Dept. of
Biol., Fac. of Sci., Toho Univ. Funabashi.

Detection of neuropeptides, such as
arg inine-vasopressin (AVP), arginine-
vasotocin (AVT) and angiotensin II (All)

was examined by the PAP method in terres-
trial isopods. AVP ( immunoreactive) cells
were detected in the central nervous system
of Ligia exotica and Armadillidium vulgare .

AVT cells were detected in all species
examined. All cells were detected in the
central nervous system of Porcellio scaber
and A. vulgare . In each species, when the
animals were placed into the desiccated
condition the body weight decreased grad-
ually with time. However, the water loss
was remarkably inhibited by the injection
of AVP or AVT. These results suggest that
AVP or AVT act on some organs and inhibit
the water loss from the body. Under the
same condition, the survival rate and
lethal time decreased gradually with time.
By the injection of AVP or AVT, the
survival rate was increased and the lethal
time was lengthened. These results suggest
that AVP or AVT increases the desiccation
resistant capacity of these animals.
Furthermore, All injected animals were
shown to prefer the wet condition to the
dry condition. It may be considered that
the development of these neuropeptides make
it possible for terrestrial isopods to
adapt the dry land.

EN 60

INCREASE IN WATER INTAKE AND EXCRETION
FOLLOWING INJECTIONS OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
PEPTIDE IN THE JAPANESE QUAIL, Coturnix
coturnix japonica .

Y.Okawara, K.Seki and H.Kobayashi. Dept. of
Biol., Fac. of Sci., Toho Univ., Funabashi.

Single intracranial (ic) (0.03 to 1.5
nmol/bird) and intraperitoneal (ip) (1 to
10 nmol/bird) injections of « -human atrial
natriuretic peptide (oC-hANP) induced
copious drinking in the Japanese quail. The
minimum effective dose was less for an ic
injection (0.03nmol) than an ip injection
(1nmol). The latent periods for o( -hANP
doses inducing vigorous drinking were 2 to
3 and 7 to 19 min for the ip and ic injec-
tions, respectively. Thus, the brain ap-
pears to have receptive site(s) for d, -hANP
with respect to drinking. Both ic and ip
injections of oC-hANP caused increased water
excretion during a period from 60 to 90 min
following the injection. 0( -hANP-induced
drinking preceded enhanced water excretion
by 45 min following ic (0.3nmol) and about
60 min following ip (10nmol) injections.
Thus, enhanced water excretion may possibly
result from vigorous water intake. An ic
injection of <* -hANP (0.75nmol) did not
inhibit an ic injection of angiotensin II
(All, 1 2. 5praol )- induced drinking, but
rather enhanced it. Plasma All did not
increase after an ip injection of c( -hANP,
indicating o< -hANP-induced drinking not to
be mediated by All.

EN 59

EFFECTS OF HUMAN ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE
(hANP) ON ISOLATED FROG ARTERIES.
Y. Kobayashi and K. Hattori. Dept. of
Pharmacol., Shimane Med. Univ., Izumo.

Occurence of atrial natriuretic peptides
(ANP)-like materials in the heart of the
frog ( Rana catesbeiana ) was studied.
Immunohistochemistry using an antiserum
against human ^-ANP (hANP) was applied.
Effects of hANP on helical cut strips of
blood vessels of the frog was studied.
Effects of acetone-dried HC1 extracts of
atria and ventricles on the strips were
observed. Immunoreactive ANP-like materials
appeared to be distributed in the sarco-
plasm around the nucleus of the frog atrial
and ventricular cardiocyte. The concentra-
tion of the materials in atria was higher
than that in ventricles, however, the
difference was not so much as that in the
rats. Dose-dependent vasodilatory effects
of hANP (0.1-100 nM) after 30 mM KC1 con-
traction were observed in abdominal aorta.
The activity of hANP on frog preparation
was much less than that on rat preparation.
Noradrenaline-induced contraction was in-
hibited by 10 nM hANP in abdominal aorta.
In femoral artery strips, the same tendency
was observed, however, inhibitory effect
was not observed in mesenteric artery,
showing regional difference for hANP
responce. Extracts of atria and ventricles
showed vasorelaxation. These results sug-
gested the occurence of ANP-like materials
in both atria and ventricles of the frog.

EN 61

DIVERSITY OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC POLYPEP-
TIDE (ANP) RECEPTORS IN RECOGNITION OF THE
12TH AMINO ACID OF a-ANP IN RAT AND CANINE
TISSUES.
F.Iwasa, M.Furuya, K.Aisaka, Y.Hayashi, N.
Ohnuma and H.Matsuo 1

Suntory Inst, for Biomed. Res., Osaka and
1 Miyazaki Med. College, Miyazaki

Alpha-human ANP and a-rat ANP are two
kinds of major circulating ANP. The only
difference in these ANPs is the substitu-
tion of the 12th amino acid. On the other
hand, two subtypes of ANP receptors are
reported, and their distribution differs
from each tissue. We examined species spe-
cificity and tissue specificity of ANP re-
ceptors in recognizing the 12th amino acid
of a-ANP. Affinities of ANP receptors for
three a-ANPs ( [ Ile]12-a-rANP, [Met]12-a-hANP

,

[Met (0) ]l2-a-hANP) were compared by measur-
ing inhibition of 125I-a-rANP binding to
homogenate of lung and adrenal taken from
rats and canines by unlabeled a-ANP. En-
dogenous a-ANP in rat is a-rANP and that
in canine is a-hANP. Results from the re-
ceptor studies were ;

i) ANP receptor in both species preferred
the original ANP.
ii) ANP receptor in lung did not recognize
the substitution of the 12th amino acid of
ANP so much, and ANP receptor in adrenal
did recognize the difference.

The results indicate that there exists
diversity of ANP receptors in recognizing
the hormone

.
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A CIRCADIAN ASPECTS OF THE PHOTOPERIODIC
TIME-MEASUREMENT ON THE LARVAL ECDYSIS RHY-
THM IN LYCAENA PHLAEAS DAIMIO SEITZ.
K.Endo and M.Shibata. Biol. Inst., Fac

.

Sci., Yamaguchi Univ., Yamaguchi

.

Larval ecdysis occurred in a specific
zone of L/D-cycles in L. phlaeas daimio .

The zone of the 4th larval- larval ecdysis
may be determined by PTTH-secretion preced-
ing it by 32 hr at 25°C (or by 29 hr at
30°C). An allowed zone for PTTH-secretion
may exists in L/D-cycles and the zone may
cover an approximate same 8-hr zone at
these two different temperatures. Further-
more, the PTTH-secretion ocurred with a

significant rhythm of near 24-hr cycles in
DD following L/D-cycles. The timing of
PTTH-secretion may be delayed (or advanced)
by a supplementary light pulse of 0.5 hr
(or 1-hr). In the asymmetrical skeleton
photoperiods of 4L-20D, a specific 6-hr
zone may exist, in which sprlng-morph de-
velopment is prevented by a supplemetary
light pulse of 0.5hr. The critical day-
length for the 507° prevention of spring-
morph development (10 hr) is 2.5 hr shorter
than that of the complete photoperiods. The
present evidence about photoperiodic cont-
rol of seasonal-morph determination may be
mostly explained when the circadian clock
controlling the timing of PTTH-secretion is

thought to be i.nvolved in a physiological
system underlying the time-measurement of
photoperiods

.

EN 64

IN VITRO PROGRAMMING OF PHOTOPERIODIC
INDUCTION OF DIAPAUSE IN Bombyx mori.
K. Hasegawa and I. Shimizu. Lab. for Plant
Ecological Studies, Fac. of Sci., Kyoto
Univ, Kyoto

In order to demonstrate that the func-
tional involvement of the brain in the
photoperiodic induction in silkworm, we
tried in vitro organ culture of Br-SEG com-
plex. The race "Daizo" which shows a photo-
periodic sensitivity only during early 5th
instar stage and a clear long-day type re-
sponse was used as materials. A pair of the
complex from newly-ecdysed 5th instar larva
was cultured in Grace's insect medium under
L:D 20:4 and L:D 8:16 for 4 days respective
ly. It was transplanted into 5-day-old fe-
male of 5th instar which was destined to
produce non-diapause eggs. The diapause in-
cidence of the recipients with the complex
exposed to the long day conditions was sig-
nificantly lower than that of the recipi-
ents with the complex exposed to the short
day conditions. When only Br was cultured
under those photoperiodic regimes and
transplanted, all recipient female produced
non-diapause eggs. In the case of SEG, the
diapause incidence was ca. 80 %. Connection
of CC-CA complex didn't influence the re-
sults .3-hydroxyretinal , possible chromopore
of the photopigment involved in photoperi-
odism was found in larval brain by HPLC
analysis

.

We concluded that the photoreceptor,
clock, and perhaps counter resided in lar-
val brain.

EN 63

SYNCHRONIZATION OF PAPILIO XUTHUS CIRCADIAN
CLOCK CONTROLLING THE TIMING OF LARVAL
ECDYSIS TO L/D-CYCLES
S.Nakaoka and K.Endo. Biol. Inst., Fac.
Sci., Yamaguchi Univ., Yamaguchi.

The timing of larval ecdysis was deter-
mined by PTTH-secretion preceding it by 34
hr in Pa~pi li o xuthus . The acrophase-time of
PTTH-secretion came to on an approximate
parallel line with the centering line of
night when light period was extended at
2-hr increments. The PTTH-secretion occur-
red with rhythms in DD following L/D-cycles.
The line connecting the first acrophase-
time in DD following L/D-cycles was found
to have approximately a same angle against
dawn with those obtained in L/D-cycles.
However, the line connecting the next acro-
phase-time in DD seemed to more decline to-
ward dusk than the line connecting the
first ones. Besides, in LL, the line con-
necting the first acrophase-time of PTTH-
secretion is almost in parallel with the
line connecting dawn. Thereafter, the rhy-
thm of PTTH-secretion was damped soon in DD.
The evidence suggests that phase-resetting
of the circadian clock controlling the tim-
ing of PTTH-secretion occurs at dawn in a

way that the same phase of the circadian
clock comes to on an approximate parallel
line with the line connecting dawn in the
light period. However, the line becomes
almost in parallel with the line connect-
ing the mid-points of night after dusk.
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7-DEHYDROSTEROLS IN PROTHORACIC GLANDS
AND THE ACTION OF PTTH ON ECDYSONE
BIOSYNTHESIS IN LARVAE OF BOMBYX MORI
M. Yonemura

' , S. Sakurai 1

, Y. Fujimoto 2

and N. Ikekawa 2

'Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Kanazawa
Univ., Kanazawa and 2 Dept. of Chem.

,

Tokyo Inst, of Tech., Tokyo
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NATURE OF PUPAL DIAPAUSE DURING LARVAL-PUPAL
DEVELOPMENT IN THE FLESH FLY SARCOPHAGA
PEREGRINA (BOETTCHERISCA PEREGRINA)

1 2 3
A.Moribayashi ,H.Kurahashi and T.Ohtaki
1 2
Dept . Technology ,

,Dept . Med . Ent . , Nat . Inst

.

Health, Tokyo, and Dept . Biol . Kanazawa Univ.,
Kanazawa.

The pupal diapause and non-diapause in
S. pereqrina of temperate habitat (20± 1°C)
are induced in response to short day
length (11L:13D) and long day length (15L: 9D)
during embryonic and early larval develop-
ment.

In order to compare the ecdysone meta-
bolism in the both systems of diapause and
non-diapause, the radio-active ecdysone
was injected to pharate pupae of the res-
pective groups, and various metabolites
were isolated and analyzed by TLC, HPLC
and chemical methods.

The radioactive metabolites obtained
from the both groups were classified into
three groups i.e. OA (con jugates ), OB (polar

)

and free ecdysteroids as previously des-
cribed (Moribayashi ,et al.,1985). In par-
ticular, there was a marked difference in
the free ecdysteroids fraction between the
two groups. The diapause destined pupae
produced mainly 3-epi-derivatives of
ecdysone, whereas the non-diapause pupae
produced 26-hydroxyecdysone , 20,26-dihy-
droxyecdysone and their 3-epimers.
Moribayashi, Kurahashi and Ohtaki . ( 1985

)

Arch. Insect Biochem. Physiol

.

,2, 237-250.

EN 68

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE OF INCUBATION ON
ACTIVATION OF BRAIN-PROTHORACIC GLAND
SYSTEM OF DIAPAUSING PUPAE OF Sanaa
cynthia pryeri
A.Koenuma . Dept. of Biology ,Shinshu Univ.
Matsuraoto

.

Termination of diapause occurs with activ-
ation of brain-prothoracic gland system
of diapausing pupae of Samia cynthia
pryeri . It does not occur with 20°C-incu-
bation, but it occurs with 26 C-incubation.
To investigate the cause of this fact,
histological change of neurosecretory
cells of pupal brain during incubation
and fP-ecdysone injection were observed.
In histological observation, phloxinophil
granules of "B"type lateral cells in pars
intercerebralis decreased on and after
the 5-th day of 20°C-incubation. Diapausing
pupae developed into imagines with
p-ecdysone injection in 20 C-incubation.
From these results, it is concluded that
fail of diapause termination with 20°C-
incubation is not resulted from the inact-
ive state of neurosecretory cells of brain
but it is resulted from the inactive state
of ecdysone secretory system in this
temperature.
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EFFECT OF AZADIRACHTIN ON THE ENDOCINE
EVENTS OF BOMBYX MORI
0. Koul 1

'? K. Amanai'and T. Ohtaki 1

'Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Kanazawa
Univ., Kanazawa, 2Malti-Chem Res. Centr.
Vadodara, India
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REGION SPECIFIC MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY AGAINST
BOMBYX 4K-PROTHORACICOTROPIC HORMONE.
A.Mizoguchi1

, H.Ishizaki1 , H.Nagasawa2
,

A.Suzuki2 , C.Kitada3
, and M.Fujino3

.

l-Bio. Inst., Fac. of Sci., Nagoya Univ.,
Nagoya, 2Dept. of Agr . Chem. , The Univ. of
Tokyo, Tokyo and 3Takeda Co. Ltd., Osaka

A monoclonal antibody which recognizes a
Bombyx 4K-prothoracicotropic hormone (4K-
PTTH) was produced by using a synthetic C-
terminal octapeptide of 4K-PTTH-I A-chain
(4K-PTTH-I (12-19) ) as an immunogen. The
class of this antibody was IgM. The com-
petitive ELISA demonstrated that this anti-
body reacted with the purified native 4K-
PTTH and 4K-PTTH-I (12-19) -BSA conjugate
which was used to immunize mice but not
with the 4K-PTTH-I (12-19) , and weakly
crossreacted with BSA. The immunoblotting
experiments showed that this antibody
bound only a part of heterogenous 4K-PTTH
molecules. Immunohistochemistry of Bombyx
brain demonstrated that the immunoreactiv-
ity to the 4K-PTTH antibody obtained
appeared in two pairs of large medial
neurosecretory cells (NSC) and at least four
pairs of small lateral NSC of the day-0
final-instar larval brain, while in
several pairs of small medial NSC and at
least seven pairs of lateral NSC of the
day-0 pupal brain. Corpora allata were
immunostained at their peripheral area only
in the larval stage.
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EN 70

JH SECRETING ACTIVITY OF CORPORA ALLATA
FROM 4TH AND 5TH INSTAR LARVAE OF
BOMBYX MORI
M. Nariki, T. Nakamachi and T. Ohatki
Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Kanazawa
Univ. , Kanazawa

The secretion of juvenile hormone (JH) in
vitro by isolated corpora allata (CA) from
4th and 5th instar larvae of B. mori was
determined by JH radioimmunoassay (RIA) of
incubation medium.
To prepare JH-antigen, JH-I was hydrolyzed
and conjugated with human serum albumen.
The antigen was injected into rabbits
repeatedly. The antibody obtained possess
a high reactivity to JH-I, but lower
reactivity to JH-II and no reactivity to
JH-III. To test culture medium, CA were
cultured in 8 different culture media.
Among them MGM-450 medium was shown to be
best for CA culture.
IgG and BSA should be added to radioactive
JH solution, diluted anti-body solution
and standard JH solution to avoid
absorption of JH onto surfaces which is
a main disturbance of JH RIA.
By these systems, it was shown that
a pair of CA produced about 400 pg
and 500 pg of JH-I soon after the
3rd and 4th molting, respectively.
In the 5th instar, CA ceased to secret
JH-I from day-2 and thereafer.

EN 72

HORMONAL REGULATION OF MELANIZATION IN THE COMMON
CUTWORM, SPODOPTERA LITURA .

S. Tojo and M. Morita. Lab. Nematol. & Entomol.,
Saga Univ. , Saga

_S. litura shows phase polymorphism ; when reared
in crowded conditions in the preceding two instars,
the cuticle of the final instar larvae is melanized,
while in isolated conditions, its colour becomes
yellowish brown. In this study with the crowded
larvae, following results were obtained.
Extirpation of suboesophagous ganglion ( SG ) or

brain ( Br ) , or denervation between SG and Br
several hrs before head capusule slippage ( HCS )

during moulting to final instar blocked melanization
. Ligation experiment indicated that the melanizing
factor was secreted between 6 and 9 hrs after HCS.
Injection of melanization hormone ( MRCH ) isolated
from Bombyx mori , a hormone being secreted from SG,
into the isolated abdomen obtained by ligature
between pro- and meso-thorax could induce melaniza-
tion, but the treatment together with JH blocked it.

JH was effective to inhibit melanization, when topi-
cally applied to the intact larvae more than 2 hrs
before HCS.
From these results, it is suggested that decline

of JH titer under threshold level shortly before
HCS is essential for melanization, possibly causing
differentiation of the organelle and enzyme system
necessary for it, which is directly triggered by
melanization hormone secreted from SG by neurostimu-
lation from brain.

EN 71

STRUCTURAL CHAKGES OF PROTHCRACIC GLAND

AND CORPORA ALLATA OF THE SILKWORM AFTER

ADMINISTRATION OF /3-ECDYSTEROKE

T. Ura Tarana High School, Kumamoto

The effects of P —ecdysterone on the
ultrastructure of the prothoracic gland
and the corpora allata of the larval silk-
worm were observed

.

1. Prothoracic Gland : Granular endoplasmic
reticulum was found near the nucleus of
all administrated larvae. The cytoplasmic
processes were round—shaped in some of the
gland, and the basament lamina had high
electron density. Vacuoles developed in
only 3rd premolt and 4th premolt resting
period.

2. Corpora Allata : A great number of vac-
uoles were observed in all administrated
materials. The axon of some glands con-
tained vacuolated granules, besides normal
high electron density granules. Lipid drop-
lets appeared at the 1st day and 3rd day
of 5th instar larvae.

EN 73

ISOLATION OF ANDROGENIC GLAND HORMONE BY
HIGH PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY III.
Y. Hasegawa 1

, K. Haino-Fukushima^ and Y.
Katakura 1

. ^Dept. of Biol., Keio Univ.,
Yokohama, Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci.,
Tokyo Metropolitan Univ., Tokyo.

The androgenic gland hormone (AGH) is the
substance controlling sex differentiation
in Crustacea. In the previous study, AGH of
Armadillidium vulgare which was highly puri-
fied by two kinds of HPLC appeared still
heterogeneous electrophoretically . In the
present study, highly purified AGH was ap-
plied to reverse-phase HPLC on Senshu Pak
VP-304 column. AGH activity was concentrat-
ed on two of the peaks. They were named as
AGH I and II. Having tested AGH I and II on
HPLC, SDS-PAGE and isoelectric focusing, we
judged they are homogeneous, though their
N-terminal residues were not detected. Their
physicochemical nature closely resembled to
each others. AGH I and II contained more
acidic amino acids than basic ones and the
ratio of Glx was especially high. Both of
them were considered to be monomeric prote-
ins : their molecular weights were estimated
as 17,800 and 19,200, respectively, by SDS-
Page, molecular sieve HPLC and the amino
acid analysis. Their isoelectric points
were measured to be about 4.5 and 4.3, re-
spectively, by isoelectric focusing and
anion exchange HPLC. AGH I and II contained
almost the same amount of activities. Their
specific activities were 560 and 430 times
as that of the crude extract.
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MO 1

LUNG FLUKE, PARAGONIMUS WESTERMANI , CYTO-
CHEMICAL AND ULTRASTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZA-
TION IN THE UNFAVORABLE HOST WITH THE COM-
PARISON OF THAT IN THE DEFINITIVE HOST
T.Fujino 1

, K.Fukuda2
, F . Hama j ima 2 and Y.

Ishii 1
. I Dept. of Parasitol., Fac. of Med.,

Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka and 2 Dept. of Parasi-
tol., Defence Med. Coll., Tokorozawa.

The lung fluke, Paragonimus westermani
is favorably parasitic on such carnivorous
mammals as dogs, cats, monkeys and humans.
It is also known that the juveniles of
this fluke survive for prolonged periods
in unfavorable host like rats, mice,
rabbits, cows and sheep, migrating in mus-
cles of the host without any growth or de-
velopment. Comparative cytochemical and
ultrastructural studies have been made of
the newly excysted metacercariae, flukes
recovered from the definitive and unfavor^
able host, dogs, and rats, respectively,
to determine morphological and physiologi-
cal or metabolical differences among them.
Although the rat juveniles resemble the
metacercariae, ultrastructural observa-
tions revealed that some development or
growth occur in the excretory and caecal
structure of the rat juveniles. Cytoche-
mical data suggested that the metabolic
activity in the rat juveniles is a little
higher than in the metacercariae though it
is strongly reduced if compared to that in
the dog flukes. The possible functional
significance of the results is discussed
in relation to host specificity or the
host-parasite relationship.

MO 3

FINE STRUCTURE OF BOTRYOIDAL TISSUE
IN THE LEECHES, HIRUDO MEDICINALIS .- STUDY ON
THE PROSPERITY AND DECAY OF GRANULES(2)
H . INAMURA . DEPT BIOL , TOKYO MED . COLL . , TOKYO .

Anatomically , the botryoidal tissue of
leeches consisted of a net work of very
fine capillary channel of the coelomic
blood sinus system. Under the starvation,
it shown braune Atrophie like .Electron
microscopically , it contained swollen globu-
lar cells which contained with granules
of three types .Typel_( Llgranules ) was oil
droplets-like,Type2( L2granules ) cons is ted
of many particles, a limiting membrane and
Type3 ( Pgranules Jconsisted of dense body,
a limiting membrane . L2granules had a
positive reaction for acid phosphtase.
Thes granules shown prosperity and decay
in a cell of a fed individual and a hungry
one. A cell consisted capillary cavity
directly. After 5days of feed.it was
calculated by surface density that Llgranu-
les was (6±4.7 )^»( 15±10.8) ,L2granules was
( 18±4 .8)^(21+5.5 ) , Pgranules was (27+11.7)*
(23+6.7+, and nucleus was surrouned by ER,
and was(4+l.o)*(6+0.5 ) .Total granules were
(51+21.2)^(59+23) .Total granules plus
nucleus were ( 55+22 . 2 ) »( 65+23 . 5 )

.

It suggested that the nutrition state of
the individual was relative to the prospe-
rity and decay of granules, and nucleus
was similar to granules , too

.

ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDY ON THE
COLUMELLAR MUSCLE OF LUNELLA CORONATA
(GASTROPODA: TURBINIDAE)
Y. Masuda. Dept. of Biol., Kawasaki Med.
School, Kurashiki.

The columellar muscle (CM) connecting
the shell to the operculum consisted of
many smooth muscle cells. Although these
muscle cells ran compactly in the central
part of a cross section of CM, in the
peripheral part, they ran loosely and many
collagen fibers ran in a parallel direction
with the neighboring muscle cells. The
muscle cells were classified into three
groups by the direction in which they ran.
One group, which occupied largest part of
the CM ran in a parallel direction with the
axis of the CM. The second group was
consisted of circular muscle cells running
in the peripheral part. The third group
traversed the first group in many
directions. The muscle cells of CM were
also classified into two large groups by
the diameter of their thick filaments. The
cells having smaller diameter of thick
filaments (about 50-70nm) were large in
number. The cells having larger ones
(about 8u-100nm) were small in number and
ran in three directions, as mentioned
above. Bundles of microfilaments in the
tendon cells of the shell attachment ran
through the cell from the basal surface to
the tips of microvilli, while bundles of
the opercular attachment ran from the basal
surface to the lateral side of microvilli.

CALCIUM DISTRIBUTION IN THE XENOPUS SKIN
GLANDS WITH SPECIAL. REFERENCE TO THE
GRANULATED GLAND.
K.Fujikura 1

, S.Enomoto 2 and S . Inoue 1
.

1 Inst

.

of Endocrinol., Gunma Univ., Maebashi and
2 Intern. Precision. Inc

.
, Tokyo.

We tried to investigate subcellular qual-
itative distribution of Ca in the granulated
gland of Xenopus skin. Our experimental pro-
cedures & preliminary results were as follo-
ws. Freshly removed skin pieces of about
3mm2 were quickly freezed in chilled liquid
propane followed by freeze drying for 5days.
The dried specimens were then embeded in
Epon mixture in vacuo . The so processed skin
were found to~k~eep better tissue details at
lieht microscopic level. Unstained sections
of 0.3-0.5ym in thickness were analyzed for
calcium distribution using EM 002A(Akashi
Co.) combined with EDAX 9100(EDAX Co

.
) . The

Epon mixture background alone showed a very
high CI level. The apical cytoplasm of the
granulated gland which were filled with sec-
retory granules showed a moderate similar
levels of Ca,P and S. While the basal region
of the acinus where the nucleus and other
cellular organella lay showed a little high-
er levels of both P and S, and less Ca level
as compared with apical cytoplasm. The regi-
on around the boundaries of myoepithelial
cells and secretory cells showed P,S and Ca
levels of varied degrees. Our results are
more or less parallel with those obtained
for the skin glands of Rana temporaria in
which P,S and other elements were determin-
ed using the X-ray microanalysis method
(Mills, et al. ,1985)

.
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IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL REACTION OF RETINAE
USING MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES AGAINST
CHICKEN VISUAL PIGMENTS.
S.Hor iuchi 1

) , Y. Koshida 1 ', F.Tokunaga 2
'

,

M.Takao 2
' and H. Yamamoto-* ' . ^Dept. of

Biol., Col. of Gen. Educ, Osaka Univ.
Toyonaka, 2 'Dept. of Phys., Fac. of Sci.,
Tohoku Univ. Sendai and ^'Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Tohoku Univ.

Five monoclonal antibodies were raised
against chicken visual pigments which
consisted of about 90% iodopsin and 10%
rhodopsin. By FI TC - i nd i r ec t immuno-
fluorescent method, the immunoreact ivity
of these antibodies were examined on the
sections of adult chicken retinae embedded
in the polyethylene glycol. Three out of
these five monoclonal antibodies showed
cross reaction with cattle rhodopsin.
Chicken rod cells and some types of the
cone cells, as well as newt rod cells,
were FI TC-pos i t i ve using these three
antibodies. However, two out of these
five antibodies did not show cross
reaction with cattle rhodopsin. Using
these two antibodies, FITC-s taining was
not positive on chicken visual cells and
neither on newt ones; but the Mllller cells
of chicken retinae were FITC-positive.
Immunochemical specificity of these
antibodies has been discussed with
reference to staining properties.

ULTRASTRUCTURE AND X-RAY MICROANALYSIS OF
VANADIUM IN THE BRANCHIAL SAC OF THE
ASCIDIAN.
R. Hori
1 Dept. of Zool., Nat.
Singapore, Mar. Biol.

Numakunai and Z. Hoshino .

Univ. of Singapore,
... ^j.wj.. Stat., Tohoku Univ.,

Asamushi and Dept. of Biol., Fac. of
Educ, Iwate Univ., Morioka.

The ultrastructure of the branchial sac
of the ascidian, Halocynthia roretzi was
observed by scanning and transmission
electron microscopies. One unit of the gill
stigmata of the branchial sac is surrounded
with transverse and longitudinal bars and
divided further into two parts by thin
transverse wall. Each part has three longi-
tudinal openings through which water passes
out. Long cilia and spherical stigmatic
cells are observed on the border of the
opening. The longitudinal bar has a few
short cilia but the transverse bar does
not. On the surface of the stigmatic cell
there are several micropinocytotic vesicles
which contain fibrous mucus and electron-
dense inclusions. High electron-dense
granules in the cortex of the stigmatic
cell are in close connection to the
micropinocytotic vesicle. On the other hand,
irregular shaped and less electron-dense
granules are found near the basal part of
the stigmatic cell. X-ray microanalysis of
these granules shows that vanadium is
detectable in the former but not in the
latter. The relationship between the
ultrastructure of the branchial sac and
vanadium accumulation of the ascidian is
discussed

.

STRUCTURAL BASES OF DIFFERENT ADAPTABILITIES
TO THE HYPERTONIC ENVIRONMENTS IN A FRESH
WATER FLEA. A MORPHOMETRICAL COMPARISON OF
THE FINE STRUCTURE OF GILL EPITHELIA AMONG
SIX CLONES.
S.Kikuchi(l) and L. J . Weider ( 2

)

(1) Dept. of Biol., Sch.of Lib. Arts and Sci.,
Iwate Med. Univ., Morioka. (2) Dept. of Biol.,
Univ. of~"Windsor , Windsor, Ontario, Canada.

In the course of an ecological study on the
patterns of clonal distribution of Daphnia
pulex along a natural salinity gradient,
large differences in salinity tolerance were
found among electrophoretically distinct
clones that inhabited rock bluff ponds. Lab-
oratory studies confirmed that these charac-
teristics were stably transmitted to the
next generation by sexual or asexual repro-
duction. Electron microscopy revealed that
the clones' gill epithelia were composed of
two kinds of alternately arranged cells,
dark and light types. Fine structural fea-
tures of these cells were basically the same
as those in Daphnia magna (Kikuchi,S.: Cell
Tiss.Res.229; 253,198TT The dark cells were
dominant in clones able to survive in envi-
ronments having a wide range of salinities,
whereas the light cells occupied larger area
than the dark cells in those unable to
survive wide range of salinities. When the
salinity tolerant clones were acclimated to
the hypertonic media, regressive changes
were noticed exclusively in the light cells.
The results suggest that the dark cells are
more active than light cells and play an
important role in hypertonic environments.

ON THE LYMPHOID ORGANS OF THE CERVICAL
REGION IN RANA CATESBEIANA SHAW
Y.Sasaki and N.Makino. Dept. of Biology,
Tokyo Med. Coll., Tokyo.

On the anura , lymphoid organs exist in"

the cervical region, they are named the so-
called gill remnant

(
jugular body ) .preperi-

cardial body and small gill remnant(pro-
coracoid body). These organs of Rana
cates beiana Shaw were studied on the mor-
phological and histological rise and fall
as growing older. We found out the figures
of the vessels and the nerve that crossed
the tissue. As they grew older, the gill
remnant increased the size and fat cells.
In some adults, another gill remnant-like
body was close by the gill remnant and
vessels. The prepericardial bodies of
young materials were complete but the
center portion of adult's one changed to
the fat tissue. The small gill remnant was
well-developed in materials of the gill
remnant having another gill remnant-like
body. But in any organs, there were con-
siderable individual differences. The
material of the experimentally wounded
frog had another gill remnant-like body
and two small gill remnant. It seems that
the position of another gill remnant-like
body and the existence of two small gill
remnant concern with a form of a increase
of the tissue. We are interesting to the
form of the increase in some adults and
wounded frogs, and also to the development
of the gill remnant.
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MO 9

ANATOMICAL STUDIES OF THE AFRICAN LUNGFISH.
A.Kimura, T.Gorai and T.Hashimoto. Dept.
of Anat., Sch. of Med., Toho Univ., Tokyo.

African lungfish (Protopterus
aethiopicus) is in the process of evolving
from branchial to pulmonary respiration.
We observed the lungs gross anatomically
and histologically by light microscope.

Inside of the per enni branchiate s

slit, showing constricted internal gills
and a remnant of external gills. The
trachea branched out to the right side of
the esophagus. Pulmonary arteries ran
along the abdominal and dorsal sides of
the lung. Pulmonary vein returned
directly to the left atrium. Both lungs
were closely adhered to the dorsal
abdominal wall. They were long and narrow
sacs, and occupied about 1/2 of the length
of the fish. The pulmonary cavity ran
through the center along the long axis of
the lung, the inner wall of which was
partitioned off by smooth muscle sepa,
forming alveolar pockets. The respiratory
part was also partitioned by a smooth
muscle septum. The respiratory epithelium
was covered with thick and cylindrically
compressed, continuous alveolar epithelial
cells. The epithelial cells covering the
pulmonary cavity showed similar findings
to those observed in the respiratory part.
These findings suggested that the
pulmonary cavity was composed of primitive
cells, as is the case with the single sac
shaped pulmonary structure.

MO 11

ENCAPSULATION OF SILICONE OIL IN SAMIA
CYNTHIA RICINI I. A SEM STUDY.
S.Takahashi and G.Enomoto. Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Nara Women's Univ., Nara.

Silicone oil (KF 96, Shinetsu Chemical
Co. ) is highly hydrophobic, neutral in
electric charge and not toxic in the body
cavity of animals. To investigate whether
or not the oil is encapsulated in a
insect, we injected the oil into the
haemocoel of full-grown larvae of Samia
cynthia ricini . When 1 ul per body of
the oil was administrated, it became small
droplets of 0.2 - 2 mm in diameter in the
haemolymph. These droplets had been all
encapsulated by 48 hr after injection. We
used scanning electron microscopy to study
these capsules. The inner surface of the
capsule was coated with a thin layer of
amorphous matrix, the view of which
resembled the basement membrane lining the
epidermis. The outer surface was covered
with fusiform, and discoidal cells
entangled with their cytoplasmic
processes. Amorphous structure, probably
the plasma coagulum, was observed in the
interspace of the cells. Most of the
capsules were 5 to 20 cell thick. The
costitution of the capsule was basically
the same to that of capsules provoked by
other solid abiotic objects. The degree of
haemocyte adhesion to the oil might be
changed by exchanging some of methyl
groups of the oil molecule to other
groups.

MO 10

ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDIES ON THE
ALVEOLAR BRUSH CELLS IN SOME LOWER
VERTEBRATES.
T.Gomi, A.Kimura, H.Tsuchiya and
T.Hashimoto. Dept. of Anat., Sch. of
Med., Toho Univ., Tokyo.

The alveolar brush cells of Hynobius
nigrescens , Hynobius nebulosus tokyoensis

,

Rana catesbeiana and Elaphe quadrivirgata
were observed by SEM and TEM.

The alveolar brush cells were flask-
like in shape with a constricted neck.
Remarkable junctional complexes were found
in the constricted part of the cells.
Long, thick, unique microvilli protruding
from the cell surface of the brush cells,
and the upper part of the cytoplasm
expanded to the alveolar lumen. A large
number of fine filaments extended from the
top of the microvilli to the supranuclear
region of the cytoplasm. Vesicles and
granules existed in apical cytoplasm
between filament bundles near the free
cell surface. In addition to filaments,
vesicles and granules, there were
mitochondria, Golgi apparatus, endoplasmic
reticula, free ribosomes, glycogen
granules, lysosomes, microtubules and
centrioles in the cytoplasm. These
morphological characteristics of brush
cells suggested that they have sensory or
chemor ecepti ve functions besides their
absorptive and secretory functions.

MO 12

ENCAPSULATION OF SILICONE OIL IN SAMIA
CYNTHIA RICINI II. A TEM STUDY.
G.Enomoto and S.Takahshi. Dept.
Fac. of Sci., Nara Women's Univ.

of Biol.
, Nara.

The ultrastructure of the capsules of
silicone oil droplets was investigated in
Samia cynthia ricini . Silicone oil (KF96)
is highly hydrophobic, neutral in electric
charge, physiologically inactive in intact
organisms. When injected into the
haemocoel of the full-grown larvae, the
oil droplets of 0.2 to 2 mm in diameter
were found to be encapsulated by numerous
haemocytes. The haemocytic reaction
initiated immediately and had ceased by 48
hr after injection. The completed capsules
ranged from 2 to 20 cell in thickness,
could be divided into two regions,
basically. In the outer region, haemocytes
became flat and extended many cytoplasmic
projections. The outermost region was
composed of normal, unflattened
haemocytes. The most part of inner region
was composed of less electron-dense
materials, and necrotic changes were
proceeding in the cells; the cytoplasm of
which was occupied with numerous vesicles
and lysosome-like bodies. A loose network
was shown around the degenerating cells.
Melanization occurred in few capsules. The
present study reveals that the hamocytes
can attach even to the hydrophobically
liquid object, and form a capsule against
it.
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STUDIES ON THE GRANULOC YTOPOI ES I S OF
HETEROPHILS IN THE KIDNEY OF THE GOLD FISH.
H.Tsuohiya, T.Gomi, Y.Kikuchi, T.Hashimoto
and *H.Ishizuka. Dept. of Anat., Sch. of
Med., Toho Univ., Tokyo and *Dept. of Oral
Anat. Sch. of Dent., Tokushima Univ.

Granulocytopoiesis in the gold fish
kidney was studied via the observation of
the maturation process of heterophils.
Most immature cells included a large,
irregular, low-heterochromatin-content
nucleus and clear nucleolus. Numerous free
ribosomes, a few small mitochondria,
special granules, and rER existend in the
cytoplasm. From the promyelocyte to the
progranulocyte maturation stage,
heterochromatin increased in the nucleus,
and at the same time, well-developed cell
organellae and granules appeared; the
granules consisting of an electron-dense,
homogeneous material with an even more
electron-dense core having a bar-like, a

round shape and or both. Fine substances
were seen to accumulate in the extended rER
whose buddings were scattered in the
cytoplasm, and seemed to be like another
kind of granule. Some mitotic figures were
found in the progranulocyte stage. Near
the maturation stage, heterophils were
seen to enter into the blood capillaries
through the gaps between the endothelial
cells. Well-developed and irregularly-
shaped Golgi apparatus included some
progranules. We were not able to observe
any other kinds of granulocytopoiesis.

MO 15

A GOLGI STUDY ON THE MOTONEURONS IN THE
VENTRAL CORD OF THE EARTHWORM, APORRECTO-
DEA CALIGINOSA.
N. IWAHORI, Dept. of Anat., Fac . of Med.,
Nagasaki Univ., Nagasaki.

The morphology of the motoneurons in the
ventral cord of the earthworm was studied
using the Golgi method. The cell bodies of
the motoneurons were located in the ventral
and lateral regions of the ventral cord,
neither segregated from those of the inter-
neurons nor grouped in defined fundamental
groups. They were, in general, larger than
those of the interneurons and piriform,
spindle or rarely, polygonal in shape. From
the somata usually extended one thick proc-
ess which left the ventral cord by the seg-
mental nerve (SN) ipsilateral or contrala-
teral to the cell somata. The processes of
the homolateral motoneurons at first trav-
eled medially and then turned rostrally or
caudally to ascend or descend in the homo-
lateral neuropile, where their fine branch-
es interlaced with the interneurons and the
afferent fibers. Finally they swung later-
ally and entered the ipsilateral SN of the
same or neighboring segment. Many of the
processes branched recurrent collaterals to
the homolateral neuropile. By contrast, the
processes of the contralateral motoneurons
ran across the neuropile of both sides and
left the ventral cord by the contralateral
SN. The efferent processes were the thick-
est fibers in the SN and at the periphery
branched numerous collaterals which inner-
vated a large number of muscle fibers.

MO 14

SEX DIFFERENCE IN HISTOPATHOLOGICAL
CHANGES OF THE KIDNEY IN WISTAR/TW RATS.

Win Win Yee and S . Kawashima

.

Zoological Institute, Faculty of Science,
Hiroshima University, Hiroshima.

In rats of the Wistar/Tw strain, poly-
dipsia and polyuria are known to develop
during aging significantly earlier in males
than females. The sex difference may be
closely related to the difference in the
onset of degenerative changes of the kid-
ney. The present study is aimed to assess
early changes in the progression of patho-
logical changes of the kidney, and whether
there is a sex difference since early ages

.

The progressive glomerulonephrosis ( PGN )

was graded from 1 to 4 according to Cole-
man et al . (1977) with some modifications.
Criteria for early lesions include thick-
ening of Bowman's capsule (BC) and glome-
rular capillary wall, slight mesangial
thickening and cast formation in the renal
tubules . The initial lesions were found
at 3 months in males and at 9 months in
females . The striking increase in BC area
was observed in male rats during 3 to 13

months of age. This growing pattern of
BC area coincided well with the severity
of histopathological changes of the kidney

.

There were no significant changes in water
metabolism upto 13 months of age. However,
it is conjectured that the polydipsia and
polyuria is the final outcome of the PGN.
To conclude, there is a definite sex dif-
ference in the progress in PGN.

MO 16

ORIGIN OF BINUCLEATE CELLS IN THE NEURAL
GLAND OF THE ASCIDIAN HALOCYNTHIA RORETZI .

1 2 11
M.Ogawa ,K.Terakado and J.Okada . Dept.
of Biol., Fac. of Liberal Arts and Sci., 2

Dept. of Reg. Biol., Fac. of Sci., Saitama
Univ., Urawa, Saitama.
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A HISTOLOGICAL STUDY ON THE NERVE INNERVA-
TION IN THE PART OF LATERAL LINE OF JAPA-
NESE CATFISHES.
H. Ishihara. Biolog. Lab. , Fac. of Sci . &

Engineer. , Aoyama Gakuin Univ. , Tokyo.

The morphology of nerve innervations and
nerve endings in the part of lateral line
of Japanese catfishes was investigated
according to the silver impregnation method
devised by the present author.

The thick nerve bundles emerging from
cranial nerves runnig inside collagenous
fibrillar connective tissue were detected.
After ramification, the nerve bundles came
to form a narrow bundles and their enter-
ring the basal cell of lateral line canals
in collagenous fibrillar connective tissue
was observed. Generally, the nerve bundles
were observed with neuroplasmmass contain-
ing neuclei which scattered here and there.

On the other hand, the nerve bundles
which entered muscle layer together with
capillaries or by themselves were covered
with the neuroplasmmass. After separated
from the nerve bundles, they run freely
in the muscle layer, and terminate as an
argentophile elliptic body. It was
frequently observed that nerve bundles pass
through the muscle layer and enter collage-
nous fibrillar connective tissue. The
nerve bundles consisted of two fibers,
argentophile thick nerve fibers and the
thinner fibers. A neurofibrillar surround-
ing the basal cell of lateral line canals
was found.
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ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDY ON ANTERIOR REGENE-
RATION IN THE FRESH-WATER EARTHWORM, BRAN-
OHIURA SOWERBYI I.
M.Shirasawa and N.Makino. Dept . of Biol.,
Tokyo Med. Coll., Tokyo.

Light and electron microscopic observa-
tions have been made on the morphological
changes of tissues or cells in Branchiura
sowerbyi during anterior regeneration. The
cut surface is covered by stretched sur-
rounding epidermis in about 2U hours and
injured cells are disposed by phagocytes
in the blood. Secondly, epidermal cells
and muscular cells, which resume their cell
division, move to under the epithelioid
and reform their own tissues without inter-
ruption. A great number of cells are re-
leased from the wounded ventral nerve— cord
before the regeneration of the cerebral
ganglion. The nuclei of these free nerve
cells show the increase of chromatin and
the enlargements of nucleoli, while in
cytoplasm, organella such as RER, Golgi
apparatus and mitochondria degenerate com-
paratively. At the next stage, when these
dedifferentiated nerve cells reach to their
presumptive area, the activation of cell-
synthesis is recognized from the increase
of cytoplasm and the development of orga-
nella. Intestinal cells also show similar
dedifferentiation and form the blastema
under the new epidermis, but they seem to
differentiate only into intestinal tissues.

MO 18

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL AND HISTOCHEMICAL STUDY
ON THE INNERVATION OF THE CEREBRAL ARTERIES
IN THE BENT-WINGED BAT.
K. Ando. Biol. Lab., Liberal Arts, Kushu
Sangyo Univ., Fukuoka

.

The origin and distribution of adrener-
gic, cholinergic, VIP, NPY and SP nerves
surrounding the cerebral arteries were in-
vestigated in the bent-winged bat. Choliner-
gic and VIP fibers innervating the cerebral
vasculature appeared to arise mostly from
the cell bodies within microganglia found
in the nerve bundle in the tympanic cavity.
They run intermingled with the adrenergic
and NPY fibers, which emanate from the su-
perior cervical ganglion, in the same fiber
bundles in the carotic canal, and enter the
cranial cavity. In addition, a part of the
VIP fibers innervating the basilar artery
originates from the nerve cells located at
this artery. The innervation of these four
types of nerves is particularly rich through-
out the walls of the major arteries of the
posterior circulation (PC). The distribution
pattern of SP fibers suggests that only few
fibers in the anterior circulation are of
the axons from the trigeminal ganglion, while
relatively dense SP nerve plexuses in the
basilar and vertebral arteries are derived
from another ganglionic source. The unique
innervation of the PC by the above five
types of nerves, together with the predomi-
nant development of its vascular construc-
tion, indicates the functional significance
of this artery system in the blood supply
to the bat brain.
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE HEAD-REGENERATION IN
LAND PLANARIANS
Y.Shirasawa and N.Makino. Dept. of Biol.,
Tokyo Med. Coll., Tokyo.

The process of the head-regeneration
of a land planarian, Bipalium multilinea—
turn was examined microscopically. An indi-
vidual was cut into seven or more pieces
transversely and obliquely. 12 hours after
the operation, each piece showed the in-
crease in its body weight (about 10-20$)
and reached the maximum in 3-5 days. These
tendency was mostly remarkable in the post
pharyngeal region, especially near the
tail. 7 days after the operation, all of
them decreased weights quickly. The head-
regeneration was observed in lU-17 days
without reference to the body level and
the cutting method. Only the piece which
containing the mouth delayed the head-
regeneration (required 5 weeks). The his-
tological preparations stained by Goraori '

s

aldehyde fuchsin (AF) and Mayer's Haemato-
xylin and Eosin demonstrate that in J days
a great number of undifferentiated cells
which have strong AF stainability are
approaching to the wounded surface in the
area between the ventral nerve cord and
the intestinal wall. In 7 days, these
cells accumulate to form the blastema, and
however, their AF stainability are mostly
lost at this stage.
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MORPHOLOGICAL FORMATION OF NEUROMUSCULAR
JUNCTION IN URODELE, HYNOBIUS NIGRESCENS ,

HISTOCHEMICALLY REVEALED ON ACETYLCHOLINE
RECEPTORS AND ACETYLCHOLINE ESTERASE
M.Tabuchi, S.Inoue Inst, of Endocrinol.,
Gunma Univ.

The development and structure of neuro-
muscular junction (n-m-j) in stylopodia of
forelimbs of larvae and adults of Hvnobius
niqrescens were histochemically
investigated for acetylcholine receptors
(AChRs) and acetylcholinesterase (AChE)
activity. In larvae, the
rhodamine-labelled a-bungarotoxin (TMR-raBT)

positive areas appeared either as small
fluorescent spots or fluorescent plates of
varied sizes. The mature fluorescent plate
was found to be formed by successive
addition of spots, and the plates thus
established were arranged linearly parallel
to axes of muscle cells. The AChE
activity occurred almost at same places of
TMR-aBT positive sites. In adults, plates
assembly were seen as a single dotted line
for both AChRs binding and AChE reaction,
in contrast to larval n-m-j in which AChE
activity appeared as a positive line. By
applying the method of TMR-aBT two other
forms of adult n-m-j were observed, one was
a long and a wide dotted line with a width
of several plates while the second form
appeared as a cluster of plates randomly
dispersed over the whole width of the
muscle fiber. Moreover, it seems that the
protoforms of these two forms of n-m-j
become to appear in the muscles just before
nd after metamorphosis.
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EFFECTS OF 20-METHYLCHOLANTHRENE ON THE
AMPUTATED LIMBS OF URODELES.
S.Inoue and Y.Shimoda. Inst, of Endocrinol.,
Gunma Univ., Maebashi.

In an attempt to investigate the effect
of 20-methylcholanthrene (MCH) on the limb
regeneration of urodeles, MCH mixed with
cholesterol and olive oil were applied to
the amputated forelimbs of the adult Tritu -

rus pyrrhogaster and larval Hynobius mgre -

s cens . MCH treated and amputated limbs of
adult T. pyrrhogaster showed retardation of
regeneration accompanied by malformations.
The limbs also showed various degrees of
swellings of the regenerated epidermis. The
applied mixture of cholesterol and olive
oil showed slight effects on the regenera-
tive procedure. The amputated limbs of the
larval H. nigrescens showed retardation of
regeneration after application of MCH.

When we compared the MCH effects on the
limb regenerates of urodeles with that on
Xenopus regenerates , the latter showed more
pronounced effect than the former. There-
fore the effect of MCH on the amphibian
regenerating tissues may be quite variable,
i. e. species specific and age dependent.

Since the MCH treated amputated limbs of
urodeles produced thickening of epidermis
even after denervation, innervation in the
regenerated epidermis may not well concern
in this phenomenon which is a same line of
result with that of Xenopus as we reported
in the last year's meeting.
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EFFECTS OF DENERVATION ON REGENERATION OF
LIMBS OF LARVAL HYNOBIUS NIGRESCENS .

E.Moussad and S.Inoue. Inst, of Endocrinol,
Gunma Univ.

Denervated amputated limbs of larval
Hynobius nigrescens were able to regenerate
as limb stumps became re-innervated .Dedif-
ferentiation processes following amputation
of denervated limbs resulted in slight re-
sorption of the stump tissue and regenerat-
ion was inhibited through the 10-12 post -

operative days. Upon re- innervation and
after the establishment of a regeneration
blastema no further regression was observed
Regeneration proceed thereafter normally
and ultimately fully regenerated limbs were
obtained. Protein synthesis as determined
by 3H-Leucine labelling and mitotic acti-
vity as well were obviously declined on day
4 post-denervation/amputation and increased
by day 12 but they never reached the level

of controls. It has also been revealed that
denervation of limbs without amputation re-
sulted in various degrees of atrophy of the

limbs without any structural regression.
It is worthwhile to mention that atrophied
limbs retain normal regenerative ability
as observed by one of us after ectopical
transplantation to the buccal region.
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LIMB REGENERATIVE ABILITY FOLLOWING
SURGICAL THYROIDECTOMY OF ADULT TRITURUS
PYRRHOGASTER .

M.Rageh and S.Inoue. Inst, of Endocrinol.,
Gunma Univ.

Forelimb regeneration of normal and
thyroidectomized adult newts Triturus
pyrrhogaster was studied. Surgical thyroi-
dectomy was performed 10 days prior to bi-
lateral limb amputation. No T, level could
be detected by day 10 post-thyroidectomy
using radioimmunoassay.lt has been revealed
that regeneration rate of the athyroid
group proceed at a more enhanced rate dur-
ing blastemic and early dif ferentiative and
morphogenetic phases of regeneration. This
enhancement was represented by earlier bla-
stema cells accumulation and faster diffe-
rentiation of cartilage as compared with
sham operated cases. While by late morpho-
genetic phase both athyroid and euthyroid
newts progressed at a similar rate and ul-
timately normal limb regenerates resulted.
Owing to the presence of extrathyroidal
follicles among thyroidectomized newts in
about 20% of the cases studied and since
our results after unilateral ectopic trans-
plantation of thyroid glands to limb stumps
of athyroid newts resulted in no further
enhancement of regeneration rate, we conc-
luded that the hypothyroidal condition that
results after surgical thyroidectomy is in
favour to the enhanced rate of regeneration.
These results is in consistent with our
previous results on radiothyroidectomy

.
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FORELIMB REGENERATIVE CAPACITY OF FROGLETS
AND ADULTS OF RANA ORNATI VENTRIS
S. Kurabuchi '

, S.Aiyama' and S.Inoue 2
.

'Dept. of Hist., Nippon Dental Univ., Tokyo
and 2 Inst., of Endocrynol . , Gunma Univ.
Maebashi

Through our surveying investigations on
the forelimb regenerative capacity of lower
vertevrates, it has been proved that many
Japanese anuran species of amphibia retain
their regenerative capacity even after
metamorphosis, though their regenerates
obtained were heteromorphi c. In this
report, an additional result on the regene-
rative ability of the amputated forelimb of
Rana ornat i ventr is is presented.

In the froglets. the forelimbs which
were amputated at stylopodia or zeugopodia
showed heteromorphi c regeneration, though
at stylopodium amputated the regenerative
ability was much declined. However, in the
mature adults regeneration occured only
when the limbs were amputated at zeugo-
podia. These regenerates were in the form
of rod- or oar-shaped structures. The
levels of nerve quantity (number of nerve
fibers per limb stump area) in stylopodia
were high in the younger froglets, while
the mature adult limbs had a lower level of
nerve quantity and showed poorer regene-
rative capacity as compared with that of
the young froglets. Therefore the
difference of nerve quantity between the
froglets and the adults may well correlate.
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SOME ASPECTS OF REPRODUCTION IN A CORAL
PORITES (SYNARAEA ) IWAYAMAENSIS.
K. Miyara and K. Yamazato. Dept. of Biol.,
Univ. of the Ryukyus , Okinawa.

Reproductive strategy of a coral Porites
(Synaraea ) iwayamaensis was studied on the
population along the reef edge of Sesoko
Is., Okinawa. The spawning period, sexuali-
ty, and gametogenesis were studied during
the periods from April to September, 1985
and from June to July, 1986. All the colo-
nies studied histologically (N=30) showed
this coral to be dioecious with the sex
ratio of 7.5 female to 2.5 male. Kojis and
Quinn (1981) reported from Heron Is., GBR,
Australia that the sex ratios of both P.

lobata and _P. lutea were 9 female to 1

male, while _P. andrewsi had 4 hermaphrodit-
ic and 103 dioecious colonies. P_. iwayama -

ensis is the 3rd species of Porites in
which female colonies dominate. By continu-
ously sampling from certain groups of colo-
nies it was assumed that the spawning took
place during the period from early July to
early August. The size of oocytes ranged
between 100 and 120um in diameter and the
number of oocytes contained in a polyp was
estimated to be 150 while that of testes
80. All of the 12 septa contain the ga-
metes. Because field observation revealed
that the female and male colonies live
closely together under natural conditions,
the success of sexual reproduction depen-
dent on how synchrony is maintained in
spawning. This is left for future studies.
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE AMPUTATED LIMBS OF MICE
OPERATED AT FETAL STAGES.
T.Nobunaga 1 and S.Inoue 2

. 'Inst, for Exper.
Animals, Tohoku Univ., Sendai and 2 Inst. of
Endocrinol., Gunma Univ., Maebashi.

In an attempt to get signs of limb rege-
neration in the mice we amputated limbs in
the fetal stages. As we previously report-
ed, the wound healing of the amputated
fetus limb seemed to proceed faster than
that of the newborn mouse. The surfaces of
the amputated limbs at 6 post-operative day
showed slight moundings being accompanied
by cellular aggregations in the subepider-
mal area. In the present experiment we stu-
died the amputated limbs which were harves-
ted 6 days after birth, the limbs of which
had been amputated in utero at 13 or 14 days
after mating in proestrus (in utero operat-
ed+6 day limb). The externaT

-
appearances of

these limbs were not so different from the
amputated fetus limbs which were operated
in utero and kept until the time of birth.
However, the in utero operated+6 day limbs
histologically showed larger amount of fib-
rocartilage-like callus formation at the
end of amputated bones. It is also notewor-
thy to mention here that these limbs had
developed thick osteoblast cell layers un-
derneath the callus. Further studies on
the limbs which have been amputated at the
fetus stages and kept for more than 6 days
after birth are in progress.
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STUDIES OF ENDOCRIN CONTROL ON THE
MATURATION OF HERMAPHRODITIC GLAND IN SLUG
( LIMAX MARGINATUS )

.

N. Seo and N. Makino, Dept. of Biol., Tokyo
Med. Coll , Tokyo .

Slugs

(

Limax marginatus ) were employed for
in vivo and in vitro experiments.

Several neural organs ( brains , oesophageal
ganglia, tentacles and brain-oesophageal
ganglia complexes) were removed from donors
showing similar growth to hosts, and they
were implanted into the haemocoel of hosts
for 4 and 8 weeks

.

In immature slugs, implantation of neural
organs were lagged behind in development of
the reproductive organ. The hermaphroditic
gland in implantation of brains and brain-
suboesophageal ganglia complexes shows empty
acini had some previtellogenic oocytes and
a little spermatogonia round these epithelia

.

Implantation of brains inhibited formation
of spermatogonia. In maturing slugs,
implantation of neural organs have no effet
on maturation of germ cells.

These resuls indicated that an inhibiting
factor on differentiation of spermatogonia
from the germinal epthelium is produced by
brains of immature slugs.

The hermaphroditic gland were cultured
with those neural organs for 10 and 20 days.
In vitro culture results show that maturation
of male germ cells are controlled by some
hormone, and hermaphroditic glands explanted
with suboesophageal ganglia have developed
till the appearance of spermatozoa.
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AN OVARY-STIMULATING FACTOR IN THE SHRIMP,
PARATYA COMPRESSA .

T.Kitamura and Y . Yamamo t o . Dept.of Biol.,
Fac.of Sci..Univ.of Chiba.Chiba.
An endocrine mechanism for ovarian devel-

opment in the decapod crustaceans was sug-
gested by the existence of inhibiting and
stimulating factors. The present study exa-

mined in vivo the effects of extracts of

the central nervous sys tern ( CNS . bra i n . sub-
esophageal and thoracic gangl i ons ) and mus-
cle tissue(M)on ovarian development in the

shrimp, P . compressa . The crude extracts of

CNS and M which were from P.compressa and

H

.

sanguineus were injected into females
with immature ovary. CNS-extracts stimula-
ted vi tel

1

ogenesi s in oocytes to raise the
ovary stage and oocyte diameter. M-extract
and ringer had no effect on the ovaries.
With a search for neurosecretory cells(NS

C) in each ganglion, some relatively large
NSC were found. The variation in size of 17

kinds of NSC according to the ovary stages
was examined histologically in normal ova-
rian development and one caused by eyest-
al k-des true t i on

.

Several NSC showed fluctu-
ations in size during the f ol 1 i cu

1

ogenesi s

and secondary v i tel

1

ogenes i s . The way of

varying was different also between normal
and abnormal ovarian developments.
These results suggested that the central
nervous system included an ovary-stimula-
ting hormone and that some NSC were conc-
erned. The hormone maybe acts directly on

ovarian v i te 1

1

ogenesi s

.
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A COMPARATIVE MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF GONADS IN SEVEN SPECIES OF
ORYZIAS
S. Hamaguchi . Dept. Biol., Coll. Gen.
Educ . , Niigata Univ., Niigata.

The development of gonads in fishes of
the genus Oryzias was studied from compara-
tive morphological viewpoints. Six species,
0. luzonensis , 0. celebensis , 0. javanicus ,

0. minutillus , 0. mekongnensis , and 0.
melastigma were examined and compared with
0. latipes Gonads of 0. latipes protruded
bilaterally from dorsal mesentery into
celom, while gonads in these 6 species
developed unilaterally only on the right
side of mesentery. The process of sex dif-
ferentiation of gonads in these species
except 0. mekongnensis were almost similar
to that in 0. latipes , in which the absence
of oocytes in fry just after hatching dis-
tinguished male from female. In 0.
mekongnensis all fry just after hatching
contained oocytes, which degenerated in
male within 10 days after hatching. The
wild populations of 0. latipes , which
reside in Japan and east China, are known
to be devided geographically into 9 groups
from their allozymic variations. The
bilateral distribution of germ cells were
compared among these groups. There was no
significant difference among groups in
Japan; 58-68% of germ cells were situated
on the right side. While, the asymmetrical
distribution of germ cells was more
conspicuous in Chinese population; 85% of
germ cells were on the right side.
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STRUCTURE OF CHORION OUTER LAYER AND ITS
PROTEINS IN BOMBYX MANDARINA
B. Sakaguchi , M.R. Goldsmith , S.K.
Nho , G.D. Mazur 3 and K. Koga 1

,
' Fac. of

Agr., Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka, Dept. of
Zool. , Univ. of Rhode Island, Kingston,
RI, 3 Dept. of Cell, and Develop. Biol.,
Harvard Univ., Cambridge, MA, U.S.A.

As shown by Kafatos and coworkers, the
complex chorion of Bombyx mori (B. mo) is
encoded by a developmentally regulated
multigene family. To compare the
structure of the chorion between B. mo
and its possible ancestor Bombyx
mandar ina (B. ma), eggshells were
examined by scanning electron microscopy.
Transverse sections of B. m_a chorion
revealed outer, middle and inner layers
as in B. mo. However, the structure of
the outer crust differed markedly from
that of B. mo in that it had many, small
mountain-like peaks (average ca. 14 um
high). These were covered by a thin
outermost layer (2-4 um thick). Air
spaces were found in the valleys between
the peaks lying under the thin layer. To
determine the composition of this unusual
structure, substances were scraped off
the surface, carboxamidomethylated with
iodo[ C]acetamide, and subjected to
electrophoresis on SDS or 2D gels.
Intact chorions contained A, B, C and He
(high cysteine) proteins. The outer
layers consisted mainly of He and C
proteins

.
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GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION IN CLUTCH SIZE AND
EGG SIZE OF THE JAPANESE SALAMANDER
HYNOBIUS NIGRESCENS

.

Hisashi Takahashi and Hisaaki Iwasawa.
Biol. Inst., Niigata Univ., Niigata.

The number of eggs in an egg sac and
the size of the eggs of 32 local popu-
lations were examined. Collecting sites
were selected from various places, 5 to
2100m in altitude, in Niigata Prefecture.
The breeding season of this species is
from March in the lowlands near the coast,
to August at high elevations. The mean
egg volume among populations ranged from
6.6 to 16.2mm3 for increasing as the
altitude increased, except some earlier
breeding populations in the lowlands. In
general, the egg volume did not vary
within each population, but it varied
somewhat in high altitude populations.
There was found a significant decrease in
the number of eggs among populations as
the altitude increased. For example, the
number of eggs (mean ± SD ) in a population
at an altitude of 5m was 70.2 +17.1, and
that in another population at 2100m was
25.0 ±4.7. The variation in the number
of eggs was smaller in mountain popu-
lations, and larger in lowland ones.
Females in large pond populations laid a
good number of small eggs, while females
in small pool populations consisting of
many members laid fewer large eggs.
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OSTEOMETRICAL STUDY OF THE LIMBS AND THE
CLAVICLES OF THE YAKU MONKEY (MACACA FVSCATA
YAKUI)
N. Kawaji. Dept. of Oral Anatomy, Kagoshima
Univ. Dental School, Kagoshima

The Yaku monkeys (Maoaca fuseata yakui)
which live in Yakushima Island, Kagoshima
Prefecture, have been distinguished from
the typical Japanese monkeys (M. f. fuseata)
in the main Japan Islands except Hokkaido.

Osteometrical study of the limbs and the
clavicles of adult yakui (29 males and 16
females) was conducted and the data were
compared with those of fuseata (8 males and
14 females) . The metrical items were 52 (3

in clavicula, radius and fibula respective-
ly, 6 in ulna, 10 in tibia, 13 in femur and
14 in humerus) . The measurements in all
items had statistically insignificant dif-
ferences between the left and right sides.
The bone sizes of yakui were considerably
smaller than those of fuseata in both sexes
and there were significant differences in
all items with the exception of the diame-
ters in the middle of fibula in male and at
the position of the tuberosity of tibia in
female. The sexual dimorphisms were appar-
ently showed in both subspecies.

From the various indices between the
measurements of bones, some proportional
characteristics were clarified. Yakui had
a somewhat thin humerus. Males of both
subspecies had the relatively developed
attachment areas of muscles, especially in
ulna and femur.

STRATEGY AND MECHANISMS OF DIEL ACTIVITY
OF CONTRACTION AND EXPANSION OF POLYPS OF
A FAVIID CORAL, GONIASTREA ASPERA .

Y.Nakano and K.Yamazato. Dept. 5T Biol.,
Univ. of the Ryukyus, Okinawa.

We studied about the adaptation strategy
and the mechanisms of diel activity of con-
traction (cont.) and expansion (exp.) of
the polyps of a faviid coral, G_. aspera .

This coral occupies the upper limit of cor-
al distribution, that is, the infralittoral
subzone, and is found abundant on the reef
near Sesoko Marine Science Center. The pol-
yps of this coral contract during the day
and expand during the night in the field.
Our study revealed the following in the
laboratry: 1) The normal cont. and exp. be-
havior persisted under artificial light and
dark cycle (L:D=13:11). 2) They remained
expanded under continuous light. 4) They
followed the light-dark cycle under short
cycle of light and dark (L:D=6:6). 5) Addi-
tion of a photosynthetic inhibitor (DCMU)
did not alter the normal behavior of light
cont. and dark exp„ These results suggest
that the cont. and exp. behavior of the
polyps are directly controlled by light
condition. Moreover, it seems that the
cont. of the polyps during the day favor
the photosynthesis of zooxanthellae, be-
caus by cont. the polyps expose the
coenosarc which contain zooxanthellae at
the highest concentration.

CIRCADIAN RHYTHM OF PHOTOACCUMULATION IN
PARAMECIUM BURSARIA
I .Miwal , T.Kondo2, C.Johnson and J.W.
Hastings3. iBiol. Lab.. Coll. Gen. Educ,
Ibaraki Unive., Mito, 2 Div. of Chronobiol .

,

Natl. Inst, for Basic Biol., Okazaki ,
3 Biol.

Lab., Harvard Univ., Mass., U.S.A.

It is known that the cells of Paramecium
bursaria show a circadian mating reactivity
rhythm. Further we could keep records of a
photoaccumulation rhythm automatically by
using the microcomputer in the same species.
They showed much photoaccumulation in the
light period and a few in the dark period
in the condition of LD=I2:12. When they
were transferred to the constant light (LL)
and the constant dark (DD) condition, they
continued to show circadian photoaccumula-
tion rhythms. The periods of these circa-
dian rhythms were 25.3 hr in LL at 25° C,
22.8 hr in DD at 25° C, 22.7 hr in DD at
20° C, 21.4 hr in DD at 30° C. This rhythm
was also shown in the symbiotic Chlorella-
free white cells and the immature cells
which did not show mating reactivity. But
this rhythm was not shown in other Parame-
cium groups: P. caudatum, P. tetraurelia ,

P. multimicronucleatum . The phase shifts
were observed when the cells were treated
with geneticin (10 ;jg/ml), puromysin (400
/jg/ml) and actinomycin D (10 pg/ml) for 6

hours. In the pulse treatment of iono-
mycin (10 pM) at various times, the phase
shift was not appeared. It is suggested
that Ca is no effect to the photoaccumu-
lation rhythm of P. bursaria .

CIRCADIAN ACTIVITY IN STABLE FLY: A
COMPARISON BETWEEN FIELD BITING POPULATION
AND LABORATORY INDIVIDUAL
K.Saiki and Y.Chiba. Environm.Biol.Lab.,
Biol. Inst. ,Yamaguchi Univ.,Yamaguchi.

The number of stable flies, Stomoxys cal-
citrans , collected on a cow in the field
showed 1) a strongly diurnal rise, 2)
attaining a peak late in daytime. 3) The
peak occurring around 16"° in summer
advanced gradually to occur near noon in
late autumn. 4) The male formed a sharper
peak 50 min later than the female. To
investigate whether these phenomena in the
field population are reproduced in the
individual level, we measured locomotor
activities of individual insects, collect-
ed from the field in different seasons,
using photoelectrical actographs under LD
12:12h, DD or RR(continuous dim red light)
at a constant temperature of 25°C. As the
results, 1) the diurnal activity 2) peak-
ing late in daytime could be observed but
the 3) seasonal and 4) sexual changes in
timing of the peak could not. The dif-
ference between the field population and
the laboratory individual deserves future
study. The laboratory study elucidated
also that the locomotor activity is under
circadian control; the freerunning periods
under DD (22.77 ± 0.64h(SD)) and under RR
(22.51 + 0.62h(SD)) were not significantly
different.
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LD-RATIO DURING THE POST -EMBR YONI

C

DEVELOPMENT AFFECTS THE CIRCADIAN
PACEMAKER IN THE ADULT CRICKET
K.Tomioka and Y.Chiba. Environm. Biol. Lab.,
Biol. Inst. , Ya m aquchi Univ.,Yamaquchi.

The circadian pacemaker of the cricket
Gryllus bimaculatus is located in the
optic lobes. In our recent experiments,
the circadian activity waveform of the
optic lobe efferent neurons varied with
light and darkness (LD) ratio in a 24h
environmental cycle given during the post-
embryonic development. The electrical
activity of efferent neurons was recorded
from a cut end of the optic stalk, which
connects the optic medulla with lobula,
using a suction electrode. The recording
was made under a constant temperature of
20°C and constant light of 50 lux. Three
groups of crickets were reared under LD
16:8, 12:12 and 8:16, respectively, and at
a constant temperature of 26°C. Although
all animals showed the electrical activity
peaking in the subjective night, effects
of LD-ratio appeared on the circadian
waveform. The angle of the rising phase
was steeper in crickets kept in the longer
photoperiod. The ratio of the subjective
night time and the subjective day time was
significantly smaller in the 'LD 16:8'
group than in the others. These results
suggest that the LD-ratio during the
nymphal stage affects the waveform of the
output from circadian pacemaker.

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS OF VISUAL INPUT AND
MOTOR OUTPUT IN PAPILIO XUTHUS .

Y.Iyobe and K.Aoki. Life Science Inst.,
Sophia Univ. , Tokyo
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PHOTO-ORIENTATION BEHAVIOR OF SILKWORM,
BOMBYX MORI, IN COCOON.
S.Hori and I.Shimizu, Laboratory for Plant
Ecological Studies, Fac. of Sci., Kyoto
Univ. , Kyoto.
After spinning the silkworm larvae orient

themselves towards light in cocoon. We in-
vestigated this photo-orientation behavior
to know~the ethological meaning and photo-
receptive mechanism.

It was observed that during the spinning
stage six pairs of lateral ocelli degenera-
te oderly. However, it was found by black-
painting experiments that one ocellus still
functioned as a photoreceptor involved in
the photo-orientation. Onvmochrome-less
(white-eye) larvae and vitamine A-defidient
larvae lost the behavior.
White light obtained from fluorescentlamp

and ultra violet (300-400nm) showed an effe-
ctiveness of an induction of the photo-
behavior, but blue, green and red lights of

the same intensity were less effective.
To know the ethological meaning some ex-

periments were performed. After cocoon
construction, all larvae show negative geo-
orientation, when cocoons were setted vert-
ically. Almost all silkworms which had
been turned upside down artifically at pre-
pupal stage died before adult emergency or
could not escape from cocoon. When cocoons
were slightly inclined, the light illumina-
ted from above acted synergetically

.

Larvae take the head-up posture in cocoon.

BB 7

GENETICS OF CIRCADIAN ECLOSION RHYTHM IN
THE HOUSE FLY, MUSCA DOME STICA .

M. Aizawa and H. Yoshino . Furukawa
2

Girl's High School , Furukawa High School,
Furukawa, Miyagi.

Strains of house fly were cultured at
various temperatures between 19° - 28 °C
and in each temperature, the time of
eclosion was measured. The time of maxim-
al number of eclosion appeared periodically
and the period was different in different
strains. The wild type strain P-9 showed
2 6.2 hr period and the mutant strain WBP
24.0 hr. The eclosion period of the Fl
from a cross between P-9 and WBP showed an
intermediate period of 25.1 hr . Backcross
of a Fl to P-9 showed a continuous pattern
of eclosion periods reflecting the expected
ratio of 1:2:1 segregation of wild type,
Fl and the mutant. This suggests that the
clock controlling the eclosion period of
this fly is under the control of a major
gene

.

When locomotor activities of these
strains were measured under the DD condit-
ions, the activity rhythm was found to be
26.3 hr for P-9, 23.9 hr for WBP and 25.0
hr for Fl . These results show that the
locomotor activity rhythm is almost the
same as the eclosion rhythm and suggest
the possibility that both rhythms are
controlled by the same clock mechanism.
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CIRCaDIaI'i RHYTHIu IN LOCOkuTOfl ACTIVITY IS
THE HaGFISH, EPTATRETUo BURGEfll . r-Hu THE
EFFECTS OF BRAIS ABLATION".
o.Ookal, K.K.abasawa2 and S.Kinoshita3.
l;itomigakuen Jr. Coll., Tokyo, ^Aburatsubo
karine Park Aq. , kiura and ^kisaki Marine
Biol. Station, Univ. of Tokyo, kiura.

The hagfish, Ectatretus burgeri . shows
activity confined to the dark period under
12L:12D conditions, and clear free-running
rhythm under constant darkness. The follo-
wing results of brain ablation experiments
indicates that the biological clocK of the
hagfish exists in the hypothalamus.
(l)The nocturnal rhythm of hagfish is
controlled by the eyes. (2) The circadian
rhythm in the locomotor activity dis-
appears in a hagfish whose brain, except
for the medulla oblongata, has been
surgically removed. (3)In the hagfish
without mesencephalon, the circadian
rhythm remains unchanged. (4) The circadian
rhythm disappears in the hagfish without
telencephalon or diencephalon. (5)In the
hagfish which loses upper part(3/5) of
telencephalon-diencephalon, the circadian
rhythm remains unchanged. (o)In the
hagfish which loses the outside half of
telencephalon-diencephalon, the circadian
rhythm remains unchanged. (7)In the
hagfish cut along the midline of telen-
cephalon, the circadian rhythm remains
unchanged.

BB 10

ANALYSIS OF URINATION PATTERN OF MALE-
MALE COUNTER MARKING IN MICE.
M.Daumae and T.Kimura. Dept . of Biol.,
Coll. of Arts and Sci., Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo.

Male mice deposit large number of
urine spots in novel environment. We
studied the urination pattern in male
mice on previously-marked paper floor
(counter-marking) using Uranine-injected
males. Isolated male mice deposited more
amount of urine on the floor with other
male urine and on clean floor than that
with their own urine. Castrated mice also
deposited more amount of urine on clean
floor than the floor with their own
urine. This suggests that odor of own
urine regulates the amount of urine
deposited. Intact isolated mice deposited
more amount of urine and more number of
urine spots on the floor with marks of a
castrated mice than that with urine of
intact mice. Since aggressive behaviors
are known to be induced by urine of
intact male mice, but not by that of
castrated ones, urine marking behavior
seems not relevant to aggression. The
mice caged in groups showed no difference
in urination pattern between on the floor
with urine of strange male and with their
own urine. This suggests that isolation
affects the counter-marking between male
mice. The male-male counter urine marking
may reflect their preference of grouping
to isolation.

Development of mating behavior in the male
cri cket

.

T. Katayama and M. Sakai. Dept. of Biol.,
Fac. of Sci., Okayama Univ., O kayama .

Development of mating behavior in the
cricket Gry 1 1 us bimacul atus was investi-
gated. Each male was placed with a sexually
receptive female in a 100 ml vicor and
behavior was observed continuously for 12
hours (7am-7pm) every day. Nymphs at the
7th instar showed mating acts in only 2 out
of 80 males while nymphs at the 8th instar
showed them in 82 % (n=28). The movement
patterns of courtship and copulation were
essentially the same as those of mature
adults but the manner of their occurrence
was different. In 8th instar nymphs, mating
acts appeared on Day 3rd after the ecdysis,
reached a maximum, though only one third
capriciously showed them about 3 times per
day and decreased before the molt. Fresh
adults exhibited backward crawling in 27%
on Day 1st and 46% on Day 2nd after their
molts. On Day 2nd, it was followed by hook-
ing (30%) and spermatcphore releasing (20
%) which newly emerged. All the males
showed complete copulation at least once
within Day 3rd. The cyclical sexual acti-
vity interposed by the non-mating period
(50-100 min) did not appear until sperma-
tophore production began on Day 2nd or Day
3rd. These results indicate that neural
circuits for mating acts are functional at
the 7-8th instar, temporarily depressed
around the molt and are fully developed on

the 3rd day of the adult stage.

BB 11

PREFERENCE OF FEMALE MICE FOR ODORS FROM
URINE AND PREPUTIAL GLAND SECRETION OF
MALES.
K.Ninomiya and T.Kimura. Dept. of Biol.,
Coll. of Arts and Sci., Univ. of Tokyo,
Tokyo.

Female mice prefer the odor of normal
males to that of castrated ones. Though
the urine odor is proved to be the main
odor source, it has been still obscure
whether urine itself is effective or fac-
tors of other origin is involved by being
mixed in excreted urine. We compared the
attracting effects of urine or preputial
gland secretion or combination of both
taken from males which were either normal,
castrated, or preputialectomized. We found
that females preferred urine odor from
normal males to that from normal but pre-
putialectomized males. Females showed no
preference between castrated males and
castrated-preputialectomized males. This
suggests that both urine and preputial
gland are necessary for eliciting female
response. Since females showed no prefer-
ence in tests using only preputial gland
contents or the contents mixed with urine
of various males, It is probable that
preputial gland contents gain pheromonal
effect by being metabolized by micro-
organism after secretion. Further experi-
ments showed that the combination of both
androgen-dependent urine factor and andro-
gen-independent preputial factor is essen-
tial for male odor to attract females.
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SOCIAL DOMINANCE OF MALE MICE V: EXCESS
ODORS OF CONSPECIFICS WEAKEN MALE MICE.
S.Hayashi. Dept.Biol. ,Fac.Educ. ,Kagoshima
Univ. ,Kagoshima.

This investigation was intended to
study effects of the exposure to excess
odors emitted by conspecific male mice. A
male which had been kept in a plastic cage
with a lid made of a polyvinyl chloride
plate became less aggressive than males
kept in a cage with a lid of stainless
steel gauze. Both seminal vesicles and
preputial glands of the former were light-
er than those of the latter after they
were housed in those cages individually
for 14 days. And two groups of male mice,
both of which had been exposed to excess
odors in the cage with a polyvinyl chlor-
ide lid , were compared. Males of the one
group were exposed only to their own odors
. Males of the other group were exposed
to unfamiliar male odors. They were moved
daily to the cage which had been occupied
by an unfamiliar male. Males of the own
odor group have heavier preputial glands
and their body weights became lighter than
the unfamiliar odor group. In regard to
seminal vesicles, there was not a signifi-
cant difference. The excess odors of
conspecifics seem to reduce blood andro-
gens of male mice. Unfamiliar male odors
are distinguishable from own odors and
affect preputial glands and body weight.

BB 14

ACUTE DIFFERENTIAL SENSITIVITY IN THE
FEEDING BEHAVIOR OF DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER
I. Shimada 1

, M. Nakao^, Y. Kawazoe^. IDept.
Biol. Sci. and 2Educ. CTR Info. Process.
Tohoku Univ., Sendai.

A clear choice feeding behavior of Droso-
phila was examined quantitatively by de-
termining the amount of sucrose intake col-
orimentrically. Acute differential sensi-
tivity was found by setting concentration
pairs and gradually closing the gap (aC)

until there is no significant difference in
ingestion. The Weber fraction OC/C) ob-
tained was 0.025, the lowest one reported
so far for insects. This result contradicts
with the conclusion that the ability of the
sugar receptor of the blowfly to code in-
formation about sucrose concentration al-
lowed at most 5.3 discriminable level with
respect to the logarithm of sucrose concen-
tration between 0.01M and 1 . 0M (Smith et al.

,

1983) , which is much smaller than our re-
sult. Multi-receptor model, using infor-
mation theory, was first introduced to
resolve the contradiction.

BB 13

FEEDING BEHAVIOR OF AMOEBA PROTEUS:
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN PREY AND PREDATOR.
A. Kihara, K. Ishii. Lab. Biol., Hosei
Univ., Tokyo.

Amoeba proteus captures swimming
ciliates by forming food-cups. We
studied such prey and the predator
interactions using a wild type and its
non-reversal mutant (CNR) of Paramecium
caudatum as prey organisms.

When Paramecium came into contact with
amoeba, it usually took off. But
occasionally it came across and rested
against amoeba frontally. In that case,
only the anterior cilia attached to the
amoeba surface and became immovable

.

Typical food-cup formation could be
observed only when the prey came to rest.
Food-cup originated at the contact region
so that the prey oriented toward amoeba
during food-cup formation. When the
resting behavior cease Paramecium can
escape from the advancing food-cup by
swinging its anterior part or swimming
backward. But the escape ratio of the
prey decreased as the food-cup formation.
CNR cells cannot escape after food-cup
advanced halfway. It seemed that
Paramecium cannot escape without backward
swimming from the advanced food-cup
because of the prey-predator orientation.

These results show that the orientation
of the prey by means of its resting
behavior is important for amoeba
cannibalism.

BB 15

Oft THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE VALVULA
GEREVELLI AND THE FEEDING BEHAVIOUR
OF ONGORHYNGHUS.
K. Uchihashi. Sekihan Laboratory, Akashi*

The number of the inlets formed by
valvula cerevelli cf Onoorhynchus is
as follows:

uncorhnchus rhodurus 4
0. rhodurus var. rhodurus 4

0. masou 3
0. tschawytscha 3
0. kisutch 3

. nerka 3

0. keta 2
0. morbus cha 2

And one number increases as the
feeding behaviour becomes more compli-
cated; in short, it is assumed that
valvula cerevelli forms the integration
center which, when the fish feeds,
presides over the horizontal balance
of the posture of the fish, its main-
tenance and the faculty for changing
the balance direction into vertical.
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THE TERRITORIAL BEHAVIOR OF AN OLD WORLD
LEAF-NOSED BAT

(

Hipposideros turpis )

.

S. Matsumura, the School of Allied Health
Sciences, Yamaguchi Univ., Ube

.

Hipposideros turpis in Iriomote Island
was studied in its natural summer roosts.
It was found first that they played a typ-
cal territorial behavior in the roost in-
cluding threatening call, threatening be-
havior and aggressive behavior. Females
in the nursing roosts as well as males in
a separate roost showed this behavior. In
the roost, they took equidistant (20 cm)
distribution.

When an invader approached the occupant,
they started the following sequence. 1)

Confronting each other, the occupant gave
shakes of the closed wings 2-3 times. The
invader responded. 2) They faced closely
each other and grin. 3) They fluttered
the half opened wings with excitement.
This behavior was accompanied by loud audi-
ble vocalizations (harsh chirr, threatening
call) . 4) They beat at each other with
the extended wings and grappled. Sometimes
they fall together. Mostly the occupants
drove the invader away.

The above showed a typical grading se-
ries. At each step, turning the invader
aside, the occupant reverted the usual
roosting posture.

This behavior may play a role to keep
space in the limited roost capacity.

EC 1

INPUT AND OUTPUT WHICH SOME SPECIES OF
COELENTERATE BRING TO THE ENVIRONMENT.
Y.KAKINUMA, J. MIZUNOYA and H. NAMIKAWA.
Dept. of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Kagoshima
Univ., Kagoshima.

Some coelenterates, such as Parasicyo-
nis actinostoloides, Mastigias papua, Cass-
iopea sp. frequently emerge in shoals on
the coast of the Sakurajima. The input and
output of these species in the inhabited
environment were investigated in the experi-
mental tank. The experiments were carried
out by investigating the relationship be-
tween behavior of coelentrates and time
fluctuation of densities of organic N,NH3

-

N, NOa-N, N0 3 -N, organic P, inorganic P,
DO, pH, and suspensoid. The Parasicyonis and
Cassiopea with much zooxanthellae were ob-
served remarkable emission of DO and bal-
ance of pH. The medusa of Mastigias and
Cassiopea were observed the purification
of suspension by mixing suspensoid in water
with mucus of organic metabolite. This ef-
fect was implied to be performed in rela-
tion with organic activities. Concerning
input and output of substance, the fluctu-
ation of numerical values depended upon
such factors as organic species, individual
physiological condition, exisistence of
Zooxanthellae, and individual environment.
A further examination of their explicit role
in the ecosystem will be left for the fu-
ture research.

BB 17

AGE-ASSOCIATED CHANGES IN RADIAL MAZE
PERFORMANCE IN RATS.
S.Kobayashi, Y.Ugawa and M.Osanai. Dept.
Biol., Tokyo Metropol. Inst. Gerontol.,
Itabashi-ku, Tokyo.

To examine the age-associated altera-
tions in learning and memory, young (3-4
months old) and aged (22-27 months old)
Fischer-344 rats in both sexes were test-
ed with a 8-arm radial maze in which the
optimal strategy is to obtain all food
rewards without revisiting an arm. We
devised an equation to evaluate the qual-
ity of each response in maze performances
irrespective of physical debility caused
by aging. Following the habituation and
pre-training, all rats were tested in
radial maze for 5 days a week during 5 or
6 weeks. Application of our equation to
their performances indicated that the
memory score of aged rats was signif-
icantly lower than that of young rats,
and this method was applicable to any
performance compared with the previous
ones. Moreover, there was no sexual dif-
ference in memory score. Analyzing wrong
responses in detail, aged rats selected
wrong arms from the earlier correct res-
ponse than young group did, and were apt
to revisit arms visited by them more
recently than those visited earlier.
These results suggest that the memory
function, particularly the working memory
function, declines in both male and fe-
male aged rats.

EC 2

INTRA-SPECIFIC VARIATION OF GALAXEA
FASCICULARIS LINNAEUS

.

J. D. Kusen, K. Yamazato. Dept. of Biol.
Coll. of Sci., Univ. of the Ryukyus,
Okinawa.

There are 2 types of G. fasc icularis L.
that have Normal and Hard types of skele-
ton. Normal type has 4 colour morphs,
whereas Hard type has only 1 morph.
Probably these 2 types are different
species. Therefore, studies in morphome-
try, budding rate, abundance, tentacle
movement and concentration of zooxan-
thellae in the tissues were conducted.
The results of measurements on corallite
height, corallite spacing, corallite dia-
meter and the size of coenosteum bubbles
indicated significant differences between
two types. Transplanting in the sea and
in the tank revealed that Normal type
grows faster in terms of number of buds
than Hard type . Normal type was more
abundant along 3 transect lines on the
reef flat. Hard type exhibited higher
rate of tentacle movements and lower
concentration of symbiotic algal cells
in the body wall than Normal type. The
results of the present study and those of
the others indicate that these two types
may represent two different species.
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EC 3

INTRA- AND INTER-SPECIFIC INTERACTIONS IN
A SCLERACTINIAN GENUS MONTIPORA
T.Yeerain and K.Yamazato. Dept. of Biol.,
Univ. of the Ryukyus, Okinawa.

Types of interactions within and
between species and ranking of competitive
ability among four species of Montipora
were examined by experimental grafting
methods and by observations of populations
on the reefs of Sesoko Island, Okinawa. At
the initial stage of interactions among
xenogeneic pairs, extrusion of mesenterial
filaments and extracoelenteric digestion
were observed. A linear ranking hierarchy
was observed at the early stage of the
experiments and this relation changed
during the experimental period. The
following ranking of competitive ability
was suggested: M. ehrenbergii -»M. foliosa
—> M. foveolata —» M. digitata . Tntra-reef
allografts of the three species studied
exhibited low rate of fusion and in case
of inter-reef allografts no fusing pairs
were observed at all. On the reefs in
front of Sesoko Marine Science Center,
M. foliosa is the most abundant species in
terms of both number of colonies and
coverage, while M. foveolata is a rare
species. Ranking of competitive ability of
Montipora on natural reefs is similar to
that in long-term experiments. The inter-
actions among the species of Montipora
seem to correspond with ecological rela-
tions such as distribution patterns and
population structure of this genus.

EC 5

THE ENVIRONMENTAL CUE TO BEGIN GAMETO-
GENESIS IN THE CHITON ACANTHOPLEURA
JAPONICA .

E. Yoshioka. Seto Mar.
Univ . , Wakayama .

Jiol . Lab
. , Kyoto

In the chiton A_^_ japonica . garaetogenesis
in the testis is recognised as spermato-
genesis and accumulation of sperms, and in
the ovary as the vitellogenesis of the
oocytes .

On 10 April and on 10 May, 1985, gonads
in 30 individuals from the field were
examined. Gametogenesis did not occur on
10 April, and occurred in 11 individuals on
10 May. Therefore gametogenesis begun
between 10 April and 10 May, when sea water
temperature increased and photoperiod elon-
gated .

In the laboratory, from 10 April to 10
May, chitons were kept in four tanks
respectively regulated as following
conditions in temperature and photoperiod:
(1) 15°C, L9:D15

; (2) 15°C, L16:D8
; (3)

22°C, L9:D15
; (4) 22°C, L16:D8. On 10

May, gonads in 30 individuals in each
condition were examined. Gametogenesis did
not occur in individuals from condition (1)
and (2), and occurred in 12 individuals
from condition (3) and in 11 individuals
from condition (4).

The results indicate that the cue to
begin gametogenesis is increase in sea
water temperature.

EC 4

REPRODUCTIVE ECOLOGY OF A SCLERACTINIAN
CORAL GALAXEA FASCICULARIS LINNAEUS.
K. Yamazato and M. Minei. Dept. of Biology, Univ.
of the Ryukyus, Okinawa.

On two types of G. fascicularis growing on the
reefs in front of Sesoko Marine Science Center,
maturity size, sexuality, gametogenesis, spawning
period and- schedule, and embryogenesis were
studied. The colonies of Normal type reached
maturity at the size of 5x4 cm across. Both Normal
and Hard types were hermaphroditic. Gametogenesis
was completed within a year and was synchronous
among the polyps of individual colonies and among
the colonies of a population in both types. Both
types released gametes and fertilization was ext-
ernal. The mean number of oocytes in a polyp was
1,000 and 700 and the size of oocytes was 360 Aim
and 280 um across in Normal and Hard types,
respectively. The spawning of Normal type was
observed on June 29-30, 1986 in the field as well as
in the freshly collected colonies (Heyward, pers.
comm.) and that of Hard type on July 27-28, 1986
in the freshly collected colonies. Although, these
dates happened to coincide with the last quarter
moon with which the spawning of many Great
Barrier Reef corals were reported to coincide,
spawning on the other dates were also noted in the
different series of observations. Both male and
female gametes were released at the same time at

2000 - 2200 in both types. The early stages of
embryogenesis were observed in Hard type. The
free swimming planula larvae were observed on the
morning of a day after spawning. They settled on
the limestone substrates within a week after spawn-
ing.

EC 6

ASEXUAL REPRODUCTION OF LONG SLENDER LAND
PLANARIANS; GENUS, BIPALIUH IN TOKYO AND
ENVIRONS
N. Makino and Y. Shirasawa, Dep, of Biol.,
Tokyo Med. Coll., Tokyo.

Three races in land planarians( genus, Bi-
palium) of Japan reproduce asexually, namely,
these are B.nobile , B .multilineatum and B

.

kewense. The water planarian is fissionable
in the asexual condition but B. nobile re-
produce asexually in the sexual condition,
for after the oviposition,a worm fissioned
small piece, within one day. Other two races
B .multi

.

and B .kew. fissioned in asexual
condition as they have no genital pore.
Thus, land and water planarians differ from
in the fissionable condition. To B.kew. , we
collected one hardly at Shinjuku, Tokyo .For
the fission way, worms have something incom-
mon with one another. In general, worms cut
with Dosterior end piece of all three races
and especially B .multi

.

cut 5 to 9 pieces
like a multiple division in some cases.
Generally, anterior large part including the
mouth is not fissionable, except two worms
of B .multi

.

.Large fissioned piece divide 2

-3 pieces anew but the worm fissioned one
small piece again and again in the case of
B .kew. .In the nutriture, the way of fission
is somewhat arranged, a hungry worm is so
fissionable than a well fed one. About the
relation of body weight in worm and fission
liece, the piece is almost l/lO from the
entity.The small worm is not fissionable as
a general rule. The fission seems to occur
after dark and irregurally on the lineage.
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EC 7

LIFE CYCLES OF SOME INTERSTITIAL COPEPODS
(HARPACTICOIDA)

.

Y. Kitazima, Mukaishima Mar. Biol. Lab.,
Fac. of Sci. , Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima.

The life cycles of the dominant inter-
stitial copepods (Phyllopodopsyllus punc -

tatus , P. setouchiensis and Oniscopsis
inabai ) were investigated on an intertidal
sand beach of Mukaishima Island, the Seto
Inland Sea, by regular quantitative sampl-
ing from April 1982 to April 1983. Their
cohorts could be followed in spite of the
year-round presence of all the developmen-
tal stages. P. punctatus reproduced two
generations in the May-September period.
P. setouchiensis had a prolonged breeding
period from May to November, during which
at least three generations appeared. In

the case of 0. inabai . only one generation
was recognized in a year. As compared
with the former two species , the popula-
tion of the last one had several distinc-
tive features to give suggestions of lower
population-growth rate: low density (not
more than 200 individuals per 10 cm 2

)

;

restricted breeding season (about four
months) ; low percentage of gravid females
(quite rarely more than 60%); small clutch
size (1.9 eggs on the average); prolonged
generation time (about 11 months in
general and about three months in particu-
lar) . Q. inabai is therefore assumed to
have survivorship of a characteristic
pattern for maintenance of the popula-
tion.

EC 9

SEASONAL CHANGES OF SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND
EMIGRATION BEHAVIOR OF DROSOPHILA MELANO -

GASTER IN A NATURAL POPULATION.
Josai Den. Univ.K. Mikasa. Dep. of Bio.

Sakado, Saitama 350-02

Monthly collections of Drosophila were
made at Himej i from May to Nov. 1985. The
number of captured D. melanoqaster was a
few at June, increased from July to Oct.,
and decreased at Nov. . Total number of
collected Drosophila widely fluctuated and
showed peaks in early summer and autumn.
Emigration activities of isofemale lines of
D. melanoqaster in each monthly sample were
scored at 20, 25, 30°C with the Sakai's
migration system. The emigration activi-
ties differed among isofemale lines. Tem-
perature sensitivity for emigration behav-
ior diversified significantly only at July.
The level of the genotypic variance of
emigration activity with respect to temper-
ature changed cyclically showing its peak
at Sep.. These seasonal changes positively
correlated with the ratio of captured
D. melanoqaster to the total number of
captured Drosophila in each monthly sample.
The level of the variation of temperature
sensitivity on emigration behavior showed
its maximal at July, became zero at Aug.,
increased a little at Sep. and Oct., and
decreased at Nov.. These seasonal changes
positively correlated with the total number
of captured Drosophila in each monthly
sample. Then, emigration behavior associ-
ated with the seasonal changes of the
social structure of D. melanoqaster .

EC 8

LARVAL HATCHING IN THE TERRESTRIAL CRAB
SESARMA .

M. Saigusa / Dept. of Natl. Sci., Coll. of
Liberal Arts k Sci., Okayama Univ., Okayama

Females of Sesarma haematocheir incubate
their clutch in early summer, and after 1

month they come out to the riverside to
release zoea-larvae. Daily timing of larval
release is synchronized with nighttime high
water. Field observations have demonstrated
that females carry the egg-mass until all

zoea-larvae simultaneously hatch in the
abdomen, and that when egg hatching is com-
pleted, they soon enter the water, shaking
all the larvae out of the egg cases.

The zoea-larvae can hatch from the egg-
mass which is separated from the mother
crab. This suggests that the larvae basica-
lly hatch by themselves, not by action of
the mother crab. The scanning electron mic-
roscopic study gave an evidence that the egg
case is physically broken upon hatching.
Water content and volume of eggs do not
remarkably increase on the day of hatching.
This result shows that egg hatching is not
induced by the water absorption or increase
of osmotic pressure. Observations under the
binocular microscope suggest that the zoea-
larva expands a part of its body to break
the egg case, thus causing egg hatching.
However, further studies must be carried
out to confirm this point.

EC 10

PHYSIOLOGICAL LONGEVITY UNDER LABORATORY CONDITIONS
AND ECOLOGICAL LIFE SPAN UNDER NATURAL WILD CONDI-
TIONS IN Oryzlas latipes .12 3 3
N, Egami , Y. Iwao , K. Kator , and 0. Terao

1. Natl. Inst, for Environment. Studies, Tsukuba,
2. Biol. Inst., Fac. of Sci., Yamaguchi Univ.,

Yamaguchi, and
3. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo

Longevity of three strains of Oryzias latipes
under laboratory conditions has been examined by
Kator. In out-door aquaria mean life spans for the
orange red variety, the inbred strain HB-1-2, and
albino-3 were 1060, 1013 and 165 days respectively.
In temperature and light controlled room, those for
orange-red and HB-1-2 were about 405 and 260 days,
and maximum life span were more than 1000 and 900
days, respectively. These data are in agreement
with those reported by Egami (1979)

.

On the other hand, life span of Oryzias latipes
under natural conditions was estimated by regular
samplings of wild fish in rice field near Lake Imba
(Chiba) (by Terao) and irrigation pond in Yamaguchi
City (by Egami and Iwao) . Judging from frequency
distribution of body length in samples collected at
different seasons, the population alternates annu-
ally and all individuals die within 17 months. Mean
life span is very short since mortality rate of fry
is very high. From these data the clear difference
between physiological longevity shown under labora-
tory conditions and ecological life span under
natural wild conditions was demonstrated. Some fish
were transferred from wild to laboratory and causes
of death under natural conditions were analyzed.
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TS 1

STUDIES ON THE OOCYST FORMATION OF
MONOCYSTIS S_P.

K. Hoshide Biol. Lab.,Fac. of Educ,
Yamaguchi Univ., Yamaguchi.

The oocyst formation of Monocystis sp .

was studied by light and electron micro-
scopy. The host

,

Pheratima sp . was col-
lected at Hikari , Yamaguchi Pref.. Losts
of Monocystis sp . parasitized the seminal
vesicle of Pheratima sp. and formed a
gametocyst from the end of summer to fall.
The diameter of the gametocyst is about
200 jam and can be observed as a small
white ball from the surface of the host.
Two gamonts stick together and are covered
with a thick gelatinous layer. At the
beginning of the gametocyst formation the
two gamonts are separated with clear space
between them. In accordance with the
maturation two gamonts become inchimate
with each other and they finally fuse.
Many ovoidal spaces ( 5 . 5x3 . 5 pm ) appear in
the cytoplasm at the periphery of the
gametocysts. The oocysts are formed
inside of this ovoidal space. The size
of the oocyst is 8x4.5 pm on average.
The outside of the oocyst is covered with
a tough membrane with several layers.
The thickness of the membrane is 0.12-
0.14 ;jm. Several comparatively large
vacuole-like structures are distributed
unevenly inside of the oocyst. They are
probably young sporozoites but no struc-
tures can be observed in them.

TS 3

KARYOLOGICAL AND TAXONOMIC STUDIES OF
THE DUGESIA SPECIES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA.
X. DUGESIA AUSTROASIATICA FROM CULTURE
PONDS OF TROPICAL FISHES IN SAGA CITY.
M.Takai 1

, M.Aoyagi 1
, I. Oki 2

, S.Tamura 2

and M.Kawakatsu3 . iBiol.Lab., Saga Med.
Coll., Saga, 2 Osaka Pref. Inst. Publ.
Health, Ssaka, and 3 Biol.Lab., Fuji
Women's Coll., Sapporo.

In 1984, about 30 specimens of fresh-
water planaria, attached to roots of
water hyacinth, were collected from cul-
ture ponds of Tilapia mossambica at the
Furukawa Hatchery, Hasuike-ch6, Saga.
They were reproduced asexually by fission
in Takai's laboratory (water temp., 20-30
°C). The largest specimen attains 10mm
long and 2mm wide. The coloration is dark
brown above with numerous whitish spots
and blackish pigments; pale brown below.
Sensory spots are conspicuous along the
anterior margin of the head. The short
pharynx is inserted anterior to the mid-
dle of the body. Examination of the copu-
latory apparatus proved that the species
is Dusesia austroasiatica Kawakatsu,
1985; this is the third record of occur-
rence in Japan. This species is undoubt-
edly an introduced one from some South-
east Asiatic countries. The diploid
karyotype consists of 7 pairs of meta- or
submetacentric chromosomes and 1 pair of
subtelocentric ones (2x=16). There are
some possibilities that Dugesia sp. from
Taiwan is identical with D. austroasiatica.

TS 2

Detection of Dicyemid Mesozoans in
Nautilus pompilius and in Octopus vulgaris
from Fiji.
Y.Koshida 1 ) . S.Hor iuchi ! > , K.Tajika 2

> and
U.Raj 3 *. 1 >Dept. of Biol., Col. of Gen.
Educ, Osaka Univ., Toyonaka, 2 'Dept. of
Biol., Fac. of Med., Nihon Univ., Tokyo,
3'Inst. of Marine Resources, Univ. of
South Pacific, Suva, Fiji.

In October 1985, we captured total 80
Nautilus pompilius by setting traps at the
depth of about 495 m and 440 m, respec-
tively, at outer reef slop 6 km off Suva,
Fiji; and we took with fingers 2 specimens
of Octopus vulgaris at the intertidal zone
of Makuluva Island, near Suva. No
Dicyemid Mesozoan was found in the fluid
effused from injured nephridial cavity,
and either in sections of kidneys fixed in
Bouin solution of 52 out of 52 Nautilu s

pompilius examined; and also in the fluid
and sections of 2 out of 2 Octopu s

vulgaris from Fiji.
The present result was very contrasted

with the previous Koshida's data that
Dicyemid Mesozoans were found in both
fluid and sections of kidneys of 1 6 out of
1 6 individuals of Octopus collected at 6

different stations in Japan. The
discrepancy of the results has been
discussed with reference to ecological
differences between Nautilus and Octopus
and between Fiji and Japan.

TS 4

ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF CAVE BATS AND THE
CESTODE FAUNA ON THE OKI ISLANDS.
I. Sawada. Biol. Lab., Nara Sangyo Univ.,
Nara.

The investigation was undertaken to
examine, the distribution of cave bats and
the cestode fauna on the Oki Island consi-
sted to Dozen and Dogo, Shimane Prefecture
from Nov. 1984 to Oct. 1985. A cluster of
100 to 150 individuals of Myotis macrodac -

tylus and Miniopterus schreibersii fuligi -

nosus were observed in Iwayaguti-do at Fu-
se-mura, Dogo. A small number of individ-
uals of R. ferrumequinum nippon and M. sc -
hreibersii fuliginosus lived in sea eroded
caves, a basement, an abandoned mine, de-
serted house and a disused air-raid shelt-
er at Dozen and Dogo. Cestodes constitute
the major group of helminthes recovered,
21% of the host being parasitized, tremat-
odes were next in abundance (16%) , and ne-
matodes 6%. R. ferrumequinum nippon and M.
schreibersii fuliginosus were infected with
one species, Hymenolepis rashomonensis and
Vampirolepis hidaensis , respectively. M.
macrodactylus was infected with no cestod-
es. H. rashomonensis and V. hidaensis
are commonly parasitic on R. ferrumequinum
and M. schreibersii fuliginosus throughout
Japan. According to these bat's cestode
fauna, the bats inhabiting the Oki Islands
may have distributional connections with
those in the various places of Japan.
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TS 5

SOME NOTES ON ROTIFERS FROM A MIXO-HALINE
LAKE, HARUTORI (HOKKAIDO)

.

M.Sudzuki .Biol.Lab.Nihon Daigaku Univ.Omiya

Following results have been obtained bas-
ed on the sample collected from Harutori-ko
on 24 Oct' 85, then cultured for fish until
today by Shiogaki (Aomoriken Suisan Zoshoku
Center) . l. Notholca marina-extensa group: The
occurrences of 3 forms each, i.e. A, B & C wer
e :A=95(13.1%) ,B=316 (49 . 7%) ,C=271(37.8%)
during 24/X-17/II,A=151 (11. 9%) ,B=663 (52 . 4%)

,

0=451(35.8%) during 24/X-21/VIII ,both in
control.A=l( 0.1%) ,B=15 8 (14 .4%) ,0=942(85.6%)
for 14/V-19/V in the oligohaline water (13°

C) . While, A=l(0.1%) ,B=163(24.2%) ,0=510(75.7
%) in the oligohaline (8°C) , but A=713 (68 . 3%)

,

B=292(28.0%) ,0=39(3.7%) in the mesohaline
(13°C),both from 14/V to 21/VIII.Here,A:+
a longer caudal extension (Ratio: length/wid-
th of extension>6) ,B:+ an intermediate one
(Ratio=5-4) & C:+ a shorter one (Ratio=3-l)

.

Not a single specimen without a caudal ext-
ension has appeared so far treated. The ext-
remity of the extension is always not poin-
ted. The manubria never provided with "Fort-
satz"by Focke (1961) .Unci 4+1 teeth. Frontal
margins barely variable. The male + loiicat-
ed,+ 1 red eye. Body 60x30x30;um, penis taper-
ing, 30

/
um long. 2 .N. squamula -salina group:The

occurrences of 4 forms, i .e.A,B,C & D were:
A=80(37. 6%) ,B=91(42.1%) ,0=38(17.6%) & D=7
(3.2%) .Here, A: laterals shortest

(

salina ) ,B:

intermedian & laterals same in length (un-
named form) ,C:intermedians shortest ( squam-
la ) & D:all the spines same in length (un-
named) . 3. B. leydigi tridentatus was found.

TS 7

CHROMOSOMES OF NERITIDAE (M0LLUSCA). II.
KARYOTYPIC EVOLUTION IN THE I NTRASPECI FI

-

CALLY POLYMORPHIC NERITINA VIOLACEA .

H.K. Nakamura. Seto Marine Biological La-
boratory, Wakayama Pref.

In all marine neritids karyotype is
quite conservative: N=12 (11+X) S FN=44.
Exceptions to the basic karyotype have
been encountered in fresh and brackish
water species; in Ner i t i na viol acea intra-
specific polymorphism in chromosome number
was found, i.e. N=ll from Hong Kong, N=12
from India and N=14 from Japan.

Assuming that non-marine neritids evol-
ved from marine ancestory, the karyotype
of the Japanese 'race' (N=14) can be at-
tributed to Robertsonian fission because
of its FN=44, corresponding to that of the
marine neritids. On the other hand, the
comparison of the karyotypes between the
Japanese N=14 race and Hong Kong N=ll
suggests that the three smallest pairs of
N=14 race were tandemly translocated to
the largest No . 1 SM chromosome to form the
largest No . 1 M of N=ll race. Thus, phylo-
genetic status of Indian N=12 race, whose
karyotype has not been presented, can be
supposed as follows. It has (l)an identi-
cal karyotype to the marine neritids as an
ancestor of the N=14 race, (2)one small
chromosome corresponding to either the
No . 1 1 , 12 or 13 chromosome of the Japanese
race as an intermediate group in the evo-
lutionary course from N=14 to N=ll, or
(3)two chromosomes originated from one in

the karyotype of the Hong Kong race as the
most specialized group in this lineage.

TS 6

MARINE NEMATODES FROM FIJI, WITH REFERENCE
TO THE FAUNAL COMPOSITION AND A NEW
MOUTHLESS SPECIES.
K.Kito, Dept. of Biology, Sapporo Medical
College, Sapporo.

Marine nematode fauna of Fiji was
reported, based on the specimens collected
in Koshida Team Expedition (Research and
Exchange Program of Osaka University in
South Pacific Region) in Viti Levu, Fiji in
1985.

Forty-eight species were found from 5
sampling stations: ENOPLIDA - Thoracostom-
opsidae (2 spp.), Anoplostomatidae (1 sp.),
Phanodermatidae (2 spp.), Leptosomatidae (2
spp.), Oxystominidae (2 spp.), Oncholaimidae
(5 spp.), Enchelidiidae (3 spp.), Tripyloid-
idae(2 spp.); CHROMADORIDA - Chromadoridae
(6 spp.), Cyatholaimidae (3 spp.), Selachi-
nematidae(1 sp.) , Desmodoridae (10 spp.) ;

MONHYSTERIDA - Monhysteridae (1 sp.) , Xyal-
idae (1 sp.), Siphonolaimidae (1 sp.) , Lin-
homoeidae (4 spp.), Axonolaimidae (2 spp.).

A new mouthless nematode was found
from coarse coral sand (St. 5) . This species
closely resembles Astomonema jenneri Ott et
al., collected from reduced sediments sur-
rounding polychaete tubes in North Carolina,
USA, in having the head without a mouth
opening, the circular amphids, no esophagus
and the gut filled with microorganisms. The
present species, however, differs from A.
jenneri in the following features; a circle
of 6 cephalic setae, the annulation of the
cuticle begining before amphids, the amphids
situated more posteriorly, and the shape
of the spicules and gubernaculum.

TS 8

A MARINE GASTROPOD EPITONIUM SP.
ASSOCIATED WITH SOLITARY CORAL
SANDALOLITHA ROBUSTA
H.Yamashiro. Radioisotope Lab., Univ. of
the Ryukyus , Okinawa.

Specimens of the solitary coral,
Sandalolitha robusta (Quelch) , collected
on a patch reef at Sesoko-j ima, Okinawa,
occasionally had a snail Epitonium sp.
attached to them. The snails were observed
on undersurface of the coral _S_. robusta
and never found on other solitary fungiid
corals on the same reef. The snail (the
largest is 6.5mm long) has a white and
thin shell with small axial costae and a

thin operculum. They were observed during
the period from September to May and the
snail with egg capsules (0.85mm x 0.75mm
in size and contain about 65 white eggs,
sometimes veligers, in them) were
observed from December to March. There was
no direct observation that they feed on
the coral like other species of the
family Epitoniidae. It is clear that this
snail has species-specific relationships
with the coral during the breeding cycle
of the snail.
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TS 9

VARIABILITY IN CERTAIN EXTERNAL FEATURES
OF THE EARTHWORM, PHERETIMA HILGENDORFI
(MICHAELSEN)

.

T. Ochiai 1 and I. Usuki 2
. 'Dept. Biol.,

Fac. Sci., and 2 Dept. Biol., Coll. Gen.
Educ . , Niigata Univ., Niigata.

Variation in certain external features
of Pheretima hilgendorfi was studied. The
capsulogenous gland was present solely at
the 8th segment in 44% of the specimens
(105/240), and it occurred both of the
8th and 9th segments in 43% of the
specimens (103/240). Number of papillate
setae in the gland varied considerably,
exhibiting 3-5 or 8-11 in the gland of the
8th segment and 18-19 in that of the
9th one in many specimens. The male pore
was found only in 12% of the specimens
collected (29/240). In this species, the
female genital pore which opened normally
in the center of the 14th segment was
almost invariable, but a few specimens,
corresponding to 4.6% (11/240), bore two
female pores around the clitellum. The
spermatical pore which opened regularly
at the 6th/7th and 7th/8th segments was
also invariable, but a few specimens,
accounting for 3.3% (8/240), showed an
abnormality in the position or number.
All of the specimens showing an abnor-
mality of the clitellum accompanied with
some abnormalities in both of the female
and spermatical genital pores. A few
specimens, accounting for 2.5% (6/240),
revealed some abnormalities in segments
from the front to the clitellum.

TS 11

GENUS DIPHASCON (EUTARDIGRADA: HYPSIBIIDAE)
FROM MT. FUJI, CENTRAL JAPAN.

M. ITO, Lab. of Nature Conservation, Fac.
of Agrlc., Tokyo Univ. of Agriculture &
Technology, Fuchu, Tokyo.

1. Ecological investigation on terrestrial
tardigrades was carried out in a subalpine
coniferous forest on the northern slope of
Mt. Fuji.

2. In the course of the investigation, the
following 7 species (including 5 unrecorded
species from Japan) of genus Diphascon
were found :

1) D. scoticum MURRAY, 1905 (sensu
PILATO, 1974)

2) D. belgicae RICHTERS , 1911*

3) D. oculatum MURRAY, 1906*

4) D. alpinum MURRAY, 1906

5) D. angustatum MURRAY, 1906*

6) D. carolae BINDA et PILATO, 1969*

7) D. spitzbergense RICHTERS, 1903*

* unrecorded species

3. D. scoticum , D. belgicae & D. oculatum
mainly occur in forest floor and mosses on
decaying logs and very rare in arboreal
habitats. D. alpinum was found in only
mosses on decaying logs. On th other hand,
D. angustatum occurs in both floor and
arboreal habitats.

TS 10

MORE HYPORHEIC WATER MITES FROM KYUSHU.
JAPAN.
T. IMAMURA. Labor, of Biol., Dept. of Human
Sci., Tokiwa Univ., Mi to.

So far, 10 genera and 16 species of
Hydrachnellae, and 2 genera and 2 species
of Halacaridae from hyporheic habitats in

KhyushuTM strict. This time. I found more
12 species of hyporheic water mites from
Kyushu as written below:

Sperchont idae:
Torrent i col idae:
Limnesi idae:
Unioni col idae:
Feltr i idae:
Atur idae:

Momoni idae:
Mideops idae:
Arrenur idae:

Sperchon sp.
Torrenticola sp.
Kawamuracarus sp.
Neumania sp.
Feltria sp.
Axonopsis sp.
Aturus sp.
Konqsberqia sp.
Bharatalbia sp.
Styqomomonia sp.
Nudomideopsis sp.
Arrenurus sp.

These will all be news to science.

TS 12

URBAN TARDIGRADES IN KYUSHU.
K.Utsugi. Dept. Biol. , Tokyo Women's Medical
College, Tokyo.

The purpose was to study the urban tardi-
grades, which live in the mosses or lichens
that grown on the ground, rocks, concrete
and tree trunks. They were collected from
97 stations of 7 main cities in Kyushu;
Fukuoka, Saga, Nagasaki ,Kumamoto,Kagoshima
and Ooita.

The presence of tardigrades were micro-
scopically examined in the precipitates
after macerating the mosses or lichens for
a few hours. Then the specimens were
mounted with Gum-chloral and observed by
phase microscope.

14 species were found at 43 stations in
the 7 cities. Although 9 species (Macrobio -

tus echinogenitus , M. hufelandi , M. hufeladi -

oides , M. harmsworthi , M

.

intermedius , M.
richtersi * , Milnesium tardigradum , Echinis -

cus japonicus ,and Cornechiniscus lobatus *)

were collected from two or more stations,
the other 5 species (Macrobiotus occidenta -

lis , Hypsibius dujardini , Diphascon spitz -
bergen * , Echiniscus sp .

* , Pseudehiniscus
ramazzotti forma facettalis *) were obtained
at only one station. Among these tardigrad-
es, 5 species indicated by "*" were report-
ed for the first time in Japan.
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TS 13

SEMINAL RECEPTACLE AS A TAXONOMICAL
CHARACTER IN THE FAMILY HALECHINISCIDAE
(ARTHROTARDIGRADA)
H. Noda, Seto Mar. Biol . Lab. , Kyoto Univ.,
Shirahama, Wakayama.

I newly report the form of seminal
receptacles of three species of three
genra. And then I evaluate taxonomical
significance of the seminal receptacles
based on sixteen species (3 newly reported;
13 previously reported in literature).

Seminal receptacles of halechiniscid
tardigrades can be grouped into five types
based upon the shape of their components: a
vesicle and a duct. Those species with
Florarctus -type seminal receptacle (a
moderately large vesicle and a medially
thickened duct) were found only within the
subfamily Florarctinae. Those with
Tanarctus - type one (an indistinct vesicle
and a thick duct) within the Tanarctinae.
Those with Euc lavarctus-type one (an
elongate vesicle and a sinuate long duct)
within the Euclavarctinae. Those with
Styraconyx -type one (an approximately
spherical vesicle and a coiled duct) within
the Styraconyxinae. And those with
Halechiniscus -type one (an ovoid vesicle
and an S-shaped short duct) either within
the Halechiniscinae and the Orzeliscinae.

This result suggests that the form of
the seminal receptacle is useful as one of
the taxonomical criterion at the subfamily
level within the family Halechiniscidae.

TS 15

DIFFERENCE OF HOST SPECIFICITY BETWEEN
LARVA AND ADULT IN PSEODOCALIGUS FUGU
YAMAGUTI (COPEPODA, CALIGIDAE)

.

T. Takegami . Seto Mar. Biol. Lab., Kyoto
Univ., Shirahama, Wakayama.

Adults of Pseudocaligus fugu were
usually found to be common on four species
of puffers ( Takifugu niphobles , T

.

pardalis , T_. poecilonotus and T

.

vermicularis ) around The Seto M.B.L., but
its larvae were absent on the latter two
puffers

.

In order to know how the above situ-
ation occurs, rearing experiments on this
parasite were carried out with T.
niphobles and T. poecilonotus Under
experiment, the number of copepodids on
the former host was larger than that on
the latter. Most of copepodids on the
former grew to adult , but those on the
latter disappeared at the copepodid stage
or died at the first chalimus. Adults
were alive on both hosts, and the females
of them produced normal eggs many times.

Therefore it is possible that the
natural situation of the absence of larva
on T\ poecilonotus and I\ vermicularis
is due to the death of the larvae on these
puffers and the immigration of adults from
T . niphobles and T_. pardalis to T

.

poeci lonotus and T_. vermicularis .

TS 14

PROBLEMS IN THE TAXONOMY OF NAUPLIUS Y AND
CYPRIS Y (CRUSTACEA)
T. Ito. Seto Marine Biological Laboratory, Kyoto
University, Shirahama, Wakayama 649-22.

Some new forms of cypris y which were col-
lected in Tanabe Bay on the Pacific coast of Hon-
shu, Japan, or were raised from nauplius y larvae
collected in the same locality are reported.

A cypris y is unique in having a pair of very
large bifurcate paraocular processes which consist
of a sinuate anterior branch and a long posterior
branch; both branches are entirely exposed outside
carapace. Abdomen of this specimen is composed
of only two somites.

The fate of naupliar second antennae and man-
dibles was ascertained from observations on some
specimens of another form of cypris y, which were
raised from nauplius y larvae in the laboratory.
Any part of the bifurcate paraocular process is
not derived from the naupliar second antenna. A
copulative organ (penis) was detected in some spe-
cimens of this form. It is a sclerotized process
with an apical incision and arises from the mid-
ventral face of the first abdominal somite.

A cypris y specimen of a separate form, which
was raised in the laboratory, has not compound
eyes, but has a pair of bifurcate processes as in
other known species.

Based upon these findings, problems in the
taxonomy of y larvae and their systematic position
are discussed. Facetotecta shares many charact-
eristics with certain ascothoracids.

TS 16

THE NOTODELPHYJDAE (COPEPODA, CYCLOPOIDA)
ASSOCIATED WITH COMPOUND ASCIDIANS FROM THE
NORTHER^GULF OF CALIFORNIA.

,

S.Ooishi , and P.L.Illg . Fac . of Fish.,
Mie Univ., Tsu and Dept. of Zool., Univ.
of Wash., Seattle, U.S.A. .

The Puerto Penasco area in the northern
Gulf of California is known for a great va-
riety of animals including ascidians be-
cause of the variety of habitats there. We
had the opportunity to examine copepods as-
sociated with compound ascidians collected
during 1975 and 1983 in that area and ob-
tained 8 species of ascidicoles. Among
these ascidicoles 2 species, Doroixys sp.
and Pythodelphys sp. , are referrable to the
Notodelphyidae and the remainder to the As-
cidicolidae. The host ascidians of Doroixys
sp. and Pythodelphys sp. , are Cystodytes
dellachia jei and ?Aplidium sp. respective-
ly. Doroixys sp. (body length 0.68 mm) is
distinguishable from the species so far
known (D. uncinata Kerschner, 1879; D.

minuta Stock, 1970) by having 2 pointed
hornlike projections in each posterolateral
corner of the cephalosome, the characteris-
tic masticatory part of the mandible and
the 3-segmented endopodites in the 3rd and
4th legs. Pythodelphys sp. (body length
1.7 mm) differs from P. acruris Dudley and
Solomon, 1966 (the type and unique species),

because the present species is much small-
er in size and lacks the masticatory lamel-
la in the mandible.

This is the first report on the ascidi-
coles from the Gulf of California.
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TS 17

ON SOME CUMACEANS AND ISOPODS (CRUSTACEA)

FROM THE FLORES SEA. II.

S. Gamo. Dept . of Biol., Fac . of Educ,
Yokohama Natl. Univ., Yokohama.

Following characteristic species were
newly found in the collection of bathyal
peracarids taken by the joint research of

marine benthic communities in the Southeast
Asian Archipelago with the Natl. Inst, of
Oceanol. of Indonesia (LON-LIPI) , which was
carried out by R/V Hakuho-Maru of the Ocean
Res. Inst., Univ. of Tpkyo, during 22 Jan.
- 5 Mar., 1985 (KH-85-1). The specimens
were collected from off South of Sulawesi,
558-593 m deep, in the Flores Sea.

CUMACEA: 1) Three related species of

Campylaspis , about 4-8 mm long. Carapace
flattened, oval in dorsal aspect, and en-
circled by two strong lateral carinae. 2)

C. sp., a female, 2 mm. Carapace bears six

pairs of dorsal horns, and a shallow con-
cavity on each side. 3) Cumella sp., 4 mm.

Carapace spinose, with slender eyelobe
slightly exceeding the apex of long pseu-
dorostrum. 4) Leptostylis sp., a female,
6 mm. Pleon long, slender, nearly 2/3 of

body length, with sparse long hairs.
ISOPODA: 5) Dendrotion sp. , a male and

a female with eggs in ovary, 1.7 mm. This
species resembles D. paradoxum Hansen,
1916. 6) Acanthomunna (?) sp. , a female,
1.5 mm. Body bears stout dorsal and later-
al spines with short branches. 7) Jaerop-

sis (?) sp., a male, 1.3 mm. Body spinu-
lose and bears lateral flat spinules.

TS 19

THE MEGALOPA STAGE OF A CRAB BELONGING TO
THE FAMILY LATREILLIIDAE (CRUSTACEA, DECA-
PODA, BRACHYURA).
K. Muraoka. Kanagawa Pref. Mus., Yokohama.

Two related genera of the family Lat-
reilliidae, Latreillia and Eplumula con-
sist of five and two species respectively.
Only three forms of megalopae have been
described and attributed to the following
species: 1) L. eleqans Roux from the Medi-
terranean (Cano, 1894) and the north Atla-
ntic (Rice, 1982), 2) L. valida de Haan or
E. phalangiu m (de Haan) from Japan (as
Hom ola sp., Aikawa, 1937; as E. phalan-
giu m(?), Rice, 1982; Takeda & Kurata,
1984), and 3) E. australiensis Henderson
(Williamson, 1967). Four specimens of
megalopa stage referable to this family
were newly collected at 31" 31.0'N, 133°
29.1 'E, far off south of Shikoku, with a
IKMT net, by R/V Hakuho Maru of the Ocean
Res. Inst., Univ. of Tokyo (KH 81-5
cruise). They are referable to the same
species and bear some superficial resem-
blance to those which were attributed to
L. elegans and L. valida or E. phalangiu m.
Present megalopa is obviously closely
allied to E. australiensis in having a

pair of long, slender supraorbital spines
and an acuminated dorsal spine with a
small anterior knob on the carapace, but
the former is distinguished from the
latter by different shape of the dorsal
spine on the second abdominal somite.

TS 18

LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE MUD SHRIMP
UPOGEBIA ( UPOGEBIA ) M AJOR (DE HAAN, 1 84-9)

UNDER LABORATORY CONDITIONS (CRUSTACEA:
THALASSINIDEA: UPOGEBIIDAE).
K. Konishi. Zool. Inst., Fac. of Sci.,
Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo

Larvae of thalassinids represent a

significant studies for systematical point
of view, since adult form shows an inter-
mediate condition between the anomurans
and so-called 'macrurans'. However,
larval stages of thalassinids, including
the Upogebiidae, remains poorly known. In

Japan, the zoeal stages of Upogebia (U.)

major were described orginally by Miyazaki
(1937) and later by Kurata (1965), but
mainly based on planktonic material.

Under laboratory conditions (15 °C, 35

ppt), the complete larval development of
this species consists of three zoeal and
one megalopal stage, requiring 1 4.-1 6 days
from hatching to megalopa. Telson of the
present species bears a short, thin second
telsonal process ('anomuran hair') near to

the third process. Significance of posi-
tion of the second process is discussed,
and its morphological change through molt-
ing is also noted.

Larvae of the Upogebiidae share more
larval features with anomuran larvae than

with the allied families Axiidae and
Callianassidae.

TS 20

ON THE TAXONOMIC CHARACTER OF THE ANTENNA
OF THE MEGALOPA IN ELEVEN CANCRID SPECIES.
F. Iwata. Zool. Inst., Hokkaido Univ.,
Sapporo

A comparative study on the larval
development of cancrid crabs (Iwata and
Konishi, 1981) revealed that the number
of setae or spines on the exopod of the
antenna and those on the endopod of the
maxillule, maxilla and maxillipeds are
constant throughout the five zoeal stages
in eight species, while those on the
antenna and maxillipedal endopod are
specific and available as the significant
characteristics for identification of the
megalopal stage. The result obtained
above was strengthened by the appearance
of three additional papers on Cancer
species, C_. pagurus from European coasts
(Ingle, 1981), and C. ed w ardsi and C.

setosus from Chilean coasts (Quintana,
1983; Quintana and Saelzer, 1986).

Among the larval characteristics above
mentioned, however, the interspecific
variability of the setal formula of the
antenna seem to be the most useful
criterion for identification of eleven
species of Cancer . The setal formula of
the endopod of maxillipeds is secondary
in its taxonomic value, and a combination
of characters of antenna and maxillipeds
may give a definite contribution for the
identification of the megalopa in Cancer
species

.
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TS 21

SYSTEMATIC POSITION OF THE GENUS MONOCO-
RYNA AND A NEW TRIBE OF THE FAMILY COCCI-
NELLIDAE (INSECTA: COLEOPTERA)

.

H. Sasaji, Biol. Lab., Fac. of Educ, Fukui Univ.,
Fukui.

A new species of the genus Monocoryna Gorham,
1885 from Thailand was closely examined. This
genus was originally described as a member of the
Endomychidae, with the type-species Monocoryna
decempunctata Gorham from Sumatra, and its gene-
ral appearance is indeed similar to some genera of

the family, especially to Stenotarsus or its relatives,
in having a weakly convex and thickly pubescent
dorsum, and lateral sulci and latero-basal depressi-
ons on pronotum. But, absence of frontoclypeal
suture, securiform maxillary palpi and presence of
femoral lines on 1st abdominal sternite of this genus
show the closer affinity to the family Coccinellidae.
Antennae 8-segmented with a club consisting of a

single segment, a pronotum with distinct lateral

sulci and latero-basal depressions, a frons with a

pair of deep furrows running along inner ocular
margins and a strongly raised median part of pro-
sternum of this genus are quite different frm those
of almost all other genera of the Coccinellidae. It

is necessary to set a new tribe for the reception of

this curious beetle, and the new tribe is more
closely related to the tribe Exoplectrini in the sub-
family Coccidulinae than to the other tribes of the
Coccinellidae. The names of the new species and
the new tribe are deferred to the separate paper
which is in preparation.

TS 23

BIOCHEMICAL STUDY ON THE PHYLOGENETIC
POSITION OF AN ENDEMIC JAPANESE SPECIES
OF SEA-URCHIN, PSEUDOCENTROTUS DEPRESSUS .

N. Matsuoka. Dept. of Biol. , Fac. of Sci.

,

Hirosaki Univ., Hirosaki.

The taxonomic situation of the sea-urchin,
Pseudocentrotus depressus . has been much
disputed. For clarifying quantitatively
its phylogenetic position, I examined the
phylogenetic relationships among seven
species of the two families, Toxopneustidae
and Strongylocentrotidae, by electropho-
retic analyses of 15 enzymes. The biochem-
ical dendrogram for the seven species con-
structed from the allozyme data showed the
following: (1)P. depressus . which is tax-
onomically included in the Toxopneustidae,
is more closely related to the Strongylo-
centrotidae than to the Toxopneustidae.
(2)Among the three Toxopneustids , T. pileo-
lus is more closely related to P. maculata
than to T. gratilla . (3) Among the three
Strongylocentrotids, £>. intermedius is
more closely related to S.
pulcherrimus.

nudus than to H.
These results are strongly

supported by several molecular and non-
molecular evidence. It is concluded from
the present electrophoretic study that
P. depressus is a member of the family
Strongylocentrotidae. This study also
suggested that the three Strongylocent-
rotids may have been descended from the
common ancestor with P. depressus in the
Pliocene.

TS 22

ALCYONIDIUM ( CTENOSTOMATA, BRYOZOA) FROM
NORTHERN HOKKAIDO.
S. F. Mawatari 1 and J. L. d'Hondt.
^Zool. Inst. t Fac. Sci., Hokkaido Univ.,
Sapporo and Lab. Biol. Inv. Malaco., Mus.
nat. d'Hist. nat., Paris, France.

Six species of ctenostome bryozoans of
the genus Alcyonidium were described from
Akkeshi and Satsukari, Hokkaido and from
Otsuchi, Iwate Prefecture. Among them, two
are new to science, one new subspecies,
and one undetermined. The other known
species are A. mamil latum Alder, 1897 and
A. sagamianum Mawatari, 1953. A.

saqamianum and another new species are
the erect type, but all the rest are the
encrusting type including the
characteristic orange colony of A.

mamil latum . Each of three translucent
species encrusts on the colony of the
other ctenostome bryozoan Flustrel lidra
corniculata , the sheath of Pseudopotamil la
occelata , and some kind of molluscs or
brown alga Sarqassum confusum ,

respectively.
The identification was partly based on

their tentacle number which has not so far
been used as one of the taxonomic
characters.

TS 24

CHROMOSOMES OF SEA URCHINS RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CHROMOSOME NUMBERS AND TAXONOMY
K.Saotome, Yokohama City Institute of
Health, Yokohama.

Chromosome numbers were examined in
five species of sea urchins. Temnopleurus
hardwickii , Strongylocentrotus intermedius
and Strongylocentrotus nudus belonging to
Echinoida of Regularia showed chromosome
number of 2n=42 , whereas chromosome numbers
of Scaphechinus mirabilis and Astriclypeus
manni belonging to Clypeasteroida of
Irregularia were 2n=46. The difference in
chromosome number was observed between
Echinoida and Clypeasteroida.

Relationship between chromosome num-
bers and taxonomy was reviewed on the basis
of the data of 25 species including above
five species, 1) chromosome number was common
within the same order , 2) difference in chro-
mosome number was observed among three
orders , Arbacioida , Clypeasteroida and
Echinoida,which were 2n=44, 46 and 42, re-
spectively, and 3) Arbacioida, Diadematoida
and Cidaroida were found to have the same
chromosome number of 2n=44 from the data
that Cidaris cidaris was 2n=44,with reserve
(Colombera,197 7) . As Echinoida of new group
is known to be descended from Arbacioida,the
chromosomal change from 2n=4 4 to 2n=4 2 may
be thought. On the other hand, the another
change form 2n=44 to 2n=46 of Clypeasteroida
of Irregularia may also exist, if chromo-
some number of Cidaroida is further con-
firmed as 2n=44.
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TS 25

TAXONIMIC STUDIES IN THE SEA URCHIN, GENUS
ECHINOMETRA , FROM OKINAWA AND HAWAII.
T.Uehara, M.Shingaki and K.Taira. Dept.of
Biol., Univ. of Ryukyus, Nishihara, Okinawa

It has been suggested by Uehara and Shin-
gaki[1985) that four types of the sea urch-
in, E. mathaei , in Okinawa are probably
distinct species because of gamate in-
compartibility and differences in the
karyotypes and the morphological characters.
The other Okinawan sea urchins, E. mathaei ,

with greenish, whitish or cream spines and
Hawaiian both species, E. mathaei , with
green and/or pink spines were examined to
establish their taxonomic status.
Results are as follows. (1] Okinawan
greenish urchins were divided in to two
types. One type has needle-shaped spicules
in the gonad and a high average number of
tubercles on madreporite, and can fertilize
B type urchin with brown spines. The other
type has triradiated gonad spicules and can
fertilize C type urchin with dark brown
spines. (2) Whitish and cream urchins are
identical with type A and type C urchins,
respectively, in respect of spicules in the
gonad, number of tubercles on madreporite
and gamate compartivility. (3)Sea urchin E.

mathaei in Hawaii almost is equal to type B

urchin in Okinawa from the viewpoint of the
morphology and E. oblonga is equivalent to
type D urchin in Okinawa.

TS 27

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION, REPRODUCTION,
AND DEVELOPMENTAL PATTERN OF THE AEOLID
NUDI BRANCH CUTHONA PUPILLAE (BABA, 1961)
(TERGIPEDIDAE)

.

Y.J.Hirano. Mukaishima Mar. Biol. Lab.,
Fac. of Sci., Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima.

The present species had been reported
from the Seto Inland Sea of Japan and
middle part of Japan Sea coast. New range
extension was recorded to the northern
part of Japan; Oshoro Bay, Hokkaido.
Features on the spawning and embryonic
development were compared between south-
ern populations (Mukaishima, Lat. 34° N)
and northern ones (Oshoro, Lat. 43°N). In
the former, the smaller eggs were spawned
(90 ^im in diameter, average number of eggs
in an egg mass ca. 72) and they formed
veliger shells and hatched out as plankto-
trophic veliger larvae. In contrast, in
the latter case, the larger eggs were
spawned (200 /am in diameter, averaae egg
number in an egg mass ca. 22) and they
advanced very condensed development
without veliger shells through embryonic
period and hatched out as adult benthic
form (direct development, rhinophores and
one set of primary cerata had been already
developed) . These differences on repro-
ductive features in a single species were
discussed in the correlation with geo-
graphical distribution. Developmental
pattern of the cerata was also described
for directly developing juveniles.

TS 26

A MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY OF AN EXTANT SPECIES
OF BRISSOPATAGUS , B. RELICTUS SHIGEI (HEART
URCHIN), WITH NEW COLLECTING RECORDS^.
M. Shigei. Misaki Marine Biological Stati-
on, Univ. of Tokyo, Kanagawa.

New specimens of Brissopatagus relictus
Shigei, a relic of Brissopatagus which had
been known only from the Eocene strata,
were collected from ten stations in Sagami
Bay and one in the sea of Amakusa from
depths of 70-120 m, during the years of
1963-1986. It was revealed that the first
specimen had been collected by His Majesty
the Emperor of Japan in 1963 from the shelf
zone of eastern Sagami Bay.

The results of examination of new
materials are as follows:

The large depressions in front of the
petals in interambulacra are not marsupia;
they are considered to be formed in an
evolutionary process of the areoles of the
large primary tubercles.

The present species posses both the
peripetalous and the subanal fascioles as
a member of Brissidae; however, the shape
of the test and the structure of the plate
-system of the oral side show a close
phylogenetic relationship of Brissopatagus
to Micrasteridae and more or less to
Spatangidae. As for the relationship to
Eupatagus , it should be notable that most
of the characters are quite different from
those of a recent species of the genus,
E. micropetalus (H.L. Clark).

TS 28

GENETIC ANALYSIS OF WILD POPULATION OF
CIONA BY RESTRICTION FRAGMENT LENGTH
POLYMORPHISM ( RFLP

)

K. Owada^, T. Shiroishi 2
, K. Moriwaki and

M. Hoshi 1
.

1 Biol. Lab., Fac. of Sci.,
Tokyo Inst, of Technol., Tokyo. 2Dept. of
Cell Genet., Natl. Inst. Genet., Mishima.

Genetic variability in high repetitious
sequences and rDNA repeating units was stud-
ied in Ciona savignyi and C^ intestinalis .

Animals were collected in Asamushi , Otsuchi

,

Yamada, Misaki and Nagoya. Nuclear DNAs
extracted from the individuals were digest-
ed with three restriction enzymes, Bam HI,
Eco RI and Hind III. Degradation products
of the nuclear DNAs appeared as the visible
DNA repetitious bands by means of the gel
electrophoresis stained with ethydiura
bromide. Polymorphism was found in the
pattern of repetitious bands.

rDNA genes in the animals were examined
by the method of Southern blot hybridiza-
tion with a mouse rDNA 28S probe. Four
of the repetitious bands (2.5, 6.8, 7.4,
9.8kb) were hybridized to rDNA 28S probe.
The repetitious bands which were not
hybridized to rDNA 28S might relate to
rDNA 18S or 5.8S.

RFLP detected by rDNA 28S was classified
into 6 groups (I to VI ) . Types V and VI
were observed only in Misaki C^ savignyi
and in Nagoya C. intestinalis , respectively.
Types II and III were observed in all the
places studied. Thus the individual varia-
bility exists though two types of genes
were found in all the five localities.
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TS 29

BRAIN PATTERNS OF THE WHALE AND BASKING
SHARKS, RHINCODON TYPUS AND CETORHINUS
MAXIMUS IN RELATION TO SYSTEMATICS.
Y.Sato, Dept. of Anat. , Yokohama City
Univ. Sch. of Med., Yokohama.

The external features of the brains
of Rhincodon and Cetorhinus were examined
i n relati o n to s y s t

e

matics.The
telencephalon of Rhincodon is a spherical
mass. The corpus cerebelli is highly
elevated dorsally, and covers the caudal
telencephalic part. The transeverse sulci
divide the corpus into three lobes so
that the corpus becomes asymmetrical as a

whole. The vestibulolateral lobe of
Rhincodon is well developed on the
caudal side of the corpus. The whole
brain of Cetorhinus is flattened and
slender. TTTe telencephalic part
corresponding to the dorsal pallium is
less developed than that of Rhincodon .

The corpus cerebelli is symmetrical, and
is divided into two lobes by the sulcus
transversus primus. The medulla oblongata
occupies nearly half of the brain from
the rostral tip of the hemisphere to
the calamus scriptorius. On the other
hand, the brain of Mitsukurina , of the
same Superorder ( Ga 1 eom or phi i ) as
Rhincodon and Cetorhinus, has the
relatively flattened telencephalon and
corpus cerebelli. It appears that the
brain is more related to life history
than to taxonomic classification.
Therefore, the brain of Cetorhinus seems
to reflect its life as a deep sea
dweller.

TS 31

THE PHYLETIC POSITION OF HYNOBIUS TOKYOEN-
SIS FROM AICHI PREFECTURE.
S.Kuzumi , M.Kakegawa and Y.Moriwaki^.
^Nishi Handicapped Children's Sch., Nagoya,
^Mukoujima Eng. High Sch., Tokyo and Hira-
ta City Office, Shimane.

Hynobius tokyoensis is distributed in
the Kanto District and Aichi Prefecture.
H. nebulosus inhabits the Western Japan.
H. tokyoensis from Aichi has characters
rather similar to H. nebulosus than H. to-

kyoensis from Kanto Dist. We studied the
direction of phyletic line in H. tokyoensis
group and H. nebulosus from Mie Pref. In
the developmental pattern, both H. tokyo -

ensis (Aichi) and H. nebulosus (Hie) show
their own characteristics. In the morpho-
metric characters, however, these salaman-
ders are very similar either in larvae or
adults. In the crossing experiment, hybrid
of H. tokyoensis (Chiba) X H. tokyoensis
(Aichi) hatch at a low rate and show many
malformations in larvae. Hybrid of y. ne -

bulosus Clie) X H. tokyoensi s (Aichi) grow
well. In skeletal muscle proteins analyz-
ed by tow-dimentional electrophresis ,H . to -

kyoensis (Aichi) is similar to H. nebulosus
(Hie) than to H. tokyoensis (Chiba) . In
the phyletic line, therefore, H. tokyoensis
(Aichi) is closer to H. nebulosus (Hie)
than to H. tokyoensis (Chiba).

TS 30

KARYOTYPES OF THE FAMILY GOBIIDAE FISHES F-

ROM KOREA.
G. Y. Lee, S. I. Jang, M. J. Yun, and J. N.

So, Dept. of Biol., Coll. Nat. Sci., Chonb-
uk Natl. Univ., Korea.

Somatic chromosome in 8 species of Ko-
rean gobies were examined. Cells from gill
and digestive tracts were used after treatm-
ent with colchicine. The preparations were
made according to the flame drying method,
and the karyotypes were analyzed by conven-
tional Giemsa-staining

.

Diploid chromosome number in 8 species
of the Gobiidae fishes were classified into

five patterns on the basis of chromosome mo-
rphology (Acanthogobius lactipes, 2n = 40 ; A.

sp., 2n = 42 ; A. hasta, C. heptacanthus , T.

nudicervicus , 0. platycephala , 2n = 44 ; F.

gymnauchen, 2n = 48 ; Acen trogobius pflaumi,
2n = 50). Nombre fondamental (NF) of the
Gobiidae fishes were classified into six pa-

tterns (A. lactipes, NF = 40 ; C. heptacant-
hus, 0. paltycephala, NF = 44 ; A . hasta,
A. sp., NF = 50 ; T. nudicervicus, NF = 62

; A. pflaumi, NF = 86 ; F. gymnauchen , NF =

96).
In A. lactipes, C. heptacantyus and 0.

platycephala , the karyotype of each species
had only monoarmed chromosomes. A. hasta,
A. sp,, A, pflaumi and T. nudicervicus had
biarmed and monoarmed chromosomes. But kary-
otypes of F. gymnauchen was composed of a 1 -

1 biarmed chromosomes.
Poly ploidization or intra-specif ic po-

lymorphism of the chromosome was not obser-
ved in any species studied.

TS 32

GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION IN THE BREEDING ECOLO-
GY OF THE JAPANESE COMMON TOAD, BUFO JAPON -

ICUS .

M. Matsui. Biol. Lab., Yoshida Coll., Kyoto
Univ . , Kyoto

The breeding season of the Japanese com-
mon toad varies geographically and ranges
from mid November to early July. There
tends to be a positive correlation between
the clutch size and the mean annual temper-
ature of the localities, whereas the egg
size tends to negatively correlate to the
mean annual temperature. These relation-
ships, however, reverse when correlated to
the estimated temperature at the time of
breeding. Thus, more numerous smaller eggs
are laid by the earlier breeders from annu-
ally warmer localities when the temperature
is lower and vice versa . This contradicts
to a generally accepted view that larger
eggs are laid in the colder environments.
Eggs laid earlier develop more slowly in
the colder growing seasons and the size at
metamorphosis is larger. The larger clutch
size is regarded as advantageous to reduce
damages by freezing, and smaller egg size
would be compensated by the longer larval
period. Eggs laid later develop more rapid-
ly in the warmer growing seasons and the
size at metamorphosis is smaller. The
larger egg size and smaller clutch size are
regarded as advantageous to reduce the
density-dependent mortality, and faster
development would be advantageous to sur-
vive under risks of drought and predation.
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TS 33

KARYOTYPES OF MICROHYLID FROGS FROM PAPUA
NEW GUINEA. .

M. Kuramoto and A. Allison L Dept. of
Biol., Fukuoka Univ. of Educ, Munakata
and 2 Div. of Vert. Zool., B. P. Bishop Mus.,
Honolulu, USA.

All microhylid frogs of PNG belong to
the two endemic subfamilies Asterophryinae
and Genyophryninae in the family Microhy-
lidae. To examine karyological relation-
ships, we compared karyotypes of 15 PNG
microhylid frogs belonging to five genera.
Thirteen species had 2N = 26 chromosomes
consisting of five large and eight small
pairs. Pair nos. 1 and 5 were median, nos.
2, 3 and 4 were submedian or subterminal,
and, excepting for Cophixalus variegatus ,

most small pairs were median. Barygenys
f 1 avigularis had 2N = 32 chromosomes. Its
karyotype has apparently derived from a

26-chromosome karyotype through central
fissions in three large pairs and subse-
quent pericentric inversions. C_^ pansus
was found to be a tetraploid species with
4N=52 chromosomes, and its karyotype re-
sembled that of C^ riparius . These results
led to the conclusions; l)the basic chro-
mosome number of PNG microhylids is 2N=26,
2) the two subfamilies are essentially
identical in their karyotypes, and 3) the
karyotypes of PNG microhylid frogs were
similar to those of Malagasy species of
the subfamily Cophylinae, rather than the
South Asiatic Microhyl inae, suggesting the
Gondwanaland radiation in this family.

TS 35

KARYOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON
THE TWO CHROMOSOMAL RACES OF APODEMUS
SPECIOSUS .

M.Saitoh, Y.Obara and N.Matsuoka. Dept.
of Biol., Fac. of Sci., Hirosaki Univ.,
Hirosaki

.

Two chromosomal races (2n=46 and 2n=48)
of the Japanese field mouse, Apodemus s^.

speciosus , were examined by means of elec-
trophoresis, chromosomal banding and par-
affin section to estimate the degree of
their genetic divergence, paying special
attention to (1) their genetic distances
(D) and (2) the gametogenesis and the rate
of nondisjunction (ND) in their hybrids.

The two races considered to be fairly
interfertile, baced on the high frequency
(ca. 50%) of heterozygotes in the hybrid
zone. The section figures of the hybrids
showed a normal germinal line in either
sex. In addition, the D values among the
populations of the races were very small
(0.02-0.04) and comparable to those among
the local populations or races of many
other animals. However, the ND rate
amounted to almost 28% in their hybrids
(6% in a homozygotes ) . Therefore, substan-
tial number of gametes of the hybreids
would be genetically unbalanced. Such
genetic unbalance in the Robertsonian
heterozygotes may, at least in part, func-
tion as a post-mating isolation mechanism
for maintaining the parapatric distribution
of these two chromosomal races.

TS V\

CROSSBREEDING BETWEEN EOTHENOMYS SMITHI AND
E. KAGEUS .

A. Ando and S. Shiraishi. Zool. Lab., Fac.
of Agr., Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka.

E. smithi was first described by
Thomas (1905) as Evotomys ( Phaulomys )

smithii . Imaizumi (1949) placed this spe-
cies iff- the genus Eothenomys as E. smithii .

Later, E. kaqeus was separated from E.
smithi by the differences in the number of
the mammae, shape of the baculum and mor-
phological characteristics of the skull
(Imaizumi, 1957). Since then, the taxonomic
position of these two species has been
debated by several researchers from the
viewpoint of morphological or karyological
aspect, but a definite opinion has not yet
been settled. Thus, the authors tried
crossbreeding experiments between E. smithi
(from Fukuoka Pref.) and E. kaqeus (from
Nagano and Yamanashi Prefs) under rearing
conditions (20°C, LD 12:12). As the result,
17 litters (F-| ) were obtained from 4 pairs
of E. smithi (.?.) X E. kageus ($), 9 litters
(F 2 ) from 2 pairs of F-, , 7 litters (B-| )

from E. smithi ($) X F-| (t) , and 4 litters
(B 2 ) from 1 pair of B-, ($) X F

1
(J). On the

contrary, from 1 pair of E. smithi ($) X E.
kaqeus ($), 3 litters (F-|) were produced:
the crossbreeding is possible between both
species, and both sexes of hybrids also
possess the normal breeding ability. This
means that E. kaqeus should be synonymous
with E. smithi.

TS 36

EVOLUTION OF THE NUCLEAR SIZE OF CEREBELLAR
GRANULAR CELLS IN VERTEBRATES.
K. Tsuneki. Dept. of Biol., Shimane Univ.,
Matsue

The diameters of nuclei of cerebellar
granular cells were measured in 88 species
of vertebrates belonging to various taxono-
mic groups. Among sarcopterygians (s. lat.)
the nuclear diameter decreases in the fol-
lowing order: Dipnoi, Urodela, Anura, Che-
Ionia, Mammalia, Squamata, and Aves. Among
actinopterygians , the nuclear diameter de-
creases in the following order: Chondro-
stei, Brachiopterygii , Ginglymodi, Haleco-
morphi, and Teleostei. The nuclear size
is related to the genome size (cellular DNA
content), cellular metabolic activity, cell
cycle length, and the rate of speciation.
The more active and larger groups (more
advanced groups) possess the smaller nu-
clei. Judging from the nuclear size and
species number, teleosts may be considered
as the most advanced group in vertebrates.
Among tetrapods, birds may be more ad-
vanced vertebrates than mammals, because
birds possess smaller nuclei, a larger
number of species and are metabolically
more active than mammals. General beliefs
that land animals are more advanced than
aquatic animals and we (mammals) occupy
the summit in the Vertebrata may be some-
what biased.
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TS 37

EXAMINATION OF ANIMAL SPECIMENS COLLECTED
BY V. SIEBOLD BUT NOT REPORTED IN "FAUNA
JAPONICA" AND STUDIES ON THE NEWLY DIS-
COVERED SIXTH VOLUME OF FAUNA JAPONICA.
T. Yamaguchi, Aitsu Mar. Biol. Sta., Fac.
Sci., Kumamoto Univ., Amakusa.

V. Siebold collected numerous animal
specimens in Japan. By publishing of
"Fauna Japonica" he introduced many Japa-
nese animals to the world. However, except
for crustaceans, invertebrates were not in-
troduced in it. The total number of unpub-
lished specimens is estimated to be more
than 7000. To clarify the unknown contri-
bution and activities of v. Siebold in zo-
ology an investigation was carried out at
the Rijksmuseum van Natuurlijke Historie
in Leiden, the Netherlands. A total of
1959 specimens were found. The species com-
position of them is full of variety; 410
mollusks, 34 echinoderms, 38 coelenterates

,

11 bryozoans, etc.. The quality is very
high in most of specimens. Usually the col-
lection of each species contains specimens
of different sizes or colors. Some speci-
mens have an old label written in Japanese.

Cooperative studies were done on the
sixth volume of Fauna Japonica which deals
with echinoderms. We examined the speci-
mens, lithographic plates and uncompleted
manuscript. Then it became clear that the
author (J. A. Herklots) had an idea to pub-
lish eight new species in it. Ten plates
remain but two were lost. A total of 20 spe-
cies are illustrated in those plates but
five of them are not preserved.

TS 38

MATSUMORI TANEYASU AND EVOLUTION THEORY
N. Isono. Dept. of Biol., Keio Univ.,
Yokohama.

Matsumori Taneyasu (1825-1892), an
amateur naturalist, left several manu-
scripts on natural history. It is some-
times said that he proposed a theory
of evolution in "Kyuri-Shigen", before
E. S. Morse introduced Darwinism into
Japan in 1877. Recently, however, I

had a chance to read his manuscripts,
and found the above statement was wrong.
In "Kyuri-Shigen", which was written
mainly before 1877, there is no mention
of evolution.

It is in "Butsuri-Shinron" and "Ryou-
Hakubutsu-Zufu", both of which were
written in the latter half of 1880s,
that he referred to evolution for the
first time. In these manuscripts, he
insisted that all of the organisms were
the products of evolution, and suggested
that evolutionary changes occurred by
mutation, hybridization and bud mutation.
The former insistence is the mixture
of Darwinism and his own view of the
world resembling the so-called "Ladder
of Nature", while the latter suggestion
seems to be based on his careful obser-
vations on animals and plants. Usages
of the terms suggest that he got know-
ledge on evolution and biology from
Morse's "D6butsu-Shinkaron" published
in 1883.
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[Book Review]

Transdifferentiation and Instability in Cell Commitment

T. S. Okada and Hisato Kondoh, editors.

Yamada Conference VIII.

(Available as "Commitment and Instability in Cell Differentiation", ed. by

T. S. Okada and H. Kondoh, Current Topics in Developmental Biology

(Eds. A. A. Moscona and Alberto Monroy) Volume 20, Academic Press,

Orlando and Tokyo, 1986, 433 pp.)

It has been conventionally assumed that cells in

developing organisms change their states of dif-

ferentiation in a well programmed way and that

the outcome of differentiation is stable. Recently,

there has been a growing evidence that conversion

of cell phenotype, called transdifferentiation or

cellular metaplasia, occurs not only under ex-

perimental conditions but also in normal process of

differentiation. Since this is a conversion from

well-identified cell type to new types, studies on

transdifferentiation have certain advantages over

studies starting with undifferentiated cells.

This book consists of 29 papers. Among the

various intriguing examples of transdifferentiation

are transdifferentiation of lens cells from pig-

mented epithelial cells or neural retina cells in

culture, transdifferentiation of cartilage cells from

muscle cells, and transdifferentiation of various

types of neural crest derived cells. The roles of

transdifferentiation in normal development are

analyzed in the papers on cellular slime mold and

hydra development. The book also presents va-

rious topics in nervous system development as well

as development of hematopoietic stem cells.

These chapters will provide readers with a better

comprehension of the main topics of this book. Of

particular interest is the regeneration of nearly

complete manubrium (with germ cells) from a

piece of striated muscle of a medusa. Well-

differentiated striated muscle cells undoubtedly

give rise to smooth muscle cells, interstitial cells,

gland cells, digestive cells, nematoblasts, secretory

cells and even gametes. The potency of cells of

medusa is now comparable with that of plant cells.

The last four chapters deal with plant cells and the

authors argued that there is no fundamental differ-

ence in differentiation plasticity between plant and

animal cells. Also fascinating are the chapters on

extralenticular crystallins. The conversion of non-

lens cells to lens cells is preceded by a low-level

transcription of crystallin genes, and the transcrip-

tion is detected in several nonlens tissues as well.

It may be an interesting question to determine

whether such low-level tanscription is actually a

prerequisite for cellular instability. Microinjection

of crystallin genes to primary cultured cells de-

scribed in the following chapter is certainly a help

in understanding the regulatory mechanisms of

crystallin gene expressions in embryonic tissues.

We often focus our attention on deterministic

side of differentiation and tend to neglect the

plasticity of differentiating (or once differenti-

ated) cells, but in developmental biology, much

conclusive evidence of such developmental plastic-

ity (regulative or sometimes stochastic behavior of

cells) has been accumulated. As a bird's-eye view

on this side of development can be obtained

through this volume, the book is recommended to

anyone interested in seriously reconsidering the

mechanism of development and differentiation.

KlYOTAKA YAMANA AND KAZUYA NOMURA
Kyushu University

Fukuoka, Japan.
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[Book Review]

Population Genetics and Molecular Evolution

Tomoko Ohta and Kenichi Aoki, editors.

Japan Scientific Societies Press, Tokyo and Springer Verlag, Berlin. 1985.

503 pp.

This book comes from the Oji International

Seminar held in Mishima in November of 1984, on

the occasion of Professor Motoo Kimura's sex-

tagenarian birthday. It contains 26 scientific pa-

pers and four essays by his friends and colleagues.

The opening paper by Crow is a concise histori-

cal review of the neutrality-selection controversy,

indicating the major objections to the theory and

how they have ben met. He pointed out why the

neutral theory is a good and even a beautiful

scientific theory. The next paper by Kimura exem-

plifies the use of diffusion methods to obtain the

average time until fixation of a mutant gene or

genes under continual mutation pressures. A
biologically interesting model of individually del-

eterious but compensatory mutations at two loci is

analyzed. Under complete linkage, a good approx-

imation for two interacting sites within a gene, it is

shown that average time can be surprisingly short.

Nei summarized his original results on human

evolution at the molecular elvel. For estimating

the divergence times between races of man, gene

frequency data appear to be most suitable because

of the relatively small sampling error, whereas the

most reliable phylogeny of human and apes is

obtained from mitochondrial DNA sequence data.

Milkman presents a unified theory of population

genetics and molecular evolution which reconciles

neutrality at the gene level with stabilizing selec-

tion at the phenotypic level. Selander, and Hartl

and Dykhuizen deal with the population genetics

of prokaryotes. Mukai reviews his classic studies

which still provide strong support for the neutral

theory. Careful experiments reveal no evidnence

for either overdominance, frequency-dependent

selection or diversifying selection at polymorphic

structural loci. Yamazaki presents an interesting

example of genetic variability at a putative regu-

laroty gene locus subject to natural selection while

genetic variability at the strucural gene locus under

its control is neutral. Watterson compares six dis-

tances defined in terms of allele frequencies in two

samples, and assesses the performances of the

corresponding estimators of the divergence time of

two species using a special simulation procedure.

Then, the next four theoretical papers motivated

by the recent discoveries in molecular genetics

were presented by Maruyama and Fuerst, Takaha-

ta, Charlesworth and Ohta. Maruyama and Fuerst

review their work on the stochastic theory of a

non-equilibrium population. Takahata explores a

population genetic model of extranuclear genomes

with special reference to the degree of polymorph-

ism, linkage disequilibrium and local differentia-

tion, introgression over spiecies boundaries and so

on. Charlesworth develops a population genetic

model of transposable elements based on the

selfish DNA hypothesis, and discuss the various

predictions in relation to the wealth of data on

middle repetitive DNA. Ohta extends her theore-

tical research on the population genetics of mul-

tigene families, and analyzes a dispersed repetitive

DNA family evolving under gene conversion, du-

plicative transposition, and interchromosomal

equal recombination.

The following three papers by Shimizu, Itatsu,

and Shiga are rigorous mathematical treatments of

population genetics models.

Tajima and Tateno present critical assessments

of the numerous statistical methods which have

been proposed to estimate divergence time and to

construct phylogenetic trees. These theoretical

papers are followed by actual analyses of molecu-

lar evolution. Miyata et al., demonstrate the pre-
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sence of marked amino acid sequence homologies

among polymerases of taxonomically unrelated

organsisms. Li tests the controversial issue of

whether the rate of nonsynonymous substitution is

accelerated after gene duplication, and if so,

whether relaxation of selective constraint or

advantageous mutation is the more likely cause.

The answer is that acceleration does often occur,

in support of the neutral theory. Gojobori com-

pares the rates of nucleotide substitution for cellu-

lar and viral oncogenes of Moloney murine sarco-

ma virus. The rate of the viral oncogene is about a

million times greater than that for the cellular

oncogene. Hori et al. have constructed a phy-

logenetic tree for widely separated organisms by

comparing the 259 5S rRNA sequence presently

available. One of the very interesting findings is

that metabacteria are phylogenetically closer to

the eukaryotes than to the eubacteria.

Two fascinating papers on codon usage are

presented by Ikemura and Osawa. The existance

of a strong positive correlation between choice of

synonymous codons and availablity of isoaccepting

tRNA molecules has been solidly demonstrated by

Ikemura. Codon usage can also be strongly in-

fluenced by A+T content of genome, as shown

convincingly by Osawa et al.

The last two papers by Yasuda and Aoki are

aplications of population genetics theory to human

problems. Yasuda's paper deals with the analysis

of humanjnigration while Aoki's paper treats the

problem of reciprocal altruism in sociobiology.

The first essay is by Nigel Calder who is a

well-known British Science writer. In humorous

and erudite discussion of the history of evolution-

ary thinking, he asks why resistance to the neutral

theory has been so strong. He stresses change of

biological evolution, mentioning impressively that

if the comet that ended the Cretaceous period had

crossed the Earth's orbit just 20min earlier or

later, the dinosaurs would probably still rule the

Earth today, in which case the mammals would

probably still be the diminitive creature. The last

three essays reveal a personal side of Professor

Kimura. Yamada reviews Kimura's contributions

to animal breeding theory, and Kimura himself

accounts for his personal interest on theoretical

population genetics. Finally, Crow tell the bril-

liant young population geneticist before the

achieved his present time.

This book is not merely the proceeding of the

seminar, but also it will serve as a supplementary

reader for those studying population genetics at

the graduate or advanced undergraduate level, as

well as being an interesting guide to modern

population genetics for general scientists and for

biologist in particular.

Izuo Tobari

National Institute of

Radiological Sciences

Chiba, Japan.
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[Book Review]

Endogenous Sleep Substances and Sleep Regulation

Shojiro Inoue and Alexander A. Borbely, editors.

Japan Scientific Societies Press, Tokyo and VNU Science Press BV,

Utrecht. 1985. 266 pp.

It is unknown to me whether the concept of

sleep regulation by sleep substances enjoys wide

acceptance by biological scientists. I must confess

my understanding on what is sleep has become

quite different after reading this book.

Experimental approach to sleep substances can

be traced back to the early 20th century, when

Ishimori (1909) and Legendre and Pieron (1913)

reported on sleep deprivation experiments in dogs

with the aim of verifying the presence of endoge-

nous sleep substances. These pioneering studies

were substantiated only in recent years by applying

modern techniques of rapidly developing neurosci-

ences. Following the isolation and identification of

blood-borne delta-sleep-inducing peptide (DSIP)

by Schoenenberger et al. in 1977, a variety of sleep

substances have been described. The variety in

their chemical classes can be seen in the list of

putative sleep substnaces, which includes proteins,

peptides, amines, prostaglandin D2 , uridine, tryp-

tophan, and others.

This book is based on papers presented at the

Eighth International Symposium entitled 'Humor-

al Control of Sleep and its Evolution' held in

Kyoto in 1984 under the auspices of the Taniguchi

Foundation.

This volume contains 21 papers on various

aspects of regulatory mechanisms and functions of

sleep, evolutionary and adaptive features of sleep,

and circadian rest-activity rhythm. The first three

chapters are concerned with the general aspects of

sleep and sleep substances with special reference

to homeostasis of sleep and the current efforts on

the synthesis of potent sleep-inducing substances.

The next three chapters, chiefly evolutionary and

adaptive in emphasis, deal with methodological

evaluation of sleep-wakefulness study in verte-

brates and invertebrates to trace the phylogenic

origins of sleep. Correlation with circadian rhyth-

micity contributes the subject of the next five

chapters. Following these are the seven chapters

which characterize this volume on the identifica-

tion, localization in the brain center of sleep,

specific binding sites, and functional aspects of

various sleep-inducing substances (such as, DSIP
drawn over the illustration, muramyl peptides,

factor S, prostaglandin D2 , and uridine) and prop-

osals for their role as physiological endogenous

regulators in mammals.The possible interaction of

these substances with adrenergic and serotonergic

systems is also a subject of extensive discussion.

Paradoxical sleep-inducing factors and their rela-

tion with neurotransmitters form the subject of the

last three chapters.

Only a few monographs on sleep substances

have been published in English. The present

volume stands out among them by virtue of its

focus on most of the subject areas of sleep sub-

stnaces, and updated presentations. The editors

and authors are all well-known active sleep phy-

siologists. One of the co-editors is Dr. A. Borbely

who is Professor of Pharmacology, University of

Zurich and the author of book entitled 'Das

Geheimnis des Schlafs' (Deutsche Verlags-

Anstalt, Stuttgart, 1984). The other co-editor, Dr.

S. Inoue, is Professor of Biocybernetics, Tokyo

Medical and Dental University who has translated

the above-mentioned book of Borbely and au-

thored a popular book of 'Search for the Spirit of

Sleep (in Japanese), both of which were recently

published from Dobutsu-sha, Ltd., Tokyo. The

publisher, editors and contributors are to be com-

mended for this informative book of fine quality.

It may inspire basic and clinical scientists to gener-

ate a great interest in the general problem of 'What

is sleep'.

^G-D-y,

>
Seiichiro Kawashima

Hiroshima University

Hiroshima, Japan.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE 58TH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ZOOLOGICAL
SOCIETY OF JAPAN

The 58th Annual Meeting of the Zoological Society of Japan will be held at Toyama University

from October 7 to 9, 1987. Further information and application form will be sent to the domestic

members in April issue of 'Biological Science News' (No. 185). The deadline for application is July

15, 1987.

For application from foreign countries, please contact:

Prof. Manabu K. Kojima

Organizing Committee of the 58th Annual Meeting

of the Zoological Society of Japan

c/o Department of Biology, Faculty of Science,

Toyama University,

3190 Gofuku, Toyama 930, Japan.

Phone: 0764-41-1271, Ext. 340.

TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM OF NEUROSECRETION

Xth International Symposium on Neurosecretion will be held in Bristol, August 31-September

5, 1987?

The meeting will be centered on the secretion of neuropeptides, will consider studies of the

whole Animal Kingdom. For each topics there will be a number of invited speakers, together with

free poster sessions. The program will ensure generous time for display and discussion of posters.

Topics will include:

(i) Molecular and Cellular Biology of Neuropeptide Secretion,

(ii) Regulation of Neuropeptides Release,

(iii) Co-localization of Neuropeptides and Morphological techniques for Studying

Neuropeptide Production,

(iv) Electrical Activity of Peptidergic Neurones.

Inquiries to:

Neurosecretion Symposium Scretary

Department of Anatomy

The Medical School

Bristol BS8 1TD, England
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ZOOLOGICAL SCIENCE AWARD

Annual awards for the best original papers have been established through the donation of

Narishige Scientific Instrument Laboratory, Tokyo. The sum of about 500,000 yen will be

awarded annunally at the Annunal Meeting of the Zoological Society of Japan to a few papers

published in ZOOLOGICAL SCIENCE during the preceding calendar year. Every original

papers published in this journal will automatically be candidates for the award. The aim of the

award is to encourage contributions to this journal. Selection Committee for the award will be

organized every year.

ZOOLOGICAL SCIENCE AWARD 1985 was awarded to the following three papers.

Akio Nishikawa and Katsutoshi Yoshizato: Epidermal Cells of the Anuran Tadpole Tail: Its

Isolation and Characterization in vitro. Vol. 2, No. 2, pp. 201-211.

Masamichi Kanou and Tateo Shimozawa: Responses of Cricket Leg Motoneurons to

Air-Current Stimuli: Velocity dependent Inhibition and Acceleration Dependent Excita-

tion. Vol. 2, No. 5, pp. 629-639.

Akira Kanamori, Yoshitake Nagahama and Nobuo Egami: Development of the Tissue

Architecture in the Gonads of the Medaka Oryzias laktipes. Vol. 2, No. 5, pp. 695-706.

ERRATUM

In the article by K. Swarup and S. P. Srivastav, entitled 'Effects of Glucagon Treatment on

Stannius Corpuscles of the Catfish Clarias batrachus,' which was published in Vol. 3, No. 5,

pp. 907-909, 1986, the date of receipt of the paper was incorrectly printed.

'Received July 25,' 1986 should read 'Received July 25, 1985'.
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